




SCHEMATIC SYMBOLS USED IN CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

ANTENNA GROUND 

1 1 
T T 

FIXED CONDENSER 
(See footnote 1) 

B. 
VARIABLE OR ADJUSTABLE 

CONDENSER 
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B- Split- stator 
(See footnote 2) 

. 

A. B 

AIR- CORE INDUCTOR 

A- fixed coil or r f choke 
B- Coil with fixed tap 
C- Coil with variable tap 
entail circles indicate pluy-ond-
jack or bindiny-post termina/s) 

C. 

IRON-CORE INDUCTOR 
OR CHOKE 

B 

A-AIR-CORE TRANSFORMER 
OR INDUCTIVELY-COUPLED COILS KEY JACK 
(Arrow used only if couplmy 
is variable) 
B- LINK-COUPLED COILS 

FIXED RESISTOR 

VARIABLE RESISTOR, 
POTENTIOMETER, VOLTAGE 
DIVIDER, RHEOSTAT, ETC. 

ELECTRICAL HEATER ELEMENT 

WIRING DIAGRAM DEVICES 
A- Wires connected 
B- Wres not connected 

ocoo 
TWISTED-PAIR GABLE 

COAXIAL CABLE 

SHIELDED WIRE OR CABLE 

SHIELDING 

iii 
TERMINALS 

with appropriate labels 

,1 I 1 1 1 1191 

eCY\ 
SWITCHES 

A- S.PS.T. C-
B- S P.0.1 D-Rotoryffultipoint 

PLUG 

POWER PLUGS 
A-Non-polarized 
B-Polart zed 

IRON-CORE TRANSFORMERS ---0 --- --€3 ---

A- lamirm frni core Non-polarized and polarized 
B-Powdered-iron core power Pr....ft, des 
(Arrows indicate variable e\-1 
core or permeability tuning) FUSE 

E 
MICROPHONES 

A-Single-butlon D-Dynamit 
8-Double-button E- Velocity 
C-Condenser F- Crystal 

e  
PHONO PICK UPS 

flectromaynetic and crystal 

Double Single 
HEADPHONES 

LOUDSPEAKER 

# — P 

BUZZER 

4  
0 

A 
RELAYS 

A- Normany - open 
El- Normally- eased 

A -crks-
VIBRATORS 

A- Non-rect4ing 
B-Self- rectifying 

METER 
(with # = proper 

identification - v,PIA,etc) 

---.1111111P 
BATTERY SINGLE CELL 

RECTIFIER 

e(dot) 
(Usually dry-disk) CRYSTALS+ B 

INDICATES GASEOUS TUBE A- Piezoelectric 
B- Detector 

P/a le 

Filament 
DIODE VACUUM TUBE 

Plaie 

Grid 

Filament 
TRIODE VACUUM TUBE 

G 

Plate 
G4 

G, G2 

Cathode-. 

MULTIGRID VACUUM TUBE 
The grids are usually 
numbered. 6, being that 
closest to the cathode 

FILAMENT CA NODE 
OR HEATER 

PHOTOELECTRIC COLD 
CATHODE CATHODE 

GRID 
(Also beant-o,nhniny PLATE 
or beant-fornung 

electrode) 

--1 
—ACM DIODE 

PLATE ANODES 

j_ 

ELECTRON- RAY CATHODE-RAY 
TUBE TARGET TUBE DEFLECTING 

ANODES PLATES 

LAMPS 
A- Panel or dial 
B-Illuminating 

NEON BULBorVOLTAGE REGULATOR 
(VR) TUBE 
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7orewori 
• TWENTY-ONE years ago — in 1926 — the first edition of The Radio Amateur's Hand-

book was presented to the amateur world. Produced by the amateur's own organization, the 
American Radio Relay League, and written with the needs of the practical amateur con-
stantly in mind, its publication was eagerly greeted by the radio enthusiasts of that day. 
Subsequent editions have earned ever-increasing acceptance not only by amateurs but by all 
segments of the radio world, from students to engineers, servicemen to operators. 

This wide dependence on the Handbook, evidenced by a total printing of over a million 
and a half copies, primarily is founded on its practical utility, its treatment of radio com-
munication problems in terms of how-to-do-it rather than by abstract discussion and abstruse 
formulas. 
But there is another factor as well: dealing with a fast-moving and progressive science, 

sweeping and virtually continuous modification has been a feature of the Handbook — 
always with the objective of presenting the soundest and best aspects of current practice 
rather than the merely new and novel. Its annual rewriting is a major task of the head-
quarters group of the League, participated in by skilled and experienced amateurs well 
acquainted with the practical problems in the art. 

In contrast to most publications of a comparable nature. the Handbook is printed in the 
format of the League's monthly magazine, QST. This, together with extensive and usefully-
appropriate catalog advertising by manufacturers producing equipment for the radio ama-
teur, makes it possible to distribute for a very modest charge a work which in volume of 
subject matter and profusity of illustration surpasses most available radio texts selling for 
several times its price: 
When war came to this nation it was discovered by the military and other agencies that 

the Handbook was precisely what was needed to help make practical radiomen for the Army 
and Navy and to help those who were training themselves for wartime radio work. Not only 
was the Handbook used as a text or reference in many training programs, but it also provided 
source data for many service-written special courses. During the war years the training 
aspects have been given increasing emphasis — not, however, to the detriment of other 
long-established features, but rather by increasing the size and scope of the book. 

With the constant editorial problem before us of gearing each year's edition to the needs of 
amateur radio of that year, as we perceive them, it has seemed best to leave intact in this 
edition the entire section on principles and design factors, large as that portion of tip book 
grew during the war years. During this early postwar period there are many new people com-
ing into amateur radio who need sound guidance, and it is a commonplace among practising 
amateurs that we all grew so rusty during the war that we have forgotten many of even the 
simple and fundamental things in radio. The preservation of this material in a connected and 
related manner seems to our staff to be the best possible way of presenting it during this 
transition period. The section of the book dealing with the construction of equipment, on the 
other hand, has been thoroughly revised in terms of postwar practices and postwar com-
ponents. Many new pieces of apparatus, employing the best known amateur technique, have 
been designed and built for this year's edition, and proved by thorough testing, so that we are 
confident that other amateurs will find them reliable guides in their constructional projects. 
A word about the reference system: It will be noted that each chapter is divided into 

sections and that these are numbered serially within each chapter. The number takes the 
form of two digits or groups separated by a hyphen. The first figure is the chapter number, 
the second the section number within the chapter. Cross-references in the text take such a 
form as (§ 4-7), for example, which means that the subject referred to will be found discussed 
in Chapter Four, Section 7. Throughout the book, illustrations are serially numbered within 
each chapter. Thus Fig. 1107 can be readily identified as the seventh illustration in Chapter 
Eleven. There is a carefully-prepared index at the rear of the book. 
To a long-established reputation of indispensability in the amateur station of prewar days 

the Handbook now has added a proud record of participation in the national war effort. With 
the opening of the new postwar era in amateur communication, we earnestly hope that the 
present edition will succeed in bringing as much assistance and inspiration to amateurs and 
would-be amateurs as have its predecessors. 

WEST HARTFORD, CONN. 
December, 1946 

KENNETH. B. W ARNER • 6 
Managing Secretary, A.R.R.L. 
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THE A LIU ATE UR'S 

C0,2) 
• ONE • 

The Amateur is Gentlemanly . . . He never knowingly uses 
the air for his own amusement in such a ma.) as to lessen 
the pleasure of others. He abides by the pledges given by 

the ARRL in his behalf to the public and the Government. 

• TWO • 

The Amateur is Loyal . . . He owes his amateur radio to 
the American Radio Relay League, and he offers it his 

unswerving loyalty. 

• THREE • 

The Amateur is Progressire... He keeps his station 
abreast of science. It is built well and efficiently. His 

operating practice is clean and regular. 

• FOUR • 

The Amateur is Friendly . . . Slow and patient sending 
when requested, friendly advice and counsel to the be-
ginner. kindly assistance and cooperation for the broad-

cast listener; these are marks of the amateur spirit. 

• FIVE • 

The Amateur is Balanced ... Radio is his hobby. He 

never allows it to interfere with any of the duties he owes 

to his home, his job, his school, or his community. 

• SIX • 

The Amateur is Patriotic . . . His knowledge and his sta-

t•  are always ready for the service of his country and 

his community. 
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_Amateur Ra tilo 
COUNTLESS thousands of persons all 

over the world have enjoyed the thrills - and 
pleasures of amateur radio. This is a brief ac-
count of how it grew into the magnificently-
useful institution it is today. 
Amateur radio is as old as the art itself. 

There were amateurs before the present cen-
tury. Shortly after the late Marconi astounded 
the world with his experiments proving that 
wireless telegraph messages actually could be 
sent, "amateurs" were attempting to duplicate 
his results. But amateur radio actually began 
when private citizens discovered this means 
for personal communication with others, and 
set about learning enough about " wireless" to 
build home-made stations. Its subsequent de-
velopment may be divided into two phases, 
the period before 1917 and the years between 
that war and December 7, 1941. Plus, of 
course, the new phase now opening. 
Amateur radio of pre-World War I bore 

little resemblance to radio as we know it today, 
except in principle. Transmitting and receiving 
equipment was of a type now long obsolete. 
No U. S. amateur had ever heard a foreign one 
nor had any foreigner ever reported an Ameri-
can signal. The oceans were an impenetrable 
wall. Cross-country communication could be 
accomplished only by relays. " Short waves" 
meant 200 meters; the entire spectrum below 
that was a vast silence undisturbed by any 
signals. By 1912, however, there were numer-
ous Government and commercial stations and 
hundreds of amateurs; regulation was needed; 
and laws, licenses and wavelength specifica-
tions for the various services appeared. 

"Amateurs? . . . Oh, yes. . . . Well, stick 
'em on 200 meters and below; they'll never 
get out of their backyards with that." 
But as the years rolled on, amateurs found 

out how, and DX jumped from local to 500-
mile and even occasional 1,000-mile two-way 
contacts. Because all long-distance messages 
had to be relayed, relaying developed into a 
fine art — an ability that was to prove in-
valuable when the Government suddenly called 
hundreds of skilled amateurs into war service 
in 1917. Meanwhile U. S. amateurs began to 
wonder if there were amateurs in other coun-
tries across the seas and if, some day, we might 
not span the Atlantic on 200 meters. 
Most important of all, this period witnessed 

the birth of the American Radio Relay League, 
the amateur radio organization whose name 
was to be virtually synonymous with subse-
quent amateur progress and short-wave de-
velopment. Conceived and formed by the 
famous inventor, the late Hiram Percy Maxim, 
ARRL Ivas formally launched in early 1914. It 

had just begun to exert its full force in amateur 
activities when the United States declared war 
in 1917, and by that act sounded the knell for 
amateur radio for the next two and a half 
years. There were then over 6,000 amateurs. 
Over 4,000 of them served in the armed forces 
during that war. 

Today, few amateurs realize that World 
War I not only marked the close of the first 
phase of amateur development but came very 
near marking its end for all time. The fate of 
amateur radio was in the balance in the days 
immediately following the signing of the Armis-
tice. The Government, having had a taste of 
supreme authority over communications in 
wartime, was more than half inclined to keep 
it. The war had not been ended a month before 
Congress was considering legislation that would 
have made it impossible for the amateur radio 
of old ever to be resumed. ARRL's President 
Maxim rushed to Washington. pleaded, ar-
gued, and the bill was defeated. But there was 
still no amateur radio; the war ban continued. 
Repeated representations to Washington met 
only with sitonce. . . . The League's offices 
had been closed for a year and a half, its rec-
ords stored away. Most of the former amateurs 
had gone into service: many of t hem would 
never come back. Would those returning be 
interested in such things as amateur radio? 
Mr. Maxim, determined to find out, called a 
meeting of the old board of directors. The 
situation was discouraging: amateur radio still 
banned by law, former members scat tend, no 
organization, no membership, no funds. But 
those few determined men financed the pub-
lication of a notice to all the former amateurs 
that could be located, hired Kenneth B. 
Warner as the League's first paid secretary, 
floated a bond issue among old League mem-
bers to obtain money for immediate running 
expenses, bought the magazine QT to be the 
League's official organ, started activities, and 
dunned officialdom until the wartime ban was 
lifted and amateur radio resumed again, on 
October 1, 1919. There was a headlong rush 
to get back on the air. 
From the start, amateur radio took on new 

aspects. Wartime needs had stimulated tech-
nical development. Vacuum tubes were being 
used both for receiving and transmitting. 
Amateurs immediately adapted the new gear 
to 200-meter work. Ranges promptly increased 
and it became possible to bridge the continent 
with but one intermediate relay. 
As DX became 1,000, then 1,500 and then 

2,000 miles, amateurs began to dream of trans-
Atlantic work. Could they get across? In 
December, 1921, in what has been called the 

9 
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greatest sporting event of all time, ARRL sent 
abroad an expert amateur, Paul F. Godley, 
2ZE, with the best receiving equipment avail-
able. Tests were run, and thirty American sta-
tions were heard in Europe. In 1922 another 
trans-Atlantic test was carried out and 315 
American calls were logged by European ama-
teurs and one French and two British stations 
were heard on this side. 

Everything now was centered on one objec-
tive: two-way amateur communication across 
t he At lantic! It must he possible — but some-
how it couldn't quite be done. More power? 
Many already were using the legal maximum. 
Better receivers? They had superheterodynes. 
A not her wit velengt h? What about t hose un-
(list urbed WM vulengths below 200 meters? The 
engineering world thought they were worth-
less — but they had said that about 200 met-
ers. So, in 1922, tests between Hartford and 
Boston were made on 130 meters with encour-
aging results. Early in 1923, A RRL-sponsored 
test s on wavelengths ( town to 90 meters were 
successful. Reports helical ed that as the wave-
length dropped the resolt, wrre better. A growing 
excitement began to spread through amateur 
ranks. 

Finally, in November, 1923, after some 
months of careful preparation, two-way ama-
teur trans-Atlantic communication was accom-
plished, when Schnell, IMO, and Reinartz, 
1XAM (now W9UZ and W3IBZ, respec-
tively) worked for several hours with Deloy, 
SA It, in F Ce, with all three stations on 110 
meters! Additional stations dropped down to 
100 meters and found that they, too, could 
easily work two-way across the Atlantic. The 
exodus from the 200-meter region had started. 
The " short-wave" era liad begun! 
By 1924 dozens of commercial companies 

liad rushed stations into the 100-meter region. 
Chaos threatened, uni il the first of a series of 
national and international radio conferences 
partitioned off various bands of frequencies 
for the different services. Although thought 
still centered around 100 meters, League offi-
cials at t he first of these conferences, in 1924, 
wisely obtained amateur bands not only at 80 
meters but at 40, 20, 10 and even 5 meters. 

Eighty meters proved so successful that 
"forty" was given a try, and QS0s with Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and South Africa soon 
became commonplace. Then how about 20 me-
ters? This new band revealed entirely unex-
pected possibilities when 1 XAM worked 6TS 
on the West Coast, direct, at high noon. The 
dream of amateur radio — daylight DX! 
was finally true. 
From then until " Pearl Harbor," when U. S. 

amateurs were again closed down " for the 
duration," amateur radio thrilled with a series 
of unparalleled accomplishments. Countries 
all over the world came on the air, and the 
world total of amateurs passed the 100,000 
mark. . . . ARRL representatives deliberated 
wit h the representatives of t went y-two other 

nations in Paris in 1925 where, on April 17th, 
the International Amateur Radio "Union was 
formed — a federation of national amateur 
radio societies. . . . The League began is-
suing certificates to those who could prove 
they had worked all six continents. By 1941 
over five thousand WAO certificates had been 
issued! 
Amateur radio is a grand and glorious 

hobby but this fact alone would hardly merit 
such wholehearted support as was given it by 
our Government at international conferences. 
There are other reasons. One of these is a thor-
ough appreciation by the Army and Navy of 
the value of the amateur as a source of skilled 
radio personnel in time of war. Another asset 
is best described as " public service." 

About 4,000 amateurs had contributed their 
skill and ability in ' 17-'18. After the war it was 
only natural that cordial relations should pre-
vail between the Army and Navy and the ama-
teur. These relations strengthened in the next 
few years and, in gradual steps, grew into co-
operative activit ies which resulted, in 1925, in 
the establishment of the Naval Communica-
tions Reserve and the Army-Amateur Radio 
System. In World War 11 thousands of ama-
teurs in the Naval Reserve were called to ac-
tive duty, where they served with distinction, 
while many other thousands served in the 
Army, Air Forces, Coast Guard and Marine 
Corps. Altogether, more than 25,000 radio 
amateurs served in the armed forces of the 
United States. Other thousands were engaged 
in vital civilian electronic research, develop-
ment and manufacturing. 
The " public service" record of the amateur 

is a brilliant tribute to his work. These activi-
ties can be roughly divided into two classes, 
expeditions and emergencies. Amateur co-
operation with expeditions began in '23 when a 
League member, Don Mix, ITS, of Bristol, 
Conn. ( now assistant technical editor of QST), 
accompanied MacMillan to the Arctic on the 
schooner Boivdoin with an amateur station. 
Amateurs in Canada and the United States pro-
vided the home contacts. The success of this 
venture was such that other explorers followed 
suit. During subsequent years a total of per-
haps two hundred voyages and expeditions 
were assisted by amateur radio, and for many 
years no expedition has taken the field without 
such plans. 

Since 1913 amateur radio has been the prin-
cipal, and in many cases the only, means of 
outside communication in several hundred 
storm, flood and earthquake emergencies in 
this country. The 1936 eastern states flood, the 
1937 Ohio River Valley flood, and the South-
ern California flood and Long Island-New 
England hurricane disaster in '38 called for 
the amateur's greatest emergency effort. In 
these disasters and many others — tornadoes, 
sleet storms, forest fires, blizzards -- amateurs 
played a major rôle in the relief work and 
earned wide commendation for their resource-
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fulness in effecting communication where all 
other means had failed. During 1938 ARRL 
inaugurated a new emergency-preparedness 
program, registering personnel and equipment 
in its Emergency Corps and putting into ef-
fect a comprehensive program of cooperation 
with the Red Cross. 
Throughout these many years the amateur 

was careful not to slight experimental develop-
ment in the enthusiasm incident to interna-
tional DX. The experimenter was constantly 
at work on ever-higher frequencies, devising 
improved apparatus, and learning how to 
cram several stations where previously there 
was room for only one! In particular, the ama-
teur pressed on to the development of the very 
high frequencies and his experience with five 
meters is especially representative of his in-
itiative and resourcefulness and his ability to 
make the most of what is at hand. In 1924, first 
amateur experiments in the vicinity of 56 Mc. 
indicated that band to be practically worth-
less for DX. Nonetheless, great " short-haul" 
activity eventually came about in the band 
and new gear was developed to meet its special 
problems. Beginning in 1934 a series of inves-
tigations by the brilliant experimenter, Ross 
Hull ( later QST's editor), developed the theory 
of v.a.f. wave-bending in the lower atmos-
phere and led amateurs to the attainment of 
better distances; while occasional manifesta-
tions of ionospheric propagation, with still 
greater distances, gave the band uniquely-er-
ratic performance. By Pearl Harbor thousands 
of amateurs were spending much of their time 
on this and the next higher band, many having 
worked hundreds of stations at distances up to 
several thousand miles — transcontinental 5-
meter DX had been accomplished! It is a 
tribute to these indefatigable amateurs that 
today's concept of v.h.f. propagation was de-
veloped largely through amateur research. 
The amateur is constantly in the forefront 

of technical progress. Many amateur develop-
rnents have come to represent valuable contri-
butions to the art. The complete record would 
fill a book! From the ARRL's own laboratory 
in 1932 came James Lamb's " single-signal" 
superheterodyne — the world's most advanced 
high-frequency radiotelegraph receiver — and, 
in 1936, the " noise-silencer" circuit fer super-
heterodynes. During the war, thousands of 
skilled amateurs contributed their knowledge 
to the development of secret radio devices, 
both in Government and private laboratories. 
Equally as important, the prewar technical 
progress by amateurs provided the keystone 
for the development of modern military com-
munications equipment. 
Emergency relief, expedition contact, ex-

perimental work and countless instances of 
other forms of public service — rendered, as 
they always have been and always will be, 
without hope or expectation of material re-
ward — made amateur radio an integral part 
of our peacetime national life. The importance 

of amateur participation in the armed forces 
and in other aspects of national defense have 
emphasized more strongly than ever that ama-
teur radio is vital to our national existence. 

dL The American Radio Relay League 

The :MEL is today not only the spokesman 
for amateur radio in this country but it is the 
largest amateur organization in the world. It is 
strictly of, by and for amateurs, is noncom-
mercial and has no stockholders. The members 
of the League are the owners of the ARRL and 
QST. 
The League is organized to represent the 

amateur in legislative matters. It is pledged to 
promote interest in two-way amateur com-
munication and experimentation. It is inter-
ested in the relaying of messages by amateur 
radio. It is concerned with the advancement 
of the radio art. It stands for the maintenance 
of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct. 
One of its principal purposes is to keep ama-
teur activities so well conducted that the ama-
teur will continue to justify his existence. 
The operating territory of ARRL is divided 

into fourteen U. S. and six Canadian divisions. 
The affairs of the League are managed by a 
Board of Directors. One director is elected 
every two years by the membership of each 
U. S. division, and a Canadian General Man-
ager is elected every two years by the Cana-
dian membership. These directors then choose 
the president and vice-president, who are also 
members of the Board. The managing secretary, 
treasurer and communications manager are 
appointed by the Board. 
ARRL owns and publishes the monthly 

magazine, QST. Acting as a bulletin of the 
League's organized activities, Q87' also serves 
as a medium for the exchange of ideas and fos-
ters amateur spirit. Its technical articles are 
renowned. It has grown to be the " amateur's 
bible," as well as one of the foremost radio 
magazines in the world. Membership dues in-
clude a subscription to QST. 
ARRL maintains a model headquarters am-

ateur station, known as the Hiram Percy 
Maxim Memorial Station, in Newington, 
Conn. Its call is W1AW, the call held by Mr. 
Maxim until his death and later transferred to 
the ARRL station by a special FCC action. 
Separate transmitters of maximum legal power 
on each amateur band have permitted the sta-
tion to be heard regularly all over the world. 
Among its other activities the League main-

tains, at its headquarters offices in West Hart-
ford, Conn., a Communications Department 
concerned with the operating activities of 
League members. A large field organization is ' 
headed by a Section Communications Manager 
in each of the country's seventy-one sections. 
There are appointments for qualified members 
as Official Relay Station or Official 'Phone 
Station for traffic-handling; as Official Ob-
server for monitoring frequencies and the 
quality of signals; as Route Manager and 
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'Phone Activities Manager for the establish-
ment of trunk lines and networks; as Emer-
gency Coordinator for the promotion of 
amateur preparedness to cope with natural 
disasters. Mimeographed bulletins keep ap-
pointees informed of the latest developments. 
Special activities and contesta promote oper-
ating skill and thereby add to the ability of 
amateur radio to function " in the public inter-
est, convenience and necessity." A special sec-
tion is reserved each month in QST for ama-
teur news from every section of the country. 

E. Amateur Licensing in 
the United States 

The Communications Act lodges in the Fed-
eral Communications Commission authority 
to classify and license radio stations and to 
prescribe regulations for their operation. Pur-
suant to the law, FCC has issued detailed reg-
ulations for the amateur service. 
A radio amateur is a duly authorized person 

interested in radio technique solely with a per-
sonal aim and without pecuniary interest. Am-
ateur operator licenses are given to U. S. citi-
zens who pass an examination on operation 
and apparatus and on the provisions of law 
and regulations affecting amateurs, and who 
demonstrate ability to send and receive code 
at 13 words per minute. Station licenses are 
granted only to licensed operators and permit 
communication between such stations for ama-
teur purposes, i.e., for personal noncommercial 
aims flowing from an interest in radio tech-
nique. An amateur station may not be used for 
material compensation of any sort nor for 
broadcasting. Narrow bands of frequencies are 
allocated exclusively for use by amateur sta-
tions. Transmissions may be on any frequency 
within the assigned bands. All the frequencies 
may be used for c.w. telegraphy and some are 
available for radio-telephony by any amateur, 
while others are reserved for radiotelephone 
use by persons having at least a year's experi-
ence and who pass the examination for a Class 
A license. The input to the final stage of ama-
teur stations is limited to 1,000 watts and on 
frequencies below 60 Mc. must be adequately-
filtered direct current. Emissions must be free 
from spurious radiations. The licensee must 
provide for measurement of the transmitter 
frequency and establish a procedure for check-
ing it regularly. A complete log of station oper-
ation must be maintained, with specified data. 
The station license also authorizes the holder 
to operate portable and portable-mobile sta-
tions on certain frequencies, subject to further 
regulations. An amateur station may be oper-
ated only by an amateur operator licensee, 
but any licensed amateur operator may oper-
ate any amateur station. All radio licensees are 
subject to penalties for violation of regulations. 

Amateur licenses are issued entirely free of 
charge. They can be issued only to citizens but 
that is the only limitation, and they are given 
without regard to age or physical condition to 
anyone who successfully completes the exam-
ination. When you are able to copy 13 words 
per minute, have studied basic transmitter 
theory and are familier with the law and ama-
teur regulations, you are ready to give serious 
thought to securing the Government amateur 
licenses which are issued you, after examina-
tion at a local district office, through FCC at 
Washington. A complete up-to-the-minute 
discussion of license requirements, and a study 
guide for those preparing for the examination, 
are to be found in an ARRL publication, The 
Radin Amateur's License Manual, available 
from the American Radio Relay League, West 
Hartford 7, Conn., for 250, postpaid. 

II The Amateur Bands 

During 1946, FCC announced its final de-
termination of postwar frequency allocations 
above 25 Mc., with certain alterations and 
additions to prewar amateur frequencies. Sim-
ilarly the Commission announced proposed 
allocations below 25 Mc., these still being un-
der consideration as this is written in the late 
summer of 1946. The final recommendations 
for the region below 25 Mc. will then be sub-
ject to further consideration at the next in-
ternational conference. 

Meanwhile, as of our press date, the follow-
ing are the postwar amateur bands: 

3,500— 4,000 kc. 
7,000— 7,300" 
74.000-14,400 " 
27,185-27.455 " 
28,000-29,700 tt 

50— 54 Mc. 
144— 148 " 
235— 240 " 
420— 450 " 

1,215-1,295 

2,300— 2,450 Mc. 
3,300— 3,500 " 
5,650— 5,850 " 
10,000-10.500 " 
21,000-22,000 " 

The future of the prewar amateur band at 
1.75 Mc. has not been determined as of this 
date but, at the least, it is expected that the 
amateur, along with other services, will be 
given nonexclusive rights in the frequencies 
1750-1800 ke. for the maintenance of emer-
gency networks and necessary tests and drills 
incident thereto. There is also a pending pro-
posal for a new amateur band at 21 Mc. but 
this will not likely be made available until after 
the agreement of the next world conference. 

It should be carefully noted that as of this 
writing the 420 Mc. band has not yet been 
opened in its entirety to amateur use, being 
still partly in use by other services as a result 
of the war. Moreover, the portion of each band 
available for 'phone operation is customarily 
varied from time to time in accordance with 
changes in amateur operational habits. In such 
respects each amateur should keep himself 
currently informed by consulting QS7' or by 
writing ARRL for latest information. 
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2-1 Fundamentals of a Radio 

System 

THE BASIS of radio communication 
is the transmission of electromagnetic waves 
through space. The production of suitable 
waves constitutes radio transmission, and their 
detection, or conversion at a distant point into 
the intelligence put into them at the originat-
ing point, is radio reception. There are several 
distinct processes involved in the complete 
chain. At the transmitting point, it is necessary 
first to generate power in such form that when 
it is applied to an appropriate radiator, called 
the antenna, it will be sent off into space in 
electromagnetic waves. The message to be 
conveyed must be superimposed on that power 
by suitable means, a process called modulation. 
As the waves spread outward from the 

transmitter they rapidly become weaker, so 
at the receiving point an antenna is again used 
to abstract as much energy as possible from 
them as they pass. The wave energy is trans-
formed into an electric current which is then 
amplified, or increased in amplitude, to a 
suitable value. Then the modulation is changed 
back into the form it originally had at the trans-
mitter. Thus the message becomes intelligible. 

Since all these processes are performed by 
electrical means, a knowledge of the basic 
principles of electricity is necessary to under-
stand them. These essential principles are the 
subject of the present chapter. 

411 2-2 The Nature of Electricity 

Electrons — All matter — solids, liquids 
and gases — is made up of fundamental units 
called molecules. The molecule, the smallest 
subdivision of a substance retaining all its 
characteristic properties, is constructed of 
atoms of the elements comprising the substance. 
Atoms in turn are made up of particles, or 

charges, of electricity, and atoms differ from 
each other chiefly in the number and arrange-
ment of these charges. The atom has a nucleus 
containing both " positive" and " negative" 
charges, with the positive predominating so 
that the nature of the nucleus is positive. 
The charges in the nucleus are closely bound 
together. Exterior to the nucleus are negative 
charges — electrons — some of which are not 
so closely bound and can be made to leave the 
vicinity of the nucleus without too much urg-
ing. These electrons whirl around the nucleus 
like the planets around the sun, and their orbits 
are not random paths but geometrically-
regular ones determined by the charges on the 

nucleus and the number of electrons. Ordinarily 
the atom is electrically neutral, the outer nega-
tive electrons balancing the positive nucleus, 
but when something disturbs this balance 
electrical activity becomes evident, and it is 
the study of what happens in this unbalanced 
condition that makes up electrical theory. 

Electrons are exceedingly small particles — 
so small that many billions of them must act to-
gether before measurable electrical effects are 
observed. 

Insulators and conductors — Materials 
which will readily give up an electron are called 
conductors, while those in which all the elec-
trons are firmly bound in the atom are called 
insulators. Most metals are good conductors, 
as are also acid or salt solutions. Among the 
insulators are such substances as wood, hard 
rubber, bakelite, quartz, glass, porcelain, tex-
tiles, and many other non-metallic materials. 
Resistance — No substance is a perfect con-

ductor — a " perfect" conductor would be 
one in which an electron could be detached 
from the atom without the expenditure of 
energy — and there is also no such thing as a 
perfect insulator. The measure of the difficulty 
in moving an electron by electrical means is 
called resistance. Good conductors have low re-
sistance, good insulators very high resistance. 
Between the two are materials which are 
neither good conductors nor good insulators, 
but they are nonetheless useful since there is 
often need for intermediate values of resistance 
in electrical circuits. 
Conduction — Under the influence of a 

suitable force — that is, an electric field — 
electrons tend to move. If the substance is one 
in which electrons can be detached from atoms 
as explained above, these electrons will move 
through the substance. This is the process of 
conduction, and the moving electrons consti-
tute an electric current. The intensity of the 
current depends upon the amount of force 
exerted on the electrons, and also upon the re-
sistance of the material through which they are 
moving. 

Strictly speaking, this description applies 
only to conduction through solid substances. 
However, conduction in liquids and gases, al-
though different in detail, is similar in princi-
ple. These cases are treated later in chapter. 

Circuits — A circuit is simply a complete 
path along which electrons can transmit their 
charges. There will normally be a source of 
energy (a battery, for instance) and a load or 
portion of the circuit where the current is made 
to do work. There must be an unbroken path 
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through which the electrons can move, with 
the source of energy acting as an electron 
pump and sending them around the circuit. 
The circuit is said to be open when no charges 
can move, because of a break in the path. It is 
closed when no break exists --- when switches 
are closed and all connections are made. 

11 2-3 Static Electricity 

The electric charge — Many materials that 
have a high resistance can be made to acquire 
a charge (surplus or deficiency of electrons) 
by mechanical means, such as friction. The fa-
miliar crackling when a hard-rubber comb is 
run through hair on a dry winter day is an 
example of an electric charge generated by 
friction. Objects can have either a surplus or a 
deficiency of electrons — a surplus of electrons 
is called a negative charge; a lack of them is 
called a positive charge. The kind of charge is 
called its polarity. A negatively charged object 
is frequently called a negative pole, while a 
positively charged object similarly is called a 
positive pole. 

Attraction and repulsion— Unlike charges 
(one positive, one negative) exert an attraction 
on each other. This can be demonstrated by 
giving charges of opposite polarity to two very 
light, well-insulated conductors, such as bits 
of metal foil suspended from dry thread ( Fig. 
20]). Pith balls covered with foil frequently 
are used in this experiment. 
When the two charged objects are brought 

close together, it will be observed that they will 
be attracted to each other. If the charges are 
equal and the charged bodies are permitted to 
touch, the surplus electrons on the negatively 
charged object will transfer to the positively 
charged object ( i.e., the one deficient in elec-
trons) and the two charges will neutralize, 

I I 

Fig. 201 — Attraction and relotiWon of charged objects, 
as demonstrated by the familiar pith-ball experiment. 

leaving both bodies uncharged. If the charges 
are not equal, the weaker charge neutralizes an 
equal amount of the stronger when the two 
bodies touch, upon which the excess of the 
stronger charge distributes itself over both. 
Both bodies then have charges of the same 
polarity, and a force of repulsion is exercised 
between them. Consequently, the bits of foil 
tend to spring away from each other. Unlike 
charges attract, like charges repel. 

Electrostatic field — From the foregoing it 
is evident that an electric charge can exert a 
force through the space surrounding the 
charged object. The region in which this force 
is exerted is considered to be pervaded by an 

electrostatic field, this concept of a field being 
adopted to explain the "action at a distance" 
of the charge. The field is pictured as consisting 
of lines of force originating on the charge and 

Fig. 202 — T.ines of force from a charged object ex. 
tend outward radially. Although only two dimensions 
are shown, the field extends in all directions from the 
charge, and should be visualized in three dimensions. 

spreading in all directions, finally terminating 
on other charges of opposite polarity. These 
other charges may be a very large distance 
away. The number of lines of force per unit 
area is, however, a measure of the intensity of 
the field. 
The general picture of a charged object in 

isolated space is shown in Fig. 202. This is an 
idealized situation, since in practice the charged 
object could not be completely isolated. The 
presence of other charges, or simply of in-
sulators or conductors, in the vicinity will 
greatly change the configuration of the field. 
The direction of the field, as indicated by the 
arrowheads, is away from a positively charged 
object; if the charge were negative, the direc-
tion would be toward the charge. 

It should be understood that the field pic-
ture as represented above is merely a con-
venient method of explaining observed effects, 
and is not to be taken too literally. The electric 
force does not consist of separate lines like 
strings or rods; instead, it completely pervades 
the medium through which the force is exerted. 
With this understanding in mind, it is con-
venient to talk of lines of force and to measure 
the field intensity in terms of number of lines 
per unit area. 
The intensity of the field dies away with 

distance from the charged object in a manner 
determined by its shape and the circum-
stances of its surroundings. In the case of an 
isolated charge at a point (an infinitesimally 
small object), the field strength is inversely 
proportional to the square of the distance. 
However, this relationship is not true in many 
other cases; in some important practical ap-
plications the field intensity is inversely pro-
portional to the distance involved, and not to 
its square. 

Electrostatic induction — If a piece of 
conducting material is brought near a charged 
object, the field will exert a force on the elec-
trons of the metal so that those free to move 
will do so. If the object is positively charged. 
as indicated in Fig. 203, the free electrons will 
move toward the end of the conductor nearest 
the charged body, leaving a deficiency of elec-
trons at the other end. Hence, one end of tloe 
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conductor becomes negatively charged while 
thé other end has an equal positive charge. 
The lines of force from the charged body ter-
minate on the conductor, where sufficient 
electrons accumulate to provide an electric 
intensity equal and opposite to that of the 
field at that point. Because of this effect, the 
electrostatic field inside the conductor is com-
pletely neutralized by the induced charge; in 
other words, the field does not penetrate the 
conductor. In radio work this principle pro-
vides the means by which electrostatic fields 
may be excluded from regions where they are 
not wanted. 
Charges induced in a conductor as shown in 

Fig. 203-A are held in existence by the field 
from the charged object. On taking the con-
ductor out of the field the electrons will re-
distribute themselves so that the charges dis-
appear. However, if the conductor is con-
nected to the earth through a wire while under 
the influence of the field, as shown in Fig. 
203-B, the induced positive charge will tend to 
move as far as possible from the source of the 
field (that is, electrons will flow from the earth 
to the conductor). If the grounding wire is then 
removed, the conductor will be left with an 
excess of electrons and will have acquired a 
"permanent'. charge — permanent, that is, so 
long as the conductor is well enough insulated 
to prevent the charge from escaping to earth 
or to other objects. The polarity of the induced 
charge always is opposite to the polarity of the 
charge which set up the original field. 
Energy in the electrostatic field— The 

expenditure of energy is necessary to place an 
electrical charge upon an object and thus es-
tablish an electrostatic field. Once the field is 
established and is constant, no further ex-
penditure of energy is required. The energy 
supplied to establish the field is stored in the 
field; thus the field represents potential energy 
(that is, energy available for use). The poten-
tial energy is acquired in the same way that 
potential energy is given any object (a 10-
pound weight, for instance) when it is lifted 
against the gravitational pull of the earth. If 
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Fig. 203 —  Electrostatic induction. The field from the 
positively charged body attracts electrons, which ac-
cumulate to form a negative charge. The opposite end of 
the conductor consequently acquires a positive charge. 
This charge may be "drained off— to earth as slim% n at B. 

the weight is allowed to drop, its potential 
energy is changed into the energy of motion. 
Similarly, if the electrostatic field is made to 
disappear its potential energy is transformed 
into a movement of electrons; in other words, 
into an electric current. 
The potential energy of the lifted weight is 

measured by its weight and the distance it is 
lifted; that is, by the work done in lifting it. 
Similarly, the potential energy (called simply 
potential) of the electrostatic field at any point 
is measured by the work done in moving a 
charge of specified value to that point, against 
the repulsion of the field. In practice, absolute 
potential is of less interest than the difference 
of potential between two points in the field. 

Potential difference— If two objects are 
charged differently, a potential difference 
exists between them. Potential difference is 
measured by an electrical unit called the volt. 
The greater the potential difference, the 
higher ( numerically) the voltage. This voltage 
exerts an electrical pressure or fore(' as explained 
above, and is often called ilectromotive force 
or, simply, e.m.f. It is not necessary to have 
unlike charges in order to have a difference of 
potential; both, for instance, may be negative, 
so long as one charge is more intense than the 
other. From the viewpoint of the stronger 
charge, the weaker one appears to be positive 
in such a case, since it has a smaller number 
of excess electrons; in other words, its relative 
polarity is positive. The greater the potential 
difference, the more intense is the electrostatic 
field between the two charged objects. 
Capacity— More work must be done in 

moving a given charge against the repulsion 
of a strong field than against a weak one; 
hence, potential is proportional to the strength 
of the field. In turn, field strength is propor-
tional to the charge or qua ntity of electricity 
on the charged object, so that potential also is 
proportional to charge. By inserting a suitable 
constant, the proportionality can be changed 
to an equality: 

Q = CE 

where Q is the quantity of charge, E is the po-
tential, and C is a constant depending upon the 
charged object (usually a i•onduetor) and its 
surroundings and is called the capacity of the 
object. Capacity is the ratio of quantity of 
charge to the potential resulting from it, or 

c = 

When Q is in coulombs and E in volts, C is 
measured in farads. A conductor has a capacity 
of one farad when the addition of one coulomb 
to its charge raises its potential by one volt. 
The farad is much too large a unit for prac-

tical purposes. In radio work, the microform' 
(one millionth of a farad) and the micro-
microfarad (one millionth of a microfarad) are 
the units most frequently used. They am ab-
breviated pfd. and mafd., respectively. 
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The capacity of a conductor in air depends 
upon its size and shape. A given charge on a 
small conductor results in a more intense 
electrostatic field in its vicinity than the same 
charge on a larger conductor. This is because 
the charge distributes itself over the surface, 
hence its density (the quantity of electricity 
per unit area) is smaller on the larger conduc-
tor. Consequently, the potential of the larger 
conductor is smaller, for the same amount of 
charge. In other words, its capacity is greater 
because a greater charge is required to raise 
its potential by the same amount. 
Condensers— If a grounded conductor, A 

(Fig. 204), is brought near a second conductor, 
B, which is charged, the former will acquire a 
charge by electrostatic induction. Since the 
charge on A is opposite in polarity to that on 
B, the field set up by the induced charge on A 
will oppose the original field set up by the 
charge on B, hence the potential of B will be 
lowered. Because of this, more charge must be 
placed on B to raise its potential to its original 
value; in other words, its capacity has been 
increased by the presence of the second con-
ductor. The combination of the two conductors 
separated by a dielectric is called a condenser. 
The capacity of a condenser depends upon 

the areas of the conductors, as before, and also 
becomes greater as the distance between the 
conductors is decreased, since, with a fixed 
amount of charge, the potential difference 
between them decreases as they are moved 
closer together. 
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Fig. 204 — The principle of the condenser. 

If insulating or dielectric material other 
than air is inserted between the conductors, it 
is found that the potential difference is lowered 
still more — that is. there is a further increase 
in capacity. This lowering of the potential 
difference is considered to be the result of 
polarization of the dielectric. By this it is 
meant that the molecules of the substance 
tend to be distorted under the influence of the 
electrostatic field in such a way that the 
negative charges within the molecule are 
drawn toward the positively charged conduc-
tor, leaving the other end of the molecule 
with a positive charge facing the negatively 
charged conductor. Since the electrons are 
firmly bound in the atoms of the dielectric, 
there is no flow of current and the total charge 
on each atom is still zero, but there is a 
tendency toward separation which causes a 
reaction on the electrostatic field. The dielec-
tric of a charged condenser thus is under 
mechanical stress, and if the potential differ-
ence between the plates of the condenser is 
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great enough the dielectric may break down 
mechanically and electrically. 
The ratio of the capacity of a condenser with 

a given dielectric material between its plates 
to the capacity of the same condenser with air 
as a dielectric is called the specific inductive 
capacity of the dielectric, or, probably more 
commonly, the dielectric constant. Strictly 
speaking, the comparison should be made to 
empty space (i.e., a vacuum) rather than to 
air, but the dielectric constant of air is so nearly 
that of a vacuum that the practical difference 
is negligible. A table of dielectric constants is 
given in Chapter Twenty. 

Condensers have many uses in electrical 
and radio circuits, all based on their ability to 
store energy in the electric field when a poten-
tial difference or voltage is caused to exist be-
tween the plates — energy which later can be 
released to perform useful functions. 

Fig. 205 — A simple condenser, 
consisting of two metal plates 
separated by dielectric material. 

IQ 2-4 The Electric Current 

Conduction in metals — When a difference 
of potential is maintained between the ends of 
a metallic conductor, there is a continuous 
drift of electrons through the conductor to-
ward the end having a positive potential (rela-
tive polarity positive). This electron drift con-
stitutes an electric current through the metal 
(§ 2-2). The speed with which the electron 
movement is established is very nearly the 
speed of light (300,000,000 meters, or approxi-
mately 186.000 miles, per second), so that the 
current is said to travel at nearly the speed of 
light. By this it is meant that the time interval 
between the application of the electromotive 
force and the flow of current in all parts of a 
circuit, even one extending over hundreds of 
miles, is negligible. However, the individual 
electrons do not move at anything approach-
ing such a speed. The situation is similar to 
that existing when a mechanical force is trans-
mitted by means of a rigid rod. A force ap-
plied to one end of the rod is transmitted 
practically instantaneously to the other end, 
even though the rod itself moves relatively 
slowly or not at all. 
The magnitude of the electric current is the 

rate at which electricity is moved past a point 
in the circuit. If the rate is constant, then the 
current is equal to the quantity of electricity 
moved past a given point in some selected 
time interval. That is, 
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where I is the intensity or magnitude of the 
current, Q is the quantity of electricity, and t 
is the time. If Q is in coulombs and t in seconds, 
the unit for I is called the ampere. One ampere 
of current is equal to one coulomb of electricity 
moving or " flowing" past a given point in a 
circuit in one second. 
The currents used by different electrical 

devices vary greatly in magnitude. The current 
which flows in an ordinary 60-watt lamp, for 
instance, is about one-half ampere, the current 
in an electric iron is about 5 amperes, and that 
in a radio tube may be as low as 0.001 ampere. 
When a current flows through a metallic 

conductor there is no visible or chemical effect 
on the conductor. The only physical effect is 
the heat developed (§ 2-2) as the result of en-
ergy loss in the conductor. Under normal condi-
tions the rate at which heat is generated and 
that at which it is radiated by the conductor 
will quickly reach equilibrium. However, if the 
heat is developed at a more rapid rate than it 
can be radiated, the temperature will continue 
to rise until the conductor burns or melts. 
Experimental measurements have shown 

that the current which flows in a given metallic 
conductor is directly proportional to the ap-
plied e.m.f., so long as the temperature of the 
conductor is held constant. There is no e.m.f. 
so small but that some current will flow as a 
result °fits application to a metallic conductor. 

Electrode Gusal /ow 
pressure 

Source of + 
Pot_ential 
Difference 

Fig. 206— Illustrating coniltic  through a gas at 
low pressure. Positive ions are attracted to the negative 
electrode, while electrons are attracted to the positive 
electrode. This takes place only after the gas is ionized. 

Gaseous conduction — In any gas or mix-
ture of gases (such as air, for example) there 
are always some free electrons — that is, elec-
trons not attached to an atom — and also 
some atoms lacking an electron. Thus there are 
both positively and negatively charged parti-
cles in the gas, as well as many neutral atoms. 
An atom lacking an electron is called a positive 
ion, while the free electron is called a negative 
ion. The term ion is, in fact, applied to any 
elemental particle which has an electric charge. 

If the gas is in an electric field, the free elec-
trons will be attracted toward the source of 
positive potential and the positive ions will be 
attracted toward the source of negative poten-
tial. If the gas is at atmospheric pressure neither 
particle can travel very far before meeting an 
ion of the opposite kind, when the two com-
bine to form a neutral atom. Since a neutral 
atom is not affected by the electric field, there 
is no flow of current through the gas. 

However, if the gas is enclosed in a glass 
container in which two separate metal pieces 
called electrodes are sealed, and the gas pres-
sure is then reduced by pumping out most of 
the gas, a different set of conditions results. 
At low pressure there is a comparatively 
large distance between each atom, and when 
an electric field is established by applying a 
difference of potential to the electrodes the 
ions can travel a considerable distance before 
meeting another ion or atom. The farther the 
ion travels the greater the velocity it acquires, 
since the effect of the field is to accelerate its 
motion. If the field is strong enough the ions 
will acquire such velocity that when one hap-
pens to collide with a neutral atom the force 
of the collision will knock an electron out of 
the atom, so that this atom also becomes 
ionized. The process is cumulative, and the 
freed electrons am attracted to the positive 
electrode while the positive ions are attracted 
to the negative electrode. This movement eef 
charged particles constitutes an electric cur-
rent through the gas. 

Since an ion must acquire a certain velocity 
before it can knock an electron out of a neutral 
atom, a definite field strength is required be-
fore conduction can take place in a gas. That 
is, a certain value of potential difference, 
called the ionizing potential, must be applied 
to the electrodes. If less voltage is applied, the 
gas does not ionize and the current is negligible. 
On the other hand, olive the gas is ionized an 
increase in potential does not have much effect 
on the current, since the ions already have 
sufficient velocity to maintain the ionization. 
The ionizing potential required depends upon 
the kind of gas and the pressure. Ionization is 
usually accompanied by a colored glow. differ-
ent gases having different characterist ic colors. 
Current flow in liquids— A very large 

number of eheinical compel/ids have the pe-
culiar characteristic that, when they are put 
into solution, the compnient parts become 
ionized. For example, common table salt 
(sodium chloride), each molecule of which is 
made up of one atom of sodium and one of 
chlorine, will, when put into water, break down 
into a sodium ion (positive, with one electron 
deficient) and a chlorine ion ( negative, with 
one excess electron). This can only occur so 
long as the salt is in solution — take away the 

Fig. 207 — Electrolytic conduction. When an e.m.f. is 
applied to the electrodes, negative ions are attracted to 
the positively charged plate and positive ions to the neg-
atively charged plate. The battery, st hid] is the source 
of the e.m.f., is indicated by its customary symbol. 
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water and the ions are recombined into the 
neutral sodium chloride. This spontaneous 
dissociation in solution is another form of 
ionization. If two wires with a difference of 
potential between them are pimp(' in the solu-
tion, the negative wire will aft Tact the positive 
sodium ions while the positive wire will at tract 
the negative chlorine ions and an electric 
current will flow through the solution. When 
the ions reach the wires the electron surplus or 
deficiency will be remedied, and a neutral 
atom will be formed. 

In this process, the water is decomposed into 
its gaseous constituents, liydrogen and oxygen. 
The energy used up in decomposing the water 
and in moving the ions is supplied by the 
source of potential difference. The energy used 
in decomposing the water is equivalent to an 
opposing e.m.f., of the order of a volt or two. If 
this constant " back voltage" is subtracted 
from the applied voltage, it is found t hat the 
current flowing through a given solution, or 
electrolyte, is proportional to the difference 
between the two voltages. 
Current flow in racuum — If a suitable 

metallic conductor is heated to a high tempera-
ture in a vacuum, E .eetrons will be emitted 
from the surface. The electrons are freed from 
this filament or cathode because it has been 

Direction 
of flow Fig,,208 — Conduction by 

thermionic emission in a 
vacuum tube. One battery 
is used only to heat the 
filament to a temperature 
where it will emit elec-
trons. The other battery 
places a potential on the 
plate Is hint is positive M it h 
respect to the filament, 
and as a result the elec-
trons are attraeted to the 
plate. The electron flow 
from filament to plate 
completes the circuit. 

heated to a temperature that gives them suffi-
cient energy of motion to allow them to break 
away from the surface. The process is called 
therniionic electron emission. Now, if a metal 
plate is placed in the vacuum and given a posi-
tive charge with respect to the cathode, this 
plate or anode will attract a number of the elec-
trons that surround the cathode. The passage 
of the electrons from cathode to anode consti-
tutes an electric current. All thermionic vac-
uum tubes depend for their operation on the 
emission of electrons from a hot cathode. 

Since the electrons emitted front the hot 
cathode are negatively charged, it is evident 
that t hey will be attracted to the plate only 
when the latter is at a positive potential with 
respect to the cathode. If the plate is nega-
tively charged with respect to the cathode the 
electrons will be repelled back to the cathode, 
hence no current will flow through the vacuum. 
Consequently, a thermionic vacuum tube con-
ducts current in one direction only. When the 
plate is positive, it is found that ( if the poten-

tial is not too large) the current increases with 
an increase in potential difference between the 
plate and cathode. However, the relationship 
between current and applied voltage is not a 
simple one. If the voltage is made large enough 
all the electrons emitted by the cathode will be 
drawn to the plate, and a further increase in 
voltage therefore cannot cause a further in-
crease in current. The number of electrons 
emitted by the cathode depends upon the tem-
perature of the cathode and the material of 
which it is constructed. 

Direction of current. flow— Use was being 
made of electricity for a long time before its 
electronic nature was understood. While it is 
now clear that current flow is a drift of nega-
tive electrical charges or electrons toward a 
source of positive potential, in the era preced-
ing the electron theory it was assumed that the 
current flowed from the point of higher positive 
potential to a point of lower (i.e., less positive 
or more negative) potential. While this assump-
tion turned out to be wholly wrong, it is still 
customary to speak of current as flowing " from 
positive to negative" in many applications. 
The practice often causes confusion, but this 
distinction between " current" flow and 
"electron" flow often must be taken into ac-
count. If electron flow is specifically mentioned 
there can be, of course, no doubt as to the 
meaning; but when the direction of current 
flow is specified, it may be taken, by conven-
tion, as being opposite to the direction of elec-
tron movement. 
Primary cells— If two electrodes of dis-

similar metals are immersed in an electrolyte, 
it is found that a small difference of potential 
exists between the electrodes. Such a combina-
tion is called a cell. If the two electrodes are 
connected together by a conductor external to 
the cell, an electric current will flow between 
them. In such a cell, chemical energy is con-
verted into electrical energy. The difference of 
potential arises as a result of the fact that ma-
terial from one or both of the electrodes goes 
into solution in the electrolyte, and in the 
process ions are formed in the vicinity of the 
electrodes. The electrodes acquire charges be-
cause of the electric field associated with the 
charged ions. The difference of potential be-
tween the electrodes is principally a function of 
the metals used. and is more or less independent 
of the kind of electrolyte or the size of the cell. 
When current is supplied to an external cir-

cuit, two principal effects occur within the cell. 
The negative electrode (negative as viewed 
from outside the cell) loses weight as its mate-
rial is used up in furnishing energy, and hydro-
gen bubbles form on the positive electrode. 
Since the gas bubbles are non-conducting, their 
accumulation tends to reduce the effective area 
of the positive electrode, and consequently re-
duces the current. The effect is cumulative, and 
eventually the electrode will be completely 
covered and no further current can flow. This 
effect is called polarization. If the bubbles are 
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removed, or prevented from forming by chemi-
cal means, polarization is reduced and current 
can flow as long as there is material in the nega-
tive electrode to furnish the energy. A chemical 
which prevents the formation of hydrogen 
bubbles in a cell is called a depolarizer. 

In addition to polarization effects, a cell has 
a certain amount of internal resistance because 
of the resistance of the electrodes and the elec-
trolyte and the contact resistance between the 
electrodes and electrolyte. The internal resist-
ance depends upon the materials used and the 
size and electrode spacing of the cell. Large 
cells with the electrodes close together will 
have smaller internal resistance than small 
cells made of tlie same materials. 
A collection of cells connected together is 

called a battery. The term battery also is ap-
plied (although incorrectly) to a single cell. 
Dry cells — The most familiar form of 

primary cell is the dry cell. Like the elementary 
type of cell just described, it has a liquid elec-
trolyte, but the liquid is mixed with other mate-
rials to form a paste. The cell therefore can be 
used in any position and handled as though it 
actually were dry. 
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Fig. 209 — Contruction of a dry cell. 

The construction of an ordinary dry cell is 
shown in Fig. 209. The container is the nega-
tive electrode and is made of zinc. Next to it is 
a section of blotting material saturated with 
the electrolyte, a solution of sal ammoniac. 
The positive electrode is a carbon rod, and the 
space between it and the blotting paper is filled 
with a mixture of carbon, manganese dioxide 
(the depolarizer) and the electrolyte. The top 
is filled with sealing compound to prevent 
evaporation, since the cell will not work when 
the electrolyte drys out. The e.m.f. of a dry cell 
is about 1.5 volts. 
Dry cells are made in various sizes, depend-

ing upon the current which they will be called 
upon to furnish. The construction frequently 
varies from that shown in Fig. 209, although 
in general the basic materials are the same in 
all dry cells. Batteries of small cells are assem-
bled together as a unit for furnishing plate cur-
rent for the vacuum tubes used in portable 
receiving sets; such " B" batteries, as they are 
called, can supply a current of a few hun-
dredths of an ampere continuously. Larger 
cells, such as the common " No. 6" cell, can 
deliver currents of a fraction of an ampere con-

tinuously, or currents of several amperes for 
very short periods of time. The total amount of 
energy delivered by a dry cell is larger when the 
cell is used only intermittently, as compared 
with continuous use. The cell will deteriorate 
even without use, and should be put into serv-
ice within a year or so from the time it is manu-
factured. The period during which it is usable 
(without having been put in service) is known 
as the " shelf life" of the cell or battery. 
Secondary cells— The types of cells just 

described are known as primary cells, because 
the electrical energy is obtained directly from 
chemical energy. In some types of cells the 
chemical actions are reversible; that is, forcing 
a current through the cell, in the opposite 
direction to the current flow when the cell is de-
livering electrical energy, causes just the re-
verse chemical action. This tends to restore the 
cell to its original condition, and electrical 
energy is transformed into chemical energy. 
The process is called charging the cell. A cell 
which must first be charged before it can de-
liver electrical energy is called a secondary cell. 
A simple form of secondary cell can be made 

by immersing two lead electrodes in a dilute 
solution of sulphuric acid. If a current is forced 
through the cell, the surface of the electrode 
which is connected to the positive terminal of 
the charging e.m.f. will be changed to lead 
peroxide and the surface of the electrode con-
nected to the negative terminal will be changed 
to spongy lead. After a period of charging the 
charging source can be disconnected, and the 
cell will be found to have an e.m.f. of about 2.1 
volts. It will furnish a small current to an ex-
ternal circuit for a period of time. This dis-
charge of electrical energy is accompanied by 
chemical action which forms lead sulphate on 
both electrodes. When the lead peroxide and 
spongy lead are converted to lead sulphate 
there is no longer a difference of potential, 
since both electrodes are now the same mate-
rial, and the cell is completely discharged. 
The lead storage battery — The most com-

mon form of secondary cell is the lead storage 
cell. The common storage battery for automo-
bile starting consists of three such cells con-
nected together electrically and assembled in a 
single container. The principle of operation is 
similar to that just described, but the con-
struction of the cell is considerably more com-
plicated. To obtain large currents it is neces-
sary to use electrodes having a great deal of 
surface area and to put them as close together 
as possible. The electrodes are made in the 
form of rectangular flat plates, consisting of a 
latticework or grid of lead or an alloy of lead. 
The interstices of the latticework are filled 
with a paste of lead oxide. The electrolyte is a 
solution of sulphuric acid in water. When the 
cell is charged, the lead oxide in the positive 
plate is converted to lead peroxide and that in 
the negative plate to spongy lead. To obtain 
high current capacity, a cell consists of a num-
ber of positive plates, all connected together, 
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and a number of negative plates likewise con-
nected together. They are arranged as shown 
in Fig. 210, with alternate negative and posi-
tive plates kept from touching by means of 
thin separators of insulating material, generally 
treated wood or perforated hard rubber. The 
sepurators preferably should be porous, so that 
the electrolyte can pass through them freely; 
thus they do not impede the passage of current 
from one plate to the next. There is always one 
extra negative plate in such an assembly, be-
cause the active material in the positive plate 
expands when the cell is being charged and if 
all the expansion took place on one side the 
plate would be distorted out of shape. 
The e.m.f. of a fully charged storage cell is 

about 2.1 volts. When the e.m.f. drops to about 
1.75 volts on discharge, the cell is considered to 
be completely discharged. Discharge beyond 
this limit may result in the formation of so 
much lead sulphate on the plates that the cell 
cannot be recharged, since lead sulphate is an 
insulator. During the charging process water 
in the electrolyte is used up, with the result 
that the sulphuric acid solution becomes more 
concentrated. The higher concentration in-
creases the specific gravity of the solution, so 
that the specific gravity may be used to indi-
cate the state of the battery with respect to 
charge. In the ordinary lead storage cell the so-
lution is such that a specific gravity of 1.285 to 
1.300 indicates a fully charged cell, while a dis-
charged cell is indicated by a specific gravity 
of 1.150 to 1.175. The specific gravity can be 
measured by means of a hydrometer, shown in 
Fig. 211. For use with portable batteries, the 
hydrometer usually consists of a glass tube 
fitted with a syringe so that some of the elec-
trolyte can be drawn from the cell into the 
tube. The hydrometer float is a smaller glass 
tube, air-tight and partly filled with shot to 
make it sink into the solution. The lower the 
specific gravity of the solution, the farther the 
float sinks into it. A graduated scale on the 
float shows the specific gravity directly, being 
read at the level of the solution. 

Storage cells are rated in ampere-hour capac-
ity. based on the number of amperes which can 
be furnished continuously for a stated period of 
time. For example, the cell may have a rating 
of 100 ampere-hours at an 8-hour discharge 
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Fig. 210 — Details of typical lead storage-battery construction. 

rate. This means that the cell will deliver 100/8 
or 12.5 amperes continuously. for 8 hours after 
having been fully charged. The ampere-hour 
capacity of a cell will vary with the discharge 
rate, becoming smaller as the sated time of 
discharge is made shorter. It also depends upon 
the size of the plates and their number. In 
automobile-type batteries the dimensions of 
the plates are fairly well standardized, so that 
the ampere-hour capacity is chiefly determined 
by the number of plates in a cell. It is, thero-
fore, common practice to speak of " 11-plate," 
"15-plate," etc., batteries as an indication of 
the battery capacity. 

Lead storage batteries must be kept fully 
charged if they are to stay in good condition. 
If a discharged battery is left standing idle, 

lead sulphate will form 
on the plates and 
eventually the battery 
will be useless. When 
the battery is being 
charged, hydrogen 
bubbles are given off by 
the electrolyte which, in 
bursting at the surface, 
throw out fine drops of 
the electrolyte. This is 
called " gassing." The 
sulphuric-acid solution 
spray from gassing will 
attack many materials, 
and consequently care 
must be used to see 
that it is not permitted 
to fall on near-by ob-
jects. It should also be 
wiped off the battery 

Fig. 211— The hydrom. itself. 
eter, a device with a A lead battery may 
calibrated scale for be charged at its norni-
mea-41ring the specific nal discharge rate; i.e., 
Fra%ity of the decir... 
lyte, ased to determine a 100-ampere-hour bat-
tle state of charge of a tery, 8-hour rating, can 
lead "orage battery' be charged at 100/8, 
or 12.5 amperes. The charging voltage re-
quired is slightly more than the output voltage 
of the cell. The preferred method is to charge 
at the full rate until the cells start to " gas" 
freely, after which the charging rate should be 
dropped to about half its initial value until the 

battery is fully charged, as indicated 
by the hydrometer reading. Alterna-
tively, the battery may be charged 
from a constant-potential source 
(about 2.3 volts per cell), when the 
rise of terminal voltage of the battery 
as it accumulates a charge will auto-
inatically " taper" the charging rate. 
The solution in a lead storage bat-

tery will freeze at a temperature of 
about zero degrees Fahrenheit when 
the battery is discharged, but a fully 
charged battery will not freeze until 
the temperature reaches about 90 do-
grees below zero. Keeping the battery 
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Fig. 212 — Series, parallel, and series-parallel cnnnee. 
tion of cells. Series connection increases the total voltage 
without changing current capacity; parallel connection 
increases current capacity m ithout increasing voltage. 

charged therefore is the best, way to insure 
against damage by freezing. 

Cells in series ami parallel — For proper op-
eration, many electrical devices require higher 
voltage or current than can be obtained from 
a single cell. If greater voltage is needed, cells 
may be connected in series, as shown in Fig. 
212-A. The negative terminal of one cell is 
connected to the positive terminal of the next, 
so that the total e.m.f. of the battery is equal to 
the sum of the e.m.f.s of the individual cells. 
For radio purposes, batteries of 45 and 90 volts 
or more are built up in this way from 1.5-volt 
dry cells. An automobile storage battery con-
sists of three lead storage cells in series, total-
ling 6.3 volts — or, in round figures, 6 volts. 
The current which may be taken safely from a 
battery composed of cells in series is the same 
as that which may be taken safely from one cell 
alone; since the same current flows through all 
cells, the current capacity is unchanged. 
When the device or load to which the battery 

is to be connected requires more current than 
can be taken safely from a single cell, the cells 
may be connected in parallel, as shown in Fig. 
212-B. In this case the total current is the sum 
of the currents contributed by the individual 
cells, each contributing the same amount if the 
cells are all alike. When cells are connected in 
parallel it is essential that the e.m.f.s all be the 
same, since if one cell generated a larger voltage 
than the others it would force current through 
the other cells in the reverse direction and thus 
would take most, if not all, of the load. Also, if 
one cell has a lower terminal voltage than the 
others it will take current from the others 
rather than carrying its fair share. 

Cells may be connected in series-parallel, as 
in Fig. 212-C, to increase both the voltage and 
the current-carrying capacity of the battery. 

41. 2-5 Electromagnetism 

The magnetic field— Everyone is familiar 
with the fact that a bar or horseshoe magnet 
will attract small pieces of iron. Just as in the 
case of electrostatic attraction (§ 2-3) the con-
cept of a fie/d, in this ease a field of magnetic 
force, is adopted to explain the magnetic ac-
tion. The field is visualized as being made up of 
lines of magnetic force, the number of which 
per unit area determines the field strength. As 
in the ease of the electrostatic field, the lines of 
force do not have physical existence 1)111 simply 
represent a convenient way of describing the 
properties of the force. 
Magnetic alto-act' . and repulsion — l'he 

forces exerted by the magnetic field are an-
alogous to electrostatic forces. Corresponding 
to positive and negative electric charges, it is 
found that there are two kinds of magnetic 
poles. Instead of being called " positive" and 
"negative," however, the magnetic poles are 
called " north" (N) and " south" (S) poles. 
These names arise from the fact that, when a 
magnetized steel rod is freely suspended, it will 
turn into such a position that one end points 
toward the north. The end which points north 
is called the " north-seeking," or simply thc 
"north," pole. 

Unlike electric lines of force, MIMI termi • 
nate on charges of opposite polarity (§ 2-3) 
magnetic lines of force are closed upon them-
selves. This is illustrated by the field about a 
bar magnet, as shown in Fig. 213-A. The lines 
extend through the magnet, the direction being 
taken from 8 to N inside the magnet and from 

to S outside the magnet. If similar poles of 
two magnets are brought near each other, there 
is a force of repulsion between them, while dis-
similar poles are attracted when brought close 
together. As in the case of electric charges, like 
poles repel, unlike poles at 
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Fig. 213— (A) The field about a bar magnet. The 
magnetic lines of force are continuous, part of the path 
being inside the magnet and part outside. (B) Cutting a 
magnet produces two magnets, each complete with N 
and S poles. 11 ith the magnets in the positions shown, 
some of the lines of force are common to both magnets. 
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If a bar magnet is cut in half, as in Fig. 

213-B, it is found that the cut ends also are 
poles, of opposite kind to the original poles on 
the same piece. Such cutting can he continued 
indefinitely, and, no matter how small the 
pieces are made, there are always two opposite 
poles associated with each piece. In other 
words, a single magnetic pole cannot exist 
alone; it must always be associated with a pole 
of the opposite kind. 
To explain this property of a magnet, it is 

considered that each molecule of a magnetic 
substance is itself a miniature magnet. If the 
material is not magnetized, the molecules are 
in random positions and the total magnetic ef-
fect is zero since there are just as many mole-
cules tending to set up a magnetic field in one 
direction as there are others tending to set up a 
field in the opposite direction. When the sub-
stance becomes magnetized, however, the 
molecules are aligned so that most or all of the 
N poles of the molecular magnets are turned 
toward one end of the material while the S 
poles point toward the other end. 
Magnetic induction — When an unmagnet-

ized piece of iron is brought into the field of a 
magnet, its molecules tend to align themselves 
as described in the preceding paragraph. If one 
end of the iron is near the N pole of the mag-
net, the S poles of the molecules will turn 
toward that end and an S pole is said to be in-
duced in the iron. An N pole will appear at the 
opposite end. Because of the attraction be-
tween opposite poles, the iron will be drawn 
toward the magnet. Since the iron has become 
a magnet under the influence of the field, it 
also possesses the property of attracting other 
pieces of iron. 
When the magnetic field is removed, the mol-

ecules may or may not resume their random 
positions. If the material is soft iron the mag-
netism disappears quite rapidly when the field 
is removed, but in some types of steel the 
molecules are slow to resume their random 
positions and such materials will retain mag-
netism for a long time. A magnet which loses 
its magnetism quickly when there is no exter-
nal magnetizing force is called a temporary 
magnet, while one which retains its magnetism 
for a long time is called a permanent magnet. 
The tendency to retain magnetism is called 
relentieity. The process of destroying magnet-
ism can be hastened by heating, which increases 
the motion of the molecules within the sub-
stance, as well as by mechanical shock, which 
also tends to disturb the molecular alignment. 

Electric current and the magnetic field — 
Experiment shows that a moving electron 
generates a magnetic field of exactly the same 
nature as that existing about a permanent 
magnet. Since a moving electron, or group of 
electrons moving together, constitutes an elec-
tric current, it follows that the flow of current 
is accompanied by the creation of a magnetic 
field. When the conductor is a wire the mag-
netic lines of force are in the form of concentric 

Fig. 214— Whenever elec-
tric current passes through a 
wire, magnetic lines of force 
are set up, in the form of 
concentric circles, at right 
angles to the wire, and a 
magnetic field is said to exist 
around the wire. The direc-
tion of this field is controlled 
by the direction of current 
flow, and can be traced by 
means of a small compass. 

circles around it and lie in planes at right 
angles to it, as shown in Fig. 214. The direction 
of this field is controlled by the direction of 
current flow. 

Thvre is an easily remembered method for 
finding the relative directions of the current 
and of the magnetic field it sets up. Imagine the 
fingers of the right hand curled about the wire, 
with the thumb extended along the wire in the 
direction of current flow (the conventional 
direction, from positive to negative, not the 
direction of elect ron movement). Then the fin-
gers will be found to point in the direction of 
the magnetic field; that is, from N to S. 
Magnetomotice force — The force which 

causes the magnetic field is called magnetomo-
tive force, abbreviated m.m.f. It corresponds to 
electromotive force or e.m.f. in the electric cir-
cuit. The greater the magnetomotive force, the 
stronger the magnetic field; that is, the larger 
the number of magnetic lines per unit area. 
Magnetomotive force is proportional to the 
current flowing. When the wire carrying the 
current is formed into a coil so that the mag-
netic flux will be concentrated instead of being 
spread over a large area, the m.m.f. also is 
proportional to the number of turns in the coil. 
Consequently magnetomotive force can be ex-
pressed in terms of the product of current and 
turns, and the ampere-turn, as this product is 
called, is in fact the common unit of magneto-
motive force. The same magnetizing effect can 
be secured with a great many turns and a weak 
current or with a few turns and a strong cur-
rent. For example, if 10 amperes flow in one 
turn of wire, the magnetizing effect is 10 am-
pere-turns. If there is one ampere flowing in 10 
turns of wire, the magnetomotive force also is 
10 ampereturns. 
The magnetic circuit — Since magnetic 

lines of force are always closed upon them-
selves, it is possible to draw an analogy be-
tween the magnetic circuit and the ordinary 
electrical circuit. The electrical circuit also 
must be closed so that a complete path is pro-
vided around which the electrons or current 
can flow. However, there is no insulator for the 
magnetic field, so that the magnetic circuit is 
always complete even though no magnetic ma-
terial (such as iron) may be present. 
The number of lines of magnetic force, or 

flux, is equivalent in the magnetic circuit to 
current in the electric circuit. However, it is 
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usual practice to express the . strength of the 
field in terms of the number of lines per unit 
area, or flux density. The unit of flux density 
is the gauss, which is equal to one line per 
square centimeter, but the terms " lines per 
square centimeter" or " lines per square inch" 
are commonly used instead. 

Corresponding to resistance in the electric 
circuit is the tendency to obstruct the passage 
of magnetic flux, which is called reluctance. 
The reluctance of good magnetic materials, such 
as iron and steel, is quite low. 
The permeability of a material is the ratio of 

the flux which would be set up in a closed mag-
netic path or circuit of the material to the flux 
that would exist in a path of the same dimen-
sions in air, the same m.m.f. being used in 
both cases. The permeability of air is assigned 
the value 1. The permeability of steels of vari-
ous types varies from about 50 to several thou-
sand, depending upon the materials alloyed 
with the steel. Very high permeabilities are 
attained in certain special magnetic materials, 
such as " permalloy," which is an alloy of iron 
and nickel. 
The permeability of magnetic materials de-

pends upon the density of magnetic flux in the 
material. At very high flux densities the perme-
ability is less than its value at low or moderate 
flux densities. This is because the flux in mag-
netic materials is proportional to the applied 
m.m.f. only over a limited range. As the m.m.f. 
increases more and more of the molecular 
magnets within the material become aligned, 
until eventually dpoint is reached where a very 
great increase in m.m.f. is required to cause a 
relatively small increase in flux. This is called 
magnetic saturation. In this region of saturation 
the permeability decreases, since the ratio 
between the number of lines in the material and 
the number in air, for the same m.m.f., is 
smaller than when the flux density is below the 
saturation point. 
Energy in the magnetic field — Like the 

electrostatic field (§ 2-3), the magnetic field 
represents potential energy. Consequently the 
expenditure of energy is necessary to set up a 
magnetic field, but once the field has been es-
tablished and remains constant no further en-
ergy is consumed in maintaining it. If by some 
means the field is caused to disappear, the 
stored-up magnetic energy is converted to 
energy in some other form. In other words the 
energy undergoes a transformation when the 
magnetic field is changing, being stored in the 
field when the field strength is increasing and 
being released fmen the field when the field 
strength is decreasing. 
When a magnetic field is set up by a current 

flowing in a wire or coil, a certain amount of 
energy is used initially in bringing the field 
into existence. Thereafter the current must 
continue to flow, if the field is to be maintained 
at steady strength, but no expenditure of en-
ergy is required for this purpose. (There will be 
a steady energy loss in the circuit, but only 

because of the resistance of the wire.) If the 
current stops the energy of the field is trans-
formed back into electrical energy, tending to 
keep the current flowing. The etmount of en-
ergy stored and subsequently released depends 
upon the strength of the field, which in turn 
depends upon the intensity of the current and 
the circuit conditions; i.e., it depends upon the 
relationship between field strength and current 
in the circuit. 
Induced voltage — Since a magnetic field is 

set up by an electric current, it is not surprising 
to find that, in turn, a magnetic field can cause 
a current to flow in a closed electrical circuit. 
That is, an e.m.f. can be induced in a wire in a 
magnetic field. However, since a change in the 
field is required for energy transformation, an 
e.m.f. will be induced only when there is a 
change in the field with respect to the wire. 

This change may be an actual change in the 
field strength or may be caused by relative 
motion of the field and wire; e.g., a moving 
field and a stationary wire, or a moving wire 
and a stationary field. It is convenient to con-
sider this induced e.m.f. as resulting from the 
wire's " cutting through" the lines of force of 
the field. The strength of the e.m.f. so induced 
is proportional to the rate of cutting of the 
lines of force. 

If the conductor is moving parallel with 
the lines of force in a field, no voltage is in-
duced since no lines are cut. Maximum cutting 
results when the conductor moves through the 
field in such a way that both its longer di-
mension and direction of motion are per-
pendicular to the lines of force, as shown in 
Fig. 215. When the conductor is stationary and 
the field strength varies, the induced voltage 
results from the alternate increase and decrease 
in the number of lines of force cutting the wire 
as the m.m.f. varies in intensity. 
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Fig. 215 — Showing how e.m.f. is induced in a conductor 
moving through a stationary magnetic field, cutting the 
lines of force. Conversely, a current sent through the 
conductor in the sanie dilection by means of an external 
e.m.f. will cause the conductor to move downward. 

Lenz's Law — When a voltage is induced 
and current flows in a conductor moving in a 
magnetic field, energy of motion is transformed 
into electrical energy. That is, mechanical 
work is done in moving the conductor when an 
induced current flows in it. If this were not so 
the induced voltage would be creating electrical 
energy, in violation of the fundamental prin-
ciple of physic's that energy can neither be 
created nor destroyed but only transformed. 
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It is found, therefore, that the flow of current 
creates an opposing magnetic force tending to 
stop the movement of the wire. The statement 
of this principle is known as Lenz's Law: " In 
all cases of electromagnetic induction, - the in-
duced currents have such a direction that their 
reaction tends to stop the motion which pro-
duces them." 
Motor principle— The fact that current 

flowing in a conductor moving through a mag-
netic field tends to oppose the mot ion indicates 
that current sent through a stationary conduc-
tor in a magnetic field would tend to set the 
conductor in motion. Such is the rose. If moving 
the conductor through the field in the direction 
indicated in Fig. 215 causes a current to flow 
as shown, then, if the conductor is stationary 
and an e.m.f, is applied to send a current 
through the conductor in the same direction, 
the conductor will tend to move across the 
field in the opposite direetion. 
This prinriple is used in the electric motor. 

The same rotating machine frequently may 
be used either as a generator or motor; as a 
generator it is turned mechanically to cause 
an induced e.m.f., and as a motor electric 
current through it cotises mechanical motion. 
Self-induction — \\lien an e.m.f. is applied 

to a wire or coil, current begins to flow and a 
magnetic field is created. Just before closing 
the circuit there was no field; just after closing 
it the field exists. Consequently, at the instant 
of closing the cireuit the rate of chanye of the 
field is very rapid. Since the wire or coil carry-
ing the current is a vonductor in a changing 
field. an e.m.f. will be indueed in the wire. This 
indured voltage is the e.m.f. of self-induction, 
so called because it results front the current 
flowing in the wire itself. 
By the principle of conservation of energy 

(atol Lenz's Law), the polarity of the induced 
voltage must be such as to Oppose the applied 
voltage; that is, the induced voltage must tend 
to send current through the circuit in the 
direction opposite to that of the current caused 
by the applied voltage. At the instant of closing 
the circuit the field changes at such a rate that 
the induced voltage equals the applied voltage 
(it cannot exceed the applied voltage, because 
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Fig. 216— Wheel the conducting wire is coiled, the 
individual magnetic fields of each turn are in such a 
direction as to produce a field similar to that of a bar 
magnet. 'Elie schematic synibuls for inductance are 
shown at the right. The s,inhol at the left in the top 
row indicates an iron-cure inductance; at the right, air 
core. Variable inductances are ,IIIIM n in the bottom row. 

then it would be supplying energy to the source 
of applied e.m:f.), but after a short interval 
the rate of change of the field no longer is so 
rapid and the induced voltage decreases. Thus 
the current flowing is very small at first when 
the applied and induced e.m.f.s are about 
equal, but rises as the induced voltage becomes 
sin:tiler. The process is cumulative, the current 
eventually reaching a final value determined 
only by the resistonee in the eireuit. 

In forcing current. through the circuit against 
the pressure of the induced or ' bark" voltage, 
work is done. The total amount of work done 
during the time that the current is rising to its 
final value is equal to the amount of energy 
stored in the magnetic field, neglecting heat 
losses in the wire itself. As explained before, 
no further energy is put into the field once the 
current becomes steady. However, if the cir-
cuit is opened and current flow caused by the 
applied e.m.f. ceases, the field collapses. The 
rate of change of field strength is very great in 
this ease, and a voltage is again induced in the 
coil or wire. This voltage co itses a current flow 
ii the same direction as that of the applied 
e.m.f., since energy is now being restored to the 
circuit:The energy usually is dissipated in the 
spark which occurs when such a circuit is 
opened. Since the field collapses very rapidly 
when the switch is opened, the induced e.m.f. 
at such a time can be extremely high. 
Inductance— As explained above, the 

strength of the self-induced voltage is propor-
tional to the rate of change of the field. How-
ever, it is also apparent front the foregoing that 
the voltage also depends upon the properties of 
the eircuit , since, if a number of similar conduc-
tors ore in t le same varying field, t he same volt-
age ‘vill be induced in each. By combining the 
condmt ors properly, the total induced voltage 
in such a ease will be the sum of the voltages 
induced in each wire. Also, the rate of change of 
field strength depends upon the strength of the 
field set up by a given amount of current flow-
ing in the wire or coil, and this in turn depends 
upon the ampere-turns, permeability, length 
and cross-section of the magnetie path, etc. 

For a given circuit, however. t he field 
strength will be determined by t he current., and 
the rate of change of the field consequently 
will be determined by the rate of change of 
current. Hence, it is possible to get nip all of 
these other factors into one quant it y, a prop-
erty of the circuit. This property is called in-
ductance. When this is done, the equation giv-
ing the value of the induced voltage becomes: 

Induced voltage 
L X rate of change of current 

where L is the value of inductance in the cir-
cuit. 

Inductance is a property assoeiated with all 
circuits, although in many cases it may be so 
small in comparison to other circuit properties 
(such as resistance) that no error results from 
neglecting it. The inductance of a straight wire 
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increases with the length of the wire and de-
creases with increasing wire diameter. The in-
ductance of such a wire is small, however. For 
a given length of wire, much greater inductance 
can be secured by ‘vinding the %vim into a coil 
so that the total flux from the wire is concen-
trated into a small space and the flux density 
correspondingly increased. 'Flic unit of induc-
tance is the henry. A circuit or coil has an in-
ductance of one henry if an e.m.f. of one volt 
is induced when the current changes at the 
rate of one ampere per second. In radio work 
it is frequently convenient to use smaller units; 
those commonly used are the millihenry (one 
thousandth of a henry) and the microhenry 
(one millionth of a henry). 

It will be recognized that the relationship 
between inductance and the magnetic field 
is similar to that between capacity and the 
electrostatic field. The greater the inductance, 
the greater the amount of energy stored in the 
magnetic field for a gi viii amount of current; 
the greater the capacity, the greater the 
amount of energy stored in the electrostatic 
field for a given volt age. 
The inductance of a coil of wire depends 

upon the number of tu rns. the cri ss-seet tonal 
dimensions of the coil, and the length of the 
winding. It also depends 11pon the permeability 
of the material on which the coil is wound, or 
core. Formulas for computing the inductance 
of air-core coils of the type commonly used in 
radio work are given in Chapter Twenty. 
Mutual inductance— If two coils are ar-

ranged with their axes coinciding, as shown 
in Fig. 217, a current sent through Coil 1 will 
cause a magnetic field which cuts Coil 2. Con-
sequently, an e.m.f. will be induced in Coil 2 
whenever the field strength is changing. This 
induced e.m.f. is similar to the e.m.f. of self-
induction; that is, 

Induced e.m.f. 
=- it X rate of change of current 

where 31 is a quantity called the mutual induct-
ance of the two coils. The 'mutual inductance 
may be large or small, depending upon the 
self-inductances of the coils and the propor-
tion of the totarflux set up by one coil which 
cuts the turns of the other coil. If all the flux 
set up by one coil cuts all the turns of the other 
coil the mutual inductance has its maximum 
possible value, while if only a small part of 
the flux set up by one coil cuts the turns of 
the other the mutual inductance may be rela-
tively small. Two coils having mutual induct-
ance are said to be coupled. 
The degree of coupling expresses the ratio of 

actual mutual ituluctance to the maximum 
possible value. Coils which have nearly the 
maximum possible mutual inductance are said 
to be closely, or tightly, coupled, while if the 
mutual inductance is relatively small the coils 
are said to be loosely coupled. The degree of 
coupling depends upon the physical spacing 
between the coils and how they are placed with 

Fig. 217 — Mutual 
inductance. When 
the switch, S, is closed 
current glows through 
coil No. 1, setting up a 
magnetic field Which 

induces an caul. in 
the turns of coil No.2. 
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respect to each other. Maximum coupling ex-
ists when they have a contmon axis, as shown 
in Fig. 217, and are as close together as possible.. 
• If two coils having mutual inductance are 
connected in the same eireuit, the directions 
of the respective magnetic fields may be such 
as to add or oppose. In the former case the 
mutual inductance is said to be " positive"; 
in the latter case, " negative " Positive mutual 
inductance in su oh a cinalit means that the 
total inductance is greater than the sum of the 
two individual inductances, while negative 
inductance means that the total inductance is 
less than the sum of the two individual in-
ductances. Tite mutual itnluctance may he 
made either positive or negn ti ve simply by 
reversing the connections to of the coils. 

2-6 Fundamental Relations 

Direct current — ,urrent which always 
flows in the saine direct ion through a circuit is 
called a direct current. frequently abbreviated 
d.c. Curreitt flimy eau sed by liaiteries, for ex-
ample, is direct eurrent One terminal of each 
cell is always positive and the other always 
negative, hence electrons are attracted only in 
the one direction around the circuit. To make 
the current change direction, the connections 
to the battery terminals must lie reversed. 

If energy and power— When a quan-
tity of electricity is moved from a point of one 
potential to a point at a second potential, work 
is done. The work done is the produet of 
the quantity of elect ricity nu t he difference of 
potential through which it is moved; that is, 

QE 

In the practical system of units, with Q in 
coulombs and E in volts, the unit of work is 
called the joule. Energy. which is the capacity 
for ( king work, is measured in the sanie units. 

Since / = Q/t when the eurrent is constant 
(§ 2-1), Q = It. Substituting for Q in the 
equation above gives 

= Eli 

where E is in volts, / in amperes, and t in sec-
onds. One ampere flowing through a difference 
of potential of one volt for one second does one 
joule of work. Power is the time rate at whieh 
work is done, so that, if the work is done at a 
uniform rate, dividing the equation by t will 
give the electrical power: 

P = El 

The unit of electrical power is the watt. 
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In practical work, the term " joule" is sel-
dom used for the unit of work or energy. The 
more common name is wall-second (one joule is 
equal to one watt applied for one second). The 
watt-second is a relatively small unit; a larger 
one, the watt-hour (one watt of power applied 
for one hour) is more frequently used. Again, 
for some purposes the watt is too small a unit, 
and the kilowatt (1000 watts) is used instead. 
A still larger energy unit is the kilowatt-hour, 
the meaning of which is easily interpreted. 
Fractional and multiple units— As illus-

trated by the examples in the preceding para-
. graph, it is frequently convenient to change 
the value of a unit so that it will not be neces-
sary to use very large or very small numbers. 
As applied to electrical units, the practice is to 
add a prefix to the name of the fundamental 
unit to indicate whether the modified unit is 
larger or smaller. The common prefixes are 
micro (one millionth), milli (one thousandth), 
kilo (one thousand) and mega (one million). 
Thus, a microvolt is one millionth of a volt, a 
milliampere is one thousandth of an ampere, a 
kilovolt is one thousand volts, and so on. 

Unless there is some indication to the con-
trary, it should be assumed that, whenever a 
formula is given in terms of unprefixed letters 
(E, I, P, R, etc.), the fundamental units are 
meant. If the quantities to be substituted in 
the equation are given in fractional or multiple 
units, conversion to the fundamental units is 
necessary before the equation can be used. 
Ohm's Law— In any met allie conductor, 

the current which flows is directly proportional 
to the applied electromotive force. This rela-
tionship, known as Ohm's Law, can be written 

E = RI 

here E is the e.m.f., I is the current, and R is a 
constant, depending on the conductor, called 
the resistance of the conductor. By definition, 
a conductor has one unit of resistance when an 
applied e.m.f. of one volt causes a current of 
one ampere to flow. The unit of resistance is 
called the ohm. 
Ohm's Law does not apply to all types of 

conduction, particularly to conduction through 
gases and in a vacuum. The law is of very great 
importance, however, because practically all 
electrical circuits use metallic conduction. 
By transposing the equation, the following 

equally useful forms are obtained: 

E 
1 = --

1 

The three equations state that, in a circuit to 
which Ohm's Law applies, the voltage across 
the circuit is equal to the current multiplied by 
the resistance; the resistance of the circuit is 
equal to the voltage divided by the current; 
and the current in the circuit is equal to the 
voltage divided by the resistance. 
Resistance and resistivity — The resistance 

of a conductor is determined by the material of 
which it is made and its temperature, and is 

directly proportional to the length of the con-
ductor (that is, the length of the path of the 
current through the conductor) and inversely 
proportional to the area through which the cur-
rent flows. If the temperature is constant, 

, R k — 
A 

where R is the resistance, k is a constant de-
pending upon the material of which the con-
ductor is made, L is the length and A the area. 
For the purpose of giving a specific value to k, 
L is taken as one centimeter and A as one 
square centimeter (a cube of the material 
measuring one centimeter on a side); k is then 
the resistance in ohms of such a cube at a 
specified temperature. It is called the specific 
resistance or resistivity of the material. If the 
resistivity is known, the resistance of any 
conductor of known length and uniform cross-
section readily can be determined by the 
formula above. The length must be in centi-
meters and the area in square centimeters. 
The relationships given above are true only 

for unidirectional (direct) currents and low-
frequency alternating currents. Modifications 
must be made when the current reverses its 
direction many times each second (§ 2-8). 
conductance and conductivity— The 

reciprocal of resistance is called conductance, 
and has the opposite properties to resistance. 
The lower the resistance of a circuit. the higher 
is the conductance, and vice versa. The sym-
bol of conductance is G. and the relationship 
to resistance is 

G— R 

The unit of conductance is called the mho. A 
circuit or conductor which has a resistance of 
one ohm has a conductance of one mho. By 
substituting 1/G for I? in Ohm's Law, 

G = — 1 = EG E = — 
E G 

The reciprocal of resistivity is called the 
specific conductance or conductivity of a ma-
terial, and is measured in mhos per centimeter 
cube. It is frequently useful to know the rela-
tive conductivity of different materials. This 
is usually expressed in per cent conductivity, the 
conductivity of annealed copper being taken 
as 100 per cent. A table of per cent conductivi-
ties is given in Chapter Twenty. 
Power used in resistance— If two con-

ductors of different resistances have the same 
current flowing through them, then by Ohm's 
Law the conductor with the larger resistance 
will have a greater difference of potential 
across its terminals. Consequently, more en-
ergy is supplied to the larger resistance, since 
in a given period of time the saine amount of 
electricity is moved through a greater potential 
difference. The energy appears in the form of 
heat in the conductor. With a steady current, 
the heat will raise the temperature of the con-
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Fig. 218 — Two cumuli's' types of fixed resistors. The 
wire-wound type i - used for dissipating power of the 
order of 5 watts or more. "Pigtail" resistors, usually 
ruade of carbon or other resistance material in the form. 
(»fa molded rod or as a thin coating on an insulating tube, 
rather than being mound with wire, are small in size but 
do not safely dissipate much power. Schematic sy mimic 
for fixed ami variable resistors are shout» at lou er right. 

ductor until a balance is reached between the 
heat generated and that radiated to the sur-
rounding air or otherwise carried away. 

Since P = El, substituting for E the ap-
propriate form of Ohm's Law (E = 11e) gives 

P = PR 

and making a similar substitution for I gives 

E 2 = 

That is, the power used in heating a resistance 
(or dissipated in the resistance) is proportional 
to the squale of the voltage applied or to the 
square of the current flowing. In these formulas 
P is in watts, E in volts and / in amperes. 

Further transposition of the equations gives 
the following forms, useful when the resistance 
and power are known: 

E = -0 7.1? I -= 

Unless the circuit containing the resistance 
is being used for the specific purpose of gen-
erating heat, the power used in heating a re-
sistanee is generally considered as a loss. How-
ever, there are very many applications in radio 
circuits where, despite the loss of power, a 
useful purpose is served by introducing re-
sistance deliberately. Resistances made to 
specified values and provided with connecting 
terminals are called resistors. They are fre-
quently wound on ceramic or other heat-re-
sisting tubing with wire having high resistivity. 
Temperature coefficient of resistance — 

The resistance of most pure metals increases 
with an increase in temperature. The resist-
ance of a wire at any temperature is given by 

R = Ro ( 1 + at) 

where 2 is the required resistance, Ro the 
resistance at 0°C. (temperature of melting 
ice), t is the temperature (( entigrade), and 
a is the temperature coefficient epf resistance. 
For copper, a is about 0.004; that is, starting at 
0°C., the resistance increases 0.4 per cent per 
degree above zero. 

Temperature coefficient of resistance be-
comes of importance when conductors operate 
at high temperatures. In the ease of resistors 
used in electrical and radio circuits, the heat 
developed by current flow may raise the tem-
perature of the resistance wire to several hun-
dred degrees F. Thus the resistance at operat-
ing temperatures can he very much higher 
than the resistance at room temperature. Con-
sequently such resistors are wound with wire 
which has a low temperature coefficient of 
resistance, so that the resistance will be more 
nearly constant under all conditions. 
Resistances in series — When two or 

more resistances are connected so that the 
sanie current flows through each in turn, as 
shown in Fig. 219, they are said to be connected 
in series. Then, by Ohm's Law, 

HZ1 
E2 = 1112 

E3 = 1R3 

etc., where the subscripts 1, 2, 3 indicate the 
first, second and third resistor, and the volt-
ages E1, E2 and E3 are the voltages appearing 
across the terminals of the respective resistors. 
Adding the three voltages gives the total 
voltage aeross the three resistors: 

E = E .2 E3 RI + 1112 ± I R3 = 
( + 112 + R3) = IR 

1 I t 

E E 

E3 

Fig. 219— Resist-
ances in series. 

Resistances in 
of resistances are 
voltage is applied 

That is, the voltage across 
the resistors in series is equal 
to the current multiplied by 
the sum of the individual re-
sistances. ln the ahoye equa-
tion. R. which denotes this 
sum, may he called the equiv-
alent resistance or total re-
sist anee. The equivalent 
resistance of a number of 
resist,ws connected in series 
is, therefore, equal to the 
sum of the values of the in-
dividual resistors. 
parallel— When a number 
connected so that the same 
to all, as shown in Fig. 220, 

rig. 220 —  liesistamws in paralkl. 

they are said to be connected in parallel. By 
Oh M's Law, 

1.1 = 
E 12 — 
R3 

E 
13 -= --

R3 

so that the total current, 1, which is the sum 
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of the currents in the individual resistors, is 

I = /2 ± /3 = -n7, 11-1- = 
2 113 

E(1±1±I) = El III R2 Rg R 

where R is the equivalent resistance — i.e., 
the resistance through which the sanie total 
current would flow if such a resistance were 
substituted for the three shown. Therefore, 

1 = 1 1 1 

R R2 Rg 

That is, the reciprocal of the equivalent re-
sistance of a number of resistances in parallel 
is equal to the sum of the reciprocals of the 
individual resistances. Since the reciprocal of 
resistance is conductance, 

G = 01 + 02+03 

where G is the total conductance and GI, G2, 
03, etc., are the individual conductances in 
parallel. 
T. obtain R instead of its reciprocal the 

equation above may be inverted, so that 

R — 
1 

1 , 1 , 1 
— -r—  
R1 h; Ra 

The number of terms in the denominator of 
this equation will, of course, be equal to the 
actual number of resistors in parallel. 

For the special case of only two resistances in 
parallel, the equation reduces to 

— RI R2  
Ri R  ± R2 

&ries-parallel connection of resistors is shown 
in Fig. 221. When circuits of this type are en-
countered the equivalent or total resistance 
can be found by first adding the series re-
sistances in each group, then treating each 
group as a single resistor so that the formula 
for resistors in parallel can be used. 

El+ E2=E 
E3*E4 = E 
1=11+ 12 

Fig. 221 ; ene, parallel   i•  of resistances. 
Voltage and current relationships are given at the right. 

Foliage dividers and potentiometers — 
Since the same current flows through resistors 
connected in series, it follows from Ohm's 
Law that the voltage (termed voltage drop) 
across each resistor of a series-connected group 
is proportional to its resistance. Thus, in Fig. 
222-A, the voltage Ei across Ri is equal to the 
applied voltage, E, multiplied by the ratio of 

Ri to the total resistance, or 

R1  
— E 

+ R2 ± R3 

Similarly, the voltage, E2, is equal to 

+ R2  E 
± R2 ± R3 

Such an arrangement is called a voltage divider, 
since it provides a means for obtaining smaller 
voltages from a source of fixed voltage. When 
current is drawn from the divider at the various 
tap points the above relations are no longer 
strict ly true, for then the same current does not 
flow in all parts of the divider. Design data for 
such cases are given in § 8-10. 

Fig. 222 — Voltage divider (A) and potentiometer (B). 

A similar arrangement is shown in Fig. 
222-B, where the resistor, R, is equipped 
with a sliding tap for fine adjustment. Such a 
variable resistor is frequently called a po-
tentiometer. 
Inductances in series and parallel— As 

explained in § 2-5, inductance determines the 
voltage induced when the current changes at a 
given rate. That is, E = L X rate of change of 
current. This resembles Ohm's Law, if L cor-
responds to R and the rate of change of current 
to I. Thus, by reasoning similar to that used 
in the ease of resistors, it can be shown that, 
for inductances in series, 

L = L1 + L2 ± 

and for inductances in parallel, 

L — 1  
1 1 1 
— — 

LI L2 L3 

where the number of terms in either equation 
is determined by the actual number of induc-
tances connected in series or parallel. 
These equations do not hold if there is mu-

tual inductance (§ 2-5) between the coils. 
Condensers in series and parallel — When 

a number of condensers are in parallel, as in 
Fig. 223-A, the saine e.m.f. is applied to all. 
Consequently, the quantity of electricity stored 
in each is in proportion to its capacity. The 
total quantity stored is the sum of the quanti-
ties in the individual condensers: 

Q = Qi + Q2 + Q3 = CIE C2E C3E = 
(C1 + C2 ± Ca)E = CE 

-where C is the equivalent capacity. The equiv-
alent capacity of condensers in parallel is equal 
to the sum of the individual capacities. 
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Fig. 223 — Condensers in parallel ( 1) and in series (B). 

When condensers are connected in series, 
as in Fig. 223-B, the application of an e.m.f. to 
the circuit causes a certain quantity of elec-
tricity to accumulate on the top plate of C1. 
By electrostatic induction, an equal charge of 
opposite polarity (negative in the illustration) 
appears on the bottom plate of (71, and, since 
the lower plate of C1 and the upper plate of C2 
are connected together, this must leave an 
equal positive charge on the upper plate of C2. 
This, in turn, causes the lower plate of C2 to 
assume an equal negative charge, and so on 
down to the plate connected to the negative 
terminal of the source of e.m.f. In other words 
the same quantity of electricity is placed on 
each condenser, and this is equal to the total 
quantity stored. The voltage across each con-
denser will depend upon its capacity, and the 
sum of these voltages must equal the applied 
voltage. Thus, 

E = E2 E3 = + = 
Cl ( Cs 

1 1 
- -) = ei C2 Ca C 

where C is the equivalent capacity. This leads 
to an expression similar to that for resistances 
in parallel: 

1 
C = 

C2 C3 

where the number of terms in the denominator 
should be the same as the actual number of 
condensers in series. 
Time constant— When a condenser and 

resistor are connected in series with a source of 
e.m.f., such as a battery, the initial flow of cur-
rent into the condenser is limited by the re-
sistance, so that a longer period of time is 
required to corn Aete the charging of the con-

TIME 
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Fig. 224 — 
The RL and 
RC circuits at 
the left, to-
gether with 
the curves of 
current ampli-
tude vs. tinte, 
show how the 
current in a 
ren it corn. 

hining resist-
ance mith in-
ductance or 
capaeitytakes 
a finite period 
of time to 
reachasteady-
state value. 

denser than would be the case without the 
resistor. Likewise, when the condenser is dis-
charged through a resistor a measurable period 
of time is taken for the current flow to reach a 
negligible value. In the case of either charge or 
discharge the time required is proportional to 
the capacity and resistance, the product of 
which is called the lince constant of the circuit. 
If C is in farads and le in ohms, or C in micro-
farads and U in megohms, the product gives 
the time in seconds required for the voltage 
across a discharging condenser to drop to 1 r, 
or approximately 37 per cent of its original 
value. (The constant e is the base of the natural 
series of logarit 
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Fig. 225 — 1ft — 'flue inrsonval or moving-roil meter 
for current measurement. Current 'liming through 
the rotatable coil in the field of the permanent magnet 
causes a force to act on the coil, tending to turn it. The 
turning tendeney is counteracted ley springs (not 51101% it) 
so that the an ))))) nt of movement is proportional to the 
value of the current in the coil. Right — Ill the simpler 
moving-iron-vane type, a light-'sight soft-iron plunger 
is attracted by current flowing in a fixed eoil. As the 
plunger.es the pointer to obich it is linked also 
moves, until the magnetie foree in the mil is balanced 
by the spiral spring restraiittulg the plunger movement. 

In a cirenit containing inductance and re-
sistance in series, the effect of the resistance is 
to shorten the period required for the current to 
reach its final value (§ 2-5) after an e.m.f. is 
applied to the circuit. Th(, time constant of 
such a cironit is equal to L where L is in 
henrys and It in ohms. It gives the time in sec-
onds required for the current to teat- It 1-1 
approximately 63 per cent of its final steady 
value when a constatit voltage is applied. 
By proper application to essociated circuits 

and devices such as vacuum tubes, it is possible 
by suitable selection of time constant to create 
almost any desired wave or pulse shape. This 
is of practieal importance in many circuit ap-
plications in amateur transmission and recep-
tion, as in electronic keyers, automatic volume 
control, resistance-capacity filters atol remote 
control. Apart front these applications, many 
of the techniques employed in television atol 
specialized electronic devices are based on this 
principle. 
Measuring instruments— Instruments for 

measuring d.e. current and voltage make use 
of the fort-u acting on a coil carrying current in 
a magnetic field (§ 2-5), produced by a per-
manent magnet, to move a pointer along a 
calibrated scale. The magnetic field may be 
produced by a permanent magnet acting upon 
a moving coil, or by a fixed coil acting upon a 
moving iron vane or plunger. 
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The first type of instrument, based on what 
is known as the d'Arsonval moving-coil move-
ment, is shown at the left in Fig. 225. The mov-
ing-iron vane instrument shown at the right is 
less accurate and requires higher energizing 
current, making it relatively insensitive as com-
pared to the moving-coil type. Only the cheaper 
measuring instruments available to amateurs 
are based on this principle. 

multiplier 

Voltage Measuremene 
Current Measuremeni 

Jig. 220 — Cirenit totifleitions for measuring current 
and voltage. The -hunt resistor is tised for increasing the 
value of the turno t r hick the instrument eau 111,1-1/ fl•, 
by providing an alternate path through %% Inch some of 
the current can How. The series  Itiplier limits the 
current when the inst tttttt ent is used to measure voltage. 

In such ittS1 men t s the current required for 
full-seale deflection of t he pointer varies from 
several milliamperes to a few microamperes, 
aveording to the sensitivity required. If the 
instrument is to read high currents, it is 
shunted (paralleled) by a low resistance 
through which most of t he current flows, leav-
ing only enough flowing through the instru-
ment to give a full-scale deflection correspond-
ing to the total current flowing through both 
meter and shunt. An instrument which reads 
microamperes is ralliai a microa minder or 
galvanometer; one calibrated m milliamperes is 
called a millia tunneler: tine calibrated in am-
peres is an ammeter. A volt meter is simply a mil-
liammeter with a high resistance in series so 
that the current will be limited to a suitable 
value when the instrument is connected across 
a voltage source: it is calibrated itt terms of 
the voltage which must appear across the 
terminals to cause a given value of current to 
flow. The series resistance is called a multi-
plier. A wattmeter is a combination voltmeter 
and ammeter in which the pointer deflection 
is proportional to the power in the circuit. 
An atnmeter or milliammeter is connected 

in series with the circuit in which current is 
being measured, so that the current flaws 
through the instrument. A voltmeter is con-
nected in parallel with the circuit. 

El 2-7 Alternating Current 
Descript ion — An alternating current is one 

which periodically reverses its direction of 
flow. In addition to this alternate change in 
direction, usually the amount or amplitude of 
the current also varies continually during the 
period when the current is flowing nt one di-
rection. These variations are accompanied by 
corresponding variations in the magnetic fiejd 
set up by the current, and it is this feature 
which makes the alternating current so useful. 
By means of the varying field, energy may he 

continually transferred (by induction) from 
one circuit to another without direct connec-
tion, and the voltage may be changed in the 
process. Neither of these is possible with direct 
current because, except for brief periods when 
the circuit is closed or opened, the field ac-
companying a steady direct current is un-
changing, and hence there is no way of inducing 
an e.m.f. except by moving a conductor 
through the field (§ 2-5). 

Alternating currents may be generated in 
several ways. Rotating electrical machines (a.c. 
generators or alternators) are used for develop-
ing large amounts of power when the rate of 
reversal is relatively slow. However, such ma-
chines are not suitable for producing currents 
which reverse direction thousands or millions 
of times each second. The thertnionic vacuum 
tube is used for this purpose, as described in 
Chapter Three. 
The Simplest form of alternating current (or 

voltage) is shown graphically in Fig. 227. This 
chart shows that the current starts at zero 
value. builds up to a maximum in one dime-
Mon. comes back down to zero, builds up to a 
maximum in the opposite direction and comes 
back to zero. The curve follows the sine law 
and is known as a sine wave, because of the 
wavelike nature of the curve which results 
when sine values are plotted on rectangular 
coordinates as a function of angle or time. 
Frequency— The eomplete wave shown in 

Fig. 227 is called a cycle, and t he length of time 
required to complete one cycle is called the 
period. Each half of the cycle, during which the 
current is flowing in one direction, although its 
strength is varying, is known as an alteration. 
The number of cycles the wave goes through 
each second of time is called the frequency. 
In radio work, where frequencies are extremely 
large. it is convenient to use t wo other units, 
ki/ocycirs per second (cycles per second -› 1000) 
and megacycles per second ( cycles per second 

1,000.000i. These are usually abbreviated 
Ice. and Me., respectively. Occasionally these 
abbreviations are written kes. and Mes. to indi-
cate " kilocycles per second" and " megacycles 
per second" rather than simply " kilocycles" 
and " megacycles," but it is understood that 
"per second" is meant when the shorter forms 
are used. 

Peak value 

1.0 A.C. meters read the 
effective (eme)values 

0307 ofcurreat and voltage 
(rm.s. 0.707 of peak 
value of sing nave) 

ci 

I 0 

TIME 

90 re 0° 

One cycle 

Fig. 227 - >Me wave of alternating current or voltage. 

_ 
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Electrical degrees — If we take a fixed point 

on the periphery of a revolving wheel, we find 
that at the end of each revolution, or cycle, the 
point has come back to its original starting 
place. Its position at any instant can be ex-
pressed in terms of the angle between two lines, 
one drawn from the center of the wheel to the 
point at the instant of time considered, the 
other drawn from the wheel center to the start-
ing point. In making one complete revolution 
the point has travelled through 360 degrees, a 
half revolution 180 degrees, a quarter revolu-
tion 90 degrees, and so on. The periodic wave 
of alternating current may be treated simi-
larly, one complete cycle equalling one revo-
lution or 360 degrees, one alternation (half 
cycle) 180 degrees, and so on. With the cycle 
divided up in this way, the sine curve simply 
means that the value of current at any instant 
is proportional to the sine of the angle which 
corresponds to the particular fraction of the 
cycle considered. 
The concept of angle is universally used in 

alternating currents. Generally, it is expressed 
' in the fundamental form, using the radian 
rather than the degree as a unit, whence a 
cycle is equal to 2r radians, or a half cycle to 
r radians. The expression 27rf, for which t he 
symbol co is often used, simply means elect rival 
degrees per cycle times frequency, and is 
called the angular reloeity. It gives the total 
number of elect real radians passed t hrough by 
a current of given frequency in one second. 

Peak, instantaneous, effective ami average 
values — The highest value of current or volt-
age during the time when the current is flowing 
in one direction is called the maximum or peak 
value. For the sine wave, the peak has the same 
absolute value on both the positive and nega-
tive halves of the cycle. This is not necessarily 
true of waves having shapes other than the 
true sine form. 
The value of current or voltage existing at 

any particular point of time in the cycle is 
called the instantaneous value. The instant for 
which a particular value is to be found can be 
specified in terms of time (fraction of the pe-
riod) or of angle. 

Since both the voltage and current, are 
swinging continuously between their positive 
maximum and negative maximum values, it 
might be wondered how one can speak of so 
many amperes of alternating current when the 
value is changing continuously. The problem is 
simplified in practical work by considering that 
an alternating current has an effective value 
of one ampere when it produces heat, in flowing 
through a given resistance, at the same average 
rate as one ampere of continuous direct current 
flowing through the sanie resistance. This 
effective value is the square root of the mean 
of all of the instantaneous current values 
squared. In the case of the sine-wave form, 

Ear =- 

For this reason, the effective value of an alter-

nating current or voltage is also known as the 
root-mean-square, or r.m.s., value. Hence, the 
effective value is the square root of %, or 0.707, 
times the maximum value. 

In a purely a.c. circuit the average current 
over a whole cycle must be zero, because if the 
average current on, say, the positive half of the 
cycle were greater than the average on the 
negative half, there would be a net current flow 
in the positive direction. This would correspond 
to a direct (although intermittent) current, 
and hence must be excluded because a purely 
alternating current was assumed. The " aver-
age" value of an alternating current is defined 
as the average current during the part of the 
cycle when the current is flowing in one direc-
tion only. It is of particular importance when 
alternating current is changed to direct current 
by the methods considered in later chapters. 
For a sine ‘'ave, the average value is equal to 
0.636 of the peak value. 

In the sine wave the three voltage values, 
peak, effective and average, are related to each 
other as follows: 

= E,•ff X 1.414 = E.ve X 1.57 
Ed( =" Esigue X 0.707 = E. X 1.11 

= Er,.. X 0.636 = Eert X 0.9 

The relationships for current are equivalent 
to those given above for voltage. 
Phase — As the next few paragraphs will 

show, the current. and voltage in an alternat-
ing-current circuit may not pass through their 
maximum and minimum values at the saine 
time, even though both are sine waves of the 
same frequency. The time at which a particu-
lar part of the cycle (such as the positive peak) 
occurs is called the phase of the wave. If two 
waves are not exactly in step there is a phase 
difference bet ween them. The phase difference 
can be expressed in terms of the actual differ-
ence in time bet ‘veen the two instants at which 
the two waves reach corresponding parts of 
their cycles, but it is generally more convenient 
to measure it in angular units. A pitase differ-
ence of 90 degrees, for example, means that one 
wave reaches its maximum value one-quarter 
cycle before the other wave reaches its maxi-
mum value in the same direction. 
The phase relationships between two cur-

rents (or two voltages) of the same frequency 
are defined in the same way. When two such 
currents are combined the resultant is a single 
current of the same frequency, but having an 
instantaneous amplit ude equal to the algebraic 
sum of the amplitudes of the two components 
at the same instant. The amplitude of the re-
sultant current hence is determined by the 
pitase relationship between the two currents 
before combination. Thus if the two currents 
are exactly in phase, the maximum value of 
the resultant will be the numerical sum of the 
maximum values of the individual currents; if 
they are 180 degrees out of phase, one reaches 
its positive maximum at the instant the other 
reaches its negative maximum, hence the re-
sultant current is the difference between the 
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two. In the latter case, if the two currents have 
the same amplitude the resultant current is 
zero. 
Current, voltage and power in an in-

ductance— When alternating current flows 
through an inductance, the continually vary-
ing magnetic field causes the continuous gen-
eration of an e.m.f. of self-induction (§ 2-5). 
The induced voltage at any instant is propor-
tional to the rate at which the current is 
changing at that instant. If the current is a 
sine wave, it can be shown that the rate of 
change is greatest when the current is passing 
through zero and least when the current is 
maximum. For this reason, the induced volt age 
is maximum when the current is zero and zero 
when t he current is maximum. The direction or 
polarity of the induced voltage is such as to 
tend to sustain the current flow when the cur-
rent is decreasing and to prevent it, from flow-
ing when the current is increasing (§ 2-5). As 
a result, the induced voltage in an inductance 
lags 90 degrees behind the current. 

By Lenz's Law, the 
induced voltage must 
always oppose the ap-
plied voltage; that is, 
the induced and ap-
plied voltages must be 
in phase opposit ion, or 
180 degrees out of 
phase. Consequent ly, 
the applied voltage 
leads the current by 90 
degrees. Or, using the 
voltage as a reference, 
the current in an in-
ductance lags 90 de-

-I grecs, or one-quarter 
cycle, behind the volt-
age. These relation-
ships are shown in Fig. 
228. 
When the current is 

Increasing in either direction, energy is being 
stored in the magnetic field. At such times the 
voltage has the same polarity as the current, so 
that the product of the two, which gives the 
instantaneous power fed to the inductance, is 
posit ive. Wlucit the current, is decreasing energy 
is being rest•ired to t he circuit and the applied 
voltage has t he opposite polarity, so that the 
product of current and voltage is negative. This 
is also shown in Fig. 228. Positive power means 
power ta ken from the source ( i.e., the source of 
he applied e.m.f.), while negative power means 
power returned to the source. Power is alter-
nately taken and given back in each quarter 
eyrie, and, since the amount given back is the 
same as that taken, the average power in an 
inductance is zero . when considering a whole 
cycle. In a practical inductance the wire 
will have some resistance, so that some of the 
power supplied will be consumed in heating 
the wire, but if the resistance of the circuit is 
small compared to the inductance the power 

rig. 228 — Voltage, cur-
rent and power relations 
in an alternating-current 
circuit con..isting of in-
ductance only. 

consumption is very small compared to the 
power which is alternately stored and returned. 

Current, voltage and power in a con-
denser— When an alternating voltage is ap-
piled to a condenser, the condenser acquires a 
charge while the voltage is rising and loses its 
charge while the voltage is decreasing. The 
quantity of electricity stored in the condenser 
at any instant is proportional to the voltage 
across its terminals at that instant (Q = CE). 
Since current is the rate of transfer of quantity 
of electricity, the current flowing into the con-
denser (when it is being charged) or out of it 
(when it is discharging) consequently will be 
proportional to the rate of change of the ap-
plied voltage. If the voltage is a sine wave, its 
rate of change will be greatest when passing 
through zero and least when the voltage is 
maximum. As a result, the current flowing into 
or out of the condenser is greatest when the 
voltage is passing through zero and least when 
the voltage reaches its peak value. 

This relationship is shown in Fig. 229. When-
ever the voltage is rising (in either direction) 
the curmnt flow is in the same direction as the 
applied voltage. When the voltage is decreas-
ing and the condenser is discharging, the cur-
rent flows in t he opposite direction. The energy 
stored in the condenser on the charging part of 
the cycle is restored to the circuit on the dis-
charge part,. and the total energy consumed in 
a whole cycle therefore is zero. A condenser 
operating on a.c. takes no average power from 
the source, except for such actual energy losses 
as may occur as the result of heating of the 
dielectric (§ 2-3). The energy loss in air con-
densers used in radio circuits is negligibly small 
except at extremely high frequencies. 

As shown by Fig. 229, the phase relation-
ship between current flow and applied voltage 
is such that the current leads the voltage by 90 
degrees. This is just the opposite to the in-
ductance case. 

EfT1 

Fig. 229 — Voltage, current 
and power relations in an 
alternating-current circuit 
consisting of capacity only. 

Current, voltage and power in resistance 
— In a circuit containing resistance only there 
are no energy storage effects, and consequently 
the current and voltage are in phase. The cur-
rent therefore always flows in the same direc-
tion as the applied voltage, and, since the power 
is always positive, there is continual power 
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dissipation in the resistance. The relationships 
are shown in Fig. 230. 

Strictly speaking, no circuit can have resist-
ance only, because the flow of current always 
is accompanied by the creation of a mag-
netic field and every conductor also has a cer-
tain amount of capacity. Whether or not such 
residual inductance and capacity are large 
enough to require consideration is del ermined 
by the frequency at which the circuit is to 
operate. 
The a.c. spectrum— Alternating currents 

of different frequencies have different proper-
ties and are useful in a variety of ways. For the 
transmission of power to light homes, run mo-

- tors and perform familiar 
everyday tasks by elec-
trical means, low fre-
quencies are most suit-
able. Frequencies of 25, 
50 and 60 cycles are in 
common use, the latter 
being most widely used 
in this country. The 
range of frequencies be-
tween about 15 and 
15,000 cycles is known as 
the audio-frequency range, 
because when frequen-
cies of this order are con-
verted from a.c. into air 
vibrations, as by a loud-
speaker or telephone re-
ceiver, they are distin-
guishable as sounds hav-
ing a tone pitch propor-
tional to the frequency. 

Frequencies above 15,000 cycles ( 15 kilo-
cycles) are used for radio communication, be-
cause at frequencies of this order it is possible 
to convert electrical energy into radio waves 
which can be radiated over long distances. 

For convenience in reference, the following 
classifications for radio frequencies have been 
recommended by an international technical 
conference and are now increasingly in use: 

Fig. 230 — Voltage, 
current and power re-
lations in an alternat-
ing-current circuit 
consisting of resist-
ance only. 

10 to 30 kilocycles 
30 to 300 kilocycles 
300 to 3000 kilocycles 
3 to 30 megacycles 
30 to 300 megacycles 
300 to 3000 megacycles 
3000 to 30,000 megacycles 

Very-low frequencies 
Low frequencies 
1\ leelium frequencies 
High frequencies 
Very-high frequencies 
Ultrahigh frequencies 
Superhigh frequencies 

Until recently, other terminology was used; 
for example, the, region above 30 megacycles 
formerly was considered the " ultrahigh" fre-
quencies. 
Waveform, harmonics— The sine wave is 

not only the simplest but for many purposes is 
the most desirable waveform. Many other 
waveforms are met in practice, however, and 
they may differ considerably from the simple 
sine case. It is possible to show by analysis 
that any such waveform can be resolved into a 
number of components of differing frequencies 
and amplitu,les. but related in frequency in 
such a way hat all are integer multiples of 

the lowest frequency present. The lowest fre-
quency is called the fundamental, and the 
multiple frequencies are called harmonics. Thus 
a wave may consist of fundamental, 3rd, 5th, 
and 7th harmonics, meaning, if the funda-
mental frequency is say 100 cycles, t hat fre-
quencies of 300, 500 and 700 cycles also are 
present in the wave. 

Fig. 231 shows how a fundamental and a 
second harmonic might comliine to form a non-
sinusoidal wave. An infinite number of wave-
forms could be obtained from the combination 
of two such waves, since the shape of the com-
bined wave will depend upon the amplitude 
and phase of the two component waves. 
The square wave, also shown in Fig. 231, 

consists of a fundamental and an infinite num-
ber of harmonics. This type of wave is useful in 
a variety of applications. 

411 2-8 Ohm's Law for Alternating 
Currents 

Resistance — Since current and voltage are 
always in phase through a resistance, the in-
stantaneous relations for a.e. are equivalent to 
those in d.c. circuits. By definition, the effec-
tive units of current and voltage for a.c. are 
made equal to those for d.c. in resistive cir-
cuits (§ 2-7). Therefore the various formulas 
expressing Ohm's Law for d.c. circuits apply 
wit limit any change to a.c. circuits containing 
resistance only, or for purely resistive parts of 
complex a.c. circuits. See 2-6. 

In applying the formtilas, it must be remem-
bered that consistent units must be used. For 
example, if tl instantaneous value of current 
is used in fin,1 i rig voltage or power, the voltage 
found will be t he instantaneous voltage and the 
power will be t he instantaneous power. Like-
wise, if the effective value is lised for one quan-
tity in the formula, the unknown will be ex-
pressed in effec-
tive Un-
less otherwise 
indicated, the 
effective value 
of current or 
voltage is al-
ways understood 
to be meant 
when reference 
is made to " cur-
rent" or " volt-
age." 
Reactance — 

In the preeed-
n g section it, 
was shown that 
en orgy-st ora ge 
effects in induct-
ance and ea par-
itanve (•attse a 
phase difference 
to exist bet ween 
the applied volt-
age and the yin.-
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Fig. 231 - U.ornbinati In of a 
fundamental and -ee anl har-
monic %S iii, the ampli mle and 
Om-, relationships sito, ii gives 
the nom-ioumidal re.ultant. The 
square e e. below. contains an 
infinity number of flarfll !!!! 
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mnt that flows as a result. Because of this, 
Ohm's Law cannot be applied in its entirety to 
a.c. circuits containing inductance and/or 
capacitance. particularly for the calculation of 
power consumed. However, the amplitude of 
t he current t hat flows in such circuits is directly 
proportional to the voltage applied, just as it is 
in purely resistive circuits. In ut her words, both 
inductance and capacity offer opposition to 
current flow, and t his opposit ion can be meas-
ured in ohms just as it is in the case of resist-
ance. But the opposition is called reactance to 
indicate that it does not consume power and 
thereby distinguish it from resistance. 
Ohm's Law formulas extended to include re-

actance are quite similar to the formulas for 
resistive circuits: 

E E 
I - E = XI X = — 

X 

where X is the symbol for reactance. 
Reactance differs from resistance in another 

respect — its value, for a given amount of in-
ductance or capacity, varies with the fre-
quency of the current flowing, whereas resist-
ance is not inherently affected by frequency. 
However, the reactance of a given inductance 
or capacity is constant for all values of applied 
voltage so long as the frequency is constant. 

Inductive reactance— When alternating 
current flows through an inductance it must 
take just the right value to make the induced 
voltage equal the applied voltage (§ 2-7). 
Since the induced voltage is equal to the in-
ductance multiplied by the rate of change of 
the current, it is evident t hat the larger the 
value of inductance considered, the smaller the 
rate of current change required to induce a 
given voltage. If the frequency is fixed, the 
rate at which the alternating current changes 
is simply proportional to the amplitude of the 
current. Hence a small current will suffice if the 
inductance is large, while a large current will 
be required if the inductance is small, assuming 
that the applied voltage is the same in both 
cases. In other words, the reactance of an in-
ductance is directly proportional to the value 
of the inductance, at a fixed frequency. 

However, the rate of change of current is 
proportional to frequency as well as to ampli-
tude, because the greater the number of cycles 
per second the more rapidly the current goes 
through its regular variations. Consequently, 
increasing the frequency will have the same ef-
fect as increasing the amplitude of the current 
insofar as the induced voltage is concerned; or, 
to put it another way, if the frequency is in-
creased t he amplitude may be decreased in the 
same proportion to maintain the same induced 
voltage in a given inductance. Smaller current 
amphi tale through a fixed value of inductance 
means that the reactance is higher, so it is ap-
parent that the reactance of an inductance in-
creases with increasing frequency. 
Thus three factors, inductance, current am-

plitude, and frequency (angular velocity) de-

termine the induced voltage. Combining them, 
we have, for sine-wave current, 

E 
E = 21-fLI, or — 2irfL 

Since X = EII, then 
XL 2rfL 

where the subscript L indicates that the re-
actance is inductive. 
The fundamental units (ohms, cycles, 

henrys) must be used in the above equation, 
or appropriate factors inserted if other units 
are employed. If inductance is in millihenrys, 
the frequency should be stated in kilocycles; if 
inductance is in microhenrys, the frequency 
should be given in megacycles, to bring the 
answer in ohms. 

Capacitive reactance— The quantity of 
electricity stored in a condenser depends upon 
the capacity and the applied voltage (Q = CE), 
and if losses are negligible the same quantity of 
electricity is taken out of the. condenser on dis-
charge. Current must flow into the condenser 
to charge it, and must flow out of it to dis-
charge it; the value of the current is the rate at 
which the quantity of electricity is put into the 
condenser or taken out (§ 2-4). When an a.c. 
voltage is applied to a condenser the alternate 
movement of a quantity of electricity to charge 
and discharge it as the applied voltage rises 
and falls and reverses polarity, constitutes cur-
rent flow " through" the condenser. 
The amplitude of the current at any instant 

is proportional to the rate of change of the 
voltage at that instant; the greater the rate of 
change the faster the given quantity of elec-: 
tricity is moved. The amplitude is also propor-
tional to the capacitance of the condenser, 
since a larger capacitance will take a larger 
quantity of electricity at a given voltage. Since 
the rate of change of voltage is proportional to 
the amplitude of the voltage and its frequency, 
then for a sine-wave voltage 

1 
/ 27rfCE, or —E 

27rfC 

Since X = E/I, then 
1 

Xe = 

where the subscript C indicates that the reac-
tance is capacitive. Capacitive reactance is 
inversely proportional to capacity and to the 
applied frequency. For a given value of capac-
ity, the reactance decreases as the frequency 
increases. 

Fundamental units (farads, cycles per sec-
ond) must be used in the right-hand side of the 
equation to obtain the reactance in ohms. Con-
version factors must be used if the frequency 
and capacity are in units other than cycles 
and farads. If C is in microfarads and f in 
megacycles, the conversion factors cancel. 
Impedance— In any series circuit the same 

current flows through all parts of the circuit. 
If a resistance and inductance are connected 
in series to form an a.c. circuit they both carry 
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the same current, but the voltage across the 
resistance is in phase with the current while 
the voltage across the inductance leads the 
current by 90 degrees. In a d.c. circuit with 
resistances in series, the applied voltage is 
equal to the sum of the voltages across the in-
dividual resistances (§ 2-6). This is also true of 
the a.c. circuit with resistance and inductance 
in series if the instantaneous voltages are added 
algebraically to find the instantaneous value 
of applied voltage. But, because of the phase 
difference between the two voltages, the maxi-
mum value of the applied voltage will not be 
the sum of the maximum values of the two 
voltages, so that the effective values cannot be 
added directly. The same considerations hold 
in the case of resistance and capacity in series. 

In either case the total voltage is given by 
the following expressions: 

Ez = Ezx E2R, or E = .vE2R+  

where Ex indicates the voltage across the re-
actance, which may be either inductive or 
capacitive, and ER is the voltage across the 
resistance. 

Since ER = 1E and Ex = IX, substitution 
gives 

E = I ./j2 + X2, or —E = vR2 ± X2 

Ell is called the impedance of the circuit and is 
designated by the letter Z. Hence, 

z ./j2 ± X2 

The impedance determines the voltage which 
must be applied to the circuit to cause a given 
current to flow. The unit of impedance is, 
therefore, the ohm, just as in the case of re-
sistance and reactance, which also determine 
the ratio of voltage to current. Ohm's Law for 
alternating current circuits then becomes 

1==E I Z.= E IZ 

It should be noted that the equivalent Ohm's 
Law relationship for power in a d.c. circuit 
does not apply directly in the case of an a.c. 
circuit where Z replaces R. As will be ex-
plained, the power factor of the circuit must be 
taken into consideration. 

In summary, impedance is a generalized 
quantity applying to a.c. or d.c. circuits, sim-
ple or complex. In a d.c. circuit or in an a.c. cir-
cuit containing resistance only, the phase angle 
is zero (current and voltage are in phase) and 
the impedance is equal to the resistance. 

In an a.c. circuit containing reactance only 
the phase angle is 90 degrees, with current lag-
ging the voltage if the reactance is inductive 
and current leading the voltage if the reactance 
is capacitive. In either ease, the impedance is 
equals to the reactance. 

In an a.c. circuit containing both resistance 
and reactance the phase angle may have any 

value between zero and 90 degrees, with the 
current lagging the voltage if the reactance is 
inductive and leading the voltage if the re-
actance is capacitive. The value of impedance, 
in ohms, may be found from the equation given 
above. 
Power is consumed in a circuit only when the 

current flow produced by the applied voltage 
is less than 90 degrees out of phase with that 
voltage. Power consumption decreases from 
maximum with in-phase conditions to zero at 
a 90-degree phase difference. 

Series circuits with L, C and R — When 
inductance, capacity and resistance all are in , 
series in an a.c. circuit, the voltage relations 
are a combination of the separate cases just 
considered. The voltage across each element 
will be proportional to the resistance or react-
ance of that element, since the current is the 
same through all. The voltages across the in-
ductance and capacity are 180 degrees out of 
phase, since one leads the current by 90 de-
grees and the other lags the current by 90 de-
grees. This means that the two voltages tend 
to cancel; in fact, if the voltage across only the 
inductance and capacity in series is considered 
(leaving out the resistance), the total voltage 
is the difference between the two voltages. 
The total reactance in a series circuit is, 

therefore, the difference between the individ-
ual inductive and capacitive reactances; or 

X -= XL — Xc" 

If more than one inductance element is pres-
ent in the circuit, the total inductive reactance 
is the sum of the individual reactances; simi-
larly, the same is true for capacitive react-
ances. Inductive reactance is conventionally 
taken as " positive" (+) in sign and capaci-
tive reactance as " negative" (—). With this 
convention, algebraic addition of all the re-
actances in a series circuit gives the total re-
actance of the circuit. 

Parallel circuits with L, C and R— The 
equivalent resistance of a number of resistances 
in parallel in an a.c. circuit is found by the same 
rules as in the case of d.c. circuits (§ 2-6). 
Parallel reactances of the same kind have an 
equivalent reactance given by a similar rule: 

1 
X=l 1 1   

X3 

This formula applies to reactances of the same 
sign; it cannot be used if both inductive and 
capacitive reactance are in parallel. 
When both resistance and reactance are in 

parallel the same voltage is applied to both, 
but the current in the resistance branch will 
not be in phase with the current in the reactive 
branch. The phase difference will be 90 degrees 
if each branch contains only resistance or only 
reactance, so that the total current may be 
found by a rule similar to that used for finding 
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the total voltage in a series circuit. That is, 

/ = V/;2e 

The impedance of the circuit is equal to Ell, so 

Z — E  
N/11, I. 

By assuming some convenient value for the ap-
plied voltage and then solving for the currents 
in the resistance and reactance, the values so 
found may be substituted in this equation to 
find the impedance of the circuit. 
The formulas above may be used for either 

inductive or capacitive reactance. When induc-
tive reactance and capacitive reactance are in 
parallel, the current through the inductance is 
180 degrees out of phase with the current 
through the condenser, hence the total current 
is the difference between the two currents. This 
difference may be substituted for lx in the 
above equations. 

It is of interest to note that, since the total 
current flowing in a circuit containing induc-
tive and capacitive reactance in parallel is the 
difference between the currents in the two 
branches, the impedance of such a parallel 
combination always is larger than the re-
actance of either branch alone. Any resistance 
which also may be in parallel is unaffected, 
since the current taken by the resistance is de-
termined solely by the applied voltage. 
With series-parallel circuits the solution be-

comes considerably more complicated, since 
the phase relationships in any parallel branch 
may not be either 90 degrees or zero. However, 
the majority of parallel circuits used in radio 
work can be solved by the rather simple ap-
proximate methods described in § 2-10. 
Power factor— The power dissipated in 

an a.c. circuit containing both resistance and 
reactance is consumed entirely in the resist-
ance, hence is equal to 12R. However, the 
reactance is also effective in determining the 
current or voltage in the circuit, even though 
it consumes no energy. Hence the product of 
volts times amperes (which gives the power 
consumed in d.c. circuits) for the whole circuit 
may be several times the actual power used up. 
The ratio of power dissipated (watts) to the 
roll-ampere product is called the power factor 
of the circuit, or 

Watts  
Power factor — 

Volt-amperes 

Distributed capacity and inductance— 
It should not be thought that the reactance 
of coils becomes infinitely high as the fre-
quency is increased to a high value and, like-
wise, that the reactance of condensers becomes 
infinitely low at high frequencies. All coils have 
some capacity between turns, and the react-
ance of this capacity can become low enough 
at some high frequencies to tend to cancel the 
high reactance of the coil. Likewise, the leads 
and plates of condensers will have considerable 
inductance at very high frequencies, which will 

tend to offset the capacitive reactance of the 
condenser itself. For these reasons, coils con-
structed for high-frequency use must be de-
signed to have low " distributed" capacity. 
Similarly, condensers must be made with 
short, heavy leads so that they will have low 
self-inductance. 

Units and instruments— The units used 
in a.c. circuits may be divided or multiplied to 
give convenient numerical values to different 
orders of magnitude, just as in d.c. circuits 
(§ 2-6). Because the rapidly reversing current 
is accompanied by similar reversals in the mag-
netic field, instruments used for measurement 
of d.c. (§ 2-6) will not operate on a.c. 
At low frequencies suitable instruments can 

be constructed by making the current produce 
both magnetic fields, one by means of a fixed 
coil and the other by the moving coil. Instru-
ments having movements of this kind are 
variously known as dynamonzeter, electrodyna-
mometer and electrodynamic types. 

Another type of instrument suitable for 
measuring alternating current is less expensive 
in construction and therefore more widely used. 
This is the repulsion-type moving-iron a.c. 
ammeter shown in Fig. 232. Fundamentally, 
the movement is based on the same principle 
as the inexpensive moving-iron-vane meter for 
d.c. shown in Fig. 225. In the repulsion-type 
instrument current flowing through the sta-
tionary coil magnetizes two iron vanes, one 

Fig. 232 — Ammeter 
based on a repulsion. 
type moving.iron 
movement used for 
a.c. measurements. 

fixed and the other attached to the movable 
pointer shaft. Inasmuch as the two vanes are 
in the same plane and magnetized by the same 
source, the magnetic effect upon them by the 
current through the coil will be identical re-
gardless of its polarity. When the two vanes are 
magnetized they repel each other (§ 2-2) and 
the movable vane moves away from the fixed 
vane, causing the pointer to travel along the 
scale. The degree of travel is controlled by a 
spring which brings the pointer to rest at a 
point where the electrical and mechanical 
forces balance, and returns the pointer to zero 
on the scale when current flow ceases. 

Such instruments are used for measurement 
of either current or voltage. However, when 
employed for voltage measurement by the use 
of high-resistance series multipliers, the mini-
mum current drain required by such instru-
ments because of their inherent insensitivity 
is so great that excessive load is placed upon 
the measurement source. For this reason, in 
radio work it is more common practice to con-
vert the a.c. voltage to d.c. by means of a 
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copper-oxide or vacuum-tube rectifier and then 
measure the resulting indication on a d.c. in-
strument, as described in § 2-6. 
At radio frequencies instruments of the type 

described above are inaccurate because of dis-
tributed capacity and other effects, and the 
only reliable type of direct-reading instrument 
is the thermocouple ammeter or milliammeter. 
This is a power-operated device consisting of a 
resistance wire heated by the flow of r.f. cur-
rent through it, to which is attached a thermo-
couple or pair of wires of dissimilar metals 
joined together and possessing the property of 
developing a small d.c. voltage between the 
terminals when heated. This voltage, which 
is proportional to the heat applied to the 
couple, is used to operate a d.c. instrument 
of ordinary design. 

II 2-9 The Transformer 

Principles — It has been shown in the pre-
ceding sections that, when an alternating volt-
age is applied to an inductance, the flow of 
alternating current through the coil causes an 
induced e.m.f. which is opposed to the applied 
e.m.f. The induced e.m.f. results from the vary-
ing magnetic field accompanying the flow of al-
ternating current,. If a second coil is brought 
into the same field, a similar e.m.f. likewise 
will be induced in this coil. This induced e.m.f. 
may be used to force a current through a wire, 
resistance or other electrical device connected 
to the terminals of the second coil. 
Two coils operating in this way are said to be 

coupled, and the pair of coils constitutes a 
transformer. The coil connected to the source of 
energy is called the primary coil, and the other 
is called the secondary coil. Energy may be 
taken from the secondary, being transferred 
from the primary through the medium of the 
varying magnetic field. 
Types of transformers — The usefulness 

of the transformer lies in the fact that energy 
can be transferred from one circuit to another 
without direct connection, and in the process 
can be readily changed from one voltage level 
to another. Thus, if a device to be operated re-
quires, for example, 120 volts and only a 440-
volt source is available, a transformer can be 
used to change the source voltage to that re-
quired. The transformer, of course, can be used 
only on a.c., since no voltage will be induced in 
the secondary if the magnetic field is not 
changing. If d.c. is applied to the primary of a 
transformer, a voltage will be induced in the 
secondary only at the instant of closing or 
opening the primary circuit, since it is only at 
these times that the field is changing. 
As shown in Fig. 233, the primary and 

secondary coils of a transformer may be 
wound on a core of magnetic material. This in-
creases the inductance of the coils so that a 
relatively small number of turns may be used 
to induce a given value of voltage with a small 
current. A closed core (one having a continuous 
magnetic path) such as that shown in Fig. 233 

also tends to insure that practically all of the 
field set up by the current in the primary coil 
will cut the turns of the secondary coil. How-
ever, the core introduces a power loss because 
of hysteresis, an effect which occurs because the 
iron tends to retain its magnetism, and hence 
requires the expenditure of energy to overcome 
this residual magnetism every time the alter-
nating current reverses in direction, and be-
cause of eddy currents, or currents induced in 
the core by the varying magnetic field. 

3 
Secondary 

IC 
SYMBOLS 

Fig. 233 — The transformer. Power is transferred from 
the primary coil to the secondary ley means of the mag-
netic field. The upper symbol at right indicates an irom 
core transformer, the lower one an air-core transformer. 

Core losses increase with frequency to such 
an extent that t hey become excessive at radio 
frequencies if a transformer is wound on the 
type of core used for power and audio frequen-
cies. Transformers for use at radio frequencies 
either are wound on non-magnetic material 
("air core") or on special cores made of pow-
dered iron particles held in an insulating 
binder. In the latter case the core is not used as 
a means of carrying the magnetic field from the 
primary to the secondary, but simply to give a 
larger inductance wit li a fixed number of turns. 
In radio-frequency transformers relatively 
little of the magnetic flux set up by the 
primary cuts the turns of the secondary. The 
discussion in this section is confined to low-
frequency iron-core transformers, where prac-
tically all of the primary flux cuts the sec-
ondary. Radio-frequency transformers are 
considered in § 2-10. 

Voltage and turns ratio— For a given vary-
ing magnetic field, the voltage induced in a 
coil in the field will be proportional to the 
number of turns on the coil. If the two coils 
of a transformer are in the same field, it fol- . 
lows that the induced voltages will be pro-
portional to the number of turns on each coil. 
In the case of the primary, or coil connected to 
the source of power, the induced voltage is 
practically equal to, and opposes, the applied 
voltage. Hence, for all practical purposes, 

E, = Ep 
np 

where E, is the secondary voltage, E9 is the 
primary voltage, and n, and n, are the number 
of turns on the secondary and primary, respec-
tively. The ratio n3/n9 is called the turns ratio 
of the transformer. 
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This relationship is true only when all the 
flux set up by the primary current cuts all the 
turns of the secondary. If some of the mag-
netic flux follows a path which does not make it 
cut the secondary turns then the secondary 
voltage is less than given by this formula, since 
this reduces the number of lines of force (and 
thus reduces the effective strength of the mag-
netic field affecting the secondary) by causing 
the rate of change of flux to be less in the sec-
ondary than in the primary. In general, the 
equation can be used only when both coils are 
wound on a closed core of high permeability, so 
that practically all of the flux can be confined 
to definite paths. 

Effect of secondary current — The primary 
current which has been discussed above is usu-
ally called the magnetizing current of the trans-
former. Like the current in any inductance, it 
lags the applied voltage by 90 degrees, neg-
lecting the small energy losses in the resistance 
of the primary coil and in the iron core. 
When current is drawn from the secondary 

winding, the secondary current sets up a mag-
netic field of its own in the core. The phase re-
lationship betweeti this field and that caused 
by the magnetizing current will depend upon 
the phase relationship between current and 
voltage in the secondary circuit. In every case 
there will be an effect upon the original field. 
To maintain the induced primary voltage equal 
to the applied voltage, however, the original 
field must be maintained. Consequently. the 
primary current must change in such a way 
that the effect of the field set up by the sec-
ondary current is completely canceled. This is 
aceomplished when the primary draws addi-
tional current that sets up a held exactly 
equal to the field set up by the secondary cur-
rent, but which opposes the secondary field. 
The additional primary current is thus 1St) de-
grees out of phase with the secondary current. 

In rough calculations on transformers it is 
convenient to neglect the magnetizing current 
and to assume that the primary current is 
caused entirely by the secondary load. This is 
justifiable, because in any well-designed trans-
former the magnetizing current is quite small 
in comparison to the load current when the 
latter is near the rated value. 

For the fields set up by the primary and 
secondary load currents to be equal, the num-
ber of ampere turns in the primary must equal 
the number of ampere turns in the secondary. 
That is, 

rt. I, = n, I, 

Hence, 

IP = 
np 

The load current in the primary for a given 
load current in the secondary is proportional 
to the turns ratio, secondary to primary. This 
is the opposite of the voltage relationships. 

If the magnetizing current is neglected, the 
phase relationship between current and voltage 

in the primary circuit will be identical with that 
existing between the secondary current and 
voltage. This is because the applied voltage and 
induced voltage are 180 degrees out of phase, 
and the primary current and secondary current 
likewise are 180 degrees out of phase. 
Energy relationships; efficiency — A t ra ns-

former cannot create energy; it can only trans-
fer and transform it. Hence, the power taken 
from the secondary cannot exceed that taken 
by the primary from the source of applied 
e.m.f. Since there is always some power loss in 
the resistance of the coils and in the iron core, 
the power taken from the source always will 
exceed that taken from the secondary. Thus, 

P. = n 

where PO is the power taken from the sec-
ondary, Pi is the power input to the primary, 
and n is a factor which always is less than 1. 
It is called the efficiency of the transformer and 
is usually expressed as a percentage. The effi-
ciency of small power transformers such as are 
used in radio receivers and transmitters may 
vary between about 60 per cent and 90 per 
cent, depending upon the size and design. 
Leakage reactance— In a practical trans-

former not all of the magnetic flux is common 
to both windings, although in well-designed 
transformers the amount of flux which cuts one 
coil and not the other is only a small percentage 
of the total flux. This leakage flux acts in the 
same way as flux about any coil which is not 
coupled to another coil; that is, it gives rise to 
self-induction. Consequently, there is a small 
amount of leakage inductance associated with 
both windings of the transformer, but not 
common to them. Leakage inductance acts in 
exactly the saine way as an equivalent amount 
of ordinary inductance inserted in series with 
the circuit. It has, therefore, a certain react-
ance, depending upon the amount of induct-
ance and the frequency. This reactance is called 
leakage reactance. 

In the primary the practical effect of leak-
age reactance is equivalent to a reduction in 
applied voltage, since the primary current 
flowing through the leakage reactance causes 
a voltage drop. This voltage drop increases 
with increasing primary current, hence it in-
creases as more current is drawn from the sec-
ondary. The induced voltage consequently de-
creases. since the applied voltage (which the 
induced voltage must equal in the primary) 
has been effectively reduced. The secondary 
induced voltage also decreases proportionately. 
When current flows in the secondary circuit 
the secondary leakage reactance causes an 
additional voltage drop, which results in a 
further reduction in the voltage available from 
the secondary terminals. Thus, the greater the 
secondary current, the smaller the secondary 
terminal voltage becomes. The resistance of 
the primary and secondary windings of the 
transformer also causes voltage drops when 
current is flowing, and, although these voltage 
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drops are not in phase with those caused by 
leakage reactance, together they result in a 
lower secondary voltage under load than is in-
dicated by the turns ratio of the transformer. 

Fig. 234 — The equivalent circuit of a transformer in-
cludes the effects of leakage inductance and resistance of 
both primary and secondary %% hidings. The resistance 
R. is an equivalent resistance representing the constant 
core losses. Since these are comparatively small, their ef-
fect may be neglected in many approximate calculations. 

At power frequencies (60 cycles) the voltage at 
the secondary, with a reasonably well-designed 
transformer, should not drop more than about 
10 per cent under load. The drop in voltage 
may be considerably more than this in a trans-
former operating at audio frequencies, however, 
since the leakage reactance in a transformer 
increases directly with the frequency. 
Impedance ratio— In an ideal transformer 

having no losses or leakage reactance, the 
primary and secondary volt-amperes are equal; 
that is. 

E„ Es I. 

On this assumption, and by making use of the 
relationships between voltage, current and 
turns ratio previously given, it can be shown 
that 

E, E. C 7,)2 
/„ I. n. 

Since Z = E/I, E./I. is the impedance of the 
load on the secondary circuit, and 4/15 is the 
impedance of the loaded transformer as viewed 
from the line. The equation states that the 
impedance presented by the primary of the 
transformer to the line, or source of power, 
is equal to the secondary load impedance multi-
plied by the square of the primary-to-second-
ary turns ratio. This primary impedance is 
called the reflected impedance or reflected load. 
The reflected impedance will have the same 
phase angle as the secondary load impedance, 
as previously explained. If the secondary load 
is resistive only, then the input terminals of the 
transformer primary will appear to the source 
of e.m.f. as a pure resistance. 

In practice there is always some leakage re-
actance and power loss in the transformer, so 
that the relationship above does not hold ex-
actly. However, it gives results which are ade-
quate for many practical cases. The impedance 
ratio of the transformer consequently is con-
sidered to be equal to the square of the turns 
ratio, both ratios being taken from the same 
winding to the other. 
Impedance matching— Many devices re-

quire a specific value of load resistance (or 
impedance) for optimum operation. The re-
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sistance of the actual load which is to dissipate 
the power may differ widely from this value, 
hence the transformer, with its impedance-
transforming properties, is frequently called 
upon to change the actual load to the desired 
value. This is called impedance matching. From 
the preceding paragraph, 

n, ,\IZ„ 

n, Z, 

where na/n, is the required secondary-to-
primary turns ratio, Z. is the impedance of the 
actual load, and Zp is the impedance required 
for optimum operation of the device delivering 
the power. 
Transformer construction— Transformers 

are generally built so that flux leakage is mini-
mized insofar as possible. The magnetic path 
is laid out so that it is as short as possible, since 
this reduces its reluctance and hence the num-
ber of ampere-turns required for a given flux 
density, and also tends to minimize flux leak-
age. Two core shapes are in common use, as 
shown in Fig. 235. In the shell type both wind-
ings are placed on the inner leg, while in the 
core type the primary and secondary windings 
may be placed on separate legs, if desired. This 
is sometimes done when it is necessary to mini-
mize capacity effects between the primary and 
secondary, or when there is a large difference of 
potential between primary and secondary. 
Core material for small transformers is 

usually silicon steel, called " transformer iron." 
The core is built up of thin sheets, called 
laminations, insulated from each other (by a 
thin coating of shellac, for example) to prevent 
the flow of eddy currents which are induced in 
the iron at right angles to the direction of the 
field. If allowed to flow, these eddy currents 
would cause considerable loss of energy in 
overcoming the resistance of the core material. 
The separate laminations are overlapped, to 
make the magnetic path as continuous as 
possible and thus reduce leakage. 
The number of turns required on the pri-

mary for a given applied e.m.f. is determined 
by the maximum permissible flux density in the 

LAMINATION SHAPE 

CORE TYPE 

Fig. 235 — Two common types of transformer construc-
tion. Core pieces are interleaved to provide a continu-
ous magnetic path with as low reluctance as possible. 
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type of core material used, the frequency, and 
the magnetomotive force required to force the 
flux through the iron. As a rough indication, 
windings of small power transformers fre-
quently have about two turns per volt for a 
core of 1 square inch cross-section and a mag-
netic path 10 or 12 inches in length. A longer 
path or smaller cross section would require 
more turns per volt, and vice versa. 

In most transformers the coils are wound in 
layers, with a thin sheet of paper insulation be-
tween each layer. Thicker insulation is used 
between separate coils and between the coils 
and the core. 

In power transformers distributed capacity 
in the windings is of little consequence, but in 
audio-frequency transformers it may cause un-
desired resonance effects (see § 2-10 for a dis-
cussion of resonance). High-grade audio trans-
formers often have special types of windings 
designed to minimize distributed capacity. 
The autotrartsformer — The transformer 

principle can be utilized with only one winding 
instead of two, as shown in Fig. 236; the princi-
ples just discussed apply equally well. The 
autotransformer has the advantage that, since 

Iron Core Fig. 236 — The auto-trans-
former is based on the trail,-
former principle, but uses 
only one winding. The line 

tine and load currents in the 
common winding (A) flow in 
opposite directions, so that 
the resultant current is the 
difference betm een them. The 
voltage across A is propor-
tional to the turne ratio. 

the line and load currents are out of phase, 
the section of the winding common to both 
circuits carries less current than the remainder 
of the coil. This advantage is not very marked 
unless the primary and secondary voltages do 
not differ very greatly, while it is frequently 
disadvantageous to have a direct connection 
between primary and secondary circuits. For 
these reasons, application of the autotrans-
former is usually limited to boosting or reduc-
ing the line voltage by a relatively small 
amount for purposes of voltage correction. 

(1. 2-10 Resonant Circuits 

Principle of res ((((( ' rice — It has been shown 
(§ 2-8) that the indti( t ive reactance of a coil 
and the capacitive reactance of a condenser 
are oppositely affected by frequency. In any 
series combination of inductance and capaci-
tance, therefore, there is one particular fre-
quency for which the inductive and capacitive 
reactances are equal. Since these two react-
ances cancel eachl other, the net reactance in 
the circuit becomes zero, leaving only the re-
sistance to impede the flow of current. The 
frequency at which this occurs is known as the 
resonant frequency of the circuit and the circuit 
is said to be in resonance at that frequency, or 
tuned to that frequency. 

Series circuits — The frequency at which a 
series circuit is resonant is that for which 
XL = X . Substituting the formulas for in-
ductive and capacitive reactance (§ 2-8) gives 

1 
27rfL = 

27rfC 

Solving this equation for frequency gives 

1 

This equation is in the fundamental units — 
cycles per second, henrys and farads — and so, 
if fractional or multiple units are used, the ap-
propriate factors must be inserted to change 
them to the fundamental units. A formula in 
units commonly used in radio circuits is 

f   x io° 
27,-‘/  Lc 

where f is the frequency in kilocycles per sec-
ond, 2r is 6.28, L is the inductance in micro-
henrys (nh.), and C is the capacitance in micro-
microfarads (ed.). 
The resistance that may be present does not 

enter into the formula for resonant frequency. 
When a constant a.c. voltage of variable fre-

quency is applied, as shown in Fig. 237-A, 
the current flowing through such a circuit will 
be maximum at the resonant frequency. The 
magnitude of the current at resonance will be 
determined by the resistance in the circuit. The 
curves of Fig. 237 illustrate this, curve a being 
for low resistance and curves 4) and c being 
for increasingly greater resistances. 

In the circuits used at radio frequencies the 
reactance of either the coil or condenser at 
resonance is usually several times as large as 
the resistance of the circuit, although the net 
reactance is zero. As the applied frequency de-
parts from resonance, say on the low-frequency 
side, the reactance of the condenser increases 
and that of the inductance decreases, so that 
the net reactance (which is the difference be-
tween the two) increases rather rapidly. When 
it becomes several times as high as the resist-
ance, it becomes the chief factor in determining 
the amount of current flowing. Hence, for cir-
cuits having the same values of inductance and 
capacity but varying amounts of resistance, 
the resonance curves tend to coincide at fre-

(--'" Constant 
Voltage-
Variable 
Frequency' 

A- SERIES RESONANCE 

Constant 
vottaoe-. 
yap-leak 
Frequency' 

13 - PARALLEL RESONANCE 

FREQUENCY 

Fig. 237 — Characteristics of series-resonant and par-
allel-resonant circuits with variations in resistance, R. 
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quencies somewhat removed from resonance. 
The three curves in the figure show this tend-
ency. 

Parallel circuits— The parallel-resonant 
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 237-B. This cir-
cuit also contains inductance, capacitance and 
resistance in series, but the voltage is applied in 
parallel with the combination instead of in 
series with it as in A. As explained in connec-
tion with parallel inductance and capacity 
(§ 2-8), the total current through such a com-
bination is less than the current flowing in the 
branch having the smaller reactance. If the 
currents through the inductive and capacitive 
branches are equal in amplitude and exactly 
180 degrees out of phase, the total current, 
called the line current, will be zero no matter 
how large the individual branch currents may 
be. The impedance (Z = E/1) of such a cir-
cuit, viewed from its parallel terminals, would 
be infinite. In practice the two currents will not 
be exactly 180 degrees out of phase, because 
there is always some resistance in one or both 
branches. This resistance makes the phase re-
lationship between current and voltage less 
than 90 degrees in the branch containing it, 
hence the phase difference between the cur-
rents in the two branches is less than 180 de-
grees and the two currents will not cancel com-
pletely. However, the line current may be very 
small if the resistance is small compared to the 
reactance, and thus the parallel impedance at 
resonance may be very high. 
As the applied frequency is increased or de-

creased from the resonant frequency, the re-
actance of one branch decreases and that of 
the other branch increases. The branch with 
the smaller reactance takes a larger current, if 
the applied voltage is constant, and that with 
the larger reactance takes a smaller current. 
As a result, the difference between the two 
currents becomes larger as the frequency is 
moved farther from resonance. Since the line 
current is the difference between the two cur-
rents, the current increases when the frequency 
moves away from resonance; in other words, 
the parallel impedance of the circuit decreases. 
The variation of parallel impedance of a 

parallel-resonant circuit with frequency is il-
lustrated by the same curves of Fig. 237 that 
show the variation in current with frequency 
for the series-resonant circuit. The parallel 
impedance at resonance increases as the series 
resistance is made smaller. 

In the case of parallel circuits, resonance 
may be defined in three ways: the condition 
which gives maximum impedance, that which 
gives a power factor of 1 (impedance purely 
resistive), or (as in series circuits) when the in-
ductive and capacitive reactances are equal. If 
the resistance is low, the resonant frequencies 
obtained on the three bases are practically 
identical. This condition usually is satisfied in 
radio work, so that the resonant frequency of a 
parallel circuit is generally computed by the 
series-resonance formula given above. 
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Resistance at high frequencies— When 

current flows in a conductor a magnetic field is 
set up inside the conductor as well as exter-
nally. When the current is alternating, the in-
ternal magnetic field induces a voltage inside 
the conductor which opposes the applied volt-
age and becomes larger as the center of the con-
ductor is approached. As a result, the current is 
forced to distribute itself so that the greater 
proportion flows near the surface and less near 
the center. This is known as skin effect. 

Skin effect is negligible at low frequencies, 
but increases with increasing frequency to such 
an extent that at radio frequencies the major 
portion of the current flows near the surface. In 
the tt.h.f. range, all the current may be concen-
trated within one or two thousandths of an 
inch of the surface, so that for all practical pur-
poses the current flows entirely on the surface. 

Since little current flows in the interior of a 
conductor at radio frequencies, the effect is the 
same as though the current were flowing in a 
thin conducting tube. This is the same as re-
ducing the cross-sectional area of the con-
ductor, which increases its resist ;Inc°. Conse-
quent ly skin effect increases t he resistance of a 
solid conductor as compared to its value for 
d.c. and low-frequency R.C. 
Low resistance at radio frequencies can be 

achieved by using conductors with large sur-
face area. Since the inner part of the conductor 
does not carry current., thin-walled tubing may 
be used for coils equally as well as solid wire of 
the same diameter. 

In the case of inductance coils, the magnetic 
field close to the wire causes the current to tend 
to concentrate in the part of the conductor 
where the field is weakest, again causing an ef-
fective decrease in the conductor size and rais-
ing the resistance. These effects, plus the ef-
fects of stray currents flowing through the dis-
tributed eapacity (§ 2-8) between turns, raise 
the effective resistance of a coil at radio fre-
quencies to many times the d.c. resistance of 
the wire. 
Sharpness of resonance— As the internal 

series resistance is increased the resonance 
curves become " flatter" for frequencies near 
the resonance frequency, as shown in Fig. 237. 
The relative sharpness of the resonance curve 
near resonance frequency is a measure of the 
sharpness of tuning or selectivity (ability to dis-
criminate between voltages of different fre-
quencies) in such circuits. This is an important 
consideration in tuned circuits for radio work. 
Flywheel effect; Q — A resonant circuit 

may be compared to a flywheel in its behavior. 
Just as such a wheel will continue to revolve 
after it is no longer driven, so also will oscilla-
tions of electrical energy continue in a resonant 
circuit after the source of power is removed. 
The flywheel continues to revolve because of 
its stored mechanical energy; current flow 
continues in a resonant circuit by virtue of the 
energy stored in the magnetic field of the coil 
and the electric field of the condenser. When 
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the applied power is shut off the energy surges 
back and forth between the coil and condenser, 
being first stored in the field of one, then re-
leased in the form of current flow, and then re-
stored in the field of the other. Since there is 
always resistance present some of the energy 
is lost as heat in the resistance during each of 
these oscillations of energy, and eventually all 
the energy is so dissipated. The length of time 
the oscillations will continue is proportional to 
the ratio of the energy stored to that dissi-
pated in each cycle of the oscillation. This ratio 
is called the Q (quality factor) of the circuit. 

Since energy is stored by either the induct-
ance or capaeity and may be dissipated in 
either the inductive or capacitive branch of the 
circuit, a Q can be established for either the in-
ductance or capacity alone as well as for the 
entire circuit. It can be shown that the energy 
stored is proportional to the reactance and 
that the energy dissipated is proportional to 
the resistance, so that, for either inductance or 
capacity associated with resistance, 

Q = fY-

This relationship is useful in a variety of cir-
cuit problems. 

In resonant, circuits at. frequencies below 
about, 28 Me. the internal resistance is almost 
wholly in the coil; the condenser resistance 
may be neglected. Consequent ly, the Q of the 
circuit, as a whole is determined by the Q of the 
coil. Coils for use at frequencies below the very-
high-frequency region may have Qs ranging 
from 100 to several hundred, depending upon 
their size and construetion. 
The sharpness of resonance of a tuned cir-

cuit is directly proportional to tile Q of the 
circuit. As an indication of the effect of Q, the 
current in a series circuit drops to a little less 
than half its resonance value when the applied 
frequency is changed by an amount equal to 
1/Q times the resonant frequency. The paral-
lel impedance of a parallel circuit similarly de-
creases with change in frequency. For example, 
in a circuit having a Q ,,f 100, changing the ap-
plied frequency by I I 011t h  of the resonant 
f cpq I tency will du' ri;  t he parallel impedance 
to less than half its value at resonance. 
Damping, decrement — The rate at which 

current dies down in amplitude in a resonant 
circuit ;liter the source of power has been re-
moved is called the decrement or damping of 
the circuit. A circuit with high decrement 
(low Q) is said to be highly damped; one with 
low decrement (high Q) is lightly damped. 

Voltage rise— When a voltage of the reso-
nant frequency is inserted in series in a reso-
nant circuit, the voltage which appears across 
either the coil or condenser is *considerably 
higher than the applied voltage. This is be-
cause the current in the circuit is limited only 
by the aetual resistance of the coil-condenser 
combination in the circuit., and hence may have 
a relatively high value; however, the same 

current flows through the high reactances of 
the coil and condenser, and consequently 
causes large voltage drops (§ 2-8). As explained 
above, the reactances are of opposite types and 
hence the voltages are opposite in phase, so 
that the net voltage around the circuit is only 
that which is applied. The ratio of the reactive 
voltage to the applied voltage is proportional 
to the ratio of reactance to resistance, which is 
the Q of the circuit. Hence, the voltage across 
either the coil or condenser is equal to Q times 
the voltage inserted in series with the circuit. 

If, for example, the inductive reactance of 
a circuit is 200 ohms, the capacitive reactance 
is 200 ohms, the resistance 5 ohms, and the 
applied voltage is 50, the two reactances cancel 
and there will be but the 5 ohms of pure re-
sistance to limit the current flow. Thus the cur-
rent will be 50/5, or 10 amperes. The voltage 
developed across either the coil or the con-
denser will be equal to its reactance times the 
current, or 200 X 10 = 2000 volts. 
The ratio of reactive voltage to applied 

voltage is equal to t he ratio of the reactance of 
the coil or the condenser to the resistance. 
Since the latter ratio equals the Q of the cir-
cuit., the react ive voltage equals the applied 
voltage times the Q (200/5 or 40 X 50 = 2000 
volts). 

Parallel-resonant circuit impedance — 
Tite parallel-resonant circuit offers pure re-
sistance (its resonant impedance) between its 
terminals because the line current is practically 
in phase with the applied voltage. At frequen-
cies off resonance the current increases through 
the branch having the lower reactance (and 
vice versa) so that the circuit becomes reac-
tive, and the resistive component of the im-
pedance decreases as shown in Fig. 238. 

If the circuit Q is 10 or more, the parallel 
impedance at resonance is given by the formula 

= X2/2 = XQ 

where X is the reactance of either the coil or 
the condenser and R is the internal resistance. 
Q uf loaded circuits— In many applica-

tions, part icularly in receiving, the () illy power 
dissipated is that lost in the resistance of the 
resonant circuit itself. Hence the coil should be 
designed to have as high Q as possible. Since, 
within limits, increasing the number of turns 
raises the reactance faster than it raises the 

.FREQUENCY 

Fig. 238 — The impedance of a parallel-resonant resist-
ance circuit is shown here separated into its reactance 
and resistance components. ' lite parallel resistance of the 
circuit is equal to the parallel impedance at resonance. 
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resistance, coils for such purposes are made 
with relatively large inductance for the fre-
quency under consideration. 
On the other hand, when the circuit delivers 

energy to a load, as in the case of the resonant 
circuits used in transmitters, the energy con-
sumed in the circuit itself is usually negligible 
compared with that consumed by the load. The 
equivalent of such a circuit can be represented 
as shown in Fig. 239-A, where the parallel 
resistor represents the load to which power is 
delivered. If the power dissipated in the load 
is greater by 10 times or more than the power 
lost in the coil and condenser, the parallel im-
pedance of the resonant circuit alone will be so 
high compared to the resistance of the load 
that the latter may be considered to determine 
the impedance of the combined circuit. (The 
parallel impedance of the tuned circuit alone 
is resistive at resonance, so that the impedance 
of 1,lie combined ei nuit may be calculated from 

(A) () 

Fig. 2.39 — 'Fite equivalent circuit of a resonant ( ir-
cuit delivering pouter to a load. 'I'he resistor II rcio-esents 
the load resistance. At ( II) the load is tapped across 
part of L, which by transformer action is equivalent to 
using a higher load re,i,tance across the whole circuit. 

the formula for resistances in parallel. If one 
of two resistances in parallel has 10 times the 
resistance of the other, the resultant resist-
ance is practically equal to the smaller resist-
ance.) The error will be small, therefore, if the 
losses in the tuned circuit alone are neglected. 
Then, since Z = XQ, the Q of a circuit loaded 
with a resistive impedance is 

Q = X— 

where 2 is the load resistance connected across 
the circuit and X is the reactance of either the 
coil or condenser. Hence, for a given parallel 
impedance, the effective Q of the circuit in-
cluding the load is inversely proportional to 
the reactance of either the coil or the con-
denser. A circuit loaded with a relatively low 
resistance (a few thousand ohms) must there-
fore have a large capacity and relatively small 
inductance to have reasonably high Q. 
From the above it is evident that connecting 

a resistance in parallel with a resonant circuit 
decreases the impedance of the circuit. How-
ever, the reactances in the circuit are un-
changed, hence the reduction in impedance is 
equivalent to a reduetion in the Q of the cir-
cuit. The same reduction in impedance also 
could be brought about by increasing the series 
resistance of the circuit. The euiralcrit series 
resistance introduced in a resonant circuit by 
an actual resistance connected in parallel is 
that value of resistance which, if added in 
series with the coil and condenser, would de-
crease the circuit Q to the same value it has 
when the parallel resistance is connected. 
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When the resistance of the resonant circuit 
alone can be neglected, the equivalent re-
sistance is 

X2 

the symbols having the same meaning as in the 
formula above. 
The effect of a load of given resistance on 

the Q of the circuit ran be changed by con-
necting the load across only part of the circuit. 
The most common method of accomplishing 
this is by tapping the load across part of the 
coil, as shown in Fig. 239-B. The smaller the 
portion of the coil across which the load is 
tapped, the less the loading on the circuit; in 
other words, tapping the load " down" is 
equivalent to connecting a higher value of load 
resistance across the whole circuit. This is 
similar in principle to impedance transforma-
tion with an iron-core transformer (§ 2-9). 
However, in the high-frequency resonant cir-
cuit the impedance ratio does not vary exactly 
as the square of the turn ratio, because all the 
magnetic flux lines do not cut every turn of 
the coil. A desired reflected inil)cda nee usually 
must be obtaine,I by experimental adjustment. 
L/C ratio— ' I' lit, ftirintda for rest tu ant fre-

quency of a circuit shows that the saine fre- • 
quency always will be obtained so long as the 
product of L and (7 is constant. Wit hin this 
limitation, it is evident that L can be large and 
C small. L small and C large, etc. The relation 
between the two for a fixed frequency is called 
the L/C ratio. A high-C circuit is one which 
has more capacity tient " normal '' for the fre-
quency; a low-C cireuit one which lias less than 
normal capacity. These terms depend to a 
considerable extent upon the particular appli-
cation considered, and have no exact numeri-
cal meaning. 
LC constants — As pointed out in the pre-

ceding paragraph, the product of inductance 
and capacity is constant for any given fre-
quency. It is frequently convenient to use the 
numerical value of the LC constant when a 
number of calculations have to be made in-
volving different L."C ratios for the sanie fre-
quency. The constant for any frequency is 
given by the following equation: 

25330 
LC — 

where L is in microlienrys, C in mirromicro-
farads, and f is in megacycles. 

IF, 2-11 Coupled Circuits 
Energy tran.sjer; ineding — Two circuits 

are said to be coup/cd when energy can be 
transformed from one to the other. The circuit 
delivering energy is called the primary circuit; 
that receiving energy is called the secondary 
circuit. The energy may be practically all 
dissipated in the secondary circuit itself, as in 
rpeei ver circuits, or the secondary may simply 
act as a medium through which the energy is 
transferred to a load resistance where it does 
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work. In the latter case, the coupled circuits 
may act as a radio-frequency impedance-
matching device (§ 2-9) where the matching 
can be accomplished by adjusting the loading 
on the secondary (§ 2-10) and by varying the 
coupling between the primary and secondary. 

Input 

• Input c:;-14 

 o 

Outpii4 (E) 

Fig. 240 — Basic methods of circuit coupling. 

Coupling by a common circuit element — 
One method of coupling between two resonant 
circuits is to have some type of circuit element 
common to both circuits. The three variations 
of this type of coupling (often called direct 
coupling) shown at A, B and C of Fig. 240, 
utilize a common inductance, capacity and 
resistance, respectively. Current circulating 
in one LC branch flows through the common 
element (L., C., or R.) and the voltage devel-
oped across this element causes current to flow 
in the other LC branch. The degree of coupling 
between the two circuits becomes greater as the 
reactance (or resistance) of the common ele-
ment is increased in comparison to the remain-
ing reactances in the two branches. 

If both circuits are resonant to the same 
frequency, as is usually the case, the common 
impedance — reactance or resistance — re-
quired for maximum energy transfer is gener-
ally quite small compared to the other react-
ances in the circuits. 
Capacity coupling — The circuit at D 

shows electrostatic coupling between two reso-
nant circuits. The coupling increases as the 
capacity of C. is made greater (reactance of C. 
is decreased). When two resonant circuits are 
coupled by this means, the capacity required 

for maximum energy transfer is quite small if 
the Q of the secondary circuit is at all high. 
For example, if the parallel impedance of the 
secondary circuit is 100,000 ohms, the react-
ance of the coupling condenser need not be 
lower than 10,000 ohms or so for ample cou-
pling. The corresponding capacity required is 
only a few micromicrofarads at high frequencies. 
Inductive coupling — Fig. 240-E illustrates 

inductive coupling, or coupling by means of 
the magnetic field. A circuit of this type re-
sembles the iron-core transformer (§ 2-9) but, 
because only a small percentage of the flux 
lines set up by one coil cut the turns of the 
other coil, the simple relationships between 
turns ratio, voltage ratio and impedance ratio 
in the iron-core transformer do not hold. To 
determine the operation of such circuits, it is 
necessary to take account of the mutual induct-
ance (§ 2-5) between the coils. 
Link coupling — A variation of inductive 

coupling, called link coupling, is shown in Fig. 
241. This gives the effect of inductive coupling 
between two coils which may be so separated 
that they have no mutual inductance; the link 
may be considered simply as a means of pro-
viding the mutual inductance. Because mutual 
inductance between coil and link is involved at 
each end of the link, the total mutual induct-
ance. between two link-coupled circuits cannot 
be made as great as when normal inductive 
coupling is used. In practice, however, this 
ordinarily is not disadvantageous. Link cou-
pling frequently is convenient in the design of 
equipment where inductive coupling would be 
impracticable for constructional reasons. 
The link coils generally have few turns com-

pared to the resonant-circuit coils, since the 
coefficient of coupling is relatively independent 
of the number of turns on either coil. 

Coefficient of coupling — The degree of 
coupling between two coils is a function of 
their mutual inductance and self-inductances: 

k —  
2 

where k is called the coefficient of coupling. It is 
often expressed as a percentage. The coefficient 
of coupling cannot be greater than 1, and gen-
erally is much smaller in resonant circuits. 

Inductively coupled circuits — Three types 
of circuits with inductive coupling are in 
general use. As shown in Fig. 242, one type has 
a tuned-secondary circuit with an untuned-
primary coil, the second a tuned-primary cir-
cuit and untuned-secondary coil, and the third 
uses tuned circuits in both the primary and 

tit . 

Fig. 241— Link coupling. The mutual inductances at 
both ends of the link are equivalent to mutual inductance 
between the tuned circuits, and serve the same purpose. 
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Fig. 242 — Types of ii duetiv .ly coupled circuits. In A 
and Ji, one circuit is tuned, the other un tuned. t: 
the method of coupling between two tuned circuits. 

secondary. The circuit at A is frequently used 
in receivers for coupling between amplifier 
tubes when the tuning of the circuit must be 
varied to respond to signals of different fre-
quencies. Circuit B is used principally in trans-
mitters, for coupling a radio-frequency ampli-
fier to a resistive load. Circuit C is used for 
fixed-frequency amplification in receivers. Tite 
same circuit also is used in transmitters for 
transferring power to a load which has both 
reactance and resistance. 

If the coupling between the primary and sec-
ondary is " tight" (coefficient of coupling 
large), the effect of inductive coupling in cir-
cuits A and B, Fig. 242. is much the same as 
though the circuit having the untuned coil 
were tapped on the tuned circuit (§ 2-10). Thus 
any resistance in the circuit to which the un-
.tuned coil is connected is coupled into the 
tuned circuit in proportion to the mutual in-
ductance. This is equivalent to an increase in 
the series resistance of the tuned circuit, and its 
Q and selectivity are reduced (§ 2-10). The 
higher the coefficient of coupling, the lower the 
Q for a given value of resistance in the coupled 
circuit. These circuits may be used for imped-
ance matching by adjustment of the coupling 
and of the number of turns in the untuned coil. 

If the circuit to which the untuned coil is 
connected has reactance, a certain amount of 
reactance will be " coupled in" to the tuned 
circuit depending upon the amount of re-
actance present and the degree of coupling. 
The chief effect of this coupled reactance is to 
require readjustment of the tuning when the 
coupling is increased, if the tuned circuit has 
first been adjusted to resonance under condi-
tions of very loose coupling. 
Coupled resonant circuits— The effect of 

a tuned-secondary circuit on a tuned primary 
is somewhat more complicated than in the 
simpler circuits just described. When the sec-
ondary is tuned to resonance with the applied 
frequency, its impedance is resistive only. If the 
primary also is tuned to resonance, the current 

flowing in the secondary circuit (caused by the 
induced voltage) will, in turn, induce a volt-
age in the primary which is opposite in phase 
to the voltage acting in series in the primary 
circuit. This opposing voltage reduces the 
effective primary voltage, and thus causes a re-
duction in primary current. Since the actual 
voltage applied in the primary circuit has not 
changed, the reduction in current can be looked 
upon as being caused by an increase in the re-
sistance of the primary circuit. That is, the 
effect of coupling a resonant secondary to the 
primary is to increase the primary resistance. 
The resistance under consideration is the series 
resistance of the primary circuit, not the paral-
lel impedance or resistance. The parallel re-
sistance decreases, since the increase in series 
resistance reduces the Q of the primary circuit. 

If the secondary circuit is not tuned to res-
onance, the voltage induced back in the pri-
mary by the secondary current will not be ex-
actly out of phase with the voltage acting itt 
the primary; in effect, reactance is coupled 
into the primary circuit. If the applied fre-
quency is fixed and the secondary circuit tun-
ing,is being varied, this means that the primary 
circuit will have to be retuned to resonance 
each time the secondary tuning is changed. 

If the two circuits are initially tuned t o res-
onance at a given frequency and then t he ap-
plied frequency is varied, both circuits become 
reactive at all frequencies off resonance. Under 
these conditions, the reactance coupled into the 
primary by the secondary retunes the primary 
circuit to a new resonant frequency. Thus, at 
some frequency off resonanee, the primary cur-
rent will be maximum, while at the actual res-
onant frequency the current will be smaller 
because of the resistance coupled in from the 
secondary at resonance. There is a point of 
maximum primary current both above and 
below the true resonant frequency. • 
These effects are almost negligible with very 

"loose" coupling (coefficient of coupling very 
small), but increase rapidly as the coupling 
increases. Because of them, the selectivity of a 
pair of coupled resonant circuits can be varied 
over a considerable range simply by changing 
the coupling between them. Typical curves 
showing the variation of selectivity are shown 
in Fig. 243, lettered in order of increasing co-
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Fig. 243 — Showing the effect on the output voltage 
from the secondary circuit of changing the coefficient of 
coupling between two resonant circuits independently 
tuned to the same frequency. The input voltage is held 
constant in amplitude while the frequency is varied. 
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efficient of coupling. At loose coupling, A, the 
voltage across the secondary circuit (induced 
voltage multiplied by the Q of the secondary 
circuit) is less than the maximum possible 
because the induced voltage is small with loose 
coupling. As the coupling increases the sec-
ondary voltage also increases, until critical 
coupling, B, is reached. At still closer coupling 
the effect of the primary current " humps" 
causes the secondary voltage to show some-
what similar humps, while when the coupling 
is further increased the frequency separation of 
. the humps becomes greater. Resonance curves 
such as those at C and D are called " flat-
topped.' because the output voltage is sub-
stantially constant over an appreciable fre-
quency range. 

Critical coupling— It will be observed that 
maximum secondary voltage is obtained in the 
curve at B in Fig. 243. With tighter coupling 
the resonance curve tends to be double-peaked, 
but in no case is such a peak higher than 
that shown for curve 13. The coupling at which 
the secondary voltage is maximum is known as 
critical coupling. With this coupling the re-
sistance coupled into the primary circuit is 
equal to the resistance of the primary itself, 
corresponding to the condition of matched 
impedances. Hence, the energy transfer is max-
imum at critical coupling. The over-all selec-
tivity of the coupled circuits at critical coupling 
is intermediate between that obtainable with 
loose coupling and tight coupling. At very loose 
coupling, the selectivity of the system is very 
nearly equal to the product of the selectivities 
of the two circuits taken separately; that is, the 
effective Q of the circuit is equal to the product 
of the Qs of the primary and secondary. 

Effect of circuit Q — Critical coupling is a 
function of the Qs of the two circuits taken in-
dependently. A higher coefficient of coupling 
is required to reach critical coupling when the 
Qs are low; if the Qs are high, as in receiving 
applications, a coupling coefficient of a few 
per cent may give critical coupling. 
With loaded circuits it is not impossible for 

the Q to reach such low values that critical 
coupling cannot be obtained even with the 
highest practicable coefficient of coupling (coils 
as close physically as possible). In such case 
the only way to secure sufficient coupling is to 
increase the Q of one or both of the coupled 
circuits. This can be done either by decreasing 
the L/C ratio or by tapping the load down on 
the secondary coil (§ 2-10). One or the other of 
these methods often must be used with link 
coupling, because the maximum coefficient of 
coupling between two coils seldom runs higher 
than 50 or 60 per cent and the net coefficient 
is approximately equal to the products of the 
coefficients at each end of the link. If the load 
resistance is known beforehand, the circuits 
may be designed for a Q in the vicinity of 10 
or so with assurance that sufficient coupling 
will be available; if unknown, the proper Qs can 
be determined by experiment. 

Shielding— Frequently it is necessary to 
prevent coupling between two circuits which, 
for constructional reasons, must be physically 
near each other. Capacitive coupling may 
readily be prevented by enclosing one or both 
of the circuits in grounded low-resistance 
metallic containers, called shields. The electro-
static field from the circuit components does 
not penetrate the shield, because the lines of 
force are short-circuited (§ 2-3). A metallic 
plate called a baffle shield, inserted between 
two components, may suffice to prevent elec-
trostatic coupling between them, since very lit-
tle of the field tends to bend around such a 
shield if it is large enough to make the compo-
nents invisible to each other. 

Similar metallic shielding is used at radio 
frequencies to prevent magnetic coupling. In 
this case the magnetic field induces a current 
(eddy current) in the shield, which in turn sets 
up its own magnetic field opposing the original 
field (§ 2-5). The induced current is propor-
tional to the frequency and also to the conduc-
tivity of the shield, hence the shielding effect 
increases with frequency and with the conduc-
tivity and thickness of the shielding material. A 
closed shield is required for good magnetic 
shielding; in some cases separate shields, one 
about each coil, may be required. The baffle 
shield is rather ineffective for magnetic shield-
ing, although it will give partial shielding if 
placed at right angles to the axes of, as well as 
between, the two coils Lo be shielded from 
each other. 

Cancellation of part of the field of the coil 
reduces its inductance, and, since some energy 
is dissipated in the shield, the effective resist-
ance of the coil is raised as well. Hence the Q of 
the coil is reduced. The effect of shielding on 
coil Q and inductance becomes less as the dis-
tance between the coil and shield is increased. 
The losses also decrease with an increase in the 
conductivity of the shield material. Copper and 
aluminum are satisfactory materials. The Q 
and inductance will not be greatly reduced if 
the spacing between the sides of the coil and 
the shield is at least half the coil diameter, and 
is not less than the coil diameter at the ends of 
the coil. 

At audio frequencies the shielding container 
should be made of magnetic material, prefera-
bly of high permeability (§ 2-5), to provide a 
low-reluctance path for the external flux about 
the coil to be shielded. A nonmagnetic shield is 
quite ineffectual at these low frequencies since 
the induced current is small. 

Filters — By suitable choice of circuit ele-
ments a coupling system may be designed to 
pass, without undue attenuation, all frequen-
cies below and reject all frequencies above a 
certain value, called the cut-off frequency. Such 
a coupling system is called a filter, and in the 
above case is known as a low-pass filter. 

If frequencies above the cut-off frequency are 
passed and those below attenuated, the filter is 
a high-pass filter. Simple filter circuits of both 
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Fig. 244 — Basic forms of filter networks. Typical frequency response curves for each t, pe arc shown at the rig it. 

types are shown in Fig. 244, along with typical 
frequency-response curves. The fundamental 
circuit, from whirh more complex filters are 
constructed, is the L-section. Fig. 244 also 
shows ir-.section and T-section filters, both con-
structed from the basic 1,-section. 
A band-pass filter; also shown in Fig. 244, 

is a combination of high- atol lowletss filter 
elements designed to pass wit 11101 t. at ti ua t on 
all frequetwi,,s between two selected cut - off 
frequencies, and to attenuate all frequein-les 
outside these limits. The group of frequencies 
which is passed by the filter is called the pass-
band. Two resonant circuits with greater than 
critical coupling represent a common form of 
band-pass filter. 

In curves of Fig. 244, A shows the attenua-
tion at high frequencies of a single-section low-
pass filter with high-Q components; B illus-
trates the extremely sharp cut-off obtainable 
with a more elaborate three-section filter. 
Curve C is that of a high-pass section having 
high Q, comparable to A. D shows the attenua-
tion by a less-eflicient section having some re-
sistance in the inductance branch. Curves E, 
F and G illustrate various band-pass charac-
teristics, E being a low-Q narrow-band filter, 
F a high-Q narrow-band, and G a wide-band 
high-Q two-section filter. 

Filter circuits are frequently encountered 
both in low-frequency and r.f. applications. 
The proportions of L and C for proper opera-
tion depend upon the load resistance connected 
across the output terminals, L being larger and 
C smaller as the load resistance is increased. 
The type of section does not affect the at-
tenuation curve, provided the input and out-
put resistances are correct. In a symmetrical 
filter the input and output impedances must 
be equal to the impedance for which the filter 
is designed. Assuming these relationships, the 

Fig. 245 — L-section and w-sec-
tion resistance-capacity filter cir- rt  
cuits (left) and curves showing Input Output 
the attenuation in db. for three cl BC products at various e  

frequencies in the audio-fre-
quency range. G -Section 

following design equations apply to the sections 
illustrated in Fig. 214. 
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In these formulas, R is the terminal imped-
ance and fc the design cut-off frequency for 
low-pass and high-pass filters. For band-pass 
filters, fi and f2 are the pass-band limits and 
to the middle frequency. L2 C2 the parallel 
shunt elements. 
The resistance-ca pari! y filler, shown in Fig. 

245. is used where both d.c. and a.c. are flowing 
through a eireuit and greater attenuation is de-
sired for the a.c. than for d.c. It is usually em-
ployed where the direct current is small so 
that d.c. voltage drop is not excessive, or 
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when a voltage drop actually is required. 
Thetime constant, RC, (§ 2-6) must be large 
compared to the time of one cycle of the lowest 
frequency to be attenuated. In determining the 
time constant, the resistance of the load must 
be included as well as that in the filter itself. 

(A) 

(C) 

a 

D.C. OA A.C. 

13\kA 
(E) I I (F) 

(s) 

(D) 

•••••—fe EA A 

Fig. 2t( — Bridge circuits utilizing r,'4-tance, induct. 
mice ant caintrit anus, both alone ami in c ttttt hination. 

Bridge circuits— A bridge circuit is a device 
primarily used in making measurements of re-
sistance, reactance or impedance (§ 2-8), and 
frequency, although bridges also have other 
applications ill radio circuits. 
The fundamental form is shown in Fig. 

246-A. It consists of four resistances ( called 
arms) connected in series-parallel to a source 
of voltage, E, with a sensitive galvanometer, 

connected between the junctions of the 
series-connected pairs. When the equation 

RI R3 = 
R2 114 

is satisfied there is no potential difference be-
tween points A and B, since the drop across R2 
equals that across R.1 and the drop across R1 
equals that across 113. Under these conditions 
the bridge is said to Ix. balanced, and no current 
flows through 1/. If is an unknown resist-
ance and R4 is a variable known resistance, 
R3 can be found from the following equation 
after 114 has been adjusted to balance the 
bridge (null indication oit in: 

, — 1t4 
R2 

and R2 are known as the ratio arms of the 
bridge; the ratio of their resistances is usually 
adjustable (frequently in steps of 1, 10, 100, 
etc.), so that a single variable resistor. Rt. can 
serve as a standard for measuring widely dif-
ferent value,- of unknown resist alive. 

Bridges similarly can be formed with arms 
containing capacity or inductance, and with 
combinations of either with resistance. Typical 
simple arrangements are shown in Fig. 246. 
For measurements involving alternating cur-
rent the bridge must not introduce phase shifts 
which will destroy the balance, hence similar 
impedances should be used in each branch, as 
shown in Fig. 246, and the Qs of the coils and 
condensers should be the same. When bridges 
are used at audio frequencies, a telephone 
headset is a suitable null indicator. The bridges 
at E and F are commonly used in r.f. neutral-
izing circuits (§ 4-7); the voltage from the 
source, E0 , is balanced out at X. 

(t 2-12-A Linear Circuits 

Standing wares— if an electrical impulse 
is started along a wire, it will travel at approxi-
mately the speed of light until it reaches the 
end. If the end of the wire is open circuited, 
the impulse will be reflected at this point and 
will travel back again. When a high-frequency 
alternating voltage is applied to the wire a cur-
rent will flow toward the open end, and reflec-
tion will occur continuously. If the wire is long 
enough so that time comparable to a half cycle 
or more is required for current to travel to the 
open end, the phase relations between the re-
flected current and outgoing current will vary 
along the wire. At one point the two currents 
will be 180° out of phase and at another in 
phase, with intermediate values between. As-
suming negligible losses, the resultant current 
along the wire, as measured by a current-indi-
cating instrument such as a thermo-couple 
ammeter, will vary in amplitude from zero to a 
maximum value. Such a variation is called a 
standing ware. The voltage along the wire also 
goes through standing waves, reaching its 
maximum value where the current is minimum 
and vice versa. 
When the wire is cut to such a length that 

the current traverses it in one direction in 
exactly the time of one-half cycle, a single 
standing wave will occur along the wire and the 
wire is said to be resonant to the applied fre-
quency. Alt hough the inductance and capacity 
are distributed along the wire rather than be-
ing concent rated in a coil and condenser, such a 
wire is in many ways equivalent to an ordinary 
resonant circuit. 
Frequency and wavelength— It is possible 

to describe the constants of such line circuits in 
terms of inductance and capacitance, but it 
is more convenient to give them simply in 
ternis of fundamental resonant frequency or of 
length. Since the velocity at which the current 
travels is 300,000 kilometers ( 186.000 miles) 
per second, the waccloigth, or distance the cur-
rent will navel in the time of one cycle, is 

x _ 300,000  

where X is the wavelength in meters and fi,„ is 
the frequency in kilocycles. 
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Fig. 247 — Standing-% ave current distribution on a 
wire operating as an oscillatory circuit, at the fundamen-
tal, second harmonic and third harmonic frequencies. 

Harmonic resonance — Although a coil-
condenser combination having lumped con-
stants (capacitance and inductance) resonates 
only at one frequency, circuits such as an-
tennas which contain distributed constants 
resonate readily at frequencies which are very 
nearly integral multiples of the fundamental 
frequency. These frequencies are, therefore, in 
harmonic relationship to the fundamental fre-
quency, and hence are referred to as harmon-
ics (§ 2-7). In radio practice the fundamental 
itself is called the first harmonic, the frequency 
twice the fundamental is called the second har-
monic, and so on. 

Fig. 247 illustrates the distribution of cur-
rent on a wire for fundamental, second and 
third harmonic excitation. There is one point 
of maximum current with fundamental opera-
tion, two when operation is at the second har-
monic, and three at the third harmonic; the 
number of current maxima corresponds to the 
order of the harmonic and the number of stand-
ing waves on the wire. As noted in the figure, 
the points of maximum current are called 
anti-nodes (also known as " loops") and the 
points of zero current are called nodes. 

In the case of the harmonic current curves, 
the half-wave curves are drawn alternately 
above and below the reference line to indicate 
that the phase of the current reverses in each 
half wavelength. In other words, if current in 
one half-wave section is flowing to the right, 
for example, the current in the adjacent half-
wave section will be flowing to the left. How-
ever, when the current is measured with an r.f. 
ammeter there will simply be a maximum in-
dication at the center of each half-wave sec-
tion, since the ammeter cannot indicate pitase. 
Radiation resistance — Since a line circuit 

has distributed inductance and capacity, cur-
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Fig. 248 — Standing wave and instantaneous current 
(shown by the arrows) in a folded resonant -line circuit. 

49 
rent flow causes storage of energy in mag-
netic aid electrostatic fields (§ 2-3, 2-5). As 
the fields travel outward from the wire at the 
speed of light, some of the energy escapes from 
the circuit in the form of electromagnetic 
waves; that is, energy is radiated front the 
wire. Such a wire is, in fact, an antenna. 
Since the energy radiated by the line or an-
tenna represents a loss, insofar as the line is 
concerned, the loss of energy can be considered 
to take place in an equivalent resistance. The 
value of the equivalent resistance is found 
from the ordinary Ohm's Law formula. 
R = P/I2, where P is the power radiated and I 
is the current in the wire. R, the equivalent re-
sistance, is called radiation resistance. 
Two-conductor lilies — The effective re-

sistance of a resonant straight wire is fairly 
high, because a large proportion of the power 
supplied to such a wire is radiated. In many 
cases it is necessary to transfer power from one 
point to another with the least possible loss — 
for example, from a transmitter to a radiating 
antenna which may be located some distance 
away. If the line is folded so that there are two 
conductors instead of one, as shown in Fig. 
248, the currents in adjacent sections of t he 
two wires are flowing in opposite directions, 
consequently the fields set up by the two 
oppose each other and there is very little 
radiation. 

The quarter-wave folded line in Fig. 248 has 
a total length of one-half wavelength, hence is 
resonant to the frequency corresponding to its 
length. Since the current is large and the volt-
age is low at the closed end, the impedance at 
this point is quite low. On the other hand, the 

Niel, Impedanccee   X/4.  

Short-cir 
Conductors 

Fig. 249 — A quarter-wave coaxial-line resonant circuit. 

voltage is high and the current is very low at. 
the open end, so at this point the impedance is 
high. These properties of a quarter-wave two-
conductor line have applications to be de-
scribed later. 

A folded line also may be constructed in the 
form of two coaxial or concentric conductors, 
as shown in Fig. 249. In effect, t his. line is di-
rectly comparable with the parallel etuidlict 
line, except that one conductor inay be said to 
have been rotated around the other in a com-
plete circle. The coaxial line has even lower 
radiation resistance than the folded-wire line, 
since the outer conductor acts as a shield. 
Standing waves exist but are confined tu the 
outside of the inner conductor and the inside of 
the outer conductor, since skin effect prevents 
the currents from penetrating to the other 
sides. Thus such a line will have no radio-fre-
quency potentials un its exposed surfaces, and 
no radiation can occur. Because of the low 
radiation resistance and the relatively large 
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conducting surfaces, such self-enclosed reso-
nant lines can be made to have much higher Qs 
than are attainable with coils and condensers. 
They are most applicable at very high frequen-
cies (Very short wavelengths) (§ 2-7), where 
the dimensions are small. 
A modified form of construction for coaxial 

lines is the " trough" line in which a tubular 
inner conductor is enclosed within a rectangular 
sheet-metal box or trough, usually left open on 
one side to facilitate tapping or other adjust-
ments. The absence of shielding on one side 
does not affect the performance materially, and 
the simplicity of construction is an advantage. 
The terni transmission line is generally ap-

plied to all lines whether they are actually used 
as a means for transferring radio-frequency 
power between two points or whether they are 
used as replacements for coil-and-condenser 
resonant circuits. The lines shown in Figs. 248 
and 249 are " short" lines of the type fre-
quently used for the latter purpose. For t rans-
ferring power the line may be many wave-
lengths long, depending upon the distance over 
which the power is to be transmit ted. Further-
more, a line used for this purpose is not neces-
sarily resonant; in fact, it may be desirable to 
avoid resonance effects entirely. 

If a transmission line could be made infi-
nitely long, power would simply travel along it 
until it was entirely dissipated in the resistance 
of the line; there would be nothing to reflect it 
and standing waves would not exist. Such a line 
would present a constant impedance in the 
form of a pure resistance to an input at any 
frequency, and hence would show no resonance 
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Fig. 250— Charai•tcristic impedance of uniform lines. 

effects. Practically, the characteristics of an in-
finitely-long line can be simulated by terminat-
ing a line of finite length in a load resistance 
equal to the characteristic impedance of the line. 
This and other general properties of transmis-
sion lines are discussed in the following para-
graphs. 

Characteristic impedance— The charac-
teristic impedance of a transmission line, also 
known as the surge impedance, is defined as 
that impedance which a long line would present 
to an electrical impulse induced in the line. 
In an ideal line having no resistance it is equal 
to the square root of the ratio of inductance to 
capacity per unit length of the line. 
The characteristic impedance of air-insu-

lated transmission lines may be calculated from 
the following formulas: 

Parallel-conductor line: 

Z = 276 log — (5) 
a 

where Z is the surge impedance, b the spacing, 
center to center, and a the radius of the con-
ductor. The quantities b and a must be meas-
ured in the saine units (inches, cm., etc.). 

Coaxial or concentric line: 

Z = 138 log — (6) 
a 

where Z again is the surge impedance. In this 
case, b is the inside diameter (not radius) of 
the outer conductor and a is the outside diam-
eter of the inner conductor. The formula is true 
for lines having air as the dielectric, and approxi-
mately so with ceramic insulators so spaced 
that the major part of the insulation is air. 
The surge impedance for both parallel and 

coaxial lines using various sizes of conductors 
is given in chart form in Fig. 250. 
When a solid insulating material is used be-

tween the conductors, the increase in line 
capacity causes the impedance to decrease by 
the factor INK, where K is the dielectric con-
stant of the insulating material. 

Although two-conductor lines have lower 
radiation, a single-conductor line can be used 
for transferring power if it is terminated in its 
characteristic impedance. Under such circum-
stances the current in the line will be small, and 
since radiation is proportional to current the 
radiation also will be small. The characteristic 
impedance of a single-wire transmission line va-
ries with conductor size, height above ground, 
and orientation with respect to ground. An av-
erage figure is about 500 ohms. 
Standing-wave ratio — The lengths of 

transmission lines used at radio frequencies 
are of the same order as the operating wave-
lengths, and therefore standing waves of cur-
rent and voltage may appear on the line. 
The ratio of current (or voltage) at a loop to 
the value at a node (standing-wave ratio) de-
pends upon the ratio of the resistance of the 
load connected to the output end of the line 
(its termination.) to the characteristic joined-
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anca of the line itself. That is, 

Z, Ze 
Standing-ware ratio = — or — 

Z8 Z. 
(7) 

where Z. is the characteristic impedance of the 
line and Ze is the terminating resistance. Ze is 
generally called an impedance, although it 
must be non-reactive and therefore must cor-
respond to a pure resistance for the line to oper-
ate as described. For example, this means that 
if the load or termination is an antenna, it must 
be resonant at the operating frequency. 
The formula is given in two ways because it 

is customary to put the larger number in the 
numerator, so that the ratio will not be frac-
tional. As an example, a 600-ohm line termi-
nated in a resistance of 70 ohms will have a 
standing wave ratio of 600/70, or 8.57. The 
ratio on a 70-ohm line terminated in a resist-
ance of 600 ohms would be the same. Thus, 
if the current as measured at a node is 0.1 am-
pere, the current at a loop will be 0.857 ampere. 
A line terminated in a resistance equal to its 

characteristic impedance is equivalent to an 
infinitely long line; consequently there is no 
reflection, and no standing waves will appear. 
The standing wave ratio therefore is I. The 
input end of such a line appears as a pure re-
sistance of a value equal to the characteristic 
impedance of the line. 

Electrical length — The electrical length of 
a line is not exactly the same as its physical 
length for reasons corresponding to the end ef-
fects in antennas (§ 10-2). Spacers used to 
separate the conductors have dielectric con-
stants larger than that of air, so that the waves 
do not travel quite as fast along a line as they 
would in air. The lengths of electrical quarter 
waves of various types of lines can be calcu-
lated from the formula 

Length (feet) — 246 X V 
Freq. ( lila.) 

where V depends upon the type of line. For 
lines of ordinary construction, V is as follows: 

Parallel wire line V = 0.975 
Parallel tubing line V = 0.95 
Concentric line (air-insulated) V = 0.85 
Concentric line (rubber-insu-

lated) V 0.56-0.65 
Twisted pair 

Reactance, resistance, impedance— The 
input end of a line may show reactance as well 
as resistance, and the values of these quantities 
will depend upon the nature of the load at the 
output end, the electrical length of the line, 
and the line characteristic impedance. The 
reactance and resistance are important in 
determining the method of coupling to the 
source of power. Assuming that the load at the 
output end of the line is purely resistive, a line 
less than a quarter wavelength long electrically 
will show inductive reactance at its input ter-
minals when the output termination is less 
than the characteristic impedance, and capaci-
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Fig. 251 — Input reactive charac cristics of resistance-
terminated transmission lines as a function of line length. 

tive reactance when the termination is higher 
than the characteristic impedance. If the line 
is more than a quarter wave but less than a 
half wave long, the reverse conditions exist. 
These properties are shown in Fig. 251. With 
still longer lengths, the reactance characteris-
tics reverse in each succeeding quarter wave-
lengt h. The input impedance is purely resistive 
if the line is an exact multiple of a quarter 
wave in length. The reactance at intermediate 
lengt hs is higher the greater the standing-wave 
ratio, being zero for a rat io of 1. 
Whether lines are classified as resonant or 

nonresonant depends upon the standing-wave 
ratio. 1f the ratio is near I, the line is said to be 
nonresonant, and reactive effects will be small 
even when the line length is not an exact mul-
tiple of a quarter wavelength. If the standing-
wave ratio is large, the input reactance must be 
canceled or " tuned out" unless the line is 
resonant — i.e., a multiple of a quarter wave-
lengt h. 
Impedance transformation — Regardless 

of the standing-wave ratio, the input imped-
ance of a line a half-wave long electrically will 
be equal to the impedance connected at its 
output end; the same thing is true of a line any 
integral multiple of a half-wave in length. 
Such a line can be considered to be a one-to-one 
transformer. However, if the line is a quarter-
wave (or an odd multiple of a quarter-wave) 
long, the input impedance will be equal to 

Z. 2 
Z. = — 

where Z. is the characteristic impedance of the 
line and Ze the impedance connected to the out-
put end. That is, a quarter-wave section of line 
will match two impedances, Z1 and Z8, pro-
vided its characteristic impedance, Z., is equal 
to the geometric mean of the two impedances. 
A quarter-wave line may, therefore, be used 
as an impedance transformer. By suitable selec-
tion of constants, a wide range of impedance-
matching values can be obtained. 

Since the impedance measured between the 
two conductors anywhere along the line will 
vary between the two end values, a quarter-
wave line short-circuited at the output end 
can be used as a linear transformer with an ad-
justable impedance ratio. For best operation, 
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Fig. 252 — Equivalent coupling circuits for parallel. 
line, coaxial-line and conventional resonant circuits. 

the two terminating impedances must be of the 
same order of magnitude. However, a series of 
quarter-wave sect ions can be used to obtain a 
step-by-step match of two terminal im-
pedances efficiently if they are widely different. 

mpeclance-matching or transformation with 
transmission-line sections may also be effected 
by taps on quarter-wave resonant lines em-
ployed as coupling circuits in the same manner 
as conventional coil-condenser circuits. The 
equivalent relationships between parallel-line, 
coaxial-line and coil-and-condenser circuits for 
this purpose are shown in Fig. 252. 

Other impedance-matching arrangements 
employ the use of matching stubs or equivalent 
sections so arranged so as to balance out the 
reactive component introduced by the coupled 
circuit. These nre employed primarily in con-
nection with antenna feed systems and are 
described in detail in § 10-8. 

Transmis.••  lines as circuit elements — 
Sections of transmission lines, together with 
combinations of such sections, can be used to 
simulat e practically any electrical circuit prop-
erty. Transmission lines can be used as re-
sist : trice, inductance and capacity, as well as for 
resonant circuits, impedance-matching trans-
formers, filters, and even as insulators. 
When a short-circuited quarter-wavelength 

line is connected between a " hot" circuit and 
ground, the input end offers an extremely high 
resistive impedance. In other words, the trans-

04?(IP 

mission line is virtually an insulator. 
Insulating lines of this sort are com-
monly employed in ultrahigh fre-
quency work. Such insulators can be 
used to provide a d.c. path between 
t he r.f. conductor and chassis, and at 
the same time effectively block the 
flow of r.f. current. 
A transmission line terminated in 

its characteristic impedance affords a 
pure resistance at high frequencies, 
and so may be used as a non-reactive 
resistor. Unterminated lines afford a 
variety of reactive properties. Lengths 
of short-circuited line less than a quar-
ter wavelength represent pure induc-
tive reactance, while open-circuited 
lines have pure capacitive reactance. 

Thus the former can be used in lieu of r.f. 
chokes, while the latter can serve as by-pass 
condensers. 
The reactive characteristics of open- and 

closed-end lines are summarized in Fig. 253. 
Resonant lines as tuned circuits— In 

resonant circuits as employed at the lower fre-
quencies it is possible to consider each of the 
reactance components as a separate entity. A 
coil is used to provide the required inductance 
and a condenser is connected across it to pro-
vide the necessary capacity. The fact that the 
coil has a certain amount of self-capacity of its 
own, as well as some resistance, while the con-
denser also possesses a small self-inductance, 
can usually be disregarded. 
At the very-high and ultrahigh frequencies, 

however, it is no longer possible to separate 
these components. The connecting leads which, 
at lower frequencies, would serve merely to 
join the condenser to the coil now may have 
more inductance than the coil itself. The re-
quired inductance coil may be no more than a 
single turn of wire, yet even this single turn 
may have dimensions comparable to a wave-
length at the operating frequency. Thus the 
energy in the field surrounding the " coil," may 
in part be radiated. At a sufficiently high fre-
quency the loss by radiation may represent a 
major portion of the total energy in the circuit. 
Since energy which cannot be utilized as in-
tended is wasted, regardless of whether it is 
consumed as heat by the resistance of the wire 
or simply radiated into space, the effect is as 
though the resistance of the tuned circuit were 
greatly increased and its Q greatly reduced. 

For this reason, it is common practice to 
utilize resonant sections of transmission line as 
tuned circuits at frequencies above 100 Mc. A 
quarter-wavelength line, or any odd multiple 
thereof, shorted at one end and open at the 
other, exhibits large standing waves. When 
a voltage of the frequency at which such a 
line is resonant is applied to the open end, the 
response is very similar to that of a parallel 
resonant circuit; it will have very high input 
impedance at resonance and a large current 
flowing at the short-circuited end. 

Characteristics of 
OPEN LINE SECTIONS 

Characteristics of 
SHORTED LINE SECTIONS 
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Fig. 253—Open and closed transmission lines as circuit elements 
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The action of a resonant quarter-wavelenith 

line can be compared with that of a coil-and-
condenser combination whose constants have 
been adjusted to resonance at a corresponding 
frequency. Around the point of resonance, in 
fact, the line will display very nearly the same 
characteristics as those of the tuned circuit. 
The equivalent relationships are shown in Fig. 
253. At frequencies off resonance the line dis-
plays qualities comparable to the inductive and 
capacitive reactances of the coil and condenser 
circuit, although the exact relationships in-
volved are somewhat different. For all practi-
cal purposes, however, sections of resonant 
wire or transmission line can be used in much 
the same manner as coils or condensers. 

In v.h.f. circuits operating above 300 Mc., 
the spacing between conductors becomes an 
appreciable fraction of a wavelength. To keel) 
the radiation loss as small as possible the 
parallel conductors should not be spaced far-
ther apart than 10 per cent of the wavelength, 
center to center. On the other hand, the spacing 
of large-diameter conductors should not be 
reduced to much less twice the diameter be-
cause of what is known as the proximity effect, 
whereby another form of loss is introduced 
through eddy currents set up by the adjacent 
fields. Because the cancellation is no longer 
complete, radiation from an open line becomes 
so great that the Q is greatly reduced. Conse-
quently, at these frequencies coaxial lines must 
be used. The coaxial line is advantageous at the 
lower frequencies, as well, but because it is 
more complicated to construct and adjust-
ments are more difficult the open type of line 
is generally favored at these frequencies. 
Transmission-line filter networks— The 

same general equations can be applied to any 
type of electrical petwork whether it be an 
actual section of transmission line, a combina-
tion of lumped-circuit elements, or a combina-
tion of transmission-line elements. Ordinary 
electric filters (§ 2-11) at lower frequencies use 
combinations of coils and condensers, but con-
ventional circuit elements cannot be used at 
extremely high frequencies. However, combi-
nations of transmission-line sections or com-
binations of transmission lines and parallel-
plate condensers may be used for the elements 
of very-high-frequency filter networks, instead. 
Construction— Practical information con-

cerning the construction of transmission lines 
for such specific uses as feeding antennas and 
as resonant circuits in radio transmitters will 
be found in the constructional chapters of this 
Handbook. Certain basic considerations appli-
cable in general to resonant lines used as circuit 
elements may be considered here, however. 

While either parallel-line or coaxial sections 
may be used, the latter are preferred for higher-
frequency operation. Representative methods 
for adjusting the length of such lines to reso-
nance are shown in Fig. 254. At the left, a slid-
ing shorting disc is used to reduce the effective 
length of the line by altering the position of 
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the short circuit. In the center, the sanie effect 
is accomplished by using a telescoping tube in 
the end of the inner conductor to vary its 
length and thereby the effective length of the 

L. 

Fig. 254 — Methods of tuning coaxial resonan 

line. At the right, two possible methods of 
mounting parallel plate condensers, used to 
tune a " foreshortened" line to resonance, are 
illustrated. The arrangement with the loading 
capacity at the open end of the line has the 
great est tuning effect per unit of capacity; the 
alternative method, which is equivalent to 
"tapping" the condenser down on the line, has 
less effect on the Q of the circuit. Lines with 
capacity " loading" of the sort illustrated will 
be shorter, physically, than an unloaded line 
resonant at the same frequency. 
The short-circuiting disc at the end of the 

line must be designed to make perfect electrical 
contact. The voltage is a minimum at this end 
of the line; therefore, it will not break down 
some of the thinnest insulating films. Usually a 
soldered connection or a tight clamp is used to 
secure good contact. When the length of line 
must be readily adjustable, the shorting plug is 
provided with spring collars which make con-
tact on the inner and outer conductors at some 
distance away from the shorting plug at a 
point where the voltage is sufficient to break 
down the film between the collar and conduct or. 
Two methods of tuning parallel-conductor 

lines are shown in Fig. 255. The sliding short-
circuiting strap can be tightened by means of 
screws and nuts to make good electrical con-
tact. The parallel-plate condenser in the second 
drawing may be placed anywhere along the 
line, the tuning effect becoming less as the 
condenser is located nearer the shorted end 

Fig. 255 — Methods 
of tuning parallel. 
type resonant lines. 

of the line. Although a low-capacity variable 
condenser of ordinary construction can be 
used, the circular-plate type shown is symmet-
rical and thus does not unbalance the line. It 
also has the further advantage that no insulat-
ing material is required. 
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Chapter fflwo 

(B) 

Fie. 256— Evolution of a tsave guide from a two-wire 

(1, 2-12-B Wave Guides and Cavity 
Resonators 

Hollow ware guides— A wave guide is a 
conducting tube through wliich energy is t vans-
mitted in the form of elect romagnetic waves. 
The tube is not considered as carrying a cur-
rent in the same sense that the wires of a two-
conductor line do, but rather as a boundary 
which confines the waves to the enclosed space. 
Skin effect prevents any electromagnetic ef-
fects from being evident outside the guide. 
The v.h.f. energy is injected at one end, either 
through capacitive or inductive coupling or by 
radiation, and is received at the other end. The 
wave guide then merely confines the energy of 
the fields, which are propagated through it to 
the receiving end by means of reflections 
against its inner walls. 
The difficulty of visualizing energy transfer 

without the usual closed circuit can be relieved 
somewhat by considering the guide as being 
evolved from an ordinary two-conductor line. 

In Fig. 256-A, several closed quarter-wave 
stubs are shown connected in parallel across a 
two-wire transmission line. Since the open end 
of each stub is equivalent to an open circuit, 
the line impedance is not affected by their 
presence. Enough stubs may be added to form 
a U-shaped rectangular tube with solid walls, 
as at B, and another identical U-shaped tube 
may be added edge-to-edge to form the rec-
tangular pipe shown in Fig. 256-C. As before, 
the line impedance still will not be affected. 
But now, instead of a two-wire transmission 
line, the energy is being conducted within a 
hollow rectangular tube. 

This analogy to wave-guide operation is rtot 
exact, and therefore should not be taken too 
literally. In the evolution from the two-wire 
line to the closed tube the electric and mag-
netic field configurations undergo considerable 
change, with the result that the guide (loes not 
actually operate like a two-conductor line 
shunted by an infinite number of quarter-wave 
stubs. If it did, only waves of the proper length 
to correspond to the stubs would be propa-
gated through the tube, but the fart is that 
such waves do not pass through the guide. 
Only waves of shorter length — that is, higher 
frequency — can go through. The distance x 
represents half the cut-off wavelength. or the 
shortest wavelength which is unable to go 
through the guide. Or, to put it another way, 
waves of length equal to or greater than 2x 
cannot be propagated in the guide. 

(C) 

transmission line. 

A second point of differ-
ence is that the apparent 
length of a wave along the 
direction of propagation 
through a guide always is 
greater than that of a wave 
of the same frequency in 
free space, whereas the 
wavelength along a two-
conductor transmission line 

is the same as the free-space wave-length (when 
the insulation between the wires is air). 
Operating principles of wave guides — 

Analysis of wave-guide operation is based on 
the assumption that the guide material is a 
perfect conductor of electricity. Typical dis-
tributions of electric and magnetic fields in a 
rectangular guide are shown in Fig. 257. It 
will he observed that the intensity of the elec-
tric field is greatest at the center along the x 
dimension, diminishing to zero at the end 
walls. The latter is a necessary condition, since 
any electric field parallel to the walls at the 
surface would cause an infinite current to flow 
in a perfect ronductor. This represents an im-
possible situation. 

Zero electric fieb h at the end walls will result 
if the wave is considered to consist of two sepa-
rate waves moving in zig-zag fashion down the 
guide, reflected back and forth from the end 
walls as shown in Fig. 258. Just at the walls, 
the positive crest of one wave meets the nega-
tive crest of t he other, giving complete cancel-
lation of the electric fields. The angle of re-
flection at which this cancellation occurs de-
pends upon the width x of the guide and the 
length of the waves; Fig. 25S-A illustrates the 

s.F.POTENTIAL 
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Fig. 257 — Field distrlution in a rectangular wave 
guide. The TEI,o mode of propagation is depicted. 
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ease of a wave considerably shorter than the 
cut-off wavelength, while B shows a longer 
wave. When the wavelength equals the cut-off 
value, the two waves simply bounce back and 
forth between the walls and no energy is trans-
mitted through the guide. 
The two waves travel with the speed of light, 

but. since they do not, t ravel in a straight line 
the energy ( loes not travel t } trough t he guide as 
rapidly as it does in space. A further conse-

POSITIVE CREST 

NEGATIVE CREST 

y  (A) 

(s) 

Fig. 258 — Reflection of two component waves in a rec-
tangular guide. X = wavelength in space. X5 = wave-
length in guide. I tirection of ma%C llll is perpendicu-
lar to the wave front ( crests) as shoun by the arrows. 

quenee of the repeated reflections is that the 
points of maximum intensity or wave crests 
are separated more along the line of propaga-
tion in the guide t han t he are in the two sepa-
rate waves. In ot her Nvords, the wavelength in 
the guide is greater t han t he free-space wave-
length. This is also shown in Fig. 258. 
Modes id propagation — Vig. 257 repre-

sents a relatively simple distribution of the 
electric and magnetic fields. There is in gen-
eral an infinite number of ways in which the 
fields can arrange themselves in a guiile so long 
as there is no upper limit, to the frequency to 
be transmitted. Each field configuration is 
called a mode. All modes may be separated into 
two general groups. One group, designated 
Ti! (transverse magnetic), has the magnetic 
field entirely transverse to the direction of 
propagation, but has a component of electric 
field in that direction. The (it her type, desig-
nated TE (transverse electric) has the electric 
fiel entirely transverse, but has a component, 
of magnetic field in the direction of propaga-
tion. TM waves are somet imes called L' waves, 
and TE waves are sometimes called /1 waves, 
but t he TM and TE designations are preferred. 
The particular mode of transmission is 

identified by the group letters followed by two 
subscript numerals: for example, TEL°, 
TMia, etc. The number of possible modes in-
creases with frequency for a given size of guide. 
There is only one possible mode (called the 
dominant mode) for the lowest frequency that. 
can be transmitted. The dominant mode is the 
one generally used in practical work. 
Ware-guide dimensions— In the rec-

tangular guide the critical dimension is x in 
Fig. 256: this dimension must be more than !:'! 
wavelength at the lowest frequency to be 
transmitted. In practice, the y dimension usu-

ally is made about equal to Mx to avoid the 
possibility of operation at other than the 
dominant mode. 

Other cross-sectional shapes than the rec-
tangle can be used, the most important being 
the circular pipe. Much the same considera-
tions apply as in the rectangular case. 

Wavelength formulas for rectangular and 
circular guides are given in the following table, 
where x is the whit h of a rectangular guide and 
r is the radius of a circular guide. All figures 
are in terms of the dominant mode. 

Rectangular Circular 
Cut-off wavelength  3.41r 
Longest wavelength transmitted with 

little attenuation  I.6x 3.2r 
Shortest wavelength before next 
mode becomes possible  1.1: 2.8r 

Cavity res tors— At low and medium 
radio frequenvies resonant circuits usually are 
composed of " lumped" constants of L and C; 
that is, the induct anee is concentrated in a coil 
and the capacity concentrated in a condenser. 
However, as the frequency is increased coils 
and condensers must, be reduced to imprac-
ticably small physical dimensions. Up to a cer-
tain point this difficulty may be overcome by 
using linear circuits t§ 2-12-11) but even these 
fail at extremely high frequencies. Another 
kind of circuit. particularly applicable at wave-
lengt Its of the order of centimeters is the cav-
ity r, sanutor, which may be looked upon as a 
section of a wave guide with the dimensions 
chosen so that waves of a given length can be 
maintained inside. 
The derivation of one type of cavity resona-

tor from an ordinary LC circuit is shown in 
Fig. 259. As in the ease of the wave-guide 
derivation, this picture must be accepted with 
some reservations, and for the same reasons. 

Considering that even a straight piece of wire 
has appreciable inductance at very-high fre-
quencies, it may lie seen in Fig. 259-A and -B 
that a direct short across a two-plate con-
denser with air dielectric is the equivalent of a 
tuned circuit with a typical coiled inductance. 
With two wires between the plates, as shown 
in Fig. 259-C, the circuit may be thought of as 

IN 

Plunger 

(F) 

OUT 

Fig. 259— Steps in the derivation of a cavity resonator 
from a conventional coil-and-condenser tuned eirettit. 
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a resonant-line section. For d.c. or even low 
frequency r.f., this line would appear as a short 
across the two condenser plates. At the ultra-
high frequencies, however, as shown in Fig. 
252, such a section of line a quarter-wavelength 
long would appear as an open circuit when 
viewed from one of the plates with respect to 
the other end of the section. 

Increasing the number of parallel wires be-
tween the plates of the condenser would have 
no effect on the equivalent circuit, as shown at 
D. Eventually, the closed figure at E will be 
developed. Since each wire which is added in D 
is like connecting inductances in parallel, the 
total inductance across the condenser becomes 
increasingly smaller as the solid form is ap-
proached, and the resonant frequency of the 
figure therefore becomes higher. 

If energy from some v.h.f. source now is in-
troduced into the cavity in a manner such as 
that shown at F, the circuit will respond like 
any equivalent coil-condenser tank circuit at its 
resonant frequency. A cavity resonator may 
therefore be used as a u.h.f. tuning element, 
along with a vacuum tube of suitable design, 
to form the main components of an oscillator 
circuit, which will be capable of functioning at 
frequencies considerably beyond the maxi-
mum limits possible when conventional tubes, 
coils and condensers are employed. 

It 

CYLINDER 

SPHERE SPHERE WITH 
REENTRANT CONES 

Fig. 260— Forms of cavity resonators. 

Other shapes t han the cylinder may be used 
as resonators, among them the rectangular 
box, the sphere, and the sphere with re-entrant 
cones, as shown in Fig. 260. The resonant fre-
quency depends upon the dimensions of the 
cavity and the mode of oscillation of the waves 
(comparable to the transmission modes in a 
wave guide). For the lowest modes the reso-
nant wavelengths are as follows: 

Cylinder  2.81r 
Square box  1.411 
Sphere  2.28e 
Sphere with re-entrant cürted .   4r 

The resonant wavelengths of the cylinder 
and square box are independent of the height 
when the height is less than a half wavelength. 
In other modes of oscillation the height must 
be a multiple of a half wavelength as measured 
inside the cavity. Fig. 259-F shows how a 
cylindrical cavity can be tuned when opera i lug 

in such a mode. Other tuning methods include 
placing adjustable tuning paddles or " slugs" 
inside the cavity so that the standing-wave 
pattern of the electric and magnetic fields can 
be varied. 
A form of cavity resonator in wide practical 

use is the re-entrant cylindrical type shown in 
Fig. 261. It is useful in connection with vac-

id 

CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW 

Fig. 261 — Re-entrant cylindrical cavity resonator. 

uum-tube oscillators of the types described 
for u.h.f. use in Chapter Three. In construction 
it resembles a concentric line closed at both 
ends with capacity loading at the top, but the 
actual mode of oscillation may differ consid-
erably from that occurring in coaxial lines. The 
resonant frequency of such a cavity depends 
upon the diameters of the two cylinders and 
the distance d between the ends of the inner 
and outer cylinders. 

Cotai ared to ordinary resonant circuits, 
cavil y resonators have extremely high Q. 
A value of Q of the order of 1000 or more is 
readily obtainable, and Q values of several 
thousand can readily be secured with good 
design and construction. 
Coupling to wave guides and cavity res-

onators — Energy may be int rodticed into or 
abstracted from a wave guide or resonator by 
means of either the electric or magnetic field. 
The energy transfer frequently is through a 
coaxial line, two methods for coupling to which 
are shown in Fig. 262. The probe shown at A 
is simply a short extension of the inner con-
ductor of the coaxial line, so oriented that it 
is parallel to the electric lines of force. The 
loop shown at B is arranged so that it encloses 
some of the magnetic lines of force. The point 
at which maximum coupling will be secured 
depends upon the particular mode of propa-
gation in the guide or cavity; the coupling 
will be maximum when the coupling device 
is in the most intense field. 

(A) (B) 
Fig. 262 — Coupling tu wave guides and resonators. 

Coupling can be varied by turning either the 
probe or loop through a 90-degree angle. 
‘Vhen the probe is perpendicular to the ace-
trie lines the coupling will be minimum; simi-
larly, when the plane of the loop is parallel 
to the magnetic lines the coupling will have 
its Icast possible value. 
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e 2-12-C Lumped-Constant Circuits 

.1. .1. resonator circuits— At the very-
high frequencies the low values of L and C 
required make ordinary coils and condensers 
impracticable, while linear circuits offer me-
chanical difficulties in making tuning adjust-
ments over a wide-frequency range. 
To overcome these difficulties, special high-Q 

lumped-constant circuits have been developed 
in which connections from the " condenser" to 
the " coil" are an inherent part of the structure. 
Integral design minimizes both resistance and 
inductance and increases the CIL ratio. 
The simplest of these circuits is based on the 

use of discs combining half-turn inductance 
loops with semi-circular condenser plates. By 
connecting several of these half-turn coils in 
parallel, the effective inductance is reduced to 
a value appreciably below that for a single 
turn. Tuning is accomplished by interleaving 
grounded rotor plates between the turns. Both 
by shielding action and short-circuited-turn 
effect, these further reduce the inductance. 

Another type of high-C circuit is a single-
turn toroid, commonly termed the " hat" res-
onator. Two copper shells with wide, flat 
"brims" are mounted facing each other on an 
axially aligned copper rod. The capacity in t he 
circuit is that between the wide shells, while the 
central rod comprises the inductance. 

Fig. 263 — Concentric-
c,!hider or "pot"-type 
tank for v.h.f. The 
equivalent circuit dia-
gram i- also shown. 
Connections are made 
to the terminals marked 
T. For maximum Q the 
ratio of b to e should 
be between 3 and 5. 

"Pot..-type lank circuits— The lumped-
constant concentrie-element tank in Fig. 263, 
commonly referred to as the "pot" circuit, 
is equivalent to a very short coaxial line (no 
linear dimension should exceed 1/20th wave-
length), loaded by a large integral capacity. 
The inductance is supplied by the copper 

rod, A. The capacity is provided by the con-
centric cylinders, B and C, plus the capacity be-
tween the plates at the bottoms of the cylinders. 

Approximate values of capacity and induct-
ance for tank circuits of the " pot" type can be 
determined by the following: 

L = 0.0117 log -b 

(0.6225 d\a4. ( 75 b2) 
C =  0.17  add-

log - e 
b 

where the symbols are as indicated in Fig. 
263, and all dimensions are in inches. The left-
hand term for capacity applies to the concen-
tric cylinders, B and C, while the second term 
gives the capacity between the bottom plates. 

"Butterfly" circuits — The tank circuits 
described in the preceding section are pri-
marily fixed-frequency devices. The " butter-
fly" circuits shown in Fig. 264 are capable of 
being tuned over an exceptionally wide range, 

13 

(D) 

(B) (c) 

(E) 
Fig. 261— "Butted]) tank circuits for v.h.f., showing 
front and cross-section views and the equivalent circuit. 

while still having high Q and reasonable physi-
cal dimensions. The circuit at A is derived from 
a conventional balanced-type variable condens-
er. The inductance is in the wide circular band 
connecting the stator plates. At its minimum 
setting the rotor plate fills the opening of the 
loop, reducing the inductance to a minimum. 
Connections are made to points 1 and 2. 
This basic structure eliminates all connecting 
leads and avoids all sliding or wiping electrical 
contacts to a rotating member. A disadvantage 
is that the electrical midpoint shifts from point 
3 to point 3' as the rotor is turned. Constant 
magnetic coupling may be obtained by a 
coupling loop located at point 4, however. 

In the modification shown at D, two sectoral 
stators are spaced 180 degrees, thereby achiev-
ing the electrical symmetry required to permit 
tapping for balanced operation. Connections 
to the circuit should be made at points 1 and 2 
and it may be tapped at points 3 and 3'. which 
are t he electrical midpoints. Where magnetic 
coupling is employed, points 4 and 4' are suit-
able locations for coupling links. 
The capacity of any butterfly circuit may be 

computed by the standard formula for parallel-
plate condensers given in Chapter 20. The 
maximum inductance can be obtained approxi-
mately by finding the inductance of a full ring 
of the same diameter and multiplying the re-
sult by a factor of 0.17. The ratio of minimum 
to maximum inductance varies between 1.5 
and 4 with usual construction. 
Any number of butterfly sections may be 

connected in parallel. In practice, units of four 
to eight plates prove most satisfactory. The 
ring and stator may either be made in one piece 
or with separate sectoral stator plates and 
spacing rings assembled with machine screws. 
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11 2-12-D Piezoelectric Crystals 

Piezoelectricity — Properly ground plates 
or bars of quartz and certain other crystalline 
materials, such as Rochelle salts, show a me-
chanical strain when subjected to an electric 
charge and, conversely, a difference in po-
tential between two faces when subjected to 
mechanical stress. The relationship between 
mechanical force and electrical stress under 
such conditions is known as the piezoelectric 
effect. The charges appearing on the crystal as 
a result of mechanical force applied to the crys-
tal, or of mechanical vibration of the crystal 
itself, are termed piezoelectricity. 

Piezoelectric crystals may be employed as 
devices either for changing mechanical energy 
to electrical energy or for changing electrical 
energy to mechanical energy. In the former 
category are such devices as crystal micro-
phones and phonograph pickups; in the latter, 
crystal headphones, crystal loud-speakers and 
crystal recording heads. 
A properly cut crystal is a mechanical vibra-

tor electrically equivalent to a series-resonant 
circuit of very high Q, and so can be also used 
for many of the purposes for which ordinary 
resonant circuits are used. The resonant fre-
quency depends upon shape, thickness, length 
and cut. 

Natural quartz crystals are usually in the 
form of a hexagonal prism terminated at one 
or both ends by a six-sided pyramid. Joining 
the vertices of these pyramidal ends, and per-
pendicular to the plane of the hexagonal cross 
section, is the optical or Z axis. The three elec-
trical or X axes lie in a plane perpendicular to 
the optical axis and passing through opposite 
corners of the hexagon. The three mechanical 
or Y axes lie in the same plane but perpen-
dicularly to the sides of the hexagon. 

Active plates cut from a raw crystal at 
various angles to its optical, electrical and 
mechanical axes have differing characteristics 
as to thickness, frequency-temperature coeffi-
cient, power-handling capabilities, etc. The 
basic cuts are designated X and Y after their 
respective axes, but a variety of specialized 
cuts, such as the AT, are in more common use. 
Frequency-thickness ratio— At frequen-

cies above about 500 kc. the thickness of the 
crystal is the principal frequency-determining 
factor, the other dimensions being of relatively 
minor importance. Thickness and frequency 
are related by a constant, K, such that 

f= 

where j is the frequency in megacycles and t 
the thickness of the crystal in mils. For the 
X-cut, K = 112.6; Y-cut, K = 77.0; AT-cut, 
K = 66.2, BT-cut, K = 97.3. 
At frequencies above about 10 Mc. the 

crystal becomes very thin and correspondingly 
fragile, so that crystals seldom are manu-
factured for fundamental operation above this 

frequency. Direct crystal control on 14 and 28 
Mc. is secured by use of " harmonic." crystals, 
which are ground to be active oscillators when 
excited at a harmonic ( usually the third). 
Temperature coefficient of frequency — 

The resonant frequency of a crystal varies with 
temperature, the variation depending upon the 
type of cut. The frequency change is usually 
expressed as a coefficient relating the number 
of cycles of frequency change per megacycle 
per °C. It may be either positive (increasing 
frequency with increasing temperature) or 
negative ( decreasing frequency with increasing 
temperature). X-eut crystals have a negative 
coefficient of 15 to 25 cycles/Mc./°C. The co-
efficient of Y-cut crystals may vary from — 20 
cycles/Mc./°C. to + 100 cycles/Me./°C. 

Variations in frequency caused by tempera-
ture changes can be minimized by proper 
cutting of the plate. By orienting the plate 
through various angles in relation to its optical, 
electrical and mechanical axes, a compensatory 
relationship can be derived between the dimen-
sions of the plate, its density, and its elastic 
constants — the components responsible for 
the temperature coeflicient. 
The AT cut is the type perhaps most exten-

sively used for transmitter frequency control. 
This plate can be ground to almost any fre-
quency between 300 and 5000 kc. Its comple-
ment. t he WI' cut, is used for frequencies within 
the range 4500 to 10,000 ke. 

For frequencies below 500 kc., CT and DT 
shear-type cuts have been developed which 
depend not upon thickness hut on length and 
width for determining frequency. Plates of 
the CT and DT type vibrating at a harmonic 
mode are designated ET or FT cuts. 
The low-drift types described above show a 

zero temperature coefficient through only a 
few degrees of change. Another type of cut, 
the GT, will drift less than 1 cycle/Mc./°C. 
over a temperature change of 100° C. In this 
plate a face shear vibration is changed into 
two longitudinal vibrations coupled together. 
At a certain ratio of length to width one mode 

(B) 

—  

(C) 

Fig. 265 — Modes of vibration for various crystal cuts. 
A — Fundamental (above) and harmonic (below) of the 
AT and la cuts. It — The CT eut. — and DT 
cuts (above) amid ET and FT rilt ,‘ (helms ). I) — \ Tent. 
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Fig. 266 — Frequency change in parts per million vs. 
variation in temperature in °C. for various crystal cuts. 

has a zero temperature coefficient, making it 
especially useful as a frequency standard. The 
MT cut, which also vibrai es longitudinally, 
can be used from 50 to 100 kc. The NT crystal 
is a flexurally vibrating eut having a low tem-
perature coefficient in the range from 4 to 50 
kc. MT and NT cuts are useful for phase-
modulated f.m. transmitters. 

4:( 2-13 Miscellaneous Circuit Details 

Combined a.e. and d.e. — There are many 
practical instances of siniult;tneous flow of 
alternating and direct currents in a circuit. 
When this occurs there is a pulsating current, 
and it is said that an alternating current is 
superimposed on a direct current. As shown in 
Fig. 267, the maximum value is equal to the 
d.c. value plus the a.c. maximum, while the 
minimum value (on the negative a.c. peak) is 
the difference between the d.c. and the maxi-
mum a.c. values. The average value (§ 2-7) of 
the current is simply equal to the direct-cur-
rent component alone. The effective value 
(§ 2-7) of the combination is equal to the 
square root of the sum of the effective a.c. 
squared and the d.c. squared: 

/ = /*2 

where Is., is the effective value of the a.c. 
component, I is the effective value of the com-
bination, and /ac. is the average (d.c.) value of 
the combination. 
Beats— If two or more alternating currents 

of different frequencies are present in a normal 
circuit they will have no particular effect upon 
one another and can be separated again by the 
proper selective circuits. However, if two (or 
more) alternating currents of different frequen-
cies are present in an element having unilateral 
or one-way current flow properties, not only 
will the two original frequencies be present in 
the output but also currents having frequencies 
equal to the sum, and difference, of the original 
frequencies. These sum and difference frequen-
cies are called the bent frequencies. For ex-
ample. if frequencies of 2000 and 3000 ke. are 
present in a normal circuit only t hose two fre-
quencies exist, but if they are passed through a 

unilateral element there will be present in the 
output not only the two original frequencies of 
2000 and 3000 kc. but also currents of 1000 
(3000 — 2000) and 5000 (3000 + 2000) kc. 
Suitable circuits can be used to select the 
desired beat frequency. The human ear has 
unilateral characteristics and is, therefore, 
calm I ) 1e of hearing audible beat frequencies. 
Electronic devices of this nature are called 
mixers, converters, and detectors. 
By-passing— In combined circuits, it is fre-

quently necessary to provide a low-impedance 
path for a.c. around, for instance, a source of 
d.c. voltage. This can be done by using a by-
pass condenser, which will not pass direct cur-
rent but will readily permit the flow of alter-
nating current. The capacity of the condenser 
should be of such value that its reactance is 
low (of the order of 1/10th or less) compared 
to the a.c. impedance of the device being by-
passed. The lower the reactance, the more effec-
tively will the alternating current be confined 
to tlie desired path. 

Similarly, alternating current can be pre-
vented from flowing through a direct-current 
circuit to which it may be connected by in-
serting an inductance of high reactance (called 
a choke coil) between the two circuits. This will 
permit the direct current to flow without hin-
drance, since the resistance of the choke coil 
may be made quite low, but will effectively 
prevent the alternating current from flowing 
where it is not wanted. 

If both r.f and low-frequency (audio or 
power) currents are present in a circuit, they 
may be confined to desired paths by similar 
means, since an inductance of high reactance 
for radio frequencies will have negligible re-
actance at low frequencies, while a condenser 
of low reactance at radio frequencies will have 
high reactance at low frequencies. 
Grounds— The term " ground" is fre-

quently encountered in discussions of circuits. 
Normally it means the voltage reference point 

Fig. 267— Pulsat-
ing current, com-
posed of an alternat-
ing current or "R-
age stiperim po(1 on 
a steady- direct cur-
rent or voltage. 
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in the circuit. There may or may not be an ac-
tual connection to earth, but it is understood 
that a point in the circuit said to be at ground 
potential could be connected to earth without 
disturbing the operation of the circuit in any 
way. In direct-current circuits, the negative 
side generally is grounded. The ground symbol 
in circuit diagrams is used for convenience in 
indicating common connections between vari-
ous parts of the circuit, as through a metal 
chassis, and. with respect to actual ground, 
usually has the meaning indicated above. 
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Rectification — Practically all of the vac-
uum tubes used in radio work depend upon 
thermionic conduction (§ 2-4) for their opera-
tion. The simplest type of vacuum tube is that 
shown in Fig. 301. It has two elements, a cath-
ode and a plate, and is called a diode. When 
heated by the " A" battery the cathode emits 
electrons, which are attracted to the plate if the 
plate is at a positive potential with respect to 
the cathode. 

Because of the nature of thermionic con-
duction, the tube is a conductor in one direc-
tion only. If a source of alternating voltage is 
connected between the cathode and plate, then 
electrons will flow only on the positive half-
cycles of alternating voltage: there will be no 
electron flow during the half cycle when the 
plate is negative with respect to the cathode. 
Thus the tube can be used as a rectifier, to 
change alternating current to pulsating direct 
current. This alternating current can be any-
thing from the 60-cycle kind to the highest 
radio frequencies. 

Rectification finds its chief applications in 
detecting radio signals and in power supplies. 
These are treated in Chapters Seven and 
Eight, respectively. 

Characteristic corres— The performance 
of the tube can be reduced to easily understood 
terms by making use of tube characteristic 
curves. A typical characteristic curve for a 
diode is shown at the right, in Fig. 301. It 
shows the current flowing between plate and 
cathode with different d.c. voltages applied 
between the elements. The curve of Fig. 301 
shows that, with fixed cathode temperature, 
the plate current increases as the voltage be-
tween cathode and plate is raised. For an ac-
tual tube the values of plate current and plate 
voltage would be plotted along their respective 
axes. 
The power consumed in the tube is the prod-

uct of the plate voltage multiplied by the plate 
current, just as in any d.c. circuit. In a vacuum 
tube this power is dissip ited in heat developed 
in the plate and radiate Ito the bulb. 
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Fig. 301— The diode or two-element tube and a typical 
characteristic curve showing plate current vs. voltage. 

Space charge— With the cathode tem-
perature fixed the total number of electrons 
emitted is always the same, regardless of the 
plate voltage. Fig. 301 shows, however, that 
less plate current will flow at low plate voltages 
than when the plate voltage is large. With low 
plate voltage, only those electrons nearest the 
plate are attracted to the plate. The electrons 
in the space near the cathode, being themselves 
negatively charged, tend to repel the similarly 
charged electrons leaving the cathode surface 
and cause them to fall back on the cathode. 
This is called the space-charge effect. As the 
plate voltage is raised more and more electrons 
are attracted to the plate, until finally the space 
charge effect is completely overcome. When 
this occurs all the electrons emitted by the 
cathode are attracted to the plate, and a fur-
ther increase in plate voltage can cause no 
further increase in plate current. This condi-
tion is called saturation. 

4:1, 3-2 Triodes 

Grid control— If a third element, called the 
control grid, or simply the grid, is inserted be-
tween the cathode and plate of the diode, the 
space-charge effect can be controlled. The tube 
then becomes a triode (three-element tube) and 
is useful for more things than rectification. The 
grid is usually in the form of an open spiral or 
mesh of fine \vire. If the grid is connected ex-
ternally to the cathode so that it is at the same 
potential as the cathode, and a steady voltage 
from a d.c. supply is then applied between the 
cathode and plate (the positive of the " B" sup-
ply is always connected to the plate), there 
will be a constant flow of electrons from cath-
ode to plate through the openings of the grid, 
much as in the diode. However, if the grid is 
given a positive potential with respect to the 
cathode, the space charge will be partially 
neutralized and there will be an increase in 
plate current. If the grid is made negative with 
respect to the cathode, the space charge will 
be reinforced and the current will decrease. 

This effect of grid voltage can be shown by 
curves in which plate current is plotted against 
grid voltage. At any given value of grid volt-
age the plate current will still depend upon the 
plate voltage, so if complete information about 
the tube is to he secured it is necessary to plot 
a series of curves taken with various values 
of plate voltage. Such a set of grid voltage vs. 
plate current curves, typical of a small receiv-
ing triode, is shown in Fig. 303. 

So long as the grid has a negative potential 
with respect to the cathode, electrons emitted 

60 
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Fig. 302 — Illustrat-
ing the construction of 
an elementary triotle 
vacuum tube, slim% in g 
the filament, grid (with 
an end view of the grid 
wires) and plate. The 
relative density of the 
space charge is indi-
cated roughly by the 
dot density. Battery 
symbols follow those 
of the usual schematic 
diagrams, u bile the 
schematic tube symbol 
is shown at the right. 

SYMBOL 

by the cathode are repelled (§ 2-3) from the 
grid, with the result that no current flows to the 
grid. Hence, under these conditions, the grid 
consumes no power. However, when the grid 
becomes positive with respect to the cathode, 
electrons are attracted to it, and a current flows 
to the grid; when this grid current flows, power 
is dissipated in the grid circuit. 

In addition to the set of curves showing the 
relationship between grid voltage and plate 
current at various fixed values of plate voltage, 
two other sets of curves may be plotted to 
show the characteristics of a triode. These are 
the plate voltage vs. plate current characteris-
tic, which shows the relationship between plate 
voltage and plate current for various fixed 
values of grid voltage, and the constant-cur-
rent characteristic, which shows the relation-
ship between plate voltage and grid voltage for 
various fixed values of plate current. 
Amplification— The grid evidently acts as 

a valve to control the flow of plate current, and 
it is found that it has a much greater effect on 
plate current flow than does the plate voltage; 
that is. a small change in grid voltage is just 
as effective in bringing about a given change in 
• plate current as is a large change in plate 
voltage. 
The fact that a small voltage acting on the 

grid is equivalent to a large voltage acting on 
the plate indicates the possibility of amplifica-
tion with the triode tube; that is, the genera-
tion of a large voltage by a small one, or the 
generation of a relatively large amount of 
power from a small amount. The many uses of 
the electronic tube nearly all are based upon 
this amplifying feature. The amplified power or 
voltage output from the tube is obtained, not 
from the tube itself, but from the source of 
e.m.f. connected between its plate and cathode. 
The tube simply controls the power from this 
source, changing it to the desired form. 
To utilize the controlled power, a device for 

consuming it, or for transferring it to another 
circuit, must be connected in the plate circuit, 
since no particularly useful purpose would be 
served in having the current merely flow 
through the tube and the source of e.m.f. Such 
a device is called the load, and may be either a 
resistance or an impedance. The term " imped-
ance" is frequently used even though the load 
may be purely resistive. 

Amplification factor — The relative effect 
of the grid and plate voltages on the plate cur-
rent is measured by the amplification factor of 
the tube, usually represented by the Greek 
letter p. Amplification factor is defined as the 
ratio of the change in plate voltage required 
to produce a given change in plate current to 
the change in grid voltage required to produce 
the same plate-current change. Strictly speak-
ing, very small changes in both grid and plate 
voltage must be used in determining the am-
plification factor, because the curves showing 
the relationship between plate voltage and 
plate current, and between grid voltage and 
plate current, are not perfectly straight, espe-
cially if the plate current is nearly zero. This 
indicates that the amplification fact or varies 
at different points along the curves, and dif-
ferent values will be obtained as larger or 
smaller voltage differences are taken for the 
purpose of calculating it. The expression for 
amplification factor can be written: 

à E„ 
P = E, 

where à Er indicates a very small change in 
plate voltage and ,1 E, is the change in grid 
voltage producing the sanie plate current 
change. The symbol (the Greek letter delta) 
indicates a small increment, or snuill change. . 
The amplification factor is simply a ratio, 

and has no unit. 
Plate resistance — Since only a limited 

amount of plate current flows when a given 
voltage is applied between plate and cathode, 
it is evident that the plate-eathode circuit of 
the tube has resistance. However, there is no 
simple relationship between plate voltage and 
plate current, so that in general the plate cir-
cuit of the tube does not follow Ohm's Law. 
Under a given set of conditions the application 
of a given plate voltage will cause a certain 
plate current to flow, and if the plate voltage 
is divided by the plate current a " resistance" 
value will be obtained which frequently is 
called the " d.c. resistance" of the tube. This 
"d.c. resistance" will be different for every 
value of plate voltage and also for different 
values of grid voltage, since the plate current 
also depends upon the grid voltage when the 
plate voltage is fixed. 

In applications of the vacuum tube, it is more 

Fig. 303 — Grid voltage vs. plate current run es at vari-
ous fixed values of plate voltage (Es) for a t‘ ideal small 
triode. Characteristic curves of this type can be taken 
by varying the battery voltages in thecircuit at the right. 
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important to know how the plate current 
changes with a change in plate voltage than it 
is to know the relationship between the actual 
values of plate current and plate voltage. The 
relationship between plate-current change and 
plate-voltage change determines the a.c. plate 
resistance of the tube. This resistance, which us-
ually is designated r,,, is significant when there 
is an a.c. component in the plate current. It can 
be found from the plate voltage vs. plate cur-
rent characteristic curves. That is, 

E„ 

r" = 

where E.', is a small change in plate voltage 
and a 1„ the corresponding small change in 
plate current, the grid voltage being fixed. 

Plate resistance is expressed in ohms, since 
it is the ratio of voltage to current. The value 
of plate resistance will, in general, change with 
the particular voltages applied to the plate and 
grid. It depends as well upon the structure of 
the tube; low-it tubes have relatively low plate 
resistance and high-a tubes have high plate 
resistance. 
Transconductance — The effect of grid 

voltage upon plate current is expressed by the 
grid-plate transconductancc of the tube. Trans-
conductance is a general term giving the rela-
tionship between the voltage applied to one 
electrode and the current which flows, as a 
result, in a second electrode. As in the previous 
two eases, it is defined as the change in current 
through the second electrode caused by a 
change in voltage on the first. Thus the grid-
plate transconductance, commonly called the 
mutual conductance, is 

A /p 

E, 

where g„, is the mutual conductance, /,, the 
change in plate current, and a E, the change in 
grid voltage, the plate voltage being fixed. As 
before, the sign .à indicates that the changes 
must be small. Transconductance is measured 
in mhos, since it is the ratio of current to volt-
age. The unit usually employed in connection 
with vacuum tubes is the nricromho (one mil-
lionth of a mho), because the conductances are 
small. By combining with the two preceding 
formulas, it can be shown that g „, = 
The mutual conductance of a tube is a rough 

indication of its merit as an amplifier, since it 

100 200 300 
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Fig. 304— Plate voltage vs. plate current curves at 
various fixed values of negative grid voltage for the same 
triode as that used to obtain the curves in Fig. 303. 

includes the effects of both amplification factor 
and plate resistance. Its value varies with the 
voltages applied to the plate and grid. With 
the plate voltage fixed, the mutual conductance 
decreases when the grid is made increasingly 
negative with respect to the cathode. This 
characteristic frequently can be used to ad-
vantage in the control of amplification, since 
the amount of amplification can be varied over 
wide limits simply by adjusting the value of a 
steady voltage applied to the grid. 

Static and dynamic curves— Curves of the 
type shown in Figs. 301 and 303 are called 
static curves. They show the current which 
flows when various voltages are applied di-
rectly to the tube electrodes. Another useful 
set of static curves is the " plate family," or 
plate voltage vs. plate current characteristic. A 
typical set of curves of this type is shown in 
Fig. :304. 
A curve showing the relationship between • 

grid voltage and plate current when a load 
resistance is connected in the plate circuit is 
called a dynamic characteristic curve. Such 
a curve includes the effect of the load resist-
ance, and hence is more indicative of the per-
formance of the tube as an amplifier. With 
a fixed value of plate-supply voltage the actual 
value of voltage between the plate and cathode 
of the tube will depend upon the amount of 
plate current flowing, since the plate current 
also flows through the load resistance and 
therefore results in a voltage drop which must 
be subtracted from the plate-supply voltage. 
The dynamic curve includes the effect of this 
voltage drop. Consequently, the plate cur-
rent always is lower. for a given value of grid 
bias and plate-supply voltage, with the load 
resistance in the circuit than it is without it. 

Representative dynamic characteristics are 
shown in Fig. 305. These were taken with the 
same type of tube whose static curves are 
shown in Fig. 303. Different curves would be 
obtained with different values of plate-supply 
voltage, Eh; this set is for a plate-supply 
voltage of 300 volts. Note that increasing the 
value of the load resistance reduces the plate 
current at a given bias voltage, anti also that 
the curves are straighter with the higher values 
of load resistance. Zero plate current always 
occurs at the same value of negative grid bias, 
since at zero plate current there is no voltage 
drop in the load resistance and the full supply 
voltage is applied to the plate. 

Fig. 306 shows how the plate current re-
sponds to an alternating voltage (signal) ap-
plied to the grid. If the plate current is to have 
the same waveshape as that of the signal, it is 
necessary to confine the operation to the 
straight section of the curve. To do this, it is 
necessary to select an operating point near the 
middle of the straight portion; this operating 
point is determined by the fixed voltage (bias) 
applied to the grid. The alternating signal 
voltage then adds to or subtracts from the grid 
bias, depending upon whether the instantane-
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ous signal voltage is negative or positive with 
respect to the cathode, and causes a corre-
sponding variation in plate current. The maxi-
mum departure of instantaneous grid voltage 
• or plate current from the operating point is 
called the swing. The varying plate current 
flows through the load resistance, causing a 
varying voltage drop which constitutes the 
useful output voltage of the tube. 
The point at which the plate current is re-

duced to zero is called the cut-off point. The 
value of negative grid voltage at which cut-off 
occurs depends upon the amplification factor 
of the tube and the plate voltage. It is approxi-
mately equal to the plate-supply voltage di-
vided by the amplification factor. 
Interelectrode capacities— Any pair of 

elements in a tube forms a miniature condenser 
(§ 2-3), and, although the capacities of these 
condensers may be only a few micromicro-
farads or less, they must frequently be taken 
into account in vacuum-tube circuits. The ca-
pacity from grid to plate (grid- plate capacity) 
has an important effect in many applications. 
In triodes, the other capacities are the grid-
cathode and pluie-cathode. In multi-element 
tubes (§ 3-6), similar capacities exist between 
these and other electrodes. With screen-grid 
tubes, the terms " input" and " output" ca-
pacity mean, respectively, the capacity meas-
ured from grid to all other elements connected 
together and from plate to all other elements 
connected together. The same terms are used 
with triodes but are not so easily defined, since 
the effective capacities existing depend upon 
the operating conditions (§ 3-3). 
Tube ratings— Specifications of suitable 

operating voltages and currents are called tube 
ratings. Ratings include proper values for fila-
ment or heater voltage and current, plate volt-
age and current, and similar operating specifi-
cations for other elements. An important rating 
in power tumbes is the maximum safe plate dissi-
pation, or the maximum power that can be dis-
sipated continuously in heat on the plate( 3-1). 

II 3-3 Amplification 

Principles— The operation of a simple am-
plifier, which was described briefly in the pre-
ceding section, is shown in more detail in Fig. 
307. The load in the plate circuit is the resistor, 
R. For the sake of example, it is assumed that 
the plate-supply voltage is 300 volts, the nega-
tive grid bias is 5 volts, and the plate current 
at this bias when R„ is 50,000 ohms is 2 milli-
amperes (0.002 ampere). If no signal is applied 
to the grid circuit, the voltage drop in the load 
resistor is 50,000 X 0.002, or 100 volts, leaving 
200 volts between the plate and cathode. 

If a sine-wave signal having a peak value of 
2 volts is applied in series with the bias voltage 
in the grid circuit, the instantaneous voltage 
at the grid will swing to —3 volts at the in-
stant the signal reaches its positive peak and 
to —7 volts at the instant the signal reaches 
its negative peak. The maximum plate current 

will occur at the instant the grid voltage is 
—3 volts and, as shown by the graphs, will have 
a value of 2.65 milliamperes. The minimum 
plate current occurs at the instant the grid 
voltage is — 7 volts, and has a value of 1.35 

-4=300 V 
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Fig. 305— Dynamic characteristic of a small triode 
with various load resistances from 5,000 to 100,000 ohms. 

ma. At intermediate values of grid voltage, in-
termediate plate-current values will occur. The 
instantaneous voltage between the plate and 
cathode of the tube also is shown on the graph. 
When the plate current is maximum the in-
stantaneous voltage drop in R,, is 50,000 X 
0.00265 or 132.5 volts, and when the plate 
current is minimum the instantaneous voltage 
drop in R,, is 50,000 X 0.00135 or 67.5 volts. 
The actual voltage between plate and cathode 
is therefore the difference between the plate-
supply voltage, 300 volts, and these voltage 
drops in the load resistance, or 167.5 and 232.5 
volts, respectively. 
The varying plate voltage is an a.c. voltage 

superimposed (§ 2-13) on the steady plate-
cathode voltage of 200 volts, which was pre-
viously determined for no-signal conditions. 
The peak value of this a.c. output voltage is 
the difference between either the maximum or 
minimum plate-cathode voltage and the no-
signal value of 200 volts. In the illustration 
this difference is 232.5 — 200 or 200 — 167.5, 
or 32.5 volts. Since the grid signal voltage has 
a peak value of 2 volts, the voltage amplifica-
tion ratio of the amplifier is 32.5/2 or 16.25. 
That is, approximately 16 times as much volt-
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Fig. 306 — Behavior of the plate current of a vacuum 
tube in response to an alternating signal voltage 
superimposed on a steady negative grid voltage or bias. 
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the possible amplification. This in turn not only 
requires the use of high values of plate-supply 
voltage, but has some further disadvantages to 
be described later. 

Amplifiers in which the voltage output, rather 
than the power output, is the primary con-
sideration are called voltage amplifiers. 
Power in grid circuit — In the operation 

depicted in Fig. 306, the grid is always negative 
with respect to the cathode. If the peak signal 
voltage is larger than the bias voltage, the grid 
will be positive with respect to the cathode 
during part of the signal cycle. Grid current will 
flow during this time, and the signal source 
will be called upon to furnish power during the 
period while grid current is flowing. In many 
cases the signal source is not capable of furnish-
ing appreciable power, so that care must be 
taken to avoid " driving the grid positive." 
When dealing with small signals the source 

of signal voltage frequently lias high internal 
resistance, so that a considerable voltage drop 
occurs in the source itself whenever it is called 
upon to furnish grid current. Since this voltage 
drop occurs only during part of the cycle, the 
voltage applied to the grid undergoes a change 
in waveshape because of the current flow. This 
is shown in Fig. 309, where a sine-wave signal 
is generated but, because of the internal resist-
ance of the source, is distorted at the grid of the 
tube during the time when grid current flows. 

If the internal resistance of the signal source 
is low, so that the internal voltage drop is 
negligible when current flows, this distortion 
does not occur. With such a source, it is pos-
sible to operate over a greater portion of the 
amplifier characteristic. 
Harmonic distortion— If the operation of 

the tube is not confined to a straight or linear 
portion of the dynamic characteristic, the 
waveshape of the output voltage will not be 
exactly the same as that of the signal voltage. 
This is shown in Fig. 310, where the operating 
point is selected so that the signal voltage 
swings into the curved part of the character-
istic. While the upper half-cycle of plate cur-
rent reproduces the sine-wave shape of the 
positive half-cycle of signal voltage, the lower 
half-cycle of plate current is considerably dis-
torted and bears little resemblance to the upper 
half-cycle of plate current. 
As explained in § 2-7, a non-sinusoidal wave-

shape can be resolved into a number of sine-
wave components or harmonics which are 
integral multiples of the lowest frequency 
present. Consequently, this type of distortion 
is known as harmonic di ' ilion. Distortion re-

• 
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Fig. 307 — Amplifier operatigin. When the plate current 
varies in rest se to the signal applied to the grid, a 
varying voltage drop appears across the load, R5, as 
shown by the dashed curve, I, is the plate current. 

age will be obtained from the plate circuit as 
is applied to the grid circuit. 

It will be observe ,1 that only the alternating 
plate and grid voltages enter into the calcula-
tion of the a inpliiication ratio. The d.c. plate 
and grid voltages are of course essential to the 
operation of the tube, since they set the oper-
ating point, but otherwise their presence may 
be ignored. This being the case, it is possible to 
show that the tube can be replaced by an 
egaivalt at generator which has an internal re-
sistance equal to the a.c. plate resistance of the 
tube (§ 3-2) at the operating point chosen and 
which generates a voltage equal to the ampli-
fication factor of the tube multiplied by the 
signal vi-iltage applied to the grid. The equiva-
lent generator, together with the load resist-

is shown in Fig. 308. This simplifica-
tion enables rein iv ealculation of the amplifica-
tion. If the generated voltage is 1.4E5. then the 
saine current flows through r,, and R,„ and 
lieu e'. the vuult:ug' hop across R,,, which is the 
useiul output. voll age, IS 

E.° = nE, ° 
r„, 

since R„ and r,, together constitute a voltage 
divider (§ 2-ti). The voltage-amplification ratio 
is given by the output volt age divided by the 
input voltage, hence dividing the above ex-
pression by E, gives the following formula for 
the amplification of the tube: 

nR,  
Amplification — 

r, R„ 

This expression shows that, to obtain a large 
voltage-amplitication ratio, it is necessary to 
make the plate load resistance, R„, large com-
pared to the plate resistance, ri„ of the tube. 
The maximum possible amplification, obtained 
when R„ is infinitely larger than r,„ is equal to 
the p of the tube. A tube with a large value of iA 
will, in general, give more voltage amplification 
than one with a medium or low value. How-
ever, the advantage of the high p is less than 
might be expected, because a high-1.i tube 
usually also has a correspondingly high value 
of r„, so that a high value of load resistance 
must be used to realize an appreciable part of L - 

Fig. 308 — Equivalent 
circuit of the vacuum-
tithe amplifier. The 
tube is replaced by an 
equivalent generator 
having an internal re-
sistance equal to thc 
a.c. plate resistance 
of the vacuum tube. 
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suiting from grid-current flow, described in the 
preceding paragraph, also is harmonic distor-
tion. Harmonic distortion from either or both 
causes may arise in the same amplifier. 
Harmonic distortion may or may not be 

tolerable in an amplifier. At audio frequencies 
it is desirable to keep harmonic distortion 
to a minimum, but radio-frequency amplifiers 
are frequently operated in such a way that the 
r. f. wave is greatly distorted. 
Frequency distortion— Another type of 

distortion, known as frequency distortion, oc-
curs when the amplification varies with the 
frequency of the a.c. voltage applied to the 
grid circuit of the amplifier. It is not neces-
sarily accompanied by harmonic distortion. It 
can be shown by a frequency-response curve or 
graph in which the relative amplification is 
plotted against frequency over the frequency 
range of interest. 
Resistance-coupled amplifiers— An am-

plifier with a resistance load is known as a 
"resistance-coupled" amplifier. This type of 
amplifier is widely used for amplification at 
audio frequencies. A simplified circuit is shown 
in Fig. 311, where the amplifier is coupled to a 
following tube. Since all the power output of a 
resistance-coupled amplifier is consumed in the 
load resistor such amplifiers are used almost 
wholly for voltage amplification, usually work-
ing into still another amplifier. 
A single amplifier is called a stage of ampli-

fication, and a number of amplifier stages in 
succession are said to be in cascade. 
The purpose of the coupling condenser, a, 

is to transfer to the grid of the following tube 
the a.c. voltage developed across R„, and to 
prevent the d.c. plate voltage on tube A from 
being applied to the grid of tube B. The grid 
resistor, Rg, transfers the bias voltage to the grid 
of tube B and prevents short-circuiting the a.c. 
voltage through the bias battery. Since no grid 
current flows, there is no d.c. voltage drop in 
Rg; consequently the full bias voltage is ap-
plied to the grid. In order to obtain the maxi-

Fig. 309 — Distortion of an. 
plied signal because of grid. 
current flow. With the oper-
ating point at 3 volts nega-
tive bias, grid current will 
flow as shown by the curve 
whenever the applied signal 
voltage is more than 3 volts 
positive. If there is appre-
ciable internal resistance, as 
indicated in the second draw. 
ing, there will be a voltage 
drop in the resistance when-
ever current is flowing but 
not during the period when 
no current flows. The signal 
will reach the grid unchanged 
so long as the instantaneous 
voltage is less than 3 colts 
positive, but the voltage at 
the grid ssill be less than the 
instantaneous voltage when 
the latter is above this fig-
ure. The shape of the nega-
tive half-cycle is unaltered. 
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characteristic. The lower half-cycle of plate current doe-
not have the same shape as the grid voltage causing it. 

muni a.c. voltage at the grid of tube B the 
reactance of the coupling condenser must be 
small compared to the resistance of R„ so 
that most of the voltage will appear across Rg 
rather than across C. Also, the resistance of R, 
must be large compared to H,, because, so far 
as the a.c. voltage developed in R„ is con-
cerned, Rg. is in parallel with R, and therefore 
is just as much a part of R, as though it were 
connected directly in parallel with it. (The 
impedance of the plate-su)ply battery is as-
sumed to be negligible, so that there is no a.c. 
voltage drop between e lower end of R, and 
the common connection between the two 
tubes.) In practice the maximum usable value 
of R, is limited to from 0.5 to about 2 megohms, 
depending upon the charactereitics of the tube 
with which it is associated. If the value is macle 
too high, stray electrons collecting on the grid 
may not " leak off" back to the cathode rapidly 
enough to prevent the accumulation of a nega-
tive charge on the grid. This is equivalent to 
an increase in the negative grid bias, and hence 
to a shift in the operating point. 
The equivalent circuit of the amplifier now 

includes C., Rg, and a shunt capacity, C,, which 
represents the input capacity of tube B and 
the plate-cathode capacity of tube A, to-
gether with such stray capacity as exists in the 
circuit. The reactance of C. will depend upon 
the frequency of the voltage being amplified, 
and, since C. is in parallel with Hp and Rg, it also 
becomes part of the load impedance for the 
amplifier. At low frequencies — below 1000 
cycles or so — the reactance of C. usually is so 
high that it has practically no effect on the 
amplification, but, since the reactance de-
creases at higher frequencies, it is found that 
the amplification drops off rapidly when the 
reactance of C, becomes comparable to the 
resistance of R, and Il,. in parallel. To main-
tain the amplification at high frequencies, it 
is necessary that R, be relatively small if C, is 
large, or that C, be small if R, is large. 
Under the best conditions, in practice C, will 

be of the order of 15 add. or more, while it is 
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possible for it to reach values as high as a few 
hundred gad. The larger values are encoun-
tered when tube B is a high-g triode, as de-
scribed in a later paragraph. Even with a low 
value of shunt capacity, the shunt reactance 

Eqrak-nt 

Fig. 311—T> ideal resistance-coupled amplifier vireuits. 

will decrease to a comparatively low value at 
the upper limit of the audio-frequency range; 
a shunting capacity of 20 µdd., for example, 
represents a reactance of about 0.5 megolim 
at 15,000 cycles, and hence is of the same order 
as R,, for the type of tubes with which such a 
low value of capacity would be associated. In 
order to secure the same amplification at high 
as at low frequencies, therefore, it is necessary 
to sacrifice low-frequency amplification by re-
ducing the value of R,, to the point where the 
reactance of C. at the highest frequency of 
interest is considerably larger than R. 
At radio frequencies the reactance of C. be-

comes so low that the amount of amplification 
it is possible to realize is negligible compared 
to that which can be obtained in the audio-
frequency range. The resistance-coupled am-
plifier, therefore, is used principally for audio-
frequency work. 
Impedance-coupled amplifiers— If either 

the plate resistor or grid resistor (or both) in 
the amplifier described in the preceding para-
graph is replaceil hy an ingluctance, the ampli-
fier is said to he impedance-rou pled . The induct-
ance or impedance is commonly substituted for 
the plate load resisfie, so that the usual circuit 
for such an amplifier is as given in Fig. 312. 

Considering the operation of the tube from 
the standpoint of the equivalent circuit of 
Fig. 30S, it is evident that a voltage drop would 
exist across a reactance of suitable value sub-
stituted for the indicated load resistance, R, 
so long as the output of the generator is alter-
nating current. From the physical standpoint, 
itilY change in the current flowing through the 
inductance in Fig. 312 would cause a self-
induced e.m.f. having a value proportional to 
the rate of change of current and to the in-
ductance of the coil. Consequently. if an a.c. 
signal voltage is applied to the grid of the tube, 
the resultant variations in plate current cause 
a corresponding a.c. voltage to appear across 

the coil terminals. This induced voltage is the 
useful output voltage of the tube, 
The amplitude of the output voltage can be 

calculated, knowing the p and plate resistance 
of the tube and the impedance of the load, in 
much the same way as in the case of resistance 
coupling, except that the equation must be 
modified to take account of the fact that the 
phase relationship between current and voltage 
is not the same in an impedance as it is in a 
resistance. In practice, the plate load induct-
ance is shunted by the tube and stray capaci-
ties of the circuit as well as by its own distributed 
capacity. Since the greatest amplification will 
be secured when the load impedance is as high 
as possible, the coil usually is made to have 
sufficient inductance so that, in combination 
with these shunting capacities, the circuit as a 
whole will be parallel-resonant at some fre-
quency near the middle of the audio-frequency 
range. Under these conditions the load im-
pedance has its highest possible value, and is 
approximately resistive rather than reactive. 
The equation for amplification with resist-

ance coupling shows that, when R is several 
times the plate resistance, r„, a further increase 
in R,, results in comparatively little increase in 
amplification. The load circuit of an imped-
ance-coupled amplifier usually has an im-
pedance value quite high in comparison to the 
plate resistance of the tube with which it is 
used, so that the load impedance can vary over 
a considerable range without much effect on 
the amplification. This gives the impedance-
coupled amplifier an amplification vs. frequency 
characteristic which is fairly " flat" — that is, 
the amplification is practically constant with 
changes in frequency — over a considerable 
portion of the audio-frecpiency range. How-
ever, the performance of the impedance-coupled 
amplifier is not as good in this respect as that 
of a well-designed resistance-coupled amplifier. 

If the impedance of the load circuit is high 
compared to the plate resistance of the tube, 
which will be the case if the tube is a low-p 
triode at td normal induetanee values (a few 
hundred henrys) are used in 1 he plate circuit, 

Fig. 312 — I mpedanee-coupled amplifier. 

the amplification in the optimum frequency 
range will be practically equal to the of the 
tube. At 1>. over frequencies the impedance de-
creases beca Ilse of the decreasing reactance of 
the coil, while at higher frequencies the im-
pedance again decreases because of the de-
creasing reactance of the shunt capacities. 
Thus the amplificat ion drops off at both ends 
of the range, usually more rapidly than with 
resistance el m pi 111g. 
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The frequency-response characteristic of the 

impedance-coupled amplifier depends consid-
erably upon the plate resistance of the tube. 
If impedance coupling is used with tubes of 
very high plate resistance, the response will be 
markedly greater at the resonant frequency 
than at frequencies either higher or lower. 
Impedance coupling can be used at radio 

frequencies, since the inductance can be ad-
justed to resonate with the shunt capacities at 
practically any desired frequency. 
Transformer-coupled amplifiers — The 

coupling impedance in Fig. 312 may be re-
placed by a transformer, connected as shown in 
Fig. 313. A.c. voltage is developed across the 
primary of the transformer in the same way as 
in the case of impedance coupling. The second-
ary of the transformer serves as a means for 
transferring the voltage to the grid of the fol-
lowing tube, and if the secondary has more 
turns than the primary the voltage across the 
secondary terminals will, in general, be larger 
than the voltage across the primary terminals. 
As in the case of impedance coupling, the 

effective capacity shunting the primary of an 
audio-frequency transformer usually causes 
the primary circuit to be parallel- resonant at 
some frequency in the middle of the audio-
frequency range. At the medium audio fre-
quencies, therefore, the voltage aergiss the 
primary is practically equal to the applied grid 
voltage multiplied by the M of the tube. The 
voltage across the secondary will be the pri-
mary voltage multiplied by the secondary-t o-
primary turns ratio of the transformer, so that 
the total voltage amplification is et times the 
turns ratio. The amplification at low frequen-
cies depends upon the ratio of the primary 
reactance to the plate resistance of the tithe, 
as in the case of impedance-eoupled amplifiers. 

At some high frequency, usually in the range 
5000-10,000 cycles with ordinary transformers, 
the leakage inductance (§ 2-9) of the secondary 
becomes series resonant with the effective ca-
pacity shunting the secondary. At and near 
this resonant frequency the resonant rise in 
voltage may increase the amplification con-
siderably, giving rise to a " peak" in the 
frequency-response curvo of the amplifier. At 
frequencies above this resonance point amplifi-
cation decreases rapidly, because as the re-
actance of the shunting capacity decreases it 
tends to act more and more as a short circuit 
across the secondary of the transformer. The 
relative height of the high-frequency peak de-
pends principally upon the effective resistance 
of the secondary circuit. This effective resist-
ance includes the actual resistance of the 
secondary coil and the " reflected" (§ 2-9) plate 
resistance of the tube, this resistance being in 
parallel with the primary of the transformer. 
Consequently, the height of the peak is affected 
by the tube with which the transformer is used. 
The peak can be reduced by connecting a 0.25 
to 1 megohm resistor across the transformer 
secondary. While this helps to flat ten the fre-
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queney response curve, it also reduces the 
amplification at medium and low frequencies. 

Transformer coupling is most suitable for 
triodes of low or medium ei and having medium 
values of plate resistance. This is because the 
primary inductance required for good am-
plification at low frequencies is proportional to 
the plate resi,Aance of the tube with which the 
transformer is to be used, and in practice it is 
difficult to obtain high primary inductance, a 
large secondary-to-primary turns ratio (" step-
up ratio"), and low distributed capacity in the 
windings all at the same time. Increasing the 
primary inductance usually means that the 
turns ratio must be reduced, because the in-
crease in distributed capacity as the coils are 
made larger tends to bring the resonant peak 
down to a relatively low frequency unless the 
secondary inductance is decreased to compen-
sate for the increase in capacity. The step-up 
ratio seldom is more than 3 to 1 in transformers 
designed for good frequency response. 

Fig. 313 — ransformer-emmleil amplifier. 

Transformer coupling can be used at radio 
frequencies if the transformers are properly de-
signed for the purpose. In such transformers 
either the primary or secondary (or both) is 
made resonant at the frequency to be used, so 
that maximum amplification will be secured. 
Phase relations in plaie and grid circuits 

— When the exciting voltage on the grid has 
its maximum positive instantaneous value, the 
plate current also is maximum (§ 3-2), so that 
the voltage drop across the resistance con-
nected in the plate circuit of a resistance-
coupled amplifier likewise has its greatest 
value. The actual instantaneous voltage be-
tween plate and cathode is therefore minimum 
at the same instant, because it is equal to the 
d.c. supply voltage ( which is unvarying) minus 
the voltage drop across the load resistance. 
When the signal voltage is at its negative peak 
the plate current has its least value, with the 
result that the voltage drop in the load resist-
ance is less than at any other part of the cycle. 
At this instant, therefore, the voltage between 
plate and cathode is maximum. 
These variations in plate-cathode voltage 

constitute the a.c. output of the tube, superim-
posed on the mean or no-signal plate-cathode 
voltage. Since the alternating plate-cathode 
voltage is decreasing when the instantaneous 
grid voltage is increasing (becoming more 
positive with respect to the cathode), the out-
put voltage is less than the mean value, or 
negative, when the signal voltage is positive. 
Likewise, when the signal voltage is negative 
the output voltage is positive, or greater than 
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the mean value. In other words, the alternating 
plate voltage is ISO degrees out of phase with 
the alternating grid voltage. Thus there is 
a phase reversal through the amplifier. The 
relationships should become clear from the be-
havior of the signal voltage and E, in Fig. 307. 
The same phase relationship between signal 

and output voltages holds when the amplifier 
is impedance- or transformer-coupled, in the 
frequency region where the load acts like a 
parallel-resonant circuit. However, if the load 
is reactive the phase relationship is not exactly 
ISO degrees but depends upon the kind of 
reactance present and the relative amounts of 
reactance and resistance. (This is true also of 
the resistance-coupled amplifier at low fre-
quencies where the reactance of the coupling 
condenser affects the amplification, or at high 
frequencies where the reactance of the shunt-
ing capacities becomes important.) Since the 
reactance varies with the applied signal fre-
quency, the phase relationship between signal 
voltage and output voltage depends upon the 
frequency in such cases. 

Input capacity and resistance — When an 
alternating voltage is applied between the grid 
and cathode of an amplifier tube, an alternat-
ing current flows through the small condenser 
formed by these elements (§ 3-2) just as it 
would in any other condenser. Similarly, an 
alternating current also flows in the condenser 
formed by the grid and plate, since there is an 
alternating difference of potential between 
these elements. When the tube is amplifying, 
the alternating plate voltage and signal voltage 
are effectively applied in series across the grid-
plate condenser, as indicated in Fig. 314. As 
described in the preceding paragraph, in the 
resistance-coupled amplifier the two voltages 
are out of phase with respect to the cathode, 
but inspection of the circuit shows that they 
are in phase so far as the grid-plate condenser 
is concerned. Consequently, the voltage applied 
to the grid-plate capacity is the sum of the 
alternating grid and plate voltages, or E, Ep. 
Since Ep is equal to A X 1.79, where A is the 
voltage amplification of the tube and circuit, 
the a.c. voltage between the grid and plate is 
E, (1 + A). The current, I, flowing in the 
grid-plate capacity is E, (1 ± A) divided by 
the reactance of the grid-plate condenser, and 
thus is proportional to the grid-plate capacity. 
The signal voltage must help in causing this 

relatively large current to flow, and, since the 
reactance as viewed from the input circuit 

Ep 

big. 314 — The a c. vol age appearing between the 
grid and plate of the amp itier is the sum of the signal 
voltage and the output voltage, as shown by this sim-
plified circuit. Instantaneous polarities are indicated. 

is X, --= E9,I, the input reactance becomes 
smaller as the current becomes larger. That is, 
the effective input capacity of the amplifier is 
increased when the tube is amplifying. From 
the above, the increase in input capacity is 
approximately proportional to the voltage am-
plification of the circuit and to the grid-plate 
capacity of the tube. The total input capacity 
is the sum of the grid-cathode capacity and this 
additional effective capacity. The total input 
capacity of an amplifier may reach values 
ranging from 50 to a few hundred micromicro-
farads, if the voltage amplification is high and 
the grid-plate capacity relatively large. Both 
usually are true in a high-a triode. 
When the load is reactive the a.c. grid and 

plate voltages still act in series across the grid-
plate condenser, but since they are not exactly 
180 degrees out of phase with respect to the 
cathode they are not exactly in pitase with 
respect to the grid-plate capacity. The lack of 
exact pitase relationship indicates that resist-
ance as well as capacity is introduced into the 
input circuit. Analysis shows that, when the 
reactance of the load circuit is capacitive, the 
resistance component is positive — that is, it 
represents a loss of power in the input circuit 
— and that when the load circuit has inductive 
reactance the resistance component is negative. 
Negative resistance indicates that power is 
being supplied to the grid circuit from the plate. 
Feed-back — If some of the amplified en-

ergy in the plate circuit of an amplifier is 
coupled back into the grid circuit, the ampli-
fier is said to have feed-back. If the voltage fed 
from the plate circuit to the grid circuit is in 
such phase that, when it is added to the signal 
voltage alre,oly existing, the sum of the two 
voltages is larger than the original signal volt-
age, the feed-back is said to be positive. Posi-
tive feed-back usually is called regeneration. If 
regeneration exists in a circuit the total am-
plification is increased because the feed-back 
increases the amplitude of the signal à the 
grid and this larger signal is amplified in the 
same ratio, giving a greater output voltage 
than would exist if the signal voltage alone 
were present in the grid circuit. Many types of 
circuits can he used to secure positive feed-
back. A simple one is shown in Fig. 315. The 
feed-back coil, L, a third winding on the grid-
circuit transformer, is connected in series with 
the primary of the transformer in the plate 
circuit, so that some of the amplified voltage 
appears across its terminals. This induces a 
voltage in the secondary, S, of the grid-circuit 
transformer which, if the winding directions of 
the two coils are correct, will increase the value 
of signal voltage applied to the grid. 

Positive feed-back is accompanied by a 
tendency to give maximum amplification at 
only one frequency, since the feed-back voltage 
will tend to be highest at the frequency at 
which the original amplification is greatest. It 
therefore increases the selectivity of the ampli-
fier, and hence is used chiefly where high gain 
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and sharpness of resonance both are wanted. 

If the phase of the voltage fed back to the 
grid circuit is such that the sum of the feed-
back voltage and the original signal voltage is 
less than the latter alone, the feed-back is said 
to be negatirc. Negative feed-back frequently 
is called degtai ration. In this case the total 
amplification is decreased, since the grid signal 
has been made smaller, and hence the amplified 
output voltage is smaller for a given original 
signal than it would be without feed-back. 
The amount of voltage fed back will depend 

upon the actual amplification of the tube and 
circuit, and if the amplification ratio tends to 
change, as it may at the extreme high or low 
frequencies in the audio-frequency range, the 
feed-back voltage will be reduced when the 
amplification decreases. For example, suppose 
that an amplifier has a voltage gain of 20 and 
that it is delivering an output voltage of 50 
volts. Without feed-back, the grid signal volt-
age required to produce 50 volts output is 
50/20 or 2.5 volts. But suppose that 10 per 
cent of the output voltage (5 volts) is fed back 
to the grid circuit in opposite phase to the 
applied grid voltage. Then, since it is still nec-
essary to have a 2.5-volt signal to produce 
50 volts output, the applied voltage must be 
2.5 + 5 or 7.5 volts. Now suppose that at 
some other frequency the voltage gain drops 
to 10. Then for the saine 50-volt output a 5-
volt signal is required, but since the feed-back 
voltage is still 5 volts the total required signal 
is now 10 volts. With feed-back the gain in the 
first case was 50/7.5 volts or 6.66 and in the 
second case 50/10 or 5, the gain in the second 
case being 75 per cent as high as in the first. 
Without feed-back the gain in the second case 
was 50 per cent as high as in the first. The 
effect of feed-back therefore is to make the 
resultant gain more uniform, despite the tend-
ency of the amplifier itself to discriminate 
against certain frequencies. 

Negative feed-back also tends to decrease 
harmonic distortion arising in the plate circuit 
of the amplifier. This distortion is present in the 
amplified output voltage, but not in the origi-
nal signal voltage applied to the grid. The 
voltage fed back to the grid circuit contains the 
distortion but in opposite phase to the distor-
tion components in the plate circuit, hence the 
two tend to cancel each other. For similar 
reasons, the over-all amplification is less de-
pendent upon the value of load impedance used 
in the plate circuit; in fact, if a large amount of 
negative feed-back is used in an amplifier it is 
even possible to substitute tubes of rather 
widely different characteristics without much 
effect on the over-all performance. 
Both positive and negative feed-back may be 

applied over several stages of an amplifier, 
rather than being applied directly from the 
plate circuit to the grid circuit of a single stage. 
Power amplification — In the types of am-

plifiers previously described, the chid consid-
nration was that of securing as much voltage 
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gain as possible within the permissible limits 
of harmonic distortion and frequency response 
characteristic. Such amplifiers are principally 
used to furnish an amplified signal voltage, 

• which in turn can be supplied to a succeeding 
amplifier. If the succeeding amplifier is oper-
ated in such a way that its grid is never driven 
positive with respect to its cathode, grid cur-
rent does not flow. and hence the power re-
quirements are negligibly small. However, if an 
amplifier is used to actuate some power-con-
suming device, such as a loudspeaker or a 
succeeding amplifier in which it is permissible 
to drive the grid into the positive region, the 
primary consideration is that of obtaining the 
maximum power output consistent with the 
permissible distortion. In such a case the volt 
age at which the power is secured is of little 
consequence, since a transformer may be used 
to change the voltage to. any desired value, 
within reasonable limits. Hence, the voltage 
gain of a power amplifier is of little importance. 

In power-amplifier operation the grid may or 
may not be driven into the positive region, de-
pending upon the particular application. The 
present discussion will be confined to the triode 
amplifier operating without grid current; other 
types are considered in § 3-4. The principles 
upon which such a power amplifier operates are 
practically identical with those already de-
scribed. The chief differences between a volt-
age amplifier and a power amplifier lie in the 
selection of tubes and in the choice of the value 
of load resistance. As previously described, if 
voltage gain is the primary consideration the 
load resistance should be as large as possible 
in comparison to the plate resistance of the 
tltbe. It can be shown that, in any electrical cir-
cuit. maximum power output is secured when 
the resistance of the load is made equal to the 
internal resistance of the source of power. This 
is true whether the power source is a battery, 
a generator or a vacuum tube. In the case of thc 
vacuum tube the internal resistance is the 
plate resistance of the tube, so that for maxi-
mum power output the load resistance should 
be made equal to the plate resistance. How-
ever, when the tube is operated with so low 
value of load resistance there is considerable 
harmonic distortion, and optimum power out-
put, representing an acceptable compromise 
between distortion and the power obtainable, is 
secured when the load resistance is approxi-
mately twice the plate resistance. 

Outs ui va 

liii- -ut 
Fig. 315—An e ementary form uf feed-back circuit. The 
feed-hack may be either positive or negative, depending 
upon how the coil L is connected in the circuit. This type 
if circuit illuerates the principle of feed-back, but it t. 

'lot prartical for me in an actual audio-frequency amplifier. 
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Power-amplifier circuits— The plate or 
output circuit of a power amplifier almost in-
variably is transformer-coupled to the power-
consuming device or load with which it is asso-
ciated. This is because the impedance of the 
desired load seldom is the proper value for ob-
taining optimum power output from the ampli-
fier. Consequently, the load impedance must be 
changed to a value suitalde for the plate circuit 
of the amplifier tube. This can be done by 
the use of transformers, as described in § 2-9. 

Outed 
e-ansformer 

r.rru 

Fig. 316- - Au elementary power-amplifier circuit in 
which mitt lots Cr.e1111,1 rni ng it is coupled to the plate 
circuit thr nigh an inw edaneennatchin g transformer. 

A basic power-amplifier circuit is shown in 
Fig. 316. So long as the amplifier is operated 
entirely in the negative-grid region and no grid 
current flows, any of the previously described 
types of coupling may be used between the 
grid of the power amplifier and the preceding 
amplifier. If there is no preceding amidifier, the 
method of rumpling will depend principally on 
the characteristirs of the source of the signal. 

In Fig. 316 the load is represented as a re-
sistance. An actual 1,,1,1 may have a reactance 
as well as a resist: knee component, butt only 
the resistance will constune power (§ 2-8). 
Power amplificat•  ratio— The ratio of 

a.c. output power to the a.c. power consumed 
in the grid circuit (driving power) is called the 
powir amplification ratio or simply power am-
plification of the amplifier. If the amplifier 
operates without grid current the a.c. power 
consumeql in the grid circuit is negligibly small, 
so that the power a mplifirat ion ratio of such an 
amplifier is extremely large. With other types 
of operation the power amplification ratio may 
be relatively small, as described in § 3-4. 

Plate efficiency— The ratio of a.c. output 
power to the d.c. power supplied to the plate 
circuit, is vaned the plate efficiency of the ampli-
fier. It is expressed as a percentage: 

% plate efficiency = —El X 100 

where Po is the a.c. output power, E the plate 
voltage and / the plate current, the latter two 
being d.c. values. 
The plate efficienry of amplifiers designed 

for minimum distortion ;old a high power am-
plification ratio (, meration witluout grid cur-
rent ) is relatively low — of the order of 15 to 

per cent,. For minimum distortion the opera-
tion must be confined to the region where the 
waveshape of the alternating plate current is 
substantially identical with that of the signal 
on the grid, and, as previously explained, this 
requirement can be met only by limiting the 

plate-current variations (that is, the alternat-
ing component of plate current) to the straight 
portion of the dynamic grid voltage vs. plate 
current characteristic. Since with a given load 
resistance the power output is proportional to 
the square of the alternating component of 
plate current, it follows that limiting the plate-
current variation also limits the power output 
in comparison to the d.c. plate power input. 

Higher plate efficiency can be secured by 
increasing the alternating component of plate 
current, but this is accompanied by increased 
distortion. Special types of amplifiers have 
been devised to compensate for this distortion, 
as described in the next section. In some appli-
cations, as in r.f. power amplification, the fact 
that the signal applied to the grid is greatly 
distorted is of no consequence, so that such 
amplifiers can have high plate efficiency. 
Power sensitivity— The ratio of a.c. power 

output to alternating grid voltage is called the 
power sensitivity of an amplifier. It provides a 
convenient measure for comparing power tubes, 
especially those designed for audio-frequency 
amplification where the operation is to be with-
out grid current, since it expresses the relation-
ship between power output and the amount of 
signal voltage required to produce the power. 
The term power sensitivity also is used in 

connection with radio-frequency power ampli-
fiers, in which case it has the same meaning as 
power amplification ratio. A tube which de-
livers its rated output power with a relatively 
small amount of power consumed in the grid 
circuit is said to have high power sensitivity. 

Parallel operation— When it is necessary 
to obtain more power output than one tube is 
capable of giving, two or more tubes may be 
connected in parallel. In this case the similar 
elements in all tumbes are connected together. 
This method is shown in Fig. 317 for a trans-
former-coupled amplifier. The power output of 
a parallel stage will be in proportion to the 
number of tubes used; the exciting voltage re-
quired, however, is the same as for one tube. 

If the amplifier operates in such a way as to 
consume power in the grid circuit, the grid 
power required also is in proportion to the 
number of tubes used. 
Push-pull operation— An increase in 

power output can be secured by connecting 
two tubes in push-pull, the grids and plates 
of the two tubes being connected to opposite 
ends of the cirepit as shown in Fig. 317. A 
"balanced" circuit, in which the cathode re-
turns are made to the midpoint of the input 
and output devices, is necessary with push-
pull operation. At any instant the ends of the 
secondary winding of the input transformer, 
T1, will be at opposite potentials with respect 
to the cathode connection, so that the grid of 
one tube is swung positive at the same instant 
that the grid of the other' is swung negative. 
Hence, in any push-pull-connected stage the 
voltages alul currents of one tube are out 
of phase with those of the other tube. The 
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plate current of one tube is rising while the 
plate current of the other is falling, hence the 
name " push-pull." In push-pull operat ion the 
even-harmonic (second, fourth, etc.) dist union 
is cancelled in the symmetrical plate ci rettit , so 
that for the same power out put the distortion 
will be less than with parallel operation. 

Tice exciting voltage measured between the 
two grids must be twice that required for one 
tube. lf the grids consume power, the driving 
power for the push-pull stage is twice that 
taken by either tube alone. 
The decibel— The ratio of the power levels 

at two points in a circuit such as an amplifier 
can be expressed in terms of a unit called the 
decibel, abbreviated db. The number of deci-
bels is 10 times the logarithm of the power 
ratio, or 

db. = 10 log — 
P2 

The decibel is a particularly useful unit be-
cause it is logarithmic, and thus corresponds 
to the response of the human ear to sounds of 
varying loudness. One decibel is approximately 
the power ratio required to make a just no-
ticeable difference in sound intensity. Within 
wide limits, changing the power by a given 
ratio produces the same apparent change in 
loudness regardless of the power level; thus if 
the power is doubled the increase is 3 db., or 
three steps of intensity; if it is doubled again 
the increase is again 3 db., or three further dis-
tinguishable steps. Successive amplifications 
expressed in decibels can be added to obtain the 
over-all amplification. 
A power loss also can be expressed in deci-

bels. A decrease in power is indicated by a 
minus sign (e.g., — 7 db.), and an increase in 
power by a plus sign (e.g., 4 db.). Negative 
and positive quantities can be added numeri-
cally. Zero db. indicates the reference power 
level, or a power ratio of 1. 
Applications of amplification— The ma-

jor uses of vacuum-tube amplifiers in radio 
work are for amplifying at audio and radio fre-
quencies (§ 2-7). The audio-frequency ampli-
fier generally is used to amplify without dis-

crimination at all frequencies in a wide range 
(say from 100 to 3000 cycles for voice commu-
nication), and therefore is assorist t ed with non-
resonant or manned ci nuit s ivi, h offer a uni-
form load over the desire,' range. Tile radio-fre-
quency amplifier, on the other hand, generally 
is used to amplify selectively at a single radio 
frequency, or over a small band of frequencies 
at most, and therefore is associated with res-
onant circuiis tunable to the desired frequency. 
An audio-frequency amplifier may be con-

sidered a brioml-ba in r: most radio-
frequency amplifiers are designed to have rela-
tively narrow bandwidt us. 

In audio circuits the power tube or output 
tube in the last stage usually is designed to 
deliver a considerable amount of audio power, 
while requiring but negligible power from the 
input or excitikkg signal. To get the alternating 
voltage (grid s "lag) required f' 'r the grid of 
such a tube, voltage amplifiers :in used em-
ploying high-a tubes which grcatly increase 
the voltage amplitude of the signal. Voltage 
amplifiers are used in the radio-frequency 
stages of receivers as well as in audio amplifiers; 
pincer amplifiers are used in the radio-fre-
quency stages of transmitters. 

3-4 Classes of Amplifiers 
Reason for classifica thin — It is cIbtivenient 

to divide amplifiers into groups according to 
the work they are intem led to perfk win, as re-
lated to the operating conklition, necessary to 
accomplish the purpose. This makes identifica-
tion easy and obviates the necessity for giving 
a detailed th.seription of the operation when 
specific operat ing data are not required. 

Class A— In amplitiur operated as shown 
in Fig. 306 or 307, in which the output wave-
shape is a faithful reproduction of the input 
waveshape, is known as a Class-.i amplifier. 
As generally used, the grid of a Class-A 

amplifier never is driven positive with respect 
to the cathode by the emit ing signal, and never 
is driven so far negative that plate-current 
cut-off is readied. The plate current is con-
stant both with and without grid excitation. 
Tice chief characteristics of the Class-A am-
plifier are low distortion, relatively low power 
output for a given size of tube, and a high 
power-amplification ratio. 'rhe plate efficiency 
is relatively low (§ 3-3). 

Class-A power amplifiers find application as 
lid output amplifiers in audio systems and as 

drivers for Class-B power amplifiers. Class-A 
voltage amplifiers are found in the stages pre-
ceding the power stage or st:Iges in such ap-
Plirations, and as r.f. amplifiers in receivers. 

Class B — The Class-B amplifier is prima-
rily one in which the output current, or alter-
nating component of the plate current, is 
proportional to the amplitude of the exciting 
grid voltage. Since power is proportional to the 
square of the current, the power output of a 

PUSH-PULL Class-B amplifier is proportional to the square 
Fig. 317— Parallel and pusliTull a.f. amplifier circuits. of the exciting grid voltage. 
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amplifier operation. 

In Class-B service the grid bias is set so 
that the plate current is relatively low without 
grid excitation; the exciting signal amplitude is 
made such that the entire linear portion of the 
characteristic is used. Fig. 318 illustrates opera-
tion with the tube biased practically to cut-
off. In this condition plate current flows only 
hiring the positive half-cycle of excitation. No 
plate current flows during the negative half-
cycle. The shape of the plate current pulse is 
essentially the sanie as that of the positive 
swing of the signal voltage. Since the plate 
current is driven up toward the saturation 
point, it is usually necessary for the grid to be 
driven positive with respect to the cathode 
during part of the grid swing. Grid current 
flows, therefore, and the driving source must 
ftenish power to supply the grid losses. 

Class-B amplifiers are characterized by me-
dium power output, medium plate efficiency 
(50 to GO per cent at maximum signal), and 
a moderate ratio of power amplification. At 
radio frequencies they are used as linear am-
plifiers to raise the output power level in radio-
telephone transmitters after modulation. 

For Class-B audio-frequency amplification 
two tubes must be used, the second tube work-
ing alternately with the first so that both halves 
of the cycle will be present in the output. A 
typical method of achieving this is shown in 
Fig. 319. The signal is fed to a transformer, 
T1, whose secondary is divided into two equal 
parts, with the tube grids connected to the 
outer terminals and the grid bias fed in at 
the center. A transformer, T2, with a similarly 
divided primary, is connected to the plates of 
the tubes. When the signal voltage in the upper 
half of T1 is positive with respect to the center 

Ayd, Curren$ 
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Ii g. 319— Showing how the outputs of the two tubes 
in push-pull are combined in the Class-11 audio amplifier. 

chap ter ..7h.ree 
connection (center tap), the upper tube draws 
pkte current while the lower tube is idle; when 
the lower half of T1 becomes positive, the 
lower tube draws plate current while the upper 
tube is idle. The voltages induced in the 
primary of T2 combine in the secondary to 
produce an amplified reproduction of the signal. 

Class AB— The similarity between the 
Class-AB amplifier, Fig. 319, and the ordinary 
push-pull circuit ( Fig. 317) will be noted. 
Actually. the only difference lies in the method 
of operation. If the bias is adjusted so that the 
tubes draw a moderate value of plate current 
with no signal, the amplifier will operate ('lass 
A at low signal voltages and more nearly Class 
B at high signal voltages. This method gives 
low distortion at moderate signal levels and 
high plate efficiency at high signal levels, 
making possible the use of relatively small 
tubes in audio power amplifiers. 
A further distinction can be made between 

amplifiers which draw grid current and those 
which do not. The Ciass-:1131 amplifier draws 
no grid current and thus consumes no power 
from the driving source. The Chis.s-A.B2 am-
plifier draws grid current at higher signal levels, 
and power must be supplied to its grid eirenit. 

è7e 

p/: • Fig. 320— Class-C 
am plifier operation. 

Class C— The Class-C amplifier is one op-
erated so that the alternating component of 
the plate current is directly proportional to the 
plate voltage. The output power is therefore 
proportional to the square of the plate voltage. 
Ot lier characteristics inherent to Class-C oper-
ation are high plate efficiency, high power out-
put, and relatively low power amplification. 
The grid bias is set at a value at least twice 

that required for plate-current cut-off without 
excitation. Thus plate current flows during 
only a fraction of the positive excitation 
cycle. The exciting signal should be of suffi-
cient amplitude to drive the plate current to 
the saturation point, as shown in Fig. 320. 
Since the grid must be driven far into the posi-
tive region to cause saturation, considerable 
numbers of electrons are attracted to the grid 
at the peak of the cycle, robbing the plate of 
some that it would normally attract. This 
causes the droop at the upper bend of the char-
act eristic, and also may cause the plate-current 
pulse to be indented at the top. The output 
is-ave-form is badly distorted, but at radio fre-
quencies the distortion is largely eliminated by 
the flywheel effect of the tuned output circuit. 
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1113-5 Cathodes; Grid Bias 

Types of cathodes — There are two general 
types of cathodes, known as directly heated and 
indirectly heated. In the former the heating cur-
rent is passed directly through the electron-
emitting material, usually a fine wire or fila-
ment. In the latter the electrons are emitted 
from a sleeve or thimble raised to the proper 
temperat ure by an electrically-separate heating 
element as shown in Fig. 321. 

Directly-heated or filament-type cathodes 
may be of pure tungsten, tungsten having a 
small aillount of thorium dissolved in it, or 
tungsten coated with rare earths (oxide-coattd 
type). The lat ter give the largest amount of 
electron emission per watt of heating power. 
Thoriated tungsten filaments are intermediate 
in electron-emitting efficiency, and are used 
universally in small and medium-power trans-
mitting tubes. Indirectly-heated cathodes are 
invariably of the oxide-coated type. 
When directly-heated cathodes are operated 

on alternating current, the cyclic variation of 
current causes the plate current of the tube 
to vary at the supply-frequency rate, producing 
hum in the output. Hum from this source is 
eliminated in the indirectly heated eathode. 
'Chis type is also known as the (. y/41.-111,11 !dial 
cathode since all of it is at the same potential, 
in contrast to the directly heated filament 
.where a voltage dritp ', cent.; along the wire. 

The source of filament power for a directly 
heated cathode — battery or transformer --
necessarily is directly connected to the tube 
circuit. With an indirectly heated cathode the 
source of heating power can be entirely inde-
pendent of the tube circuit. 
The operating temperature of a thoriated 

tungsten filament is fairly critical, and the 
specified filament voltage should be main-
tained within a few per cent. These filaments. 
as well as oxide-coated cathodes, eventually 
"lose emission": that is, the emission effi-
viency of the .. at !lode deureases until sufficient 
electron (' hits'! ' it for satisfactory tube Opel.-
nitHn cannot be obtained without raising the 

t!..,de temperature to an unsafe value. 
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Fig. 321— Type; rs: catnoda construction. Directly 
heated cathodes or filaments arc shown at A, B, and C. 
The inverted V filament is used in small receiving 
tubes, the M in both receiving and transmitting tubes. 
The spiral filament is a transmittinptube type. Tile 
Indirectly heated cathodes at D and E show two types 
of heater construction, one a twisted loop and the other 
hunched heater wires. Both tu,e tend n. vaned tit. 
magnetic field. act tip 1». t he "torrent t hron gh the heater. 

Cathode circuits; filament center tap — 
When a filament-type cathode is heated by 
a.c., hunt can be minimized by making the two 
ends of the filament have equal and opposite 
potentials with respect to a center point, usu-
ally grounded (§ 2-13), to which the grid and 
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Fie 322 — Filament transformer eenter-tap connectiens, 

Philo return circuits are connected. Tie fila-
ment t ransformer winding may be center-tapped 
for this purpose, as shown in Fig. 322-A. With 
an untapped winding, a center-tapped re-
sistor of to to 50 ohms is used, as at B. The 
by-pass condensers. C1 and C2, are used in 
r.f. circuits to avoid having the r.f. current 
flow through the transformer or resistor. 
The heater supply for tubes with indirectly 

heated eathodes sometimes is center-tapped 
for the same purpose; more frequently, how-
ever, one side of the heater is grounded. 

31ethorls Ow,- • g grid bias— Grid 
bias may be obtained from a source of voltage 
especially provided for that purpose, such as 
a battery or other type of d.c. power supply. 
This is indicated ill Fig. 323-A. A second 
method, utilizing a cathode resistor, is shown at. 
B; d.c. plate current flowing through the re-
sistor causes a voltage drop whit- It, with the 
connect hilts si town, has the right polarity to 
bias the grid negatively with respect to the 
cathode. The value of the resistor is deter-
mined by the bias required and t he plate cur-
rent with-h fbms at that value of HaS, ; t!, found 
fruto the tube ehttnleferiStie curves: with the 
voltage and current known, the resistance can 
be determined by Ohm's Law (§ 2-6): 

E x ¡ ono 
It, — 

where It, = eathode bias resistor in ohms 
E = desired bias voltage 
= total d.c. cathode current in milli-

amperes. 
If the tube is a multi-element type, the screen-
and suppressor-grid currents should be added 
to the plate current to obtain the total cathode 
current. The control-grid current also should 
be included if t he control grid is driven positive. 
The a.c. component of plate current flowing 

through the cathode resistor will cause an a.c. 
voltage drop which gives negative feed-back 
(§ 3-3) into the grid circuit, and thus reduces 
the amplification. To prevent titis, the re-
sistor usually is by-passed (§ 2-13), C, being 
the cathode by-pass condenser. To be effective, 
the reactance of the by-pass condenser must be 
small eompared to R. at the frequency being 
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amplified. This condition generally is satisfied 
if the reactance is 10 percent or less of the 
cathode resistance. In audio-frequency a mph -
fiers, the lowest frequency at which full ampli-
fication must be secured should be used in cal-
culating the required capacity. 

Fig. 323— The three ha-je methods of obtaining grid 
bias. A, fixed bias; It, cathode bias; C, grid-leak bias. 

A third biasing method is by use of a grid 
leak. 1?. in Fig. 323-4 This rtqinin.s, that the 
exciting voltage be positive wit 11 respect to the 
cathode during part of the cycle, st e that grid 
current ‘vill flow. The flow of grid current 
through the grid leak causes a voltage drop 
across the resist or, whirli gives t lie grid a nega-
ti ve bi as. The tune ,•„ 1} ,t,, nt of the grid 
leak and grid condenser should he large in com-
parison to the tiine of me cycle of the exciting 
voltage, so that the grid bias will be substan-
tially constant and will not follow the varia-
tions in a.c. grid voltage. For grid-leak bias, 

_ E X 1000 

10 
where I?, is the grid-b-ak resist in ce in ohms, 
E the desired bias voltage and I, the d.c. grid 
current, in ma. 

For two tubes operated ill push-pull or 
parallel with a common eat linde- or grid-leak 
resistor, the required resistance heroines one-
half that for a single tube. In push-pull Class-A 
circuits operating at audio frequenvies, it is 
unnecessary to by-pass the cathode resistor. 
In this case the a.e. component of cathode 
current. in one tube is out of phase with the 
a.c. component. in the tot her, so that, the two 
caneel cal i other. 
The q'hice of a biasing method depends 

upon t he type of operation. Fixed bias usually 
is required where the d.c. plate current of the 
amplifier varies in Operation, as in Class-B 
audio-frequency amplifiers: if cathode bias is 
used the bias voltage would vary with the 

plate current. Since the plate current of a 
Class-A amplifier is constant with or without 
signal, such amplifiers almost invariably have 
cathode bias. Grid-leak bias cannot be used 
with amplifiers operated so that the grid is 
always negative with respect to the cathode, 
since in such a ease there is no grid current and 
hence no voltage drop in the grid leak. Grid-
leak bias is chiefly used for r.f. power amplifiers 
and for certain types of detectors. In power 
amplifiers, a combination of two or even all 
three types of bias may be used on one tube. 

E. 3-6-A Multi-Grid Tubes 
Radio-frequency amplification — As de-

seribed in § 3-4, the reactances of the grid-to-
thode and plate-to-eathode ('apavities (to-

gether with unavoidable stray capluities) in a 
vacuum tube become very low at frequencies 
higher than the audio-frequency range. As a 
result., ordinary resistance, impedance or t rails-
former coupling cannot be used at radio 
frequencies because these capacities act as low-
reaetanee by-passes across t he input and out-
put circuits. Hence the total impedance in 
either the plate or the grid circuit is too low 
for appreciable voltage to be developed. 

This situation can be overcome by using 
resonant circuits as impedances for radio-
frequency amplification. As described in § 2-10, 
the parallel impedance of a resonant circuit 
can reach quite high values when the Q is high. 
Values of parallel-resonant impedance suitable 
for effective amplification are readily obtain-
able with reasonably well-designed circuits. 
The tube and stray vapat-ities Inwome part 
of the tuning capacity and thus are made to 
serve a useful purpose. However, the circuits 
have maximum impedanee at the resonant 
frequency only, hence the amplification will 
deerease at frequencies somewhat removed 
from resonance. This a radio-frequency ampli-
fier mast be designed for a specific frequency. 
An elementary circuit illustrating the prin-

ciples of r.f. amplification is shown in Fig. 324. 
The grid circuit, L1C1, and the plate circuit., 
L2C2, must be tuned to the same frequency for 
maximum amplification. But if the plat e cir-
cuit is tuned slightly to the high-frequency 
side of resonance it will show inductive re-
actance, and as described in § 3-3 energy will 
be transferred from the plate circuit to the 
grid circuit under such conditions. If enough 
energy is transferred the tube will generate a 
self-sustaining r.f. current, in whit-h case it is 
said to be oscillating. When oscillation com-
mences the circuit ceases to amplify incoming 
signals, since it is generating a signal of its 
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Fig. 324— Elementary radio-frequency amplifier. 
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own. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible 
to prevent such oscillation in a simple triode 
amplifier such as is shown in Fig. 324. 

Special " neutralizing" circuits (§ 4-7) have 
been devised to prevent oscillation with triode 
amplifiers, but most of these are more suitable 
for use in transmitting applications, where the 
amplifier does not have to be tunable over a 
wide range of frequencies, than in receivers. 
However, oscillation can be avoided by using 
a circuit in which the feed-back is negative 
rather than positive, as indicated in the next 
paragraph. 
Grounded-grid amplifier— In  the circuit 

of Fig. 325 t he grid of t he tube is connected to 
ground and the cathode is connected to the 

input 

Cb Rc 

AFC, 

out-

Fig. 325 — Grounded-grid amplifier circuit. 

high-potential side of the input resonant cir-
cuit, reversing the usual connections. The 
output circuit is connected in the customary 
way between plate and ground. Since the 
alternating component of plate current must 
flow through the tuned input circuit to return 
to the cathode there is feed-back from the 
plate to the grid circuit, but it is negative 
rather than positive feed-back. Hence this 
coupling between the two circuits will not 
cause oscillation. 
However, it is still possible for the circuit to 

oscillate if there is capacity coupling between 
the plate and cathode. The grounded grid 
prevents this coupling by acting as a shield 
between the other two elements (§ 2-11). The 
circuit is most successf lit with tubes having 
very low plate-to-cathode capacity. It is used 
principally at ultra-high frequencies (where 
the screen-grid tubes described in the next 
paragraph become ineffective as amplifiers) 
with tubes designed especially for the purpose. 
The r.f. chokes in the cathode circuit are 

used to isolate the heater from ground and thus 
eliminate the effect of the capacity between 
cathode and heater. This capacity tends to 
short-circuit the tuned input circuit and thus 
prevents the amplifier from operating properly. 
Screen-grid tubes— The grid-plate capac-

ity can be eliminated, or at least reduced to a 
negligible value, by inserting a second grid 
between the control grid and the plate as indi-
cated in Fig. 326. The second grid, called the 
screen grid or shield grid, acts as an electro-
static shield (§ 2-11) between the control grid 
and plate. It is made in the form of a grid or 
coarse screen rather than as a solid metal sheet, 
so that electrons can pass through it to the 

plate; a solid shield would entirely prevent the 
flow of plate current. The screen grid is con-
nected to the cathode through a by-pass con-
denser, which has low impedance at the radio 
frequency being amplified. The electric lines 
of force from the plate terminate on the screen 
grid, very little of the field getting through to 
the control grid; similarly, the field set up by 
the control grid does not penetrate past the 
screen gad. Thus there is no common field 
between the control grid and plate; hence no 
capacity between these two tube elements. 

Since the electric field from the plate does 
not penetrate into the region occupied by the 
control grid, which is the region in which most 
of the space charge is emicent rated, the tdate is 
unable to exert an attr:i(tion upon the elec-
trons in this region. Consequently, the plate 
voltage cannot control the flow of plate current 
as it does in a triode. In order to get electrons 
to the plate, it is necessary to apply a positive 
Potential 1‘vith respect to t!'e cathode) to the 
screen. The screen then aft rails electrons much 
as does the plate in a triode tube. In traveling 
toward the screen the elect nois acquire veloc-
ity, so that most of Him!' siatot between the 
screen wires into the fiel, I Ir. n the plate. Those 
that pass through and are attracted to the 
plate constitute the plate current of the tube. 
A certain proportion do strike the screen, 
however, with the result that some current 
also flows to the screen grid. The screen cur-
rent will be low compared to t he plate current 
in a tetro(b, or four-element t ulie. however. 
Secondary einisSion— Wlen an electron 

traveling at appreciable vulucity through a 
tube strikes the plate it dislodges other elec-
trons. These "splash" from the plate into the 
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Fig. 326 — Itepr.,:...nmtive arrangement of eleinciits 
in a screen-grid tube, with front part of plate and 
grill cut away. The sereen grid is made longer 
than either the control grid or pdate, that the diielding 
will be as effect e a. possible. In this drawing the eon-
trol grid Conne.  I i..n i- made through a cap on the top of 
the tube, tin,. eliminating the ezipacit> which s‘ould ex-
¡St between tile Hale and grid lead w ire, if both pa—ed 
through the lia-e...`1/Ille MO111,11 t11111 .> hit% e 110th 

leads going through the special shielding and 
construct"  to i  tapaci t for pentode 
and tetrode tubes: Il, beater: C. C. control 
grid; plate; S, sereen grid: Sup., sup pre—or grid. 
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interelement space, a phenomenon called sec-
ondary emission. In a triode ordinarily oper-
ated with the grid negative with respect to 
cathode, secondary electrons are repelled back 
into the plate and cause no disturbance. In 
the screen-grid tube, however, the positively 
charged screen attracts the secondary elec-
trons, causing a reverse current to flow be-
tween screen and plate. The effect is particu-
larly marked when the plate and screen 
potentials are nearly equal, which may be the 
case during the part of the a.c. cycle when tIn• 
instantaneous plate current is large and the 
plate voltage low (§ 3-3). 
Pentode tubes— To overcome the effects of 

secondary emission, a third grid, called the 
suppressor grid, may be inserted between the 
screen and plate. This grid, which is connected 
directly to the cathode, repels the relatively 
low-velocity secondary electrons. They are 
driven back to the plate without appreciably 
obstructing the regular plate-current flow. 

Although the screen grid in either the tetrode 
or pentode greatly reduces the influence of the 
plate upon plate-current flow, it is quite ob-
vious that the control grid still can control the 
plate current in essentially the same way that 
it does in a triode, since the control grid is still 
in the space-charge region. Consequently, the 
grid-plate transconductance (or mutual con-
ductance) of a tetrode or pentode will be of the 
same order of value as in a triode of corre-
sponding structure. On the other hand, since 
the plate voltage has very little effect on the 
plate-current flow, both the amplification factor 
and plate resistance of a pentode or tetrode are 
very high, as is apparent from the definitions of 
these constants (§ 3-2). In small receiving 
pentodes the amplification factor is of the 
order of 1000 or higher, while the plate re-
sistance may be from 0.5 to 1 or more meg-
ohms. Because of the high plate resistance, 
the actual voltage amplification possible with 
a pentode is very much less than the large am-
plification factor might indicate. In resistance-
coupled audio-frequency amplifiers, voltage 
amplification or gain of 100 to 200 is typical. 
A typical set of characteristic curves for a 

small pent ode is shown in Fig. 327. That the 
plate voltage has little effect on the plate cur-
rent is indicated by the fact that the curves are 
practically horizontal once the plate voltage is 

Fig. 327 — 
I'late volt-
age vs. 
plate cur-
rent curves 
for a small 
receiving 
pentode. 
Screen-grid 
voltage, 

is 1.00 
volts and 

presor 
,rid volt. 

00 zoo 300 400 so° age, E,, is 
zero. PLATE VOLTAGE 

-30 -20 -10 
GRID DIAS -

g . 3 2 8 — 
Curves showing 
the relationship 
between mutual 
conductance vs. 
negative grid 
bias for two 
-mall receiving 
ulitodes. one be-
ing a sharp cut-
off type and the 
other a vari-
able... type. 

high enough to prevent the elertrons in the 
space between the screen grid and the plate 
from being attracted back to the screen. The 
plate potential at which this occurs is less than 
the screen potential, because the electrons 
entering the space have considerable velocity 
and hence tend to move away from the screen 
despite the fact that it has a positive charge. 

In addition to their applications as radio-
frequency amplifiers, pentode or tetrode screen 
grid tubes also can be constructed for audio-
frequency power amplification. In tubes de-
signed for this purpose the shielding effect of 
the screen grid is not so important; the chief 
function of the screen is to serve as an ac-
celerator of the electrons, so that large values 
of plate current can be drawn at relatively low 
plate voltages. Such tubes have quite high 
power sensitivity (§ 3-4) compared to triodes 
of the same power output., because the amplifi-
cation factor of an equivalent triode has to be 
made quite low in order to secure the same 
plate current at the same plate voltage. Be-
cause of the low a, the triode requires a rela-
tively large signal voltage for full output, hence 
has low power sensitivity. The harmonic dis-
tortion is somewhat greater with pentodes and 
tetrodes than with triodes, however. 

Variable-mu and sharp eut-off tubes — 
Receiving screen-grid tetrodes and pentodes 
for radio-frequency voltage amplification are 
made in two types, known as sharp cut-off 
and variable-g or " super-control" types. In 
the sharp cut-off type the amplification factor 
is practically constant regardless of grid bias, 
while in the variable-µ type the amplification 
factor decreases as the negative bias is in-
creased. The purpose of this design is to permit 
the tube to handle large signal voltages with-
out distortion in circuits in which grid-bias 
control is used to vary the mutual conductance, 
and hence the amplification. 
The way in which mutual conductance 

varies with grid bias in two typical small re-
ceiving pentodes, similar except. in that one is 
a sharp cut-off type and the other a variable-a 
type, is shown in Fig. 328. Obviously, the van-
able-IL type can handle a much larger signal 
voltage without swinging beyond either the 
point of zero grid bias or of plate-current cut-
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off ( zero mutual conductance), if the bias is 
properly chosen. 
Beam tubes— A " beam"-type tube is a 

tetrode with grids so constructed as to form the 
electrons traveling to the plate into concen-
trated beams, resulting in higher plate effi-
ciency and power sensitivity. Suitable design 
also overcomes the effects of secondary emis-
sion without the necessity for a suppressor 
grid. Tubes constructed on the beam principle 
are used in receivers as both r.f. atol audio 
amplifiers, and are built in larger sizes for 
transmitting circuits. 

a>2L0'.74,, 

- 6 

Fig. 329 — Pentode r.f. amplifier circuit. LICI and 
LeCe are tuned to the same frequency. RI is the cathode 
resistor, by-passed for r.f. by C3. the screen voltage-
droppin g resistor, by-passed by C4. C:, k the plate by-pass. 

E. 3-6-8 Pentode Amplifiers 

amplification— A fundamental cir-
cuit for radio-frequency amplification with a 
pentode tube is shown in Fig. 329. The grid 
and plate circuits may be tuned to the same 
frequency, thus obtaining maximum ampli-
fication, without danger of oscillation provided 
there is no feed-back coupling between the 
tuned circuits themselves. Pract ical variations 
of this circuit and their application to receivers 
are discussed in § 7-6 and § 7-11. 
A.F. amplification — Receiving-type pen-

todes frequently are used as voltage amplifiers 
for audio frequencies, using the circuit shown 
in basic form in Fig. 330. In this application 
they are capable of much higher voltage gain 
than can be obtained front triodes, and have 
the advantage that since there is no coupling 
from plate to grid there is no increase in input 
capacity with amplification (§ 3-3). For the 
latter reason it is possible to obtain high gain. 
in resistance-coupled amplifiers, at consider-
ably higher frequencies than is possible with 
a triode. 
The disclutsion of amplification in § 3-3 

applies equally to pentodes and triodes, with 
the exception that the plate resistance of a 
pentode is so high that the amplification is 

13 + 
Fig. 330— Typical pentode andio-frequene it I h r. 

(A) 

usually considered te be proportional to the 
plate load resistance alone. For maximum 
voltage gain, R,, should have as high resistance 
as possible without causing too great a voltage 
drop. Values range from 0.1 to 0.5 megohm. 
The value of R. depends upon R„, which 
principally determines the plate current.Values 
for the screen resistor, R,, may vary from 0.25 
to 2 megohms. A screen by-pass condenser 
(C,) of 0.1 dd. will be adequate in most cases. 
Table I in Chapter Fourteen shows suitable 

values for the more popular types of amplifier 
tubes. The calculated stage gain and peak un-
distorted output voltage also are given. 

Plate and screen voltage— Since the d.c. 
plate current flows through any resistance 
placed in the plate circuit of a tube as a load 
or coupling medium (§ 3-3), the actual voltage 
at the plate is less than the supply voltage by 
the voltage drop across the total resistance. 
With transformer coupling this effect is not 

ordinarily of great importance, because the in-
ductance of the transformer primary provides 
a high-impedance load at audio frequencies, 
while the d.c. resistance of the winding causes 
only a small drop in d.c. plate voltage. 

In a resistance-coupled or parallel-fed stage 
the operating voltage is less than the supply 
voltage by the drop through the load resistor, 
R,,. Thus, in Fig. 331-A, E, = E, — ( 1,, X R„). 

Screen voltage is determined in the same way, 
using the screen current, 1,, to calculate the 
drop across the screen dropping resistor, R,. 

IF 

(c) 

Fig. 331— Calculation of plate and screen voltages. 

In Fig. 331-B both plate and screen current 
flows through a common filter resistor, so that 
both currents must be added in calculating the 
voltage drop across Rf. Thus 

E„ E, 
E„ = Eb 

— ( 1,, ± 1,) ( RI) — 
— + I.) (RI) — 1.R8. 

In Fig. 331-C, the screen voltage, E,, is ob-
tained from a tap on a voltage divider consist-
ing of R, and Rb. Assume a value of bleeder 
current, /b (§ 8-4). Then Rb = lb, where 
E. is the rated screen voltage. The total cur-
rent, I,, is the sum of I, and I,. The voltage 
across R. is the difference between the supply 
voltage and E.. Hence R. = — Es)/1.„. 
E,, is determined as above. 
The resistance-capacity filter (§ 2-11) in 

Fig. 332, CfRi, is a decoupling circuit which 
isolates the stage from the power supply, to 
eliminate unwanted coupling between stages 
through the common impedance of the power 
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supply. Although shown in connection with a 
triode amplifier in the diagram, the sanie type 
of filter is used with pentodes. 

Wide-band amplifiers— Amplification of 
audio frequencies, which extend from about 50 
to 15,000 cycles, presents no particularly diffi-
cult problems so long as the design points 
discussed in § 3-3 are observed. However, for 
amplifying signals such as television signals or 
pulses having a time duration of only a few 
millionths of a second it is necessary to extend 
the frequency response of the amplifier well 
beyond the audio frequency range — and even 
well into the medium radio-frequency range. 
At the same time it is frequently necessary to 
extend the lower frequency limit of the ampli-
fier as well. This extension of range is made 
possible by t he use of compensating circuits. 
Low-frequency compensat — While the 

amplitude response of a resistance-coupled 
amplifier usually is satisfacfitry ; it low fre-
quencies. t he phase angle introduced by the 
Output coupling condenser and the next-stage 
grid resistor is sufficient to prevent proper re-
productiim of hiw-frequency square waves un-
less vet•y large values are employed. Yet such 

large values increase 
the shunt capacity lo 
ground, in t rod u ce 
grid-current difficul-
ties in the following 
stage, and may even 
induce relaxation 
oscillations ( motor-
boating). 
The effect of the 

time constant of 
Ce2R02, Fig. 333, may be compensated for by 
proper design of the amplifier plate circuit. The 
design equation is CrRe = CG21k2, provided the 
resistance of the decoupling resistor, Re, is at 
least 10 times the reactance of CF at the low-
est. frequency to be amplified. 

High-freepteney  pensati rrrr — It was 
Iwought out in § 3-3 that the capacities shunt-
ing the plate load resistor are responsible for 
loss of amplification at the high frequencies 
in a resistance-roupled amplifier. If the plate 
load resistor is made low enough in value, the 
effect of the shunting capacities will be mini-
mized and the upper frequency range will be 
extended, but at the expense of gain at the 
lower frequeneies. Reducing the plate load 
resistance to a value by enough to extend the 
range of uniform amplification to a few mega-
cycles would be impractical with ordinary 
tubes, siniar there would be little or no voltage 
gain, but it is quite practicable with special 
high-transconductance pentodes such as the 
6AC7 ancl 6AG5. These tubes will give voltage 
gains of 10 to 15 with plate load resistances 
as low as a few thousand ohms. 
A further extension of high frequency re-

sponse can be secured by special compensating 
circuits. The most widely-used method is the 
shunt-peaking circuit, with a resonating ( peak-

IC' 
• 

Fig. 332 — in a 
resistance-coupled amplifier. 

- + 

Fig. 333— Wide-band frequency-compensated amplifier. 

hug) inductance in parallel with the circuit 
capacity, as shown in Fig. 333. By resonance 
effects this raises the impedance to an extent 
and over a frequency range determined by the 
Q of the circuit consisting of L, Re and Ce. 
Since Rp is relatively large for a resonant 
circuit , the Q is fairly law and the resonance 
curve is quite broad. This is desirable for an 
amplifier intended for wide-band applications. 
The design values of L and Re are based on the 
shunt capacity, Cr, and the maximum required 
frequency, f,,,. CI can be estimated by adding 
3 to 5 /odd. (for socket and wiring) to the sum 
of the tube input and output capacities. 
The reactance of L is made one-half the 

reactance of Ci This is equivalent to 
making the resonant frequency between L and 
Ct equal to 1.41 times f„,„.„. 

Shnplilied design equations for shunt peak-
ing compensation are as follows: 

1  
— . 

L = 0.5C,R,2 

Typical values of Pp are from 2000 to 
10,000 ohms; of L, from 25 to 100 µh. 
cathode follower — The cathode-coupler or 

cathode follower shown in Fig. 334, differs from 
a conventional amplifier in that output is 
taken from the catlnide circuit rather than 
from the plate. The circuit is applicabh• wher-
ever matehi ng to a 1,)\‘• value of load itnpedance 
(fifty to several hundred ohms , is required and 
Hie use a transformer is impracticable, as 
in wide-band amplifiers. Because iiie cathode 
folloteur is inherently degenerative, it is par-
ticularly useful wla•rever equalized frequency 
response and minimum phase shift are impor-
tant. Power amplification comparable to that 
of an equivalent plate-coupled stage may be 
secured, but the voltage gain is always less 
than unity. 

Input 

(A) 
Fig. 334 — Cathode or inverted amplifier fir. 
cuits. A, direct-coupb.d output; C, resistance-capacity 
coupling to load. R.- the usual cathode-bias resistor. 

A.. 
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41 3-6-C Special-Purpose Tubes 

Multi-purpose types— A number of com-
bination types of tubes have been constructed 
to perform multiple functions, particularly in 
receiver circuits. For the most part those are 
multi-unit tubes made up of individual tube 
element structures, combined in a single bulb 
for compactness and economy. Among the 
simplest are full-wave rectifiers, combining 
two diodes in one envelope, and twin triodes, 
consisting of two triodes in one bulb for 
Class-B audio amplification. More complex 
types include duplex-diode triodes, duplex-
diode pentodes, converters and mixers ( for 
superheterodyne receivers), combination power 
tubes and rectifiers, and so on. In ninny cases 
the nature can be identified by the name. 
Mercury-vapor rectifiers— For a given 

value of plate current, the power lost in a diode 
rectifier (§ 3-1) will be lessened if it is possible 
to decrease the plate-cathode voltage at which 
the current is obtained. If a small amount of 
mercury is put in the tube, the mercury will 
vaporize when the cathode is heated, and, 
further, will ionize (§ 2-4) when plate voltage is 
applied. The positive ions neutralize the space 
charge and reduce the plate-cathode voltage 
drop to a practically const ant value of about 15 
volts, regardless of the value of plate current. 
Since this voltage drop is smaller than can be at-
tained with purely thermionic conduction, there 
is less power loss in the rectifier. Voltage drop 
is constant despite variations in load current. 
Mercury-vapor tubes are widely used in recti-
fiers built to deliver large power out puts. 
Grid-control rectifiers— If a grid is in-

serted in a mercury-vapor rectifier it is found 
that with sufficient negative grid bias it is 
possible to prevent plate current from flowing, 
but only if the bias is present before plate volt-
age is applied. If the bias is lowered to the 
point where plate current can flow, the mer-
cury vapor will ionize and the grid will lose 
control of plate current. sin tt the space charge 
disappears when ionization occurs. It can as-
sume control again only after the plate voltage 
is reduced below the ionizing potential. The 
same phenomenon also occurs in triodes filled 
with other gases which ionize at low pressure. 
Grid-control rectifiers or thyratrons find con-
siderable application in " electronic switching." 

3-7-A Oscillators 

Self-oscillation — An a mplifier tube can be 
made to generate a sustained raglin-frequenvy 
current (§ 3-6-A) because more energy is de-
veloped in the plate cin•uit than is required 
in the grid circuit. If enough energy is fed leick 
from the plate to the grid, the feed-back 
process becomes independent of any applied 
signal voltage. The tube supplies its own grid 
excitation and continuous oscillations are gen-
erated. The actual energy required to over-
come the grid losses is, in the end, taken from 
the d.c. plate supply. 

The process. of oscillation may also be con-
sidered from the standpoint of ntgatiee resist-
ance. As previously described (§ 3-3), positive 
feed-back is equivalent to shunting a negative: 
resistance across the input circuit of the tube.. 
When the value of negative resistance becomes 
lower than the positive resistance of the circuit 
(if the circuit is parallel resonant the positive 
resistance will be the resonant impedance of 
the circuit) the net resistance is negative, indi-
cating that the circuit can be looked upon as a 
source of energy. Such a source is capable of 
maintaining a constant voltage which can be 
amplified by the tube. The actual energy, of 
course, comes from the plate circuit of the tube, 
so that the two viewpoints are equivalent. 
A circuit having the property of generating 

continuous oscillations is called an oscillator. 
It is not necessary to apply external excitation 
to such a circuit, since any random variat ion in 
current will be amplified to cause oscillation. 
The frequency of oscillation will be that at 
which the feed-back voltage has the proper 
phase and amplit tide. Where resonant circuits 
are associated with oscillators, the oscillation 
frequency is very nearly that of the tuned circuit. 

Excitation and bias— The excitation volt-
age required depends upon the characteristics 
of the tube and the losses in the grid circuit. 
In practically all oscillators the grid is driven 
positive during part of the cycle, so that power 
is consumed in the grid circuit (§ 3-2). This 
power • must be supplied from the plate circuit. 
With insufficient excitation, the tube will not 
oscillate; with over-excitation, the grid losses 
(power consumed in the grid circuit) will be 
excessive. 

Oseillators customarily arts grid-leak biased 
(§ 3-5). This takes adva t age of the grid-cur-
rent flow and gives better operation, the bias 
adjusting itself to the excitation voltage. 
Tank circuit — The resonant circuit asso-

ciated with the oscillator is commonly called 
the tank circuit, a name derived from the 
storage of energy associated with a resonant 
circuit (§ 2-10). The term is applied to any 
resonant circuit in transmitting applications, 
whether in an oscillator or in an amplifier. 

Plate efficiency— The plate efficiency (§ 3-3) 
of an oscillator depends upon the load resist-
ance, excitation and other operating factors. 
Usually it is around 50 per cent. It is not as 
high as in an amplifier, since the oscillator must 
supply its own grid losses. These may represent 
10 to 20 per cent of the output power. 
Power output — The power output of an 

oscillator is the useful a.c. power consumed 
in any load connected to the oscillator. The 
load may be coupled as described in § 2-11. 
Frequency stability— The frequency sta-

bility of an oscillator is its ability to maintain 
constant frequency. The more important fac-
tors which may cause a change in frequency are 
(1) temperature, ( 2) plate voltage, ( 3) loading, 
(4) mechanical variations of circuit elements. 
Temperature changes will cause vacuum-tube 
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elements to expand or contract slightly, thus 
causing variations in the interelectrode ca-
pacities (§ 3-2). Since these are unavoidably 
part of the tuned circuit, the frequency will 
change correspondingly. Temperature changes 
in the coil or condenser will alter their induct-
ance or capacity slightly, again causing a shift 
in the resonant frequency. These effects are 
relatively slow in operation, and the frequency 
change caused by them is called drift. 
Load variations act in much the same way as 

plate voltage variations. A temperature change 
in the load may also result in drift. 

Plate-voltage variations will cause a cor-
responding instantaneous shift in frequency; 
this type of frequency shift is called dynamic in-
stability. Dynamic instability can be reduced 
by using a tuned circuit of high effective Q. 
Since the tube and load represent a relatively 
low resistance in parallel with the circuit, this 
means that a low L/C ratio (" high-C") must 
be used (§ 2-10) and that the circuit should be 
lightly loaded. Dynamic stability also can be 
improved by using a high value of grid leak, 
which gives high grid bias and raises the ef-
fective resistance of the tube as seen by the 
tank circuit, and by using relatively high plate 
voltage and low plate current. Drift can be 
minimized by keeping the d.c. input low for the 
size of tube, by using coils of large wire to pre-
vent undue temperature rise, and by providing 
good ventilation to carry off heat rapidly. A 
low L/C ratio in the tank circuit is desirable, 
because the interelectrode capacity variations 
have proportionately less effect on the fre-
quency when shunted by a large condenser. 

Mechanical variations, usually caused by 
vibration, cause changes in inductance and/ 
or capacity which in turn cause the frequency 
to " wobble" in step with the vibration. 

Mechanical instability can be minimized by 
using well-designed components and by in-
sulating the oscillator from mechinical vibra-
tion. 

C. 3-7-B Feed-Back Oscillators 

Magnetic feed-back— One form of feed-
back is by electromagnetic coupling between 
plate (output) and grid ( input) circuits. Two 

representative 
circuits of this 
type are shown 
in Fig. 335. That 
at A is called the 
tickler circuit. 
The amplified 
current flowing 
in the " tickler," 
L2, induces a 
voltage in L1 in 

(B) the proper phase 
when both coils 

c9 are wound in the 
same direction 
and connected 
as shown in the 

(A) 

41__ CIwke 

Fig. 335 — Two typos of oscilla-
tor circuits with magnetic feed. 

k. A, grid ticklor; 13, Bartley. 

diagram. The feed-back can be adjusted by 
adjusting the coupling between L1 and L. 
The Hartley circuit, B, is similar in principle. 

There is only one coil, but it is divided so that 
part of it is in the plate circuit and part in the 
grid circuit. The magnetic coupling between 
the two sections provides the feed-back, which 
can be adjusted by moving the tap on the coil. 

Capacity feed-back — The feed-back can 
also be obtained through capacity coupling, as 
shown in Fig. 336. In A, the Col pills circuit, 
the voltage across the resonant circuit is di-
vided, by means of the series condensers, into 
two parts. The instantaneous voltages at the 
ends of the circuit are opposite in polarity with 
respect to the cathode, hence in the right phase 
to sustain oscillation. The tuned-grid tuned-
plate circuit at B utilizes the grid-plate ca-
pacity of the tube to provide feed-back cou-
pling. There should be no magnetic coupling 

between the two 
Attleige 

Cb tuned-circuit 
coils. Feed-back 
can be adjusted 

) by varying the 
tuning of either 
the grid or plate 
circuit. The cir-
cuit with the 
higher Q (§ 2-10) 
determines the 
frequency of os-
cillation. The 
plate circuit 
must be tuned 
to a slightly 
higher frequency 
than the grid cir-
cuit, so that it 
will have induc-
tive reactance 
and hence give 
positive feed-
back (§ 3-3). 
The amount of 

dei mining is so small it is customary to as-
sume that the circuits are tuned to the same 
frequency. 
The ultraudion circuit at C is equivalent to 

the Colpitts, with the voltage division for 
oscillation brought about through the grid-to-
filament and plate-to-filament capacities of the 
tube. In this and in the Colpitts circuit, the feed-
back can be controlled by varying the ratio 
of the two capacities. In the ultraudion circuit, 
this can be done by connecting a small variable 
condenser between grid and cathode. Feed-
back decreases with increasing capacity. 
The electron-coupled oscillator — The 

effects of loading and coupling to the next 
stage can be greatly reduced by use of the 
electron-coupled circuit, in which a screen-grid 
tube (§ 3-5) is so connected that its screen 
grid is used as a plate, in conjunction with the 
control grid and cathode, in an ordinary 
triode oscillator circuit. The screen is operate'? 

(A) 

(B) 

•lb 

Fig.336— Capacity feed-bark os-
cillators. A, Colpiits; 11, tuned. 
plate tuned-grid; c; ultraudion. 
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at ground r. f. potential (§ 2-13) to act as a shield 
between the actual plate and the cathode and 
control grid; the latter two elements therefore 
roust be above ground potential. The out-

Fig. 337— Electron-counted oscillator circu it. 

put is taken from the plate circuit. Under these 
conditions the capacity coupling (§ 2-11) be-
tween the plate and other ungrounded tube 
elements is quite small, hence the output 
power is secured almost entirely by variations 
in the plate current caused by the varying 
potentials on the grid and cathode. Since in a 
screen-grid tube the plate voltage has a rela-
tively small effect on the plate current., the 
reaction on the oscillator frequency for differ-
ent conditions of loading is small. 
A Hartley circuit is used in the frequency-

determining portion of the oscillator shown 
in Fig. 337, where LiCI is the oscillator tank 
circuit. The screen is grounded for r.f. through 
a by-pass condenser (§ 2-13), but has the 
usual d.c. potential. The cathode connection 
is made to a tap on the tank coil to provide 
feed-back. The resonant plate circuit, Le 
is tuned either to the oscillation frequency or 
to a harmonic. tintuned output coupling also 
may be used; the output voltage and power are 
considerably lower, but better isolation be-
tween oscillator and amplifier is secured. 

If the oscillator tube is a pentode having an 
external suppressor connection the suppressor 
grid should be grounded. This provides addi-
tional internal shielding and further isolates the 
plate from the frequency-determining circuit. 
Franklin oscillator — The Franklin oscil-

lator circuit of Fig. 338, popular abroad, has 
characteristics similar to the e.c.o. A high-gain 
feed-back amplifier is very loosely coupled to a 
tank circuit, LC, via two condensers, C1 and 
C2, of extremely small capacity. So weak is the 
coupling that, the tube circuit has negligible 
effect upon the frequency-controlling tank. 

4.13 

Fig. 338 — Franklin master-oscillator circuit. 
C.1. C2 — Appr,,ximatrly 1 to 2-mgfd. (adjugtahle). 
C, — R, --;0.nao equns. 

Crystal oscillators — Since a properly cut 
quartz crystal is equivalent to a high-Q tuned 
circuit (§ 2-10), it may be substituted for a con-
ventional tuned circuit in an oscillator to con-
trol the frequency of oscillation. A simple crys-
tal oscillator circuit is shown in Fig. 339. It is 
similar to the tuned-plate tuned-grid circuit 
except that a crystal is substituted for the 
resonant grid circuit. Detailed information on 
crystal oscillators is given in Chapter Four. 

Series and parallel feed— A circuit such as 
the tickler circuit of Fig. 335-A is said to 
be series J'ai because the source of plate voltage 
and the r.f. plate circuit (the tickler coil) are 
connected in series; hence t he I. e. plate current 
flows through the coil to the plate. A by-pass 
(§ 2-13) condenser, Cl„ is connected across the 
plate supply to shunt the r.f. current around 
the power source. Other examples of series 
plate feed are shown in Figs. 336-B and 337. 

In some cases the source of plate power must 
be connected in parallel with the tuned circuit 
to provide a direct-current path to the plate. 
This is illust rat el in Fig. 335-B, where it would 
be impossible to feed t he ldate current through 
the coil because there is a direct connection be-
tween the coil arid cathode. Hence the voltage 
is applied to the plate through a radio-fre-
quency choke, which prevents the r.f. current 

Fig. 339 — Simple crystal 
oscillator circuit. Man) 
variations of this basic cir-
cuit are used in practice. 

from flowing to the plate supply and thus 
short-circuiting the oscillator. The blocking 
condenser, CI), provides a low-impedance path 
for radio-frequency current flow but is an open 
circuit for direet current (§ 2-13). Other ex-
amples of parallel feed are shown in Figs. 
336-A and 336-C. 

Values for the r.f. chokg.s, by-pass rind block-
ing condensers shown will be determined by 
the considerations outlined in § 2-13. 

c. 3-7-C Negative Resistance Oscillators 

Negatirc-resistance oscillations — In ad-
dition to its ability to simulate negative 
resistance by feed-back (§ 3-7-A), a vacuum 
tube can in itself be made to show negative 
resistance by a number of arrangements of 
electrode potentials. When a tube so operated 
is connected to a parallel-resonant circuit, 
oscillation will be established if the negative 
resistance is less than the parallel impedance 
of the resonant circuit. Typical oscillator cir-
cuits are shown in Fig. 340. 
The circuit of Fig. ato-A is that of the 

dynairan oscillator, which functions because 
of the secondary emission from the plate oc-
curring in certain types of screen-grid tetrodes. 
The simplest but also the least stable of the 
negutive-resistar)CP or two-terminal o,,,rillutors, 
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1.1.1 

Cs 

it makes use of the fact that the plate current 
of a screen-grid let rode decreases when the 
plate voltage is increased at certain values of 
screen voltage, giving a negative plate-resist-
ance characteristic. 

In t he nega tive-t l'ait ti luct ;owe or trans-
/71- 0n circuit 
shown in Fig. 
340-B, nega-
tive resistance 
is produced by 
virtue of the 
fact that, if the 
suppressor grid 
of a pentode is 
given negative 
bias, elect runs 
which nor-
mally would 
pass through 
to the plate 
are turned 
back to the 
screen, thus 
increasing 1 he 

screen current and reversing normal tube ac-
tion (§ 3-2). The negative resistance produced 
between the screen and suppressor grids is 
sufficiently low so that ordinary tuned circuits 
will oscillate readily up to 15 Mc. or so. 

3-7-D Other Types of Oscillators 

Resisiance-capacitylimin g — ii e. possible 
to replace the LC resonant eireuit in an os-
cillator by a resistance-capacity 0,ntititt:tiiit 
having an appropriate time constant. ill %%Mel t 
case f = 1 2n-lir. Morel ever, IV varying eit her 
./t or e the circuit Can t uned over a wide 

range in 
the same 
ne 1 it It e r 
as an LC 
circuit. 

Thettvo 
more com-
mon cir-
cuits of 
this ype 
are shown 
ill Jig. 
311. The 
sin gle-
st age Re-
tuned os-
cillator at 
A has a 
t hree-sec-
tion phase-
shifting 
net work 

connected bet ween output atol input, so ar-
ranged that just enouglosignal is tel back I SO -
out of phase at the desired freueu•ncy to see- e a in 
oscillation. By careful feed-Inek adjust meut t. 
excellent sine-wave form with good frequency 
wtability may be obtained. 

(A) 

Fig. 310 
oscillator 

R, 

(A) 

— N.•gative-resistance 
ci,- tut-. A, dynatron; 
B, transitnort. 

•Et 

311 — Ite-istanee.rapaeit:, 
Sor-. A, phase-shif It, negative fred -back. 

The two-tube RC-tuned circuit at B is 
derived from a two-stage cascade resistance-
coupled amplifier with pentode tubes, the 
second tube constituting the phase-shifting 
element supplying a regenerative signal to the 
adjustable e, CI and RI combination at the 
desired frequency, while at all other frequencies 
the circuit. is degenerative. 

Phase-shift oscillators are most useful at 
audio frequencies, although they can be made 
to operate up to about 50 kc. 

Relaxation oscillators— There is another 
basic category of oscillators, the relaxation 
type, in which the oscillation frequency is con-
trolled not by a resonant circuit but by the 
reciprocating change of a current or voltage 
through the charging or discharging of a 
condenser when a certain critical value is 
reached. Relaxation oseillation requires, first, 
a means for 
eharging a 
ci oit  (or 
other reactive 
element t at a 
uniform rate 
and, second, 
means for 
rapidly dis-
charging this 
condenser 
once n pre-
determined 
voltage has 
been built up 
across it. The 
action is Vilar-
auturized by 
a period of 
rapid change 
or inst iltility 
hellowee I by a 
err-it id of rela-
tive quies-
cence or sta-
bility during 
which the 
stored- up 
energy transferred or otherwise dissipated in 
the circuit. 

Relaxation oscillators have high harmonic 
content ( nonsinusoidal output) and are inher-
ently unstable, permitting ready synchroniza-
tion with an external controlling voltage. 

In the circuit of Fig. 342-A, the operation is 
based on the reversed screen-current or dyna-
tron characteristic of a pentode tube, the 
frequency being determined by the rate at 
which the feed-back condenser, C, discharges 
through the tube. Apart from the frequeney-
controlling mechanism, this circuit resembles 
that of the transitron oscillator ( Fig. 3-10-B). 
The alternat ive pentode circuit at B has t he 

frequency-ceentrolling elements, e and R, in 
the plate circuit. It is capable of operation at 
frequencies up to several hundred kilocycles, 
and affords greater control of wave form. 

(C) 

•B 

Fig. 342 — Typical relaxation os-
cillators. A, -dynatron--ty pe pen-
tode circuit. 11, high-frequency pen-
tode circuit. C., squegging oscillator. 

.8 
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Operation of the squegging oscillator at C is 

based on the tendency of any oscillator with 
excessive feed-back to produce relatively low-
frequency intermittent oscillations, cont rolled 
by the rate of charge and discharge of L2, C 
and I? through the tube grid resistance, if the 
time constant of the eombination is large 
compared to the normal period of oscillation. 
The most versatile relaxation oscillator cir-

cuit of all, shown in Fig. 343, is known as the 
multivibrator. Two tubes are used with resist-
ance coupling, the output of one tube being 
fed to the input circuit of the other. The 
frequency of the resulting oscillation is de-
termined by the time constants (§ 2-6) of the 
resistance-capacity combinaticms. The princi-
ple of oscillation is that of alternately switch-
ing conduction from one t ube to t he other, with 
one grid at cut-off and 1lie other at zero bias, so 
that continuous oscillai ion is maintained, the 
second tube being necessary to obtain the 
proper phase relationship (§ 3-3) for oscillation 
when the energy is fed back. 

Although the multivibrator is a very unstable 
oscillatitr, its frequency can be controlled 
readily by a small signal of steady frequency 
introduced into the circuit. This phenomenon 
is called locking or synchronization. The out put 
waveshape of the multi vibrator is highly dis-
torted, hence has high ha mimic content 
(§ 2-7). A useful feature is that the mull ivibra-
tor can be locked at its fundamental frequency 
by a frequency corresponding to one of its 
higher harmonies (t lie tenth harmonic is fre-
quently used), and thus the circuit can be 
used as a frequency tlirider. 

111. 3-8 Cathode-Ray Tubes 

Principles— The cathode-ray tube is a 
vacuum tube in which the eleetrons emitted 
from a hot cathode are first accelerated to give 
them considerable velocity, then formed into 
a beam, and finally allowed to strike a. special 
translucent screen which .gooresccg, or gives off 
light at the point where the beam strikes. A 
narrow beam of moving electrons is an:dowels 
to a wire carrying current (§ 2-4) and, as in 
the wire, is accompanied by electrostatic and 
electromagnet je fields. Hence the beam can be 
moved laterally, or deflected, by electric or 

Heater Cathode 
MS-voltage anode 
(Anode No 2) 

magnetic fields. Such fields exert a force on the 
beam in much the same way as on charged 
bodies or on wires carrying current (§ 2-3, 2-5). 

Since the cathode-ray beam consists only of 
moving electrons, its weight and inertia are 
negligibly small. For this reason, it can be made 
to follow instantly the variations in periodically 
changing fields even at radio frequencies. 

Electron gun — The electrode arrangement 
which forms the electrons into a beam is called 
the cite/run gun. In the simple tube structure 
shown in Fig. 314, the gun 
Consists of the cathode, 
grid, and ano k's Nos. 1 and 
2. The Mt cm-illy of the elec-
tron beata is regulat cd by 
the grid in the saine way as 
in an ordinary t ube f § 3-2). 
Anode No. 1 is operated at 
a positive potential wit h 
respect to the cathode, thus 
aerelerat ing f be electrons 
who'll pass through the 
grid, atol is provided with 
small apertures through which the electron 
stream passes. On emerging front the apertures 
the elect runs are traveling in practically paral-
lel st raight-line paths. The elect rostat ic fields 
set up by the potent ials on anode No. 1 and 
anode No. 2 form an electron lens system, com-
parable to an optical lens, which makes the 
electron paths converge to a point at the 
fluorescen t screen in inueli the same way that a 
glass lens takes parallel rays of light and brings 
them to a point f, ems. Fiecusing of the electron 
beam is arcomplished by varying the poten-
tials on the anodes, the potential in turn de-
termining the strengt h of the field. The poten-
tial on allude Nu. 2 is usually fixed, while that 
on anode Yo. 1 is varied to bring the beam into 
focus. Anode No. 1 is, therefore, called the 
focu.sing cleetrtuh'. 

Sharpest focus is obtained when the elec-
trons of the beam have high velocity, so that 
relatively high d.e. potentials are common with 
eat hude-ray tubes. However, the current. re-
quired is small, so that t he power consumption 
is negligible. A second grid may be placed be-
tween the control grid and anode No. 1, for 
additional acceleration of the electrons. 

vertical 
deflecting 
plates 

Control electrode focusing Glass 
(Grid No.!) electrode envelope 

(Anode No.!) plates 

Fig. 344 — Typical construction for a modern eathodc-rav tithe of the electrostatie-dellection type. The envelope 
is made of glass, with the fluorescent screen at one end. I.cMls for the high-voltage anode, the deflection plates, and 
other electrodes are insolated low-capacity conductors carried jiij,le t lie envelope to the liase. 

Fig. 343 — I-
ti v ilirator, or re-
laxation oscillator. 
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(A) (B) (G) 
Fig. 345-- Spot diagrams show ing the position of the cathode-ray beam on the fluorescent screen for different 
deflector potentials. A — Both deflectors at zero potential. B — Positive potential on right horizontal deflector. 
C — Positive potential on upper vertical deflector. 14, E, F, G — Equal positive potentials on adjacent plates. 

Methods of deflection — When focused. 
the beam from the gun produces only a small 
spot on the screen, as described above. How-
ever, if after leaving the gun the beam is de-
flected by either magnetic or electrostatic 
fields, the spot will move across the screen in 
accordance with the force exerted on the beam. 
If the motion is rapid, the path of the spot 
(trace) appears as a continuous line. 

Electrostatic deflection, the type generally 
used in the smaller tubes, is produced by de-
flecting platee. Two sets of plates are placed at 
right angles to each other, as indicated in Fig. 
344. The fields are created by applying suitable 
voltages between the two plates of each pair. 
Usually one plate of each pair is connted to 
anode No. 2, to establish the polarit iues (§ 2-3) 
of the vertical and horizontal fields with respect 
to the beam and to each other. 
Tubes for magnetic deflection use the same 

type of electron gun, but have no deflection 
plates. Instead, the deflecting fields are set up 
by means of coils corresponding to the plates 
used in tubes having electrostatic deflection. 
The coils are external to the tube, as shown in 
Fig. 346, but are mounted close to the glass 
envelope in the relative positions occupied by 
electrostatic deflection plates. Coils Ai and A2 
are connected so their fields aid and their axes 
are on the same line through the tube. Coils B1 
and B2 likewise are connected with fields aiding 
and are aligned along t he same axis through the 
tube, but pf•rpendictilarly to the .11.12 axis. 

Fluorescent screens— The fluorescent screen 
materials used have varying characteristics, ac-
cording to the type of work for which the tube 
is intended. The spot color is green, white, 
yellow or blue, depending upon the screen 
material. The persistence of the screen is the 
time duration of the after-glow which exists 
when the excitation of the electron beam is 
removed. Sereens are classified as long-, 

Fig. 346 — A eathodo-ray tube with magnetic deflec-
tion. The gun is the same as in the electrostatic-deflec-
tion tube shown in Fig. 34 l, hut the beam is deflected by 
magnetic instead of electiie fields. Actual deflection coils 
tit closely to the neck of the tube, so that the field 
will be as strong as possible for a given coil current. 

medium- and short-persistence types. Small 
tubes for oscilloscope use usually have medium-
persistence screens of greenish fluorescence. 
Tube circuits— A representative cathode-

ray tube circuit with electrostatic deflection is 
shown in Fig. 347. One plate of each pair of de-
flecting plates is connected to anode No. 2. 
Since the voltages required normally are rather 
high, the positive terminal of the supply is 
usually grounded (§ 2-13) so that the common 
deflection plates will be at ground potential. 
This places the cathode and other elements at 
high potentials above ground, hence these ele-
ments must be well insulated. The various 
electrode voltages are obtained from a voltage 
divider (§ 2-6) across the high-voltage d.c. 
supply. R3 is a variable divider or " potenti-
ometer" for adjusting the negative bias on the 
control grid and thereby varying the beam cur-
rent: it is called the intensity or brightness. con-
trol. The focus, or sharpness of the luminous 
spot formed on the screen by the beam, is con-
trolled by R2, which changes the ratio of the 
anode No. 2 and anode No. 1 voltages. The 
focusing and intensity controls interlock to 
some extent, and the sharpest focus is obtained 
by keeping the beam current low. 

Deflecting voltages for the plates are applied 
to the terminals marked " vertical" and " hori-
zontal." R4 and R1 drain off any accumulation 
of charge on the deflecting plates. «Usually some 
»provision is made to place an adjustable d.c. 
voltage on each set of plates, so that the spot 
can be " centered" when stray electrostatic or 
magnetic fields are present; the adjustable d.c. 
voltage neutralizes the effect of such fields. 
The tube is mounted so t hat one set of plates 

produces a horizontal line when a varying volt-
age is applied to it, while the other set of plates 
produces a vertical line under similar condi-
tions. They are called, respectively, the " hori-
zontal" and " vertical" plates, but which set 
of actual plates produces which line is simply a 
matter of how the tube is mounted. It is usually 
necessary to provide a mounting which can be 
rotated to some extent, so that the lines will 
actually be horizontal and vertical. 
Power supply— The d.c. voltage required 

for operation of the tube may vary from 500 
volts for the miniature type ( 1-inch diameter 
screen) to several thousand volts for the larger 
tubes. The current, however, is very small, so 
that the power required likewise is small. Be-
cause of the low current drain, a power supply 
with half-wave rectification (§ 8-3) and a single 
0.5- to 2-mfd. filter condenser is satisfactory. 
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(7, 3-9 The Oscilloscope 

Description— An oscilloscope is essentially 
a cathode-ray tube in the basic circuit of Fig. 
347, but with provision for supplying a suitable 
deflection voltage on one set of plates (ordi-
narily those giving horizontal deflection). The 
deflection voltage is the time base or sweep. 
Oscilloscopes frequently are also equipped with 
vacuum-tube amplifiers for increasing the am-
plitude of small a.c. voltages to values suitable 
for application to the deflecting plates. These 
amplifiers ordinarily am limited to operation 
in the audio- or video-frequency range. 
Formation of patterns— When periodi-

cally varying voltages are applied to the two 
sets of deflecting plates. the path traced by the 
fluorescent spot forms a pattern which is sta-
tionary so long as the amplitude and phase re-
lationships of the voltages remain unchanged. 
Fig. 348 shows how such patterns are formed. 
The horizontal sweep voltage is assumed to 
have the " sawtooth" waveshape indicated; 
with no voltage applied to the vertical plates 
the trace, simply sweeps from left to right 
across the screen along the horizontal axis 
X-X' until the instant // is reached, when it 
reverses direction and returns to the starting 
point. The sine-wave voltage applied to the 
vertical plates similarly would trace a line 
along the axis Y- Y' in the absence of any de-
flecting voltage on the horizontal plates. How-
ever, when both voltages are present the posi-
tion of the spot at any instant depends upon 
the voltages on both sets of plates at that in-
stant. Thus at time B the horizontal voltage 
has moved the spot a short distance to the 
right and the vertical voltage has similarly 
moved it. upward, so that it reaches the actual 
position B' MI the screen. The resulting trace 
is easily followed from the other indicated posi-
tions, which are taken at equal time intervals. 

RECT 

lis v.,*.c. 

Fig. 347 — Cathode-ray tithe circuit. Typical values for 
a 3-inch (screen-diameter) tube such as the 3AP1/906: 

--- to 10 megoluns. R2 -- 0.2 megohm. 
- 20.090 elan,. RI — 0.5 mcgohm. 

Vert. 

Hoe 

VERTICAL 

E 

TIME 

Fig. 348— A.c. volt-
age waveshape as 
viewed on an oscil-
loscope screen, 
showing the forma-
tion of the pattern 
from the horizontal 
(sawtooth) and ver-
tical sweep voltages. 

HORIZONTAL 

Types of sweeps— A sawtooth sweep-volt-
age waveshape, such as is shown in Figs. 348 
and 330 is called a linear sweep, because the de-
flection in the horizontal direction is directly 
proportional to time. lf the sweep were perfect 
the " fly-back time, or time taken for the spot 
to return from the end (II) to the beginning (1 
or A) of the horizontal trace, would be zero, so 
that the line HI would be perpendicular to the 
axis Y- Y'. Although the fly-back time cannot 
be made zero in practicable sweep-voltage gen-
erators it can be made quite small in compari-
son to the time of the desired trace .4 LI, at least 
at most frequencies within the audio range. The 
fly-back time is somewhat exaggerated in Fig. 
345, to show its effect on the pattern. The line 
//'/' is called the return trace; with a linear 
sweep it is less brilliant than the pattern, be-
cause the spot is moving much more rapidly 
during the fly-back time than (luring the time 
of the main trace. If the fly-back time is short 
enough, the return trace will be invisible. 
The linear sweep has the advantage that it 

shows the shape of the wave applied to the 
vertical plates in the same way in which it is 
usually represented graphically (§ 2-7). If the 
time of one cycle of the a.c. voltage applied to 
the vertical plates is a fraction of the time 
taken to sweep horizontally across the screen, 
several cycles of the vertical or signal voltage 
will appear in the pattern. The shape of only 
the last cycle (or the last few cycles, depending 
upon the number in the pattern and the 
characteristics of the sweep) to appear will be 
affected by the fly-back in such a case. 

Although the linear sweep generally is most 
useful, other sweep waveshapes may be desira-
ble for certain purposes. The shape of the pat-
tern obtained, with a given signal waveshape 
on the vertical plates, obviously will depend 
upon the shape of the horizontal sweep voltage. 
If the horizontal sweep is sinusoidal, the main 
and return sweeps each occupy the same time 
and the snot moves faster horizontally in the 
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center of the pattern than it does at the ends. 
If two sinusoidal voltages of the same frequen-
cy are applied simultaneously to both sets of 
plates, the resulting pattern may be a straight 
line, an ellipse or a circle, depending upon the 

G, 
Sync 
voltage 

R. eat EZtput 

R, 

-e ab 

Fig. 349 — A linear-sweep oscillator using a gas triode. 
CI — 0.001 to 0.25 dd. C3 — 0.1 dd. 
C2 — 0.5 gfd. Cs — 25 µM. 25-volt 
11, - 0.3 to 1.5 mcgoluns. electrolytic. 
112 — 2000 ohms. Rs— 25,600 ohms. 
Ils - 0.25 megolim. Ra — 0.1 megolun. 
The "II- ti 1pk should deliver 300 volts. CI and RI are 
proportioned to give a suitable sweep frequency; the 
higher the time constant § 2-6), the lower the frequency. 
R4 limits grid-current now during the deionizing period, 
when positive ions are attracted to the negative grid. 

amplitude and phase relationships. If the fre-
quencies are harmonically related (§ 2-7) a 
stationary pattern will result, but if one fre-
quency is not an exact harmonie of the other 
the pattern will show continuous motion. This 
is also the case when a linear sweep circuit is 
used; the sweep frequency and the frequency 
under observation must be harmonically re-
lated or the pattern will not be stationary. 
The sweep generator does not ordinarily 

function as a self-controlled oscillator but 
rather as i externally controlled or synchro-
nized oscillator which supplies voltage of the 
required waveform at the same frequency as 
the signal under study, or a sub-multiple 
thereof. 
Sweep circuits— A sinusoidal sweep is easi-

est to obtain, since it is possible to apply a.c. 
voltage from the power line, either directly or 
through a suitable transformer, to the hori-
zontal plates. A variable voltage divider or 
potentiometer may be used to regulate the 
width of the horizontal trace. 
A typical circuit for a linearssweep generator 

is shown in Fig. 349. The tube is a gas triode or 
grid-control rectifier ( § 3-6-C). The striking or 
breakdown voltage, which is the plate voltage 
at which the tube ionizes or fires and starts 
conducting, is determined by the grid bias. 

Flyback 
VI'   

1,10. 11Î 
t 

Fig. 350 — 
Condenser 
charging curves 
allowing how a 
saw tooth wave 
is produced by 
a gaseous-tube 
linear sweep 
oscillator. 

When plate voltage, Eb, is applied, the con-
denser, acquires a charge through RI. As 
shown in Fig. 350, the charging voltage rises 
relatively slowly, as shown by the solid line, 
until the breakdown or flashing point, 171, is 

reached. Then the condenser discharges rapidly 
through the comparatively low plate-cathode 
resistance of the tube. When the voltage drops 
to a value too low to maintain plate-current 
flow, Ea, the ionization is extinguished and CI 
once more charges through RI. If HI is large 
enough, the voltage across CI rises linearly 
with time, tj, up to the breakdown point. This 
linear voltage change is used for the sweep, 
being applied to the cathode-ray tube plates 
through C2. The fly-back time, 12, is the time 
required for discharge through the tube; to 
keep this time small, the resistance during 
discharge must be low. 
To obtain a stationary pattern, the "saw-

tooth" rate is cold rulled by varying C1 and Ri 
and synchronized by introducing some of the 
voltage being observed on the vertical plates 
into the grid circuit of the 884 tube. This 
voltage " triggers" the tube into operation in 
synchronism with the signal frequency. Syn-
chronization will occur so long as the signal fre-
quency is nearly the same as, or a multiple of, 
the sweep frequency, provided the circuit 
constants and the amplitude of the synchro-
nizing voltage are properly adjusted. 
The upper frequency limit of gaseous-tube 

sweep oscillators is in the vicinity of 50,000 
cycles, even with the most careful design, be-
cause of the fly-back time limitations imposed 
by the gaseous content of the tube. 

Fig. 351 — Pentode-tube high-speed sweep generator. 
C-0.001 to 0.1 G C2 

gfd. '01 c (—.-Output 
CI., C2 — 0.1 A L S 
C3 — 1.0 ,Jul. g. . • 
R —25,000 oh ms 

to 5 meg-
ohms. 

Ri — 0.5 megolun variable. 
112 — 0.1 inegolim. 
113 — 25,000 ohms. +12 

To attain a higher-frequency sweep, a 
"hard"-tube oscillator such as that shown in 
Fig. 351 nnet be used. This circuit may be 
recognized as being similar to that of the pen-
tode relaxation oscillator of Fig. 312-15. With 
suitable constants it is capable of an upper fre-
quency limit of 100 to 200 ke. or more. If a tube 
is used which has a high ratio of plate current 
to screen current, the screen voltage will rise 
to a very high value during the plate discharge 
and thus aid in reducing the fly-back time. 
A variety of waveshapes may be obtained 

from this circuit, ranging from the sawtooth or 
triangular waves which occur at the plate to 
the rectangular waveform of the screen-grid 
voltage. The plate-circuit waveforms are those 
most often employed for oscilloscope work. 
The sweep rate is controlled by R and C, 

but it is influenced also by the value of 112. R3 
determines the output waveshape by regulating 
the ratio of charge to discharge time, thus de-
termining the part of the cycle occupied by 
the rectangular-shaped screen-voltage wave. 
The blocking-lube oscillator in Fig. 352 is 

also capable of high-frequency operation, 
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chiefly because the oscillator portion generates 
a very short, sharp pulse which charges e 
almost instantaneously. Because of its superior-
ity in this respect, this circuit has received con-
siderable application in television work. Its 
operation is distinguished from that of the 
squeg,ging oscillator ( Fig. 342-C) in that the 
intermittent high-frequency oscillations are 
almost instantly blocked as the bias built up 
by the grid-leak and condenser, C and R, goes 
far beyond cut-off. With suitable constants, 
the build-up time for this blocking bias can be 
limited to a single high-frequency cycle, re-
sulting in a very short, abrupt pulse of plate 
current ( 4). Because of the large time constant 
of C and the discharge time is very much 
slower. Until the charge again leaks off through 
R, the circuit is paralyzed. When C is dis-
charged, the cycle repeats. 
L1 and /.2 are tightly coupled and designed 

to be self-resi intuit at perhaps ten times the 
maximum sweep frequency. 

In the practical form, shown in Fig. 352, the 
blocking oscillator itself is the left-hand sec-
tion of the dual triiide. The second triode 
sertir m is used as a discharge tube, the rate of 
discharge being ir nt rolled by the C2/6 combi-
nation. By giving this combination the proper 
time constant, the output wave can be made to 
have almost any desired form. II exercises lim-
ited control over the frequency range, while the 
value of RI determines the output amplitude. 
Vacuum-tube switching circuits— In con-

trast to time-base circuits which deliver recur-
rent output impulses. certain applications in 
oscilloseope and other electronic work call for 
what are termed race u m-lutie or electronic 
swit el ing circuits. 
A keying circuit is a non-locking electronic 

swit ch which closes (or opens) a circuit when a 
coot oil voltage is applied and returns the cir-
cuit to normal when the control voltage is re-
moved. The keying voltage is usually applied 
as control-grid bias, although screen- and 
suppressor-grid voltage a lsri are employed. 
A trigger circuit. also called a flip-flop circuit, 

may also be operat rd in this manner, but more 
strictly it is a type of locking or holding 
electronic switch, wherein a second impulse 
is required to restore the circuit. After the 

+9 loa 

Fig. 352 — Dual.trindc blneking.tube °sign:Ator and dis-
charge tube, with characteristic waveforms at the right. 

C — 0.001-0.01-dd. mica. R — 0.25 megolim variable. 
CI, Ca — 0.005-0.5 ad. RI — 0.I-2 megohtu. 
C2 0.1 dd. Li, L2 — See text. 

(A) 

Mooring 
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• Fig. 353 — Typical vacuum-tube trigger circuits. 

Çî. initiating control pulse the circuit remains 
chisel, despite removal of the control voltage, 
, until a second releasing impulse is received. 
• Circuits in which values of current or voltage 
change abruptly from one stable condition 
to another at some critical value of voltage 
or resistance, and then change back abruptly 
at a different critical value of the controlling 
; voltage or resistance, are used for this purpose. 
; Fig. 353-A shows the basic pentode form of 
trigger circuit. In this circuit d.c. coupling be-
tween the screen and suppressor grids causes 
the suppressor voltage to change with screen 
voltage. With a high value of rosist ance in 
series wit li the screen, abrutit changes in these 
currents re cul' \vile!) the supply voltages or the 
screen-circuit resistance are varied. For exam-
ple, by proper choice of voltage and circuit con-
stants the plate current corresponding to a 
given value of screen current may be made 
zero. Triggering impulses may be introduced in 
series with any of the electrodes, but the con-
trol grid is the most sensitive. The values of the 
supply voltages are not critical, but the proper 
relation must be maintained between them. 

In the two-tube trigger circuit of Fig. 353-B, 
a positive impulse applied to the grid of the 
first tube will increase its plate current. This 
causes an increased voltage drop across R3, 
which in turn makes the bias on the second 
tube more negative. Consequently the plate 
current of the second tube decreases, decreas-
ing the voltage drop across R4. This makes the 
grid bias on the first tube more positive, caus-
ing a fort her increase in the plate current of 
this tube and a resultant further decrease in 
the plate current of the second tube. The 
process continues uitit il t he second tube is cut 
off, when only the first tube lakes current. 
This condition will continue until a negative 
pulse is applied to the first grid, or a positive 
pulse to the second grid, when the action will 
be reversed. The initial operating point is es-
tablished by the variable tap on the cathode 
resistor, /Z7. 
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IL 3-10 Pulse Technique 

In pulse transmission and reception (§ 1-4), 
specialized means are employed to generate and 
shape characteristic pulses on the transmitting 
end and to recreate and interpret these pulses 
on the receiving end. One is a process of wave-
shaping and injection; the other of separation 
and selection. Certain basic circuit elements 
are common to both; elementary examples of 
such circuits will be discussed in this section. 
Wa reshaping — The primary waveforms 

employed in pulse transmission, apart from the 
basic sine wave, are the rectangular wave (from 
narrow pulse to sqt,are wave), trapezoidal wave, 
triangular wave (from isosceles to right-angle 
sawtooth), exponential and sawtooth waves. 
The nonsinusoidal waveforms obtainable 

from certain oscillators, particularly those of 
the relaxation type, approximate the general 
shapes required. To trim such waves to the 
ideal form required, auxiliary waveshaping cir-

Input 

(") 

tnpat 

(3) 

351 Shaping of sine ‘. a% e to square wave by 
diode clipping act' . The waveforms at the upper right 
illustrate, progressively, the sinusoidal input WaN e, the 
positive peak clipped by the diode parallel limiter (A), 
and the negative peak clipped by the diode series lim-
iter ( B). These are performed jointly in the double-diode 
parallel limiter (C) and double-diode series limiter (D). 

cuits are employed. The basic categories are 
(1) limiter circuits, which utilize the voltage-
limiting action of vacuum tubes, and (2) peak-
ing circuits, which employ RC (or LC) time-
constant circuits. 

Fig. 354 shows the use 
of biased-diode limiters in 
'gipping a sine wave to 
create a square or trape-
zoidal waveshape by lim-
iting action. 
The diode parallel Hm- ; 

iter at A does not limit — Input c, 
the output until the input — — — 
voltage attains a value more positive than that I 
of the negative biasing voltage applied in series 

C, 

Fig. 355 — Triode limiter action in generating >goitre or 
trapezoidal wave by clipping peaks of a sinusoidal wave. 

with RI. In the diode series limiter at B. con-
duction can occur only when the input is more 
positive than the biasing voltage inserted in 
series with RI. Thus there can be no increase in 
output during the most negative period of the 
cycle. The series limiter produces a more 
squarely clipped wave than the parallel type. 
The operation of either type can be reversed 
by reversing . the diode connections and the 
polarity of the biasing voltage. 

In the double-diode parallel limiter at C, the 
left-hand diode removes positive peaks while 
that at the right clips the negative. The degree 
of limiting is adjusted by varying the fixed bias 
by means of R3 and R4. The double series lim-
iter at D functions in a similar manner but is 
more critical of adjust nient. 
Triode limiters may be operated at cut-off 

or at saturation. In Fig. 355, the tube is biased 
near the center of its characteristic. When the 
signal voltage goes negative. at cut-off plate 
current ceases to flow and the bottom of the 
sine wave is clipped. On the positive peak the 
plate current is limited by saturation and the 
top of the sine curve is squared off. The input. 
signal should be 20 or 30 times the grid bias 
for the sine wave to be squared off sharply. 

Limiter circuits may also be employed for 
generating other types of pulses. If the tube in 
Fig. 355 is biased beyond cut-off and a con-
denser is connected between plate and ground. 
a positive rectangular pulse applied to the grid 
will producen sawtooth wave. • During the 
interval between pulses the condenser is 
charged in a relatively slow linear rate through 
R4-. The sharp front of the positive pulse on 
the grid causes plate current to flow, and the 
condenser discharges rapidly through the tube. 
A triangular waveshape can be obtained by re-
ducing the bias to zero and applying negative 
pul:-. to the grid. Between pulses plato current 

its. au,— Pulee 
mixer or injectos 
circuit, illustratin; 
how two rectangu-
lar pulses of differ-
ent bases and 
amplitudes are 
combined into one 
complex pulse be-
fore transmission, 
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will flow, but each negative pulse biases the 
tube beyond cut-off, making it nonconducting. 
The condenser charges through R.1 for the du-
ration of the pulse, t hen discharge through Rt. 
The result is a symmetrical triangular pulse. 

Pulse selection — Pulse selectivity is based 
on the followiog characteristics: ( 1) polarity: 
(2) amplitude; (3) shape: and (4) duration (in-
cluding both " mark '' and " spew()" in t ervals). 
The diode separator functions much like the 

diode limiters of Fig. 351, except that the action 
is reversed. Selection by polarity is based on the 
unilateral conductivity of the dinde rectifier. 
and requires only that the diode be so eon-

Output 

Input 

• *13 

Fig. 357 — Cit -off biased triode amplitude separator. 
— 0.1 pfd. RI — 1 ittegolitn. 113 -- 7,0.000 Mints. 

C2 —().5 í,l. 02 — 2000 ohms. 114 — 27,1100 ohms. 

neet,,d as to ps.,s positive or te gsitive pulses, as 
desired. For amplit tide separation the diode is 
so biasNI that only pulses having an amplitude 
exceeding the bias voltage will be passed. 
The same resemblance applies in t be case of 

triode amplitude separators. In the cut-off 
separator of Fig. 357, the grid normally is 
biased beyond cut-off. When a positive volt-
age il sufficient amplitude is applied, plate 
current fl,,ws. There will be no response to volt-
ages of lesser amplitude, or to negative pulses. 

••••-i 
input 

Ci 

Outpa: 

45 

Fig. 358 — Zero-bias. or positiv e-
grid limiter-separator. 

CI — 0.1 pfil. 
C2 — 0.5 5f l. 

RI, B2— I megolim. 
Ra - - 0.1 megolun 

The positive-grid or blocked-grid separator, 
Fig. 358, operates at saturation and is char-
acterized by a series resistor in the grid circuit. 
Positive pulses drive the tube into the positive-
grid region, where grid-current flow increases 
bias and limits plate-current to a steady value 
regardless of signal level. Since this circuit. 
passes only negative pulses, it is selective as to 
polarity. 

Differentiation and integration— If the 
front of a rectangular wave is applied to an RC 
circuit with series capacity and shunt resist-
ance, as in Fig. 359, the voltage across the load 
resistor will equal the applied voltage at the 
instant of application. Then, as the condenser 
acquires charge the voltage across the resistor 
will decrease exponentially (§ 2-6). If the time 

/on 17'›luot eiREFE 

Input RC • 0-001 11C•Or 

r t ni e.7? 

Fig. 359 — With square wave input, the voltage u ave. 
shapes across R and C respectively in an RC circuit have 
the shapes shown. Note the variation in waveshapes for 
different time constants. (Time constant values given 
are in terms of fractions of the period of the input wave.) 

constant of the circuit is very small, the charg-
ing period will be very short. Thus the voltage 
across the :esistor will have the shape of a 
short pulse, sharply peaked at the front. 

Following t his initial pulse, no current flows 
through the resistor because the condenser is 
charged to the maximum voltage of the applied 
square wave. Hence the voltage across the 
resistor is zero so long as the input voltage is 
unchanging. At the trailing edge of the input 
wave the process is repeated, except that, the 
resultant pulse has the opposite polarity since 
the condenser is now discharging. 
By altering the steepness of either the as-

cending or descending slopes of the input wave 
the amplitude of the output pulse can be 
controlled. This is the principle upon which 
pulse selection by waveshape is based, as 
illustrated in Fig. 360. A steep front produces 
a sharp pulse having an amplitude equal to 
the applied voltage, while a sloping front 
produces a pulse of correspondingly greater 
length and lesser amplitude. For sharp pulses 
the time constant must be considerably shorter 
than one-half cycle of the input wave. With a 
longer time constant the charging period be-
comes correspondingly longer, while retaining 
a logarithmic shape, and approaches the dura-
tion and form of the wave. Such a network is 
called a differentiating circuit. 

In a circuit with the resistor in series and 
the condenser in shunt, also shown in Fig. 359, 
the action is such that with a very short time 
constant the output. wave resembles that of the 
input except for a slight curvature at the begin-
ning because of the exponential charging char-
acteristic. The amplitude is, however, greatly 
reduced because of the voltage divider effect of 
the reactance-resistance combination. Increas-
ing the time constant to a value comparable 
to the duration of the constant-amplitude 
portion of the input wave increases the ampli-
tude but accentuates also both the ascending 
and descending slopes of the wave. 

Increasing the time constant to a value very 
long compared with the base of the input wave, 
results in what is called an integrating circuit. 
In this circuit, discrimination or selection is 

Fig. 360 — Pulse selection based 
nu the discriminating action of 
a differentiating circuit with 
inputs of different wavefront 
shapes. Typical input waves 
are shown above and the re-
Suiting output pulses below, 
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based on the duration or frequency of the 
input wave. For example, if a series of short 
pulses is applied, the energy stored in the 
condenser by each individual pulse will be 
small and will be discharged before the next 
pulse arrive*. lf, however, a series of pulses 
with longer bases and shorter intervals is 
applied, only a portion of the energy from 

each pulse will 
be discharged 
before the next 
begins charg-

Glass ing. Energy is 
cathode therefore accu-

mulated on the 
RP azthode condenser un-

ica connection tu l a predeter-
Neater 

mined ampli-
tude is estab-
lished. Thus 
long-base pulses 
can be sepa-
rated from 
shorter pulses. 

C Cathode 
co»,,ection 

Fig. 361 — Sectional i.•w of the 
"lighthouse- tithe's  . 

Close electrode - 141 ,•ing reduces 

transit tuile uhile the electrode 
connect ions reduce lea.' inductance. 

41 3-11 V.H.F. and U.H.F. Tubes 

Nega re-grid tubes — At very high fre-
quencies. interelectrode capacities and the 
inductance of internal leads determine the 
highest possible frequency to which a vacuum 
tube can be tuned. The tube usually will not 
oscillate up to this limit, however, because of 
dielectric losses, grid emission, and " transit-
time" effects. In low-frequency operation, the 
actual time of flight of electrons between the 
cathode and the anode is negligible in relation 
to the duration of the eyrie. At 1000 kc., for 
example, transit time of 0.001 microsecond, 
whieh is typical of conventional tubes, is only 
1:1000 cycle. But at 100 Mc., this same transit 
tinte represents 1 ' 10 of a cycle, and a full 
cycle at 1000 Me. These limiting factors 
establish about 3000 Mc. as the upper fre-
quency limit for negative-grid tubes. 
With tubes of ordinary construction, the 

upper limit of oscillation is about 150 Mc. For 
higher frequencies, v.h.f. tubes of special con-

struction are used. 
The " acorn" and 
"doorknob" types and 
the special v.h.f. " min-
iat tire" tubes, in which 
the grid-cathode spac-
ing is made as little as 
0.005 inch, are capable 
of operation up to 
about 700-800 Mc. 
The normal frequeney 
limit is around 600 
Mc., although output 
may be obtained up 
to 800 Mc. 

Very low interelectrode capacities and lead 
inductance have been achieved in the newer 
tubes of modified construction. In multiple-

G2 '4""G 

l'in. 362 Schema t ic 
ero,--,cution of the or. 

hital-bcain secondary - 
electron multiplier tube. 

Plate 

lead types the electrodes are provided with up 
to three separate leads which, when connected 
in parallel, have considerably reduced effective 
induetance. In double-lead types the phi and 
grid elements are supported by heavy single 
wires %licit run entirely through the envelope, 
providing terminals at either end of the bulb. 
When a resonant circuit is connected to each 
pair of leads, the shunting capacity divides 
between the two circuits. Wit it linear eirettits 
the leads become a part of the line and have 
distributed rather than lumped constants. 
Radiation loss is minimized and the effect of 
the transit time is reduced. in " lighthouse" 
tubes or targatrons the plate, grid and cathode 
are assembled in parallel planes, as shown in 
Fig. 361, instead of eoaxially. The uniform 
coplanar electrode design and disc-seal ter-
minals permit very low interelectrode capaci-
ties. 

In the orbital-beam tube, Fig. 362, a small 
electrode structure is used in combination 
with a secondary-electron emitter to raise the 
effective transeonduetance. Electrons entitled 
from the cathode. Kb are accelerated through 
the control grid, CI, by a positive grid, (12, and 

Output 

input 
tank. 

6ridNa 

Couplory loop 

—Resonator output 
circuit 

Collector 

Fig. 363 — Schematic of the inductive output amplifier. 

enter a radial electrostatic field established by 
the cylindrical electrodes, Ji and ./ 2, causing 
the electrons to move in a circular path and 
driving them against the secondary-emitter 
electrode, K2. About ten secondary electrons 
are emitted for each primary electron; thus 
the ultimate electron flow to the plate, l', is 
considerably greater than the original current 
emitted. As a result, high over-all transcon-
ductance ( 15,000 at 500 Mc. in an experiment al 
tube) is obtained without increasing transit-
time losses or internal eapacities. 

Inductive on (put amplifier— In t lie induc-
tive-output tube shown in Fig. 363 a high-
velority electron beam is intensity-nmmlidated 
by the control grid (grid No. 1). After being 
accelerated and focused by the coml)ined ac-
tion of the first and second lenses in the mag-
netic circuit and the sleeve electrodes (grids 
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CONCENTRIC LINE 
OUTPUT CaRCuiT 

«40 V 
t500.V. 

COLLECTOR 
+4 V 

+350V. 

Fig. 361 — Simple form of cylindrical-grid velocity-
modula ted tubc with retarding-field collector and 
coaxial-line out put circuit, used as a superheterodyne 
high-frequency oscillator or as a superregenerative 
detector. Similar tubes can also be used as r.f. ampli-
fiers and frequency converters in the 5-50-cm. region. 

No. 2 and 3), the beam moves past a small 
aperture in the " dimpled sphere" cavity 
resonator. The potential glifference across this 
gap slows down the electrons and thereby 
causes the resonant cavity to absorb power 
from the beam. Elect runs passing through the 
structure are decelerated by a suppressor 
electrode (grid No. -I) before reaching t he final 
anode or col ii it. The control-grid structure 
gives sharp eut-off and large transconductattre. 
while t he high accelerating potentials and small 
apertures result in very short transit time and 
consequently low Mimi, conductance. The in-
duit ive-oui put tube is useful for wide-band 
operation above 500 Mc., giving efficiencies 
of 25 per cent or better. 

Velocity modulation — In negative-grid 
operation the potential on the grid tends to 
reduce t lie electron velocity during the more 
negative half of the oscillation cycle, while on 
the other half cycle the positive potential on 
the grid serves to accelerate them. Thus the 
electrons tend to separate into groups, those 
leaving the cathode during the negative half 
cycle being collectively slowed down, while 
those leaving on the positive half are ac-
celerated. After passing into the grid-plate 
space only a part of the electron stream follows 
the original form of the oscillation cycle, the 
remainder traveling to the plate at differing 
velocities. Since these contribute nothing to the 
power output at the operating frequency, t he 
efficiency is reduced in proportion to the varia-
tion in velocit y, the output becoming zero when 
the transit time approaches a half cycle. 

This effect, such a disadvantage in conven-
tional tubes. is an advantage in velocity-modu-
lated tubes in that the input signal voltage on 
the grid is used to change the velocity of the 
electrons in a constant-current electron beam, 
rather than to vary the intensity of a constant 
velocity current flow as in ordinary tubes. 
A simple form of velocity-modulation oscil-

lator tube is shown in Fig. 364. Electrons 
emitted from the cathode are accelerated 
through a negatively biased cylindrical grid 
by a constant. positive voltage applied to a 

sleeve electrode, shown in heavy lines. This 
electrode, which is the velocity-modulation 
control grid, consists of two hollow tubes, with 
a small space at each end between the inner 
tube, through which the electron beam liasses, 
and the discs at the ends of the larger t ube 
portion. With r.f. voltage applied across these 
gaps, which are small compared to the distante 
traveled by the electrons in one half cycle, 
electrons entering the tube will be accelerated 
on positive half cycles and decelerated on the 
negative half cycles. The length of the t ube is 
made equal to the distance covered by the 
electrons in one-half cycle, so that the elect rons 
will be further accelerated or decelerated as 
they leave the tube. 
As the beam approaches the collector elec-

trode, which is at nearly zero potential, the 
electrons are retarded, brought. to rest, a n(1 
ultimately turned back by the attraction of 
the positive sleeve electrode. Tite collector 
electrode is, therefore, also termed a reflector. 
The point at which electrons are returned de-
pends on their velocity. Thus the velocity 
modulation is again translated into current 
modulation. 

Velocity-modulated tubes operate satisfac-
torily up to 6000 Me. (5 cm.) and higher, with 
outputs of 100 watts or more. 
The klystron — Iii he kly,troo velority-

modulated tube, the electrons until led by the 
cathode are accelerated or retarded during 
their passage through an electric field estab-
lished by two grids in a cavity resonator, or 
rhantbatron, called the " buncher." The high-
frequency electric field between the grids is 
parallel to the electron stream. This field ac-
celerates the electrons at one moment and 
retards them at another, in accordance with 
the varial ions of the r.f. v.,' age applied. 

es I 

OSV,4C 

Fig. 365 — Circuit diagram of the klystron oscillator, 
showing the feed-hack loop coupling the frequency-con-
trolling rhumbatrons and the output loop in the catcher. 
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The resulting velocity-modulated beam travels 
through a field-free " drift space," where the 
slowly moving electrons are gradually over-
taken by the faster ones. The electrons emerg-

RFCs 

FIL. 

Fig. 366 — Electron 
transit-time positive- RFCa 

grid oscillator. 
Dashed lines above 
indicate "multiple 
resonance" effect. 

ing from the pair of grids therefore are sep-
arated into groups or bunched along the 
direction of motion. The velocity-modulated 
electron stream is passed to a " catcher" 
rhumbatron, and as the beam passes through 
two parallel grids, the r.f. current created by 
the bunching of the electron beam induces an 
r.f. voltage between the grids. The catcher cav-
ity is made resonant at the frequency of the 
velocity-modulated electron beam, so that an 
oscillating field is set up within it by the pas-
sage of the electron bunches through the grid 
aperture. 

If a feed-back loop is provided between the 
two rhumbatrons, as shown in Fig. 365, oscilla-
tions will occur. The resonant frequency de-
pends on the electrode volt ages and on the 
shape of the cavities, and may be adjusted by 
varying the supply voltage and altering the 
dimensions of t he rhumbatrons. The bunched 
beam current is rich in harmonics, but the out-
put waveform is remarkably pure because the 
high Q of the catcher rhumbatron suppresses 
the unwanted harmonics. 

Positim-grid electron oscillators — A tri-
ode in which the grid rather than the plate is 
positive with respect to the cathode will os-
cillate at frequencies higher than those at 
which transit-time effects cause the tube to be 
inoperative as a normal negative-grid os-
cillator. Oscillators of the positive-grid type 
are known as " brakefield" or " electron transit-
time" oscillators. Successful performance is 
most readily achieved with tube structures 
having cylindrical grids and plates. 

This type of operation makes use of the 
transit time of electrons from the cathode to 
the grid and plate regions. Electrons emitted 
by the cathode are accelerated toward the 
positive grid, some striking it and some passing 
through. Those that pass through are repelled 
by the negative plate and turn around, passing 
between the grid wires once more. In the proc-
ess, the electrons induce a.c. voltages in the 
grid at a frequency depending upon the transit 
time. Some electrons may pass back and forth 
between the grid wires several times, while 
others may strike the grid after a single round 
trip. Those which remain free in the tube for 
several oscillations lose energy, but those which 
make only one trip gain energy. However, since 

the former are free for a longer time there is a 
net transfer of energy which can be used to 
maintain oscillations. 

In this type of oscillator, shown in Fig. 366, 
the frequency is controlled primarily by the 
grid voltage and the tube element spacing. The 
resonant circuit must be tuned to approxi-
mately the oscillation frequency for maximum 
output. 

Positive-grid oscillators can be operated at 
frequencies up to 10,000 Mc. (3 cm.), but the 
efficiency is usually only 2 or 3 per cent.. Since 
most of the power is dissipated in the grid, the 
tube is not capable of delivering much power. 
Magnetrons — A magnetron is fundamen-

tally a diode with cylindrical electrodes placed 
in a uniform magnetic field with the lines of 
electromagnetic force parallel to the elements. 
The simple cylindrical magnetron consists of 
a filamentary cathode surrounded by a con-
centric cylindrical anode. In the more effi-
cient split-anode magnetron the cylinder is 
divided longitudinally. 

Magnetron oscillators are operated in two 
different ways. Elertrivally the circuits are 
similar, the difference being in the relation be-
tween electron transit, time and the frequency 
of oscillation. 

In the negative-resistance or dynatron type 
of magnetron oscillator, the element dimen-
sions and anode voltage are such that the 
transit time is short compared with the period 
of the oscillation frecpteney. Electrons omitted 
from the cathode are driven towards both 
halves of the anode. If the pot ont ials of the two 
halves are unequal, t lie effect of the magnetic 
field is such t hat the majority of the electrons 
travel to that half of the anode which is at the 
lower potential. In ot her word,,, a decrease in 
the ixitential of eit her half of t he anode results 
in an increase in the elect ron current flowing to 
that half. The magnet ron consequent ly exhib-
its negative-resistance characteristics (§ 3-7). 
Negative-resistance magnetron oscillators are 
useful between 100 and 1000 Mc. Under the 
best operating conditions efficiencies of 20 to 
25 per cent may be obtained. Since the power 
loss in the tube appears as heat in the anode, 
where it is readily dissipated, relatively large 
power-handling capacity can be obtained. 

eleCtlOn 0#.10..riett[ 

erection al /weal.: &Id 

(A) 

ilE 
(B) 

Fig. 36; — Conventional magnetrons. with equivalent 
schematic syuibols at the right. A, simple cylindrical 
magnetron. B. snlit-anode m•gative-resist,wiee magnetron. 
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In the transit-time magnetron the frequency 

is determined primarily by its dimensions and 
by the electric and magnetic field intensities 
rather than by the tuning of the tank circuits. 
The efficiency is much better than that of a 
positive-grid oscillator and good power output 
can be obtained even on the superhighs. 

In a nonoseillating magnetron with a weak 
magnetic field, electrons traveling from the 
cathode to the anode move almost radially, 
their trajectories being bent only slightly by 
the magnetic field. With increased magnetic 
field the electrons tend to spiral around the 
filament, their radial component of velocity 
being much smaller than the angular com-
ponent. Under critical conditions of magnetic 
field strength, a cloud of electrons rotates 
about the filament. It extends up to the anode 
but does not actually reach it. 
The nature of these electron trajectories is 

shown in Fig. 368. Cases A, B, and C corre-
spond to the non-oscillating condition. For a 

(A) (8) (0 (D) CF-) 

000, 

H 
Fig. 360 — Electron trajectories for inereasing values of 
magnetic field strength, H. Belom j. shown the corre-
sponding curve of plate current, I. Oscillations commence 
when 11 reaches a critical value, Ha progressively higher 
order modes of oscillation occur beyond this point. 

small magnetic field (A) the trajectory is bent 
slightly near the anode. This bending increases 
for a higher magnetic field (B) and the elec-
tron moves through quite a large angle near 
the anode before reaching it, signifying a large 
increase of space charge near the anode. For a 
strong magnetic field (C) electrons start radi-
ally from the cathode but are soon bent and 
curl about the filament in the form of a long 
spiral before reaching the anode. This means a 
very long transit time and a very large space 
charge in the whole region where the spiraling 
takes place. Under critical conditions (D), no 
current flows to the anode and no electron is 
able to move from cathode to anode, but a large 
space charge still exists between the cathode 
and anode. The spiraling becomes a set of con-
centric circles, and the entire space-charge 
distribution rotates about the filament. 

Figs. 368-E, -F and -G depict higher order 
(harmonic-type) modes of operation in which 
the space charge oscillates not only symmetri-
cally but in transverse directions contrasting 
to the vibrations of the fundamental. 

In a transit-time magnetron oscillator the 
intensity of the magnetic field is adjusted su 
that, under stat ic conditions, electrons leaving 
the cathode move in curved paths which just 

( -1-.....\ Transniission Line 

Anodes 
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(A) _ 11111111111---(B) _ 1111111111 
Fig. 169 — UAL f. magnetron circuits. :1, split-anode type. 
B, four-anode type 't ¡ 1h op a 'site electrodes paralleled. 

fail to reach the anode. All electrons are there-
fore deflected back to the cathode, and the 
anode current is zero. When an alternating 
voltage is applied between the two halves of 
the anode, causing the potentials of these halves 
to vary about their average positive values, the 
conditions in the tube become analogous to 
those in a positive-grid oscillator. If the period 
of the alternating voltage is made equal to the 
time required for an electron to make one 
complete rotation in the magnetic field, the 
a.c. component of the anode voltage reverses 
direction twice with each electron rotation. 
Some elect rons will lose energy to the electric 
field, with the result that they are unable to 
reach the cathode and continue to rotate 
about it. Meanwhile other electrons gain energy 
from the field and are returned to the cathode. 
Since those electrons which lose energy roman' 
in the interelectrode space longer than those 
which gain energy, the net effect is a transfer of 
energy from the electrons to the electric field. 
This energy can be applied to sustain oscilla-
tions in a resonant transmission line connected 
bet ween the two halves of the anode. 

Split-anode magnetrons for tt.h.f. are con-
structed with a cavity resonator built into the 
tube structure, as illustrated in Fig. 370. The 
assembly is a solid block of copper which 
assists in heat dissipation. At extremely high 
frequencies operation is improved by subdivid-
ing the anode structure into from 4 to 16 or 
more segments, the resonant cavities for each 
anode coupled by slots of ¡' rit n'ai dimensions 
to the common cathode region, as in Fig. 371. 

Fig. 370 — 
Split-anode 
magnetron 
with integral 
resonant anode 
cavity for 
use at u.h.f. 

CatIzale 

g. 3 71 — 
Multi:se gment 
ma gne t ron 
%.ith four res-

-onant cavities. 
This construc-
tion is used for 
extremely high 
frequencies. 

The efficiency of multi-segment magnetrons 
reaches 65 or 70 per cent. Slotted-anode mag-
netrons with four segments function up to 
30,000 Mc. (1 cm.) delivering up to 100 watts 
at efficiencies greater than 50 per cent. Using 
larger multiples of anodes and higher-order 
modes, performance ran be attained at 0.2 cm 
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Power eneration 
41 4-1 Transmitter Requirements 

General requirements— To minimize in-
terference when a large number of stations 
must work in one frequency band, the power 
output of a transmitter nittst be as stable in 
frequency and as free from spurious radiations 
as the state of the art permits. The steinly r.f. 
output, called the carrier (§ 5-1), must be free 
from amiilitude variatMns at t vii nit able to rip-
ple from the plate power supply (§ 8-1.) or 
other causes, its frequency should be unaf-
fected by variations in supply voltages or in-
advertent changes in circuit constants, and 
there should be no radiation on other than 
the intended frequency. The degree to which 
these requirements can be met depends upon 
the operating frequency. 
Design principles— The design of the 

transmitter depends on the output frequeney, 
the required power output and the type of 
operation (e.w, telegraphy or ' phone). For 
c.w. operation at low pima. On medium-high 
frequencies (up to 7 Mc. orso), a simple crystal 
oscillator circuit can meet the requirements 
satisfacti oily. However, the st al de pi over out-
put which can be taken from an oscillator is 
limited, so that for higher power the oscillator 
is used simply as a frequency-cumt ruining ele-
ment, the power being raised to t he II sired 
level by means of amplifiers. The requisite fre-
quency stability can be obtained only when 
the oscillator is operated on relatively low fre-
quencies, so that for output frequencies up to 
about 60 me. it is necessary to increase the Os-
cillator frequency by un tilt iplicitt ion (harmonic 
generation — § 3-3), which usually is done at 
fairly low power levels and before the final 
amplification. An amplifier which delivers 
power on the frequency applied to its grid cir-
cuit is known as a straight amplifier; gmite which 
gives harmonic output is known as a (pulley 
multiplier. An amplifier used principally to 
isolate the frequency-controlling oscillator 
from the effects of changes in lumul or other va-
riations in following amidifier stages is called a 
buffer amplifier. A complete transmitter there-
fore may consist of an oscillator followed by 
one or more buffer amplifiers, frequency multi-
pliers and straight amplifiers, the number 
being determined by the output frequency and 
power in relation to the t iscil hit or fruquency 
and power. The last a mplifier is called t hu final 
amplifier, and the stages up to the last com-
prise the e rib r. Transmitters usually are de-
signed to work in a number of frequency bands 
so that means for changing frequency in har-

monic steps usually is provided, generally by 
means of plug-in induetances. 
The general method of designing a transmit-

ter is to decide upon the power output and the 
highest output frequency required, and also 
the number of bands in which the transmitter 
is to operate. The latter usually will determine 
the oscillator frequency, since it is general 
practice to set the oscillator on the lowest fre-
quency band to be used. The oscillator fre-
quency seldom is higher than 7 except in 
sonic portable installations where tubes and 
power must be conserved. A suitable tube (or 
pair of tubes) should be selected for the final 
amplifier, and the required grid driving power 
determined from the tube manufacturer's data. 
This sets the power requirei frein the preced-
ing stage. From this point the sanie process is 
followed back to the oscillator, including fre-
quency multiplication wherever necessary. 
The selenium of a suitable tube complement 
requires it knowledge of the operating char-
acteristics of the various types el amplifiers 
and oscillators. These are dis,•ussed in the 
following sections. 
Above 100 Mc. and higher frequencies these 

methods of transmitter il(sign ten,1 t,, become 
rat her rumbersome, because of tile ilecessity for 
a large number of frequency multiplier stages. 
However, in this frequency region less severe 
st a nil it y requirement s a re i unposed because the 
transmission range is limited (§ 9-5) and the 
possibility of interference to other communica-
tion is reduced. Simple oscillator transmitters, 
without freuptency multiplication or buffer am-
plifiers. are widely used. 

I'm-mint tubes— The type of tube used in 
the transmitter has an important effect on the 
circuit design. Tubes of high power sensitivity 
(§ 3-3) such as pentodes and beam tetrodes 
give larger power amplification ratios per stage 
than do triodes, hence fewer tubes and stages 
may be used to obtain the same output power. 
On the other hand triodes have certain oper-
ating advantages, such as simpler power sup-
ply circuits and relatively simpler adjustment 
fuir modulation (§ 5-3), and in addition are 
considerably less expensive for the same power 
output rating. Consequently it is usually more 
economical to use triodes as output amplifiers, 
even though an extra low-power amplifier 
stage may be necessary. 

At frequencies in the region of 50 Mc. and 
above it is necessary to select tubes designed 
particularly for operation at very-high fre-
quencies, since tubes built primarily for lower 
frequencies may work poorly or not at all. 

94 
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41 4-2 Self-Controlled Oscillators 

Adrantages and disadvantages — The 
chief advantage of a self-controlled oscillator 
is that the frequency of oscillation is deter-
mined by the constants of the tuned circuit, 
and hence readily can be set to any desired 
value. However, extreme care in design and 
adjust tuent are essential to secure satisfactory 
frequency stability 3-7). Since frequency 
stability is generally poorer as the load on the 
oscillator is increased, the self-controlled os-
cillator should be used purely to control fre-
quency and not for the purpose of obtaining 
appreciable power output in transmitters in-
tended for working below 60 Me. 

Oscillator circuits— The inherent stability 
of all of the oscillator circuits described in 
§ 3-7 is about the sanie, since stability is more 
a function of choice of proper circuit values and 
of adjustment than of the method by which 
feed-back is obtained. However, some circuits 
are more convenient to use than others, par-
ticularly fr,iin the standpoint of feed-back ad-
justment, inechanie:d considerations (whether 
the tuning condenser rotor plates can be 
grounded or not, etc.), and uniform output 
over a consi(leralile frequency range. In all sim-
ple cirruits the power output must be taken 
from the frequeney-determining tank circuit., 
which means that, aside front the effeet of 
loading on frequency stability, the following 
amplifier stage can react ( ni the oscillator and 
cause a change in the frequency. 

Factors influencing stability — The causes 
of frequency instability and the necessary 
remedial steps have been discussed in § 3-7. 
These apply to all oscillators. In the case of 
the electron-coupled oscillator the ratio of 
plate to screen voltage has marked effect on 
the staliility with changes in supply voltage: 
the optimum ratio is generally of the order 
of 3:1, but should he determined experimen-
tally for each case. Since the cathode is above 
ground potential, means sleoild be taken to 
reduce the effects of heater-to-cathode capaci-
tance or leakage which, by allowing a small 
a.c. voltage from the heater supply to de-
velop between catholle and ground, may cause 
modulation (§ 5-1) at the supply frequency. 

Fig.401— Eke-
t ron-eoupled os-
eillator circuit. 

R1 should he • RFC 

100,000 ohms or 
more, the grid 
condenser 100 
pfd. and the 
other fixed von-
densers 0.002 to 
0.1 pfd. 

This effect, which is usually appreciable only 
at 14 Mc. and higher, may be reduced by 
by-passing the heater as in Fig. 401 or by op-
erating the heater at the sanie r.f. potential as 
the cathode. The latter may be accomplished 
by the wiring arrangement shown in Fig. 402. 

• KU • 

Tank-circuit Q — The most import ii t 
single factor in determining frequency stabil-
ity is the Q of the oscillator tank circuit. TI. 
effective Q must be as high as possible for Is 
stability. Since oscillation is accompanied 
grid-current flow the grid-cathode circuit 

Fig. 402— Method of 
operating the heater at 
cathode r.f. potential in 
an ele.•tron-eoupled os-
'ill.11.% I -hurl id ha% e 
the saline nutaierl" “ f turn,: 
as the cathode -eel of 
Li and should be 
coupled ( prefer-alil in-
ten, mind II I I I en Ser C 

may be 0.0.1 to 0.1 ;dd. 

constitutes a resistance load of appreciable 
proportions, the effective resistance being low 
enough to be the determining factor in estab-
lishing the effective parallel impedance of the 
tank circuit. Consequently, if the ends of the 
tank are connected to plate and grid, as is. 
usual, a high effective Q can be obtained only 
by decreasing the L C ratio and making the 
inherent resistance in the tank as low as ims-
sible. The tank resistiince can be decreased by 
using low-loss insulation and by winding the. 
coil with large wire. With ordinary construc-
tion, the optimum tank capacity is of the order 
of 500 to 1000 mpfd. at a frequency of 3.5 Mc. 
The effective circuit Q can be raised by in-

creasing the resistance of the grid circuit and 
thus deereasing the hniding. This can be ac-
complished through reducing the oscillator grid 
current, which may be accomplished by using 
minimum feed-hick for stalde oscillation, plus 
a high value of grid-leak resistance. 
A high-Q tank circuit can also be obtained 

with a higher L e ratio by " tapping down" 
the tube connections on the tank (§ 2-10). 
This is advantageous in that a coil with higher 
inherent Q can be used; also, the circulating 
r.f. current in the tank eircuit is reduced so 
that drift from roil heating is decreased. How-
ever. under some conditions parasitic oscilla-
ti) (( in may be set up (§ 4-10). 

Plate supply— Since the oscillator fre-
quency will be affected to some extent by 
changes in plate-supply voltage, it is necessary 
that the latter be free from ripple (§ 8-4) which 
would cause frequency variations at the ripple-
frequency rate Ur) qui 'try modulatiwil. It is ad-
vantageous to use a voltage-stabilized power 
supply (§ 8-8). Since the oscillator usually is 
operated at low voltage and current, Vit-type 
gaseous regulator tubes are quite sintable. 
Power level — The self-controlled oscillator 

should be designed purely for frequency con-
trol and not to give appreciable power output, 
hence small tubes of the receiving type may be 
used. The power input ordinarily is not more 
than a watt or two, subsequent buffer ampli-
fiers being used to increase the power to the 
desired level. The use of receiving tubes is 
advantageous mechanically, since the small 
elements are less susceptible to vibration and 
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usually are securely braced to the envelope of 
t ho t ube. 

Oscillator adjustment— The adjustment. 
of an oscillator consists principally in observ-
ing the design principles outlined in the pre-
ceding paragraphs. Frequency stability should 
be checked with the aid of a stable receiver. 
An auxiliary crystal oscill:Itor may be used as a 
standard for checking dynamic stability and 
drift, the self-controlled oscillator being ad-
justed to approximately the same frequency 
so that an audio-frequency beat (§ 2-13) can 
be obtained. If it is possible to vary the oscil-
lator plate voltage (an adjustable resistor of 
50,000 or 100,000 ohms in series with the plate 
supply lead will give considerable variation). 
the change in frequency with change iii plate 
voltage may be observed and the operating 
conditions varied until minimum frequency 
shift results. The principal factors affecting 
dynamic stability will be the tank circuit 
L/C ratio, the grid-leak resistance, and the 
amount of feed-back. In the electron-coupled 
circuit the latter may be adjusted by changing 
the cathode tap on the tank coil; critical ad-
justment is required for optimum stability. 

Drift may be checked by allowing the oscil-
lator to operate continuously from a cold start, 
the frequency change being observed at reg-
ular intervals. Drift may be minimized by us-
ing less than the rated power input to the plate 
of the tube, by construction which prevents 
tube heat from reaching the tank circuit ele-
ments, and by use of large %yin: in the tank coil 
to reduce temperature rise from internal heating. 

In the electron-coupled oscillator having a 
tuned plate circuit ( Fig. 334), resonance at the 
fundamental and harmonic frequencies of the 
oscillator portion of t he tube will be indicated 
by a decrease in plate current as the plate tank 
condenser is varied. This •• dip" is less marked 
at the fundamental than on harmonics. 

4-3 Crystal Control 

Characteristics — Piezoelectric crystals 
(§ 2-12-D) are widely used for controlling the 
frequency of transmitting oscillators, because 
the extremely high Q of the crystal and the 
necessarily loose coupling bet ween it and the 

+0 

Fig. 403 — Triode crystal oscillator. The tank eon. 
denser, CI. may be a 160-pmfd. variable, mid, L1 propor-
tioned so that the tank mill tune to the cr% st al frequency. 
C2 should be 0.001 OA. or larger. 1 he grid leak, Ri. 
%ill vary with the pe of tube; Itigh.e tubes take values 
of 2500 to 10.000 ohms, while medium and types 
take values of 10.0i io to 25.000 ohms. A small flashlight 
bullt or r.f. milliationeter e -I-3) may be inserted at X. 

oscillator tube make the frequency stability 
of a crystal-controlled oscillator very high. 
The ability to adhere closely to a known fre-

quency is the outstanding characteristic of a 
crystal oscillator. This also is a disadvantage, in 
that a different crystal is required for each fre-
quency on which the transmitter is to operate. 
Power limitations— The temperature of 

a crystal depends not only on the temperature 
of its surroundings but also on the power it 
must dissipate while oscillating, since power 
dissipation causes heating (§ 2-6, 2-8). Conse-
quently, the crystal temperature in operation 
may be considerably above that of the sur-
rounding air. To minimize heating and fre-
quency drift (§ 3-7), the power dissipated 
must be kept to a minimum. 

If the crystal is made to oscillate too strongly, 
as when it is used in an oscillator circuit with 
high plate voltage and excessive feed-back, the 
amplitude of the mechanical vibration will 
become great enough to crack or puncture the 
quartz. An indication of the vibration ampli-
tude (and power dissipated) can be obtained by 
connecting an r.f. current-indicating device of 
suitable range in series with the crystal. Safe 
r.f. crystal currents range from 50 to 200 milli-
amperes, depending upon the type of crystal 
cut. A flashlight bulb or dial light of equivalent 
current rating makes a good current indicator. 
By choosing a bulb of lower rating than the 
current specified by the manufacturer as safe 
for the particular type of crystal used, t he bulb 
will serve as a fuse, burning out before a cur-
rent dangerous to the crystal is reached. The 
60-ma. and 100-ma. bulbs may be used for this 
purpose. 
Crystal mountings— To make use of the 

crystal, it must be mounted between two metal 
electrodes. There are two types of mountings, 
one having a small air-gap between the top 
plate and the crystal and the other maintaining 
both plates in contact with the crystal. It is es-
sential that the surfaces of the metal plates in 
contact with the crystal be perfectly flat. In 
the air-gap type of holder, the frequency of 
oscillation depends to some extent upon the 
size of the gap. By using a holder having a top 
plate with closely adjustable spacing, a con-
trollable frequency variation can be obtained. 
A suitable 3.5- Mc. crystal will oscillate without 
great variation in power output over a range of 
about 5 ke. X- and Y-cut crystals are not 
generally suitable for this type of operation; 
t hey have a tendency to " jump" in frequency 
NVitil different air gaps. 
A holder having a heavy metal bottom plate 

with a large surface exposed to the air is ad-
vantageous in that it radiates quickly the 
heat generated in the crystal, thereby reducing 
temperature effects. Different plate sizes, 
pressures, etc., will cause slight changes in 
frequency, so that if a crystal is being ground 
to an exact frequency it should he tested in the 
same holder and in the same oscillator circuit 
with which it will be used in the transmitter. 
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Fig. 401 — Tetrode or 
pentode crystal oscil-
lator. Typical values: 
CI, 100 ppfil., with L 
wound to suit fre-
quency; C2, e3, 0.001 
pfd. or larger; Cs, 0.01 
idd.: R1, 10,000 to 
50,000 ohms (value de-
termined by trial); 
R2, 250 to 400 ohms. 

IEL 4-4 Crystal Oscillators 

Triode oscillators— The triode crystal os-
cillator circuit (§ 3-7) is shown in Fig. 403. 
'I'he limit of plate voltage that can be used 
without endangering the crystal is about 250 
volts. With the r.f. crystal current limited to a 
safe value of about 100 ma., the power output 
obtainable is about 5 watts. The oscillation 
frequency is dependent to some extent on the 
plate tank tuning, because of the change in in-
put capacity with changes in effective ampli-
fication (§ 3-3). 
Tetrode and pentode oscillators— Since 

the power output of a crystal oscillator is lim-
ited by the permissible r.f. crystal current 
(§ 4-3), it is advantageous to use an oscillator 
tube of high power sensitivity (§ 3-3) such as 
a pentode or beam tetrode (§ 3-5). Thus for a 
given crystal voltage or current more power 
output may be obtained than with the triode 
oscillator, or for a given output the crystal 
voltage will be lower, thereby reducing crystal 
heating. In addition, tank-circuit tuning and 
loading react less on the crystal frequency be-
cause of the lower grid-plate capacity (§ 3-3). 

Fig. 404 shows a typical pentode or tetrode 
oscillator circuit. - Pentode and tetrode tubes 
originally designed for audio power work are 
excellent crystal-oscillator tubes. The screen 
voltage is generally of the order of half the 
plate voltage for optimum operation. Small 
tubes rated at 250 volts for audio work may be 
operated with 300 volts on the plate and 
100-125 on the screen as crystal oscillators. 
The screen is at ground potential for r.f. and 
has no part in the operation of the circuit 
other than to set the operating characteristics 
of the tube. The larger beam tubes may be 
operated at 400 to 500 volts on the plate and 
250 on the screen for maximum output. 

Pentode oscillators operating at 250 to 300 
volts will give 4 or 5 watts out put under nor-
mal conditions. Beam-type tubes such as the 
6L6 and 807 will give 15 watts or more at 
maximum plate voltage. 
The grid-plate capacity may be too low to 

give sufficient feed-back, particularly at the 
lower frequencies, in which case a feed-back 
condenser, C5, may be required. Its capacity 
should be the lowest value which will give stable 
oscillation; 1 or 2 add. is generally sufficient. 
R2 and CI may be omitted, connecting the 
cathode directly to ground, if plate voltage is 
limited to 250 volts. C5 (if needed) may be 
formed by two metal plates 34-inch square 
spaced 3¡,, inch. If the tube has a suppressor 

grid, it should be grounded. X indicates where 
a flashlight bulb may be inserted (§ 4-3). 

Circuit constants— Typical values for 
grid-leak resistances and by-pass condensers 
are given in Figs. 403 and 401. Since the 
crystal is the frequency-determining element, 
the Q of the plate tank circuit has a relatively 
minor effect on the oscillator frequency. A Q 
of 12 (§ 4-8) is satisfactory for average condi-
tions, but some departure from this figure will 
not greatly affect the performance of the 
oscillator. 
Adjustment of crystal oscillators— The 

tuning characteristics and procedure to be fol-
lowed in tuning are essentially the same for 
triode, tetrode or pentode crystal oscillators. 
Using a plate milliammeter as an indicator 
of oscillation (a 0-100 ma. d.e. meter will have 
ample range for all low-power oscillators), the 
plate current will be found to be steady when 
the circuit is in the non-oscillating state, but 
will dip when the plate condenser is tuned 
through resonance at the crystal frequency. 
Fig. 405 is typical of the behavior of plate cur-
rent as the tank condenser capacity is varied. 
An r.f. indicator, such as a small neon bulb 
touched to the plate end of the tank coil, will 
show a maximum indication at p,,int A. How-
ever, when the oscillator is delivering power to 
a load it is best to operate in the region B-C 
since the oscillator will be more stable and 
there is less likelihood that a slight change in 
loading will throw the circuit out of oscillation, 
which is likely to happen when operation is too 
near the critical point, The crystal current 
also is lower in the B-C region. 
When power is taken from the oscillator the 

dip in plate current is less pronounced, as in-
dicated by the dotted curve. The greater the 
power output, the smaller the dip in plate cur-
rent.. If the load is made too great, oscillations 
will not start. Loading is adjusted by varying 
the coupling to the load circuit (§ 2-11). 

‘t. 
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Fig. 40.5 — Curves show-
ing , l.c. plate current vs. 
plate-cireuit tuning in a 
crystal oscillator, both 
with and without load. 
hese curves apply equally 

to the triode, tetrode or 
pentode crystal oscillator. 

The greater the loading, the smaller the volt-
age fed back to the grid circuit for excitation 
purposes. This means that the r.f. voltage 
across the crystal also will be reduced under 
load, hence there is less crystal heating when 
the oscillator is delivering power than when it 
is unloaded. 

Failure of a crystal circuit to oscillate may 
be caused by any of the following: 

1) Dirty, chipped or fractured crystal. 
2) Imperfect or unclean holder surfaces. 
3) Too tight coupling to load. 
4) Plate tank circuit not tuning correctly. 
5) Insufficient feed-back capacity. 
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Fig. 406— Pierce os-
cillator circuit. RI is 
25,000 to 50,000 ohnis. 
R2 is 104)0 oIim: Ra, 
75,000 duns for a 61'1; 

0 CI. .001 to 0.01 ¡dd.; 
Cs and C4, 0.01 edit!. 
For values of C2 and 
Cs, see text. 

Pierce oscillator — This circuit, Fig. 406, 
is equivalent to the ultraudion circuit (§3-7), 
with the crystal replacing the tuned circuit. 
Although the output is small. it has the ad-
vantage that no tuning controls are required. 
The circuit requires capacitive coupling to a 
following stage. The amount of feed-back is de-
termined by the condenser, C2; its capacity 
must be determined by experiment, usual val-
ues being between 50 and 150 pad. To sustain 
oscillation, the net reactance (§ 2-8) of the 
plate-cathode circuit must be capacitive; this 
condition is met so long as the inductance of 
the r.f. choke, together with the inductance 
of any coils associated with the input circuit 
of the following stage and the tube and stray 
capacities, forms a circuit tuned to a lower 
frequency than that of the crystal. 
Tubes such ; is the triode 6C5 and pentode 

6F6 are suitable for use in this circuit. (When a 
triode is used the screen-voltage dropping 
resistor, /?, and by-pass condenser, C4, in Fig. 
406 should, of course, be omitted.) The applied 
plate voltage shoulil not exceed :100, to prevent 
crystal fracture. The capacity of the out put-
coupling condenser, C:„ should be adjusted 
hy experiment si t t hat the oscillator is not over-
loaded; usually 100 /2/2fd. is a satisfactory value. 

41. 4-5 Harmonic-Generating Crystal 
Oscillators 

Tri-tel oscillator — The Tri-tet oscillator 
circuit is shown in Fig. 407. In this circuit the 
semen grid is operated at ground potential 
and the cathode at an r.f. potential above 
ground. The screen-grid acts as the anode of a 
triode crystal oscillator, while the plate or out-
put circuit is tuned to the oscillator frequency 
or, for hamo mie output, to a ni iltiple of it.. 

Besides giving harmonic out put, the Tri-tet 
circuit has the " buffering" feat ore of electron-
coupling between crystal and imtput circuits 
(§ 4-2). This makes the crystal frequency less 
susceptible to changes in loading or tuning, and 
hence impriives the stability. 

If the output circuit is to be tuned to the 
same frequency as the crystal, a tube having 
low grid-plate capacity (§ 3-2, 3-5) must be 
used. Ot herwise there may be excessive feed-
back with ciiiisequent danger of fracturing the 
crystal. The cat bode tank circuit, Lq CI. is not 
tuned to the frequency of the crystal, but to a 
considerably higher frequency. Recommended 
values for L1 are given under t he diagram. Cl 
should he set to as near minimum capacity as is 
consistent with good output. This reduces the 
crystal voltage. 

With pentode-type tubes having separate 
suppressor connections, the suppressor may be 
either connected directly to ground or oper-
ated at about 50 volts positive. The latter 
met hod will give somewhat higher out put. 
With transmitting pentodes or beam tubes 

operated at 500 volts on the plate an output of 
15 watts can be obtained on the fundamental 
and nearly as much on the second harmonic. 

Grid-plate oscillator — In the grid-plate 
oscillator, Fig. 408, the crystal is connected be-
tween grid and ground and the cathode tuned 
circuit, C2 and RFC, is tuned to a frequency 
lower than that of the cryst:il. This circuit gives 
high output on the fundamental crystal fre-
quency with low crystal current. The output on 
even harmonics (2nd, lth, etc.) is not so great 
as that obtainable with the Tri-tet, but on odd 
harmonics (3rd, 5th, etc.) the output is ap-
preciably better. 

If harmonic output is not needed, C2 may be 
a fixed capacity of 100 tpfd. The cathode coil, 
RFC, may be a 2.5-mh. choke, since the in-
ductance is not critical. 

Output power of 15 to 20 watts at the crystal 
fundamental may be obtained with a tube 
such as the 6L6G at plate and screen voltages 
of 400 and 250, respect ively. 
Timing and adjust nien — The tuning pro-

cedure for the Tri-tet n.,cillator is as follows: 
With the cathode tank condenser at about 
three-quarters scale turn the plate tank con-
denser until there is a sharp dip in plate cur-

+56. +a 
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Fig. 407— Tri-tet oscillator eireMt. min g pentodes (A) 
or beam tetrodes ( It). CI and C2 are 200, u variable 
condensers. C. C4, Ca, Cs, may re 1).001 fo 0.01 ad.: 
their valm•s are not critical. Rt. 000 to 100.000 ohms. 
R2 should be 400 ohms for 400- or 500.volt operation. 
'the following specifications for th • cathodt• coils, Lu, are 
based on a diameter of 1! 2 inches and a length of 1 inch: 
turns should be spaced 1.% oily to I'll flu. required length 
M c : for 1.75.c. rystal, 32 tu rn.: 3.5 Mc., 10 turns; 7 

Mc., 6 turns. The screen ,11.)111,1 In operated at 250 volts 
or less. Audio beam to r•tdcs such as the 61.6 and 61.6G 
should be used mil. for 1111.1 h. output. A flash-
light bulb mav i.ii-crtc.1 at the point marked (§ 1-3). 
TheL/C ratiOin the pla te tank, L2C2, should be such that 
the capacity in use is to 100 gad. for fundamental 
output and about 25 pail. for second-harmonic output. 
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Fig. .101?— Grid-plate cry,tal rt,eillator circuit. In the 
cathode eireuit. RFC i- 2.7,-111 h. r.f. choke. Other eon. 
stants are the saute a:. in Fir. • 1(}7. :I cry › tal.current in-
dicator may be inserted at the point marked X (§ 4-3). 

rent, indicating that the plate circuit is in 
resonance. The crystal should be oscillating 
continuously, regardless of tlte setting of the 
plate condenser. Set the plate condenser so 
that plate current is minimum. The load cir-
cuit may then be coupled and adjusted so 
that the oscillator delivers power. The mini-
mum plate current sill rise: it may be neces-
sar2 ti r ret mie t he plate condenser when the load 
is coupled to bring the plate current to a new 
minimum. Fig. -109 shows the typical behavior 
of plate current wit li plate-condenser tuning. 

After the pkite circuit is adjusted zuid the 
oscillator is delivering power, the cathode 
condenser slit told be rem ilj us t en to obtain 
optimum power output. The setting should be 
as far toward the hew-emit:Lett y eon tif t hr scale 
as is consii-tent with guinl output : it may, in 

fact. be desirable to sacrifice a lit tle out put if 
so doing lowers the current through the crystal 
atol thus lei hives heating. 

For harmonic output the plate tank circuit 
is tuned to the harmonic instead of the funda-
mental of the crystal frequeney. A plate-cur-
rent dip will occur at the harmonic. If the 
cathode condenser is adjusted for maximum 
output at the harmonic, this toljusttnent will 
usually serve for the funt la mental as well. The 
crystal should be checked In ir i•xcessive heating, 
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the most effective remedy being to lower plate 
and/or screen voltage or to reduce the loading. 
Maximum r.f. voltage across the rye -\1 is de-
veloped at maximum load, so heating tthould 
be checked with the load coupled. 
When a fixed cathode ClIIMIPIISer is used in 

the grid-plate oscillator t he plate tank circuit. is 
simply resonated, as indicated by the plate-
current dip, to the funila routai or a harmonic 
of the output frequency, loading being ad-
justed to give optimum power out put. If the 
variable cathode cotitlenser is used, it should be 
set to give, by observation, the maximum 
power output consistent with safe crystal cur-
rent. The variable condenser is useful chiefly in 
increasing the out on the third and higher 
harmonics; for fundamental operation, the 
cathode capacity is not critical and the fixed 
condenser may be 

Fig. 409 — Cur% es sl  - 
jug tl.c. eurrent v-. 
plate-eondenser tuning. 
both %% tilt and mitleme r 
load. for the 'tri-tri o-ei I - 
lator. The setting for 
minimum plate curn•nt 
may shift with loatliug. 

et, load77:i 

Unloaded 

TUNING CAPAC/rY 

ILL 4-6 Interstage Coupling 

liequiremeis is — The purpi,se of the inter-
st age coupling system is to t ransfer, with as 
little energy loss as possible, the power devel-
oped in the plate circuit of one tube (the (hirer) 
to the grid circuit of the following amplifier 
tube or frequeney multildier. The circuits in 
practical use are bast on the fundamental 
coupling arrangements described in § 2-11. In 
the process of power traii,,fer, impedance trans-
formation ( 2-9) IY s m'ia'sarY so 
that the pr' ' per exciting voltage : mil current, 
will be av:iil:ilile at the grid rl t Ito drivrn tube. 

DRIVER AMP 
AMP 

DRIVER 

(E) -c (F)  
•I3 

DRIVER AMP 

+a -c 
Fig. 410 — Direct- or capacitc-eoupled driver and amplifier stages. The coupling capacity may he from 50 ggfel. 
to 0.002 dd.; it is not critical except %% here tapping the coils for control of excitation is not possible. Parallel 
plate feed to the driver and series grid feed to the amplifier nia), be substituted in any of these circuits (§ 3-7). 
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Capacity coupling— Fig. 410 shows several 
types of capacitive coupling. In each case, C 
is t he coupling condenser. The coupling con-
denser serves also as a blocking condenser 
(§ 2-13) to isolate the d.c. plate voltage of the 
driver from the grid of the amplifier. The cir-
cuits of C and D are preferable when a bal-
anced circuit is used in the output of the 
driver; instead of both tubes being in parallel 
across one side, the output capacity of the 
driver tube and the input capacity of the am-
plifier are across opposite sides of the tank 
circuit, thereby preserving a better circuit bal-
ance. The circuits of E and F are designed for 
coupling to a push-pull stage. 

In A, B, E and F, excitation is adjusted by 
moving the tap on the cg iil to provide an opti-
mum impedance match. In E and F, the two 
grid taps should be maintained equidistant 
from the center-tap on the coil. 

While ('alitait ive coupling is simplest from 
the viewpoint of construction, it has certain 
disadvantages. The input capacity of the am-
plifier is shunted across at least a portion of the 
driver tank et dl. When added to the output 
capacity of the driver tube, this additional ca-
pacity may be suflicieni, in many cases, to 
prevent use of a desirable L C ratio in circuits 
for frequencies above :i bout 7 Mc. 
Link coupling — At t he higher frequencies 

it is advantageous in reducing the effects of 
tube capacities on the LI! ratio to use separate 
tank circuits f,ir the driver plate and amplifier 
grid, coupling the two circuits by means of a 
link (§ 2-11). This method of coupling also 
has some constructional advantages, in that 
separate parts of t he transmitter may be con-
structed as separate units without the neces-
sity for running long lead, at high r.f. potential. 

CRL.ER 

DRIVER AMR. 

(B) 

APP DRIVER 

(C) 
.• 

Fig.411-- Link coupling betuccu driver and amplifier. 

Circuits for link coupling are shown in Fig. 
411. The coupling ordinarily is by a turn or 
two of wire closely coupled to the tank induct-
ance at a point of low r.f. potential, such as the 
center of the coil of a balanced tank circuit or 
the " ground" end of the coil in a single-ended 
circuit. The link line usually consists of two 
closely spaced parallel wires; occasionally the 
wires are twisted together, but this usually 
causes undue losses at high frequencies. 

It is advisable to have some means of vary-
ing the coupling between link and tank coils. 
The link coil may be arranged to be swung in 
relation to the tank coil or, when it consists of 
a large turn around the outside of the tank coil, 
may be split into two parts which can be pulled 
apart or closed somewhat in the fashion of a 
pair of calipers. If the tank coils are wound on 
forms, the link may be wound close to the main 
coil. 
With fixed coils, some adjustment of cou-

pling usually can be obtained by varying the 
number of turns on the link. In general, the 
proper number of turns ftir the link must be 
found by exiteniment. 

11 4-7 R.F. Power-Amplifier Circuits 

Teo-ode nod pen lode amplifiers — When 
the input and output circuits of an r.f. ampli-
fier tube are tuned to the same frequency it 
will oscillate as a tuned-grid tuned-plate oscil-
lator, unless some means is provided to elimi-
nate the effects of feed-back through the plate-
to-grid capacity of the tube (§ 3-5). In all 
transmitting r.f. tetrodes and pentodes, this 
capacity is reduced to a satisfactory degree by 
the internal shielding between grid and plate 
provided by the screen. Tetrodes and pentodes 
designed for audio use (such as the 6E6, 6V6, 
61.6, etc.) are not sufficiently well screened for 
use as r.f. amplifiers without employing suit-
able means for nullifying the effect of the grid-
plate capacity. 

Typical circuits of tetrode and pentode r.f. 
amplifiers are shown in Fig. 412. The high 
power sensitivity (§ 3-3) of pentodes and tet-
rodes, makes them prone to self-oscillate with 
very small values of feed-back voltage, how-
ever, su that particular care must be used 
to prevent feed-back by means external to the 
tube itself. This calls for adequate isolation ()1. 
plate and grid tank circuits to prevent unde-
sired magnetic or capacity coupling between 
them. The requisite isolation can be secured 
either by L-eping the eirettits well separated 
and mounting the coils so that magnetic cou-
pling is minimized, or by the use of interstage 
shielding (§ 2-11). 

Triode amplifiers— The feed-back through 
the grid-plate capacity of a triode cannot be 
eliminated, and therefore special circuit means 
called neutralization must be used to prevent 
oscillation. A properly neutralized triode am-
plifier then behaves as though it were operating 
at very low frequencies, where the grid-plate 
capacity feed-back is negligible (§ 3-3). . 
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Fig. 412 — Typical tetrode-pentode r.f. amplifier circuits. 
— 0.01 pfd. — 0.001 ad. C3-L — See § 4-8. 

In circuits for tetrodes, the suppressor-grid connection 
and its associated by-pass condenser are omitted. 

Neutralization — Neutralization amounts 
to taking some of the radio-frequency current 
from the output or input circuit of the am-
plifier and introducing it into the other circuit 
in such a way that it effectively cancels the 
current flowing through the grid-plate capacity 
of the tube, thus rendering it impossible for the 
tube to supply its own excitai ion. For com-
plete neutralization of the amplifier, the two 
currents must be opposite in phase (§ 2-7) and 
equal in amplitude. 

7à coupling To (olefin" 
and bias arid bias 
circuits circuits 

Moot 

(A) . 

DRIVER 

*NV. 

AMPLIFIER 

The out-of-phase current (or voltage) can be 
obtained quite readily by using a balanced 
tank circuit for either grid or plate, taking the 
neutralizing voltage from the end of the tank 
opposite that to which the grid or plate is 
connected. The amplitude of the neutralizing 
voltage can be regulated by means of a small 
condenser, the neutralizing condenser, having 
the saine order of capacity as the grid-plate 
capacity of the tube. Circuits in which the 
neutralizing voltage is obtained from a bal-
anced grid tank and fed to the plate through 
the neutralizing condenser are grid-neutralized 
circuits, while if the neutralizing voltage is 
obtained from a balanced plate tank and fed to 
the grid the circuit is plate-neutralized. 

Plate-neutralized circuits — The circuits 
for plate neutralization are shown in Fig. 413 
at A, B and C. In A, voltage induced in the 
extension of the tank coil is fed back to the 
grid through the neutralizing condenser, en, to 
balance the voltage appearing between grid 
and plate. In this circuit, the capacity required 
at C. increases as the tank coil extension is 
made smaller; in general, neutralization is sat-
isfactory over only a small range of frequencies 
since the coupling between the two sections of 
the tank coil will vary with the amount of 
capacity in use at C. 

In B the tank coil is center-tapped to give 
equal voltages on either side of the center tap, 
the tank condenser being across the whole coil. 
The neutralizing capacity is approximately 
equal to the grid-plate capacity of the tube, in 
this case. A disadvantage of the circuit, when 
used with the single tank condenser shown, is 
that the rotor of the condenser is above ground 
potential, and hence small capacity changes 
caused by bringing the hand near the tuning 
control (hand capacity) cause detuning. In gen-
eral, neutralization is complete at only one 
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Fig. 413 — Neutralized triode amplifier circuits. Plate neutralization is shown in A, B and C, while D, E and F 
show types of grid neutralization. Either capacitive or link coupling may be used with the circuits of A, B or C. 
C- L — See § 4-8. — Grid tank circuit. C1 — Neutralizing condensers. C1 — 0.01 gfd. 12 — 0.001 gfil. 
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frequency since the plate-cathode capacity of 
the tube is across only half the tank coil; also, 
it is difficult to secure an exact center-tap. Both 
of these factors cause unbalance, which in turn 
causes t he voltages across t he two halves of the 
coil to differ when the frequeney is changed. 
The circuit of C also uses a center-tapped 

tank circuit, the voltage division being secured 
by use of a balanced (split-stator) tank eon-
denser, the two condenser sections being iden-
tical. C. is approximately equal to the grid-
plate capacity of the tube. In this circuit the 
upper section of the tank condenser is in paral-
lel with the output capacity of the tube, hence 
the circuit can be completely neutralized at 
only one setting of the tank condenser unless a 

Pig. 414 — Compen-
,at in g unbalance in 
thr , ing!.-tube neu-
tralizing circuit. Cz, 
the balancing conden-
ser, has a maximum 
capaci y somewhat 
larger than the output 
capacity of the tube. 

compensating capacity ( Fig. 414) is connected 
act' ss the lower section. It is adjusted so the 
neutralizing condenser need not be changed 
when frequency is shifted. In practice, if the 
capacity in use in the tank circuit is large ( om-
pared to the plate-catlidnle capacity the unbal-
ancing effect is not serious. 

Grid-neutralized circuits— Typical cir-
cuits employing grid neutralization are shown 
in Fig. 413 at I), E and F. The principle of bal-
ancing out the feed-back voltage is the same as 
in plate neutralization. however, in these cir-
cuits 1 he neutralizing voltage may be ( it her in 
pitase dir ont Of phase with the excitation volt-
age on t he grid side of the input tank circuit 
depending upon whet her t he tank is divided by 
means of a balanced condenser or a tapped coil. 
Circuit s such si tho:se at I) and E, neutralized 
by ordinary Ind te(dure (described bel)w), will 
be regenerat ive when the plate voltage is ap-
plied': the circuit at will be degenerative. In 
addii ion t he norinal unbalancing effects previ-
ously described are present, so that grid neu-
tralizing is less satisfactory than the plate 
met hod. 
Inductire neutralization— With this type 

of neutralization, inductive coupling between 
the grid and plate circuits is provided in such a 
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way that the voltage induced in the grid coil by 
magnetic coupling from the plate coil opposes 
the voltage fed back through the grid-plate 
capacity of the tube. A representative circuit 
arrangement, using a coupling link to provide 
the mutual inductance (§ 2-11), is shown in 
Fig. 415-A. The link coils are of one or two 
turns coupled to the grounded ends of the tank 

Neutralizatidm is adjusted by moving the 
link coils in relation to the tank coils. Reversal 
of connections to one coil may be required for 
proper phasing. Ordinary inductive coupling 
between the two coils also could be used, but it 
is less convenient. Inductive neut raliz.ation is 
complete only at one frequency since the effec-
tive mutual inductance changes to some extent 
with tuning, but is useful in cases where the 
grid-plate capacity of the tube is very small 
and suitable circuit balance cannot be obtained 
by using neutralizing condensers. 

Another form dd. neutraliz;Ition, known as 
"coil" or " ShIlllt" IlelltraliZatiull, is shown at 
B. Its operation is based ou 111:1 king the induct-
an re of L,, such that, to get her with the grid-
plate capacity of the tube, it resonates at the 
operating frequency. C2 is merely a plate-volt-
age blocking condenser. If the Q of the coil 
is sufliniently high. the parallel resonant im-
pedance between grid and plate is much higher 
than the grid-cathode circuit impedlance. Be-
cause the system is difficult to toljust and func-
tions satisfactorily only at one frequency, it is 
used chiefly in fixed-frequeney transmitters. 
The variation in Fig. 41.4-C is useful for v.h.f. 
In this arrangement the coil is replaced by a 
paralld•1 line, the effective length of which is 
adjusted until it is resonant when loaded by 
the grid-idate capacity. 

Push-pull neutralization— With push-
pull circuits two neutralizing condensers are 
used, as shown in Fig. 416. In these circuits, the 
grid-plate capacities of the tubes and the neu-
tralizing capacities form a capacity bridge 
(§ 2-11) which is independent of the grid and 
plate tank circuits. The neutralizing capacities 
are approximately the same as the tube grid-
plate capacities. With electrically similar tubes 
and symmetrical construction (st ray capacities 
to ground equal on both sides of the circuit), 
the neutralization is complete and independent 
of frequency. A circuit using a balanced con-
denser, as at B, is preferred, since it is an aid 
in obtaining good circuit balance. 

Fig. .115 - - Inductive neutralization circuits. A, link neutralization. B, "coil" or shunt 
neutralization. C. modified shunt neutralizing circuit for v.b.f. using a half-mave line. 
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Frequency effects— The effects of slight 

dissymmetry in a neutralized circuit become 
more important as the frequency is raised, and 
may be sufficient at the very-high frequencies 
(or even lower) to prevent good neutralization. 
At these frequencies the inductances and stray 
capacities of even short leads become impor-
tant elements in the circuit, while input load-
ing effects (§ 7-6) may make it impossible to 
get proper phasing, particularly in single-tube 
circuits. In such cases the use of a push-pull 
amplifier, with its general freedom from the 
effects of dissymmetry, is not only much to be 
preferred but may be the only type of circuit 
which can be satisfactorily neutralized. 
Neutralizing condensers — In most cases 

the neutralizing voltage will be equal to the 
r.f. voltage between the plate and grid of the 

Fig. 416 - - push-pull r.f. amplifier 
circuits. Either capacitive or link coupling may lee used. 
C-L — See § 4-8. C — Neutralizing  lettsers. 
— 0.01 pfd. C2 - 0.001 pfd. or larger. 

tube, so that for perfect balance the capacity 
required in the neutralizing condenser theoret-
ically will be equal to the grid-plate capacity. 
If, in the circuits having tapped tank coils, the 
tap is more than half the total number of turns 
from the plate end of the coil, the required neu-
tralizing capacity will increase approximately 
in proportion to the relative number of turns in 
the two sections of the coil. 
With tubes having grid and plate con-

nections brought out through the bulb, a con-
denser having at about half-scale or less a ca-
pacity equal to the grid-plate capacity of the 
tube should be chosen. If the grid and plate 
leads are brought through a common base the 
capacity needed is greater, because the tube 
socket and its associated wiring adds some ca-
pacity to the actual interelement capacities. 

When two or more tubes are, connected in 
paralkl, the neutralizing capacity required 
will be in proportion to the number of tubes. 
The voltage rating of neutralizing con-

densers must at least equal the r.f, voltage 
across the condenser plus the sum of the d.e. 
plate voltage and the grid-bias voltage. 
Neutralizing procedure — The procedure 

in neutralizing is essentially the sanie for all 
tubes and circuits. The filament of the tube 
should be lighted and exeitat ion from the pre-
ceding stage fed to the grid circuit. There 
should be no plate voltage on the amplifier. 
The grid-circuit millianuneter makes a good 

neutralizing indicator. If the circuit. is not com-
pletely neutralized, tuning of the plate tank cir-
cuit through resonance will (lunge the tuning of 
the grid circuit and affect its loading, eausing a 
change in the rectified d.c. grid current. The 
setting of the neutralizing condenser whieh 
leaves the grid current unaffected as the plate 
tank is tuned through resonance is the correct 
one. If the circuit is out of neutralization, the 
grid current will drop perceptibly as the plate 
tank is tuned through resonance. As the point. 
of neutralization is approached, by adjusting 
the neutralizing capacity in small steps the dip 
in grid current as the plate condenser is swung 
through resonance will become less and less 
pronounced, until, at exact neutralization, 
there will be no dip at all. Further change of 
the neutralizing capacity in the sanie direction 
will bring the grid-current dip back. The neu-
tralizing condenser should always be adjusted 
with a screwdriver of insulating material to 
avoid hand-capacity effects. 
Adjustment of the neutralizing condenser 

may affect the tuning of the grid tank or driver 
plate tank, so both circuits should be retuned 
each time a change is made in neutralizing 
capacity. In neutralizing a push-pull amplifier 
the neutralizing condensers should be adjusted 
together, step by step, keeping their capacities 
as equal as possible. 

With single-ended circuits having split-stator 
neutralizing, the behavior of the grid meter 
will depend somewhat upon the type of tube 
used. If the tube output capacity is not great 
enough to upset the balance, the action of the 
meter will be the same as in other circuits. 
With high-capacity tubes, however, the meter 
usually will show a gradual rise and fall as the 
plate tank is tuned through resonance, reach-
ing a maximum right at resonance when the 
circuit is properly neutralized. 
When an amplifier is not neutralized a neon 

bulb touched to the plate of the amplifier tube 
or to the plate side of the tuning condenser will 
glow when the tank circuit is tuned through 
resonance, providing the driver has sufficient 
power. The glow will disappear when the am-
plifier is neutralized. Ilowever, touching the 
neon bulb to such an ungrounded point in the 
circuit may introduce enough stray capacity 
to unbalance the circuit slightly, thus upsetting 
the neutralizing. 
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A flashlight bulb connected in series with a 
single-turn loop of wire 2h¡ or 3 inches in 
diameter, with the loop coupled to the tank 
coil, also will serve as a neutralizing indicator. 
Capacitive unbalance can be avoided by 
coupling the loop to the low-potential part of 
the tank coil. 
Incomplete neutralization— If a setting 

of the neutralizing condenser can be found 
which gives minimum r.f. current in the plate 
tank circuit without completely eliminating it, 
there may be magnetic or capacity coupling 
between the input and output circuits external 
to the tube itself. Short leads in neutralizing 
circuits are highly desirable, and the input 
and output inductances should be so placed 
with respect to each other that magnetic 
coupling is minimized. Usually t his requires 
that the axes of the coils must be at right 
angles to each other. In some cases it may be 
necessary to shield the input and output cir-
cuits from each other. Magnetic coupling can 
be detected by disconnecting the plate tank 
from the remainder of the circuit and testing 
for r.f. in it (by means of the flashlight lamp 
and loop) as the tank condenser is tuned 
through resonance. The driver stage must be 
operating while this is done, of course. 

With single-ended amplifiers there are many 
stray capacities left uncompensated for in the 
neutralizing process. With large tubes, espe-
cially those having relatively high interelec-
trode capacities, these commonly neglected 
stray capacities can prevent perfect neutraliza-
tion. Symmetrical arrangement of a push-pull 
stage is about the only way to obtain practically 
perfect balance throughout the amplifier. 
The neutralization of tubes with extremely 

low grid- plate capacity, such as the 6L6, is 
often difficult, since it frequently happens that 
the wiring itself will introduce sufficient ca-
pacity between the right points to " over-
neutralize" the grid-plate capacity. The use 
of a neutralizing condenser only aggravates 
the condition. Induetive or iink neutralization, 
as shown in Fig. 415, has been used successfully 
with such tubes. 
The inverted amplifier— The circuit of 

Fig. 417 avoids the necessity for neutralization 
by operating the control grid of the tube at 
ground potential, thus mal:ing it serve as a 
shield between the input and output circuits. 
It is particularly useful with tubes of low 
grid-plate capacity, which are difficult to neu-
tralize by ordinary methods. Excitation is ap-

plied between grid and cathode through the 
coupling coil, L; since this coil is common to 
both the plate and grid circuits the amplifier 
is degenerative with the circuit constants 
normally used, hence more excitation voltage 
and power are required for a given output than 
is the case with a neutralized amplifier. The 
tube used must have low plate- cathode ca-
pacity (of the order of 1 ppfd. or less) since 
larger values will give sufficient feed-back to 
permit it to oscillate, the circuit then becom-
ing the ultraudion (§ 3-7). Tubes haying suf-
ficiently low plate-cathode capacity (audio 
pentodes, for example) can be used without 
danger of oscillation at frequencies up to per-
haps 30 Mc. or so. 

(f. 4-8 Power Amplifier Operation 
Efficiency— An r.f. power amplifier is 

usually operated Class-C (§ 3-4) to obtain a 
reasonably high value of plate efficiency 
(§ 3-3). The higher the plate efficiency the 
higher the power input that can be applied to 
the tube without exceeding the plate dissipa-
tion rating (§ 3-2), up to the limits of other 
tube ratings (plate voltage and plate current). 
Plate efficiencies of the order of 75 per cent are 
readily obtainable at frequencies up to the 
30-50- Mc. region. The over-an efficiency of the 
amplifier will be lower by the power lost in 
the tank and coupling circuits, so that the ac-
tual efficiency is less than the plate efficiency. 
Operating angle — The operating angle is 

the proportionate part of the exciting grid-
voltage cycle (§ 2-7) during which plate cur-
rent flows, as shown in Fig. 41S. For Class-C 
operation, it is usually in the vicinity of 120-150 
degrees. With other operating considerations, 
this angle results in an optimum relationship be-
tween plate efficiency and grid driving power. 
Load impedance— The load impedance 

(§ 3-3) for an r.f. power amplifier is adjusted, 
by tuning the plate tank circuit, to resonance, 
to represent a pure resistance at the operating 
frequency (§ 2-10). Its value, which usually is 
in the neighborhood of a few thousand ohms, is 
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Fig. 418— Instantaneous voltages and currents in a 
Class-C amplifier operating under optimum conditions. 
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adjusted by varying the loading on the tank 
circuit, closer coupling to the load giving lower 
values of load resistance and vice versa 
(§ 2-11). The load may be either the grid cir-
cuit of a following stage or the antenna circuit. 

For highest efficiency the value of load re-
sistance should be relatively high, but if only 
limited excitation voltage is available greater 
power output will be secured by using a lower 
value of load resistance. 'flic latter adjustment 
is accompanied by a decrease in plate effi-
ciency. The optimum load resistance is that 
which, for the maximum permissible peak 
plate current, causes the minimum instan-
taneous plate voltage ( Fig. 418) to be equal to 
the maximum instantaneous grid voltage re-
quired to cause the peak plate current to flow; 
this gives the optimum ratio of plate effi-
ciency to required grid driving power. 

R.f. grid voltage and grid bias — For most 
tubes optimum operating conditions result 
when the minimum instantaneous plate volt-
age is 10 to 20 per cent of the (I.c. plate voltage, 
so that the maximum instantaneous positive 
grid voltage must be approximately the sanie 
figure. Since plate current starts flowing when 
the instantaneous voltage reaches the cut-off 
value ( 3-2), the d.c. grid voltage must be con-
siderably higher than cut-off to confine the 
operating angle to 150 degrees or less ( with grid 
bias at cut-off, the angle would be Is() (legrees). 
l'or an angle of 120 degrees, the r.f. grid volt age 
must reach 50 per cent of its peak value § 2-7) 
at the eut-off point. The corresponding figure 
for an angle of 150 degrees is 25 per cent. hence, 
the operating bias required is the cut-off value 
plus 25 to 50 per cent of the peak r.f. grid volt-
age. These relations are shown in Fig. 41N. The 
grid bias should be at least twice cut-off if the 
amplifier is to be plate modulated, so that the 
operating angle will be not less than 1st) de-
grees when the plate voltage ri,sus to twice the 
steady d.c. value (§ 5-3). Because of their rela-
tively high amplification factors, with most 
modern tubes Class-C operation requires con-
siderably more than twice cut-off bias to make 
the operating angle fall in the region mentioned 
above. Suitable operating conditions are usu-
ally given in the data accompanying the type 
of tube used. 

Grid bias may be secured either from a bias 
source (fixed bias), a grid leak (§ 3-6) of suit-
able value, or from a combination of both. 
When a bias supply is used, its voltage regula-
tion should be taken into consideration (§ 8-9). 

Driving pincer — As indicated in Fig. 418, 
grid current flows only during a small portion 
of the peak of the r.f. grid voltage cycle. The 
power consumed in the grid circuit therefore is 
approximately equal to the peak r.f. grid volt-
age multiplied by the average rectified grid 
current as read by a d.c. milliammeter. The 
peak r.f. grid voltage, if not included in the 
tube manufacturer's operating data, can be 
estimated roughly by adding 10 to 20 per cent 
of the plate voltage tu the operating grid bias, 

assuming the operating conditions are as de-
scribed above. 

At frequencies up to 30 Mc. or so, the grid 
losses are practically entirely those resulting 
from grid-current flow. At the very-high fre-
quencies, however, dielectric losses in the glass 
envelope and base materials become appre-
ciable, together with losses caused by transit-
time effects (§ 7-6), and may necessitate 
supplying several times the driving power indi-
cated above. At any frequency, the driving 
stage should be capable of a power output 
two to three times the power it is expected the 
grid circuit of the amplifier will consume. This 
is necessary because losses in the tank and 
coupling circuits must also be supplied, and 
also to provide reasonably good regulation of 
the r.f. grid voltage. Good voltage regulation 
(see § 8-1 for general definition) insures that 
the waveform of the excit at ion voltage will not 
be distorted because of the changing load on 
the driver during the r.f. cycle. 
Grid impedance — During most of the r.f. 

grid-voltage cycle no grid current is flowing, as 
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Fig. 410 — Chart showing tank capacities required 
for a Q of 12 with ‘ arions ratios of plate voltage to 
plate current, for various &mileages. In circuits F, G, 

120 ), the capacities shw n o in the graph nia' be 
divided by four. eireuits C, F. J and k. 
capacity of each section of the split-statur 
may' be one-half that shown by the graph. The r 
given by the graph should he used for circuit, .\ inri li. 
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indicated in Fig. 418, hence the grid impedance 
is infinite. During the peak of the cycle, how-
ever, the impedance may drop to very low 
values (of the order of 1000 ohms), depending 
upon the type of tube. Both the minimum and 
average values of grid impedance depend to a 
considerable extent on the amplification factor 
of the tube, being lower with tubes having large 
amplification factors. 
The average grid impedance is equal to E2/P, 

where E is the r.m.s. (§ 2-7) value of r.f. 
grid voltage and P is the grid driving power. 
Under optimum operating conditions, values of 
average grid impedance ranging from 2000 ohms 
for high-ei tubes to four or five times as much 
for types are representative. Values in 
the vicinity of 4000 to 5000 ohms are typical 
of modern triodes with amplification factors 
of 20 to 30. 

Because of the large change in impedance 
during the cycle. it is necessary that the tank 
circuit associated with the amplifier grid have 
fairly high Q. This is essential to provide suf-
ficient storage capacity so that the voltage 
regulation over the cycle will be good. The 
requisite Q may be obtained by adjusting the 
L/C ratio or by tapping the grid circuit across 
only part of the tank ( § 
Tank-circuit Q — Besides  serving as a 

means for transforming the actual load resist-
ance to the required value of plate load im-
pedance for the tube, the plate tank circuit 
also should suppress the harmonics present in 
the tube output as a result of the non-sinusoblal 
plate current (§ 2-7, 3-3). For satisfactory har-
monic suppression, a Q of 12 or more (with the 
circuit fully loaded) is desirable. A Q of this 
order also is helpful from the standpoint of 
securing adequate coupling to the load or an-
tenna circuit (§ 2-11). The proper Q can be ob-
tain'ed by suitable selection of L, 'C ratio in 
relation to the optimum plate load resistance 
for the tube (§ 2-10). 

0002 

(F) (G) 

For a Class-C amplifier operated under opti-
mum conditions as described above, the plate 
load impedance is approximately proportional 
to the ratio of (I.e. plate voltage to il.c. plate 
current. For a given effective Q the tank ca-
pacity required at a given frequency will be 
inversely proportional to the parallel resistance 
(§ 2-10), so that it will also be inversely pro-
portional to the plate-voltage/plate-current 
ratio. 
The tank capacity required on various ama-

teur bands for a Q of 12 is shown in Fig. 419 as 
a function of this ratio. The capacity given is 
for single-ended tank circuits, as shown in Fig. 
420 at A and B. When a balanced tank circuit 
is used the total tank capacity required is re-
duced to one-fourth this value, because the tube 
is connected across only half the circuit (§ 2-9). 
Thus, if the plate-voltage/plate-current ratio 
calls for a capacity of 200 boafd. in a single-
ended circuit at the desired frequency, only SO 
mph'. would be needed in a balanced circuit. lf 
a split-stator or balanced tank condenser is 
used each section should have a capacity of 
100 pad., the total capacity of the two in series 
being 50 add. These are " in use" capacities; 
not simply the rated maximum capacity of the 
condenser. Larger values may be used with an 
increase in the effective Q. 
To reduce energy loss in the tank circuit., the 

inherent Q of the coil and condenser should be 
high. Since transmitting coils usually have Qs 
ranging from 100 to several hundred, the tank 
transfer efficiency generally is 90 per cent or 
more. An unduly large CIL ratio is not advisa-
ble since it will result in large circulating r.f. 
tank current and hence relatively large losses 
in the tank, with a consequent reduction in the 
power available for the load. 
Tank constants — W hen the capacity nec-

essary for a Q of 12 has been determined from 
Fig. 419, the inductance required to resonate 
at the given frequency can be found by means 

(C) 

(I) 
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(H) 
(K) • 14.V. 

Fig. 420 — In eirenit- \. it. C, D and E. the peak voltage E will be approximately equal to the .1.e. plate voltage 
applied for e.w. or t‘, ice tlti- salue for ' phone. In circuits C, 11, 1, j and K, E isihl lt. i‘siee th,.l . oat ,. „„itage 
for ,. m. or four tint.— t Is plate voltage for -phone. The circuit is assumed to h.. fully loaded. Tub., in parallel in 
any of the circuit- ill not affect the peak voltage. Circuits A, C, E. 1:„ G and II require that the tank condenser 
be insulated from iiia—is or ground and thal it be provided mith a suitablv insulated shaft coupling for tuning. 
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of the formula in § 2-10. Alternatively, the re-
quired number of turns on coils of various 
construction can be found from the charts of 
Figs. 421 and 422. 

Fig. 421 is for coils wound on receiving-type 
forms having a diameter of 1 inches and 
ceramic forms having a diameter of 1% inches 
and winding length of 3 inches. Such coils 
would be suitable for oscillator and buffer 
stages where the power is not over 50 watts. 
In all cases, the number of turns given must be 
wound to fit the length indicated and the turns 
should be evenly spaced. 

Fig. 422 gives data on coils wound on trans-
mitt big-type ceramic forms. In the case of the 
smallest form, extra curves are given for 
double spacing (winding turns in alternate 
grooves). This is sometimes advisable in the 
ease of 14- and 28- Me, coils when only a few 
turns are required. In all other cases, the speci-
fied number of turns should be wound in the 
grooves without any additional spacing. 
Ratings of corn poreen — The peak voltage 

to be expected between the plates of a tank 
condenser depends upon the arrangement of 
the tank circuit as well as the d.c. plate voltage. 
Peak voltage may be determined from Fig. 420, 
which shows all of the commonly used tank-
circuit arrangements. These estimates assume 
that the amplifier is fully loaded; the voltage 
will rise considerably should the amplifier be 
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Fig. 421 — Coil-winding data for receiving-type forms, 
diameter I 3. inches. Curve A — winding length, 1 
inch; Curve Fi — winding length, 1,1¡' inches; Curve 
C — winding length, 2 inches. Curve C is also suitable 
for coils wound on U4'-inch diameter transmitting-
type ceramic forms with 3 inches of winding length. 

operated without load. The figures include a 
reasonable factor of safety. 
The condenser plate spacing required to 

withstand any particular voltage will vary 
with the construction. Most manufacturers 
specify peak-voltage ratings in describing their 
condensers. 

Plate or screen by-pass condensers of 0.001 
ad. should be satisfactory for frequencies as 
low as 1.7 Mc. Cathode-resistor and filament 
by-passes in r.f. circuits should be not less than 
0.01 sifd. Fixed condensers used for these pur-
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Fig. 422 — Coil.win,lin g la ta for vet:1171k transmit-
ting-tvpe forms. Curve A — ceramic form 2 Ii li 
effective diameter, 26 groove,, 7 per mm .h z 

same as A, but with torm nound in zdternale gr. so... 
Curve C —  ceramic form 2 -inch effective diameter. 

32 groin e.. 7.1 turns per inch. approximaiel.: Cur.e 
D ceramic form effretk u gliametrn Di 
5.85 turns per inch, approximaicl ..: Curse E — (•erainic 
form 5.inch effeciise diameter. 2, g 7 per inch. 
Coils may be wound with either \,,. 12 or No. li wire. 

poses should have voltage ratings 25 to 50 per 
cent greater than the maximum d.c. or zi.e. 
voltage across them. 

Interst age et mpling condensers shouhl have 
voltage rat lugs 50 to 100 per cent greater than 
the sum of the driver plate and amplifier grid-
biasing voltages. 

4I 4-9 Adjustment of Power Amplifiers 

Frei tat ¡(((t — The effectiveness of adjust-
ments to the coupling bet ween t he .driver plate 
and amplifier grid circuits an be gauged ii the 
relative values of amplifier rectified grid cur-
rent and driver ' date eurrent, the object being 
to obtain maximum grid current with minimum 
driver loading. The amplifier grid circuit rep-
resents the load on the driver stage. and the 
average grid impedance must therefore be 
transformed to the value for optimum driver 
operation (§ 4-3). 

With capacity coupling, either the driver 
plate or amplifier grid must be tapped down on 
the driver tank coil, as shown in Fig. 410 at A 
and li, unless the grid impedance is approxi-
mately the right value for the driver plate load, 
when it will be satisfactory to connect both 
elements to t he end of the tank. If the grid im-
pedance is lower than the required driver plate 
load, Fig. 410-A is used; if higher, Fig. 410-13. 
In either ease, the coupling which gives the 
desired grid current with mini muni driver lu lad-
ing should be determined experimentally by 
moving the tap. Should both plate and grid be 
connected to the end of the eireuit it is some-
times possible to control the loading, when the 
grid impedance is low, by varying the capacity 
of the coupling condenser, C, but this met hod 
is not altogether satisfactory since it is simply 
an expedient to prevent driver overloading 
without giving suitable impedance matching. 
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In push-pull circuits the method of adjust-
ment is similar, except that the taps should 
be kept symmetrically located with respect to 
the center of the tank circuit. 
With link coupling, Fig. 411, the object of 

adjustment is the same. The two tanks are 
first tuned to resonance, as indicated by maxi-
mum grid current, and the coupling adjusted 
by means of the links (§ 4-6) to give maximum 
grid current with minimum driver plate cur-
rent. This usually will suffice to load the driver 
to its rated output, provided the driver plate 
and amplifier grid tank circuits have reasonable 
values of Q. If the Q of one or both of the cir-
cuits is too low, it may not be possible to load 
the driver fully with any adjustment of link 
turns or coupling at either tank. In such a ease, 
the Qs of the tank circuits must be increased to 
the point where adequate coupling is secured. 
If the driver plate tank is designed to have a Q 
of 12, the difficulty almost invariably is in the 
amplifier grid tank. The Q can be increased to a 
suitable value either by adjustment of the L/C 
ratio or by tapping the load across part of the 
coil (§ 2-10). 

Whatever the type of coupling, a preliminary 
adjustment should be made with the proper 
bias voltage and/or grid leak, but with the 
amplifier plate voltage off; then the amplifier 
should he carefully neutralized. After neut rali-
zation the driver-amplifier coupling .should be 
readjusted for optimum power transfer, after 
which plate voltage may be applied and the 
amplifier plate circuit adjusted to resonance 
and coupled to its load. Under actual operating 
conditions the grid current decreases below the 
value obtained without plate voltage on the 
amplifier and the effective grid impedance 
rises, hence the final adjustment is to re-check 
the coupling to take care of this shift. 

With recommended bias, the grid current ob-
tained before plate voltage is applied to the am-
plifier should be 25 to 30 per cent higher than 
the value required for operating conditions. 
If this value is not obtained, and the driver 
plate input is up to rated value, the reason may 
be either improper matching of the amplifier 
grid to the driver plate or simply insufficient 
power output from the driver to take care of all 
losses. Driver operating voltages should be 
checked to assure they are up to rated values. 
If batteries are used for bias and are not strictly 
fresh, they should be replaced, since batteries 
which have been in use for some time often 
develop high internal resistance which effec-
tively acts as additional grid-leak resistance. 
If a rectified a.c. bias supply is used, the 
bleeder or voltage-divider resistances should 
be checked to make certain that low grid cur-
rent is not caused by greater grid-circuit re-
sistance than is recommended. In this connec-
tion it is helpful to measure the actual bias 
when grid current is flowing, by means of a 
high-resistance d.c. voltmeter. There is also 
the possibility of loss of filament emission of 
the amplifier tube, either from prolonged serv-

ice or from operating the filament under or 
over the rated voltage. 

Plate tuning— In preliminary tuning, it is 
desirable to use low plate voltage to avoid 
possible (lainage to the tube. With excitation 
and plate voltage applied, rotate the plate tank 
condenser until the plate current dips. Then set 
the condenser at the minimum plate-current 
point (resonance). When the resonance point 
has been found, the plate voltage may be 
increased to its normal value. 

With adequate excitation, the off-resonance 
plate current of a triode amplifier may be two 
or more times the normal operating value. 
With screen-grid tubes the off-resonance plate 
current may not be much higher than the nor-
mal operating value, since the plate current is 
principally determined by the screen rather 
than the plate voltage. 

Under reasonably efficient operating condi-
tions the minimum plate current with the 
amplifier unloaded will be a small fraction of 
the rated plate current for the tube (usually a 
fifth or less), since with no load the parallel 
impedance of the tank circuit is high. If the ex-
citation is low the "(lip" will not be very 
marked, but with adequate excitation the 
plate current at resonance without loading will 
be just high enough so that the d.c. plate 
power input supplies all the losses in the tube 
and circuit. As an indication of probable effi-
ciency, the minimum plate current value 
should not be taken too seriously, because 
without load the Q of 
the circuit is high and 
the tank current rela-
tively large. When (e II 

Loaded 

the amplifier is de- e 
livering power to a ao/oaded 
load, the circulating 7.. 
current drops consid-
erably and the tank 
losses correspondingly 
decrease. High mini-
mum unloaded plate 
current is chiefly en-
countered at 28 Mc. and above, where tank 
losses are higher and the tank L/C ratio is 
usually lower than normal because of irre-
ducible tube capacities. The effect is particu-
larly noticeable with screen-grid tubes, which 
have relatively high output capacity. Because 
of the decrease in tank r.f. current with loading, 
however, the actual efficiency under load is 
reasonably good. 
With the load (antenna or following amplifier 

grid circuit) connected, the coupling between 
plate tank and load should be adjusted to make 
the tube take rated plate current, keeping the 
tank always tuned to resonance. As the output 
coupling is increased the minimum plate cur-
rent also will increase, about as shown in Fig. 
423. Simultaneously the tuning becomes less 
sharp, because of the increase in effective re-
sistance of the tank. If the load circuit simu-
lates a resistance, the resonance setting of the 

TUN/NO CAPACITY 

Fig. .123 — Ts i,ieal behav-
ior of I be. plate ,mrrent 
vs. tuning capacity in the 
plate circuit (dun amplifier. 
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tank condenser will be practically unchanged 
with loading; this is generally the case, since 
the load circuit usually is also tuned to reso-
nance. A reactive load (such as an antenna or 
feeder system not tuned exactly to resonance) 
may cause the tank condenser setting to 
change with loading, since reactance as well as 
resistance is coupled into the tank (§ 2-11). 
Power output— As a check on the opera-

tion of an amplifier, its power output may be 
measured by the use of a load of known re-
sistance, coupled to the amplifier output as 
shown in Fig. 424. At A a thermoammeter, 
and a noninductive (ordinary wire-wound re-
sistors are not satisfactory) resistance, I?, are 
connected across a coil of a few turns coupled 
to the amplifier tank coil. The higher the re-
sistance of R, the greater the number of turns 
required in the coupling coil. A resistor used 
in this way is generally called a " dummy an-
tenna," since its use permits the transmitter 
to be adjusted without actually radiating 
power. The loading may readily be adjusted 
by varying the coupling between the two coils, 
so that the amplifier draws rated plate current 
when tuned to resonance. The power output is 
then calculated from Ohm's Law: ' 

P (watts) = PR 

where I is the current indicated by the thermo-
ammeter and I? is the resistance of the non-
inductive resistor. Special resistance units are 
available for this purpose, ranging from 73 to 
600 ohms (simulating antenna and transmis-
sion-line impedances) at power ratings up to 
100 watts. For higher powers, the units may be 
connected in series-parallel. The meter scale 
required for any expected value of power out-
put may also be determined from Ohm's Law: 

I 

Incandescent light bulbs can be used to re-
place the special resistor and thermoammeter. 
The lamp should be equipped with a pair of 
leads, preferably soldered to the terminals on 
the lamp base. The coupling should be varied 
until the greatest brilliance is obtained for a 
given plate input. In using lamps as dummy 
antennas a size corresponding to the expected 
power output should be selected, so that the 
lamp will operate near its normal brilliancy. 
Then, when the adjustments have been com-
pleted, an approximation of the power output 
can be obtained by comparing the brightness of 
the lamp with the brightness of one of similar 
power rating in a 115-volt socket. 
The circuit of Fig. 424-B is for resistors or 

lamps of relatively high resistance. In using 
this circuit, care should be taken to avoid ac-
cidental contact with the plate tank when the 
power is on. This danger is avoided by circuit 
C, in which a separate tank circuit, LC, tuned 
to the operating frequency, is coupled to the 
plate tank circuit. The loading is adjusted by 
varying the number of turns across which the 
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dummy antenna is connected on L and by 
changing the coupling between the two coils. 
With push-pull amplifiers, the dummy antenna 
should be tapped equally on either side of the 
center of the tank when the circuit of Fig. 
424-B is used. 
Harmonic suppression— The most im-

portant step in the elimination of harmonic 
radiation (§ 4-8, 2-12) is to use an output tank 
circuit having a Q of 12 or more. Beyond this 
it is desirable to avoid any considerable amount 
of over-excitation of a Class-C amplifier, since 
excitation in excess of that required for normal 
Class-C, operation further distorts the plate-
current pulse and increases the harmonic con-
tent in the output of the amplifier even though 
the proper tank Q is used. If the antenna sys-
tem in use will accept harmonic frequencies 
they will be radiated when distortion is present, 
and consequently the antenna coupling system 
preferably should be selected with harmonie 
transfer in mind (§ 10-6). 
Harmonic content can he reduced to some 

extent by preventing distortion of the r.f. 
grid-voltage waveshape. This can be done by 
using a grid tank circuit with high effective 
Q. Link coupling between the driver and final 
amplifier are helpful, since the t wo tank ch.-
cuits provide more attenuation than one it t he 
harmonic frequencies. However, the advan-
tages of link coupling in this respect may be 
nullified unless the Q of the grid tank is high 
enough to give good voltage regulation, which 
minimizes harmonic tr:Insl.er and thus pre-
vents distortion in the grid circuit. 
The stray capacity bet ween the antenna 

coupling coil and the tank coil may be sufficient 
to couple harmonic energy into the antenna 
system. This coupling may be eliminated by 
the use of electrostatic shielding (Faraday 
shield) between the two coils. Fig. 425 shows 
the construction of such a shield, while Fig. 426 
illustrates the manner in which it is installed. 
The construction shown in Fig. 425 prevents 
current flow in the shield, which would occur 
if the wires formed closed circuits since the 
shield is in the magnetic field of the tank coil. 

Fig. 424 — 11)  
antenna" circuits for 
checking power in tiet t 
and making operating 
adjustments under load 
without applying power 
to the actual antenna. 
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Should this occur, there would be magnetic 
shielding as well as electrostatic; in addition, 
there would be a power loss in the shield. 
Improper operation — Inexact neutraliza-

tion or stray coupling between plate and grid 
circuits may result in regeneration. This effect 
is most evident with low excitation, when the 
amplifier will show a sudden increase in output 
when the plate tank vi nuit is tuned slightly 
to the high-frequency side of resonance. It is 
aceompanied by a pronounced increase in 
grid current. 

Self-o,,cillation is apt to occur with tubes of 
high power sensitivity, such as the r. f. pentodes 
and tetrotles. In event of either regeneration 
or oscillatii (intuit cinnponents should be 
arranged so that. those in the plate circuit are 
well isolated front those of the grid circuit. 
Plate and grid leads should be made as short 
as possible and the screen should be by-passed 
as close to the socket, terminal as possible. A 
cylindrical shield surrounding the lower portion 
of the tube up to the lower edge of the plate is 
sometimes required. 
"Double resonance," or two tuning stir ets on 

the plate-tank e,onlenser, one giving minimum 
plate current and the other maximum power 
output, may occur when the tank circuit Q is 
too low (§ 2-10). A similar effect also occurs 
at times with screen-grid amplifiers when the 
screen-voltage regulation (§ 8-1) is poor, as 
when the screen is supplied through a dropping 
resistor. The screen voltage deereases with a 
decrease in plate current, because the screen 
current increases under the saine conditions. 
Thus the minimum plate- current point, causes 
the screen voltage, arid hence the power output, 
to be less than when a slightly higher plate 
current is drawn. 
A phenomenon known as " grid emission" 

may occur when the amplifier tube is oper-
ated at higher than rated power dissipation on 
either the plate or grid. It is particularly likely 
to occur with t uhes having oxide-coated cat h-
odes, such as the indirectly heated types. It is 
caused by the grid reaching a temperature high 
enough to cause electron emission (§ 2-4). 
The electrons so emitted are attracted to the 
plate, further increasing the power input and 
heating, so that grid emission is characterized 
by gradually increasing plate current anil heat 
which eventually will ruin the tube if the power 
is not removed. Grid emission can be prevented 
by operating the tube within its ratings. 

Fig..42:5— The Faraday elec. 
trostaiie shield for eli iii inating 
ealearitise transfer of har-
monic eneruy. It is mail,. id 
parallel , acha•tor,,, in,ulated 
from 'ail I.ther except at talc 
mil %% Isere all are joined. Stiff 
wire or small diameter rod 
may br 11,d, spaced about the 
diaewt,•r of the mire or rod. 
The shield should he larger 
than the diameter of the coil. 

411 4-10 Parasitic Oscillations 

Description— If the circuit conditions in 
an oscillator or amplifier are such that self-
oscillat ion exists at some frequency other t han 
that desired, the spurious oscillation is termed 
parasitic. Tlie energy required to maintain a 
parasitic oscillation is wasted insofar as useful 
output is concerned, hence an oscillator or 
amplifier having parasities will operate at re-
duced effieienry. In addition, its behavior at 
the 01)(qt:ding frequeiwy often will be erratic. 
Parasiti, t oscillations may be either higher or 
lower in frequency than the ou erat it frequency. 
The parasitic oscillation usually starts the 

instant plate voltage is applied, or, when the 
amplifier is biased beyond eut-off, at the instant 
excitation is applied. In the latter ease, the 
oscillation frequently will be self-sustaining 
after the excitation has been removed. At ot her 
times the oscillation may not be self-sustaining, 
becoming active only in the presenee of excita-
tion. It may be apparent only by the produc-
tion of abnormal key dicks (§ 6-1) over a wide 
frequency range, or by the presenee of spurious 
side-bands (§ 5-2) with ' phone modulation. 
Low-frequency parasitic's— Parasitic os-

cillations at low frequencies (usually 500 kc. or 
less) are of the tuned-plate tuned-grid type, 
the tuned circuits being formed by r.f. chokes 
and associated by-pass and coupling condens-
ers, with the regular tank tuning condensers 
having only a minor effect on the oscillation. 
The operating-frequency tank coil has negligi-
ble inductance for sut-ii low frequencies and 
may be short-circuited without affecting the 
oscillations. The oscillations do not occur when 
no r.f. chokes are used, hence whenever possible 
in series-fed circuits such chokes should be 
omitted. With single-ended amplifiers, it is 
usually possible to arrange the circuit so that 
either the grid or plate circuit needs no choke. 
In push-pull stages having chokes in both plate 
and grid circuits, it is helpful to connect an 
tin by-passed grid leak front the choke to the 
bias supply or ground, thus placing the re-
sistance in the parasitic (-intuit and tending to 
prevent oscillation. When the driver plate 
circuit has parallel feed and the amplifier grid 
circuit series feed (§ 3-7) t luis type of oscillation 
cannot occur if no choke is used in the series 
grid circuit. since the grid is grounded through 
the tank coil for the parasitic frequency. 

Parasitics near operating frequency— In 
circuits utilizing a tap on the plate tank coil 
to establish a ground for a balanced neutralizing 
circuit, such as Fig. 413-13, a parasitic oscilla-
tion may be set up if the amplifier grid is 
tapped down on the grid (or driver plate) tank 
circuit for adjustment of driver-amplifier cou-
pling (§ 4-6). In this rase the t urns between grid 
and ground and between plate' and ground 
form, with the stray and other capacities pres-
ent, a t.p.t.g. circuit (§ 3-7) which oscillates at a 
frequency somewhat higher than the nominal 
operating frequency. Such an oscillation can 
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be prevented by dispensing with the taps in 
either the plate or grid circuit. Balancing the 
plate circuit by means of a split-stator con-
denser ( Fig. 413-C) is recommended. 

Very-high-frequency parasitic:: — Para-
sitics in the v.h.f. region are likely to occur 
with any amplifier having a balanced tank cir-
cuit, particularly when associated with neutral-
izing connections. The parasitic resonant cir-
cuit, formed by the leads connecting the vari-
ous components, may be of either the t.p.t.g. 
or the ultraudion type. 
The frequency of such oscillations may be 

determined by connecting a tuned circuit in 
series with the grid lead to the tube. A variable 
condenser (50 or 100 µ41.) may be used, in 
conjunction with t bree or four self-supporting 
turns of heavy wire wound into a coil tn inch or 
so in diameter. Wit h the amplifier oscillating at 
the parasitic frequency, the condenser is slowly 
tuned through its range until oscillations cease. 
If this point is not found on the first trial, the 
turns of the coil may be spread apart or a turn 
removed awl the princess repeated. The use of 
such a tuned circuit as a trap is an almost cer-
tain remedy if the frequency can be deter-
mined, and introduces little if any loss at the 
operating frequency. 
An alternative cure, which is feasible when 

the oscillation is of the t.p.t.g. type, is to de-
tune the parasitic circuit in eit her the plate or 
grid circuit. Since this type of oscillation occurs 
most frequently with push-pull amplifiers, 
it may often be cured by making the grid and 
plate leads to their respective tank circuits of 
considerably different length. Similar consid-
erations apply to neutralizing connections in 
push-pull circuits. The extra wire length may 
be coiled up in the form of a so-called " choke," 
which in this case is simply additional induc-
tance for detuning the parasitic circuit  

Testing for parasitic oscillat•  
amplifier always should be tested for parasitic 
oscillations before being considered ready for 
service. The preferable method is first to 

neutralize the amplifier, then apply sufficient 
fixed bias to permit a moderate value of plate 
current to flow without excitation. (The plate 
current should not be large enough to cause 
the power input to exceed the rated plate dis-
sipation of the tube.) If the amplifier is free 
from self-starting parasitics, the plate current 
will remain steady as the tank condensers are 
varied; also, there will be grid current and 
a neon bulb touched either to the plate or 
grid will show no glow. Extreme care must be 
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Fig. 426 — Methods u-ing l'ariolay shields. Two 
are required is iii, a inish-p511 or balanced tank circuit. 

used not to let the hand come into contact 
with any metal parts of the transmitter when 
using the neon bulb. 

If any of these effects are present, the fre-
quency of the parasitic must first be deter-
mined. If r.f. chokes are used in both the plate 

To 
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Fig. 427 — Frequency-multiplying eircoits. A is for 
triodes, used either singly or in parallel. 'I'he push-
push doubler is shown at IS. Aui o pi. of coupling may 
he used ¡lei % Pell the grid circuit arid the driver. Ct 
should he 0.01 afd. or larger; C2, 0.001 yfil. or larger. 

and grid circuits, one of them should be short-
circuited to determine if the oscillation is at a 
low frequency; if so, it may be eliminated by 
the methods outlined above. If the test indi-
cates that the parasitic is not a low-frequency 
oscillation, the grid trap described above should 
be tried for the v.h.f. type. The type which 
occurs near the operating frequency will not 
exist unless the plate and grid tank coils are 
both tapped, hence may be eliminated from 
consideration if this is not the ease in the cir-
cuit used. When such an oscillation is present 
its existence can be detected by moving the 
grid tap to include the whole tank circuit, 
whereupon the oscillathin will cease. 
Some indication of the frequency of the para-

sitic can be obtained from the color of the 
glow in the neon bulb. Usually it will be yellow-
ish with low-frequency oscillations and violet 
with v.h.f. oscillations. 

If the amplifier is stable under the condi-
tions described above, excitation should be 
applied and then removed to ascertain if a self-
sustaining oscillation is set up with excitation. 
If the plate current does not return to the 
previous value when the excitation is cut off, 
the same tests should be applied to determine 
the parasitic frequency. 

As a final test, the transmitter should be put 
on the air and a near-by receiver tuned over 
as wide a frequency range as riossible, tu hu ueate 
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any off-frequency signals associated with the 
radiation. Parasitics usually can be recognized 
by their poor stability as contrasted to the nor-
mal harmonics of the signal, which will have 
the sanie stability as the fundamental signal as 
well as the usual harmonic relationship. Har-
monics should be quite weak compared to the 
output at the fundamental frequency, whereas 
parasitic oscillations may have considerable 
strength. 

111, 4-11 Frequency Multiplication 

Circuits A frequency multiplier is an 
amplifier having its plate tank circuit tuned 
to a multiple (harmonic) of the frequency ap-
plied to its grid. The difference between a 
straight amplifier (§ 1-1) and a frequency mul-
tiplier is in the way in which it is operated, 
rather than in the circuit. however, sitter the 
grid and plate tank circuits are tuned to differ-
ent frequencies a triode frequency multiplier 
will not self-oscillate, hence does not need neu-
tralization. A typical circuit arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 427-A. For screen-grid multi-
pliers, the circuit is the sanie as in Fig. 412-A. 
l•nder usual conditions the plate efficiency of a 
frequency multiplier drolis off rapidly with an 
increase in the number of times the frequeney 
is multiplied. For this reason most multipliers 
are used as frequency doublers, giving second 
harmonic output. 
A special circuit for frequency doubling 

("push-push" doubler) is shown in Fig. 427-13. 
The grids of the tubes are in push-pull and the 
plates in parallel, thus the idate tank receives 
two pulses of plate current for each cycle of 
excitation frequency. The cirruit is similar to 
that of a full-wave reetifier (§ 8-3), where the 
output ripple frequency is twice the applied 
frequency. 

Push-pull amplifiers are suitable fi ir fre-
quency multiplication at odd harmonics, par-
ticularly the third, but they are unsuited to 
even-harmonie multiplication because the 
even harmonies are largely halanced out in the 
push-pull tank cireuit (§ 34). 
Operating     and circuit con-

stants — To obtain good efficiency the operat-
ing angle at the harmonic frequency must be 
180 degrees or less, preferably in the vicinity 
of 150-120 degrees (§ 1->•). In a doubler, this 
means that plate current should flow during 
only half this angle of fundamental frequency. 
Consequently the r.f. grid voltage, operating 
bias, and grid driving power must be increased 
considerably beyond the values obtaining for 
normal Class-C amplification. For comparable 
plate efficiency the bias will ordinarily be four 
to five times the normal Class-C bias, and the 
r.f. grid voltage must be considerably larger 
to drive the tube to the same peak plate cur-
rent. Since the plate and grid current pulses 
under these conditions have the same peak 
amplitudes but only half the time duration as 
in a straight amplifier, the average d.c. values 
should be one-half those for normal Class-C 

operation. That is, a tube operated in this way 
will have the same plate efficiency as a Class-C 
amplifier but can be operated at only half the 
plate input, so that the output power also is 
halved. The driving power required usually is 
about twice that necessary with straight-
through amplification to obtain the sanie plate 
efficiency. 

Greater output can be secured by using a 
larger operating angle (lower grid bias) or a 
lower plate load resistance, to increase the plate 
current: but this is accompanied by a decrease 
in effiviency. Since operation of the tube as 
described in the preceding paragraph is below 
its maximum plate dissipation rating, the 
decreased efliciericy usually can be tolerated in 
the interests of securing more power output. 
In practice, an efficiency of 40 to 50 per cent is 
about average. 
The tank circuit should have reasonably high 

Q ( 12 is satisfactory) to give good output volt-
age regulation (§ 4-9), since a plate-current 
pulse occurs only once for every two cycles of 
the output frequency. A ion--Q circuit (high 
L/C ratio) is helpful ehiefly when the operating 
angle is greater than 180 degrees at the second 
harmonic. Such a tank circuit will have rela-
tively high impedance to the fundamental-
f requeney comlyment of plate current which is 
present with large operating angles, and thus 
will aid in reducing the average d.c. plate cur-
rent. 
The grid impedance of a frequency multiplier 

is considerably higher than that of a straight-
through amplifier, because of the high bias 
voltage. The average impedance can be calcu-
lated as previously described (§ 4-8). The 
L/C ratio of the grid tank circuit may be 
higher, therefore, for a given Q. Often it is ad-
vantageous to use a fairly high ratio, since a 
large r.f. voltage must be developed between 
grid and cathode. However, it must not be 
made too high (Q too low) to permit adequate 
coupling between the grid tank circuit and the 
preceding driver stage. 

It may prove necessary to step up the driver 
output voltage to obtain sufficient r.f. grid volt-
age for the doubler; this can be done by tap-
ping the driver plate en its tank circuit, when 
capacity coupling is used, or by similar tapping 
down or the use of a higher C/L ratio in the 
driver plate tank when the stages are lin k-
coupled (§ 4-6). 
Tubes for frequency multiplication — 

There is no essential difference between tubes 
of various characteristics in their performance 
as frequency doublers. Tubes having high 
amplification factors will require somewhat 
less bias for equivalent operation but the grid 
driving power needed is almost independent of 
the g, assuming tubes of otherwise similar con-
struction and characteristics. Pentodes and 
tetrodes will, as in normal amplifier operation, 
require less driving power than triodes for 
efficient doubling, although more power will 
be needed than for straight amplification. 
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Fig. .128 — lticloQ pot ...type lumped-constant tank 
circuit as used in . 11.f. oscillators. 'llie tank, shoun in 
cross-section, is made of concentric closed c) tinders. 

(14-12 Very-High-Frequency Oscillators 

Ifigh-Q circuits trith lumped constants — 
To obtain reasonably high effective Q when a 
low resistance is connected across the tank 
circuit, it is necessary to use a high C, L ratio 
and a tank of inherently high Q (§ 2-101. At 
low frequencies the inherent Q of any w:11-
designed circuit will be high enough so that it 
may be neglected in comparison to the effec-
tive Q when lomhyd, so that no speeial pre-
cautions have to be taken with respect to the 
resistance of coils and condensers. At the very-
high frequencies these internal resistances are 
too large to be ignored, however. 

Reduction of the L/C ratio will not increase 
the effective Q unless the internal resistance of 
the tank can be made very small. This resist-
ance can be reduced by use of la rge conducting 
surfaces ami elimination of radi:it ion. In such 
cases special lumped-constant, tank circuits 
(§ 2-12) are used. The oscillator shown in Fig. 
428-A uses a " pot "-type tank in the tickler 
circuit (§ 3-7), with the feed-back coil in the 
grid circuit; this inductance is the wire D in 
the diagram. Output is taken from the tank 
by means of a hairpin coupling loop. 

Fig. 428-13 corresponds to the shunt-fed 
Hartley circuit. Such a tank also may be used 
in the ultraudion circuit. A variable condenser 
may be connected across the tank for tuning, 
although the Q may be reduced if a consider-
able portion of the tank r.f. current flows 
through it. 
Linear Circuits— A quarter-wave or half-

wave line, either of the parallel-conductor open 
type or of the coaxial type, is equivalent to a 
resonant circuit (§ 2-12) and can be used as the 
tank circuit (§ 3-7) in an oscillator. 
The resonant line is usually constructed of 

thin-walled copper tubing, rather than wire. 
since this reduces resistance and provides a 
mechanically stable circuit, particularly at the 
lower frequencies. At frequencies above 100 
Mc. flat copper strip conductor of equivalent 
cross-section may be used for parallel-line cir-
cuits with comparable efficiency. Frequency 
can be changed by moving a shorting bar or 
condenser to change the effective line length, 

or b,V reducing its length and loading it to reso-
nance by connecting a low-capacity variable 
condenser across the open end of the line. The 
added capacity makes it necessary to shorten 
the line considerably for a given frequency. 
This, together with the additional loss in the 
condenser, causes a decrease in Q. These effects 
will be less if the condenser is connected down 
on the line. Tapping down also gives greater 
bandspread effect (§ 7-7). 
At very high frequencies an adequate 

ground connection for the cathode circuit be-
comes a pn)blein because of the inductance of 
the cathode lead. Special tubes are available 
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Fig. 429 — Typical - inl••-tillie pal 
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430 — Push-pull parallcl-litic oscillator circuits. 

with two or three cathode leads I §. 3-6.1; con-
neeted in parallel, these reduce the effective 
inductance. With ordinary tubes. coils may 
be inserted in the filament•.eircuit to com-
pensate for the effects of the internal induct-
anre. The effective length of the filament eir-
euit .shquild be oms-half wavelength, to bring 
the cathode filament to the same potential as 
the shorted ends of the tank lines. The added 
holuctance required must be determined by 
experiment. the coils being adjusted for op-
timum stability and power output. 

Another method is to use a tuned line in the 
filament circuit, adjusting its length so that, the 
electrieal length of the line plus that the 
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filament is one-half wavelength. A eonvenient 
arrangement is the use of a coaxial (or trough) 
line with an initial length of about 1, Wave-
length. A shorting ( Ilse in the form of a mov-
able plunger equipped with an extensilm han-
dle may be provided for t•ase of adjustment. 
With filament- type tubes one sueh line will be 
required fer each filament lead. In the ease of 
cathode-type tubes only one line is necessary, 
the cat hi le and one side of the filament being 
connected to t he outer conductor and t he other 
filament eonneetion being made by an in-
sulated lead running through a hollow-tubing 
inner conductor. The return lead should be 
by-passed where it emerges from the line. 
The antenna or ut her load may be connected 

through hlOt• king roto lensers direct to the line 
(the correct point being determined experi-
mentally). Alternatively, a hair- pin coupling 
link or, in the case of an oscillator-amplifier 
system, direct inductive coupling to the grid 
line of the amplifier may be used. 

For highest-frequency operation separate 
lines must be used for each electrode -- grid. 
plate and cathode. This places all of the inter-
electrode capacities in series, reducing the 
leading effect. St ill higher frequeneies can be 
reached by using double-lead tubes( Fig.-129-E), 
in which case the leads form an integral part of 
the line and the interelect rode capacities are 
divided bet \Veen t hO t WO glialler-Wa Ve seVl 

Parallel -line osei I la tors — Typival parallel-
line oscillator circuits are shown in Fig. 429. In 
A. a shorting comlenser (whieh may be either a 
fixed blocking condenser or a simili variable 
which till provide a limited tuning range) is 
used to bridge the line at the voltage node; 
the frequency can also be changed by sliding 
the shorting condenser along the line. 

l'he eircuit at H eliminates the need for a 
blocking condenser at the voltage node, where 
the r.f. current reaches its maximum value. 
An r.f. choke may be inserted bet ween the 
grid and the associated grid resistor, k. This 
cirruil also can be resonated either by a vari-
able condenser, C, or by a sliding bar as indi-
cated by the dashed line. 

Fig. 29-C uses a half-wave open-ended line. 
The grid and plate feed conneetions are made 
at utoduti points on the line. As indicated on the 
diagram, these do not oecur at the physical 
center of the line bt.cause of the loading effect 
of the tube. In practice, the position of the 
taps, as well as the over-all length of the line, 
tine zi,ljtNted to obtain maximum grid current. 
Using this circuit, a 955 acorn or a 0002 can be 
made it oscillate up to 600 or 700 Me. 

Fig. 429-D is a variation of the above pref-
erable for use with tubes having grid and 
plate terminals at opposite ends of the en-
velope. The circuit of Fig. 429-E is must useful 
with double-lead tubes. To attain high output 
at the maximum operating frequeney, the de-
sirable arraterement is to use two or more 
double- lead tubes. each in a ,• irettit such as 
il us, it 11 II the line- comierte,1 end to end. 
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Push-pull oscillators— It is 

often advantageims to use push-pull oscillator 
circuits at the very-high frequencies, not only as 
a means to secure more power output but also 
for better circuit symmetry. In addii ion, the 
intereleet rode capacit its of I Iii, posh-oull lobes 
are in series across the point. of mooluia to 
the tank eireuit hemp have less ea paci I y-litail-
ing effect t ha n is experienced wit h a .- iIi t ube. 

Fig. • 1::0 shows typical push-pull eirenits of 
this type. Figs. -1:;0 - A. - Band -C all employ t he 
saint. circuit -- the t.p.t.g. type (§ 3-7). The 
grid line is usually operated : is the frequency-
controlling cirenit, since it is not associated 
with the load and hence its Q can be kept high. 
The sanie adj us.ment considerations apply as 
in the case of single-I tibe oscillators. Grid talus 
in particular should be tapped down as far as 
possible, to improve the frequency stability. 

In Fig. 430-A, a conventional coil-awl-con-
denser tank is used in the plate circuit where 
the lower Q does not have so great an effect on 
frequency stability. For maximum ellicieney 
the use of a linear output VirVIlit j 1v:h.:tide at 
the higher frequenvies, however. Tills is shown 
at It, and at C with isolating r.f. chokes in the 
filament circuit. 

Fig. -130-D shows a push-pull oscillator hav-
ing tuned plate and cat ht., ht lines, the iait hoile 
circuit being tuned with a quarter-wave line 
width controls excitation and. to sonie extent, 
tuning. The grids are connected together and 
gnoin.led thrum:11 the grid leak, lli ordinarily 
no l'y-pass condenser is tilt ii aunts,:ll. This 
circuit gives goinl power out J" it at it 
frequencies, but is not especially stable unless 
the plates are tapped down on the plate tank 
circuit to avoid too great a reduction in Q. 
Tapping on t he cathode line is not feasiltle for 
mechanical reasons. \\ it h ordinary tubes this 
oscillator is capable of higher-frequency opera-
tion than the eonyentional t.g.t.p. type, and it 
has been found particularly useful on 22.1 
The symmetrical eircuit at E is preferable 

above 200 Me. Coaxial or equivalent lines 
may be used instead of r.f. chokes in the fila-
ment eirruits for ultrahigh-frequelley opera-
tion. With this modificatiini, and (assunting 
the use of double-lead tubes) by the addition 
of quarter-wave sections at cavil end, this 
circuit may be considered equivalent to the 
center section of a (11011)10 linear oscillator as 
discusse. in cininection with Fig. -I29-E. 

- 
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Fig. 432 — Special u.h.f. 
coaxial-line oscillators. 

;IL. 

Coaxial-line circuits— At frequencies in 
tlu• neighborhood of 300 Mc. the raillai titi loss 
(§ 2- l2 t from open lines greatly reduces the Q. 
bevause the i•ondurtor sparing unavoidably be-
comes an appreciable fraction of a wavelength. 
Consequently. these frequencies and higher 
coaxial lines, in which the field is confined inside 
the line so t hat. rtuliation is negligible, are used. 
A further advantage is that the outside of 
the line is ' cold": that is, no r.f. potentials 
develop between points on the outer surface. 
While the coaxial line is also advantageous at 
lower frequencies, it is nutre complicated to 
construrt and adjust t han parallel lines. 

Fin. ease of construction, the COaxial line 
sometimes is modified hit o a '' tri nigh,'' in 
which the cross-section of the outer conductor 
is in the shape of a square U, one side being 
left open fin. tapping and tuljustment of the 
inner ti nduet or. Supine radiation takes place 
with this type of constructitm, although not 
so nuteli as with open lines. 
The eonventional coaxial-line. oscillator cir-

cuits shown in Fig. -131 illustrate the applica-
tion of two basic circuits -- the Hartley and 
the t.g.t.p. — to both cathode-type and fila-
mentary tubes. The tube loads the line, as pre-
viously described; hence the actual length is 
always shorter than a quarter wavelength. The 
length can be adjusted by a short-circuiting 
sliding plunger, a close-fitting low-resistance 
contact being necessary to avoid losses. The 
inner conductor may als( have a short tight-

(B) (C) (D) 
Fig. 431 — Single-tithe y.1).1. coaxial-line oscilla kirs. A ami B use Hartley circuits; C and Dare t.e.t.p. equi, alen 
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Fig. 433 — Push-pull 
coaxial-line oscillators. 

AFC 

fitting extension tube which is slid in or out to 
change the effective conductor length. 
Tue t.g.t.p. circuits are somewhat easier to 

adjust ainl load as well as to construct, but are 
not as satisfactory from the standpoint of 
frequency stability because of reaction on the 
frequency-controlling grid line by the tuning of 
the output circuit. The grid tap should be as 
far down on the line as will permit reliable 
oscillation under load. Under some romlitions 
the addition of a small adjustable feed-lnick ca-
pacity between grid and plate not only permits 
a lower tap location but also increases the 
upper frequency limit obtainable by advancing 
the phase of the grid excitation to compensate 
partially for transit-time lag in the tube. 

In the Hartley circuit at A, an output tap is 
provided on the inner conductor. At B induc-
tive output coupling by means of a half-turn 
"hairpin" is shown: loading can he changed to 
some extent by varying its position. 

Fig. 432 shows two types of coaxial-line 
oscillator circuits designed particularly for 
operation near the upper frequency limits for 
negative-grid tubes. The circuit at A. with 
quarter-wave grill and plate lines and a half-
wave filament line, is convenient for use with 
single-lead tubes such as the 955 and 316-A. 
With the three lines arranged in the form of a 
triangle. so that their inner conductors attach 
directly to the tube terminals for minimum lead 
length, this oscillator will function satisfac-
torily up to 700-800 Mc. 
The circuit of Fig. 432-B is designed to take 

maximum advantage of the u.h.f. capabilities 
of double-lead and ring-electrode tube types. 
Interelectrode capacities are divided between 
each pair of grid and plate lines, and separate 
parallel-resonant filament lines complete the 
isolation. Frequencies as high as 1500-1700 
Mc. have been attained with this arrange-
ment. 
The by-pass condensers shown in the two 

circuits of Fig. 432 are made of copper plates 
insulated by sheet mica. Flanges soldered to 

• a 

the ends of the outer conductor 
in each line constitute one plate 
of the condenser; a grounded 
metal sheet serves as the other 
plate. 
Push-pull coaxial-line oscilla-

tors— The push-pull circuits of 
Fig. 433 employ the same basic 
elements as the arrangements pre-
viously described. At A, a half-

wave open-ended line is used 
in the grid circuit, the grids 
of the tubes being "tapped" 
down on the line by coupling 
them inductively through a 
small balanced loop running 
inside the outer conduc-

tor. A conventional parallel line 
is used in the plate circuit, with 
the cathodes balanced to ground 
by means of closed half-wave lines. 

The cathode lines may be small-diameter 
copper tubing, folded to conserve space, through 
which rubber-insulated wire is run for the re-
turn circuit. These lines may be shielded from 
the plate line by running them underneath 
the chassis or separated by a shielding parti-

tion. 
A folded half-wave grid line is used at B. The 

copper-tubing inner conductor is bent into the 
shape of a U. '1' he outer conductor may be 
either a square-section double trough of sheet 
copper or two short sections of pipe soldered to 
a rectangular box of sheet copper which forms 
the " closed" end. Where even more compact 
construction is required, the dimensions of the 
grid line may be still further reduced by using 
sections of folded coaxial line (§ 2-12). A con-
ventional coil-and-condenser output circuit is 
shown; at the comparatively low frequencies 
where this type of construction would be ad-
vantageous in the interest of compaetness, such 
an output circuit should be satisfactory. 
The arrangement at C has cert ain modifica-

tions which make it. particularly suitable for 
use wit h higher-powered tubes. The quarter-
wave capacity-loaded coaxial line in the grid 
circuit is of relatively large dimensions and 
consequently has high Q. Coupling to the tube 
grhls, which is made very loose to preserve the 
Q of t he line, is by means of twin hairpin loops. 
The inductance of the shunt choke coils, LI, is 
adjusted for maximum grid current. 
To minimize radiation loss and preserve cir-

cuit symmetry, a coaxial line is used in the 
plate tank circuit. If desired this line may be 
tuned by a balanced split-stator condenser of 
the type which has the rotor connection at the 
center connected across the plate terminals. 

Parallel resonant circuits in the filament 
leads, tuned to resonance at the operating fre-
quency by the variable condensers, Ch isolate 
the filament from ground. The fixed by-pass 
condensers must have low reactance at the 
operating frequency. The filament coils, which 
are in parallel for r.f., are of copper tubing. 
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11 5-1 Modulation 

The carrier — The steady radio-frequency 
power generated by transmitting circuits can-
not alone result in the transmission of an 
intelligible message to a receiving point. The 
continuous wave from the transmitter itself 
serves only- as a " carrier" for the message; 
the intelligence is conveyed by nimbi/a/ion 
(a change) of the carrier. In radiotelephony, 
this modulation reproduces electrically the 
sounds it is intended to convey in a form which 
can be correctly interpreted or demodulated at 
the receiving end. 
Sound and alternating currents— Sounds 

are caused by vibrations of air particles. The 
pitch of the sound depends upon the into of 
vibration; the more rapid the vibration, the 
higher the pitch. Most sounds consist of com-
plex combinations of vibrations of differing 
rates or frequencies; the ii una  voice, for in-
stance, generates frequencies from about 100 
cycles per second to several thousand per sec-
ond. The problem of transmitting speech by 
radio, therefore, is one of varying the r.f. carrier 
in a way which corresponds to the air-particle 
vibrations. The first step in doing this is to 
change the sound vibrations into alternating 
electrical currents of the sanie frequency 
and relative intensity; the eleetromechanical 
device which achieves this translation is the 
microphone. These audio-frequency currents 
then may be amplified and used to vary or 
modulate the normally steady r.f. output of 
the transmitter. 
Methods of modulation— The carrier may 

be made to vary in accordance with the speech 
current by using the current to change the 
phase (§ 2-7), frequency or amplitude of the 
carrier. Amplitude modulation of a constant-
frequency carrier is by far the most common 
system, and is used exclusively on all frequen-
cies below the very-high-frequency region 
(§ 2-7). Frequency modulation of a constant,-
amplitude carrier, which has special charac-
teristics which make its use desirable under 
certain conditions, is used to a considerable 
extent on the very-high frequencies. Ph a,e 
modulation, which is closely related to fre-
quency modulation, has had little or no direct 
application in practical communication. 

Other specialized varieties of modulation, 
developed for other applications of radio 
transmission, have been proposed for voire 
communication. Thus far none of these has 
achieved practical utilization, however. 

41 5-2 Amplitude Modulation 

Carrier requirements — For proper ampli-
tude modulation, the carrier should be com-
pletely free from inherent amplitude variations 
such as might be caused by insufficient filtering 
of a rectified-a.e. power supply (§ 8-4). It is 
also essential that the carrier frequency be 
entirely unaffected by the application of 
modulation. If modulating the amplitude of 
the carrier also causes a change in the carrier 
frequency the signal wobbles back and forth 
with the. modulation, introducing distortion 
and widening the channel taken by the signal. 
This causes unnecessary interference to other 
transmissions. In practice, this undesirable 
frequency modulation is prevented by applying 
the modulation to an r.f. amplifier stage which 
is isolated from the frequiencv-controlli )g 
oscillator by a " buffer" amplifier. Amplitude 
modulation of an oscillator almost always is 
aceom pa mi jet by frequency modulatilin. Under 
existing regulations it is permitted. tl erefore, 
only on frequencies above 112 Me.. bee inse the 

fil  
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Fig. 501— Graphical reprcsentatio of (A) carrier un. 
modulated, (B) modulated 50%, (C modulated 100%. 
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problem of interference is less acute in this 
region than on lower frequencies. 
Percentage of modulation— In the ampli-

tude-modulation system the audible output 
at the receiver depends entirely upon the 
amount of variation — termed depth of modu-
lation — ni the carrier wave, and not upon the 
strength of the carrier alone. It is desirable 
therefore to obtain the largest permissible 
variations in the carrier wave. This condition 
is reached when the carrier amplitude during 
modulation is at times reduced to zero atol at 
other times increased to twice its unmodulated 
value. Such a wave is said to be fully 11111(hP. 

14111 ( 1, or 100 per cent modulated. Any desired 
degree of modulation can be expressed as a per-
centage, using the unmodulated carrier as a 
base. Fig. 501 shows, at A, an unmodulated 
carrier wave; at It, the same wave modulated 
50 per cent, and at C, the wave with 100 per 
cent modulation, using a sine-wave (§ 2-7) 
modulating signal. The outline of the modu-
lated r.f. wave is called the modulation envelope. 
The pereentage noolulation can be found by 

dividing either Y or Z by X and multiplying 
the result by 100. lf the modulating signal is 
not symmetrical, the larger of the two ( Y or Z) 
should be used. 
Power in mmlidated ware — The ampli-

tude values correspond to current or voltage, 
so that the drawings may be taken to represent 
instantaneous values of either. Since power 
varies as the square of either the current or 
voltage (so long as the resistance in the circuit 
is unchanged), at the peak of the modulation 
up-swing the instantaneous power in the wave 
of Fig. 501-C is four times the immodulated 
carrier power. At the peak of the down-swing 
the power is zero, since the amplitude is zero. 
With a sine-wave modulating signal, the aver-
age power in a 100 per cent modulated wave is 
one and one-half times the unmodulated car-
rier power; that is, the power output of the 
transmitter increases 50 per cent with 100 per 
cent modulation. 

Wave-shape of 
itiodu/otinqS/nal 

Carrier 

Fig. .502 — An oNer ttttt dulated r f. carrier wave. 

Linearity — Up to the limit of 100 per cent 
modulation, the amplitude of t he carrier should 
follow faithfully the amplitude variations of 
the modulating signal. When the modulated 
r.f. amplifier is incapable of meeting this con-
dition, it is said to be non-lie Ir. Tile amplifier 
may not, for instance, be capable of quadru-
pling its power out put at the peak if 100 per 
(Pitt modulation. A mm-linear modulated am-
plifier causes distortion of the modulation 
envelope. 
Modulation characteristic — A graph 

showing the relationship between r.f. ampli-
tude and instantaneous modulating voltage is 
called the in, cl charoebriqic of the 
modulated amplifier. This graph should be a 
straight line í war bet wee!' t he limits of zero 
and twice carrier amplitude. ( lurvature of the 
line between these limits indicates non-line-
arity in tlie amplifier. 
Modalat*  capabili y — Tite modulation 

capability of the transmitter is the maximum 
percentage of modulation that is possilde 
without objectioilable distortion from non-
limo an 'rho ntaxintum capability is, of 
course, 100 per rent. The modulation capabil-
ity should be as high as possible, so that the 
most effective signal ran be transmitted for a 
given carrier power. 

Orermoduhttiora — If the carrier is modu-
lated noire than 100 per cent, a cinnlitiiin such 
as is shown in Fig. 502 occurs. Not only does 
the peak amplitude exceed twice the carrier 
amplitude, but actually there may be a con-
siderable period during which the output is 
entirely cut if. The modulated wave is there-
fore distorted §:;-31, with the result that har-
monics of the audio modulating frequency 
appear. 'rite carrier should never be modulated 
more tlein 100 per cent. 
Sidebands — The combining of the audio 

frequency with the r.f. carrier is essentially a 
heterodyne process, and therefore gives rise to 
beat frequencies equal to the sum and differ-
ence of the a.f. and r.f. frequencies involved 
(§ 2-13). Therefore, for each audio frequency 
appearing in the modulating signal, two new 
radio frequencies appear, one equal to the 
carrier frequency plus the audio frequency, 
the other equal to the carrier minus the audio 
frequency. These new frequencies are called 
side fri quenvies, since they appear on each 
side of the carrier, and the groups of side fre-
quencies representing a band or group of 
modulation frequencies are called eidebands. 
Hence a modulated signal occupies a group 
of radio frequencies, or channel, rather than a 
single frequency as in the case of the unmodu-
hated carrier. The elInnel width is twice the 
highest modulation frequency. 
To accommodate the largest number of 

transmitters in a given part of the r.f. spec-
truni it is apparent that the channel whIth 
5110111(1 lie as small as possible. ( ht the other 
hand it is necessary, for speech transmission of 
reasonably good quality, to use modulating 
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frequencies up to a mininmm of about 3000 or 
4000 cycles. This calls for a channel width of 
6 to 8 kilocycles. 
Spurious sidebands — Besides the normal 

sidebands required by speech fret mencies, 
unwanted shlebands may be generated by 
the transmitter. These usually lie outside the 
normally required channel, and hence cause 
it to be wider without increasing the useful 
modulation. By increasing the channel width, 
these spurious sil hands cause unnecessary 
interference to otlwr transmitters. The quality 
of transmission also is adversely affected when 
spurious sidelmnds are generated. 
The chief causes of spurious sidvbands are 

harmonic distortion in the audio system, over-
modulation, unnecessary frequency modula-
tion, and lack of linearity in the modulated 
r.f. system. 

Types of amplitude modulation— The 
most widely used type of anti flitude-modula-
tion system is that in which the modulating 
signal is applied in the plate eireuit of a radio-
frequency power amplifier (pb.t, inn/u/ut jeu t. 
in a second type the audio signal is applied to 
a control-grid (grid-bias maduluti,)n). A t hi rd 
system. involving variation of both plate and 
grid voltages, is called et (h mmhdatiun. 

ill 5-3 Plate Modulation 

Transformer coupling— In Fig. 503 is 
shown the most widely used system of plate 
muKlulation. A balanced (pushimll Class- A, 
Class-AB or Class- 13) nnululator is trans-
fornier-coupled to the plate circuit, of the 
modulated r.f. amplifier. Th,. , ruilii,-frequeney 
power generated in the modulator plate circuit 
is combined with the d.c. power in the modu-
lated-amplifier plate circuit by transfer through 
the eoupling transformer, T. For 100 per rent 
modulation t au.lio-frequeney output of the 
modulator and the turns ratio of t w coupling 
transformer must. be such that t he voltage at 
the plate of the modulated amplifier varies 
between zero and t \v ice t'perating plate 
voltage, thus causing corresponding variations 
in the amplitude of the r.f. output. 
Modulator power — The average power 

output of the modulated stage must increase 
50 per cent for 100 per cent mo,lulat ion (§ 5-2), 
so that the modulat,ir must supply to the mod-
ulated r.f. stage audio power (yqual to 50 per 
cent. of the d.c. plat e input. For example, if the 
d.c. plate power input to the r.f. stage is 100 
watts, the sine-wave a inli a tirer output of the 
modulator must be 50 watts. 
Modulating impedance; linearity— The 

modulating impedance, or load resistance pre-
sented to the modulator by the modulated 
r.f. amplifier, is equal to 

Eb 

— X 1000 

where Eb is the d.c. plate voltage and /, the 
d.c. plate current in milliamperes, both meas-
ured without modulation. 

Since the power output of the r.f. amplifier 
must vary as the square of the plate voltage 
(the r.f. voltage must be proportional to the 
applied phi ft voltage) in order for the modula-
tion to lw linear, the amplifier must operate 
under Class-( comfit ions ( j 3-4). The linearity 
then depends upon having sufficient grid exci-
tation and proper bias. and upon the adjust-
nwnt of circuit, constants to the proper values 
(§ 4-8). 

08 .8 

Fig. 503 — Plate modulation of a Class.C. r.f. amplifier. 
The r.f. plate by-pass condenser, c, in the ansplifier 
stage should have high reactance at audio frequencies. 
A capacity of 0.002 µM. or less usualb is satisfactory. 

Power in speech wares— The complex 
waveform of a speech sound translated into 
alternating current does not contain as much 
power, on the average, as there is in a pure 
tone or sine wave of the same peak (§ 2-7) 
amplitude. That is, with speech waveforms 
the ratio of peak to average amplitude is 
higher than in the sine wave. For this reason, 
the previous statement that the power output 
of the transmitter increases 50 per cent with 
100 per cent modulation, while true for tone 
modulation, is not true for speech. On the aver-
age, speech waveforms will contain only about 
half as much power as a sine wave, both having 
the same peak amplitude. The average power 
output of the transmitter therefore inereases 
only about 25 per cent with 100 per cent speech 
modulation. however, the indantancous power 
output must quadruple on the peak of 100 per 
cent modulation (§ 5-2) regardless of the mod-
ulating waveform. Therefore, tlw peak out-
put power capacity of the transmitter must be 
the same for any type of modulating signal. 
Adjustment of plate-modulated ampli-

fiers— The general operating conditions for 
Class-C operation have been described (§ 3-4, 
4-8). The grid bias and grid current required 
for plate modulation usually are given in the 
operating data supplied by the tube manu-
facturer; in general, the bias should be such 
as to give an operating angle (§ 4-8) of about 
120 degrees at carrier plate voltage, and the 
exeitatifm should be sufficient to maintain the 
plate effiriency constant when the plate volt,-
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age is varied over the range from zero to twice 
the d.c. plate voltage applied to the amplifier. 
For best linearity. the grid bias should be ob-
tained partly from a fixed source of about the 
cut-off value, supplemented by grid-leak bias 
to supply the remainder of the required operat-
ing bias. 
The maximum permissible d.c. plate power 

input for 100 per cent modulation is t wice the 
sine-wave am 1M-frequency power out put of the 
modulator. This tallied by varying 
the loading on the amplifier ( keeping its tank 
circuit tuned to resonance) until the produet 
of d.c. plate voltage and plate current is the de-
sired power. The modulating impedance under 
these conditions will be the proper value for 
the modulator, if the proper output-trans-
former turns ratio (§ 2-9) is used. 

Neutralization, when triotles are te,ed, 
should be as nearly perfect as possible, si ire 
regeneration may cause non-linearity. The 
amplifier also should be free from parasitic 
oscillations ( §-1-10)• 

Although the eff,clice value (§ 2-7) of power 
input increases with modulation, as described 
above, the iverage plate input to a plate-
modulated amplifier does not change, since 
each increase in plate voltage and ¡ date cur-
rent is balanced by an equivalent decrease in 
voltage and current. Consequently, the d.c. 
plate current to a properly mtnlulated am-
plifier is always constant, with or without 
modulation. 

Screen-grid amplifiers — Screen-grid tubes 
of the pentode or beam tetrode type can be 
used as Class-C, plate-modulated amplifiers 
provided the modulation is a pldied to Ind h the 
plate and sereen grid. The method of feeding 
the serien grid with the necessary d.e. :Ind 
modulathin voltage is shown in Vit;,.. 501. The 
dropping resistor, should l)c of the proper 
value to apply normal d.c. volt age to t he sereen 
under steady carrier conditions. Its value 
can be calculated by taking the differenee be-
tween plate and screen voltages and dividing 
it by the rated sire" ii current. 
The modulating impedance is found by di-

viding the de. plate voltage by the sum of the 
plate and screen currents. The plate voltage 

Fig. 504 — Plate and screen modulation of a Class-C 
ef. amplifier using a pentode tube. The plate and screen 
r. 1. by. pass condenser's, CI and Cz. should have high 
✓eactance at all audio frequencies ,M.002 mfd. •,r less.. 

multiplied by the sum of the two currents is the 
power-input figure which is used as the basis 
for determining the audio power required from 
the modulator. 
Choke conpline — In Fig. 505 is shown the 

circuit of the choke-coupled system of plate 
modulation. Thu plate power for the modulator 
tube and modulated amplifier is furnished from 
a common source through the modulation 
choke, L, which has high impedance for audio 
frequencies. The modulator operates as a power 
amplifier with the plate circuit of the r.f. 
amplifier as its lteol, the aun ho output of the 
modulator being superimposed on the d.c. 
power supplied to the amplifier. For 100 per 
cent modulat it in, the audio voltage applied to 
the t'. f. amplifier plate circuit across the choke, 
L, lutist have a peak value equal to the d.c. 
voltage on the ni ' bitted amplifier. To obtain 
this without distinttitm the r. f. amplifier must, 
be operated at a d.c. plate voltage less than the 
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Fig. 505 — Cholie-eatnded plate  

modulator pla vol tre, t he extent of the volt-
ago difference being determined by the type 
of modulator tub, used. The necuss.ary drop in 
voltage is provided by the resistor, i?1, which 
is by-passed for audio frequencies by the by-
!nets condenser, CI. 

TI ils type of modulation seldom is used 
except in very low-power portable sets, be-
cause a sing!' ube Class- A (§ :3-4 modulator 
is require!. The out put of a Class-A modulator 
is very low romp:tied to that obtainable from a 
pair of tubes of the same size operated Class 13, 
hence only a small amount of r. f. power can be 
modulated. 

bsf utpl  Absorption 01. 

•• 10,,,,•• modulation, in its basic form the oldest 
and simplest method of all, recently has been 
revived for wide-band modulation tsuch. as 
television't at ultrahigh frequencies. In the 
sy,1 em shown in Fig. 506, the modulating 
tubes are connected to the antenna feed line 
through a • quarter-wave stub line, located a 
quarter-wavelength from the transmitter tank 
circuit. Wit h no modulation (i.e., no rendue-
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Fie. 506 — Transniissinn-line 
or load-impedance modulation. 

ModuIan= 

tion through the modulating tubes) the stub 
appears as a short cireuit aeross t he line and 
little or no pi,wer reaches the antenna. When 
modulating voltage is iipplied to the grids of 
the modulator tubes. however, their conduct-
ance serves to increase the effective impedanee 
of the quarter-wave shunt, permitting a pro-
portionate amount of energy to reach the an-
tenna. At maximum modulation the stub ap-
proaches an open eirc Hi), allowing maximum 
r.f. output to the antii. 

Ill 5-4 Grid-Bias Modulation 

*Circuit — Fig. is the diagram of a typi-
cal arrangement for grid-bias modulatiiin. 
In this system, the secondary of an audio-
frequency output transformer, the primary 
of which is conneeted in the plate circuit of 
the modulator tube, is connected in series with 
the grid-bias supply for the modulated ampli-
fier. The audio voltage thus hitrodured varies 
the grid bias, and thus the power output of 
the r.f. stage, when suitable operating (amdi-
tions are chosen. The r.f. stage is operated as 
a Class-( amplifier, with the d.c. grid bias 
considerably beyond cut-off. 
Operating principles— In this system the 

plate voltage is constant, and the increase in 
power output with modulation is obtained bv 
making the plate current and plate effieieneY 
vary with the modulating signal. For 100 per 
cent modulation. both plate current and effi-
ciency must, at the peak of the modulation up-
swing, be twice their carrier values, so that the 
peak power will be four times the carrier power. 
Since the peak efficiency in practicable circuits 
is of the order of 70 to SO per cent, the carrier 
efficiency ordinarily cannot exceed about 33 
to 40 per cent. For a given r.f. tube. the carrier 
output is about one-fourth the power obtain-
able from the same tube plate- modulated. ( 
bias. r.f. excitation, plate loading and the audio 
voltage in series with the grid must he adjusted 
to give a linear modulation characteristic. 
Modulator power— Since the increase in 

average carrier power with modulation is se-
cured by varying the plate efficiency and (i.e. 
plate input of the amplifier, the modulator 
need supply only such power losses as may 
be occasioned by connecting it in the grid 
circuit. These are quite small, hence a modu-
lator capable of only a few watts output will 

suffice for transmitters of considerable power. 
Since the load on the modulator varies over 
the a. f. cycle as the rectified grid current of the 
modulated amplifier changes, the modulator 
should have good voltage regulation (§ 5-6). 

Grid-bias source— The change in bias 
voltage with modulation causes the rectified 
grid current of the amplifier also to vary, the 
r.f. excitation being fixed. lf the bias source 
has appreciable resistance, the change in 
grid current also will cause a change hi bias 
in a direction opposite to that caused by the 
modulation. It is necessary. therefore, to use a 
grid-bias source having low resistance, so that 
these bias variations will be negligible. Battery 
bias is satisfactory. If a rectified a.c. bias sup-
ply is used, the type having regulated output 
(§ S-9) should he chosen. Grid-leak bias for a 
grid-modulated amplifier is unsatisfactory, and 
its use should not be attempted. 
Driver regulation — The load on the driving 

stage varies with modulation, and a linear 
modulation characteristic may not be obtained 
if the r.f. voltage from the driver (loes not stay 
constant with changes in load. Driver regula-
tion (ability to maintain constant output volt-
age with changes in hiadt may be improved 
by using a driving stage having two or three 
tintes the power output necessary for excitation 
of the amplifier (this is somewhat less than 
the power required for ordi nary class-( 1 opera-
tion), and by dissipating the extra power in a 
constant load such as a resistor. The load 
variations are thereby redueed in proportion 
to the total load. 
Adjustment of grid-Ides  belated am-

plifiers— This type of amplifier should be 
adjusted with the aid of an oscilloscope, to 
obtain optimum operating conditions. The 
oscilloscope should he connected as described 
in § 5-10, the wedge pattern being preferable. 
A tone source for modulating the transmitter 
will be eonvemient. The fixed grid bias should 
be two or three tintes the eut-off value ( 1;3-2). 
The d.c. input to the amplifier, assuming 33 
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Fig. 507— Grid-bias modulation of a Class-C ampli-
fier. The r.f. grid by-pass condenser, C. should have 
high reactance at audio frequencies (0.002 tifd. or less). 
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per cent carrier efficiency, will be 1.M times 
the plate dissipation rating of the tube or tubes 
used in the modulated stage. The plate current 
for this input (in milliamperes, 1000 I E, 
where I' is the power and E the d.e. plate volt-
age) must be determined. Apply r.f. excitation 

CLASS - C 
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R.F 
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-C •C 
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Fig. 508 — Stappre,sor-grid modulation of an r.f. a m-
plilier using a pentoilc-t ype tithe. The suppressor- grid 
ri. 4.01111..11,+er, C, $1101111d be 0.002 pfd. or Ics, 

and, without modulation, adjust the plate 
loading to give the required plate current 
(keeping the plate tank circuit tuned to reso-
nance). Next, apply modulation and increase 
the modulating signal until the modulation 
characteristie shows curvature (§ 5-10). This 
probably will occur well below 100 per cent 
modulation, indicating that the plate efficiency 
is too higli. increase the plate loading told re-
duce the excitation to maintain the same plate 
current; then apply modulation and check the 
characterist ie again. Contimie this ppiress un-
til the clial.m.teristic is linear from the axis to 
hike the carrier amplitude. I t is advantageous 
to use the maximum permissible plate i•oltage 
on the tube, since it is usually easier to obtain 
a more linear characteristic with high plate 
voltage and low current (carrier c(inditions) 
than with relatively low plate voltage and high 
plate current. 
The amplifier can be adjusted without an 

oscilloscope by determining the plate current 
as described above, then setting the bias to the 
cut-off value (or slightly beyond) for the d.c. 
plate voltage used and applying maximum 
excitation. Adjust the plate loading, keeping 
the tank circuit at resonance, until the ampli-
fier draws twice the carrier plate current, and 
note the antenna current. Decrease the exci-
tation until the output and plate current just 
start to ( 11.01). Then increase the bias, leaving 
the excitation and plate loading unchanged, 
until the plate current drops to the proper 
carrier value. The antenna current should 
be just half the previous value; if it is larger, 
try somewhat more loading and less excita-
tion; if smaller, less loading and more excita-
tion. Repeat until the antenna current drops 
to half its maximum value when the plate 
current is biased down to the carrier value. 
Under these conditions the amplifier should 
modulate properly, provided the plate supply 
has good voltage regulation (§ 8-1) so that the 

plate voltage is practically the same at both 
values of plate current during the initial testing. 
The d.c. plate current should be substant 
constant with or without modulat ion 

Suppressor modulution — The circuit ar-
rangement for suppressor-grid modulation of a 
pentode tube is shown in Fig. SOS. The operat-
ing principles are the same as for grid-bias 
modulation. However, the r.f. excitation and 
modulating signals are applied to separate 
grids, which gives the system a sitiqiler op.rat-
ing technique since best adjustment for proper 
excitation requirements and proper modulating 
circuit requirements are noire or less independ-
ent. The carrier plate eflivieney is approxi-
mately the same as for grill-bias modulation, 
and the m(alulator pity( requirements are 
similarly small. With tubes havittg suit;tble 
suppressor-grid characteristies, linear modula-
tion up to pract I00 per cent can be 
obtained with negligible ilistiertion. 
The method of adjust ment is essentially the 

same as tied deseribed in the preceding para-
graph. Apply normal excitation and bias to 
the control grid and, with tla. suppressor bias 
at zero or the positive value reeommended 
for c.w. telegraph operation with the particular 
tube used, adjust the plate loading to obtain 
twice the carrier plate current (en the basis of 
33 per ( writ carrier efficieney). Then apply suf-
ficient negat ive lias to the suppressor to bring 
the plate curnmt to the carrier value, leaving 
the loading unchanged. Simultaneously, the 
antenna current also should drop to half its 
maximum value. The amplifier is then ready 
for modulation. Should the plate current not 
follow the antenna current in the sanie 
portion when the suppressor bias is made 
negative, the loading and excitation should be 
readjusted to make them coincide. 

5-5 Cathode Modulation 
Circuit — The fundamental circuit for 

cathode or " renter-tap" modulation is shown 
in Fig. 509. This type of modulation is a corn-
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bination of the plate and grid-bias methods, 
and permits a carrier efficiency midway be-
tween the two. The audio power is introduced 
in the cathode circuit, and both grid bias and 
plate voltage vary during modulat 
The cathode circuit of the modulated stage 

must be independent of other stages in the 
transmitter: that is, when filament-type tubes 
are modulated they must be supplied from a 
separate filament transformer. The filament 
by-pass condensers should not be larger than 
about 0.002 pfd., to avoid by-passing the audio-
frequency modulation. 
Operating principles— Because part of the 

modulatfim is by the grid- bias method, the 
plate efficiency of the modulated amplifier 
must vary during niodulation. The carrier 
efficiency therefore must be lower than the 
efficiency at the modulation peak. The re-
quired redurtilm in carrier eflivieney depends 
upon the proportion of grid modulation to 
plate modulat ion t he higher t he percent ;re of 
plate modulation. the higher the permissible 
carrier efficiency, and vice versa. The audio 
power required from the modulator also varies 
with the percentage of plate modulat ion, being 
greater as this percentage is inereased. 
The way in which the various quantities 

vary is illustrated by the eurves of Fig. 510. 
In these curves the performance of the ('8th-
ode-modulated r.f. amplifier is plotted in 
terms of the tube ratings for plate-modulated 
telephony, \vith the pereent age of plate modu-
latimi as a base. As t he percentage of plate 
modulation is decreased, it is assumed that 
the grid-bias modulat it is increased to make 
the over-all percentage of nu adation reach 
100 per cent. The limiting eondition, 100 per 
cent plate modulation and no modu-
lation, is at the right ( A); pure grid- bias 
modulation is represented by the kit-hand 
ordinate ( B and 

As an examtile, assume that 40 per cent Idate 
modulation is to be used. Then the modulated 
r.f. amplifier must be adjusted for a carrier 
plate efficiency of 5ti per cent, the permissible 
plate input will be t15 per rent of the ratings 
of the sanie tube \v it h pure ! date modulation, 
the power output will be 48 per cent of the 
rated output of the tube with plate modulation, 
and the audio power required from the modu-
lator will be 20 per cent of the d.c. input to the 
modulated a mph fier. 
Modu/oring impedance -- The modulat-

ing impedanee of a cathode-modulated am-
plifier is approximately equal to 

ni— 
Eb 
lb 

where at is t he percent age of pl: i te modulation 
expressed :Is it deci t lie plate voltage 
and lb the plate current l t he modulated r.f. 
amplifier. This figure for the modulat ing impe-
dance is used in the same way as the corre-
sponding figure for pure plate modulation, in 

determining the proper modulator operating 
conditions (§ 5-6). 

Conditions for linearity— R.f. excitation 
requirements for the cathode-modulated am-
plifier are midway between those for plate 
modulation and grid-bias modulation. More 
excitation is required as the percentage of 
plate modulation is increased. Grid bias should 
be considerably beyond cut-off; fixed bias 
from a supply having good voltage regulation 
(§ 8-9) is preferred, especially when the per-
centage of.plate modulation is small and the 
amplifier is operating more nearly like a grid-
bias modulated stage. At the higher percent-
ages of plate modulation a combination of 
fixed and grid-leak bias can be used, since the 
variation in rectified grid current is smaller. 
The grid leak should be by-passed for audio 
frequencies. The percentage of grid modulation 
may be regulated by choice of a suitable tap 
on the modulation transformer secondary. 
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Fig. 510 — Cat hog le-eng ulula I iga performant, ClIrVeS, 

ill Willis Of prreell lag., of plate modulation plotted 
against percentage of Class-C telephony tube ratings. 
W h, — plate input watts in ternis of percentage of 

plate-moglulation rating. 
W. — Carrier output watts in per rent of plate-modula-

'  rating (based on plate efficiency of 77.5%). 
W. — Audio power in per cent of gf.c. watts input. 

— Plate efficiency of the amplifier in percentage. 

Adjustment of cathode-modulated am-
plifiers— In most respects, the adjustment 
procedure is similar to that for grid-bias mod-
ulation (§ 5-4). The critical adjustments are 
those of antenna loading, grid bias, and excita-
tion. Th, proportion of grid-bias t plate mod-
ulation will determine the operat ing condit ions. 
Adjustments should be made wit it the aid of 

an oscilloscope (§ 5-101. With proper antenna 
loading and excitation, the normal wedge-
shaped pattern will be obtained at 100 per cent 
modulation. As in the case of grid-bias modu-
lation. too-light antenna hiafling will cause 
flat I ening of the upward-peaks of modulal ion 
(indicating downward modulation), as also 
will too-high excitat ion (§ 5-10). The cat hide 
current will be practivally constant with or 
without modulation when the proper operating 
conditions have been established (§ 5-3). 
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115-6 Class-B Modulators 

Modulator tubes— In the case of plate 
modulation, the relatively large audio power 
needed (§ 5-3) practically dictates the use of a 
Class-B (§ 3-4) modulator, since the power 
can be obtained most economically with this 
type of amplifier. A typical circuit is given in 
Fig. 511. A pair of tubes must be chosen whieh 
is capable of delivering sine-wave audio power 
equal to half the d.c. input to the modulated 
Class-C amplifier. It is sometimes convenient 
to use tubes which will operate at the same 
plate voltage as that applied to the Class-C 
stage, since one power supply of adequate 
current capacity may then suffice for both 
stages. Available components do not always 
permit this, however, and better over-all 
performance and economy may result from 
the use of separate power supplies. 

DRIVER 

.13 

Fig. 511 -- Cla.$43 audio modulator and dtiver circuit. 

Matching to load— In giving Class-B 
ratings on power tubes, manufacturers specify 
the plate-to-plate load impedance (§ 3-3) 
into which the tubes must operate to deliver 
the rated audio power output. This load im-
pedance seldom is the same as the modulating 
impedance (§ 5-3) of the Class-C r.f. stage, 
so that a match must be brought about by 
adjust i ng t he turns ratio of t he coupling trans-
former. The required turns ratio, primary to 
secondary, is 

CLASS-B MODULATOR 

Z„, 

where Z„, is the Class-C modulating impedance 
and Z „ is the plate-to-plate load impedance 
specified for the Class-B tubes. 

Commercial Class-B output transformers 
usually are rated to work between specified 
primary and secondary impedances and are 
designed for specific Class-B tubes. In such a 
case, the turns ratio can be found by substi-
tuting the given impedances in the formula 
above. Many transformers are provided with 
primary and secondary taps, so that various 
turns ratios can be obtained to meet the re-
quirements of various tube combinations. 

Driving power— Class-B amplifiers are 
driven into the grid-current region, so that 
power is consumed in the grid circuit (§ 3-3). 
The preceding stage (et/ices) must be capable 
of supplying this power at the required peak 
audio-frequency grid-to-grid voltage. Both of 
these quantities are given in the manufact'ur-

er's tube ratings. The grids of the Class-B 
tubes represent a variable load resistance over 
the audio-frequency cycle, since the grid cur-
rent does not increase directly with the grid 
voltage. To prevent distortion, therefore, it is 
necessary to have a driving source which has 
good regulation— that is, which will maintain 
the waveform of the signal without distortion 
even though the load varies. This can be 
brought about by using a driver capable of 
delivering two or three times the actual power 
consumed by the Class-B grids, and by using 
an input coupling transformer having a turns 
ratio giving the largest step-down in the volt-
age between the driver plate or plates and the 
Class-B grids that will permit obtaining the 
specified grid-to-grid a.f. voltage. 

Driver coupling— A Class-A or Class-AB 
(§ 3-4) driver is used to excite a Class-B 
stage. Tubes for the driver preferably should 
be triodes having low plate resistance, since 
these will have the best regulation. Having 
chosen a tube or tubes capable of ample 
power out put from tube data sheets, the peak 
output voltage will be, approximately, 

=-- 1.4 VIR 

where P is the power output and R the load 
resistance. The input transformer ratio, pri-
mary to secondary, will be 

E. 

E, 

where E. is as given above and E, is the peak 
grid-to-grid voltage required by the modulator 
tubes. 

Commercial transformers normally are de-
signed for specific driver-modulator combina-
tions, and usually are adjusted to give as good 
driver regulation as the conditions will permit. 

Grid bias— Modern Class-B audio tubes 
are intended for operation without fixed bias. 
This lossens the variable grid-circuit loading 
effect and eliminates the need for a grid-bias 
supply. 
When a grid-bias supply is required, it must 

have low internal resistance so that the flow 
of grid current with excitation of the Class-B 
tubes does not cause a continual shift in the 
actual grid bias and thus cause distortion. 
Batteries or a regulated bias supply (§ 8-9) 
should be used. 

Plate supply— The plate supply for a 
Class-B modulator should be sufficiently well 
filtered (§ S-3) to prevent hum modulation of 
the r.f. stage (§ 5-2). An additional require-
ment is that the out put condenser of the sup-
ply should have low reactance (§ 2-8) at 100 
cy.cles or less compared to the load into which 
each tube is wori.ing, which is one-fourth the 
plate-to-plate load resistance. A 4-afd. output 
condenser with a 1000-volt supply, or a 2-afd. 
condenser with a 2000-volt supply, usually 
will be satisfactory. With other plate voltages, 
condenser values should be in inverse propor-
tion to the plate voltage. 
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Orerexcitatiora — When a Class-B amplifier 
is overdriven in an attempt to secure more 
than the rated power, distortion in the output 
waveshape increases rapidly. The high-fre-
quency harmonics which result from the distor-
tion (§ 3-3) modulate the transmitter, produc-
ing spurious sidebands (§ 5-2 which readily 
can cause serious interference over a band of 
frequencies several times the channel width 
required for speech. This may happen even 
though the transmitter is not being over-
modulated, as in the case where the modulator 
is incapable of delivering the power required 
to modulate the transmitter fully, or when 
the Class-C amplifier is not adjusted to give 
the proper modulating impedance (§ 5-3). 
The tubes used in the Class-B modulator 

should be capable of somewhat more than the 
power output nominally required ( 50 per cent 
of the d.c. input to the modulated amplifier) to 
take care of losses in the output transformer. 
These usually run from 10 per vent to 20 per 
cent of the tube output. In addition, the 
Class-C amplifier should be adjusted to give 
the proper modulating impe,la nee and the cor-
rect output transformer t urns ratio should be 
used. Snell it harmonics as may 
be generated in these circumstances can be re-
duced by connecting condensers across the 
primary and secondary of the (Mt pitt trans-
former (about 0.002 µfd. in the average case), 
to form, with the transformer leakage induct-
ance (§ 2-9) a low-pass filter (§ 2-11) which 
cuts off just above the maximuin audio fre-
quency required for speech transmission (about 
4000 cycles). The condenser voltage ratings 
should be adequate for the peak a.f. voltages 
appearing across them. 
Operation without load — Excit at ion 

should never be applied to a Class-B modulat 
until after the Class-C amplifier is turned on 
and is drawing the value of plate current re-
quired to present the rated load to the modu-
lator. With no load to absorb the power, the 
primary impedance of the transformer rises to 
a high value and excessive audio voltages are 
developed across it — frequently high enough 
to break down the transformer insulation. 
If the modulator is to be tested separately 
from the transmitter, a load resistance of the 
same value as the modulating impedance, 
and capable of dissipating the full power out-
put of the modulator, should be connected 
across the transformer secondary. 

5-7 Low-Level Modulators 
Selection of tubes — Modulators for grid-

bias and suppressor modulation can be small 
audio power tubes, since the audio power re-
quired usually is small. A triode such as the 
2A3 is preferable because of its low plate re-
sistance, but pentodes will work satisfactorily. 
Matching to load — Since the ordinary 

Class-A receiving power tube will develop 
about 200 to 250 peak volts in its plate circuit, 
which is ample for most low-level modulator 

/25 
applications, a 1:1 coupling transformer is 
generally used. If more voltage is required, 
a step-up ratio must be provided in the trans-
former. It is usual practice to load the primary 
of the output-coupling transformer with a re-
sistance equal to or slightly higher than the 
rated load resistance for t lie tube, to stabilize 
the voltage output and thus improve the reg-
ulation. This is indicated in Fig. 507. 

5-8 Microphones 
Sensitivity — The Itycl of a microphone is 

its electrical output for a given speech inten-
sity input. Level varies greatly with micro-
phones of different basic types, and also varies 
between different models of the same type. 
The output is also greatly dependent on the 
character of the individual voice (that is, the 
audio frequencies present in the voice) alai the 
distance of the speaker's lips from the micro-
phone, decreasing approximately as the square 
of the distance. ut ti only approximate 
values based on averages of " normal " speak-
ing voices can be attempted. The values given 
in the following paragraphs are based on close 
talking; that is, with the microphone less than 
an hie!! from the speaker's lips. 
Frequency response — li te freqUelley re-

slums, or fiddity of a microphone is its relative 
tti)i lit y tit convert sounds of different frequen-
cies tutu alternating current. With fixed sound 
intensity at t he microplione, the electrical out-
put 111;1Y vary considerably as the sound fre-
quency is varied. For understandable speech 
transmission only a limited frequency range is 
necessary, and natural-sounding speech can be 
obtained if the output of the mini plunie does 
not vary more than a few decibels (§ 3-3) 
at any frequency within a range of about 200 
cycles to 4000 cycles. When the variation 
expressed in ternis of decibels is small between 
two frequent' limits, the microphone is said 
to be fiat between those limits. 
Carbon microphones — Fig. 512-A and 

B show connectbms for single- and double-
button carbon microphones, with a rheostat 
included in each circuit for adjusting the but-
ton current to the correct value its specified 
with each microphone. The single-button mi-
crophone consists of a metal diaphragm played 
against an insulating cup containing loosely 
packed carbon granules (microphone button). 
Current from a battery flows tlirmigh the gran-
ules, the diaphragm n being one connection and 
the metal back-plate the other. The primary 
of a transformer is connected in series with the 
battery and microphone. As the diaphragm vi-
brates its pressure on the granules alternately 
increases and decreases, causing a correspond-
ing inertuise and decrease of current flow t hrou gh 
the circuit, since the pressure changes the 
resistance of the mass of granules. The result-
ing change in the current flowing through the 
transformer primary causes an alternating 
voltage, of corresponding frequency and in-
tensity, to be set up in the transformer sec-
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titulary (§ 2-9). The double-button type is 
similar, but with two buttons in push-pull. 
Good quality single-button carbon micro-

phones give outputs ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 
volt across 50 to 100 ohms; that is, across the 
primary winding of the microphone trans-
former. With the step-up of the transformer, a 
peak voltage of between 3 and 10 volts across 
100,000 ohms or so can be assu toed available 
at the grid of flit. first tube. l'he usual button 
current is 50 t u 100 ma. 
The level of good-quality double-button mi-

crophones is considerably less, ranging from 
0.02 volt to 0.07 volt across 200 ohms. With 
this type of microphone and the usual push-
pull input transformer, a peak voltage of 0.4 to 
0.5 across 100.000 ohms or so can be assumed 
availalde at the first speech-amplifier grid. The 
button current with this type of microphone 
ranges from 5 to 50 ma. per button. 

Crystal microphones — The input circuit 
for a piezoelectric or crystal type of miero-
plione is shown in Fig. 512-F. The element in 
this type consists of a pair of Rochelle salts 
crystals cemented together, with plated elee-
trodes. In the more sensitive types, the crystal 
is mechanically coupled to a diaphragm. Sound 
waves actuating the diaphragm cause the 
crystal tt vibrate mechanically and, by piezo-
elect rie avtion (§ 2-10), to gt.merate e corre-
spt ' riding alternating voltage bet witch the elec-
trodes, whirl' are connected to the grid circuit 
of a vacuum-tube amplifier, as shown. The 
crystal type nquires no separate source of 
current or voltage. 

Although the level of crystal microphones 
varies with different models, an output of 
0.01 to 0.03 volt is representative for com-
munication types. "Flit' level is affected by the 
length of the cable connecting the microphone 
to the first amplifier stage; the above figure is 
for lengths of ti or 7 feet. The frequency ehar-
acte,istic is unaffected by the eable, but the 
lon(l resistance (amplifier grid resistor) does 
affect it, tlw lower frequencies hi 'big atten-
uated as the shunt resistance becomes less. A 

Mic Lt. Line-to-
line trans eid bun, 

(D) 

grid-resistor value of 1 megohm or more should 
be used for reasoteibly flat respinse. 5 meg-
ohms being a customary figure. 
Condenser microphones — The condenser 

microphone of Fig. 512-C consists of a two-
plate ('it pacify, with one plate stationary. The 
other, which is separated from the first by 
about a thousandth of an inch, is a thin metal 
membrane serving as a diaphragm. This con-
denser is vonnected in series with a resistor 
and a ti.>'. voltuge source. When the diaphragm 
vibrates, the change in rapacity enlises a small 
charging current to flow through the circuit. 
The resulting : Indio voltage which appears 
across the resist or is fed to the grid of the tube 
through the coupling condenser. 
The output of con,lenser mien phones varies 

with different models, the high-quality type 
being about one-hundredth to one- fiftieth as 
sensitive ati dollbh-lilliton carbon micro-
phone. The first speech-a nq tier stage must be 
built into the microphone, sinve the capacity 
of a (- minuet Mg oat& would impair both output 
and frequeney range. 

Velocity (mil dynamic micron!' »s — In 
a veloeity or " ribbon" microphone, the ele-
ment acted upon by the sound waves is a thin 
corrugated nut tilo' ribbon suspetoled between 
the poles of a magnet. V17lien vibrating, the 
ribbon cuts tlw lines of force between the 
poles, first in one direction and then the other, 
tints generating an alternating voltage. The 
movement of the ribbon is proportional to the 
veloeity of the solinti-energii.e,1 air particles. 
Velu sit y microphones are built in two types, 
high itiwellswee awl low impedance, the former 
being used in most applivations. A high-im-
pedance microphone can be directly connected 
to the grid of an amplifier tube, shunted by a 
resistance of 0.5 to 5 megolons ( Fig. 512-4.4. 
Low-inipedanue mirrophimes are used when a 
long connecting cable t75 feet or more) must 
be employed. l n such a case the out put of the 
mierophone is coupled to the first amplifier 
stage through a suit:ible step-up transformer, 
as shown in Fig. 512-ll. 

(E) 

e(80v - C. 

(F) 

Fig. 512 — Speech input circuits of I've etttrintterilr used types of m iert,plitoite-:. ‘, toil carbon: 13, 
double-button carbon: C. i• lenser: -hawed:titre ; dot-it>: F., high-impedance vil nit > : er> 
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The level of the velocity microphone is 

about 0.03 to 0.05 volt. This figure applies di-
reetly to the high-impedance type, and to the 
low-impedaiwe type when the voltage is pleas-
ured across t lit coupling transformer secondary. 
The dynamic mirrophone somewhat re-

sembles a dynamie loud speaker in principle. 
A light-weight voice coil is rigidly attached to 
a diaphragm, the mil being pliteed bet weer' t he 
poles of a permanent magnet. Sound causes 
the diaphragm to vibrate, thus moving the 
coil back and forth between the magnet poles 
and generating an alternating voltage the 
frequency of which is propt(rtional to the 
frequency of the impinging sound and the am-
plitude proportional to the st rond pressure. 
The dynamic microphone usually is built with 
high-impedance outimt, suitable ft ri  working 
directly into the grid of an amplifier tube. If 
the connecting cable must be unusually ii mg 
a low-impedance type should be used, with a 
step-up transformer at the end of the cable. A 
small permanent-magnet speaker can be used 
as a dynamie microphone, althunigh the fidelity 
is not as good as is obtainable with a properly 
designed microphone. 

5-9 The Speech Amplifier 
Description — The function of the speech 

amplifier is to build up the weak microphone 
voltage to a value sufficient to excite the modu-
lator to the required output.. It may have from 
one to several stages. The last stage nearly 
always must deliver a certain min toot of audio 
power, especially when it is used to excite a 
Class-B modulator. Speech amplifiers for 
grid-bias modulation usually end in a power 
stage which also functions as the modulatt(r. 
The speech amplifier frequently is built as a 

unit separate ftsum the modulator, and in such 
a ease may be provided with a step-down 
transformer (h•signed to work into a low im-
pedance. such as 200 or 500 ohms (tube-to-
line transflirnwr When this is done, a step-up 
input transformer intended to work between 
the same impedance and t It Ing . dulatt or grids 
(line-to-grid transformer) is provided in the 
modulator circuit. The line whirl' connects t he 
two transformers may be made of any con-
venient length. 
General design eonsiderat• s— The last 

stage of the speech amplifier must be selected 
on the basis of the power output required 
front it; for instance, the power necessary to 
drive a Class- It modulator (§ 5-6). It may be 
either single-ended or push-pull the 
latter generally being preferable because of 
the higher power output and lower harmonic 
distortion. Push-pull ampliliurs may lit. either 
Class A, (lass AB1 or Class AB2 (§ 3-1 as the 
power requirements I lictate. lf a Class-A or 
AB' amplifier is 118(41, tlw preeeding stages 
all may be voltage anif ilifiers, but when a ( ' lass-
Ali2 amplifier is used the stage imnwdiately 
preceding it must be capable of furnishing the 
power consumed by its grids at full output. 

The requirements in this ease are much the 
same as those which must be met by a driver 
for a Class-B stage (§ 5-6 f, but the actual 
power needed is considerably smaller and 
usually can be supplied by one ( ir two small 
reeeiving triodes. All lower-level speeelt am-
plifier stages ii r variably are worked purely as 
voltage amplifiers. 
The minimum amplification whieh must be 

provided ahead of the last stage is equal to 
the peak audio-frequency grid voltage re-
quired by the last stage for full output. (peak 
grid-to-grid voltage in the case of a push-pull 
stage), divided by the output voltage of the 
microphone or secondary of the microphone 
transformer if one is used (§ .5-S). The peak 
a.f. grid voltage required by the output tube 
or tubes is equal to the cl.e. grid bias in the 
case of a single-tube Class-A amplifier, and 
approximately twice the grid bias for a push-
pull Class-A stage. The requisite information 
for Class-AB1 and AB2 amplifiers can be ob-
tained fr(ini the manufacturer's ( lata on the 
type considered. If the gain is not, obtainable 
in one stage, several stages must be Psed in 
cascade. When the output stage is operated 
Class AB2, due allowance must be made for 
the fact that the next-to-the-last stage must 
deliver power as well as voltage. In such eases, 
suitable driver combinations usually are recom-
mended by manufacturers of tubes and inter-
stage transformers. The coupling transformer 
must be designed especially for the purpose. 
The total gain provided by a multi-stage 

amplifier is equal to the product of tlw indi-
vidual stage gains. For example, when three 
stages are used, the first having a gain of 100, 
the second 20 and the third 15, the total gain 
is 10(1 X 20 X 15, or 30,000. It is good prae-
tice to provide two or three times the mini-
mum required gain in designing t he speech 
amplifier. This will insure having ample gain 
available to cope with varying conditions. 
When the gain must be fairly high, as when 

a crystal microphone is used, the speeell am-
plifier frequently has four stages, ineluding 
the power output stage. The first generally is 
a pentode, because of the high gain attainable 
with this type Of tube. The second and third 
stages usually are triodes, the third frequently 
having two tubes in push-pull when it drives a 
Class-AB2 output stage. Two pentode stages 
seldom are used conserutively because of the 
difficulty of getting stable operation when the 
gain per stage is very high. With carbon micro-
phones less amplification is needed and hence 
the pentode first stage usually is omitted, one 
or two triode stages being ample to obtain full 
output front the power stage. 

Stain' gain ami n'aime olsmp,sI — In volt-
age amplifiers, the stage gain is the ratio of 
a.c. output voltage to a.c. voltage applied 
to the grid. It will vary with the applied audio 
frequency, but for speech the variation should 
be small over the range of 100-1000 cycles. 
This condition is easily met in practice. 
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The output voltage is the maximum value 
which can be taken from the plate circuit 
without distortion. It is usually expressed in 
terms of the peak value of the a.c. wave (§ 2-7), 
since this value is independent of the wave-
form. The peak output voltage usually is of 
interest only when the stage drives a power 
amplifier, since only in this case is the stage 
called upon to work near its maximum capa-
bilities. Low-level stages very seldom are 
worked near their full capacity, hence harmonic 
distortion is negligible and the voltage gain 
of the stage is the primary consideration. 

eeee 

FogewittS; 
Stage 

Fie. 513 — Resistanee-coupled oltage amplifier cir-
cuits. A, pentode: B. triode. )i-i gnations are as follows: 
— t : at liude by -pass condenser. 

C2 — Mate by-pass condenser. 
C3 -- tut pin coupling condenser (binning condenser). 
( :4 — Sereen 13.-1.ass condenser. 
It t — Cathode re,istor. 
1(2— Grid resistor. 
lia — Plate resistor. 
114— Nell-stage grid resistor. 
IIi — Plate decoupfing resistor. 
Bs— Screen resistor. 
Values for suitable tubes are given in Chapter Fourteen. 

Resistance coupling — Resistance coupling 
generally is used in voltage amplifier stages. 
It is relatively inexpensive, good frequency 
response can be secured, and there is little 
danger of hum pick-up from stray magnetic 
fields associated with heater wiring. It is the 
only type of coupling suitable for the output 
circuits of pentodes and high-g triodes, since 
with transformers a sufficiently high load im-
pedance (§3-3) cannot be obtained without 
considerable frequency distortion. Typical cir-
cuits are given in Fig. 513 and design data in 

§ 3-6. 
Transformer coupling — Transformer cou-

pling between stages ordinarily is used only 
when power is to be transferred ( in such a case 
resistance coupling is very inefficient), or when 
it is necessary to couple between a single-
ended and a push-pull stage. Triodes having 
an amplification factor of 20 or less are used 
in transformer-coupled voltage amplifiers. . 

Representative circuits for coupling single-
ended to push-pull stages are shown in Fig. 514. 
That at A uses a combination of resistance and 
transformer coupling, and may be used for 
exciting the grids of a Class-A or AB' follow-
ing stage. The resistance coupling is used to 
keep the (I.e. plate current from flowing through 
the transformer primary, thereby preventing a 
reduction in primary inductance below its no-
current value (§ This improves the low-
frequency reqionse. With low-it triodes (6C5, 
6J5, etc.), the gain is equal to that with resist-
ance coupling mult ipliod by the secondary-to-
primary turns ratio of the transformer. 

In B the transformer primary is in series 
with the plate of the tube, and thus must carry 
the tube plate current. When the following 
amplifier operates without grid current, the 
voltage gain of the stage is practically equal to 
the µ of the tube multiplied by the transformer 
ratio. This circuit also is suitable for trans-
ferring power (within the capabilities of the 
tube) as in the ease of a following Class-AB2 
stage used as a driver for a Class-B modulator. 
Gain control — The over-all gain of the am-

plifier may be changed to suit the output level 
of the microphone, which will vary with voice 
intensity and distance of the speaker from the 
microphone, by varying the proportion of a.c. 
voltage applied to the grid of one of the stages. 
The gain-control potentiometer should be 

near the input end of the amplifier, so that 
there will be no danger of overloading the 
stages ahead of the gain control. With carbon 
microphones the gain control may be placed 
directly across the microphone transformer 
secondary, but with other types the gain con • 
trol usually will affect the frequency response 
of the microphone when connected directly 
across it. The control therefore usually is 
placed in the grid circuit of the second stage. 

+5 

(A) 

4.5 

(B) 
Fig. 514— Transformer-eoupled amplifier circuits for 
driving a push-pull amplifier. A is fi ir resistance-trans-
former coupling: B, for transfornier coupling. Designa-
tions correspond to those in hut. 513. In A. values can 
be taken from Table I. lit B, the cathode resistor is 
calculated from the rated plate current and grid bias 
as given for the particular type of tube used ( It 3-6). 
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Fig. 515— Phase-inverter circuit for resistance-cou-
pled push-pull output. Nith a double-triode tube 
(such as the (>N7) the ftilltus ing values are typical: 

R1, R4, R2 — 0.5 megohm. 112, R3 — 0.1 megohm. 
Bo — 1500 ohms. CI, C2 — 0.1 
R4 should he tapped as described in the text. The 
voltage gain of a stage using these constants is 22. 

Phase inversion — Push-pull output may 
be secured with resistance coupling by using 
an extra tube, as shown in Fig. 515. There 
is a phase shift of 180 degrees through any 
normally operating resistance-coupled stage 
(§ 3-3), and the extra tube is used purely to 
provide this phase shift without additional gain. 
The outputs of the two tubes are then added 
to provide push-pull excitation for the following 
amplifier. The tap on 114 is adjusted to make 

and 1*2 give equal voltage outputs so that 
balanced excitation is applied to the grids of 
the following stage. The cathode resistor, RA, 
commonly is left un-bypassed since this tends 
to help balance the circuit. For convenience, 
double-triode tubes frequently are used as 
phase inverters. 
Output limiting — It is desirable to modu-

late as heavily as possible without overmodu-
lating, yet it is difficult to speak into the micro-
phone at a constant intensity. To maintain 
reasonably constant output from the modula-
tor in spite of variations in speech intensity, 
it is possible to use automatic gain control 
which follows the average (not instantaneous) 
variations in speech amplitude. This is accom-
plished by rectifying and filtering (§ 8-2, 8-3) 
Solfie of the audio output and applying the 
rectified and filtered d.c. to a control electrode 
in an early stage in the amplifier. 

6.46 

a. 
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516— Speech amplifier output-limiting circuit. 
CI, C2. C1, C4 112. 113 — 0.25 megohm. 
114 — 2,000-ohm pot. R2 — 0.1 megohm. T — See text. 

A practical circuit for this purpose is shown 
in Fig. 516. The rectifier must be connected, 
through the transformer, to a tube capable of 
delivering some power output fa small part of 

the output of the power stage may be used) or 
else a separate amplifier for the rectifier cir-
cuit alone may have its grid connected in 
parallel with that of the last voltage amplifier. 
Resistor R4 in series with R5 across the plate 
supply provides variable bias on the rectifier 
plates, so that the limiting action can be de-
layed until a desired microphone input level is 
reached. /?2, 113, C2, C3, and C4 form the filter 
(§ 2-11), and the output of the rectifier is con-
nected to the suppressor grid of the pentode 
first stage of the speech amplifier. 
A step-down transformer with a turns ratio 

such as to give about 50 volts when its primary 
is connected to the output circuit of the power 
stage should be used. A half-wave rectifier may 
be used instead of the full-wave circuit shown, 
although satisfactory filtering will be more 
difficult to achieve. 
Noise — It is important that the noise level 

in a speech amplifier be low compared to the 
level of the desired signal. Noise in the speech 
amplifier is caused chiefly by hum, which may 
be the result of insufficient power-supply filter-
ing or may be introduced into the grid circuit 
of a tube by magnetic or electrostatic means 
from heater wiring. The plate voltage for the 
amplifier should be free from ripple (§ 8-4), 
particularly the voltage applied to the low-
level stages. A two-section condenser-input 
filter (§ 8-5) usually is satisfactory. The de-
coupling circuits mentioned in the preceding 
paragraphs also are helpful in reducing plate-
supply hum. 
Hum from heater wiring may .be reduced 

by keeping the wiring well away from un-
grounded components or wiring, particularly in 
the vicinity of the grid of the first tube. Com-
plete shielding of the microphone jack is 
advisable, and when tubes with grid caps in-
stead of the single-ended types are used the 
caps and the exposed wiring to them should 
be shielded. heater wiring preferably should 
run in the corners of a metal chassis, to reduce 
the magnetic field. A ground should be made 
either on one side of the heater circuit or to 
the center-tap of the heater winding. The 
shells of metal tubes should be grounded; 
glass tubes require separate shields, especially 
when used in low-level stages. Heater connec-
tions to the tube sockets should be kept as far 
as possible from the plate and grid prongs, 
and the heater wiring to the sockets should be 
kept close to the chassis. A connection to a 
good ground (such as a cold water pipe) also 
is advisable. The speech amplifier always 
should be constructed on a metal chassis, with 
all ground connections made directly to the 
metal chassis. 
When the power supply is mounted on the 

same chassis with the speech amplifier, the 
power transformer and filter chokes should be 
well separated from audio transformers in the 
amplifier proper to reduce magnetic coupling, 
which would cause hum and raise the residual 
noise level. 
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1[1. 5-10 Checking 'Phone Transmitter 
Operation 

Modulat Um percentage—The most reliable 
method of determining percentage of modula-
tion is by means of the cathode-ray oscillo-
scope (§ 3-9). The oscilloscope gives a direct 
picture of the modulated output of the trans-
mitter, and by its use the waveform errors 
inherent in other types of measurements are 
eliminated. 
Two types of oscilloscope patterns may be 

obtained, known as the " wave envelope" and 
"trapezoid." The former shows the shape of 
the modulation envelope (§ 5-2) directly, while 
the latter in effect plots the modulation char-
acteristic (§ 5-2) of the modulated stage on 
the cathode-ray tube screen. To obtain the 
wave-envelope pattern, the oscilloscope must 
have a horizontal sweep circuit. The trapezoid-
al pattern requires only the oscilloscope, the 
sweep circuit being supplied by the transmitter 
itself. Fig. 517 shows methods of connecting 
the oscilloscope to the transmitter for both 
types of patterns. The oscilloscope connections 
for the wave-envelope pattern, Fig. 517-A, 
are usually simpler than those for the trape-
zoidal figure. The vertical-deflection plates are 
coupled to the amplifier tank coil or an antenna 
coil by means of a pick-up coil of a few turns 
connected to the oscilloscope through a 
twisted-pair line. The posit inn of the pick-up 
coil is varied until a carrier pattern, Fig. 
518-B, of suitable height is obtained. The 
sweep voltage should be adjusted to make the 
width of the pattern somewhat more than 
half the diameter of the screen. It is frequently 
helpful in eliminating r.f. harmonies from the 
pattern to connect a resonant circuit, tuned 
to the operating frequency, between the ver-
tical deflection plates, using link coupling 
between this and the transmitter tank circuit. 
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Fie. 517— Methods of connecting an oseillo -cope to 
the modulated r.f. amplifier for checking modulation. 

With the application of voice modulation, a 
rapidly changing pattern of varying height 
will be obtained. When the maximum height 
of this pattern is just twice that of the carrier 
alone, the wave is being modulated 100 per 
cent (§ 5-2). This is illustrated by Fig. 518-D, 
where the point X represents the sweep line 
(reference line) alone, YZ is the carrier height, 
and PQ is the maximum height of the modu-
lated wave. 1f the height is greater than the 
distance PQ, as illustrated in E, the wave is 
overmodulated in the upward directitm. Over-
modulation in the downward direction is 
indicated by a gap in the pattern at the refer-
ence axis, where a single bright line appears 
on the screen. Overmodulation in either dime-
tion may take place even when the modulation 
in the other direction is less than 100 per cent. 
Assuming that the modulation is symmetrical, 
however, any modulation percentage can be 
measured directly from the screen by measur-
ing the maximum height with modulati‘m and 
the height of the carrier alone; calling these 
two heights hi and h2 respectively, the modula-
tion percentage is 

— h2 
X 100 

Connections for the trapezoidal pattern 
are shown in Fig. 517-B. The vertical plates 
are similarly coupled to the transmitter tank 
circuit through a pick-up loop; the tuned in-
put circuit to the oscilloscope may also he 
used. Tice horizontal plates are coupled to the 
output of the modulator through a voltage 
divider (§ 2-6), Ri/?2, the resistance of 1??. 

being variable to permit adjustment of the 
audio voltage to a suitable value to give a 
satisfactory horizontal sweep on the screen. 
R2 may be a 0.25-megolim volume control 
resistor. Tice value of RI will depend upon the 
audio output voltage of the modulator. This 
voltage is equal to N/PR, where I' is the audio 
power output of the modulator and R is the 
modulating impedance of the modulated r.f. 
amplifier. In the case of grid-bias modulation 
with a 1:1 output transformer, it will be satis-
factory to assume that the a.c. output voltage 
of the modulator is equal to 0.7E for a single 
tube or 1.4E for a push-pull stage, where E 
is the d.e. plate voltage on the modulator. If 
the transformer ratio is other than 1:1, the 
voltage so calculated should be multiplied by 
the actual secondary-to-primary turns ratio. 
The total resistance of R1 and Ra in series 

should be 0.25 megohm for every 150 volts of 
modulator output: for example, if the modula-
tor output voltage is 600, the total resistance 
should be four (600,150) times 0.25 megohm, 
or 1 megohm. Then, with 0.25 megolim at Rz, 
R1 should be 0.75 megolim. The blocking 
condenser, C, should be 0.1 ufd or more. and 
its voltage rating should be greater than the 
maximum voltage in the circuit. With plate 
modulation, this is twice the (I.e. voltage ap-
plied to the plate of the modulat ed amplifier. 
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LESS THAN 
100% MODULATION 

OVER MODULATION 

Fig. 518 — ave-rm el,,p,- and trapezoidal patterns 
encountered under dirt. urrli t  litions of modulation. 

(H) 
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The trapezoidal patterns are shown in Fig. 
518 at 1' to J, each alongside the corresponding 
wave-envelope itattern. With no signal, only 
the cathode-ray spot appears on the screen. 
When the unmodulated carrier is applied, a 
vertical line appears; the length of the line 
should be adjusted, by means of the pick-up 
coil coupling, to a convenient value. When the 
carrier is modulated, the wedge-shaped pattern 
appears; the higher the modulation percentage, 
the wider and more pointed the wedge be-
comes. At 100 per cent modulation it just 
makes a point on the axis, X, at one end, and 
the height, PQ, at the other end is equal to 
twice the carrier height, YZ. Overmodulation 
in the upward direction is indicated by in-
creased height over PQ, and in the downward 
direction by an extension along the axis X 
at the pointed end. The modulation percentage 
may be found by measuring the modulated 
and unmodulated carrier heights, in the same 
way as with the wave-envelope pattern. 

,Von-symmetrical waveforms — In voice 
waveforms the average maximum amplitude 
in one direction from the axis frequently is 
greater than in the other direction, although 

the average energy on both sides is the sanie. 
For this reason the percentage of modulation 
in the " up" direction frequently differs from 
that in the " down" direction. With a given 
voice and microphone, this difference in modu-
lation percentage is usually always in the sanie 
direction. Since overmodulation in the down-
ward direction causes more out-of-channel in-
terference than overmodulation upward be-
cause of the steeper wavefront (§ 6-1), it is 
advisable to " pitase" the modulation so that 
the side of the voice waveform having the 
larger excursions causes the instantaneous car-
rier power to increase and the smaller excur-
sions to cause a power decrease. This reduces 
the likelihood of overmodulation on the 
"down" peak. The direction of the larger 
excursions can readily be found by careful 
observation of the oscilloscope pattern. The 
phase can be reversed by reversing the connec-
tions of one winding of any transformer in the 
speech amplifier or modulator. 
Modulation monitoring— While it is de-

sirable to modulate as fully as possible, 100 per 
cent modulation should not be exceeded, par-
ticularly in the downward direction, because 
harmonic distortion will be introduced and the 
channel width increased (§ 5-2), thus causing 
unnecessary interference to other stations. 
The oscilloscope may be used to provide a 
continuous check on the modulatilin, but sim-
pler indicators may be used for the purpose, 
once calibrated. A convenient indicator, when 
a Class-B modulator (§ 5-6) is used, is the 
plate milliammeter in the Class-B stage, since 
plate current fluctuates with the voice inten-
sity. Using the oscilloscope, determine the 
gain-control setting and voice intensity which 
gives 100 per cent modulation on voice peaks, 
and simultaneously observe the maximum 
Class-B plate-milliammeter reading on the 
peaks. When this maximum reading is ob-
tained, it will suffice in regular operation to 
adjust the gain so that it is not exceeded. 
A sensitive rectilier-type volttneter (copper-

oxide type) also can be used for modulation 
monitoring. It should be connected across the 
output circuit of an audio driver stage where 
the power level is a few watts, and similarly 
calibrated against the oscilloscope to determine 
the reading which represents 100 per cent 
modulation. 
The plate milliammeter of the modulated 

r.f. stage may also be used as an indicator of 
overmodulation. Since the average plate cur-
rent is constant (§ 5-3, 5-4, 5-5) when the 
amplifier is linear, the reading will be the 
same with or without modulation. When 
the amplifier is overmodulated, especially in 
the downward direction, the operation is no 
longer linear and the average plate current 
will change. A flicker of the pointer may there-
fore be taken as an indication of overmodula-
tion or non-linearity. However, it is possible 
that the average plate current will remain 
constant with considerable overmodulation 
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under some operating conditions, so that an 
indicator of this type is not wholly reliable 
unless it has been checked previously against 
an oscilloscope. 

Linearity — The linearity (§ 5-2) of a modu-
lated amplifier may readily be checked with 
the oscilloscope. The trapezoidal pattern is 
more easily interpreted than the wave enve-
lope pattern, and less auxiliary equipment is 
required. The connections are the same as for 
measuring modulation percentage ( Fig. 517). 
If the amplifier is perfectly linear, the sloping 
sides of the trapezoid will be perfectly straight 
from the point at the axis up to at least 100 per 
cent modulai ion in the upward direction. Non-
linearity will be shown by curvature of the 
sides. Curvature near the point, extending the 
point farther along the axis than would occur 
with straight sides, indicates that the output 
power does not decrease rapidly enough in 
this region; it may also be caused by imperfect 
neutralization (a push-pull amplifier is recom-
mended because better neutralization is possi-
ble than with single-ended amplifiers) or by r.f. 
leakage from the exciter through the final 
stage. The latter condition can be checked by 
removing the plate voltage from the modulated 
stage, when the carrier should disappear, leav-
ing only the beam spot remaining on the screen 
(Fig. 518-F). If a small vertical line remains, 
the amplifier should be re-neutralized: if this 
does not eliminate t he line, it is an indication 
that r.f. is being picked up from lower-power 
stages, cil her by coupling through t he final 
tank or via the oscilloscope pick-up loop. 
Inward curvature at the large end of the 

pattern is caused by improper operating con-
ditions of the modulated amplifier, usually 
improper bias or insufficient excitation, or 
both, with plate modulation. In grid-bias and 
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Fig. 519 - ',rope pa I I,rtis representing proper 

ami improper adnedinetit. I, .r grid-bias or cathode 
modulation. The ['anent obtained mith a correct 
adjusted amplifier is shom n at A. The other drau III gs 
indicate non-linear modulation from typical causes, 

cathode-modulated systems, the bias, excita.‘ 
tion and plate loading are not correctly pro-
portioned when such curvature occurs, usually 
because the amplifier has been adjusted to 
have too-high carrier efficiency without modu-
lation (§ 5-4, 5-5). 

For the wave-envelope pattern, it is neces-
sary to have a linear horizontal-sweep circuit 
in the oscilloscope and a source of sine-wave 
audio signal voltage (such as an audio oscilla-
tor or signal generator) which can be synchro-
nized with the sweep circuit. The linearity can 
be judged by comparing the wave envelope 
with a true sine wave. Distortion in theaudio 
circuits will affect the pattern in this case (such 
distortion has no effect on the trapezoidal 
pattern, which shows the modulation charac-
teristic of the r.f. amplifier alone), and it is also 
readily possible to misjudge the shape of the 
modulation envelope, so that the wave enve-
lope is less useful than the trapezoid for check-
ing linearity of the modulated amplifier. 

Fig. 519 shows typical patterns of both 
types. The cause of the distortion is indicated 
for grid-bias and suppressor modulation. The 
patterns at A, although not truly linear, are 
representative of properly operated grid-bias 
modulation systems. Better linearity can be 
obtained with plate modulation of a Class-C 
amplifier. 

Faulty patterns— The drawings of Figs. 
518 and 519 show what is normally to be ex-
pected in the way of pattern shapes when the 
oscilloscope is used to check modulation. If 
the actual patterns differ considerably from 
those shown, it is probable that the pattern 
is faulty rather than the transmitter. It is 
important that only r.f. from the modulated 
stage be coupled to the oscilloscope, and then 
only to the vertical plates. The effect of stray 
r.f. from other stages in the transmitter has 
been mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
If r.f. is present also on the horizontal plates, 
the pattern will lean to one side instead of 
being upright. If the oscilloscope cannot be 
moved to a spot where the unwanted pick-up 
disappears, a small by-pass condenser (10 
izufcl.) should be connected across the horizon-
tal plates as close to the cathode-ray tube as 
possible. An r.f. choke (2.5 unis. or smaller) 
may also be connected in series with the un-
grounded horizontal plate. 
"Folded" trapezoidal patterns occur when 

the audio sweep voltage is taken from some 
point in the audio system other than that 
where the a.f. power is applied to the modu-
lated stage. Such patterns are caused by a 
phase difference between the sweep voltage 
and the modulating voltage. The connections 
should always be as shown in Fig. 517-B. 

Plate-eurrent shift — As mentioned above, 
the d.e. plate current of a modulated amplifier 
will be the same wit h and without modulatilm 
so long as the amplifier operation is perfectly 
linear and other conditions remain unchanged. 
This also assumes that the modulator is work-
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ing within its capabilities. Because there is 
usually some curvature of the modulation 
characteristic with grid-bias modulation there 
is normally a slight upward change in plate 
current of a stage so modulated, but this occurs 
only at high modulation percentages and is 
barely detectable under the usual conditions 
of voice modulation. 
With plate modulation, a downward shift 

in plate current may indicate one or more 
of the following: 

1) Insufficient excitation to the modulated 
r.f. amplifier. 

2) Insufficient grid bias on the modulated 
stage. 

3) Wrong load resistance for the Class-C r.f. 
amplifier. 

4) Insufficient output capacity in the filter 
of the modulated-amplifier plate supply. 

5) Heavy overloading of the Class-C r.f. 
amplifier tube or tubes. 

Any of the following may cause an upward 
shift in plate current: 

1) Overmodulation (excessive audio power, 
audio gain too great). 

2) Incomplete neutralization of the modu-
lated amplifier. 

3) Parasitic oscillation in the modulated 
amplifier. 

When a common plate supply is used for 
both a Class-B (or Class-AB) modulator and a 
modulated r.f. amplifier, the plate current of 
the latter may " kick" downward because of 
poor power-supply voltage regulation (§ 8-1) 
with the varying additional load of the modu-
lator on the supply. The same effect may occur 
with high-power transmitters because of poor 
regulation of the a.c. supply mains, even when 
a separate power-supply unit is used for the 
Class-B modulator. Either condition may be 
detected by measuring the plate voltage ap-
plied to the modulated stage; in addition, poor 
line regulation also may be detected by observ-
ing if there is any downward shift in filament 
or line voltage. 
With grid-bias modulation, any of the fol-

lowing may be the cause of a plate current 
shift greater than the normal mentioned above: 
Downward kick: Too much r.f. excitation; 

insufficient operating bias; distortion in modu-
lator or speech amplifier; too-high resistance in 
bias supply; insufficient output capacity in 
plate-supply filter to modulated amplifier; am-
plifier plate circuit not loaded heavily enough; 
plate-circuit efficiency too high under carrier 
conditions. 
Upward kick: Overmodulation (excessive 

audio voltage); distortion in audio system; re-
generation because of incomplete neutraliza-
tion; operating grid bias too high. 
A downward kick in plate current will ac-

company an oscilloscope pattern like that of 
Fig. 519-B; the pattern with an upward kick 
will look like Fig. 519-A, with the shaded 

portion extending farther to the right and 
above the carrier, for the " wedge" pattern. 

Noise and hunt on carrier — These may be 
detected by listening to the signal on a receiver 
sufficiently removed from the transmitter to 
avoid overloading. The hum level should be 
low compared to the voice at 100 per cent mod-
ulation. Hum may come either from the speech 
amplifier and modulator or from the r.f. 
section of the transmitter. Hum from the r.f. 
section can be detected by completely shutting 
off the modulator; if hum remains when this 
is done, the power-supply filters for one or more 
of the r.f. stages have insufficient smoothing 
(§ 8-4). With a hum-free carrier, hum intro-
duced by the modulator can be checked by 
turning on the modulator but leaving the 
speech amplifier off; power-supply filtering 
is the likely source of such hum. If carrier 
and modulator are both clean, connect the 
speech amplifier and observe the increase in 
hum level. If the hum disappears with the gain 
control at minimum, the hum is being intro-
duced in the stage or stages preceding the gain 
control. The microphone also may pick up 
hum, a condition which can be checked by 
removing the microphone from the circuit 
but leaving the first speech-amplifier grid cir-
cuit otherwise unchanged. A good ground on 
the microphone and speech system usually is 
essential to hum-free operation. 
Hum can be checked with the oscilloscope, 

where it appears as modulation on the carrier 
in the same way as the normal modulation. 
While the percentage usually is rather small, 
if the carrier shows modulation with no speech 
input hum is the likely cause. The various 
parts of the transmitter may be checked 
through as described above. 
Spurious sidebands— A superheterodyne 

receiver having a crystal filter (§ 7-8, 7-11) 
is needed for checking spurious sidebands 
outside the normal communication channel 
(§ 5-2). The r.f. input to the receiver must 
be kept low enough, by removing the antenna 
or by adequate separation from the transmit-
ter, to avoid overloading and consequent spuri-
ous receiver responses (§ 7-8). With the crystal 
filter in its sharpest position and the beat oscil-
lator turned on, tune through the region out-
side the normal channel limits (3 to 4 kilocycles 
each side of the carrier) while another person 
talks into the microphone. Spurious sidebands 
will be observed as intermittent beat notes 
coinciding with voice peaks, or, in bad cases 
of distortion or overmodulation, as " clicks" 
or crackles well away from the carrier fre-
quency. Siclebands more than 4 kilocycles from 
the carrier should be of negligible strength in 
a properly modulated 'phone transmitter. The 
causes are overmodulation or non-linear oper-
ation (§ 5-3). 

!Cf. in speech amplifier — A small amount 
of r.f. current in the speech amplifier — par-
ticularly in the first stage, which is most sus-
ceptible to such r.f. pick-up — will cause over-
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loading and distortion in the low-level stages. 
Frequently also there is a regenerative effect 
which causes an audio-frequency oscillation 
or " howl" to be set up in the audio system. 
In such cases the gain control cannot be ad-
vanced very far before the howl builds up, 
even though the amplifier may be perfectly 
stable when the r.f. section of the transmitter 
is not turned on. 
Complete shielding of the microphone, 

microphone cord, and speech amplifier are 
necessary to prevent r.f. pick-up, and a ground 
connection separate from that to which the 
transmitter is connected is advisable. Un-
symmetrical or capacity coupling to the an-
tenna (single-wire feed, feeders tapped on 
final tank circuit, etc.) may be responsible in 
that these systems sometimes cause the trans-
mitter chassis to take an r.f. potential above 
ground. Inductive coupling to a two-wire 
transmission line is advisable. This antenna 
effect can be checked by disconnecting the 
antenna and dissipating the power in a dummy 
antenna (§ 4-9), when it usually will be found 
t hat the r.f. feed-bark disappears. If it does 
not, the speech amplifier and microphone 
shielding are at fault. 

C!, 5-11 Frequency Modulation 

Principles— In frequency modulation the 
carrier amplitude is constant and the output 
frequency of the transmitter is made to vary 
about the carrier or mean frequency at a rate 
corresponding to the audio frequencies of the 
speech currents. The extent to which the fre-
quency changes in one direction from the un-
modulated or carrier frequency is called the 
frequency deviation. It corresponds to the 
change of carrier amplitude in the amplitude-
modulation system (§ 5-2). Deviation is usu-
ally expressed in kilocycles, and is equal to 
the difference bet ‘veen the carrier frequency 
and either the highest or lowest frequency 
reached by the carrier in its excursions with 
modulation. There is no modulation percent-
age, in the usual sense; with suitable circuit 
design the deviation may be made as large 
as desired without encountering any effect 
equivalent to overmodulation in the amplitude-
modulated system. 
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fig. 520— Triangular spectrum showing the noise 
response in an f.m. receiver compared with antplitude 
modulation. Deviation ratios uf 1 and 5 are shown. 

Deviati tttt ratio— The ratio of the maxi-
mum frequency deviation to the audio fre-
quency of the modulation is called the d( 
Hon ratio. It also is called the moduli] t ion index. 
Unless otherwise specified, it is taken as the 
ratio of the maximum fret henry deviation to 
the highest audio frequency to be transmitted. 
Advantages of .f.nt.— The chief advantage 

of frequency modulation over amplitude mod-
ulation is noise reduction at the receiver. All 
electrical noises in the radio spectrum, includ-
ing those original ing in the receiver, are r.f. 
oscillations which vary in amplitude, this 
variation causing the noise response in ampli-
tude-modulation receivers. If the receiver 
does not respend to am pl it ude variations but 
only to frequency eltanges, noise can affect it 
only by causing a pitase shift which appears as 
frequency modulation on the signal. The effect 
of such frequency modulation by the noise 
can be made small by making the frequency 
change (deviation) in the signal large. 
A second advantage is that the power re-

quired for modulation is inconsequential, since 
there is no power variation in the modulated 
output of the transmitter. 

Triangular spectrum — The way in which 
noise is reduced by a large deviation ratio is 
illustrated by Fig. 520. In this figure the noise 
is assumed to be evenly distributed over the 
channel used, an assumption which is almost 
always true. It is also assumed that audio 
frequencies above 4000 cycles (4 kc.) are not 
necessary to voice communication, and that t he 
audio system in the receiver has no response 
above this frequency. Then, if an amplitude 
modulation receiver is used and its selectivity 
is such that there is no attenuation of side-
bands (§ 5-2) below 4000 cycles, the noise 
components of all frequencies within t he chan-
nel will produce equal response when they 
beat with a carrier centered in the channel. 
The response under tlwse conditions is shown 
by the line DC. 

In the f.m. receiver the output amplitude is 
proportional to the frequency deviation, and 
noise components in the channel can be con-
sidered to frequency-modulate the steady 
carrier with a deviation proportional to the 
difference between the actual frequency of the 
component and the frequency of the carrier, 
and also to give an audio-frequency beat of 
the same frequency difference. Titis leads to a 
rising response characterist it'. such as the line 
OC, where the no amplitude is proportional 
to the audio beat frequency. The average noise 
power output is proportnmal to the square 
root of the sum of the squares of all t he ampli-
tude values (§ 2-7), so that the noise power 
with frequency modulat ion having a deviation 
ratio of 1 is only one-third t hat with amplitude 
modulation, or an improvement of 4.75 db. 

If the deviation ratio is increased to 5, the 
noise response is represented by the line OF. 
Since only frequencies up to 4000 eyries are 
reproduced in the output, however, the audible 
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noise is confined to the triangle OAB. These 
relations hold only when the carrier is strong 
compared to the noise. For reception of sta-
tions with weak signal strength, the signal-to-
noise ratio is better with a deviation ratio of 1. 
Linearity— A transmitter in which fre-

quency deviation is dirertly proportional to 
the amplitude of the modulating signal is said 
to be linear. It is essential also that the carrier 
amplitude remain cimstant ut, ler modulation. 
which in turn requires t hat the transmitter 
tuned circuits, as well as the antenna, have 
bro;o1 enough response to handle without dis-
crimination the cut ire range of audio frequen-
cies transmitted. This requirement is easily 
met under ordina ry conditions. 
Sideburn's— In frequency modulation there 

is a series of sidebands on either side of the 
carrier frequency for each audio-frequency 
component in the modulation. In addition to 
the usual sum and difference frequencies 
(§ 5-2) there are also heats at harmonies of 
the fundamental modulating frequency, even 
though the latter may be a pure tone. This oc-
curs because of the necessity for maintaining 
the proper please relationships between the 
carrier and sidebands to keep tile power output 
constant. I fence, a f requency- me edulat ed signal 
inherently ovilipies a wider channel than an 
amplitude-modulated signal. Because of the 
necessity for conserving space in the usual 
communication spectrum. the use of f.m. by 
amateurs is vonfined to the very-high frequen-
cies in the region above 28 Mc. 
The number of sideleands for a single modu-

lating frequency increases with the frequency 
deviation. When t he deviation ratio is of the 
order of 5 tlu, sidelta reds Jeep end the maximum 
frequency deviation :Ire usually negligible, 
so that t he channel required is approximately 
twice the frequency deviation. 

11 5-12 Methods of Frequency 
Modulation 

Requirements and methods— At present 
there are no fixed standards of frequency devia-
tion in amateur work. Since a deviation ratio 
of 5 is considered high enough in any case, the 
maximum deviation necessary is 15 to 20 kc. 
for an upper audio-frequency limit of 3000 or 
4000 cycles (§ 5-2), or a channel width of 30 
to 40 kc. The permissible deviation is deter-
mined by the receiver (§ 7-18), since deviation 
beyond the limits of the receiver pass-band 
causes distortion. If t he t ra ns ne it t er is designed 
to he linear (§ 5-11) wit h a deviation of about 
15 kc., it can be used at a lower deviation ratio 
simply by reducing the gain in the speech 
amplifier. Thereby it ca it lie made to conform 
to the requirements of the receiver in use. 
The several possible methods of frequency 

modulation include mechanical modulation (for 
instance, varying condenser plate spacing in 
accordance with voice vibrations), initial 
phase-shift modulation which letter is trans-
formed into frequency modulation, and direct 

frequency modulation of an oscillator by elec-
tronic means. The latter, in the form of the re-
actance-tube modulator, is the simplest system. 
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Fig. .521 -- Reactance modulator circuit using a 61.7 tube. 
C — Tank capacity. CI — 3-10 mad. C2 — 27,0 4,141-d. 

CS — 8-51d. electrolytic (al. by-pass) in parallel with 
0.01-Al. paper (r.f. by-pass). 

C4 — 0.01 mfd. I.— Oscillator tank inductance. 
lIt — 50,000 ohms. R2, lis — 0.5 megohm. 
Ra — 30,000 ohms. R4 — 300 °bins. 

The reactance modulator — The reactance 
modulator consists of a vacuum tube con-
nected to the r.f. tank circuit of an oscillator 
in such a way as to act as a variable inductance 
or capacity, of a value dependent upon the 
instantaneous a.f. voltage applied to its grid. 
Fig. 521 is a representative circuit. The control 
grid circuit of the 6L7 tube is connected across 
the small capacity, CI, which is in series with 
the resistor, Rj, across the oscillator tank cir-
cuit. Any type of oscillator circuit (§ 3-7) may 
be used. R.1 is large compared to the react a nee 
(§ 2-8) of CI, so the r.f. current. through le1C1 
will be practically in phase (§ 2-7) with the r.f. 
voltage appearing at the terminals of the 
tank circuit. However, the voltage across CI 
will lag the current by 90 degrees (§ 2-8). 
Tue r.f. current in the plate circuit of the 6L7 
will be in phase with the grid voltage (§ 3-3), 
and consequently is 90 degrees behind the cur-
rent through C1, or 90 degrees behind the r.f. 
tank voltage. This lagging current is drawn 
through the oscillator tank, giving the same 
effect as though an inductance were connected 
across the tank (in an inductance the current 
lags the voltage by 90 degrees — § 2-8). The 
frequency increases in proportion to the lag-
ging plate current of the modulator, as deter-
mined by the a.f. voltage applied to the No. 3 
grid of the 6L7: hence the oscillator frequency 
varies with the audio signal voltage. 

If, on the other hand, C1 and R1 are reversed 
and the reactance of CI is made large compared 
to the resistance of Ri the r.f. current in the 
6L7 plate circuit will lead the oscillator tank 
r.f. voltage, making the reactance capacitive 
rather than inductive. 

Other circuit arrangements to produce the 
sanie effect may be employed. It is convenient 
to use a tube (such as the 6L7) in which the r.f. 
and a.f. voltages can be applied to separate 
control grids; however, both voltages may be 
applied to the same grid provided precautions 
are taken to prevent r.f. front flowing in the 
external audio circuit, and vice versa (§ 2-13). 
The modulated oscillator usually is operated 

on a relatively low frequency, so that a high 
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order of carrier stability can be secured. Fre-
quency multipliers are used to raise the fre-
quency to the final frequency desired. The 
frequency deviation increases with the number 
of times the initial frequency is multiplied; 
for instance, if the oscillator is operated on 
7 Mc. and the output frequency is to be 112 
Mc., an oscillator frequency deviation of 1000 
cycles will be raised to 16,000 cycles at the 
output frequency. 

Design considerations— The sensitivity of 
the modulator (frequency change per unit 
change in grid voltage) increases when C1 
is made smaller, for a fixed value of RI, and 
also increases with an increase in LIC ratio 
in the oscillator tan k circuit. Since the carrier 
stability of the oscillator depends on the L/C 
ratio (§ 3-7), it is desirable to use the highest 
tank capacity which will permit the desired 
deviation to be secured while keeping within 
the limits of linear operation. When the circuit 
of Fig. 521 is used in connection with a 7-Me. 
oscillator, a linear deviation of 2000 cycles 
above and below the carrier frequency can 
be secured when the oscillator tank capacity 
is approximately 200 ppfd. A peak al. input 
of two volts is required for full deviation. At 
56 Mc. the maximum deviation would be 
8 X 2000, or 16 kc. 

Since a change in any of the voltages on the 
modulator tube will cause a change in r.f. 
plate current, and consequently a frequency 
change, it is advisable to use a regulated plate 
power supply for both modulator and oscilla-
tor. At the low voltages used (230 volts), the 
required stabilization can be szwured by means 
of gaseous regulator tubes (§ 8-8). 
Speech amplification— The speech ampli-

fier preceding the modulator follows ordinary 
design (§ 5-9), except that no power is required 
from it and the a.f. voltage taken by t he modu-
lator grid usually is small — not more than 
10 or 1.5 volts, even with large modulator tubes. 
Because of these modest requirements, only a 
few speech-amplifier stages are needed; a two-
stage amplifier consisting of a pentode followed 
by a triode, both resistance-coupled, will suf-
fice for crystal microphones (§ 5-8). 

R.f. amplifier stases— The frequency mul-
tiplier and output stages following t he modu-
lated oscillator may be designed and adjusted 
in accordance wit h ordinary principles. No 
special excitation requirements are imposed, 
since the amplitude of the out put is constant. 
Enough frequency multiplication must be 
used to give the desired maximum deviation 
at the final frequency: this depends upon the • 
maximum linear deviation available from the 
modulator-oscillator. All stages in the trans-
mitter should be tuned to resonance, and care-
ful neutralization (§ 4-7) of any straight ampli-
fier stages is necessary to prevent r.f. pitase 
shifts which might cause distortion. 
Checking operation— The two quantities 

to be checked in the f.m. transmitter are linear-
ity and frequency deviation. With a modulator 

of the type shown in Fig. 521. both the r.f. 
and a.f. voltages are small enough to make the 
operation Class A (§ 3-4), so that the plate 
current of the modulator is constant so long 
as operation is over the linear portions of the 
No. 1 and No. 3 grid characteristics. Hence, 
non-linearity will be indicated by a change in 
plate current as the a.f. modulating voltage 
is increased. The distortion will be within ac-
ceptable limits, with the tube and constants 
given in Fig. 521, when the plate current does 
not change more than 5 per cent with signal. 
Non-linearity is accompanied by a shift in 

the carrier frequency, so it also can be checked 
by means of a selective receiver such as one 
with a crystal filter (§ 7-11). A tone source is 
convenient for the test. Set the receiver for 
high selectivity, switch on the beat oscillator, 
and tune to the oscillator carrier frequency. 
(The check does not need to be made at the 
output frequency and the oscillator frequency 
usually is more convenient, since it will fall 
within the tuning range of a communications 
receiver.) Increase the modulating signal until 
a definite shift in carrier frequency is observed; 
this indicates the point at which non-linearity 
starts. The modulating signal should be kept 
below the level at which carrier shift is ob-
served, for minimum distortion. 
A selective receiver also can be used to check 

frequency deviation, again at the oscillator 
frequency. A source of tone of known fre-
quency is required, preferably a continuously 
variable calibrated audio oscillator or signal 
generator. Tune in the carrier as described 
above, using the beat oscillator and high selec-: 
tivity, and adjust the modulating signal to the 
maximum level at which linear operation is 
secured. Starting with the lowest frequency 
available, slowly raise the tone frequency while 
listening closely to the carrier beat note. As the 
tone frequency is raised the beat note first will 
decrease in intensity, then disappear entirely 
at a definite frequency, and finally come back 
and increase in intensity as the tone frequency 
is raised still more. The frequency at which the 
beat note disappears, multiplied by 2.4, is the 
frequency deviation at that level of modulating 
signal; for example, if the beat note disappears 
with an 800-cycle tone, the deviation is 2.4 X 
800, or 1920 cycles. The deviation at the out-
put frequency is the oscillator deviation multi-
plied by the number of times the frequency is 
multiplied; in this example, if the oscillator is 
on 7 Mc. and the output on 56 Mc., the final 
deviation is 1920 X 8, or 15.36 kc. 
The output of the transmitter can be 

checked for amplitude modulation by observ-
ing the antenna current. It should not change 
from the unmodulated carrier value when the 
transmitter is modulated. Where there is no 
antenna ammeter in the transmitter, a flash-
light lamp and loop can be coupled to the final 
tank coil to serve as a current indicator. If the 
carrier amplitude is constant, the lamp bril-
liance will not change with modulation. 



Chapter Six 

1E. 6-1 Keying Principles and 
Characteristics 

Requirements— The keying of a trans-
mitter can be considered satisfactory if the 
method employed reduces the power output 
to zero when the key is open, or " up," and 
permits full power to reach the antenna when 
the key is closed, or " down." Furthermore, the 
keying system should accomplish this without 
producing keying transients or " clicks," which 
cause interference with other amateur stations 
and with local broadcast reception, and the 
keying process should not affect the frequency 
of the emitted wave. 
Back-wave— From various causes, some en-

ergy may get through to the antenna during 
keying spaces. The effect then is as though the 
dots and dashes were only louder portions of 
a continuous carrier; in some cases, in fact, 
the back-wave, or signal heard during the key-
ing spaces, may seem to be almost as loud as 
the keyed signal. Under these conditions the 
keying is hard to read. A pronounced back-
wave often results when the amplifier stage 
feeding the antenna is keyed; it may be present 
because of incomplete neutralization (§ 4-7) 
of the final stage, allowing some energy to get 
to the antenna through the grid-plate capacity 
of the tube, or because of magnetic coupling 
between antenna coupling coils and one of the 
low-power stages. 
A back-wave also may be radiated if the key-

ing system does not reduce the input to the 
keyed stage to zero during keying spaces. This 
trouble will not occur in keying systems which 
cut off the plate voltage when the key is open, 
but may be present in grid-blocking systems 
(§ 6-3) if the blocking voltage is not great 
enough and in power-supply primary keying 
systems (§6-3) if only the final-stage power-
supply primary is keyed. 
Keying waveform and sidebands— A 

keyed c.w. signal can be considered equivalent 
to a modulated signal (§ 54), except that, in-

(A) 

(B) 
Fig. 601 — Extremes of possible keying waveshapes 
A, rectangular characters; It, sine-wave characters. 

stead of being modulated by sinusoidal waves 
and their harmonics, it is modulated by a rec-
tangular wave, as in Fig. 601-A. If it were modu-
lated by a sinusoidal wave of single frequency, 
as in Fig. 601-13, the only sidebands would be 
those equal to the carrier frequency plus and 
minus the modulation frequency (§ 5-2). 
A keying speed of 50 words per minute, send-
ing sinusoidal dots, would give sidebands only 
20 cycles either side of the carrier. However, 
when harmonics are present in the modulation 
the sidebands will extend out on both sides of 
the signal as far as the frequency of the highest 
harmonic. The rectangular wave form con-
tains an infinite number of harmonics of the 
keying frequency, so a carrier modulated by 
truly rectangular dots would have sidebands 
covering the entire spectrum. Actually, the 
high-order harmonics are eliminated because 
of the selectivity of the tuned circuits (§ 2-10) 
in the transmitter, but there still is enough 
energy in the lower harmonies to extend the 
sidebands considerably. Considered from an-
other viewpoint, whenever a pulse of current 
has a steep front (or back) high frequencies 
are certain to be present. If the pulse can be 
slowed down, or caused to lag, through a suit-
able filter cirenit, the highest-order harmonics 
are filtered out. 
Key clicks— Because the high-order har-

monics exist only during the brief interval 
when the keying character is started or ended 
(when the amplitude of the keying wave is 
building up or dying down), their effects outside 
the normal communication channel are ob-
served as pulses of very short duration. These 
pulses are called key click. 

Tests have shown that practically all opera-
tors prefer to copy a signal which is " solid" 
on the " make" end of each dot or dash; i.e., 
one that does not build up too slowly but just 
slowly enough to have a slight click when the 
key is closed. The same tests indicate that the 
most pleasing and least difficult signal to copy, 
particularly at high speeds, is one that has a 
fairly soft " break" characteristic; i.e., one 
that has practically no click as the key is 
opened. A signal with heavy clicks on both 
make and break is difficult to copy at high 
speeds (and also causes considerable inter-
ference), but if it is too " soft" the dots and 
dashes will tend to run together. It is relatively 
simple to adjust the keying of a transmitter 
so that for all normal liand speeds ( 15 to 40 
w.p.m.) the readability will be satisfactory 
while the keying still will not cause interfer-
ence to receptif in of other signals near the 
frequency of the transmitter. 
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Break-in keying— In code transmission, 

there are definite intervals, between dots and 
dashes and between words, when no power is 
being radiated by the transmitter. It is possi-
ble, therefore, to allow the receiver to operate 
continuously and thus be capable of receiving 
incoming signals during the keying intervals. 

Fig. ( O2— A, shows 
plate key in g; li, screen 
grhl keying. Oscillator 
circuits are shown 
in both cases, hut 
the same keying 
methods can be used 
ith amplifier circuits. 

(6 ) fS.G. •PLATE 

This practice facilitates comniunication, be-
cause the receiving operator can signal the 
transmitting operator, by holding down the 
key of his transmitter, whenever he has failed 
to copy part of the message, and thus obtain a 
repetition of the part that is missing without 
wait ing until the end of the message. This is 
called break-in operat ion. 
Frequency stability— Keying should have 

n1) effect upon the. output frequency of a prop-
erly designed and adjusted transmitter. How-
ever, in many instances keying will cause a 
"chirp," or small frequency change, at the 
instant of closing or opening the key, which 
makes the signal difficult to read. Multistage 
transmitters keyed in a stage subsequent to 
the oscillator usually are free from this condi-
tion, unless the keying causes line-voltage 
changes which in turn affect the frequency of 
the oscillator. When the oscillator is keyed 
for break-in operation, special care must be 
taken to insure that the signal does not have 
keying chirps. 

Selecting the stage to key— It is advan-
tageous from an operating standpoint to 
design the c.w. transmitter for break-in opera-
tion. In ordinary eases this dictates that the 
oscillator be keyed, since a continuously 
running oscillator will create interference in the 
receiver and thus prevent break-in operation 
on or near the transmitter frequency. On the 
other hand, it is easier to avoid a chirpy signal 
by keying a buffer or amplifier stage. In either 
ease, the tubes following the keyed stage must 
be provided with sufficient fixed bias to limit 
the plate currents to safe values when the key 
is up and the tubes are not being excited (§ 8-9). 
Complete cut-off reduces the possibility of a 
back-wave if a stage other than the oscillator 
is keyed, but the keying waveform is not as well 
preserved and some clicks can be introduced 
even though the keyed stage itself produces 

no clicks. It is a good general rule to bias the 
tubes so that they draw a key-up plate current 
equal to about 5 per cent of the normal key-
down value. 
Keyed power — The power broken by the 

key is all i111111,11:111t enlISidl`rati011, bOth from 
the standpoint of safety for the operator and 
that of arcing at the key ci intacts. Keying the 
oscillator or a low-power stage is favorable in 
both respects. The use of a keying relay is 
highly recommencled when a high-power cir-
cuit is keyed. 

e 6-2 Keying Circuits 
Plate-circuit keying— ,% ny stage of the 

transmitter can be keyed by opening and clos-
ing the plate power circuit. Two methods are 
shown in Fig. 602. In A the key is in series 
with the negative lead from the plate power 
supply to the keyed st:tge. It could also be 
placed in the positive lead, although this is 
to be avoided whenever possible because the 
key is necessarily at the plate voltage above 
ground, and there is danger of shock unless a 
keying relay is used. 

Fig. 602-B shows the key in the screen-
supply lead of an electron-coupled oscillator. 
This can be considered to be a variation of 
plate keying. 
Both the plate a nd screen-grid keying circuits, 

A and 13 of Fig. 602. respond well to the use of 
key-click filters, and are particularly suitable 
for use with crystal and self-contri died oscilla-
tors which are operated at low plate voltage 
and power input. 

Potter-supply keying — A variation of 
plate keying, in which t he keying is introduced 
in the pu ) wer-supply syst en) itself. rather than in 
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the connections between the power supply and 
transmitter, is illustrated by the diagrams in 
Fig. 603. 

Fig. 603-A shows the use of grid-controlled 
rectifier tubes (§ 3-5) in the power supply. 
Keying is accomplished by applying suitable 
bias to the grids to cut off plate current flow 
when the key is open, and by removing the bias 
when the 1:(•y is (• losed. Since in practice this 
circuit is used only with high-powered high-
voltage supplies, a Ivell-insulated keying relay 
is a neeessity. 

Direct keying of the primary of the plate 
power transformer for the keyed stage or stages 
is shown in l'ig. 603-B. This and the method at 
A inherently have a keying lag because of the 
time constant (§ 2-6) of the smoothing filter. 
If enough filter is provided to reduce ripple to 
a low percentage ( § 8-4) the lag (§ 6-1) is too 
great to permit crisp keying at speeds above 
about 25 words per minute, although this 
type of keying is very effective in eliminat-
ing key clicks. A single-section plate-supply 
filter (§ 8-6) is about the most elaborate type 
that can be used if a reasonably good keying 
characteristic is to be achieved. 

Fig. 604 — Blocked-grid keying. 
ing resistor, shiiuld have a value 
CI may have a capacity of 0.1 
upon the keying characteristic lu 
on the performative eharacterist 
of the order of 5000 to 10,000 
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RI, the eurrent.lintit. 
of about 50,000 ohnis. 
to I afil., depending 

•-ired. R2 also depends 
dr,iretl, values tieing 
ohms in most eases. 

Blocked-grid keying— Keying may be ac-
complished by applying sufficient negative 
bias voltage to a control or suppressor grid to 
cut off plate current flow when the key is open, 
and by removing this blocking bias when the 
key is closed. The blocking bias voltage must 
be sufficient to overcome the r.f. grid volt-
age, in the ease where the bias is applied 
to the control grid, and hence must be con-
siderably higher than the nominal cut-off 
value for the tube at the operating d.c. plate 
voltage. The fundamental circuits are shown 
in Fig. 604. 

In both circuits the key is connected in 
series with a resisti,r. which limits the cur-
rent drain on t lie blocking-bias source when the 
key is closed. R2( i is a resistance-capacity filter 
(§ 2-11) for controlling the lag on make and 
break of the key circuit. The lag increases as 
the time constant (§ 2-6) of this circuit is made 
larger. Since grid current flows through R2 
when the key is closed in Fig. 604-A, additional 

operating bias is developed, hence somewhat 
less bias is needed from the regular bias supply. 
The operating and blocking biases can be ob-
tained from the same supply, if desired, by 

Grid 
eeturn 

Fig. 605 — Center-tap and cathode key in g. The conden-
sers. C, arc r.f. by-pase condensers. Their capacity is not 
critical, values of 0.001 to 0.01 dd. ordinarily being used, 

utilizing suitable taps on a voltage divider 
(§ 8-10). For circuits in which no fixed bias is 
used R2 can be the regular grid leak (§ 3-6) for 
the stage. 

With blocked-grid keying a relatively small 
direct current is broken as compared to other 
systems. Thus any sparking at the key is re-
duced. The keying characteristic (lag) readily 
can be controlled by a suitable choice of values 
for CI and 112. 
Cathode keying — Opening the d.c. circuits 

of both plate and grid simultaneously is called 
cathode keying. It is usually called center-tap 
keying with a directly heated filament-type 
tube, since in this case the key is placed in the 
filament-transformer center-tap lead. Typical 
circuits for this type of keying are shown in 
Fig. 605. 
Cathode keying results in less sparking at 

the key contacts, for the same plate power, 
as compared with keying in the plate-supply 
lead. When used with an oscillator it does not 
respond as readily to key-click filtering (§ 6-3) 
as does plate keying, but there is little differ-
ence in this respect between the two systems 
when an amplifier is keyed. 

(r. 6-3 Key-Click Reduction 

R.f. Jitters— A spark at the key contacts, 
even though minute, will cause a damped 
oscillation to be set up in the keying circuit 
which may modulate the transmitter output 
or may simply be radiated by the wiring in the 
keying circuit. Interference from the latter 
source is usually confined to the immediate 
vicinity of the transmitter, and is similar in 
nature and effects to the click which is fre-
quently heard in a receiver when an electric 
light is turned on or off. It can be minimized by 
isolating the key from the wiring by means of a 
low-pass filter (§ 2-11), which usually consists 
of an r.f. choke in each key lead, placed as close 
as possible to the key, and by-passed on the key-
ing-line side by a condenser, as shown in Fig. 
606. Suitable values must be determined by 
experiment. Choke values may range from 
2.5 to 80 millihenrys, and condenser capacities 
from 0.001 to 0.1 dd. 

This type of r.f. filter is required in nearly 
every keying installation, in addition to the 
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lag circuits which are discussed in the next 
paragraph. 
Lag circuits — A filter used to give a desired 

shape to the keying character, to eliminate 
unnecessary sidebands atol consequent inter-
ference, is called a hut circuit. In one form, 
suitable for the circuits of Figs. 602 and 605, it 
consists of a condenser across the key terminals 
and an inductance in series with one of the 
leads. This is shown in Fig. The optimum 
values of capacity and induct once must be 
found by experiment, but are not especially 
critical. If a high-voltage low-current circuit 
is being keyed a small condenser and large 
inductance will be necessary, while if a low-
voltage high-current circuit is keyed the ca-
pacity required will be high and the inductance 

Fere9 [mej Fig. 606 — ILL filter used for 
eliminating the effects of sparking 
at kcv contacts. Suitable values 
for la•st result- N. ith individual 
tran mittirs lcIii I,, tite  • 4[1 
liv e.ocriment. \ aloes for RFC 
range from 2.5 to II millihenries 

NeY and for from 0.001. to 0.1 mfd. 

small. For example, a 300-volt 6-ma. circuit 
will require about 30 henrys and 0.05 phi., 
while a 300-volt 50-ma, circuit needs about 
1 henry and 0.5 pfd. For any given circuit 
and fixed values of current and voltage, in-
creasing the inductance will reduce the clicks 
on " make" and increasing the capacity will 
reduce the clicks on " break." 

Blocked-grid keying is adjusted by changing 
the values of resistors and condensers in the 
circuit. In Fig. 604, the click on " make" is 
reduced by increasing the capacity of CI, and 
the click on break is redueed by increasing CI 
and/or 112. The values required for individual 
installations will vary with the amount of 
blocking voltage and the grid current. The 
constants given in Fig. 604 will serve as a first 
approxi motion. 
Tube keying — A tube keyer is a convenient 

adjunct to the transmitter, because it allows 
the keying characteristic to be adjusted easily 
without necessitating condenser and induct-
ance values which may not be readily availa-
ble. It uses the plate resistance of a tube (or 
tubes in parallel to replace the key in a plate 
or cathode circuit, the keyer tube (or tubes) 
being keyed by the blocked-grid method 
( § 6-2). A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 608. 
Type 45 tubes are suitable because of their 
low plate resistance and consequent small 
voltage drop between plate and cathode. 
When a tube keyer is used to replace the key 
in a plate or cathode circuit, the power output 
of the stage will be somewhat reduced because 
of the voltage drop across the keyer tube, 
but this can be compensated for by a slight 
increase in the supply voltage. The use of a 
tube keyer makes the key itself entirely safe to 
handle, since the high resistance in series with 
the key and blocking voltage prevents possible 
danger of shock through contact with high-
voltage circuits. 
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Fig. 607— Lag circuit used for 
shaping the in g character to 
eliminate ininecc,sary sidebands. 
Actual values for any given circuit 
niu-t he determined hy experiment, 
and may range from 1 to 30 henries 
for I. and from 0.115 to 0.5 dd. for 
C, depending on the keyed current. 

6-4 Checking Transmitter Keying 

Clicks — Transmitter keying can be checked 
by listening to the signal on a superhetero-
dyne receiver. The antenna should be discon-
nected, so that the receiver does not overload, 
and, if necessary, the r.f. gain may be reduced 
as well. Listening with the beat oscillator and 
a.v.c. off, the keying should be adjusted so 
that a slight click is heard as the key is closed 
but practically none can be heard when the key 
is released. When the keying constants have 
been adjusted to meet this condition, the 
clicks will be about optimum for all normal 
amateur work. li the clicks are too pronounced, 
they will cause interference with other ama-
teur transmissions, and possibly to nearby 
broadcast receivers. 
Chirps — Keying chirps (instability) may 

be checked by tuning in the signal or one of 
its harmonics on the highest frequency range 
of the receiver and listening with the b.f.o. 
on and the a.v.c. off. The gain should be suffi-
cient to give moderate signal strength, but 
it should be low enough to preclude the possi-
bility of overloading. Adjust the tuning to 
give a low-frequency beat note and key the 
transmitter. Any chirp introduced by the 
keying adjustment will be readily apparent. 
Listening to a harmonic will magnify the effeet 
of any instability by the order of the har-
monic, and thus make it more perceptible. 

Oscillator keying— The keying of an ampli-
fier is relatively straightforward and requires 
no special treatment, but a few additional pre-

To Creme' 
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cautions will will be found necessary with oscillator 
keying. Any oscillator, either self-excited or 
crystal, will key well if it will oscillate at low 
plate voltages (of the order of one or two volts) 
and if its change in frequency with plate-volt-
age change is negligible. A crystal oscillator 
will oscillate at low plate voltages if a regenera-
tive type of circuit such as the Tri-tet or grid-
plate (§ 4-3) is used and if an r.f. choke is con-
nected in series with the grid leak, to reduce 
loading on the crystal. Crystal oscillators of 
this type generally are free from chirp unless 
there is a relatively large air-gap between the 
crystal and top plate of the crystal holder, as is 
the case with a variable-frequency crystal set 
at the high-frequency end of its range. 

Self-controlled oscillators can be made to 
meet the same requirements by using a high 
C.1, ratio in the tank circuit, low plate and 
screen currents, and judicious feed-back ad-
justment (§ 3-7). A self-controlled oscillator 
intended to be keyed should be designed for 
good keying rather than maximum output. 
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Stages following keying— When a keying 

filter is being adjusted, the stages following 
the keyed tube should be made inoperative by 
removing the plate voltage. This facilitates 
monitoring the keying without the introduc-
tion of additional effects. The following stages 
should then be added, one at a time, checking 
the keying after each addition. An increase 
in click intensity (for the same carrier strength) 
indicates that the clicks are being added in 
the stages following the one being keyed. 
The fixed bias on such stages should be suffi-
cient to reduce the idling plate current (no 
excitation) to a low value, but not to zero. 
Under these conditions, any instability or 
tendency toward parasitic oscillations, either 
of which can adversely affect the keying char-
acteristic, usually will evidence itself. 
Monitoring of keying — Most operators 

find a keying monitor helpful in developing 
and maintaining a good " fist," especially if a 
"bug" or semi-automatic key is used. While 
several types have been devised, the most 
popular consists of an audio oscillator the out-
put of which is coupled to the receiver loud 
speaker or headphones, and which is keyed 
simultaneously with the transmitter. Fig. 609 
shows the circuit diagram of a simple keying-
monitor oscillator. The plate voltage, as well 
as the heater voltage, is supplied by a 6.3-volt 
filament transformer. One section of the 
6F8(1 dual triode is used as the rectifier to sup-
ply d.c. for the plate of the second section, 
which is used as the oscillator. A change in the 
value of \sill alter the output tone. The out-
put terminal labeled Gnd should be connected 
directly to the receiver chassis, while P1 should 
be connected to the " hot" side of the head-
phones. Shunting of the 'phones by the oscil-
lator may cause some loss of volume on re-
ceived signals, unless the coupling capacity. C3, 
is made sufficiently small. However, the capac-

Fig. 608 — Vact lllll i•tube kever circuit. The voltage 
drop across the tubes w ill lie approximately 90 volts w ith 
the two Tvpe 45 tubes shown, when the keyed current 
is 100 milliamperes. More tubes can be connected in par-
allel to reduce the drop. Suggested values are as follows: 

CI — 2-pfd. 600-volt paper. 
C2 — 0.003.pfd. mica. 
Ca — 0.005.mfd.  • a. 
Ht — 0.25 megolim„ 2 watt. 
R2 — 50,000 ohms, 10 watt. 
113, 114 — 5 megoluns. ?./2" watt. 
Ra — 0.5 megohm, 2 watt. 

Sw2— 1-circuit 3-position rotary switch. 
— Power transfii llllllll 325 volts each side of center-

tap, with 5-volt and 2.5-volt filament windings. 

A wider range of lag adjustment can be obtained by 
using additional resistors and condensers. Suggested 
values of capacity, in addition to C2 and Cs, are 0.001 
and 0.002 mfd. Resistors in addition to R2 could be 2, 2, 3 
and 5 megoluns. More switch positions will be required. 

/41 
6F8G 

3 
Fig. 600 — :in•Itit diagram of a ke)ing monitor of the 
audio.,,veilia t, ir tv pe, with self-contaitied power supply 

Cm — 25-mfil. 25-volt electrolytic. 
C2 — 250-mmfd. mica. 
C3— Approximately (1.01 mfd. (see text). 
lit — 0.15 megohin, , ii at t. 
112— Approximatel) 0.1 megolun, 1 watt (.‘ce text). 
Ti — 6.3-volt 1-ampere filament traii4ornier. 
T2— Small audio transformer, interstage t) pe. 

ity should he made large enough to provide 
good transfer of the oscillator signal. 

If the transmitter oscillator is keyed for 
break-in, the keying terminals of the oscillator 
may be connected in parallel with those of the 
transmitter. With cathode keying, terminals 1 
and 2 will be connected across the key, with 
terminal 2 going to the ground side of the key. 
With blorked-grid keying, terminals 2 and 3 
go to the key and a resistance of 0.1 megolim 
or so is inserted ill series with terminal 3. 

Electronic keys— Several electronic circuits 
have been devised for producing automatic 
dots and dashes. A typical example is shown in 
Fig. 610. The values provide for a maximum 
speed of 60 w.p.m. with a 300-volt supply. R1 
and R2 SliOUld be of the saine type and ganged 
to form the speed control. To adjust for proper 
operation, ground the right cathode and adjust 
R7 until the left plate current is zero. Do the 
same thing with the sections reversed, biasing 
the right section to cut-off temporarily. Adjust 
R5 until the plate voltages are equal. Return 
the circuit to normal and check the average 
plate voltages with the key on the " dot" side. 
If they are unequal, adjust a fixed resistor con-
nected in series with RI or R2 until they are 
equal. On dashes, the plate voltage of the right 
section should drop one-third and that of the 
left section should inerease by one-third. Ad-
just the size of C3 Until this enlIditiOn is met. 
(See QST for March, 1941.) 

Fig. 610— A multivibraton•type dertronie key. 
CI, C2 — 0.005 -pfd. 

mica. 
C3 0.01-pfd. 400- •El 

volt paper. 
C4 — 0.01 — isp-

proximately . 
112 — 2-megolun 

variable (see 
text). 

113, 114 — 50,000 ohms, 
•2 watt. 

115 — 3000 ohms (or 
resistance 
equal to re-
sistance of 
By). 

Re — 0.25 megolim, 
M watt. 

112 — 75,000 ohms, 
watt. 

11y — Sensitive relay 
(Eby). 

RI, 
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41 7-1 Elements of Receiving Systems 

Basic requirements— The purpose of a 
radio receiving system is to abstract energy 
from passing radio waves and convert it into 
a form which conveys the intelligence con-
tained in the transmitted signal. The receiver 
also must be able to select a desired signal and 
eliminate those not wanted. The fundamental 
processes involved are those of amplification 
and detection. 
Detect — The high frequencies used for 

radio signaling are yell beyond the audio-
frequency range ( § 2-7), and therefore cannot 
be used to actuate a loudspeaker directly. Nei-
ther can they be used to operate other devices, 
such as relays, by means of which a message 
might be transmit ted. The process of convert-
ing a modulated radio-frequency wave to a 
usable hiw frequency, called detection or de-
modulation, is essentially that of rectification 
(§ 3-1). The modulated carrier (..§ 5-1) is there-
by converted to a uni(lirectional current, the 
amplitude of which will vary at the same rate 
as the modulation. These low-frequency varia-
tions are readily amplified, and can be applied 
to the headphones, loudspeaker or other form 
of electromechanical device. 
Code signals — The dots and dashes of code 

(c.w.) transmissions are rectified as described, 
but in themselves can produce no audible tone 
in the headphones or loudspeaker because they 
are of constant amplitude. For aural reception 
it is necessary to introduce a second radio fre-
quency, differing from the signal frequency by 
a suitable audio frequency, into the detector 
circuit to produce an audible beat (§ 2-13). 
The frequency difference, and hence the beat 
note, is generally of the order of 500 to 1000 
cycles, since these tones are within the range 
of optimum response of both the ear and the 
headset. If the source of the second radio 
frequency is a separate oscillator, the system 
is known as heterodyne reception; if the de-
tector itself is made to oscillate and produce 
the second frequency, it is known as an auto-
dyne detector. 
Amplification — To build up weak signals 

to usable output level, modern receivers em-
ploy considerable amplification — often of the 
order of hundreds of thousands of times. Am-
plifiers are used at the frequency of the incom-
ing signal (r.f. ampliliirs), after detection (a.f. 
amplifiers), and, in superheterodyne receivers, 
at one or more intermediate radio frequencies 

amplifiers). III and if. amplifiers practi-
cally always employ tuned circuits. 

Types of receirers— Receivers may vary 
in complexity from a simple detector with no 
amplification to multi-tube arrangements hav-
ing amplification at several different radio 
frequencies as well as at audio frequency. A 
regenerative detector (§ 7-4) with or without 
audio-frequency amplification (§ 7-5) is known 
as a regenerative receiver; if the detector is pre-
ceded by one or more tuned r.f. amplifier 
stages (§ 7-6), the combination is known as 
a t.r.f. (tuned radio frequency) receiver. The 
superheterodyne receiver (§ 7-8) employs r.f. am-
plification at a fixed intermediate frequency 
as well as at the frequency of the signal itself, 
the latter being converted by the heterodyne 
process to the intermediate frequency. 
At very-high frequencies the superregenera-

tive detector (§ 7-4), usually with audio ampli-
fication, is used in the superregenerative re-
ceiver or superregenerator, providing large am-
plification of weak signals with simple circuit 
arran ge men Ls. 

41 7-2 Receiver Characteristics 

Sensitivity — Sensitivity is defined as the 
• strength of the signal ( usually expressed in 
microvolts) which must be applied to the input 
terminals of the receiver to produce a specified 
audio-frequency power output at the loud-
speaker or headphones (§ 7-5). It is a measure 
of the amidification or gain of the receiver. 
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Fig. 701 — Selectivity curve of a modern superhet-
erodyne receiver. Relative response is plotted against 
deviations above and below the r,,,mianee frequenc:,. 
The scale at the left is in terms of voltage ratios; 
the corresponding decibel steps are shown at the right. 
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Signal-to-noise ratio— Every receiver gen-

erates some noise of a hiss- like character, and 
signals weaker than the noise cannot be sepa-
rated from it no matter how much amplifica-
tion is used. This relation between noise and a 
weak signal is expresse ,l by the term signal-la-
noise ratio. It can be defined in various ways, 
one simple way being to give it as the ratio of 
signal power output to noise output from the 
receiver at a speeified value of modulated car-
rier voltage applied to the input terminals. 
The hiss- like noise mentioned above is in-

herent in the circuits and tubes of the receiver, 
and its amplitude depends upon the selectivity 
of the receiver. The greater the selectivity the 
smaller the noise, other things being equal 
(§ 7-6). In addition to inherent receiver noise, 
atmospheric electricity ( natural " static") and 
electrical devices in the vicinity of the receiver 
also cause noise which adver-sely affects the 
signal-to-noise ratio. 

Selectivity — Selectivity is the ability of a 
receiver to discriminate against signals of fre-
quencies differing from that of the desired sig-
nal. The over-all selectivity will depend upon 
the selectivity of the individual tuned circuits 
and the number of such circuits. 
The selectivity of a receiver is shown graph-

ically by drawing a curve which gives the ratio 
of signal strength required at various frequen-
cies off re:Son:Woe to tlie signal strength at 
resonance, to give constant output. A resonance 
curve of this type ( taken on a typical com-
munications-type superheterodyne receiver) is 
shown in Fig. 701. The ha wl- width is the width 
of the resonance curve ( in cycles or kilocy-
cles) of a receiver at a specified ratio; in Fig. 
701, the band-widths are indicated for ratios 
of response of 2 and 10 (" 2 times down" and 
'10 times down"). 

Selectivity for signals within a few kilocycles 
of the desired-signal frequency is called adja-
cent-chaund select ivity, to distinguish it from 
the discrimination against signals considerably 
removed frimi the desiregl frequency. 

Stability — The stability of a receiver is its 
ability to give constant output, over a period 
of time, from a signal of constant strength 
and frequency. Primarily, it means the ability 
to stay tuned to a given signal. However, a 
receiver which at some settings of its controls 
has a tendency to break into oscillation, or 
"howl," also is said to be unstable. 

Tlie stability of a receiver is affected prin-
cipally by temperature variations, supply-volt-
age changes, and constructional features of a 
mechanical nature. 

Fidelity — Fidelity is the relative ability of 
the receiver to reproduce in its output the 
mialulation ( keying, ' plaine, etc.) carried by 
the incoming signal. For exact reproduction 
the band-width must be great enough to ac-
commodate the highest modulation frequency 
transmitted, and the relative amplitudes of the 
various frequency components within the band 
must not be changed in the output. 
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Fig. 702 — Simplified and practical diode detector 
circuits. A, the elementary half-,save diode detector; 
B, a practical circuit, with r.f. filtering and audio output 
coupling; C, full-wave diode detector, with out liut cou-
pling indicated. The circuit, L2(.1. is tuned to the signal 
frequency; ty ',kid values for C,2 and R1 in A and 13 are 
250 pmfd. and 25(.,000 (dun,. re,pretivelz iii H. C2 and 
Ca are 100 ppfd. cad': RI, 50,000 ohms: and I. 250.000 
ohms. C4 is 0.1 aftl. and Ra may be 0.5 to 1 'needn't. 

E. 7-3 Detectors 

Characteristics — The important charac-
teristics of a detector are its sensitivity, fidelity 
or linearity, resistance or impedance, and sig-
nal-handling capability. 

Detector sensitivity is the ratio of audio-
frequency output to radio-frequency input. 
Linearity is a measure of the ability of the 
detector to reproduce, as an audio frequency, 
the exact form of the modulation on the in-
coming signal. The resistance or im pedance of 
the detector is important in circuit design, 
since a relatively low resistance means that 
power is consumed in the detector. The signal-
lit: wiling ea pa Iii'! it y means the ability of the 
detector tu accept signals of a specified ampli-
tude without overloading. 
Diode detectors — The simplest detector is 

the diode rectifier. Circuits for both half-wave 
and full-wave (§ S-3) diodes are given in Fig. 
702. The simplified half-wave circuit at 702-A 
includes the r.f. tuned circuit, L2C1, a coupling 
coil, LI, from which the r.f, energy is fed to 
L2C1, and the diode. D, with its load resist-
ance, RI, and by-pass condenser. C2. The flow 
of rectified r.f. current through Hi causes a d.c. 
voltage to develop across its terminals, and 
this voltage varies with the modulation on the 
signal. The — and signs show the polarity 
of the voltage. The variation in amplitude of 
the r.f. signal with modulation causes corre-
sponding variations in the value of the d.e. 
voltage across RI. The load resistor. Pi. usually 
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because the midpoint of L2 is at the same poten-
tial as the cathode, or " ground" for r.f. 
The reactance of C2 must be small compared 

to the resistance of R1 at the radio frequency 
being rectified, but at audio frequencies must 
be relatively large compared to R1 (§ 2-8, 2-13). 
This condition is satisfied by the values shown. 
If the capacity of C2 is too huge, response at the 
higher audio frequencies will be lowered. 
Compared with other detectors, the sensitiv-

ity of the diode is low. Since the diode con-
sumes power. the Q of the tuned circuit is 
reduced, bringing about a reduction in selectiv-
ity (§ 2-10). The linearity is good, however, 
and the signal-handling capability is high. 

Grid-leak detectors — The grid-leak de-
tector is a combination diode rectifier and 
audio-frequency amplifier. In the circuit of 
Fig. 704-A, the grid corresponds to the dinde 
plate and the rectifying action is exactly the 
same as just described. The d.c. voltage from 
rectified-current flow through the grid leak, R1, 
biases the grid negatively with respect to cath-
ode, and the audio-frequency variations in 
voltage across R1 are amplified through the 
tube just as in a normal al. amplifier. In the 
plate circuit, 113 is t he plate load resistance 
(§ 3-3) and C3 is a 14-pass condenser to elim-

(A) 
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Fig. 703 — Diagrams showing the detection process. 

has a rather high value of resistance, so timt a 
fairly large voltage will develop from a small 
rectified-current flow. 
The progress of the signal through the de-

tector or rect ifier is shown in Fig. 703. A typi-
cal modulated signal as it exists in the tuned 
circuit is shown at A. When applied to the 
rectifier tube, current flows from plate to cath-
ode only during t he part of the r.f. cycle when 
the plate is positive with respect to the cath-
ode, so that the output of t he rectifier consists 
of half-cycles of r.f. still modulated as in the 
original signal. These current " pulses" flow 
in the load circuit comprised of RI and C2, the 
resistance of /?.1 and the capacity of C2 being so 
proportioned that C2 charges to the peak value 
of the reetilied voltage on each pulse and re-
tains enough charge between pulses so that the 
voltage across RI is smoothed out, as shown in 
C. C2 thus acts as a filter for the radio-fre-
quency component of the out put of the recti-
fier, leaving a d.c. component which varies in 
the same way as the modulation on the original 
signal. When this varying d.c. voltage is ap-
plied to a following amplifier through a cou-
pling condenser (('4 in Fig. 702-B), only the 
variations in voltage are transferred, so that 
the final output signal is a.c., as shown in D. 

In the circuit at 702-B, RI and C2 have been 
divided for the purpose of providing a more 
effective filter for r.f. It is important to prevent 
the appearance of any r.f. voltage in the output 
of the detector, because it may cause overload-
ing of a succeeding amplifier tube. The audio-
frequency variations can be transferred to 
another circuit through a coupling condenser, 
Cey in Fig. 702, to a load resistor, R3, which 
usually is a " potentiometer" (§ 8-10) so that 
the volume can be adjusted to a desired level. 
The full-wave diode circuit at 702-C differs in 

operation from the half-wave circuit only in that 
both halves of the r.f. cycle are utilized. The full-
'ave circuit has the advantage that very little 

r.f. voltage appears across the load resistor, 

•8 
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Pia. 704 — Grid-leak detector circuits, A, trimle; B, pen-
tode. A tetrode may he used in the circuit of B by 
neglecting the suiiiire,•or-grid connection. Transformer 
coupling may be ,S111,,titutrd for resistance muffling in 
A, or a high-inductance choke may replace the plate 
resistor in ft. Lot5 is a circuit tuned to the signal fre-
quelleV. The grid leak, connected directly 
front grid to cathode instead of 41 1. 1, SS the grid condense.r 
as shown. The operation with either connection will be 
the same. Representative values for components are: 

Component Circuit .4 Circuit It 

C2 

C3 
C4 
Ca 
RI 
R2 
Ra 
R4 

109 to 250 gg fil. 
0.001 to 0.002 µfd. 
0.1 pfd. 

1 to 2 megoluns. 
50,000 ohms. 

Audio tranafortner. 

1110 to 250 gall. 
250 to 500 add. 
0.1 ufd. 
0.5 dd. or larger. 
1 to 5 'negotiate. 
100.000 tu 250.090 ohms. 
50.900 ohms. 
20,000 ohms. 

500-henry choke. 

The plate voltage in A should be about 50 volts for 
best sensitivity. In B, the screen voltage si H be 
about 30 volts and the plate voltage from 100 to 250. 
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mate r.f. in the output circuit. C4 is the output 
coupling condenser. With a triode, the load 
resistor, R2, may be replaced by an audio 
transformer. T, in which case C4 is not used. 

Since audio amplification is added to recti-
fication, the grid-leak detector has consider-
ably greater sensitivity than the diode. The 
sensitivity can be further increased by using 
a screen-grid tube instead of a triode, as at 
704-B. The operation is equivalent to that 
of the triode circuit. The screen by-pass con-
denser, C5, should have low reactance (§ 2-8, 
2-13) for both radio and audio frequencies. R3 
and R4 constitute a voltage divider (§ 8-10) 
from the plate supply to furnish the proper 
d.c. voltage to the screen. In both circuits, C2 
must have low r.f. reactance and high a.f. 
reactance compared to the resistance of Ri; 
the same applies to C3 with respect to R2. 
Because of the high plate resistance of the 

screen-grid tube (§ 3-5), transformer coupling 
from the plate circuit of a screen-grid detector 
is not satisfactory. An impedance (L in Fig. 
704-B) can be used in place of a resistor, with a 
gain in sensitivity because a high value of load 
impedance can be developed with lit tle loss of 
plate voltage as compared to the voltage drop 
through a resistor. The coupling coil, L2, for a 
screen-grid detector should have an inductance 
of the order of 300 to 500 henrys. 
The sensitivity of the grid-leak detector is 

higher than that of any other type. Like the 
diode, it " loads" the tuned circuit and reduces 
its selectivity. The linearity is rather poor, and 
the signal-handling capability is limited. 

Plate detectors— The plate detector is 
arranged so that rectification of the r.f. signal 
takes place in the plate circuit of the tube, 
as contrasted to the grid rectification just de-
scribed. Sufficient negative bias is applied to 
the grid to bring the plate current nearly to the 
cut-off point, so that the application of a signal 
to the grid circuit causes an increase in average 
plate current. The average plate current fol-
lows the changes in signal amplitude in a 
fashion similar to the rectified current in a 
diode detector. 

Circuits for triodes and pentodes are given 
in Fig. 705. C3 is the plate by-pass condenser, 
R1 is the cathode resistor which provides the 
operating grid bias (§ 3-6), and C2 is a by-pass 
for both radio and audio frequencies across RI 
(§ 2-13). R2 is the plate load resistance (§ 3-3), 
across which a voltage appears as a result of 
the rectifying action described above. C 4 is the 
output coupling condenser. In the pentode 
circuit at B, R3 and R4 form a voltage divider 
to supply the proper potential (about 30 volts) 
to the screen, and C3 is a by-pass condenser 
between screen and cathode. CS must have low 
reactance for both radio and audio frequencies. 

In general, transformer coupling from the 
plate circuit of a plate detector is not satisfac-
tory, because the plate impedance even of a 
triode is very high when the bias is set near the 
plate-current cut-off point (§ 3-2, 3-3). 1m-
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Fig. 705 — Circuits for lidie detect" . A, triodi.; 157, 
pentode. Tile input circuit, LICI, is tuned to the signal 
frequeney. Ty tbieal values for the other constants are•. 

Component Circuit .4 Circuit It 

C2 0.5 gM. or larger. 
1C3 0.001 to 0.002 gfd. 
C4 0.1 pfd. 
C5 
It ] 25,000 to 150.0(10 ohms. 

l)2 50,000 to 100.000 Aunt. 
112 

R4 

0.5 p fd. or larger. 
250 to 300 pp rd. 
0.1 p fd 
0.5 pfd. or larger. 
10.000 to 20,0011 "Ion, 

100.00(1 to 2314000 oboe.. 
50.1.1110 ohms. 

20,0110 ohm, 

Plate voltages from 100 to 250 volts may he tg:ed. 
Effective screen voltage in B should be about 30 volts. 

pedance coupling may be used in place of the 
resistance coupling shown in Fig. 705. The 
sanie order of inductance is required as with the 
screen-grid detector described previously. 
The plate detector is more sensitive than 

the diode since there is some amplifying action 
in the tube, but less so than the grid-leak de-
tector. It will handle considerably huger sig-
nals than the grid-leak detector, but is not 
quite so tolerant in this respect as the diode. 
Linearity, with the self-biased circuits shown, 
is good. Up to the overload point the detector 
takes no power front the tuned circuit, and 
so does not affect its Q and selectivity (§ 

Infinite-impedance detector— The circuit 
of Fig. 706 combines the high signal-handling 
capabilities of the diode detector with low 
distortion (good linearity), and, like the plate 
detector, does not load the tuned circuit to 
which it is connected. The circuit resembles. 
that of the plate detector, except that the load 
resistance, RI, is connected between cathode 
and grmind and thus is common to both grid 
and plate circuits, giving negative feed-back 
for the audio frequencies. The cathode resistor 
is by-passed for r.f. (C1) but not for audio 
(§ 2-13), while the plate circuit is by-passed 
to ground for both audio and radio frequencies. 
R2 forms, with C3, an RC filter (§ 2-11) to iso-
late the plate front the " B" supply at a.f. 
The plate current is very low at no signal, 

increasing with signal as in the case of the 
plate detector. The voltage drop across let 
similarly increases with signaL, because of the 
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increased plate current. Because of this and 
the fart t hat the initial drop across R1 is large, 
the grid cannot le driven positive with respect 
to the cathode by the signal, hence no grid 
current can be drawn. 

L. 
R írnpst S 
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titi. 7eir, - infinite- 1m ,dance linear detector. 
•flie input circuit, tuned to the signal fre-
iitiene. Meal values for die other constants are: 

0.1.3 ine2olon. 
0.3 mfil. — 25.01111 'ohm ,. 

:., 11.1 ,b1. 112 — 11.23-me golun volume eiintrol. 

1 tube ha%ing a inedinin amplification factor (about 
-botibl be used. Plate voltage should be 250 volts. 

C. 7-4 Regenerative Detectors 

Circuits - by providing controllable r.f. 
feed-back or regeneration (§ 3-3) in a triode or 
pentode deteet or circuit, the incoming signal 
cati be amplified many times, thereby greatly 
increasing the sensitivity of the detector. 
Regeneration also increases t he effective Q of 
the (' irettit, and lience increases the selectivity 
§ 2-10) by virtue of the fact that the maxi-
mum regenerative atnplification takes place 
only at the frequeney to which the circuit is 
t mid. The grid-leak type of detector is most 
suitable for the purpose. Except for the re-
generative conmeel ¡ tin, tlte circuit values are 
bletti irai with those previously described for 
this type of detector, and the same considera-
tions apply. The am‘nint of regeneration must 
be controllable, because maxi not m regenerative 
amplification is secured at the critical point 
wht•re the eireuit is just about. to oscillate 
(§ 3-7) and the critival ptiint in turn depends 
upon circuit conditions, %Odell may vary with 
the frequency to which the detector is tuned. 

fig. 707 shows the cireuits of regenerative 
deteetors of various types. The circuit of A 
is for a triode tube, with a variable by-pass 
condenser, Cs, in the plate circuit to control 
regeneration. When the rapacity is small the 
tube nb,es not regenerate, but as it increases 
towar,1 maximum its reavta rice (§ 2-8) becomes 
smaller until a critical value is reached where 
there is sufficient feed-back to cause oscillation. 
If L2 and L3 are wound end-to-end in the same 
direction, the plate connection is to the out-
side of the plate or " tickler" coil, L3, when the 
grid connection is to the outside of L2. 
Th, , ircuit of B is for a screen-grid tube, re-

genia.at i‘ai being it by adjustment of 
the sereen-grid voltage. The tickler, Ls, is in 
the plate eircuit. The portion of the control 
resistor bet ween the rotating contact and 
gr, mild is by-passed by a large condenser 
10.5 pfd. or more) to filter out scratching noise 
when the arm is rotated f§ 2-11). The feed-

back is adjusted by varying the number of 
turns on 1.3 or the coupling (§ 2-11) between L2 
and /4, until the tube just goes into oscillation 
at a screen voltage of approximately 30 volts. 

Circuit C is identical with B in principle of 
operation, except that the oscillating circuit is 
of the Hartley type (§ 3-7). Since the screen 
and plate are in parallel for r.f. in this circuit, 
only a small amount of " tiekler" — that is, 
relatively few turns between the cathode tap 
and ground — is required for oscillzition. 
Adjustment for smooth regeneration —  

The ideal regeneration control would permit 
the detector to go into and out of oscillation 
smoothly, would have no effect on the fre-
quency of oscillation, and w• odd give the same 
value of regeneration regardless of frequency 
and the loading on t he circuit. In praetice, the 
effects of loading, particularly t he loading t hat 
occurs when the detector circuit is coupled to 
an antenna, are difficult to overcome. Like-
wise, the regeneration is affected by the 
frequency to which the grid circuit is tuned. 

In all circuits it is best to wind the tickler at 
the ground or cathode end of t Ile grid coil, and 
to use as few turns on the tickler as will allow 
the detector to oseillate easily over the whole 
tuning range at the plate ( and screen, if a 
pentode) voltage which gives maximum sen-
sitivity. Should the tube break into ()still:aim' 
suddenly as the regeneration rout il ti is ad-
vanced. making a click, the ot iera non often can 
be made smoother by el,;,11gbig the grid-
leak resistance to a higher or lower value. The 
wrong grid leak plus tto-Iligh plate and screen 
voltage are the most frequent causes of lack 
of smoothness in going into oscillation. 
Antenna coupling — If the detector is 

coupled to an antenna, slight changes in the 
antenna constants I aS Whelk the Wire swings in 
a breeze) affert the frequency of the oscilla-
tions generated, and thereby the beat fre-
quency when c.w. signals are being received. 
The tighter the antenna coupling is made, the 
greater will be the feed-baek required or the 
higher will be the voltage necessary to make 
the detector oscillate. The antenna eoupling 
should be the maximum that will allow the 
detector to go into oscillation smoothly with 
the correct voltages on the tube. If capacity 
coupling (§ 2-11) to the grid end of the coil is 
used, only a very small amount of ca parity 
will be needed to couple to the antenna. 
Increasing the capavity increases the coupling. 
At frequencies where the antenna system is 

resonant the absorption of energy from the 
oscillating detector circuit will be greater, with 
the consequence that more regeneration is 
needed. In extreme cases it may not be possible 
to make the detector osoillate with normal 
voltages, causing so-ealled " dead spots." The 
remedy for this is to loosen t he antenna cou-
pling to the point which permit s normal oscilla-
tion and smooth regeneration control. 
Body capacity — A regetterative tletector 

oceasionally shows a tendency to change Ire-
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quency slightly as the hand is moved near the 
dial. This condition (body capacity) can be 
caused by poor design of the receiver, or by 
the antenna if the detector is coupled directly 
to it. If body capacity is present when the 
antenna is disconnected, it can be eliminated 
by better sit kb ling, and sometimes by r. f. 
filtering of the 'phone leads. Body capacity 
which is present only when the antenna is 
connected is caused by resonance effects in 
the antenna, which tend to cause a portion of a 
standing yave (§ 2-12) of r.f. voltage to 
appear on the ground lead and thus raise the 
whide detector circuit above ground potential. 
A good, short ground connection should be 
made to the receiver and the length of the 
;tu tenna Varied electrically ( by adding a small 
coil or variable cinelenser in the an lead) 
until the effect is minimized. Loosening the 
colliding to the antenna circuit also will help. 
Hum— Hunt :tt the power-supply frequency 

may be present in a regenerative detector, es-
pecially when it is used in an oscillating condi-
tion for c.w. reception, even though the plate 
supply itself is free from ripple (§ 8-4). The 
hum may result front the use of a.c. on the tube 
heater, but effects of this type normally are 
troublesome only when the circuit of Fig. 707-C 
is used, and then only at 11 Mc. and higher fre-
quencies. Connecting ono side of the heater 
supply to ground, or grounding the center-tap 
of the heater transformer winding, is good 
practice to reduce hunt, and the heater wiring 
should be kept as far as possible from the rd. 
circuits. 
House wiring, if of the " open" type, will 

have a rather extensive electrostatic field 
which may cause hum if the detector tube, 
grid lead, and grid condenser and leak are not 
electrostatically shielded. This type of hum 
is easily recognizable beca ; Ise of its rather high 
pitch, a result of harmonies (§ 2-7) in the 
power-supply system. The hum is caused by a 
species of grid modulation (§ 5-4). 
Antenna resonance effects frequently cause 

a hum of the same nature as that just de-
scribed which is most intense at the various 
resonance points, and hence varies with tuning. 
For this reason it is called tunable hum. It is 
prone to occur with a rectified a.c. plate supply 
(§8-1) when a standing wave effect of the 
type described in the preceding paragraph 
occurs, and is associated with the non-linear-
ity of the rectifier tube in the plate supply. 
Elimination of antenna resonance effects as 
described and by-passing the rectifier plates to 
cathode (using by-pass condensers of the order 
of 0.001 dd.) usnally will cure it. 
Tuning — For c.w. reception, the regenera-

tion control is advanced until the detector 
breaks into a " hiss," which indicates that the 
detector is oscillating. Further advancing the 
regeneration control after the detector starts 
oscillating will result in a slight decrease in 
the strength of the hiss, indicating that the 
sensitivity of the detector is decreasing. 

The proper adjustment of the regeneration 
control for best reception of c.w. signals is 
where the detector just starts to oscillate, when 
it will be found that c.w. signals ca it he tuned 
in and will give a tone with ('titi,sigt la I depend-
ing on the setting of the tuning cunt rol. As t he 
rereiver is tuned thniugh a sigila I the tone first 
will be heard as a very high pituh. then will go 
down t it r nigh " zero beat " t he region where the 
frequencies of the incoming signal and the os-
cillating detector are ncarly alike that the 
difference or beat is less 11010 the low est audible 
tone) and rise again on the other side, finally 
disappearing ata very high pitch. This behavior 
is shown in Fig. 70s. It will he found that a 
low-pitched beat-note cannot be obtained from 
a strong signal because the detector '' itti ii i" 
or " blocks"; that is, the signal tends to ( lad rol 
the detector in such a way that the lat ter os-
cillates at the signal frequency, despite the 
fact that the circuit may not be t uned 
to resonance. This phenomenon, connmonly 
observed when an oscillator is coupled to a 
source of a. e. voltage of approximately the 

Rif:Input 

RFC = 
1110001 

A ' Output 

•8 

Pf Input 
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Fig. 707— Triode and pentode regencrati% e detector 
circuits. The input circuit, MCI, is tuned to the ,1:11111 
frequency. The grid condenser, Cs, should lia,  sable 
of about. 100 pad. in all circuits; the grid leak, iti, 
may range in value from 1 to 5 mcgolims. The tiekier—ii. 
L3, ordinarily will have from 10 to 25 per Cent of tlie 
number of turns on L3; in C, II1C cathode tail about If) 

per cent of the number of turns on gro ttttt 1. 
Regeneration control condenser C3 in \ 1.111,1 haVe a 
maximum capacitv of 100 mafil. or in-,'.-pass con-
densers C3 in B and C are likewise 100 mm fd. Cr. I., ordi-
narily 1 pfd. or more; Rs, a 50,1100-dszu potent' 'ter; 

R3, 50,000 to 100,000 ohms. L4 in it (I.:, in C) is a 500. 
henry inductance, Ca is 0.1 pfd. in both eireuits. Ti in A 
is a conventional audio transformer for coupling from 
the plate of a tribe to a following grid. RFC is 2.:; nth. 
In A, the plate voltage should be about 50 volts for 
best sensitivity. Pentode circuits require about 30 volts 
on the screen; plate voltage may be 100 to 250 volts. 

_ 
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Fig. 708 — As the tuning dial of a receiver is turned 
past a c.w. signal, the beat-note varies front a high tone 
down through -zero beat- (no audible frequency differ-
ence) and ban up to a high tone, as si 'n at À, 11 and 
C. The curve is a graphical representation of the action. 
Th. I., i Aists past 0000 or 10,000 cycles but usually as 
not heard because of the limitations of the audio system. 

frequency at which the oscillator is operating, 
is called " locking-in"; the nuire stable of the 
two frequencies assumes control over the other. 
" Blocking" usually can be corrected by ad-
vancing the regeneration control until the 
beat- note occurs again. If the regenerative 
detector is preceded by an r.f. amplifier stage, 
the blocking can lie eliminated by reducing the 
gain of the r.f. stage. If the detector is coupled 
to an antenna, the blocking condition can be 
eliminated by advancing the regeneration 
control or loosening the antenna coupling. 
The point just after the receiver starts oscil-

lating is the most. sensitive condition for e.w. 
reception. Further advancing the regenera-
tion control makes the receiver less prone to 
blocking by strong signals, but also less capable 
of receiving weak signals. 

If the receiver is in the or:cillating condition 
and a 'phone signal is tuned in, a steady audible 
beat-note will result. While it is possible to 
listen to ' phone if the receiver can be tuned to 
exact zero beat, it is more satisfactory to 
reduce the regeneration ttythe point just before 
the receiver goes into oscillation. This is also 
the most sensitive operating point. 
Saperregeneration — The limit to which 

ordinary regenerative amplification can be 
earried is the point at whieh oscillations com-
mence, since at that point further amplification 
ceases. The su perreg,m 1.i:tire detector over-
comes this limitation by introducing into the 
detector circuit an alternating voltage of a 
frequency somewhat above the audible range 
(of the order of 20 to 200 kilocycles), in such a 
way as to vary the detector's operating point 
(§ 3-3). As a consequence of the introduction of 
this quench or int,rnipti,,n. frequency, the de-
tector can oscillate only when the varying 
operating point is in a region suitable for the 
production of oscillations. Because the os-
cillations are constantly being interrupted, the 
regeneration can be greatly increased, and the 
amplified signal will build up to tremendous 
proportions. A one-tube superregenerative dc-

St 

tector is capable of an inherent. sensitivity ap-
proaching the thermal-agitation noise level 
of the tuned circuit, and may have an antenna 
input sensitivity of two microvolts or bet let. 

Because of its inherent characteristics, the 
superregenerative circuit is suitable only for 
the reception of modulated signals, and op-
erates best on the very-high frequencies. Typi-
cal superregenerative circuits for the very-
high frequencies are shown in Fig. 709. 
The basic regenerative deb qi or circuit is 

the ultraudion oscillator (§ 3-7). ln Fig. 709-A 
the quench frequency is obtained from a sep-
arate oscillator and introduced into the plate 
circuit of the detector. The quench oscillator, 
operating at a low radio frequency, alternately 
allows oscillations to build up in the regener-
ative circuit and then causes them to die out. 
In the absence of a signal, the thermal agita-
tion noise in the input circuit produces the 
voltage that initiates the build-up process. 
However. when an incoming signal provides 
the initiating pulse. it has the effect of advanc-
ing the starting time of the oscillations. This 
causes the area within the envelope to increase, 
as indicated in Fig. 710-C. - 

If regeneration in an ordinary regenerative 
circuit is carried sufficiently far, the circuit will 
break into a low-frequency oscillation simul-
taneously with that at, the operating radio fre-
quency. This low-frequency oscillation has 
much the sanie quenching effect as that from a 
separate oscillator, hence a circuit so operated 
is called a self-quenching superregenerative de-
tector. The frequency of the quench oscillation 
depends upon the feed-back and upon the 
time constant of the grid leak and condenser, 
the oscillation being a "blocking" or "squeg-
ging" in which the grid accumulates a strong 
negative charge which doe.e not leak off rapidly 
enough through the grid leak to prevent a rela-
tively slow variation of the operating point. 

(A) 

Fig. 709 — (A) Superregenerative detector circuit using 
a separate quench oscillator. ( 11) Self-quenched super-
regenerative detector circuit. 1.3C.1 is tuned to the signal 
frequency. Typical values for other components are: 

C2 — 50 add. 114 —50,000 ohms. 
C3— 500 mad. Ti — Audio transformer, 
C4 — 0.1 dd. plate-to-grid type. 
CY— 0.001.-0.005 µM. RFC — R.f. choke, value de-
ll' — 2-10 megoluns. pending upon frequen - 
112 — 50.000 ohms. cv. Small low-capacity 
113 — 50,000-oh ita 1 etdett. chokes are required for 

tiometer. v.h.f. operation. 
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Fig. 710 — R.f. oscillation envelopes in a self-quenched 
superregenerative detector. Without signal (A at left) 
oscillations are completely quenched after each period, 
resuming in random phase depending on momentary 
noise voltages. At right, when the initiating pulses are 
supplied by a received signal the starting time of the 
oscillations is advanced causing the build-up period to 
begin before damping is complet... This advance is pro-
portional to the carrier amplitud when modulated (B). 
Since the building-up period varies in accordance with 
modulation (C), when these wave trains are rectified the 
average rectified current is proportional to the amplitude 
of the signal. Amplitude modulation is therefore re-
produced as an audio wave in the output circuit (D). 

The greater the difference between the 
quenching and signal frequencies the greater 
the amplification, because the signal then has 
a longer period in which to build up during the 
nonquenching half-cycle when the resistance 
of the circuit is negative. This ratio should not 
exceed a certain limit, however, for during the 
quenched or nonregenerative intervals the in-
put selectivity is merely that of the Q of the 
tuned circuit alone. The optimum quench fre-
quency is in the neighborhood of 150 kc. for 
the 60-Mc. band and 250 kc. for 112 Mc. 
The superregenerative detector has rela-

tively little selectivity as compared to a regular 
regenerative detector, but discri minates against 
noise such as ignition interference. It also luts 
marked a.v.c. action, strong signals being 
amplified much less than weak signals. 
Adjustment of superregenerative detec-

tors— Because of the greater amplification, 
the hiss noise when a superregenerative detec-
tor goes into oscillation is much stronger than 
with the ordinary regenerative detector. The 
most sensitive condition is at the point where 
the hiss first becomes marked. When a signal is 
tuned in, the hiss will disappear to a degree 
which depends upon the signal strength. 

Lack of hiss indicates insufficient feed-back 
at the signal frequency, or inadequate quench 
voltage. Antenna loading effects will cause 
dead spots which are similar to those in regen-
erative detectors and can be overcome by the 
same methods. The self-quenching detector 
may require critical adjustment of the grid 
leak and grid condenser values for smooth 
operation, since these determine the frequency 
and amplitude of the quench voltage. 

-e se 

(C) 

(1 7-5 Audio-Frequency Amplifiers 
General— The ordinary detector does not 

produce very much audio-frequency pr 
output — usually not enough to give satisfac-
tory sound volume, even in headphone recep-
tion. Consequently, audio-frequency amplifiers 
are used after the detector to increase the 
power level. One amplifier usually is sufficient 
for headphones, but two stages generally are 
used where the receiver is to operate a loud-
speaker. A few milliwatts of a.f. power is suf-
ficient for headphones, but a loudspeaker re-
quires a watt or more for good room volume. 

In all except battery-operated receivers, the 
negative grid bias of audio amplifiers usually is 
secured from the voltage drop in a cathode re-
sistor (§ 3-6). The cathode resistor must he by-
passed by a condenser having low reactance at 
the lowest audio frequency to be amplified, 
compared to the resistance of the cathode re-
sistor ( 10 per cent or less) (§ 2-S, 2-13). In 
battery-operated receivers, a separate grid-
bias battery generally is used. 
Headset and voltage amplifiers— The 

circuits shown in Fig. 711 are typical of those 
used for voltage amplification and for provid-
ing sufficient power for operation of head-
phones (§ 3-3). Triodes usually are preferred 
to pentodes because they are better suited to 
working into an audio transformer or headset, 
the input impedances of which are of the order 
of 20,000 ohms. 

In these circuits, R2 is the cathode bias re-
sistor and Ci the cathode by-pass condenser. 
The grid resistor, RI, gives volume control 
action (§ 5-9). Its value ordinarily is from 0.25 
to 1 megolim. C2 is the input coupling con-
denser, already discussed under detectors; it 
is, in fact, identical to C4 in Figs. 704 and 705, 
if the amplifier is coupled to a detector. 
Power amplifiers— A popular type of 

power amplifier is the single pentode, operated 
Class A or AB; the circuit diagram is given in 
Fig. 711-A. The grid resistor, R1, may be a 
potentiometer for volume control, as shown at 

-8 se 
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-13 se 

(B) 

Arl 
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Fig. 711— Audio amplifier circuits used for voltage 
amplification and to provide power for head pl  out-
put. The tubes are operated as Class-A amplifiers (§ 3-4). 
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R1 in Fig. 711. The output transformer, T, 
should have a turns ratio (§ 2-9) suitable for 
the loudspeaker used; many of the small loud-
speakers now available are furnished complete 
with output transformer. 
When greater volume is needed, a pair of 

pentodes or tetrodes may be connected in 
push-pull (§ 3-3), as shown in Fig. 712-B. 
Transformer coupling to the voltage-amplifier 
stage is the simplest method of obtaining push-
pull input for the amplifier , grids. The inter-
stage transformer, 7'1, has a center-tapped 
secondary with a secondary-to-primary turns 
ratio of about 2 to 1. An output transformer, 
7'2, with a center-tapped primary must be used. 
No by-pass condenser is needed across the 
cathode resistor, R, since the a.f. current does 
not flow through the resistor as it does in 
single-tube circuits (§ 3-3). 
Tone control — A tone control is a 

device for changing the frequency response 
(§ 3-3) of an audio amplifier; usually it is 
simply a method for reducing high-frequency 
response. This is helpful in reducing hissing and 
crackling noises wit bout disturbing the intel-
ligibility of the signal. 114 and C4, in Fig. 
711-D, together form an effective tone control 
of this type. The maximum effect is secured 
when the resistance of 114 is entirely out of the 
circuit, leaving C4 connected directly between 
grid and ground. 114 should be large compared 
to the reactance of C4 (§ 2-8) so that when its 
resistance is all in circuit the effect of C4 on the 
frequency response is negligible. 
Headphones and loudspeakers—Two types 

of headphones are in general use, the magnetic 
and crystal types. They are shown in cross-
section in Fig. 713. In the magnetic type the 
signal is applied to a coil or pair of coils having 
a great many turns of fine wire wound on a 
permanent magnet. ( Headphones having one 
coil are known as the " single-pole" type, 
while those having two coils, as shown in 
Fig. 713, are called " double-pole.") A thin 
circular diaphragm of iron is placed close to 

o• 
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Fig. 712— Power-output audio amplifier circuits. Ei-
ther Class A or AB amplification ( 13-4) may be used. 

the open ends of the magnet. It is tightly 
clamped by the earpiece assembly around its 
circumference, and the center is drawn toward 
the permanent magnet under some tension. 
When an alternating current flows through the 
windings the field set up by t current alter-
nately aids and opposes the steady field of the 
permanent magnet, so that the diaphragm 
alternately is drawn nearer to and allowed to 
spring farther away from the magnet. Its 
motion sets the air into corresponding vibra-
tion. Although the d.c. resistance of the coils 
may be of the order of 2000 ohms, the a.c. 
impedance of a magnetic type headset will be 
of the order of 20,000 ohms at 1000 cycles. 

In the crystal headphone, two piezoelectric 
crystals (§ 2-10) of Rochelle salts are cemented 
together in such a way that the pair tends to 
be bent in one direction when a voltage of a 
certain polarity is applied and to bend in the 
other direction when the polarity is reversed. 
The crystal unit is rigidly mounted to the ear-
piece, with the free end coupled to a diaphragm. 
When an alternating voltage is applied, the 
alternate bending as the p)larity of the applied 
voltage reverses makes the diaphragm vibrate 
back and forth. The impedance is several times 
that of the magnetic type. 

Magnetic-type headsets tend to give maxi-
mum response at frequencies of the order of 
500 to 1000 cycles, with a considerable reduc-
tion of response (for constant applied voltage) 
at frequencies both above and below this 
region. The crystal type has a " flatter" fre-
queney-response curve, and is particularly 
good at reproducing the higher audio fre-
quencies. The peaked response curve of the 
magnetic type is advantageous in code recep-
tion, since it tends to reduce interference from 
signals having beat tones lying outside the 
region of maximum response, while the crystal 
type is better for the reception of voice and 
music. Magnetic headsets can be used in cir-
cuits in which d.c. is flowing, such as the plate 
circuit of a vacuum tube, providing the current 
is not too large to be carried safely by the wire 
in the coils; the limit is a few milliamperes. 
Crystal headsets must be used only on a.c. 
(since a steady d.c. voltage will damage the 
crystal unit), and consequently must be coupled 
to the tube through a device, such as a con-
denser, which isolates the d.c. voltage but 
permits the passage of an alternating current. 
The most common type of loudspeaker is the 

dynamic type, shown in cross-section in Fig. 
713. The signal is applied to a small coil (the 
voice coil) which is free to move in the gap 
between the ends of a magnet. The magnet 
is made in the form of a cylindrical coil 
slightly smaller than the form on which the 
voice coil is wound, with the magnetic circuit 
completed through a pole piece which fits 
around the outside of the voice coil leaving 
just enough clearance for free movement of the 
coil. The path of the flux through the magnet is 
as shown by the dotted lines in the figure. 
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Fig. 713— Headphone and I Ispeaker construction. 

The voice coil is supported so that it is free to 
move along its axis but III It in other directions, 
and is fastened to a liber or paper conical 
diaphragm. When current is sent through the 
coil it moves in a direction determine( l by the 
polarity of the current (§ 2-5), 110(1 thus moves 
back and forth when an alternating vit age is 
applied. The motion is transmitted by the 
diaphragm to the air, setting up sound waves. 
The type of speaker shown in Fig. 713 ob-

tains its fixed magnetic field by electromagnetic 
means, direct current being sent through the 
field roil for this purpose. Other types use 
permanent magnets to replace the electro-
magnet, and hence do not require a source of 
d.c. power. The voiee coils of dynamic speakers 
have few turns and therefore low impedance, 
values of 3 to 15 ohms being representative. 

(1. 7-6 Radio-Frequency Amplifiers 

Circuits — Although there may be varia-
tions in detail, practically all r.f. amplifiers 
conform to the basic circuit shown in Fig. 714. 
A screen-grid tube, usually a pentode, is used, 
since a triode will oscillate when its grid and 
plate circuits are tuned to the same frequency 
(§ 3-5). The amplifier operates Class A, without 
grid current (§ 3-4). The tuned grid circuit, 
LiCi, is coupled through L2 to the antenna (or, 
in some cases, to a preceding stage). RI and C2 
are the cathode bias resistor and by-pass con-
denser, C3 is the screen by-pass condenser, and 
/?2 is the screen dropping resistor. L3 is the 
primary of the output transformer (§ 2-11), 
tightly coupled to L4, which, with C5, consti-
tutes the tuned circuit feeding the detector or 
following amplifier. The input and output cir-
cuits, Lei and L4C 5, are both tuned to the 
signal frequency. 
Shielding — The screen-grid construction of 

the amplifier tube prevents feed-back (§ 3-3) 
from plate to grid inside the tube, but in addi-

tion it is necessary to prevent transfer of en-
ergy from the plate circuit to the grid circuit 
external to the tube. This is accomplished by 
enclosing the coils in grounded shielding con-
tainers and by keeping the plate and grid leads 
well separated. With " single-ended" tubes, 
care in laying out the wiring to obtain the 
maximum possible physical separation between 
plate and grid leads is necessary to prevent 
capacity coupling. 
The shield around a coil will reduce the in-

ductance and Q of the coil (§ 2-11) to an extent 
which depends upon the shielding material 
and the distance it is placed from the coil. 
Adjustments therefore must be made with the 
shield in place. 
By-passing — In addition to shielding, good 

by-passing (§ 2-13) is imperative. This is not 
simply a matter of choosing the proper type 
and capacity of by-pass condenser. Short 
separate leads from C3 and C4 to Cathode or 
ground are a prime necessity. At the higher 
radio frequencies even an inch of wire will 
have enough inductance to provide feed-back 
coupling, and hence cause oscillation, if the wire 
happens to be common to both the plate and 
grid circuits. 
Gain control — The gain of an r.f. amplifier 

usually is varied by varying the grid bias. This 
method works best with variable-it type tubes 
(§3-5), hence this type usually is found in r.f. 
amplifiers. In Fig. 714, /?3 and 114 comprise the 
gain-control circuit. R3 is the control resistor 
(§ 3-6) and 114 a dropping resistor of such value 
as to make the voltage across the outside 
terminals of 113 about 50 volts (§ 8-10). The 
gain is maximum with the variable arm on 113 
all the way to the left (grounded), and minimum 
at the right. /13 could simply be placed in 
series with RI, omitting 11., entirely, but the 
range of control with this connection is limited 
because it depends on the cathode current alone. 

In a multi-tube receiver the gain of several 
stages may be varied simultaneously, a single 
control sufficing for all. The lower ends of the 
several cathode resistors ( f1I) are then con-
nected together and to the movable contact 
on 113 in Fig. 714. 

Circuit values — The value of the cathode 
resistor, Ri, should be calculated for the 
Minimum recommended bias for the tube used. 
The capacities of C2, C3 and C4 must be such 
that the reactance is low at radio frequencies; 
this condition is easily met by using 0.01-µI'd. 
condensers at communication frequencies. or 
0.001 to 0.002 mica units at very-high fre-

sib 

Fig. 714— Basic circuit of a tuned railiii-Crequeney 
amplifier. C potion values are discussed in the test. 
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quencies up to 112 Mc. 112 is found by taking 
the difference 1,et ween the recommended plate 
and screen volt ages, then substituting this and 
the rated screen current in Ohm's Law (§ 2-6). 
R3 must be selected on the basis of the number 
of tubes to be controlled; a resistor must be 
chosen which is capable of carrying, at its low-
resistance end, the sum of all the tube currents 
plus the bleeder current. A resistor of suitable 
current-carrying capacity being found, the 
bleeder current necessary to produce a drop 
through it of about 50 volts can be calculated 
by Ohm's Law. The same formula will give 
1?4, using the plate voltage less 50 volts for E 
and the bleeder current previously found for I. 
The constants of the tuned circuits will de-

pend upon the frequency range, or band, to be 
covered. A fairly high Li'C ratio (§ 2-10) 
should be used on each band; this is limited, 
however, by the irreducible minimum capaci-
ties. To an allowance of 10 to 20 add. for tube 
and stray capacities should be added the 
minimum capacity of the tuning condenser. 

If the input circuit of the amplifier is con-
nected to an antenna, the coupling coil. L2, 
should be adjusted to provide critical coupling 
§ 2-11) between the antenna and grid circuit. 

This will give maximum energy transfer. The 
turns ratio of LI • L2 Will depend upon the fre-
quency, the type of tube used, the Q of the 
t uned circuit and the constants of the antenna 
system, and in general is best determined ex-
perimentally. The selectivity will increase as 
t he coupling is reduced below this " optimuni" 
value, a consideration which it is well to keep 
in mind if selectivity is of more importance 
than maximore ga in, 
The out put-circuit coupling depends upon 

the plate resistance (§ 3-2) of the tube, the 
input resistance of the succeeding stage, and 
the Q of the tuned circuit, L4C5. L3 usually is 
coupled as closely as possible to L4 (avoiding 
the necessity for an additional trilling con-
denser across L3) and the energy transfer is 
maximum when L3 haS 3 to as many turns 
as L.1, with ordinary receiving pentodes. 
Tube and circuit noise — In any conductor 

electrons will be moving in random directions 
simultaneously and, as a result, small irregular 
voltages are developed across the conductor 
terminals. The voltage is larger the greater the 
resistance of the conductor and the higher its 
temperature. This is known as the thermal-
agitation effect, and it produces a hiss-like 
noise voltage distributed uniformly throughout 
the radio-frequency spectrum. The thermal-
agitation noise voltage appearing across the 
terminals of a tuned circuit will be the sanie as 
in a resistor of a value equal to the parallel 
impedance (§ 2-10) of the tuned circuit, even 
though the actual circuit resistance is low. 
I fence, the higher the Q of the circuit, the 
greater the thermal agitation noise. 

Another component of hiss noise is devel-
oped in t he tube because the rain of electrons 
on the plate is not entirely uniform. Small ir-

regularities caused by gas in the tube also 
contribute to the effect. Tube noise varies with 
the type of tube; in general, the higher the 
cathode current and the lower the mutual con-
ductance of the tube, the more internal noise 
it will generate. 
To obtain the best signal-to-noise ratio, the 

signal must be made as large as possible at the 
grid of the tube, which means that the antenna 
coupling must be adjusted to that end and 
also that the Q of the grid tuned circuit must 
be high. A tube with low inherent noise obvi-
ously should be chosen. In an amplifier having 
good signal-to-noise ratio, the thermal-agita-
tion noise will be greater than the tube noise. 
This can easily be checked by disconnecting 
the antenna so that no outside noise is being 
introduced into the receiver, then grounding 
the grid through a 0.01-µfd. condenser and ob-
serving whether there is a decrease in noise. If 
there is no change the tube noise is greatly 
predominant, indicating a poor signal-to-
noise ratio in the stage. The test is valid only 
if there is no regeneration in the amplifier. 
The signal-to-noise ratio will decrease as the 
frequency is raised, because it becomes in-
creasingly difficult to obtain a tuned circuit of 
high effective Q (§ 7-7). 
The first stage of the receiver is the impor-

tant one from the standpoint of signal-to-noise 
ratio. Noise generated in the second and sub-
sequent stages, while comparable in magnitude 
to that generated in the first, is masked by the 
amplified noise and signal from the first stage. 
After the second stage, further contributions 
by tubes and circuits to t tte total noise are in-
consequential in any normal receiver. 
Tube input resistance — At high radio fre-

quencies the tube may consume power from the 
tuned grid circuit, even though the grid is not 
driven positive by the signal. Above 7 Mc. all 
tubes " load" the tuned circuit to some extent, 
the amount of loading varying with the type of 
tube. This effect comes about because of the 
transit time necessary for electrons to travel 
from the cathode to the grid becomes com-
parable to the time of one r.f. cycle, and be-
cause of the degenerative effect (§ 3-3) of the 
cathode lead inductance. It becomes more pro-
nounced as the frequency is increased. Certain 
types of tubes may have an input resistance of 
only a few thousand ohms at 28 Mc, and as 
little as a few hundred ohms at very-high 
frequencies. The input resistance of the same 
tubes at 7 Mc. and lower frequencies may be 
so high as to be considered infinite. 

This input-loading effect is in addition to 
the normal decrease in the Q of the tuned cir-
cuit alone, because of increased losses in the coil 
and condenser at the higher frequencies. Thus 
the selectivity and gain of the circuit both are 
affected adversely by increasing frequency. 
Comparison of tubes — At 7 Mc. and lower 

frequencies, the signal-to-noise ratio, gain, and 
selectivity of an r.f.-amplitier stage are suffi-
ciently high with any of the standard receiving 
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tubes. At 14 Mc. and higher, however, this is 
no longer true, and the choice of a tube must 
be based on several conflicting considerations. 
Gain is highest with high mutual-conduct-

ance pentodes, the 6AB7 and 6AC7 being ex-
amples of this type. These tubes also develop 
less noise than any of the others. The input-
loading effect is greatest with them, however, 
so that selectivity is decreased and the tuned-
circuit gain is lowered. 

Pentodes, such as the 6K7, 6.17 and corre-
sponding types in glass, have lesser input-
loading effects at high frequencies, moderate 
gain, and relatively high inherent noise. 
"Acorn" and equivalent miniature pentodes 

are excellent from the input-loading standpoint; 
gain is about the same as with standard types, 
and the inherent noise is somewhat lower. 
Where selectivity is paramount the acorns 

are best, the standard pentodes second, and the 
6A117-6AC7 types worst. On signal-to-noise 
ratio the latter tubes are first, acorns are second 
and standard pentodes third. The same order 
of precedence holds for over-all gain. 
At 56 Mc. the standard types are usable, 

but acorns are capable of better performance 
because of lesser loading. The 954 and 956 and 
the corresponding types, 9001 and 9003, are 
examples of types satisfactory for r.f. amplifi-
cation at 100 Mc. and higher. 

411. 7-7 Tuning and Band-Changing 
Methods 

Band-changing— The resonant circuits 
which are tuned to the frequency of the 
incoming signal constitute a special problem 
in the design of amateur receivers, since the 
amateur frequency assignments consist of 
groups or bands of frequencies at widely 
spaced intervals. The same LC combination 
cannot be used for, say, 14 Mc. to 3.5 Mc., 
because of the impracticable maximum-mini-
mum capacity ratio required, and also because 
the tuning would be excessively critical with 
such a large frequency range. It is necessary, 
therefore, to provide a means for changing the 
circuit constants for various frequency bands. 
As a matter of convenience the same tuning 
condenser usually is retained, but new coils 
are inserted in the circuit for each band. 
There are two favorite methods of changing 

inductances. One is to use a switch having an 
appropriate number of contacts, which con-
nects the desired coil and disconnects the 
others. The second is to use coils wound on 
forms with contacts (usually pins) which can 
be plugged in and removed from a socket. 
Bandspreading— The tuning range of a 

given coil and variable condenser will depend 
upon the inductance of the coil and the change 
in tuning capacity. For ease of tuning, it is de-
sirable to adjust the tuning range so that prac-
tically the whole dial scale is occupied by the 
band in use. This is called bandspreading. 
Because of the varying widths of the bands, 
special tuning methods must be devised to give 

the correct maximum-
minimum capacity ratio 
on each band. Several of (A) 
these methods are shown 
in Fig. 715. 

In A, a small band-
spread condenser, C1 (15 
to 25 gpfd. maximum 
capacity), is used in par-
allel with a condenser, 
C2, which is usually large 
enough (140 to 175 mega) 
to cover a 2-to-1 fre-
quency range. The set-
ting of C2 will determine 
the minimum capacity 
of the circuit, and the 
maximum capacity for 
bandspread tuning will 
be the maximum capac-
ity of C1 plus the setting 
of C2. The inductance of the coil can be ad-
justed so that the maximtun-minim um ratio 
will give adequate bandspread. In practicable 
circuits it is almost impossible, because of the 
non-harmonic relation of the various bands, to 
get full bandspread on all bands with the same 
pair of condensers, especially when the coils 
are wound to give continuous frequency cov-
erage on C2, which is variously called t le band-
setting or main-tuning condenser. C..! must be 
reset each time the band is changed. 
The method shown at 11 makes tuse of con-

densers in series. The tuning condenser, C1, 
may have a maximum capacity of 100 gmfd. or 
more. The minimum capacity is determined 
principally by the setting of C3, which usually 
has low capacity, and the maximum capacity 
by the setting of C2, which is of the order of 25 
to 50 mgfd. This method is capable of close 
adjustment to practically any desired degree of 
bandspread. Either C2 and C3 must be adjusted 
for each band or separate pre-adjusted con-
densers must be switched in. 
The circuit at C also gives complete spread 

on each band. C1, the bandspread condenser, 
may have any convenient value of capacity; 
50 pufd. is satisfactory. C2 may be used for con-
tinuous frequency coverage (" general cover-
age") and as a band-setting condenser. The 
effective maximum-minimum capacity ratio 
depends upon the capacity of C2 and the point 
at which C1 is tapped on the coil. The nearer 
the tap to the bottom of the coil, the greater 
the bandspread, and vice versa. For a given 
coil and tap, the bandspread will be greater 
if C2 is set at larger capacity. C2 may be 
mounted in the plug-in coil form and pre-set, 
if desired. Titis requires a separate condenser 
for each band, but eliminates the necessity for 
resetting C2 each time the band is changed. 
Ganged tuning— The tuning condensers 

of the several r.f. circuits may be coupled to-
gether mechanically and operated by a single 
control. However, this operating convenience 
involves more complicated construction, both 

/53 

(e) 

(c) 

Fig. 71.1— Essentials 
of the three basic band-
spread  " g systems. 
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electrically and mechanically. It becomes nec-
essary to make the various circuits track — 
that is, tune to the sanie frequency at each 
setting of the tuning control. 

True tracking can be obtained only when the 
inductance, tuning condensers, and circuit 
minimum and maximum capacities are iden-
tical in all " ganged" stages. A small trimmer 
or padding condenser may be connected across 
the coil, so that variations in minimum ca-
pacity can be compensated. The fundamental 
circuit is shown in Fig. 716, where CI is the 
trimmer and C2 the tuning condenser. The use 
of the trimmer necessarily increases the mini-
mum circuit capacity, but it is a necessity for 
satisfactory tracking. Midget condensers hav-
ing maximum capacities of 15 to 30 mad. are 
commonly used. 
The same methods are applied to band-

spread circuits which must be tracked. The 
circuits are identical with those of Fig. 715. 
If both general-coverage and bandspread tun-
ing are to be available, an additional trimmer 
condenser must be connected across the coil in 
each circuit shown. If only amateur-band tun-
ing is desired, however, then C3 in Fig. 7I5- B, 
and C2 in Fig. 715-C serve as trimmers. 

Fig. 716— Showing the use 
of a trimmer eondenser, to 
set the ll i l mutt circuit ca. 
paeit y in order to obtain true 
tracking for gang-t  • g. 

The col inductance can be adjusted by 
starting N•ith a larger number of turns than 
necessary and removing a turn or fraction of 
a turn at a time until t he circuits track satis-
factorily. An alternative method, provided the 
inductance is reasonably (lose to the correct 
value initially, is to make the coil so that the 
last turn is variable with respect to the whole 
coil, or to use a single short-circuited turn the 
position of which can be varied with respect to 
the coil. The application of these methods is 
shown in Fig. 717. 

1/J1.f. circuits — Interelectrode capacities 
are practically constant for a given tube regard-
less of the operating frequency, and the same 
is approximately true of stray circuit capaci-
ties. Hence, at very-high frequencies these ca-
pacities become an increasingly larger part of 
the usable tuning capacity, and reasonably high 
L/C ratios (§ 2-10) are more difficult to secure 
as the frequency is raised. Because of this irre-
ducible minimum capacity, standard types of 
tubes cannot be tuned to frequencies higher 
than about 200 Me., even when the inductance 
in the circuit is simply that of a straight wire 
between the tube elements. 

Along with these capacity effects, the input 
loading (§ 7-6) increases rapidly at very-high 
frequencies, so that ordinary tuned circuits 
have very low effective Qs when connected to 
the grid circuit of a tube. The effect is still 
further aggravated by the fact that losses in 
the tuned circuit itself are higher, causing a 

(A) (B) 
Fie. 717— Meill01.1$ of adjteuing the inductance for 
ganging. The half turn in A cart be 1111,1% VII so that its 
magnetic field either aids or tht. ii..1.1 of the coil. 
Th., -, 11(.rted 111011 in 13 i, rifIt 11,11111.1•31 11 tO the coil, lint 
operate, by induction. It o ill hare no effect on the coil 
induetanec alien the ill:1111 . Of the 1110p i, parallel to the 
axis of the roil, and o ill o, max"  r. doetion of the 
coil inductance when perpendicular to the coil axis. 

still further reduction in Q. For these reasons, 
the frequency limit at which an r.f. amplifier 
will give any gain is in the vicinity of 60 Me. 
with standard tubes. At higher frequencies 
there will be a loss, instead of amplification. 
This c(indition can lie mitigated somewhat by 
taking steps to improve the effective Q of the) 
circuit, eit her by tapping the grid down on the 
coil, as shown in Fig. 718-21, or by using a 
lower L C ratio (§ 2-1(1). The Q of ihe tuned 
circuit alone can be greatly improved by using 
a linear circuit 1§ 2-12), which when properly 
constructed will give Qs much higher than 
those attainable at lower frequencies with 
c(inventional coils and condensers. The con-
centric type of line, Fig. 718-B, is best both 
from the standpoint of Q and of adaptability 
to nonsymmetrieal circuits surit as are used 
in receivers. Since the capacity and resistance 
loading effects of the tube are still present, the 
Q of such a circuit will be ' lest roye,1 if the grid-
cathode eireuit of the tube is connected di-
rectly across it. Hence, tapping down on the 
line, as shown, is necessary. 

Very-high-frequency amplifiers employ tubes 
of the :wont or miniature type, which the 
least loading effect as well as low interelectrode 
capacities. The smaller loading effect means 
higher input resistance, and, for a given loaded 
Q of the tuned circuit, a higher voltage is de-
velopefl between the grid and cathode. Thtv 
the amplification of the stage is higher and 
the noise le vi I,,wer. 
A coneentrir circuit may be tuned by vary-

ing the length of the inner conductor ( usually 
by using close-fitting tubes, one sliding inside 
the other) or by connecting an ordinary tuning 
condenser across the line. Tapping the con-
denser down, as shown in Fig. 718-13, gives 
a bandspread effect, whieh is advantageous. 
It also helps to keep the Q of the circuit higher 
than it would be with the condenser con-
nected directly across the open end of the line, 
since at very-high frequencies most condensers 
have losses which cannot be neglected. 

Ordinary bakelite-based receiving-type tubes 
will function quite satisfactorily as oscillators 
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and superregenerative detec-
tors at frequencies where r.f. 
amplification is impossible with 
standard tubes (as in the 112-
Mc. band), since tube losses 
are compensated for by energy 
taken from the power supply. 
Ordinary coil and condenser 
circuits are practicable with 
such tubes at 112 Mc. At higher 
frequencies, however, the spe-
cial v.h.f. tubes are essential. 
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Fig. 719 Block diagram of the basic elements of the superheterodyne 

lit 7-8 The Superheterodyne 
Principles — In the superheterodyne, or 

superbe!, receiver the frequency of the incom-
ing signal is changed to a new radio frequency, 
the intermediate frequency (i.f.), then ampli-
fied, and finally detected. The frequency is 
changed by means of the heterodyne process 
(§ 7-1), the output of an adjustable local oscil-
lator (the hj. oscillator) being combined with 
the incoming signal in a mixer or converter stage 
(first (I( tcctor) to produce ;I beat frequency 
equal to t he intermediate frequency. 

Fig. 719 gives the essentials of the super-
heterodyne ill Work form. C. w. signals are 
made audible by heterodyning the signal at 
the seemid detector by tile bat-frequency oscil-
lator (b.f.a.) 01' heOt cmci/buor, set to differ from 
the i.f. by a suitable audio frequency. 

As a numerical example, assume that an in-
termediate frequency of 455 kc. is chosen and 
that the incoming signal is on 7000 kc. Then 
the 11.f. oscillator frequency may be set to 7455 
Ice., in order that the beat frequency (7455 
minus 7000) will be 455 kc. The h.f. oscillator 
also could be set to 6545 kc., which will give the 
same frequency difference. To produce an 
audible e. w. signal of, say, 1000 cycles at the 
second dete('t, pr, the heat oscillator would be 
set to either .154 kc. or 456 kc. 
Characteristics— The frequency-conver-

sion process permits r.f. amplification at a 
relatively low frequency. Thus high selectivity 
can be obtained, and this selectivity is con-
stant regardless of the signal frequency. Higher 
gain also is possible at the lower frequency. 
The separate oscillators can be designed for 
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(A) Mod-circuited (6) 

Fig. 718 — Circuits of improved Q for very-high fre-
quencies. A, reducing tube loading by tapping down on 
the resonant circuit; B, use of a concentric-line circuit, 
with the tube .• lady tapped down. The line should be 
a quarter-wave long, electrically; because of the addi-
t* I sl  capacity represented by the tube, the 
physical length will he somewhat less than given by the 
formula (§ 10-5). In general, this reduction in length w 
be greater the higher the grid tap on the inner oonductor. 
The coupling turn should be parallel to the axis of the 
line and  t be insulated from the outer conductor. 

stability, and, since the Id. oscillator is work-
ing at a frequency considerably removed from 
the signal frequency, its stability is practically 
unaffected by the incoming signal. 
Images— Each 11.f. oscillator frequency will 

cause i.f. response at two signal frequencies, 
one higher and one lower than the oscillator 
frequency. If the oscillator is set to 7455 kc. to 
respond to a 7000-ke. signal, for example, it 
will resimald also to a signal on 7910 kc., which 
likewise gives a 455-ke. beat. The undesired 
signal of the t wo is called the image. 
The radio-frequency circuits of the receiver 

(those used before the frequency is converted 
to the i.f.) normally are tuned to the desired 
signal, so that the selectivity of the circuits re-
duces the response to the image signal. If the 
desired signal and image have equal strengths 
at the input terminals of the receiver, the ratio 
of the receiver voltage output from the desired 
signal to that from the image is called the 
signal-to-image ratio, or image ratio. 
The image ratio depends upon the selectivity 

of the r.f. tuned circuits preceding the mixer 
tube. Also, the higher the intermediate fre-
quency, the higher the image ratio, since raising 
the i.f. increases the frequency separation be-
tween t he signal and t he image and plaves tite 
latter farther away from the peak of the reso-
nance curve (§ 2-10) of the signal-frequency 
input circuits. 
Other spurious responses — In addition to 

images, other signals to which the receiver is 
not ostensibly tuned may be heard. Harmonics 
of the high-frequency oscillator may beat with 
signals far removed from the desired frequency 
to produce output at the intermediate fre-
quency; such spurious responses can be re-
duced by adequate selectivity before the mixer 
stage, and by using sufficient shielding to pre-
vent signal pick-up by any means other than 
the antenna. When a strong signal is received, 
the harmonics ( § 2-7) generated by rectification 
in the second detector may, by stray coupling, 
be introduced into the r.f. or mixer cirouit and 
converted to the intermediate frequency, to 
go through the receiver in the same way as an 
ordinary signal. These " birdies" appear as a 
heterodyne beat on the desired signal, and are 
principally bothersome when the frequency of 
the incoming signal is not greatly different 
from the intermediate frequency. The cure is 
proper circuit isolation and shielding. 
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Harmonics of the beat oscillator also may be 
eonverted in similar fashion and amplified 
through the receiver; these responses can be 
reduced by shielding the beat oscillator and 
operating it at low output level. 
The double sis perheterOdytte At high 

and very-high frequencies it is difficult to se-
cure an adequate image ratio when the inter-
mediate frequency is of the order of 455 
To reduce image response the signal frequently 
is converted first to a rather high ( 1500, 5000, 
or even 10,000 he.) intermediate frequency, 
and then — somet Ines after further amplifica-
t ion -- reccinverted lu a lower i.f. where higher 
ad jacent-channel selectivity can be obtained. 

ich a receiver is called a double superheterodyne. 

E 7-9 Frequency Converters 

Charm' ies — The first detector or 
mixer resembles an ordinary detector. A cir-
cuit tuned to the intermediate frequency is 
placed in the plate circuit of the mixer, so that 
the highest possible i.f. voltage will be devel-
oped. The signal- and oscillator-frequency 
voltages appearing in the plate circuit are by-
passed to ground, situe they are not wanted in 
the output. The i.f. tuned circuit should have 
low impedance for these frequencies, a condi-
tion easily met if they do not approach the 
intermediat e frequency. 

(A) 

R F Input 

(B) 

R.F Input 

T T 

.;-C4 
os 404,444 

Fig. 720 — Mixer or con crier circuits. A, grid injec• 
tion uitli a pentode plate detector; 11 and C, separate 
injection circuits for converter tubes. Circuit values are: 
Component Cirmiit A Circuit B Circuit C 

1:1, C. C3 — 0.01-0.1 ida. 0.01-0.1 idol. 
1:4 — Approx. 1 pad. 50-100 uidd. 
It — 10.000 olooà. 300 oluno. 
112 — 0.1 meg0100. 511,000 
lia —  50,0(10 ohms. 50,000 °ballot. 

¡'late voltage should he 250 in all circuits. If a hA137 
or bAC7 tube is used in Circuit A, RI should be 500 ohms. 

0.111-0.1 5M. 
50-100 ioda. 
500 olutoi. 
15,000 glom 
50,000 olune. 

The conversion efficiency of the mixer is 
the ratio of i.f. output voltage from the plate 
circuit to r.f. signal voltage applied to the grid. 
High conversion efficiency is desirable. The 
mixer tube noise also should be low if a good 
signal-to-noise ratio is wanted, particularly 
if the mixer is the first tube in the receiver. 
The mixer should not require too much r.f. 

power from the hi. oscillator, since it may be 
difficult to supply the power and yet maintain 
good oscillator stability (§ 3-7). Also, the con-
version efficiency should not depend too criti-
cally on the oscillator voltage (that is, a small 
change in oscillator output should not change 
the gain), since it is difficult to maintain con-
stant output over a wide frequency range. 
A change in oscillator frequency caused by 

tuning of the mixer grid circuit is called pull-
ing. If the mixer and oscillator could be com-
pletely isolated, mixer tuning would have no 
effect on the oscillator frequency; but in prac-
tice this is a difficult condition to attain. Pull-
ing should be minimized, because the stability 
of the whole receiver depends critically upon 
the stability of the li.f. oscillator. Pulling de-
creases with separation of the signal and h.f. 
oscillator frequencies, being less with high i.f.s. 

Circuits — Typical frequency-conversion cir-
cuits are given in Fig. 720. The variations are 
chiefly in the way in which the oscillator volt-
age is introduced. In Fig. 720-A, the screen-
grid pentode functions as a plate detector; the 
oscillator is capacity-coupled to the grid of the 
tube, in parallel with the tuned input circuit. 
Inductive coupling may be used instead. The 
conversion gain and input selectivity generally 
are good, so long as the sum of the two volt-
ages (signal and oscillator) impressed on the 
mixer grid does not exceed the grid bias. It is 
desirable to make the oscillator voltage as high 
as possible without exceeding this limitation. 
The oscillator power required is negligible. 
A pentagrid-converter tube is used in the 

circuit at B. Although intended for combina-
tion oscillator-mixer use, this type of tube 
usually will give more satisfactory performance 
when used in conjunction with a separate os-
cillator, the output of which is coupled in as 
shown. The circuit gives good conversion effi-
ciency, and, because of the electron coupling, 
affords desirable isolation between the mixer 
and oscillator circuits. A small amount of 
power is required from the oscillator. 

Circuit C is for the 6L7 mixer tube. The 
oscillator voltage can vary over a considerable 
range without affecting the conversion gain. 
There are no critical adjustments, and the 
oscillator-mixer isolation is good. The oscillator 
must supply somewhat more power than in B. 
A more stable receiver generally results, par-

ticularly at the higher frequencies, when sepa-
rate tubes are used for the mixer and oscillator. 
Practically the same number of circuit com-
ponents is required whether or not a combi-
nation tube is used, so that there is little 
difference from the cost standpoint. 
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Tubes for frequency conversion — Any 

sharp cut-off pentode may be used in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 720-A. The 6AB7 and 6AC7 give 
high conversion gain and excellent signal-
to-noise ratio — comparable, in fact, to the 
gain and signal-to-noise ratio obtainable with 
r.f. amplifiers — and in these respects are far 
superior to any other tubes used as mixers, 
particularly between 14 and 100 Me. How-
ever, this type of tube loads the circuit more 
(§ 7-6) and thus decreases the selectivity. 
The 61iS is a good tube for the circuit at B; 

its oscillator plate connection may be ignored. 
The 6SA7 also is excellent in this circuit, al-
though it has no anode grid ( No. 2 grid, in the 
diagram). In addition to these two types, any 
pentagrid converter tube may be used. 

V.h.f. and U.h.f. converters. — At fre-
quencies above the 30-Mc, region the perform-
ance of the special mixer and converter tubes 
employed on the lower frequencies falls off be-
cause of greatly reduced input resistance which, 
by loading the tuned circuit connected to the 
tube and thus reducing its Q, lowers the signal-
to-noise ratio. However, the high-transcon-
ductance pentodes such as the 6AC7 and °Ale 
will perform fairly effectively in the circuit of 
Fig. 720-A up to 100 Me. or so. 
Above about 100 Me. the loading effect, in 

addition to the relatively large input capacit y 
which limits the amount of inductance t ha t van 
be used in the tuned circuit, makes these tubes 
markedly inferior to the special high-frequency 
pentodes such as t he 9000 and acorn series. The 
latter perform successfully up to 400 Mc. 

At still higher frequencies — or, for that 
matter, anywhere above 200 Mc. — other 
types of converters are preferred. At these 
frequencies triode mixers, when operated as 
plate-rectifier detectors in suitable circuits, 
give the least noise and maximum conversion 
transconductance. 

Fig. 721-A shows the elementary circuit for 
a single triode with cathode oscillator-voltage 
injection. In such an arrangement the cathode 
connection usually terminates ( with as short a 
lead as possible) in a small link near the oscilla-
tor tank, one end of which is grounded. Alter-
natively, direct capacity-coupled grid injec-
tion may be used in an arrangement similar 
to that of Fig. 720-A, C4 being a very small 
coupling condenser of perhaps 1 or 2 gpfd. — 
often merely the free end of the coupling lead 
placed within the field of the oscillator coil or 
near the oscillator tumbe plate or grid. 
The balanced triode circuit of Fig. 721-B 

affords the added advantages of symmetry to 
ground and complete cancellation of both the 
received-signal and oscillator voltages in the 
plate circuit. This serves further to improve 
the signal/noise ratio as well as to stabilize 
operation. For optimum performance the os-
cillator-voltage input should be carefully ail-
j by means of the coupling between the 
two coils, to give maximum converter gain. The 
balanced converter circuit is most frequently 

used with miniature dual triodes such as the 
6J6, with which it performs effectively up to 
600 Mc. or higher. The oscillator may be oper-
ated either on its fundamental or a harmonie. 
At frequencies above 200 Me. coaxial or 
"trough "-line circuits are chiefly used. 
At still higher frequencies converters em-

ploying conventional tubes are inferior to 
other, basivally different types, including 
highly specialized versions of velocity-modu-
lation tubes of various types. These tech-
niques, however, are beyond the scope of the 
present treat ment ; information concerning 
practical tubes and circuits is largely held con-
fidential by the military services. 
For amateur work on these higher frequen-

cies the use of special small u.h.f. diodes with 
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Fig. 721 — V.h.f. frein:flic> con, cricr circuits. A., triode 
mixer N, liii Separate oseillator t balanced square-
law mixer a dual triode tube . ith iuuili.iuuaII in-
put circuit. L and C are luiued tu the signal frequem, . 
— 100-55 1d. silvercil mica. 

CM 0.005-add. 
Ru — 10,000-50,000 ohms. 

I Fi 

extremely close element spacing as converters 
is a logical solution. Crystal detectors have 
also been used extensively because of t heir 
ready availability ami independence of fre-
quency limitations. Crystal del ectors are not 
susceptible to the transit tinte limitations of 
electronic tubes. Silicon is the most popular 
mat erial for such applications; t he crystals are 
ground to minute dimensions and per 
mounted in fixed miniature holders with tung-
sten contacts. Fig. 722-A shows a typical 
crystal mixer circuit wit h inductive coupling 
to a triode oscillator (935 or 9002). 

Because st ability of a crystal detector can be 
achieved only at t he expense of sensitivity, 
diode detectors are preferred up to the limit of 
frequency at which they can be made to fonc-
tion. Diodes have the further advantage t hat. 
they will function as mixers by using a har-
monie of the oscillator vdltage, making pos-
sible the use of conventional triode oscilla-
tors for receivers operating up to the 2000- Mc. 
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Crystal) 

&C. VOitaft 

i 722 — 1:.11.1*. frequeney emiverter eirenits. A, en 
tal-,Ictrettir rni‘cr m ith an inductively coupled triode 
o-cilldlor: It. diode mixer %% WI cathode-Ind. coupling to 
the"- cilia tor circuit. L and C are t  to the signal 
frcipicncy : I 1nd ti I the oscillator frequency . 

trimmer. 
C2 crcd   

4% err.' mica. 
( — 

it — 50,000 ( dims (metallized carbon). 
112 — S000- 20,000 ohms. 

region or higher. While operation of the oscil-
lator on a fundamental is the more efficient 
method, the less in ronytm.sion effiriency doe,: 
not c\cectl 2 to I even with third harmonic 
tipi-rut titi ienvided, the "scillator input is suffi-
cient 1,1 e,-tmbli,di a diode current of 0.2 to 0.5 
Ina. I )il), a re consi,lerably more tol-
erant as t,atcerns y,)ltage and other 
circuit conditions than the crystal tvpe. 

in the circuit of Fig. 722-B the cathode 
tuned circuit, is t toted to the oscillator 
fundamental, r. is being made large enough so 
Ilnit it is effectively a cathode by-pass con-
denser f' ir the signal frequency. 

E. 7-10 The High-Frequency Oscillator 

Design consideran tttt s— Stability of the 
receiver (§ 7-2) is depeittlent chiefly upiin the 
stability of the h.f. oscillator, and particular 
care should be given titis part of the receiver. 
The frequency of oseillation should be insensi-
tive to changes in voltage, loading, and me-
ehanteal shook. Thermal effects (slow change 
in frequency berause of t tibe or circuit heating) 
should be minimized. These ends can be at-
tained hy the use of gui insulating materials 
and circuit components, suitable electrical de-
sign. and careful nteelta Meal construction. 

lit addition, the oscillator must be capable 
of furnishing sufficient r.f, voltage and power 
for the particular ini.xer circuit chosen, at all 
frequencies within the range of the receiver, 
and its harmonic output should be as low as 
possible to reduce spurious response (§ 7-8). 

I F t. 
It is desirable to make the LiC ratio in the 

oscillator tuned circuit low ( high-('), since this 
results in increased stability (§ 3-7). Particular 
care should be taken to insure that no part 
of the oscillator circuit can vibrate mechan-
ically. This calls for short leads and "solid" 
mechanical construction. The chassis and 
panel material should be heavy and rigid 
enough so that pressure on the tuning dial will 
not cause torsion and a shift in the frequency. 
Care in meehanical construetion is well repaid 
by increased frequency stability. 
Circuits— Several oscillator circuits are 

shown in Fig. 723. The point at which output 
voltage is taken fttr the mixer is indicated in 
each ease by X or Y. Circuits A and B will give 
about the same results, and require only one 
coil. However, in these two circuits the cath-
ode is above ground potential for r.f., which 
often is a cause of hum modulation of the 
oscillator output at LI I\ lc. and higher fre-
quencies when (3.3-volt heat et tubes are used. 
Hum usually is not bothersome with 2.5-volt 
tubes, nor, of course, with tubes which are 
heated by direct current. The circuit of Fig. 
723-C overcomes hum, since the cathode is 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

723 — Iligh-frequency eirenits. screen. 
grid grounded -plate oscillator; IS, triode grounilech. 
plate oscillator; C, isith tickler i-irenit. 
Coupling tothemixer may betaken from points and ) . 111 
A and il, coupling from 1. is ill reill1.• pH II g effect but 
gives less voltage than f t  X; this ty pc i- best adapted 
to mixer circuits mith small oscillator- soilage require-
ments. lrypical value for components an. as bibis s: 

Circuit A Circuit It Cirmit C 

Ci — 100 pd.,. 100 'pfd. DM pad. 
C2-- 0.1 pfd. 0.1 pfd. 0.1 pfd. 
C3 --- 0.1 pfd. 
HI — 50.000 ohms. 50,000 ohms. 50,000 ohms. 
It2--- 50,000 ohm». 10,000 to to.000 tt, 

25,000 tam.. 25,000 ohms. 

The plate-supply voltage should be .2.:i0 % ohs. In cir-
cuits B and C, 112 is used to dr.,p the supply touage to 
100-150 volts; it may be omitted if voltage is obtained 
front a s Oita ge divider in the mime'. supply (§ 8-10). 
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grounded. The two-coil arrangement is advan-
tageous in construction, since the feed-back 
adjustment (altering the number of turns on 
L2 or the coupling between L1 and L2) is simple 
mechanically. 

Besides the use of a fairly high CIL ratio in 
the tuned circuit, it is necessary to adjust the 
feed-back to obtain optimum results. Too 
much feed-back will cause the oscillator to 
"squeg," or operate at several frequencies 
si mult neously ( § 7--1 ) : too little feed-back will 
cause the output ti) be lev. In the tapped-coil 
circuits ( A, B), t he feed-back is increased by 
moving the tap toward the grid end of the 
coil; in C, by increasing the number of turns 
on L2 or by moving Lo eloser to Li. 
The oscillator phi te voltage should be as low 

as is c‘insistent with adequate output. Low 
plate voltage will cause reduced tube heating 
and thereby reduce frequency drift. The 
oscillator anti mixer circuits should be well 
isolated, preferably by shielding, since coupling 
other than by the means intended may result 
in pulling. 
To avoid plate-voltage changes which may 

cause the oscillator frequency to change, it is 
good practice to use a voltage-regulated plate 
supply employing a gaseous VR tube (§ 8-8). 
Tracking— For ganged tuning, there must 

be a constant difference in frequency between 
the oscillator and mixer circuits. This difference 
must be exactly equal to the intermediate 
frequency (§ 7-8). 
Tracking methods for covering a wide fre-

quency range, suitable for general-coverage 
receivers, are shown in Fig. 724. The track-
ing capacity, C5, commonly consists of two 
condensers in parallel, a fixed one of somewhat 
less capacity than the value needed and a 
smaller variable in parallel to allow for adjust-
ment to the exact proper value. In practice. the 
trimmer, C4, is first set for the high-frequency 
end of the tuning range, and then the tracking 
condenser is set for the low-frequency end. 
The tracking capacity becomes larger as the 
percentage difference between the oscillator 
and signal frequencies becomes smaller (that 
is, as the signal frequency becomes higher). 
Typical circuit values are given in the tables 
under Fig. 724. 

In amateur-band receivers, tracking is sim-
plified by choosing a bandspread circuit which 
gives practically st raight-line-frequency t lining 
(equal frequency change for each dial di vish in), 
and then adjusting the oscillator and mixer 
tuned circuits so that both cover the saine 
total number of kilorycles. For example, if the 
if. is 455 kc. and the mixer circuit tunes from 
7000 to 7300 kc. between two given points on 
the dial, then the oscillator must tune from 
7455 to 7755 kr. between the same two dial 
readings. With the bandspread arrangement 
of Fig. 715-C. the tuning will be practically 
straight-line-frequency if the capacity actually 
in use at C2 is riot too small; the same is true 
of 715-A if CI is small compared to C. 

111. 7-11 The Intermediate-Frequency 
Amplifier 

Choice of frequency— The selection of an 
intermediate frequency is a compromise be-
tween various conflicting factors. The lower 
the if. the higher the selectivity and gain, but 
a low if. brings the image nearer the desired 
signal and hence decreases the image ratio 
(§ 7-8). A low if. also increases pulling of the 
oscillator frequency ( 7-9). On the other hand. 
a high i.f, is beneficial to both image ratio atol 
pulling, but the selectivity and gain are low-
ereiL The difference in gain is least important. 
An i.f, of the order of 455 kc. gives good se-

lectivity and is satisfactory from the stand-
point of image ratio and oscillator pulling at 
frequencies up to 7 Me. The image ratio is 
poor at 14 Mc. when the mixer is e.rnnected to 
the antenna, but ailequate when there is a 
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Fig. 72.1 — Converter-circuit tracking methods. Fol. 
losN ing are approximate einulit values for -150- to lte5-ke. 
i.f.s, ri uit ruining ranges of approximatel 2.15-to- I and 
C2 having 140 pad. maximum., and the total minimum 
capacitance, including Ca or CI, being 30 to 35 ppfd. 

T  ' g HMI ge LI 1.2 Cs 

1.7-4 \le. 50 ph. -10 ph. 0.0013 pfd. 
3.7-7.5 Mc. 14 ph. 12.2 ph. 0.0022 ',fol. 
7-15 Mc. 3.5 p h. 3 mh. 0.0017, pfd. 
14-30 Me. 0.8 pli. 0.78 ph. None useol 

Approximate values for 450- to 465-k.. ils midi a 
2.5-to-1 tuning range. CI and C2 teeing 350-ppfd. maxi-
noun, minimum including C3 and C4 being 40 to 50 ppfd. 

Turin, i, Ii :Inge Li 1.3 Cr. 

0.5-- 1.7, Mc. 240 ph. 130 ph. .125 ',idol. 
1.5-1 Mr. 32 µh. 25 ph. 0.00115 ad. 
4-10 Mc. 4.5 ph. 4 µh. 0.0028 pfd. 
10-25 Me. 0.8 ph. 0.75 ph. None used 
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tuned r.f. amplifier between antenna and 
mixer. At 28 Mc. and on the very-high frequen-
cies, the image ratio is very poor unless several 
r.f. stages are used. Above 14 Mc., pulling is 
likely to be bad unless very loose coupling can 
be used between mixer and oscillator. 
With an i.f. of about 1600 lie.. satisfactory 

image ratios can be secured on 14, 2s and 5(3 
Mc., and pulling can be reduced to negligible 
proportions. However, the i.f. selectivity is 
considerably lower. so that more tuned cir-
etas must be used to increase the selectivity. 
For very-high frequencies, including 28 Me., 
the best solution is to use a double superhet-
erodyne (§ 7-8), choosing one high i.f. for 
image reduction (5 and 10 Mc. are frequently 
use(l) and a lower one for gain and selectivity. 

In choosing an i.f, it is wise to avoid fre-
quencies on which there is considerable activ-
ity by the various radio services, since such 
signals may be picked up directly on the i.f. 
wiring. The frequencies mentioned are fairly 
free of such interference. 

Nideliand rutting —  As described 
in § 5-2, modulation of a earrier causes the 
generation ,,f si‘ti ait I frequencies numerically 
equal to the carrier frequency plus and minus 
the highest modulation frequency present. If 
the receiver is to give a fititlttutl reproduction of 
modulation ‘vhich contains, for instance, audio 
frequencies up to 5000 tilt's, it must be capa-
ble of amplifying equally all frequencies con-
tained in a band extemling from 5000 cycles 
above to 5000 cycles below the carrier fre-
queney. In a superheterodyne, where all carrier 
frequencies are changed to the fixed interme-
diate frequency. this means that the i.f, ampli-
fier should amplify equally well all frequencies 
within that band. In other words, the amplifi-
cation must he uniform over a band 10 kc. 
wide. with the i.f. at its center. The signal-
frequency circuits usually do not have enough 
over-all selectivity to affect materially the " ad-
jacent channel" selectivity (§ 7-2), so that only 
I he i.f. amplifier selectivity need be considered. 
A 10-kc. band is considered sufficient for 

reasonably faithful reproduction of music, 
but much na mover band-widths can be used 
for eommunication work where intelligibility 
rather than fidelity is the primary objective. 
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Fie!. 725 — pieal intermediale-frequeney amplifier 
circuit for a superheterodyne r.'.'.' ser. Representative 
allies for comitonents are as follo, 

1:1 — 11,1 ad. at 152,1,.•.; 0.01 pfii. at 1600 ke. and higher. 
1:2 — 0.01 pfd. 
C3., C4, C4 — 0.1 dd. at 455 ke.: 0.01 dd. above 1600 kr. 
lit — 300 ohms. R3 — 2000 ohms. 
R2 — 0.1 megohm. 114 — 0.25 megohm. 

If the selectivity is too great to permit uniform 
amplification over the band of frequencies 
occupied by the modulated signal, the higher 
modulating frequencies are attenuated as com-
pared to the lower frequencies; that is, the 
upper-frequency sidebands are " cut." While 
sideband cutting reduces fidelity, it is fre-
quently preferable to sacrifice naturalness of 
reproduction in favor of greater selectivity. 
The selectivity of an if. amplifier, and hence 

the tendency to cut sidebands, increases with 
the number of amplifier stages and also is 
greater the lower the intermediate frequency. 
From the standpoint of communication, side-
band cutting is not serious with two-stage 
amplifiers at frequencies as low as 455 ke. 

Circuits — I.f. amplifiers usually consist of 
one or two stages. Two stages at 455 ke. 
give all the gain usable, in view of the mini-
mum receiver noise level, and also give suitable 
selectivity for good-quality 'phone reception. 
A typical circuit arrangement is shown in 

Fig. 725. A second stage would simply dupli-
cate the circuit of the first. In principle, the 
i.f. amplifier is the same as the tuned r.f. am-
plifier (§ 7-6). However, since a fixed frequency 
is used, the primary as well as the secondary 
of the coupling transformer is tuned, giving 
higher selectivity than is obtainable with a 
closely coupled 'intuited primary. The cathode 
resistor, RI, is connected to a gain control 
circuit of the type previously described (§ 7-6); 
usually both stages, if two are used, are con-
trolled by a single variable resistor. The de-
coupling resistor, R3 (§ 2-11), helps isolate the 
amplifier, and thus prevents stray feed-back. 
C2 alld R4 are part of the automatic volume-
control circuit (§ 7-13); if no a.v.c. is used, the 
lower end of the i.f. transformer secondary is 
simply connected to griot nil. 

In a two-stage amplifier the screen grids of 
lait it stages may be fed from a common supply, 
either through a resistor ( 112) as shown, the 
screens being connected in parallel, or from a 
volt age divider (§ 8-10) across the plate sup-
ply. Separate screen voltage-dropping resistors 
are preferable for preventing undesired cou-
pling between stages. 
When two stages are used the high gain will 

tend to cause instability and oscillation, so that 
good shielding, by-passing, and careful circuit 
arrangement to prevent stray coupling, with 
exposed r.f. leads well separated, is necessary. 

1.f. transformers — The tuned circuits of 
i.f. amplifiers are built up as transformer units 
consisting of a metal-shield container in which 
the coils and tuning condensers are mounted. 
13oth air-core and powdered-iron-core uni-
versal-wound coils are used, the latter having 
somewhat higher Qs and, hence, greater selec-
tivity and gain per unit. In universal windings 
the coil is wound in layers with each turn trav-
ersing the lengt h of the coil, back and forth, 
rather than being wound perpendicular to the 
axis as in ordinary single-layer coils. In a 
straight multi-layer winding, the turns on ad-
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jarent layers at the edges of the coil have a 
rat her large potential difference between them 
as compared to the difference between any 
two adjacent turns in the same layer: hence a 
fairly large capacity current can flow between 
layers. Universal winding, with its " criss-
crossed" turns, tends to avoid building up slich 
potential differences, and hence reduces dis-
tribut eil-eapaeit y effects (§ 2-8). 

Variable tuning condensers are of the midget 
type, air-dieleet ri' condensers being preferable 
beeause their capacit y is practically unaffected 
by changes in tenileira ture and humidity. Ii 'ii-
cole transformers may be tuned by varying t he 
indinitance ( permeability tuning), in which case 
stabilit y ci « parable to that of variable air-
eondenser tuning can be obtained by use of 
high-stability fixed mica condensers. Such sta-
bility is of great importance, since a eirruit 
whose frequency " drifts" with time eventually 
will be tuned to a different frequency than the 
other circuits, thereby reducing the gain and 
selectivity of the amplifier. Typical i.f. trans-
former construction is shown in Fig. 726. 

Besides the type of i.f. transformer shown in 
Fig. 726, special units to give desired selectivity 
characteristics :I re available. For higher than 
ordinary adjarent-channel selectivity (§ 7-2) 
triple-bin,/ transformers, with a third tuned 
circuit inserted between the input and output, 
Nvindings, are used. The energy is transferred 
front t he input to t he out put windings via this 
bribrny winding, thus adding its selectivity to 
the over-all seleetivity if the transforiner. 
l'oriabl, -sub ci titi  transformers also can be 
obtained. These usually are provided with a 
third tint uned) winding which can be con-
nected to a resistor, thereby loading the tuned 
circuits and decreasing the Q and selectivity 
(§ 2-10) to broaden the selectivity curve. The 
variation in selectivity is brought about by 
switching t he resist or i n and out of the circuit. 
Another method is to vary the coupling be-
tween pninary and secondary, overeoupling 
being used to broaden the selectivity curve and 
undercoupling to sharpen it ( § 2-11). 

Selectivity — The over-all selectivity of the 
i.f. amplifier will depend on the frequency and 
the number of stages. The following figures are 
indicative of the band-widths (§ 7-2) to be 
expected with good-quality transformers in 
amplifiers so constructed as to keep regeneration 
to a minimum: 

Band-width in kilocyrb. 
2 linn-8 10 tinws 100 hr.'s 

1,,j, r ton/ r fro quo new down down dnic 
Onestage,t:,:, ,air eore)... s. 7 17,S 32.3 
Onestage,4W, iron core) .. 4.3 10.3 20.4 
Two>tages,15:, iron core). 2.9 ti. 1 10.s 
Two stages, 1600 ht... ...... 11.11 16.6 27.4 
Two stages, 5001i 25.5 46,0 100.0 

Tubes for i.f. amplifiers— Variable-g pen-
todes (§ 3-5) are almost invariably used in i.f. 
amplifier stages, since grid-bias gain control 
(§ 7-6) is practically always applied to the i.f. 
amplifier. Tubes with high plate resistance will 

Varadde air 
condensers 

Shield 

linirersalqueand 
coils 

Ataitzbk powdered 
iron play, 

fixed ccoleiue,,j 

AIR TUNED PERMEABILITY TUNED 

;.2e, — Representative i.f, transformer ci ' n- true. 
t ion. Coils are ,iipported on insulating tubing or in the 
air- if type) on wax-impregnated wooden (towels. 
The shield in the air-tuned transformer prevents ca-
pacity coupling between the tuning condensers. In the 
perineabilit -tuned transformer the cores consist of 
tinel> di% ided iron particles supported in an insulat-
ing binder. formed into cylindrical -plugs.- 'Ile 
tuning raparit s is fixed., und the inductatwes of the 
coils are uaried by moving the iron !dugs in and out, 

have least effect on the selectivity of the ampli-
fier, and t hose with high mutual vonductanee 
will give greatest gain. The ehoice of if. tubes 
has practirally no effect on the signal-to-noise 
ratio, since t his is determined by the preceding 
mixer and r.f. amplifier ( if the latter is used). 
When single-ended tubes (§ 3-5) are used, 

care should be taken to keep the plate and grid 
leads well separated. With these tubes it is 
advisable to mount the screen by-pass con-
denser directly on the bottom of the socket, 
cross-wise between the plate and grid pins, to 
provide ailditional shielding. The outside foil 
of the ti ndenser should be cinmected to ground. 

Single-signal effect — In heterodyne c.w. 
reception with a superheterodyne receiver, the 
beat oscillator is set to give a suitable audio-
frequency beat note when the incoming signal 
is vonverted to the intermediate frequency. 
For example, the beat oseillator may be set to 
456 kc. (the i.f. being 455 kc.) to give a 1000-
eyrie beat note. Now, if an interfering signal 
appears at 457 kr.. it will also be heterodyned 
by the beat oscillator to produce a 1000-cycle 
beat. This audio-frequency image corresponds 
to the high-frequency images already discussed 
(§ 7-8). It van be reduced by providing enough 
if. selectivity. since the image signal is off the 
peak of the i.f, resonance curve. 
When this is done, tuning through a given 

signal will show a strong response at the de-
sired beat note on one side of zero beat only, 
instead of the two beat notes on either side of 
zen) beat characteristic of less-selective recep-
tion; hence the name, " single-signal" reception. 
The necessary selectivity is ()Windt to ob-

tain with non-regenerative amplifiers using 
ordinary tuned eirenits unless a very low inter-
mediate frequency or a large number of circuits 
is used. In practice it is secured either by re-
generative amplification or by a crystal filter. 
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R('generation— Regeneration can he used 

to give a pronounced single-signal effect, par-
ticularly when the j. f. is 455 kc. or lower. The 
resimanee curve of an i.f. stage at critical re-
generation (just below the oscillating point) 
is extremely skirt), si band-widt Iiof 1 kc. at I() 
times doWn and 5 ke. at 100 t imps down being 
obtainable in one stage. The audio-frequency 
image of a given signal t tins can be reduced by 
a factor of nearly 100 for a 1000-cycle beat 
note ( image 2000 cyais from resonance). 

Regeneration is easily introdueed into an if. 
amplifier hy providing a small amount of 
capacity coupling between grid and plate. 
Bringing a short h•ngth of wire, connected to 
the grid, into the vivinitv of the plate lead 
usually will suffice. The feed-back may be con-
trolled hy the regular cathode- resistor gain 
control. When the if. is regenerative, it is 
preferable to operate the tills, at reduced gain 
(high bias) and deliend I ni regeneration to bring 
up t he signal strength. This prevents overload-
ing and increases selectivity. 
The higher selectivity with regeneration re-

duces I he over-all response to noise generated 
in the earlier stages of the receiver. just as does 
high selectivity pridneed by ( ither means, and 
therefore irnproves the signal-to-imise ratio. 
The disadvantage is t hat the regenerat ive gain 
varies with signal strength, being less in st rung 
signals, and the selectivity varies acciirdingly. 

Crystal filters— The most satisfactory 
method of obtaining high selectivity is by the 
use of a piezoelectric quartz crystal as a selec-
tive filter in the i.f. simplifier ( § 2-10). Com-
pared to a good tuned circuit, the Q of such a 
crystal is extrenwly high. The dimensions of 
the crystal are niade such that it is resonant at 
the desired intermediate frequency. It is then 
used as si seleetive eimpler between if. stae`S. 

1000 

500 

e e ; î :1 

20 

o 
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Fig. 727 — Graphical representation of single-signal 
selectivity. The shaded area itulicates the overall 
band.ui.lth, or region in u hich r•-.1uaise is obtainable. 
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When the input circuit is detuned from the 

crystal resonant frequency the resistance com-
ponent of the input impedance decreases, and 
so does the total parallel impedance. Accord-
ingly, the selectivity of the crystal circuit be-
comes higher and the applied voltage falls off. 
At first the resistance decreases faster than the 
applied voltage, with the result that the e.w. 
output from the filter increases as the selectiv-
ity is increased. The output falls off gradually 
as the input circuit is detuned further from res-
onance, however, and the selectivity becomes 
still higher. 

In the circuits of A and B in Fig. 728, the 
minimum selectivity is still much greater than 
that of a normal two-stage 455-kc. amplifier 
and it is desirable to provide a wider range of 
selectivity, particularly for ' phone reception. 
A circuit which does this is shown at Fig. 
728-C. The principle of operation is similar, 
but a much higher value of resistance can be 
introduced in the crystal circuit to reduce the 
selectivity. The output tuned circuit, L3C3, 
must have high Q. A compensate (l vondenser is 
used at C2 (phasing) to maintain circuit bal-
ance, so that the phasing control does not af-
fect the resonant frequency. The output circuit 
functions as a voltage divider in such a way 
that the amplitude of the carrier delivered to 
the next grid does not vary appreciably with 
tue selectivity setting. The variable resistor, 
R, may consist of a series of separate fixed 
resistors selected by a tap switch. 

Q. 7-12 The Second Detector and 
Beat Oscillator 

Detector circuits — The second detector of 
a superheterodyne receiver performs the same 
function as the detector in the simple receiver, 
but usually operates at a higher input level 
because of the relatively great r.f. amplifica-
tion. Therefore, the ability to handle large 
signals without distortion is preferable to high 
sensitivity. Plate detection is used to some 
extent, but the diode detector is most popular. 
It is especially adapted to furnishing automatic 
gain or volume control (§ 7-13). The basic 
circuits are as described in § 7-3, although in 
ninny eases the diode elements are incorporated 
in a multi-purpose tube which contains an 
amplifier section in addition to the diode unit. 
The beat oscillator — Any standard oscilla-

tor circuit (§ 3-7) may be used for the beat 
oscillator. Special beat-oscillator transformers 
are available, usually consisting of a tapped 
coil with adjustable tuning; these are most 
conveniently used with circuits such as those 
shown at Fig. 723-A and -B, with the output 
taken from Y. A variable condenser of about 
25-ppfd. capacity may be connected between 
cathode and ground to provide fine adjustment. 
The beat oscillator usually is coupled to the 
second-detector tuned circuit through a fixed 
condenser of a few ppfd. capacity. 
The beat oscillator should be well shielded, 

to prevent coupling to any part of tla• circuit 

except the second detector and to prevent its 
harmonics from getting into the front end of 
the receiver and being amplified like regular 
signals. To this end, the plate voltage should 
be as low as is consistent with sufficient audio-
frequency output. If the beat oscillator output 
is too low, strong signals will not give a propor-
tionately strong audio response. 
An oscillating second detector may be used 

to give the audio beat note, hut, slime t he de-
tector must be det tined from i.f., thi• selec-
tivity and signal strength will he reduced, while 
blocking (§ 7-1; will be pronounced because of 
the high signal level at the second detector. • 

41. 7-13 Automatic Volume Control 

Principles — the 
gain of the receiver in inven-e proportion to 
the signal strength is a great adValltagV, espe-
cially in ' phone reception, since it tends to 
keep the ( iutput level of the receiver Coit st ant 
regardless of input signal strength. It is readi-
ly accomplished in superheterodyne receivers 
by using the aVi.rage reetified d.c. voltage, 
developed by the received signal across a 
resistance in a detector circuit (§ 7-31, to vary 
the bias on t he if. and i.f. amplifier tubes.. 

(C) 

(A) 

Fig. 728 — Crvstal filter circuits of three types. All 
give variable band., idtli., ujili C having thiS greatest 
range of selecti,ii. Their operation is discussed in the 
text. Suitable circuit values are as folio, l:irciiit 
special i.f. input transformer midi higliMiductative pri-
mary, /4, closely coupled to tuned sccialilarv, La; CI, 
50-µµfd. variable; C, each 100-apfil. fixed (mica); ca, 
lo. to I 5-aufd. (max") variable; Ci, 50-maftl. trimmer; 
L3Ct, i.f. tuned circuit, with La tapped to match crystal-
circuit impedance. In circuit If. i- the same a- in 
circuit A except that the secondary is center-ta met l; 
CI is 100-mafd. variable; Ci. Ca and ,ante as for ein•iiit 
A; L3L4 is a transformer vu ith primarv. LI, correspondin g 
to tap on 1.3 in A. In circuit C, Ti is a speria I i.f. in-
put transformer with tuned primary and 1 un - impe-
dance secondary; (:, Iii-ag fil. lived ( miral; C2, 
opposed stator phasing condenser. approximately 8 
pad. Maximum rapacity each side; 1.3(73, highd.) i.f. 
tuned circuit; R, 0 I., tutus) ohms (,ele,•tivity control). 
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Since this voltage is proportional to the 
average amplitude of the signal, the gain is 
reduced as the signal strength becomes greater. 
The control will be more complete as the 
number of stages to which the a.v.c. bias is 
applied is increased. Control of at least two 
stages is advisable. 
Circuits— A typical circuit using a diode-

triode type tube as a combined a.v.c. rectifier, 
detector and first audio amplifier is shown in 
Fig. 729. One plate of the diode section of the 
tube is used for signal detection and the other 
for a.v.c. rectifieation. The a.v.c. diode plate 
is fed from the deteetor diode through the 
small coupling condenser, C3. A negative bias 
voltage resulting from the flow of rectified car-
rier current is developed across R4, the diode 
load resistor. This negat ive bias is applied to the 
grids of the controlled stages through the filter-
ing resistors (§ 2-10, If, fi'7 and llg. W111/11 

iS ell/SP/1 11/4' :L. V.C. line is grounded, thereby 
removing the a.v.e, bias from the amplifier 
without disturbing the detector circuit. 

It does not Matter whieh of the two tu oie 
idates is selected for audio and Nvhich for a.v.c. 
Frequently the two plates are connected to-
gether and used as a combined detector and 
a.v.c. rectifier. This could be done in Fig. 720. 
The a.v.e. filter and line won hi eon met to the 
junction of R2 and C. while (% and 114 would 
be omitted from the circuit. 
Delayed a.r.c.— In Fig. 729 the audio diode 

return is made directly to the cathode :111(1 
the a.v.c. diode return to ground. This plaves 
negative bias on the a.v.c. diode equal to the 
d.c. drop through the cathode resistor t a volt 
or two) and thus delays the application of 
a.v.c. voltage to the : 111Iplitier grids, since no 
rectificatiim takes place in the a.v.c. diode eir-
cuit until t he carrier amplitude is large enough 
to overcome the bias. Without this t lel:ty the 
a.v.c. would start working even with a very 
small signal. This is undesirable, because the 
full amplification of the receiver then could 
not be realized on weak signals. In the audio 
diode circuit this fixed bias would cause dis-
tortion, and must be ay. ' hied : hence, the return 
is made directly to the g•athode. 
Time COHNintli — The time constant (§ 2-ti) 

of the resistor-condenser combinations in t he 
a.v.c. cireuit is an important part qd the sys-
tem. It must be high enough sit that the modu-
lation on the signal is completely filtered from 

the d.c. output, leaving only an average d.c. 
component which follows the relatively slow 
carrier variations with fading. Audio-frequency 
variations in the a.v.c. voltage applied to the 
amplifier grids would reduce the percentage of 
modulation on the incoming signal, and in 
practice, would cause frequency distortion. On 
the other hand, the time constant must not 
be too great or the a.v.c. would be unable to 
follow rapid fading. The capacity and resist-
ance values indicated in Fig. 729 will give a time 
constant which is satisfactory for high-frequen-
cy reception. 

Signal-strength and tuning indicators— 
A useful accessory to the receiver is an indi-
cator which will show relative signal strength. 
Not only is it an aid in giving reports to trans-
mitting stations, but it is helpful also in aligning 
the receiver &vitas, in eonju fiction with a test 
oscillator or other steady signal. 

Three types of indivators are shown in Fig. 
730. That at A uses an electron-ray tube (§ 3-5), 
several types of which are available. The grid 
of the triode section usually is connected to 
the a.v.c. line. The particular type of tube 
used depends upon the voltage available for its 
grid; where the a.v.c. voltage is large, a remote 
cut-off type (6G5 or tiN5) should be used in 
preference to the more sensitive sharp cut-off 
type (6E5). 

In B, a milliammeter is connected in series 
with the d.c. plate lead to one or more r.f. and 
i.f, tubes, the grids of which are controlled by 
a.v.e. voltage. Since the plate current of such 
t lbes varies with the strengt11 of the incoming 
signal, the meter will indivate relative signal 
intensity and may be calibrated in '' S' points. 
The scale range of the meter should be chosen 
to fit the number of tubes in use; the maxi-
mum plate current of the average remote cut-
off r. f, pentode is from 7 to 10 milliamperes. 
The shunt resistor, R, enables setting the 
plate current to the full-scale value (" zero 
adjustment"). With this system the ordinary 
meter reads downwards front full scale with 
increasing signal strength, which is the reverse 
of normal pointer movement (clockwise with 
increasing reading). Special instruments in 
which the zero-current position of the ixtinter is 
on the right-liand si(h• of tlw scale are used in 
commercial receivers. 
The system at C uses a 0-1 Ina, milliam-

meter in a bridge circuit, arranged so that the 

big. 729— Aut vohime control circuit using a dual-diode-triode as a 
combined a.v.c. rectifier, second detector and first audio-frequency amplifier. 

Iti — 0.25 megolum 
R2— 50,000 to 27,11,000 ohms. 
R3 —  2000 ohms. 

— 2 to :; 
R5 — 0.5 to 1 iilt,2..11M. 

Re, R7, -- 0.25 megobin. 
R to — variable. 
Ci, C2, ( 100 

( 0.1 MM. 

( :6. Cr,, C7 0.01 

Cs, C6 0.01 1.1/.1 µfi/. 

C10— 5- to 114 fil. electriiib C I, — 250 uuffl. 
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Meter reading and the signal strength increase 
together. The current through the branch con-
taining RI should be approximately equal to the 
current through that containing 112. In some 
manufactured receivers this is brought about by 
draining the screen voltage-divider current and 
the current to the screens of three r.f. pentodes 
(r.f. and i.f. stages) through R., the sum of 
these currents being about equal to the maxi-
mum plate current of one its.c.-controlled tube. 
Typical values for this type of circuit are given. 
The sensitivity can be increased by increasing 
the resistance of Re. 112 and 113. The initial set-
ting is made with the manual gain control set 
near maximum, when R3 should be adjusted 
to make the meter read zero with no signal. 

11 7-14 Preselection 
Purpose— Preselection is added signal-fre-

quency selectivity ineorporated before the 
mixer stage is reached. An r.f. : implifier pre-
ceding the mixer generally is called a preselcetor, 
its purpose, in part at least being to discrimi-
nate in favor of tle signal against the image. 
The preselector nmay consist of one or more r.f. 
amplifier stages. When its tuning contr,11 is 
ganged with those of the mixer and oscillator, 
its circuits must track with the mixer circuit. 
The circuit is the same as discussed earlier 

(§ 7-6). An external preseleetor stage may be 
used with receivers having inadequate image 
ratios. In this ease it is built as a separate 
unit, often with a t timed output circuit. which 
gives a further improvement in selectivit y. 
The output circuit usually is link-coupled 

2-11) to the receiver. 
Signal. noise ratio— An r.f. amplifier will 

have a better signal-to-noise ratio (§ 7-2) than 
a mixer because the gain is higher and because 
the mixer-tube electrode arrangement results 
in higher internal tul ,e n. use than does the 
ordinary pentode structure. Hence, a pre-
selector is advantageous in increasing the 
signal-to-noise ratio over that obtainable when 
the mixer is fed directly from the antenna. 
Image suppression — The image ratios 

(§ 7-8) obtainable at frequencies up to and 
including 7 Me. with a single preseleetor stage 
are high enough, when the interme.hate fre-
quency is 455 kc., so that for all pract ical pur-
poses there is no appreciable image response. 
Average image ratios on 14 Me. am! 25 Mc. are 
50-75 and 10-15, respect ively. This is t le over-
all selectivity of the r.f. and mixer tuned cir-
cuits. A second preseleetor stage, adding an-
other tuned circuit, will increase the ratios to 
several hundred at 14 Mc. and tu 30-40 at 28 Mc. 
On very-high frequencies, it is impracticable 

to attempt to secure a good image ratio with a 
455-kc. if. Good performance can be secured 
only by using a high i.f, or a double superhet-
erodyne (§ 7-8) with a high-frequency first i.f. 
Regeneration— Regenerzition may be used 

in a preselect or stage to increase h'. th gain a nd 
selectivity. Since its use makes tuning more 
crit nd increases ga nging problems. regener-

ation is seldom employed except at 14 Mc. and 
above, where adequate image suppressh,ti is dif-
ficult to obtain with non-regenerative circuits. 
The same disadvantages exist as in the case of 
a regenerative i.f. amplifier (§ 7-11). The effect 
of regeneration is roughly equivalent to adding 
another non-regenerative preselector stage. 

ea 

SC RE E.S 
LEO VOLTAGE 
OIVIOEP 

It F. ow I r 

17, 

(C) e 
Fig TM  g indicator or "S"-meter eirimits 
superhet receivers. A. electron-ras indieator; It. plate. 
current meter for tubes on a.v.e.;" C, bridge cirvn ii r. 

a.v.e.-controlled tube. In II, resistor R sl Id has, a 
maxi lllll ut resistance several times that of th • Oldham-

meter. In C. representative values for die  mg are: Ri, RI, 250 ohms; R2, 350 ohms; R3, 1000-ohm variable. 

Regeneration may be introduced by the 
same method as used in regenerative i.f. am-
plifiers (§ 7-11). The manual gain control of 
the stage will serve as a volume control. 

Regeneration in a preseleetor does not im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio, since the tithe 
noise is fed bark to the grid circuit along with 
the signal to acid to the thermal-agitation noise 
originally present. This noise also is amplified. 

41. 7-15 Noise Reduction 
Types of noise— In addition to tube and 

circuit noise (§ 7-6), much of the noise inter-
ference experienced ill reception of high-fre-
quency signals is caused by domestic electrical 
equipment and by automobile ignition sys-
tems. The interference is of two types in its 
effects. The first is the " hiss" type, consisting 
of overlapping pulses similar in nature to 
the receiver noise. It is largely reduced by 
high selectivity in the receiver, especi:dly for 
code reception. The second is the " " 
or " machine-gun" type, c,nsisting 1,1* sepa-
rated impulses of high a inplit ale. Tile " hiss " 
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C2 

R3 
• 220 V 

type of interwrenee usually is caused by com-
mutator sparking in cl.c. and series-wound a.c. 
motors. while the " shot " type results from sepa-
rated spark discharges (a. t. power leaks, switch 
and key clicks, ignition sparks, and the like). 
impulse noise — Impulse noise, because of 

the ext renwly short duration of the pulses as 
compared to the time between them, must have 
high pulse amplit nie to contain nmell average 
energy. Hence, noise of this type strong enough 
to enlise muitli ilitellerellee generally has an 
instantaneous amplitude mueli higher than 
that of the signal being received. The general 
prinuiple of devices intended ti) reduce sueh 
noise is that of allowing the signal amplitude 
to pass through the receiver unafTected, but 
making the receiver inoperative for amplitudes 
greater than that of the signal. The greater the 
amplitude of the pulse compared to its time of 
duration the more successful the raiise reduc-
tion, since more of the roust)! Inuit energy can 
be suppressed. 

in passing through selective receiver circuits, 
the time duration of the impulses is increase(i, 
beenuse of the Q or flywheel effect I§ 2-10) of 
the cireuits. Hence, the more selectivity ahead 
of the tigoi,•u-ruducing device, t flu more difficult 
it becomes to secure good noise suppression. 
Audio u A considerable degree of 

noise reduction in code reeept um can be at', m-
plished by amplitude-limiting arrangements 
applied to the am lio output circuit of a re-
ceiver. Such limiters also maintain the signal 
output nearly constant with fading. Diagrams 
of typical output- limiter circuits are shown in 
Fig. 731. Cirenit A employs a triode tube oper-
ated at reduced plate voltage ¡ approximately 

volt), so that it saturates at a low signal 
level. The arrangement of 11 has better limit-
ing characteristics. A pentode audio tube is 
operated at reduced screen voltage ( 35 volts or 
so), so that the output power remains prac-
tically constant over a grid exeitat ion-voltage 
range of more than 100 to I. These output,-
limiter systems are simple, and adaptable to 
most receivers. However, they cannot prevent 
noise peaks from overloading prevbms circuits. 
Second-detector circuits— The circuit of 

Fig. 732 " chops" noise peaks at the second 
detector of a superhet receiver by means of a 
biased diode, which becomes non-t'inducting 
above a predetermined signal level. The audio 
output of the detector must pass through the 
diode to the grid of tlw amplifier tube. The 
diode normally would be non-conduoing Nvith 
the connections shown were it not for the fact 
that it is given positive bias from a 30-volt 

Fig. 76 I - - Audio output-circuit amplitude-limit-
ing noi,e-reducing circuits for c.w. recept 

PhOœs Ci — 0.25 ftI. 
C2 — 0.010.fd. 
C3 — 5 mfd. 
RI — 0.5 megokun. 
H2 — 2000 ohms. 
R3 — potentiometer. 
--t introit tran,fortner. 
In -- choke. 

source through the adjustable potentiometer, 
R. Resistors RI and 112 must be fairly large in 
value to prevent loss of audio signal. 
The audio signal from the detector can be 

considered to modulate (§ 5-1) the steady 
diode current, and conduction will take place 
so long as the diode plate is positive with re-
spect to the cathode. When the signal is suffi-
ciently large to si' iiig t he catliode positive with 
respect to the plate, however, conduction 
ceases. and that p,,rtion of the signal is cut off 
from the audio amplifier. The point at which 
cut-ueff occurs can be selected by adjustment of 
113. liy set t ing R3 so that the signal just passes 
through the " valve," noise pulses higher in 
amplitude than the signal will be cut off. The 
circuit of Fig 732-A, using an infinite-imped-
ance deteet ( § 7-3), gives a positive voltage 
on rectification. When the rectified voltage is 
negative, as it is from the usual diode detector 
§ 7-3,, the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 

732-B must be used. 
An audio signal of about ten volts is required 

for g,), id limiting aetion. When a beat oscillator 
is used for e. w. reception the b.f.o. voltage 
should be small, so that incoming noise will not 
have a strong earrier to beat against and so 
produec large audio output. 
A seeond-iletect or noise-limiting circuit which 

automatically adjusts itself to the received 
carrier level is shown in Fig. 733. The diode 
load circuit (;%; 7-3) consists of 1?6, R7, R8 
(ShIlllted by die high-resistance audio volume 
contred, (1) and /1'5 in series. The cathode of 
the 6N7 noise limiter is tapped on the load 
resistor at a point such that the average recti-
fied carrier voltage ( negative) at its grid is 
approximately t %vice the negative voltage at 
the eathode, both measured with reference to 
ground. A filter network, is inserted in 
the grid cireuit so t t the audio modulation 
on the carrier does ne it reach the grid: hence, 
the grid potential is maintained at substan-
tially the rectified carrier voltage alone. The 
cath.e de, luewever, is free to follow tlw me iduila-
ti()lt, and when the modulation is 100 per cent 
the peak cathode voltage will just equal the 
steady grid voltage. 

At all modulation percentages below 100 per 
cent the griul is negative with respect to cath-
ode, and current ca hued flow in t he 6N7 plate-
cathode circuit. A noise pulse exceeding the 
peak voltage whieh represents 100 per cent 
modulation will, lieiwever, make the grid posi-
tive with respect to cathode. The relatively 
low plate-eat hode resistance id the 6N7 then 
shunt t lie high-resista nee audio output circuit, 
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effectively short-circuiting it, so that there is 
practically no response for the duration of the 
peak over the 100 per vent modulation limit. 
R5 is used to make the noise- limiting tube 

more sensitive by applying to the plate an 
audio voltage out of phase with the cathode 
voltage. so that, at the instant, the gritl goes 
positive with rest ert to cathode, the highest 
positive potential also is applied to t he plate, 
tints further lowering t te effertive plate-cath-
ode resistance. 

I.f. noise silencer — In the circuit shown in 
Fig. 734, noise pulses are made to deerease the 
g:tin of an i.f. stage momentarily and thus 
silence the receiver for the duration of the 
pulse. Any noise vteltage in exeess ofthe desired 
signal's maximum if. voltage is taken off at 
the grid of the i.f, amplifier, amplified by the 
noise amplifier stage. and rectified by tlee full-
wave diode noise rectifier. The noise circuits 
are tuned to the i.f. The rectified noise voltage 
is applied as a pulse of negative bias to the 
No. 3 grid of the till i.f. amplifier, wholly or 
partially disabling this stage for the duration 
of the individual noise pulse, depending on the 
amplitude of the noise voltage. The noise 
amplifier-rectifier circuit is biased ley means 
of the " threshold control," /?2, so that reetifi-
cation will not start, until the noise voltage 
exceeds the desired-signal amplitude. With 
automatic volutene runt rol the mv.e. vi elt age 
can be applied to the grid of the noise ampli-
fier, to augment this threshold bias. This sys-
tem improved the signal-to-noise ratio some 
30 db. ( power ratio of 1000) with heavy igni-
tion in terferenee, raising the signal-to-noise 
ratio from — 10 ( lb, without the silencer to 

20 gib, wit h the silencer in a typical instance. 

300 

(B) 

• 

C3 re audio 
ompliffer 

(—Zeta 
err, to«. 

Fig. 732— Series-valve noi-e-limiter ciresiits..t. as used 
is hit an infinite-impedance detector: IS, uith a diode 
detector. Typical values for components arc as follous: 

Ri — 0.25 megohm. 
R2 - 50,000 ohms. 
Ha— 10,000-ohms. 

R4-20,000 to 50,000 ohms. 
— 250 55 1d, 

C2, C3— 0.1 5fd. 

All other diode-circuit constants in 11 art' conventional. 
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Fig. 733 — Autmnat 'ter for smberlieterodynes. 

1.r, transformer u illi a balanced secondary fin. 
xtork ing into a I lode reel ifier. 

RI, 112, 113 — 1 inegolien. — 0.1-mfd. paper. 
lin — lquegolun variable. C2, C.3— 0.0:i-pfd. paper. 
1in - 250,000 ohm,. C.1, C3 — ..a. 
14, Its — 100,000 "Ions. Cg — 0.001-pfd. mica (for 
— 25,000 ohms. r.f, filtering, if 
- - S.p.s.t. toggle on-off suiteh). Deeded I. 

The switell should lllllll nted close to the circuit ele-
ments and controlled Is an extension shad' t ilneeessar. 

Circuit values are normal for i.f. amplifiers 
O't 7-11 e, except as indicated. The noiste-reeti-
fier transformer, 7'1, lias an unturned secondary 
closely voupled to the primary : end renter-
tapped ft ir full-wave rectification. Th, ti ' it 

reetifier (§ 8-31 is used to retitle(' the pos-
sibility of r.f. feted-bark into the if. amplifier 
(noise-silencer stage. TIte time t'itit:.t:tttt t§ 2-6) 
of the noise-rectifier Iliad circuit. it'iCire2. must 
be small, to prevent disabling the noise-silencer 
stage for a longer period than the duration of 
the noise pulse. The te.f, chi eke, UPC, must be 
effertive at the intermediate frequency. 

Ailequitit.e shielding : mil isolation of titi' noise-
amplifier and rectifier circuits from the noise-
silencer stage must he provided to prevent 
possible self-i»eillation and instability. This 
circuit should be applied to the first i.f, stage 
of the receiver, before the high-seleetivity cir-
cuits : ere reached. ( be the other hand, it is most 
effect ive %%lien the signal and noise levels are 
fairly high (meaning one or two r.f. stages be-
fore the mixer) shire several volts must be ob-
tained from the noise rectifier for good si-
Itenteinir. 

7-16 Operating Superheterodyne 
Receivers 

C.w. reception — making (• oilii signals 
audible, the beat oseillator should be set to a 
frequency slightly different fie'« the inter-
mediate frequent's' (§ 7-s). To adjust t he beat - 
oseillattir frequency, first tune in a net ederatelv 
\Veal but, steady carrier wit le the beat e eseillatOr 
turned off. Adjust the receiver tuning for 
maximum signal strengt It, as indicated by maxi-
mum hiss. Then turn on the brat oseillator 
and adjust its frequency (leaving the receiver 
tuning unchanged i to give a suitable beat note. 
The beat oscillator need not subsequently be 
touched, except for 11( .1.;isitmal checking to make 
certain the frequenc - has not drifted from the 
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initial setting. The 1).f.o. may be set on either 
the high- or low-frequeney side of zero beat. 
The tise of ave. (§ 7-13) is not generally 

satisfactory in reception bemuse the re-
ceiver gain rises in the spaces between the 
dots and dashes, giving :In increase in noise in 
the same intervals. and because the rectified 
beat-oscillator voltage in the second detector 
circuit also operates t he a.v.c. circuit. This gives 
a constant reduction in gain and prevents util-
ization of the full sensitivity of the receiver. 
Hence, the gain preferably should be manually 
adjusted to give suit al audit ,frequenev output. 
To avoid overloading in the i.f. eirctiits, it is 

usually better t.) t.ontrol the i.f, and rd., gain 
and keep the :unlit. gain at a fixed value than ti) 
use the a.f. gain control as a volume control 
and leave the r.f. gain fixed at its hi ghest level. 

Tit  • g with the crystal filter— If the re-
ceiver is equipped with a crystal filter the tun-
ing instructions in the preceding paragraph 
still apply, but more care must be used both in 
the init ial adjustment of t he beat oscillator and 
in tuning. The heat oscillator is set as described 
above. but with the crystal filter in operation 
and adjusted to its sharpest position, if vari-
able selectivity is available. The initial adjust-
ment should ht. inade with the phasing cunt rul 
§ 7-1 1 ‘. in the intermediate position. After it is 

completed, the beat ostillator should be left set 
:1 1)(1 the receiver tuned t.. the other side of zero 
beat (audio-frequency image) on the same 
carrier to give a beat note of the same tone. 
This beat will be considerablv weaker than the 
first, and may he ' phased out •' 1tliflOst C0111-
1)1(dely by careful adjustment of the phasing 
control. This is the adjustment for normal 
operation: it will be found that one side of zero 
beat has practically disappeared. leaving maxi-
mum response on the desired side. 
An interfering signal haying a beat note 

differing from that of the a.f. image can be 
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Fig. 73.1— I.f. noise-silencing circuit. The plate supply 
should be 250 volts. Typical values for component', arc: 
— 50-250 pad. (use sntallest value possible u idiom 

r.f. feedback). 
C2 — pmfd. R2 — 5000-ohm variable. 
:3 -- 0.1 Al. lt3 — 20,000 ohms. 

Iii -- 0.1 megohm. 114. RS — 0.1 megohm. 
— Special i.f, transformer for noise rectifier. 

similarly phased out, provided its earrier fre-
quency is not too near the desired carrier. 

Depending upon the filter design, maximum 
selectivity may cause the dots and dashes to 
lengthen out so that they seem to '' run to-
gether." This, plus the fact that tuning is 
quite critical with extremely high selectivity, 
may make it desirable to use somewhat less 
seleetivity in ordinary operation. However, it 
must be emphasized that. to realize the benefits 
of the crystal filter in mincing in it 
is neressary to do ail tuning with it in the 
circuit. Its selectivity is so high that it is 
almost impossible to find the desired station 
quiekly. slatuld the filter be switched in only 
when interferenee is present. 

'PI  reception — In reveptiun of ' phone 
signais. the normal proeedure is to set the r.f. 
:Lod i.f, gain at maximum, switch on the 
:Wit use the audio gain control for setting the 
vtdinne. This insures maximum effectiveness of 
the a.v.e. system in compensating for fading 
and maintaining constant audio output on 
either st rung or weak signals. On occasion a 
st rung signal dose to t he frequency of a weaker 
desired station may take control of the a.v.c., 
itt wiljeh ease the wea ker st it itin will prat-
tivall disappear bevause of the reduced gain. 
ln this case better reception may result if the 
a.v.e, is switched off, using the manual r.f. 
gain limit rol to set the gain at a point which 
prevents blocking - by the stronger signal. 
A crystal filter will do much toward reducing 

interference in 'phone reeeption. Although the 
high selectivity cuts sidebands ( I; 7-1 1) and 
thereby reduces the audio too put, especially at 
the higher audio frequencies, it is possible to 
use quite high selectivity wit hout destroying 
intelligibility even though the'• tomtit y " of the 
transmission may suffer. As in the case of e.w. 
reception, it is advisable to do all tuning with 
the filter in the circuit. Variable-selectivity 
filters permit a choice of selectivity to suit 
interferenve conditions. 
An undesired carrier close in frequency to a. 

desired carrier will heterodyne with it to pro-
(hive a beat note equal to the frtqineney dif-
ferenee. Such a heterodyne (.an be reduced by 
adjust na ' jut of the phasing (quit rol in the crystal 
filter. It cannot be prevented in a " straight" 
sulterheterodyne having no erystal filter. 
A tone control often will be of help in reduc-

ing the effects of high-pitched heterodynes, 
sideband splatter f § 5-2) and noise, by cutting 
t.ff the higher audio frequencies. This, like side-
ba nd cutting with high selectivity, causes some 
reduetion in naturalness. 
Spur* s responses — Spurious responses 

can he recognized without a great deal of 
difficulty. Often it is possible to identify an 
image by the nature of the transmitting sta-
ti..n. if the frequency assignments applying to 
the frequency to which the receiver is tuned 
are known. However, an image also can be 
recognized by its behavior with tuning. If the 
signal causes a heterodyne beat note with the 
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desired signal and is actually on the same 
frequency, the beat note will not change as t he 
receiver is tuned through the signal; but if the 
interfering signal is an image, t he beat will vary 
in pitch as the receiver is tuned. The beat 
oscillator in the receiver must be turned off fie 
this test. Using a crystal filter with the beat 
oscillator on, an image will peak on the side of 
zero beat opposite that on which the desired 
signal peaks. 

Harmonic response can be recognized by the 
"tuning rate," or movement of the tuning iliai 
required to give a specified eleinge in beat note. 
Signals getting into the i.f. via high-frequeney 
oscillator harmonics tune twee rapidly less tutu 
movement) t brought a given change in beat utile 
than do signals received by nerned means. 

Harmonies of the beat oscillator can be rec-
ognized by the tuning rate of t he beat-iiseillatie 
pitch control. A smaller miivement i)f t lii eon-
trol will suffice for a given change in beat note 
than is necessary with legitimate signals. 

41 7-17 Servicing Superheterodyne 
Receivers 

Troubleshooting — TWO basic methods 
are employed. One is the " point-by-point" 
system of static analysis. requiring chiefly a 
multirange volt-ohm-iiiilliatumeter. Begin-
ning at the power transfi inner, the operating 
voltages at each point in the cirant are meas-
ured. Abnormally low or high voltagi•s, or t he 
absence of indication at a given point in the 
circuit, presumably indicate a defective com-
ponent at that point. The analysis may then 
be completed with the aid rit he elon meter and 
a little deduction. ending e it li repair or re-
placement of unserviceable iainipont•nts. 
An alternative method, commonly employed 

by professional radio servicemen, is that of 
"dynamic" or " ehannel" analysis. The prin-
ciple is that of applying a test signal to the 
r.f. input :out tracing it stage- by-stage thniugh 
the receiver. The r.f. and i.f. stages are chei•keil 
by tuned amplifiers feetling a linear detector 
which operates an indicator seek as vacuum-
tube voltmeter, electron-ray voltmeter. or 
cathode-ray tube. A probe on the end ef a 
shielded lead with a very small condenser 

aafd.) in series is used to pick .up the 
signal in the output of any stage, and the tuned 
amplifiers are adjusted to the frequency of t he 
stage. Thus the presence or absence of the 
signal at any point in the relieiver may be de-
termined, as well as the nilat ive level. 

1.f. alignment — A calibrated signal gen-
erator or test oscillator is a practical necessity 
for initial alignment, of an i.f. amplifier. Some 
means for measuring t he output of the receiver 
also is needed. If the receiver has a tuning 
meter, its indications n id serve for this pur-
pose. Alternatively, if the signal generator is 
of the modulated type, an a.e, output meter 
(high-resistance voltmeter with copper-oxide 
rectifier) can be connected arniss the primary 
of the output transformer, or from the plate of 

the last :milk) anq)lifier tliniugh a 0.1-afd. 
blocking condenser (§ 2-13) to the receiver 
chassis. The intensity of sound from the 
loudspeaker can be judged by ear, if no output 
meter is available, but this method is not as 
accurate as those using instruments. 
The procedilrE' s Is fidlliWS: The test oscil-

lator is adjusted to the desired in 
frequency, and the '' or ungrounded out-
put lead is clifilied on the grid terminal of tlai 
last i.f. amplifier tube. The gr oinded lead is 
connected to the reeeiver chassis. The trim-
mer eondensers of the transfi enter feeding the 
second deti•ctor are then adjusted for maxi-
mum signal output. The hot lead from the 
generator is next clipped on the grid of the 
next-to-last i.f, tube, and the seeond from last 
i.f. transformer is brought jut tu alignment by 
adjusting its trimmers for ma xinnun output. 
This process is vontinued, working back from 
the second detector, until all of the i.f. trans-
formers have been aligned. It will be necessary 
to reduce the output of the signal generator as 
more of the if. amplifier is brought into use, 
because Hui increased gain otherwise may cause 
overloading and consequent inacrurate results. 
It is desirable always to use the minimum signal 
strength whirl) gives useful output niadings. 
The if. transformer in the plate circuit of 

the mixer is aligned with the signal-generator 
output lead yen nected to t he niixer grid. Since 
the tuned circuit feeding the mixer grid is 
tuned to a considerably higher frequency, it. 
ean effeetively short-rireuit the signal-genera-
ti dnit lint, and therefi ire it may be neeessary 

discionneet t his rireuit. Wit li t ubes having a 
top grid-rap ronnertion, titis van he dime by 
simply removing the grid Clip from t he t nix) p. 

If the tuning indieator is used as an output 
meter the a.v.c, should be on; it' the audio-
output met hod is used, the a.v.e, should be off. 
The beat osc•illutier sltuuld oil' itt rit ltir ran'. 

If the i.f, amplifier has a crystal filter, the 
filter should be s wit out. Alignment is then 
carried out as described above, setting the 
signal generator as closely as possible to the 
frequency of the crystal. After alignment. the 
erystal sheuld be se itched ill :HMI t he OtieillatOr 
frequency varied hack and forth rivet' a small 
range either side of the erystal frequency 
to find its exai•t frequency, whieli will be 
indicated by a sharp rise in out put. Leaving t he 
signal generator set on the crystal peak, the 
i.f. trimmers may be realigned fie maximum 
output. The neeessary readjustment should be 
small. The signal generator frequency should 
be checked frequently. to make sure it has not 
drifted from the crystal peak. 
A modulated signal is not of much value for 

aligning a crystal- filter i.f. amplifier, since the 
high selectivity cuts sidebands and the results 
may be inaceurate if the audio out put of the 
receiver is used as a criterion of alignment. 
Lacking an tuning welet the trans-
formers may be aligned by ear, using a %% yak 
unmudulated siguitil adiu›ted tic h he rryS1:11 
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(B) 

peak. Switch on the beat oscillator, adjust to a 
suitable tone, and align the transformers for 
maximum audio output. 
An amplifier which is only slightly out of 

alignment, as a result of normal drift from 
temperature, humidity or aging effects, can be 
realigned by using any steady signal, such as 
a loyal broadcasting station, in lieu of a test, 
oscillator. Allow the receiver to warm up thor-
oughly an hour or sot, tune in the signal as 
usual. and touch up'' t il'. trimmers. 

R.f. alignment — The nlejeetive in align-
ing the r. I. cireuits in a gang-tuned receiver 
is to secure adequate tracking over each tun-
ing range. The adjustment may be carried out 
with a test oscillator of suitable frequency 
range, or even on noise or such signals as may 
be heard. First set the tuning dial at the high-
frequency end of the range in use. Then set t lw 
test oscillator to the frequeney indicated by 
the receiver dial. The test-iiscillator tottput 
may be comweted to the antenna terminals of 
the receiver for this test. Adjust the oscillator 
trimmer condenser in the receiver to give 
maximum response on the test-oscillator signal, 
t hen ni ' set t he receiver dial ti t be low-frequency 
end of the range. Set the test-oseillator fre-
quency near the frequency indicated by the 
receiver dial and carefully tune the test oscil-
lator until its signal is heard in the receiver. If 
the frequency of the signal as indicated by the 
test-oscillator calibration is higher than that. 
indicated by t he receiver dial, nit re inductance 
(or more ea pacify in t he tracking condenser) is 
needed in t he receiver oscillator circuit : if the 
frequency is I,,wer, less inductance ( less track-
ing capw•ity , is required in ti te receiver ieseil-
lat in! merrial rerviver, provide some 

weans ir varYiutz'tin inductanees of the 'n ils 

C) 
Fig. 733 • t pat t.•rti- of response character-
istics tilt a •111-‘, tracer. The upper row illii-trate: 
various kind, of tni,aligninent the lower row sloe,- the 
same stages properly aligned. t, f. curve of a select te 
iromentinieation, pe rereiVer. %s in' all transformers 
mit lined on one of [Op). 111•1.s, .. the 
peak. e.ineide s, hen pr,,ped • ne,I. even though 
skirt , do not preei.ely match. It. at the top, a ion eail-
band f.m. reeeiser eur‘-e taken after alignment In the 
fixed-freipiene and output-meter method: the 
curve show. the improvement after careful t i-uni ;di un-

nient. C. the pattern tif a inedium—eleeti , ils rct•i•iver 
with tran ,foriners I ailed syminetrieally on either 
side of re,unance I If '10: l'in., the situ.' if. turn'' uy 
aligned lent w ith the te-t tuned slightly off fre-
(mein.> theret ion t rarefor bet terexamination. 

or the captivity of the tracking condenser, to 
permit aligning the receiver tuning with the 
dial calibration. Set the test oscillator to the 
frequency inilicated by the receiver dial, and 
then adjust t he t racking capacity or inductance 
of the receiver oscillatoi• ( lilt to obtain maxi-
mum response. After making this adjustment, 
recheck the high-frequency end of the scale as 
previously deseribed. It may be necessary to go 
back and forth between the em Is of the range 
several times before the proper eombination of 
inductance and capavity is secured. In many 
cases, bet ter over-all tracking will result if fre-
quencies near but not act tally at the ends of 
the tutting range are selectol, instead of taking 
the extreme iii ettings. 

After the oscillator range is properly ad-
justed, set t receiver and test oscillator to the 
high-frequeney end of the range. Adjust the 
mixer trimmer condenser for maximum hiss or 
signal, then the rd.. trimmers. Reset the tuning 
dial and test oscillator to the low-frequency 
end of tla• range, and repeat: if the circuits are 
properly designed, no change in trimmer set-
tings should be necessary. If it is necessary to 
increast• the trimmer capacity in any circuit, 
it indicates that more inductanee is needed: if 
less caparity resonates the circuit, less in-
ductance is required. 

Tracking seldom is perfect throughout, a 
tuning range, so that a check of alignment at 
internwiliate pi tints in the range may show it 
to be slightly off. Normally the gain variation 
from this cause will be small, however, and it 
will sieve to bring the circuits into line at both 
ends of the range, lf most ritiwpfinn is in a 
partirular part of the range, such as an ama-
teur band, the circuits may be aligned for 
maximum performance in that region, even 
though the t•nds of the frequeney range as a 
whole may be slightly out of alignment. 

Usual alignment — t lare accurate and 
efficient alignment of reveiver eireuits may be 
tied( wined with the aiil of a i•isual curve-tracer 
or •• wobbulator traces out the response 
curve visually on a cathode-ray oscilloscope. 
This is itei•omplislied by using a special signal 
generator in which the oscillator frequency is 
varieil ovin a suitable range at a low audio 
rate. Tht• horizontal sweep of the oscilloscope 
is synchronized with the rate of variation of 
the test frequency, so that the horizontal de-
flection is a function of frequency. The reeti-
tied output of the seeond detector is connected 
to the vertical deflection plates of the oscillo-
scope. The spot on the si.rern therefore traces 
a curve proportional to the receiver response 
in terms () I' the intantaiwous value of the os-
cillator frequency. This visual response curve, 
which may be that of the entire receiver or of 
any stage, is einutinually visible as a whole. 
Thus the effect of any ailjustment of the eir-
cuits may be ttbserved much more rapidly than 
is possible with an onlinary signal generator 
and output meter, particularly in the case of 
wide-band if. circuits. 
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(A) (B) (C) 

Fig. 736—A, a typical single-trace response curve of 
a selective high-lidelity i.f. system. 13. pattern if the 
amplifier in A made highly regenerative, illustrating 
instability-. C, double trace of a single overconpled if. 
stage st tir the return trace displaced. A similar -knee-

limer on the skirts it ould indicate regeneratiiin. 

Apparatus and methods for obtaining visual 
curve traces are described in Chapter Nineteen. 
The simplest arrangement is that which em-
ploys a reactance-tube modulated oscillator 
operating on 1000 ke., the output of which is 
combined with that from an untan lulated 
variable-tuning r.f. oscillator in a mixer tube, 
to provide a heterodyned signal at the desired 
center frequency. 

Either " double trace" and " single trace" 
patterns may be used. The double trace pat-
tern is obtained by applying a triangular 
sweep to the f. m. oscillator at a frequency kill* 
that of the sawtooth sweep on the horizinital 
plates of the cathode-ray tube. The return 
sweep produces a reversed pattern superim-
posed on the first, and is useful for check-
ing symmetry and frequency calibration. The 
single-trace pattern shows the sanie two oppo-
site-sequence resonance curves, but with the 
second curve displaced by a half cycle of the 
audio sweep frequenvy. It is useful in display-
ing irregularities in the pattern which miglit be 
obscured by superposition of the traces. 
The alignment procedure follows that de-

scribed for the oscillator-output-meter nut ! tint. 
Assuming a diode second detector, run a 
shielded lead to the vertical input terntinals 
of the oscilloscope front the -high" side of the 
diode load resistor — usually the audio vol-
ume control. With a triode biased detector, 
the bias resistor and by-pass condenser circuit 
should be opened and the vertical terminal 
connected to the cathode of the detector tube 
across a 0.5-megohm leak to ground, by-
passed with a 250-mpfd. condenser. The plate 
load should be shorted out. This will make the 
resonance patterns appear upside down, but 
does not change their interpretation. 
The r.f. output from the mixer should con-

nect directly to the grid of the last if. tube. 
Add the if. frequency to 1000 kc. and set the 
unmodulated signal generator to this fre-
quency. For example, if the if. is 465 ke., set 
the a.m. signal generator to 1465 kc. At the 
usual bandwidth of 30 ke., the signal at the 
grid of the last i.f. stage will swing from -1.-)(1 
to 480 kc. and back. If the signal generator is 
set to the exact i.f., a double-trace pattern 
should appear on the screen. Center this pat-
tern with the oscilloscope sweep vernier. Ad-
just the i.f. trimmers until these peaks coincide. 
For single-trace analysis, t he oscilloscope sweep 
frequency should be reduced one half. 

To align the next i.f. stage, move the r.f. 
output lead to the grid of the tube and adjust 
the next if. transformer. It may be necessary 
to readjust the out put transformer after this 
operation. When aligning triple-tuned or high-
fidelity hi. circuits, it is most important that, 
the peaks in t he double pat tern voinvide and 
have nearly equal amplitude. 
To align the r.f. and mixer input circuits, 

the variable- frequency signal gonerator should 
sut to a frequeney which, by addition to 

1000 kr., produces tile desired r.f. signal fre-
queney, As cavil stage is added, the output 
level must be redueed ti) keep t he pattern on 
the screen. To avoid overloading, only enough 
signal should lw used to overcome loval inter-
ference. Adjust t he r.f. trimmers for maximum 
virtual :unpin ode of the pat tern, as with an 
output meter. Dial calibration can be cheeked 
by setting the test oscillator on frequency 
and adjust ing t he h.f. osci Hai or t tinnily). in t he 
receiver t.) venter t he pat tern cut the st•reell. 

(A) (B) (C) 

Vig. 737- lle..11.11,.• tul a -up.•rhe•terfxlyne with 
ersial tnunll• at a cry In, it ion rate). A, 
ersstal in ',Wisin g rim I nil at center, 

It, phasing tit ti it slid 1,11111, - 
freuiuuncy 'adv. lib i,.t on side. 

Oseilliilion in r.f. err i.f. aitifilifiers— Os-
ciliation in high-frequeney amplifier and mixer 
circuits may be evidetived by squeals or 
"birdies" :IS till' tuning is varied, or by com-
plete lack of audible output if t he oseillat ion is 
strong enough to cause the a.y.e. sys.tem to 
reduce the reveiver gain ihast vally. Dsvillation 
can be caused by p tor c'tniteet ions in the e,,m-
Ilion ground circuits, especially to the tuning-
condenser rotors. Inadequate im defective by-
pass condensers in cathode, plate and se reen-
grid virvilits also titi cati- i' sueh oscillation. In 
some cases it may be advisable to provide a 
shield bet iveen the st.ttors tuf pre-r.f. amplifier 
and first -deteetor ganged -tuning condensers, hi 
addition to the usual tube and interstage shield-
ing. A metal tube ‘vitli an ungrounded shell 
will cause trouble. Improper sereen-grid volt-
age, resulting from a shorted iri' too-low screen-
grid series resistor. also may be responsible 
for sue!) instability. 

Oseillat ion in the if. cireuits is independent 
of high-frequeney tuning, and is indicated by 
a continuous squeal \illicit appears t', lien tike 
gain is advanced with the e.iy. Init oseillator 
on. It ran result from similar deferts in i.f. 
amplifier circuits. Inadequate eat hode by-pass 
capacitance is it common valise of such oseilla-
tion. An additional by-pass condenser of 0.1 
to 0.25 µfil• usually will remedy the trouble. 
Similar treatment, i'titi be applied to t he sereen-
grid and plate by- past: filters of if, stages. 
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Instability— "Birdies" or a mushy hiss 
occurring with tuning of the high-frequency 
oscillator may indicate that the oscillator is 
"squegging" or oscillating simultaneously at 
high and low frequencies (§ 7-4). This may be 
caused by a defective tube, too-high oscillator 
plate or screen-grid voltage, excessive feed-
back, or too-high grid-leak resistance. 
A varying beat note in c.w. reception indi-

cates instability in either the h.f. oscillator or 
beat oscillator, usually the former. The stabil-
ity of the beat oscillator van be checked by in-
troducing a signal of intermediate frequency 
(from a test oscillator) into the i.f. amplifier; 
if the beat note is unstable, the trouble is in 
the beat oscillator. Poor connections or defec-
tive parts are the likely cause. Instability in 
the high-frequency oscillator may be the result 
of poor circuit design (§ 7-10), loose connec-
tions, defective tubes or circuit components, or 
poor voltage regulation in the oscillator plate 
and/or screen supply circuits. Mixer pulling of 
the oscillator circuit (§ 7-9) also will cause the 
beat-note to " chirp" on strong c.w. signais be-
cause the oscillator load changes slightly. 

In ' phone reception with a.v.c., a peculiar 
type of instability (" motorboating") may ap-
pear if the h.f. oscillator frequency is sensitive 
to changes in plate voltage. As the a.v.c. 
voltage rises the electrode currents of the con-
trolled tubes decrease, decreasing the load 
on the power supply and causing its output 
voltage to rise. Since this increases the voltage 
applied to the oscillator, its frequency changes 
correspondingly, throwing the signal off the 
peak of the i.f. resonance curve and reducing 
the a.v.c. voltage, thus tending to restore the 
original conditions. The process then repeats 
itself, at a rate determined by the signal strength 
and the time constant of the power-supply 
circuits. This effect is most pronounced with 
high i.f. selectivity, as when a crystal filter is 
used, and can be cured by making the oscillator 
relatively insensitive to voltage changes and by 
regulating the plate voltage supply (§7-10). 

*5 

41 7-18 Reception of Frequency-
Modulated Signais 

Fan. receivers— A frequency-modulation 
receiver differs in circuit design from one 
designed for amplitude modulation chiefly in 
the arrangement used for detecting the signal. 
Detectors for amplitude-modulated signals do 
not respond to frequency modulation. It is also 
necessary, for full realization of the noise-re-
ducing benefits of the f.m. system, that the 
signal applied to the detector be completely 
free from amplittule modulation. In practice, 
this is attained by preventing the signal from • 
rising above a given amplitude by means of a 
limiter (§ 3-10, 7-15). Since the weakest signal 
must be amplitude-limited, high gain must be 
provided ahead of the limiter; the superhetero-
dyne type of circuit almost invariably is used 
to provide the necessary gain. 
The r.f. and i.f. stages in a superheterodyne 

for f.m. reception are practically identical in 
circuit arrangement with those in an a.m. 
receiver. since the use of f.m. is confined to the 
very-high frequencies (above 28 Mc.) a high 
intermediate frequency is employed, usually 
between 4 and 5 Mc. This not only reduces 
image response but also provides the greater 
band-width necessary to accommodate wide-
band frequency-modulated signals. 
Reeeiver requirements— The primary re-

quirements are sufficient r.f. and i.f. gain to 
"saturate" the limiter even with a weak 
signal, sufficient band-width (§ 7-2) to ac-
commodate the full frequency deviation either 
side of the carrier frequency without undue 
attenuation at the edges of the band, a limiter 
circuit which functions properly on both rapid 
and slow variations in amplitude, and a detec-
tor which gives a linear relationship between 
frequency deviation and amplitude output. The 
audio circuits are the same as in other receivers 
(§ 7-5), except that in communications-type 
receivers it is desirable to cut off the upper 
audio range by a low-pass filter (§ 2-11) be-
cause higher-frequency noise components have 
the greatest amplitude in an f.m. receiver. 
The limiter — Limiter circuits generally are 

of the plate-saturation type (§ 7-15), where low 
plate and screen voltage are used to limit the 
plate-current flow at high signal amplitudes. 

738-A is a typical circuit. The tube is self-
biased (§ 3-6) by a grid leak, RI, and condenser, 
Cl. R2, 113 and R4 form a voltage divider 

Fig. 738 — F.m. limiter circuits. A, single-tube plate-
saturation limiter; B, cascade limiter. Typical values are: 

Circuit A Circuit B 

C1 — 100ppfd. 100 medd. 
C2, C3 — 0.1 mfd. 0.1 ad. 

— 250 umfd. 
Iti — 0.1 megohm. 50.000 ohms. 
— 2000 ohms. • 2000 ohms. 

Ils — 50,000 ohms. 50,000 ohms. 
114 — 0-50,000 ohms. 0-50,000 ohms. 
Its — 4000 ohms. 
Ro — 0.2 megohm. 

Plate-supply voltage is 250 in both circuits. 
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(§ 8-10) which puts the desired voltages on the 
screen and plate. The lower the voltages the 
lower the signal level at which limiting occurs, 
but the r.f. output voltage of the limiter also 
is lower. C2 and C3 are the plate and screen 
by-pass condensers, of conventional value for 
the intermediate frequency used. The time 
constant (§ 2-6) of RIC' determines the be-
havior of the limiter with respect to rapid ; Ind 
slow amplitude variations. For best operation 
on impulse noise (§ 7-15) the time constant 
should be small, but a too-small time construit 
limits the ra nge of signal strengths the limiter 
can handle without departing from the con-
stant-output cionlition. A larger time constant 
is better in this respect but. is not so effective 
for rapid variations. Compromise constants 
are shown in Fig. 738. 
The cascade limiter, Fig. 738-B, overcomes 

this by making the time constant in the first 
grid circuit suitable for effective operat on 
impulse noise, and that in the seeond grid 
(C4R6) optimum for a wide range of input sig-
nal strengths. This results, in addition, in more 
constant output over a very wide range of in-
put signal amplitudes because the voltage at 
the grid of the second stage already is par-
tially amplitude-limited. It usista nee coupling 
(R5C4R0 is uspd for simplicity and to prevent 
unwanted regi•neration, additional gain at this 
point being unnecessary. 
The rectified voltage developed across R1 in 

either circuit may be applied to the i.f. ampli-
fier for a.v.c. (§ 7-13). 
Discriminator circuits and operation — 

The f.m. detector commonly is called a dis-
criminator, because of its ability to discrimi-
nate between frequency deviations above and 
those below the carrier frequency. 
A rectifier connected to an ordinary tuned 

circuit adjusted so that the signal frequency 
falls on one side of the response curve consti-
tutes an elementary discriminator, because t he 
rectifier output will vary with a change in the 
carrier frequency. If two such circuits are used 
with a balanced rectifier, one tuned above and 
the other below the signal frequency, ampli-
tude variations are balanced out and the com-
bined rectified current is proportional to the 
frequency deviation. 
The circuit most widely used is the " series" 

or center-tuned discriminator shown in Fig. 
739-A. A special i.f. coupling transformer is 
used between the limiter and detector. Its 
secondary, LL, is center-tapped and is con-
nected back to the plate side of the primary 
circuit, which otherwise is conventional. C.1 is 
the tuning condenser. The load circuits of the 
two diode rectifiers (RICIR2C2) are connected 
in series; constants are the same as in ordinary 
diode detector circuits (§ 7-3). Audio output 
is taken from across the two load resistances. 
The primary and secondary circuits are both 

adjusted to resonance in the center of the i.f. 
pass-band. The voltage applied to the rectifiers 
consists of two components, that induced in the 

Fi 12. 7:10 -- F. ni, ttt i tt ator circuit-. In both circuits 
typical values for Cu and C2 are loll 5 f.l. each; R1 aud 
R2. 0.1 inegohm each. ( in apprii‘imately 50 mad, 
depending upon the intermediate frequen(y: liktshould 
be of a type designed for thr i.f. in 2.5 mh. is satis-
factory for i.f.s of t to 5 NIc.). In either circuit the 
grout may be moved from the lots i•r end uf C2 to the 
junction of Ci and C2, for push-pull audio output. 

secondary by the inductive coupling and that 
fed to the center of the secondary through C3. 
The phase relations between the two are such 
that at resonance the rectified load currents 
are equal in amplitude but flow in opposite 
directions through ki and R2, hence the net 
voltage across the terminals marked " audio 
output" is zero. When the carrier deviates 
from resonance the induced secondary current 
either lags or leads, depending upon whether 
the deviation is to the high- or low-frequency 
side, ; tint this phase shift, causes the induced 
current to combine with that. fel tlinnigh 
in such a way that one tliode gets more voltage 
than the other when the frequency is below 
resonance, while the second diode gets the 
larger voltage when the frequency is higher 
than resonance. The voltage appearing across 
the output terminals is the difference between 
the two diiale voltages. Thus a characteristic 
like that of Fig. 740 m.,1lit s, where the net. 
rectified output voltage has opposite polarity 
for frequencies on either side of resonance, and 
up to a certain point becomes greater in ampli-
tude as the frequency deviatioil is greater. The 
straight-line portion of the ilirve is the useful 
detector characteristic. The separation be-
tween the peaks which mark the ends of the 
linear portion of the curve depends upon the 
Qs of the primary and secondary circuits and 
the degree of coupling. The separation becomes 
greater with low Qs and close coupling. The 
circuit ordinarily is designed so that the peaks 
fall just outside the limits of the pass-band, 
thus utilizing most of the straight, portion of 
the curve. Since the audio output. is propor-
tional t.. the change in d.e. voltage with devia-
tion. it is advantageous for maximum output 
to keep lit, frequenry,:t•imrnt ion hut \Yew' puttl:s 
down to tu,' minimum value necessary for a 
linear characteristic. 
A second type of discriminator is shown in 

Fig. 739-B. Two secondary circuits are used, 
one tuned above the center frequency of the 
i.f. pass-band and the other below. They are 
coupled equally to the primary, which is tuned 
to the center frequency. As the carrier fre-
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Fig. 740 — Character-
istic of a typical f.m. 
tleteetor. vertical 
axis represents the 
v 01 tage de v eloped 
tier.— the load resistor 
as th, frequency va-
ries from the exact 
resonant., fretritumey. 
This det,,tor mould 
handle fut. signals up 
to a bantl-‘, id th of 

ke. over the linear 
portion of the curve. 

gumlv livia tits the v il f ages iteluced in the 
Seel mdaries will chanee .11 t mplit tide, the larger 
voltage appearing :o•ross ,prondar 'w ing 
nearer resonance with the instantaneous fre-
quency. The detection characteristic is similar 
to that of the venter-now:I discriminator. The 
peak separatit in is I letUril 1>y t ht. Qs of t he 
circuits, the eoellicient of coupling, and the 
tuning of the secondaries. High Qs and loose 
coupling are required for close pt.,: Lsi:paration. 

.% simple self-tmencited superregenerative 
reeeiver may be used as a frequeney : let ector if 
it is tuned so that the carrier frequency falls 
along the slope id the resonanee curve. Two 
such detectors, off-tuned on either side of the 
carrier, may be used in push-pull. An alterna-
tive arrangement employing a superregenera-
live stage : as a first it, amplifier at 75 Mc., fol-
lowing a converter unit, pr..vid,s high gain 
and linear response with relatively few stages. 
F.m. receiver alignment — Alignment of 

f.m. reveivers up to the limiter is rarried out as 
described in § 7-17. For output measurement, 
a 0-1 mill:ammeter or t) - 5110 inicroammeter 
should be conne('ted in series with the limiter 
grid resistor till in Fig. 738) : kt the grounded 
end: or, if the voltage drop aires lit is used 
for a.v.e, and the reeeiver is provided with a 
tuning meter § 7-1:;), t he tuning meter may be 
used as an output meter. An aecurately cali-
brated signal generafikr or test oscillator is 
desirable, since the if. should be aligned to be 
as symmetrival as possible: that is, the output 
reading should be the saine for any two test 
oscillator settings the same number of kilo-
eyries above or below resonanee. It is not nee-
essary to have uniform response over the whole 
band to be received, alt hough t he output at t he 
edges of the band ( limit of deviation (§ 5-11) 
of the transmitted signals should not be less 
than 25 per cent of the voltage at resonance. In 
eommunications work, a band-width of 30 kc. or 
IeSs; ( 15 ke. or less lull is effillInOnly 

010 put. readings should be taken with the os-
cillator set at intervals of a few kilocycles 
either side of resonance up to the band limits. 

After the Li*. rand front-end 't alignment, the 
limiter operation slum', lie checked. This can 
be done by temporarily disvonnecting C3, if 
the discriminator circuit of Fig. 739-A is used, 
disconnecting NI and CI on the cathode side, 
and inserting the milliammeter or micro-
ammeter in series with at t he grounded end. 
This converts the discriminator to an ordinary 

diode rectifier. Varying the signal-generator 
frequency over the channel, with the dis-
criminator transformer adjusted to resonance, 
should show no change in output (at the band-
widths used for communications purposes) as 
indicated by the rectified current read by the 
meter. At this point various plate and screen 
voltages can be tried on the limiter tube or 
tubes, to determine the set of conditions wliich 
gives maximum out put with adequate limiting 
(no ehange in rectified current). 
When the limiter has been checked the 

diseriminator connections can be restored, 
leaving the meter cininected in series with HI. 
Provision should be made for reversing the 
connections to the meter terminals, to take 
care of the reversal in pidarity of the net recti-
fied current. Set the signal generator to the 
center frequeney of the band and adjust the 
discriminator transformer trimmer condensers 
to resonance, which will be indicated hy zero 
rectified current. Then set the test ost.illat or at, 
the deviation limit (§ 5-11) on one side of the 
center frequency, and mit de the meter real ling. 
Reverse the meter terminals and set the test 
oscillator at the deviation limit on the other 
side. The two readings should be the same. If 
they are not, they van be made so by a slight, 
adjustment of the primary trimmer. Titis will 
necessitate rechecking the respimse at reso-
nance to make silo` it is st ill zero. Generally, 
the secondary trimmer will chiefly affect the 
zero-response frequency, while the primary 
trimmer will have most effect on the symmetry 
of the diseriminator peaks. A deteetor curve 
having satisfactory linearity can be obtained 
by cut-and-try adjustment of bid h trimmers. 

Fig. 741 — Oseil-
loseope patterns in 

if. alignment. 
A — 1.f. amplifier 
response. B — 
ON .• r- all c•Itarat•-
teristii . throulill 

tile f.1111* deleCtOr. (A) 

A visual curve t raver is partieularly ad-
vantageous in aligning the wide-band i.f. 
amplifiers of f.m. rereivers. The i.f, is first 
aligned with the discriminator rircuit con-
verted into an tu, ni, diode tletector, as described 
above, the pattern appearing as in Fig. 74I-A. 
The over-all characteristic, it the Lin. 
detector, is shown in Fig. 71113. 
Tuning and operati tttt — An f.m. receiver 

gives greatest noise reduet ion when the carrier 
is tuned exactly to the center of the receiver 
pass-band and to the point of zero response in 
the discriminator. Because of the decrease in 
noise, this point .is readily recognized. 
When an amplit knle-modulated signal is 

tuned in its modulation praetically disappears 
at exact resimance, only those nonsymmetrical 
modulation components which may be present 
being detected. If the signal is to one side or 
the other of resonance, however, it is eapable of 
causing interferenee to an f.m. signal. 
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e 8-1 Power-Supply Requirements 

Filament supply — Except for tubes de-
signed for battery operation, the filaments or 
heaters of vacuum tubes used in both trans-
mitters and receivers are universally operated 
on alternating current obtained from the power 
line through a step-down transformer (§ 2-9) 
delivering a secondary voltage equal to the 
rated voltage of the tubes used. The trans-
former should be designed to carry the current 
taken by the number of tubes which may be 
connected in parallel (§ 2-6) across it. The 
filament or heater transformer generally is 
center-tapped, to provide a balanced circuit 
for eliminating hum (§ 3-6). 

For medium- and high-power r.f. stages of 
transmitters, and for high-power audio stages, 
it is desirable to use a separate filament trans-
former for each section of the transmitter, 
installed near the tube sockets. This avoids the 
necessity for abnormally large wires to carry 
the total filament current for all stages without 
appreciable voltage drop. Maintenance of 
rated filament voltage is highly important, 
especially with thoriated-filament tubes, since 
under- or over-voltage may reduce filament life. 

Plate supply — Direct current must be used 
for the plates of tubes, since any variation in 
plate current arising from power-supply causes 
will be superimposed on the signal being re-
ceived or transmitted, giving an undesirable 
type of modulation (§ 5-1) if the variations 
occur at an audio-frequency (§ 2-7) rate. Un-
varying direct current is called pure d.c., to 
distinguish it from current which may be uni-
directional but of pulsating character. The use 
of pum d.c. on the plates of transmitting tubes 
is required by FCC regulations on all frequen-
cies below 60 Mc. 

Sources of plate poner — D.c. plate power 
is usually obtained from rectified and filtered 
alternating current, but in low-power and 
portable installations may be secured from 
batteries. Dry batteries may be used for very 
low-power portable equipment, but in many 
cases a storage battery is used as the primary 
power source, in conjunction with an inter-
rupter giving pulsating d.c. which is applied to 
the primary of a step-up transformer (§8-10). 

Rectified-a.c. supplies— Since the power-
line voltage ordinarily is 115 or 230 volts, a 
step-up transformer (§ 2-9) is used to obtain 
the desired voltage for the plates of the tubes 
in the equipment. The alternating seconda ry 
current is changed to unidirectional current 
by means of diiede rectifier tubes Os; 3-1 ). and 
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then passed through an inductance-capaeity 
filter (§ 2-11) to the load circuit. The load re-
sistance in ohms is equal to the d.c. output 
voltage of the power supply divided by the 
current in amperes (Ohm's Law, § 2-6). 

Voltage regulation — Since there is always 
some resistance in power-supply circuits, and 
since the filter normally depends to a consider-
able extent upon the energy storage of induc-
tance and capacity (§ 2-3, 2-5), the output 
voltage will depend upon the current drain on 
the supply. The change in output voltage with 
change in load current is called the voltage 
regulation. It is expressed as a percentage: 

100 (E1 — E2) 
% Regulation — 

E. 

where Et is the no-load voltage (no current in 
the load circuit) and E2 the full-load voltage 
(rated current in load circuit). 

8-2 Rectifiers 

Purpose and ratings — A rectifier is a 
device which will conduct current only in one 
direction. The diode tube (§ 3-1) is used al-
most exclusively for rectification in d.c. power 
supplies used with radio equipment. The im-
portant characteristics of tubes used as power-
supply rectifiers are the voltage drop between 
plate and cathode at rated current, the maxi-
mum permissible inverse peak voltage, and 
the permissible peak plate current. 

Voltage drop — Tube voltage drop depends 
upon the type of tube. In vacuum-type recti-
fiers it increases with the current flowing be-
cause of space-charge effect (§ 3-1 t, but can be 
minimized by using very small spacing between 
plate and cathode as is done in some rectifiers 
for receiver power supplies. Mercury-vapor 
rectifiers (§ 3-5) have a constant drop of about 
15 volts, regardless of current. This is much 
smaller than the voltage drops encountered in 
vaeutt m-type rectifiers. 

Inverse peak voltage — This is the maxi-
mum voltage developed between the plate and 
cathode of the rectifier when the tube is not 
conducting; i.e., when the plate is negative 
with respect to the cathode. 
Peak plate current — This is t lie ma xi mutn 

instantoncoem current through the rectifier. It 
ea n never be smaller than the load current in or-
dinary circuits, and may be _iievertil times higher. 
Operation of mercury-vapor rectifiers — 

Because of its constant voltage drop, the mer-
cury-vapor rectifier is more susceptible tu 
damage than the vacuum type. With the 
latter, the increase in voltage drop tends to 
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limit current flow on heavy overloads, but the 
mercury-vapor rectifier does not have this 
limiting action and the cathode may be dam-
aged under similar conditions. 

In mercury-vapor rectifiers a phenomenon 
known as " arc-back," or breakdown of the 
mercury vapor and conduction in the opposite 
direction to normal, occurs at high inverse 
peak voltages, hence such tubes always should 
be operated within their inverse-peak voltage 
ratings. Arc-back also may occur if the cathode 
temperature is below normal; therefore the 
heater or filament voltage should be checked 
to make sure that the rated voltage is applied. 
This check should be made at the tube socket, 
to avoid errors caused by voltage drop in the 
leads. For the sanie reason, the cathode should 
be allowed to come up to its final temperature 
before plate voltage is applied; the time re-
quired for this is of the order of 15 to 30 sec-
onds. When a tube is first installed, or is put 
into service after a long period of idleness, the 
cathode should be heated for a period of 10 
minutes or so before application of plate 
voltage. 

41. 8-3 Rectifier Circuits 
Half-v.(1re rectifiers  — The simple diode 

rectifier (§ 3-1) is called a half-wave rectifier, be-
cause it can pass only half of each cycle of al-
ternating current. Its circuit is shown in Fig. 
801-A. At the top of the figure is a representa-
tion of the applied a.c. voltage, with positive 
and negative alternations (§ 2-7) marked. 

o 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

I ig.. 801 — Fuutlauicutal vacuum-tube rectifier circuits. 

When the plate is positive with respect to 
cathode, plate current flows through the load 
as indicated in the drawing at the right, but 
when the plate is negative with respect to cath-
ode no current flows. This is indicated by the 
gaps in the output drawing. The output cur-
rent is unidirectional but pulsating. 

In this circuit the inverse peak voltage is 
equal to the maximum transformer voltage, 
which in the case of a sine wave is 1.41 times 
the r.m.s. voltage (§ 2-7). 

Full-wave center-tap rectifier — Fig. 801-
B shows the " full-wave center-tap" rectifier 
circuit, so called because both halves of the a.c. 
cycle are rectified and because the transformer 
secondary winding must consist of two equal 
parts with a connection brought out from the 
center. When the upper end of the winding is 
positive, current can flow through rectifier No. 
1 to the load; this current cannot pass through 
rectifier No. 2 because its cathode is positive 
with respect to its plate. The circuit is com-
pleted through the transformer center-tap. 
When the polarity reverses the upperend of the 
winding is negative and no current can flow 
through No. 1, but the lower end is positive and 
therefore No. 2 passes current to the load, the 
return connection again being the center-tap. 
The resulting waveshape is shown at the right. 

Since the two rectifiers are working alter-
nately in this circuit, each half of the trans-
former secondary must be wound to deliver the 
full-load voltage; hence the total voltage across 
the transformer terminals is twice that required 
with the half-wave rectifier. Assuming negligi-
ble voltage drop in the particular rectifier 
which may be conducting at any instant, the 
inverse peak voltage on the other rectifier is 
equal to the maximum voltage between the 
outside terminals of the transformer. In the 
case of a sine wave, this is 1.41 times the total 
secondary r.m.s. voltage (§ 2-7). 

Because energy is delivered to the load at 
twice the average rate as in the case of a half-
wave rectifier, each tube carries only half the 
load current. 

The bridge rectifier — The " bridge" type 
of full-wave rectifier is shown in Fig. 801-C. 
Its operation is as follows: When the upper 
end of the winding is positive, current can flow 
through No. 2 to the load but not through 
No. 1. On the return circuit, current flows 
through No. 3 by way of the lower end of the 
transformer winding. When the polarity re-
verses and the lower end of the winding be-
comes positive, current flows through No. 4 
and the load and through No. 1 by way of the 
upper side of the transformer. The output 
Nr us eshape is shown at the right. 
The inverse peak voltage is equal to the 

maximum transformer voltage, or 1.41 times 
the r.m.s. secondary voltage in the case of a 
sine wave (§ 2-7). Energy is delivered to the 
load at the same average rate as in the case of 
the full-wave center-tap rectifier, each pair of 
tubes in series carrying half the load current. 
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403-4 Filters 

Purpose offilter — As shown in Fig. 801, the 
output of a rectifier is pulsating d.c., which 
would be unsuitable for most vacuum-tube 
applications (§ 8-1). A filter is used to smooth 
out the pulsations so that practically unvary-
ing direct current flows through the load cir-
cuit. The filter utilizes the energy-storage 
properties of induct:ince and capacity (§ 
2-5), by virtue of which energy stored in eke-
tromagnetic and electrostatic fields when the 
voltage and current are rising is restored to 
the circuit when the voltage and current fall, 
thus filling in the " gaps" or " valleys" in the 
rectified output. 

Ripple voltage and frequency— The pul-
sations in the output of the rectifier can be 
considered to be caused by an alternating 
current superimposed on a steady direct cur-
rent (§ 2-13). Viewed from this standpoint, 
the filter may be considered to consist of by-
pass condensers which .short-circuit the a.c. 
while not interfering with the flow of d.c., and 
chokes or inductances which permit d.c. to 
flow through them but which have high re-
actance for the a.c. (§ 2-13). The alternating 
component is called the ripple. The effective-
ness of the filter may be measured by the per 
cent ripple, which is the r.m.s. value of the 
a.c. ripple voltage expressed as a percentage 
of the d.c. output voltage. With an effective 
filter, the ripple percentage will be low. Five 
per cent ripple is considered satisfactory for c.w. 
transmitters, but lower values (of the order of 
0.25 per cent ) are necessary for hum-free speech 
transmission and for receiver plate supplies. 
The ripple frequency depends upon the line 

frequency and the type of rectifier. In general, 
it consists of a fundamental plus a series of 
harmonics (§ 2-7), the latter being relatively 
unimportant since the fundamental is hardest 
to smooth out. With a half-wave rectifier, the 
fundamental is equal to the line frequency; 
with a full-wave rectifier, the fundamental is 
equal to twice the line frequency, or 120 cycles 
in the case of a 60-cycle supply. 

Types of filters— Inductance-capacity fil-
ters are of the low-pass type (§ 2-11), using 
series inductances and shunt capacitances. 
Practical filters are identified as condenser-
input and choke-input, depending upon whether 
a capacity or inductance is used as the first. 
element in the filter. Resistance-capacity 
filters (§ 2-11) are used in applications where 
the current is very low and the voltage drop in 
the resistor can be tolerated. 

Bleeder resistance— Since the condensers 
in a filter will retain their charge for a consid-
erable tinte after power is removed (provided 
the load circuit is open at the time), it is good 
practice tu connect a resistor across the output 
of the filter to discharge the condensers when 
the power supply is not in use. The resistance 
usually is high enough so that only a relatively 
small percentage of the tf it al output current 
is consumed in it during normal operation. 

Components— Filter condensers are made 
in several different types. Electrolytic con-
densers, which are available for voltages up to 
about 800, combine high capacity with small 
size, since the dielectric is an extremely thin 
film of oxide on aluminum foil. Condensers 
for higher voltages usually are made with a 
dielectric of thin paper impregnated with oil. 
The working voltage of a condenser is the volt-
age which it, will withstand continuously. 

Filter chokes or inductances are wound on 
iron cores, wit Ji a small gap in the core to pre-
vent magnetic saturation of the iron at, high 
currents. When the iron becomes saturated its 
permeability (§ 2-5) decreases, consequently 
the inductance also decreases. Despite the air-
gap, the inductance of a choke usually varies 
to sonne extent with the direct current flowing 
in the winding: hence it is necessary to specify 
the inductance at the current which the choke 
is intended to carry. Its inductance with little 
or no direct current. flowing in t he winding may 
be considerably higher than the load value. 

41 8-5 Condenser-Input Filters 

Ripple voltage— The conventional con-
denser-input filter is shown in Fig. 802-A. No 
simple formulas are available for computing 

hunt 
Pecklier 

—0 

C 
Output 

 o 

(6) TWO - SECTION 

Fig. 802 -- Couticriscr-input filter circuits. 

the ripple voltage, but it will be smaller as both 
capacity and inductance are made larger. Ade-
quate smoothing for transmitting punioses can 
be secured by using 4 to 8 ;dd. at CI and C2 and 
20 to 30 henrys at Le for full-wave rectifiers 
with 120-cycle ripple (§ 8-4). A higher ratio of 
inductance to capacity may be used at higher 
load resistances (§ 8-1). 
For receivers, as shown in Fig. 802-13, an ad-

ditional choke, L, and condenser. Ce, of the 
sanie approximate values, arc used to give ad-
ditional smoothing. In such supplies the three 
cdndensers generally are 8 efd. each, although 
the input condenser, C1, sometimes is reduced 
to 4 mfd. Inductances of 10 to 20 henrys each 
will give satisfactory filtering with these 
capacity values. 

For ripple fn•quenties other than 120 cycles, 
the inductance arid capacity values should be 
multiplied by the ratio 120,1%, where 1e is the 
actual ripple frequency. 
The bleeder resistance, R, should be chosen 

to draw 10 per cent or less of the rated output 
current. of the supply. Its value ' is equal to 
/0/mE 1, where E is the output voltage and / 
the bleeder current in milliamperes. 
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Rectifier peak current — The ratio of 
rectifier peak current to average load current 
is high with a condenser-input filter. Small 
rectifier tubes designed for low-voltage sup-
plies (type 80, etc.) generally carry load-cur-
rent ratings based on the use of condenser-
input filters. With rectifiers for higher power, 
such as the 866; 866-A, the load current should 
not exceed 25 per cent of the rated peak plate 
current for one tube when a full-wave rec-
tifier is used, or one-eighth the half-wave 
rating. 
Output collage— The d.c. output voltage 

from a condenser-input supply will, with light 
loads or no load, approach the peak trans-
former voltage. This is 1.41 times the r.m.s. 
voltage (§ 2-7) of the transformer secondary, 
in the case of Figs. 801-A and C, or 1.41 times 
the voltage from the center-tap to one end of 
the secondary in Fig. 801-B. At heavy loads, it 
may decrease to the arerage value of secondary 
voltage or about 90 per cent of the r.m.s. volt-
age, or even less. Because of this wide range of 
output voltage with load current, the voltage 
regulation (§ 8-1) is inherently poor. 
The output voltage obtainable from a given 

supply cannot readily be calculated, since it 
depends critically upon the load current and 
filter constants. Under average conditions it 
will be approximately equal to or somewhat 
less than the r.m.s. voltage between the center-
tap and one end of the secondary in the full-
wave center-tap rectifier circuit (§ 8-3). 

Ratings of components — Because the out-
put voltage may ri-e to the peak transformer 
voltage at light loads. the condensers should 
have a working-voltage rating (§ 8-4) at least 
as high and preferably somewhat higher, as 
safety factor. Thus. in the case of a center-tap 
rectifier having a transformer delivering 550 
volts each side of the center-tap, the minimum 
safe condenser voltage rating will be 550 X 
1.41 or 775 volts. An 800-volt, or preferably a 
1000-volt, condenser should be used. Filter 
chokes should have the inductance specified 
at full-load current, and must have insulation 
between the winding and the core adequate to 
withstand the maximum output voltage. 

E. 8-6 Choke-Input Filters 
Ripple collage — The circuit of a single-

section choke-input filter is shown in Fig. 
803-A. For 120-cycle ripple, a close approxi-
mation of the ripple to be expeeted at the out-
put of the filter is given by the formula: 

Single 100 
Section °,70 Ripple -= —LC 
Filter 

where L is in henrys and C in pfd. The product, 
LC, must be equal to or greater than 20 to re-
duce the ripple to 5 per cent or less. This figure 
represents, in most cases, the economical limit 
for the single-section filter. Smaller percent-
ages of ripple usually are more economically 
obtained with the two-section filter of Fig. 

803-B. The ripple percentage ( 120-cycle ripple) 
with this arrangement is given by the formula: 

Two 1 650  
Section % Ripple — LIL2 (ci + C2)2 
Filter 

For a ripple of 0.25 per cent or less, the de-
nominator should be 2600 or greater. 

These formulas can be used for other ripple 
frequencies by multiplying each inductance 
and capacity value in the filter by the ratio 
120 1,', where 1% is the actual ripple frequency. 
The distribution of inductance and capacity 

in the filter will be determined by the value of 
input-choke inductance required (next para-
graph), and the permissible a.c. output im-
pedance. If the supply is intended for use with 
an audio-frequency amplifier, the reactance 
(§ 2-8) of the last filter condenser should be 
small (20 per cent or less) compared to the 
other a.f. resistance or impedance in the cir-
cuit, usually the tube plate resistance and load 
resistance (§3-2, 3-3). On the basis of a lower 
a.f. limit of 100 cycles for speech amplification 
(§ 5-9), this condition is usually satisfied when 
the output capacity ( last filter capacity) of the 
filter is 4 to S dd., the higher value being used 
for the lower tube and load resistances. 

siNeLE•sEctiom 
Fig. 803 — Choke. 
input filter circuits. 
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Tke input choke — The rectifier peak cur-
rent and die to voltage regulation 
depend almost entirely upon the in of 
the input choke in relation to the load resist-
ance (§ 8-1). The function of the choke is to 
raise the ratio of average to peak current (by 
its energy storage), and to prevent the d.c. 
output voltage from rising above the average 
value (§ 2-7) of the a.c. voltage applied to the 
rectifier. For both purposes, its impedance 
(§ 2-8) to the flow of the a.c. component 
(§ 8-4) must be high. 
The value of tu 1)111 inductance which 

prevents the d.c. output voltage from rising 
above the average of the rectified a.c. wave is 
the critical inductance. For 120-cycle ripple, it 
is given by the approximate formula: 

Load resistance (ohms) 
Lcrit. 

1000 

For et her ripple frequeneies, the inductance 
required %yin be the above value multiplied by 
the ratio of 120 to the actual ripple frequency. 

With inductance values less than critical, 
the d.c. output voltage will rise because the 
filter tends to act as a condenser-input filter 
(§ 8-5). With critical inductance. the peak 
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plate current of one tube in a center-tap recti-
fier will be aignroximately 10 per cent higher than 
the d.c. load current taken from the supply. 
An inductance of t wive the critical value is 

called the optimum value. This value gives a 
further reduction in the ratio of peak to aver-
age plate current, and represents the point at. 
which further increase in inductance does not 
give correspondingly improved operating citar-
acterist 

Stringing chokes — The formula for criti-
cal inductance indicates that the induetance 
required varies widely with the load resistance. 
In the case where there is no load except the 
bleeder (§ 8-1 t on t he power supply, the criti-
cal inductance required is highest: much lower 
values are satisfactory when the full-load cur-
rent is being delivered. Since the inductance of 
a choke tends to rise as the direct current 
flowing through it is decreased (§ 8-1), it is 
possible to effect an economy in materials by 
designing the choke to have a " swinging" char-
acteristic such that it has the required critical 
inductance value with the bleeder load only, 
and about the optimum inductance value at 
full load. If the bleeder resistance is 20.000 
ohms ntol the full-load resistance (including 
the blue, fur is 2300 ohms. a ehoke which swings 
from 20 henrys to 5 henrys over the full output-
current range will fulfill the requirements. 
Res ttttt :nee — out two effects in t he series 

circuit across the output of the rectifier which 
is formed by the first choke ( LiI and first filter 
condenser (('t) must be avoided, since the 
ripple voltage would build up to large values 
(§ 2-10). This not only is the opposite action 
to that for which t he filter is intended, but 
also may cause excessive rectifier peak cur-
rents and abnormally high inverse peak volt-
ages. For full- wave rectification the ripple fre-
quency will be 120 e veles fin. a 60-cycle supply 
(§ 8-4), and resonance will occur when the 
produet of choke inductance in henrys times 
eondenser capacity- in mirridarads is equal to 
1.77. The corresponding figure for 50-cycle 
supply ( 100-cycle ripple frequency t is 2.33, and 
for 25-cycle supply ( 50-cycle ripple frequency ), 
13.5. At least twice these products should be 
used to ensure against resonance effects. 
Output voltage — Provided the input-

choke inductance is at least the critical value, 
the output voltage may be calculated quite 
closely by the equation: 

0.9E5 — (Ir.+ IL) (RI ±  = " — 
1000 

where E. is the output voltage; El is the r.m.s. 
voltage applied to the reef ifier ( r.m.s. voltage 
between center-tap and one end of the second-
ary in the case of the center-tap rectifier); 
lb and IL are the bleeder and load currents, 
respectively, in milliamperes; R5 and 112 are 
the resistances of the first and second filter 
chokes; and E,. is the drop between rectifier 
plate and cathode (§ 8-2). These voltage drops 
are shown in Fig. 804. 

At no load IL is zero, hence the no-load 
voltage may be calculated on the basis of 
bleeder current only. The voltage regulation 
may be determined from the no-load and full-
load voltages (§ S-1). 

Fig. 80.1 — Voltage drops itsnil.' too, er-supply eireois. 

Ratings of components — Because of bet-
ter voltage regulation, filter condensers are 
subjected to smaller variations in d.c. voltage 
than in the condenser-input filter (§ 8-5). How-
ever, it is advisable to use condensers rated for 
the peak transformer voltige in case the bleeder 
resistor should burn out when there is no ex-
ternal load on the power supply, since the 
voltage then will rise to the same maximum 
value as wit h a condenser-input filter. 
The input choke may be of the swinging 

type, the required no-load and full-load in-
ductance values being calculated as described 
above. The second choke (smoothing choke) 
should have constant inductance with varying 
d.c. load currents. Values of 10 to 20 henry, 
ordinarily are used. Since chokes usually are 
placed in the posit ive leads, t he negative being 
grounded, the windings should be insulated 
from the core to wit list and the full d.c. gnu put, 
voltage of the supply. 

tt 8-7 The Plate Transformer 

Output voltage — The output voltage of 
the plate transformer depends upon the re-
quired d.c. hiad voltage and the type of recti-
fier circuit. With condenser-ininit filters, the 
r.m.s. secondary voltage usually is nei, le equal 
to or slightly more than the d.c. out put volt-
age, allowing for voltage drops in the rectifier 
tubes and filter chokes as well as in the trans-
former itself. The full- wave center-tap rectifier 
requires a transformer giving this voltage 
each side of the secondary center-tap (§ 8-3). 
With a choke-input filter, the required r.m.s. 

secondary voltage (e:irli side of center-tap 
for a center-tap rectifier) can be calculated 
by the equation: 

±  1, Et — 1.1 [E. + /( Rt R2) moo -I- Dr 

where Eo is the required d.c. output voltage, 
I is the load current) (including bleeder current) 
in milliamperes, and 112 are the resistances 
of the filter chokes, and E, is the voltage drop 
in the rectifier. E, is the full-load r.m.s. (§ 2-7) 
secondary voltage; the open-circuit voltage 
usually will be 5 to 10 per cent higher. 
1-olt-ampere rating— The volt-ampere rat-

ing (§ 2-8) of the transformer depends upon 
the type of filter (condenser or choke input). 
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With a condenser-input filter the heating effect 
in the secondary is higher because f the high 
ratio of peak to average current , eimsequently 
the volt-amperes consumed by t he transigirmer 
may be several times the watts delivered to 
the load. With a choke-input filter, provided 
the input choke has at least the critical in-
ductance (§ 8-6), the sec' ' tala vit - ti in pen's 
can be calculated quite closely by the equation: 

See. V.A. = 0.00075 El 

where E is the total r.m.s. voltage of the see-
ondary (between the outside ends in the ease 
of a center-tapped winding) and / is the tie. 
output current in milliamperes (load current 
plus bleeder current). The primary volt-
amperes will be 10 to 20 per Cent higher because 
of tra nsiormer 

C., 8-8 Voltage Stabilization 
Gaseous regulator t ubes — There is fre-

quent need for maintaining the vidt age applied 
to a low-voltage low-current circuit (such as 
the oseillat or in a superhet receiver or the fre-
quency-controlling oscillator in a transmitter) 
at a practically constant value, regardless of 
the voltage regulation of the power supply or 
variations in load current. In sloth applica-
t ions, gaseous reguhitor tubes (VII 103-30, 
V 13 lrio - 30, et e.) can be used I good advan-
tage. The voltage drop across such tubes is 
constant over a moderately wide current 
range. The first number in the tube designa-
tion indicates the terminal voltage, the second 
the maximum permissible tube current.. 
The fundamental circuit for a gaseous regu-

lator is shown in Fig. 805-A. The tube is con-
nected in series with a limiting resistor, Rli 
across a source of voltage which must be 
higher than the starling voltage, or voltage 
required for ionization of the gas in the tube. 
The starting voltage is about 30 per cent higher 
than the operating voltage. The load is con-
nected in parallel with the tithe. For stable 
operation, a minimum tube current. of 5 to it) 
nia. is required. The maximum permissible 
current with most types is 30 ma.; consequently, 
the load current cannot exceed 20 to 25 ma. 
if the voltage is to be stabilized over a range 
from zero to maximum load current. 
The value of the limiting resistor must lie 

between that which just permits minimum 
tube current to flow and that ‘vhich just passes 
the maximum permissible tube current when 
there is no load current. The latter value is 
generally used. It is given by the equatitiii: 

R MOO (E., — 
— 

where R is the limiting resistance in ohms, 
E, is the voltage of the source across which the 
tube and resistor are itnnected, E, is the rated 
voltage drop across the regulator tube, and 
I is the maximum tube current in milliam-
peres (usually 30 ma.). 

Fig. 805-13 shows how two tubes may be 

Unreq • 

Frye) $ R. 
power 

suppiq aided Rev • 

A -= 
tie. 805 - Voltage-stabilizing circuits using vg tubes, 

used in series to give a higher regulated volt-
age than is obtainable with one, and also to 
give two values of regulated voltage. The lim-
iting resist or may be calculated as above, using 
the su rit if the voltage drops across the two 
tubes for E,. Shim the upper tube must carry 
more current than the lower, the load con-
nected to t he low-voltage tap must take small 
current. The total current taken by the loads 
on both the high and low taps should not ex-
ceed 20 to 25 milliamperes. 

Voltage regulation of the order of 1 per cent 
can be obtained with circuits of this type. 

Electronic roltage regulation— A voltage 
regulator circuit suitable for higher voltages 
and currents than the gaseous tubes. and also 
having the feature that the output voltage can 
be varied over it rather wide range, is shown 
in Fig. 806. A it voltage amplifier tube 
§ 3-31, its a shag) cut-off pentode (§ 3-5) 

is connected in such a way that a small change 
in the output voltage of the power supply 
causes a change in grid bias, and thereby a cor-
responding change in plate current. Its plate 
eurrent flows through a resistor (R5), the volt-
age drop across which is used to bias a second 
tube — the " regulator" tube — whose plate-
cathode circuit is connected in series with the 
load circuit. The regulator tube therefore func-
tions as an automatically variable series re-
sistor. Should the output voltage increase 
slightly t he bias on the eontrid tube will become 
noire positive, causing the plate current of the 
control tube to increase and the drop across 
R5 to inprease correspondingly. The bias on 
the regulator tube therefore becomes more 
negative and the effective resistance of the 
regulator tube increases, causing the terminal 
voltage to drop. A decrease in output voltage 
causes the reverse action. The time lag in the 
action of the system is negligible, and with 
proper circuit. eonstants the output voltage 
can be held within a fraction of a per cent. 
throughout the useful range of load currents 
and over a wide range of supply voltages. 
An essential in this system is the use of a 

constant-voltage bias source for the control 
tube. The voltage change which appears at the 
grid of the tube is the difference between a 
fixed negative bias and a positive voltage 
which is taken front the voltage divider across 
the output. To get the most effective control, 
the negative bias must not vary with plate 
current. The most satisfactory type of bias is 
a dry battery of 45 to 90 volts, but a gaseous 
regulator tube (VR75-30) or a neon bulb of the 
type without a resistor in the base may be used 

wire 
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instead. If the gas tobe or neon bulb is used, a 
negative-resistance type of oscillation (§ 3-7) 
may take place at audio frequencies or higher. 
in which case a condenser of 0.1 pfd. or more 
should be connected across the tube. A similar 
condenser between the control-tube grid and 
cathode also is frequently helpful in this respect. 
The variable resistor, 113, is used to adjust the 

bias on the control tube to the proper operat-
ing value. It also serves as an output voltage 
• control, set ting t he value of regulated voltage 
within the exi,•ting operating limits. 
The maximum output voltage obtainable is 

equal to the power-supply voltage minus the 
minimum drop through the regulator tube. 
This drop is of the order of 30 volts with the 
tubes ordinarily used. 'rt., maximum current 
also is limited by the regulator tube; 100 milli-
amperes is a safe value for the 2A3. Two or 
more regulator tubes may be connected in 
parallel to increase the eurren t-earrying capac-
ity, with no change in the circuit. 

8-9 Bias Supplies 

Requirements — A bias supply is not called 
upon to deliver current to a load circuit, but 
•.imply to furnish a fixed grid voltage to set the 
operating point of a tube (§ 3-3). However, in 
most applications it is nevertheless true that 
current flows through the bias supply, because 
such supplies are used chiefly in connection 
with power amplifiers of the Class-B and 
Class-C type, where grid-current flow is a 
feature of operation (§ 3-4). In circuit design 
a bias supply resembles the rectified-a.c. plate 
supply (§ 8-1), having a transformer-rectifier-
filter system employing similar circuits. Bias 
supplies may be classified in two types, those 
furnishing only protectire bias, intended to pre-
vent excessive plate current flow in a power 
tube in case of loss of grid leak bias (§ 3-6) 
from excitation failure, and those which fur-
nish the actual operating bias for the tubes. 
In the former type, voltage regulation (§ 8-1) 
is relatively unimportant; in the latter it may 
be of considerable importance. 

Fig. 806— Electronic voltage regulator. The regulator 
tube is ordinarily a 2A3 or a munher of them in parallel, 
the control tube a 6S47 or similar type. The filament 
transformer for the regulator tube must be insulated for 
the plate voltage, and cannot supply current to other 
tubes whi a filament-us pc regulator tube is used. Typi-
cal values • RI, 10,000 112,25,000 ohms; R:j. 10,000-
ohm poteltipmeter; It,. 5000 ohms; R3, 0.5 megohtn. 

In general, a bias supply should have well-
filtered d.c. output, especially if it furnishes 
the operating bias for the stage, since ripple 
voltage may modulate the signal on the grid 
of the amplifier tube (§ 5-1). Condenser-input 
filters are generally used,.since the regulation 
of the supply is not a function of the filter. 
The constants given in § S-5 are applicable. 

Voltage regulation— A bias supply must 
always have a bleeder resistance (§ 8-4) con-
nected across its output terminals, to provide 
a d.e. path from grid to cathode of the tube 
being biased. Alt hough the grid circuit takes 
no current from the supply, grid current flows 
through the bleeder resistor and the voltage 
across the resistor therefore varies with grid 
current.. This variation in voltage is practically 
independent of the bias-supply design unless 
speeial voltage-regulating means are used. 

-c 

•C 

Fig. 807 — Supply for furnishing protective bias to a 
pou et. amplifier. Elie transformer, T, should furnish peak 
‘oltage at least equal to the protective bias required. 

Proteetire bias— This type of bias supply 
is designed to give an output voltage sufficient 
to bias the tube to which it is applied at or 
near the plate-current cut-off point (§ 3-2). A 
typical circuit is given in Fig. 807. The re-
sistance, RI, is the grid-leak resistor (§ 3-6) for 
the amplifier tube with which the supply is 
used, and the normal operating bias is devel-
oped by the flow of grid current through this 
resistor. R. is connected in series with 21 across 
the output of the supply, to reduce the voltage 
across when there is no grid-current flow, 
to the cut-off value for the tube being biased. 
The value of R. is given by the formula: 

— 
R2 — X RI 

where Et is the output voltage of the supply 
with R2 and RI in series as a load, E is the 
cut-off bias, and RI is as described above. 
When such a supply is used with a Class-C 

amplifier, the voltage across R1 from grid-
current flow will normally be higher than that 
from the bias supply itself, since the latter is 
adjusted to cut-o1; while the operating bias 
will be twice cut-off or higher (§ 3-4). In some 
cases the grid-leak voltage may even exceed 
the peak output voltage of the transformer 
(1.41 times half the total secondary voltage, in 
the circuit shown). The filter condensers in 
such a bias supply must, therefore, be rated to 
stand the maximum operating bias voltage on 
the Class-C amplifier, if this voltage exceeds 
the nominal output voltage of the supply. 

Voltage stabilization — When the bias 
supply furnishes operating rather than simply 
protective bias, the value of bias voltage 
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should be as constant as possible even when 
the grid current of the biased tube varies. A 
simple method of improving bias voltage 
regulation is to make the bleeder resistance 
low enough so that the current through it from 
the supply is several times t he maximum grid 
current to be expected. Ity t h I Ile per-
centage variation in current is reduced. "Fhis 
method requires, however, that a, considerable 
amount of power be dissipated in the bleeder, 
which in turn calls rarreelatively large power 
transformer and filter choke. 

Bias-voltage variation may also be reduced 
by means of a regulator tube, as shown in Fig. 
808. nu, regulator tube usually is a triode 
having a plate-current rating adequate to t.arry 
the expected grid current. It is cathode-biased 

Fitt. 808 — Auto-
matic voltage reg-
ulator for hias sup. 
plies. For best 
operation the tube 
used st 1.1 be one 
having high mutual 
conductance ï 3-2). 

(§3-6) by the resistor. R. which is of the tinier 
of several hundred thousand ohms or a few 
megolons. so that with no grid current the tube 
is biased practically to cut-off. Because of this 
high resistance, the grid current will flow 
through the plate resistance of the regulator 
tube, which is comparatively low, rather t han 
through RI atol R2; hence the voltage from 
the supply, across Rj and the cathode-plate 
circuit of the regulator tube in series can be 
considered constant. The bias voltage is equal 
to t he voltage across the tube alone. When grid 
current flows, the voltage across t ie tube will 
tend to increase; hence the drop across RI de-
creases, lowering the bias on the regulator 
and reducing its plate resistance. This, in turn. 
reduces the tube voltage drop, and the bias 
voltage tends to remain constant over a fairly 
wide range of grid current values. 
At low bias voltages it may be necessary to 

use a number if tubes in parallel to get suffi-
cient variation of plate resistance for g(iod 
regulating action. The bias supply must fur-
nish the required bias vidtage plus the vtiltage 
required to bias the regulator tube to cut-off, 
considering the output bias voltage as the plat e 
voltage applied to the regulator. The current 
taken from tile bias supply is negligible. H2 

may be tapped to provide a range of bias volt-
ages to meet different tube requirements. 

Multistage bias supplies — Where several 
power amplifier t ubes are to be biased from a 
single supply, the various bias circuits must be 
isolated by some means. If the grid currents 
of all stages should flow through a single 
bleeder resistor. a variation in grid current in 
one stage would change the bias on all, a 
condition which would interfere with effective 
adjust nomt and operation of the transmitter. 
When protective bias is to be furnished 

several stages, the circuit arrangement of Fig. 

Fig. 1109 — f•Aat-
ing circuit for mill. 

From 
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809, using rectifier tubes to isolate the individ-
ual grid-leaks of the various stages, may be 
employed. In t he diagram, two type SO recti-
fiers are used to furnish bias to four stages. 
Each pair of resistors (Ri R2) constitutes a 
separate bleeder across the bias supply. R1 is 
the grid-leak for the biased stage; R2 is a drop-
ping resistor to adjust the voltage across RI 
to the cut-off value (without grid-current 
flow) for the biased tube. The values of Rj and 
R2 may be calculated as described in the para-
graph on protective bias. In this case, the bias 
supply shtiuld be designed to have in 
good voltage regulatitin; i.e., a choke-input 
filter with appropriate filter and bleeder con-
stants (§ 8-6) should be used, the bleeder being 
separate from those associated with the rec-
tifier tubes. When the voltage across 111112 

rises because of grid-current flow through RI, 
the load on the supply will vary (hence the 
necessity for good voltage regulation in the 
supply), but there is no interact ion of grid cur-
rents in the separate bleeders because the 
rectifiers can pass eurrent only in one direction. 
When a single supply is to furnish operating 

bias for several stages, a separate regulator-
t obi, circuit ( Vigo 80S) may be used for each 
one. Individual voltages for t he various Stages 
Call be obtained by appropriate taps on 112, 

Well-regulated bias for several stages may 
be obtained by the use of gaseous regulator 
tubes, when the voltage and current ratings of 
the tubes permit their use. This is shown in 
Fig. 810. A single tube or t ni or more in series 
can be used to give the desired bias-voltage 
drop; the bias supply voltage must be high 
entiugh to provide starting voltage for the 
tubes in series. RI is the protective resistance 
(§ 8-8); its value should be calculated for mini-
mum stable tube current. The maximum grid 
current that can be handled is 20 to 25 milli-
amperes with available regulator tubes. 

from 3,05 
5'PF'j 
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Fig. 810 — Use of V It tubes to stabilize bias voltage. 
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E. 8-10 Miscellaneous Power-Supply 

Circuits 
Foliage dividers — A voltage divider is a 

resistor connected : ii-rus t siairre of voltage 
and tapped at appropriate points 
Shop the voltage at any tap depends upon the 

ilirrent drawn front the taPi the vult 'lgy 
8-1, is inherently poor. Hence. a volt-

age divider is best suited to applications where 
the currents drawn are ', li st ;tut, where sepa-
rate voltage- regulating ' irt'itit J are used 
to compensate for voltage variations at the 
taps. 
A typical voltage-divider arrangement is 

shown in Fig. 811. The terminal voltage is E, 
and t u-i) taps are provided to give liiwer volt-
ages, E1 anil E2, at currents / 1 and /2 respec-
tively. The smaller the resist amie bet ween 
taps in proportion tt.) the total resistanee, the 
stnaller the voltage between the taps. For con-
venience, the voltage divider in the figure is 
considered to be made up of separate resist-
ances, Rh Ro, R3, bet ween /et carries 
only the bleeder current. /h. /1'2 carries I Ill 

addition to /, carries /..i• / taw' L• To rabat-
late the resistances required, a bleeder current, 

ideal 
voila go-dis ider circuit. 

Ej 

F2 — Ei 
R2 = 4_ h  

E. F2 
/12 = — 

E 

E 

Ea 

h, 11111A bP assumed: generally it is low iatm-
pared to the total load current ) 10 per eent or 
so). Then the required values van be calculated 
as shown below. / being in amperes. 

hie method may be extended to any de-
sired number of taps, each resistance section 
being calculated by Ohio's Law (§ 2-0) using 
the voltage drop across it and the total current 
through it. The power dissipated by each sta-
tion niay be calculated by multiplying / and E. 

Transformerless plate supplies — Tlie line 
voltage is rectified directly. wit bout a step-up 
power transformer. for certain applieations 
(such as some types of receivers) where t he low 
xtoltage so obtained is satisfautory. A simpli• 
power supply of this variety. often called the 
"a.c.-d.c. - type, is shown in Fig. S12. Beet1:1.1er 
tubes for this purpose have heaters operating 
at relatively high voltages ( 12.0, 25, 35..15, 50, 
70 or 115 volts), whieh can be monocled across 
the a.c. line in series with other t ai e filaments 
andior a resistor, R. of suitable value to limit 
the current to the rated value for the tubes. 
The half-wave circuit shown has a funda-

mental ripple frequency equal to the line fre-
quency (§ 8-4) and hence requires more in-
ductance and capacity in the filter for a given 
ripple percentage (§ 8-5) than the full-wave 
rectifier. A condenser-input filter generally is 
used. The input condenser should be at least 

16 pfd. and preferably 32 or 40 µlit, to keep 
the out put violtage high a n d to i in prove voltage 
regulation. Ft-violently a second filter section 
(§ 8-5j is sufficient to provide smoothing. 

'415v c 11  
TC 

-a* 

DC 
Oatput 

I  

812 -- Trati-foretierle. tuai t-iit.,.ls m ills half... a ve 
rectifier. Oilier filamen I- are 111 lllll -1.-11 -11 iii ..erieS Nitil R. 

No ground connect till ' tlt be used on the 
power supply unless t grounded sidti of the 
power line is vonnected to the grounded side 
of t lie supply. Itereivers using an a.c.-41.e, sup-
ply usually are grounded through a low ca-
pacity . 0.115 µfit.) condenser, to avoid short - 
circuiting the line should the line plug be 
inserted in the socket t he wrong way. 
1.o/tuge multiplier circuits — Transf ormer-

less voltage multiplier circuits make it piissibk. to 
obtain d.p, voltages higher than the line voltage 
wit limit using step-up t ransformers. Ity alter-
nately charging f wo or more contlensers to the 
pea I; Hue vu lt agi. aw l ; 111.-,wing theni ti) discharge 
in series, till' tidal 0101)111 VOI t ge. heel/1116.S tile 

sum of tin! Vidtages it across the in-
dividual condensers. The required su-itching 
operation is perfornaid : 1room:die:Illy by diode 
rectifier tidies associated with the condensers. 
A half- wave ‘-oltagii doubler is shown in 

Fig. 813-A. In this circuit when the plate 
of t lie Imver diode is positive the t ii hie passes 
current, iliarging ri to a voltage equal to tilt) 
peal: line voltage t he tube trot). When the 
fine polarity rever›es : it the end of the half 
cycle the voltage resulting from the charge in 
(" 1 is to the line voltage, t he upper diode 
meanwhile similarly charging r2. ('2, however, 
oboes tout receive its fall charge because it 

• 

LOAD ii5v LOAD 
AC 

LOAD 
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HALF-WAVE RECTIFIER (One zsz6) 

60 eo ice no 140 
(IC COA0 MILLIAMPERES 

Fig. 811 - ee 'homing the output °huge and 
die regulation under load for voltage-multiplier tire-nib, 

gins discharging into the load resistanee 
soon as the upper diode becomes conductive. 
For this reason, the output is somewhat less 
than I wiee the line peak voltage. As with any 
half- wave rectifier, the ripple frequency corre-
sponds It the line frequency. 
The full- wave vailt age thiubler at B »ire 

popular than the half- wave typo. ()ne diode 
charges C1 when the polarity between its plate 
and cathode is positive while the other sect liii 
charges C..: when the line ' Hilarity reverses. Thus 
each condenser is charged separately to the 
same (I.e. voltage, and the t wo diseharge iii 
series into the load eireuit. Hie ripple frequeney 
with the full- wave doubler is twice the line fre-
quency S-11. The voltage regulation is in-
herently poor and , lepends critically upon the 
capacities ot and C2, being better as these 
capavities are made largcr• A 1Y1)kal suPoIV 
with un mfd. at CI and ('.2 will have an out put 
voltage of approximattiy 300 at light loads, as 
shown in Fig. 81.1. 
The voltage tripler in Fig. 813-C: comprises 

four diodes in a full-wave doubler and Wave rectifier rectifier combinatical. The ripple t reqUency 

that of the line as in a half-wave circuit, be-
cause of the unbalanced arrangement, but the 
output voltage . 0 the combination is very 
nearly three times the line voltage, and the reg-
ulation is better than in other voltage mul-
1 arrangenpaqs, as sh,,,wn in Fig. S11. 

Fig. 8134) is a voltage quadrupler with two 
half-wave doubler- connected in series. dis-
eharging the sum of. the ,iccunodated voltages 
in the associated eondensers into the filter in-
put. The quadrupler I y no means the ulti-
mate limit in voltage multiplication. Practical 
power supplies have been built using up to 
twelve doubler stages in series. 

In the circuits of Fig. stfi, C2 should have a 
working voltage rating tit. : 150 volts and CI of 
250 volts for a I 15- volt line. Their capavities 
should be at least 16 sift'. each. Subsequent 
filter condensers must, however. withstand the 
¡auk total output voltage - 150 volts in the 
case of the tripler and 600 for the quadrupler. 
Yo direct ground can be useil on any of these 

supplies or on associated equipment. If 
ground is made through a condenser the ea-

pacity should be small (0.05 phi.), since it is in 
shunt from plate to cathode of one rectifier. 

Duplex plate supplies — In some cases it 
may be advantageous economically to obtain 
wo plate-supply voltages from a single power 

supply, nut king one or ratify of tlie components 
serve a double purpose. l'ircuits of this type are 
shown in Figs. 815 and s16. 

In Fig. 815, a bridge rectifier is used to ob-
tain the full transformer voltage, while a con-
nection is also brought out from the center-tap 
to obtain a second voltage corresponding to 
half the total transformer secondary voltage. 
The sum of the currents drawn from the two 
taps should not exceed the d.e. ratings of the 
rectifier tut tes and transformer. Filter values 
for each tap are computed separately (§ 8-6). 

rig. 815 — Du-
plex plate mut-
ely, deliverin 
wo output soli - 
ages. both iuIt 
good regulai . 

e tag_ • t.V. 

Fig. 816 shows how a transformer with 
multiple secondary taps may be used to obtain 
both high and low voltagiis simultaneously. A 
separate full-wave rectifier is used at each tap. 
The filter chlikes are played in the common 
negative lead, but separate filter condensers 
are required. The sum of the eurrents drawn 
from eneli tap must not exceed the transformer 
rating, and the chokes must be rated to carry 
t he total load current. Each bleeder resistanee 
should have a value in iiline• 1000 times the 
maximum rated inductancu nt henrys of the 
swinging choke, Li, for hest regulation (§ 8-6). 

Fig 810 — Pnwer supply in whirh si igle transformer 
and chokes serve for two different output voltagee. 

Rectifiers in parallel— Vacuum-type recti-
fiers may hi. connected in parallel (plate to 
plate and cathode to cathode) fur higher cur-
rent-carrying capacity with no circuit (-flanges. 

Whati inereury-vapie rectifiers are connect 
in parallel, slight differences in tube charact hr-
isties niay make one ionize at a slightly lower 
voltage than the uther. Since the ignition volt-
age is higher than the operating voltage the 
first tube to ionize carries the whole load, as 
t he voltage drop is then too low to ignite the 
sect old tube. This can be prevented by connect-
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ing 50- to 100-ohm resistors in series \vit h each 
plate, thereby insuring that a high-enough 
voltage for ignition \will be available. 

Vibrator power supplies— The vibrator 
type of power supply consists of a special st ep-
up transformer eombined with a vibrating in-
terrupter (eibrateer). W lien t he unit is conneeted 
to ft storage battery, platt. power is oletained 
by passing current from the battery through 
the primary of t transformer. The virvilit is 
made and reversed re, pi 11v ley t he wilerateer con-
tacts. interrupting the violent at regular inter-
vals to give a ehanging magnet field whieh 
induces a voltage in the secondary (§ 2-5). The 
resulting square-wave ele. pulses in the pri-
mary of the. transformer cause an alternating 
\-olt age to be developed in the seronelary. This 
high-voltage a.c. in turn is reset ilied, either by a 
vacuum-tube reel ¡ fier or by an additional syn-
chronized pair of vibrator contacts. Tiw recti-
fied output is pulsating cic., which may he 
filtered by ordinary means (§ S-5). Tin. school Ic-
ing filter can be a single-seet ion affair, but the 
filter output capacity should be fairly large — 
It; to 32 ad. 

Fig. 817 shows the t wo types of circuits. At 
A is shown the feeen.,yreetereeneeees type. of vibra-
tor. When the. battery is ( 11S1•1/11111.01.11 Il le 
reed is midway but ween the t wee vontaets. 
touching 'wit her. On losing the bat eery e.ircuit 
the magnet coil pulls the reed into contait, 
with one contact point. eausing current to flow 
hrough the. le ov e.r lee lf . if the transformer 
primary winding. Simultale,msly. t he magnet. 
coil is short-eirruited. deenergizing it. and the 
reed swings back. Inertia carries t he. reed into 
contact with the upper point, eausing eurrent 
to flow through the. upper half of the trans-
former primary. The magnet coil again is en-
ergized. and the cele' repeats itself. 
The synchronous circuit of Fig. S17-13 is 

provided with an extra pair of rontaets whiele 
rectify the secondary output of the trans-
former, thus eliminating thee need for a sepa-
rate rectifier tube. The secondary renter-tap 
furnishes the positive output terminal when 
the relative polarities of primary and secon-
dary windings are correct. The proper connec-
tions may be determined by experiment. 
The buffer condenser. C2, across the trans-

former secondary absorbs the surges which 
occur on breaking the current, when the mag-
netic field collapses pram irally instantaneously 
and hence realises very high voltages to lee 
induced in the. secondary (§ 2-5). Without this 
condenser excessive sparking ()Mir", at. the 
vibrator contacts. shortening the. vibrator lifts 
Correct \,:elties usually lie. between 0,tio5 am! 
0.03 ad. and for 250 -:i00-volt supplies t he con-
denser should be. rated at 1500 to 2000 volts 
d.c. The exact Cap:Wit y is (lit ¡ CHI, and simulel 
be determined experimentally. The optimum 
value is that, which results in least battery cur-
rent for a given rectified el.e. output from the 
supply. In practice. the value can be deter-
mined by observing the degree of vibrator 

/85 
speed:Mg as the rapacity is changed. When the 
system is operating properly there should 1)0 
pract;rally no sparking at tile vibrator con-
tacts. A 5000-edito resistor in series with C2 
will limit the seconeleirw current tua safe value 
should the. condenser fail. 
A more exaet cht.ek on the operation can be 

secured with an oscilloscope having a linear 
sweep eireuit van be. synchronized with 
the vibrator. The vertiesel plates should be con-
Heeled across the outside c.nds of the. trans-
former primary Nvinding tee show the input 
voltage waveshape. Pig. 818-(', shows an ideal-
ized trace eel the. optimum \waveform when the 
buffer capacity is adjusted to give proper op-
eration t leroughout t he life. of the. vibrator. The 
horizontal lines in the treive represent t he. volt-
age during the time the vibrator pontaets are 
closed, which should be approximately 90 per 
cent of the total time. \\lien the. re entetets are 
open the. trace should be. partly tilted and 
partly vertical, t he t ilted part. being 60 per cent 
of the. total vonneeting t rave. The oscilloscope 
will show tea, lily the effect of t he butler capacity 
on the percentage of lilt. lii : wheal patterns the 
horizontal seet ie ens : In' likely tee elte nri l teleWhate 

iwettuse' cul t lee' resistanre drop ill the battery 
leads as the. current builds up through the.. 
primary indurtand. ( Fig. SIS-D). 

Sparking at t lie vile:deer eont acts valises r.f. 
interference (" hash," whiele van lee. distin-
guished from hum lev its harsh, sharper pitell) 
when used wit 11 a re...epiver. t his, 
r.f. filters are incorporated, vonsisting eel RFC1 
and CI. in the battery eireuit and /iFC2 with r3 
in the. d.e. output eircuit. C1 is usually from 
0.5 to 1 dd.. a 50-volt rating being adequate. 
RFC] consists of about .7.0 turns of No. 12 or 
No. 1-1 wound to about half-inch diameter, 
large wire. Is required to carry the rather 
heawv battery e.urrent without undue loss of 
volt tige  A ehoke of these speeifirat ions should 

RI --- Basic t pes eel:vibrator power-supply eireuits. 

he :el he'' lit', hut if there is persistent trotehle 
with hash it may be beneficial tee experiment 
with other sizes. liank-wounil chokes are. neon , 
compact and give higher inductanee for a given 
resistanee. In the secondary filter, C3 may he of 
the order of 0.01 to 0.1 mid., and RF(.'2 a 2.5-
millihenry r.f. choke of ordinary design. 
A 1 00-apfd. mica condenser, connected 

from the positive output lead to the " hot" side 
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Fig. 818 1 laracteri-i ie r loralor riasul..rm- csi 

1111 t111.11,,,l'illt,•,• ,10•. \ ideal 1 Ilem bertis'a I Ira,- for rf•-i-1 

load: current ti . ir,t a II IY sr I a•ii vibrator con-
tact , ' open and rt•-orit, : 1 ', proximalsi y I mis.ro,s.s. I 
later for . tantlard I ele r Writ! ion frequerie. I after 
interrupter arm tn., e- 1.1,1" 1114. 11:111- sir'. 

It, ideal practical N, chit,' for indoeti, e load 
former primary rsiti, rorrret 1.511fur vapa..it.,.. :, prac-
tical approxirital ion st B for loaded 111111S\ orlironoo , i-
brator. bhietiin praet ii•al trace for ,y nehroinii, 
1-4.1f-ructif, jog s ibrator undur load: peals> t 
from r oltage drop in the I irimary 55 he'll 1111' -evontlary 
brad i- corowrIsql. Hot from faull% operation. 

Fault operal id on i- liar's'- I': 1111'1,11211 It: 
E. eftvi-t uf rnuuli ci, to buffering rUsaIt y sse to Is, Trl 
taken for -Isnolcinu - "I ht. opoo-ils• 55115 ir -

(bun — ..\,•••-- is g. — indicated by 
slow build-up ss ill, 1, 0/11,1,•111•,,f11,,,,1•411`Ciall \ 1,11 - 1,1,••11. 

I", os 11"1.1,,-111, 1,111..•,1 by too-mall buffer einideiter 
Isanit• condition a- in 11 u itli s ibra tor 
-skippine worn.out sr mistail M.:Ted ihrat or, srit h ¡ n. 
terrupter making pl.!' s',1 111i11:1 1,11 olo. side. II . 

ri- sri I in g from %sorn-mat contact, or ›Inggi,11 
G and II ii,ually call for replarement of the s ibra tor. 

tif t he " A" battery, may helpful in reclining 
hash in certain power sit/Nines. :1 trial is neces-
sary to see whether or not it is required. It 
should bte Montited right at the output socl:et. 

Equally as important as tlie bash filter is 
thorough shielding tif the power supply and 
its connecting leasls. -imp even a small pieve 
of wire or metal will rai hat e enough r.f. to cause 
interference ill a sensitive reeeiver. 

Testing in esmnection with hash elitninatism 
should be earried out with t he supply operating 

rf•ceiver. Since the interference usually is 
picked up on the reeeiving antenna leads by 
radiat ion from the supply itself and ft' s he 
bat tery le:..1s. it is advisable to keep the supply 
and battery as far froin the reeeiver as the con-
necting cables will ps.rmit. Three sir four feet 
should ample. The microphone yord likewise 
should be la.pt away lit« the supply and lg.:pls. 
The power supply should be built on a inetal 

chassis, ‘vitli all unshielded parts  underneath. 
A bottom plate ti, vompleto the i, ad-
visable. The transformer case, vibratso. eover 
nun the metal slis.11 of tirs' tube all should be 
grounded to the chassis. If a glass tube is risen 
it should be enelsised in a tube shield. The 
battery least: should be e\-enly twisted, sinee 
these leads ars• more likely t.) radiate hash that' 
ally other part of a well-shielded supply. 
Experimenting wit h different values in t he hash 
filters should come after radiation fro ni the 
battery leads has been reflucell to a tninimittn. 
Shielding the leads is not. part ieularly helpful. 

Line-voliage foljastment— In some local-
ities the line voltage may vary considerably 
from the nominal 115 volts as the load on the 
power system changes. Since it is desirable to 
operate t sibe equipment , part ieularly filaments 
and heaters, at constant voltage for maximum 
life, a means of adjust lug t be line voltage to the 
rated x-alus. is desirable. This van be aceom-
plished by t lie eircuit shown in Fig. 819, utiliz-
ing a step-down transformer with a tapped 
secsindary conned ed as an autotransfortner 

2-9). The secondary preferably should be 
tapped in steps of two sir three volts, and 
should have suflivient total voltage to com-
pensate for t he widest variations enyountered. 
Depending upon the end of the secondary 
to ‘vitich the line is vonneeted, the voltage to 
the Ig yid ran be made either higher sir hover 
than the line voltage. A sevondary winding 
capable of g.arrying five amperes will serve for 
loads up to 500 volt-amperes gin a 115-volt line. 

Fig. 819 —  Line.% . 11 .1 cc 

compensasi )))) by a tapped Line 
step-doss n autotran,.6,rnivr. 

Load 

8-11 — Emergency Power Supply 

lky batteries— Dry-cell batteries are ideal 
for pmergeney receiver and low-power trans-
mit 1'1. supplies because 1.11 . provide steady, 
pure, glireet current. 'rub. disadvantages are 
weight, high inst. and lintiti•sl c•urrent capabil-
ity. In asIslitisin, they will Is their power even 
when wit in uss• if allowed to stand idle for 
periods of a year sir more. This maks.s them un-
economical if not used in, ire or less yontinuously. 

'fah's. I in Chapter 1..ighteen gives service life 
of representative types ssi bat teries for various 
current drains, based on intermittent service 
simulating typival operation. The eontinuous-
service life will ins' Somewhat greater at very 
low current drains and from ons-half to two-
thirds the intermittent life at higher strains. 
The secret of long battery life at normal cur-

rent drains lies in intermittent, operation. The 
duration of " on" periods shouls1 be reduced to 
a minimum. The more frequent, the rests given 
a dry-cell battery, the longer it will last. As an 
exa mph., one standard type will last 50 per cent 
longer if it is operated for periosls of one min-
ute, with five-minute rest intervals, in 24-
hour intermittent operation than if it is oper-
ated continuously for four hours per day, 
although the net tial energy consumption in the 
24-hour period is the same in both cases. 

Storage batteries— The most universally 
aceeptable self-emit:lined power source is ti te 
storage battery. It has high initial rapaeity and 
can be recharged, so that its effertive life is 
practically indefinite. It can be used to provide 
filament or heater power directly, and plate 
power through associated devices such as 
vibrator-transformers, dynatnotors and gene-
motors, and a.c. converters. For emergency 
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work a storage battery is a particularly con-
venient power source, since such batteries are 
universally available. In a serious emergency 
it is possible to obtain 6-volt storage batteries 
so long as there are automobiles to borrow t hein 
from, and for this reason the 6-volt storage 
battery makes an excellent unit around which 
to design a low-powered emergeni.y station. 

For maximum efficiency and useful/less the 
power drain on the storage battery should not 
exceed 15 or 20 amperes from the ordinary 
100- or 120-ampere-hour 6-volt battery. heavy 
connecting leads should be used to minimize 
the voltage drop; similarly, heavy-duty low-
resistance switches are required. 

Vibrator power supplies— For portable 
or mobile work, the nmst common source of 
power for hot It filaments and plates is t he 6-
volt automobile-t ype storage battery. Fila-
ments IllaY I iii•Zit d direvtly from t he battery, 
while plate pi I wit' is obtained by passing cur-
rent from t bat tery through the primary of 
a suitable transformer, interrupting it at regu-
lar interv:ds and rectifying the sevondary out-
put (§ 2-5) providing outputs as high as 400 
vidts at 200 ma. The high-voltage filter eireuit 
usually is identical with that of an equivalent 
power source operating fnim the :Le. line 
(§ 8-5). Noise suppression filters. serving to 
minimize r.f. interierenee eaused by t he vibra-
tor, are incorporated in manufactured units. 

Although vibrator supplies are ordinarily 
used with 6-volt t nbes, t air use with 2-voit 
tubes is quite possilde pr(vided additional fila-
ment filtration is invorporated. This filter may 
consist, of a small low-resistance iron-core filter 
choke or the voice-coil winding of a speaker 
transformer. The field coil of a loudspeaker de-
signed to operate on 4 volts at the total fila-
ment current of the receiver may be used. The 
filaments are then connected in parallel, as 
usual, and played in series with this winding 
across the 6-volt battery. In both 6- and 2-volt 
receivers, '' luisit'' ran be redueed by hea vily 
by-passing the battery at the vibrator supply 
terminals, using fi \ t'( condensers of 0.25 to 1 
dd. capavity or more, and by including an r.f. 
choke of heavy win. in the bat tory lead near the 
condenser. Noise will be minimized if a single 
ground, consisting of a short, heavy copper 
strap, is used. Thorough shielding of the vibra-
tor also will contribute to the noise reduetion. 
Table II in Chapter Eighteen lists standard 

commercial vilifator supplies suit al,h• for use 
as emergency or portable power sources. H i% tse 
units which include a hum filter :111. it liar i'ti. 
The vibrator supplies used with automobile 
receivers are satisfactory for receiver applica-
tions and for use wit h transmit ters where the 
power requirements are small. 
The efficiency of vibrator packs runs be-

tween about 60 to 75 per vent. 
Dyna ttttt tors and genernotors— A dyna-

motor is a double-armature high-voltage gen-
erator, the additional winding serving as a 
driving motor. Dynamot ors usually :ire op-

erated front 6-, 12- or 32-volt storage batteries, 
and deliver from 300 to 1000 volts or more. 
The genemotor is a refinement of the dyna-

motor, designed especially for automobile re-
ceiver, sound truck and similar applications. It 
has good regulation and efficiency, combined 
with economy of operation. Standard models 
of genemotors have ratings ranging from 135 
volts at, 30 ma. to 300 volts at 200 ma. or 500 
volts at 200 ma. (See Table Ill in Chtipter 
Eighteen.) The normal efficiency averages 
around 50 per cent, inereasing to bet ter than 
60 per rent in the higher- power units. The 
voltage regulation of :t genentofor is eom-
parable to that of well-designed : t.e. supplies. 

Successful operation of dynamotors and 
genemotors requires heavy, direct leads, me-
chanical isolation to reduce vibration, and 
thorough r.f. and ripple filtration. The shafts 
and bearings should be thoroughly " run in" 
before regular operation is attempted, and 
t hereaft t he tension of t he bearings should be 
checked occasionally. 

In mounting the genemotor, the support 
should be in the form of rubber mounting 
blocks. or equivalent. to prevent the transmis-
sion of vibration mechanically. 'flit: frame of 
the genemotor should be grounded through a 
hem vy flexible conneetor. The brushes on the 
high- voltage end of the shaft should be by-
passed with 0.002-pfd. miea condensers to a 
common point on the genemotor frame, pref-
erably to a point inside the end cover close to 
the lintsh 11,,Iders. Short lent is are essential. 
It may prove desirable to shield the entire 
unit. or even tut remove the unit to a distance 
of three or finir feet. from the receiver. 
When the genemotor is used for receiving, a 

filter should be used similar to that described 
for x•ibrat or supplies. A 0.01-µfd. 600- volt 

Pi'' . vondenser should be connected in 
shunt t he olit put of t he genentotor, fol-
lowed by a. 2.5-11111, if. nuke in the positive 
high-voit:tge lead. From this point the output. 
sin iuld be run through a, " brute force" smoot iu 
ing filter using 4- to S-pfd. ele,•trolytie von-
densers with a 15- or 30-henry choke having 
low i.e. resistanee. 

A.e.-d.r. converters— lit some instances it 
is desirable to utilize existing equipment built 
for il5-volt. etc. operation. To operate such 
equipment with any if t lai power sources out-
lined above would require a considerable 
amount of rebuibling. This can be obviated by 
using a rotary converter capable of changing 
the ( I.e. from 6-, 12- or 32-volt batteries to 
110-volt 60-cycle a.c. Snell converter units 
are built to deliver output ranging from 40 to 
300 watts. 
The conversion efficiency of these units aver-

ages about 50 per cent. In appearance and oper-
ation they are similar to genemotors of equiva-
lent rating. The over-all efficiency of the con-
verter will be lower, however, because of losses 
in the a.c. rectifier- filter circuits and the neces-
sity for converting heater as well as plate power. 
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Wave Propayation 
C. 9-1 Characteristics of Radio Waves 

Relation to other forms of radiation —  
Radio waves differ from other forms of eke-
tromagnetic rat lizition principally in the order 
of their wavelength, which ranges from aP-
proximately 30,000 meters to a small fraction 
of a centinwter; i.e., their frequency ranges 
between about 10 kc. and 1,000,000 Mc. They 
travel at the same velocity as light waves 
(about 3) 0,000.000 meters per second in free 
space) and can be similarly reflected, refracted 
and diffracted. 
The total energy in a radio wave is evenly 

divided between traveling electrostatic and 
electromagnetic lields. The lines of force of 
these fields are : it right angles to each other in 
a plane perpendicular to the direction of travel, 
as shown in Fig. 901. 

Polarization — The polarization of a radio 
wave is taken as the direction of the lines of 
force in the electrostatie field. lf the plane of 
this field is perpendicular to the earth, the 
wave is said to be vertically polurizyd; if it is 
parallel to the earth, the wave is ht,ri::‘,etufly 
polarized. The longer waves, when traveling 
along t he ground, usually maim :tin t heir polar-
ization in the same plane as was generated at 
the antenna. The polarizatirm of slit irter waves 
may be altered during travel, however, and 
sometimes will vary quite rapidly. 

Reflection — Radio waves may be reflected 
from any sharply defined discontinuity of 
suitable characteristics and dimensions en-
countered in the medium in which they are 
traveling. .Any conductor (or any insulator 
having a dielectric constant differing from t hat 
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rig. 901 — Representation uf electrostatic and ,lce-
trotuagnetic litres of force in a radio is as.•..t rrosu. 
rate instantaneous direct  of the full- for a suave 
traveling toward the reader. Reverdng the direction of 
one set of lines ssould reser,e the direction of gravel. 

of the medium) offers such a discontinuity if its 
dimensions are at least comparable to the 
wavelength. The surface of the earth and the 
boundaries between ionospheric layers are ex-
amples of such discontinuities. Objects as small 
as an airplane, a tree or even a man's body will 
readily reflect t he shorter waves. 
Refraction — As in the case of light, a 

radio wave is bent when it moves obliquely 
into any mediutn having a different refractive 
index from that of the medium which it 
leaves. Since the velocity of propagation 
or travel differs in the two mediums, that 
part of the wa ve front which enters first travels 
l'aster or slower than the part which enters 
last, and so the wave front is turned or re-
fracted (usually downward in the vertical 
plane). Refraction may take place in either the 
ionosphere (ionized upper at mosphere) or the 
troposphere (lower at 
Diffraction— When a wave grazes the edge 

of an object in passing, it tends to be bent 
around that edge. This effect, called diffrac-
tion, results in a tliversion of part of the energy 
of those waves which normally follow a 
straight or line-of-sight path, so that they may 
be reeeived at mum. distantp below the summit 
of an obstruction, or arming l its edges. 

Types of wares— According to the altitude 
of the pat his alt mg which they are propagated, 
radio waves inay be classilied as iunosphcric 
waves, tropospheric wares or ground waves 
The ionospheric wave (sometimes called the 

"sky wave.") is that part of the total radiation 
which is directed toward the ionosphere. 
Depending upon variable conditions in that 
region, as well as upon wavelength (or fre-
quency), the ionospheric wave may or may not 
be returned to earth by the effects of refraction 
and refieetion. 
The tri Iii wave is that part of the 

'cal radiation which undergoes refraction and 
reflect ion in regions ef abrupt change of dielec-
tric constant in the trope:01m., such : is the 
boundaries between air masses of differing 
temperature ; old moisture content. 
The ground wave is that part of the total 

radiatittui which is directly affected by the 
presence of the earth and its surface features. 
The ground wave has two components. One is 
the surface wave, which is an earth-guided 
wave, and the other is the space wave (not to be 
confused with the ionospheric or " sky wave"). 
The space wave is itself the resultant of two 
components — the direct ware and the ground-
nylecto d wave, as shown in Fig. 90'2. 
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Fig.902 — Siioc iug lio%s both direct awl reilecte,1 o as 
may be received .imultaneously in v.h.f. transini—icn. 

«I 9-2 Ionospheric Propagation 

The ionosphere — 'innimunieat ion between 
distant points by means of rain() waves 
of frequencies ranging bet ween 3 and 30 Me. 
depends principally upon the ionospherie 
wave. Upon leaving the transmitting antenna, 
this wave travels upward from the earth's 
surface at such an angle flat it wouhl name inue 
out into space were its path not bent sufficiently 
to bring it back to cart h. The medium which 
causes such bending is tile ionosphere, a region 
in the upper atmosphere, above a height of 
about 60 miles, where free ions and 'hit l'unis 
exist in sufficient quantity to eatiso a i•haitge ill 
the refractive index. This condit ien is believed 
to be the i•ffeet of ultravielet radiatien from 
the sun. The ionosphere is not a single region 
but is composed of a series of layers of varying; . 
densities of ionization occurring at different 
heights. Each layer cieisists of a central region 
of relatively dense ionizat ion which tapers off 
in intensity both above and below. 
Refraction, absorpt7  and reflection — 

For a given density of ionization, the degree of 
refraction becomes less as the wavelength be-
comes shorter (or as the frequency increases). 
The bending therefore is less at high than at 
low frequencies, uind if the frequeney is raised 
to a sufficiently high value, a peint is finally 
readied where the refractive bending becomes 
too slight to bring the wave baVk to earth, 
even though it may enter the ionized layer 
along a path which makes a very small angle 
with the boundary of the i'mosphere. 
The greater the density of ionization, the 

greater the bending at ally given frequency. 
Thus, with an increase in ionization, the mini-
mum wavelength which can be bent sufficiently 
for long-distanee communication is lessened 
and the maximum usable frequency is in-
creased. 
The wave necessarily loses some of its energy 

in traveling through the ionosphere. this ab-
sorption loss ittereasing with wavelength and 
also with ionization density. Unusually high 
ionization, espeeially in the lower strata of the 
ionosphere, may cause complete absorption of 
the wave energy. 

In addition to refraction, reflection may take 
place at the lower boundary of an ionized 
layer if it is sharply defined; i.e., if there is an 
appreciable change in ionization within a rela-
tively short interval of travel. For waves 
approaching the layer at or near t he perpendic-
ular, the change in ionization must take place 
within a difference in height comparable to a 
wavelength; hence, ioninspherie reflection is 
more apt to oi,eur at longer wavelengths 
(lower frequencies ,. 

Critical frequency— When the frequency 
is sufficiently low, a wave sent vertically up-
ward to the ionosphere will be bent sharply 
enough to cause it to return to the transmitting 
point. The highest frequency at which such re-
flection can oeenr. for a given state of the lotto-
sphenn, is called the critical frequency. Although 
the critical frequency may serve as an index of 
transmission conilitions, it is not the highest 
useful frequency, since other waves of the 
same frequency which enter the ionosphere at 
angles smaller than 90 degrees (less than verti-
cal) will be bent sufficiently to return to earth. 
The maximum u.nible frequency, for waves 
leaving the earth at very small angles to the 
horizontal, is in the vicinity of three times the 
critical frequency. 

Besides being directly observable, the criti-
cal frequency is of more practical interest than 
the ionization density because it ineludes the 
effects of absorpti,in as well as refract ion. 

Virtual height — Although an ionospherie 
layer is a ru.gion of considerable depth it, 
is convenient to assign to it ut definite height, 
called the virtual height. This is the height from 
which a simple reflection would give the same 
effect as the gradual refraction which actually 
takes place, as illustrated in Fig. 903. The 
wave traveling upward is bent back over a 
path having an appreciable radius of turning, 
and a measurable interval of time is consumeil 
in the turning process. The virtual 'wield is the 
height of a triangle forIllen1 as shown, Iniving 
equal sides of zi tidal length proportional to the 
tina' taken for the wave to travel from 7' to R. 
Normal structure of the ionosphere — 

The lowest normally useful layer is railed the 
E layer. The average height of the region of 
maximum ionization is about, 70 miles. The 
ionization density is greatest around local 
noon; the layer is only weakly ionized at 
night, when it is not exposed to the suit's 
radiation. The air at this height is sufficiently 
dense so that free ions and electrons very 
quickly meet and recombine. 
The second principal layer is the layer, 

which has a height of about 175 miles at night. 
At this altitude the air is so thin that re-
combination of ions and deetrons takes place 
very slowly, ina-mitell as particles can travel 
relatively gnat befort, meeting. The 
ionization decreases ; ifter sundewn, reaehing ut 
minimum just before sunrise. In the daytime 

Fig. 91/3 — Skin, in g ' wilding ill the ion...Owl, unit the 
echo n•Ilection (I.  • • g sirtual height. 
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the le layer splits into two parts, the Ft and le2 
layers, with average virtual heights of, respec-
tively, 140 miles and 200 miles. These layers 
are most highly ionized at about local noon, 
and merge again at sunset into the layer. 

Cyclic rariat•  in the ionosphere — 
Since it depends upon ultraviolet ratli-
ation, conditions in t he ionosphere vary with 
changes in the sun's radiation. In addition to 
the daily variat ion seasonal changes result in 
higher critical frequencies in the E layer in 
summer, averaging about 4 Mc. as against a 
winter average of 3 The le layer shows 
little variation, the critical frequency being of 
the or hr of 4 to 5 Me. in the evening. The F1 
layer, which has a critical frequency near 5 Mc. 
in summer. usually disappears entirely in win-
ter. The critieal frequencies for the P2 are 
highest in winter ( 11 to 12 Mc.) and lowest in 
summer (around 7 Mc.). The virtual height of 
the P2 layer, which is about 185 miles in wittier, 
averages 250 miles in summer. 

t ion pe riods occur in spring 
and fall, when ionospheric conditions are found 
highly variable. 
There are at least two other regular cycles 

in ionization. One such cyelie period covers 28 
days, which corresponds wit it t he period of the 
sun's rotation. I,or a short time in cad). 28-day 
eyrie, transmission conditions reaeh a peak. 
Usually this peak is followed by a fairly rapid 
drop to a lower level, and t hen a slow building 
up to the next peak. The 28-day cycle is par-
ticularly evident in the 11- and 28- Me, amateur 
ban Is. 
The liingest cycle yet observed vovers about 

11 years. corresponding to a similar cycle of 
sunspot activity. The effect of this cycle is to 
shift upward or downward the values of the 
eritipal frequenries for P- and P2-layer trans-
mission. The critical frequencies in, hi ghest 
during sunspot maxima and lowest during 
sunspot minima. It is during the period of 
minimum sunspot activity when long-distance 
transmissions ',rem on the lower frequencies. 
At such t imes t 2S- Me. band is seldom useful 
for I)X work, while the 11- Me. band performs 
well in the daytime but is not ordinarily useful 
at night. The most revent sunspot maximum is 
vonsidered tO 11:0,*(' occurred in 193a. 
Magnetic storms and other disturb •es 

— Unusual disturbances in the earth's mag-
netic field (inagnetie stiirms , usually are ac-

\telett 

knfent 

companied by disturbances in the ionosphere, 
when the layers apparently break up and ex-
pand. There is usually also an increase in ab-
sorption during sueli a period. Radio transmis-
sion is poor and there is a drop in critical fre-
quencies so that lower frequencies must be 
used for communication. A storm may last for 
several days. 

Unusually high ionization in the region of 
the at mosphere below the normal ionosphere 
may increase alisorpi ion to such an extent that 
sky-wave transmission heroines impossible on 
higll frequencies. The lengt h of such a disturb-
ance may be several hours, with a grailual fall-
ing off of t ransmission tondit ions at t he begin-
ning and an equally gradual building up at the 
end of the period. Fadeouts, similar to the 
above in effect, are caused by sudden disturb-
amps on the sun. They are characterized by 
very rapid ionization, with sky-wave trans-
mission disappearing almost. instantly, °emir 
only in daylight, and do not last as long as the 
first type of absorption. 

lagnet iv storms frei Ittetti ly are accompanied 
hy unusual auroral displays. creating an ionized 
- curtain " in t he polar regions which can act as 
a reflector of radio waves. Auroral reflection is 
oerasionally observed at frequeneies as high as 
00 Me. 

Sporadic E- layer ionization— ()evasion-
ally scattered patches or clouds of relatively 
dense ionization apptiar at, heights approxi-
mately the same as t hat of the E layer. The 
offert is to riti,3e the critical frequency to a 

it perhaps twice that which is returned 
flaw' any of the regular layers by liormal 

refraction. Distances of about 500 to 1250 
miles may be covered at 5i; Mc. if t he ionized 
cloud is situated midway bet ween transmitter 
and receiver, or is of any very considerable 
extent. This effect, while infrequently iil served 
ill Winter, is prevalent during the late spring 
and early summer, with no apparent correla-
tion of the condition with the time of day. 
The presenve of sporadic-E refract ion on the 

14.- and 28- Mc, bands is indicated by an ab-
normally short distance between the trans-
mitter and the point. where the wave first is 
returned to earth as when, for example, 14-
'AU. signals from a transmitter only 100 miles 
distant may arrive with an intensit y usually 
ssiwiated wit h distances of this order oil 7 and 

3.5 Mc. 

itt 

//// 

rig. 904 — Ticfracti'm .,kv waves, show-
ing the critical wave angle anti the skip 
zone. Waves leaving the transmitter at 
angles above the critical ( grezarr than .1) 
are not bent enough to be returned to earth. 
As the angle is increa,cd, the waves return 
to earth at inerea,infAy greater flktanee,. 
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Ware angle — The smaller the angle at 

whirh a wave leaves the earth, the less will 
be the bending required in the ionosphere 
to bring it back alt I, in general, t he greater the 
distance bet ween the point where it leavu.s the 
earth and that at which it returns. This is 
shown in F1 g% 901. The vertical angle whieh 
the wave makt,s with a tangent to the earth is 
called the /cut', ' tugli' or anal, of replwliwt. 
Skip distance — Since greater bending is 

required to return the wave to earth when 
the wave angle is high. at the higher frequen-
cies the refraetion frequently is not enough to 
give the required bending unless the wave 
angle is smaller than a certain angle called t he 
critical a eelle. This is illustrated in Fig. 901, 
where waves al angles of A or less give use-
ful signals while waves sent at higher angles 
penetrate the layer and are not returned. The 
distame bet ‘Veen 7 and lit is, therefore, the 
shortest possible distance over which com-
munication by normal ionospheric refraction 
can be accomplished. 
The area between the end of the useful 

ground wave and the beginning of ionospheric 
wave reception is ealled the sLip . The 
extent of skip zone depend.: upon the fre-
queney and the state of the ionosphere, and is 
greater 1 he higher the transmitting frequeney 
and t he lower 1 he critival frequeney. Skip dis-
tance depends also upon the height, of the 
layer in which the reiraetion takes plate, the 
higher lavers giving Itinger skip distances for 
the stunt; wave angle. Wave angles at the 
transmitting and rereiving lit tints are usually, 
although not always, approximately the same 
for any given wave path. 

It is readily for the ionospheric 
wave to pass through the h' layer and be 
refracted back to earth from the F, El or F2 
layers. This is because the i•ritical frequenries 
are higher in the latter layers, so that a signal 
too high in frequeney to be returned by the E 
layer can still en». back from one of the others, 
depending upon the time tif ilay  and the exist-
ing conditions. Pepending upon the wave angle 
and the frequency, it is sometimes possible to 
carry on euummunivation via either the E or 
Fi-R0 lits'. 'i in t he same frequenVY. 

Mull ¡Imp transmission — 0rt ret tuning 
to the earth the wave ran be reflected upward 
and travel again to the ionosphere. There it 
may once more be refraeted. and again bent 
back to earth. This process may be repeated 
several times. Multi hop propagation of this 
nature is necessary for transmission tver great 
distances because t limited heights tit' t he 
layers and t eurvature of t he earth, since at 
the lowest useful wave angles (of t he order of a 
few d('grees. waves at lower angles generally 
being absorbed rapidly at high frequenries liv 
being in contact with t earth) tite maximum 
one-hop distance is about 12.-in nudes fur refrae-
tion from t he E layer and around 2500 miles for 
the F2 layer. However, grumnd losses absu wit 
some of the energy from the \yave on each re-

191 
fleetion (the amount of the loss var -ing 'it it 
the type of ground and being least for reflection 
from sea water). Thus, \Olen the ilistant.e per-
mits, it is better to have one hop rat her t 
several, silos. the multiple refleetions introduee 
losses whieli are higher than those caused by 
the ittnosphere alone. 

Ftetlittg — Two or ne ire parts of the wave 
nias' follow slightly ulifferent paths in travel-
ing to the receiving point, in which rase titi' 
difference in pit111 lengths will valise a phase dif-
feretive tut extst bet‘yeen the wave romponciit , 
at the reveiving antenna. Th, 
ti.,,,for, may have any value bet,%%•ettit t he 
numerieal sum of the components (when the.v 
are all in phase) and zero (when there are 
only two components : mil I hey are exartly out. 
of phase). Since the paths eliange from tinte to 
tittle, this eauses a Variation in signal strengt it 
called f,Pling. Fading can also result froin 
thy combination of singlii-hop and niulti-hop 
waves, or the combination of a grininil ‘va ve 
with an ioniisplierie or tropospheric wave. 
Surh a eondition gives rise II) an urea of severe 
fading near he limiting tlistattee of the grutund 
wavt . better reeeptitm Iteing it:lined at both 
shorter and longer distances where me eont-
potent or the other is vonsiderably stronger, 
l'ading may be rapid or slow. I Itu' former type 
usually resulting front rapidly changing eolith-
tions in the ionosphere, the latter ()relining 
when transmission conditions are relatively 
sta 

it frequently oecurs that transmission eon-
ditiOn, are diffen•lit fUr• -lightly dif - 

fUrellt that itt till' ( .:1Se 

tr:111SiliiSi011, involving side- bands 
difTering slightly front the carrier in fruuquency. 
the carrier and various side- band components 
may it it be prutpagated in the same relative 
anwlitudes and plia -i's they hat I I t he trans-
mitter. This effect. known as si rtiPe fading, 
cluses severe ( list ', Ilion of the siu;n11. 

C. 9-3 Tropospheric Propagation 

Air Intr. (Intl fruit is — lit he lower at-
mosphere it zuve propagation is affeeted by the 
changes in refraetive index bet ween differing 
air masses. .1 mass of air hundreds ' it' miles in 
area may remain at rest over iini• region until 
it becomes ttlTected by the " urface ttunperature 
and humidity cliarmelpristic of that region. 
Eventually being moved on by the forces of 
at mospheric circulation. the mass may t ravel 
over regions quite different from its origin and 
let ¡ tilt for some t ime its original rharacteristirs. 
1Vlien it meets a dissimilar air mass, t he lighter, 
warmer and drier mass overruns t lie heavier, 
cold, moist inass creating a boundary between 
the t wut called a froiel. This frmit. repre-
>unts disvontinuity in the dielectric eon:slant 
of t he troposphere, serves to refraut and refleet 
the higher-frequeney radio waves itt inupli the 
saute ntanner as the ionutsttheric layers. but at 
lesser heights and more restricted angles. As a 
result frequenvies above 50 Mc, arc ret lulled to 
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(tart h al list motes considerably beyond the 
range of ground-wave propagation, sometimes 
up to 400 miles. 
Temperature inrers• • The tempera-

ture of the lower atmosphere normally de-
creases at a constant rate with increasing 
height. When for any reason the normal varia-
tion or lapee rate of approximately 3 F. per 
1000 feet of elevation is altered. a temperature 
inversion is said to take place. The resulting 
uhange in the dielectrie constants fit' the air 
nufs-fes affected causes reflection and retrae-
ion similar to that in the ionosphere. 
Types of inversion other than the (tuna mie 

type described in the preeefling paragraph in-
clude the sabsidf.),,,, niver,jon. i•ansed by the 
sinking of an air mass whieh has been heated by 
compression; the nocturnal in version, brought 
about by the rapid cooling of surface air after 
sunset; and the elnuil-la toe in caused 
by the heating of air above a cloud layer by 
refleetion of the sun's rtf vs from the upper sur-
fafte of the clouds. Itefrf .ottion and reflef•tif of of 
v.h.f. waves are brought about also, although 
to a lesser degree, by the presence of sharp 
transitions in t he water-vapor rontent of the 
Fil mosphere. fig. 905 illust rates the condil ions 
existing %%lien t he air is -normal" aunt when a 
temperature inversion is present. 

Ii, 9-4 Ground-Wave Propagation 

Surface trove— The surface wave is con-
tinuously in contact with the surface of the 
earth an.d, in easfts where the dista 001' of trans-
mission makes the curvature of the earth a 
factor, extends its range by diffraction. The 
surface wave is practically inflependent of 
seasonal and day and night effects at fre-
quencies above 1500 ke. 
Die surface wave must be vertically polar-

ized because t electrostatic field of a lu riz 
polarized way(' W1,111d be short-circuited 

by the ground, which nets as a vonductor at 
the frequeneies for which the surfafte wave is of 
most interest. 
The wave induces a current in the grotmd 

in traveling along its surface. If the ground 

Direct Rau 
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Fig. 905 — Illustrating the effect of a temperature 
in% ersion in extending the range of . h.f. signals. 

were a perfect conductor there would he no 
loss of energy. but actual ground has tip-
preriable resistance, so that the current flow 
causes some energy dissipation. This loss must 
be supplied by the wave which is correspond-
ingly weakened. Hence, the transmitting range 
depends upon the ground characteristics. Be-
valise sea water is a good eonductor, t he range 
will be greater over the ( span than over land. 
Thp increase with frequency, so that the 
surfare wave is rapidly attenuated at high 
frequencies and : fbove about 2 Me. is of little 
importance, except in purely !oval rommunien-
tiffn. The range at frequeneies in the vieinity 
(if 2 Me, is of the order of 200 miles over 
average la nil a nd perhaps two or three times 
as far ovitr sea water, for ft medium-power 
transmitter (500 watts or so) using a good 
F ntenna. At higher frequencies the range drops 
off rapidly. 
Space trare— In the v.h.f. portion of the 

spoetrum (above 30 Mc.) the bending of the 
waves in the norm:11 ionosphere is so slight 
that the ionospheric wave (§ 9-2) is not or-
dinarily useful for communication. The range 
f ff. the surfave wave also is extremelv limited, 
as stated above. Ifenee, normal v.b.f. trans-
missittli is by 011 'ails f it the spaee wave in which 
the lip, et- ware aviponotit travels directly 
from the transmitter to the reeeiver through 
the at mosphere along a line-of-sight path. 

l'art. of the space wave strikes the ground 
bet witch the transmitter and receiver and is 
reflected upward at a slight angle. as was shown 
in Fig. 902. The effect of this ground-r,:li,•rt,1 
war(, %%ilia is out of phase with the direct 
wave. is to reduce the net field strength at the 
rove iving point. The degree of vancellation 
depends upon the heights of the transmitting 
and recei vi ng ant en n ; IS aboVe t pond of 

reflect ii >11, t ground losses when reflection 
takes plafte. and the frequency — the can-
cellatilm decreasing with an increase in any 
of these. 
Tiw energy in ground absorption by a 

wave traveling f'lose to the ground decreases 
very rapidly with its height in terms of wave-
lengths al I./ye the ground. A Yid. direet wave, 
therefore. van be relatively dose (in physical 
height) to t he ground without suffering the ab-
sorption effects which would f tccur at the same 
physiftal heights with longer wave-lengths. 
Normal refraction— There is normally 

some fthange in the refractive index of the air 
with ln tight above ground, its nature being 
such as to -ause the wave to bend slightly 
towards the grimnd. WIntre curvature of the 
eart h must be vonsidered, this has the effect 
ff lengthening the distance over which it is 
possible to t ransinit a direct wave. It. is con-
venient to cfmsider the effect of this " normal 
refraction" as equivalent to an increase in the 
earth's radius, in determining the antenna 
heights necessary to provide a clear path for 
the wave. The equivalent radius, taking re-
fraction into account, is 4/3 the actual radius. 
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Fig. 906 — Chart for determining line-of sight distance 
for v.h.f. transmission. The s•tlid line intluiles effect of 
refraction, while the dotted line is the optical distance. 

Range vs. height— Since the direct wave 
travels in practically a straight line, the 
maximum signal strength can be obtained 
only when t here is an unobstructed at ' nos-
plierie path between the transtnitter and re-
ceiver. This nu•ans that antennas should be 
sufficiently elevated to provide such a path. 
On long paths the curvature of the cart h. as 
well as the intervening terrain, must be taken 
into account. 
The height required to provide a clear 

line-of-sight path over level terrain from an 
elevated transmitting point to a receiving point 
on the surface, not including the effect of 
refraction, is 

de' 
Ii = T.75-1 

where h is the height of the transmitting an-
tenna in feet and d the distance in miles. Con-
versely, the line-of-sight distance in miles for 
a given height in feet is determined by 

d = 

Taking refraction into account, this equation 
becomes 

d -= 1.110. 

Fig. 906 gives the attswer directly when either 
value is known. 
When transmitter and receiver both are 

elevated, the maximum direct-wave distance 
to ground level can be determined separately 
for each. Adding the two distances thus ob-
tained will give the maximum distance by 
which they ,' ait hg• separated for direct-wave 
communication. This is shown in Fig. 907. 

Propagaiion 

41 9-5 Optimum Wave Angles 

One of the requirements in high-frequency 
radio transmission is to send a wave to the 
ionosphere in such a way that it will have the 
best chance of being returned to earth. This is 
chiefly a matter of the angle at which the wave 
enters t he layer, all hough in some cases polari-
zation may be of importeutee. Furthermore, the 
desirable conditions may change considerably 
with frequency. 
The desirable conditions for waves of differ-

ent frequencies can be summarized as follows, 
in terms of the various amateur bands: 

1.75 31c. — Low-angle radiation is indi-
cat cd for the longer distances. High-angle 
radiation may cause fading toward the limit 
of I he ground-wave signal, because the down-
coming waves add in random phase to the 
ground wave. Vertical polarization is to be 
preferred. 

3.5 Mc.— Waves at all angles of radiation 
usually will be reflected, so that no energy is 
lost by high-angle radiation. However, the 
lower-angle waves will, in general, give the 
greatest distances. Polarization on this band is 
not of great importance. 
7 Mc.— Under most condit ions, angles of ra-

diation up to about 45 degrees will be ret turned 
to earth; during the sunspot maximum still 
higher angles are useful. It is best to concen-
trate the radiation below 45 degrees. Polariza-
tion is not important, except that losses prob-
ably will be higher with vertical polarization. 

14 Mc.— For long-distance transmission, 
most of the energy should be concentrated at 
angles below about 20 degrees. Higher angles 
are useful for comparatively short distances 
(300-400 miles), although 30 degrees is about 
the maximum useful angle. Aside from the 
probable higher losses with vertical polariza-
tion, the polarization may be of any type. 

28 Mr.— Angles of 10 degrees or less are 
most useful. As in the case of 14 Mc., polariza-
tion is not important. 

56 Mc.— The lowest possible angle of radia-
tion is most useful for all types of transmission. 
Vertical polarization has been chiefly used for 
line-of-sight and lower atmosphere transmis-
sion, although horizontal polarization may be 
slightly better for long distances. In any event; 
the same polarization should be used at both 
transmitter and receiver. 
higher frequencies— As in the case of 56 

Mc. either horizontal or vertical polarization 
may be used, so long as the same type is em-
ployed at both ends of the circuit. 
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Fig. 907 — Method 
di-tance is lien l. ah 
vated, based on Fig. 
taken into accu,,,, t 
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of determining total line-of-sight 
transmitter and receiver are ele-
906. Since only earth curvature is 
in Fig. q06, irregularities in the 
transmit ling and receiving points 
lien computing each actual path. 
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_Antenna Syiterni 

111, 10-1 Antenna Properties 

Ware propagaiiim and an design — 
For most effective traiismission, the propaga-
tion characteristics of the frequeney -under 
consideration must be given due consideration 
in selecting the type of antenna to use. These 
have been discussed in Chapter Nine. On some 
frequencies the angle of radiation and polariza-
tion may be of relatively little importance: 011 
others they may be all-important. On a given 
frequency, the particular type of antenna best 
suited for long-distance transmission may not 
be ail. good for shorter-range work as would a 
different type. 
The important properties of an antenna or 

antenna system are its polarization, angle of 
radiation, impedance, and directivity. 
Polarization — The polarization of a 

straight-wire antenna is its position with re-
spect to the earth. That is, a vertical wire 
transmits vertically polarized waves and a 
horizontal antenna generates horizontally 
polarized waves (:4 9-1). The wave from an 
antenna in a slanting position contains both 
vertical and hiirizioital components. 

.4n gle of radiation — '1'lle wave angle 
(§ 9-4) at which an antenna radiates best is 
determined by its polarization, height above 
ground, and t he nature of the ground. Radia-
tion is not all at one well-defined angle, but 
rather is dispersed over a more or less large 
angular region, depending upon the type of 
antenna. The angle is measured in a vertical 
plane with respect to a tangent to the earth 
at the transmit t ing point. 
Impedance — The impedance (§ 2-8) of the 

antenna at any point is the ratio of voltage to 
current at that point. It is important in con-
nection' with feeding power to the antenna, 
since it constitutes the load represented by the 
antenna. 
Directivity— All antennas radiate more 

power in certain directions than in others. 
This characteristic, called directivity, must be 
considered in three dimensions, since direc-
tivity exists in the verticri plane as well as in 
the horizontal plane. Thus. t he directivity of 
the antenna will affect the wave angle as well 
as the actual compass directions in which 
maximum transmission takes place. 
Current — The field strength produced by 

an antenna is proportional to the current flow-
ing in it. When there are standing waves on 
an antenna, the parts of the wire carrying the 
higher current have the greatest. radiating 
effect. 

Power gain— The ratio of power required 
to produce a given field strength, with a " com-
parison” antenna, to the power required to 
produce the same field strength with a specified 
type of antenna is called the power gain of the 
latter antenna. The field is measured in the 
optimum direction of the antenna under test. 
The comparison antenna almost always is a 
half-wave antenna at the saine height and 
having the same polarization as the antenna 
under consideration. Power gain usually is 
expressed in il,a•ibels (§ 3-3). 

4110-2 The Half-Wave Antenna 

Physical and electrical length— The fun-
damental form of antenna is a single wire 
whose length is approximately equal to half 
the transmitting wavelength. It is the, unit 
from which many more complex forms of an-
tennas are constructed. It is variously known 
as a half- wave dipole, half- ware doublet, or 
fleet: antenna. 
The length of a half wave in space is: 

Length (feet) — 492 (1) 
Freq. (ilc.) 

The actual length of a half-wave antenna 
will not lie exactly equal to the half wave 
in space, but depends upon the thickness of the 
conductor in relation to the wavelength as 
shown in Fig. 1001. where K is a factor that 
must be multiplied by the half wavelength in 
free space to obtain the resonant antenna 
length. An additional shortening effect occurs 
with wire antennas supported by insulators at 
the ends because of the capacitance added to 
the system by the insulators (end effect). Under 
average conditions the following formula is 
sufficiently accurate for wire antennas at fre-
quencies up to 30 Mc.: 

Length of half- ware antenna (feet) = 

492 X 0.95 ,16S  (2) 
Fag. ( Mr.) Freq. ( Mc.) 

Above 30 Mc. the formulas below should be 
used, particularly for antennas constructed 
from rod or tubing. The factor K is taken from 
Fig. 1001. 

Length of half-wave antenna (feet) = 

.92 X K  

Freq. ( Mc.) 

5905 X K 
or length ( inches) — 

Freq. (.11c.) 

Current and voltage distribution— When 
power is fed to such an antenna the current and 

(3) 

(4) 
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voltage vary along its length (§ 2-12-A). The 
current is maximum at the center and 
nearly zero at the ends, while the opposite 
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Fig. 1001 — Effect of antenna diameter on length for 
half-wave resonance, shown as a tnultiplving factor, 
to be applied to the free.space half wavelength (Equa-
tion 1). The effect of conductor diameter on the im-
pedance measured at the center also is shown. 

is true of the r.f. voltage. The current. does 
not actually reach zero at the current nodes 
(§ 2-12-A), because of the end effect; similar-
ly, the voltage is not zero at its node be-
cause of the resist :MCC of the antenna, which 
consists of hot h the r.f. resistance of the 
wire (ohmic resistance) and the radiation re-
sistance (§ 2-12 -A). Usually t he ohmic resist-
ance of a half-wave antenna is small enough, in 
comparist in with the radiation resist anee, to 
be neglected for all practical purposes. 
Impedance — The radiation resistance of 

an infinitely thin half-wave antenna in free • 
space -- that is. sufficiently removed from sur-
rounding objects so that they do not affect the 
antenna's eharacteristics — is 73 ohms. ap-
proximately. The value under practical condi-
tions is commonly taken to be in the neighbor-
hood of 70 ohms. It is pure resistance. aml is 
measured at the center of the antenna. The 
impedanee is minimum at the center, where it 
is equal to tln• radiation resistance, and in-
creases b,ward t he ends. The actual value at 
the ends will depend on a number of factors, 
such as the height, the physical construction, 
and the position with respect to ground. 
Conductor size — The impedance of the 

antenna also depends upon t he diameter of the 
,miductor in relation to the wavelength, as 
shown in Fig. 1001. If the diameter of the con-
ductor is made large, tlw capacitance per unit 
length increases and the inductance per unit 
length decreases. Since the radiation resistance 
is affected relatively 'little, the decreased LY" 
ratio causes the Q of the antenna to decrease, 
so that the resonance curve becomes less sharp. 
Hence, the antenna is capable of working over 
a wide frequency range. This effect is greater 
as the diameter is increased, and is a property 
of some importance at the very-high fre-
quencies where the wavelength is small. 
Radiation characteristics — The radia-

tion from a half-wave antenna is not uniform 
in all directions but varies with the angle 
with respect to the axis of the wire. It is most 
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intense in directions at right-angles to the wire 
and zero along the direction of the wire it-
self, with intermediate values at intermediate 
angles. This is shown by the sketch of Fig. 1002, 
which represents the radiation pattern in free 
space. The relative intensity of radiation is pro-
portional to the length of a line drawn from the 
center of the figure to the perimeter. If the an-
tenna is vertical, as shown in the figure, then 
the field strength (§ 9-1) will be uniform in all 
horizimt al directions: if the antenna is hori-
zontal, the relative field strength will depend 
up os the directiem of the receiving pi)int with 
respect to the direction of the antenna wire. 

1[1. 10-3 Ground Effects 

Reflection — When the antenna is near the 
groinul the free-space pattern of Fig. 1002 
is modified by reflection of radiated waves 
front the ground, so that the actual pattern is 
the resultant of the free-space pattern and 
ground reflections. This resultant is dependent 
upon the height of the antenna, its position or 
orientation) with respect to the surface of the 
ground, and the electrical eharacteristics of the 
ground. The reflected waves may be in such 
phase relationship to the directly-radiated 
waves that the two completely reinforce each 
other, or the phase relationship may be such 
that complete cancellation takes place. All 
intermediate values also are possible. Thus, the 
effect of a perfectly-reflecting ground is such 
that the original free-space field strength may 
be multiplied by a factor wilich has a maximum 
value of 2, for complete reinforcement, and 
having all intermediate values to zero, for 
complet e cancellation. These reflections only 
affect t he radiation pattern in the vertical 
plane — that is, in directions upward from the 
earth's surface — aun I not in the lifirizontal 
plane, or the usual geographical directions. 

1003 stp.ws how the multiplying factor 
varies with the vertical angle for several 
representative heights for horizontal antennas. 
As the height is increased the angle at which 
complete reinforcement takes place is lowered, 
until for a height equal to one wavelength it 
occurs at a vertical angle of 15 degrees. At still 
greater heights, not shown on the chart, the 
first maximum will occur at still sinaller angles. 

'hen the half-wave antenna is vertical the 
maximum and minimum points in the curves 
of Fig. 1003 exchange positions, so that the 

Fig. 1002 — The free-space radiation pattern of a half: 
wave antenna. The antenna is sl .n in the vertical 
position. This is a cross-section of the solid pattern de-
scribed by the figure when rotated in its vertical axis. 
The "doughnut". form of the pattern can he more 
easily visualized by imagining the drawing glued to a 
piece of cardboard, with a short length of wire fastened 
on it to represent the antenna. Twirling the wire will give 
a visual representation of the solid radiation pattern. 
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nulls become maxima, and vice versa. In this 
case, the height is taken as the distance from 
ground to the center of the antenna. 
Radiation angle— The vertical angle, or 

angle of radiation, is of primary importance, 
especially at the higher frequencies (§ 9-2, 9-4). 
It is advantageous, therefore, to erect the an-
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tenna at a height which will take advantage of 
ground reflection in such a way as to reinforce 
the space radiation at the most desirable angle. 
Since low radiation angles usually are desirable, 
this generally means that the antenna should 
be high — at least wavelength at 14 Me., 
and preferably 3% or 1 wavelength; at least 1 
wavelength, and preferably higher, at 28 Mc. 
and the very-high frequencies. The physical 
height required for a given height in wave-
lengths decreases as the frequency is increased, 
so that good heights are not impracticable; a 
half wavelength at 14 Mc. is only 35 feet, ap-
proximately, while the same height represents 
a full wavelength at 28 Mc. At 7 Mc. and lower 
frequencies the higher radiation angles are ef-
fective, so that again a reasonable antenna 
height is not difficult of attainment. Heights 
between 35 and 70 feet are suitable for all 
bands, the higher figures generally being pref-
erable where circumstances permit their use. 
Imperfect ground— Fig. 1003 is based on 

ground having perfect conductivity, whereas 
the actual earth is not a perfect conductor. The 
principal effect of actual ground is to make the 
curves inaccurate at the lowest angles; appre-
ciable high-frequency radiation at angles 
smaller than a few degrees is practically im-
possible to obtain at heights of less than several 
wavelengths. Above 15 degrees, however, the 
curves are accurate enough for all practical 
purposes, and may be taken as indicative of 
the sort of result to be expected at angles 
between 5 and 15 degrees. 
The effective ground plane — that is, the 

plane from which ground reflections can be 

considered to take place — seldom is the actual 
surface of the ground but is a few feet below 
it, depending upon the character of the soil. 
Impedance — Waves which are reflected 

directly upward from the ground induce a 
current in the antenna in passing, and, depend-
ing on the antenna height, the phase relation-
ship of this induced current to the original 
current may be such as either to increase or 
decrease the total current in the antenna. For 
the saine power input to the antenna, an in-
crease in current is equivalent to a decrease in 
impedance, and vice versa. Hence, the im-
pedance of the antenna varies with height. 
The theoretical curve of variation of radiation 
resistance for an antenna above perfectly-
reflecting ground is shown in Fig. 1004. The 
impedance approaches the free-space value as 
the height becomes large, but at low heights 
may differ considerably from it. 
Choice of polarizo lion — Polarization of 

the transmitting antenna is generally unimpor-
tant on frequencies between 3.5 and 30 Mc. 
However, the question of whether the antenna 
should be installed in a horizontal or vertical 
position deserves consideration for other rea-
sons. A vertical half-wave antenna will radi-
ate equally well in all horizontal directions, so 
that it is substantially nondirect ional, in the 
usual sense of the word. If installed horizon-
tally, however, the antenna will tend to show 
directional effects, and will radiate best in the 
direction at right angles, or broadside, to the 
wire. The radiation in such a case will be least 
in the direction toward which the wire points. 
This can be readily seen by imagining that Fig. 
1002 is lying on the ground, and that the pat-
tern is looked at from above. 
The vertical angle of radiation also will be 

affected by the position of the antenna. If it 
were not for ground losses at high frequencies, 
the vertical half-wave antenna would be pre-
ferred because it would concentrate the radia-
tion horizontally. In practice. however, at high 
frequencies both types work about alike at low 
angles. 
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Fig. 1001— Theoretical curve of variation of radiation 
resistance for a half-wave horizontal antenna, as a 
function of height in wavelength above perfectly-re. 
fleeting ground. 
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Effective radiation patterns— In deter-

mining the radiation pattern it is necessary to 
consider radiation in both the horizontal and 
vertical planes. When the half-wave antenna is 
vertical, the vertical angle of radiation chosen 
does not affect the shape of the horizontal pat-
tern, but only its relative amplitude. When the 
antenna is horizontal, however, both the shape 
and amplitude are dependent upon the angle of 
radiation chosen. 

Fig. 1005 — Illustrating the im-
portance- of vertical angle of 
radiation in determining an-
tenna directional effects. Ground 
reflection is neglected in this 
drawing of the free-space field 
pattern of a horizontal antenna. 

Fig. 1005 illustrates this point. The " free-
space" pattern of the, horizontal antenna 
shown is a section eut vertically through the 
solid pattern. In the direction OA, horizontally 
along the wire axis, the radiation is zero. At 
some vertical angle, however, represented by 
the line (IR, the radiation is appreciable, 
despite the fact that this line runs in the saine 
geographical direction as 0.4.. At some higher 
angle, OC, the radiation, still in the same geo-
graphical direction, is still more intense. The 
effective radiation pattern therefore depends 
upon which angle of radiation is most useful, 
and for long-distance transmission is dependent 
upon the conditions existing in the ionosphere. 
These conditions may vary not only from day 
to day and hour to hour, but even from minute 
to minute. Obviously, then, the effective direc-
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Fig. 1006 — Horizontal pattern of a horizontal half-
wave antenna at three vertical radiation angles. The 
solid line is relative radiation at 15 degrees. Dotted lines 
show deviation from the 15-degree pattern for angles of 
9 and 30 degree,.. The patterns are useful for shape only, 
since the ampli tale mill depend upon the height of the 
antenna above around and the vertical angle eritisi(lered. 
The patterns for all three angles have buen tirer 'rind 
to the same scale, hut this does not mean that the maxi-
mum amplitudes necessarily will lie the same. The arrow 
indicates the direction of the horizontal antenna wire. 

tivity of the antenna will change along with 
transmission conditions 

At very-high frequencies, where only ex-
tremely low angles are useful for any but 
sporadic-E transmission (§ 9-2), the effective 
radiation pattern .of the antenna approaches 
the free-spare pattern. A horizontal antenna 
therefore shows more marked directive effects 
than it does at lower frequencies, on which high 
radiation angles are effective. 

Theoretical horizontal-directivity patterns 
for half-wave horizontal antennas at vertical 
angles of 9, 15, and 30 degrees (representing 
average useful angles at 28, 14 and 7 Me. 
respectively) are given in Fig. 1006. At inter-
mediate angles the values in the affected re-
gions also will bc intermediate. Relative field 
strengths are plotted on a decibel scale (§ 3-3), 
so that they represent as nearly as hie the 
actual aural effect at the rureivin g 

10-4 Applying Power to the Antenna 

Direct excitation — When power is trims-
ferred directly fo rin t he si rune to the radiating 
antenna, the antenna is said to be directly 
excited. While almost any coupling method 
(§ 2-11) may be used, those most commonly 
employed are shown in Fig. 1007. Power usu-
ally is fed to the antenna at eit her a current or 
voltage loop (§ 10-2). If power is fed at a cur-
rent loop, the coupling method is called Current 
feed; if at a voltage loop, the tint hod is called 
voltage feed. 
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Current feed— This method is shown 
in Fig 1007-A. The antenna is eut at the center 
and a small coil coupled to the output tank cir-
cuit of the transmitter, with adjustable cou-
pling so that the transmitter loading can be 
rontrolled. Since the addition of the coil 
"loads" the antenna, or increases its effective 
length because of the additional it 
the series condensers, CI and C,, are used to 
provide electrical means for redueing the 
length to its original unloaded value: in other 
words, their capacitive reactance serves to can-
cel the effect of the inductive reactance 
of the coil (§ 

Voltage feed — In Fig. 1007, at B and C 
the power is introduced into the antenna at a 
point of high voltage. ln B, the end of the an-
tenna is eoupled to the output tank circuit 
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through a small condenser. r; in C, a separate 
tank circuit, connected directly to the an-
tenna, is used. This tank is tuned to the trans-
mitter frequency, and should be grounded at 
one end or at the center of the coil, as shown. 
Adjustment of coupling— Methods of 

tuning and adjustment of direct-feed systems 
correspond to ti,, ' e used with transmission 
lines, which are discussed in § 10-6. 
Disadrantages of direct excitation— Di-

revt excitation seldom is used except on the 
lowest amateur freiplencies, beeause it inv.] ves 
bringing the antenna proper into the operating 
room aml hence into chise relationship with 
the house and electric wiring. This usually 
means that some of the power is wasted in 
heating poor vonductors in the field of the an-
tenna. Also, it often means that the shape of. 
the an must be distorted, so that the ex-
peeted directional effects are not realized, and 
likewise that the height will be Ihnited. For 
these reasons, in high-frequency work prac-
tically all amateurs use transinissitin lines or 
feeder systems. which permit placing the an-
tenna in a desirable bwati‘m. 

41. 10-5 Transmission Lines 

Requirements— A transmission line (§ 2-
12-A) is used t o t ransfer power. with a 'M11101(1111 
of loss, from the transmitter to the antenna 
from whieli the power is to he radiated. At 
radio frequenvies. where every wire carrying r.f. 
current tends to radiate energy in the form of 
electromagnetic waves, special design is neces-
sary to minimize radiation and thus cause as 
much of the power as piissible to be delivered 
to the rect•iving end of the line. 

Radiation can be minimized by using a line 
in which the current is low, and by using two 
conductors carrying currents of equal magni-
tudes but opposite phase so that the fields 
about the conduet ors cancel each other. Fi ir 
good cancellation of radiation, the two conduc-
tors should be kept parallel and quite close to 
each other. 
Types — The most common form of trans-

mission line ci insists of two parallel wires, 
maintained at a fixed spacing of two to six 
inches by insulating spleen; or spreaders 
placed at suitable intervals flpea.-Ilire line). A 
second type consists of insulated wires twisted 
together to form a flexible line. wit hout spacers 
(ltrisle,l-pgir A, thjrd the parallel 
wires maintained at a fixed spacing of :t half 
inch or less by molding them in a flexible tape 
of low-loss insulating material. Another t viat 
of line has a wire inside of and maxial wit h a 
tubing outer conilnetor. separated from the 
outer conductor by insulating spacers or 
"beads" at regular intervals coui.iiul or con-
centric lu e A variation of this type uses solid 
but flexible insulating material to fill the space 
between the inner and outer conductors, the 
latter usually hieing made of metal braid rather 
than of sill tubing. so that the line will be 
ilexil le.Si ill another type of libe uses only a 

single wire. without a seeond conductor (single-
wire feeder): in this type, radiation is mini-
mized by keeping the line current low. 
Spacing of open-wire lines— The spacing 

between the wires of an open-wire line should 
be small in comparison to the operating wave-
length. to prevent appreciable radiation. It is 
impracticable to make the spacing of an open-
wire line very small, however, because when 
the wires swing with respeet to eaeh other in a 
wind the line constants § 2-1'2-A) will vary, 
and thus 'a lise a variation in tuning or 1o:tiling 
on the transmit ter. It is also desirable to use as 
few insulating spacers as possible, to keep the 
weight of the line to a minimum. In practice, 
a spacing of about six inches is used for 14 Me. 
and lower bands, wit h four- atol t wo-inch spac-
ings being vommon on very- high frequencies. 

Electrical length— The electrical length of 
a transmission line may be quite difR)rent from 
its physical length. because waves travel more 
slowly along a transmission line than they do 
in space. The differenee is small in the case of 
air-insulated lines, but is considerable in lines 
having solid dieleet ries. The ratio of the physi-
cal length of a line one electrical wavelength 
long to a wavelength in space is called the 
rebicify,factor of the line. A line with a velocity 
biotin: of 0.65. for a m exple, will have an elec..- 
tricot length of 10 meters (space wavelength) 
when it is 6.5 milers long. 

Table I gives ‘-elocity factors for various 
types of lines in common use. This factor must 
ah ways lie used in caleulating the length of a 
solid-dielectric line used, for instance, as a 
quarter-wave matching sevtion as described 
later in this chapter. The physical length of a 
quarter-wave line is 

Length of quarter- wave line 2.P? x v 
ut feel Freq. (Mc.) (a) 

or 

Length of quarter- wove line 2.950 X V  
(6) in inclues Freq. ( Mc.) 

where V is the velocity factor given in 'rabic I. 
Balance to ground— l'or maximum van-

cellation of the fields il suit the two wires, it 
is necessary that the vurrents be equal in 
amplitude and opisisite in phase. Should the 
capacity or inductance nen unit length in one 
wire ) huer from t hat in t ,,t her, t his comfit ion 
cannot be fulfilled. Insofar as the line itself is 
concerned, the two wires will have identical 
charavteristics only when the two have exactly 
the same physiral Plat ionshills to ground and 
to other objects in t he vici nit y. Thus, the line 
should be symmetrically constructed and the 
t wo wires should be at the same height. Line 
unbalance can be minimized by keeping the 
line as far above the ground and as far from 
other objects as possible. 
To overcome Unbalance the line sometimes 

is transpitsed, \Odell means that the positions 
of the wires are interehangeil at regular inter-
vals. This procedure is more helpful on long 
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TABLE I 

TRANSMISSION-LINE VELOCITY FACTORS AND ATTENUATION 

Type of Lin, 

relorily •• 
Factor dvioo ,a.; . 

3.5 7 /4 28 

Open-wire, 400 to 
600 ohms 

0.975 0.03 005 0.07 0.1 

Parallel-tubing 0.95' ••• 

Coaxial, air-insulated O. $e 0.2 

11(1-9/1. (53 gghtns) 0 66 0.28 

11(1-55/17 (53 ohms) 0 66 0.53 

11G-11/17 (75 ohms' 0.66 0.27 

Twin- Lead, 300 ohms 0.82 0 19 

Twin-Lend. 150 ohms 0 77 

Twin-Lead. 75 ohms 0.69 

Transmit ting Twin- 0.71 
Lead. 75 gtutus 

0.28 

0.4? 

O. 

0.41 

0.3 

02 0.::5 

37 0 04 

0.29 049 

liubber-insulated O 51) 0 96 1.6 
twisted-pair or ti' 
coaxial.*** 0.65 

50 144 

0.13 0.25 

Capaci-
tance 

pc,» font 
PPlg L 

0.42 0.551 0 7 

06110 I 4 

1.2 1 9 2.7 

0.61 0.92 1.3 

1.4 

2.0 295 

5. I 295 

24 20.5 

05 

06 

1.1 

0.82 

2.5 

0.94 

I 0 

1 9 

I.4 

4 2 

I 3 

I 6 

30 

21 

28 5. 9 

3.5 10 

6.8 

4.8 

6 2 13 

• Average figures fur air-ins dated lines taking into account fleet of insulat-
ing spacers. 

•• For lines terminated in eharacteristie impegl 
*** I.osses bet ween open-wire line agid air-i rood:tied coaxial cable. Actual I.--

with both wen-wire and pandlel-tubing hais is higher titan listed 'weans., ot 
radiation, especially at higher frequench,. 
**** Approximate figures fur iiis 

t han on short lines. and need nut I, resorted to 
for lines less t han a wavelengt h long. 
Resonant and nonresonant lines- Lines 

are classified as resonant or nonresonant. de-
pending upon the standing-wave ratio. If the 
ratio is near 1, the line is said to be lion-
resonant. Reactive effects will be small, and 
consequently no special tuning provisions need 
ordinarily be made for canceling them even 
when the line length is not :L11 exact multiple of 
a quarter wavelength. Such a line must lie 
terminated in its charauteristic impedance 
(§ 2-12-.1). If the standing-wave ratio is fairly 
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large, the input react anee must be caneeled or 
tuned out" unless the line is a multiple of a 

quarter wavelength and resonant. 

Losses- There are three ways 
by which power may be lost in a 
transmission line: by radiation, by 
heating of thè conductors (12/? loss), 
and by heating of the dieleetric, if 
any. Loss by radiation will occur if 
the line is unbalanced and, partieu-
larly with open-wire lines, may greatly 
exceed the heat losses. It can be re-
duced to a tninimum by terminating 
the line in a balanced load and by 
symmetrieal, unifggrm construction. 
Heat losses in but li the conduit ir 

and the dieleetric increase with fre-
quency. Conductor losses also are 
greater the lower the characteristic 
impedance of the line, because a 
higher current flows in a low-impiql-
ance line for a given power input. The 
converse is true of dielectric losses be-
cause these increase with the voltage, 
which is greater on high-impedance 
lines. The dielectric loss in air- in-
sulated lines is negligible Wie only 
loss is in the insulating spacers) and 
such lines operate at high efficiency 
when radation losses are low. In 
solid-glielect rig. lines most of t loss 
is in the dielectric, the conductor 
lossesI wing small. 
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Fig. 1009 - Chart show ing the charaeteristic imped-
ance of typical spacegl-eonductor parallel transmission 
lines. Tubing sizes given are for outside diameters. 

It is convenient to express the loss in a trans-
mission line in decibels per unit lengt h. since 
the loss in di). is directly proportional to the 
line length. Losses in various types of lines 
operated without standing waves (that is. 
terminated in a resistive load equal to the char-
acteristic impedance of the line) are given in 
Table I. In these figures the radiation loss is 
assumed to be negligible. When there an. 
st wiling waves on the line the power loss in-
creases as shown in Fig. 1008. 
The los›,es in air-insulated lines may increase 
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considerably when the line is wet or the spacers 
become dirty. Moisture may also cause a 
change in the characteristic impedance of 
parallel-wire lines with solid dielectric. 
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Fig. 1010 — Chari slim% in g impedanee 
oldainedw itli ariceu , J a led r. eerie lines. 

EL 10-6 Coupling to Transmission Lines 

Requirentents— The coupling system be-
tween a transmitter and the input end of a 
transmission line must provide means for 
adjusting the load on tILe transmitter to the 
proper value (impedance mat(•11ing), and for 
tuning out any rea ( live component that may 
be present (§ 2-9, 2-10, 2-11). The resistance and 
reactance considered are t hose present at the 
input end (if Ike line, and lipace have not 
to do with the antenna itself except insofar as 
the antenna load may affect the operation of 
the line. 
lintuned coil — One of the simplest sys-

tems, shown in Fig. 1011-A, uses a coil of a 
few turns tightly (.0upled to the plate tank 
coil. Since no provision is made for tuning, 
this system is suitable only for nonresonant 
lines which show practically no reactance at 
the input end. Loading on the transmitter may 
be varied by varying the coupling between the 
tank inductance and the oirk-up coil, as it is 
frequently railed, or by changing the number 
of turns on the pick-up coil. A slight amount 
of reactance is coupled into the tank circuit by 
the pick-up coil, since the flux leakage (* 2-11) 
is high, so that some slight retuning of the 
plate tank condenser may be necessary when 
the load is connected. 

Taps on tank circuit— A method suitable 
for use with open-wire lines is shown in Fig. 
1011-B, where the line is tapped on a balanced 
tank circuit with taps equidistant from the 
center or ground point. This symmetry is 
necessary to maintain line balance to ground 
(§ 10-5). Loading is increased by moving the 
taps outward from the center. Any reactance 
present may be tuned out by readjustment of 

the plate tank condenser, but this method is 
not suitable for large values of reactance and 
therefore direct tapping is best confined to use 
with nonresonamt lines. 
Adjustment of initiated systems— Ad-

justment of either of the above systems is quite 
simple. Starting with loose coupling, apply 
power to the transmitter, and adjust the 
plate tank condenser for minimum plate cur-
rent. If the current is less than the desired load 
value, increase the coupling and again resonate 
the plate condenser. Continue until the desired 
plate current is obtained, always keeping the 
plate tank condenser at the setting which gives 
minimum current. 

Pi-section coupling— A coupling system 
which is electrically equivalent to tapping on 
the tank circuit, but using a capacitance volt-
age divider in the plate tank circuit for the pur-
pose, is shown in Fig. 1011-C. Since one side 
of the condenser across which the line is con-
nected is grounded, some unbalance will be 
introduced into the transmission line. This 
method is used chiefly with low-power portable 
sets, because it, is readily adjustable to meet 
a fairly wide range of impedance values. A 
single-ended ' amplifier, using either a screen-
grit( tube or a grid-neutralized triode (§ 4-7), is 
required, since the plate tank circuit is not 
balanced. Coupling is adjusted by varying CI, 
reresonating the circuit each time by means of 
C2 until the desired amplifier plate current is 
obtained. In general, the coupling will increase 
as CI is made smaller with respect to C2. Rela-
tively large-capacity condensers are required 
to give a suitable impedance-matching range 
while maintaining resonance. 

Pi-section filter — The coupling circuit 
shown in Fig. 1011-D is a low-pass filter capa-
ble of coupling between a fairly wide range of 
impedances. The method of adjustment is as 
follows: First, with the filter disconnected from 
the transmitter tank, tune the transmitter tank 
to resonance, as evidenced by minimum plate 
current. Then, with trial settings of the clips 
on L1 and L2 (few turns for high frequencies, 
more for lower), tap the input clips on the final 
tank coil at points equidistant from the center, 
so that about half the coil is included between 
them. A balanced tank circuit must be used. 
Set C2 at about half scale, apply power, and 
rapidly rotate C1 until the plate current drops 
to minimum. If this minimum is not the de-
sired full-load plate current, try a new setting 
of C2 and repeat. If, for all settings of C2, the 
plate current is too high or too low, try new 
settings of the taps on Li and L2, and also of the 
taps on the transmitter tank. Do not touch 
the tank condenser during these adjustments. 

With some lengths of resonant lines, particu-
larly those which are not exact multiples of a 
quarter wavelength, it may be difficult to get 
proper loading with the pi-section coupler. 
Usually antennas of these lengths also will be 
difficult to feed with other systems of coupling. 
In such cases, the proper out put loading often 
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Fig. 1011— Methods of coupling the transmitter output to the transmission line. Application, circuit values 
and adjustment are discussed in the text. The coupling condensers, C, are lived blockina condric:ers used to 
isolate the transmitter plate voltage front the antenna. Their capacity is inn critical, 500 mpfd. to 0.002 Al. 
being satisfactory values, but their voltage rating should at least equal the plate voltage on the final stage. 

can be obtained by varying the L/C ratio of 
the filter over a considerably wider range 
than is necessary for normal loads. 

Series tuning — When the input impedance 
of the line is low, the coupling method shown 
in Fig. 1011-E may be used. This system, 
known as series tuning, places the coupling 
coil, tuning condensers and load all in series, 
and is particularly suitable for use with reso-
nant lines when a current loop appears at the 
input end. As shown, two tuning condensers 
are used, to keep the line balanced to ground. 
However, one will suffice, the other end of the 
line being connected directly to the end of Li. 
The tuning procedure with series tuning is as 

follows: With CI and C2 at minimum capaci-
tance, couple the antenna coil. L1, loosely to 
the transmitter output tank coil, and observe 
the plate current. Then increase Cr and C2 si-
multaneously until a setting is reached which 
gives maximum plate current, indicating that 
the antenna system is in resonance wit h the 
transmitting frequency. Readjust the plate 
tank condenser to minimum plate current. This 
is necessary because tuning the antenna circuit 
will have some effect on the tuning of the plate 
tank. The new minimum plate current will be 
higher than with the antenna system detuned, 
but should still be well below the rated value 
for the tube or tubes. Increase the coupling be-
tween /4 and L2 by a small amount, readjust 
C1 and C2 for maximum plate current, and 
again set the plate tank condenser to mini-
mum. Continue this process until the mini-
mum plate current is equal to the rated plate 
current for the amplifier. Always use the de-
gree of coupling between L1 and L2 which will 
just bring the amplifier plate current to rated 

value when Ci and C2 pass through resonance. 
Parallel tuning— When the line has high 

input impedance, the use of parallel tuning, as 
shown in Fig. 1011-F, is required. Here the 
coupling coil, tuning condenser and line all are 
in parallel, the load represented by the line be-
ing directly across the tuned (41110111g cireuit. 

If the line is nonreart ive. I he coupling circuit, 
will be tuned independently to the transmitter 
frequency; line reactance call be compensated 
for by tuning of CI and. if necessary, adjust-
ment of L1 by means of taps. Parallel tuning 
is suited to resonant lines when a voltage loop 
appears at the input end. 
The tuning procedure is quite similar to 

that with series tuning. Find the value of 
coupling between Li and L2 which will bring 
the plate current to the desired value as C1 is 
tuned through resonance. Again, a slight read-
justment of the amplifier tank condenser nut)' 
be necessary to compensate for the effect of 
coupled reactance. 

Link coupling Where tuning of the cir-
cuit connected to the line is necessary or 
desirable, it is possible to separate physically 
the line-tuning apparatus and the plate tank 
circuit by means of link coupling (¡ 2-11). 
This is often convenient from a constructional 
standpoint, and has the advantage that there 
will be somewhat less harmonic transfer to 
the antenna, since stray capacity coupling is 
lessened with the smaller link coils. 

Figs. 1011-G and H show a method which 
can be considered to be a variation of Fig. 
1011-B. The first (G) is suitable for use with a 
single-ended plate tank, the second (H) for a 
balanced tank. The auxiliary tank on which 
the transmission line is tapped may have ad-
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just:tide inductance as well as eapacitance. to 
wide range of reactance variai ion for 

compensating for line reactance. The center of 
the auxiliary tank inductance may be grounded, 
if desired. The link windings should be placed 
at the grounded parts of the coils, to reduce 
capacitance coupling and consequent harmonic 
transfer. With this inductively-coupled system, 
the loading on the auxiliary tank circuit in-
creases as the taps are moved out ward from the 
center, hut, since this decreases the Q of the 
circuit, the coupling to the plate tank simul-
taneously decreases (§ 2-11). Hemp, a compro-
mise adjustment giving proper loading must 
be found in practice. Loading also may be 
varied by changing the coupling between one 
link winding and its associated tank coil; 
either tank may be used for this purpose. When 
the auxiliary tank is properly tuned to com-
pensate for line reactance, the plate-tank tun-
ing will be practically the same as with no load; 
hence, the plate tank condenser need be re-
adjusted only slightly to compensate for the 
small reactance ilit roduced by the link. 

Wit h some antenna systems and line lengths 
it may be difficult to make these perf(hrin si-
multaneously t he functions of compensating 
for the input reactance of the lbw itel match-
ing the input resistance of I he line to t he trans-
mitter. In such eases it will be hard to find a 
definite resonance point when tuning the an-
tenna tank cirettit, and it may also he impos-
sible to load the amplifier to normal plate 
current. This condition frequently is arc(on-
pa nied by excessive heating of part s of the 
antenna 1:ink coil. It may lie overcome by 
separately tuning out the lino reactance as 
shown in Fig. 1012. The tuning procedure is as 
follows: First, with the feeder ii i)s discon-
nected and with very loose eoupling bet ween 
t he two tank circuits, tune the antenna tank 
to resonance as indicated by a rise in plate 
current. Then attach the feeder taps, keeping 
them quite close toget her. and note whether 
the antenna tank condenser capacit alive has 
to be increased or decreased to reresonate the 
circuit. If the eapacitance has to be decreased, 

Link 
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r Antenna Tank 
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Antenna 7knk 
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Fig. 1012 — Use of auxiliary coil ( L) or condenser (C) 
to tune out line input reactance with the linig.eoupled 
circuits of Figs. 1011 -G and B. 

use Fig. 1012-A; if increased, use circuit B. 
Adjust the auxiliary inductance (L) or capaci-
tance (C) to the value which permits tapping 
the line on the antenna tank coil without 
changing the tuning of this circuit. The spread 
between the taps may then be adjusted as de-
scribed above to give normal loading. Values 
of auxiliary inductance and capacitance re-
quired must be determined experimentally. 

Link coupling also may be used with series 
tuning, as shown in Fig. 1011-I. The coupling 
between one link and its associated coil may 
be made variable, to give the same effect as 
changing the coupling between the plate tank 
and antenna coils in the ordinary system. 
The tuning procedure is the same as described 
above for series t uning. In the case of single-
ende (I t an k circuits the input link is coupled 
to the grounded end of the tank coil, as in 
Fig. 1011-G. 

Circuit values — The values of inductance 
and capacity to use ill the antenna coupling 
system will depend upon the transmitting fre-
quency, but are not particularly critical. With 
series tuning (Figs. 1011-E, I), the coil may 
consist of a few t urns of the saine construction 
as is used in the final tank; average values will 
run from one or two turns at very-high frequen-
cies to perhaps 10 or 12 at 3.5 Mc. The number 
of turns preferably should be adjustable so that 
the inductance can be changed should it not 
be possible to reach resonance with the con-
densers used. The series condensers should 
have a maximum capacitance of 250 or 350 
mad. at the lower frequencies; the same values 
will serve even at 28 Mc., although 100 pad. 
will be ample for this and the 14- Mc. band. 
Still smaller condensers can be used at very-
high frequencies. Since series tuning is used at a 
low-voltage point in the feeder system, the 
plate spacing of the condensers does not have 
to be large. Ordinary receiving-type condensers 
are large enough for plate voltages up to 1000, 
and the smaller transmitting condensers have 
high-enough voltage ratings for higher-power 
applications. In high-power radiotelephone 
transmitters it may be necessary to use con-
densers having a plate spacing of approxi-
mately 0.15 to 0.2 inch. 

In parallel-tuned circuits ( F, G, H) the an-
tenna coil and condenser should be approxi-
mately the saine as those used in the final tank 
circuit. The antenna tank circuit must be capa-
ble of being tuned independently to the trans-
mitting frequency, and, if possible, provision 
should be made for tapping the coil, so that the 
Lie ratio can be varied to the optimum value 
(§ 2-11) as determined experimentally. 

In Fig. 1011-D, CI and C2 may be 100 to 250 
pad. each, the higher-capacitance values being 
used for lower-frequency operation (3.5 Mc. 
and lower). Plate spacing should be, in general, 
at least half that of the final-amplifier tank 
condenser. For operation up to 14 Mc., L1 
and L2 each may consist of 12 turns, 21A 
inches in diameter, spaced to occupy 3 inches 
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length, and tapped every three turns. Ap-
proximate settings are 9 turns for 3.5 Mc., 6 
turns for 7 Mc., and 3 turns for 14 Me. The 
coils may be wound with No. 14 or No. 12 
wire. This method of coupling is very seldom 
used at very-high frequencies. 
Harmonic rednet• — It is important to 

prevent harmonics in the output of the trans-
mitter from being transfem41 to the an 
system. Harmonies are readily fed to the an-
tenna system by coupling nn.thods which 
require a einotect ion to the plate tank circuit., 
either direr t or through comlensers, as in It, 
C and D. Fig. 1011. Harmonic transfer is much 
less likely with in(luctively-coupled systems, 
particularly when a separate tuning system is 
provided at the input end of the line as in 
E, F, G, II, and I. 

In induct ively-couple%Isyst ems, care must be 
taken to prevent stray i.apacitance coupling 
Itetween coils. Link toils always should be 
coupled at a point of ground potential § 2-I : 3) 
on the plate tank as also should serie,:- arid 
parallel-tuned roils l and I:), when 
The effect of st ray capacitance can lie reduced 
by grounding t to the amplifier chassis) the 
renter of the elutpling coil in Fig. 1011-E and 
F, and by similarly grounding one so le of the 
coupling coil at t he amplifier end in C., II. and 
I. Capacit : Luce (.oupling can be pract ieally elim-
inated by the use of a Faraday shield § 4-9) 
between the plate- tank and antrloia 

tune; 
Fig. 1013— lalf-u e antennas fed from resonant lines. 
A and Il are end-feed systems for use with quarter- and 
half-wave lines: C and I) are center-feed systems. The 
current distribution is shown for all four eases, arrows 
indicating the instantaneous direction of current flow. 

C. 10-7 Resonant Lines 

Two-wire lines— Because of its simplicity 
of adjustment and flexibility with respect to 
the frequency range over which an antenna 
system will operate, the resonant line is widely 
used with simple antenna systems. Because 
resonant lines operate with relatively high 
standing-wave ratios, lines with air dielectrie 
are to be preferred for this purpose in view of 
their low losses (§ 10-5). However, if the line is 
short — say less than 100 feet, — lines having 
low-loss solid dielectric ( polyethylene) such as 
300-ohm " Twin-Lead" can be used without, 
undue loss at frequencies below 30 Me. 

Connection to antenna — A resonant line 
is usually — in fact, practically always — con-
nected to the antenna at either a current or 
voltage loop. This is advantageous, especially 
when the antenna is to be operated at har-
monic frequencies, since it simplifies the prob-
lem of determining the coupling system to be 
used ett the input end of the line. 

Half-ware an, with resonant line— 
n is often helpful to look upon the resonant 
line simply as an antenna folded bark on itself. 
Such a line may be any whole-number multiple 
of a quarter wave in length; in other words, 
any total wire length which will accommodate 
a whole number of standing waves. (The 
"length" of a two-wire line is. however, always 
taken as the length of one of the wires.) 

Quartet.- and half-wave resonant lines feed-
ing half-wave antennas are shown in Fig. 1013. 
The current distribution on both antenna and 
line is indicated. It will be noted that the 
quarter-wave line has maximum current at one 
end and minimum current at the other, de-
termined by the point of connection to the 
antenna. Tite half-wave line, however, has the 
same current (and voltage) values at both 
ends. 

If a quarter-wave line is connerted to the end 
of an antenna, as shown in Fig. 1013-A, then 
at the transmitter end of the line the current 
is high and the voltage low dow impedance), 
so that series tuning (§ 10-0) can be used. 
Should the line be a half-wave long, as at 
101:3-13, current %ill be minimum and voltage 
maximum (high impedance) at the transmitter 
end of the line, just as it is at the end of the 
antenna. Parallel tuning therefore is required 
(§ 10-6). The line could be coupled to a bal-
anced final tank through small condensers, 
as in Fig. 1011-B, but the inductively-coupled 
eircuit is preferable. An end-fed antenna with 
resonant feeders, as in 1013-A and B, is known 
as the " Zeppelin" or " Zepp" antenna. 
The line also may be inserted at the center 

of the antenna at the maximum-current point. 
Quarter- and half-wave lines used in this way 
are shown at Fig. 1013-C and D. In C, the an-
tenna end of the line is at a high-current low-
voltage point (§ 10-2); hence, at the transmit-
ter end the current is low and the voltage high. 
Parallel tuning therefore is used. The half-
wave line at. D has high current and low volt-
age at both ends, so that series tuning is used 
at the transmitter en(l. 
The four arrangements shown in Fig. 1013 

are thoroughly-useful antenna systems, and are 
shown in more practical form in Fig. 1014. In 
each ease the antenna is a half wavelength 
long, the exact length being calculated from 
Equations 2, 3 or 4 (§ 10-2). The line length 
should bean integral multiple of a quarter wave-
length and may be calculated from Equations 5 
and 6 (§ 10-5), the result being multiplied by 
any whole number which gives a total length con-
venient for reaching from the antenna to the 
transmitter. If there is an odd number of quar-
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Fig. 1014 — Prartkal half-wave 
antenna systems using resonant-
line feed. in the renter-feed sys. 
terns, the antenna length, X, does 
not include the length of the insu-
lator at the center. Line length is 
measured front the antenna to the 
tuning apparatiN: leads in t he lat-
ter should be kept short recese 01 so 
their effect can be negled•t ed. The 
use of tued r. f. ammeter-. .1/, as 
shown is helpful for balaneing 
feeder current cese eu yr. one me-
ter is suffiddien t te enable tit aire g for 
maximum outp.t and may he 
transferred frond eerie feeder to the 
other, if desired. The systems at 
(A) and (C) are for feeders an odd 
number of quarter u-aves in 
length: ( 11) and (D) are for feeders 
a multiple of a half wavelength. 
The detailed drawings shown itere 
correspond electrically to the ele-
mentary-schematic half-suave an-
tenna systems shown in Fig. 1013. 

ter waves on the line in the case of the end-fed 
antenna, series tuning should be used at the 
transmitter end; if an even number of quarter 
waves, then parallel tuning should be used. 
With the center-fed antenna the reverse is 
true. 

Practical line lengths— In general, it is 
best to use line lengths that are integral mul-
tiples of a quarter wavelength. Intermediate 
lengths will give intermediate impedance val-
ues and will show reactance (§ 2-12-A) as well. 
The tuning alepa rat us is in of compensat-
ing for reactance. but it may be difficult to get 
suitable transmitter loading because simple 
series and parallel tuning are suitable for only 
low and high impedances, respectively, and 
neither will perform well with impedances of 
the order of a few hundred ohms. Such values 
of impeda IWO may reduce the Q of the coupling 
circuit to a point where adequate coupling 
cannot be obtained (§ 2-1 l). However, some 
departure from t he ideal length is possible — 
even as much as 25 per cent of a quarter wave 
in many cases — without undue difficulty in 
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tuning and coupling. In such cases the type of 
tuning to use, whether series or parallel, will 
depend on whether the feeder length is nearer 
an odd number of quarter waves or nearer an 
even number, as well as on the point at which 
the feeder is connected to the antenna — at 
the end or in the center. 

Line current— The feeder current as read 
by the r.f. ammeters is useful for tuning pur-
poses only; the absolute value is of little im-
portance. When series tuning is used the cur-
rent will be high, but very little current will be 
indicated in a parallel-tuned system. This is 
because of the current distribution on the 
feeders, as shown by Fig. 1013. With a given 
antenna and tuning system, of course, the 
greatest power will be delivered to the an-
tenna when the readings are highest. However, 
should the feeder length be changed no useful 
conclusions can be drawn from comparison 
between the new and old readings. For this 
reason, any indicator which registers the rela-
tive intensity of r.f. current can be used for 
tuning purposes. ' Many amateurs, in fact, use 

(C) 
SNORT 

Fig. 1015 — Illustrating the effect on feeder balance of incorrect antenna length for various types of antenna sys-
tems. In end-feed systems, the current minimum shifts above or below the feeder junction, unbalancing the line. 
With center feed, incorrect antenna length does not unbalance the transmission line as it does with end feed. 
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flashlight or dial lamps for this purpose in-
stead of meters. Such lamps are inexpen-
sive indicators, and, when shunted by short 
lengths of wire so that considerable current 
can be passed without danger of burn-out, 
will serve very well even with high-power 
transmitters. 
Antenna length and line operation — 

Insofar as the operation of the antenna itself 
is concerned, departures of a few per cent from 
the exact length for resonance are of negligible 
consequence. However such inaccuracies may 
influence the behavior of the feeder system, 
and as a result may have an adverse effect on 
the operation of the system as a whole. This 
is true particularly of end-fed antennas, such 
as are shown in Figs. 1014-A and B. 

For example, Fig. 1015-A shows the current 
distribution on the half-wave antenna and 
quarter-wave feeder when the antenna length 
is correct:' At the junction of the " live" feeder 
and the antenna the current is minimum, so 
that the currents in the two feeder wires are 
equal at all corresponding points along their 
length. When the antenna is too long, as in B, 
the current minimum occurs at a point on the 
antenna proper, so that at the top of the live 
feeder there is already appreciable current 
flowing, whereas at the top of the " dead" 
feeder the current must be zero. As a result the 
feeder currents are not balanced, and some 
power will be radiated from the line. In 0, 
the antenna is too short, bringing the current 
minimum to a point on the live feeder, so that 
again the currents are unbalanced. The more 
serious the unbalance, the greater the radia-
tion from the line. 

If the antenna is fed at the center the un-
desirable effects of incorrect antenna length 
balance out, so that the line operates properly 
under all conditions. This is shown in Fig. 
1015 at D, E and F. So long as the two halves 
of the antenna are of equal length the dis-
tribution of current on the feeders will be 
symmetrical, so that no unbalance exists even 
for antenna lengths considerably removed from 
the correct value. 

In the interests of reducing radiation from 
the transmission line, therefore, feeding at the 
center of the antenna system is preferable to 
feeding at the end. Strictly speaking, end-fed 
systems of the type shown in Fig. 1014 at A 
and B cannot be truly balanced because the 
current at the end of the wire connected to 
the antenna is finite, though small, while the 
current at the end of the open wire is zero. 

«1 10-8 Nonresonant Lines 

Requirements— The advantages of non-
resonant transmission lines — minimum losses, 
and elimination of the necessity for tuning — 
make the use of this type of line attractive. The 
chief disadvantage of the nonresonant line, 
aside from the necessity for more care in initial 
adjustment, is that when " matched" to the 
ordinary antenna the match is perfect only for 

one frequency, or at most for a small band of 
frequencies on either side of the frequency for 
which the matching is done. Except for a few 
special systems, such an antenna is unsuitable 
for work on more than one amateur band. 

Adjustment uf a nonresonant line is simply 
a process of adjusting the terminating resist-
ance to match the characteristic impedance of 
the line. To accomplish this the antenna itself 
must be resonant at the selected frequency, and 
the line must then be connected to it in such a 
way that the antenna impedance as looked at 
by the line is the right value. The matching 
may be done by connecting the line at the 
proper spot along the antenna, by inserting an 
impedance-transforming device between the 
antenna and line, or by using a line having an 
impedance equal to the center impedance of 
the antenna. 
An impedance mismatch of several per cent 

is of little consequence so far as power trans-
fer to the antenna is concerned. It is relatively 
easy to get the standing-wave ratio down to 2 
or 3 to 1, a perfectly satisfactory condition in 
practice. Of considerably greater importance 
is the necessity for getting the currents in the 
two wires balanced, both as to amplitude and 
phase. If the currents are not the same at 
corresponding points on adjacent wires and 
the loops and nodes do not also occur at cor-
responding points, there will be considerable 
radiation loss. Perfect balance can be brought 
about only by perfect symmetry in the line, 
particularly with respect to ground. This 
symmetry should extend to the coupling ap-
paratus at the transmitter. An electrostatic 
shield between the line and the transmitter 
coupling coils often will be of value in pre-
venting capacitance unbalance, and at the 
same time will reduce harmonic radiation. 

In the following discussion of ways in which 
different types of lines may be matched to the 
antenna, a half-wave antenna is used as an ex-
ample. Other types of antennas may be 

antaned line 
any /eryth 1 

Fig. 1016— Single-wire feed system. 

treated by the same methods, making due 
allowance for the order of impedance that ap-
pears at the end of the line when more elabo-
rate systems are used. 

Single-wire feed— In the single-wire feed 
system, the return circuit is through the 
ground. There will be no standing waves on 
the feeder when its characteristic impedance 
is matched by the impedance of the antenna 
at the connection point. The principal dimen-
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sions ( Fig. 1016) are the length of the antenna. 
L. and the distance. D, front the exact center 
of the antenna to the point at which the 
feeder is attached. The antenna length may 
be calculated from Equation 2 (§ 10-2). The 
distance D depends upon the diameter of the 
feeder wire, since this diameter determines its 
characteristic impedance. 1..(›r No. 14 wire D 
is equal to the an length multiplied by 
0.139; for No. 12 wire the factor is 0.133. 

In constructing an antenna system of this 
type, the feeder must run straight away front 
the antenna (at a right angle) for a distance of 
at least one-third the length of the antenna. 
Otherwise the field of the antenna will affect 
the feeder and cause faulty operaticm. There 
should be no sharp bends in the feeder wire 
at any point. 

(-2-see`ae 

(A) 

(8) 
Fig. 1017 — Methods of coupling the feeder to the 
transmitter ill a single-, ire feed systetn. Circuits are 
shown for both single-end...I and balanced tank circuits. 

With the coupling system shown in Fig. 
1017-A, the process of adjust ment is as follows: 
Starting at tte ground point on the tank coil. 
the tap is moved toward the plate end until 
the amplifier draws t he rated plate eurrent. The 
plate tank condenser should be readjusted each 
tinte the tap is changed. to bring the plate cur-
rent back to minimum. The amplifier is loaded 
properly when. this " minimum" value is equal 
to the rated current. The condenser, C, in the 
feeder is for the purpose of insulating the 
antenna system front the high-voltage plate 
supply when series plate feed is used. It sItt add 
have a voltage rating somewhat higher than 
that of the plate supply. Almost any capaci-
tance greater than 500 µbad. will be satisfac-
tory. The condenser is unnecessary, of course, 
if' parallel plate it', 'd is used. 

Inductive coupling to the output circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1017-B. The antenna tank circuit 
should tune to resonance at the operating fre-
quency, and the loading is adjusted by varying 
the coupling between the two tanks, both be-
ing kept t unid to resonance. 

Regardless of the type of coupling employed. 
a good ground contwetion is essential with this 
system. Single-wire feed works beet over moist 
ground, and comparatively poorly over rock 
and sand. 

Twisted-pair feed — A two-wire line com-
posed of t wisted rubber-covered wires or close-
spaced parallel wires with polyethylene insula-

Fig. 1018— Half-wave antenna center fed by a t wisted-
pair line. Fanning (B) compensates for line impedance. 

I ion can he constructed to have a surge imped-
ance approximately equal to the 70-ohm 
impi.danee at the center of the antenna itself, 
thus permitting connecting the line to the an-
tenna as shown in Fig. 1018. Any discrepancy 
whieli may exist het neon line and an ha-
pedant.e ran lie cl tilt pl`11Sat ed for by a slight 
fanning of the line where it connects to the two 
halves of the antenna, as indicated at B in Fig. 
1018. The t wisted-pair lute is a convenient type 
to use, since it is easy to install and t if, volt-
age on it is low because of the low impedance. 
The antenna should be one-half wavelength 

long for the frequency of operation, as deter-
mined by the formulas ( § 10-2). The amount of 
"fanning" (dimension B) will depend upon the 
kind of cable used: the required spacing usually 
will be bet ween ti and 18 inches. It may be 
checked by inserting ammeters in each an-
tenna leg at the junction of the feeder and 
antenna; the value of B which gives the largest 
current is correct. Altt•rnatively, the system 
may he operated continuously for it time with 
fairly high u'. 1. power input. after which the 
fee‘h.r may be insl stet ed t by touch) for hot spots. 

indicate t he presenve of standing waves, 
and the ianning should be adjusted until they 
are eliminated or minimized. Each leg of the 
feeder forming the triangle at the antenna 
should be equal in length to dimension B. 

Coupling between the transmitter and the 
transnliSSiOn litio iS ordinarily aecomplished 
by the untuned coil method shown in Fig. 
10.11-A (§ 10-6). 
Concentric-line feed — A concentric trans-

mission line can be constructed to have a surge 
impedance equal to the 70-ohm impedance at 
the center of a half-wave antenna. Such a line 
can lie connected directly to the center of the 
antenna, therefore, forming the system shown 
in Fig. 1019. 

Outer Tub, 

Optional ground 
to outer Conductor 

Inner wire 
or Tubiny 

Concentric Line 
(Any Length) 

To 
Coupliny Con 

Fig. 1019— Half-wave antenna centerfed by a conceit-
trie transniission line of 70 ohms surge impedance. 
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An air-insulated concentric line will have a 

surge impedance of 70 ohms when the inside 
diameter of the outer conductor is approxi-
mately 3.2 times the outside diameter of the 
inner conductor. This condition can be fulfilled 
by using standard %6-inch (outside diameter) 
copper tubing for the outer conductor and 
No. 14 wire for the inner. Ceramic insulating 
spacers are available commercially for this 
combination. Flexible solid coaxial cable hav-
ing the requisite impedance for connection to 
the center of the antenna also is available. 
The operation of such an antenna system is 

similar to that of the twiste(l-pair system just 
described, and the same transmitter coupling 
arrangements may be used (§ 10-6). 
The outer conductor of the line may he 

grounded, if desired. The feeder system is 
slightly unbalanced, because the inner and 
outer conductors do not have the same capac-
itance to ground. Although the line itself, being 
shielded, cannot radiate, an " antenna" current 
can flow on the outside of the shield t outer 
conductor) and the cable therefore may become 
part of the radiating system. The magnitude of 
this current will depend upon the length of the 
cable and will be greatest when the length is 
such as to be resonant, in conjunction with the 
antenna itself, at the operating frequency. The 
current can be reduced by grounding the shield 
(with a very short. lead) at any point an odd 
number of quarter wavelengths from the point 
of connection to the antenna. 

Delta matching transformer — Because of 
the extremely close spacing required, it is 
impracticable to construct an open-wire 
transmission line which will have a surge 
impedance low enough to work directly into 
the center of a half-wave antenna. Such wire 
lines usually have impedances between 400 
and 700 ohms, 600 ohms being a widely-used 
value. It is necessary, therefore, to use other 
means for matching the line to the antenna. 
One method of matching is illustrated by the 

system shown in Fig. 1020. The matching sec-
tion, E, is " fanned" to have a gradually in-
creasing impedance so that its impedance at 
the antenna end will be equal to the impedance 
of the antenna section, C, while the impedance 

Fig. 1020— Delta-matched antenna system. The di-
mensions C, D, and E are found by formulas given in 
the text. It is important that the matching section, E, 
come straight away from the antenna without any bends. 

at the lower end matches that of a practicable 
transmission line. 
The antenna length, L, the feeder clearance, 

E, the spacing between centers of the feeder 
wires, D, and the coupling length, C, are the 
important dimensions of this system. The sys-
tem must be designed for exact impedance val-
ues as well as frequency values, and the di-
mensions therefore are fairly critical. 
The length of the antenna is figured from 

Equation 2 (§ 10-2). The length of section C is 
computed by the formula: 

118  
C (feet) — 

I,' req. (Mc.) 

The feeder clearance, E, is found from the 
equation: 

E (feet) — 
Freq. ( Mc.) 

The almve equations are for wire antennas 
and for feeders having a characteristic imped-
ance of 600 ohms and will not apply t o feeders 
of any other impedance. The proper feeder 
spacing for a 600-ohm transmission line is com-
puted to a sufficiently close approximation by 
the following formula: 

D = 75 X 

148 

where D is the distanee bet ween the centers of 
the feeder wires and d is the diameter of the 
wire. If the wire diameter is in inches the spac-
ing also will be in inches, and if the wire diam-
eter is in millimeters the spacing also will be in 

Methods of coupling to the transmitter are 
discussed in § 10-6, those shown in Figs. 1011-
C. D. t; and H being, suitlble. 

Fig. 1021 — The "Q" all using a quarter-ss ave im-
pedanec-matching section içith dose-spaced conductors. 

"Q"-section transformer — The imped-
ance of a two-wire line of ordinary construction 
(400 to 600 ohms) can be matched to the im-
pedance of the center of a half-wave antenna 
by utilizing the impedance-transforming prop-
erties of a quarter-wave line (§ 10-5). The 
matching section must have low surge im-
pedance and therefore is commonly con-
structed of large-diameter conductors such as 
aluminum or copper tubing, with fairly close 
spacing. This system is known as the " Q" 
antenna. It is shown in Fig. 1021. The impor-
tant dimensions are the length of the antenna, 
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the length of the matching section, B, the 
spacing between the two conductors of the 
matching section, C, and the impedance of the 
untuned transmission line connected to the 
lower end of the matching section. 
The required surge impedance for the match-

ing section is 

Ze = VZ1 Z2 

where Z1 is the input impedance and Z2 the 
output impedance. Thus a quarter-wave sec-
tion matching a 600-ohm line to the center of a 
half-wave antenna (72 ohne) should have a 
surge impedance of 208 ohms. The spacings 
between conductors of various sizes of tubing 
and wire for different surge impedances are 
given in graphical form in Fig. 1009. With 
Winch tubing, the spacing should be 1.5 
inches for an impedance of 208 ohms. 
The length of the matching section, B, 

should be equal to a quarter wavelength, and 
is given by Equation 5 ( § 10-5). The length of 
the antenna can be calculated from Equation 2 
(§ 10-2). 
This system has the advantage of the sim-

plicity of adjustment of the twisted-pair feeder 
system and at the same time the superior in-
sulation of an open-wire system. Figs. 1011-B, 
D. G and H (§ 10-6) represent suitable meth-
ods of coupling to the transmitter. 

Linear transformers — Fig. 1022 shows 
two methods of coupling a nonresonant line 
to a half-wave antenna through a quarter-
wave linear transformer or matching section. 
In the case of the center-fed antenna, the 
free end of the matching section, B, is open 
(high impedance) since the other end is con-
nected to a low-impedance point on the 
antenna. With the end-fed antenna, the free 
end of the matching section is closed through 
a shorting bar or link; this end of the section 
has low impedance, since the other end is con-
nected to a high-impedance point on the 
antenna. 

.shorey 

Fig. 1022 — Half-wave antenna systems with quarter. 
wave open-wire linear impedance-matehin g transformers. 

When the connection between the matching 
section and the antenna is unbalanced, as in 
the end-fed system, it is important that the 
antenna be the right length for the operating 
frequency if a good match is to be obtained 
(§ 10-7). The balanced center-fed system is less 
critical in this respect. The shorting-bar 
method of tuning the center-fed system to 
resonance may be used if the matching section 
is extended to a half wavelength, bringing a 
current tom) at the free end. 

In the center-fed system, the antenna and 
matching section should be cut to lengths 
found from the equations in § 10-2 and § 10-5. 
Any necessary on-the-ground adjustment can 
be made by adding to or clipping off the open 
ends of the matching section. In the end-fed 
system the matching section can be adjusted 
by making the line a little longer than neces-
sary and adjusting the system to resonance 
by moving the shorting link up and down. 
Resonance can be determined by exciting the 
antenna at the proper frequency from a 
temporary antenna near by and measuring 
the current in the shorting bar by a low-range 
r.f. ammeter or galvanometer using one of the 
devices of this type described in the chapter on 
measurements. The position of the bar should 
be adjusted for maximum current reading. This 
should be done before the transmission line is 
attached to the matching section. 
The position of the line taps will depend 

upon the impedance of the line as well as on the 
antenna impedance at the point of connection. 
The procedure is to take a trial point, apply 
power to the transmitter, and then check the 
transmission line for standing waves. This can 
be done by measuring the current in, or voltage 
along, the wires. At any one position along the 
line the currents in the two wires should be 
identical. Readings taken at intervals of a 
quarter wavelength will indicate whether or 
not standing waves are present. 

It will not usually be possible to obtain 
complete elimination of standing waves when 
the matching stub is exactly resonant, but the 
line taps should be adjusted for the smallest 
obtainable standing-wave ratio. Then a further 
"touching up" of the matching-stub tuning 
will eliminate the remaining standing wave, 
provided the adjustments are carefully made. 
The stub must be readjusted, because when 
resonant it exhibits some reactance as well as 
resistance at all points except at the ends, and 
a slight lengthening or shortening of the stub 
is necessary to tune out this reactance. 

Since the line impedanee is ordinarily be-
tween 500 and 600 ohms, the same methods of 
coupling may be used between the transmitter 
and the line as are recommended for the delta-
matching system and the " Q" matching 
transformer. 
Matching stubs — The operation of the 

quarter-wave matching transformer of Fig. 
1022 may be considered from another — and 
more general — viewpoint. Suppose that sec-
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tion e is looked upon simply as a continuation 
of the transmission line. Then the " free" end 
of the transformer becomes a " stub" line, 
shunting a section of the main transmission 
line. From this viewpoint, matching the line 
to the antenna becomes a mat ter of selecting 
the right type and length of stub and attaching 
it to the proper spot along t he line. 

Referring to Fig. 1023, at any distance (X) 
from the antenna, the line will have an imped-
ance which may be considered to be made up 
of reactance (either inductive or capacitive) 
and resistance, in parallel. The reactive com-
ponent can be eliminated by shunting the line 
at distance X from the antenna with another 
reactance equal in value but opposite in sign 
to the reactance presented by the line at that 
point. If distanre X is such that the line iwe-
sents an induct ive reactance, a corresponding 
shunting capacitive reactance will be required. 

Semliki End 
 1 

X 

Fig. 1023 — hen antenna and t ransmisgion Jine differ 
in impedance, they may be matched by a short length 
of transmis  line, )", malI,l a stub. Det rmina  of 
the critical dimensi tttt s, X and Y, for proper matching 
depends on is het her the stub is open or sise,l at the end. 

The required compensating reactance may 
be supplied by shunting the line with a stub 
cut to proper length, Y. With the reactances 
canceled only a pure resistance remains as a 
termination for the remainder of the line be-
tween the sending end and the stub, and this 
resistance can be adjusted to match the 
characteristic impedance of the line by ad-
justing the distance X. 

Distances X and Y may be determined 
experimentally, but since their values are 
interdependent the cut-and-try method is 
somewhat laborious. If the standing-wave 
ratio and the positions of the current loops and 
nodes can be measured, the length and position 
of the stub can be found from Figs. 1024 and 
1025. 
Although the standing-wave ratio can be 

measured in terms of either current or voltage, 
measurement. of current usually is more con-
venient. (If the measurements are made with 
a current-squared galvanometer an appropri-
ate correction must be made, since scale 
readings with titis type of meter are propor-
tional to power.) With the antenna connected 
to the line but with the stub disconnected, the 
r.f. meter should be moved along the line from 
the antenna toward the sending end until a 
current loop or node is found. Its location 
should be marked and the value of the current 

Lenyth of 
shorted stub 

Distance Iran, 
current node 
measured 

toward sending end 

.02 ea .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20 .22 . 24 .26 
LENGTH IN WAvELENGrNS 

Fig. 102.1 — Graph for determining po,i tion and length 
of a shorted stub. Dimensions may be converted to linear 
11111l4 after values have been taken from the graph. 

recorded„ Then the meter should be moved 
along toward the sending end until the next 
loop or node is located ( if the first was a loop 
the second will be a node, and vice versa), and 
the current at this point. recorded. As a cross-
check for wavelength, the distance between a 
loop and node should be wavelength. The 
standing-wave ratio is the ratio of current at a 
loop to current at a node. 

Once the standing-wave ratio is known, the 
length and pisition of the stub, in terms of 
wavelength, can be found directly from Figs. 
1021 and 1025. The wavelength in feet for any 
frequency can be found from Equation 1 
t§ 10-2). 
Methods of coupling to the line shown in 

Figs. 1011-B, D, G and H (§ 10-6) can be used. 
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Fig. 1025 — Graph for determihing position and length 
of an open stub. Dimensions may be converted to 
linear units after values have been taken from the graph. 

Measuring standing wares — Equipment 
for measuring the standing-wave ratio along 
the transmission line is described in the chapter 
on measurements. At frequencies below 30 
megacycles the thermomilliammeter probably 
is the most reliable instrument and the easiest 
to use. 'rite ab.solute value of the current in the 
line is not important ; the ratio between the 
maximum and minimum currents is what is 
required. 
When the standing-wave ratio is low it may 

be difficult to determine the exact location of 
a node or loop since the current changes rather 
slowly at these points. In such a case the fol-
lowing procedure may be adopted: Measure 
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the minimum current. then chose a somewhat 
higher value and locate two points on either 
side of the minimum at which the current 
equals the chosen value. For example, if the 
minimum current is 0.1 ampere, a value of 0.15 
ampere might be chosen and the meter moved 
first to one side and then the other of the 
minimum point until two spots are found 
where the reading is 0.15 ampere. Then the 
node will be just half-way between these two 
points and may be determined very easily by 
measuring the distance. The same method 
may be used to locate a current. loop wit h more 
exactness than by trying to locate the actual 
point of maximum current. In this case, of 
course, a value of current slightly lower than 
t he maximum value should be chosen. 
A crystal-detector probe pick-up measures 

maximum and minimum voltage rather than 
current. The standing-wave ratio may be 
measured in terms of voltage equally as well 
as in terms of current. However, in using the 
charts for the matching stub system it must be 
kept in mind that a voltage loop occurs at t he 
sanie point as a current node, and vice versa. 

1[1. 10-9 Long-Wire Antennas 

Definition — An antenna will be resonant 
so long as an integral number of standing 
waves of current and voltage can exist along its 
length; in other words, so long as its length is 
some integral multiple of a half wavelength. 
When the antenna is more than a half wave 
long it usually is called a long-wire antenna, or 
a harmonic antenna. 

Current and voltage distribution— Fig. 
1026 shows the current and voltage distribu-

vw/r9e (1) 

(urrenI(I) 

FUNDAMENTAL THALF•WAVE) 

• B 

2..o HARMONIC ‘ FULL -WAVE 

3no HARMONIC ( i/WAVE) 

D 

4ne HARMONIC( Z-WAVE) 

Fig. 1026 — Standing-wave current and voltage distri-
bution along an antenna when it is operated at vari-
ous harmonics of its fundamental resonant frequenc). 

tion along a wire operating at its fundamental 
frequency (where its length is equal to a half 
wavelength) and at its second, third and 
fourth harmonics. For example, if the funda-
mental frequency of the antenna is 7 Mc., 
the current and voltage distribution will be 
as shown at A. The same antenna excited at 
14 Mc. would have current and voltage dis-
tribution as shown at 13. At 21 Mc., the third 
harmonic of 7 Me., the current and voltage 
distribution would be as in C; and at 28 Mc., 
the fourth harmonic, as in D. The number of 
the harmonic is the number of half waves con-
tained in t he antenna at the particular operat-
ing frequeney. 
The polarity of current or voltage in each 

standing wave is opposite to that in the ad-
jacent standing waves. This is shown in the 
figure by drawing the current and voltage 
curves successively above and below the an-
tenna (taken as a zero reference line), to indi-
cate that the polarity reverses when the 
current or voltage goes through zero. Currents 
flowing in the same direction are in phase; 
in opposite directions, out of phase. 

It is evident that qroe antenna may be used 
for harmonically-related frequencies, such as 
the varimis amateur bands. The long-wire or 
hanwalie antenna is the basis of multiband 
opera t ion with one antenna. 

Physical lengths — The length of a long-
wire antenna is not an exact multiple of that of 
a half-wave antenna because the end effects 
(§ 1(t-2) operate only on the end sections of 
the antenna; in other parts of the wire these 
eff(,ls are absent, and Hie wire length is ap-
proximately that of an equivalent portion of 
the wave iii space. The formula for the length 
of a long-wire an t heref ore, is 

41)-? (N-0.0.5) Length ( feet) - 
Freq. (Mc.) 

(7) 

where N is the nuinber of half waves on the 
antenna. From this, it is apparent that an 
antenna cut as a half wave for a given fre-
quency will be slightly off resonance at exactly 
twice that frequency ( on the second harmonic) 
because of the different behavior of end effects 
when there is more than one standing wave on 
the antenna. The effect is not very important, 
except for a possible unbalance in the feeder 
system (§ 10-7). which may result in some 
radiation from the feeder in end-fed sys-
t ems. 
Impedance and power gain— The radia-

tion resistance as measured at a current loop 
becomes larger as the antenna length is in-
creased. Also, a long-wire antenna radiates 
more power in its most favorable direction 
than does a half-wave antenna in its most 
favorable direction. This power gain is secured 
at the expense of radiation in other directions. 
Fig. 1027 shows how the radiation resistance 
and the power in the lobe of maximum radia-
tion vary with the antenna length. 
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Fig. 1027 — Curs e A si s ariation in radiation re-
sistance with antenna length. Curs e II -Ii.ovs power in 
lobes of 111415.  radiat ion for long- v, ire antennas as a 
ratio to the maximum radiation for a half-wave antenna. 

Directional characteristics— As the wire 
is made liinger in terms of the number of half 
wavelengths, the direetional effects change. 
Instead of the " doughnut" pattern of the 
half-wave antenna, the directional character-
istic splits up hito " lobes" which make vari-
ous angles with the wire. In general, as the 
length of the wire is increased the direction in 
which maximum radiation occurs tends to ap-
proach the line of the antenna itself. 

Fig. 1028— Horizontal pa terns of radiation from a 
full-ware antenna. The solid line shows the pattern for a 
vertical angle of 15 degrees; dotted lines show deviation 
from the 15-degree pattern at 9 and 30 degrees. All three 
patterns are drawn to the same relative scale; actual am-
plitudes will depend upon the. height of the antenna. 

Fig. 1029 — Horizontal pa tenis of radiati nn from an 
antenna three he-wares I mg. The solid line shows 
the pattern for a vertical angle of 15 degrees; dotted 
lines show deviation front the 15-degree pattern at 9 and 
30 degrees. Minor mues coincide for all three angles. 

Directional characteristics for antennas one 
wavelength, three half-wavelengths, and two 
wavelengths long are given in Figs. 1028, 1029 
and 1030, for three vertical angles of radiation. 
Note that, as the wire length increases, the 
radiation along the line of the antenna becomes 
more pronounced. Still longer antennas can 
be eonsiclered to have practically " end-on" 
directional characteristics, even at the lower 
radiation angles. 

ig. 1030— Horizontal pa terns of radiation from an 
a denim two wavelengths long. The solid line shows the 
pattern for a v ertical angle of 15 degrees; dotted lines 
show deviation front the 15-degree pattern at 9 and 30 
degrees. The minor lobes coincide for all three angles. 
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Methods of feeding— In a long-wire an-
tenna, the currents in adjacent half-wave sec-
tions must be out of phase, as shown in Fig. 
1026 and Fig. 1031. The feeder system must 
not upset this phase relationship. Titis re-
quirement is met by feeding the antenna at 
either end or at any current loop. A two-wire 
feeder cannot be inserted at a current node, 
however, because this invariably brings the 
currents in two adjacent half-wave sections in 
phase; if the phase in one section could be re-
versed, then the currents in the feeders neces-
sarily would have to be in phase and the feeder 
radiation would not be canceled out. 

Either resonant or nonresonant feeders may 
be used. With the latter, the systems employ-
ing a matching section (§ 10-8) are best. The 
nonresonant line may be tapped on the 
matching section, as in Fig. 1022, or a " Q"-
type section, Fig. 1021, may be employed. 
In such case, Fig. 1032 gives the required surge 
impedance for the matching section. It can 
also be calculated as described in § 10-8 
from the radiation resistance data in Fig. 1027. 
Methods of coupling the line to the trans-

mitter are the same as described in § 10-6 for 
the particular type of line used. 

(A) 

(B) 

Fig. 1031— Current di.t ihution and feed points for 
long-wire antennas. A 3, L- , ave antenna is used as an 
illustration. Vi ith twii-uire feed, the line may he con-
fleeted at the end of the antenna or at any current loop 
(but not at a corr.!! t node) for harmonic operation. 

10-10 Multiband Antennas 
Principles— As suggested in the preceding 

section, the same antenna may be used for 
several bands by operating it on harmonics 
When this is done it is necessary to use reso-
nant feeders, since the impedance matching for 
nonresonant feeder operation can be accom-
plished only at one frequency unless means are 
provided for changing the length of a matching 
section and shifting the point at which the 
feeder is attached to it. A matching section 
which is only a quarter wavelength long at one 
frequency will be a half wavelength long at 
twice that frequency, and 80 on; and changing 
the length of the wires, even by switching, is 
so inconvenient as to be impracticable. 

Fun t hertnore, t he current loops shift to a new 
position on the antenna when it is operated on 
harmonics, full her complicating the feed situa-
tion. It. is for t his reason that a half-wave an-
tenna which is venter ied by a rubber-insulated 
hut tri cil isilissfor harmonic operation; 
on all even harmonics t here is a voltage maxi-
mum occurring right at the feed point, and the 
resultant impedanee mismatch is so bad that 
there is a large standing-wave ratio and conse-
quently high losses ; irise in the rubber dielectric. 
It is also wise not to at t empt to use a half-wave 
antenna center fed wit li roaxial cable, even the 
type using polyet hylene dielect rie. on its har-
monics. Il igher-imp('dance solid-dielectric lines 
such as 300-ohm Twin-Lead may be used, how-
ever, provided the power does not exceed a few 
hundred watts. 
When the same antenna is used for work in 

several bands, it must be realized that the 
directional characteristic will vary with the 
band in use. 
Simple systems— Any of the antenna 

arrangements shown in § 10-7 may be used for 
multiband operation by making the antenna a 
half wave long at the lowest frequency to be 
used. The feeders should be a quarter wave 
long (electrical length), or some multiple of a 

quarter wave, at t he same frequency. 
Typical examples, together with the 
type of tuning to be used, are given 
in Table II. The figures given rep-
resent a compromise designed to 
give satisfactory operation on all 
the bands considered, taking into 
account the change in required length 
as the order of the harmonic goes 
up. 
A center-fed half-wave antenna 

will not operate as a long wire on 
harmonics, because of the phase re-
versal at the feeders previously men-
tioned (§ 10-9). On the second har-
monic the two antenna sections are 

a  each a half wave long, and, since the 
current s are in phase. the directional 
characteristic is different from that 
of a full-wave antenna even though 
the over-all length is t he same. On the 
fourth harmonic each section is a full 
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Fig. 1032 — Required surge impedance of quarter-wave matching 
sections for radiators of various lengths. Curve A is for a transmis-
siondine impedance of 410 ohms, curve B is for 470 ohms, curve C 
for 580 ohms and curve D for 600 ohms. Dimensions for matching 
sections of the required impedance arc obtained from Fig. 1009. 
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TABLE Er 

MULTHSAND RESONANT-LINE FED ANTENNAS 

Antenna 
Length (ft.) 

I Feeder, 
Length Band 
vo , 

Type itl 
Tuning 

series 
N‘ 46 end feed: 

120 60 4-Mc. 'phone 

136 67 3.5-Nle. c.m. 
7 Mc. 
1 I Me. 
28 Me. 

series 
parallel 
parallel 
parallel 

134 67 3.5-Me. c.u. 
7 Mc. 

series 
parallel 

series 
parallel 
parallel 

parallel 
'parallel 
parallel 
parallel 

67 33 7 Mc. 
11 Me. 
28 Mc. 

With center feed: 
137 67 3.5 Me. 

7 Me, 
14 Mc. 
28 Mc. 

67.5 3•1 7 Me. 
11 Me. 
28 Me. 

parallel 
parallel 
parallel 

The antenna lei gths given represent compromises 
for harmonic op •rai ion because of different end 
effects on different bands. The 136-foot end-fed 
antenna is slightly long for 3.5 Mc., but will work 
well in the region which quadruples into the 14-Mc. 
band (3500-361)0 kc.). Rands not listed are not 
recommended for the particular antenna. The cen-
ter-fed systems are less critical as to length. 
On harmonics, the end-fed and center-fed anten-

nas will not have the same directional characteris-
tics, as explained in the text. 

wave long, and, again, because of the direc-
tion of current flow, the system will not oper-
ate as a two-wavelength antenna. It should 
not be assumed that these systems are not 
effective radiators: it simply means that the 
directional characteristic will not be that of a 
long wire having the same over-all length. 
Rather, it will resemble the characteristic qd 
one side of the antenna, although not neces-
sarily having the same exact form. 

Antennas with a few other types of feed 
systems may be operated on harmonics for the 
higher-frequency bands, although their per-
formance is somewhat impaired. The single-
wire fed antenna (§ 10-8) may be used in this 
way; the feeder and antenna will not be 
matched exactly on harmonics, with the result 
that standing waves will appear on the feeder, 
but the system as a whole will radiate. A better 
match will be obtained if the point of connec-
tion of the feeder to the antenna is made 
exactly one-third the over-all antenna length 
from one end. While this disagrees slightly 
with the figures given for a half-wave antenna, 
it has been found to work better on the 
harmonic frequencies. 

The " Q" antenna.system (§ 10-8) also can 
be operated on harmonics, but the line cannot 
operate as a nonresonant line except at the 
fundamental frequency of the antenna. For 
harmonic operation the line must be tuned, and 
therefore the feeder length is important. The 
tuning system will depend upon the number of 
quarter waves on the line, including the " Q" 
bars. The concentric-line fed antenna (§ 10-8) 
may be used on harmonics, if the concentric 
line is air-insulated. Its operation on harmonics 
is similar to that of the " Q." This antenna is 
not recommew led for multiband operation 
with a solid-dielectric line, however. 
The delta-match system (§ 10-8) can be used 

on harmonics, although some standing waves 
will appear on the line. For that matter, any 
antenna system can be used on harmonic fre-
quencies by tying the feeders together at the 
transmitter end and feeding the system as a 
single wire by means of a tuned circuit coupled 
to the transmitter. 
A simple antenna system without feeders, 

useful for operation on five bands, is shown in 
Fig. 1033. On all bands from 3.5 Mc. upward it 
operates as an end-fed antenna — half wave 
on 3.5 Mc., long wire on the other bands. On 
1.75 Mc. it is only a quarter wave in length, and 
must be worked against ground. On this band, 
since it is fed at a high-current point, series 
tuning (§ 10-6) must be used. 
Antennas for restricted space — If the 

space available for the antenna is not large 
enough to accommodate the length neces-
sary for a half wave at the lowest frequency to 
be used, quite satisfactory operation can be 
secured by using a shorter antenna and making 
up the missing length in the feeder system. 
The antenna itself may be as short as a quar-
ter wavelength and still radiate fairly well, 
although of course it will not be as effective 
as one a half wave long. Çevert.heless, such a 
system is useful where operation on the de-
sired band otherwise would be impossible. 

For accretion on 
..1.5.7.iiiane ,s Mc 

bar 

tereine - 
Frequency es tremniater 

For openztwn 
on jis M. 

Fig. 10.13— A simple antenna system for five ama-
teur bands. The antenna is voltage fed on 3.5, 7, 14 and 
28 NI c., working on the fundamental, second, fourth and 
eighth harmonics, respectively. For 1.75 Mc. the system 
is a quarter-wave grounded antenna, in which case 
series tuning must be used. The antenna wire should be 
kept well in the clear and should be as high as possible. 
If the length of the antenna is increased to approximate-
ly 260 feet, voltage feed can be used on all live bands. 
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Resonant feeders are a practieal necessity 
with such an antenna system, and a center-fed 
antenna will give best all-around performance. 
With end feed the feeder currents become 
badly unbalanced and, since lengths midway 
between those requiring series or parallel 
tuning ordinarily must be used to bring the 
entire system to resonante, coupling to the 
transmitter often becomes difficult. 

With center feed practically any convenient 
length of antenna can be used, if the feeder 
length is adjusted to accommodate at least 
one half-wave around the whole system. 
Typical cases are shown in Fig. 1034, oto' for 

(A) 

tuage 

Fig. 1(134 — Current distribution on short antennas. 
Those at the left are too 41ori for fundamental opera-
tion, one 1.N) has Mg an o, er-all length of  • quarter-
wave; the other 0:) being longer but not a half %% aye 
long. These systems may lee 11Sell tO erert 
a full half-nave antenna is not as ailable. The eurrent 
distribution for second-harmonic operation is slpmn at 
the right (dead' figure ( Band I)). In A and C. the total 
length around the -.tent is a half uase at the funda-
mental. In II and the over-all length is a full %save. 
Arrows show the instantaneous direction of current flow. 

an antenna having a length of one quarter-
wave (A) and the other for an antenna some-
what longer (C) but still not a half wave long. 
Current distribution is shown for both funda-
mental and second harmonie. From the points 
marked X, resonant feeders any convenient 
number of quarter waves in length may In. 
extended to the operating room. The sum of 
the distances on each wire from X to the an-
tenna end must equal a half wave. It is suffi-
ciently accurate to use Equation 2 (§ 10-2) 
in calculating this length. Note that X-X is a 
high-current point on these shortened anten-
nas, corresponding to the venter of a half-wave 
antenna. It is also apparent that the antenna 
at A is a half-wave antenna on the next higher-
frequency band ( B). 
A practical antenna of this type can be made 

as shown in Fig. 1035. Table III gives a few 

recommended lengths. Remembering the pre-
ceding discussion, however, the antenna can 
be made any convenient length, provided the 
feeder is considered to " begin" at X-X and the 
line length is adjusted accordingly. 
Bent antennas —  Since the field strength at 

a distance is proportional to the current in the 
antenna, the high-current part of a half-wave 
antenna (the center quarter wave, approxi-
mately) does most of the radiating (§ 10-1). 
Advantage can be taken of this fact when the 
space available does not permit erecting an 
antenna a half wave long. In this case the ends 
may be bent, either horizontally or vertically, 
so that the total length equals a half wave, 
even though the straightaway horizontal 
length may be as short as a quarter wave. 

TABLE III 

ANTENNA AND FEEDER LENGTHS FOR SHORT 
NI t•LTIKAND ANTENNAS, CENTER FED 

Antenna 
Length (ft.) 

100 

t'eeder 
Length 
(ft.) 

Band 

38 

67.5 34 

3.5 N1e. 
7 Me. 

14 Mc. 
28 Mc. 

Type of 
Tatting 

parallel 
series 
series 
series or 
parallel 

3.5 Me. 
7 Me. 

14 Me. 
28 Me. 

series 
parallel 
parallel 
parallel 

7,0 43 7 Ale. 
11 Me. 
28 'il.. 

33 

33 

51 

31 

7 Mc. 
11 Me. 
28 Me. 

parallel 
parallel 
parallel 

parallel 
parallel 
parallel 

7 Me. 
Ii NIc. 
28 Me. 

parallel 
series 
parallel 

rhe operation is illustrated in Fig. 1036. 
Such an ant en na will be a somewhat bet-
ter radiator than the arrangement of Fig. 
1034-A on the lowest frequency, but is not so 
desirable for Inuit iband operation because the 
ends play an increasingly important part as the 
frequency is raised. The performance of the 
system in such a ease is difficult to predict, 

Tuning 
Apparatus 

Fig, 1035— Practical arrangement of a shortened an-
tenna. The total length. A + B + A, should be a 
half navelength for the lowest-frequency. band, usually 
3.5 Me. See Table 111 for lengths and tuning data. 
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especially if the ends are vertical (the 
most' convenient arrangement). because 
of the complex combination of horizontal 
and vertical polarization which results as 
well as the dissimilar directional charac-
teristics. 

Fig. 1036 — Folded arra t for shortened 
antennas. The total length i- a hid wave, not 
including the feeders. The horizontal t art is made 
as long as convenient and the ends dropped dow n 
to make up the required len st h. The e ids nsay be 
bent hack on themselves like feeders to cancel 
radiation partially. The horizontal section sl 1.1 
be at least a quarter wave long. 

41. 10-1 1 Long-WireDirectiveArrays 

The " V" antenna — It has been em-
phasized that, as the antenna length is 
increased, t he lobe of maxi mum radiation makes 
a more acute angle with the wire ( 10-9). Two 
such wires may be combined in the form of a 
horizontal " V" so that the main lidies from 
each wire will reinforce along it line bisecting the 
angle between the wires. This increases both 
gain and direetivity, since the lobes in direc-
tions other than along the bisector t': iii'! to a 
greater or lesser extent. The horizontal " V" 
antenna therefore transmits best in either di-
rection (is bidirectional) along a line bisect-
ing t he " V" made by the two wires. The power 
gain depends upon the length of the wires. 
Provided the necessary space is available, 
the " V" is a simple antenna to build and 
operate. It can also be used on harmonies. 
SO that it is suitable for multiband work. 
The " V" antenna is shown in Fig. 1037. 

e 

Fig. 1037 — The "V- antenna, made by conil g 
two long wires in such a way that each reinforres the 
radiation from the other. The important quantities are 
the length of each leg and the angle between the legs. 

Fig. 1038 shows the dimensions that should 
be followed for an optimum design to obtain 
maximum power gain for different-sized " V" 
antennas. The longer systems give good 
performance in multiband operation. Angle cc 
is approximately equal to twice the angle of 
maximum radiation for a single wire equal in 
length to one side of the " V." 
The wave angle referred to in Fig. 1038 is 

the vertical angle of maximum radiation 
(§10-1). Tilting the whole horizontal plane of 
the " V" will tend to increase the low-angle 

coo 

los 
DESIGN CHART 
FOR HORIZONTAL V 
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Fig. 1038— Desisse char for horizontal "V" antennas, giving 
the enclosed angle between sides rs. the length of the wires. 

radiation off the low end and decrease it off the 
high end. 
The gain increases with the length of the 

wires, but is not exactly twice the gain for a 
single long wire as given in Fig. 1027. In the 
longer lengths the gain will be somewhat 
increased, because of milt ual c'mpling between 
the wires. A ' V'' eight wavelengths on a leg, 
for instance, will have a gain of about. 12 db. 
over a half-wave antenna. whereas twice the 
gain of a single S-wavelength wire would be 
only approximately 9 (lb. 
The tiv,, wires or the " V must be fed out of 

phase, for correct operation. A resonant line 
may simply be attached to the ends, as shown 
in Fig. 1037. Alternatively, a quarter-wave 
matching section may be employed and the 
antenna fed through a nonresonant line 
(§ 10-8). If the antenna wires are made multi-
ples of a half wave in length (use Equation 
7 in § 10-9, for computing the length), the 
nuit citing seetion will be closed at the free end. 
The rhombic antenna— The horizontal 

rhombic or " diamond - antenna is shown in 
Fig. 1039. Like the " V," it requires a good deal 
of space for erection, hilt it is capable of giving 
excellent gain and directivity. It also can be 
used for multiband operation. In the ter-
minated form shown in Fig. 1039, it operates 
like a nonresonant transmission line, without 
standing waves, and is unidirectional. It may 
also be used without the terminating resistor, 
in which case there are standing waves on the 
wires and the antenna is bidirectional. 
The important quantities influencing the 

design of the rhombic antenna are shown in 
Fig. 1039. While several design methods may 
be used, the one most applicable to the condi-
tions existing in amateur work is the so-called 
"compromise" method. The chart of Fig. 
1040 gives design information based on a 
given length and wave angle to determine the 
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Fig. 1039 — The horizontal rhombic or diamond antenna, termi-
nated. Important design dimensions arc indicated; details in text. 

remaining optimum dimensions for best opera-
tion. Curves for values of length of 2, 3 and 4 
wavelengths are shown, and any intermediate 
values may be interpolated. 

With all other dimensions correct, an increase 
in length causes an increase in power gain and 
a slight reduction in wave angle. An increase 
in height also causes a reduction in wave angle 
and an increase in power gain, but not to the 
same extent as a proportionate increase in 
length. For mititiband mirk, it is satisfactory 
to design the rhombic antenna. on the basis of 
14- Mc. operation, which will permit work 
front the 7- to the 28- Mc, bands as well. 
A value of 800 ohms is correct for the 

terminating resistor for any properly-con-
structed rhombic and the system behaves as 
a pure resist ive load under this condition. The 
terminating resH or must be capable of safely 
dissipating one-half the power output ( to 
eliminate the rear pattern), and should be 
noninduelive. Such a resistor may be made up 
from a carbon or graphite rod or from a long 
800-ohm transmission line using resistance 
wire. If the carbon rod or a similar form of 
lumped resistance is used, the device should be 
suitably protected from weather effects, i.e., 
it should be covered with a good asphaltic 
compound and sealed in a small light weight 
box or fiber tube. Suitable nonreactive termi-
nating resistors are also available commer-
cially. 

For feeding the antenna, the antenna im-
pedance will be matched by an 800-ohm line. 
which may be constructed from No. 16 wire 
spaced 20 inches or from No. IS wire spared 
16 inches. The 800-ohm line is somewhat 
ungainly to install, however, and may be 
replaced by an ordinary 600-ohm line with 
only a negligible mismatch. Alternatively, 
a matching section may be installed between 
the antenna terminals and a low-impedance 
line. However, when such an arrangement is 
used, it will be necessary to change the match-
ing-section constants for each different band on 
which operation is contemplated. 
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The same design details apply to 
the unterminated rhombic as to the 
terminated type. When used without 
a terminating resistor, the system is 
bidirectional. Resonant, feeders are 
preferable for t he unterminated rhom-
bic. A nonresonant line may be used 
by incorporating a matching section 
at the antenna, but is not readily 
at la pt al tie to multiband work. 

1-; hombie antennas will give a 
power gain of 8 to 12 db. or more for 
leg lengths of two to four wave-
lengths, when vonstrueted according 
to the charts given. In general, the 
larger the antenna, the greater the 
power gain. 

.2 so y& ERG TOS . 

uo 2 4 16 e 20 22 24 26 
WAVE ANGLE (4)-DEGREES 

Fig. 1040 — Compromise-method design chart for rhom-
bic antennas of vari .... s leg lengths aml w ave an gles. 
following examples illustrate the use of the chart: 

(1) Given: 
Length (L) = 2 w a velen gt hs. 
ksired wave angle ( I) = 20°. 

To Find: H, 
Method: 
Draw vertical line through point a (L = 2 wave-

lengths) and point b on abscissa = 2(1°). Read 
angle of tilt (,I,) for point a and height (//) from 
intersection of line ab at i t e on curve H. 

Result: 
= 60.3'. 

H = 0.73 wavelength,. 

(2) Cis-en: 
Length (L) = 3 wavelengths. 
Angle of tilt (.0 = 78°. 

To Find: H, 
:Method: 

Draw a vertical line from point d on curve L = 3 
wavelengths at a, = 78°. Read intersection of 
this line on curve H ( point e) for height, and 
intersection at point f oa the absci,sa for a. 

Result: 
H = 0.56 wavelength. 
= 26.6°. 

84 

82 

58 

2e 

Sb 

30 

C 10-12 Directive Arrays with Driven 

Elements 

Principles — By combining individual half-
wave antennas into an array with suitable 
spacing between the antennas (called elements) 
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and feeding power to them simultaneously, it 
is possible to make the radiated fields from the 
individual elements add in a favored direction, 
thus increasing the field strength in that 
direction as compared to that produced by 
one antenna element alone. In other direc-
tions the fields will more or less oppose each 
other, giving a reduction in field strength. 
Thus a power gain in the desired direction is 
secured at the expense of a power reduction 
in other directions. 

Besides the spacing between elements, the in-
stantaneous direction of current flow (phase) 
in individual elements determines the directiv-
ity and power gain. There are several methods 
of arranging the elements. If they are strung 
end to end, so that all lie on the same straight 
line, the elements are said to be collinear. If 
they are parallel and all lying in the same 
plane, the elements are said to be broadside 
when the phase of the current is t he same 
in all, and end-fire when the currents are not 
in phase. Elements which receive power from 
the transmitter through the transmission line 
are called driven elements. 
The power gain of a directive system in-

creases with the number of elements. The 
proportionality between gain and number of 
elements is not simple, however. The gain de-
pends upon the effect which the spacing and 
phasing has upon the radiation resistance of the 
elements, as well as upon their number. 

Collinear arrays — Simple forms of col-
linear arrays, with the current distribution, 
are shown in Fig. 1041. The two-element array 
at A is popularly known as " two half waves 
in phase." It. will be recognized as simply a 
center-fed antenna operated at its second 
harmonic. The way in which the number of 
elements may be extended for increased direc-
tivity and gain is shown in Fig. 1041-B. Note 
that quarter-wave transmission lines are used 
between each element; these give the reversal 
in phase necessary to make the currents in 
individual antenna elements all flow in the 
same direction at the santo instant. Another 
way of looking at it is to consider that the 
whole system is a long wire, with alternate 
half-wave sections folded so that they do not 
radiate. Any phase-reversing section may be 
used as a quarter-wave matching section for 
attaching a nonresonant feeder (§ 10-8), or a 
resonant transmission line may be substituted 
for any of the quarter-wave sections. Also, the 
antenna may be end fed by any of the systems 
previously described 10-7, 10-8), or any 
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TABLE IV 

THEORETICAL GAIN OF COLLINEAR HALF-WAVE 
AN 

Sparing between 
centers of adjacent 

half wales 

Number of half wares 
in array vs. gain in db. 

2 3 4 5 6 

Wave 
Wave 

1 8 
3.2 

3.3 
4.8 

4.5 
6.0 

5.3 
7.0 

6.2 
7.8 

element may be center fed. It is best to feed at 
the center of the array, so that the energy will 
be distributed as uniformly as possible among 
the elements. 
The gain and directivity depend upon the 

number of elements and their spacing, center-
to-center. This is shown by Table IV. Al-
though s-wave spacing gives greater gain, 
it is difficult to construct a suitable phase-
reversing system when the ends of the antenna 
elements are widely separated. For this reason, 
the half-wave spacing is most generally used 
in actual practice. 

Collinear arrays may be mounted either 
horizontally or vert kally. Horizontal mount-
ing gives increase( I 11rizuntal di rec ti vity, w hile 
the vert teal directivity remains the same as for 
a single element at the sanie height. Vertical 
mounting gives the same horizontal pattern as 
a single element, but concentrates t lie radiation 
at low angles. It is seldom practicable to use 
more than two elements vertically at fre-
quencies below 14 Mc. because of the excessive 
height. required. 
Broadside arrays — Parallel antenna ele-

ments with currents in phase may be com-
bined as shown in Fig. 1042 to form a broadside 
array, so named because the direction of 
maximum radiation is broadside to the plane 
containing the antennas. Again the gain and 
directivity depend upon the number of 
elements and the spacing, the gain for different 
spacings being shown in Fig. 1043. Half-wave 
spacing generally is used, since it simplifies the 
problem of feeding the system when the array 
has more than two elements. Table V gives 
theoretical gain as a function of the number of 
elements with half-wave spacing. 

Broadside arrays may be suspended either 
with the elements all vertical or with them 
horizontal and one above the other (stacked). 
In the former case the horizontal pattern be-
comes quite Atari), while the vertical pattern is 
the same as that of one element alone. If the 
array is suspended horizontally, the horizontal 
pattern is equivalent to that of one element 

r 
Fig. 1041 — Collinear half-wave aniennae in 
phase. The system at A is generally known as 
"two half waves in phase." B is an extension of 
the system: in theory the number of elements 
may he carried on indefinitely, but practical con-
side.rations usually limit the elements to four. 
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TABLE V 

THEORETICAL ils FIG NUMBER OF IIROADsuo• 
ELEMES IS (HALF-WA% E SPACING) 

•No, of elements 

.2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Gain 

4 (lb. 
5.5 (lb. 
7 db. 
8 dle. 
q db. 

Fig. 1042— Broadside array using parallel half-wave 
elements. Arrow s indicate the direction of rlirrent How. 
Transpositi llll of the feeders is necessary t., bring the an 

currents in please. Any reasonable number of de-
ments may be used. The array is bid ire,ti.mal, with 
niaxinhttin radiation "broadside" or perpernlieular to the 
antenna plane ( perpendicularly through this page). 

while the vertical pattern is sharpened, giving 
low-angle radiation. 

Broadside arrays may be fed either by reso-
nant transmission lines (§ 10-7) or through 
quarter-wave matching sections and non-
resonant lines (§ 10-8). In Fig. 1042, note the 
"crossing over" of the feeders, which is neres-
sary to bri tg the elements in proper phase 
relationship. 

ilitrOut of Phase 
(End-Fire) 

In Phase 
(Broadede) 

'/8 1/4 3/8 ./2 5/8 3/ 
ELEMENT SPACING 

Fig. 1043— Gain rs, spacing for two parallel half-was e 
elements combined as either broadside or eirddire array s. 

Corn Lined broadside and collinear arrays 
—Broadside font collinear arrays may lu' 
combined to give both horizontal anti veil ta I 
directivity, as well as additional gain. The 
general plan of constructing such antennas is 
shown in Fig. 1044. The lower angle of radia-
tion resulting from stacking elements in the 
vertical plane is desirable at the higher fre-
quencies. In general, doubling the number of 
elements in an array by stacking will raise the 
gain from 2 to 4 db., depending upon whether 
vertical or horizontal elements are used — that 
is, whether the stacked elements are of the 
broadside or collinear type. 

..-- —_... 

e e 
e 

e 
e e 

Fig. It — Combination broadside aced collinear ar-
ray s. A, t ith vertical elements; II, a ith horizontal ele-
ments. Binh arras s give I» in --angle radiation. Two or 
more see ions may be lased. The gain in . lb. will be equal. 
approximately-, to the of the gain for one set of 
brinedsid • eleMents (Table \ plies the gain of one set of 
collinear elements (Table I \ ). For example, in A each 
broadsid • set has four elements ( gain 7 db.) and each 
collinear set two elements ( gain 1.8 db.), giving a total 
gain of 8.8 db. In it, each In-toad:side set has two elements 
(gain 4 tI e.) and each collinear set three elements ( gain 
3.3 db.), making the total gain 7.3 «lb. The result is not 
strictly areurate, because of mutual coupling between 
the elements, hut is good enough for practical purposes. 

The arrays in Fig. 1044 are shown fed from 
one end, but this is not especially desirable in 
the ease of large arrays. Better distribution of 
energy between elements, and hence better 
all-around performance, will result when the 
feeders are attached as nearly as possible to the 
center of the array. Thus, in the 8-element 
array at A, the feeders could be introduced at 
the middle of the transmission line between the 
second and third set of elements, in which case 
the connecting line would not be transposed. 
Alternatively, t he antenna could be constructed 
with the transpositions as shown and the 
feeder connected between the adjacent ends of 
either the SPrie1111 or third pair of collinear 
elements. 
A four-element array of the general type 

shown in Fig. 1044-11, known as the " lazy II" 
antenna, bas been quite frequently used. This 
arrangement. is si ir»  with the feed point indi-
cated. in Fig. 1015. 

7 

7 

feed 
rig. 1045— A finirseletuent vernhinitt ion ',math:ides 
collinear array, popularly k llll vn e be "lazy 11" 
antenna. A dosed quarierm ave may be used 
at the feed point to match into a Id transmission 
line, or resonant feeders may be attaehegl at the point 
indicated. The gain nt er a half-wave antenna is 5 to 6 db. 

End-fire arrays— Fig. 1046 shows a pair 
of parallel half-wave elements with currents 
out of phase. This is known as an end-ji re array, 
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because it radiates best along the line of the 
antennas, as shown. 
The end-fire array may be used either ver-

tically or horizontally (elements at the saine 
height), and is well adapted to amateur work 
because it gives maximum gain with relatively 
close element sparing. Fig. 1043 shows how the 
gain varies with spacing. End-fire elements may 
be combined with additional collinear and 

•  

Fig. MI6 — Entl-firc arr,t parallt 1 half-wave 
elements. The element - are . 1riiis ir is jib half-was e spac-
ing to illustrate feeder ciinneetiii.. In practice, eli,er 
spacings are desirable, a- show., lo ri 2. 1011 Diri•eiiiin 
of maximum radiation is slorisn by the large arr..w 

broadside elements to give a further increase in 
gain and directivity. 

Eit her resonant or ntinresonant lines may be 
used with this type of array. Nonresonant lines 
preferably are matched ti, t he antenna through 
a quarter-wave matching section , 10-S 
Checking phasing— Figs. I() II and 1016 

illustrate a point in connection with feeding 
a phased antenna system which sometimes is 
confusing. In Fig. 1046, when the transmission 
line is Mnnerted as at A t here is no cross-
over in the line connecting the t wo antennas, 
but when the transmission line is connected to 
the center of the connecting line the cross-
over becomes necessary ( B). This is because 
in B the two halves of the connecting line are 
simply branches of the same line. In other 

)/2 

(A) 

(c) A/8 
4  

0.64T 

X 

0.64A 

words, even though the connecting line in B 
is a half wave in length, it is not actually a 
half-wave line but leo quarter- ware lines in 
parallel. The same thing is true of the un-
transposed line of Fig. 10-14. Note that, under 
these conditions, the antenna elements are in 
phase when the line is not transposed, and 
out of phase when the transposition is made. 
The () pp 'site is the ease when t he half-wave 
line simply joins t wit antenna elements and 
does not ! lave the feed line connected to its • 
center, as in Fig. 10-12. 
Adjustment of arrays— With arrays of 

the types just deseribed, using half-wave 
spacing bet ween elements, it will usually 
suffice to make the length of each element 
that given by the equation for a half-wave 
ton (.1111a itt § 10-2, while the half-wave phasing 
lines between the parallel elements can be cal-
culated from the formula: 

Length (if half- 492 X 0.975 480  
ware line (feet) = Freq. (Me.) — Freq. ( Mc.) 

The spacing between elements can be tnade 
equal to the length of the phasing line. No 
special adjust melds of line Ur element length 
or sparing are needed, provided the formulas 
are followed carefully. 

With eollinear arrays of t he type shown in 
Fig. 1041- It, the saine formula may be used 
for t he element length while tite lengt It of the 
quarter-wave phasing section can be found 
front the following formula: 

I.( truth of quarter-ware =  240  
line (fret) Freq. ( Mc.) 

If the array is fed at its center it should not be 
necessary tu make any particular adjust ments, 
oh hough. if desired, t lit,' whole system can be 
I'VSImated by connecting an r. f. ammeter in the 
shorting link on each phasing section and 
moving the link back and fort h to find the 
maximum eurrent position. This refinement is 
harilly necessary in practice, however, so long 
as all elements are the same lengt h and the 
system is symmetrical. 

I047 - Simple direetive-antenna systems. A is a 
two-element end-fire array: 11 is the same array with 
center feed, which permits use of the array on the second 
harmonic. where it hi'. ir,. a & me-element array with 
quar ter-is a :paving. t r. a four-element enddire array 
w I erri. I) is a ,sinnile ipso-el rit broad-
side arrai ir-in it extended inlihasw antenna- I-extended 
double-Z.1p- h The gain of A and 11 is slight over 4 db. 
on the ...cowl hartnottie„ B will give about 5 . 11.. gain. 
\1ith C. the aain is approximately 6 db., and with I), 
approximatel :i db. In A, B and C, the phasing line 
enntribute, t I it, wavelength to the transmis-

B on the second harmonic, 
this contribution is is Alternatively, the 

antenna ends may be bent to meet 
the transmission line, ill which case 

Y—r -0 11 T 

x_ _ 

each feeder is simply connected to one 
it ' tina. In I), sin Is 1.-) indicate a quarter-wave point 

hi gh current ) and A-A a half-wave point (high volt. 
The line rutty lie extended in  ' tittles of quarter 
i f ir la t fee.lers are to 1>e used. A, B, and 

-ruqe1 -11,1141 on is "mien spreaders. rite plane 
contai gg i ll 2 till. is ire- should be parallel to the ground. 
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Simple arrays— Several simple directive 
antenna systems using driven elements have 
achieved rather wide use among amateurs. 
Four of these systems are shown in Fig. 1047. 
Tuned feeders are assumed in all cases; how-
ever, a matching section (§ 10-S) readily ran be 
substituted if a nonresonant transmission line 
is preferred. Dimensions given are in terms of 
wavelength; actual lengtlis can be calculated 
from the equations in § 10-2 for the antenna 
and from the equatiim above for the reso-
nant transmission line or matching section. 
In cases where the transmission-line proper 
connects to the midpoint of a phasing line, only 
half the length of the latter should be added to 
the line to find the quarter-wave point. 

At A and B are two-element end-fire arrange-
ments using close spacing. They are electrically 
equivalent; the only difference is in the method 
of connecting the feeders. B may also be used 
as a four-element array on the second har-
monic, although the sprucing is not quite op-
timum ( Fig. Ion) for such operation. 
A close-spared four-element array is shown 

at C. It will give about 2 db. more gain than 
the two-element array. 
The antenna at ll, commonly known as the 

"extended double Zepp." is designed to take 
advantage of the greater gain possible with 
collinear antennas having greater than half-
wave center-to-center spacing, but without 
introducing feed complications. The elements 
are made longer than a half wave in order to 
bring tins about. The gain is 3 db. over a single 
half-wave antenna, and the broadside direc-
tivity is quite sharp. 
The antennas of A and 13 may be mounted 

either horizontally or vertically; horizontal 
suspension (with the elements in a plane paral-
lel to the ground) is reef « mended, since this 
tends to give low-angle radiation without an 
unduly sharp horizontal pattern. Titus these 
systems are useful for coverage over a wide 
horizontal angle. The system at C, when 
mounted horizontally, will have a sharper hor-
izontal pattern than the two-element arrays. 

41 10-13 Directive Arrays with 
Parasitic Elements 

Parasitic excitation — The antenna arrays 
described in § 10-12 are bidirectional; that is, 
they will radiate in directions both to the 
"front" and to the " back" of the antenna sys-
tem. If radiation is wanted in only one direc-
tion ( few instance, north only, instead of inert h-
south), it is necessary tee use different element 
arrangements. In most of these a rrange melds 
the additional elements receive pe ewer by in-
duction or radiation fnini the driven element, 
generally called the " antenna." and reradiate 
it in the proper pitase relationship to achieve 
the desired effect. These elements are called 
parasitic elements, as contrasted to the drjven 
elements which receive power directly from the 
transmitter through the transmission line. 
The parasitic element is called a director 

when it reinforces radiation on a line pointing 
to it front the antenna, and a reflector when the 
reverse is the ease. Whether the parasitic ele-
ment is a director or reflector depends upon the 
parasitic element tuning ( which usually is ad-
justed by changing its length) and, particularly 
when the element is self-resonant, upon the 
sinteing between it and the antenna. 
Gain vs.spacing— The gain of an antenna-

reflector or an antenna-director combination 
varies chiefly with the st eating between the 
elements. The way in which gain varies with 
spacing is shown in Fig. 1048, for the special 
case of self- resonant parasitic elements. This 
Chart also shoWs hOW the attenuation to the 
"rear" varies wiIii spacing. The same spacing 
does not necessarily give both maximum for-
ward gain and maximum backward attenua-
tion. Backward attenuation is de-drable when 
the antenna is used for receiving, since it 
greatly reduces interference coming front the 
opposite direction to the lesired signal. 
Element lengths — The antenna length is 

given by the formulas in § 10-2. The director 
and reflector lengths must be determined ex-
perimentally for maximum performance. The 
preferable method is to aim the antenna at a 
receiver a mile or more distant and have an 
observer check the signal strength (on the re-
(eiver " S'• meter) while the refleet or or direc-
tor is adjusted a few inches at a time. until the 
length whieh gives maxi mint signal is found. 
The at t unuation linty be similarly checked, the 
length being adjusted for minimum signal. In 
general. for best frient-to-leack ratio the length 
of a director %%ill be about 4 per cent less than 
that of the antenna. The reflector will be about 
5 per cent longer than the antenna. 

Simple systems: the rotary beam— Four 
practical combinations of antenna, reflector 
and director elements an, shown in Fig. 1049. 
Spacings which give maximum gain or maxi-
mum front-to-back ratio ratio of power radi-
ated in the desired direction to power radiated 
in the opposite diructiffio may be taken from 
Fig. 1018. In the chart, the front-to-back 
ratio in db. will be the sum of gain and 
attenuation at the same spacing. 

Systems of this type are popular for rotary-
beam antennas. where the entire antenna sys-
tem is rotated, to permit its gain and directiv-
ity to be utilized for any compass direction. 
They may be mounted either In 
(with the idane eontaining the elements paral-
lel to the earth) or vertically. 

Arrays using more than one parasitic ele-
ment, ;itch as those shown at C and D in Fig. 
1049, will give more gain and directivity than 
is indicated for a single reflector and director 
by the curves of Fig. 10-IS. The gain with a 
properly-: dj listed three-element array (an-
tenna, director and reflector) will be 5 to 7 
db. over a half-wave antenna. Somewhat higher 
gain still can be secured by adding a second 
director to the system, making a four-element 
array. The front-to-back ratio is correspond-
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Fig. 1048 — Gain es. element spacing or an antenna 
and one parasitic element. The reference point, 0 di,- is 
the field strength from a half-wave antenna alone. The 
greatest gain is in direction A at spaeings ,,f less than 
0.14 wavelength. and in lit-cut ion B at greater spacings. 
The front-to-back ratio is the difference in ilb. between 
curves A and B. Variat ir 'n in radiation resistance of the 
driven element also is n. These curves are for a self. 
resonant parasitic element. At most spacings the gain as 
a reflector can he increased liy slight lengthening of the 
parasitic clement : t he gain as a director can be inereased 
by shortening.Th i rial, improves the front-to-back ratio. 

ingly improved as the number of elements is 
increased. 
The elements in close-spaced (less than one-

quarter wavelength element spacing) arrays 
preferably should be made of tubing of one-
half to one-inch diameter. A conductor of 
large diameter not only has less ohmic re-
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Fig. 1049 — Half-wave antennas with parasitic ele-
ments. A, with director; B, sitli reflector: C, with both 
director and reflector: D, two directors and one reflector. 
Gain is approximately as sImmn by Fig. 1018, in the first 
two cases, and depends upon the spacing and length of 
the parasitic element. In the three- and four-element 
arrays a reflector spacing of 0.15 wavelength mill 
give slightly more gain than 0.1-was ciro gt h spacing. 
Arrows show the direction of maximum radiation. 

sistance but also has lower Q; both these 
factors are important in close-spaced arrays 
because the impedance of the driven element 
usually is quite low compared to that of a 
single half-wave dipole. With 3- and 4-element 
arrays the radiation resistance of the driven 
element may be as low as 6 or 8 ohms, so that 
ohmic losses in the conductor can consume an 
appreciable fraction of the power. Low radia-
tion resistance means that the antenna will 
work over only a small frequency range with-
out retuning unless large-diamet er conductors 
are used. In addition, the antenna elements 
should he rigid because if they are free to move 
wit h respect to each 01 her, the array will tend 
to show detuning effects under windy condi-
tions. 
Feeding elose-spaeed arrays— While any 

of the usual methods of feed may be applied 
to the driven element of a parasitic array, the 
fact that, with close spacing, the radiation re-
sistance as measured at the center of the driven 
element drops to a very low value makes some 
systems more desirable than others. The pre-
ferred methods are shown in Fig. 1050. Reso-
nant feeders are not recommended for lengths 
greater than a half wavelength. 
The quarter- or half-wave matching stubs 

shown at A and B in Fig. 1050 preferably 
should be constructed of tubing with rather 
close spacing, in the manner of the " Q" sec-
tion. This lowers the impedance of the match-
ing section and makes the position of the 
line taps somewhat less difficult to determine 
accurately. The line adjustment should be 
made only with the parasitic elements in 
piare, and after the correct element lengths 
have been determined, it should be checked to 
compensate for changes likely to occur because 
of element tuning. The procedure is the saine 
as that described in § 10-8. 
The coneentric-line matching section at C 

will work with fair accuracy into a close-spaced 
parasitic array of 2, 3 or 4 elements without 
necessity for adjustment. The line is used as 
an impedance-inverting transformer, and, if its 
characteristic impedance is 70 ohms, it will give 
an exact match to a 600-ohm line when the 
resistance at the termination is about 8.5 ohms. 
Over a range of 5 to 15 ohms the mismatch, and 
therefore the standing-wave ratio, will be less 
than 2 to 1. The length of the quarter-wave sec-
tion may be calculated from Equation 5 
(§ 10-5). 
The delta matching transformer shown at D 

is probably easier to install, mechanically, 
t han any of the others. The positions of the 
taps dimension a) must he determined ex-
perimentally, along with t he length, b, by 
checking the standing-wave ratio on the line 
as adjustments are made. Dimension b should 
be about 15 per cent longer than a. 
The system shown at E (" T" match) re-

sembles the delta match in principles of opera-
tion. It has 1 he advantage that, with close 
spacing between the two parallel conductors. 
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big. 10.50 -- Recommended methods of feeding the 
driven antenna element iti clo.i•-•itiared parasitic arras. 
The parasitic. element- are init -.iiiwn. 1. quaro•r-wave 
open stub; It, half-was e closed stub: C, concentriedine 
quarter-wave matching section; 1), delta matching 
transformer: E, "T" matching transformer. Adjustment 
details are discussed in the text. 

line radiation from the tnatching section is 
negligible whereas radiation from :1 delta may 
be considerable. It is adjusted hy into:tug t ie 
shorting bars. keeping them equidistant from 
the center. until there are no standing. waves 
on the line. '1' he matching set- tit 01 may he made 
of the same type of conductor used t' ii' the 
driven element and sit:1(.0(1a few inches from it. 

The " folded dipole" shown in Fig. 1051 may 
be used as the driven element of a close-spaced 
parasitic array to secure an impedance step-up 
to the transmission line and also to broaden 
the resonance curve of the antenna. The folded 
dipole consists of two or more half-wave 
antennas connected together at the ends with 
the feeder connected to the center of only one 
of the antennas. The spacing between the 
parallel antennas should be small — of the 
order of the spacing used between wires of a 
transmission line. The current in the system 
(livides in approximate proport ion to tbo areas 

rig. 1051 — N ariou: form, of folded rimle. In eal-
culating the element length-. the i''ta length around 
any limp starting s, itii he transmisdir ter 888 t tails 
,bould equal  • ssavelength ts% tlic length given by 
the appropriate formula_ in S its of emidnetor diameter, 
in f 1(1-2) so that the lengths of the connecting bars at 
the ends are included. 

of the vonductors. resulting in an impedance 
step-up at the input terminals. With two 
similar conductors • equal areas) the impedance 
step-up ist to 1; if there are three similar 

( ( rs or if t he one not eonnected to the 
tra iis mission lint, has t wh•e t he diameter of the 
((t hu'!H the step-up is 9 to 1; if the ratio of the 
areas is 3 to 1 111, , step-up is ill to 1, and so 
on. Thus if a :3-conductor dipole all conduc-
tors the same diameter) is used as the driven 
element of a four-eh•ment parasitic array the 
center impedance of approximately S ohms is 
multiplied hy 9 and appears as approximately 
72 ohms at flit' input terminals. Snell a system 
therefore (.an ht. fed directly from a 70-ohm 
line with no additional means for matching. 
Sharpness of resonance — Peak perform-

ance tuf a truthielement parasitie array de-
pends upon propor phasing or tuning of the 
elements, which can he exart for otte fre-
qtteney only. In the case of close-spaced ar-
rays, which because of the low radiation 
resistanee usually are quite sharp-tuning, the 
frequency rango tt‘•et• which optimum results 
can ht- speur,,I is only ot the tti., er of 1 or 2 
per eellt of t ht• oitalit tretpieliey, or lip to 
about 500 kt.. at 2;;( Me. 11owever, t he antenna 
can be made to work satisfactorily over a 
wider frecptency range by adjusting t he direc-
tor or directors to give maximum gain at the 
iriyheNt frequency to be covered, and by ad-
justing t he reflector to give optimum gain at 
the /owe,/ frequeney. This sacrifices some gain 
at all frequenries, hut maintains more uniform 
gain over a wider frequency rangc. 

As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. 
the use of la rge-,lia motor conduct ,>rs will 
broaden the respon,.:e curve of an array be-
cause t hr. largo!. diameter lowen• Q (§ 10-2). 
Thi , i.i.adane(,,, of t he t.le.ments to 
change rat her slowly with frequency, wit h the 
result that t he tuning stays Hear the optimum 
over a consi(I(.rahly wider irequency range 
than is the rase with wire vonductors. 

Corabinat ion arrays — It is possible to 
conlbine parasitic elements with driven ele-
ments to form arrays composed of collinear 
driven and parasitic elements and combination 
broadside-collinear-parasitic elements. Thus 
two or more collinear elements might be pro-
vided with a collinear reflector or director set, 
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one parasitic element to each driven element. 
Or both directors and reflectors might be used. 
A broadside-collinear array could be treated 
in the sanie fashion. 
When combination arrays are built up, a 

rough approximation of the gain to be ex-
pected may be obtained by adding the gains 
for each type of combination. Thus the gain of 
two broadside sets of four collinear arrays with 
a set of reflectors, one behind each element, at 
quarter-wave spacing for the parasitic ele-
ments, would be estimated as follows: From 
Table IV, the gain of four collinear elements is 
4.5 db. with half- wave spacing: from Fig. 10-13 
or Table V, the gain of two broadside elements 
at half-wave spacing is 4.0 db.: frem Fig. 1048, 
the gain of a parasitic reflector at quarter-wave 
spacing is 4.5 db. The total gain is then the 
sum, or 13 db. for the sixteen elements. Note 
that using two sets of elements in broadside is 
equivalent to using two elements, so far as 
gain is concerned; similarly with sets of re-
flectors, as against one antenna and one re-
flector. The actual gain of the combination 
array will depend, in practice, upon the way 
in which the power is distributed between the 
various elements and upon the effect which 
mutual coupling between elements has upon 
the radiation resista ne of the array, and may 
be somewhat higher (1r lower than the estimate. 
A great many directive antenna combina-

tions can be worked out by combining ele-
ments according to these principles. 

C. Receiving Antennas 

Nearly all of the lir()perties possessed by an 
antenna as a radiator also apply when it is 
used for reeeptigni. Current and voltage dis-
tribution, impedatice resistance and direc-
tional characteristics are the same in a reeei v-
ing antenna as if it wen. useil is a transmitting 
antenna. This reeiprocal behavior makes pos-
sible the design of a receiving antenna of 
optimum performance bast•ti on the same 
considerations that have been discussed for 
transmitting antennas. 
The simplest receiving antenna is a wire of 

random length. The longer the wire, the more 
energy it abstracts from the wave. Because of 
the high sensitivity of modern receivers, a 
large antenna is not necessary for picking up 
signals at good strengt h. An indoor wire only 
15 to 20 feet long will serve at frequencies 
below the v.h.f, range, although a longer wire 
outdoors is better. 
The use of a tuned antenna improves the 

operation of the receiver, however, because the 
signal strength is raised more in proportion to 
the stray noises picked up than is the case 
with wires of random lengt h. Since the trans-
mitting antenna usually is given the best loca-
tion, it can also be expected to serve best for 
receiving. This is especially t rue when a direc-
tive antenna is use I. since the directional ef-
fects and power gain of directive transmitting 
antennas are the same for receiving as for 

transmitting. A change-over switch or relay, 
connected in the antenna leads, can be used to 
transfer the connections from the receiver to 
the transmitter. 

In selecting a directional receiving antenna it 
is preferable to choose a type which gives very 
little response in all but the desired direction 
(small minor lobes). This is even more impor-
tant than high gain in the desired direction, 
because the cumulative response to noise and 
unwanted-signal interference in the smaller 
lobes may offset the advantage of increased 
desired-signal gain. 

CI, Antenna Construction 

The use of good materials in the antenna 
system is important since the antenna is 
exposed to wind and weather. To keep eler-
trical losses low, the wires in the antenna : tnd 
feeder system must have good conductivity 
and the insulators must have low dielectric loss 
and surface leakage, particularly when wet. 

For short antennas, No. 14 gauge hard-drawn 
enameled copper wire is a satisfactory conduc-
tor. For long antennas and directive arrays, 
No. 14 or No. 12 enameled copper-clad steel 
wire should be used. It is best to make feeders 
of ordinary soft-drawn No. 14 or No. 12 enam-
eled copper wire. since hard-drawn or copper-
clad steel wire is difficult to handle unless it is 
under considerable tension at all times. The 
wires should be all in one piece; where a joint 
cannot be avoided, it should be carefully soldered. 

In building a resonant two-wire féeder, the 
spacer insulation should be of as good quality 
as in the antenna insulators proper. For this 
reason, good ceramic spacers are advisable. 
Wooden dowels boiled in paraffin may be used 
with untuned lines, but their use is not recom-
mended for tuned lines. The wooden dowels 
can be attached to the feeder wires by drilling 
small holes and binding them to the feeders 
with wire. 
At points of maximum voltage insulation is 

most important, and Pyrex glass, Isolantite or 
steatite insulators with long leakage paths are 
recommended for the antenna. Glazed porce-
lain also is satisfactory. Insulators should be 
cleaned once or t \vice a year, especially if they 
are subjected to much smoke and soot. 

In most eases poles or masts are desirable 
to lift the antenna clear of surrounding build-
ings, although in some locations the antenna 
will be sufficiently in the clear when strung 
from one chimney to another or from a chim-
ney to a tree. Small trees usually are not satis-
factory as points of suspension for the antenna 
because of their movement in windy weather. 
If the antenna is strung from a point near 
the center of the trunk of a large tree, this 
difficulty is not so serious. Where the antenna 
wire must be strung from one of the smaller 
branches, it is best to tie a pulley firmly to t he 
branch and run a rope through the pulley to 
the antenna, with the other end of the rope at-
tached to a counterweight near the ground. 
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,—Rope 

Welht 

COIDe 

( Lieht weight wooden spreader 

Diameter= 
2. diameter of 2 upper conductor 

Fig. 1052 — Some suggested antenna sy stems. A — 
Simple bidirectional rotatable end-fire array using 

,p.tring between out-of-phase elements. Suit. 
able for either I 28 \ lc. and can lie rotated by hand. 
It can also be siispeo.led from the halyard holding 
another antenna. a- , igge-ted in the louer dram int._ IS — 
Folded ititrole ii ,,igI; I II ...Li an-
tenna and feeder. The jiim•ti;di A; at the center i, made 
by opening one conducir ' r , 4 the antenna seetiml awl 
soldering to the feeder lead ,. The joint may Ill, Made 
merhanieally lino by heating the dielectric -with a 
soldering iron., tr.‘iag extra bits of dielectric for a good 
bond. C — An ciul.lire arras for use where space is 
limited. 'Hie end- of the two half- us ave elements art-
folded to meet at an insulator in iii, ,', liter. The antenna 
may be made still shorter by increasing the spacing: 
spacings up to 34 u a •lengt h tuas be Used. Pipe-
assembly three.elemcnt beam (-plumber's delight-) 

(D) 

(c) 

Sleeves for 
adjustment ofleneth, 

"—Straps 

70-ohm feeler 

with folded-dipole driven element. Because all three 
elements are at the same r.f. potential at their centers 
it is possible to join them electrically as well as mechani-
cally- with no effect on the performance. Provision is 
made for :oljusting the element lengths for optintum 
performance at a given frequency (§ 10-13). E — An 
extension of the folding principle show n in C. The 
collinear in-phase elements give additional gain and 
directly it y. F — End-lire array with extended double 
Zepps. This antenna should give a gain of about 7 db. in 
the direction perpendicular to the lineof the antenna. G — 
An 8-element array combining broadside, end-lire and 
collinear elentents. The gain of an antenna of this type is 
about 10 .lb. This antenna also can be used at half the fre-
quency for 1% lib Ii it is II — II.- sing two half-
u-ave antenna- at righi :in gh•- to change ion. With 
the three feeders iiidietited, either antenna alone can 
be fed as a Zepp and will radiate best perpendicular to its 
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Ilse wood spreader at 
center as well as ends 

NOTE: wood spreader 
should be used at center 
to ma/tea/it, spacine 

o.64›. 

41 /east Y.2t, yround 

Stand-off 

Insulator 
--wired to wood 
spreader 

SUGGESTED CONSTRUCTION AT CENTER 

0.64 X 

" 

(F) 

(G) 

2 

(H) 

direction. 11v feeding the two together, leaving the third feeder sr ire idle. the optimum direction i, the bisector of the 
angle between the sr ire:. This sy stem is most useful at high frequencies such as I I M e. and ;dun V. 

In these dram ings, wavelength dimensions on comluetors refer to length , caleulated for the eonghletor size as 
described in § 10 -2. DiMensions betWeen elements are free-- pare dimensions. 
The feeders to the various directive systems in A, C, E. I and C MU ,' be tuned if used as shown. For one-band 

operation, matching stubs (§ 10-8) may be attached to the feeders if a matched line is desired. 
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The. counterweight will keep the tension on the 
antenna wire reasonably constant even when 
the branches sway or the rope tightens and 
stretches with varying climatic conditions. 

1E. " A"-Frame Mast 

The simple and inexpensive mast shown in 
Fig. 1053 is satisfactory for heights up to 
35 or 40 feet. Clear, sound lumber should 
be selected. The completed mast may be pro-
tected by two or three coats of house paint. 

If the mast is to lw erected on the ground, a 
couple of stakes should be driven to keep the 
bottom from slipping and it may then be 
"walked up" by a pair of helpers. lf it is to go 
on a roof, first stand it up against the side of 
the building and then hoist it from the roof, 
keeping it vertical. The whole assembly is light 
enough for two men to perform the complete 
operation — lifting the mast, carrying it to its 
permanent berth and fastening the guys — 
with the mast vertical all the while. It is en-
tirely practicable, therefore, to erect this type 
of mast on any small, flat area of roof. 
By using 2 X as or 2 X 4s, the height may 

be extended up to about 50 feet. The 2 X 2 is 
too flexible to be sat isfactory at such heights. 

3 TOP 
GUYS 

fr/ 

ANT 

Three 2x2st 
Each 22ft. - 

TOTAL HEIGHT 

40 FT. PLUS 

Guy front and back 
7/ here-no side guys 

necessary 

Carriage bolts 

\Drill "hole thru 
uprights andhonimei 
/in,spikes 

4-bolt 4-Carriage bolt 

; Spread b' I 
r- or so -1 

Fig. 10.53 — Details of a sitnple .10-foot -A--frame mast 
Buitable for erection in locations where space is limite.!. 

(1. Simple 40-Foot Mast 
The mast shown in Fig. 1054 is relatively 

strong, easy to construct, readily dismantled, 
and costs very little. Like the " A" frame, it is 
suitable for heights of the order of 40 feet. 

'rite top section is a single 2 X 3, bolted at 
the bottom between a pair of 2 X 3s with an 
overlap of about two feet. The lower section 
thus has two legs spaced the width of the nar-
row side of a 2 X 3. At the bottom the two 

legs are bolted to a length of 2 X 4 which is 
set in the ground. A short length of 2 x 3 is 
placed between the two legs a I a , ut half way up 
the bottom section, to maintain the spacing. 
The two back guys at the top pull against 

the antenna, while the three lower guys pre-
vent buckling at the center of the pole. 
The 2 X 4 section should be set in the ground 

so that it faces the proper direction, and then 
made vertical by lining it up with a plumb bob. 
The holes for the bolts siton! in drilled before-
hand. With the lower section laid on the 
ground. bolt A should be slipped in place 
through the tu -e pieces of Nc,,,,d and tightened 
just enough so that the section can turn freely 
on the bolt. Then the top section nuty be bolted 

TOP GUYS 

CENTER GUYS 

Fig. 1054 — A simple 
and sturdy mast for 
heights in the vicinity 
of •10 feet. pivi,ted at 

3' the base for ea,. C1,1-
11011. 'HIV F11•12ilt Tall 

1,11•11.11.11 7,0 feet 
cIr in.re 2 X 
.1s instead of 2 X 3s. 

in place and the mast pushed up. using a ladder 
or another 20-foot 2 X 3 for the job. As the 
mast goes up, the slack in the guys can be taken 
up so that the whole structure is in some meas-
ure continually supported. When the mast is 
vertical. bolt B should be slipped in plave and 
both A and n tightened. Tlat lower guys can 
then be given a final tightening, leaving those 
at the top a little shod: until the antenna is 
pulled up, when ti n'y should be adjusted to pull 
the top section into line. 

(."7"-Section Mast 

A type of mast suitable for heights up to 
about NO feet is shown in Fig. 1055. The mast 
is built up by butting 2 X 4 or 2 X 6 timbers 
edgewise against a serond 2 X 4, as shown at 
A, with alternating joints in the edgewise and 



20' 

20' 

20' 

20 

Iron 
St,u/o 

Fig. 10;i ••"1— ena,4 made 
of 0%.•rlappiog 2 X 4s or 2 X Gs. 

flatwise sections. The construction can be 
carried out to greater lengths simply by con-
tinuing the 20-foot sections. Longer or shorter 
sections may be use il, if more convenient. 
The method of making the joints is shown at 

C. Quarter-inch or iron, 1 J.:¡ to 2 inches 
wide, is reeoinniendiA for the straps, with 
inch bolts to hold the pieces together. One bolt 
should be run through the pieces midway 
between joints, to provide additional rigidity. 

Although there are many ways in which such 
a mast can be secured at t lie base, the " cradle" 
illustrated at D has many advantages. Heavy 
timbers set firmly in the ground, spaced far 
enough apart so the base of the mast will pass 
between tInon, hold a large carriage bolt or steel 
bar which serves as a bearing. 
This bolt goes through a hole in 
the mast so t hat it is pivoted at 
the bottom. 

Half of t he guys can be put 
in place and tightened up be-
fore the mast lea yes I In. ground. 
Four sets of guys should be 
used, One in front, one directly 
in the rear, and two on each 
side at right angles to the di-

rection in whirl' the mast will 
face. A set of guys should be 
used at each of t he joints in the 
edgewise sett ions, t he guy 

wires being wrapped around 
the pole for added strength. 

For heights up to 50 feet, 
2 X 4-inch members may be 
used throughout.. For greater 
heights, use 2 X Os for the edge-
wise sections; 2 X 1-inch pieces 
will do for the flat sections. 

Botts thru 
ell - zrey 

egalt thru bolh 
>4.i and lelephone froF 

»ve nods dr/ren 
2.4 ready to 

efri"es in ',he, op 
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111. Pole and Tower Supports 
Poles, which often may be purchased at a 

reasonable price from the local telephone or 
power company, have the advantage that they 
do not require guying unless they are vaned 
upon to carry a very heavy load. The life of 
a pole can be extended many years by proper 
precautions before erecting, and regular main-
tenance. 

Before setting the pole, it should be given 
four or five coats of creosote, applying it 
liberally so it can soak into and preserve the 
wood. The bottom of the pole and the part 
which will be buried in the ground si titi  have 
a generous coating of hot piteli, poured on 
while the pole is warm. This will keep termites 
out and prevent rotting. 
The pole should be set in the ground four to 

eight feet depending upon the height. It is a 
good idea to pour concrete around the bot tom 
three feet of the base, packing the rest of t he 
excavation with soil. The concrete will help 
hold t lie pole against strong winds. Aft ir filling 
the hole with dirt, a stream from a hose should 
be played on the dirt slowly for several hours. 
Titis will help to settle the soil quickly. 

If desired, the pole may be extended by the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 1056. Three 2 X 4s 
are required for the top section, two being 
18 feet long and one 10 feet long. The 10-foot 
sed iou is placed between the other two and 
bolted in piare. A half-inch hole shoulel be 
bored through the pole about 2 feet from its 
top and through both 18-foot 2 X 4s about 5 
feet from their bottom ends, which are spread 
apart to fit t he top of the pole. The bot tom end 
of the extension is then hauled up to the top of 
the pole and bolted loosely so that the sert ion 
can be swung up into place by the leverage of 
another 2 X 4 temporarily fastened to the 
section, as shown in Fig. 1056. 

ff, • 

12' 

_L 

Won 

32' 

227 

k.errponory7ererofe.\ 
raainq pale 
One zee naded an 1 
Otter oftenaly 
ha/tee/me mom 
bet 

Ihru bolt » inch 
te 

Rohe. 
or...hat 
hare you ? 

Fig. 1056 — TI is type of mast may be carried to a height of fifty 
feet or more. NO guy wires are required. 
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Lattice towers built of wood should be 
assembled with brass screws and casein glue, 
rather than with nails which work loose in a 
short time. A tower constructed in this manner 
will give trouble-free service if treated with a 
coat of paint every year. 

In painting outside structures, use pure 
white lead, thinned with three parts of pure 
linseed oil to one part of turpentine, for the 
first coat on new wood. The use of a drier is 
not recommended if the paint will possibly dry 
without it, since it may cause the paint t o peel 
after a short time. Foi the second and t bird 
coats pure white lead thinned only wit h pure 
linseed oil is recommended. Plenty of time for 
drying should be allowed between coats. White 
paint will last fifty per cent longer than any 
colored iIIit. 

EJ Guys and Guy Anchors 

For masts or poles up to about 50 feet, No. 
12 iron wire is a satisfactory guy-wire material. 
Heavier wire or stranded cable may be used for 
taller poles or poles installed in locations where 
the wind velocity is high. 
More than three guy wires in any one set 

usually are unnecessary. If a horizontal an-
tenna is to be supported, two guy wires in t he 
top set will be sufficient in most cases. These 
sltould run to the rear of the mast about 100 
degrees apart to offset the pull of the antenna. 
Intermediate guys should be used in sets of 
three, one running in a direction opinisite to 
that, of the antenna, while the other t w are 
spaced 120 degrees either side. This leaves a 
clear space under the antenna. The guy wires 
should be adjusted to pull the pole slightly 
back from vertical before the antenna is hoisted 
so that when the antenna is pulled up tight the 
mast will he straight. 
When raking a mast which is big enough to 

tax t he available, it is some advantage 
to know nearly exactly the length of tlw guys. 
Those on the silk. on which the pole is lying can 
then be fastened temporarily to the anchors 
beforehand, which assures that when the ! mile is 
raised, those holding opposite guys will be 
able to pull it into nearly vertical posit hin wit h 
no danger of its getting out of control. The guy 
lengths can be figured by the right-angled-
triangle rule that " the sum of the squares of 
the two sides is equal to the square of the 
hypotenuse." In other words, the distance front 
the base of t he pole to the anchor should be 
measured and squared. To this should be 
added the square of the pole length to the 
point where the guy is fastened. The square 
root of this sum will be the length of the guy. 
Guy wires should be broken up hy strain 

insulators, to avoid the possibility of resonance 
at the transmitting frequency. Common prac-
tice is to insert an insulator near the top of 
each guy, wit hin a few feet of the pole. and 
then cut each section of wire bet ween the 
insulators to a length which will not be 
resonant either on the fundamental or liar-

monies. An insulator every 25 feet will be 
satisfactory for frequencies up to 30 Mc. The 
insulators should be of the "egg" type with 
the insulating material under compression, so 
that the guy will not part if the insulator breaks. 

Twisting guy wires onto " egg" insulators 
may be a tedious job if the guy wires are long 
and of large gauge. The simple t ime- and finger-
saving device shown in Fig. 1057 can be made 

lied here with ?hers 

Fig. 1057 — Using a lever for twisting heavy guy wires. 

from a piece of heavy iron or steel by drilling 
a hole about twice the diameter of the guy 
wire about a half inch from one end of the 
piece. The wire is passed through the insulator, 
given a single turn by hand, and then held with 
a pair of pliers at the point shown in the 
sket ch. By passing the wire through the hole 
in the iron and rotating the iron as shown, the 
wire may be quickly and neatly twisted. 
Guy wires may be anchored to a tree or 

building when they happen to be in convenient 
spots. For small poles, a 6-foot length of 1-inch 
pipe driven into the ground at an angle will 
suffice. Additional bracing will be provided by 
using two pipes, as shown in Fig. 1058. 

Fig. 1058 — Pipe 
guy anchors. One 

Guy pipe is sufficient 
for small masts, 
but two installed 
as shown will pro-
vide the additional 
'strength required 
for the larger poles. ppe Use rpre:« 
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shown in Fig. 1059. In case the rope breaks, it 
may be possible to replace it by heaving a line 
over the brass rod, making it unnecessary to 
climb or lower the pole. 

About 2 ft. 

Atit 

Brass rod 

Mast 

Fig. 1059 This device "s nmeh easier than a pulley to 
"rethread- when the rope breaks. 

For short antennas and temporary installa-
tions, heavy clothesline or window sash cord 
may be used. However, for more permanent 
jobs, 3/5-inch or 3/2-inch waterproof hemp rope 
should be used. Even this should be replaced 
about once a year to insure against breakage. 
Nylon rope, used during the war as glider 

tow rope, is, of course, one of the best materials 
for halyards, since it is weatherproof and has 
extremely long life. 

It is advisable to carry the pulley rope back 
up t o the top in " endless" fashion in t he manner 
of a flag hoist so that if the antenna breaks close 
to the pole, there will be a means for pulling 
the hoist ing rope back down. 

e Bringing the Antenna or Transmission 
Line into the Station 

The antenna or transmission line should be 
anchored to the outside wall of the building, as 
shown in Fig. 1060, to remove st rain front the 
lead-in insulators. Holes cut through the walls 
of the building and fitted with feed-through 
insulators are undoubtedly the best means of 
bringing the line into the station. The hules 
should have plenty of air clearance about the 
conducting rod, especially when using tuned 
lines which develop high voltages. Probably 
the best place to go through the walls is the 
trimming board at the top or bottom of a win-

Heavy 
Strew eyes 

feeders 

.4ntenrza 
//isolators 
Son.nos 

Slack wire 

To  feed- through 
inszdatoe 

A 

Window 
Glass 

Screen 

Fig. 1060 — A — Anchoring feeders takes the stra'n from feed. 
through insulators or window glass. 13 — Going through a full-
length screen, a cleat is fastened to the frame of the screen on the 
inside. Clearance holes are cut in the cleat and also in the screen. 

dow frame which provides flat surfaces for 
lead-in insulators. Cement or rubber gaskets 
may be used to waterproof the exposed joints. 
Where such a procedure is not permissible, 

the window itself usually offers the best oppor-
tunity. One satisfactory method is to drill 
holes in the glass near the top of the upper sash. 
If the glass is replaced by plate glass, a stronger 
job will result. Plate glass may be obtained 
from automobile junk yards and drilled before 
placing in the frame. The glass itself provides 
insulation and the transmission line may be 
fastened to bolts fitting the holes. Rubber 
gaskets will render the holes waterproof. The 
lower sash should be provided with stops to 
prevent damage when it is raised. If the win-
dow has a full-length screen, the scheme shown 
in Fig. 1060-13 may be used. 

Leactin 
panel 

Fig. 1061 — An antenna lead-
in panel may be played over 
the top sash or under the 
lower sash of a wind, , . Seal-
ing the overlapping joint will 
help make it weatherproof. 

As a less permanent method, the window 
may be raised front the bottom or lowered from 
the top to permit insertion of a board which 
carries the feed-through insulators. This lead-in 
arrangement can be made weatherproof by 
making an overlapping joint between the board 
and window sash, as shown in Fig. 1061, and 
covering the opening between sashes with a 
sheet of soft rubber front a discarded inner tube. 

IL, Lightning Protection 

An ungrounded radio antenna, particularly 
if large and well elevated, is a lightning haz-
ard. When grounded, it provides a measure of 
protection. Therefore, grounding switches or 
lightning arresters should be provided. Exam-

ples of construction of low-loss ar-
resters are shown in Fig. 1062. At A, 
the arrester electrodes are mounted 
by means of stand-off insulators on a 
fireproof asbestos board. At H, the 
elect rodes are enclosed in a standard 
steel outlet box. The gaps should be 
made as small as possible without 
danger of breakdown during opera-
tion. Lightning-arrester systems re-
quire the best ground connection 
obtainable. 
The most positive protection is to 

ground the antenna system when it is 
not in use; grounded flexible wires 
provided with clips for connection to 
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FRONT 

A 

Fig. 1062— Low-loss I igl gamesters for transmitters. 

ce 

tlu• ft 'dei wires may be used. The ground lead 
should in' short and run. it' possible, directly to 
a driven , ill(' or water pipe where it enters the 
ground outside the but 

C, Antenna Switching 

it is often desirable, particularly in DX 
work, to use the same antenna for transmit-
ting and receiving. This requires switching of 
antenna lit« transmitter to receiver. One of 
two general systems may be employed. In the 

l'eedefi itr 
Ahn, anl..rehekr 

ro 
lransn,ttee 
anlemya 
tuner 

DPor sirdch 
Of ' A./ay 

le'C't 

antenna 
tuner 

aatenna. 

bansnutte, .--""Receiver 

OPO T $mntch or re/ay 

(D) 

first, the transmitter and receiver each are pro-
vided with an antenna tuner, and the antenna 
transmission line is switched from one to the 
other. itt the second system, one antenna tuner 
is provided for each antenna and the switch is 
in the low-impedance coupling line. Several typ-
ical arrangements are shown in Fig. 1063. Fre-
quently relays with low-capacity contacts are 
substituted for switches. 

C. Rotary-Beam Construction 

It is II ILI rit rlvtirtiige to be able to shift 
the direction of a beam antenna at will, thus 
securing the benefits of power gain aml direc-
tivity in any desired cornpass direction. A 
fa vonte method of doing this is to construct 
the antenna so that it can lw rotated in the 
horizontal plane. Obviously, the use of such 
rotatable antennas is limited to the higher 
f piencies — 1-1 Me. and above — and to the 
simpler antenna element combinations if the 
structure size is to be kept within practicable 
bounds. l'or the 1.1- and 2S- Mr, bands such 
antennas usually i' ill of t wo to f(itir ele-
ments and aro of tho parasitic-array type de-
scribed earlier in this (• hapter. At 50 Mc. and 
higher it becomes possible to use more elabo-
rate arrays in',':iit» t 1110 shorter wavelength 
and t hus obtain still higln•r gain. Antennas for 
t la.,e bands are , lcscrild,1 ill Chapter Seventeen. 
The problems in rotary-beam construction 

are thiise of provhling a suitable mechanical 
support for the antenna. elements, furnishing 
a means of rut atiun and attaching the trans-
mis,ion line so that it does not interfere with 
t hi. rotation of the system. 

Eirtnettis— The antenna elements usually 
are made of metal tubing so that they will be 
at least partially self-supporting, t hus simplify-
ing the supporting structure. The large di-

03) 

Antenna rune-No i Antenna racer No 2 

DeerI 

Tuned feeders 

PO 7 Jtv/tch or relay 

rranSeutic7 irensnutie, 
«eT--• 

"POT 

(E) 

Re-ewer 
•—•-• 

OPOI 

(F) 

Fig. 1063 — An  i arrangement.: for arious Iv pes of antennas and roupling systems. A — For tuned 
lines with separate antenna tuners or lint -impedain lines. B — l'or a voltage-fed antenna. C — For a tuned line 
milli a single antenna tuner. — l'or a voltage- fed antenna with a single tuner. E — For two tuned-line antennas 
%situ!, a tuner for eaeh antenna or for two low-impedance lines. F — e binations of several two-wire lines. 
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Pig. 1064 — supporting 
ZoIllal rotary bealll ,". ‘1;olc chie14 
strip, it is strong yet liglowei..ht. 1n 
supported On ,tainl-olT tor. on 
length of the /) , t ions w ill 1(1 il 

sparing, while the length of ! lie 1.; 
jug between the 1) seethni- - bould be 
of the antenna elements. 

'i niel  for 
of I X 2" ud,leti 

tentia element, are 
1.:. rim 

III il clf•Inetlt 

:111.1 Ow - par-

the length 

ameter of the conduet or is beneficial also in 
reducing resi,,t a net.. wliielt beeomes an im-
portant consideration when close-spaced ele-
ments are used. 

Dural tubes often are used for the elements, 
and thin-walled corrugated still uhos with 
copper coating also are available for this pur-
pose. The elements frequently ;ire constructed 
of sections of telesettping t ubing, making 
length adjust I tents for tuning quite easy. 
Electricians thin-walled conduit also is suit-
able for rotary-beam elements. 

If steel elements are used, special precautions 
should be taken to prevent rusting. Even cop-
per-coated steel does not stand up indefi-
nitely, since the coating usually is too thin. 
The elements should be coat ed It., it ji inside and 
out with slow-drying aluminum paint. For 
coating the inside, a spray gun may be used. 
or the paint may be poured in one end while 
rotating the tubing. The excess paint may be 
caught as it comes out the bottom end and 
poured through again until it is certain t hat. 
the entire inside wall has been covered. The 
ends should then be plugged up with corks 
sealed with glyptal varnish. 
Supports— The supporting framework for 

a rotary beam usually is nia le of woto I, using as 
lightweight construction as is consistent with 
the required strength. Generally, the fraine is 
not required to hold notch weight, but it must 
be extensive enough so that the antenna 
elements can be supported near enough to 
their ends to prevent excessive sag, and it 
must have sufficient strength to stand up 
under the maximum wind in the loc•dity. The 
(lowi lei of t h. frnwin will ditmlél ni! t 

size of the antenna elements, whet lit•r they are 
mounted horizontally or vertically, and the 
method to be used for rotating the antenna. 
The general preference is for horizontal 

polarization, primarily because less height is 
required to clear surrounding obstructions 
when all the antenna elements are in the 
horizontal plane. This is important at 14 and 
28 Mr. wlo•re the elements are fairly long. 
An easily-constructed supporting. fratne for 

a horizontal array is shown in Fig. 1064. It may 
be nettle of 1 X 2-inch lumber, preferably oak, 
for the center sections B, e, and D. The outer 
arms. E, atol crossbraces. ni:ty be of white 
pine or cypress. The square bilk, A, at the 
center supports 1 he whole struct tire and may 
be vomited to the pole by any convenient 

means that permits rotation. The 
bearing shown in Fig. 1068, for 
eXaniple, may easily la• modified 
for the purpose. Alternatively, 

the block may be firmly fastened to the pole 
atol the latter rotated in bearings affixed to 
the sitie of the house. 

Another type of constt•uetion is shown in 
Fig. 1065, with details in Figs. 1066 and 1067. 
This method, suitable for 28-Me. beams, uses 
a section of ordinary ladder as the main sup-
port, with crosspieces to hold the tubing 
:niter«). elements. Fig. 1066 also indicates a 
met hod of adjust i tug the lengths of t he parasit le 
elements atol bringing the transmission line 
down through the supporting pole froto 
delta match. The latter is especially adapted 
to etm•tt ruction in which the pole rather than 
the framework alone is rotated. 
The problem of feeding a parasitic array 

is somewhat simplified if the elements are 
mounted vertivally, since in such a case it is 
not necessary to rotate t he driven element but 
only to rotate the parailic elements around 

it. Thus no special provision need be made for 
maintaining contact to the feeders through a 
comphde rotation. A suitable method of con-
struction is slotwn in Fig. 1068. 

Fig. lob5 — A ladder-supported 3-element 28-Me. beam. 
It is 1111 ,unted on a pipe mast that projects through a 
bearing in the roof and is turned from the attic operating 
room. ( V IMIlK iii August, 1916, QS T.) 
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Fig. /066 — Top.view drawing of the ladder support 
and mounted elements. Lengths of director and re-
flector are adjusted by means of the shorting liars on 
the small stubs at the center. The drawing also shows a 
method for pulling off the %sires of a delta match anti 
feeding 300-olun T. in-Lead transmission line through 
the pipe support. 

Feeder courier:ions — For beams which ro-
tate only 180 degrees, it is relatively simple to 
bring off feeders by making a short section of 
the feeder, just where it leaves the rotating 
member, of flexil de wire. Eruntgh slack sInnild 
be left so that t here is no danger of breaking 
or twisting. Stops should be placed on tile 
rotating shaft of the antenna so that the 
feeders cannot " wind up." This method also 
MID be used wit h an which rotate the 
full 360 degrees, but again a stop is necessary 
to avoid januning the feeders. 

For continuous rotation, the sliding contact 
is simple ami, when properly built, quite prac-
ticable. Fig. 1069 shows two methods of making 
sliding contacts. The chief points to keep in 
mind are that the contact surfaces should be 
wide enough to take care of wobble in the ro-
tating shaft, and that the contart surfaces 
should be kept clean. Spring contact s are essen-
tial, and an " umbrella" or other selleme for 
keeping rain off the contacts is a desirable addi-
tion. Sliding contacts preferably should be 
used with non resonant open lines where the 
impedance is of the order of 500 to 600 ohms 
so that the eurrent is low. 
The possibility of poor connections in sliding 

contacts can be avoided by using inductive cou-
pling at the antenna, with one coil rotating on 
the antenna and the other fixed in position, the 
two coils being arranged so that the coupling 
does not change when the antenna is rotated. 
Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. 1070, 
adapted to an antenna system in which the pole 
itself rotates. A quarter-wave feeder system is 

connected to a tuned pick-up circuit 
whose inductance is coupled to a link. 
In t he drawing, the link coil connects to 

6" a t \visted-pair transmission line, but any 
type of line such as flexible coaxial cable 
can be used. The circuit would be ad-
justed in the same way as any link-
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Fig. 1068 — practical vertical-element rotatable array 
for 28 Me. The driven antent a is fixed and the reflector 
and director elements, parasitically excited, rotate 
around it. Close-spaced elements may be used if desired. 

coupled circuit, and the number of turns in the 
link should be varied to give proper loading on 
the transmitter. The rotating coupling circuit 
of course tunes to the transmitting frequency. 
The whole thing is equivalent to a link-coupled 

mitenna tuner mounted on 
the pole, using a parallel-
tuned tank at the end of a 
quarter-wave line to center 
feed the antenna. To main-
tain constant coupling, the 
two coils should be quite 
rigid and the pole should 
rotate without wobble. The 
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two coils might be made a part of the upper 
bearing assembly holding the rotating pole in 
position. 

Other variations of the inductive-coupled 
system can be worked out. The uned circuit 
might, for instance, be placed at the end of a 
600-ohm line, and a one-turn link used to cou-
ple directly to the center of the antenna, if the 
construction of the rotary member permits. In 
this case the coupling can be varied by chang-
ing the L/C ratio in the tuned circuit. For 
mechanical strength the coils preferably should 
be made of copper tubing, well braced with 
insulating strips to keep them rigid. 

4..1 feeders 
to antenna center 

Feed- thra 
msulotor 

Pick up supports 
resting on ground 
or stationary 
platform 

weatherproof 
hood rotatm9 
with pole 

Fig. 1070 — One method of transmission line-antenna 
system coupling which el • • s sliding contacts. The 
low-impedance line is link-coupled tu a tuned line. 

Rotation— It is convenient 
to use a motor to rotate the 
beam, but it is not always nec-
essary, especially if a rope and 
pulley arrangement such as 
that shown in Fig. 1068 can be 
brought into the operating 
room. If the pole can be 
mounted near a window in the 
operating room, hand rotation 
of the beam will work out quite 
well. If the use of a rope and 
pulleys is impracticable, motor 
drive is about the only alterna-
tive. The speed of rotation 
should not be too great — 1 or 
2 r.p.m. is about right. This 
requires a considerable gear 
reduction from the usual 1750-
r.p.m. speed of small induction 

motors; a large reduction is advantageous be-
cause the gear train will prevent the beam 
from turning in weathervane fashion in a wind. 
The ordinary structure does not require a great 
deal of power for rotation at slow speed, and a 
%-h.p. motor will be ample. Even small series 
motors of the sewing-machine type will de-
velop enough power to turn a 28-Mc, beam at 
slow speed. If possible, a reversible motor 
should be used so it will not be necessary to go 
through nearly 360 degrees to bring the beam 
back to a direction only slightly different, but 
in the opposite direction of rotation, to the 
direction to which it may be pointed at the 
moment. In cases where the pole is stationary 
und only the supporting framework rotates it 
will be necessary to mount the motor and gear 
train in a housing on top of the pole, but if the 
pole rotates the motor can usually be installed 
in a mom accessible location. 

Parts from junked automobiles often pro-
vide gear trains and bearings for rotating the 
antenna. Hear axles, in particular, can readily 
be adapted to the purpose. Driving motors and 
gear housings will stand the weather better if 
given a coat of aluminum paint followed by 
two coats of enamel and a coat of glyptal 
varnish. Even commercial units will last longer 
if treated with glyptal varnish. 

Lead-sheathed twin-conductor cable is rec-
ommended for power wiring to the motor 
to prevent r.f. pick-up. It will also reduce 
"hash" if a series-wound motor is used. With 
such motors it is wise to install r. f. filters at 
1 he motor terminals as an additional pre-
caution against interference to reception, since 
it is usual practice to determine the proper 
direction for the beam by rotating it while 
listening to the station it is desired to work and 
setting it at the point that gives maximum 
signal strength. 
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( Tools 

While an easier, and perhaps a bet.ter, job 
can be done with a greater variety of tools 
available. by taking a little thought and 
care it is possible to turn out a fine piece of 
equipment with only a few of the common 
hand tools. A list of tools whieh will be in-
dispensable in the construction of radio 
equipment will be found ( tn this page. With 
these tools it should be possible to perform 
any of the required operations in preparing 
panels and It ' tal ehassis for assemblv and 
wiring. A few tulditional toi ils will make eel, 
tain operations easier, so it is a good idea for 
the amateur who does constructional work to 
add to his supply of tools from tinte to time. 
The following list will be found helpful in 
making a selection: 

Itench vise, jaws. 
Tin slwars, 10-inch, for cutting thin sheet 

metal. 
Taper reamer, 2-i itch, for enlarging small 

holes. 
Taper reamer, l-ineh, for enlarging holes. 
Countersink ft ii' brave. 
('arpenter's plane, S to 12-inch, for wood-

working. 
Carpenter's saw, eross-ent. 
Motor-driven emery wheel for grinding. 
Long-shank screwdriver with screw-holding 

clip for tight places. 
Set of " Spintite" socket wrenches for hex 

nuts. 
Set of small flat open-end wrenches for hex 

nuts. 
Wood chisel, Y.;-ittell. 
Cold chisel, 
Wing dividers, 8-inelt, for scribing circles. 
Set Of machine-screw taps and dies. 
Folding rule. 6-foot. 
Dusting brush. 

Several of the pieces of light wmulworking 
machinery, often sohl in hardware st tres and 
tnail-order retail stores. are ideal for amateur 
radio work, especially the drill press, grinding 
Itead, band and circular saws. and joiner. Al-
though not esscntial, they art. desirable should 
you be ill a position to acquire them. 

( Care of Tools 

The pr il  care of tools is not alone a mat-
ter of pride to a good work Mall. Ile also real-
izes the energy which may be saved and the 
annoyance which may he avoided by the pos-
session of well-kept sharp-edged tools. A few 

ractice 

minutes spent now and then with the oil stone 
or emery wheel will maintain the fine rutting 
edges of knives, drills, chisels. ele. 

Drills should be sharpened at frequent in-
tervals so that grinding is kept at a minhnum 
each time. This makes it. easier to maintain the 
rather critical surface angles required for best 
cutting with least wear. Occasional oil-st(tning 
of the cutting edges of a drill or reamer will ex-
tend the time bet ween grindings. Stoned cut-
ting edges also wilt stand more feed a nd speed. 
The soldering iron can be kept in good 

condition by keeping the tip well tinned with 
solder and not allowing it to run at full voltage 
for long periods when it is not being used. 
After each period of use, the tip should be re-
moved and cleaned of any scale which may 
have accumulated. An oxidized tip may be 
cleaned by dipping it in sal ammonitte while 
hot and then wiping it (dean with a rag. If the 
tip becomes pitted, it should be filed until 
smoot It and bright, and then tinned by dipping 
it in solder. 

All tools should be wiped occasionally with 
an oily cloth to prevent rust. 

INI/ISIPENSAIII.E TOOLS 

Long-Hos:e pliers, (1-incli. 
Diagonal (tutting pliers, (1-ineh. 
Serewilriver,15 to 7-incli, 4 ittrtr blade. 
Serewilriver, 410 
serateh I or scriber for Inari:ing 
C'onthinai IOU square, 12-inch, for laying out work. 
Hand drill, li-ittelt chuck or larger, 2-speed type 
',referable. 

Fleet rie soldt.ritlg iron, 100 watts. 
Ilael.saw. 12-inch blades. 
Center pinch mir inarking hole centers. 
Hammer, I all peen, 1-II .. head. 
Heavy knife. 
Yard,tiek or other straight-edge. 
Carpenter's liraee with adjust..ble hole cutter or 
soeke.-11..1.• (see tevt I. 

Pair t.f small C-clatnps for holding work. 
Large. flat file. 
Large round or rat-tail file, diameter. 
Three ni four sinall and medium files—fiat, round, 

half-round. trian.mlar„ 
Drills, particularly 1, -inch and Nos. 18, 28, 33, 42 

tind 
Coinbinat kr sharpening tools. 
Solder too l .... tiering paste (tioneorroding). 
:tletlittin-weight machine oil. 

Useful Materials 

Small -t teks ( tf various miscellaneous ma-
terials will be required ill cunstructing radio 
apparatus, most of which are available from 
hardware or radio supply stores. A representa-
tive list follows: 
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X 1/16-inch brass strip for brackets, etc. 
(half-hard for bending). 

,14-inch square brass rod or •;.« X ,I.ç2 X 1/16-
inch angle brass for corner joints. 

3-inch diameter round brass rod for shaft 
extensions. 

Machine screws: llound-head and flat-head, 
with nuts to fit. Most useful sizes: 1-36, 
6-32 and 8-32, in lengths from !¡ inch to 

incites. ( Nickel-plated iron will be 

found satisfactory except in strong r.f. 
fields, where brass sin mid be used. 

Bakelite and hard-rubber scraps. 
Soldering lugs, panel bearings, rubber 

grommets, terminal-lug wiring strips, var-
nished-cambric insulating tubing. 

Machine screws, nuts, washers, soldering 
lugs, etc., are most reasonably purchased in 
quantities of a gross. 

C. Chassis Construction 

With a few essential tools and proper pro-
cedure, it will be found ti eat building radio 
gear on a metal chassis is no more of a chore 
than building with wood, and a more satisfac-
tory job results. 
The placing of components on the chassis 

is shown quite clearly in the photographs in 
this Handbook. Aso le fn nn certain essential 
dimensions, which usually are given in the text, 
exact duplication is not necessary. 
Much i trouble and energy can be saved by 

spending sufficient tina) in planning the jo h. 
When all details are worked ont, beforehand 
the actual construction is greatly simplified. 
Cover the top of the chassis with a piece of 

wrapping paper or, preferably, cross-section 
paper, folding the edges down over the sides 
of the chassis and fastening with adhesive tape. 
Then assemble the parts to be mounted on top 
of the chassis and imive them about until a 
satisfactory arrangement has been found, keep-
ing in mind any Isirts which are to be mounted 
underneath, so t hat interferenres in nanniting 
may be avoided. Place condensers and other 
parts with shafts extending through the panel 
first, and arrange them Si) that the controls will 
form the desired pattern on the panel. Be sure 
to line up the shafts squarely with the chassis 
front. Locate any partition shields and panel 
brackets next, and then the tube sockets and 
any other parts, marking the mounting-hole 
centers of each accurately on the paper. Watch 
out for condensers whose shafts are off center 
and do not line up with the mounting holes. 
Do not forget to mark the centers of socket 
holes and holes for leads under i.f. transformers, 
etc.. as well as holes for wiring leads. 
By means of the square. lines indicating ac-

curately the centers of shafts should be ex-
tended to the front of the chassis and marked 
on the panel at the chassis line, the panel 
being fastened on temporarily. The hole centers 
may then be punched in the chassis with the 
center punch. After drilling, the parts which re-
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Fig. /Hi/ — ci boil of measuring the heights of cou. 
ti.•11....r shaft ,. cic. If the square is adjustable, the end 
of the scale should beset flush with the face of the ' mail. 

quire nnninting underneath may In) hwated and 
the nmunt ing holes drilled, making sure by trial 
that no interferences exist with parts mounted 
on top. lininting holes along the fn nit edge 
of the chassis should be transferred to the 
panel, by once again fastening the panel to the 
chassis and marking it from the rear. 

Next, mount on the chassis the condensers 
and any other parts with shafts extending to 
the panel, and measure accurately the height 
of the venter of each shaft above the chassis, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1101. The horizontal dis-
placement of shafts having already been 
marked on the chassis line on the panel, the 
vertieal displarement can be measured from 
this line. The shaft ee'uters may now be marked 
on the back of the panel, and the holes drilled. 
Holes for any other panel equipment coming 
als)ve the chassis line linty then be marked and 
drilled, and the remainder of the apparatus 
mounted. 

111. Cutting and Bending Sheet Metal 

1f a sheet of metal is too large to be cut eon-
veniently with a hacksaw, it may be marked 
with seratches as deep as possible along the 
line of the cut on both si les of the sheet and 
then clamped in a vise and worked back and 
forth until the sheet breaks at the line. Do 
not carry the bending st) far that the lweak 
begins to weaken; otherwise the edge of the 
sheet may become bent. A pair of iron bars 
or pieces of heavy angle stock, as long or longer 
than the width of the sheet, to hold it in the 
vise will make the job easier. C-clamps may be 
used to keep the bars from spreading at the 
ends. The rough edges may be smoothed up 
with a file or by placing a large piece of emery 
cloth or sandpaper on a flat surface and run-
ning the edge of the metal back and forth over 
the sheet. 

Bends may be made similarly. The sheet 
should be scratched on both sides, but not so 
deeply as to cause it, to break. 

C, Drilling and Cutting Holes 

When drilling holes in metal with a hand 
drill it is important that the centers first be 
located with a center punch, so that the drill 
point will not " walk" away from the center 
when starting the hole. Care should be taken 
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not to use too much pressure with small drills. 
which bend or break easily. When the drill 
starts to break through, special care must be 
used. Often it is an advantage to shift a two-
speed drill to low gear at this point. Holes more 
than 3j-inch in diameter may be started with a 
smaller drill and reamed out with the larger drill. 
The chuck on the usual type of hand drill is 

limited to 31-inch drills. Although it is rather 
tedious, the 31.-inch hole may be filed out to 
larger diameters with round files. Another 
method possible with limited tools is to drill a 
series of small holes with the hand drill along 
the inside of the diameter of the large hole, 
placing the holes as close together as possible. 
The center may then be knocked out with a 
cold chisel and the edges smoothed up with a 
file. Taper reamers which fit into the carpen-
ter's brace will make the job easier. A large rat-
tail file clamped in the brace makes a very good 
reamer for holes up to the diameter of the file, 
if the file is revolved counterclockwise. 

For socket holes and other large round holes, 
an adjustable cutter designed for the purpose 
may be used in the brace. The cutter should be 
kept well-sharpened. Occasional application of 
machine oil in the cutting groove will help. The 
cutter first should be tried out on a block of 
wood, to make sure that it is set for the correct 
diameter. Probably the most convenient 
device for cutting socket holes is the socket-
hole punch. The best type is that which works 
by turning a take-up screw with a wrench. 

A 

Fig. 1102 - To cut rectangular holes in a chassis, 
corner holes may be filed out as shown in the shaded 
portion of 13, making it possible to start the hacksaw 
blade along the cutting line. A shows how a single. 
ended handle may be constructed for a hacksaw blade. 

Square or rectangular holes may be cut out 
by making a row of small holes as previously 
described, but is more easily done by drilling 
a 3.¡-inch hole inside each corner, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1102, and using these holes for 
starting and turning the hacksaw. The sock-
et-hole punch also may be of considerable 
assistance in cutting out large rectangular 
openings. 
The burrs or rough edges which usually 

result after drilling or cutting holes may be re-
moved with a file, or sometimes more con-
veniently with a sharp knife or chisel. It is a 
good idea to keep an old wood chisel sharpened 
and available for this purpose. A burr reamer 
will also be useful. 

e Twist Drills 
Twist drills are made of either high-speed 

steel or carbon steel. The latter type is more 
common and will usually be supplied unless . 
specific request is made for high-Speed drills. 
The carbon drill will suffice for most ordinary 
equipment construction work and costs less 
than the high-speed type. 

While twist drills are available in a number 
of sizes those listed in bold-faced type below 

NUMBERED DRILL SIZES 
Drilled/or 

Diameter Will Clear Tapping Iron, 
Number (mils) Screw Steel or Brass. 

228.0 
2 221.0 
3 213.0 
4 209.0 
5 205.0 
6 204.0 
7 201.0 
8 199.0 
9 196.0 
10 193.5 
11 191.0 
12 189.0 
13 185.0 
14 182.0 
15 180.0 
16 177.0 
17 173.0 
18 169.5 
19 166.0 
20 161.0 
21 159.0 
22 157.0 
23 154.0 
24 152.0 
25 149.5 
26 147.0 
27 144.0 
28 140.0 
2$ 136.0 
30 128.5 
31 120.0 
32 116.0 
33 113.0 
34 111.0 
35 110.0 
36 106.5 
37 104.0 
38 101.5 
39 099.5 
40 098.0 
41 096.0 
42 003.5 
43 089.0 
44 086.0 
45 082.0 
46 081.0 
47 078.5 
48 076.0 
49 073.0 
50 070.0 
51 067.0 
52 063.5 
53 059.5 
54 055.0 

12-- 24 

12-20 

10-- 32 
10-24 

,110.• 

8-$2 

6-- 32 

4-36 - 4-40 

3-48 

2-- 56 

14-- 24 

12-- 24 

12-20 

10-- 32 

10-- 24 

8-- 32 

8-32 

d-86 4-40 

3-48 

2-- 46 

*Use one size larger for tapping bakelite and hard rubber. 
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will be the drills most commonly used in con-
struction of amateur radio equipment. It is 
usually desirable to purchase several of each 
of the commonly-used sizes rather than a 
quantity of odd sizes, most of which will be 
used infrequently, if at all. 

11 Cutting Threads 

Brass rod may be threaded, or the damaged 
threads of a screw repaired, by the use of (lies. 
Holes of suitable size (see drill chart) may be 
threaded for screws by means of laps. Taps : ind 
dies are obtainable in all standard machine-
screw sizes. A set usually consists of taps :nid 
dies for 4-36, 6-32, 8-32, 10-32 and 14-20 sizes, 
with a holder suitable for use with either tap or 
die. The die may be started easily by first filing 
a sharp taper or bevel on the end of the rod. In 
tapping a hole, extreme care should be used to 
prevent breaking the tap. The tap should be 
kept at right angles to the surface of the ma-
terial, and rotation should be reversed a revolu-
tion or two whenever the tap begins to turn 
hard. With care, holes can be tapped rapidly by 
clamping the tap in the chuck of the hand drill 
and using slow speed. Machine oil applied to 
the tap usually makes cutting easier and stick-
ing less troublesome. 

(I, Crackle Finish 

Wood or metal parts can be given a crackle 
finish by applying one coat of clear Duco or 
Tri-Seal and allowing it to dry over night. A 
coat of Rem-Art. Metal Finish is then sprayed 
or applied thickly with a brush, taking care 
that the brush marks do not show. This should 
be allowed to dry for two or three hours and 
the part should then be baked in the kitchen 
oven at 215 degrees for one-and-one-half hours. 
This will produce a regular commercial job. 
This finish, which cornes in several different 
colors, is made by Sherwin-Williams Paint Co. 

ti Cleaning and Finishing Metal 

Parts made of aluminum can be cleaned up 
and given a satin finish, after all holes have 
been drilled, by placing them in a solution of 
lye for one-half to three-quarters of an hour. 
Three or four tablespoonfuls of lye should be 
used to each gallon of water. If more than one 
piece is treated in the same bath, each piece 
should be separated from the others so as to 
expose all surfaces to the solution. Overlap-
ping of pieces may result in spots or stains. 

Wiring 

A popular type of wire for receivers and 
low-power transmitters is that known as 
"push-back" wire. It comes in sizes No. 16, 
18, 20, etc., which are sufficiently large for all 
power circuits except filament. The insulating 
covering, which is sufficient for circuits where 
voltages do not exceed 400 or 500, can be 
pushed back a few inches at the end, making 

RIGHT WAY 

Cable Wires 
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WRONG WAN' 

Fig. 1103 — Right and wrong methods of lacing cable. 
ith the right way the leading line is pinched under each 

turn and will not loosen if a break occurs in the lacing. 

cutting of the insulation unnecessary when 
making a connection. Filament wiring should 
be done with sufficiently large conductors to 
carry the required current without appreciable 
voltage drop (see Copper Wire Table, Chapter 
Twenty). Rubber-covered house-wire sizes 
No. 14 to No. 10 are suitable for heavy-current 
transmitting tubes, while No. 18 to No. 14 
flexible wire is satisfactory for receivers and 
low-drain transmitting tubes where the total 
length of the leads is not excessive. 

Stiff bare wire, sometimes called bus wire or 
bus bar, is most favored for the high r.f.-po-
tential wiring of transmitters and, where prac-
ticable, in receivers. It conies in sizes No. 14 
and No. 12 and is usually tin-dipped. Soft-
drawn antenna wire also may be used. Kinks or 
bends can be removed by stretching 10 or 15 
feet of the wire and then cutting it into small 
usable lengths. 
The insulation covering power wiring which 

is to carry high transmitter voltages should be 
appropriate for the voltage involved. Wire 
with rubber and varnished cambric covering, 
similar to ignition eable, is available from radio 
parts dealers. The smaller sizes have sufficient 
insulation to be safe at 1000 to 1500 volts, 
while the more heavily insulated types should 
be used for voltages above 1500. 

It is usually advisable to do the power-sup-
ply wiring first. The leads should be bunched 
together as much as possible and kept down 
close to the surface of the chassis. The lacing 
of power wiring in cable form not only im-
proves its appearance but also strengthens the 
wiring. Fig. 1103 shows the correct way of lac-
ing cabled wires. When done correctly the 
leading line is held tightly pinched in place 
after tension has been removed, and therefore 
does not loosen readily. When the wrong 
method is used the turns will loosen up as soon 
as tension is removed. 

Chassis holes for wires should be lined with 
rubber grommets which fit the hole, to prevent 
chafing of the insulation. In cases where power-
supply leads have several branches, it is often 
convenient to use fiber terminal strips as an-
chorages. These strips also form handy mount-
ings for wire-terminal resistors, etc. When any 
particular unit is provided with a nut or thumb-
screw terminal, soldering-lug wire terminals to 
fit are useful. 
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High-voltage wiring should have exposed 

points kept at a minimum and those which 
cannot be avoided rendered as inaccessible as 
possible to accidental contact. 

(1. Soldering 

The secret of good soldering is in allowing 
time for the joint, as well as the solder, to attain 
sufficient temperature. Enough heat should be 
applied so that the solder will melt when it 
comes in contact with the wires being joined, 
without touching the solder to the iron. 
Wartime solder, which is still with us, has a 

much smaller ratio of tin to lead, requires con-
siderably more heat, and its use makes it es-
pecially important that the iron be kept clean 
at all times. More care must be exercised in 
making the joint because this solder does 
not flow as readily, and also has a tendency to 
crystallize. 

Soldering paste, if of the noneorroding type, 
is extremely helpful when used correctly. In 
general, it should not be used for radio work 
except when necessary. The joint should first 
be warmed slightly and the soldering paste ap-
plied with a piece of wire. Only the bit of paste 
which melts from the warmth of the joint 
should be used. If the soldering iron is clean it 
will be possible with one hand t o pick up a drop 
uf solder on the tip of the iron which can be 
pplied to the joint, while the ot her hand is used 

to hold the connecting wires toget her. The use 
of excessive soldering paste causes t lle paste to 
spread over the surface of adjacent insulation, 
causing leakage or ha':c Rd cvn of the insula-
tion. Except where absolutely necessary, solder 
should never be depended upon for the me-
chanical strength of the joint ; the wire should 
be wrapped around the terminals or clamped 
with soldering terminals. 
Do not attempt to make ground connections 

to a cadmium-plated chassis by soldering to 
the surface of the chassis, since the plating 
may be loosened by the heat and later fall 
off, breaking the connection. Drill a lade in 
the chassis and solder the wire in the hole. 

111, Construction Notes 

Lockwashers should be used under nuts to 
prevent loosening with use, particularly when 
mounting tube sockets or plug-in coil recep-
tacles subject to frequent strain. 

If a control shaft must be extended or in-
sulated, a flexible shaft coupling with adequate 
insulation should be used. Satisfactory support 
for the shaft extension can be provided by 
means of a metal panel bearing made for the 
purpose. Never use panel bearings of the non-
metal type unless the condenser shaft is 
grounded. The metal bearing should be con-
nected to the chassis with a wire or grounding strip. 
This prevents any possible danger of shock. 
The standard way of mounting toggle 

switches is with the switch " On" when the 
lever is in the upward position. 

Variable condensers and resistors, having 
one-hole mountings, should be firmly fastened 
using the special lockwashers provided for 
shaft nuts. 
The use of fiber washers between ceramic 

insulation and metal brackets, screws or nuts 
will prevent the ceramic parts from breaking. 

41 Coil Winding 

Din-Km:40ns for coils for the various units 
described in the constructional chapters are 
given under the circuit diagrams. Where no 
wire size is given, the power is sufficiently low 
to perlait use of any available size within 
reason. 

Unless a close-wound winding is definitely 
specified, the number of turns indicated should 
be spaced out to fill the specified length on 
the form. The length should be marked on the 
form and holes drilled opposite the pins to 
wi tic' it the ends of the winding are to connect. 
Scrape one end of the wire and pass it through 
the lower hole in the form to the pin to which 
the bottom end of the winding is to connect, 
and solder this end fast. 1"nroll a length of wire 
approximately sufficient for the winding, and 
clamp the spool in a vise so it will not turn. 
The wire should be pulled out straight and the 
winding started by turning the form in the 
hands and walking toward the vise. A fair ten-
sion should be kept on the wire at all times. 
The spacing can be judged by eye. If. as the 
winding pa•gresses, it beciimes evident that the 
spacing is p>ing to be incorrect to fill the re-
quired length, the winding can be started over 
again with a different spacing. If the spacing 
is wily slightly off, the winding may be finished, 
the top end fastened, and the spacing corrected 
by pushing each turn. When complete, the 
turns should be fastened in place with coil 
cement. After a little practice, the job of 
determining the correct spacing will not be 
difficult. 
Sometimes it is necessary to adjust the num-

ber of turns on a coil experimentally. The easi-
est way to do this is to bring a %vire up from one 
of the pills, extending it through a hole in the 
form for a half inch or so. Tice end of the wind-
ing may then be soldered to this extension 
rather than to the pin it and the nuisance 
of repeatedly fishing the wire through the pin 
avoided unt il t lie correct size of the winding has 
been determined. 

tu. Coil Cement 
Duco cement, obtainable universally at hard-

ware, stationery or 5-and- 10-cent stores, is 
satisfactory for fastening coil turns. For small 
coils, a better-looking job will result if it is 
thinned out with acetone (amyl acetate), 
sometimes referred to as banana oil. If desired, 
the solution may be made thin enough to per-
mit application with a brush. 

Special low-loss coil " dopes" are available, 
including some with a polystyrene base. 
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1E, A Two-Tube Superheterodyne Receiver 
Although all the tit ivantages of the superhet-

erodyne-type receiver cannot be secured with-
out going to rather elaborate multitube cir-
cuits, it is possible to use the superhet principle 
to overcome most of the disadvantages of the 
simple regenerative receiver. These are chiefly 
the necessity for critical adjustment of the 
regenerat it ut rumtrol with tuning, antenna 
"dead spots, - lack of stability ( both in the 
detector circuit itself and because of slight 
changes in fri4tuency when the antenna swings 
with the wind), atol blocking. or the tendency 
for strong signals to pull the deteetor into zero-
beat. These effects can be largely eliminated 
by making the regenerative deteetor operate 
on a fixed low frequency and designing it for 
maximum stability. The incoming signal is 
then converted to the fixed detector frequency 
before being detected. 
A two-tube receiver operating on this prin-

ciple is shown in Figs. 1201 to 1203. 
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1202. 

A 6 KS is usiml to convert the frequency of the 
incoming signal to the fixed or intermediate 
frequency, tutd t he two tritide st4.tiolis of fr 
6tiN7 serve as the regenerative detector and 
audio antidifier respet•tively. MCI is the r.f. 
cireuit, tuned to ti u' signal, and L2 is the an-
tenna coupling coil. C7 is a by-pass condenser 
across the 1.5- volt battery used to bias the 
signal grid ) 1' flu. ti ks. The high-frequency 

I..1 l'uni nr the t‘,0-tubc 

(kite , ',, er. The ! panel N end from a shect of 
ainniicc,f1. I t 6 inche-• blab and 8 inches tt ink. The 
mitt nd • nl, t he lc it ti in), fr  left to right, are mixer 
tuning, nrr r In t r ir pa. ii and i. f  regeneration. 'rhe "B" 
switch is to the left of tile toning dial. 

Fig. 1202 — Circuit diagram of the two-tube super-
heterodyne receiver. 
CI. C2, — 100-apfd. variable ( Millen 19100). 
— 15-aafd. variable ( Millen 20015). 

Cr, — 210-add. silvered mica. 
Cs — 0.0 -dd. paper. 
Ci — 0.005-µfd.  ja. 
CA, C3 — 100-làµfd mica. 
— 47,000 obtus, !/2 watt. 

112 — 1 megolim, i‘j watt. 
LT, 12, 13, L — See roil table. 
— 55 turn. No. 30 d.s.e., doge-wound on 34-inch 

diatn. form (National PIRF-2); inductance 40 Ull. 
1.06 — 18 turns No. 30 d.s.c., close-wound on same form 

as Ls; see Fig. 1203. 
131 — 1.5-volt bias battery. 
it — Open-eircuit jack. 
RFC r.f. 
S — S.p.s.t, toggle sw itch. 
Ti — Interstage audio transformer (Staneor A-4205). 
T2 6.3-volt filament transformer. 

oscillator tank circuit is L3C3C4, with C3 for 
band-setting and C4 for bandspread. 
The i.f. tuned circuit (or regenerative de-

tector circuit) is L5C5. This must be a high-C 
circuit if stability better than that of an ordi-
nary regenerative detector is to be secured. The 
frequency to which it is tuned should be in the 
vicinity of 1600 kc. L5 and its tickler coil, Lg, 
are wound on a small form, and L5 is tuned by 
a fixed mica condenser of the low-drift type. 
Since these condensers are rated with a capac-
ity tolerance of 3 per cent, it is sufficient to 
wind L5 as specified under Fig. 1203. The re-
sulting resonant frequency will be in the cor-
rect region. No manual tuning is necessary, 
and therefore the frequency of this circuit 
need not be adjusted. C2 is the regeneration-
control condenser, isolated from the d.c. 
supply by the choke, RFC. Only enough turns 
need be used on Lg to make the detector oscil-
late readily when C2 is at half capacity or more. 
The second section of the 6S.N7 is trans-

239 
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Cy A NO PLATE 
OF 6K8 

e, 

IF Con_ 

C2 AND RFC 

PLATE or 
651‘17GT 

Lt OR L3 

L2 ON LA 

Fig. 1203 — 1 [OM t coils for the twq.- uhe super-
heterodyne FellaVis • a. a re W0111111. Ill ha st h cases Isfet 
windings are in the same direct' . I ut the ease of the 
i.f. coil at the left. the top end of the upper minding. La, 
is collsler tell 10 G. and Pin 3 of the 6K8 socket. the 
lower end of I. i.:r, -clef to Pin 4 of the bk8, the 
upper end of the lomer minding, 1.n, is conneeted to the 
stator of C2 and the lower end of ./.0 goes to Pin 2 on the 
6:7,N 71:T -.Art. 

In the ease of the plug-in coils, the coil sockets and 
plug-in form base- are , ired so that the upper end of 
14 cogitiecIS to the - tator grl Ca, the lomer end of this 
minding to the the upper end of the lomer 

LI. to Cr, and the hrrr er end of I. goes to Pin 6 ou 
the 6K8 socket. \\ hen the coil i.: plugged into the tcker 
stage, the upper end of the top , iroling - hoohl go to t he 
stator of CI, the looser viol to C7 and the biasing baitery. 
the upper end of the lomer minding to the rha--i- and 
the hisser end of the hott  minding to the antenna 
terminal. 

former-coupled to the detector. The grid is 
biased by the sanie battery that furnishes bias 
for the 6K8. 

Looking at the top of the chassis from in 
front, the r.f. or input circuit is at the left, 
with CI below the chassis and L1L2 just ht-hind 
it. The 6KS is directly to the rear of the coil. 
The li.f. oscillator padding condenser, Cs, 
underneath, the socket for L3L4 and the 6SN7 
are in line at the center of the chassis. At the 
right, underneath the audio transformer. T1, is 
the i.f. regeneration-control condenser, Cs. The 
bandspread tuning colidensi.r. C4, is mounted 
on the panel with its shaft 37,'; inches from the 
bottom edge of the panel. The audio trans-
former should be set bark far enough so that 
there will be sufficient space for the bearing for 
the vernier knob of the National Type G dial. 
The " B" snitch, S, is to t left of the dial. 
A pair of terminals set itt t he left-hand edge 

of the chassis provhles eotowct ions for an-
tenna and ground, while another pair at the 
rear are for the " B"-battery tir huts. The 
antenna and 11+ terminals must be insulated 
from the chassis. A jack in the right-hand side 
is provided for headphones and 115 volts a.c_ 
for the heater transformer. T. is plugged in at 
the rear. The jack is insulate-il (rota the chassis 
by means of fiber washers. T2 is placed under 
the chassis near the headphone jack. 

Referring to the bottom view of Fig. 120,-,. 
the biasing battery is to the left below CI. It i-
a pen-light flashlight cell soldered bet worn t ltr 
coil-socket terminal and ground. Immediately 
below it is the by-pass condenser, C7. C6 15 

soldered between the socket terminal for L4 

TWO-TILIIE SUPERIIET COIL DATA 

1.1 or 1.3 1.2 or 

A. JO turns No. 30 d.s.c., close- 20 turns NO. 30 d.s.e. 
wound 

B. 65 turns No. 26 d.s.c., close- 15 turns No. 26 d.s.c. 
wound 

C. 45 turns No. 22 d.s.c.. close- 15 turns No. 26 rise. 
mould 

D. 24 turns No. 22 enatn., t i in. 15 turns No. 26 d.s.e. 
long 

E. 20 turns No. 22 coats., t i in. 15 turns No. 26 d.s.e. 
logg 

Fr«juritry Range Coil at 1.1-1.2 Coil al 1.3-1.4 

1700 to 3200 ke. 
3000 to 5;00 ke. 
5100 to 10,000 kc. 
9500 tu 14,500 ke. 

A 

E D 

and ground. The r. f. choke is supported at one 
end by a small fiber lug strip and soldered to 
C2 at the other. The i.f. transformer, L5L6, is 
bet \Teen the two tube sockets. L5 is connected 
bet ween the proper tube-socket terminals and 
C5 is soldered across these same terminals. C9 
is fasteneil directly between the two tube sock-
ets and Cs between the (INS socket and the 
proper terminal of the socket for L2. Clearance 
holes are drilled in the chassis for wiring to the 
switch, to the stator terminal of C4 and the 
grid cap of the 6K8. The rotor terminal of C4 
is grounded to the panel by a lug fastened un-
der one of the mounting pillars. Two holes also 
are provided for the leads to 

('a dis for the ruc(ivur are wound on Millen 
shielded F2-inch diameter forms, Type 74001, 
which are provided with slug-type inductance 
trimmers. 
The method of winding is indicated in Fig. 

1203; if the connections to the circuit are made 
as shown, there will be no trouble in obtaining 
the necessary oscillation. Both coils on each 
form should be wound in the same direction. 
Adjustment — To test the receiver, first 

Fig. 120 1 back-of-panel view of the two-tube super-

heterodyne receiver. The chassis is 7 X 7 X 2 inches. 
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try out the i.f. circuit. Connect the filament 
and " B" supplies and place both tubes in their 
sockets. Put a high-frequency coil in the r.f. 
socket, but do not insert a coil in the oscillator 
socket. The only test which need be made is 
to see if the detector oscillates properly. Ad-
vance C2 from minimum capacity until the 
detector goes into oscillation, which will be 
indicated by a soft hiss. This should occur at 
around half scale on the condenser. If it (loes 
not occur, check the coil (L5L61 connections 
and winding direction and, if these seem right, 
add a few turns to the tickler, L6. If the de-
tector oscillates with very low capacity at C2, 
it will be advisable to take a few turns off L6 
until oscillation starts at about midscale. 

After the i.f. has been checked, plug in an os-
cillator coil for a range on which signals are 
likely to be heard at the time. The 5400-10,-
000-kc. range is usually a good one. The coils 
are arranged so that a minimum number is 
needed, even though two are used at a time. 
With Coil C in the r.f. socket and D in the 
oscillator circuit, set et at about half scale and 
turn C3 slowly around midscale until a signal 
is heard. Then tune C1 for maximum volume. 
Should no signals be hea,rd, the probability is 
that the oscillator section of the 6 K8 converter 
tube is not working, in which case the saine 
method of testing is used as described above 
for the i.f. detector — check wiring, direction 
of windings of coils, and finally, add turns to 
the tickler, L4, if necessary. 
The same oscillator coil, D, is used for two 

frequency ranges. This is possible because the 
oscillator frequency is placed on the low-fre-
quency side of the signal on the higher range. 
This gives somewhat greater stability at the 
highest-frequency range. Some pulling — a 

Fig. 1205 — Bottom view of the 
two-tube superheterodyne re-
ceiver. The i.f. coil is between 
the two tube sockets near the 
rear of the chassis. The trans-
former to the right is the fila-
ment transf Cr. 

change in beat-note as the r.f. tuning 
is varied by means of C1— will be 
observed on the highest-frequency 
range, but it is not serious in the re-
gion of resonance with the incoming 
signal frequency. 
The receiver will respond to signals 

either 1600 ke. lower or 1600 kc. 
higher than the oscillator frequency. 
The unwanted response is discrimi-
nated against by the selectivity of the 
r.f. circuit. On the three lower-fre-
quency ranges, when it is possible to 
find two tuning spots on et at which 
incoming noise peaks up, the lower-
frequency peak is the right one. The 
oscillator frequency is 1600 kc. higher 

than that of the incoming signal on these three 
ranges and 1600 kc. lower on the fourth range. 
The inductance of the coils to hit the desired 
ranges can be adjusted by means of the trim-
ming slug in the coil forms. 
The regeneration control may be set to 

give desired sensitivity and left alone while 
tuning; only when an exceptionally strong 
signal is encountered is it necessary to advance 
it more to keep the detector in oscillation. It 
should be set just on the edge of oscillation 
for ' phone reception. 
The " B"-battery current is between 4 and 

5 ma., so that a standard 45-volt block will last 
hundreds of hours. 

(I A Three-Tube General-Coverage and 
Bandspread Superheterodyne 

A superhet receiver of simple construction, 
having a wide frequency range for general 
listening-in as well as full bandspread for 
amateur-band reception, is shown in Figs. 
1206 to 1210. The circuit uses only three tubes 
and gives continuous frequency coverage from 
about 75 kc. (4000 meters) to 60 Mc. (5 
meters). The receiver is intended for operation 
from either a 6.3-volt transformer or 6-volt 
battery for heater supply, and a 90-volt " B" 
battery delivering 15 ma. for plate supply. 
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1207. A 

6K8 is used as a combined oscillator-mixer 
followed by a 6SK7 i.f. amplifier. The inter-
mediate frequency is 1600 kc., a frequency 
which reduces image response on the higher 
frequencies and simplifies the design for low-
frequency operation in the region below the 
broadcast band. One section of the 6C8G dou-
ble triode is used as a second detector and the 
other section as a beat-frequency oscillator. 
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Fig. 1206 — t three-tube ›uperliet,rodvne receiver, de :ivied for either 
a.c. or d.c. heater operation and fur (:)0.volt "1r-battery plate supply. 

To simplify eonst ruction, the antenna and 
oscillator circuit s are separately tuned. The an-
tenna tuning cunt roll, C1, may be used as a 
%-olume t.tintrol by donning from resonan re. 
17lie oscillator circuit, L3C2C3. is t tined 1600 Le, 
higher t han the signal on frequenries up to 5 
Me.; above 5 Me. the oscillator is 1600 ke. 
lower than t he signal. 
The parts arrangement is shtiwn in the 

photographs of Figs. 1208 atol 1209. The 
mixer tuning condenser, CI, is at the right. 

bandspread oscillator tuning condenser, 
es. is in the center, controlled by the Na-
tional Type A 31,- inch dial, and the hand-
set eondenser, C2. is at the left. 

Referring to the top view. Fig. 120S, the i.f. 
section is along the rear edge, with 7) at the 
right. Next is the socket ior the iiSk7, then 7'2, 
and finally at the extreme let.t. The socket 

L4 

L3 

C31 I 

/ 
RFC., 

I — 0+ 

Ce; St 

for the 6CSG is just in front of 
73. The triode section in which 
t he grid is brought (nu to the 
top rap is the one which is used 
for the beat oscillator. 
The r.f, section has been ar-

ranged for short la Is t it filvor 
hillli-frPliiieney opet ation. lite 
three sockets grouped closely 
toget her in the t•enter art.. from 
left to right the iiseillator-coll 
sock-et. stieket ho t lit 61s, and 
the mixer-voil stiel;e1. .\ Il are 
mounted above the clia,:,,js by 
means of mounting pillars. so 
that practivally all it. leads 
are above deck. The oseillator 
grid leak, It and the high-
f requency cat both. by-pass eon-
denser. should be mounted 
directly on t he socket before it 
is installed. So also should the 
oscillator grid condenser. C7, 
which ean he seen extending to 
the left toward the t tscillator-

„in.kei in Fig.I 20s. 

supply connections should be 
solth.red to the h KS socket prongs before the 
socket is mounted, 

general-coverage rondensers. (71 and C2, 
are mountetl ilireetly on the eliassis. Cri is held 
from the panel by means of a small bracket, 
made from nitt:il strip. bent so that the 1.011-
dl .11S1 .r shaft lines up with the dial coupling. A 
baffle shield made of aluminum separates the 
oscillator and mixer sections. 
The first step in putting the receiver into 

operation is to align the i.f. amplifier. This 
sit, odd preferably be done with the aid of a test 
oscillator. hut if tine is not available the circuits 
may la. aligned tin hiss or noise. The beat oscil-
lato r can a]so he used to furnish a signal for 
alignment. Further information on alignment 

Fig. / 207 — Wiring diagram Air the three-tube super. 
heterm4 

61(8 6SKT 6C86 

4.3v 

CI — 100-npfil. ‘ arialile (I Lon-
marlisnil \ :- 100. \ I 

C2 — 111)-pmfd. ‘ ariabil• it 
marlund \ 

35.mpfil. s : triable (I I am. 
inarlund I 11'..:I70. 

C.1-0_,,illator ',adder: sec coil 
table. 

Cr, 0.1-n1d. paper. 
--o.002-ufd. mica. 

C7 -- 2714pfil. mica. 
— paper. 

CI' — electiv4 tic, 50 

El, .17.00n •. 11n1,- I. n att. 
11.7, 

—  P2,01111 'dim-. 2 , alt. 

1.7, I.:- I coil table. 
— if. transformer 
(\Idler) (dint 

1600-ke. 0,Alatur trans-
former (\I illen 65163 

St, S2— S.p.s.t, toggle smitch. 
RFC r.f. choke. 
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Fig. 1208 — A plan view of the three-tube 
superheterodyne with the coils and tubes re-
moved. The chassis measures 532 X 9! 2 X 
1% inches and the panel size is 10M X 6bn:ties. 

• 
may be found in Chapter Seven. 
The coils are wound as shown in 

Fig. 1210. A complete set of specifica-
tions is given in the coil table. Ordi-
tmry windings are used for ail Oscil-
lator coils, and for all mixer coils fur 
frequencies above 1600 kc. Below 
1600 kc., readily available r.f. chokes 
are used for the tuned circuits. For 
the broadcast. band and the 600-750-
meter ship-to-shore channels, the mix( r coil 
is a Hammarlund 2.5-mh. r.f. choke, with the 
pies tapped as shown in Fig. 1210. The grid 
end and the intermediate tap are connected to 
machine screws mounted near the top of the 
coil form, and a flexible lead is brought out 
from the grid pin in the coil form to be fas-

tuned t u eit her leant as desired. Mixer coils ior 
the two lowest-frequency ranges are con-
structed as shown. The antenna winding in 
each case is a coil taken from an old 465-kc. i.f. 
transformer, having an inductance of about 1 
millihenry. The inductance is not crit bal, alai a 
pie from a 2.5-mh. choke may be used instead. 

COIL DATA FOR THE THREE-TUBE SUPERIIETERODYNE 

Range 
Tarns 

C4 

Li L2 L3 L4 L3 Tap 

A — 76-154 kc  30 mh. I nili. ) 
166-360 kc  
400-1500 kr  

8 nili. 
2.5 tolt.* 

1 nili. 
* ) 

65 12 Top 300 

B — 1.6 to 3.2 Mc. ( 160 meters)  36 10 42 11 Top 75 µ1.4M. 
C — 3.0 to 3.7 Mc. (80 meters)   32 8 _, 9 Ti' 100 gegfd. 
D — 5.4 to 10.0 Me. (40 meters)   18 8 22 9 12 0.002 dil. 
E— 9.5 to 18.0 Mc. (20 meters)  10 8 12 3 ji 6 400 gpfd. 
F — 15.0 to 30 Mc. ( 10 meters)  6 4 I; 2.4 21,4 400 
G — 30 to 60 Mc. (5 timers)  3 3 33. 1 1 300 midd. 

*See Fig. 1210 and text for details. C4 is mounted in.ide oscillator coi form; see Fig. 1210 Bandspread taps on L3 
measured from bottom (" 13"-l- end of coil. /..3-A and L4- I1 coils dose-wound with N. 22 enameled wile: j,,-11 
close-wound with No. 20 enameled; all other Li and L3 coils wound Sri h No. 18 enameled, spaced to give a length 
of 1% inches on a 1.1,i-inch diameter forum (liammarlund S'i', F) except the G which are si smcd to a length of 
1 inch on 1-inch diameter forms ( Millen 45004 and 450(13). Antenna and tickler coils, f,2 and I.. are close-wound 
with No. 24 enameled, spaced about 31, inch from bottoms of grid coils, except for /.4-(.1, which is interwound with 

With the i.f. aligned, the mixer 
grid and oscillator coils for a band 
can be plugged in. C3 should be 
set near minimum capacity and 
C2 tuned from minimum capacity 
until a signal is heard. Then C1 
is adjusted for maximum signal 
strengt h. If C2 is set at the high-

Fig. 1209 — Below the chassis of the 
three-tube receiver. r.f. choke is 
mounted near the oscillator coil socket to 
keep the r.f. leads short. In the i.f. stage, 
care should be taken to keep the plate 
and grid leads from the i.f. transformer 
short ami well separated. A four-wire 
cable is used for pmser-supply connec-
tions. The headphone tip jacks may be 
seen near the upper right-hand corner, 
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LOW- FREQUENCY MIXER COILS  

Fig. 1210 — How the coils for the three-tube super-
heterodyne are constructed. On the hand-wound oscilla-
tor and mixer coils, all windings are in the same direction. 

frequency end of an amateur band, further 

tuning should be done with C3, and 
the band should be found to cover 
about seventy-five per cent of the dial. 
C3 can of course be used for band-
spread tuning outside as well as inside 
the amateur bands. It is convenient to 
calibrate the receiver using a home-
made paper scale for the purpose as 
shown in Fig. 1206. Calibration points 
may be taken from incoming signals 
whose frequencies are known, from a 
calibrated test oscillator, or from the 
harmonics of a 100-kc. oscillator, as 
described in Chapter Nineteen. The 
mixer calibration need be only ap-
proximate, since tuning of the mixer 
circuit has lit tle effect on the oscillator 
frequency. It is sufficient to make a 
calibration which ensures that the 
mixer is tuned to the desired signal 
rather than to an image. 

Fig. 1211— The modified three-tube superheterodyne 
receiver with the audio-amplifier stage added for loud-
speaker operation. 

On the broadcast band, the tuning range is 
such that, with C2 set at 1500 kc., the entire 
band will be covered on C3. It is necessary, 
however, to change the tap on the mixer coil to 
make the antenna circuit cover the entire 
band. Only one oscillator coil is needed for the 
range from 75 to 1500 Itc., but a series of coils 
is needed to cover the same range in the mixer 
circuit. 

Fig. ¡212— Circuit diagram of the single-tube 
pentode audio-amplifier stage which may be 
added for I Ispeaker operation of the three-
t tilue superheterodyne. Except as noted below, 
the values for components correspond to those 
bearing the same designations in Fig. 1207. 
C14 — 0.1 -uftl. paper. 

— 25-aftl. electrob tie, 50 volts. 
Re, — o. 12 megolun, 2 Ns an. 
11 — I. T1 -inegoinn volume control. 
Jis — 100 ohms, 1 watt. 
3 — ( lo-cd-circuit jack. 

Fig. 1213— The additional parts for the audio stage can be identi-
fied in this subehassis view of the modified three-tube receiver. 
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Adding an audio stage to the three-tube 
superheterodyne — The three-tube receiver 
just described is designed for headphone oper-
ation, but readily can be converted to a four-
tube set for use with a 'speaker. For this pur-
pose a 6F6 pentode can be added to the eirettit 
diagram, as shown in Fig. 1212. Figs. 1211 and 
1213 show the receiver when completed. 
For the purpose of driving the audio stage, 

resistance coupling is used front the plate of the 
second detector to the grid of the 6F6. A vol-
ume control is used for the grid resistor of the 
6F6, and a jack is installed in the second-detec-
tor plate circuit so that a headphone plug may 
be inserted. The volume control, R7, should be 
of the midget type so that it will fit in the 
chassis; it is installed with its shaft projecting 
under the tuning dial. In the bottom view, Fig. 
1213, the 6F6 socket is in the upper left corner, 
along with the cathode resistor and by-pass 
condenser, R8 and C15. The coupling condenser, 
CH, and the plate resistor, R6, are mounted on 
an insulated lug strip near the volume control. 
The 6F6 will require a plate supply of 250 

volts at about 40 milliamperes. This may be 
taken from a regular power pack, and a five-
wire connection cable is used to provide an 
extra lead for the purpose. The first three tubes 
may be operated front a " B" battery, as be-
fore. Alternatively, the power supply may be 
constructed with a tap giving 90 or 100 volts 
for these tubes, the tap being connected to the 

Fig. 1215 — An amateur-
band eight-tube receiver. 
The knobs on the left con-
trol audio volume (upper) 
and b.f.o. pitch, and the 
two on the right handle 
r.f. and i.f. gain (tipper) 
and i.f. regeneration. The 
knob to the left of the 
large tuning knob is fur.-
tened to the Af..111. • 
A.V.C.-B.F.0 switch, and 
the one on the right is for 
the antenna trimmer. The 
toggle switch under the 
dial throws high negath e 
bias on the r.f. stage dur-
ing transmission periods. 

• 

Fig 1214 — Circuit diagram of a power suppl> 
suitable for small receivers. 
CI, C2 - 8- or 16-afd. electrolytic, 450 volts. 
Hi — 5000 ohms, 10 watts, wire-wound. 
L1 — Standard replacement-type filter choke, 

15 to 30 henries at 70 tua. 
St — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
Ti — Standard replacement-type power trans-

former with 6.3-volt, 5-volt, and 600. 
voit center-tapped windings, 70 ma. 
d.c. output rating. 

proper wire in the connection cable. For best 
performance, the output voltage should be 
regulated by a VR-los regulator tube. A 
suitable power supply is shown in Fig. 1214. 
The primary winding of the 'speaker out put 

transformer always should be connect ed in the 
plate circuit of the 6F6. Operation without the 
plate circuit, closed is likely to damage the 
screen grid. Any 'speaker having a transformer 
wit h a primary impedance of 7000 ohms will be 
satisfactory; a permanent-magnet dynamic is 
convenient, since no field supply for the 'speaker 
is necessary. 
Power supply— Components for the a.c. 

power supply of Fig. 1214 may be mounted on 
a 7 X 7 X 2-inch steel chassis or a baseboard 
made of wood. The placement of parts is not 
important. If the steel chassis is used, the 
smaller components may be mounted under-
neath. The voltage of the filament winding 
should, of course, correspond to the rated 
heater voltage of the tubes used, unless a 
separate heater transformer is used. 

41 An Amateur-Band Eight-Tube 
Receiver 

A receiver with good mechanical and elec-
trical stability, variable selectivity through the 
use of a regenerative i.f. amplifier, good a.v.c. 
and gain-control characteristics, an audio 
noise limiter, and adequate audio for loud-
speaker reception is shown in Figs. 1215, 1217 
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and 1218. As can be seen from the circuit in 
Fig. 1216, a 6SG7 pentode is used for the 
tuned r.f. stage ahead of the 6K8 converter. 
An antenna compensator, C4, controlled from 
the panel. allows one to trim up the r.f. stage 
when using different antennas that might 
modify the tracking. The cationle bias resistor 
of the r.f. stage is made as low as possible 
consistent with the tube ratings, to keep the 
gain and hence the signal-to-noise ratio ( If the 

; stage high. The usv ill titor portion of lite ( 1¡,8 
mixer is tuned to the high-frequency side of the 
signal except on the 2S- Mc. band, the usual 
custom nowadays in communications re-
ceivers. The oscillator tuning condenser. C17, is 
of higher capacity than the r.f. and mixer tun-
ing condensers, in the interest of better 
oscillator stability. 
The i.f. amplifier is tuned to 155 ko.. and the 

first stage is made regenerative by sob bring a 
short length of wire to the plate terminal of the 
s,,cket and running it near the grid terminal, as 

e, indicated by Colin the diagram. 'Regeneration 
a is c‘mt n an o rolled by reducig the gif t he t b ue, 1  

atol R12, a variable catiool.-bias control, serves 
this function. The second i.f. stage uses a 
6K7. selected because high gain is not neces-
sary at this point. 

Manual gain-cont rol voltage is applied to the 
r.f. and second i.f. stages. It is not applied to 

!A' 
cm i,4mr .11. 

Fig. 1216- Circuit diagram of the eight-tube receiver. 

C. C9. CI4 - Si.e table. li; - 220 ohms. 
(:2„ ( II,, Cia. cis lo. 110 - 11.:0 ohms. 

¡odd. eerantic. 1112-2000-ollin wire. 
Ca. CI i - 15-55 1(1. midget wiiiind potentiom-

variable ( Natiiinal tier. 
L'N1-1.5). Ri7 - 330 °lints. 

(74 - 1 5- 4 a fd . in i d get 1122, R. ii 29. H:13 - 1.0 
turgo11111. variable ( llam. 

mailing! II F-15). II2i. R2s - 11.15 megolun. 
Cr., Co, C7. ( : s. (:. 1:u.. ! ,L.-, --- 2700 ohm.. 

Co. Cla. G22.1:23. 1i2,', - 1.0-inegolim ear. 
C24. C2s. C2A. C27, c25. (:29. C89 - 110 n potentiom-eter. 
0.01-51d. mica. 1127 - 27,.111111-, bh ni carbon 

Cm - 37-mead. ceramic potentiometer. 
(I() and 27 in Ku - 17(' i dims, 1 isatt. 
parallel). 11a2- 27.i a at ohms. 

Cis, Cao, C:22 - 100.w ifil. Rat - 11.2 mcgolim. 
mica. All reistors ! ...¡ watt 

CI; - 35- pm fil, midget 
variable ( National 'inks: otherWiS0 noted. I \ 1-35). Ii t brut, gil Ls - See 

Cai - 250,fil. mica. lid per. 200 table. Ji -- Closed.eirg•Ilit tele-
volts. phone jaek. 

volts. 

C34 - 0.1.fd. paper, 200 .51 ..- S.P.d.t. t' i- -, ito.h. 
, Z.,2.4.11-C - Three-pole 3-

Cati, C37 -- 10-ad. 25-i-00 pout toit Wafer 
electrolytic. switch (Centre. 

C36 - 0.1-mfd. paper, 400 lab 2507). 
volts. Ti, T2 - .150-kr. inter-

Cas - 35-pmfd. midget stage i.f. trans' 
variable ( Ham- fumier, permeabil-
marlund III-33). itv tuned (Millen 

Cet, Cc, - See text. 
Ri, Rin. lits, li34 - 0.1 T3 - 4566-ik156)c.d.iode trans. 

megolun. former, permeabil-

64454). 
112-68 ohms. ity tuned (Millen 

It3, 1114 - 33,000 ohms.T4 - 456-kc. b.f.o. as. 
Rs, Rs, Rs, Rs, Rut. 

Ris, Rig, Bin, 1820, sembly, permea-
Rat - 4 7 , 0 0 0 bility tuned (Mil-

len 65156). ohms. 
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the mixer because it might pull the oscillator 
frequency, and it is not tied in with t lie first j. f. 
amplifier beeause it would interloek with tlie 
regeneration control used for controlling the 
selectivity. However, the a.v.c. voltage is ap-
plied to the t'. f. and b it h j. t'. stages, wit h t lie 
result that the selectivity of the regenerative 
stage decreases with loud signals and gives a 
measure of automatic selectivity contr(1. 
Using a iwgat ive-volt age power supply for the 
manual gain void rol is more expen,ive than the 
familiar cathode eontrol, but it allows a wide 
range of control with less dissipation in the 
components. The a.v.e, is of the delayed type, 
the a.v.c. diode being biased about 1 .1.1 volts by 
the cathode resistor of the diode-th lode de-
tector-audio stage. 
The second-d(-teetor-and-first-awlio is the 

usual diode-triode combination and uses a 
6SQ7. A 1.N34 eryst al diode is used as :11 noise 
limiter, and is left in the (• ircuit all t he timo. 
As is common ‘vith this typo of cirouit, it has 
little or no effect, \Olen the b.f.o. is on, but it is 
of considerable help to ' phone reeept ion on t he 
bands where automobile ignithin is a fart or. 
The constructor e: in satisfy himself on its 
operation when lirst building the rereiver and 
working on it out of t he case. By leaving ono 
end of the 1Nal floating and touching it to the 
proper point in the i.'ii('iiit t ! narked drop in 
ignition noise will be noted. 
The b.f.o. is capaeity-coupled to the de-

tector by soldering om. I.nd of an insulated wire 
to the a.v.e, diode plate and wrapping several 
turns of the wire around the b.f.°. grid lead. 
This capacity is designated Cv2 in the diagram. 
Tice wire was connected to t he a.v.c. diode 
plate lead for wiring convenienee — the a.v.e. 
coupling vondenser. C3.2, passing the b.f.o. 
voltage without appreciable atti..nuation. 
Headphone output oit rutted from the 

• 

Fig. 1217 — 
of the 'tait - ti,,: re-
ceiver ,-ha ,-i-
the runainting of the 
t tttt ing cond., - er. nd 
the id:icemen I d' 
of the I:11,e et.11111111,-

nentS. 1 he ihre, 
shielded id ng-in -i I 
assemblies Call be 
to the left of t tee-
ing gang. The td‘li 
con%elier th, 1..1.. 
on the left ned r e-t 
the panel. 
The antenna termi-

nal strip, power-at poi 
plug. headphone 
and 'speaker term ind 
are M011niell 011 II, 

rear (foreground in 
this %fen ) of the 
chassis. 

plate circuit of the 6Q,7 at ./1. and loudspeaker 
output is available from the 61.'6 amlio-am-
puffier stage. High-impedance or crystal head-
phones are recommended for maximum head-
phone output. 
The receiver is built on rin aluminum chassis 

mounted in a Par- Metal ( A.-202 raleinct and a 
Alillen 10035 dial is used for tuning. The ehassis 
is made of I ineh-thick stopk, bent inio 
"V '-channel, and measures 13 inches wide and 
7' I. inehes , leep on I he t‘ p. It is :V.,: Helios deep 
at the rear niel hull less al, the fron t, The 
rear edge is reinforced with a pi, 'i I tf -i rich 
square dural rod that is tapped for serews 
I lirough the bol tom of the v:11,11111, furl her to 
add to the strength of the st mot un' when 
finally assembled. The various components 
that are common to the front lip of the chassis 
and the panel are used to tie the two together. 
The shiehl panel itse.1 to mount thy antenna 

compensator condenser is also ionic ii 
aluminum with a lip on the side for 
mounting. Part of the lip must be cut away to 
clear wires and mounting plates on sone. soek-
ets, so it is advisable to put in the panel alter 
most of the assimlbly and wiring have been 
completed. Flexible couplings niel bakelite 
rod couple the eondenaer to the panel bushing. 
The three tuning cowlensers are mounted on 

individual brackets of "16-inch aluminum. The 
braekets measure 21, inches le and l 9 high, 
wit h 1:ft-hill lips. A cover of thin aluminum — 
Rol :silt)W11 in t he photographs — over the 
condenser assembly to dress up the top view a 
bit. The ( lust cover is not necessary for the 
sat isfaetory operation of the receiver. 

Ceramic sockets aro used for the plug-in 
coils and the r.f. amplifier, converter and b.f.o. 
tubes. Mica condensers were used througlenit 
the reveiver for by-passing wherever feasiblo. 
because they lend thonisolvo- u.11ti cw,:;,:o. 

etior 
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construction. Paper condensers could be used 
in the i.f. amplifier but they would crowd 
things a bit more. 

In wiring the receiver, small tie-points were 
used wherever necessary to support the odd 
ends of resistors and condensers, and rubber 
grommets were used wherever wires run 
through the chassis, with the exception of the 
tuning-condenser leads. The latter leads, being 
of No. 14 wire, are self-supporting through the 
946-inch clearance holes and do not require 
grommets. The same heavy wire was used for 
the grid and plate leads of the r.f. stage and 
the plate lead of the oscillator, to reduce the 
inductance in these leads. The tuning con-
densers are grounded back at the coil sockets 
and not above the chassis as might be the tend-
ency. Screen, cathode and plate by-pass con-
densers are grounded at a single point for any 
tube wherever possible, although Cg is grounded 
at the r.f.-coil socket, Cg is grounded at the 
converter-coil socket, and C13 is returned at the 
oscillator-coil socket. The plate and B+ leads 
from T1 are brought back to the converter 
socket through shield braid, and Cg1 is returned 
to ground at the converter socket. 
The b.f.o. pitch condenser, Cgg, is insulated 

from the chassis and panel by fiber washers, 
and the rotor is connected back to the tube 
socket by braid that shields the stator lead. 
This is done to reduce radiation from the b. f.o. 
which might get in at the front end of the i.f. 
amplifier. 
The coils are wound on Millen 74001 per-

meability-tuned coil forms, according to the 
coil table. Series condensers are mounted inside 
the forms on all bands except the 80-meter 
range, where no condenser is required and the 
tuning condenser is jumped directly to the 
grid end of the coils. In building the coils, the 
washers are first drilled for the leads and then 
cemented to the form with Duco or other 
cement. The bottom washer is cemented (lose 

COIL DATA FOR THE EIGHT-TUBE 
SUPERHETEROD YNE 

Coü 3.6 Mo. 7 Mo. 14 M O. 28 Mo. 

Li 15 t 9 t 6 t 4 t 
L2, L4 76 t 33 t 19 t 8 t 
CI, C9 short 27 µdd. 15 µdd. 20 µdd. 
L3 25 t 11 t 7 t 4 t 
Ls 10 t 8 t 4 t 2 t 
Le 47 t 32 t 14 t 6 t 
C14 short 42 gnfd. 27 µµfd. 51;add. 

All Coils wound on Millen 74001 forms, close-
wound. 3.5-Mc, coils wound with No. 30 enam.; 7. 
Mc. coils wound with No. 30 d.s.c.; 14- and 28-Mc. 
coils wound with No. 30 d.s.c. on primaries and 
ticklers and No. 24 enam. on secondaries. C14 for 
7-Mc, range made by connecting 27- and 15.-µmfd. 
condensers in parallel. Ci, Co and C14 Erie Ceram-
icons mounted in coil form. 

to the terminal pins, leaving just enough room 
to get the soldering iron in to fasten the coil 
ends and to leave room for the series condenser. 
The large coils, Lg, L4 and Lg, were wound 
first in every case, and then a layer of poly-
styrene Scotch Tape wrapped over the coil, 
after which the smaller winding was put on and 
the ends of the windings soldered in place. 
Since for maximum range of adjustment it is 
desirable to allow the powdered-iron slug to be 
fully withdrawn from the coil, keeping the 
coils at the base end of the form allows the 
iron slug to travel out at the other end, under 
which condition the adjusting screw on the 
slug projects the least. To secure the wires 
after winding, drops of cement should be 
placed on them where they feed through the 
polystyrene washers. 

If a signal generator is available, it can be 
used to align the i.f. amplifier on 455 kc. in the 
usual manner. If one is not available, the 
coupling at en can be increased to the point 
where the i.f. stage oscillates readily and the 
b.f.o. transformer is then tuned until a beat 

Fig. 1218 — The mica 
by-pass condensers 
used throughout the 
r.f. and if. stages are 
grouped around the 
sockets of their re-
spective tubes. Tie-
points aré used wher-
ever necessary to sup-
port small resistors 
and condensers. The 
antenna trimmer con-
denser is mounted on 
a bracket which also 
serves as shielding be-
tween the mixer- and 
r.f.-coil sockets, and 
it is offset to allow ac-
cess to the trimmer 
screws on the coil 
forms. The plate and 
Bi- leads from the 

transformer. 
are run in shielded 

braid, as are the leads 
from the b.f.o. pitch. 
Control condenser and 
the volume control. 
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note is heard. The other transformers can then 
be aligned until the signal is loudest, after 
which eel should be decreased until the i.f. os-
cillates with the regeneration control, R10, 
about 5 degrees from maximum. The trim-
mers on 7'1 then should be tuned to require 
maximum advancing of the regeneration con-
trol for oscillation, with a set value of eel. 
When properly tuned, the oscillation fre-
quency of the i.f. stage and the frequency for 
maximum gain in the regenerative condition, 
will be the same. 
With a set of coils in the front end, set the 

tuning dial near the high- frequency end and 
tune in a strong signal or marker with the ad-
justment screw on the oscillator coil. The con-
verter and r.f. coils can then be peaked, with 
the antenna compensator set at about half 
capacitance. Then tune to the other end of the 
band and see if you have enough bandspread. 
If the bandspread is inadequate, it means that 
Ci4 is too large, and it should be reduced by 
using a smaller size of condenser or a combina-
tion that gives slightly less capacitance. The 
tracking of the converter and r.f. coils can be 
checked by repeaking the position of the slugs 
in the coils at the low-frequency end. It' t he 
converter or r.f. coil tuning slug has to be ad-
vanced farther into t he coil ( to increase the 
inductance) it indicates t hat r, or ( 't should be 
larger. Tracking by the met hod described is at 
best a compromise, although to all intents and 
purposes the loss from some slight misalign-
ment is completely unimportant. Another 
method would he to tap the tuning condensers 
on the coil in the familiar banilspreading man-
ner, but this requires considerable time and 
patience. However, with the series condensers 
as used in this receiver, t he tuning eurvi‘ is more 
crowded at t he high-frequency cnd of a range 
than at the low, and this would he redueed 
somewhat by the tapped-coil method of 
spread. 
The adjustment of Là can be made, if deemed 

necessary, by lifting the cathode end of it t; and 
inserting a 0-1 milliammeter. If lhe tickler coil 
has the right number of turns, t he current will 
be from 0.15 to 0.2 ma., and it won't ehange 
appreciably over the band. Alt hough such a 
grid-current tlit a, fine point anti te,t1 
necessary, it is a simple way to determine that 
the oseillittoi. portion is working, since the cold 
ends of L5 and L6 are at the same end of the 
form — the plug end — and titis necessitates 
winding the two coils in opposite directions. 
Some trouble may be experienced with os-

cillation in the r.f. stage at 28 Mc. However, a 
grounding strap of spring brass mounted 
under one of the screws holding the mixer-coil 
socket to ground the shield when the coil is 
plugged in will normally dear up the trouble. 
Inadequate coupling to the antenna will also 
let the r.f. stage oscillate under soute tuning 
conditions, and close coupling is highly recom-
mended for stability in this stage and also for 
best signal response. A 10-ohm resistor from 

L2 to the grid of the 6SG7 will also do the 
trick. 

It will be found that the over-all gain of the 
receiver is quite high on the lower-frequency 
bands, requiring that the r.f. gain be cut down 
to prevent overloading on strong signals. For 
C.W. reception, the regeneration control is 
advanced to the point just below oscillation 
and the b.f.o. is detuned slightly to give the 
familiar single-signal effect. For 'phone recep-
tion, S2 is switched to A.V.C. and volume-
control adjustments made with the audio 
control, 1126. If desired, the regeneration con-
trol can be advanced until the i.f, is oscillating 
weakly, and then a heterodyne will be obtained 
on weak carriers, making them easy to spot. 
Strong carriers will pull the i.f. out of oscilla-
tion because the developed a.v.c. voltage re-
duces the gain, and hence a simple form of 
automatic selectivity control is obtained. If it 
is considered desirable to reduce the i.f. gain 
when switched to the A. V.C. position, the re-
generation control can be used for this purpose. 
The MAN, position permits manual gain-
control operation with the b.f.o. off. 
The swit ch St is used for receive-transmit 

and throws about 40 volts negative on the grid 
of the first r.f. stage. 

Pouter supply— A power supply suitable 
for the eight-tube receiver is shown in Figs. 
1219 and 1220. An idea of t he parts arrange-
ment can be obtained from Fig. 1219. although 
there is nothing crit ical about t Ids portion of 
t he receiver. If one wants a neat-looking station 
wit h no loose power supplies in sight, the 
power supply can be built into one corner of the 
loudspeaker cabinet. 

Fig. 1219 — Power :upply for the eight-tube receiver. 
Too rectifiers :if, required ',realise a separate supply is 
incorporated for 2.:1 in ottrol purposes. 'Ile filter choke 
and the negati t e-- tippl y filter cgoulensers are 111011111ted 
under the chassis. :It the rear of the chassis is the socket 
for the power cable. 
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Fig. 1220 — Power-supply wiring dia-
gram. 
CI, C2— 16-gfd. 450-volt electroly tie. 
C3, C4 — 8-fil. .150-%"It electroly tic. 
Ri — 500 ohms, 10 a at a ire-wound. 
II — 5000 ohm :, Ittrs r I t-. rs ire-mound. 
113 — 0.1 Illegolitil„ I malt, composition. 

— 30-henr% 110-ma. filter choke 
(StaM•or C-l001). 

Ii — 350-0-350 volts, 90 ma.: 5 xolts 
at 3 amp., 6.3 volts at 3.5 amp. 

Q. A Band-Pass Converter for 14, 28 

and 50 Mc. 

To extend t he frequency range of a commu-
nications receiver, a converter can be used, to 
convert front the signal frequency to that of 
the receiver. Such a converter is shown in Figs. 
1221, 1223, 1224 and 1225, %which vill give re-
ception in the 14-, 28- and 50- Mc. bands with 
any receiver capable of tuning to 7.3 Me. To 
simpfify construction, the r. f. stages are fixed-
uned and only the local oscillator is tuned 
Mien running across a band. The band-width 
of I he r.f. stages is sutlieient to accept any sig-
nal ovi.t. an amateur band without. nothq•able 
attenuation. The broad-banding is obtained 
by loading the circuits with resist ors to reduce 
the Q, using a minimum of capacity for the 
sanie reason, and then " staggering" the cir-
cuits; i.e., tuning t hem to slightly different 
frequencies so that the resultant pass baml is 
broad and m-arly flat wilhin the required 
range. The input circuit. from the antenna, 
must. be broad, and this can only be obtained 
by heavy coupling to the antenna. This con-
dition coincides with the condition for best 
signal transfer. 

As ran be seen front the wiring diagram in 

Fig. 1222, the only 1 lining controls in the r.f. 
stages are the powdered-iron slugs of the coils. 
These are used, to resonate the roils with the 
circuit capacities to the signal frequency. The 
loading resist ors. 113 and RI,. are ii 'r to broaden 
the circuits. The plate and screen voltages at-e 
the saine on each r. f. amplifier tube. to reduce 
the numlwr of by-pass condensi-rs, and filler 
resistors are used to prevent over-all feed-back 
through t he rommon power lead. Another pos-
sible source of over-all feed-back is the heater 
circuit, and in this converter the ii r " heater 
lead to the input stage was run in shield braid 
to reduce the possibility of feed-back. 
The oscillator is a straight plate-tickler type 

using a 0C4, and it is coupled to the mixer 
h rough a capacity shown as dot ted lines in the 
diagram. Actually the coupling capacitor con-
sists of ti short length of wire near the grid of 
the mixer tube. 
The output frequency is 7.3 Mc. approxi-

mately, and this is the frequency to which 
Cp,/.5 is tuned. If a frequency slight ly below 7.0 
Mc. is used, t here is a possibilit y t hat t ht! fourth 
harmonic of the receiver high- frequency os-
cillator will find its way hit o the converter 
when operating in the 28- i\ Ir. band, resulting 
in a constant signal that has only nuisance 

value. A low-impedance shielded line 
feeds the 7.3-Me. output into the 
communications receiver. The com-
municaticms receiver furnishes the 
necessary selectivity. 

The (- athirst(' bias of the st.cond r.f. 
amplifier is varied by tin• gain con-
trol. Rio, to avoid blocking by strong 
signals. The " send- receive" switch, 
Si. is used to turn off the converter 
during transmission periods. The 
powur switch, 82, is ii,,Innted On the 
gain control and is usi:d to turn olT 
the power to the converter. 
The power supply is regulated, us-

ing the miniature equivalent of the 
Vit-105. and t he stabilized 105 volts 
is fed to all stages. 
The r. f. stages and mixer an- built 

RS a separate unit on a strip uf alumi-

Fig. 1221 — A 28-Mc. converter 
that m‘e.• fixed-tuned r.f. stages and 
thus eliminates the ganging prob-
lem. The knob at left is for the -send-
receive- s‘s itch, and the right-hand 
knob is for gain control. 
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unea. 
C3, Cc— 100-xodd. postage-stamp mica. 
C9 — 0.01 -µfil. MiEa. 
C10. C15 — 51 -PMfd. ',ramie (Erie \ 130). 
C11, Ci 2 — I 6.µfd. 130-volt eleetr.4 
CIS — 27-aafd. ceramic ( Erie N13(1) across Cia plus 

additional capacity mounted in 1.71.. form. See 
coil table. 

C14 — 11-imfil. midget variable (Ilainnuirlund 11E-15 
with one stator plate remined). 

R1,114 — 18)) ohms. 
R2, 119, 111-1, It, — 270 ohms. 

num. to furnish a chassis in which the grounds 
are more certain than t buy ‘viiiiiii by on a 
black-crack liii steel and it also makes 
a well-shielded ampliner when mounted on 
the steel chassis. 'Flit steel eh:1st:is is a standard 
7X II X 2-ineli affair. A pan.1 to sup-
porl the National ACX Ital. anti to reduce 
metal %cork on the steel chassis the panel is 
supported away from t he 
chassis by a it ahuninuni bracket 
on one side and by two of the 
screws that fastttn the dial to 
the panel. lloles in the chassis 
allow access to the tuning 
slugs of the r. f. 
The tuning condenser is 

mounted on a small aluminum 
bracket fastened to the chassis 
by t. wo screws affil lu t Ii ton-
denser by the shaft bushing. 
This results in a rigid mount 
thrte+ emit vorrsiderithly 

to the mechanical stability of 
tint r. 
The von›lroetion oft lie alum-

inum channel is ;ipparent from 
Fit;. 11321. It is a incic.tti wiilo 

• 

Fig. 1223 — Another view of the 
converter showing the r.f. sub-
chassis. Note the bracket on the 
tuning  tenser, ti-ed to avoid 
backlash. 

Fig. 1222 — (*.inrush diagram o the band.pa.. iiierb.r. 
CI, C2, C4, CS, C7, Cs, Clf) -pfd. pOstage-stalllp 1 3. En, Its — fimo ohni, 

It, — 1.3 
I 9 — 1.0 111,•;, ,b1,1. 

10 — d1111 potentimneter, wire-w J. 
I — 10,000 2 

I)) w.,it, wire-wound. 
I 13— 31,1)110 ohm-. I uatt. 

All resistors .; is at t unless otherwise specified. 
Ia-Ls — See e.,iI t al lu'. 

—8-11.11 :; 11-rna. Idler choke (Staticor C.1279). 
— r.iary jolt. 

S2 — is liii. m1,110141 on lln.. 
li — 300-0-300 7,0- ma. f•r traw,former, with 

5- and 0.3, tilt tt, tL It. 41 I. 

and II% Ineln•-: high, and is bolted to the side 
of the steel chassis and to the top. A small 
strip of Inthelite. supported away from t lie side 
by screws and small spacers. is used to support, 
the pouter-supply end of the filter resistors /(2, 
R5 and Th, puis are fed through small 
holes it Iii bal:ttlite and t hen wrapped around 
the strip bufore lwing soldured togut bur. 
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In the heater circuits of the miniature tubes, 
Pin 4 is grounded to a lug under the nut fasten-
ing the socket, and Pin 3 is the " hot" heater 
lead. In the ease of the input 6AK5, the hot 
heater lead was led back in shield braid, and 
the braid was grounded at the lug grounding 
Pin 4, and to lugs at two other points along the 
way. These lai ter lugs are under the nuts fas-
tening the sockets for L3 and the output coil, 
L5L6. 
The cathode and screen/plate by-pass con-

densers are grounded to lugs under nuts hold-
ing the sockets of their respect ive plate coils. 
Since it doesn't matter where the cathode re-
sistors are grounded, they are returned to lugs 
under the coil sockets ahead of them. Pins 1 
and 2 of the coil sockets are grounded to the 
lugs just mentioned, the No. 3 pins of the coil 
sockets for L3, L4 and L5 go to the plates of 
their respective tubes, and the No. 4 pins of 
the same sockets are connected to the screen 
pills on the tube sockets. The grid condensers, 
C3 and C6, are tied from Pin 7 on the coil 
sockets to the grid pins on the tube sockets. 
The oscillator and power-supply wiring on 

the steel chassis is convent ional, with the ex-
ception of the oscillator coupling condenser. A 
small National TP1.1 bushing is mounted on 
the chassis where it will be parallel to the lead 
on the grid side of R7. This bushing is con-
nected to the stator of C14 and the " hot" side 
of L7 by a heavy wire, and coupling is obtained 
by the capacity between this bushing and the 
grid lead of t he mixer stage. The output cable 
from L6 is a length of RG-59/U 70-ohm cable. 

Fig. 122.1 — The straightforward sr-
rangement of Lite r.f. components is 
shown in this view of the subehassis. 
The straight side is seremed to the 
side of the chassis. 

If one of the free points on the OB-2 
voltage-regulator tube socket is used 
as a tie-point for C12 and L9, as was 
done in this case, be sure to clip off 
the pin on the tube. If this isn't done, 
a discharge will be obtained inside the 

tube, since the free pin projects inside the 
tube envelope and acts as an anode. 
The coils for the converter are wound on 

Millen 74001 tuned plug-in coil forms. The 
coils are started on the form about Xt inch 
above the lower limit of travel of the iron slug. 
In the ease of L3 and L4, one end of the wind-
ing is connnected to Pin 4 and the other to 
Pin 7. A jumper is t hen run from Pin 7 to Pin 
3. This jumper has the effect of tapping down 
t he plate on t he coil, since I he jumper has some 
reactance at these frequencies. In the case of 
the oscillator coil, the padding condenser, Cm, 
is mounted inside the coil, although it could be 
mounted on the coil socket. The tickler, L5, is 
wound on the form away from the slug end. 
The mixer output capacitor, C10, is mounted on 
the socket. All coils are securely fastened with 
coil dope, and this is particularly important in 
the case of the oscillator coil assembly, to in-
sure long-time stability. 

After the wiring has been completed and 
checked, the oscillator should be checked first. 
l'ut a voltmeter across R14 and see if the volt-
age increases slightly when the grid of the os-
cillator tube is touched. If it does, it shows that 
the circuit is oscillating, and the coil can be 
tuned to frequency with the iron slug. 

Couple the output of the converter to a 
communications receiver on 7.3 Mc. and ad-
just the slug of L5 for maximum noise in the 
receiver, with power to the converter and the 
converter gain control at minimum. Some kind 
of signal will be needed with which to establish 
the oscillator frequency accurately, and this 

COIL DATA FOR THE BAND-PASS CONVERTER 

Coil 14 Mc. 

Li 
1.2 
1.3, L4 
L5 
L6 
L7 

Ls 
C13 

13 t. No. 26 d.c.c. 
35 t. No. 24 d.c.c. 
25 t. No. 21 d.c.e. 
37 t. No. 26 enam. 
0 t. No. 26 enam. 
4 t. No. 24 d.c.c. 

spaced to occupy l4 inch 
3 t. No. 26 d.c.c. 
150 µplc'. 

23 Mc. 50 .11c. 

8 t. No. 26 d.c.c. 
23 t. No. 24 d.c.c. 
8Y¡ t. No. 24 d.c.c. 

Same 
Same 

7 t. No. 20 enam. 

3 t. No. 26 d.c.c. 
27 551d. 

5 t. No. 26 d.c.c. 
8 t. No. 24 spaced wire diam. 
5 t. No. 24 d.c.c. spaced twice wire diem. 

Saute 
Same 

2 t. No. 24 d.c.c. spaced wire diem. 

2 t. No. 24 d.c.c. 
22 gmfd. 

Li wound over ground end of L2, tape insulation. Ls spaced from L7 by washer thickness. All coils close-wound 
unless otherwise specified. All coils wound on Millen 74001 permeability-tuned forms. 
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Fig. 1225 — A view underneath the chassis shows the 
polystyrene bushing used to couple from the oscillator 
to the mixer. The pancl is tt d a way fr  - the chassis 
to simplify mounting of the dial. The tolling screws of 
the r.f. coil can be seen projecting through holes in the 
chassis. 

signal can be a harmonic from the station 
transmitter or a test generator. For 28-Mc. 
alignment, set the signal source at about 28.5 
Mc. and the tuning dial at 35 and adjust the 
slug on the oscillator coil until the signal is 
heard. Short the input of the receiver with a 
carbon resistor equal in value to the impedance 
of the antenna line. Having established the 
tuning range — and checking it at other points 
if available — peak L2, Le and L4 on noise. 
Tuning across the band, the output noise 
should peak near the center of the range and 
fall off slightly at either end. By increasing the 
inductance of L4 — running the slug in — and 
decreasing the inductance of L3, it will be pos-

Fig. 1226 — A crystal-diode noise 
limiter for use between receiver and 
headphones. Built in a 4 by 4 by 2. 
inch box, it contains the limiter 
crystals, bias cells, headphone jack, 
and on-off switch, and is provided 
with a cord and plug to connect to the 
receiver headphone output. 

Although primarily intended for 
cat. reueptign, thn limiter also is 
highly effective on 'phone signals 
when the audio volume level is 
properly set and the r.f. gain is auto-
matically controlled. 

sible to get practically uniform noise output 
over the entire range. It will be found that L2 
tunes very broadly when loaded by the re-
sistor or the antenna, and its resonance should 
be checked with this load disconnected, to 
make certain that the coil can be made to tune 
through resonance. A sharp increase in the 
noise will serve as an indication, and it may be 
found necessary to retard the gain control for 
this test, to prevent oscillation in the r.f. 
stages. 

If any queer burbles or sudden peaks of 
noise are encountered, it indicates regeneration 
in the r.f. stages. If this is encountered, the r.f. 
stages can be worked on while removed from 
the chassis, since there will be enough stray 
oscillator output to the mixer to receive sig-
nals, and the various plate- and heater-supply 
leads can be investigated with a 0.001-mfd. 
mica condenser until the source of feed-back is 
found. Poor grounds can also give trouble. 
Under normal conditions, the gain of the 

communications receiver following the con-
verter will have to be reduced considerably, 
since the gain of the converter runs around 40 
db. It will be found to require very little an-
tenna for normal pick-up, but in order to give 
it every break it should be used with the best 
antenna available. Some experiment with 
the input coupling may be necessary if a tuned 
antenna is used, but this might be only a tuned 
circuit with a link line running to the con-
vert el input. 

(1. An Audio Noise Limiter 

If one is bothered by ignition and other 
pulse-t ype noise on the higher frequencies, the 
addition of a noise limiter to the output of 
the receiver will result in improved reception 
and will allow the reception of some weak 
signals that might otherwise be lost. The 
limiter shown in Fig. 1226 is plugged in to the 
receiver 'phone jack and the headphones are 
plugged into the limiter, so that no work on 
the receiver is required. The limiter will also 
keep the strength of c.w. signals at a constant 
comfortable level and will do much to relieve 
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P, R, 

J, 
- 1,434 11434 * 

1.5 v. _▪ T V. 

I T:- b 
s, - 

Fig. 1227 — Prat tical clipper 
ception. 

C1 — 0.007.-pfd. Pi 
11 — Single-eircuit jack. lit 

Si — S.p.s.t. 

C, 

circuit for headphone re-

- I leadplione plug. 
— 15.000 Muni, ! 2 matt. 
toggle. 

the operating fatigue resulting from long hours 
of listening to crackles, key clicks, blocking 
signals and the like. 

As ran be seen from the wiring diagram in 
Fig. 1227. 1 vo 1 X:31 crystal diodes, individ-
ually biased by 11 -volt dry cells. are used to 
short-circuit any signal coming through the 
'phone circuit that has an amplitude greater 
than about :3 volts, peak-to-pcit k. iletice if the 
audio ga in of thi• receiver is inijusted to give a 
signal of this amplitude -- comfortable head-
1)11010' volume — noise peaks of greater am-
plitude will be short-circuited and not heard 
in the headphones. A 11\1,5 twin diode can be 
substituted for the 1 wit 1X34 crystals, but a 
heater supply will be required and it is gen-
erally Inue convenient to build tlw limiter as 
shoWn. No current is drawn from the two cells 
used for bias, and they will last their shelf life. 
The limiter pan be built in a 4 X 4 X 2-inch 

cabinet, as shown in Fig. 1226.13y removing 
the two sides of the cabinet, all of the com-
ponents can be mounted in the frame. The two 
dry cells can be taped together and then held 
in place by heavy leads soldered to them, or 
special clips can be made of spring brass. The 
two 1N34 crystal diodes are best mounted on 
tie-points, and the pigtails of the diodes should 
be held in a pair of long-nose pliers while solder-
ing to them, because too much heat from the 
soldering iron may decrease the effectiveness 
of the crystal. The pliers conduct the heat 
away that might otherwise reach the crystal. 

An Antenna-Coupling Unit 
for Receiving 

It will often be found advant,tgeous on the 
11- and 28- Mc, bands to tune • ir match) the 
receiving antenna feed line to t he receiver, in 
ortler to get the most out of the antenna. A 
compact unit for tliis purpose is shown in Fig. 
1228. The wiring diagram. Fig. 1229, shows 
that the unit is a simple pi-section coupler. 
By proper selection of the condenser and 
inductance values. a match can be obtained 
over a wide range of values. It ran be placed 
close to the receiver and left connected all 
of the time, since it will have little or no ef-
fect on the lower frequencies. A short length 

1228 ant,rma-coupling unit. 
The two ean be -ern direct Is below the two con-
densers. 

of 300-011111 Twin-Lead is convenient for con-
necting the coupler to the receiver. 
The antenna coupler is built in a 3 X 4 X 5-

inch metal cabinet. All of the components ex-
cept the two pairs of terminals are mounted on 
one panel. The condensers are mounted off the 
panel by the spacers furnished with the con-
densers, and a clearance hole for the shaft 
prevents any short-circuit to the panel. The 
coils, wound on National PRD-2 polystyrene 
forms, are fastened to the panel with brass 
screws, and the coils should be wound on the 
coils as far as possible away from the mounting 
end. If this still leaves thetiti ' titis wit hin 
inch of the panel, the forms should be space (1 
away U(011 the panel by National XP-6 but-
tons. The switch should be wired so that the 

L2 

Fig. 1229 — Circuit diagram of the coupling unit. 

CI, C2 — 100-aafd. midget variable ( Nlillon 22100). 

1-1, L2— 30 turn: No. 18 close-wound on !,-inelt 
diameter pol ,tyrene form, tapped at 21 6! 
and 10, 2 turns. 

—2-eireuit 5-po,ition single-section ceramic wafer 
switch (Mallory 173C). 

switching sequence puts in, in each coil, 0 
turns, 21.; turns, 61.1 turns. 14 1., turns and 30 
turns. All of the wiring, with the exception of 
the input and output terminals, can be done 
wit It t he panel removed from the box. 
The unit is adjusted for maximum signal by 

swit cluing to different coil positions and adjust-
ing Cit and C2. It will not be necessary to retrim 
the condensers except when going from one 
end of a band to the other, and when the unit 
is not in use, as on 7 and 3.5 Mc., the coils 
should be switched out of the circuit and. the 
condensers set at minimum. 
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5'rctnóm ¿lier 
Ix THE descriptions of apparatus to 

follow, not only the electrical specifications but 
also the manufaeturer's name atul type num-
ber have been given for most components. This 
is for the convenienee of the builder who may 
wish to make an exact copy of some piece of 
equipment. Hitwever, it should be understood 
that, a component of different manufacture, 
provided it is of equivalent quality and has the 
same electrical specifications, may be sub-
stituted in most eases. 

C. A Beginner's Transmitter 

One of the simplest sal ishtotory trInsmil ters 
for amateur use is shown in t he photographs of 
Figs. 1301 and 1303. The circuit diagram ap-
pears in Fig. 1302. The arrangement consists 
of a Pierce crystal t,scillator capacitance-
coupled to an output stage which may be used 
Mt her as a straight amplifier at the crystal fre-
quency or as a frequeney doubler to deliver 
output at twiee the crystal frequency. This 
t•ombination has the advantage over a simple 
oscillator transmitter in that the oscillator is 
isolated from the effects of tuning and Mailing. 
Type 61,6, 6\76, or 6176 tubes. or Ilwir glass 
equivalents, may be used in either t he oscil-
lator or amplifier with only a slight difference 
in performance at the supplied plate voltage. 
By the use of the proper coil at /.. 1, out oit 

• 
Fig. 1301 — The com. 
pbi, beginner's trait--
unit ter. I n the r.f. unit 
in the foreground. left 
to right, are the 
prong socket for the 
posi cr plug. oetal sock-
et s for the crystal, os-
cillator tithe and am-
plifier tube, and the 
output tank c  

Cti and Cm. su it,i 
the coil /.1 in betsi ti- n. 
On the mmer-pply 

chassis at the rear 
are the filter ch.,ke 1.2, 
tile 'lyre. r., r 
tube and the. 
transf"riner. The idler 
e011,1.•11 , erS. Cii and 
C12, :Old the bleeder 
resi,tor, flu. are under-
Heath. kt• 
filter is to the right. 

• 

Conitruction 
may be obtained at. 3.5 or 7 Me. wit It a 3.5- Me. 
crystal or at 7 or 14 Me. with a 7- Me. crystal. 
The amplifier input is not tuned so that neu-
tralization of the output stage is unnecessary. 
C2 provides regeneration; its value should 
not depart appreciably from that specified. 
The output tank circuit is in the form of a 
pi-section filter which makes it possible to 
use the transtnitter with a wide variety of 
antenna systems. 

Parallel plate 6441 is uset1 in the out stage 
to remove plate voltage from the tinting con-
densers and the coil. Plate ‘'oli age for tlw os-
cillator is reduced by the series resistor, R.t. 

while screen voltage is obtained front the 
voltage divider made up of R2 and 113. Ill the 
amplifier section, the sereen voltage is obtained 
from the second voltage divider consisting of 
Re, and 11 7. Grid bias for the oscillator is , dt-
tabled front the grid leak, il l, alone, %cline a 
combination of cat boi le resist or (/?.:,) and grid 
leak ( li t) is used for the amplifier. A 60- nut. 
dial lamp serves as a resonance indicator in 
tinting up the transmitter. 
Construct'  — "rike chassis or frame is 

tootle entirely froto lattice strip, ” Í4 inches 
with, and L4 in,h thick. The sket ch of Fig. 1301 
shows how the strips are fastened together 
with 1-inelt wire brads. The I 1.1 - inch spacing 
between the top strips is appropriate for 

255 
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BINDING POST): 
RFC  

KEY 
C,3 RFC 

Millen sockets, but it can be changed to suit 
sockets of other dimensions, of course. 
The completed chassis was given a couple 

of coats of grey Duco. The sockets are fas-
tened in place by means of small wood screws 
and are orientated so that most-convenient 
connections may be made. The power-plug 
socket has its metal-ring key to the left, the 
oscillator tube socket key is to the right, the 
amplifier tube socket toward the front and the 
coil socket toward the left. 

All wiring is done underneath. The ground 
wire is a piece of No. 14 bare wire which runs 
the length of the chassis from the No. 4 prong 
on the power-supply socket to the rotor of C10. 

Fig. 1303— Bottom 
view of the beginner's 
transmitter. The by-
pass condensers, r.f. 
chokes and resistors 
are grouped around 
the tube sockets. The 
ground wire mentioned 
in the text runs along 
the top edge of the 
lower chassis strip. The 
indicator lamp, It, is 
wired in the 13+ line 
just below the ampli-
fier plate r.f. choke. It 
is placed underneath 
the chassis where it can be viewed from above through the opening between the chas.is:trips. 
the right is in the amplifier and the one to the left is in the oscillator circuit. 

ANT. Fig. 1302— Circuit diagram of the 
beginner's transmitter and power 
supply. 

Ca) C1, Cs — 0.001-pfd. mica. 
Cs, C3 — 100-ppfd. mica. 
Ca, C4, Cs, CT — paper. 
Cs, CIO — 250-ppfd. variable (Na-

tional TM S 250). 
C11, C12 — 16-pfd. 475-volt eke. 

truly tic. 
Cla — 1.5f1. 400-volt paper. 
C14 — 0.5 pfd. 400-volt paper. 
HI, 113— 47,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs, R6 — 0.1 MegollM, 1 watt. 
114 — 22,000 ohms, 34 watt. 
Ib, Rio — 330 ohms, 1 watt. 
R7, RA — 15,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
Ra — 20,000 ohms, wire-wound, 10 

watts. 
— 3.5 Me.: 32 turns No. 20 d.a.c., 

diam., close-wound. 
— 7 Mc.: 20 turns No. 20 

enam., 1!,2-inch diam., 134 
inches long. 

— 14 Me.: 10 turns No. 18 
enam., 1 F2-inch diam., 1 inch 
long. 

(11 & W JEL80, "4e or "20" 
coils may be substituted.) 

La— Filter choke, 10 hv., 130 nia. 
(Stancor C-2303).. 

It — 60-ma, dial lamp. 
Pm — 5-prong chassis-mounting male 

plug. 
Ps — 5-prong female cable plug. 
Pa — A.c. line-cord plug. 
RFC — r. f . choke. 
— Power transformer; 350 volts 

each side of center: 5 v., 3 
amp.; 6.3 y., 4.5 amp. 
(Stancor P-4080). 

VI, V2 — 6V6, 616, 61e6 or glass 
equivalents. 

Va — Type 80 rectifier. 

To this wire all ground connections shown in 
the diagram are made. Connections to by-pass 
condensers and r.f. chokes should be as short 
as possible, the by-pass condensers being 
connected to the nearest point on the ground 
wire. A pair of fiber lug strips provide anchor-
age for resistors and r.f. chokes. " Hot" r.f. 
leads (those from the plates and control grids 
of the tubes anti the connections between the 
tuning condensers and the coil) should be 
short and direct instead of going around right-
angle bends. The output terminals are a pair 
of Fahnestock clips fastened to the two sides 
of Cin. 
Homemade coils may be constructed by 

GND. 

(11-ONO.) 

BASE VIEW 
OF POWER - 
CAUE SOCKET 

The r.f, choke to 
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winding them. according to 
the dimensions given unrh 
Fig. 1302, on Ilammarlund 
1Y2-inch diameter 5-prong 
coil forms. Those shown in 
the photogralih are the 
B & W JEL series. The link 
winding is not used. 

Inexpensive components 
are used in the power sup 
ply. The transformer is a 
broadcast-reeeiver replace-
ment type as are the filter 
components. The ehassis is 
similar to that IISef I for the 
transmitter, the only differ-
ence being in t he length — 
9% inches instead of 15 t•:', 
inches. The filter rontlensers, and the bleeder 
resistor. 110, are phteed underneath. 
The key-click filter is a separate unit as-

sembled on a small piece of 1.¡-inch wood. The 
connecting leads and the leads to the key 
shoukl be short if the filter is to be ( 11(11 ive. 
The side of the filter conneeted to power-plug 
Pin 5 should be connected to the frame of the 
key. 
Adjustment — The transmitter should 

first be tuned up without the an eon-
nected. It, should be remembered that only the 
second harmonic of crystti s between 3500 and 
3650 kc. and between 7000 and 7200 ke. are 
useful in the higher-frequency amateur bawls. 
With a suitable crystal and coil plugged in, 
the power supply may Int plugged in and t lie 
key closed after allowing time for the heaters 
of the tubes to ruine up to temperature. The 
indicator lamp should glow brightly when the 
key is closed. Set ting Cm at about hall. capac-
itance, C0 should be adjusted as h is watched 
for a dip in illumination. If this dip eannot. be 
found anywhere within the range of CO3 an-
other setting of ('Hi should be tried. As soon as 
the clip has been found, the antenna may be 
connected, and the tuning process repeated 
as before. With the antenna connected the 
dip at resonanee will not be so pronouncerl. In 
fact, when the amplifier is loaded properly, 
the dip should be just noticeable — just  co'ugh 
to indicate that the out pre cirruit is tuned to 
resonance. 'flic proper loading point may be 
found by adjusting Cro at, several fixed settings 
and rotating Cu, through its range for each 
setting of C10. As the proper point is ap-
proached, the capacitance of Cio SIOMIII be 
adjusted in smaller steps. In most cases the 
loading will increase as the capacitance set ling 
of C10 is decreased. Near maximum leading, 
the adjustment is fairly critical. With an-
tennas of certain dimensions, it may be neces-
sary to short-circuit a few turns on L1 to obtain 
maximum loading in the 3.5-Mc, band with 
the B & W coil. 

While the best antenna within the limits of 
cost and space should be used, the output cir-
cuit provides means of feeding power into a 
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130 — Sk.1.•1..liouing the important tlimen,ion: of the beginner's trans. 
mit ter Tile center lines are numbered as follows: L — power plug, 2 — 
er> stal — oscillator-tube socket. I amplifier- tube socket, 5 — tun-
ing emulen.er, Cs, 6 — coil socket, 7 — coupling condenser, Cio. 

wire of random lengt it is not necessary that 
its length be a multiple r if a half wavelength. 
With the power supply described. an output of 
about 10 watts should be possible at the crys-
tal fundamental: and 5 or 6 watts when the 
output stage is used as a frequency doubler. If 
a milliammen.r is cornier ted in series with the 
key, it should show a reading of about 20 ma. 
with the amplifier tuned to resonance and un-
loatled at the crystal funtlamental and about, 
40 ma, when doubling. Loaded, the plato cur-
rent should ruin h r weiqi 70 arid 80 ma. Wit•h 
power-supply voltage of 350, the oscillator 
plate voltage should be 170. the oscillator 
si.reen voltage 90 and t he amplifier screen volt-
age 220 with the amplifier loaded and tuned to 
resonance. 

(1. A Self-Contained 60-watt Transmitter 
for 3 Bands 

The diagram of Fig. 1307 shows the circuit 
of a simple two-stage transmitter. The rig, 
shown in Fig. 1305, is enclosed in a cabinet, 
complete with power supply and antenna 
tuner. 
A 6V6GT Tri-tet, oscillator drives an 807 

output stage directly wit h simple capacitive 
coupling. Any one of ten crystals may be 
selected from the front of the panel by the 
crystal switch. Su. A pair of terminals also is 
provided at the rear for VF'() connectirm. 
Bands are changed by means of a system of 
plug-in coils. 
The oscillator cireuit operates with either 

3.5- or 7-Mc. crystals. In either case, oscillator 
output may be obtained at the crystal funda-
mental frequency or its second harmonic. 
'11-hile the output stage may be used as a fre-
quency doubler with fair efficiency, this sort 
of operation is not recommended unless the 
unit is to be used as an exciter for a following 
amplifier. 

Parallel plate feed is used in both stages to 
permit mounting t he tuning condensers, C2 and 
C3. directly on the metal chassis without in-
sulation. The v.h.f, choke kleC2 and the screen 
resistor, R7, are neressary to suppress lef, 
parasitic oscillations. 
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The s.p.d.t. toggle switch. S2, makes it pos-
sible either to key both stages simultaneously 
for break-in work on the lower frequencies, or 
the output stage alone at 14- Mc. frequencies 
where oscillator keying chirp may become 
noticeable. The unit includes a link-coupled 
antenna tuner. L4C4. 
The self-contained power supply is built 

around an inexpensive multiwinding trans-
former, T1. The separate filament transformer, 
T2, makes it possible to cut off the plate voltage 
without turning off the heaters of the tubes. A 
condenser-input filter is used to boost the out-
put voltage to 600 under load. Voltage for the 
plate of the oscillator and the screen of the 807 
is kept from soaring when the key is open by a 
pair of voltage-regulator tubes. This operating 
voltage of 250 is dropped to 150 volts for the 
screen of the 6V6GT by the series resistor, R3. 
The milliammeter may be switched to read 

oscillator plate current and 807 grid or plate 
current by the double-gang switch, 83, which 
connects the meter across the shunting re-
sistors, R4, R6 and R . R4 and Rg are adjusted 
to multiply the 10-ma. basic meter-scale read-
ing by 10 and 20, making the full-scale reading 
100 and 200 ma. respectively when checking 
plate currents, while the resistance of Rg is 
sufficiently high to have negligible effect upon 
the meter reading when measuring the grid 
current of the amplifier. 
Construction— Reference should be made 

to the photographs of Figs. 1305 through 
1310 for constructional details. The transmit-
ter is built on a 10 X 14 X 3-inch chassis 
which fits a standard 9 X 15 X 10U-inch 
cabinet. The r.f. section occupies the front 
half of the chassis, while the power-supply 
components are lined up at the rear. 

¡;;;Hisoor, 

Fig. 1305 —A two-
stage low-power trans-
mitter for three bands. 
To either side of the 
fullliamineter are the 
oscillator and amplifier 
plate-tuning controls. 
Along the bottom are 
the crystal switch, the 
plate-voltage switch, 
the meter switch, the 
key jack and the an-
tenna tuning control. 

All tube and coil sockets are submounted. 
The cathode coil, LI, requires a 4-prong socket; 
octals are needed for the 6V6GT, the oscillator 
plate coil, L2, the rectifier and the two VR 
tubes; L3 and L4 require 5-prong sockets. 
The oscillator and amplifier groups are sepa-

rated by a small baffle shield cut from sheet 
aluminum. It is 4 inches high and 5 inches long 
and has a cut-out in front for the meter. It is 
spaced 8 inches in from the right-hand end of 
the chassis. The line of ten Millen crystal 

Fig. 7.306 — The oscillator section of the low-power 
transmitter, showing the line of crystal sockets, the 
cathode coil, the shielded plate coil and the 6V6GT. 
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Fig. 1307 -- Circuit diagram of 
CI, Cs — 100-nnftl. mica. 
C. — 100-nnftl. mica (see text). 
C2— 50-pmfil. variable (Na t buial ST-50). 
C.— 22.1.mfd. ! see tent I. 

C3, C4 -- :triable ( National ST-150). 
Cs, Cs, C,1 — 0.0 I fib ' taper. 
C7, Cto — 0.001 -pf. I. mira. 

C12 — I Il JI Gvol t paper. 
RI — 220 ohm-. I ujlt. 
H2-47,000 iehnt, I2 wat t. 
113-40,000 ohm,. {. a t t 
fit — 100-tna. tueur , Itunt ( see text). 
113 — 170110 01101,1, 1 watt. 
Rs- 47 ohms, watt. 
R7-47 ohms. I watt. 
Ra — 200-ma. metcr -. hunt (see text). 
Ro — 50.000 ,Inn ,. 25 watts. 
Rio— 11000 ohm,. 2.) ,.. 11s. 
Li — cathode 

1,1 )•r, — 1 1 [ lynx No. 22 d.r.r., 1-
inch Ilium- 7, inch long. 100-pnf.l. mica, C., 
connected in parallel. 

113 (7-N1c. vrystab -- 10 turns No. 22 d.c.c., 1. 
,liant.. 7 , inch long. 

Id— Oscillator plate 
2A (3.5 — 80 turns No. 26 d.s.r., 
(Ham_ t• lo-c- wound, C. ettunected in parallel. 

213 ( 7 % I )•• turns No. 24 d.c.e.,3,¡-inclt diatta., 
mind. 

2C — ( 11 41e.) 25 turns No. 18 d.c.c., M-inch 
diatn., lf! s inches long. 

sockets is placed as close to the left-hand 
edge of the chassis as possible. Each of these 
requires two clearance holes and a mounting-
screw hole between. 

Alongside the crystal row are the 6V6GT 
oscillator tube and its cathode coil, LI, fol-
lowed by the plate cuil. L2, aniI t he oscillator 
tuning condenser, C2. The latter is mounted 
directly on the eliassis - lr›,; inches from the 
left-hand edge. The oscillator grhl awl plate 
chokes are mount ud underneath. 
On the ut her side of the baffle shield are the 

807 with its plate-circuit choke and blocking 
condenser, C10, the output tank condenser and 

807 

C9 

VR 

VR 

c,, 

RFC, 

Re 

to 
ant. 

the 3-band low-power transmitter. 

L3 — Amplifier plate 
3% (3.5 411-.) — 21 turns 11 .inelt diam., 134 

inches long ( It W JE1.80 with 16 turns re-
moved). 3-turn link. 

313 (7 Mr.) — 18 Innis diatn., 13% inches 
long ( 11 & w 11:1.10). 2- turn link. 

3C (14 Ale.) — 12 turns I' diam., 2 inches 
long ( 11 JE1.20). 2-turn link. 

• — Antenna roil 
4.4 (3.5 Me.) — 30 turns 13:¡-inch diam., 2 inches 

long. 3-turn variable link at center ( 13 & W 
JV I») ', hit 5 turns removed from each end). 

411 (7 Me.) — turns l'{i-inch ' limn.. 2", isoles 
long. 3- turn link at center %V .1% 1.10). 

4C ( I I \ iv.) — 11 turns 1 I_Ï-it).•11 diarn.. 2 14 invites 
long. 3- turn link at center ‘S. \1 J% 1.20). 

• — 6-11.•nr I 77,111a, filter choke. 
1 — 6.3-, It › igual lamp. 
Ji — l:losed-circuit jaek. 
M S —0-I)) ma. meter. 
13 — 2.5-m1). r. f. tboke. 
111.3_12— t t tort): \ /). 20. inch long. 
St — Il t., r' ceramic insulation. 
S2 S.p.d.t. toggle. 

53— 1/m11de-11111g 3-position rotary switch. 
• S.p. ,.I. toggle. 
T1— 0())) volts each side of center, 200 ma.: 5 volts, 3 

amp. (LTC S.41). 
— 6.3 volts, 3 amp. (LTC S-55). 

VR — Voltage-regulator tubes -- V11-150 and VR-105 
types in series to give 255 volts. 

Coil, C3 and L3, and the antenna-coupler coil, 
L4. The antenna tuning condenser. C4, is 
mounted under the chassis. The sockcI for the 
807 is spaeed as far below the chassis level as 
possible, without protruding from the bottom, 
by means bracket s cut from st rip metal. The 
purpose of I or s to provide a shield between 
the input and output. seetions of the tube. A 
17 s-tuich lit de is required to clear the tube en-
velope. ("3 is mounted directly on the chassis 
wit Ii its shaft -Ui¡ inches from the right-hand 
emit! of the chassis to balance the shaft of the 
oscillator plate- tank )'ondenser. 
The antenna tuning condenser, C4, must be 
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Fig. 1308 — Looking into the amplifier mil of the 807 
trammitter elia,-i-. The :in': -pi11,11 folou the 

to pros iile 1...t evn ill, input awl gaits 

put sruti.ms. The rccil in the foregrntincl i- in the antenna 
1111111% s% hili• the one 1)ellicni it is the ant plilier plate tank 
coil. 

insulated from the chassis. This is done by 
means of an aluminum angle I track, • I and a pair 
of polystyrene feetl-t bridle hut tims. The con-
denser is placed so I lial its comes 1 i";,"; 
inches front the end of the chassis to balance 
the shaft of the crvstal switch at t he opposite 
end. The antenna coil is ntounted at right 

angles to L:t. 
The meter switch, is mounted at the 

center bet ‘veen the front inl!re of the chassis 
atol the bin tom part of the S07, Lev jack 
and pi)wer switch, S4. On' Spart`c to 

ti I loi> side of t he center of the front edge of the 

chassis. 
The power-sumffY ealrlIamerita are Placed as 

close as 1,,,ssiblv to the rear edge of the chassis, 
with the transformer T1 at the left followed 
it the rectifier atol voltage-regulalor tubes, 
te input condenser. Cll, the filter chol;e. 
and t he out put condenser. A large cut-out is 
required for the transformer terminals and if 
filter condensers of the type slmwn are used, 
holes for the terminals imust be proviiled in 
addition to the mounting-screw holes. 'Elie 
leads to the filter choke are fed down t lit ittglt 
a grommet-lined hole next to the chol:e. 'rho 
kev switch. S2, D. 11(1 the antenna terminals are 
mOunted in the rear edge of the chassis where 
t he power vord also enters. 

Underneath the chassis, the pioyer wiring 
was > lime first. keeping it bunched and close to 
the .. hassis wherever The separate 
filament transformer. 7. is fastened to the 
left-hand end of the chassis. Ity-pass condon,..-
ers and r.f, chokes slmulil be placed close to t he 
tube terininals to which they (animal. The 
by-pass condense!: should be grounded to the 
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chassis at the nearest available point. The 
coupling and blocking condensers, C7, Cg and 

shoulil be well spaced from the chassis. 
The same applies to all r.f. wiring, which 
should also be kept short and direct between 
pidtos vonnection. The length of leads to 
resistors is not important. In some cases it may 
be convenient to use liber lug strips as anchor-
ages or supports for small resistors and r.f. 
'ho ki.s. 
The meter shunts, R4, R6 and Rs, are 

mounted directly on t he meter switch. R4 and 
h's are made from No. 30 magnet, wire. Ap-
proximately 7 feet will be required for k s and 
11 feet for 114, ikfore thO Meter is mounted in 
the panel, it should be conneeted in series with 
a 3-volt bat tiny and a variable resistance of 
about 500 ohms. A resistor with a slider will 
serve the pu mum if no other is available. 
The resistance should be adjusted until the 
meter reads full sut iii'. When the shunting 
wire, cut to a length of two or three feet more 
than that required is eonnected across the 
miner terminals, the reading will drop. The 
length of the wire should be adjusted, bit by 
bit until the reading drops to 1 ma. for R4 and 
to In nut. for R. The wire then may be wound 
on a small form for compactness. A 1....-watt 
resistor of 100 ohms or more makes a good 
form and its n!sistatire dot's not affect the 
calibrar in of the shunt t o any ! tract irai degree. 
The link line het ween t he output tank circuit 

and the antenna tuner. and the connections 
between t he lat ter awl t hp an terminals at 
the rear, should be made with right wire spaced 
well away from the chassis and surrounding 

co in pi merit s. 
Coils — The output and antenna tank 

coils. /..3 and L4, are of the B & W JEL and 
JVL eries respectively. 
Some of t hest, require pruning, as indicated 

in the mil table. to provide the correet L/C 
ratio. The antenna-tuner 1. L4, requires an 
ext ra pair of contacts for the tap leads. Since a 
center-tap is not recptired, it may be via free 
front the bast. pin sn that this pin may be used 
for one tuf the tap contacts. The other tap con-
tact is provided by drilling out the tubular 
rivet at one of 1 ht. ends of the coil-supporting 
base strip and substit tiling a banana plug as 
shown in Fig. 1309. A jack for this plug then is 
mounted in the chassis close to t he coil socket. 

I lui, /30— The antenna for the 2-,.tage tranionitter 
requires the addition cif an e‘tra itc act act whi it is pro-
s idled by the banana plug. To the right is the 3.5-Mc. 
oscillator plate roil ss itiu the inic-a padding tondenser 
co lllll •eted ;terns: the %tingling. 
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• 
Pig. 1310 — 
VieW of the low-potter 
transmitter, slum ing 
the  ling of the 
807 socket at the up-
per center and the lo-
cation of bv-pass con-
densers, resistors and 
r.f. chokes. The sepa-
rate filament trans-
former is fastened to 
the left-liand edge of 
the chassis. The an-
tenna tuning condenser 
is ii. the upper right-
hand coruer, supported 
on an aluminum angle 
bracket sl Ilidl is insu-
lated from the chasis 
by polystyrene but-
tons. 

• 

by drilling out a pair of polystyrene but ton-
type feed-through insulators to fit the jack and 
setting them in 1 he chassis. 
The two cathode coils for L1 are wound on 

Millen 4-prong 1-inch forms. The one to be 
used with 3.5- Me, crystals requires a 100-wad. 
mica condenser. Cx, connected across it in addi-
tion to This condenser is mounted inside 
the form so that it is connected in the circuit 
along with the coil when the latter is plugged 
in. 
The oscillator plate coils are wound on Mil-

len octal-base shielded plug-in forms. If the 
forms are of the type with iron-core slugs, these 
should be removed. The 3.5-Me, coil requires 
an extra padding condenser, Cz, of 22 peifd. 
This may be a mica condenser soldered across 
the winding as shown in the photograph of 
Fig. 1309. 
Adjustment — Since the tuning of the 

cathode tank circuit is fixed, only three cir-
cuits, including the antenna circuit, need ad-
justment. The coil table shows which coils 
should be plugged in to obtain output depend-
ing upon the crystal frequency and the output 
frequency desired. For initial testing it is well 
to use a combination giving output in the 
3.5- or 7-Mc. band. Before turning on the power 
supply, a key connected to a plug should be in-
serted in the key jack and the key switch. S2, 
should be thrown to the amplifier-keying side. 
This will permit the oscillator to operate alone. 

COIL TABLE — 60-WATT RIG 
Xtal f. Outputf. Li L2 LI Ls 

3.5 Me. 
3.5 Mc. 
7 Mc. 
7 Mc. 

3.5 Me. 
7 Me. 
7 Me. 
14 Me. 

IA 
IA 
1B 
1B 

2A 
211 
2B 
2C 

3A 
3B 
3B 
3C 

.1A 
It 

411 
4C 

When t he power plug is inserted, the heaters of 
the tubes should wane up. The Vit tubes 
should glow as soon as t he power switch, 84, is 
closed. If they do not, the resistance of 140 
shoubl be reduced till t il they do. 

With the high voltage applied and the meter 
swit ched to the first position for oscillator plate 
current, the meter should read between 35 and 
50 lea. As C2 is adjust ed, a point will be found 
where the plate current dips to a minimum (be-
tween- 10 ma. and 30 ma. depending upon the 
frequency), rising on either side. If L2 has been 
made close to specifications, this resonance 
point should be found with about 60 per cent 
of maximum capacitance in use at C2 for 3500 
ke.. 70 per cent for 7000 kc. and 30 per cent for 
14,000 kc. If t he plate circuit is tuned to a har-
monic of the crystal frequency, the increase in 
current either side of the minimum should be 
smooth. However, if the plate circuit is tuned 
to the crystal frequency, the plate current may 
jump suddenly to a high value when it is tuned 
to the high-capacitance. side of the minimum 
plate-current point. This indicates that the cir-
cuit has stopped oscillating. C2 should be set 
sufficiently to the low-capacitance side of the 
minimum to insure reliable start ing of the os-
cillator when the power is switched on or when 
the amplifier is keyed. 
When Vie() input is used, the cathode tank 

circuit should be shorted out.. Otherwise the 
adjustment is the same except that the oscil-
lator plate circuit may be tuned for nmximum 
amplifier grid current at the fundamental as 
well as at the harmonic. 
The amplifier should be tuned up first with 

the antenna coil out of its socket. With the me-
ter switched to the second position where it 
reads amplifier grid current, a reading of 3 to 9 
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ma. should lie obtained when the key is dosed. 
If no grid-current reading is obtained, it is 
prciliable that the oscillator stopped when tint 
key was closed. In titis case, the tuning of the 
oscillator should be readjusted. In this in-
stanc(•. at ii•ast, it has been found that best 
keying is obtained when the osuillator plate 
circuit is dettined to the locv-etipaeity side of 
resonarwe tit a point where the oscillator plate 
current remains constant with the key () pen 
and closed. 'Flue refers only to amplifier keying 
when the oscillator plate circuit is tuned to the 
crystal fundamental. of course. Readings of 5 
to 10 ma. Ill more should be obtained in all 
cases. Tin' key sit mid not be held cbised for 
periods longer than necessary to obtain the 
reading, until the amplifier plate circuit is 
tuned to re:on:now. 

\\ Hi the meter switelt thrown to the last 
posit het, where it reads amplifier plate eurrent, 
a reading of 100 ma. or more should be ob-
tained. As f'3 is turned through its range the 
plate current should clip to a minimum of be-
tween 10 and 15 ma. \Vitt' the 1.3 coils alb•red 
as indivated iti lii, uoil table, rusonanee should 

occur at al•OroximalelY 91) Per rent for 3500 
I:e., 30 per cent for 7 Mc. and 15 per cent for 
14 Me. 

'1'he antenna should now be connected to the 
antenna terminals : twilit). antenna coil plugged 
in. The adjustable link of the : immure', coupler 
slit mid be swung :don't half-way out and the 
taps should be plaved on the outside turns of 
/4. With I ho key closed, f''.1 should be swung 
hrough its range. At some point the amplifier 
¡late current should increase to a maximum, 

Fig. 1311 — Front view of the plug-in coil 
transtnitter-exeiter. The ervstal-switeh knob 
is at the left, 21,:.? inches in from the end of the 
panel, the dial for the buffer.donbler tuning 
conden-,r next. I incite in, followed by 
the ttarti•r..a.iteli ', h. 7 in 1,, , front the 
edge. 1 Ill• at die 1.1•11ter :mil the Ont. 

put tank-conalemer control at the right, 454 

inches from tile end of the panel. 

decreasing on either side. Leavinp..,. r4 at the 
point where maximum plate current is ob-
tained, r3 should be readjusted for a minimum 
point which, of course. will be higher than the 
unloaded minimum obtained before. The ad-
justments of C3 and C4 should be juggled 
around until a point is reached where ally 
change in r, win (. aase all increase in plate 
current, while any adjust ment of CI will cause 
a decrease in plate current.. If the plate current 
at this point is less than the maximum rated 
plate rurrent for the tube, the link coupling 
should be clos(51 up. If it is greater than 100 
ma., thi• youpling should be reduced. If it is 
fitund that the link adjustment is insufficient 
to b ring tlw plate current to the desired valtte, 
the taps should be tntived in a turn at a time, 
keeping them always equidistant from the 
ends of the eoil. It should be remembered that 
the tap adjustments as well as any change in 
the position of the link may affect the tuning 
of the ainplifier plate cirruit, so it should 
be ret uneel to obtain minimum plate current as 
a final adjustment. Titis minimum should, of 
eiturse. by the rated plate current of 100 nia. 
when the ainplifier is fully loaded. 'nie clip in 
plate current at resonanee naturally will be 
very slight when the amplifier is operating 
under full load. 

111 A 75-Watt Plug- In Coil 
Transmitter-Exciter 

The compact 75- watt transmitter unit 
shown in the photographs of Figs. 1311 and 
1312 consists of titre' stages. The circuit dia-
gram appears in Fig. 1313. A 6V6 Pierce crys-

• 
Fig. 1312 — Rot-
  view of the 
c pact 75-matt 
transtnitter - ex-
citer. The output 
t ank-eireuit com-
ponents' are to the 
left. Tlic elia4s to 

the richt is ilis lei 
the :aluminum 

sulinariel to 

the 807 socket. C I. 

mid tito • luit 

-.witch are ' ut 
taclied. 

• 
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Fig. 1313 — Circuit diztitram of the 
— 100-55 f.l. variable ( 1 i II..n 22100). 

C2— 250-tigfil. variable ( h.rrrl,scll Xl{-230-PS). 
Ca, Cm, Cui — 0.001-pfd. mica. 
C4, C7, Cil — 100-14pfil. mica. 
Cr., Cc, Cs, C9, Cu, CI3 0.0047•Pfd• mica. 

lt3 — 47,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
R2, 114, 117, 1114 — 0.1 megolain. 1 watt. 
Rs, 11 s — 15,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
Rs— 330 ohms. 1 watt. 
—"10 times" multiplier, copper-wire meter shunt 

(see text). 
Rio — 47 ohms, 1 watt. 
rin — 47 Mints, carbon, noninduetive, 1 watt. 

— "20 times" meter shunt (see text). 

tal oscillator with a crystal-switching system 
drives a 6L6 buffer-doubler which, in turn, 
drives an 807 in the output stage, which may 
be used either as a straight amplifier or as a 
second frequency doubler. The milliammeter 
may be switched to read buffer-doubler plate 
current, amplifier grid current or amplifier 
plate current. Plate voltage for the oscillator 
and buffer-doubler stages is obtained from a 
250-volt power supply which also provides 
screen voltage for all tubes through indiviilual 
voltage dividers. The output stage requires a 
separate 600- to 750-volt plate supply. Ree, Re0 
and 1112 are shunts across which the meter is 
switched. The resistance of Rio is high enough 
to have negligible effect upon the meter read-
ing. Ret and however, aro of lower re-
sistance to give a scale multiplication of 10 in 
the ease of lit, and 20 in the case of 1112. Since 
the 807 grid current is small, batteries form the 
most convenient source of biasing. 
Construction — The transmitter is built 

as a standard rack unit with a 3,1.e-ineh panel. 
At the left-hand end is a 5 x 10 X 3-inch chas-
sis which houses everything except the output 
tank circuit. At the right-hand eml ref the 
back edge of the chiais, as shown in Fig. 1312, 
is a vertical row of three Millen crystal sock-
ets. There is space for two additional sockets if 
they are desired. The crystal sockets are fol-
lowed, from right to left, by the 6V6 oscillator 
tube, the 6L6 buffer-doubler and its tank coil. 
LI. The coil socket is mounted flush on the 
metal by cutting clearance holes for the 
terminals in the chassis. Between the two 
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75-watt plug-in-eoil transmitter-exciter. 

R13-2300 ohms. 10 watt ,.. 
—3.5 Nl,. -- (3 eifiv. ( National ARM-10E). 
7 Me. - Smhy. (Sational :11116-201:). 
11 —2 pin'. .‘ li11,1(11.1), 

1.4 — 3.5 Me.— 12 ;by. It 
7 Me. — 4 pity. H \‘ 1E1.201. 
14 Me. — 3 shy. ( B S WJEI,Vo. 
28 Me. — 0.3 et.hy. (II & JEI .10 pruned to 4 

turn- to tune to band). 
J— Co,,,.,, tric-rable vonneete.r. 
MA — Milli:Ininteter, 0-10 scale. 
EF( :1 - - 2.5-m b. r. f. choke. 
11112.2— IL turns Nu. 20, .5is-inch Ilium., 3. inch long. 

tube srrekets is an A mphenol cable connector 
for VI's) input and t he power cable enters the 
chassis at t leit-hand end. A separate well-
insulated wire is brought out for the plate 
voltage for the S07. 
The upper half of t he SO7 protrudes from the 

left-hand end of the chassis in Fig. 1312. Its 
socket is mounted on metal angle pieces 
fastened to the back of the chassis and the 
aluminum subpanel which partitions the 
chassis. By-pass eonelensers. resistors and r. f. 

Fig. 13 I I po,,,-,Ip r4 unit delivering 
250 "r c‘riterplalt• and 75 % tells of 
fixed If the component.- rii. emnleined 
for a ;date ... uppb vita -- i-. The 
eird•uit diagram of the combination 
1315. 
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115V. AC. (A) 

115 V. AC. (B) 

chokes are mounted close to the sockets of the 
tubes with which they are associated and this 
wiring is done before inserting the subpanel. 
The subpanel carries the crystal switch, the 
buffer-doubler tank condenser, CI, the plate 
choke for the 61,6 ami one of the two angle 
pieces supporting the 807 socket. The milliam-
meter and the meter switch are mountuil on 
the front panel with clearance holes cut in the 
front edge of the chassis. Flexible shaft cou-
plings connect th.e crystal switch and the buffer-
doubler tuning condenser with their control 
knobs. The back of the left-hand end of the 
panel (Fig. 1312) is covered with a sheet of 
aluminum and the output tank condenser is 
mounted directly on this. An aluminum 
bracket, fastened to the panel at one end and 
to the rear of the condenser at the other, sup-
ports the socket for the tank coil, 1,2, and the 
link output terminals. The plate r.f. choke and 
blocking condenser, C14, are just below the 807 
in Fig. 1312. 

Fig. — Circuit of the power sup-
gily in Fig. 1317. 
— 1000-volt guiper (Sprague 

1Y121). 
C2 — 1-561. 1000-volt paper (Sprague 

01'41). 
— 20.600 ohms. 50 watts. 

Li — Input choke, 6- 19 lay., 300 ma., 
125 ohms ( Kenyon T-510). 

11.2— Smoothing choke, 11 hy., 300 ma., 
125 ohm, ikenyon T-166). 

Ti — 925 or 740 volts F.I11. , . each side 
of center- tan. 300-ma. 
Kelly011 1 - 113(,). 

T2 - 2.5 soli, litainii„ 2000-volt in-
sulation (henyon T-352). 

T3 — 6.3-volt 3-ampere filament trans-
former. 

V — Type 866 jr. rectifier. 

• 

Fig. 1:115 — Circuit diagram of the 
combination plate, screen and grid-

-75 V bias power supply in hg. 1314. 

Ci, C2 — Sections of 8-5M. 450. 
volt dual electrolytic. 

Ca — 450-volt 
C4 — Same as Ca (used only for 

300-volt output). 
1{ 1 -- 20,000 ohms, 10 watt'.. 
Ita, lia — 22.000 ohms, 2 watts. 
— 15,000 ohms, 2 watts. 

It, L2 — 6-by. 80-ma. 1:I8-ohni 
filter choke (Thordarson 

.250 OR 300V. T-57C51). 
R, T-300 volts r.m.s each side of 

center-tap, 90 nia.: 5 volts, 
3 amp.: 6.3 volts. 3.5 amp. 
(Thordarson T-131113). 

If desired, the bias branch may 
be mm itted. as shown in the alter-
native diagram at B. All values re-
main as above. 

6.3 V. 

 o 

• 

The meter-shunting resistors, R9 and R12, 
are wound wit h No. 30 copper wire, around a 
small-diameter form. The proper length of 
wire ma,' be determined by adjusting a varia-
ble resistance in series with 1.5 or 3 volts of 
battery until it reads full scale and then 
shunting various lengths of the No. 30 wire 
across the meter terminals until the meter-
reading drops to one-tent It in the case of the 
10-times shunt and to one-twentieth of full-
scale reading for the 20-times shunt, remem-
bering that the shorter the shunting wire, the 
lower the meter will read when shunted. 
The adjustment of the transmitter is simply 

a matter of plugging in the proper coils and 
crystal for the desired output frequency and 
tuning the two tank circuits to resonance. In 
some instances, it may be possible to find two 
points of re,,onance, one at the fundamental 
and one mt t he second harmonic, but these can 
be ident i lied by noting whether the condenser 
is near maximum or minimum capacitance. • 
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With a 250-volt supply, the combined plate 
and screen current of the 6L6 should be about 
20 ma. when working as a straight amplifier 
and 30 ma, when operating as a doubler. The 
maximum plate current of the unloaded 807 
will vary between 50 and 60 ma. when the tube 
is doubling frequency and between 10 and 15 
ma. when working as a straight amplifier. 
When the stage is operated at 750 volts, and 
loaded to a plate current of 100 ma., the grid 
current should run at least 3 ma, as a straight 
amplifier or 6 ma. as a dinibler. 
The supply shown in Figs. 1314 and 1315 

will provide 250 volts for the first two stages 
and bias for the grid of the 807. The 750-volt 
supply shown in Figs. 1316 and 1317 may be 
used for the output stage. 

(1. A Combination Low-Voltage Plate or 
Screen Supply and Fixed-Bias Pack 

Figs. 1314 and 1315 illust rate a combination 
pack which will deliver 250 or 300 volts. 75 
ma., for supplying plate voltage for receiving-
tube exciter stages as well as screen and fixed-
bias voltage for a beam-tube driver stage. 
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1315-A. 

In addition to the usual full-wave rectifier cir-
cuit employing a Type 80 tube, a 1V half-wave 
rectifier also is connected across one half of the 
transformer secondary in reverse direction to 
provide a negative biasing voltage which 
is held constant at 75 volts by the Vit-75-30 

Fig. 1318— A rack-mounting an-
tenna tuner for lois-poiser transmit-
ters. (:1 is in the center. uitlt C2 and 
Cs on either side. All of the compon-
ents are n lllllll Red directly on the 
5%-inch panel. The variable con-
densers are niorrirteul he assembly 
rods on National pe 

pillars is hieh are fastened to the 
condenser end plates with to:whine 
scrims from which the hea,1- Iia ve 
been re -ed. Small Isolantite - haft 
couplings are used to instilatg• the voll. 
trois. Clips siith flexible lead- are 
provided for the split -st a ti if , on. 
denser, CI, so that it seetIons limy he 
connected either in parallel or in 
series to form either a high- or low-
capacitance tank circuit as required. 

F ig. 1317 — This power-supply unit delivers 
either 620 or 780 volts at full-load current of 
260 ma, with 0.4- per-cent ripple and regulation 
of 22 per Cell I, Voltage is changed by a tap 
nu the Maly- transformer primary minding. 
The filter ,• boke- :ire at the left and the plate 
pimer tran-fiminer at the right on the panel 
-ide of the The eatt-type 1000-%,,it 
filter ennilensers are at the left in front and 
the rectifier tubes at the right, with the recti-
lier lilainyili transf u• in liet%cen. All ex-

piment terminals are underneath 
r lie The pam•I X I() X 3 inelles. 
TIM 2.:;-% ° It 10,1111;H-re rectifier fibulae« 
transformer should hare POI insula-

m. A 6.3-volt filament transformer is iii-

for healing thy filaments if r.f. tubes. 
'I hi- transformer is ninunted underneath the 
ehas-i; its output terminals are brought out 
in a standard a.c. receptacle in the rear. The 
circuit diagram is shots n iii Fig. 1316. 

regulator tube. With the dropping resistor 
shown, the regulator tube will pass a grid cur-
rent of 25 ma. without overload. The IV recti-
fier is indirectly heated, so that it may be 
operated from the same 6.3-volt winding pro-
vided to supply the r.f. tubes in the trans-
mitter. 
The output voltage at a normal load cur-

rent of about 75 nia. ean be increased from 250 
to about 300 by the addition of an input filter 
condenser, C4, the connections for which are 
shown by dotted lines. 

If the bias section is not needed, plate or 
screen voltage may be obtained with the sim-
plified circuit shown in Fig. 1315-B, eliminat-
ing the bias section. 

«L A Low-Power Antenna Tuner for 
Rack Mounting 

in the rack-mounted low-power antenna 
tuner shown in Fig. 1318, separate series and 
parallel condensers are used. This arrange-
ment, while requiring three variable condens-
ers, has the advantage that no switching is 
necessary when changing over from series to 
parallel tuning. It also makes possible the use 
of the tuner to cover a considerably wider 
range of antenna and transmission-line con-
ditions, because the series condensers can be 
adjusted in conjunction with the parallel 
condenser to shorten the electrical length of 
the feeders whenever this is required to make 
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Fig. 1319 — Circuit of the rack. 
mounting antenna tuner for use s.ith 
transmitters having final amplifier, 
which are operated at less than 1000 
volts on the plate. 

All coils are 17:f inches in diameter 
and 234 inches long, with the variable 
link located at the center. For series 
tuning, use the coil specified for the 
next-higher frequency band, which 
will be approximately correct. 

Feeders 

¿ink Mput 

C1 — 100 55 111. per section, 0.045-inch spacing (National 

TM K-100-1)) for high voltages: receiving type 
for low voltages ( Ilammarlund \i CI 

Cs, C4— 250 mad., 0.026-inch spacing ( National 
TM S-250) for high voltages: receiving type for 
low voltages ( Ilammarlund MC-750). 

L — B & JVI.—cri,, coils. Approximate dimensions 
for parallel tuning for each hand are as follows: 

3.5-Me. band — 40 turns No. 20. 
7- Mr. band — 24 turns No. 16. 
11- Me. band — 14 turns No. 16. 
28-Mc. hand- 8 turns No. it,. 

parallel tuning effective. In addition, the series 
condensers also are useful in that tiny provide a 
measure of control over the amplifier loading 
when parallel tuning is used. 

Clips with flexible leads attached are provided 
for the parallel vondenser, CI, so that the sec-
tions may be connected either in parallel or in 
series to form either a high- or low-capacity 
tank circuit, as required. When the high-C 
parallel tank is desired, the two stators are 
t'lipped together, as shown by the dot t ii lines in 
the circuit diagram of Fig. 1319. ft 101 I he rotor 
is connected to the opposite f' Ir. When the 
two sections are connected in sil- les, for low-C 
operation, the break-down voltage is increased. 

Below the circuit diagram, Fig. 1319, two 
sets of variable condensers are suggested. The 
smaller receiving-type condensers with 0.03-
inch air gap should be satisfactory for low-
power transmitters operating at plate poten-
tials of 400 to 450 volts, while larger condens-
ers with 0.045-inch spacing will be required for 

transmitters using plate voltages up to about 
750 or 1000. 

41 A Three-Stage 100-Watt Transmitter 
for Five Bands 

The three-stage transmitter shown in Figs. 
1320. 1322 and 1323 is designed to use a single 
1000-volt 100-ma. tube such as the 1623, 
809. 111"40, or higher-voltage tubes at reduced 
ratings, in the output stage. 

Referring to the circuit diagram of Fig. 
1321. a 6L6, operating at a plate voltage of 
400 but at reduced input, is used in the Tri-
tet oscillator circuit. A potentiometer in the 
screen circuit provides a means of varying the 
screen voltage and, ultimately, the excitation 
to the final amplifier. The 2E25 buffer-doubler 
circuit is capacitively-coupled to the oscillator. 
This second stage makes it possible to obtain 
excitation for the final amplifier in a third band 
from a single crystal, operation in the second 
band being available by doubling frequency in 
the oscillator itself. Parallel plate teed is used 
in the second stage to permit series grid feed to 
the final amplifier, thereby avoiding the proba-
bility of low-frequency parasitic oscillations. 
The deutralized final amplifier is directly 

coupled to the driver stage. Cg and Lg form a 
trap for vii. f. parasitic oscillations. 
The meter switch, S, shifts the milhammeter 

to read oscillator cathode current, driver 
screen current, driver cathode current, final-
amplifier grid current and final-amplifier cath-
ode current. The individual filament trans-
formers permit independent metering of the 
cathode currents of the last two stages. 

Potter suppIN — This transmitter is de-
signed to operate from the combination 1000-
volt and 400-volt plate supply shown in Figs 
1324 and 1325. Both fixed bias of 75 volts for 
the 2E25 and cut-off bias for the final amplifier 
may be obtained from the unit shown in Figs. 
1326 and 1327. For the 1623 tube, resistors 112 

Fie. 1320 — On top of the 
elfas-is of the 100-w : it t 
tr.fitsinitter, the cathode 
f - oil. 11, the 61.6 and the 

-1;11 are in line at the 
right - hand end. The 2E25 

tir, r, horizontally 
II -, 11.111 panel which 

..1 pro, i.h•-• mounting 
for the filament and 

-1 .reen by - ff.t“ condensers, 

the grid leak. Rs, and the 
choke. 1,2is just to the 

I.•ft of the 616 and to the 
right of C2 underneath. La 

in the center at right an-
gles to 1.2 and L4 and just 
to the rear of Cl under-
neath. The 1623 socket is 
,ubmounted to lower the 
¡date terminal. The nett-
t zing condenser, Co, is 
Ii icily in front of the 
tube. RFC2 is just to the 
left of L4. The two fila-
ment transformers are 
mounted on the rear edge. 
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RFC, 

xTAL 

R, 

GL6 

5 

Cs 8 
X 

1ÇEY 
,BIAS C61.11. INA,-

L_C.13 

T. 

2E25 

5V. AC. 

Fig. 1321 - Wiring diagram of the three-stagt. five-band 100-watt transmitter for 1000.volt operation. 

Ca 1623 

r_. 

y iit 
L4 

Fr,o 
ANT. 

BCEC1 

Li 1 161 161 

CI - 100-ppfd. mica. 
C2, C3 - 150-pad. Variable (National ST-150). 
Cu - 100 pp fd. tier secti .... , 0.05-inch spacing (11ammar-

hind 111111)-100-C). 
C5, Cs - 0.001-pfd. mica. 
C7 - 1110-mpfd. Mira. 
Cs - 6-60-mpfel. mica trimmer (two National M-3(ts in 

parallel). 
C2 - Neutralizing e lensers ( National NC-8001. 
Cio - 0011-561. 5000- volt mica. 
C11, C12. C13. 1:11., C15., C16, CI:, Gis, C19., C20 - 0.01-pfd. 

paper. 
Ru - 0.1 megohm, watt. 
R2 - 3311(4u:is, 1 watt. 
113 - 20.(110.iihm 10-watt potentiometer ( Mallory 

E20M1'). 
114 - 25J8/0 ohms, 10 watts. 
Br, - 47,000 oluns, 1 wait. 
Br, - 20,000 ohms, 10 Watts. 
117 - 10,000 ohms, 10 wat ts. 

R0, hin. 1111, 1112 22 (dun«, 1 watt. 
14 - 1.75-Mc. crystals - 32 turns No. 24 d.s.c., close-

551,11011. 
3.5- Me. crystals - 9 turns No. 22, 1 inch long; 

L00- pfd. mica in coil form, connected across 
winding. 

7- Me. crystals - 6 turns No. 22. 5</ inch long. 
All on liammarlund I ilium. forms. 

14, 14 -  1.75-Me. - 56 turns. I 1.1-inch diam.„ 
inches long, 54 eih. (National A1(130, no link). 

and R3 should be 6000 ohms and 7000 ohms, 
respectively. 
Tuning - Coils for the desired output fre-

quency, consistent with the crystal frequency, 
should be plugged in the various stages. bear-
ing in mind that frequency may be doubled in 
the plate circuit of the oscillator and again in 
the second stage, if desired. It should also 
be remembered that the selection of the 
cathode coil, LI, depends upon the crystal fre-
quency and not necessarily the output fre-
quency of the oscillator, the sanie cathode coil 
being used for both fundamental and second-
harmonic output from the crystal stage. Since 
much better efficiencies can be obtained with 
the 2E25 operating as a straight amplifier, it 

3.5 N1c. - 28 turns. 11:¡.inch diain., 11, inches 
long, 15 ph. ( National .11(10, no li nk), 

7 Me. - 11 turns, I,4 -inch iliam..1% inches long, 
4.2 ph. ( Natinnal A1120), no link, 

14 M.. - 8 turn I ii-inch <ham., 1 I inches 
long, 1.25 ph. I \ I ional A IC 10., no link ). 

28 Mc. - 4 turn, I - inch Warn.. long, 
0.5-511. ( National li5. turns no link). 

L.1- L75 Me. - turns, \ 18, 2 2-inch (Ham.. 21. 
inches long, 78 ph. ( 11 & n B(I.100). An 8)). 
mufti. fixed air padder (Cards, ill .11).80.0S) is 
placed in right-rear corncr gri 1•11.1-i , and at-
tached to coil with flexible lead. and 

3.5 Mc. - 32 turn , No. II,. 2 diam. 
inches long, 39 ph. ( 13 8.• 

7 IMe. - 20 turns No. I I. 2- inch diam., 2! inches 
bug. 12 ph. ill (1 II) 1 Ill. 
14 - 8 turns No. li, 2- inch diam., 2 inches 

long. 2.5-ph. ( It & W BCL20). One turn re-
 ed front each end. 
28 - 4 turns No. 12. 2-inch iliam.„ 13i inches 

long, 0.7 pli. It & W BC1.10). Otte turn removed 
fr each end. 

- 5 111r11S NO, I 1, diam., j/i inch long. 
M.% - 0-200 , I.c. inctcr. 
ii Fed - 2.5.nuh. choke. 

- 1.1,111.h r.f. coke ( National 11-3001i). 
S - Double-gang 5-circuit switch (Mallon' 3220.1). 
Ti, T2 - il:11/11•11t transformer, 6.3 volt, 3 amp. 

(ITC S55). 

is advisable to avoid doulding in this stage. 
The first two stages should be tested first, 

with all voltages applied except. the plate 
voltage for the final amplifier. Tuning the 
oscillator to resonance, with the key closed. 
should cause a slight dip in cathode current 
accompanied by an abrupt rise in the screen 
and cathode current of the second stage. 
Tuning the 2E25 plate circuit, to resonance 
should produce a good dip in cathode current. 
with a simultaneous reading of maximum grid 
current to the final amplifier. 
The amplifier should then be neutralized 

and tested for parasitic oscillation. The la I ter 
is done by shifting the final-amplifier pla te-
voltage lead to the 400-volt, tap and turning 
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off the bias supply. No plate voltage should 
be applied to the exciter stages. C4 is then 
varied through its entire range for several 
settings of Ca. If at any point a change in the 
final-amplifier cathode current is observed, Cg 
should be adjusted to eliminate it. During this 
process, plate voltage should not be applied 
long enough to cause appreciable heating of 
the tube. 
Normal operating voltages may now be re-

placed and the final amplifier tuned up in the 
usual mannner. A plate current of 100 ma. will 
indicate normal loading of the final amplifier. 
(Plate current will be the difference between 
grid and cathode currents under operating con-
(litions.) With all stages tuned and the ampli-
fier loaded normally, the oscillator cathode 
current should run bet ween 16 and 30 ma., 
2E25 screen current bet ween 6 and 11 ma., 
2E25 cathode current bet ween 45 and 70 ma., 
2E25 grid voltage between 125 and 260 volts, 
oscillator screen voltage between 100 and 250 
volts, and 2E25 screen voltage bet ween 210 
and 250 volts, exact values depending upon 
whether the stage is operating at the funda-
mental or doubling frequency. Excitation 
should be adjusted to keep the amplifier grid 
current between 20 and 25 ma., when the grid 

Fig. 1:123 — Underneath 
the 8 x 17 X 3-ineli chas-
sis i f the 100-watt trans-
mitter. C2 to the right and 
C3 in tue center are insu-
lated from the chassis by 
polystyrene button insu-
lators. (.4 to the left also is 
insulated and is spaced 
from the chassis to bring 
all shafts at the same 
level. I .cads to the coils im-
mediately above the tank 
condensers pass through 
large grommeted clearance 
holes. Meter—hoot resi4-
ances art• - gridt•rvii directly 
to the sm itch terminal, 
113 at the right is instil:it...I 
from the cha,-- i- e•• - 

truded bakelite o a'sbers. 
The v.h.f..parasitic trap is 
suspended in the amplifier 
grid lead to the left of 
insulating couplings are 
required for C2 and (73. 

• 

Fig. 1322 — All controls for the 100-
watt five-hand transmitter are below 
the chassis level. From left to right, 
they are the oscillator screen-voltage 
potentiometer, the oscillator plate. 
tank condenser, the buffer-doubler 
plate-tank condenser, the meter switch 
and the final-amplifier plate-tank 
vontlenser. The panel is of standard 
rack width and is 8% inches high. 

• 

voltage should measure 130 to 150 volts. 
Power output of 65 to 75 watts should be ob-
tainable on all bands. The oscillator circuit 
may be arranged for optional VFO input by 
short-circuiting the cathode circuit. 

If the output stage is to be plate-modulated, 
the plate voltage should be reduced to 750. 
Operating data for suitable tubes of other 
types will be found in the tables in Chapter 
Twenty. 
A suitable antenna tuner is the one shown 

in Fig. 1318. The larger variable condensers 
should be used. 

IQ A Simple Combination Bias Supply 

Fig. 1326 shows the circuit diagram of the 
simple transformerless bias unit, pictured in 
Fig. 1327, which may be used to supply cut-off 
bias voltages up to 100 volts or so. Through 
grid-leak action it will also provide the addi-
tional operating bias voltage required, if the 
resistor values are correctly proportioned. The 
circuit also includes a second branch, consist-
ing of R and a VR-75-30 voltage-regulator 
tube, supplying regulated voltage. This branch 
may not be required in all cases, but will be 
found convenient in many applications for pro-
viding fixed eut-off or protective bias for a 
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155V. A.C. 

Fig. 132.1— Circuit diagrani of the comhination Innn-
and 400-volt supply for the 'nov. ai t transmitter. 
Cl, C2 — 1000-i oit pari, 5Mallory TM105;. 
Ca — 4-µfd. 60(1, e elevIrOly P• ( C-1) 604). 
C4 — 8-µfd. 600, oit eleetrolvtie ( C.1) 608). 
Ri — 20,000 ohms, 75 w at 
112 — 20,000 olims, 23 Ns ait,. 

Ls. 1.3 — 5/20-by. SS, inging choke, 150 ma. (Thordar-
son T-19C30). 

1.2, 1.4— 12-1IV. sinii.thing choke, 150 ma. (Thordar-
son T;19C16). 

Ti — high-voltage transformer, 1075 and 500 volts 
r.m.s. each side, 125- and 150-nia. signait aneons 
current ratina (Thordarson 

— 2.5 volts, 5 amp. (Thordarson T-191,88). 
Ta — 5 volts, 4 amp. (Thordarson T-631'99). 

low-power stage independent of the main out-
put voltage. 
Adjustment — The voltage-divider resist-

onces, R2 and R3. are combined in a single 
resistor with two stil ling taps. One of t hese taps 
alters the total resistance by short-circuiting 
portion of the resistance at the negative end, 
while the other adjusts the eut-off voltage. 
The method of determining the values of re-
sistance it, each section is as follows: 
The bias section. /?2, is mijusted to equal the 

recommended grid-leak resistance for the tube 
or tubes in use. The value of resistance bet ween 

Fig. 1325 pP,yr 

supply ntakes of 
bill:111011 tramformers 
a dual filter deli, - 
cring 100ll siiiN at 125 ma. 
and 10n N1111'.. ;11 130 ma.. 
or 400 volts and 730 ‘ oli-
siinultaneousl, dependite, 
linon the transformer - e-
lerIed. ii.ellit r lia gr,. Ils 
I. gis en in 41,1. 1321 Hie 
1000-volt blyeder resistor 
is mounted on the F1,1' 

edge of the stir a 
protective gitan! made of 
a Meer of galranized feue-
ing material to pros ide 
ventilation. N1 illen l'et s 
terminal- ar, 11-.•.1 ho 

IWO higii-sIdLig.. 

Cerainies.s•kets - hould 
used for the ill, j,-. The 
chassis measure, IIX 17 
X 3 inches and the stand-
ard rack panel is 
inchcs high. 

the biasing tap atol the short-
° circuiting tal) is determined by 

the following foi 

%%livre E. is the vplt age required for plate-
current cut-off. This value may be determined 
t.o a close approximation 4or triodes by dividing 
the plate voltage by the amplifie:ilion factor of 
the tube. No supplementary grid-leak bias 
should be used in the stage being supplied by 
the pack. 
The resistance in each section should be first 

set at the values determined by 1.1ie formula. 
The biased amplifier should then be turned on, 
without excitation. If the plate current is not 
almost completely dut off, or at least reduced 
to a sa fe value. I biasing lap should lue moved 
upward ( in the nug:ilive slit's 'I With the 
ampli lier in opm.alion and drawing rated grid 
current, the bizu.,ing vol lago should be incas-

Fi'. 1326 — Cirruit diagram of the transforrnerless bias 
supply with voltage-regulated output, sl ,,,,, n in Fig. 
1327. 
Ci. 4.12— 16-m rd. 150- volt electrol yt ic. 
— 0.111 -µfd. paver. 

73510 ohms. 111 watts. 
112 ± 15.0110-ohm 50-watt wire-wound resistor 

ith Iwo sliders. 
See lest details of adjustment and operation. 

L— 60- gnus. replacement tilter choke. 
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Fig. 1327 — A transfortaierles combination 1,1a. , 11 .ply 
suitable for supplying bias for r.f. stages roquiring 125 
volts or less for cut-off. A secnini branch. controlled 1, a 

It-75-30 regulator tube, s Ii\ed 
for a second stage is hose grid curn-ut dol.- not evc evil 20 
ma. The  • above is comtrueted on a 7 ‘" elms-
sis, although the cortimments may be lit trd into 
any spare sp.ice on another pouser-mpitt .• 11.1-- is. The 
regulated ‘ 11-ittlet branch 111:1 le.• omitted if not re-
quired. The circuit diagram is 'demo 1320. 

tired. using a high-resistance volt meter. If the 
grid voltage is higher than that. recommended 
in the tube operating tables, both the biasing 
tap and the short-circuiting tap on the up-
per section should be moved. hit by luit, to-
ward the positive end until t he correct operat-
ing bias is obtulined. The bias voltage should 
then be measured again. A final adjustment 
may be nevessary to again arrive at cut-off 
voltage wit bout excitat ion. 

Fig. 1327 shows the components asseinhled 
separately on a small chassis. They may, how-

ever, be combined with plate-supply compo-
nents on a single chassis, since little additional 
space will be reulinied. 

It will be noticed in the circuit diagram that 
a polarized plug is used in the line and that the 
only connection bet ween the circuit and the 
chassis is through the conulenser, C3. This is to 
prevent short-cireuiting the power line, should 
an ordinary plug be used and be inserted in-
correctly in the steel:et. The polarized plug 
should be connected so that the grfmnded side 
of the power line is connected to the positive 
side of llou bias supply. 

411. A Four-Band 125-Watt Transmitter 

Figs. 132S atol 1330 show two views of a 
simple 125- watt 1-batid transmitter. As the 
circuit diagram of Fig. 1329 shows. it consists 
of HO 11K-I I )32 beam let rode wit h it t wo-stage 
driver using 7C5 reeeiving-type tubes. 3.5- Me. 
crystals may be used for 3.5-. 7- and 11- Mc. 
work. or 7- Mc. nystals for 7-, 1-1- and 28- Mc. 
operation. When the output stage is operated 
at the ervstal fundamental frequency, the 
uhaibler tul te and coil are removed from their 
sockets and a jumper connecting the grid and 
plate terminals is inserted in the tube socket,. 
To obtain the required Q in the output tank 
circuit. the coil is tapped, rather than use the 
large tank capacitance which would otherwise 
be necessary. 

Series plate feed is ii 'd in all stages. Sri-eel) 
voltage for the 7C5s is taken from individual 
voltage dividers, while a series resistor is used 
in the output stage so that it ran he plate-
screen intolulated it desired. 'rite oscillator is 
keyed when the doubler stage is not in the 
eircuit_ otherwise t he doubler is hived. If 
oscillator keying on all bands is desiu:ed, the 

• 

Fig. 1328 -- A 
125,..ttt traiirtiit-
tt•r for 3.7. to :10 
\lc. The -111 

-,114 .11 j5 11 , tiro 

11 .11 11111 111C meter 
i is to the 

loft of the meter. 
Tim Cl y are 
illuggc.1 jilt., the 
lut , 1111n- ,•lielsets 

Lit the let t in pairs. 

• 
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A1 B1 C1 Di Ei 

:2 

7C5 

A2 B2C2 02E2 

5 el A2 

2  

7C 5 

TO HEATERS 

RK-4032 

+600V. 6.3 V. +300V. -90V. 
+BIAS AC. 

Fig. 1329 -- Circuit diagram of the 125-watt 4-band transmitter. 

CI — 140-agfd. receiving-type variable ( Ilatintiarlund 
NIC-1•10S). 

C2, Ci, Cs — 0,002-pfil. IlliCa. 
C5,.C10 — 100-ggfd. receiving-type variable ( Ilaminar-

lund NIC-11)051. 
C6, Cit — 100-gpfd. mica. 
Cr, Co — 0.001-gfd. mica. 
Cs — 500-µµ fil.  • .a. 
Ce,„ CI4 0.001.14fIL 1200.V014 mica. 
C13 — 100-551d. 1300-volt variable ( National TNIK-

100). 
Bi — 0.1 megolun, 1 att compo4ti (((( . 
Ita — 680 ohms. I watt  po 
113, 115, lt, lito — 68 ,-uatt compodtion. 
1114 — (7,000 ohms, 1.0 at t rit'leg ,- it I, ,11. ¡ See text.) 

116 - 10,000 olittu... att 

117 — 470 ohms. I - watt 
Ro — 2200 ohnls. I co MI 11.-1 t 
It ti - 25,000 ohm-. III-, t r, t g. lllll 
R12 — 12,5181 ohm,. 20-, at t s, ire-u mind (two 10-watt 

25,000-olon n•-i-6›r, in parallel). 
ltta — See text. 
1114— 22,000 ohms, 1-watt composition. 

La — For 3.5-%le. crystals — 16 turns No. 22 il.s.c. 
tiir,. I-inch diameter. inch long. 

For 7-N1 e. crystals — 12 turn, No. 22 41.s.c. wire, 
1-inch diatueter, 1 inch long. 

47,000-r dim grid-leak resistor, /LI, should be 
replaced with a 33.000-ohm unit. and a 45-volt 
battery connected in series between the lower 
end of R5 anti the keying lark. ./ 2. The milliam-
meter, MA, has a scale of 0-200 ma, and can 
be switched to read oscillator currunt . doubler 
current or amplifier grid or plate current. The 
shunt R13 is wound with No. 30 copper wire, 
using a !,‘;-watt OS-ohm resistor as a form. 
The length of the wire used in the shunt is 
adjusted to give a meter-scale multiplication 
of two so that the full-scale reading becomes 
400 ma. when the meter is switched in this 
position. 

ANT. TUNING 

RFC6 

Et 

E2 

L2 — 3.5 Mc. — 40 turns No. 22 1-inch diameter, 
close-wo lllll I. 

7 Me. — 18 turns No. 20 enana., 1-inch diameter, 
114. inche- Inng. 

14 — II turns No. 20 enana., 1-inch diameter, 
3'.; inch 1..1 ;4. 

7 \h._ 1.1 saw as Li. 
28 \I r', — .1 turns No. 20 enam., 1-inch diameter, 

int.!' long. 
— 3.3 Me. — 2•1 turns 2 inches diameter. ng m leBvEi L-80), lo 21 turns reoved from It & ‘1. 

tapped tt 6 turns f  plate cod. 
7 Mc. - 12 turns 2 inches diameter, 114 inches 

long '10 turns removed from 11 & W 11E1,40), 
tapped at 3 turf, from plate end. 

14 NI e. - 8 turns 2 diameter, 2 inches long 
W BEI.-20), tapped at 2 turns from plate 

e1"li. 28 Mc. — 3 turns 2 inches diameter, 1 inch long 
(It & W DEL-101. no tap. 

— Closed-circuit jack. 
NI .% - - 0 -200 milliam me ter. 
FCI, 11FC2, Ft1. It FC5 — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke 

(Ilammarl I CII \ t. 
1117Cs — 1-mh, r. f. choke ( National 1(-300). 
St — Single-circuit I-position ceramic rotary switch. 
Sa — Two-ciretait 5-position ceramic rotary su itch. 

The unit is built on a 7 X 7.X 3-inch chassis. 
Two octal sockets are mounted at the left-hand 
(tint of the chassis to serve as mountings 
for four crystals. The crystal switch. St. is 
mounted underneath centrally between the 
two sockets. The sockets for L1, L. and L3 

are Ii ri'! up along the front edge, while their 
rest tective t uning condensers are placed to t he 
rear underneath. Thtty are insulated from the 
chassis by means of small feed-through in-
sulators and the shafts are fitted with insulat-
ing couplings. The two tube sockets are just to 
the rear of the condensers. A refinement which 
is not strictly necessary at the frequencies at 
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which this transmit ter operattts is the copper-
sheet ground plate which surrounds the 7C5 
sockets and to which all r.f. ground connections 
are mule. 
The sockets for the 41)32 and the output 

tank circuit are to the right with the coil 
socket mounted on top of the eo ndenser. In 
mounting the coil, the top plate of the tank 
condenser is replaced by a strip of aluminum 
bent up at one end to form a " I." One t t he 
outside coil 'pins passes through a hole in the 
end of the " I," while a small X .t -111th 
cone insulator is used to support the " hot" 
end of the coil jack bar. The tube socket is 
spaced inch below the chassis to provide 
clearance for the screws which fasten the tube 
shield to the chassis. This shield is a 21'2-ineh 
coil shield cut down so that it comes up 
inches from the chassis. Cia is insulated from 
the chassis by mg tunting it on small feed-
through insulators. Care should be used in 
selecting a well-insulated dial and coupling fin. 
this condenser since the shaft carries the full 
high voltage. 
The driver coils are wound on Millen 1-inch 

diameter forms. The standard I1EL-series 
13 & W used in the out put stage must be 
altered slightly to provide for the tap. A fifth 
plug is added at the empty ('toter lioh•. The 
link connection. normally mar the plate end 
of the coil, is shifted to titis center plug, while 
the tap is contitteted to the plug normally con-
nected to the link. 
The power supply shown in Fig. 1315 will 

provide plate voltage for the 7( ' 5s anti biasing 
voltage for the 41)32 if a V1(-90 is substituted 
for the Vii-75. The Itigh-vidtztge supply slit)wn 
in Fig. 1317 is suitable for the final stage. 
The plate current to the crystal oscillator 

should run armuol 20 ma. m;(1 the doubler 
plate current about •I0 ma. Grid current to the 
doubler should be about 2 ma, and to the final 
at least 6 ma. under It 

1E. A 100-Watt Output Bandswitching 
Transmitter or Exciter 

The transmitter pictured in Figs. 1331, 
1333 and 1344 incorporates bandswitching 

• 
Fig. )330 — Bot-
(om view of the 
41)32 transmitter. 
A terminal strip 
set in flyback edge 
of t he ,• h -• is pro. 
vided for power-
sup ply eon nee. 
lions. Tlie two 
jacks, also set in 
the rear edge, are 
for the key. 

• 

over all bands from 3.5 to 28 Mc. It consists 
of a 6\76 Tri-t et oscillator which gives either 
fundamental or second-harmonic output from 
a 3.5-Me, crystal, a 6N7 dual-triode frequency 
multiplier wit h its first triotle section operating 
as a doubler from 7 to 14 Mc. and the second 
section doubling from 14 to 28 Mc., and a final 
stage with two 807s in parallel. The Tri-tut 
eat hode coil may be cut in or out of the circuit 
as desired, so that the 6V6 may be used as a 
straight tetrode crystal oscillator on either 
3.5 or 7 Mc. Provision is made for crystal 
switching, six crystal sockets being included, 
and a seventh switch position is used for 
external V FO input. The power output on all 
bands is in excess of 100 watts %%lien the 807s 
are operated at ICIS c.w. telegraph ratings. 
The cireuit diagram of the transmitter is 

given in Fig. 1332. The switching circuit is so 
arranged that the grids of unused 6N7 triode 
sections are disconnected from the preceding 
staggt and grown his I t It us excitation is not ap-
plied to idle doubler tubes. Only one coil is 
used in the tiVii stage to cover both 3.5 and 
7 Me.; for 3.5 Mc. an air padding condenser, 
C2, is switched in parallel with the 7-Mc. tank 
circuit to extend the tuning range to 3.5 Mc. 

Capacity coupling between stages is used 
I hroughout. The plates of the first three stages 
are parallel-fed so that the plate tuning con-
densttrs can be mininted directly on the metal 
chassis. Coupling to the 807 grids is through a 
tap on each plate coil; this " tapping down" 
not only provides thtt proper load for the vari-
ous driver stages but also helps overcome the 
effect on the driver tuning ranges of the rather 
large shunt capacitance risulting from operat-
ing the two beam tetrod(s in parallel. Series 
feed is used in the plate circuit of the 8(178, the 
lank condenser being of the type that is in-
sulated from the chassis. Operating bias for the 
807s is obtained from a grid-leak resistor, and 
t be screen voltage is it through a 
dropping resistor from tlitt plate supply. 

Plate currents of all tubes are read by a 
0-100 d.c. milliammeter which can be switched 
to any plate circuit by means of S4. One switch 
position is provided for checking the final-
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stage grid current. The d.c. cathode returns of 
both the 6V6 and the 807s are brought out to 
terminals so that a choice of keying is offered. 
If the 6V6 cathode lead is grounded, the am-
plifier alone may be keyed in the cathode cir-
cuit; if the two cathode returns are connected 
together, the oscillator and amplifier may be 
keyed simultaneously for break-in operation. 
(The oscillator alone cannot be keyed wit h the 
807 cathodes grounded. bemuse without lixt,d 
bias on the latter tubes the plate input would 
be excessive under key-up conditions.) 
To prevent, parasitic v.h.f. oscillations, small 

chokes (RF( '5 and fil'('6) are vonnected in the 
grid leads to the 807s, and a 68-ohm resistor is 
ronnected in each screen lead. These sup-
pressors are mounted as closely as possible t.o 
the tube sockets. A parasitic trap, L5(17, is 
connected in the common plate lead to the 
807s. Because of the high power sensitivity 
of the paralleled 807s and the fact that the 
grid-plate capacitance is doubled by the paral-
lel connection, the tubes may oscillate in 
t.p.t.g. fashion at the operating frequency if 
the amplifier is run with no load on the plate 
tank. However, this tendeney toward oscilla-
tion disappears with a small load ( less than 
one-fourth rated plate current) and the ampli-
fier is perfectly stable under normal loading 
conditions. 
As shown in Fig. 1333, the amplifier plate 

coils are mounted on an aluminum bracket 
supported by t he main tu: is. Tho bracket di-
mensions are 612 inclus long by •I inches wide 
on top, with mounting legs 2 inches high. 
Half-inch lips bent outward from the bottoms 
of the legs provide means for mounting to the 
chassis. The amplifier bandswitch, S3, is 
mounted underneath the coil bracket, with the 
two switch wafers spaced out so they are ap-
proximately two inches apart. This brings tlie 
plate switch section directly under the 28-Mc. 
tank coil so that the shortest leads can be ob-
tained at the highest frequency. The output 

Fig. 1331 — A 100-watt 
output transmitter or 
exciter with bands 
switching over four 
bands. The onteut stage 
uses parallel 80 ts. Crys-
tal switching, with pro-
vii.Afott fin NTO inpnt, 
and meter switching are 
incorporated. Tuning 
controiê, from tat se 
right, eee crystal oseil-
lator-double;., 14-11c. 
doubler, 28-Me, dou-
bler, and (large dial) 
final amnlikr. The erYs-
tal switch is at thé 
tower-Mt corner, driver 
bandswitch in the cen-
ter, and meter switch 
at the lower right. 
amplifier 'minim% itch is 
above the meter su itch 
and to the right ,,f the 
amplifier tuning dial. 

link connection runs from the other switch 
section (at the front) through a length of 300-
ohm feeder to terminals on the rear wall of the 
chassis. Because of the low ratio of plate volt-
age to plate current, a rat her low L/C ratio 
must be used in the plate tunk circuit to secure 
a reasonable Q. The stang lard coils used are 
therefore modified to the dina•nsions given in 
Fig. 1332. Other types of manufactured coils 
(100-wat t rating) may be usegl if desired, pro-
vided turns are taken off to bring the 3.5-Me. 
band near maximum capacitance on the 150-
pad. tank condenser, the 7- Mc, band at 65 
to 70 per eent of maximum, and the I4-Me. 
band to approximately 30 per cent of maxi-
mum. no, 28-Mo. band may tune at nearly 
minimum eapnoitanee, since the minimum 
circuit capacitance is fairly large. 

In the bottom view, Fig. 1334, the meter 
switch with its shunting resistors is at the left. 
The driver bandswitch. 82. is in the center; the 
section nearest t he panel is for C2, the rotor of 
the next section goes to the grid of the 14- Mc. 
doubler, the rotor of the third section to the 
28-Me, doubler, and the rotor of the last sec-
tion to the grids of the 807s. In t his view the 
right-hand section of the 6N7 is the 14-Mc. 
doubler. Grid and plate blocking condensers 
are supported between the tube-sorket ter-
minals and small ceratnic pillars which serve as 
tie-points for t'. f. wiring. The coil taps to the 
807 switch , hop through holes ill the chassis 
directly below the proper prong, on the coil 
soekets. The crystal s cviii. oryst al-holder as-
sembly, oscillator cathode tuned circuit, and 
shorting switch, St-„ are in the upper left-
hand corner. The crystal sockets ( for the new 
small crystals) are mounted in a row on a 
lq x 3-inch piece of aluminum secured to the 
chassis by mounting pillars of square alumi-
num rod. Tite spare crystal socket on top of the 
chassis is for old-type crystal holders with 
4-i itch pin sitaring. In general, chokes and 

by-pass condensers are grouped as closely as 
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Fig. 1332 - Circuit diagram of the 

C— See test. 
• — 220-mmfd. mica (mounted inside L4)• 
(:2— 140- fil. air paddcr. 
C3, C.8, Co — 100-44pfd. variable (National ST-100). 
CO — 150-gail. variable, 0.05-inch plate spacing (1Iam-

marlund 111:11-150-C). 
C7 — 3-30-gpfd. ceramic padder. 
• C.10, Cu — mira. 
C.9, Cit, Co, CIG. C23— -dd. paper, 600 volts. 
C10, C14, Ci7 — mica, 500 volts. 

C12, CP, WU-PAL Mira. 
C20- 470-551d.  •a, 251111 ‘olt. 
C22— 0.0022-5M. mica, 2500 volts. 
Ri — 0.1 megolun, watt. 
RD, R3 — '17,000 011111S, I watt. 
R4 — 17,000 ohms, !•,j watt. 
R5 — 22,000 ohms, !2 watt. 
R8 — 12,000 ohms, I watt. 
117 — 23,000 ohms, 10 watts. 
R8, R9 — 68 ohms. ),:; watt. 
• 1111, 1112. Hp, W I — 27, ohms, 3/2 watt ( R14 shunted 

as described below). 
Rit — 470 ohms, 1 watt. 

NOTE: Rut is shunted by a length of No. 30 copper 
wire (about 8 or 10 inclic- .1'1111111 around the resistor. 
The wire length should be iiilju-ted to make the milliam-
meter read one-lifth its normal value, increasing the full-
scale range to 500 milliamperes. 

Li — 21 turns No. 18 on 1-ineh diam. form, length 1 
inch; tapped 15 turns from ground. 

— 10 turns No. 18 on 1-inch diam. form, length 1 
inch, tapped 7 turns frl'in ground. 

+750 

!IGN7 

01-

2 
I. 3 

OUTPUT 

100-watt bandswitehing transmitter. 
— 5 turns No. 18 on hinch diam, form, length 1 

inch: tapped 2 turns from ground. 
L4 — 13 turns No. 18 on 1-inch diameter form, length 

1 inch. 
1.;,— 4 turns No. 18, diam. % inch, length % inch, 

mounted on C7 
Lc — 22 turns No, 20, diam J M inches, length 1% 

Mile,. Link 3 turns. 
Is— IS turns No. 16, diam. 1 q inches, length 1% 

Link 3 turns 
— 7 ( ono- No. 16, diam. 1 inches, length 1% 

inches. Link 3 turns. 
Lo — 4 turns No. 16, diam. 11) ,j. inches. length 11,'¡ 

inches. Link 3 turns. 
NOTE: 1.1. 1.2. 1.2 w Ion Millen 15001 forms. 1.4 on 

Millen 45000 form; Ls. 1.7. 1,, 1.9 are Coto C1680E, 
C1640E, C1620E and C1610E, respectively, with turns 
removed to conform to specifications above. 
It — 6.3-volt pilot lamp. 
J — Coasial-cable socket ( Amphenol). 
MA — 0-100 d.e. milliammeter. 
RECi. REC2— 2.5-nub. r.f. choke (National R-100). 
RFC; — r.f. choke ( National R-1001). 
R FC4 — 2.5-mh. r.f. , 311(12). 
RFC:„ 111:Cc — 18 turn- No. 20 d.c.c., 3%-inch diam., 

il,,., wound on I- watt resistor (any high value 
of re-Hance may be used). 

Si — Ceramic ,:ifer s, itch, 7 positions. 
Ss — rour•vang lion ceramic wafer switch LI 

positions 
So — TWO-gang I- position ceramic wafer switch (Vas. 

lev 62(:). 
S4 — Two-gang 6-position ceramic wafer switch (5 

positions mused). 
So — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
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• 

Fig. I ºey Tftp vi,ew 

of the 100-watt band-
switching transmitter. 
The oscillator and dou-
bler coils are of the 
plug-in type for el 1111 

en ien re in mounting 
and adjustment. but do 
not nuod to II/I 
to cover the freuncor, 
range from 3.5 to .;. 1 
Me. The cable termin..1 
on the chas4, wall at 
the right i, fm- 't Fo  in-
put; r.f. output termi-
nal-, are at the extreme 
left. 

• 

possible about, the tube sockets with which 
e l ,y are associated, to keep u'. f. leads short. In 

807 circuit, the screen by-pass condenser. 
is mounted vertically from a small metal 

angle between the two tube sockets, and all 
grounds for the cathode, screen and grid cir-
cuits are brought to a common point between 
the two sockets. 
The condenser, C, across only the 7-Mc. 807 

tank coil is actually a 1 X 1-inch piece of copper 
with a short tab at one end. The tab is soldered 
to the plate lead from the coil just under the 
coil bracket and then bent so that the 1 X 1 
portion is parallel to the bracket and sepa-
rated from it by about inch. The coil by 
itself resonated with the stray capacitance at 
28 Mc. and absorbed considerable energy when 
the transmitter was operating on that band; 
the small capacitance del unes it and prevents 
such absorption. It may not be needed with 
other types of coils or with slightly different 

construction. 
Preliminary tuning should be done with the 

plate voltage for the 807 disconnected. Set S,2 
and S3 for 28-Mc, output, set S4 to read oscil-
lator plate current, and close the key, if os-
cillator keying is being used. With a 3.5-Mc. 
crystal, make sure S5 is open; with a 7-Mc. 
crystal Sr, should be closed. Rotate G3 for a 
small kick in the plate current that indicates 
resonance at the crystal harmonic, in the case 
of the Tri-tet, and for the marked dip in plate 
current t hat indicates oscillation with the 
tel rode m.“•illator. The current should be in 
the vicinity of 16 to 18 ma. Switch the meter to 
the 14-Mc. doubler arid adjust C4 to obtain 
minimum plate current. This should be about 
15 ma. Check the 28-Mc. doubler plate current 
similarly; it should be between 25 and 30 ma. 
at resonance. The final-amplifier grid current 
should be 7 to 8 ma. 

Next. connect a 70-ohm dummy antenna or 

Fig. 1334 — Bottom 
view of the 100-watt 
bandswitching trans-
mitter. ' he chassis di-
mensions are 8 X 17 X 
2 Inches and the panel 
(of crackle-finished Ma-
sonite) is 11'...¡ X 19 
im•be- Parts layout is 

d in the text. 
The 77,0- volt lead is 
'brought through a Mil-
len safely terituiuial, and 
all other power and key-
ing connections go to a 
ceramic terminal strip 
at the rear. The connec-
tion between the crystal 
switch and the V14) in-
put socket is through a 
short length of 11C/58U 
cable lying in the corner 
of the chassis. 
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Fig. 1335— Cireuit diagram of a 250- to 
300-soit 100-ma. power supply. 
CI, C2 — 8.6l. 61111-, oit elect roly tic. 
Iti — 20,000 ohm:. 27) o at N. 
Li, La — 30-hv. 10- ma. filter choke II5VA 

(Stanco.r C.11011 r. 
Si, S2 — toggle sys itch. 
Ti — 410 vidts each side of center, 130 

v., 3 a.; 6.3 v., 3.5 a. 

100-watt lamp to the output terminals, set 
C6 near minimum captivity, and apply plate 
voltage to the 807s. Adjust C6 for minimum 
plate current. which should be about. 200 ma. 
with this load. Readjust, the driver circuits for 
maximum grid current to the 807s. 
Tuning procedure for other bands is much 

the saine, except that. the amplifier cannot be 
loaded to full input on the lower frequencies1>y 
either the dummy antenna or lamp, with the 
links furnished wit h t he coils specified. In such 
cases an antenna should be used to load the 
transmitter after it has lwen determined that 
the various stages are Nvorking properly. On 
3.5 Me., C2 should be adjusted so that a crys-
tal on 3500 ke. can be made to oscillate wit h 
C3 set near maximum capacity. Generally, C2 
will be set at approximately full capacity. 
The transmitter requires t power supply de-

livering 60 to 70 ma. at 300 volts for the os-
cillator ainl doublers, and cow delivering 200 
ma. at 750 volts for the 807s. The supplies 
of Figs. 1317 and 1335 are suitable. 

A Two-Stage High-Power Transmitter 
The photographs of Figs. 1336. 1338 and 

1339 show a t vo-stage t ransmitter capable of 
tandling a power input cii on waits on c.w. or 

6.3 V. 
 o 

675 watts on ' phone. The circuit diagram is 
shown ill Fig. 1337. It. is a simple arrangement 
in which a 6L6 Tri-tet crystal oscillator drives 
an Eimac 4-250A in the output stage, either at, 
the crystal fundamental or at the second har-
monic(' so that the transmitter will cover two 
bands with a single crystal of proper frequency 
without doubling in the out stage. Through 
the use of plug-in coils and a select ion of crys-
tals, the transmitter may be used in all bands 
between 3.5 Me. and 28 Mc. inclusive. 
Any one of four crystals may be selected by 

means of SI, although more crystal posit hats 
may be added. R.I. R5 and R6 are metering 
resistors across which the milliammeter is. 
switched to read combined oscillator screen 
and plate currents, amplifier grid current or 
amplifier cathode current. R5 has sufficient 
resistance to have no practical effect upon the 
meter reading, but the ether shunts which are 
made from copper wire are adjusted to give a 
meter-scale multiplication of 10. making the 
full-scale reading 500 ma. The diagram shows 
both stages keyed simultaneously. If amplifier 
keying only is desired, R1 should be connected 
to ground instead of to the key terminai 
Construction — The transmitter is built 

on a 10 X 17 X 3-inch chassis with a 

• 

Fig. 1336 -- Front view 
of the I 250:1, transmitter. 
.‘long the bottom of the 
impel. from left to right, 
are the celot rois for the os. 
vitiator trining condenser, 
tir' - 1.11 itch and the 
metcrirm Thelartte 

i- for the output tank 
conocmcr. 
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Fig. 1337 — Circuit diagram of the 
C1— 10().....fd. mica. 
Cs 100-....fd. variable (National ST.1001. 
C3— 50-gard.-per-seetion 0.171-inch-plate-spacing van. 

• able (Millen 1.1050). 
C4, C6., Cs, C6 -- 0.01-pfd. paper. 
Co-- 0.0015-gfd. mica. 
C7 100-ggfd. mica, 5000 volts. 

— 0.001-gfd. mica, 5000 volts. 
Cii — 0.001-afil. mica, 10.000 volts. 
1C12 — VargillM4Vpe padding capacitor, 25 ggfil., 16,000 

volts (GÉ. 
C. — 100-ag fil. mica (for 3.5-Mc. crystals only). 
HI — 220 ohm., 1 watt. 
112— 47.000 ohms, watt. 
Ra — 5,000 ohms, 10 watts. 
114, lit 58 inches No. 22 copper wire wound on small-

diam. form. 
Rs- 47 ohms, watt. 
Li — 3.5- Me. crystals: 22 turns No. 22 d.s.e., q-inch 

ilium., close-wound. C. connected across wind. 
ing. 

inch standard rack panel. The mechanical 
arrangement shown in the photographs should 

be followed as closely as possible, since upon 

the placement of parts may depend the stabil-

ity of the amplifier. The oseillator-circuit com-

ponents are grouped at the left-hand end of the 

chassis. The Millen crystal sockets are lined 

• 
Fig. 1338— Bottom view 
shoming the arrangement 
of parts  ler the chassis. 
Mounted off the rear edge 
of the chassis are the Os-

cillator (left) and am 
fier (right) grid ch..kcs. 

oscillator plate .• linke 
is above. The eondenser 
under the crystal-s..itch 
control shaft is the cou-
pling condenser, Cr. The 
oscillator tith ing con-
denser, e2, the 6.3-rolt 
filament transformer and 
Ole metering snitch are 
along the front IAI5I a ! It. 
chassis. The ventilating 
fan is to the right of the 
tube socket. 

• 

0 0 0 0 0 
*SC -HV. +NV. 

-LV. 
+ C. 

two-stage high-power transmitter. 

7-Me. crystal-: 12 turns No. 22 .1.s.c.. 
diam., il --wound. 

14-‘1e. ery,tal.:: 6 turns No. 20 d.s.c., 
diam., inch long. 

3.5 Me.: 40 turns No. 22 d.s.c., 1-inch diam., 

\1.•.: 20 turns No. 22 d.s.e., 1-inch 'Ham., close-
W Iiii 

1 I 'il,-.: 9 turns N.,. 22 d.s.c., 1-inch diam., inch 
11,nr. 

28 Me.: 5 turns No. 20 4,113111., 5il.inch ¡Ham, 
ineli long out Millen Type 45500 threaded 

cerann, t irrut )• 

\ 

M — Fan motor ( liarber-Colman Type d Yab 569-1 
midi Type Y ab 355-2 21.;¡-incit fan, Rockford, 

MA — 0-50 milliamtneter. 
RFC, It Ft u — 2.5-mh. ri. choke. 
RFCg — il atmnarlund C11.500 ri. choke. 
St — 4-position ceramic tap switch. 
S2 — Double-gang 3-position switch. 

up with their centers PA inches in from the 

rear mIge of the chassis in the left-hand corner. 
The sockets for the 61,6 and the plug-in cathode 
coil, LI, are in line with their centers, 3l,(!, 

inches from the back edge of the chassis, while 
the oscillator plate coil is in line with the 

6L6, 6 inches from the rear edge of t he chassis 
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and 31 inches from the left-hand end. The 
crystal switch is placed near the 6L6 socket 
and set at an angle with respect to the edges of 
the chassis. It is controlled by a knob at the 
center by means of a long 14-inch shaft, which 
runs diagonally across the chassis, and a 
Millen 39005 all-metal flexible shaft coupling 
of the " universal-joint" type. 
The socket for the 4-250A is centered W I 

inches from the left-hand end of the chassis 
and 3 inches from the rear edge. It is spaced 
1% inches below the chassis on metal pillars 
so that the base of tue tube is shielded from 
the plate. A spring contact is fastened to the 
socket so that the metal ring around the base 
of the tube will he grounded when t he t ube is 
inserted in the socket. The 4-250A requires a 
small amount of forced-air cooling. This is 
supplied by a small fan directed at 
the base of the tube. A bottom plate 
should be used on the chassis t1eL 
the air will be forced up annul , i 
envelope of the tube. The amplifi ,,; 
plate-tank condenser is placed wit h 
shaft 51.¡ inches in from the right-
hand edge of the chassis, while the 
coil base assembly is elevated on 3-
inch cone insulators centered 2M 
inches from the edge. The clips for 
the padding condenser, C12, required 

• 
Fig. 1340 — A 400-volt 250-ma. power sup-
ply. A 6 X 14 X 3-inch u-ed, with 
all wiring, the filament tran-Mrmer for the 83 
rectifier, and the bleeder r,si-1, ,r mounted be-
neath the chassis. The fme, pilot lamp, and 
the on-off switch (not vi-ilde in this view) are 
mounted on the front , lia-- i•• wall. A.c. input 
to the high-voltage transformer and the fila-
ment transformer are at the rear of the chas 
sis, as are the safety terminal for the B+ 
output and the binding post for ground con-
nect ion. 

• 

Fig. 1339— Rear view of 
the two-stage high-power 
transmitter, showing the 
vacuum-type padding con-
denser in place on top of 
the tank condenser. 

• 

for the 3.5- and 7- Mc. bands, are mounted on 
top of the condenser on 1-inch tubular spacers. 
A pair of long 6-32 mounting screws, passing 
through the spacers, serve to make the connec-
tion between the stators of C3 and the termi-
nals of C12. The Hammarlund CH-500 r.f. 
choke, RFC2, is mounted alongside the tank 
condenser, near the center, with the plate 
blocking condenser, en, fastened to the top. 

Plate voltage is fed from a Millen safety 
terminal in the rear edge of the chassis to the 
bottom end of the r.f. choke through a Millen 
32101 steatite bushing. The hole for the safety 
terminal should have a clearance of about 316 
inch around the part which goes through the 
chassis, to decrease the danger of a voltage 
break-down at this point. The link output ter-
minals are in the right-rear corner, insulated 
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5 2 5V 

425V. 

425V 

`—.0 525V.  o 
F-.-- . 0 5 V.,3A. 

6.3V., 3A.,CI 

6.3 V.,3A,CT. 2 
 0 

Fig. 1341 -- Schema ic diagram of the 400-volt 250-ina. 
power supply. 
Ci — 2-gfd. 600-volt oil-filled capacitor ( lerovox Type 

609). 
C2 4-mfd. 600-volt oil-filled capacitor (Aerovox Type 

600). 
Ri — 25.000 ohms, 20 watts. 
Li — Swinging choke. 5- 25 hy., 225 ma., 120-ohm d.c. 

resistance 'IC S32). 
La — Smoothing choke, 20 liv., 225 ma., 120-dun d.c. 

resistance ( liTC S31). 
Fi — 2-amp. fuse ( Lig tel fuse Tv pe 3.%(;), and fuse-

holder assembly ( Littelfo.se 12121t). 
It — 110.volt a.c. pilot-lamp-and--iwket assembly. 
Ji — Punel-mouniing a.c. receptacle ( Amidienol 61 Fl 
Pi, P2 — lllllll ding a.c. plug (Amplienol 61 1111). 
Si — S p.s.t. toggle su itch. 
Ti — Filament transformer, 5 volts, 4 amp. (Thordarson 

T-631,99). 
T2 — Pots g.r. transformer. 525 or 425 volts a.c. earl' side 

of -i-ri ter-tap. 2511-ma. rating. Filament wind-
ings: 5 v. 3 amp.; 6.3 v. 3 amp. ca.; 6.3 v. 3 
amp. c.t. ( 1..1TC S40). 

from the chassis on a National FWG poly-
styrene terminal strip. 

Underneath, at the amplifier end of the 
chassis, are the metering switch, S., and the 
6 3-volt filament transformer. An extt.rnal 
Manumit transformer is required for t he 4-24A. 
it, should have a rating of 5 volts, 15 amperes. 
On t he panel, the milhanitneter is placed to 

balance the amplifier tuning glial. the meter-
switeh knob to balanre that of the oscillator 
tuning condenser, while the crystal switr it is 
at the center. near the hot torn edgo. .-110tig tite 
real edgy of the chassis, from left to right, as 
viewed from the rear, are a terminal strip for 
making connections to the oscillator supply, 

Fig. 1312— This power-supply unit deliver: 2025 or 
2480 volts at full-load curt rot .,f nia., tiitli ripple of 
0.5 per cent and regulation of 19 pci cunt. \ are 
selected by taps on the secondary. All ex posed high-
voltage terminals are covered with Spn.war !!,blior 
safety caps and the tube plate terminals with moulded 
caps. The rectifier tubes are placed atsay from the plate 
transformer to avoid induction troubles. The panel is 
14 X 19 inches and the cha-.,- 13 X 17 X 2 inches. The 
exposed high-voltage terminal should be covered with a 
rubber-tubing sleeve. The circuit is shown in Fig. 1343. 

+400V. 
250kis. 

the amplifier 
sereen-volt age 
dropping resistor, 
and to the 
biasing-voltage 

 o source, if one is 
used: the key 
jack, filament 

terminals for the 4-250A ineluding a center-
tap connection, a safety terminal for the high-
voltage connection, and a nude plug for the 
115-volt line to the 6.3-volt filament trans-
former and the fan motor. 
The cathode coils, Lt, are wound on Millen 

octal-base shielded forms without tuning slugs. 
A change in catir' ele coils is required only with 
a change in the band in (‘ h the crystal lies. 
The coil for use with 3.5- Me. crystals requires 
an additional 100-add. Inira condenser, ex, 
connected aeross the winding ; is shown by the 
dotted lines in Fig. 1337. This condenser is 
placed inside the plug-in along with the 
3.5-Me. coil. The 100-pmfd. c•apacitor, 
which is connected permanently in the circuit, 
is sufficient for use with 7- and 1-1- Me. crystals. 
Sine larger coils are desirable for the plate 
circuit of the oscillator, the coils for L2 are 
wound on 1-inch diameter forms enclosed in 
National Type PII-10 plug-in shield cans. The 
shield should be grown 1,1 to the chassis 
through one of heyvailable pins in the base. 

Extlq•nal connections to the unit are indi-
cate,1 in Fig. 1337. If both stages are to be 
keyed as shown, no fixed bias is necessary and 
all that is required is a grid leak of 5000-ohm 
5-wat t size, connected across the biasing ter-
minals. This biasing system will serve also in 
case only the amplifier is to be keyed. Keying 
of the oscillator alone is not recommended 
because of the effects of soaring screen voltage, 
which makes it impossible to cut off plate and 
,screen currents in this unit without exceeding 
the normal operating bias. For this reason, it is 
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115V. AC. 

Fig. 13.13— Circuit diagram of the 2500-volt 150-ma. 
power supply. 
Ci — -.ail. 2500-volt oil-filled (CE Pyranol). 
C2 — 4-ufd. 27,00, oil-filled (GE Pyranol). 
It — 511.1101) . dirn., 200 watts. 
L1— Input choke, 5-20 hy., 500 ma., 75 ohms (Thor-

darsi T- 19C38). 
Lz— S ttttt othing choke, 12 hy., 500 ma., 75 ohins 

(Thordarson T-19C45). 
T1— 3000 or 2150 volts r.m.s. each side of center, 500-

ma. d.e. (Thorilarson T. 191%8). 
T2 — 2.5 volts, 10 amp. 10,000-volt insulation (Thor-

darson T-6-1F33). 
The voltage regulation may be improved by the use 

of a lower value of bleeder resistanee. R, although at 
some sacrifice in maximum permissible load current. 
This circuit is also used for the 1500-volt supply shown 
in Fig. 1360. 

highly advisable to use an overload relay in 
the plate-supply circuit of the amplifier, to 
protect the tube in case the oscillator fails to 
function. The circuit diagram of a suitable low-
voltage supply for the oscillator delivering 350 
to 400 volts is shown in Figs. 1340 and 1341. 
The high-voltage supply of Figs. 1312 and 1343 
may be used for the output stage. The screen 
voltage-dropping resistor is not inclutlet1 in the 
unit because of the heat generated. It shituld be 
located externally, possibly in the power-
supply unit, and should consist of two 50,-
000-ohm 160-wat t resistors in parallel. 
Adjustment — After the proper coils for 

the desired band have been plugged in and the 
crystal switch turned to select the proper 
crystal, the key may be closed wit h the low-
voltage supply turned on, but with the high-
voltage supply turned off. The combined os-
cillator plate and screen current at resonance 
should be between 35 and 75 ma.. depending 
upon the crystal frequency and wliet her or not 
the oscillator is doubling frequency. If the os-
cillator is operating at 1he crystal fundamental 

+ frequency, oscillation will cease 
abruptly when the plate tank 

H.V. circuit is tuned to the high-
capacitance side of resonance. 
I'm reliable operation this cir-
cuit. should be tuned slightly to 

the low-capacitance side. When doubling fre-
quency this characteristic disappears so that 
the plate circuit. may be tuned to exact reso-
nance where maximum out put shouhl occur. 
Tuning t he oscillator plate circuit to reso-

nance should result in a grit I-current reading 
\\hen the meter is switched to the second 
meter-switch position. The reading will vary 
het ween 30 and 35 Ina. to 50 ma, or more, de-
pending upon the frequency and whether the 
oscillator is doubling frequency or working 
"straight through." The potential of the high-
volt age supply should be reduced during pre-
liminary adjust mums. If no other means of re-
ducing the voltage is available a 200-watt 115-
volt lamp may be connected in series with the 
primary winding of the high-voltage trans-
former. The plate circuit of the amplifier 
should be tuned to resonance first. with the 
antenna link swung out to the minimum-
coupling position. The output tank circuit of 
the amplifier may be coupled through the link 

either directly to a properly-terminated 
low-impedance transmission line, or through 
an antenna t olor such as the one shown in Figs. 
1341 and 13.15 to any type of antenna system. 
With the antenna system connected and the 
link swung in for maximum coupling, the plate 
current should increase when the antenna sys-
tem is tuned through resonance. Every adjust-
ment of the coupling or tuning of the antenna 
system should always be followed by a read-
justment of the tuning of t w amplifier tank 
circuit for resonance. As the loading is in-
creased the plate current at resonance will 
increase. The loading may be carried up to the 
point where the plate current (cathode cur-
rent., minus grid and screen currents) is 300 
ma. at 3000 volts. 

ta. A Wide-Range Antenna Coupler 

The photograph of Fig. 1344 shows the con-
structional details of a wide-range antenna 
coupler suitable for use with high-power trans-
mitters. Various combinations of parallel and 

Fig. 1314— Wide-range antenna coupler. 
The unit is assembled on a metal chassis 
measuring 10 X 17 X 2 inches, with a panel 
10.¡ X 19 inches in size. The variable con-
denser is a split-stator unit having a capacity 
of 200 gmfd. per sect'  and 0.07-inch plate 
spacing (Johnson 200E1)30). The plug-in 
coils are the B. & V% TV L series. The r.f. am-
meter has a scale. If desired, the 
roils may be wound with fixed links on stand-
ard transmitting ceramic fierms. The links 
will has e to be pr., liii with flexible leads 
which can be ,lugged into a pair of jack-top 
in-slators m ted near the coil jack strip, 
111.-5 a special mounting is made providing 
for the seven plug-in connections required. 
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FEEDERS 

(A) FEEDERS 

FEEDERS 

o  
(E) 
• 

Fi NAL 
TANK 

FINAL 
TANK 

FEEDERS 

(C) (D) 

FEEDERS 

FEEDERS 

(B) 

FINAL 
TANK 

(F) 

Fig. 134.5 — Circuit diagram of the wide-range antenna coupler for use with the bandswitching am-
plifier. A — parallel tuning, low C. II — parallel tinting, high C. C — serie: tuning, low C. I) — series 
tuning, high C. E — parallel tank, low-impe,Linet• output, low C. F — parallel tank, low-impedance 
output, high (:. For single-wire matched-impedance feet lec,., the arrangements of E or F would he 
used with a - urgir' tap in.tead of the ilouble tap -Ito, rt. -iinple voltage-fet1 antenna ,. the arrange-
ment of A mould be ru,t I with the antenna emlne ,'t - I to the terminal Ns itu  th, ammeter. After the 
indurtance required fair each of the varbm. band. been determined experimentally, the connec-
tions to the coils can be made permanent. Then it m ill lie tu,,-sary merely to plug in the right coil 
for each band, tune the  tenser for resonance, and adjust the link for loading. 

series tuning, with high- and low-C tanks and 
high- and low-impedance outputs, are avail-
able. Diagrams of the various circuit com-
binations possible with this arrangement are 
given in Fig. 1345. 
A separate coil is used for each band, and the 

desired connections for series or par'allel tuning 
with high or low C, or for low-impedance out ¡ tut 
with high or low C. are automatically made 
when the coil is plugged in. Coil connections 
to the pins for various circuit arrangements are 
shown in Fig. 1345. 
The tuning condenser specified, together 

with a set of standard plug-in transmitting 
coils, should cover practically all coupling 
conditions likely to be encountered. 

Because the switching connections require 
the use of a central pin, a slight alteration in 
the B & W-coil mounting unit is required. The 
central link mounting unit should be removed 
from the jack bar and an extra jack placed in 
the central hole thus made available. The link 
assembly should then be mounted on a 2-inch 
cone insulator to one side of the jack bar. 

Correspondingly, the central nut on each coil 
plug base must be removed and a Johnson 
tapped plug, similar to those furnished with 
the coils, substituted. An extension shaft, may 
then be fitted on the link shaft and a control 
brought out to a knob on the panel. 
The split-stator tank condenser is mounted 

by means of angle brackets on four 1-inch 
cone-type ceramic insulators, and an insulated 
flexible coupling is provided for the shaft. 

If desired, the coils may be wound with 
fixed links on ceramic transmitting coil forms. 
The links should be provided with flexible 
leads which can be plugged into a pair of jack-
top insulators mounted near the coil jack strip, 
unless a special mounting is made providing 
for seven connections. 
The unit as described should be satisfactory 

for transmitters operating at a plate voltage of up 
to 1500 with mod ulat ion and somewhat more on 
c.w. For appreciably higher voltages, a tank con-
denser with larger plate spacing should be used. 

e A Medium-Power Bandswitching 
Transmitter 

The transmitter illustrated in Figs. 1346 
through 1351 combines complete bandswitch-
ing from 80 meters through 10 meters with 
mot lerately high power. A 4-125A beam 
tel rut le is used in the output stage, driven by 
frequency-multiplying stages which, because 
of the low driving-power requirements of the 
final. can loaf along at considerably below 
ratings. The final can be operated at 375 
watts input for c.w. operation, or 300 watts 
in ' phone service. 

As shown in Fig. 1348, a Pierce crystal os-
cillator is used, operated at low plate voltage 
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to permit maximum frequeney stability. Ten-
meter output pan be obtained with SO-, 40-, 
or even 160- meter cryst ais, and output in the 
11-meter band can also be obtained with suit-
able crystals. 
The out put of the crystal oscillator is 

coupled to tin• grid of a tiVti Odd' acts as either 
a straight amplifier or as a iloubler, deitending 
upon the funtlamental frequency of the crystal 
and the posit ion of the bandswiteh. The plate 
tank coil for this stage is tapped, with the en-
tire coil being used when the bandswit eh is set 
for 80-meter output. and only a portion of it 
when output at higher frequencies is desired. 

Plate voltage for the tiVii is dropped to about 
300 by ./? 10. The screen voltage of t he tube is 
made adjustable by means of a 75,000-olon 
wire-wound potent ionic ter, t he estit at ion 
eontrol, which. with the usual dropping re-
sistor, forms a voltage divider across the plate 
supply. By changing the screen voltage. the 
output of the tube is adjusted to whatever 
level is required for adequate drive to the 
1-125A. 
When the bandswit eh is set in either the SO-

or 40- meter posititnis, the output of the 6V6 is 
'et) to the grid of the 807. For 20- and 10-
meter operation, the output of the tiV6 is 
switched to the grid of the first section of t he 
6N7 frequency multiplier. The 6N7 stages are 
arranged so that the grid not in use is grounded. 
For 20- meter operation only the first section 
of the 6N7 is used while for 10-meter operation 
both sections are used, operating as doublers 
from the 40-meter output of the 6V6. 
The 807 operates straight through on all 

frequenries. In titis stage the SO- and 40-meter 
ranges are covered by one coil, wound on a 
ceramic form and housed in a shield can above 
deck. The 20- and 10-meter ranges are covered 

Fig. 13.46 — Front 
view of the band-
switelting transmit-
ter. l'he controls 
along the bottom 
of the panel are, 
left to right, the 
crystal selector 
switch. (1,;Ci Ila tor 
key jacks, low-
power-stage band-
switch, plate-meter 
switch and grid-
meter switch. 
Above, in the same 
order, are the tun-
ing controls for the 
6% 6, the two sec-
tions of the 6\7, 
and do ROT 
'II, 2 70 • deprat e 
kn.!, to the left of 
t lie main tuning 
dial the excita-
tion control. The 
krod. I etween the 
meter , controls 
band-, itching in 
t h, roi put stage. 
The plate meter is 
on the left. 

by an air-wound coil, the plug-in type being 
used solely to permit removal of the 807 tube 
from its socket. Bandsw it citing in the 807 stage 
is accomplished by a ceramic switch similar in 
construction and cont:tet arrangement to the 
multiple-section switch used in the earlier 
stages, and ganged to it through a right-angle 
drive mechanism. The screen circuit of the 807 
includes a parasitic-suppressing resistor, ills. 
inserted ahead of the usual screen by-pass 
con,lensi.r. Bias for the 807 is obtained from 
two series-connected 45-volt Mini-Max bat-
terit•s. 

Wit It about 425 volts on the plate and 325 
on the screen, the 807 delivers more titan 
enough drive for the 4-125A final on all bands. 
The circuit of the 4-125A final amplifier is 

designed to permit plate-and-screen modula-
tion of the tube if ' phone operation is desired. 
Hence, a screen dropping resistor is used to 
furnish screen voltage from the plate supply. 
It is necessary to drip the screen voltage to 
350 or 400 from whatever potential is used on 
the plate. Space limitations do not permit 
mounting a single 100-watt resistor inside the 
chassis, so two 50-watt units are mounted side 
by side and connected in series to obtain the 
required 100-watt rating. 

Operating bias for the final is obtained by 
means of a grid resistor, no fixed bias being re-
quired. To keep t he screen voltage from soaring 
to the full plate- supply value under key-up 
conditions or in the event of excitation failure, 
a 6Y6 tube is used as a protective device. The 
6Y6 is triode-connected, with its plate con-
nected to the screen end of the screen dropping 
resistor, and its grid connected to the grid side 
of the grid leak for t he 4-125A. When excitation 
is present, about 200 volts of bias is applied to 
the grid of the 61-6 from the H? drop across the 
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grid resistor — more than enough to keep the 
tube nonconductive. However, when the key is 
up, excitation is removed, and the 6Y6 grid 
is without bias. Thus it draws plate current 
through the screen dropping resistance. The 
current drawn, in the neighborhood of 20 or 30 
ma., is sufficient to reduce the screen voltage 
on the 4-125A to a very low value. As a result, 
the final plate current falls to 8 or 10 ma. — 
much better than relatively enormous amounts 
of fixed bias could do under similar conditions. 
Three coils are used in the plate circuit of 

the final. The first, wound on a ceramic form, 
is used for 80- and 40-meter operation. A com-
mercial air-wound coil with the plug strip re-
moved is used in the 20-meter tank. The 10-
meter coil is made of 31-inch copper tubing. 
Bandswitching in the final amplifier is accom-
plished by a pair of ganged single-pole four-
position switches of the heavy-duty type. Par-
ticular care should be taken to insure good 
insulation in mounting both switches because 
the r.f. potentials encountered are very high, 
especially when the final is unloaded during 
tune-up. 
The use of fixed links for output coupling, 

a mechanical necessity, requires that an an-
tenna tuning unit having a variable link be 
employed for proper adjustment of loading. 
The unit described in Figs. 1344 and 1345 will 
be suitable. The meters are switched across 
22-ohm 3/2-watt resistors by double-pole 
ceramic switches. Both meters are 0-50-ma. 
range, additional shunts being used to extend 
the ranges to 100 ma. for the 807 plate circuit 

• 

Fie 1347 — Hear 
view of the band-
switching transmit-
ter shou ing place. 
ment of parts 
moun ted above the 
chgesic. 40eimule 
space for the later 
addition of a VIO 
unit is available in 
the center of the 
chassis. 

• 

and to 500 ma. for the 4-125A cathode. The 
shunts and the 22-ohm resistors are mounted 
on the switch contacts. The shunt for the 807 
stage is wound with resistance wire, but if this 
type of wire is not available a suitable length 
of No. 30 insulated wire may be used. A short 
length of the latter is all that is required for the 
shunt for the 4-125A. The metering circuits 
are arranged as follows: 

PLATE METER 

Position Circuit Read Scale 

AB 
CD 
EF 
GII 
IJ 
XL 

6F6 plate and screen 
6V6 plate and screen 
6N7 plate (20 meters) 
6N7 plate ( 10 meters) 
807 plate 
4-125A cathode 

50 ma. 
50 ma. 
50 ma. 
50 ma. 
100 ma. 
500 ma. 

GRID M1.71T.R 

Position Circuit Read Scale 

MN 
01' 
QR. 
ST 

807 control arid 
807 screen 
4-125A control arid 
4-125A screen 

50 ma. 
50 Ina. 
50 ma. 
50 ma. 

The physical layout of the rig is shown in the 
photographs. The entire transmit ter is built on 
a standard 17 X 13 X 4-inch steel chassis, 
with a 19 X 12 Masonite panel to per-
mit rack mounting. While maximum use of the 
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its 

S' 
Xtal 

Selector 

6F6 6V6G 
OSCILLATOR Cs SUFFER- DOUBLER 

— 

Key I 

+425V-

6F6 6V6G 6N7 807 6'1'6 

1 1 1 1 

HEATER CONNECT OHS 

63V AC. 
(0 QQ9J- 1-

10Q01 
05v A.C. 

PLATE METER 

CI, C.2, Cie — 0.001-5M. mica. 
Ca, Ca. Cc. C7. C17, CIS, C22, C23, C27 — 0.01-g1.11. 600. 

lIlt paimr. 

( — 150.tmfd. mica. 
Cu — I.1.0-mpfd. receiving variable ( Iluminan l  MC. 

140-S). 
Cut, I:la — 100-ggfd. mica. 
Cu, ( :14 — 0.0022-pfd. mica. 
C12, Cir, — 5)-m4 fd. receiving variable ( Ilaminarlund 

MC-50-S). 
C I9 — -gfd• mica, 1200 volts working. 
C20 — 100-ggfd. receiving variable (National ST-100). 
C24 — 220-gg fd. mica, 5000 volts d.c. uorking. 
( :25 — 0.001 -gfd.  •a, 5000 volts working. 
C2s— 120-ggfd. variable, 0.10-in, air gap (Cardwell 

NV- 120- XS). 
It i —  . 17.0110 ohms, M watt. 
it2— two !..12 watt. 
lt3 — titt,000 ohms, ! ,.2 watt. 
1(4, Hs. It 2. 1(15, R17, 1122, 112., — 22 olun,...!".! watt. 
Itt, - 50,000 ohms, 3 watts (three 0.15-megoltm 1-watt 

units in parallel). 

below-chassis space is required, there is enough 
space left above deck and on the front panel to 
permit the subsequent addition of a VFO unit 
if desired. There is adequate space on the 
panel for a National Type ACN dial, and 
clearance is provided between two of the coil 
shields for a shaft to tune the VFO. 
The tube line-up, shown in Fig. 1347, has 

the 6F6 Pierce oscillator located about half-
way back along the right-hand chassis edge, 
the 6V6 buffer-doubler immediat ely behind the 
oscillator, the 6N7 frequency multiplier to the 
left of the 6V6, the 4-125A final in the kit fore-
ground, and the 6Y6 screen-protecting tube in 
the corner, near the front panel. The 807 

: 
et. 

20 40/ 

C11 lo oi› 

C,3 

R14 

Keying lead 

Pig. 13.18 — Cireuit diagram 
of the bandswitching trans-
mitter. 

— 0.1 rnegolun, ! 2 mat t. 
C7 — 77,.000-ohm wire-wound potent' ucr. 

7,0,000 ohms, 10 watts. 
I Tt,000 ohms, 10 watts. 

in, IIi, — 22,000 ohms., l watt. 
— 77,00 ohms, 10 watts. 

tu; — 7,1100 ohms, 10 watts. 
"Inns, 4 watt. 

:M .001) OhMS, 10 watts. 
Meier shunt; see text. 

IS 2)1.1(00 ohms, 5 watts. 
ohm-.. 50 watts, with slider. 

701,1100 ohms. 50 watts. 
Meter .41unt: see text. 

4 — 31 turns No. 22 d.s.c.. 12 1 turns i'; inch long be-
tween ground end and tap: 18!.t. turns close-
woliffil between tap and plate end. ound on 

,liam. form ¡ lien 15000). 
L2 — 11 turn., No. 22 d.s.c., i intb long on 1-inch diam. 

form 17,001)I. 

L3 — 4 turn- No. 20 d...e.. 1 inch long on 1-inch diam. 
form (Millen 45000). 

driver stage, mounted below the chassis, is 
visible in Fig. 1351. This view also shows the 
arrangement of the bandswitching system used 
for the low-power stages. A four-section ceram-
ic switch is ganged to a similar single-section 
switch through a Millen right-angle drive 
mechanism. 
The two ceramic switches at the lower left in 

the bottom view are for switching the meters. 
The small fan near the submounted socket for 
the 4-125A serves the dual purpose of cooling 
the final-amplifier tube base seals and the 
screen dropping resistors. The 807 driver is 
mounted parallel to the chassis surface in a 
Millen shield-and-socket assembly to prevent 
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Ya 6N] 
DOUBLER 

201 40 ' 807 
CIO 10 DRIVER 

-90V t 
Fq-

BIAS 

'7 

4-125 A C.9 /  '2, AMPLIFIER 

GRID METER 

L4 — 35 turns No. 20 d.s.e., 16 turns 71, inch long be-
tween ground end and tap, 19 turns close-
wound between tap and plate end. Wound on 
1%-inch diam. ceramic form ( National X - 

LB- 7 turns No. 18 bare, 13is-inch diam., If% inch,. 
long, tapped 3 turns from ground end. (National 
AB-16-10E with link and 1 turn of coil re-
moved. Link connection on plug-in base used to 
bring out tap.) 

Le- 5 turns 34-inch copper tubing, 1)4-inch i.d., 3jeg 
inches long. 

L7— 8 turns No. 14 bare tinned, 2-inch diam., 2 inches 
long (B & W 20BEL with 2 turns removed.) 

Ls — 26 turns No. 14 enam. tapped 15 turns from plate 
end, 3q inches long, 2-inch diam. ceramic 
form ( National X11-10A). 

L9 — 2 turns No. 14 bare tinned, 2 g-inch diam., wound 
over end of LA and spaced Ws inch from it. 

Lto — 2 turns No.14 baretinned,Vis-inchtliam., wound 
over end of L7 and spaced Ws inch from it (Part 
of B & W 2011EL assembly.) 

L11 — 4 turns No. 14 bare tinned, wound over ground 

feed-back from plate to grid, and a second 
shield plate runs from the 807 socket to the 
rear wall of the chassis to prevent stray cou-
pling from the 807 plate circuits to the oscil-
lator and doubler circuits. The crystal selector 
switch is mounted on a bracket bolted to the 
right-hand chassis edge, close to the oscillator 
tube and crystal sockets. The terminal board 
mounted near the meter switches holds all the 
plate and screen dropping resistors. The fila-
ment transformers and bias batteries are 
mounted near the left-hand edge of the chassis. 
Tuning condensers for the 6V6 and the 6N7 
stages are mounted along the front edge of the 
chassis, while the tuning condenser for the 807 

II5V A.0 + WV - 
(Seeks() 

Ja 
= Al; 
Heel 

Output 8andsodch 

Fait 
motor 

t-11 

to antenna 
coupler 

end of Ls and insulated from it by spaghetti 
tubing. 

J1, 72 — Closed-circuit jack. 
NI NI, N1 A2 — 0-50 ma., 2-inch-square case. 
A101 — Fan-and-motor assembly ( Barber-( :olman Type 

Yids 569-1, with Type 1%6 355 -2 21;¿-inch fin). 
RFC] to lWC7,inc. — 2.5-mh. c.f. choke ( N1 i I len 34102). 
Si — 5-position single-pole ceramic switch (Contralti!) 

2501). 
S2— 4-section single-pole 4-position ceramic switch 

(Mallory 164-C). 
S3 — Single-section single-pole 4-position ceramic switch 

(Mallory 161-C). 
S4. S5 — Single-pole 4-position yen  switch, heavy-

duty contacts (Oluttite T-501). 
Ss, S7 Two-section double-pole 6-position ceramic 

(Centralab 2511). 
Ti — Filament transformer, 6.3 volts, 4 amp. (Stancor 

P-4019). 
Ta — Filament transformer, 5 volts, 10 amp. (Stancor 

P-6135). 

plate circuit is mounted near the rear, between 
the 807 plate cap and the grid connection of 
the 4-125A. The shaft for this condenser is 
brought out to the front panel at an angle by 
means of two National couplings of the " uni-
versal-joint" type. 

Plate voltage for the low-power stages is 
brought in through a safety connector mounted 
on the rear chassis wall near the shield parti-
tion. The high voltage is brought in through 
a similar connector near the 4-125A and its 
screen dropping resistors. Power for the fila-
ment transformers and the fan is supplied 
through a male connector mounted on the left 
side of the rear chassis wall, with a female 
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connector wired in parallel mounted alongside 
to permit the 115-volt source to be transferred 
elsewhere if desired. 

All of the coils in the low-power stages, ex-
cept that used for the 20- and 10-meter ranges 
in the 807 stage, are mounted above deck in 
National Type RO shield cans. The location of 
the three coils and the output links used in the 
final amplifier is shown in Fig. 1347. 
The most important mechanical considera-

tion in building the transmitter is the proper 
location and ganging of t he bandswitches for 
the low-power stages. The usefulness of the rig 
will be greatly impaired if the switching system 
becomes balky or develops slippage. Thus any 
amount of time spent in properly mounting the 
switches, and the right-angle drive shaft which 
connects them, is worth while. 

Fig. 1349 shows the location of the more im-
portant holes to be drilled in the chassis. The 
holes marked with an asterisk are those in-
volved in mounting the right-angle drive 
mechanism, and are critical. The others are 
less critical and are included only to serve as 
a guide in construction. 

Drill the holes for the posts which support 
the right-angle drive first. These posts are sup-
plied by the manufacturer, and can be removed 
to facilitate mounting by releasing the Allen 

set-screws. Extreme care should be taken to 
insure that the holes drilled for the posts are 
lined up at exactly right angles to the front 
edge of the chassis, otherwise the entire switch-
ing system will be askew. After the holes are 
drilled, insert the posts, tighten them so that 
they are firm, and slide the drive mechanism 
on them with the " U"-shaped opening point-
ing in the direction shown in Fig. 1351. 
When certain that the posts are placed cor-

rectly and that the gear box will slide on them 
with ease, remove the two short shafts that 
hold the bevel gears inside the frame of the 
drive unit. Replace one of these shafts with a 
9U-inch length of 3.-inch brass or aluminum 
shafting. This piece is to be the main drive 
shaft which runs through the front panel, 
through the right-angle drive assembly to the 
single-sect ion bandswitch S3, which is mounted 
at the rear of the chassis, near the 807. The 
other shaft is replaced by the shaft of the four-
section bandswitch, S2. Saw off all but 7/3 inch 
of this shaft, measuring from the point where 
the shaft enters the bushing on the front of the 
switch. Insert it in the drive mechanism and 
replace the gear so that it meshes with the gear 
on the other shaft of the drive. 
The rear of the four-section bandswitch 

should be supported by a bracket made of 
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Fig. 1349 — Layout of the top surface of the chassis. The boles marked with an aster'sk are for mounting the right. 
angle drive. Others, which are included for the convenience of the constructor, arc less critical and may be rearranged 
slightly to suit individual needs. 
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4-inch aluminum. The dimensions of this 
bracket are shown in Fig. 1350. The rear sec-
tion of the bandswitch is held inch away 
from the bracket by n-inch spacers plus a 
couple of fiber washers. 
The single-section bandswitch used in con-

junction with the 807 stage is supported from 
the rear as shown in Fig. 1351. The rear of the 
ceramic switch wafer should be held about 13,ft 
inch from the chassis wall by small metal 
spacers. 

After the low-power bandswitehing system 
has been installed and is operating satisfac-
torily, the mounting holes can be drilled for the 
other parts to be located below (leek. Tite loca-
tion of these parts is not critical, and can be 
determined from the photographs. 
The fan motor is mounted on one of the 

brackets supplied with t he Millen 807-tulie 
shield-and-bracket assembly. The bracket it-
self is bolted to the chassis with strews which 
pass through small rubber grommets. This 
mounting, which reduces the amount of vibra-
tion transferred to the chassis, will be a neces-
sity if the addition of a V1.1) to this transmitter 
is contemplated. A bottom plate for the 
chassis, with a few ventilating holes drilled 
near the rear of the fan motor, should be used 
to insure maximum effectiveness of the fan. 
Considerable heat is generated within the 
transmitter, and care must be taken to insure 
an adequate flow of air around the tube base 
to avoid cracking the seals. 
The socket for the 4-125A is mounted below 

the chassis on l(,- inch spacers. Small spring 
contacts, made from shim stock or thin phos-
phor-bronze and formed to contact the ground-
ing ring on the base of t tube. it re fastened 
under lite screws that hold the s,teket in place. 
The tube itself is inserted in the sooket through 
a 2,i-inch hole in the chassis. This arrange-
ment provides the necessary shielding between 
plate tutu l grid circuits to prevent oscillation. 
The final tank assembly is *nisi rit . ted as a 

single unit, removable from the chassis, and 
built entirely on the framework of the tuning 
condenser. The 80-and--10-meter coil form is 
mounted on the rear frame of the condenser, 
and held away from the frame by l.,;- inch 
spacers. The 20- and 10-meter coils are 
mounted on brackets made of I:‘-inch poly-
styrene, and are positioned so that the links 
are nearest the front panel. The brackets are 
bolted to the frame of the tuning condenser. 
The two heavy-duty switches are also sup-
ported by these brackets. The shafts of these 
switches are ganged by an insulated coupling. 
The eneire tuning-condenser-atid-tank-coil as-
sembly is supported by I-inch ceramic stand-
off insulators and " U "-shaped brackets which 
provide 1-inch clearance between the rotor 
plates of the condenser and the chassis. 
The output connectors are banana jacks 

mounted on a piece of !..f-inch polystyrene 
which replaces one of the t wo Mycalex bars on 
the tuning condenser. The centers of the jacks 

• 
Fig. 1350 — Dimen-
sions of the angle 
bracket used to support 
the rear of the four. 
section bandswitch. 

• 

are spaced j inch to fit a standard banana-
plug assembly. 
The winding speei fications for the coils used 

in the low-power stages are given in Fig. 1348. 
These coils should be wound and mounted be-
fore any of the wiring around the bandswitch 
is started, otherwise the coil leads will be in-
accessible. The coil forms used in the 6V6 and 
6N7 stages are mounted about X2 inch above 
the chassis by small spacers. Tite ceramic form 
used in the 80-and-40-meter coil for the 807 
is held away from the chassis by small angle 
brackets. Where it is necessary to run leads 
front the coils through the chassis, Millen 
ceramic bushings are used. Wiring will be sim-
plified if the bandswitch assembly is removed 
temporarily while the connection's around tile 
sockets are made. Some of the wiring on the 
bandswitch itself can be done while the switch 
is ( tut of the chassis. All wiring in the band-
switch assembly is done whit No. 16 bare 
tinned wire. 
A ceramic feed-through bushing is 

used to carry the high-voltage lead through 
the chassis to the plate connection of the final 
tube. The junction of t he t w.› s(•reen dropping 
resistors is mounted on this bushing with a 
Nat ional GS- 10 stand-off insulator to prevent 
shorting. The other ends of t he screen resistors 
are supported by two more of these stand-offs 
from the rear chassis wall. 
The low-power stages can be operated from 

the supply shown in Figs. 1310 and 1341. The 
final amplifier is designed for use with 1800 to 
2000 volts on its plate, but as much as 2500 
volts can be used if only c.w. operation is 
planned. If it is desired to run the final in 
'phone service at more than 2000 volts, a 
tuning condenser with wider spacing between 
plates will be required. It should also be noted 
that the 807 stage is designed for operation at 
no more than 450 volts, as this is more than 
enough to secure the output required to drive 
the final. If operation at higher voltage is 
planned, a larger tuning condenser will be re-
quired in this stage. 

After checking the wiring carefully, power 
may be applied to the low-power stages of the 
transmitter. Turn the excitation control to 
maximum and set both bandswitches to the 
10-meter position, one meter switch to the 
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po-it hin which reads plate-an , j-, creen current 
in the 6V6 stage, and the other to read grid 
current in the 4-1251. Tune the 6V6 plate 
circuit, to resonance as indicated by a slight dip 
in the meter reading. Turn the meter switch 
to read plate current in the 20-meter section 
of the 6N7. The dip in plate current as this 
stage is tuned to resonance should be pro-
nounced. A similar procedure is followed in 
tuning the 10-meter section of the 6N7. Plate 
current in this stage will be considerably higher 
than in the 20-meter section. The (lip in plate 
current as the 807 plate circuit is resonated 
should also be pronounced, dropping from 
about 80 or 90 ma. to 30 or 40 at resonance. 
Grid current to the final stage should be meas-
ured at this time. If everything is as it should 
be, there should be at least 10 ma. of grid 
current. If more than 10 ma. is indicated, back 
off the setting of the excitation control until it 
falls to 10 ma. The control exerted by this 
potentiometer is not linear, and it may be 
found that there is little or no change in grid 
current over a considerable portion of the ad-
justment; in fact, the grid current may in-
crease somewhat at first as the control is 
backed off. This is an indication that the drive 
to the 807 grid is excessive, causing its screen 
current to rise higher than normal, and re-
ducing the output of that stage. 
Once the low-power stages have been ad-

justed to give the rated amount of grid drive 
to the 4-1251, plate voltage may be applied to 
the final. When tuning up, reduced plate volt-
age is advisable to prevent the tube from being 
damaged should the final tank coil fail to 
resonate. A dummy load — a 200-watt lamp 

Fig. 1351— Bot-
tom view of the 
chassis of the hand-
switching transmit-
ter showing loca-
tion of parts and 
wiring. The crystal 
selector switch and 
the sockets for the 
6F6 oscillator and 
the 6V 6 buffer-
doubler are on the 
right. The 6N 7 
socket is visible be-
tween the four-
sectionbandswitch 
and the 807 mount-
ing bracket. The 
6i 6 protective 
tithe socket, the 
meter switches and 
the terminal board 
for the plate- and 
screen -droppi ng 
resistors are in the 
lower left-hand 
corner. 

bulb, for example — should be connected to 
the output terminals of the transmitter before 
plate voltage is applied to the final. This is a 
"must," since the screen dropping resistance 
must be adjusted to provide rated screen 
voltage with the final loaded. Adjustment un-
der any other condition will be useless. Tune 
the final tank circuit to resonance. The plate 
current at this time, with the load coupled to 
the final, should not exceed 150 ma. It should 
be remembered that the meter reads combined 
plate and screen current, so the screen current, 
which can be read on the other meter, must be 
subtracted from the indicated value to get the 
true plate current. 

If plate current is too high the probable 
reason is excessive screen voltage. The slider 
on the screen dropping resistor should be ad-
justed to apply 350 volts to the screen when 
the tube is operating at full plate voltage, with 
rated geid drive, rated screen current, and 
working at full load. Be sure to remove the 
plate voltage from the final before adjusting 
the resistor! If the plate current is excessive 
after the screen voltage is set at the right value, 
decrease the loading on the final, remembering 
that with a change in loading the screen cur-
rent changes and therefore the screen voltage 
will have to be readjusted. Too mutt screen 
voltage will result in excessive plate current and 
consequent overheating of the flate. Too much 
grid drive will cause a sharp drop in output 
because the screen current increases with grid 
excitation, in turn reducing the screen voltage. 
Optimum grid drive can best be determined 
under actual on-the-air conditions, using feeder 
current as an indication of maximum output. 
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Operating Voltages & Current,, 

in the 4-125A Bandswitehing Transmitter. 

Conditions of measurement: Transmitter t lined for 10-
ma. grid drive to 4-125A, 28-Mc. output. Supply volt-
age, 430. Readings obtained with 20.000-ohin-per-volt 
meter. 

Tube Element 

6F6 

Volts Ma. 

Plate 128 1 
Screen 70 6 

6V6 Plate 360 1 
Screen 9 1 6 

6N7 Plate 1 340 12 
Plate 2 300 28 

807 Plate 430 28 
Screen 340 3 
Grid -90 * 

4-125A Plato 2000 150 
Grid -200 10 
Screen 350 30 

NOTE: PI: te current and screen voltage and current, 
in the 4-125 1., are dependent upon external loading. 
*Leas than 1-ma, grid drive to 807 required to pro-

duce 10-ma, drive to grid of 4-125A. 

Those who plan to use the rig on t'. w. only 
may find the use of a fixed screen supply more 
satisfactory than the screen-dropping-resistor 
method, although means must be provided to 
remove screen voltage whenever plate voltage 
is removed to prevent damage to the tube. 
The accompanying table gives rep-

resentative voltages and cuiu tit 
measured under operating conditions. 
Some variation from these figures can 
be expected depending upon the ac-
tual supply voltages used, but they 
will serve as a general indication, 
useful in checking performance. 
The transmitter may be operated 

with a separate VFO unit as its fre-
quency control by removing the crys-
tal-oscillator tube from its socket and 
feeding the output uf tin, Vreù bi,-
twern the plate pin ol tin: oscillator 
socket and ground. 'Unquote drivo 
for either ' phone or c.w. operation 
can be obtained on all bands wit h a 
VFO such as that described in Fig. 
1352. 

• 
Fig. 1352 — The complete V FO unit. 'Flic 
oscillator is I sed in a separate compart-
ment which is shock  d on rubber 
grommets. The oscillator tube is on top ef 
the compartment. To the rear are the 1,0 
6F6 amplifier tubes, the N. It tube, the reel i I ier 
and the power transformer. In front are the 
stand-by switch, the power switch, pilot lamp 
and the two kcving jacks. The output termi-
nals are to the right. 

It should be noted that this method is satis-
factory only in cases where direct coupling will 
not short-circuit the plate supply. In other 
cases, the VFO should be coupled through a 
0.001-dd. blocking condenser. 

41 A Simple VFO Crystal Substitute 

Figs. 1352. 1334 and 1355 show different 
views of a VFO unit with sufficient power out-
put to drive the average crystal-oscillator tube. 
As the circuit diagram of Fig. 1353 shows, it 
consists of a GSK7 ECO followed by a pair of 
6.F6s as isolating amplifiers. The primary fre-
quency range covered by the oscillator is 
3500-4000 ke., but this range may be shifted 
lower to cover 3395-3800 lat. for multiplying 
to cover the frequencies in the 10- and 11-
meter bands by readjustment of the band-
setting condenser, C2. Plate and screen voltages 
are provided by a small built-in voltage-regu-
lated power supply. Only t he plate of the out-
put tube is operated at the full power-supply 
voltage, the voltage of the rest of the plates 
and screens being limited to 150 by the Vit 
t ube. 

COnbtrIle • The oscillator portion is 
constructed as a separate unit in a standard 
3 X 4 X 5-inch steel box. The tuning con-
denser, CI, and the coil form for Li are fastened 
to t he rear wall of the box. CI is coupled to the 
National Typo A M dial by a short extension 
shaft and a flexible coupling. The band-setting 
air condenser, C2, is mounted against the right 
side of the box near the lower rear corner where 
it ean be adjusted from the outside with a 
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— 100.mg fil. variable (llammarlund N1C-1(l0S). 
C2 — 75-pafil. variable (Ilammarlund APC7:i 
Ca-220-'4dd. zero-temp.-cdef. mica. 
C4 — 68-ga ftl. sero-temp.-coef. mica. 

Cs, t:. C13 — 100-agfd. mica. 
Ce. C2, Cs, CH. C12 — 0.01-gfd. paper. 
Co, C15— 8-fl..150-volt electrolytic. 
Iii, 112 — 1.7,000 oint>. 1 watt. 
Ils — 0.1 megolun, watt. 
114— 220 ohms, 1 watt. 
11 5— 5000 ohms, 25 watts. 

screwdriver to set the beginning of the tuning 
range. The tul te is mounted externally ( nu top 
of the box where it will be well vent ila't rd and 
where its heat %al have minimum effect upon 
the tuned circuit. The coupling lead but %vue,' 
the plate of the oscillator tube an d lie grid of 
the tirs! fiVii is made with flexible wire passe!' 
through National TPB polystyrene bushings, 
one in t lie oseillator complut ment ami One in 
the base chassis, the rigid wire which contes 
wit h the bushing haying first been removed by 
Nvanning wit h a soldering iron. The power antl 
keyin letels are brought out in a similar man-
ner through holes lined with rubber 
grommets. The oscillator box is shock-
mounted by means of long machine 
screws at each corner of the bot tom 
plate. The screws pass through grimi-
met-lined holes in the top of the 

'flue base chassis is 5 X 10 X 3 
inches. The two 6F6s are mounted 
on either side of the chassis inunedi-
atelv behind the oscillator compart-
ment. Underneath, the filter choke 

Fig. 1351 — Bottom vieu of the VFO unit 
shouing the tiller choke and the varions r.f. 
chokes and by-pass condensers associated 
with the amplifiers. 

6F6 6F6 

Fig. 1353 — Circuit diagram of the simple VFO. 

Li — 17 turns No. 20 enam.. 11 tt't incites long, 1-inch 
'liant., tapped 5 turns from ground end. 

1.2 — 30 hy.„ 50 ma. (Stancor C-1003). 
JI. 12 Closed-circuit jack. 
111'1:1, l'Cs — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 

— Millen 47002 (-itielt &am. by 21 inches 
long polystyrene form u I full with No. 30 
d.s.c. wire. 

Si, S2 — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
— 310 volts each side center, 55 ma.; 5 v., 2 a.; 6.3 v., 

1 amp. 

is fastened against the side of the chassis in the 
luit rear near the two filter co!!!I en se rs, Cui and 
Cia. The two plate r.f. chokes. RH h".PC3, 
are mounted near their associat ei I tube sockets. 
On the front edge are the !•! ini rol swi elles. Si 
for power. and Ss which is the stand-by switch, 
eut tnig off plate voltage to all stages. Termi-
nais ill parant.' with S2 are » nuite,' ¡Il the rear 
edge ! if t ft chassis to conneet to a send-receiye 
relay if t his is found ! lesirable. The output ter-
minal, are set in the right-hand side. 
Adjitstment— The resistance of R5 should 

be adjusted experimentally so that tue Vit 
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Fig. 1355 — Bottom view of the oscillator 
compartment. The tuning condenser and the 

are fastened tc ! he reir wall of the 
while the air trimmer is mcunted on the lon er 
end in the photograph. The small cime in-
sulator suppoi ts the coupling lead to the fi r›1 
amplifier stage. 

tube is ignited with the key (sit her 
closed or open. If the glow disappears 
when the key is closed. the yesistanee 
of & should be reduced. With the dial. 
set for maximum capacitance of C1, 
C2 should 1)0 adjusted with a screw-
driver to set the frequency at 3500 
kc. ' 3395 if the VFO is to be used for 
10- and 11-meter operation). CI should 
then cover the range to 1000 kc. (or 
3800 kc.). 

Coupling to the crystal oscillator in most 
transmitters is simply a matter of running a 
wire from the " hot" output terminal the 
terminal connected to the plate of the out put 
tube through Cja) to the grid of the oscillator 
tube, and the other output terminal to the 
chassis of the transmii it In Tri-tet and grid-
plate oscillator circuits, the cathode tanks 
should be short-circuited. In triode or tetrode 
crystal-oscillator circuits using parallel plate 
feed, it may be necessary to shift to series feed 
to prevent low-frequency parasitic oscillation 
because of the r.f. chokes in both the input 
and output circuits. In Pierce circuits, the 
oscillator tube may be fed as a grounded-grid 
amplifier by connecting the output terminals 
of the VFO in series between the cathode and 
the biasing resistor and by-pass. As an alter-
native, in this type of circuit, the oscillator 
tube may be eliminated and the VFO fed to 
the grid of the next tube. 
Keying — Best keying characteristics will 

be obtained by keying the output stage al-
though a second keying jack, .11, is included 
for use if break-in operation is necessary. Since 

the key IV, Mid Ix, at 150 volts above ground, a 
keying relay or vacuum-tube keyer should be 
use'l here to a‘n-fid the danger of shock. In 
keying the Oscillator. any key-click-filter lag 
should be kept at the minimum required for 
satisfactory click suppression, to avoid chirps. 
Usually, ri. cluilais only at the relay terminals 
will be sufficient. As much lag as is desired can 
be used when keying the output stage, since 
keying at this point does not affect the fre-
quency. 
The oscillator draws 8 ma. in the plate cir-

cuit and 3 ma. in the screen circuit. The plate 
current of the first amplifier should run about 
15 ma. with the oscillator key closed and 32 
ma. when excitation is removed. The output-
stage currents should be 17 ma. with excitation 
and 25 ma. without excitation. 

e A Push- Pull Amplifier for 200 
to 500 Watts Input 

Figs. 1356, 1357 and 1359 show various 
views of a compact push-pull amplifier using 
tubes of the 1500-volt 150-ma, class, although 

Fig. 1356 — A general view of the 
compact 450-watt push-pull ampli-
fier, showing the front-panel and top-
of-chassis arrangement. Mounted on 
a standard relay rack, the height is 
only 7 inches and the depth 9 inches. 
Grid and plate tank circuits are iso-
lated from each other by the double 
shielding partitions. On the panel are 
the 0-100-ma. milliammeter, which is 
switched to read current in all circuits, 
t he plate-tank t lining dial, and a chart 
giving coil and t iming data. The small 
knob at the left below is the grid-
circuit tuning control, while the one 
to the right is for the meter switch. 
The tube s"ekot,‘ are mgranted Cil jii• 
ceo t to the stator terminals of the 
plate-tank condenser, C2, in tile cen-
ter, with the neutralizing condensers 
between, providing short leads. 
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the design is also suitable for use with tubes of 
the 1000-volt 100- ma. eln ,s. With the lower 
plate voltages a plate tank condenser with a 
spacing between plates of 0.05 its li a lid smaller 

Ci 

+120As 
75 V. 

Fig. 1357 — All components of the 
130- watt push-pull amplifier are as-
sembled around a small metal chassis 
7 X 2 X 9 inches deep. The parti-
tions are standard 6! 2 X 10-inch in-
terst age shields. The plate tank con-
denser is mounte.1 on the left-hand 
partition. 'the plate tank-coil jack. 
bar is nu-muted iris trails, opposite the 
eotuletter. On spacer% which give ! .2-
i Hell clearance between the strip and 
the partition. Clo is mounted with a 
small angle bracket on the partit. 
under the 1,11( VI' 'fire socket for 
the grid tank eoil is mounted just 
a bro e the line. NI illen safety 
terminal, are used for the external 
high-voltage plate and bias connec-
tions. 

• 
tank e sils, may he used. 
The circuit. Its swn in Fig. 13liSt, is quite con-

ventional, with link coupling at both input and 
output. The tuned circuits, L3C6 and L4C6, are 
traps itnportant for the prevention of v.h.f. 
parasit lc oscillations. The 100-ma. meter may 
be shifted between the grid and cathode cir-
cuits for reading either grid current or cathode 
current. When shifted to read cat linde current, 
die meter is shunted by a resistor, R2, whieh 
multiplies the scale reading by five. This 

resistor is wound with No. 26 cop-
per wire, the length being deter-
mined experimentally to give the 
desired scale multiplication. 
Crnst ruction — The mechanical 

arrangement shown in the photographs results 
in a compaet unit requiring a minimum of 
panel space. The tank condenser is mounted on 
the left-hand partition ( Fig. 1357) at a height 
which brings its shaft down 2% inches from the 
top of the panel. The plate tank-coil jack 
bar is mounted centrally with the condenser on 
spacers which give a clearance be-
tween the strip and the partition. C10 is 
mounted with a small angle on the partition 
under tile center of C2. Leads from both ends 
of the rotor shaft are brought to one side of 
C10 for symmetry. 
The two tube sockets are mounted in a line 

through the center of the chassis and at op-

Fig. 1358 — Circuit diagram of the 450-watt push-pull ainplifier. 
C1— 100 gg fil. per seetion. 0.03-inch sinning (I lam- ii — ''CT, dinien.ions as follows:** 

marlund 111,A1)-1110-111. 3.5 N10. — 20 turn, No. 12, 3Y2-inch diam., 43,¡ 
Ci — 100 ;odd. per suet ir un, 0.15, ,,inning ( I 

marlund 11111111)400-1: . 
Cs. C4 — Neutralizing e  ( N.:atonal Nc-ano). 
Cs, cs —  .a trimmer (National M-301. 
C.7, C., C. — mica. 
1:10 — 0.001-nftl. nuca. 75(40-soit rating ( 1eroviix 167,3). 
RI — 22 ohms, I watt. 
Ri — Meter  Itiplier resist anee f. ir 5-time multiplica. 

thin, wo ttttt I with \Is. 21, sr ire. 
— 11 n6. W Jc si-ries. f0111.WS: * 

3.3 %Ir. — 11 tor n, NO. 20, 2' , long. 
7 — 2(i turns Nir. it,. 2 , inch,. long. 
11 Mc. — I t turns No.10.1 , , inchc. long (remove 
2 turns f  • 11 tS, \\ coil). 

28 Mc. — ID turn. NCI. I ts, 17, incite,. long (remove 
2 turns f  If 

mil, long. 
7 Mc. — 22 turns No. 12, 2 2-inch diatn., 43.4 

inches long. 
14 Mc. -- 10 turns No. 12, 2 t4.inch diam., 43. 
inch, luung. retno‘•• one turn from each end. 

28 \lc. - I turn: 1, - Inuit copper tubing. 2 r 2-ineh 
sham.. I .; inches long. Remove one turn from 
eaelt curd. 

11.4 — 1 turn- No. 11, ! ;',i-ineh diam., 34 inch long. 
M - - Intbnia. tttttt tier. 
RFC — 1-sisli. r. f. choke ( Natmuai 11-15-IU). 
S — 2-seetion 2-po,ition rotary au itch. 

* .% 111 1 itch diam., 3-turn links. 
**All coils fitted with 2-turn links. 
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Fig. 1359 — Bottom view of the 450. 
watt push-pull amplifier. The grid 
tank condenser is mounted between 
the two tube sockets which are set 
below the chassis on brackets. Con-
nection, between the condenser 
terminals and the coil socket above 
pass through grommet-lined holes in 
the chassis. The partitions provide 
shielding between input and output 
tank coils. 

• 

posite ends of the plate tank condenser. They 
are spaced about one inch below the chassis 
on long machine screws. The neutralizing con-
densers are placed between the two tubes, so 
that the leads from the plate of one tube to the 
grid of the other are short. The r.f. choke is 
mounted just above the tank condenser. 
The right-hand partition is cut out at the 

forward edge to clear the meter. This cut-out 
can be readily made with a socket punch and a 
hacksaw. Th'e socket for the grid tank coil is 
mounted inches behind the panel, just 
above the chassis line. 
The grid tank condenser, CI, is mounted 

under the chassis without insulation. Large 
clearance holes, lined with rubber grommets, 
are drilled for connecting wires which must be 
run through the chassis or partitions. The para-

si tic traps are made self-supporting in the 
plate leads from the tank condenser to the 
t ube caps. The panel is placed so that the 
plate tank-condenser shaft conies at the center. 
The meter switch is mounted to balance the 
knob controlling 
Power supply and excitation—The T-40 

tubes shown in the photographs operate at 
a maximum plate voltage of 1500 for c.w. 
work. For this, the unit shon-n in Fig. 1360 
is suit able. The supply shown in Fig. 1326, 
minus the Vit-tube branch, will provide the 
biasing voltage required for plate-current cut-
off. R2 should have a resistance of 2500 ohms 
atol R3 of 1500 ohms. A filament transformer 
delivering 7.5 volts at 5 amperes also will 
be required. The exciters of Figs. 1311 or 1331 
will furnish adequate drive. 

Fig. 1360 — This power supply delivers 1500 or 1250 volts at a full-load current of 425 ma., with 0.25-per-cent 
ripple and regulation of 10 per cent. Voltages are selected by taps oit the transformer secondary. The secondary 
terminal board is covered with a section of steel panel supported by brackets fastened underneath the core 
clamps and insulating caps are provided for the tube plate terminals. A special safety terminal (\l dieu) is used 
for the positive high-voltage connection. The panel is 10 1'2 X 9 inches and the chassis size is 13 X 17 X 2 
nches. The circuit for this supply is shown in Fig. 1:113. The following values should be used: 

CI, C2 — 2000-volt paper (C-D 
TJ [20040). 

II — 20,000 ohms, 150 watts. 
1.1-- 5:2)) liv., 500 ma., 75 ohms (Stancor 

C1•105). 
1.2 —• 8 by.. 500 uta., 75 ohms (Stancor 

C1115). 
T1 — 1820 or 1520 volts r.m.s. each side of cen-

ter-tap, 500-ma. d.c. (Stancor Type 
Pit I571. 

— 2.5 volts, 10 amp., 10.000-volt insula-
r  (Stancor Type P3025). 

For a 1000-volt supply, the following values 
are suggested: 

CI, C2— 4-ufd. 1500-volt paper (Aerovox 
1505). . 

11 — 30,000 ohms, 50 watts. 
— 8/30-liv, filter input choke, 250 ma. 

(Stailcol. - 1702 
14— 15-liy, filter sileedhing choke, 250 ma. 

(Stancor C-1703). 
Ti — 1250 or 1000 volts r.m.s. each side of 

center-tap, 250 nia. (Stancor l'-1130). 
— 2.5 s OltS, 10 amp. (Stancor P-3025). 

• 
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Fg. 1361 — A link-.coupled antentia-tuniin.- unit for ten 
is tir resonant feed and inedium-posser ampli-
fiers. The indui•I th \ 1111k. r 1120M011..1 on 
the rondener frame-. ro pro, irivel for changing 
the number of torn, . ind for - ss itching the e lensers 
from series to parallel." he panel is Til l, X IQ invites. 

Tuning —  After the amplifier has been neu-
tralized, a test slmuld be triar I(' for parasitic 

oscillation. The bias should be reilliced until 
the amplifier draws a plate current of about 100 
ma. ‘vitliout excitation. \Vit h CI adjusted to 
various settings. ( -_r should be varied through 
its range atol the plate current watched closely 

for any abrupt eliange. Any change will indicate 

oscillation. in whieli case (1'5 and C6 should 

be adjusted simultaneously in > hula steps until 

the oscillation disappears. Unless the wiring 
differs appreciably from t he original, eomplete 

suppression will be obtained with the two con-

densers at full capacity. Clanging liands should 
have no effect upon this adjust ment. 

With normal bias replayed, the amplifier 
should now be tinted up and the excitation 

adjusted so that a grid eurrent of 60 ma. is ob-

with the amplifier fully loaded. Full load-

ing will he Unheated when t he cal hode-eurrent 

meter registers 360 Ina.. inchules the 

60-ma, grid current. Under theigi conditions the 
biasing voltage should rise to 150 volts, drop-

ping to about 70 volts without excitation when 
the plate current. will fall to almost zero. 

lf the amplifier is to be plate-modulated, the 
plate voltage should be reduced to 12:4) and 

the loading decreased to reduce the plate 

current to 2.10 ma. The same bias-11110y ad-

USt Ment Will be satisfactory for t hi" type of 

operation but excitation fiery be reiluccil to 

give a grid current of • l0 nia., bringing the total 
cathode current to 290 ma. The antenna t tuner 

shown in Fig. 1361 may be used. 

Operating vonditions ir it' tithes of other char-
acteristics will be found in Chapter Twenty. 

41 Antenna Tuner for Medium Power 

The antenna tuner shown in Fig. 1361 will 

usually be satisfactory for amplifiers operat-
ing at plate voltages not in excess of 1250. 

The two condensers are mounted from the 

panel by means of pinsulating pillars taken 

from National CS-1 insulatiirs, which are 

fastened to the end plates with small sections of 
machine strews from which the heads have 
been cut. The variable link eoil is trim int eil be-

tween the two rear end plates. The size of the 

coil is varied by short -eircuit ing turns, using 

clips whieh are attached to the condensers with 

flexible leads. As shown by the circuit dia-
gram, Fig. 1362. the condensers are connected 
in parallel when the second pair of clips connects 
each rotor to the stator of the opposite con-
denser. The feeders are connected to the two 
large st and-off insulators mounted on the panel. 

C. A Compact 450-W att-Push-Pull 

Amplifier 

The photographs of T163, 1365 and 
1366 ,liow an amplifier tic›igned along the 
lines Of t he type of construrtion often referred 
to as - dish type." This style of construction 
has many advantages., although its use nor-
mally is confined to components of moderate 
physical dimensions and weight. 

X FRMOTMR.   
o 
L2 

ci 

C2 

Pitt, 1362 — Cireuit diagram of the link -coupled an-
tenna tuning unit f' ir use is il It med. -p' its transmit-
ter,. 
CI, ( :2 - r.l variable,0.07-inelt spacing ( National 

TNt Hum, 
Li — 22 torn. No. I I. dia m. 23,f inches, length 4 inches 

,,,to rr j r It variable link I. 
— 4 lino, rotating inside la. 

A R 1.  -ter. 0-2.5-ampere range for medium. 
post er transmitters. 

The tank coils may lie mounted so that very 

lit Ile metal of the normal rack strurture is ia 
the immediate fields of the tank coils — a 
condition almost impossible to approach in the 
usual form of ciinstruetion with metal panels 
and side brackets. Plug-in coils are made 
much more accessible for changing and the 

direction of " pull" in removing coils is out-

FECOCR9 

Fig. 1363 — The three controls of the 450-watt "dish 
type" amplifier are arranged symmetrically. The meter 
switch is at the right. the control fie the plate tank con-
Ileie,er at the center and the grid-circuit control at the 
left. The panel is hivh is i0/.1 X 19 inches is fitted with 
panel bearings for the roodenser-slia It extensions. It is 
fastened to the chassis by fiat-head ',crews after the 
hot tom edges of the chassis have been drilled and tapped. 
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INPUT 

C DGEF 

III 
A B 

I 1 

X X 

t!) 
00V AC 

To 
ANTENNA 

To ExTERNAL 
O - 100 MA.MCTER 

Fig. 1364 — Circuit diagram of the "dish-type push-pull 150-s att amplifier. 

Ct — 100 jiard. per section (11ammarlund MCD100M). 
C2•- •• 100 pad. per section (Cardwell MT100CD), 0.07-

inch spacing. 
C3, C4 — Neutralizing condenser, 10 to 15 gad. (ham. 

alai-hind N10). 
C5, Cs — 470-ppfd. 600-volt mica. 
C7, Cs, C9, CIO — 0.01-pfd. 600-volt paper. 
C11 — 0.002-pfd. 5000-volt mica. 
RI, 112, 1{3 — 22 to 47 ohms, 2 watts. 
R4, Rs, R4 — Cathode-current meter shunts (see test). 
Li — National AR series coils with center link ( variable. 

link type recommended). 
Substitute coils may be wound on 1.q-incli diam. 

form as follows: 

ward away from the rack rather than upward 
into the next rack unit above. Terminals may 
be mounted so that the wiring between rack 
units may be made inconspicuous and so that 
the chances of personal injury from accidental 
contact with exposed terminals at the rear are 
greatly reduced. Lastly, this form of construc-
tion usually reduces the required height of the 
unit which is a particular advantage in table 
racks where vertical space is at a premium. 
The circuit of the amplifier shown in the dia-

gram of Fig. 1364 is standard in every way ex-
cept in the method of metering. By means of 
the two-gang six-position switch, it is possible 
to measure the individual grid and cathode 
currents of each tube as well as total grid or 
total cathode currents. To accomplish this, 

3.5 Mr. — It turns 2 inches long. 
7 Me. — 22 turn=. irmbe. long. 
14 ulu. — TO turn.. I irn•be, long. 
28 Mc. — ti turn ,. ' ing•In- long. 

L2 — I{ serie, iiid; renter 
Sub,tiltile coils may be Wound a, follows on 2; '2"-inch 

diam. forms: 
3.5 Mr. — 36 turns, 4 inches long. 
7 Me. — 18 turns. 4 inches long. 
14 Mc. — 10 turns. 3 inches long. 
28 lc. — 6 turns, 3 inches long. 

RFC' — 2.5-mh. r, f. choke. 
ItFC2 r.f. choke (National 111-1 .). 
S — 2-gang 6-position rotary switch (Mallory). 

T2 — 6.3 volts, 6 amp. 

two small filament transformers are used, one 
for each tube, instead of a single large trans-
former. The meter is switched across shunting 
resistances in each circuit to simplify switch-
ing. In the cathmle circuits, the shunting re-
sistors should be carefully adjusted to provide 
a scale multiplication of ten, giving a full-scale 
reading of 1000 ma. 

In doing the r.f. wiring, care should be taken 
to keep it as symmetrical as possible. In form-
ing the long wires between the neutralizing 
condensers mid the tank-condenser stators, the 
lengths should be made identical. The wire 
connecting to the rear condenser stator should 
go directly in a straight line, while the one 
going to the front stator section may be bent 
to make up for the difference in distance be-
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tween the neutralizing condensers and the two 
stators. The plate leads to the tubes should be 
tapped on these long wires at points ‘vhich will 
make the wire length between neutralizing 
condenser and plate and between tank con-
denser and plate equal on each side. 
The positive high-voltage lead, run inside 

the chassis with high-voltage cable, comes up 
through a feed-through insulator near the 
plate choke. 
The rotors of the grid tank condenser are 

not grounded, since experience has shown that 
an amplifier of this type usually neutralizes 
more readily without the ground connection 
and excitation usually divides more evenly be-
tween the two tubes. 
The leads from the neutralizing condensers 

to the grid terminals are crossed over before 
they pass through small feed-through points 
mounted in the partition. The grid-r.f. chokes 
are self-supporting between the tube grid 
terminals and the feed-through points in the 
chassis which carry the biasing leads inside to 
the individual grid leaks. Filament wires are 
run through %-inch holes lined with rubber 
g To m mets. 

Fig. 1366 — The plate tank-coil jack 
strip of the 450-watt push-pull ampli-
fier is fastened to the tank-condenser 
frame with strip-metal brackets. The 
assembly, mounted on •,',4-inch stand-
off insulators is placed at the center 
of the chassis as far to the left as pos-
sible. The condenser shaft is extended 
at right angles through the bearing in 
the center of the chassis by means of 
two M i I len15-degree shaft joints con-
nected together by a short length of 
bakelite shafting. The sockets for the 
tubes are submounted on the 6 X 8. 
inch partition, 34'? inches up from the 
chassis and ly inches from each edge 
and are orientated so that the plates 
of the tubes will be in a vertical plane. 

Fig. 1365 — The grid-circuit corn-
poroynts of the " dish-type" 450-watt 
amplifier are mounted on this side of 
the partition which is braced by 
standard 5-inch triangular brackets. 
The tank condenser is mounted by 
means of a screw in the hole which 
remains when the shield between the 
stators is removed. The ceramic ter-
minal strip is for all external connec-
tions except for positive high voltage 
for which a special safety terminal is 
provided. A large clearance hole 
should be cut in the chassis for the 
condenser shaft. The shaft, which 
should come at the center line of the 
chassis, should be provided with a 
flexible insulating coupling. 

"• 

Inside the chassis, the leaks and meter 
shunting resistances are supported on fiber 
lug strips. The leads going to the switch 
should be soldered in place, formed into cables 
and the other ends connected to the switch on 
the panel as the last operation before putting 
the panel in place. 

This amplifier is suitable for use with any 
of the 1000-volt 100-ma. to 1500-volt 150-ma. 
triodes. Those shown in the photographs are 
812s. 

For 1500-volt tubes, the power supply shown 
in Fig. 1360 is suitable for use with this am-
plifier and bias may be obtained from a unit 
such as the one shown in Fig. 1327. The bias-
supply resistor should be adjusted so that the 
total grid voltage under operating conditions 
will not be less than 125 volts without exceed-
ing the maximum grid-current rating of 25 ma. 
per tube when the amplifier is loaded to rated 
plate current. 
The amplifier requires a driver delivering 

25 to 40 watts. Those of Figs. 1311 and 1331 
are suitable. 

If the layout and wiring have been followed 
carefully, no difficulties should be encountered 
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Fig. 1367 — Top view of tlte band-
switching amplifier. The plate-tank 
switching assembly is to the right. 

• 

in neutralizing nor with parasitics. 
Both grid and plate currents should 
check the same within ten per cent. 
The meter when switched to read 

grid current forms a good neutralizing 
indicator. Both neutralizing condens-
ers should be kept at equal set tings 
and adjusted simultaneously unt il the 
grid current remains perfectly steady 
as the plate tank condenser is tuned 
through resonance. Neutralizing is 
always done with plate voltage re-
moved. 
A suitable antenna tuner will be found in 

Figs. 1361 and 1362. 

1E. A 450-Watt Bandswitching Amplifier 

Figs. 1367, 1369 and 1370 show the details 
of a.bandswitching push-pull amplifier for the 
3.5-, 7-, 14- and 28-Mc. bands. It is suitable for 
use with any of the popular 1000- or 1500-volt 
100- to 150-ma. triodes. The tubes shown in the 
photographs are 812s. 
As shown in the circuit diagram of Fig. 1368, 

all of .1,1 in the grid tank circuit and all of Ls 
in the plate tank circuit are used for 3.5 Mc. 
Low-frequency padders, C1 in the grid circuit 
and C10 in the plate, are switched across the 

r-

• 41.0 

S14 

L 

'LC 
2 10 

Si8 

so 
I  ▪ I2° 

I / 
IL  

1 

coils simultaneously. For 7 Mc., the padding 
condensers are cut out and L1 and L4 are 
tapped so that only a portion of each coil is in 
use. At 14 Mc., the coils L2 and L3 are used 
wit h t he padders. while at 28 Mc. the same 
coils are used without the padders. Links for 
the two coils in each tank circuit are connected 
in series. 
The components are assembled on a stand-

ard 19-inch panel, 10!,C? inches high. The two 
tubes, the neutralizing condensers and L2 are 
mounted on top of a 5 X 10 X 3-inch chassis 
fastened to the panel with its center 7 inches 
from the left-hand edge and its bottom edge 
9.¡ inch above the lower edge of the panel. The 

BIA5 

115V. A.C. 

0000 

RFC, 

528 20 

/' 80 
4 

Fig. 13611 — Circuit diagram Of the bandswitching push.pull amplifier. 

Ci — 30-agfd. variable, 0.07-inch spacing (Cardwell 
rr.30-As). 

C2— 0.001.5f11. mica. 
Ca — 35-gpfd.-per-section variable (Millen 21933). 
C4, Cs — 0.01-efil. paper. 
Cg, C7 — Neiitralizii,g condenser (National NC-000). 
Cs — 0:001-afd. olt  • 
C9 — 65-mufti-per-section variable (1Iammarlund II FIRD-

65-F). 
Cis — 30-mafd. vacuum capacitor (Type GE GL-1L38). 

1 

-J 

Ora:. 

1.1 — 13 S W 80130... tapped at 12th turn from each end. 
L2 — In turns No. 14 enameled, 1 Yr inch diam., 1 inch 

1.mg. 
La— his W 10TCL. ' 

L4— JIS 00TC'. reduced to 24 turns, tapped at 3rd 
turn f  each end. 

RFC] — 1.mh. r f. choke ( National 13.13 It) 
St, S2 — 4-gaits 4.position ceramic rotary switch (Mal-

lory 164-C). 
T1 — 6.3 volts, 8 amp. (um S61). 
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tubes are spaced 514 inches, center to center, 
and their sockets are submounted and cen-
tered 11% inches from the right-hand edge of 
the chassis as viewed from the rear. 1.2 is 
wound on a polystyrene form mounted on a 
National AR coil-plug strip. Its socket is cen-
tered between the tubes and inch from the 
edge of the chassis. A 51% X 2-inch cut-out is 
made in the outside edge of the chassis to clear 
the grid bandswitch, Si. A 1U-inch piece of 
the cut-out is left and bent inward at right 
angles to provide a mounting for the switch. 
The coil for L1 is removed from its plug strip 
and transferred to a Millen plug strip which 
has the required additional contacts for the 
7- Me. taps. The cut-out is notched at the top 

• 

Fig. 1376 
view of the I. H.1 - 
switching amplit,,t. 

• 

Fig.1369— Bottom 
view of the band-
switching amplifier 
slum ing the grid-
circuit assembly to 
the right and the 
plate-eireuit group 
to the left. 

• 

to provide clearance for the terminals of the 
coil socket. 

Underneath the chassis, C9 is mounted 
vertically on spacers at the center, while the 
grid tuning condenser, C3, is mounted as close 
to t he inside edge as possible. Leads between 
the lower terminals of the neutralizing con-
densers and the grid terminals of the tube 
sockets are fed down through the top of the 
chassis via small feed-through insulators. Link 
input terminals are mounted on the outside 
edge of the chassis, near the rear, while 115-
volt a.c. and biasing connections are made 
through a cable socket set in the rear edge. 
The filametit transformer is mounted on the 
upper right-hand corner of the panel, as 
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Fig. !17! «ingle-tuhr high-Power 
amplifier for high-voltage inputs up 
to 500 watts. The standard rack panel 
is 12% inches high. 

viewed from the rear of the unit. 
The plate tuning condenser, Co, is mounted 

on aluminum-strip brackets fastened to the 
chassis to bring its shaft Eq.¡ inches from the 
right-hand edge of the panel (as viewed from 
the front) and 2 inches from the top. Alumi-
num sheet is cut to form end plates for a sub-
assembly which includes the switch, S3, the two 
coil sockets, and a mounting for the padder, 
C10. As viewed from the rear. L.1 is to the left 
and L3 to the right. Pillar-type ceramic in-
sulators form spacers for the mounting angles 
which support the cartridge-fuse clips in which 
the vacuum-type padding condenser, CIO, is 
mounted. The assembly is spaced from the 
panel on 1U-inch cone stand-offs, placed so 
that the shaft comes 5"! inches from the right-
hand edge of the panel and V¡ inches below 
the top edge. The Millen safety terminal for 
the high-voltage connection, the link output 
terminals and the insulating condenser, C8, 

are fastened to the rear end plate of the as-
sembly. The plate r.f. choke is fastened to the 
panel between the plate tank condenser and 
the switch assembly. 

For 1500-volt operation the plate supply 
shown in Fig. 1360 is suitable. The sanie circuit 
with the 1000-volt values is appropriate for 
lower-voltage tubes. If 1500-volt tubes arc to 
be used, the exciter should be capable of de-
livering 25 to 30 watts. The units shown in 
Figs. 1311 and 1331 are suggested. The same 
exciters, with the 807s operated at lower voltage 
if desired, may be used also to drive the smaller 
tubes. The antenna coupler of Fig. 1361 is 
suitable for use wit h either class of tubes. 

41 A Single-Tube 500-Watt Amplifier 

A single-tube amplifier which may be oper-
ated at inputs up to 500 watts at voltages as 
high as 3000 is shown in Figs. 1371, 1372 and 
1374. The circuit, shown in Fig. 1373, is strictly 

Fig. 1372 — Rear view of the 
high-power single-t Moe ampli-
fier. The two tank condensers 
are mounted, one above the 
other, in the center of the 
panel by means of Isolantite 
pillars from stand-off insula-
tors. Four National Type (; S. 
insulators are used to Slipport 
the plate tuning condenser, 
while three Type CS-I in-
sulators are used for the grid 
tuning condenser. Insulated 
flexible couplings and panel 
bearing, are used on each 
shaft t. . insulate the controls. 
One of high Li eak ¡lawn volt-
age rating should be used 
for the plate condenser, and 
the panel bearings must be 
grounded! The socket for the 
grid tank coil is mounted, us-
ing insulated spacers and a 
small metal plate as a base, on 
the rear end plate of CI. Metal 
strips, also fastened to the 
end plate, support the input. 
link terminal strip. The insu-
lating by-pass condenser. Ca. 
is mounted just to the right of 
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is shown in the photographs, almost any other 
tube of similar physical size and shape which is 
designed to operate at plate voltages of 3000 
or less may be used in the same circuit arrange-
ment. 
Power supply and t unirtg — The plate 

power supply shown in Fig. 1343 may be used 
with this unit. Bias may lie obtained from the 
unit shown in Fig. 1327. For this purpose, the 
VR-75-30 branch may be omitted and à single 
resistor of 5000 ohms connected across the out-
put of the pack, with the bias lead connected 
to the extreme negative end of the resistor. 
The transmitter shown in Fig. 1331 should 

provide sufficient excitation. 
An amplifier operating at high voltage 

should always, after neutralizing, be tuned up 
at reduced plate voltage. This may be obtained 
by connecting a lamp bulb in series with the 
primary of the plate transformer. Coupling 
between the exciter and the amplifier should 
be adjusted so that the grid current does not 
exceed 40 to 50 ma. with the amplifier tuned 
and loaded to the rated plate current of 167 
ma. Power output of 225 to 300 watts should 
be obtainable on all bands at plate voltages 
from NM to 3000. 
Tim tube tables in Chapter Twenty should 

be consulted for data on tini operation of other 
tubes suitable for use in this amplifier. 

A 1-Kw. Push-Pull Amplifier 

The push-pull amplifier shown in the photo-
graphs of Figs. 1375, 1377 and 1378, is built 
around a pair of Eimac 250TII triodes. It will 
handle a full kw. input at a plate voltage of 
2000 or less, all hough the plate tank-condenser 
spacing is sufficient for 3000-volt operation 
with plate modulation. The driving stage 
sit iuld be capable of delivering approximately 
lOn watts. The amplifier may be shifted to any 

.7 .0-1(;tfut 

Fig. 1373— Circuit of the 500-watt input amplifier. 
Ct — 250-apfd. variable, 0.047-inch sparing (National 

TM K-250). 
C2 — 100 µmfd. per section, 0.171-inch spacing (National 

'I'M A-100-DA). 
Ca — Neutralizing condenser (National N(:-8(10). 
C4 — High-voltage condenser, 0.001-afd. mica, 12,500. 

volt rating (Cornell-Dubilier 21A-86). 
CG, C7 — 0.01.5M. nuca. 

Li — 3.5 Mc. — 26 turns No. 16, 11-Pinch diam., 234 
inches long, 3-turn link (B & J(:L40). 

7 Me. — 16 turns No. 16, I ' 2-inch diam., 17é 
inches long, 3- turn link (B J C L20 ). 

14 Mc. — 8 turns No. 16, It 2- inch diam., 17g 
nehes long, 3 turn link (B JCL it)). 

28 — t. turns .No. 16, 11 2-inch diam., 1 
inch,- long, 2- turn link (B & W JCL10, 1 turn 
removed from each end). 

3.5 Me. — 26 turns No. 12, 314-inch diam., 4!÷ 
i itches long, 2-turn link ( B & TC1,80). 
Nle. — 22 turns No. 12, 214-inch diam., 41 
invites long, 2- turn link ( II & W Tcuo). 

11 Me. — 12 turns No. 12, 2!"(2-inch diam., 43 
inches long, 2- turn link ( B & W TC120). 
Nle. — I> Limits I s-ineh copper tubing, 2 
diam., 4,!,,.¡ inches long. 2- turn link ( 1.1 & \V-
TC110). 

RFC — r.f. choke, 300 nia. (National R-3001: 
mounted on GS-1 insulator). 

T — Filament transformer, 5 volts, 8 amp. (Thordar 
T-19184). 

conventional, with link coupling for both input 
and output circuits. While a Type 100Th! tube 

Fig. 1371— Bott.an 
of the single-tube 7,00-,, itt 
amplifier. In tlie I.'si r 
right-liand corner of the 
panel is fastened a clia-is 
91,2 X 5 X 1' .; inches. on 
which are Inman te. I. in line, 
the filament trail - I, 
the tube socket aud the 
neutralizing mmlenser. 
chassis of similar size te, 
the left supports the 
tank soil and the out put-
link terminals. :V large 
feed-through in-nlat,n iii 

the rear edge of i his . lia. 
sis sers cs tit, high-, olt-
age terminal. lit , iring the 
amplifier imit. the impor-
tance of men- I.:teed lead: 
carrying high voltage • zin-
not be stressed too grestl. 
It must be remembered 
that the arcing distances 
and break-doss n capabili-
ties of voltages as high as 
3000 are considerabl, 
greater than with the 
lower plate voltages more 
commonly used by ama-
teurs. 
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• 

Fig. 1375 t view of the kilo-
watt amplifier. The pwoel io 21 I.. 
high and of stainlaisl 

• 

amateur band by a system of plug- it coils. 
The circuit, shown in Fig. 1376, is standard 

for a push-pull link-coupled neutralized am-
plifier. The only departure from strict con-
ventionality is the use of the fixed vacuum-
type padding condenser (C,) across the plate 
tank coil when operating at 3.5 Me. .1 filament 
transformer is included on the chassis to per-
mit short leads which must carry the high 
heating current. 
The components are mounted on a standard 

10 X 17 X 3-inch chassis, with the 10-inch 
side against the panel to provide the necessary 
depth. The B tk. W " butterfly "-type plate 
tank condenser is mounted on heavy 2-inch 
stand-off insulators. with its shaft along the 
center line of the chassis, and its 
front mounting feet centered 2 
inches from the panel. Since its 
rotor is connected to the high-
voltage supply, use of a good insu-
lating shaft coupling is of utmost 
importance as a safety measure. 
The output tank-coil base assem-
bly, with its adjustable link, is 
fastened to the two upper-rear 
stator nuts of the condenser by 
means of a pair of aluminum angle 
pieces. Similarly, the clips for the 
3.5 Mc. vacuum-type padding con-
denser are mounted at the front 
of the condenser. Link output ter-
minals are provided in the form 
of a pair of large stand-off insula-
tors fastened to the rear of the 
panel near the top. 
The neutralizing condensers are 

special units designed as accesso-
ries to the tank condenser. Each 
consists of a single disk connected 
to the grids, the rear stator plates 
of the plate tank condenser serving 
as the other side of the neutraliz-
ing condenser, for a compact unit. 

The by-pass condenser, f7, is located under the 
rear end of the tank condenser and is fastened 
to the chassis with a small metal angle piece 
which makes the ground connection. 
The sockets for t he 250T1Is are submounted. 

They are spaced 5 inches. center to center, and 
4 inches in from the rear edge of the chassis. 
The grid tank condenser is mounted bet ween 
the titi es with an ex tensic in shaft to the front 
of t he panel. The it or plates are grounded to 
the chassis. The high-voltage line to the plate 
tank condenser and the plate r.f. choke is 
brought up through the chassis via a large 
ceramic feed- t ! trough insulator. 

IT the jack bar for the grid coil is 
centered between the tube sockets. Connec-

H.V. — 

Fig. 1345 — Circuit diagram of the high-power push-pull amplifier. 
— 100 pafd. per section, 0.05-inch spacing ( Ilammarlund 

11FltD-lo,i.(: ,. 
C2— 60 ggfol. per -eel ion. 0.25-mili spacing ( II 8: ( A6:2-(:). 
C3, Ci — Di -k pc neutraliting eoicleicser ( B .11 W N-3). 
Cz, Cr. Cs — paper. linft ccli.. 
C7 — ( 1. I /0 I -aft]. mica, 10.000 NOW, 
C9 - 25 pmfd.. 1(00(1 volts (GE 1,1.122). 
Li — B & M BC', coil.. 
L2 — B & V 111)11, 
1111: — l.riilu. r.f. choke (Hammarlund C11-500). 
T — 5 volts, 22 amperes (Stancor 1'6302, see text). 
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tions between this coil mounting and the con-
denser on top are made through large clearance 
holes lined with rubber grommets. Short, 
direct leads connect the tank circuit to the grid 
terminals of the tubes. 
The filament transformer is mounted di-

rectly underneath the plate tank condenser. 
Since this transformer, as well as the grid coil, 
protrudes from the underside of the chas•- i-, 
the chassis is set with its bottom edge 21.2 
inches above the bottom edge of the panel. 
The transformer shown in the photographs, 
and listed under Fig. 1376, is one designed for 
rectifier service and has high-voltage insula-
tion. If one with 1600- or 2000-volt insulatiuii 
is available it may be substituted, of cotir,:-. 
A Millen safety terminal for the posit ive high-
voltage connection, a three-terminal ceramic 
strip for bias and ground connections, and a 
male power plug for the 115-volt connection to 
the filament transformer am set in the rear 
edge of the chassis, while a pair of insulated 
terminals in the right-rear corner are for the 
excitation input. 
Power supply— Fig. 1342 shows the de-

tails of a suitable high-voltage plate supply for 
this amplifier. The biasing unit of Fig. 1327 
may be used with an alteration in the voltage-
divider resist or in the circuit diagram of Fig. 
1326. The total resistance should be 2000 ohms, 
100 watts, with the biasing tap taken off at the 
center. The transmitter of Fig. 1346 will pro-
vide adequate excitation. 
Adjustment— When the amplifier is 

completed and ready for operation, the first 
step in adjustment is the neutralization. This 
may be done with the amplifier set up with all 
external connections made, except for the an-
tenna, but with the high voltage turned off. 

i g. 1377— The filament transformer and grid coil are 
mounted underneath the chassis. 

With the coils for the desired band plugged 
in, the t uning of the grid tank circuit should 
be adjusted until a grid-current reading is ob-
tained. Then the neutralizing condensers should 
be adjusted simultaneously, bit by bit, keeping 
the spacing equal. When the amplifier is not 
neutralized, a dip in grid current will be found 
as the plate tank condenser is tuned through 
resonance. The neutralizing condensers should 
be adjusted until no change in grid current oc-
curs as the plate tank condenser is swung 

Fig. 1.378 — Hear view of the push-
pull 250T Il amplifier showing the 
mounting of the plate tank coil and 
3.5-Mc, padding condenser. 

• 
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Ci — 2-pfd. 600-volt paper. 
C2— 0.0033-pfd. mica. 
Ci 0.0047-pfd. mica. 
Ri — 0.22 megolun, I watt. 
R2 — 50,000 ohms, 10 watts. 

Fig. /379 — vaculundubc keyer., Imilt up o,. a 7 X 
9 X 2-inch wit.l 1 qearr t'Or four or less kever 
tubes and the po‘ser-uppl reetilicr. The resistors and 
conden-er- produce the lag are ,,,,, unted under-
neath. IIV the knobs at the right. The jack is 
for the key, while timuinals at the left are for the keyed 
circuit. 

through it s range. This should occur with the 
adjustable plates of the neutralizing comlensers 
spaced about 19.¡G biches away from the rear 
stator plates of the tank condenser. 

Although plenty of plate dissipation is avail-
able, it is desirable to do the preliminary tun-
ing and loading of the amplifier at, reduced 
plate voltage. lief ore plate voltage is applied, 

grid-current reading of at least, 150 to 200 
ma. should be possible. The antenna link 
should be swung out to the minimum-coupling 
position. As soon as plate voltage and excita-
tion are applied. the plate tank condenser 
should be adjust ed for minimum plate current. 
Grid current, si ill should be above 150 ma. 
When the excitation is removed, there should 
be no indicat ion of oscillation at any setting of 
the grid- or plate- tank condenser. 
The output link may be connected directly 

to a properly-terminater I low-impedanee line, 
or through a link-cimpled antenna tuner to the 
feeders of any antenna system. With excitation 

and plate power applied, the plate current 
should increase as the link coupling is tight-
ened and the antenna system tuned to reso-
nance. With each adjustment of coupling or 
antenna tuning, the plate tank condenser 
should be retuned for minimum plate current. 
The minimum reading will increase as the 
coupling is tightened with the antenna tuned 
to resonance. The loading may be increased up 
to the point where the minimum reading is 
500 ma., when the input will be 1 kw. at 2000 
volts. With the amplifier loaded, the excitation 
should be adjusted to about 150 ma, for the 
two tubes. 

(1, A Practical Vacuum-Tube Keyer 

Fig. 1379 shows a vacuum-tube keyer unit. 
The diagram is shown in Fig. 1380. Tb the 
rectifier, and C1 and Ri form the power-
supply section for producing the blocking 
voltage necessary for eut ting off the keyer 
tubes. With only R2 in the circuit and S2 
in the open position, there will lie no lag. As 
S2 is turned to introduce more capacitance in 
the circuit, the keying characteristic is " sof-
tened" at both make and break. Adding re-
sistance by turning Si to the right affects the 
"break" only. 
As many 45s may be added in parallel as 

desired. The voltage drop through a single tube 
varies front 90 volts at 50 nia. to 52 volts at 20 
ma. Tubes in parallel will reduce the drop in 
proportion to the number of tubes. If rated 
plate voltage is important in the operation of 
the keyed circuit, the voltage drop through 
the keyer tubes must be taken into account 
and the transmitter voltage boosted to coin-
pensate for the drop. 

If desired, a greater angle of keying lag can 
be obtained by using a rotary switch with 
more points and additional resistors and con-
densers. Suggested values of capacitance in ad-
dition to C2 and C3, are 0.001 and 0.0022 µhl. 
From R2, resistors of 2.2, 3.3 and 4.7 megohms 
may be added. 
When connecting the output terminals of 

the keyer to the circuit to be keyed. care must 
be used to ronnect the grounded output terminal 
to the negative side of the keyed circuit. 

KEYED CIRCUIT 

Fig. 1380 — Wiring diagram of the practical vacuum-tube keyer unit and power supply shown in Fig. 1379. 
Hi, Iii — 4.7 megohms, 1 watt. 
lin - 0.47 megolun. 1 watt. 
SI, 52 — 3-position 1-circuit rotary twitch. 
Ti — 325-0-325 volts. 5 volts and 2.5 volts (Thordarson 

T-13R01). 
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( Rack Construction 

Most of the units described in the construc-
tional chapters of this handbook are designed 
for standard rack mounting. The assembly 
of a selected group of units to form a complete 
transmitter is, therefore, a relatively simple 
matter. While standard metal racks are avail-
able on the market, many amateurs prefer to 
build their own less expensively from wood. 
With care, an excellent substitute can be made. 
The plan of a rack of standard dimensions is 

shown in Fig. 1381. The rack is constructed 
entirely of 1 X 2-inch stock of smooth pine. 
spruce or redwood, with the exeeption of the 
trimming strips, M, N, 0 and P. Since the ac-
tual size of standard 1 X 2-
inch stock runs appreciably 
below these dimensions, a 
much sturdier job will result if 
pieces are obtained cut to the 
full dimensions. 
The main vertical support-

ing members of the wooden 
rack each is comprised of two 
pieces (A and It, and / and J) 
fastened together at right an-
gles. Each pair of these mem-
bers is fastened together by 
No. 8 flat-head screws, with 
heads countersunk. 

Before fastening these pairs 
together, pieces .4 and ./ 
should be made exactly the 
same length and drilled in the 
proper places for the mounting 
screws, using a No. 30 drill. 
The length of pieces A, J, B 
and I should equal the total 
height of all panels required 
for the transmitter plus twice 
the sum of the thickness and 
width of the material used. If 
the dimensions of the stock are 
exactly 1 X 2 inches. then 6 
inches must be added to the 
sum of the panel heights. An 
inspection of the top and bot-
tom of the rack in t he drawing 
will reveal the reason for this. 
The first mounting hole should 
come at a distance of ti inch 
plus the sum of the t hickness 
and width of the material from 
either end of pieces A and J. 
This distance will be 3 inches 
for stock exactly 1 X 2 inches. 
The second hole will come 1 
inches from the first, the third 

inch from the second, the 
fourth 1% inches from the 
third and so on, alternating 
spacings between inch and 
134 inches (see detail drawing 
D, Fig. 1381). All holes should 
be placed inch from the in-

Chapter 7I, ¿«leen 

side edges of the vertical members. 
The two vertical members are fastened to-

gether by cross-member K at the top and L at 
the bottom. These should be of such a length 
that the inside edges of A and J are exactly 
173, inches apart at all points. This will bring 
the lines of mounting holes 18% inches center 
to center. Extending back from the bottoms 
of the vertical members are pieces G and D 
connected together by cross-members L, Q and 
E, forming the base. The length of the pieces 
D and G will depend upon space requirements 
of the largest power-supply unit which will 
rest upon it. The vertical members are braced 
against the base by diagonal members C and H. 
Rear support for heavy units placed above the 
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rie. 1387 — The standard rack. A — Side view. B — Front view. C — Top 
N . D — t pper right-hand corner detail. E — Panel-and-chassis assem-
bly. I. C., il — Various types of panel brackets. I — Substitute for metal 
chassis. 
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base may be provided by mounting angles on 
C and H or by connecting these members 
with cross-braces as shown at F. 
To finish off the front of the rack pieces of 

X-inch oak strip (M, N, 0, P) are fastened 
around the edges with small-head finishing 
nails. The heads are set below the surface and 
the holes plugged with putty or plastic wood. 
The top and bottom edges of M and O should 

be X inch from the first mounting holes, and 
the distance between the inside edges of the 
vertical strips, N and P, 19Y incites. 
To prevent the scree holes from wearing 

out when panels are changed frequently, X 
Jis or %s-inch iron or brass strip may be 
used to back up the vertical members of the 
frame. 

The outside surfaces should be sandpapered 
thoroughly and given one or two coats of flat 
black, sandpapering between coats. A finishing 
surface of two coats of glossy black " Duco" 
is then applied, again sandpapering between 
coats. It is very important to allow each coat 
to dry thoroughly before applying the next, or 
sandpapering. 

Since the combined weights of power sup-
plies, modulator equipment, etc., may total to 
a surprising figure, the rack should be provided 
with rollers or wheels so that it may be moved 
about when necessary after the transmitter 
has been assembled. Ball-bearing roller-skate 
wheels are suitable for the purpose. 
Standard metal chassis are 17 inches wide. 

Standard panels are 19 inches wide and multi-
ples of 134 inches high. Panel mounting holes 
start with the first one X inch from the edge of 
the panel, the second IX inches from the first, 
the third M inch from the second, the fourth 
1X inches from the third, and the distances 
between holes from there on alternated be-
tween inch and 1X inches. (See detail D, 
Fig. 1381.) In a panel higher than two or 
three rack units (1U inches per unit), it is com-
mon practice to drill only sufficient holes to 
provide a secure mounting. All panel holes 
should be drilled inch in from the edge. 

If desired, the rack may be enclosed by com-
pleting a framework of one-by-two strip, using 
3-inch plywood for the panels. The panels 
may be hinged so that three sides are made 
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SIDE VIEW 

accessible for servicing. If the transmitter is to 
be operated in an enclosure, provision should 
be made for a small amount of forced-air 
ventilation; otherwise the panels should be 
open while the transmitter is in operation. 

E. Metering 
Various methods of metering are shown in 

Fig. 1382. A shows the meters placed in the 

To +HV TERMINALS 
OFTRANSMITTER UNITS 

+ HV. 

+ BIAS -HM 

(A) 

(B) 

(c) 

TOBIAS TERMINALS 
OFTRANSMITTER UNITS 

-BIAS 

+BIAS .1-1M 

Fig. 1382 — Various methods of connecting nailliam-
me ters in grid and plate currents. A — I igh-voltage 
metering. B — Cathode metering. C — Shunt metering. 

high-voltage plate and bias circuits. MA i and 
Mil 2 are for plat e current and MA3 and À11 A4 
for grid eurrent. When more than oiie stage op-
erates from the same plate-voltage or bias-
voltage supply, each stage may be metered as 

Wass Pone/ 
FRONT VIEW 

Fig. 1383 — Safety panel for meters. The meters are mounted in the usual manner on an insulating Ribpanel spaced 
back oía glass-covered opening in the front panel. The glass is fastened in place %% lib metal clamps or tabs, fastened 
to the front panel % ith small screws or pins. The front panel is of standard rack size, 19 X 5% inches. 
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CKT.1 CKT.2 CKT. 3 CKT. 4 CKT. 5 
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Fig. 1.11? - - N1.111".1 :,% it.ling a •inglt• 
to sari ,11- 1,, ,-Laug -, iit•11.11.• control 
shaft should be Nsell insulated from the s,itell 
and should bg. gro‘milegl. r,---,- tor. înndld 
sake. re.i-lanee len It, titts tint,- lile illtrnial 

re,i-tatice of th, meter; 47 ohms will usually be satis-
factor. 

shown. If this system of metering is used, the 
meters should be mounted so that the meter 
dials are not accessible to act-Rh-nt al contact 
with the adjusting screw. One method of 
mounting is shown in Fig. 13:3, where the 
meters are mounted behind a glass panel. 
When plate meters are to be mounted 

on metal panels. care must be taken to see that 
the insulation is sufficient to withstand the 
plate voltage. Metal-g.ase instruments should 
not he mounted On a grounded metal panel if 
the glifferenee in plitential lietween the meter 
and jin• pan ,4 j-. to be inure than 300 volts: 
bakelite-case instruments can be used under 
similar circunistatlees at voltages up to 1000. 
At higher voltages than these an insulating 
panel should be used. 
The placing of meters at high-voltage pidnts 

in the circuit may be overeg >me by the use of 
the connectigms shown in Fig. 13:2-1.3 and 
The disadvantage of the arrangements at 13 is 

DBLR. 

that the meter reads total cathode current and 
the grid and plate currents cannot be metered 
individually. This disadvantage is overcome in 
C, where the meters are connected across low 
resistances in the grid- and plate-return cir-
cuits. MA 1 reads grid current and MA 2 plate 
current. The parallel resistors should have a 
value of not less than 10 to 20 times the 
resistance of the meter, and should be of suffi-
cient power rating so that there will be no 
possibility of resistor burn-out. If desired, the 
resistance values may be adjusted to form a 
multiplier scale for the meter (see Chapter 
:Nino (PI t The same principle is used in the 
meter-swit idling system shown in Fig. 1384. 

Meters may also be slotted from one stage to 
another by a plug-and-jack system, but this 
system should not be used unless it is possible 
to ground the frame of the jack or unless a 
suitable guard is provided around the meter 
jacks to make personal contact with high volt-
ages impossible in normal use of the plug. 

Another metering system based upon the 
use of simple s.p.d.t. toggle switches is shown 
in the diagram of Fig. 13S5. In each case pro-
vision is made for metering two circuits with a • 
single milliammeter. Grid retunts shgnild be 
made to filament center-tap or cathode rather 
than to ground or negative high voltage. If 
currents included in the meter range are to be 
measured, the resistors should have a value of 
aliogit 47 ohms each, otherwise they should be 
adjusted to give the desired scale multiplica-
tion. 

Control Circuits 
Proper arrangement of controls is important 

if maximum convenience in operation is to be 
attained. 1f the transmitter is to be of fairly 
high power, it is desirable to provide a special 
service line leading directly from the pithily-
utilit y meter board to the operating room. This 
line sha u ti, I be run in conduit or 13X rable, and 
the conductors should be of ample size to carry 
the maximum load without undue voltage 
drop. The line should be terminated with an 
enclosed entrance switch, properly fused. 

FINAL 

-HM 
FINAL 
R4 

(A) (B) (C) 

Fig. 1385 — Toggle-s, itch meter switching..At A is a circuit for switching meter from grid to plate circuit of same 
stage. At B is a circuit for switching grid meter between two stages and plate meter between two stages. At C is an 
alternative circuit, similar to the one at B, in which separate filament transformers permit the use of a common 
plate supply. RI and Ii2 are grid-cireuit meter shunt resistors, while Ra and R4 are the plate-circuit shunt reistors. 
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Fig. 1386 — A station control system. No 
high-voltage supply can lie turned on until 
the filament switch has been closed; the 
high-power plate supply cannot be turned 
on until the low-power plate-supply switch 
has been closed; and modulator power can-
not be applied until the iinal-amplifier plate 
voltage has been applied. With all switches 
except 53 closed, S3 serves as the main con-
trol switch. St — enclosed entrance switch. 
S2— filament switch. S3 — low plate-voltage 
and main control switch, preferably of the 
push-button type which remains closed only 
so long as pressure is applied. Sa — high 
plate-voltage switch. Ss— low-Power and 
tune-up switch short-circuiting it. .`is — 
modulator plate-voltage switch. F — 
II-2-3— warning lights. LI — 100- to 300-watt 
voltage-reducing lamp. 

• 

Hain Entrance 
Switch 

A// 

filaments 

Fig. 1386 shows the wiring diagram of a 
simple control system. It will be noticed that, 
because the control switches are connected in 
series, none of the high-voltage supplies can 
be turned on until the filament switch has 
been closed, and that the high-power plate sup-
ply cannot be turned on until the low-power 
plate-supply switch has been closed. Further-
more, the modulator power cannot be applied 
until the final-amplifier plate voltage has 
been applied. 55 places a 100- to 300-watt 
lamp, 14, in series with the primary winding 
of the high-voltage plate transformer for use 
during the process of preliminary tuning and 
for local c.w. work. The final amplifier should 
first be tuned to resonance at low voltage and 
S5 then closed, short-circuiting the lamp. 
Experience will determine what the low-volt-
age plate-current reading should be to have it 
increase to the full-power value when 55 is 
closed, so that the proper antenna-coupling 
and tuning adjustments may be made. 

Preferably, Sa should be of the nonlocking 
push-button type which remains dosed only so 
long as pressure is applied. A switch of this type 
provides one of the simplest and most effective 
means of protection against accidents from 
high voltage. In the form which is usually con-
sidered most convenient, it consists of a switch, 
located underneath the operating table, which 
may be operated by pressure of the foot. When 
used in this manner the operator must be in the 
operating position, well removed front danger, 
before high voltage can be applied. If desired, 
S5A may be wired in parallel on the front of 
the transmitter panel, so that it can be used 
while tuning the transmitter. S3A also should 
be of the push-button type. 

In more elaborate installations, and in re-
mote-control systems where the transmitter is 
located some distance from the operating posi-
tion, similarly arranged switches may be used 
to control relays whose contacts serve to per-
form the actual switching at the transmitter. 
Two strings of utility outlets, one on each 

side of the entrance switch, are provided for 

•4 4>zine 

SERVICE OUTLETS 

2î 

Line 2 

17S3A 7à //OVA C relays for 

...receiver 8s09p1q or cathodes. 
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operation of the receiver and such accessories 
as the monitor, lights, electric clock, soblering 
iron, etc. Closing the entrance switch should 
close those circuits which place the station in 
readiness for operation. 52 and Si are nor-
mally closed and S3 is normally open. When 
St is closed upon entering the operating 
room, the transmitter filaments are turned on 
as also is the receiver, whiell should be plugged 
into line No. 2. Wit h S4 closed (as well as 
S6 and S6), S3 performs the job of turning all 
plate supplies on and off during successive 
periods of transmission and reception. 

All cont in III 11151 t reessories, such 
as the st at ion cloek, should he plugged into line 
No. 1. This is so t hat they will not be turned off 
when St is opened. Line No. 1 is of use also 
for supplying the soldering in in, lights, etc., 
when it is desired to remove all voltage from 
the station apparatus by opening Si. 

e Line-Voltage Adjustment 
In certain communities trouble is sometimes 

expend teed front fluetuathms in line voltage. 
Usually these fluetuathms are caused by a 
variation in the load on the line and, since 
most of the variation colites at certain fixed 
tintes of the day or night. such as the times 
when lights are turned on and off for the night, 
they may be taken care of by the use of a 
manually-operated compensating device. A 

To To 

Fig. 1387 — Two methods of transformer primary con-
trol. At the left is a tapped 1-to-1 transformer with the 
possibilities of considerable variation in the secondary 
output. At the right is indicated a variable transformer 
or autotransformer (Varitte) in series with the trans-
former primaries. 
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Fig. rina — With this circuit, a single adjustment of 
the tap switch St places the correct primary voltage titi 
all transformers in the transmitter. Inft 'rum ti, m on con-
structing a suitable autotransformer at negligible cost is 
contained in the text. light winding repreents the 
regular primary winding of a revamped transformer, the 
heavy winding the voltage-adjusting sect .  

.simple arrangement is shown in Fig. 1387. A 
toy transformer is used to boost or buck the 
line voltage as required. The transformt•r 
should have a tapped secondary varying be-
tween 6 and 20 volts in steps of 2 or 3 volts 
and its secondary should be capable of carrying 
t he full load current of the entire transmitter. 
The second:11.y is connected in series with the 

line voltage mitt, if the phasing of the windings 
is correct, the voltage applied to the priinaries 
of the t ransmit ter transformers can be brought 
up to t lie rated H5 volts by setting the toy-
transformer tap switch on the right tap. If the 
phasing of t lie two windings of t he toy trans-
former happens to be reversed, the voltage ‘vi 11 
be reduced instead of increased. This connec-
tion may be used in eases where the line voltage 
may be alsive 115 volts. This method is pref-
erable to using a resistor in the primaty of a 
power transformer since it. does not affect the 
voltage regulat ion as seriously. 

Aunt lier scheme by which the primary volt-
age of each t ransformer in the transmitter may 
be adjusted to deliver the desired secondary 
voltage, with a master cont rol for compensating 
for changes in line voltage, is shown in Fig. 1388. 

This arrangement has the following features: 
1) Adjust ment of SI to make t he volt meter 

read 105 volts automatically adjusts all prima-
ries to the predetermined correct voltage. 

2) The necessity for having all primaries 
work at the same voltage is eliminated. Thus, 
110 volts can be applied to the primary of one 
transformer, 115 to another, etc. 

3) Independent control of the plate trans-
former is afforded by the tap switch 82. This 
permits power-input control and does not re-
quire an extra autotransformer. 

Grinding Crystals 

Crystal blanks, cut to approximate fre-
quency, are available at very reasonable prices. 
With proper equipment and a little care, these 
blanks can be ground to the desired frequency. 
Complete crystal-grinding equipment includes 

Chapter ...7h ideen 

several components. First necessity is a flat 
piece of plate glass, about 4 inches square 
or larger. To hold the crystal flat while grinding 
a flat " button" (shown in Fig. 1389), also of 
plate glass, either round or square, and slightly 
larger than the crystal, is required. Both pieces 
may be obtained at glass stores. Two grades of 
abrasive, No. 303 emery for surface grinding 
and No. 600 Carborundum for edge grinding 
and beveling are obtainable from hardware 
stores or optician's supply houses. A small 
paint brush is handy for moistening the abra-
sive and spreading it, around the lapping plate. 
To facilitate frequent checking of frequency 
during the grinding process, the quirk-change 
holder shown in Fig. 1390 is desirable. It 
consists of an FT243 holder with a sliding cover 
fashioned from sheet metal. Soap, warm water 
and a toothbrush are used to clean and rinse 
the crystal. Lintless cloth from an optician's or 
a clean towel ran be used for drying. 

Fig. 1389 — '1'11.- equipment necessary for grinding a 
crystal blank to frequencv. A piece if plate glass anti a 
"I;utton- of the same material are ,Jssential.'lle "quick-
change". adapt a tion for the crystal holder is a enliven-
ienee. Not show n. but also ronvenient, are a small paint 
brush for spreading abrasive and a toothbrush for 
scrubbing. 

Present-clay electrodes have raised lands on 
each corner, as shown in Fig. 1391, and the 
crystal should lie at least halfway across these 
lands and should not be larger than the elec-
trode. The electrodes should be cleaned as 
carefully as the crystal. Before final assembly 
both crystal and electrodes should be handled 
carefully by the corners or edges after their last 
good scrubbing. 
How lo grind— The actual grinding is 

done as follows: Spread the 303 abrasive over 
an area about a half inch square on the lapping 
plate, wet the brush, mix water into the spot 
and spread the abrasive over the lapping plate. 
Always keep the abrasive moist. Take the but-
ton and put a drop of water at its center, and 
press the dry crystal blank over the drop of 
water. There should be just enough water in 
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Fig. 1390 — 'rhe 
quick -e h a lige 
crystal holder 
with sliding 
cover. 

• 

the drop so that it squeezes out under the edges 
of the blank, where it is wiped away. Place the 
button, blank down, on the emery and put t he 
index finger in 1 he center of the button. Use 
just enough pressure to move the button in a 
figure-8 pattern. This motion is used because it 
helps keep the blank flat. 

After grinding through ten or fifteen " 8s" 
the blank should be rechecked for frequency 
and activity. The blank's activity is a term 
used in crystal making to describe how strongly 
a crystal will oscillate. This may be indieated 
by the magnitude of the ( lip in the plate cur-
rent, grid current to the next stage, or rectified 
grid current in the crystal oscillator. It is 
nearly impossible to tell how much change in 
frequency will occur during the grinding of a 
crystal, because pressure on the button, the 
amount of abrasive, and t he area of the " 8" 
all will vary the frequency. The frequency 
change probably will be bet ween 200 and 1000 
cycles per " 8," using a 7-Mc. crystal. The 
crystal can be moved al( mg faster as the op-
erator becomes more familiar with the tech-
nique, but for the beginner frequent checks of 
activity are in order so that any drop can be 
corrected. 
To grind a crystal successfully 111e activity 

must be good when the cryst al is 1,rought to the 
desired frequency. There are several ways to 
raise the activity. Assuming that, with careful 
grinding on a flat plate with a flat button, the 
two faces of the crystal are parallel, the major 
cause of low activity will be dirt or moist lire on 
the crystal or elect rodes. Before checking ac-
tivity the crystal should be scrubbed carefully 
with the toothbrush, using warm water and 
soap. Wipe the crystal clean and be sure that 
the electrodes are clean and dry. If the activity 
is still down the next thing is to bevel all eight 
edges of the crystal. The beveling can be done 
with either fine or coarse abrasive, but is 
usually more effective wit ii the (aiarse. Bevel-
ing, incidentally, will also raise the frequency 
because of the quartz ground off during the 
process. 

Although beveling will usually improve the 
activity, another method --- and probably the 
simplest — is to change electrodes. The land 
heights on the electrodes have a critical effect 
on activity. If the center of the crystal becomes 
too high and the lands are so low that the cen-
ter of the crystal touches the center of the 
electrodes, the crystal will stop oscillating. 
The last step — and the most drastic method 

of raising activity — is to edge-grind adjacent 
edges. This grinding is best done with coarse 
abrasive and should be followed by a slight 
bevel to remove any chips which may remain. 
By checking the crystal frequently, a drop in 
activity can be corrected by the above meth-
ods. If the crystal is ground too far and goes 
completely dead, the frequency may be too 
high when the crystal is again reactivated. 
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47, Building Small Transformers 

Power transi,,riners for but h filament heat-
ing and plate supply for all t ransmitting and 
rectifying tubes ; ire available connuercially at 
reasonable prices, but oceasionally the amateur 
wishes t o build a transformer for some special 
purpose or has a yore from a burm•d-out trans-
former on ‘vhich he wishes to put new windings. 

Most t ransformers t hat amateurs build are 
for use on 110- volt GO-cycle supplies. The num-
ber of turns net','--: try on t he 110- volt ‘vinding 
depends on the kiwi of it-( 01 used in the core 
and on the cross-sectional area of the core. 
Silicon steel is best. and a flux density of about 
50,000 lines per square inch can he used. This 
is the basis of the table of cross-sections given. 
An average val tu' for t he nundllq. of primary 

turns to be used is 7.5 turns per volt per square 
inch of eross-sect lima! area. This relation may 
be expressed as follows: 

E) No. primary tarn s7.5 (s = 

where E is t he primary voltage am! A the num-
ber of st mare inehes: of coyss-sectional area of 
the core. For 110-volt primary transformers 
the equation becomes: 

825 
No. primary turns = —"-

When a small transformer is built to handle 
a cootimnius lote I, the copper wire in the wind-
ings should have an area of 1500 circular mils 

1.4YkR 2No GAYER Isr LAYER 2so LAYER 

CORE TYPE SHELL TYPE 

Fig. 1392 — Types of transformer cores and their 
laminations. 
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Pig. 1393 — A conven-
ient method of assem-
bling the mindings of a 
shell-type core. Wind-
ings can be similarly 
mounted on core-type 
cores, in which ease 
the coils are played on 
one of the ligh-
voltagv cur.- type 
transformers ,0111e• 
 `, an. made with 
the primary on one 
core kg and theses:Ind. 
ary on the opposite. 
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Thin 
fiber - 
or cardboard 
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for each ampere carried. (See Wire Table in 
Chapter Twenty.) For intermittent use, 1000 
circular mils per ampere is permissible. 
The primary wire size is given in the Trans-

former Design Table; the secondary wire size 
should be chosen according to the current to be 
carried, as previously described. The \Vire 
Table in Chapter Twenty shows how many 
turns of each wire size can be wound into 
a square it of window area, assuming that 
the turns are wound regularly and t hat no 
insulation is used between livers. The pri-
mary wintling of a 200-watt transformer, 
which has 270 turns of No. 17 wire, would 
occupy 270 / 329 or 0.N:.t square inches if NVOUnd 
with double-cotton-covered wire, for example. 
This makes no allowanee for a layer of insula-
tion between the windings : in general, it is 
good practie(' to wind a strip t(f I aper bet ween 
each layer) so that t he winding area allowance 
ShOUld be illereaSed if layer insulation is to be 
used. The figures also are based on arcurate 
winding such as is done by machines; with 
hantl-windittg it is probable t hat somewhat 
more area would be required. An increase of 
50 per cent should take care of both hand-
winding aml layer thickness. The area to be 
t:tken by the secondary winding sit tuld be 
est boated, as should also the area likely to be 
occupied by the insulation between the core 
and windings an :1 bet ween tint primary and 
>emit:I:try windings themselves. When the 
total window an.a minired has been figured — 
allowing a little extra for contingeneies — 

Input 
(Walls) 

Full-load 
Efficiency 

laminations having the desired leg width and 
window area should be purchased. It may not 
be possible to get laminations having exactly 
the dimensions wanted. in which case the near-
est size should be chosen. The cross-section 
of the core need not be square but can be 
rectangular in shape so long as the core area is 
great enough. It is easier to wind coils for a 
core of square cross-section, however. 

Transformer cores are of two types, " core" 
and " shell." In t he core t y pe, t he core is simply 
a hollow rectangle formed from two " L"-
shaped laminations, as shown in Fig. 1392. 
Shell-type laminations are " E"- and "I"-
shaped, the transformer windings being placed 
on the center leg. Since the magnetic path 
divides between the outer legs of the " E," 
these legs are each half the width of the center 
leg. The cross-sectional area of a shell-type 
core is the cross-sectional area of the center 
leg. The shell-type core makes a better trans-
former than the core type, because it tends to 
prevent leakage of the magnetic flux. The 
windings are calculated in exactly the same 
way for bot 11 types. 

Fig. 1393 shows tle method of putting the 
windings on a shell- type core. The primary is 
usually wound on the inside — next to the 
core — on a form made of fiber or several 
layers of cardboard. This form should be 
slightly larger than the core leg on which it is 
to fit so that it will be an easy matter to slip 
in 1 he laminations after the of tits ait' completed 
and ready for mounting. The terminals are 
brought out. to the shle. After t lie primary is 
finished. the seeimdary is wound over it sev-
eral layers of insulating. material being put be-
t ween. If tllo t ra iisf inner is for high voltages, 
the high-voltage winding should be carefully 
insulated from the primary and core by a few 
layers of Empire Chtth or tape. A protective 
covering of heavy carilboartl or thin filter 
should be put over t he outside of tite secondary 
to protect it from damage and to prevent day 
core from rubbing through the insulation. 
Square-shaped eml pieces oi fiber or cardboard 
usually are provide:I to protect t he sides of the 
windings and to hold the terminal leads in 
place. IIigh-voltage terminal leads should be 
enclosed in Empire Cloth tubing or spaghetti. 

After t windings are finished the core 
should be it one lamination at a time. 

TRANSFORMER DESIGN TABLE 

Size of 
Primary Wire 

50 
75 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
400 
500 
750 
1000 
1500 

75% 
85% 
90% 
00% 
00% 
90% 
90% 
90% 
95% 
95% 
95% 
95% 

23 
21 
20 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
11 
10 
o 

No. of Turns Per 
Primary Turns Volt 

528 
437 
367 
313 
270 
248 
248 
206 
183 
146 
132 
109 

4.80 
3.115 
3.33 
2.81 
2.45 
2.25 

1.87 
1.66 
1.33 
1.20 
0.99 

Crnet-Section 
Through Core 

114" X 11/s" 
1,A" X 1%" 
1%" X M" 
1%-x1w• 
lerxler 
17,r x17,e, 
174-x17A" 
2" X 2" 

2 %" X 2 %" 
2%" X 2%" 
2%" X 2%" 
2%" X 2er 



Fig. 1394— Core ar-
rangement for filter 
choke coils. The di-
mensions b atol r re-
fer to the Filter. 
Choke Design Table. 
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Fig. 1392 shows t he method of building up 
the core. In the first layer the " E"-shaped 
laminations are pushed through from one side; 
the second " E"-shaped lamination is pushed 
through from the other. The " I"-shaped lami-
nations are used to fill the end spaces. This 
method of building up the core ensures a good 
magnetic path of low reluctance. All lamina-
tions should be insulated from each other to 
prevent eddy currents from flowing. If there is 
iron rust or a scale on the core inaterial, that 
will serve the purpose very well — otherwise 
one side of each iiiece can be coated with thin 
shellac. It is essential t hat the joints in the 
core be well made and be square and even. 
After the transformer is assembled, the joints 
can be hammered up tight using a blink of 
wood between the hammer and the come to 
prevent damaging the laminations. If the 
winding form does not fit tightly on the core, 
small wooden wedges may be driven bet ween 
it and the core to prevent vibration. Trans-
formers built. by the amateur can be painted 
wit it insulating varnish or waxed to make t hein 
rigid and moisture-proof. A mixture of melted 
beeswax and rosin makes a good impregnating 
mixture. Melted paraffin should not be used 
because it has too low a melt big point. Double-
cotton-covered wire can be coated with shellac 
as each layer is put on. However, enameled 
wire should never be treated wit h shellac as it 
may dissolve the enamel a in I hurt the insula-
tion, and it will not dry beeause the moisture 
in the shellac will not be absorbed by the in-

311 
sulation. Small transformers can be treated 
with battery compound after they are wound 
and assembled. Strips of thin paper between 
layers of small enameled wire are necessary to 
keep each layer even and to give added insula-
tion. Thick paper must be avoided since it 
keeps in the heat generated in the winding so 
that the temperature may become danger-
ously high. 
Keep watch for shorted turns and layers. If 

just a single t urn sin 011(1 bee( one shorted in the 
entire winding, the voltage set up in it would 
cause a heavy current to flow which would 
burn it up, making the whole transformer 
useless. 
Taps can be taken off as the windings are 

made if it is desired to have a transformer giv-
ing several voltages. Taps should be arranged 
whenever possible so that they come at the 
ends of the layers. 

After leaving the primary winding connected 
to the line for several hours it should be only 
slight ly warm. If it draws much current or gets 
hot there is something wrong. Some short-
circuit ttti turns are probably responsible and 
will continue to cause overheating. 

c. Building Filter Chokes 

Filter choke coils may be either of the 
core or shell type. The laminations should not 
be interleaved, a butt joint being used instead. 
An air gap must be provided at some point in 
the core circuit to prevent magnetic saturation 
by the d.c. flowing through the winding. 
The accompanying table may be used as an 

approximate guide in winding choke coils. For 
the same core size, air gap and ampere turns, 
the inductance will vary approximately as the 
square of the number of turns. The arrange-
ment of the core is shown in Fig. 1394 and the 
dimensions b and c in the table refer to this 
sketch. The ri oc may be built from straight 
pieces as shown or with " I."-shaped lami-
nations. 

FILTER-CHOKE DESIGN TABLE 

L 
hy. Ma. 

Stark 
SL:e 
In. 

Core Length 
Gap 
In. 

Win ling 
fOrm 

Turns 
gire 
Size 

33 

30 

30 

Feet 

3500 

2250 

2550 

Long 
Piece 

1/2  X 2.2 

Mort 
Piece b e 

15 

10 

50 1/2  X V2 1/2  X 0.85 0.035 

0.03 

1 

1 

0.68 

0.67 

9500 

5000 

4800 

100 3/4 x 3/4  3/4  X 2.6 3/4  x 0.95 

15 100 1 X 1 1 X 3.1 1 X 0.9 0.035 0.96 0.65 

10 250 2 X 2 2 X 5.2 2 X 1 0.4 1.05 0.68 2000 26 1750 

20 250 

500 

2 X 2 2 X 5.6 2 X 1.2 0.28 1.43 0.95 4000 26 3820 

5 2 X 2 2 X 5.5 2 X 1.13 0.17 1.35 0.9 

1.3 

1800 

3800 

23 

23 

1700 

4100 10 500 2 X 2 2 X 6.2 2 X 1.5 0.4 2 
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Modulation 4uipmeni 

IN BUILDING speech equipment. espe-
cially if it is to be used with transmitters 
operating below 30 megacycles, it should be 
kept constantly in mind that wide-range audio-
frequency respmse is neither necessary nor 
cle::ival)le. Speech amplifiers should lai designed 
so that the response drops off rapidly above 
about 3000 cycles; frequencies above this 
figure are of lit t le help to the receiving opera-
tor because the selectivity of il a, modern 
superheterodyne is such that they are greatly 
at when the receiver is tuned to the 
carrier frequency, but they do cause unneves-
sary interference to stations working on nearby 
channels. The speech equipment deserilteil in 
this chapter is adequate for good intelligibility 
in speech transmission, but is intentionally not 
designed for " high fidelity." It has been de-
signed to give the required power out as 
simply and econonlivally as possible while 
still observin u ‘», ocl design principles. 

1E. Arrangement of Components 

In many ru- poets the a rra n gement of com-
ponents is less critical in audio than in if. 
eq u i p it tent; nevertl teless, certain principles 
must be observed if difficulties are to be 
;Iv, tided. The selection of suitable modulation 
equipment for any of the transmitters in the 
preceding chapter is not diffieult, if the funda-
mental principles of modulation described in 
Chapter Eive are understood. If the trans-
mitter is to be plate-modulated and the power 
input to the modulated stage is to be of the 
order of 100 watts or higher, a Class B modu-
lat or invariably will be selected. A pair of 
modulator tubes of any type capable of the re-
quired power output may be used. The tables 
in this chapter give the necessary information 
on the most popular tube types. The driving-
power requirements for the modulator stage also 

are given, so t hat from this point on the speech-
amplifier tube line-up can be selected according 
to the principles outlined in Chapter Five. 
The apparatus to be deseribed is representa-

tive of current design inactive for speech ampli-
fieation, with units to provide the various out-
put levels required to drive high- and low-
power ( lass It modulators. In some cases the 
power output of these amplifier units will be 
sufficient to modulate low-power transmitters 
directly, without additional power amplifi-
cation. Also, practically any of the speech 
amplifiers shown can be used to grid-modulate 
transmitters up to the highest power input 
permit fed in amateur transmitters. 

Speevh-anqffifier equipment, especially volt-
age amplifiers, should be constructed on metal 
chassis. with all wiring kept below the chassis 
to take advantage of the shielding afforded. 
Exposed leads, particularly to the grids of low-
level high-gain tubes, are likely to pick up 
hum from the elect rostatic field which usually 
exists in the vicinit y of house wiring. Even 
with the chassis, additional shielding of the 
input circuit if the first tube in a high-gain 
amplifier usually is necessary. In addition, 
such circuits should be separated as much as 
possible from power-supply transformers and 
chokes and also front audio transformers op-
erating at fairly-high power levels, to prevent 
magnetic coupling to the grid circuit which 
might cause hum or audio-frequency feed-back. 

If a low-level microphone such as the crystal 
type is used, the microphone, its connecting 
cable, and the plug or connector by which it is 
attached to the speech amplifier, all should be 
shielded. The microphone and cable usually 
are constructed with suitable shielding. The 
cablt‘ shield should be connected to the speech-
amplifier chassis, and it is advisable — as well 
as frequently necessary — to connect the 

I.101— A 10-watt audio unit complete 
with power supply. Three dual-triode tubes 
pro ‘ide a lour-stage amplifier uith Class It 
mama. Any vi tlic popular types of 'Moro. 
phones may be used. 

• 

312 
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rig. 1402 — The helow-ehassis 
wiring is visible in this view of 
the 10-watt modulator. The mi-
crophone input leads are kept 
bliort to reduce hum pick-up. 

• 

chassis to a ground such as a water pipe. 
Heater wiring should be kept as far as possible 
from grid leads, and either the renter-tap or 
one side of the heater-transformer seronilary 
winding should be connected to the chassis. 
In a high-gain amplifier the first tube prefer-
ably should be of the type haying the grid 
connection brought out to a tip cap rather 
than to a base pin. si 't in the latter type the 
grid lead is exposed to the heater leads inside 
the tube and hence will pick up more hum. 
With the top-cap t complete shielding of 
the grid lead and grid cap is a necessity. 

EL A 10-Watt Class-B Modulator for 
Low-Power Transmitters 

A receiying-t nbe mi”lidator, with a speech 
amplifier for either crystal or carbon micro-
phones. is shown in Figs. 1401-1403, inclusive. 
It is suitable for modulating transmitters of 
20 watts input or less, such as the low-power 
equipment frequently used on the very-high 

frequencies. Type 6N7 or 6A6 t :ire used 
throughout in the audio circuits. .1n inex-
pensive power supply is included, so that 
the unit, is cornIdete and ready for connection 
to the transmitter. 

Fig. 1403 shows the circuit diagram of the 
speech amplifier-modulator. One section of the 
first tube is used as the input amplifier for a 
crystal microphone, the other half being a sec-
ond speech-amplifier stage. Carbon microphones, 
which need less gain, are transformer-coupled 
to t he second section of the first 6N7/6A6. The 
t ype of jack shown at J2 in the circuit diagram 
Must be installed if a double-button carbon 
microphone is to be used. J2 may be the same 
as Ji if a single-button microphone is to be used 
exelusively. 
The gain control is connected in the grid 

circuit: of the second section of the first tube, 
whirl' is resistance-coulded to the driver. The 
driver tube has its two sections connected in 
parallel. 
The modulation transformer specified is 

6N7 

To EXT. 
0 - 100 MA. SATO. 

Fig. 1403— Circuit diagram of the complete 10-watt Class B audio modulator system for low-power transmitters. 

CI, C2— 0.1-efd. 600-volt paper. 
C3, C4 —  10-afd. 50-volt electro-

lytic. 
Ca, CO, CT, CR, Co 8-efd. 450-

volt electrolytic. 
RI — 22 ohms, J"2 watt. 
112, 113 — 1000 ohms, 1 watt. 
RE, 115 — 47,000 ohms, M watt. 
Rs, R7 — 0.22 megolim, ! watt.. 
Rs — 1 megohm, 34 watt. 
Rs — 4.7 megohms, ,!,¡ watt. 
Rio — 0.5-niegohm volume control. 

R» — 2:000 ohms, 10 watts. 
Li — Filter choke, 5 henrys, 200 

ma., 80 ohms (Thierderson 
T-67C49). 
M icrophone battery (see text). 

.1.1 — Open-circuit jack for crystal 
microphone. 

J2 2- or 3-circuit jack for s.b. or 
d. b. carbon mierophone. 

Si — S.p.d.t. toggle switch. 
S2 — S.p.s.t. toggle switch (see 

text). 

Ti — S.k or d.b. mieropl  trans-
former (Stancor A-4351). 

T2 —Driver transf r, parallel 
6 v, or 6N7 plates to 6A6/ 
6 N; 7 Class B ( Stancor 
A-1216). 

Te— Output transformer, 616/ 
6M Class 11 to 6300-ohm 
load (Siencor A-:1815). 

T4 •—• Power transformer, 350-0-
350 volts, 90 ma.; 5 volts at 
3 amperes; 6.3 volts at 3.5 
amperes. 
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Fig. 1404— A low-cost speech-amplifier or low-power 
modulator unit whh a maximtun audio output of 20 
walls. The 6J7 is at the left near corner of the cha ,, is, 
with the 6J5 to its right, just above the volume control. 

designed to work between the plates of a 6N7 
or 6A6 and a 6500-ohm load; the impedance 
ratio used will, of course, depend on the load 
into which the modulator will work. A milliam-
meter can be connected across the shunt 
resistor, R1, provided to measure the Class B 
plate current. 
The power supply is of the condenser-input 

type. Using the components specified, it will 
deliver 350 volts at 90 ma. A switch in the 
transformer center-tap lead is used for turning 
the plate voltage on and off without affecting 
the filament. supply. 
The power transformer is submounted at the 

left-hand end of the chassis. Next to it is the 
filter choke, LI, followed by the rectifier tube 
and T3, the modulation output transformer. 
The driver tube is at the extreme right-hand 
end, with T2, the driver transformer, behind 
it. The Class B tube is to the mar and in line 
with the speech-amplifier tube. For conven-
ience in wiring, the audio-tube sockets should 
be mounted with the filament prongs facing 
the right-hand end of the chassis. 
The plate-voltage switch is on the froxt, of 

the chassis toward the left in Fig. 1401. The 
microphone switch, gain control and micro-
phone jacks are grouped at the right. Power in-
put and output terminals are at the rear. 
The bottom-view photograph. Fig. 1402, 

shows the layout for the components mounted 
below the chassis. Ti is mounted at the left end. 
Wiring to the driver-tube socket and the 
transformer secondaty winding should be com-
pleted before the transformer is bolted in place, 
since it is difficult to reach the connecting points 
with a soldering iron afterward. Short leads be-
tween the gain control, the microphone switch 
and the tube socket can be obtained by making 
the gain-control contacts face toward the 
switch, as shown in the photograph. 
The compact microphone battery (Burgess 

Type 3A2) %ill be held securely in place with-

out brackets or clips if it is wedged in between 
the bottom of the power transformer and the 
lips on the bottom of the chassis. A 3-volt 
battery is sufficient for most carbon micro-
phones, and low current frequently will give 
better speech quality. The 115-volt a.c. and the 
meter leads (rubber-covered lamp cord) enter 
the chassis through rubber grommets. A three-
contact terminal strip is located at the right 
end of the base (left end in the bottom view), 
One of the contacts on this terminal strip is for 
an external ground connection and the other 
two are connected to the modulation-trans-
former output winding. 
The actual measured power output of the 

unit is 11 watts, as recorded at the point where 
distortion just begins to be noticeable. This 
order of audio power output is ample for mod-
ulating a low-power transmitter operating 
with 20 watts or so input to the final stage. 

11 A 20-Watt Speech Amplifier or 
Modulator 

The amplifier shown in Figs. 1404-1406 will 
deliver audio power outputs up to 20 watts 
(from the output transformer secondary) with 
ample gain for ordinary communications-type 
crystal microphones. Class AB 6L6s are used 
in the output stage, preceded by a 6J5 and a 
6J7 preamplifier. 
The unit is built up on a 5 X 10 X 3-inch 

chassis, with the parts arranged as shown in 
the photographs. About the only construc-
tional precaution necessary is to use a short 
lead from the microphone socket (a jack may 
be used instead of the screw-on type, if de-
sired), and to shield thoroughly the input cir-
cuit to the grid of the 6J7. This shielding is 
necessary to reduce hum. In this amplifier, the 
6.17 grid resistor, RI, is enclosed along with the 
input jack in a National Type J-1 jack shield, 
and a shielded lead is run from the jack shield 
to the grid of the 6.17. A metal slip-on shield 
covers the grid cap of the tube. 
To realize maximum power output, the " B" 

supply should be capable of delivering about 
145 ma. at 360 volts. A condenser-input sup-

Fig. 1405 — Bottom view of the 20-watt speech am-
plifier or modulator chassis. The most important con-
structional point is complete shielding of the microphone 
input circuit up to the grid of the 6J7 first amplifier. 
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Fig. 1406 — Circuit diagram of the low-cost speech atnplifier or modulator capable of power outputs up to 20 watts. 

Q, C2 — 50-volt electro-
lytic. 

Cs— 0.1-afil. 200-s olt paper. 
Co — 0.01.pfd. Ion- volt paper. 
Co. Co — 8-5111. 150-volt electro-

lytic. 
lIt — 4.7 megoluns, 2 watt. 
112— 15(t0 ohms, is att. 

It a — 1.5 megolims. watt. 
IC , --( 1.22  ut. 
ijr, — 17,1511) ohms, !,(2 
Its - I -megolim olunn. 
It: -- 1500 ohms.. I is .1 t t 
— 250 ohms, ., it-. 

119— 2001) ohms, II) 
Rio — 20,0Q0 ohm,. su. its. 

ply of ordinary design (Chapter Eight) may 
be used, since the plate eurrent variation is 
relatively small. The current is approxinuttely 
120 ma. with no input signal and 115 ma, at 
full output. If an output of 12 ir 13 watts will 
be sut (fuient, h',9 and hie may be omit ted atol 
all tubes fed directly from a " B" supply 
giving 270 volts at approximately 175 ma. 
The output t ransformer shown is a universal 

modulation type still :tide for roupling into the 
plate circuit of a Itiw-puover r.f. amplifier (in-
put 40 watts maximum for 100- per- cent mo(1u-
lation) for plate modulation. For cathode mod-
ulation, the r.f. input power that can be modu-
lated can be determined from the data in 
Chapter Five. The amplifier may also be used 
for grid-bias modulation with the transformer 
specified. If the unit is to lw used to drive a 
Class B modulator, it is recommended that t he 
Class B tubes be of the zero- bias type rather 
than a type requiring fixed bias. A suitable out-
put transformer must be substituted for this 
purpose: data will be found in catalogues. 

• 

Fig. 1107 — A 40-watt speech amplifier or 
:nos iteneive emistrfirtim, The 

6.17 and first 6.15 are at the (rims, near the 
Mier .. 1.11011C ROCket and et',. P re. 

steeetivelv. Ti is behind them, and tlie mr-11-
C.15m. ere at th? r.-- • '' rut 

7.1. 1.2. III the. celltee, t. I amt. 
T3 follow in order to the right. 

• 

Ti — Interstagc audio transformer, 
single plate to p.p. grids, ratio 
3: t (Thorilarson '1 -57A II). 

T2 — Out put transformer, t pe 
depending on reel  • •ments. 
A multitap tran-former 

hurdarson T-1.) \ I 11) is 
shown in photos. 

c. A 40-W-itt Output Speech Amplifier 
or Modulator 

Tit(' 40-wat t. amplifier shown in l'igs 1407-
1409 resembles in many respects the 20-watt 
amplifier just described. The first two stages 
are, in fact. blentical in circuit and construc-
tion. To obtain the higher ( tut put, however, it 
is necessary to drive the ( il Ais into the grid-
current region :(' lass AB operation), Su, that a 
driver stage rapable of furnishing sufficient 
power is required. A pair of transformer-cou-
pled 6.15s in push-pull is used for this purpose, 
inserted between the single tiJ5 stage and the 
push-pull 61.6s. Decoupling is provided (R9 and 

tti prevent rroittirboating liecause of the 
higher over-all gain of the amplifier. 
A ri X 14 X 3-inch chassis is used for the 

40- watt amplifier. The photographs show the 
arrangement of parts. As in the ease of the 
20- watt unit. complete shielding , tf the mitro-
phone input circuit is essential. The amplifier 
has ample gain for crystal microphones. 
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— 0.1-pfd. 200- volt paper. 
( t p. 
( :3, C7 — 20-µfd...;11 ,  . 111 l,,trols tie. 

Cs, Cs— 8-pfil. •I10-volt elec-
trolytic. 

— I. megohnis, I.; watt. 
Itg — 1500 ohms, ! 2 %salt. 
113— 1.5 ,neg .. 1..2 watt. 

-- 0.22 niegolim, ' 2 watt. 

- 6.3V. —3 4.0 - 22.5 V. 

AC. 

Fig. 1408 — Circuit diagram of the Class AB2 push.pull 01.0 10-watt 

115 — 17,000 ohms, 2 S. alt. 
— I -inegolun volume control. 

117 — 1500 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs -- 710 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs - 12.000 olims, I watt. 
Rio - — 21000 ohms. 25 s, att 
Ru 1500 ohms, 10 Mail, 
T1 -- lister-tata  audio. single plate 

to p.p. grids, 3:1 ratio 

+360 V. 

Fig. 1409 — Underneath the chassis of the 40-watt 
speech amplilier.modulator. 

This unit may be used to plate-modulate SO 
watts input to an if. amplifier. For cathode 
modulation, the input that can be modulated 
will depend upon the type of operatitm chosen, 
as deseribed in Chapter Fiv(•: ‘vith 55-per-rent 
plate efficiency in the r. t. stage, for instance. 
the input may be of the order of 200 watts, 
making an zillowance for the small amount of 
audio power taken by the grid circuit. 
A high-power Class B modulator can be 

striven by the unit : data on suitable modulator 
tubes are given later in t his ehapter. Zero-bias 
tubes should be used, liteau-e they present a 
more constant load to the 6I.6s tfian ( lo rela-
tively low amplitieat ion- factor tubes which re-
quire fixed bias for Class B operation. A suit-
able Class B driver transformer should he sub-

Fig. 1410 — An all-triode speech amplifier %% ills 
pull 61.34G output, for driving a Class It amplifier requir-
ing seven watts or less on the grids. The end-on con-
struction permits mounting another similarly-con-
structed unit on the same rack panel. 

output speech amplifier or  lulator. 

iThordarsonT-57.A11). 
T2 — Driver transformer, p.p. 6J55 

to 61.0s. Class A B2 (Thor-
darson TADD50). 

T3 — Output transformer, type 
depending on requirements. 
A multi ta p modulation 
transformer (Thordscson 
T-10115) is shown. 

stituted for the universal 
modulation transformer 
shown. 
The power supply should 

haee good voltage regula-
tion, since the total " B" 
current varies from approx-
imately 1.10 ma, with no 
signal to 265 ma, at full out-
put. A heavy-duty choke-
input plate supply should 
be used; general design 
(lata will be found in Chap-
ter Eight. Heater require-
ments are 6.3 volts at 3 am-
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Fig. 1411 — Bottom view of the all-triode 
speech amplifier. Ct iring is simple and the 
whole unit is easy to construct. 

peres. Bias for the 6L6 stage is most 
conveniently supplied by a 22.5-volt 
"B"-battery block; a small-sized unit 
will be satisfactory, since no current 
is drawl]. 
An all-triode sprerh amplifier — 

Triodes are preferable to tel rodes 
as drivers for Class B modulators 
because their lower plate resistance 
means better output-voltage regulation and 
hence less distortion under the varying load 
presented by the Class B grids. Where an 
output of 10 watts or less is needed to 
drive a Class B amplifier, low-a triodes such 
as the 2A3, 6A3, and 6B4G can be used. The 
amplifier shown in Figs. 1410 and 1411 uses a 
pair of 6B4Gs in push-pull, driven by a three-
stage triode amplifier which provides ample 
gain for communications-type crystal micro-
phones. 
The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 1412. 

The first stage, a 6SF5, is resistance-coupled to 
a 6J5, which in turn is impedance-coupled to a 
second 6J5. The latter tube is transformer-
coupled to the 6B4G grids. The combination of 
impedance- and transformer-coupling keeps 
the stage gain high and restricts the frequency 
response to the range most useful for voice 
communication. The volume control is in the 
grid of the second stage. The circuit is quite 
straightforward throughout. Bias for the 
6B4Gs is obtained from the drop in a resistor 
(R10) in series with the filament-supply center-
tap. 

RFC 

6SF5 

-3 

C4 6.15 3 

6SFS 6J5 OJO 

Shielded —p, 
re t swo 
65F5   

+300 

t--+Ç 

Fig. 1412 — Circuit diagra 
Ci, CS, Cs — 10-pfd. 50-volt electrolytic. 
C2 — 470-uufd. mica. 
C3, Cg — 8-51d. 450-volt electrolytic. 
C4, Cs, C7 — 0.0047-µfd. mica. 
R1 — 2.2 megohms, )4 watt. 
R2 — 4700 ohms, 34 watt. 
R3 — 0.47 megohm, 34 watt. 
114 — 47,000 ohms, 32 watt. 
Rs — 1-megoltm potentiometer. 
Rs — 2200 ohms, )4 watt. 
R7 — 0.22 megohm, )4 watt. 
Rs — 1500 ohms, )4 watt. 

The amplifier is built on a 6 X 14 x 3-inch 
chassis, arranged for end-mounting from a rack 
panel. This type of construction uses very little 
panel space and permits mounting another unit 
such as a power supply or modulator on the 
same panel. In Fig. 1410 the tube at the left 
front., just above the microphone jack, is the 
6SF5. The first 6J5 is at the right, with the gain 
control on the chassis wall below it. The cou-
pling choke, L1, is behind and between the 
first two tubes, and is followed, going toward 
the rear, by the second 6.15, the push-pull 
coupling transformer, the 6B4Gs, and the out-
put transformer. The wiring underneath the 
chassis is shown in Fig. 1411. 
The type of output transformer to use will 

depend upon the grid-to-grid impedance of the 
Class B tubes to be driven, and should have 
the proper turns ratio to work between that 
impedance and the 5000 ohms plate-to-plate 
required for optimum operation of the 6134(18. 
The measured output from the transformer 
secondary is 7 watts. Power requirements of 
the amplifier are 3 amperes at 6.3 volts and 
100 ma. at 300 volts. 

3 

R10 

.12 

6134G ja 

in of the all-triode speech amplifier. 
Ro — 10,000 ohms, 2 watts. 
Rio — 1000 ohms, 10 watts. 
Li — 300 henrys, 5 ma., 6470-ohms d.c. resistance 

(ThordUrson T-37C36). 
ji — Microphone connector (Amphenol 75-PC1AI). 
J2 — Octal socket, male (Amphenol 86-CPS). 
RFC — 2.5-mh. r. f. choke. 
Ti — Interstage transformer, single plate to p.p. grids, 

3:1 ratio (Thordarson T-57A41). 
T2— Variable-ratio driver transformer (UTC PA-

53AX). 
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TABLE I - RESISTANCE-COUPLED VOLTAGE-AMPLIFIER DATA 
Data are given for a plate supply of 300 volts; departures of as much as 50 per cent From this supply voltage will not materially 

change the operating conditions or the voltage gain, but the output voltage will be in proportion to the new voltage. Voltage gain is 
measured at 400 cycles; condenser values given are based on 100-cycle cut-off. For increased low-frequency response, all condensers 
may be made larger than specified (cut-off frequency in inverse proportion to condenser values provided all are changed in the 
same proportion). A variation of 10 per cent in the values given has negligible effect on the performance. 

5C6, 6/7, 6W7, 
7C7,57 
(pentode) 

6Cf1C3 
(one mods 

unit) 

6F5,6SF5, 
784 

Plate 
Resistor 
Meg ohms 

Next-Stage 
Gild 

Resistor 
Megohms 

Screen 
Resist,: r 
Megohms 

Cathode 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Screen 
By-pass 

¿if d. 

Cathode 
By-pass 

Blocking 
Condenser 

0.1 

0.25 

0.1 
0.25 
0.5 
0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
O. 
1.0 
2.0 
0.5 
0.45 
0.5 
0.15 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
0.1 
0.25 
0.5 
0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
0.05 
0.1 
0.25 
0.1 
0.25 
0.5 

0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
0.05 
0.1 
0.25 
0.1 
0.25 
0.5 
0.25 
0.5 
1.0 

0.1 
0.25 
0.5 
0.25 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
0.1 
0.25 
0.5 

0.44 
0.5 
0.53 
1.1 ts 
1.18 
1.45 
2.45 
2.9 
2.95 

500 
450 
600 

0.07 
0.07 
0.06 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 

8.5 
8.3 
8.0 
5.5 
5.4 
5.8 
4.2 
4.1 
4.0 
3.S .1 
2.01 
1.79 
1.29 
0.96 
0.77 
0.6/ 
0.48 
0.37 
5.0 
3.7 
3.2 
2.5 
2.1 
2.0 
1.5 
1.2 
0.93 
3.56 
2.96 
2.15 
2.31 
1.42 
1.2 

0.87 
0.64 
0.54 
2.6 
2.0 
1.6 
1.4 
1.1 
1.0 
0.7 
0.5 
0.44 

0.02 
0.01 
0.006 
0.008 
0.00 
0.0( 5 
0.005 
0.003 
0.0025 
0.037 
0.013 
0.007 
0.013 
0.0065 
0.004 
0.007 
0.004 
0.002 
0.025 
0.01 
0.006 
0.01 
0.007 
0.004 
0.006 
0.004 
0.002 
0.06 
0.034 
0.012 
0.035 
0.0125 
0.0065 

0.013 
0.0075 
0.004 
0.055-
0.03 
0.015 
0.03 
0.015 
0.007 
0.015 
0.007 
0.004 

0.033 
0.014 
0.007 

0.012 
0.006 
0.003 
0.006 
0.003 
0.001 
0.019 
0.016 
0.007 
0.011 
0.004 
0.003 
0.004 
0.002 
0.0015 
0.03 
0.015 
0.007 
0.015 
0.007 
0.004 
0.007 
0.004 
0.002 

Output 
Volts 
(Peak)' 

55 
81 
96 

0.5 

0.1 

0.25 

0.5 

1100 
1200 
1300 
170u 
2200 
2300 
2120 
2840 
3250 
4751) 
6100 
7100 

Voltr,ge 
Gain 1 

61 
82 
94 

81 
104 
110 
75 
97 
100 

104 
140 
185 
161 
350 
240 

55 
73 
80 
64 
80 
90 
67 
83 
96 
33 
43 
48 
41 
54 
63 
50 
62 
70 
41 
51 
60 
43 
56 
64 

46 
57 
64 
50 
62 
71 
52 
68 
71 
54 
62 
74 

35 
50 
54 
45 
55 
64 
50 
62 
72 

22 
23 
25 
25 
26 
27 
27 
27 
28 
42 
49 
52 
56 
63 
67 
65 
70 
70 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 

14 
14 
14 

9000 
11,500 
14,500 

0.1 

0.25 

1300 
1600 
1700 
2600 
320.5 
3500 
4500 
5400 
6100 
1020 
1270 
1500 
1900 
2440 
2700 

4590 
5770 
6950 
1600 
2000 
2400 
2900 
3800 
4400 

0.5 

6F8G (one 
triode), 

6.15, 6.15G, 
7A4, 7N7, 
6SN7G (one 

triode) 

0.05 

0.1 

0.25 

6R7, 6R7G, 
7E6 

0.05 

0.1 

0.25 

0.1 

6SC7 0.25 
(one triode) 

5517 

65.17, 686G, 
7B6,2A6, 75 

6300 
8400 

10,600 

0.5 

0.1 

750 
930 
1040 
1400 
1680 
1840 
2330 
2980 
3280 

9-
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 

29 
34 
36 

39 
42 
45 
45-
48 
49 

0.J5 
0.37 
0.47 
0.89 
1.10 
1.18 
2.0 1300 
2.2 1410 
2.5 1530 

0.25 
0.25 0.5 

1.0 

03 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
0.1 

0.1 0.25 
0.5 
0.25 3300 

0.25 0.5 3900 
1.0 4200 

500 
530 
590 
850 
860 
910 

0.10 
0.09 
0.09 
0.07 
0.06 
0.06 
0.0,5 
0.05 
0.04 

11.6 
10.9 
9.9 

72 
96 

101 

67 
98 
104 
139 
167 
185 

8.5 
7.4 
6.9 
6.0 
5.8 
5.2 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.7 
2.0 
1.8 
1.6 
1.3 
1.2 

79 
88 
98 
64 200 
79 238 
89 263 

31 31 
41 I 39 
45  I 42_ 
42 48-- 
51 I 53 
60 56 
47 58 
62 60 
67 63 

1900 
2200 
2300 

I 0.5 - 5300 
0.5 1.0 - 6100 

2.0-  7000 

Voltage across next-stage grid resistor at grid-current point. 
- Ai 5 volts r.m.s. output. 
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TABLE II- CLASS-6 MODULATOR DATA 

3/9 

Class-R 
Tubes (2) 

RI. 
Volts 

Plate 
Volts 

Gild 
Volts 
App. 

Peak A.F. 
Grid-to-Grid 

Voltage 

Zero-Sig., 
Plate Current 

Ma. 

Max.-Sig., 
Plate Current 

Ma., 

Load Res. 
Plate-to-Plate 

Ohms 

Max.-Sig. 
Driving Power 

Watts, 

0.4 

M ax .-mg.: 
Power Output 

Watts, 

34  
18 

HY655 6.3 450 
300 

-  
0 

- - 125 - 
HY31Z'" 6.3 104 20 100 5,000 1.4 

815' 6.3 400 
500 
400 
500 
800  
400 

-15 
-15 

60 
60 

22 
20 

150 
150 

8,000 
6,200 
3,800 
4,550  

12,000 

0.36 
0.36  
0.35 
0.6 

42 
54  
60 
75 

HY6L6GX; 

TZ20  
HY61 /807' 

6.3 

7.5  
6.3 

-25 
-25 

80 
80 

100 
100 

230 
230 

0  
-25 

160 40 136 1.8 70 
80 100 230 3,800 0.35 60 

HY694, 6.3 300 -25 106 60 150 4,000 0.25 30 

HY3OZ 6.3 

Ti 

600 
750 
850 

0 
0 
0 

171 
167 
171 

18 
22 
28 

180 
180 
180 

6,000 
8,000 

10,000 

Islo.t.e 9 

44 

75 
95 
110 

807's 400 -25 78 100 240 3,200 0.2 55 

HK24 6.3 1000 
1250 

-29 
-42 

248 
256 

30 
24 

150 
136 

15,000 
21,200 

4.5 
4.2 

105 
120 

809 6.3 
500 
750 

1000 

0 
- 4.5 
-10 

135 
140 
156 

40 
40 
40 

200 
200 
200 

5,200 
8,400 

11,600 

2.4 
2.4 
3.4 

60 
100 
145 

HY4OZ 7.5 
750 
850 
1000 
1250 
1500 
1000 
1250 
1500 

0 
0 
0 
0 

- 9 

171 
185 
185 

32 
40 
45 

225 
250 
250 

6,000 
7,000 
9,000 

Note 9 

u 

110 
155 
185 

811 6.3 140 
160 

48 
20 

200 
200 

15,000 
18,000 

3.8 
4.2 

175 
225  

35T 
5.0 
to 
5.1 

-22 
-30 
-40 

- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
-  
- 
- 
- 

- 
- 
- 

7,200 
9,600 
12,800 

- 
- 
- 

150 
200 
230 

TZ40 7.5 
1000 
1250 
1500 

0 
- 4.5 
- 9 

220 
269 
265 

280 
280 
250 

7,350 
10,000 
12,000 
6,900 
9,000 

5.5 
6.0 
6.0 

175 
225 
250 

203-A 

211 

10 

10 

1000 
1250 

-35 
-45 

310 
330 

26 
26 

320 
320 

10 
11 

200 
260 

1000 
1250 

-77 
-100 

380 
410 

20 
20 

320 
320 

6,900 
9,000 

7.5 
8.0 

200 
260 

838 10 

5.0 

1000 
1250 
1500 
2000 
2500 
• 850 

0 
0 

200 
200 

106 
148 

320 
320 
198 
180 
150 

6,900 
9,000 

7.0 
7.5 

200 
260 

HK54 
-45 
-70 
-85 

300 
360 
360 

40 
24 
20 

16,800 
36,000 
40,000 

5.0 
6.0 
5.0 

200 
260 
275 

HY51Z 7.5 

10 

1000 
1250 
1000 
1250  
1000 
1250 
1500 

0 
0 
0 

148 
170 
155 

48 
60 
90 

300 
350 
300 

5,000 
6,000 
10,000 

Noes 9 

44 

160 
260 
285 

203-Z 0 
- 4.5 
0 
0 

- 9 

206 
215 

50 350 
60 350 

6,200 
8,000 

6.5 
6.75 

230 
300 

ZB120 10 
190 
180 
196 

70 310 
95 300 
60 296 

6,900 
9,000 

11,200 

5.0 
4.0 
5.0 

200 
245 
300 

8005 10 1250 
1500 

-55 
-80 

290 
310 

40 320 
40 310 

8,000 
2,500 

4.0 
4.0 

250 
300 

HF100 10 
to 11 

1500 
1750 

-52 
-62 

264 
324 

50 270 
40 270 

12,000 
16,000 

2.0 
9.0 

260 
350 

805 
RK57 

10 1250 
1500  
1000 
1500 
2000 

0 
-16  
- 
- 
- 

235 
280  
- 
- 
- 

148 
84  
- 
- 
- 

400 
400 

6,700 
8,200 

6.0 
7.0 

300 
370 

75T 5.0 
- 
- 
- 

6,800 
10,000 
12,500 

- 
- 
- 

200 
300 
400 

100TH 
5.0 
to 
5.1 

2000 
2500 
3000 

Ries adjusted for max mum rated plate dissipation 
under no-signal conditions 

Zero bias up to 1250 v. plate 

16,000 
22,000 
30,000 

May be driven 
by push-pull 

6L6s 

380 
460 
500  
400 
500 

H0203-A 10 

5.0 

10 11500 

1500 
1750 

-40 
-67 

- 
- 

36 
36 

425 
425 

8,000 
9,000 Note 8 

HK254 
2000 
2500 
3000 

-65 
-80 
-100 

400 
420 
456 

50 
50 
40 

260 
248 
240 

16,000 
22,000 
30,000 

7.0 
7.0 
7.0 

328 
418 
520 

810 1 -30 345 1 80 500 6,600 12 510 

Values are for both tubes. 
2 Sinusoidal signal values; speech values are approximately one-half lot tubes biased to approximate cut-off and 80 per cent for 

zero-bias tubes. 
Values do not include transformer losses. Somewhat higher power is required of the driver to supply losses and provide good regu-

lation. Input transformer ratios must be chosen to supply required power at specified grid-to-grid voltage with ample reserve for losses 
and low distortion levels. Driver stage should have good regulation. 
, Dual tube. Values are for one tube, both sections. 
- Instant-heating filament two. 
" Beam tube. Class A82. Screen voltage: 125 at 32 ma. 
'Beam tube. Class AB:. Screen voltage: 300. 
Can be driven by a pair of 2A3s in push-pull Class AB at 300 volts with fixed bias. 
Driver: one or two 45s at 275 volts, self-biased ( -55 volts). 

1, Beam Tube. Class ABS. Screen voltage: 300 at 10 ma. Effective grid circuit resistance should not exceed 500 ohms. 
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Fig. 1413 — Class 11 modulator circuit diagrams. Tubes 
and circuit considerations are discussed in the text. 

41. Class-B Modulators 

Class 13 modulator circuits are practically 
identical no matter what the power output of 
the modulator. The diagrams of Fig. 1413 
therefore will serve for any modulator of this 
type that the amateur may elect to build. 
The triode circuit is given at A and the circuit 
for tetrodes at B. When small tubes with in-
directly-heated cathodes are used, the cathode 
should be connected to ground. 

Design considerations for Class B stages 
are discussed in Chapter Five, and data on 
the performance of various tubes suitable 
for the purpose are given in the ac-
companying tables. Once the requisite 
audio power output has been determined 
and a pair of tubes capable of giving 
that output selected, an output trans-
former should be secured which will per-
mit matching the rated modulator load 
impedance to the modulating impedance 
of the r.f. amplifier. Similarly, a driver 
transformer should be selected which will 
properly couple the driver stage to the 
Class B grids. 
The plate power supply for the modu-

lator should have good voltage regulation 
and must be well filtered. It is particularly 
important, in the case of a tetrode Class 
B stage, that the screen-voltage power-
supply source have excellent regulation, 
to prevent distortion. The screen voltage 
should be set as exactly as possible to the 
recommended value for the tube. 

In estimating the output of the modu-
lator, it should be remembered that the 
figures given in the tables are for the tube 
output only, and do not include output-
transformer losses. The efficiency of the 

output transformer will vary with its construc-
tion, and may be assumed to be in the vicinity 
of 80 per cent for the less-expensive units and 
somewhat higher for higher-priced transform-
ers. To be adequate for modulating the 
transmitter, therefore, the modulator should 
have a theoretical power capability about 25-
per-cent greater than the actual power needed 
for modulation. 
The input transformer, T1, may couple 

directly between the driver tube and the modu-
lator grids or may be designed to work from a 
low-impedance (200- or 500-ohm) line. In the 
latter case, a tube-to-line output transformer 
must be used at the output of the driver stage. 
This type of coupling is recommended only 

• 

Fig. 1414 — A Class B modulator using £111s 
or similar tubes (right-hand unit) panel-
mounted with its associated speech amplifier. 
The latter is the all-triode amplifier shown in 
Fig. 1410. The Class B output transformer 
is mounted at the panel end of the chassis for 
good weight distribution. The transformer at 
the rear is the filament transformer for the 
Class 11 tubes. 
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Via. 1113 1.11:1•••i• 

1..r bet,- . 111.1 é n 
n1.4+1141.1. 1;,...1 in 
gritty:11 It 'Migrant,: 

giN cti in J. ig. 1 I 13. 

• 

When ow do ve!. Twist lw at a (•onsjdera ble 
distance front the modulator. since the second 
transformer not only introdures :additional 
losses hut also further impairs the voltage 
regulation. 

Th,• souree for the modulator tnust have 
very low resistance. Bat terie, are the ino ,..1 
stti;able source. In vas,: voltage 
values are correct , regttlator t taws Hutt as t he 
\At -75-30. V ill.., may he eonnerted 
aeross a tap in an :i.e.-operated bias supply to 
hold the bias %.011 age steady under grid-eurrent 
taindit ions. ( Itinvever, zero-bias tin id-
ula tor t u) an . 1)1fur:Wk. Hid i)Illy because no 
bias SlIpply is rrittli red but also l mina 11,in 1110 

loading oil tile driver stage is less variable and 
consequently distortion in the driver is re-
dueed. 

Condenser CI in these diagrams will give a 
"tone-control" effect and filter out high-
frequrney sidebatuls (splatter) caused by . lis-
tort ion in the modulator or preceding speeelt-
amplifier stages. Values in the neighborhood of 
0.01)2 lo 0.005 /ad are suitable. Its voltage 
rating should be adequate fort he peak voltage 
across the transformer sevondary. The plate 
by-pass (*Mil leitm•r in the 1110dtilaind 

%%111 Sel'Vti the same purpo.se. 

Thp photographs illustrate different tipis of 
colisi Filet ion \\* filch Illay in 11,-,ei for Class B 
mo‘lulat ' it's. The actual placement of part ,' in 
filling the requirements of any given unit is not 
critical. 

gE. Increasing Modulation Effectiveness 
III 'phone ralisnlission 1,•:i loll is 

011 Ity Mean,: id' the 110).1111a I lon Sidn-
licit the r.f. carrier. For maximum effee-

t iveness, therefore, the sideburn' power should 
be as high as possible. However. modulation 
in excess of the capability of the transmitter 
leads to overniodulatioti — splatter," or spu-
rious sidebands lying outside t he imrinal com-
munication bandwidth. Besides causing un-
neuessary interference, overmodttlatioui is con-
trary tie the Ft '.; regulations governing ama-
teur ' phone operation. 

A"let hods for inurnaSing lie effeeliveness of 
the ' phinie transmitter within the limits of 
modulation eapability inelude i' '- t riot ing the 
audio-frequenc.\- response to those frequencies 
that contribute most to intelligibility. use of 
automatic gain eontrol in the speech system, 
and premodulation clipping of peaks in the 
voice waveform. 

l \ arraiigt•merill for a 
I,I•• ti   1111.11,er. iinit 

Ilif• traii , floriticr the MM.: 

111.1111,mi \\ I i,'.' lit,' input 

lilt itt. -preell ; 1111-
1•11:1.--i- .- 11,11.1• ill be needed. " I Ile 

ari• pldeed 
il.tit,ui t- Lfuml. The 111:Ile Willi:1111111,1er i••• 

lui 1N it -. III:III ', Idle to, 

lu Ires uni beuellitIU ••elres, 
41.111:111. panel %% a., figr 

itli a imicial tu,' meter 
-1rnntl inimiiit,1 oil a 

',la 1, 1 imetifit i-

tt•ri.1,1 a rt-s, hund,....i, 
thy ',titer -tap rather 

than in high-s..11.1g.. 1,111. 
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Fig. 1417— A tuned circuit in the audio amplifier will 
accentuate the frequencies  st useful for voice trans-
mis-• . This circuit is best adapted to use with a triode 
amplifier in the preceding stage, but call be used with 
pentodes if a more "peaked" response is desired. Values 
are discussed in the text. 

Restricting frequency response — Most of 
the intelligibility in speech is contained in the 
frequency range from about. 500 to 3000 cycles 
per second. On the other hand, the larger part 
of the power in speech, especially in male 
voices, is in the frequencies below 500 cycles. 
With onlinary flat-frequency amplification, 
therefore, a large part of the modulator power 
output is devoted to reproducing frequencies 
that do not contribute materially to under-
standable speech. By attenuating the fre-
quency response below 400 or 500 cycles the 
gain can be increased for the higher frequencies 
without overloading the modulator, thereby 
considerably increasing the effectiveness of 
the transmit ter for communication purposes. 

Fig. 1417 shows a simph• tuned cirruit that 
can be installed between two speech-amplifier 

II5V.A.0 

Fig. 1418 — Circuit diagram of the Class-A 2A3 volume-compression speech amplifier. 
Ci a — 10-pfd. 50-volt electrolyt. 

IC. 
C2, C4, CS, Co, Co. CIO. CII, CI3 400.volt paper. 

C3, Cs — 8-pfd. 450-volt electrolyt-
ic. 

C7 — 0.47.pfd. 400-volt paper. 
RI — 4.7 megolims, 1/2 watt. 
112, Rs — 1200 ohms, 3/¡ watt. 
Ra, R7 — 2.2 megohms, IA  watt. 

stages to restrict, the frequency response to the 
most useful frequencies. The LC circuit should 
be adjusted to resonate at approximately 1000 
to 1500 cycles. Representative values would 
be 10 henrys and 0.001 ad. The resonant 
frequency can be adjusted either by changing 
the capacitance of the condenser or by varying 
the inductance of the coil by varying the 
width of the air-gap in the core. 

In an ordinary resistance-coupled amplifier, 
the high frequencies can he attenuated by 
shunting a capacitance from plate to ground 
or from grid to gniund — the common " tone-
control" circuit (§ 7-5). Low-frequency re-
sponse can be reduced by using a small cou-
pling condenser or low value of grid resistor. 
It the product of the grid coupling-condenser 
capacitance (in mirrofarads) by the grid-leak 
resistance (in megultills) is made equal to 
about 0.001 the response will drop off con-
siderably belt ny about 5(10 cycles. 
Volume pression — It is highly desir-

alde to maintain the modulation at as high a 
level as possible ' it lirait, going into the over-
modulation region. Usually the modulation 
varie,: over a considt•rable range as the opera-
tor raises or lowurs his voice, moves toward or 
away from the microphone, and so on. If 
aubnnutie gain control or " volume compres-
sion" is incorporated in the spee(di a mplifier 
the gain may he set at a value that gives full 
modulation when talking at a low level and 

114. Rn, 1122, 1124 — 0.47 megolun, 
watt. 

Bo — 47,000 ohms. watt. 
Bs, Roo — 0.5.megohni variable. 
Ito — 0.22 megolim, 1 watt. 
Rio, Rim, R23 — 0.1 megohm, 34 

watt. 
Rio — 10,000 ohms, 34 watt ' 
1114— 1500 ohms, %¡ watt. 
R15, RI6 — 0.1 megohm. 1 watt. 

Ris, 11i — 0.22 megolim, )2 
Watt. 

11.2 — 4700 ohms. 34 watt. 
— 750 ohms, 10 watts. 

SI, S.p.s.t. switch. 
— Output transformer to match 

p.p. 2A3s to Class B grids. 
— Filament transformer, 6.3 

volts, 2 amperes. T.— Filament transformer, 2.5 
volts, 5 amperes. 
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6J5 
From 

Preamp. 

R, 

4 6ALS 

Fig. 1419 — Low-ley 
¡It not required if 

Cl — 10-el. 25-s oit Clot r'  tir. 
C2, C3— 8-Il. 130-‘..11 
— 25-pfd. 25- volt ele,•tr,.1, 

Cs, Cg — 0.023 
C7, CO — 0.07 5fi., + 
Co — 0.08 ail., ± 5 %. 
RI — 0.5-meg. pot., a.f. taper. 
112— 1000 olim,„ 1 watt. 
lia — 0.15 megolini„ 1 watt. 
114-0.22 megolom 1 watt. 
115-0.47 megolun, 1 watt. 

Rs 

Ici IC9 1 8 R9 

+250V. 50 MA. 
(well filtered) _ 

ro 
Speed, 

Amp. 
Gr/d 

To Heaters 

/1 
6.3V A.C. 

el full-wave clipter system. The gain control 
one of the preceding stages has a gain control. 

Ra — 0.22 megohm, 1 watt. 
117 — 390 ohms, 2 watt:. 
Es — 1000 ohms, ± 10%, S watts. 
Ru — 1000-ohm pot., a.f. taper, ± 10% (check with ac-

cura te ohmmeter). 
— 30-mh. iron-core choke. 

L2, L3 — iron-core choke. 
— 30-mh, iron-eore choke. 

BI, B2 — 712-volt battery. 
— Single-plate-to-p.p.-grids., 2:1 or 3:1 ratio. 

the output then will be held at approximately 
the 100-per-cent modulation level when louder 
sounds strike t he microphone. Automatic gain 
control is simple in principle; some of the 
audio output is rectified and filt ered to pro-
duce a d.c. voltage that varies wit h t he speech 
amplitude, and this voltage is used to bias 
a tube in the earlv speech-amplifier stages so 
that I he louder the sound the greater the 
reduction in over-all gain. 

Fig. 1418 is the circuit diagram of a speech 
amplifier with volume compression, suitable 
for working from a crystal microphone and 
having a power output (6 watts or more, 
depending upon the efficien('y of the out put 
transformer) sullicient to drive a Class B 
modulator to an out put of about 250 watts. 
The automatic gain-control circuit uses a 
separate amplifier and rectifier combined in 
one tube, a 68Q7. The rect ified output of this 
circuit. is filtered and . ipplied to t he No. 1 and 
3 grids of a pentagrid atnplifier tube, thereby 
varying its gain in inverse proportion to the 
signal strength. With proper adjustment, an 
average increase in modulation level of about 
7 db. can be secured without exceeding 100-
per-cent modulation on peaks. 
The amplifier proper consists of a 6J7 first 

stage followed by a 6L7 amplifier-compressor. 
The 2A3 grids are driven by a 6N7 self-balanc-
ing pitase inverter. The operation of the 2A3s is 
purely Class A, without grid current. 
The amount of compression is controlled 

by the potentiometer, 1120, in the grid circuit 
of the 68Q7. A switch, Sb is provided to short-
circuit the rectified out put of the compressor 
when normal amplification is required. 
Adjustment of the compressor control is 

rather critical. First set R20 at zero and adjust 
the gain control, R6, for full modulation with 
the particular microphone used. Then ad-
vance the compressor control until the ampli-

fier just " cuts off" (output decreasing to a low 
value) on peaks; when this point is reached, 
back off the compressor control until the cut-
off effect is gone but an obvious decrease in 
gain follows each peak. 

Because of the necessity for filtering out the 
audio-frequency Component in the rectifier out-
put, there will be a slight delay (amounting to a 
fraction of a second) before the decrease in gain 
"catches up" with the peak. This is caused by 
the time constant of the circuit, and so is 
unavoidable. 
When a satisfactory setting is secured, as 

indicated by good speech quality with a 
definite reduction in gain on peaks, the gain 
control, Un. s'Inuit' be advanced to give full 
output wit h normal operation. Too much vol-
ume compression, indicated by the cut-off 
effect following each peak, is definitely un-
desirable, anti the object of adjustment of 
the compressor control should be to use as 
much cotnpression as possible without danger 
of overcompression. 

Clipter circuit —  Sideband power can be 
greatly increased by cutting off those corn-
pandits in the speech wave that have high 
peak but low average amplitude. For distortion-
less amplification the presence of such peaks 
requires considerable power capability on the 
part of the modulator, but this capability 
cannot be utilized because the ratio of peak 
to average amplitude is high. Cutting off the 
peaks decreases this ratio to such an extent 
that much more effective communication is 
possible, at some sacrifice in naturalness. The 
intelligibility is greatly improved when the 
signal is weak at the receiving station because 
the greater sideband power " cuts through" 
noise and interference. As much as 25 db. of 
clipping is advantageous under such condi-
tions. 
The clipping must be done in •the speech 
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Fig. 1 120 -- ' lint!ding out- t , moil o la t ion Irani:former 
to form a low-pa,s tiller to cot iiff high freipienvii, re-
,ultjm, from di.itortion in the t it modulator. % aloe,: 
of rinideniieri Ci and C.2 In• rmined In trial as 
eXpli . 41 ill tile 1,1,1. \ lira .1111lienser- taint:rally are 
required in , ieo of th, audio v dlages present atiro.ii the 
trail- former is :apaeitatiees from 0.001 to 0.006 
,uId. ii sia Ils are in the proper range. 

amplifier and the clipped output must be 
passed through a filter to eliminate t w high-
frequeney harmonies that result 1.10111 clipping. 
The filter should be it the It III- 4 ass type 
designed to have a cut-off frequency in the 
vicinity tit 3000 to 4000 eyries. 

Fig. II 19 shows a premodulation clipping 
and filter circuit, Or " clipier. - that may be 
inserted between I wo al agi 's in any ordinary 
5155.1.11 amplifier at a point when. the level is 
about 6 volts peak. At this level the clipter 
%vat provide about 25 db. of clipping at the 
maximum setting. It consists of a 6.15 ampli-
fier transformer-coupled to a pair of opposilidy-

the output of the 6.15 above a preden.rmined 
level. Both positive and negative peal:s are 
clipped. The resultant signal is fed lie the grid 
iii ut and thenee through ut low-
pass filter consisting of LI, /.5, /4, LI, (*:,, 
tr'7, and ('9. 'Ile output at le, i:, about 4 
volts peak for all degrees of clipping. TIIV 

filtur shii‘vtt has a cut-off frequency of ap-
proximately 000 cycles. 

Under (tomtit ions of maximum clipping. the 
peal: voltage : tcross the seeottilary ' if 7.1 will 
reaelialmut 200 voll›,. A husky intetist age trans-
former wit It a %veil-clamped core is necessary in 
order to avoid acoustical lamination vhat ter. 
The shunt diode clipper shown has 

lime vonstant and holds the peak output 
voltage to a negligilile rise as elipping is in-
creased from I hreshold I o 25 ill). It is important 
t hat leads betNveett le,;. the ti.\1.5. and 
1 he vontrol grid of the ti \-6 be kept short and 
not cabled with ° Hutt. leads or nut against the 
chassis, in ortler to minimize the tirne constant 
id' the chopper cirenit. 
The filler illustrated %vas desitmed to use 

Si andan I if 5., )ni ' nun. ia I Iv -a va i di• 
chokes. The filter eaparitanee ‘-altnts ran best 
be obtained by checking ‘vitli an acourate 
capacitance inetttr or bridge, paralleling two 
or more vapavitors to get the desired value 
%Olen neressary. 'Culitilar paper capacitors 
have sufficiently high () for the iturpose, and 
the better grades will be fotuid to run within 
5 per cent of tlatir marked values. 

'1'() take. full tulvantage of the clipping 

feature the transmitter must, be capable of 
100-1,Pr-cent Nine- ware modulation with low 
distortion. To adjust the system, turn the 
gaIii (5m1 nil Ije t or 1)1111.1. preamplifier cold rob 
full on and the (dipping level control, /it.... full 
/di. Then. using ordinary speech. advance 
lOIti t he t ranstnit ter slioxvs signs of being 
modulantd at a low level. Listening tin a ' phone 
monitor or the -4:111.01 Vet', atljust /It to 
the highest setting, that gives good intelli-
gibility. 
Now atIvance Rll . 1 a position just liplow 

point wia'n' sPlat tel. is ' ward %Olen tile station 
reeeiver assuming it is a superh('t with an-
tenna terminals shorted to ground) is tuned 
just off the signal. Ilave :mother station. 
preferably nearby. (1554: for splatter just to 
be sure, l'otentionieter ie, then n(551 not 1)(t 
touched unless the adjustments to the modu-
lated r. t, stage. part lettla rly loading, ant altered 
appreviably. 

If an oseillosct we is available it may be used 
to check the waveform out of the modtdator 
to ;1,1551:tin whether the tops of the clipped 
waves are flat. It In:iv also be used to 
t he modulat is in ertvel:we of I he r.f, carrier and 
determine whether the negative peal:s ant 
being (lipped in Ilti. rIgsg elitge h nog:Lily(' 
modulation ill excess of 100 per cent). '1'15. 
latter eondition is the worst tiffender so far its 
SplatO .1* is concerned, particularly with plate 
modulation. If the condition I•Nist , . if Will 

iii•VeSsary to hark /1'9 tint il it siTi.( .1 

For further detail s ttiite ar t ¡chi by \\r. W. Smith 

ill relinlarV. 1916. 

n of high-frequency sitleluirlds — 
Even though means may itworporated in 
the speech amplifier to attenuate frequencies 

hi' spuoult, 
it is still 1/0 ,, i1 ,10 fsur Iligl141.01111(`111•y 

lo 1)(' radiatt.' ,1 Ili,1 , 111 0.[ occurs in the 
modulator, or ir ran,mit is (P.-ern-milli-
latml. High frequencies arising as the result 
of intislulator distort hut can be attenuated by 
the eireuit arrangement shown in 1120, 

vondensers avross he primary and second-
:1 - ail iti conjunetion with the leal:age re-
artanee of the transformer windings to form 
a low-pass filter having a cut-off frequency 
(let erinim51 by the ea paci t ance and the leakage 
intittetance. Sinee the la t ter %ill vary with 
ditferent transformers il will be necessary to 
determine tin. prielm.r of cap:wit:nice by 
trial. The voltage ratings I uf rip. condensers 
should be at least as high as the the. plate 
voltage applied to the tube or tubes \vith 
u-hich the transformer ‘vinding is assoviated. 
The eonden,er value, can be found with 

the aid of an ittitliti-frequency iiseillat or and 
output- voltage measuring deviet. such as a 

lest pur-
poses the audio-fretitteney input voltage ran 
be kept Is SO t11:11 he meter rant,e \vill twit 
be exeeedett. With the Class (.7 r.l. amplifier 

ills' looter should he connected 
across the Class B out put-transformer see-
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Nod 
lions To Class C 

Amp plate 

CLASS-C AMP 
POWER SUPPLY 

Power Supply 

ALTERNATIVE METER 
RETURN 

Fig. 1.121 — A nepati, overinodula t ion indicator. 
lillia •ter A1.1 tir,' lie any lo,-ranue instrument 

(tip to (4-50 ma. or Tlie ins er-e peak-% ''hag.' rating 
of the rectifier. 1", Inn- t be :it 1...t- t ,pal to the 
voltage applied to the plan. of il,. r.f. amplifier. The 
alternait i, circuit g..111 Ile II- ell lio 

  Illation ill excess of any desired value ham.. IOU 
per cent. 

ondary awl the audio oscillator should 1)0 
cotinPuttal in lila((' of thy filf 

oscillator output ‘'ollagt. is tot) high to permit, 

this, it may be cut in at a later speech stage.) 
With constant input L'olt age, vary the fre-
queneytvl itli t ryjng different %%dues o f ea lrie .. 

itaIlee across tut' primary and secondary until 

values art. found t hat result in a promiunced 

drop ill ultimo allu‘-e about 3000 cycle,. The 
same meter may be used for clieel:ing both 

input and output ‘.ollages if it is or lut' ttiitlli-
t':iligi' type and the oscillator output is ap-

plitql to a speerlt-amplitier stage where tt level 

of a few volts is p•rini-,, ible. 

'l'in' spurious sid, bands set up by over-

triodulat ion will not be prevented 1)y the 

system above. The only way to prevent over-
nio. lu la t i,,it is to monitur t he t 
continuously, wit ii a device such as a simple 

cat hode-ray oscilloscope t by far the tin us!, 

satisiactory type of ' phone monitor) or the 

negative- peal: indicator shown in Fig. I 121. 

Overino,Ittlation on negative peal:s is inure 
likely to result in spurious sidebands titan 

• 

1122 - ,, nit is 
itu normall %.11.1. 

tran-inittl•rs for freipieni• - modulated '' III oit. 
It ....main, a ›erech 

that no additional '' tail ii..-,, k nvedt•gl. 

o-eillator roil i- in the round .. hield ran in 
111.• ccuti.r. The roil in the left foreground is 

eireoit The 11 : modifier 

and  lulat,er are al Ilir riallt. nil!, Ihe ninser 
suiply along the rear. I rhas"is 
is used. 

• 

positive overinodtilatiou because of the sharp 

brettk I hat occurs when the carrier is suddenly 

cut off and on. The millianuneter in tlie 

negative-peak indicator of Fig. 1-121 will show 

it reading On each overmodulation peak that 

carries the instantaneous voltage on the plate 

of the ( lass C modulated amplifier " below 

zero" -- that is. negative. The rectifier, I'', 

cannot conduct so long as the in.galive half 

cycle of audio output voltage is less t hati Ille 
¿I.e. voltage applied to the rd. tube. The 

rectifier tube must 1))• of a typo ',unable for 

the Class e plate voltage c111 0".\ ("I. and its 
filament t ransfornter must have similarly-rated 

insulation. 

The effect iVelleSS of the monitor is improved 

if indicates at somewhat les, than i(lfl-jut'r-
cetit ino.lulation. :is it will t lain warn i)f the 

clanger iii overmodulation before it actually 

occur,. It can be adjusted to indicate at any 

desired modulation percentage by inal:ing I lie 

muter lit urn to a. point on the power-supply 

bleeder as shown iii t lie alternative diagrain. 
The iry-letss r, insures lino lite 

full audio voltau.e appears acros.: the indicator 
eireitit. The modulation percentage at whiell 

,y-letn indicates is determined by t he 

ratio of the ‘-oltagt. bet \Teen the meter 

lap and the positive terniinal to the total (Lc. 
voltage. 

IC, Frequency Modulation 

At mitistitit t imp 1 he common method of 
frequialey iii. lit I 'um is to vary the frequency 
of the controlliter o,cilla tor hi the transmitter 
by intiatis of a, reactameo modulator. his type 

of modulator nmy appliPd hit' to a 
coot rolltml or crysial-vontroOtul oscillator. In 

Ilte former case it van produce fairly IVilfo-

hzititi frequency modulation ¡ lite v.h.f. region, 

anll of course may be designed sit that it gives 

narrow-band f.m. (in which I he ileviat ion ratio 
is limited to about 0.5. thus giving, :at f.in. 
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Output 

115V. 
M. 

+275V. 

o  
6SJ75 6L7 6C5 MIC 

2(14. 2(i o 

65J7 

65J7 
3 

6C5 

Ci.) y 

RFC 

 n— j• 6L7 

T C22 I 23 

Fig. 1423 — Circuit diagram of the Lin, control unit for use with normally erystal-controlled v.h.f. transmitters. 

—150-oofd. silvered ( mica for 
7 Mc.) 

C2 — 100-oofd. variable (National 
SE- 100. 

C3 50-opfd. variable (nommai, 
'und HF-50). 

Cs — 100-apfd. mica. 
C5, Ci 2 — 220-aufd. mica. 
Co — 0.001-afd. mira. 

C7, Cs, CO3 C10, C13, C15, C10, C20 —0.01 -µfd. paper. 

Cii — mica trimmer. 
CH, C22. C.23— 8-pfd. 450-volt clec-

troly tic. 
CIO, C17 — 10-pfd. 25-volt electro-

lytic. 
C55 — 0.1.51d. 200-volt parler. 

C2I — Dual 450-volt 8-pfd. electro-
lytie. 

lQ — 0.1 megolurt, 1 watt. 
112 — 22.1100 ohms, 1 u att. 
113, 114, 1{5, 1141 — 47,000 ohms, 1 

watt. 
Ra, Its — 330 ohms. watt. 
117, Rio — 0.47 megolun, watt. 
lis — 33,000 ohms, 1 m att. 
B12 — megoliens. malt. 
11 13 — 111110 ', hm-, 2 %, a t t 
1{14 — 1 2 ait. 
lits, Rio — 0.22 01.•;.td'1101, 3 .."? matt. 
Rio — 0.5-megolim s. tuina control. 
le u — 2200 ohms, 2 -.. att. 
Ris — 47,000 ohms, ; man. 

signal that occupies substantially no more 
channel widt h t han an a. m. signal) on the 
2S- Mr. band. Wit h a crystal oscillator, the 

1120 — OIS megohm, I watt. 
• — 7 Me.: 11 turns No. 18 e., 

• length inch, 1-inch (liant. 
atar, tapped 3rd turn from 
ground. 

L2 — 14 Mc.: 10 turns N'o. 18 wire 
Oil 1 ';'?-itich diameter form 
(l'animal-1 I SWF-4). 

Link 3 to 5 turns (not critical). 
1.3 Filter choke, 10 henrys, 40 

ma. 
11FC — 2.5-tisis. r.f. choke. 
S — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
• — 250.11-250 volts, 40 ma.; 6.3 

volts at 2 ampere.; 5 volts 
at 2 amperes. (Thordarson 
T-131111). 

reactance modulator is capable of giving suffi-
cient deviation for narrow-band f.m. at 2S Mc. 
The unit, shown in Figs. 1122. 1123 and 1424 

is a complete VFO-modulator 
designed to work into a nor-
mally crystal-controlled t t-ans-
initier using oit lier 7- or 14-M c. 
crystals. 'Fue r.t. output of the 
unit is intended to be ff d 
through a lin k to ti tuned-cir-
cuit coil wound on a coil form 
\\lia subst itutes for the erys-
t al holder in the crystal °sen-
lator. This I uned circuit is reso-
nant at t he same frequency as 
he output tank of the control 

unit, 1.2e3 in Fig. 1123 and 
van. in fact, be identical in 
col st ruer 

• 

Fig. 1.124 — In this bottom view of 
he f.m. modulator unit, the r.f, sec-
tion is at the right and the anillo at 
the left. The oscillator socket is to the 
right of the coil socket in the center. 
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Fig. 4425 — An f.m. frequency-con-
trol and modulator unit using react-
ance modulation of a crystal oscil-
lator. 

• 

In transmitters using triode oscil-
lators, or pentode crystal oscillators in 
which the tubes are not well screened, 
it is advisable to use the crystal oscil-
lator tube as a doubler rather than as 
a straight amplifier. If the transmitter 
uses a crystal oscillator operating in 
the vicinity of 11 Me_ for example, 
the output of the unit may be on 7 
Mc. and the grid circuit, of the ex-
crystal tube also tuned to 7 Me. This 
will avoid difficulty wit h self-oscilla-
tion in the ex-crystal stage. With a 
pentode oscillator it is possible to 
work straight through, provided t he 
grid tank substituted for the crystal is 
tuned well on the high-frequency side 
of resonance, but this procedure is m t ad-
visable since it m:ty make the modu at ion 
nonlinear. It is rather important that all cir-
cuits in the transmitter be tuned " on the nose" 
for best performance. Of course. if t he c •ysi al 
tube is a well-screened transmit ting type it can 
be used as a straight amplifier. 

3V. HEATERS 
• 

115V AC 
Fig. 1426 — Circuit diagram of the narrow-hand 

CI, C5, Ce 50- volt electrolytic. 
C2, C31 C4, c5, C9 — -ard. paper. 
C7 5.5-pufil. ceramic (3 30-glifil. tritnmer adjusted 

to same capacitance niay he used). 
Cm, CII, C12, CI4 0.001-51d. mica. 
C13 — 50-agfd. variable. 
CI5 --' 20-mfd. 450-volt electrolytic. 
Cio — 10-pfd. 450-volt electrolytic. 
Ill — 4.7 megoluns, i¡ watt. 
112-1000 ohms ,1,-;¡ watt. 
R3-0.47 mcgoltm, IA watt. 
114-22,000 ohms, AI watt. 
— 0.22 megohm, watt. 

Re — 1-megolun volume control. 
R7 — 1500 ohms, watt. 

With harmonic-type crystal oscillators the. 
input frequency eau be till saine as that of the 
cryst;il. since the output frequency of the crys-
tal tube is already :t harmonic. In the Tri-tet 
oscillator, t he caillu.le t:ink. should be short-
circuited; in the types using a cathode im-
peda ace to provide feed-back, this impedance 

modulator unit with crystal-controlled oscillator. 

113 — 0.1 nn,,lan, '•,-1; is att. 
Hu, 11 12 — 0.17 megolun, ", 2 watt. 
But — 390 ohm-. 2 Matt. 
Bit — 0.1 megolum I %. att. 
1113 — 4700 ohm-. I watt. 
1114 — 470 ohm-, 13 watt. 
1112 — 22,000 011,11, 
RIO — 10,000 ohm ,. 25 watts. 
Li — 56 turns \.,. 26 enam., 3%:-Inch diam., 1;'‘," inches 

long. Link, 8 turns. 
102 — 15 heitrv,.. To ma. 
11 — socket. 
RFC — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 
Si, S2 — S.1.-. t. toggle. 
— Iteceiver-tvpe power transformer; 250 to 30 

volts each side c.t. at 70 ma. 
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also should be shorted. Care should be taken 
to avoid short-circuiting the grid bias, whether 
from a cathr 'de resistor or grid In t he 
kit ter case ibis usually NVill t hat a bloc1:-
ing condenser • 17() tiMfti, or. larglirt should be 
cotmected bet wrier' I he " hot end of the grid 
tank and the grid of the ex-cr.‘.stal tube, with 
the grid hail (ami chol:t.) conneeted on the 
grid side of the comlenser. Such a blocking 
condunser rnay be incorporated in the plug-in 
tank. The griil-iank luit ri  cotelenser may be 
a srnall air pailder motniteil in he ' ii trill. 

Where :t suitable pou ' r' supply and speueli 
amplifier an. already available. the lower part 
of Fig. 1.123 call be omitted and only the 
oscillator, buffer and niodulator units need be 
built. \Vit ii t ransformer input, Ilw I ransformer 
and gain control should be connuoted bet %veer' 
ground and point :1 of Fig. 1.123, bein .g 

omitted. Any of t he conventional methods in:1y 
be used to couple the moilulator to an available 
speech anwlitier, with ono precaution — if a 
high-impedance connection is used, the " hot." 
lead should he shielded 1 o prevent limit pick-up. 

lf the transmitter to lit' used has a seif-
exeited electron-coupled or other-
‘vise. t so pm rat u 11(2(.(1 itt be built.. 
The react:woe modulator can be connected 
direct ly across the tank eircuit of the oscillator. 

T'he circuit constants of the oscillator in the 
unit pictured are adjustr•r1 to cover the fre-
quency range 6000-7125 kt'. so I hat the out put 
can be multiplied into the 2s-, 50- and 1-11- Me. 
bands. nin•rati.in a multipli,atiml 

for 5o ,\ i t',, a tout t iplieation of 
S: and for 1-11 Mc., a multiplication of 21. Elite 
output cinatit. /.2("3, is ttutablo ttvr I lie range 
12-15 Me., and thus is adapted to frieding into 
a transmit ter using crystals operating in this 
range. For replacing crystals operating at half 
this frequency, L3 should have '2(1 turns with 
all ot her coil dimensions remaining the same. 

Fie. 1127 — Bolt  % few of the 
ti.1 fan. unit. 

• 

Tio• sensitivity of the modulator is 
controlled by the setting. of The 
higher the capacity or this condenser 
t lie smaller t he frequency deviation for 
a given audio input N'olt age to the mod-
ulator. At maximum sensitivity. with 
Cu. at mil:intuit) cap:lolly. the hi ear 
deviati"li 1.5 ke• tViiI1 

¡t, 1, input tit the modulator grid of 
2 volts peak. Thy act ual deviation : It 
the output frequency of the transmit-
ter depends upon the annitutt of fre-
quency intritiplii•at ion following the 
111(7)(1M:din] oscillior rt.. The maximum 
linear deviation is allProxlinatuly O ke-

  at 2S Mc., 12 1:c. at 50 Mn',, anti 36 kc. 
at 1-14 Mc. 

Cr. ..0011 trolled F.31. — The frequency-
contr. I unit shown in Figs. 1425 and 1427 
provir es reactance-tube morlulation of a crys-
tal riscillatirr, and thus meets the needs of 
those whir want narrow-band frequency mod-
ulation with high: carrier-frequenev stability. 
The pircuit is. given in Fig. 1-121i. \Vith 
crystabz il is to obtain a deviation of 
200 cycles at 3.5 which when multiplied 
to 28 Mc. gives a di,viatinti of 1600 eyeles — 
or a ileviatiiun ratio of approxiinately 0.5. 
based on an upper atirlio-frequeney limit of 
3000 to 4000 cycles. Thi, order of deviation is 

titi' it ion rin ordinary communi-
cations-t.ype superheterodyne receivers when 
the receiver is ileturied slightly from the 
carrier frequimey. With X- anti Y-cut crystals. 
deviatirms at the fimilannintal frequency of 
approximately 1000 and 2.-i00 cycles, respec-
tively. are obtainable. 
The cirlmil values are rather critical and 

should be followed closely for optimum results. 
The plate tank (.1m/tenser of the crystal oscil-
lator, Cur, should be sul slightly on the high-
frequency of the minimum plate-current 
point to obtain optimum modulation. If the 
condenser is orit too titi' point of Mini-

mum plate current it is possible that I he crys-
tal will be swung out of oseillatiott on voice 
peal:s. Th, set ting that gives maximum stable 
tilt it iuil:it it tri 'tu t ii gt ituti ‘ titi' 

2 i:4111S: 2S-\ it,. t tr l 
front the unit on a regular receiver. 
The r.f, output of the unit readily can be 

coupled into a transmitter Int‘.ing. a 
crystal osoillator by winding a Indk of a few 

art/1111cl the coil of the transmit ter 
oscillator and rem.) ‘.. ing the re,•111ar osrill"t"r 
tube, t lie huh Irving connected to the output 
terminals , if the unit shown. The crystal-con-
trolled f. m. unit is built on a U-shaped chassis 
measuring 7 j by S by 3 inches. 
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ij 
Receiverà 

Ix i'rs essce ialsiiicc»i modern rei•eiv-
ing equipment for t 28- arel .50- Nle. ba le kilif-
fers very lit tie front t hat used on lower frequen-
cies. The 28- Mc. band st•rves as the meeting 
ground between what are ordinarily termed 
-communications frequencies' . and the very-
highs, and it will be found that. most of the 
receivers described in Chapter Twelve are 
capable of working on 28 :\ le. In this chapter 
are described recei‘•ers and converters capable 
of good performance on .50 Mc. and higher. 

Federal regulai ions impose identical re-
quirements On : ill frequencies below 54 Me. 
respecting stability of frequency and. %Oren 
amplitude modulation is used. freedom from 
frequency modulation. Thus reveivers for 50-
Mc. a. m. reception may have the same se-
lectivity as those designed for the lower fre-
quencies. This order of selectivity is not, only 
possiltle but desirable, since it permits a con-
siderable increase in the number of transmit t ers 
which can work in the band without undue 
interference. High selectivity also aids greatly 
in improving the signal-to-noise ratio. both as 
concerns noise originating in the receiver itself 
and in its response to external noise. The ef-
fective sensitivity of such a receiver can be 
made considerably higher than is possible with 
nonselect lye receivers. 

lieceivers for f.m. signals usually are de-
signed Nvitli less selectivity, so that they ean 
aeeommodate t he full swing of t he transmitter. 
At. least for 2S- and 50- Me. f.m. reception, 
holvever, the h. f. oscillator must be as sial de 
as in a narrow-band a. m. receiver. 

'the stwerheterodyne system of reception is 
used alnmst universally on frequencies kilow 
54 Mr. because it is the only type that fulfills 
the stability requirements. superlietero-
dynes and those bit. t iii, reviipt ion differ °lily 
ill the i.f. amplifier and seviend deteetor, so 
that a single it converter may he 
used for either a.m. or tom. 

Superlieterodyntis for 50 Mr. should have 
fairly high intermediate frequencies to reduce 
hoili image respin,i• and oseillator 
l'or example. a differenve between signal and 
iinage frequeneies of 900 Le. ( the difference 
when the i. f. is -150 kc.) is a vi.iry sin ill pereent-
age of the signal frequeri-: consequently, the 
response of the r.f. circuits to the image fre-

(1111 .11ry is neturiv aS great as to the - i ''' ci 

signal frequency. To obtain discriminat Ic m 
against the image equal to that obtainable at 
3.5 Me. would require an if, 16 times as high. 
or about 7 Me. However, the Q of tuned cir-
cuits is hiss at 50 Mr. than it is at the lower 
frequencies, chiefly because the tube loading 
is considerably greater, and thus still higher 
i.f.s are desirable. A practical compromise is 
reached at about 10 .1\1c. 
To obtain high selectivity with a reasonable 

number of if. stages, the double-superhetero-
dyne prineiple is often employed. A 10- Mc. in-
termediate in•qurney, for example, is changed 
to a second il . of perhaps -150 Le. by an addi-
tional oscillator- mixer combination. 
Few amateurs build complete 50- Me. super-

heterodyne receivers. General practive in this 
band has been to use a conventional com-
munications receiver to handle the if. out-
put of a simple 50-Mc. frequency converter. 
Even an all-wave broteleast receiver may be 
used with excellent results on 50 Mr, by the 
addition of a relatively simple converter. 
The superheteroilyniii .vne of receiver is find-

ing increased favor for I II- Me. work also, ; is 
the circupaney of I Imt hand inereases. 
(daily in heavily-populated areas, stabilization 
of transmitters and an improvement in the 
selectivity of receivers are becoming almost 
mare latory, particularly for those opima l ors 
who :ire interested in exploiting the fttll possi-
bilities of this band. Tice ideal reeeiver for 
present conditions is one haying a pass-hand of 
around 100 kti. Greater selectivity is hardly 
desirable, not only because it will discriminate 
against transmitters having the sliirlitest in-
stability but because I he receivers t lieniselves 
are inclined tip somewhat less stable at t his 
frequency. This approarli has been used in 
most if t he revent pioneering efforts by ama-
teurs working in the microwave field. 
A converter working in I o an f. in. receiver, or 

into a broad-band i. I. • Incroiel deHigne'l for 
'ici' lit ¡COL prilViCIUS a quite 

satisfactory means of reception of signals, not, 
only al 11-1 Me., but on up through the micro-
wave range. 
The simplest type of v.h.f. receiver is the 

superregenerat or. long favored in amateur 
work. It affords good sensitivity with few 

329 
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tubes and elementary circuits. Its disadvan-
tages are lack of selectivity and, if the oscillat-
ing detector is coupled to an antenna, a 
tendency to radiate a signal which may cause 
interference to other receivers. 'fo some ex-
tent the lack of selectivity is advantageous, 
since it makes for easy tuning. and permits 
reception of all signals within its tuning range. 
however unstable they may he. To reduce 
radiation, a superregenerative detector shindd 
be preeeded by an r.f. stage. or, if the deiertor 
is coupled directly to the antenna. it should be 
operated at the lowest idate voltage which will 
permit superregqqterat ion. 
From a prartiral aspect, superregenera five 

receivers may be divided into two general 
types. In the first the quenehing voltage is de-
veloped by the detector tube funetioning as a 
"self-quenelied" oscillator. In the second, a 
separate I or t ube is used to generate the 
quench voltage. Self-quenelted superregenera-
tors have fouml wide favor in amateur work. 
The simpler types are particularly suited for 
portable equipment. which twist be kept as 
simple as possible. Many amateurs have pet' 
circuits claimed to lie superior to ; ill oilers, but 
the probability is that the arrangement of a 
particular circuit has led to correct operating 
conditions. Time spent in minor adjustments 
will result in a smooth-working receiver. 

C. A 144/235-Mc. Superregenerator 

The receiver in Figs. 1501, 1502 and 1503 
affords excellent sensitivity on both Ill and 
235 Mc. For the amateur who wishes to ex-
perinient on these bands, it will provide satis-
factory reception at minimum expense. The 
circuit is the familiar i'>! -i  superre-
generative detector, followed by two stages of 
audio amplification. 
The receiver is built on a 7 X 7 X 2-inch 

chassis. The tuning condenser is mounted on a 
metal bracket, cut in the shape of a U to 

.5Ieteen 

clear the stator connections. The dial is con-
nected to the condenser by a flexible bakelite 
coupling. 
The improvised socket for the plug-in coils 

utilizes contacts obtained from an Amphenol 
miniature-type tube socket, by the process of 
squeezing t he socket in a vise until the bakelite 
cracks. One contact is soldered to each of the 
tuning-condenser connections and a third to a 
lug supported by one of the extra holes in the 
Isolant it e base of the conilenser. The contacts 
must all be da red at exactly the same height, 
so t lit> t the idug-in coil will seat properly. The 
batel-set condenser, C2, is mounted by solder-
ing short st rips of wire between the lugs and 
the tuning-condenser terminals. 
The polystyrene tube socket for the 9002 is 

mounted on a metal bracket, placed near the 
tuning condenser so as to allow a very short 
lead from the condenser to the plate terminal 
and just enough room between the rotor con-
nection and the grid terininal for the grid con-
denser. Heat et' and catloide leads are brought 
through the chassis in a rubber grommet. 
The variable antenna coupling coil, LI, is 

mounted on a pldystyrene rod supported by a 
h:i ft lwaring. The rod is prevented front mov-
ing axially in the bearing by cementing a fiber 
washer to the shaft and tightening the knob on 
t he other shle. The antenna coupling loop 
should be adjusted so that, when rotated, it 
will just clear the coils plugged into the socket. 
The coils are mounted on small strips of 3/_ 

inch polyst yrene Millen Quart zQ) which have 
three small lodes drilled in them corresponding 
exactly with the coil socket. Each coil is ce-
mented to the strip with Duro cement at the 
points where the wire passes through the base. 
The No. IS wire used for t he coils will fit snugly 
in the sockets if the contacts are pinched 
slightly. The roils are trimmed to fit the 
bands by spreading or squeezing the turns 
slightly. The mica-t rimmer band-set elm( lenser 

Fig. 1501— lift — The panel of the two-band superregenerative receiver measures 7 inches square. The knob in 
the upper right-hand I.,,rner ailjti-t, antenna coupling, while the knob belim the tuning dial controls regeneration. 
Right — It rear view of the two-hand superregenerative receiver. The 235-Mc, plug-in coil is in the foreground. 
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ANT. 
o 

  9002 
L2 Ex„ r 

e  

Rt 

RFC, RFte 

• 5 
27 

• 

Fig. 1502 — Wiring diagram of 
Ci — 5.p/..fd. midget variable (National UM-

15, 4 plates removed). 
— 3-30-iodd. mica trimmer. 

Ca — 50-/u/fd. mica. 
C4 — 0.0033.gfd. mica. 
C5, Cr — 10-/ifd. 25-volt electrolytic; 
Cg — 0.01-pfd. 400-volt paper. 
RI — 10 megohms, watt. 
R2 — U1,000-ohm wire-wound variable. 
Ra, R5, lIc, Ri — 0.1 megohm, watt. 
R4 — 2200 ohms, !,,¡ watt. 
Ra — 470 ohms, 1 watt. 

Ca. 

the superregenerative receiver for 144 and 235 Mc. 
Li — I turn No. 14 e., ,‹-inch inside diameter. 
L2-144 Me.: 3 turn. No. 18 e., 34-inch diameter, spaced over 

inch. Tapped 1!!;' turns from plate end. 
235 Mc.: 2 turns No. 18 e., 4-inch diameter, spaced over 

inch. Tapped at center of coil. 
— Closed-circuit jack. 

RFC: — 25 turns No. 24 d.c.c., close-wound. 3-inch diameter. 
RFC; — 8.mh. r.f. choke. 
S — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
T — Plate-to-grid interstage audio transformer (Thordarson 

T-57A36). 

gives some further range of adjustment. In the 
receiver as described, it is screwed down fairly 
tightly for the 144-Mc, band and loosened 
about four revolutions for 235 Mc. In the ab-
sence of good marker stations, an absorption 
frequency meter or a Lecher wire system (de-
scribed in Chapter Nineteen) may be used for 
spotting the band limits. 

Two factors which will be found to influence 
sensitivity are the value of C4 and the degree 
of antenna coupling. Values of C4 from 0.001 
to 0.0047 pfd. should be tried. The antenna 
coupling will vary greatly with the setting of 
L1 and the type of antenna used; it is well 
worth while to tune the antenna circuit and 
then vary the coupling with the panel control. 

Fig. 1503 — Left — A close-up view of the tuning assembly, showing how the leads from the tuning condenser to the 
tube socket have been kept short and how the coil socket is mounted on the tuning condenser. Hidden by the grid 
condenser (the 50-gofd. condenser so prominent in the picture), the plate terminal of the tube socket goes to a lug 
which has been added to the stator of the tuning condenser. Right — The arrangement of parts under the chassis 
may be seen in this photograph. The 6J5 socket is at the left and the 6F6 socket is at the right, near the 'speaker ter-
minals. The 8-mh. r.f. choke, seen just under the regeneration control at the top center, is supported by tie-strips. 
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Fig. f5a1— Front view of the 11 l-\ t.. t.r.f. receiver. 
The pointer knob alit., e the N c,-nier dial tunes the r. I. 
stage. The -mall 1.1111d 1,111,11- arc for audio ‘ oltime 
(i)ter right) and it-tair ' daft, oli au, variation. Out-
side dimensions of tin, • handmade t.1, are 7 X 5!2 X 

• 

conpinig usually tvill gIvt. better resu lt: 

t I. ti,' coupling. Tle• coupling can be in-

creased almost tip to t he point where the (le-
lector in> longer oscillates. ‘vith no ill effects 
except increased radial ion. 

.‘ II Vg,111111V la/111q1 11(` anVII 

ill place of the fixed grid resist or: if desired. 
In t lie orit.tinal model tii. t his receiver. the value 
of /e7 was adjusted until normal loudspeaker 

output ea-- obtained: this ‘-alue may be varied 
to meet an .\- parlicular requirements. 

Though a 9002 delerior is shown. a (i('d will 

\\- ,r1; equally \vell. t-Iocloq connect it ins are 
similar, but ,otnt• experimentation with 

vahlu - for atol IllaY iii-' ilciessitty. 

Superregenerative Receiver 

Th, I 44- g.. i iver in Figs. 150 I - 150S uses 

ininiaturc tulips ilo,mghout and is intendet l for 

either hone. or portable mobile use. llite 

amplifier stage furnislit.s sone. at Hit it gain 

over a straight superregenerative detector, af-

fords freedom front antenna effects, and — 

most important of all prevents radiation 

from the i•eveiver. .\ It hortult the r. f. and de-
tector circuits are Milt\ idua lly ' tined, the l-iroad 

tuning tit the r.f. stage makes the receiver 

esseniiall\- 'dint:lc-dial affair important in 

mobile w.orl: and the low-priced miniature 
'them permit compact assembly and low cur-

rent consumption. Heater current is 625 nia. at 

ti.3 vohs. and the httal plate ,Irain front 11:35 
volts itt " Ital tery is less than 10 tom 

Th, tuned r.f.-aniplifier stage uses a 
tiontinie ‘vilich is coupleil throu ldt lo 

I super regenerative triode detector. Tlii ri 

turn is transioriner-coupled lo tita I audio 

stage which drives the out put stage. A. 

I late coupling vie ike. Li. anti the coupling m-
thliser (' 12 remove ( I.e. froni t he output jac1:., 

.1 2: and eliminate the pus-ihilit .r tishort - 

circuiting t plate supply at t his point. 

The receiver chassis and partitions art. built 

from pieces of 116 ;1111*h all1111l1111111 111-

p- till- I' al I hi. corners with machine screus and 
el tits ,, itut p• The over- al: 

dimensitms are 7 X X I inches t he chassis 
t hat mionits the :to. lit; c‘onp,inents i- I X 5 

\\ilk a fuldt.,1 lip. 1'.. .- hitttiit:,te 

o›,eillation in the uf. stage and radiation from 

• 
Fig. 151).5--1,;tr Ilf the complete recei,er. Note 
that the r.f. - ta, and -up•rr,,clicrati,c.dotector cir-
cuit 1.1111110,11VIII- : tri - in mparail. I•1 / 111•11 -1, - 1•111 •11,..1,1 

einnpartrilg •Ht for elimination of radiation. \ I iniature 
tube. are 11.-1•41 thr4.1101«,lit. for tIonparllIc-, and 
currt-iit constimpligefl. 

tiro ' 1,1 " 1"r• 00111 1)10 vi.v-•"'Parati . " 111 1) ,11.1-
np.,0 , for the r.f. and detector sta 
These compart nients consist of identical 

that 1110:1 -a [ 1'0 I ainelles square and 3 im 

long. tithe sockets are mounted on the etc 
plait-s. and all of the connections to the sticl;et‹ 

are Illa.k. before the boxes tire completely as-

sembled. The \virt bete-cell and L3 runs 

throucti t wo 32150 Im-liings in I he tvalk 
of the \vo shield compartment,. This ¡ tom.-

connection. the only one except I'm. the power 

circuits. is made by running separate leads 

from the condenser and coil t ' trough the bush-

ings and then :soldering t he t wo ends together 

after the t lvii tmits are mounted on tlet front 

panel. 
The dei ect l lining et-Helens:pr. rs_ is a regular 

Cardwell Z \ modified by adding a singh 
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RIO 

6AK5 

C.4 

—C-

HEATERS 

POWER PLUG 1 
—= ON C'-,ASSIS 

'RFC 

Fig. 1.506 — iri 62 lid:I:ram ' Ills, four- 1 tri. -over-
regenerative reeeker. Boundaries of rompart-
talents liow•iog r.f. and detector ' tag,- an' sbouri by 
dotted line-. 

(:s — Split-qator emolett.er (Cardttell ZW-5-11.S). 
See text. 

:2, - - 500-00 1d. mica. 
( -- -17-1,p1d. midgel 

:G — I),IM22-afd. tnidu..t miea. 
(: 11 - 10,61. 27,-, ., It midget elertroly tie. 

:an. 1: 12 — 0.1 -0 111. pa 
it — ITs00 ohm-. ssatt. 

-0.1 niegolon. 2 1,:èti. 
— 3.3 I 2 Matt. 
— :to.00lt ohm-. malt. See text. 

tredg•gli id lllll . ter. 
- 221111 , 1. 
- ( 0:0 ohm-. ' 2 

Î in) - bole •if r. 
—III ,bin-. I us att. 
— 2 t ", - Melt i.d. No. 18 enton. inserted- bettseen 

torn- of /.2 at cold end. 
.2— t t. "...- 111•41 i.d. ' 4 Oildl long. No. 1titinned. 
— 5 t. renter-tapped. 1., inch 1.01u. NO. 18   

1(.1. ••oopliog tap. 1 t. from grill end. 
‘lidge.1 audio or filter choke I sari, 

— Coaxial ...I-1,1 S-21/1 ): \ latching plug 
antrona Hi I or P-2111. 

2 :-peaker jaek 
— See text 

—  
I) tog;;,' itch. 

il — - Midget :nobs, CI•bordar-ort T-13 ‘3 1 r. 

ciicular plate is. the rtigular one- plait. 

addil tonal ron>I HI em ! melt a net ztero,› I Ire 

circuit itirreasii , the liandspread 11101, because 

it decreases ratio. smooths oul 

regt.iiiiiiitiion so that tile regeneration control, 

te ìo. lies. tti,I haVt to be readjusted within the 
144-1(.. I and. 

"I'lw two r.f. chokes. RFC. are homemade 

FC 

6AK6 

2 
3 POWER SOCKET 

ON CABLE 

Ci2 

(-13 
*B 150 V. 
(SEE TE XT) 

J2 

affairs wound on 1-watt MC composition re-
sistors — 0.22 megolun or higher — the in-
sulated type that is I.¡ inell in diameter and 
23•;pt inch long. The ends are notched with 

a small file or saw, to prevent the cods of tile 

i5i17 I :$ 1-1'.41111 is- us of the r. I. and soperregenera-
ivii-detei•liir ,omPartim•ilt, us ti. bark plate,- removed 
0 Atou Top. Is, and right side may be re-
noved fr  ritlis•r a--s•sellel›, providing accessibility 
despite eompa,•1 
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Fig. 1508 — Bottom view, showing audio. 
component arrangement. 

coil wire from slipping after they have 
been soldered to the pigtail leads of 
the resistor, and then a single layer of 
No. 30 d.s.c. is wound on for a length 
of 1 2 inch. No lacquer or dope 
should be used on the winding be-
cause of the increased distributed 
capacity that will result. 
When the receiver is completely 

wired the first move should be to 
check detector operation. With the 
6AK5 in its socket, but with no plate 
or screen voltage applied to it, apply 
the plate voltage to the detector and check for 
the customary hiss. Try the regeneration con-
trol, R10, to determine whether the detector 
goes in and out of superregeneration smoothly. 
Some variation in values of 113, 114 and C6 may 
be necessary to attain this end, and some 6C4s 
work better than others in this respect. 

Next, the tuning range should be checked by 
means of Lecher wires or an absorption-type 
wavemeter. With the values given, 111 Mc. 
should fall at about 80 on the dial. with 148 Mc. 
at around 60. The position of the r.f. coupling 
tap on L3 will have considerable effect on the 
resonant frequency of the combination. Its 
position is not critical, except for its effect on 
the tuning range of the detector circuit, but 
the spacing of the turns in the coil will have to 
be changed if the position of the tap is materi-
ally different from that given. 
When the detector is found to be in the 

band, the r.f. stage may be put into operation. 
With any of the shields removed, or with no 
antenna connected, the 6AK5 will probably 
oscillate, blocking the detector, but this effect, 
will disappear when the two compartments are 
completely assembled and an antenna attached 
by means of the coaxial connector. If the r.f. 
stage is operating properly there will be slight, 
change in the character of the hiss when the 
stage is tuned through resonance. Using a sig-
nal generator (the harmonic of any oscillator 
which falls in the 141- Mc. band will do) or the 
signal of a 111- Mc. stat ion, there will be a pro-
nounced drop in background noise and a slight 
change in dial setting of the detector when the 
r.f. stage is tuned " on the nose." Once the r.f. 
tuning is adjusted for maximum response, 
preferably on a weak signal near the middle of 
the band, it may be left at that setting for all 
except the very weakest signals at either end. 

• 
Fig. 1509 — The four-tube 141-Mc. superheterodvne, 
dressed up in a modern cabinet. The large dial is o'scil. 
lator tuning, and the small dial is for miser tuning. The 
two knobs control regeneration (right) and volume (left). 

Power-supply filtering and regulation are 
important factors in attaining smooth and 
efficient performance with superregenerative 
detectors. The power plug mounted on the 
back of the chassis provides a separate con-
nection (l'in 5) for the detector and r.f. + B, 
in order that this may be drawn from a regu-
lated source, such as a VR-150. The other pin 
marked " (l'in 4) supplies the audio 
tubes, and the voltage used here need not be 
regulated. If " B" batteries are used — and 
they are highly recommended for mobile oper-
ation — Pins 4 and 5 may be connected to-
gether in the power socket on the cable. The 
use of " B" batteries in mobile work will result 
in better sensitivity and more quiet operation 
than will be avetilable with any sort of mobile 
power supply, vibrator or dynamotor, and the 
drain from the car battery will be negligible 
during receiving periods. A set of medium-
size " B" batteries ( 135 volts is sufficient for 
good 'speaker volume) will last through a year 
or more of normal operation. When batteries 
are used, the on-off switch, S2-S3, should be 
thrown to the " off'' position when the receiver 
is not in use, otherwise there will be a small 
continuous drain on the batteries through the 
R10-/411 bleeder. 
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E. A 144-Mc. Superregenerative 

Super-heterodyne Receiver 

A superheterodyne, using a superregenera-
tive second detector is shown in Figs. 1509, 
1510, 1511 and. 1512. A 6J6 miniature twin 
triode is used as local oscillator and mixer, and 
its high transconductance (5300 amhos) and 
small size make for good performance in the 
2-meter band. The superregenerative second 
detector is a triode-connected 6V6 working at 
33 Me., and this it followed by a 6.15 for head-
phones and a 6F6 for loudspeaker operation. 
The wiring diagram, Fig. 1510, shows no 
coupling condenser between the oscillator and 
mixer because stray coupling between grid 
pins at the socket gives adequate injection to 
the grid-leak biased mixer. A small coil, L4, is 
used in the plate circuit of the mixer to reso-
nate in series with to the signal frequency, 
and the resistor, R13. is included to make this 
resonance a broad one. The condenser also 
tunes the primary, 1.5, of the i.f. transformer. 
The i.f. transformer is adjustable only in the 
secondary circuit since with just one stage 
there is no tuning requirement other than that 
the primary and secondary be tuned to the 
same frequency. A switch, SI, removes the 

i6J6, 

C2 

R, 

F1,3 

L4 
Ls Ls 

Cs 

Ls L2 

L3 RFÇ2 

Cs 
Rs 

i6J6 
7 

plate voltage from the second detector and 
following stages during transmission periods, 
but plate voltage is left on the oscillator (and 
mixer) to avoid drift. This is an unnecessary 
refinement, however, since the oscillator drift 
is considerably less than the bandwidth of the 
i.f. amplifier. 

Inductive tuning of the oscillator circuit is 
used, by moving a copper vane which acts as 
a low-resistance shorted turn in the field of the 
coil. As the vane is moved into the field of the 
coil, the inductance is reduced. No current 
flows through the insulated shaft supporting 
the vane, and consequently there is no " jump-
ing" of frequency such as is caused by erratic 
contact to a condenser rotor 
The mixer coil. L2, is wound on a National 

XR-50 form in which the iron slug has been 
replaced by a brass one from an AR-2 form. 
The coil is peaked for the center of the band — 
the tuning is broad — and additional trim-
ming is done with the antenna condenser, CI. 
Three antenna binding posts are available, so 
that either series or parallel tuning of L1 can 
be used. 
The receiver is designed to be mounted in a 

commercial-type 8 X 10 X 8-inch cabinet. The 
panel, part of the standard cabinet, measures 

Cl2 
6V6 6J5 • 6F6 

Fig. 1510 — Wiring diagram o 
Ci — 35-ppfd. variable (National CM-35). 
C2 — 27-ggfd. ceramic. 
C3r Cr. 10-iiiifd. ceramic. 
C4 — 10-µµfd.  • -a or ceramic. 
Ca — 470-gafd. mica. 
C7, CO — 100-gard. mica. 
Cs — 4-20-pufd.adjustableceramic (Erie or Centralab). 
Ciro — 0.00-17-51,1. mica. 
Cil — 0.01-51,1. 400-volt paper. 
C12, CI4 — 25-mfd. 25-volt electrolytie. 
C13 — 0.1-ifd. 400-volt paper. 
CIS — 4.7-gpfd. ceramic. 
— 1.8 megoluns, j,4 watt. 

112 — 8200 ohms, 3,"2 1, at I. 
113 — 1000 ohms, 3. 2 watt. 
114 10 megohms, 19 s, att. 
It5 68,000 ohms, 2 %, 
Its — 50,000-olim 2-u at t potentiometer, preferalel 

wire- wound. 
R7 47,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rs — 0.5-megolun volume control. 

V. 
+I05V. 

6J6 6V6 6J5 6F6  ct63V 

fi fi fi I I --I- odG N D. ,- V. 

f the 111-Me superheterodyne. 
Rs — 2500 ohms, watt. 
Rio,  li It — 0.1 megolun, A watt. 
R12 — 41'0 ohms, 1 wait. 
R13 — 1(100 "bins, 1 watt ( 14-inell diam.). 
Li — 2 turn. No. 22 wound over ground end of 
L2 — 6 turns No. 18 enam. wound on National XR-50 

form and spaced to occupy .1,2" inch. 
— 2 turns No. 14 enam., 'AG-inch i.d., spaced 2 X wire 

diam. 
— 5 turns No. 18 enam., spaced to occupy e4 inch, 

wound on RI3. 
Ls — 9 turns No. 22 enam., close-wound. 
LO — 8 turns No. 22 roam., close-wound, on same form 

as Ls and spared ni inch front LS. 
.11 — Closed-circuit telephone jack. 
RFC' — 28 turns N,.. 30 d.c.c. close-wound on .1i-inch 

diam. form. See text. 
RFC2 — 48 turns N. 22 enam., close-wound on %-inch 

diam. form. See text. 
RFC3 — One pie from 4-pie 2.5-mh. choke. See text. 
RFC4 — 80-mh. iron-core r.f. choke (NI eissner 19-6846). 
Si — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
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Fig. 1511 — A top view of the receiver -.I  the eon,trtl, t eif Rite 
inductive-t llll ing de\ ice ii.ed in the nseithetnr eirenit. I Ii,. tithes 
ali ' ig. the back, f l  left to right, are superregenerative second 
detertor, audio and output. 

8 X 8 inehes. The chassis was bent out of 
altuninUm and is 6,!¡ inches whit. and 

7 inches deep. A 2 lip is bent dott-ti at 
the rear and a 1 :),:¡- inch lip is formed at Ihe 
front. 'flu' front hunt' is made shorter t.) avoid 
the lip at the bot tom'it t he cabinet. The ellassis 
is held to the panel by the t wo potentiometers 
tregenerittion and volume controls) while a 

nch square chiral bar bolt...1 to thy edgo iiI 

II" 2 I In" Pick' on t wo lintlIgh 
hot non of the cabinet to give a right structure. 

liakelite sockets ( Amphenol 1\1 1 1') are used 
for the octal tubes, and the miniature tube 
socl:et is the ceramic one made by Eby. A 
metal shield to mat eh t Ite socket also art s a 
tube lock. The sorket is annuity,' ‘vith l'in 
toward the panel. National 1.‘WA binding 
pips!: mounted on National N polysl yrime 

buttons support 1 lit• o,, 11111 or iii titi! allow 

Ile ( 11d1 it t 111 1 cliallged readily for y peri men ittl 
purposes. Into ant enina and loudspeaker lute 
an. I trought out to similar t)osts at the rear of 
the chassis. 
The 1-in..11 diamoter pi lyst yrone rod us...1 

for the oscillator tuning vane shaft is supported 
at the panel end h t he National AM ( lial and 
at the other bv a panel hushing to..unt...1 in an 
aluminum br.acket. The vane is made of a 
piece of thin copper solderetl to a brass shaft 

coupling. After soldering lite vatie to 
the coupling. I he copper is cut roughly 
in the it of a straight-line-wave-
lengt it condenser rotor plate. Et run lie 

nil later 10 give something re-
Sillibling si raight frucpumyy I till-
ing, I nit is hardly ussen la I. 
lilt ilitlg t ht' vane. ti .or (aid t hn 
tuning range can be increased, and 
vjey ‘,41,:a. Thy ant pima condynsig., 

Li N mounted at the rear of the 
ch ass ;s: on the brzu•l:et furnished with 
I itt .... teictiscr. end a - ha 1.1 bearing in 
the 1 It Hit panel 11011111 11•1., 10 the eon-

111.11-' 111' through an extenshet shaft :mad 
t V. it 111 , 1011e ro111111t1g.,. 

and I.'Fr 2 are wound on 1-
megtelim resist ors. \ site. li tint iiiiw 

filtql al each cm' ,4 lie te sist or to 'seep 
the e‘ ire in pima.. and the wins It ir t he 
chokes are s.)1.1..red to the leads of the 
resist or. A 1- \i'me t size is 1u:oil fol. 

/en 1 :11111 a 2-watt si z, It ti Ur( '2. 
HFCC; is tint It ity mount ing a single 
pie front a 
a I - niegolon I- watt resistor similar to 
that used for it'/(l. irk,. easiest way 
to remove the pies from t ceramic 
form tin which they ronw is 10 Milt 

the 11111:11 front MR; end of 1 lit' Choke 

With 11 1101 .,,, itlering iron and then 
force a sharp ire pirl: or nail down the 
hole in Ile center . if the vie:mule form 
until liii eyra TIM. splits. The pies can 
then lit removed :mil line mutinied on 
the resistor with 1)tteo cement. 

'J'llt il. I nutshell-1er is wound on ti 
National polystyrene form. Two addi-
tional small holes, PO deg...es apart are drilled 
in the bir»i bet wee)) the t att windings, and one 
lead of t is snaked I brought to furnish a sup-
port for 011e end Of the vole1( 111 ,1111:V, Well as a 
tie- point for I ine end , ti L and the isolai ing 
rusistt il 113. Another lit th in the bent, behiw 
Le,, is used to support one end of Rut and stave 
as a tie-point he :Ind 1,, 

In wiring the re.e.yi e'er, it is convenient to 
win. the Ilea tl.r. vireo t s first. On the metal 
tubes, Pins I and 2 are grounded to lugs 
fastened under the screws hohling the soc1;eis 
to the chassis. On the miniature socket a 
juniper goes l'nen l'in 3 to the tin i r•al shield of 
the socket and I hence to a lug ititthur one iti t he 
screws fastening- the socket to t he chassis. on 
the l'in 7 side. Som.. car.• should lip tal;en iii 

wiring t Itt t. t. competent:, oil the miniature 
soul:el, to insure sleet leads. One cormect ion id 
RI, r5 and r, goes to Pin 7. ("3 mounts 
bete eon l'in 2 and the binding post supporting 
the grit I sido t ti /. 3. and (' is mount ( 41 ¡nail this 
post to 5. C.,' and Cit, return to t he ground 
lug for the tutu heater circuit mentioned above. 
.1 tip- point "it tins /1PCI and 112. 
Checking of the. rea.vi vet. is best done by 

starting at t he output and working towztrd the 
input. Connect heater voltage and high voltage 
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to cheek the superregeneralive-detec-
tor operat \\" ith a 'sprit I:iir or head-
;4'1 ad vain• iir!_, 
Linn runt tol should re,i/11 ill tilt' fa-
t/lib:it supirtaigeniiralive .\ t I hiS 
pulitil I In. II é Pit , fill' th.. t, St')' ti ' iii 

I lai iii van burn itsie 

lie adjust tinint of I' s should lee Heide 

with plate voltage on t he mixer. \\* il h 
the regem‘ration emit rill only slightly 
Imiyond the point where the hiss 
starts tg) be heard, adill't rs fur the 
point which requires maximum all-
vancing of le, rid. oscillation. 'Ills 
brings Lr,C8 into resonanee wit 
If it is found that the second detector 
won't oscillate at one %•iiry sharp 
set ling of t coupling het  
and /4. is too huit, lit ' hi, event he 
polls should he bael:eil away from eat+ 
oi ti' r. if possible. Cs van 
tuned slightly. Thu former procedure 

pieforahle. The set tiag 
Ilig; primary circuit pulls the detector 
out of ',ciliation stigma(' he quite 
sharp - ii it isn't, the setting isn't 
right. ‘Vlieri 1 he detector is oseillat ing 

and ers is nut "t't Pro1 ,01.1 .\-• it. is guile 
likely that lulu hiss will aisio comain 
some unpleasant high- frequency %This-
tles. The exact frequency tu t till i.f. 
can he checked / in a ralibrali.d 

if 

sired. hut a frequency check is not 
essent ial. 1Vit li I lie constants given the i.f. will 
he around 33 Mc. 
Knowing the i.f. ma lois it a bit easier to ad-

just the oscillalor purl lull of the ti.16, because 
alt a ilsierpl ion ‘‘« a‘'utilt•tor cur laY•ityr %Virus can 
be used to pul the oscillator ott the right ire-
gummy. If one 1:nows I he i.f. and hai: some 
means of t lie oscillator frequency, the 
oscillator can be adjusied to give a tuning, 
range from 11:3 Me. ininus I he i.f. to 119 It, 
minus the if. 'l'he tuning range I adjusted Itv 
spaeing t he turns t uf L3 and h.‘- moving liti vane 

011 :‘11tVillg till' vane closer to t coil 
will increase the tuning range but increases 
the minimum frehmeney a rifle, and vine versa. 
If a calibrat('(I 141- Me, su)terregenerative re-
ceiver or transinitter is availahle. it can be 
used as a signal source and ( he it-cillator tun-
ing range can 1)0 adjusted without. knowing 
the 

The mixer coil and antenna coupling ntin 
ciluiciked iv listening to a weal: signal \\ 

Nye:II:no-. is mobil' 

ignition noises, anti it will be fgmingi that best, 
sensilivity will be obtained with fairly tight 
coupling. 

C. V.H.F. Converters 

For the amateur %who already posses,es a 
rommunications-type high- frequency receiver 
or a good all- wave broadcast receiver capabh• 
of tuning to either 5 or 10 Me.. there is nu 

Fig. 1512 — iew underneath the the arrange-

Dicta tel pates. \ 11111111111•1. t•mitit.11-t.r itelMitell 
Seriellti-tieterlitr :Mil tile i,f. Iram.f"rniu•i I lui ir• y 1011 

trtilll atilt% e liteellat-st-. I ti lite left Or tile 
ceramic condenser can be seen repc, the "single-pie r.f. chi tke. 

necessity for building a separate v.h.f. 
parlicillarly fur uuntiatiun Ito the 50- Mt'. 

hand. li is not only easier hui 4.0in more salis-
fact iiry to htlljiti :t viL cutivortur Whivli, in 
conjunclion tti it lie alread%- existing receiver, 
can he used as a double supe'rlieterodyne. This 
arrangement is particularly successful if the 
receiver has controllable or broad-hand selec-
tivity to permit reception of the less-stable 
signal, on the higher- frequency bands. 

'fi le out pia fur a C011-

vertur should lie designed to tune to an i.f. 
of either 5 or 10 'Mc. frequency 
being preferable fin. operation tIlt hands above 
50 with a Iiiw-impetla Imp ..etiortilary. The 
output front the converter may be coupled 
through a low-iinpeilattee shielgied line lit the 
input rirettii of the einitteitudealions receiver, 
in much the same manner as link coupling is 
used between stages in a trans:mil ter. The r.f, 
and iniNer circuits of the receiver niust lie 
tuned to the stint' frequency as the fettlintt 

1 ransiuritwr — or 10 "Afe. -: which then be-
comes the first it. '1'4re:titer the receiver dial 

untotielied, all tuning being ilium with 
thi` 1.1)11V1•11l-r. Till• VI/111111e (.0111 
NVill by lilt. gain control on the receiver Mto 
which the converter Nvorl:s. A converter may 
have its own built - in po‘ver supply, but willi 
simpler designs it is often possible lit diia‘v 

filament and plate N'ollagos from the receiver 
with which the converter is to be used. 
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C. A Simple Two-Tube Converter 

for 50 Mc. 

When a high intermediate frequency is used, 
image rejection is not a probletti. and If. se-
lectivity in the converter is not particularly 

Fig. 1514 — Circuit diagram of the 50-Nfc. converter. 

Ci — 13-4.61. fixed ceramic, zero temp.-eria. (Erie 
N POA). 

C2, C3 — 2- -6-fil. ceranlie trimmer (Ceti tralab 320- ‘). 
C3 — 11-pmfd. variable ( National L M A-10 with 1 stator 

plate removed). 
C4 — 12-gpfd, fixed ceramic, zero temp.-coa. (Erie 

1NPOA). 
C. — 9-pafil. variable ( National EMA-10 with 1 stator 

and 1 rotor plate removed). 
C7, Cs, C9 — 100-imfd. mica or ceramic. 
Cio, Ci — 47-pmfd. mica or ceramic. 

Fig. 1513 — This two-tube 50-Mc. converter 
incorporates new  • • ature tithes and obtains 
its  -er from the communications reed v er 
with which it is used. The toggle e.W ¡ leis a t the 
left cuts the filament circuit when the im;1 
not in use. The control at the lower right Ir,, 
fers the antenna from the converter to the 
receiver for normal reception-

important, especially when the con-
verter is used in conjunction with a 
highly-selective communications re-
ceiver. Thus quite satisfactt try per-
fortoanett eau be obtained wit to it, the 
use of an r.f. amplifier stage. 'rite new 
Iiigh-transconductance miniature pen-
todes, such as the 61 K5. are excellent 
W.; mixt•rs atol a t vi,- tube converter 
incorporat ing the 6AK5 in an appt'o-
priait ii mitt will give a degree of per-
formance formerly obtainable only 
with more complex designs. Such a 
converter is shown in Figs. 1513-
1517. It was designed by Richard W. 
Iloughton. W1N k i. and was described 
in detail in QT for June. 1946. Though 
it was laid out particularly for use with 

an 11110 it may be used effectively with any 
communications receiver capable of tuning to 
10.5 Mc. 
As shown in the schematic diagram, Fig. 

1514, the oscillator voltage is injected at the 
screen gritl of the mixer tube. The coupling 

Cii — 35-ggfil. fixed ceramic, zero temp.-ma.. (Erie 
N PI ).t). 

Rs — 6800 ohms, I;'•2 wat t. 
Ita — 1.5 mcgolon ,„ 2 stall. 
lia — 0.47 megolon. 2 w att. 
Iti — 0.1 megolun, I 2 at t. 

Its — 22,000 ohms, 1 , matt. 
R6 — 10,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Li to IS, — See Fig. 1516. 
It — 6.3-volt pilot lamp. 
Si — 4-pole doulde-throw switch. preferably with ce-

ramic wafers (Oak Type 11(:). 
— S.p.s.t. toggle. 
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Fig. 1515 — The r.f. construction of the 50-Mc. 
converter is shown in this above-chassis view. 
The 6C4 oscillator is at the left and ()AK'S mixer 
at the right on the subchassis. The 10.5-Mc. i.f. 
output coil is in the foreground. Flexible ground 
leads are shown connected to their binding posts 
in the position normally used for grounded 
antenna systems. 

condenser, C9, has sufficient capacitance 
to act as the 6AK5 screen by-pass con-
denser as well. The grid tank circuit, 
comprised of L2 in parallel with el, Cl.e 
and C3, resonates over the operating 
frequency range, 49.5 to 54.8 mega-
cycles. C3 is ganged with the oscillator 
tuning condenser, cg. 
The oscillator operates over a range 

10.5 Mc. higher than that of the mixer, 
and the mixer plate circuit is tuned to 
this intermediate frequency. With this 
if., the fifth harmonic of the receiver's 
local oscillator ( 10.955 X 5 = 54.775 
Mc.) appears just outside the high end of the 
tuning range, sufficiently far from the cali-
brated band so that it does not interfere with 
normal operation. 

Tracking is easily accomplished over the fre-
quency range under consideration because the 
percentage of frequency change is small. Start-
ing with two identical tuning condensers 
(National Type UMA-10), two plates are re-
moved from the one used in the oscillator and 
one plate from the one in the mixer. Sufficient 
fixed padding capacitance, using a zero-tem-
perature-coefficient ceramic for low over-all 
temperature drift, is added to give the required 
range. The coil forms used are provided with 

Fig. 1517 — A bottom view of the converter. So the 
antenna-transfer switch, is at the lower left. Low-im-
pedance antenna leads should be twisted loosely as 
shown. The three adjusting screws for the iron-eore 
inductances protrude from the chassis on either side of 
the power cord. I.F. 

OSCILLATOR 

adjustable cores of high- frequency powdered 
iron, providing an easily-accessible inductance 
adjustment. Figs. 1515 and1517 show the layout 
of these coils. 
The wafer-type switch S1 provides a con-

venient means of channeling eit her the con-
verter output or a low-frequency antenna into 
the antenna terminals of the receiver. When 
the converter is in use bot h low-frequency an-
teinta terminals are switched to ground, thus 
minimizing direct receiver pick-up at the in-
termediate frequency. Single-wire or doublet 
antennas may be used at either high- or low-
frequency inputs. 
When operating the receiver over its normal 

frequency range, the converter filaments may 
be turned off by means of switch S2. This func-
tion also could be accomplished by means of an 
additional wafer on 
A four-prong-t o-four- prong adapter, of the 

sort used for making tube substitutions, is used 

I 

2 tams 
Nu 28 S.S.c 
Close wound 

L3 

, 4 turns ...- 4 CUrnS 
L4 No venom. .3., L2 No 21 enant 

22 turns 
Alo 12 

S &tarn. 

t turn 
No 22 

L east& 
Cog 

H itH 

R. F. 

2 turns 
No 22 plastic 
L Cov, close 
I wound 

Fig. 1516 — Cod data 
for the 30-Me. con-
verter. 
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on the power cord to 
enable both it and the 
I'VeViVrl' e t i he 
plugged into the III{0 
power park simultane-
ously. With receivers 
having integral power 
packs a different ar-
rangement would be 
requircil. one possiliil- ti,c4itiilits 
ily being to use a si - 
lar plug adapter limier one of the power tubes: 424 21-:-P 

t ti te screesi-grid pin. kotiv 
Fie. 1510 — Sel-nia tie of the 3-tithe 2-meter converter, 
u-i,,g. a 25.\1 .• .401. 

CI. I — I 7111.eo.ftl.   
* .a. 

(11. Cr. — ( lit to 410 er.  or  .a.* 
- " gitftl t., r.  or   
— M. ceramic or mica. 

Cin, C12 — t7-pgrol. 111011. 
— 1110,u(d. 

C . — I 7,-mpfol. variable* National UN1A-15. 
— 22.01111 ohm ,. .311 t. 

Ii2 — 1 700 ohm:, it att. 
11: — 0.1 2 ,, att. 
E., rito ohms. I, tait• 

0.1 inegolint. I •, s at I. 
R. :on « doll :, •, s, a t t. 
Er ,,att. 
115 — 0.75 1111 .:40111111. Willi. 

— "Ism, • att. 
Li — MI-7M I ungronved. 1 I turns No. 22 

emon.. close-us...mi. center-tapped. 
L2 — X ftnull. tml. 5 torn, No. 16 enain., 

iii tbs. lani ag it" voitag,, a 

C, A Crystal-Controlled Converter 
for 144 Mc. 

NVInle converters are used in the man-
ner described above tliv leaving the conimuni-
cations receiver set at a given internnaliate 
frequency and tuning the converter over the 
desired frequency range), it is quite possible to 
reverse the islet litre. using a fixed-frequency 
tiscillator in the con‘-criler and tuning the re-
ceiver. This appriiiich is particularly ailyanta-
geons al 1,11 Mc. and higher. \\lien' the 
S('I('('tiVilV of the tuned circuits is such that no 
adjust Meld tif t I4,11vt'rts'r ,' irt'iiiis is required 
when he i.f.fitt this ease usually a broad-band 

iv' 'r yariial over a four- megacycle 
range. 

Several converters employing this principle 
(11.$01'il HUI by (' alvin NV1(1' ‘1', 

in the Nlay, 10 Pi, issue of (2.S1'. simpii•st. 
is siiinvn in rigs. 151s. 1519. and 1520. It uses 
a 6.10 oseillabir-ili gilder. operating with a 
2S- Mc, crystal. followed by a ' 1 doubler and 
a 0.\ h5 mixer, the grid circuit of which is 
tuned to 111; ti r. and cimpled lii the antenna. 
Tlit• plate circuit of the mixer is t he input (' ir-
cuit id a receiver . see ri l„. 1519) whicli tunes 
the range bet ween 30 and 31 The ci et' 
was designed bit. use wills the National One-

Fig. 15111— Top view of the threeduhe 11•1-Nle. eon 
verter u-ing a 10-meter et.% •- tal. Space is provided at the 
right of the mixer for addition of an r.f. stage. 

Input le 
• '0 Retar 

; 4 « 

-.paced I, dia. 1,f cruller-tapped. 
L3 — X it - T,I) 1•"il ft,unt. ungrooved. 3 turns eopper strip, 

inch t, ti,', spaeed '; :{2 luisit. eenter-Iapped. 
L•1 — P» -turn- of No. I I gruieibel• ti ir''. inch in diame-

ter. 
*CI, Cr , r1 ,1 I, - 11.,111•1 ..,• 1,•,•1.•.1 in s aisle that plugs 

ao• out from renter of toil at res-
onance. 

Tefl. a stwerregenerative receiver, but it should 
provide excellent results 511551 used with any 
of several a.m.-Lin. receivers whieli are capable 
of tinting I his range. 
The model shown in Figs. 151S. 1519 and 

1520 is built tu t chassis of folded aluminum 
Ii X -1 Li X I 5.2 inches in sizt‘. Space is left on 
he chassis for ail lii ion of an r.f, stau.o. if s 

rt.d. first half of I lie tUll is a et) ti vt•ii is alai 
triode crystal ',rill:the, the suc,,iid half acting 
as a dou1 ' ler. driving a lit doubler. \Vit is the 
values sit, ewn. Ills. :,•t•ronsi thlli grid will have 
about 21) volis of excitation, is measured with 
a high-resist:tie, \ail' meter across fi'3. 
vidtage acr"ss t.'3 s'il! lie about 25 Its 
30 volts. Tile I doubler provides about 10 

volts on the mixer grid before the it, input 
circuit is connecied. NVit h the input i•ircitit 
c,innected and adjusted to approximately the 
middle of the 2-nicter liand the excitation 
t-iiltage drips to about 1 volt. %Odell is suf-

ficient for good conversion with he grid-leal: 
injection shown. A very high- resistance volt - 
mt•tiir slumlii lie used for these measttrements. 
A 100-mirrimmpere meter with a 0.5 niegoltin 
resistor in series is suitable. 
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15211 -- Bottom s i., of the ti r',',' "2-11)1•te • 
eons-crier. Note the lived- toned tank nit - 111..11111, 
along the hack edge of the The taio - urn't 
at the upper left ... moral to the antenna truoinal, r, 
a floe-len receiver. 

type of converter» used in conjunction 
with a superregenerative receiver on 30 NIc., 
will give a degree of performance on I II 
roughly corn, 11 .I o taat of the receiver 
alone on :30 14-, li the One-Ten, il di ,crinni-
miles agaita>1 the poorer osc illator signal-, but 

anyt ' ling whiell does not swing more titi ii 200 
kr. Or SI) will he received with g4)4341 ( plant y. 

:14141ed selectivity afforded hy such :in 
arrangement a w... ill 141 4.. greatly to dit. ( 4(.11 iv(`-
lleSS of any station in a locality %Olenc there is 
appreciable activity on 1.11 Ale. 

11, Mobile Receiving Equipment 

for 2, 6 and 10 Meters 

The high sensitivity. noise rejection, and 
a.\».,. characteristics of the superregenerative 
detector make it ii-eful in mobile 'pet:Ilion. 
Ile chief difficulties inherent in this type of 
recejvcr, breadm..-:, of tuning and radiation oi 
an interfering signal, can ht» overcome ti y using 

Fig. 1521 - - he 
tirree-tube converter 
for fa anal lo nieter: 
emaie.-led to the I-
iiI u'. i.f. aanaelilier anal 
audio - j-ftin. The 
COn% CrIcr Wolin l.•.I 
On On' n 
s, 1111» i.f. nun t.11.-
-ieneal for glo‘r.roor - 
1..ot torot moon 
The obieti e the 
II ell erler flial is an 
all iustaalale-lacain dial 

a superregenerative stage as the second dr -
lector in it superheierod recei\-er. The 

unit , ii()wn in Figs. 1521 
1521 was designed especially for mobile opera-
I ion. .1.‘‘o converters, shown in Figs. 1521, 
1.52.5- .52!), worlsing with this unit, provide 
mobile tier' ( tutu iii 2, n, 10, and IL meters. 
The space available in a particular make of car 
will influence the form factor of the units, hut 
these aie reairesenlatiVe Till' I wo eon-
yellers..1111. flir el- II and one for 2 
meters are intended for steering- post mount-
ing. is hilt. the U.-audit) Unit is shaped to fit 
Mill ;a glove or rat lit) etimpartinent. 

Ile need he said ahttut the i.f» unit, as 
there are 1..‘v critical factors, and mechanical 
layout is relatively unimportant. ()lily four 
ti;hes are used: a ( 1.1.1;5 1.1- Me, i.f. amplifier, 
a lit ' 1 superregenerat ivy second ilt.tector, 
first audio amplifier, aml 1Kre second audio. 
Note that both audio singe- ale I ra tasforriter-
couplaal, dais wet hod having liven used in 
preference to re-isiance coupling, as experience 
lias shown that the former inal:es for smooth, 
quiet operation when superregenerative de-
tectors are Mph ayial. 
The input stage of the unit sip add be well 

shielded, not tmly to prevent oscillation, hut 
to reduce picl(-up 4)11 11 Mr. 11.11en 1 he unit is 
installed in a car this is not trouhle-iiine, but 
j1) hon1 ,—;t ation work, il -Mc, interference ran 
beet tine quite severe, especially during evening 
hours. 

T114.1 uncd it-ed in I he 11-N1c. arnpli-
fit•r, 1 he superregenera I ive detector, a lid as out-
lait coupling units in the t wo converters, are 
all similar. The i' ills are troll ti, of .N,). 22 
enameled wire on Nalit and N 1;-50 

t si hidi ng ueallavvitag Ole 
entire Svinding space. A simple S\ ay 4,f securing 
1 he priniar‘- is to wrap a lay( r of Scotch 'rape, 
sticky side wit, around t he ground en41 of the 
secondary. The prja aaary ua ndj aag, w ill 
sijek as if is %ea nand oh. an.I kidding it in place 
‘t ill he no problem. \ tali of tape. or 
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GAGS 

-A 
-8 

CI, CS — 47-gpfd. ceramic. 
C2, C3 — ITO-mm (11. midget   
C4, Cg — 100-pgrd. 
Cs, C7 — 0.0068•95fil. 
C9, CIO — 25-pftl. 50.v oit electrolytic. 
Cii — 0.1-gfd. 600-volt tubular. 
Hi — 270 olims, carbon. 
R2— 10,000-ohm potentiometer. 
R3— 1000 0111119. 
114 — 4.7 megohms. 
Rs — 50,000-ohm potent ter. 
Re— 4,7,WO.olinis, I watt. 
117 — 0.25-megolim potentiometer. 
ils — 2200 ohms. 
RD— 0.22 megolim. 
Rio — fiti0 ohms. 
M1 resistors 3-.watt type unless otherwise indicated. 

bed 6C4 
• 5 

s, 

6AK6 

6AGS 5,74 e5.:: 4 CAS-6 

3C., r, f.,  

Fig. 1522 — Wiring diagram of the If. unit using a super-
regenerative second detector and two audio stages. 

household cernent, will suffice. 
The three-tube converter shown in Figs. 

1521, 1525, and 1526 covers the 50-5-1- Me. and 
27-30- Mc. ranges by means of plug-in coils. 
Using the 11- Mc. intermediate frequency, it is 
possible to cover t liet wti bands wit h a common 
oscillator toi, the oscillator running on the 
low side of the signal frequency for 50 54 Me. 
and on the high side for 27-30 Mc. It is thus 
merely necessary to change the mixer and r.f. 

Li, 1.2 — 22 turns No. 22 enam., elose-wound on Na-
tional N R-50 form. Primary: 3 turns No. 22 enam. 
close-wound on layer Scoteh Tape over ground end of 

Ch. — Midget filter or audio choke. 
Ji — Coaxial socket (law- S-201 i. 
12 — Octal socket on power ,ahle. 
.12 — 'Speaker or headphone ja..L. 
Pi — 5-prong plug for converter power, mounted on 

hack of chassis. 
— Octal plug, mounted on back of ehassis. 

RFC1 — 2.5-mli. r.f. choke ( National R-100). 
RFC2— One "pie- from National 11-100, mounted on 

1-watt resistor. 
leC2 — 80-mh. r.f. choke. 

Si — S.p.s.t. toggle snitch, hat-handle type. 
82— S.p.s.t. switch, ttttt ' tinted On n7. 

— _Midget interstage transformers. 

coils when changing bands. Three tubes are 
used: a 6AK5 r.f. amplifier, a 6AK5 mixer, and 
a 6C-1 oscillator. 
The converter layout,. shown in Fig. 1525, 

makes some sacrifices in accessibility for the 
sake of compactness: however. by planning the 
construction carefully. the builder should have 
no trouble in assembling or adjusting the con-
verter. Parts are mounted on an " L"-shaped 
aluminum chassis, with a cover of the saine 
  general shape, making a case which is 

2 inches wide, 3 inches high, and 6M 
inches long. 

Octal sockets for the plug-in coils 
(Millen 7-1001 shielded core-tuned 
forms) are mounted along the top 
edge, with the corresponding tube 
sockets projecting ft-inn t he right side. 
The oscillator compartment is at the 
front, nearest the dial — a " must" 
when flexible couplings are used for 
ganging. The compartment 
houses the mixer-stage components, 

Fig. 1523 — Rear view of the 11.Me. i.f.-
audio unit. The tubes nearest the panel arc 
the i.f. amplifier. left, and the superregenera-
live detector. The octal plug on the back of 
the chassis is for the power cable, while the 5. 
prong plug connects through anothe: cable to 
the converter. The toggle switch is the B+ 
stand-by switch. 
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Fig. 1524 — Bottom 
view of the i.f.-audio 
unit, showing arrange-
ment of parts. At the 
upper right, in a par-
tially-shielded compart-
ment, are the parts com-
prising the i.f..amplifier 
input circuit. In the cen-
ter are the detector 
aooket and n.soriated 
parts. At the left and 
rear are the audio com-
ponente. 

including tho core-
tuned i.f. output 
coupling transfor-
mer. Coupling be-
tween the oscillator 
and mixer is obtained 
by means of a piece 
of " push-back" wire 
which is soldered to 
the oscillator tuned 
circuit and then wrapped around the r.f.-plate 
or mixer-grid lead. The coupling should be set 
at the lowest value which will provide maxi-
mum signal strength. At the back is the r.f. 
section, which is provided with a coaxial input 
jack for antenna connection. 
As this converter may be used with conven-

tional i.f. systems, provision was made for in-
corporating a.v.c. Instead of grounding the 
grid returns from the r.f. and mixer tubes, these 
returns are brought out, through resistors R1 
and R5, to a separate pin on the power-cable 
socket. The corresponding pin in the i.f. unit 
is connected to ground. 
The oscillator circuit is high-C, for maximum 

stability, the capacity other than that of the 
variable condenser 
being supplied by a 
fixed ceramic pad-
der, consisting of 
20-µpfd. and 27-
add. units in paral-
lel with the tuning 
condenser. Adjust-
able padders are 
used on the mixer 
and r.f. circuits to 
facilitate tracking. 

Fig. 1525 — Interior 
view of the 28- and 50-
Mc. converter, with 
cover removed. The 
mica trimmers are ad-
justed through small 
holes in the chassis 
cover. The oscillator 
compartment is at the 
front (right), the mixer 
in tho middle, and the 
r.f. amplifier at the left. 

These are mica trimmers, to which some may 
raise the objection of instability, but the coil 
inductance is adjusted so that the trimmers 
tune nearly wide open, so that small changes in 
plate spacing have a negligible effect on the 
capacity. Tracking is made easy by the ad-
justable-inductance feature of the coil forms 
used. 

In putting the converter into operation it is 
best to start by establishing the tuning range of 
the oscillator, which may be checked with an 
absorption wavemeter or monitored by a re-
ceiver which is capable of tuning from 37 to 
43 Mc. It is useful to have the receiver capable 
of tuning in the high end of the old f.m. band, 
so the oscillator may be made to hit 37 Mc. or 
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It . 1. and tni‘t r  • « omit nsers ( N. al 
1. N1-13 reduced to 2 stator and 2 rotor plates t. 

3-30-gpftl. tniea tri 1111111 -r. 
— tor tuning rtentlert-rr National I 'II .3 re-
dilee•1 to I qator and -I rotor plat,. 

Ci2. 170 mpftl.  • get 
mica. 

G o. - 1101.55 1,1. mica. 
— 17-petfil. ct•r:111111% 

C:17 — • 17-mpfil. Vera (20 µpffl. 411111 27 totfil. paral-
lel). 

111, 1/5 - 0.22 tor:robin. 
112, 113. 2711 ohm-. carbon. 
114, 117 - 1.0 torgolten. 
— 60101 ohm-. 

Rio -- 47,000 ohms. (All resistors al t rating.) 

so at the low- frequency end of its range. If the 
iniluet ain't of the coil is properly adjusted, -13 

toseillator fre(tueney) will mine at the 
high end. This gives a SIII'Va,(1 Of :Wont 70 divi-
sions for the 50- Me. band, and about 50 divi-
sitats for 27 to 30 Me. If Moo` spread is desired 
for the 10- meter band. a separate oscillator 
coil for I hat band may lot made. and at hilt ional 
padder rapacitanee built. into the r.f. and 
mixer coils for 10 meters. 
Once the oscillator is . tuning the desired 

range, the mixer should be put into operation. 
For test purposes. temporary primary may 
be %yowl(' tm tin' iii 'ar roil. using t wo of the 
spare pins on the twit and socket for bringing 
out the leads thereto. From liere on, a signal 
generator which tunes the desired frequeney 
ranges is useful. but it is not absolutely neces-
sary. A signal from a VI'!). or the harmonies 
of *several crystals, can be made to serve the 
same purpose. The signal from the oscillator 
hi a vommunicat it ens rurilvil• ran he used also. 
The signal source slit mid he fed into the eon-
verter. my direct conneet ion to the temporary 

PrirnarY• or h.v ral -a(1s of a Piek -11 1) antenna, 
and the output of the vonverier fed into a 
communications reeeiver tuned to 11 Me. If 
the converter is working there will he an ap-
preeiable inerease in repuiver itoie as the plate 
voltage is applied to the mixer, and this will 
increase as the mixer grid and plate circuits 
are resonated. 

Tracking is arennwlisited in the usual way, 
except that no squeezing of turns is required 
for inductance adjust went. With a signal near 
the high end of the band, adjust the trimmer, 

 ...... 

/6C4 

Fig. 132e, s..itematir diagram of the tao. 
hile eons erter for 27 to 5.1 Nit.. 

Li — Ill. cod. 28 Me.: ill turns No. 22 ...limn.. 3. inelt 
long. Priinar : 2 turns \ o. 20 tl...r. intermit ..... 1 in cold 
end of Id. :ill \ le.: 3 torus No. 22 1-nato., 
Priiiiiir% siunurt.rr 1., 28- Ale_ roil. 

roil. 28 turn, No. 22 
I turns No. 22 r11:1111., inch 101Ig. 

1.f. output Iran-dormer. 22 turn- N,I. 22 1•11:11111., 

',II X a 1 i4.11:111 X 

ing: 2 turns No. 20 -puslt-Intel..- s, r,r,rrmi at cold end of 

L.i - 0..,.fitatur t.,,t1. 21 ¿ turn, No. 22 enarel.. inch 
long. Fred- bark %, inding: 2 turns No. 28 inter-
uound het, een turn- .1. Li. 
- Cent,i,t1 -"ckrt "'-20 1J• 

Jr 3_trrrg .,g•kut rut ten,ty rame. 
Pr — 1:ortxial plug (Jones l'-201)-

Cr, for maxiinum signal or noise. 'Tune to 
near the low end, and reelieek t he setting of ( 14. 
If the trimmer capavity has to be increased, 
the roil induct twee is low: if the eapa lily has to 
be decreased t he inductance is t 00 high. Adjust 
tire roil inductance by movin.g ( he eore ( moving 
the core into the mil increases t he inductance) 
and repeat thi• trimmer-,et ling process until 
the band can he tuned wit bout any readjust-
ment of r.r. When the mixer is functioning 
properlv the saute provedure should be fol-
lowed With the ri. roil. It is well to note the 
performance of the miNVI' alone, as this will 
serve to determine wItet her the r. f. stage is 
performing as it should. There shituld be a 
not ivy:able inerease in sensitivity when the 
r.f. stage is at It led. hut if tint mixer is funet ion-
ing ( 1)1Tertly it shcruld he possible to get quite 
good performative with t he mixer alone. 

It is well to make all et mverter adjustments 
with tt rommunietit ions receiver serving as the 
i.f.. as it is diffieult to observe minor changes 
when the sip wrregenerative ( let em- tot' iS LIst I, 
bee:Luse of its strong a.v.e. eharacteristius. 
Tire system should be peaked at 11 I. 
with a signal generator, and then the converter 
connected to it for an over-all check. The 
performance, using the supero-generative i.f. 
unit will he st unewhat lower than that of the 
converter- receiver combination, but it should 
bc puss ibt,. 1,, y„ py any sjgnai on the mo bil, 
set-up which js sulittly readable when the coin-
inunieat ions reet(i\-er is used for an i.f. system. 
The circuit of the t wo-tuhe 144- Mc. con-

verter, shown in Figs. 1527-1529, is similar to 
the lower-frequency unit, except that the r.f. 
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stage is omitted for the sake of sim-
plicity. Even without the r.f. stage, 
perhomance well ahove that of the 
better superregenerativi• receiver, is 
obtainable. The 2- meter converter 
uses a 6.1 K7) ini\er and a 955 
tor. liventist. 1 lie mixer tuning is fairly 

brimd, no at tempt was naaile to gang 
the tuned circuits. and only the oscil-
lator is tuned by tu'' vernier dial. The 
mixer tuning is provided with a front - 
panel Istauli, but once set to maximum 
signal at 1 hi .\ lc., it can be Icit in the 
same position for 1.'1 h tie Is if the 

hand with rt nt•gligible sacrifice in 
sensitivity. 

Front the schematic iliagrain, 
1528, it may he ,:t.(11 that the circuits 
of the converters are somewhat similar 
except for t he elimination uf the if. 
stage. and the use of a cat 1mile-tapped 
coil in the oscillator circuit of tin_ 2. 

titter unit. Th, i.onvertiqr was origi-
nally laid out using a liJti push-push 
mixer, but due to the difficulty of 
obtaining satisfactory performance with this 
arrangement. it Nvas changed to the fi.\ 
'The " butterfly" tuning condenser used is a 
hangover front the 11.11i siq-up - an iirdinary 
Triin-Aire, with its stator sawed in wouhl 
do. 

.‘ II the parts are mounted On the front panel. 
so that the comp!' unit can he reiniivel ti titi 
f he case inlaet. Sections of the folded-over 
edge of the ease %yen, s,:tived out at several 
points to provide space fur i'r'iiiovtil. Tilt! 
OSeill11101' anti IlliXt.l' aSSt. Id ies are mounted on 
individual sublianpl, 1,1'1,1 aluminum. and 
most of the wiring Call I n• befitre these 
assemblies are fastened to the front 

6AKS 

is contained in a standard 3X IX 5-incli ca,e. 
Fig. 1527 — Front view of the 111-N1, ' ««verter. The entire  't 

eoaxial socket for antenna emini•vtion is 
mounleil on a separate litaekel. and projurls 
through a hole in the bail; of the case. 

Inject in of icu•illatur voltage is aceomplished 
in :t manner similar to that used in the other 
converter. except that a smaller capacity must. 
I>, used, ot herwi:e the oseillatiir NN pull out" 
%Olen the ini\er circuit is tuned to resonance. 
A -1.7-mail. 1.0 ra Hie vondenser is voniteet ( al to 
the hut end of t oscillator tutted circuit, and 
the coupling lead i.s run from this condenser to 
the mixer grid lead. 13v bringing the Iwo 
tuned circuits closer together. it Won I.1 lie 
itrinee,s,ary to in', ivide any coupling tiller 
than that between the two coils. 

L3 

pl 

lit. 15211 ›ellenta tie diagram of the I 11- \ I 
er II- \ le. output. 

--3-30..ppfil. mica tritinnor. 
C2 — Cartimyll " Intl , 11''' T, '''-' r. I rnlor !date m id] 

1 stator nlair on raeli - id,. See te‘t. 
C3 — 25-purtlalltritnitiler s lilt sereutlri\ or adju-t meta 

(Millen 21)023). 
C4 — Oscillator  " g  Ito-or \linen 211015 reduced 

H) 1 stator anti I rotor plate I. 
Cu, C.., CI --  a midget. 

(:7 — ceramic. 
Cu — 7-55 1d. 
— I 00.pmftl. ! lava widget. 

iii - 10.0110 ulun, 
li2 - 1.11 mcg"lun. 
R3- 270 ' dun,. 

von, 

_ 22.000 • tlintN. 
It, - 10.000 "lint, 
.‘11 - tor, 1,-ssalt rat 

Li - 3 (111'11-. \ f-, 12 tinned. ', inell ln,,. in. 
,-;.1c .1 ianiu I cr. Priniar, : 2 I urn- \.,. 20 -tenT.11-
1.dels ." intcr,,,,,,u! a! , Id 11,1 / •. 

—22 turn- Nio. 22 r.11.1111...10,•,0 ,111,1 . oll \ational 
11-3111:.,ren. : mipling indin2: 3 (10.1, \. 0. 22 

enain. 11111:1er c̀ote!' n,er cold 
end of 1 .2. 

L3 - 3 turn. Nu 12 lingivd. 11 hide long. 14-inelt inside 
diameter. tappeel I turn from cold end. 

— Coaxial .-oelset 1.1one-, 
J2 — 5-prong soeket plus 
Pi — CO:axial plug (Junes 
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The oscillator tuning condensers C3 and C.1, 
are similar mechanically, except that one has a 
shaft to which is affixed the vernier dial, and 
the other a screwdriver adjustment. It is im-
portant that two similar condensers be used in 
this arrangement, where the two are mounted 
at right angles, in order that the stators and 
rotors line up for direct connection without 
leads. With the condensers and coil used here, 
the 141- Me. band covers about 50 divisions on 
the dial, permitting coverage up to 150 Mc. 
This is useful. as commercial signals are avail-
able in this range in ninny locations, and they 
are quite helpful in making receiver adjust-
ments and in judging the contlit ion of the band. 
To do a completely effect ive job of mobile 

operation requires consit lerable at  tu 
noise reduction. With this sort of receiver, the 
worst in routes. not from the car's 
igniti(m system, but from the generator. TI u' 
superregenerative detector provitles effective 
silencing for noise pulses of short duration, 
such as ignition interference, but its inherent 
a.v.c. characteristics make it respond to a 
continuous noise such as the whine of the 
generator, to the exclusion of any weaker 
signal. It is for this reason tlint the use of " B" 
batteries for receiver plate supply is recom-
mended. There is almost cent am n to be enough 
noise from any vibrator or generator plate 
supply to effect at least a slight reduction in 
the over-all sensitivity of a receiver of this 
type. 

Several types of reception are possible 
through variation in the setting of the regen-
eration control. With the plate voltage on the 
detector near maximum, the loudest " shush" 
and widest bandwidth are obtained. This is the 
setting normally used for 144- Mc. reception. 
Backing off the regeneration control reduces 
the hiss level and sharpens t he response, and 
best all-around reception on 28 or 50 Me. is 
usually obtained in this position. Further re-
duction of the plait. voltage results in a i histle 
being heard as carriers are tuned in, 
and quite satisfactory c.w. reception 
is possible at this setting. From here 
down, the detector is operating in a 
condition in between superregenera-
tion and straight regeneration for a 
considerable variation in the plate 
voltage. It goes into straight oscilla-
tion and then out of oscillation en-
tirely as the voltage is reduced nearly 
to zero. Reception of modulated sig-
nals is possible when the detector is 
operated in a manner similar to that 
used with regenerative detectors, and 
" hiss-less" reception is possible at this 
point. Sensitivity is considerably 

Fig. /529 — Back view of the 2. 
meter converter. Two similar con-
densers mounted at right angles com-
prise the tuning assembly for the 
oscillator in the 2-meter converter. 

lower, however, giving striking proof of the 
value of superregeneration as a means of at-
taining high performance with a few tubes. 

4a. F.M. I.F. Amplifiers 

As was pointed out earlier in this chapter, an 
f.m. superheterodyne receiver differs from an 
a.m. receiver mainly in that the pass-band of 
the intermediate-frequency amplifier must be 
wider, and in that a limiter and discriminator 
are used instead of a second detector. The 
front end of an f.m. receiver usually follows the 
conventional pat tern, and any v.h.f. converter 
can be used for the purpose if its output fre-
quency is that of the i.f. amplifier. 
The f.m. i.f. amplifier employed with the 

converter may be either the i.f. amplifier of a 
standard Lin. broadcast receiver or one built 
especially for the purpose by the amateur 
himself. 

If the i.f. system of an f.m. broadcast re-
ceiver is used, the intermediate frequency 
should first be determined so t lint the output 
of the converter can be designei I to tune to this 
frequency and coupled to the grid of the mixer 
tube of the receiver. If the out put transformer 
in an existing converter does not tune to the re-
quired frequency, it is usually feasible to add 
or remove enough turns from the coil to enable 
it to be tuned to the receiver i.f. A change in 
the h.f. oscillator tuning will also be required. 
The use of an f.m. i.f. amplifier of this type, 

in conjunction with a suitable converter, is 
highly reconunended for reception of modu-
lated-oscillator signals such as are common on 
the 1-14- Mc, and higher-frequency bands. If 
the received sutt ion holds down its modulation 
to the point where the signal just fills the pass-
band of the i.f, amplifier, best quality and 
signal-to-noise ratio will be obtained. Under 
these conditions weaker signals can lie re-
ceived more intelligibly than with the si un  
types of receiving systems, and one's receiving 
range can be extended considerably. 
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11,11.„7. 
BEGINNING with the v.h.f. region, 

frequency assignments are no longer in direct 
harmonic relationship. This fact, coupled with 
the necessity for extreme care in selection and 
arrangement of components for low circuit 
capacitance and minimum lead inductance, 
makes it highly desirable to construct separate 
r.f. equipment for v.h.f. work, rather than at-
tempt to adapt for v.h.f. use a transmitter 
designed for the lower frequencies. 

Transmitter stability requirenwnts for 50 
Me. are the same as for the lower-frequency 
bands, and, by careful attention to component 
placement, a rig may be made to serve well on 
50, 28, and even 14 Me., but incorporation of 
50 Mc. and higher in the usual "all-band" 
transmit ter is not generally feasilde. 
At 144 Mc. and higher, no restrictions are 

imposed on transmitter stability, except that 
the whole emission must be kept within the 
band limits. This permits the use of modu-
lated-oscillator transmitters, and a large pro-
portion of the stations now working on 144 
Me. and above employ this simple and econom-
ical type of gear. By proper choice of tubes and 
circuits, crystal control is applicable to 144 
Mc. however, and the greatly-increased occu-
pancy of the band in metropolitan areas makes 
stabilization of at, least the higher-powered 
stations almost mandatory, if the full possi-
bilities of the band are to be realized. Crystal 
control, or its equivalent., may even be em-
ployed on 235 and 420 Mc., but the use of 
these frequencies has not readied the point 
where stabilization is particularly important. 
Throughout the v.h.f. and u.h.f, regions, fre-

quency modulation as well as amplitude modu-
lation is permitted by the amateur regulations. 
The 300-watt, transmitter for 50 and 144 Mc. 
described in this chapter makes provision for 
the use of f.m., and any crystal-controlled 
transmitter can be adapted for fan. through the 
addition of a frequency-modulated oscillator 
to replace the crystal, in the manner described 
in Chapter Fourteen, 

At 420 Mc. and higher, most standard trans-
mitting tubes cannot be employed with any 
degree of success. Instead, special tubes de-
signed for these frequencies must be em-
ployed. Such tubes have extremely close elec-
trode spacing, to reduce transit-time effects, 
and are constructed with leads having virtually 
no inductance. Several more-or-less-conven-
tional triode tubes are now available which 

will operate with fair efficiency up to above 500 
Mc., and the disk-seal or "lighthouse" variety 
will function up to about 3000 Me. 
Above about 2000 Mc. the most useful types 

of tubes are the klystron and magnetron. These 
are essent ially one-hare I device's, t lie frequency-
deter mining circuits being an integral part of 
the tube itself. Tuning over a small frequency 
range, such as an amateur band, is possible, 
usually by warping t he cavity employed, but 
the tubes are not. independent of frequency in 
the conventional sense. 

Practically all 1 he recently-opened bands in 
the ultrahigh and superhigh regions have al-
ready seen some pioneering activity, and they 
offer in possibilities to the experimen-
tally-inclined. 

41 A 40-Watt A.M.-F.M. 

50-Mc. Transmitter 

The transmitter shown in Figs. 1601-1603, 
inclusive, has an output of approximately 40 
watts in the 50- Mc, band and is so designed 
that either frequency or amplitude modulation 
may be used. Aside from power supplies, no 
auxiliary apparatus is needed for f.m. trans-
mission, since the primary frequency control is 
a variable-frequency oscillator and a reactance 
modulator is included in the unit. For ampli-
tude modulation, a modulator having an audio 
power output of about 30 watts is required. 
As an alternative to electron-coupled VFO 

control, provision also is made for crystal con-
trol, using a Tri-tet oscillator. As shown in the 
circuit diagram, Fig. 1602, the crystal oscil-
lator and e.c. oscillator have a common plate 
circuit, the frequency being doubled in this 
circuit in both cases. The oscillators are fol-
lowed by a 6V6 doubler, and this in turn drives 
the final amplifier, an 815. 
The tuned circuits are designed to cover a 

little more than the range required for the 
50-Mc, band so that. the transmitter as shown 
can be used to drive a power frequency multi-
plier tripling into the 144- Mc. band. The VFO 
grid circuit tunes from 12 to 13.5 Mc., the 
range from 12.5 to 13.5 Mc. being used for the 
50-Mc. band, and the range from 12 to 12.35 
Mc. being available for the 144-Mc. band. 
When crystal control is to be used, frequencies 
within the appropriate ranges should be se-
lected, since the oscillator portion of the Tri-tet 
circuit works over the sanie frequency range 
as the grid circuit of the VFO. Appropriate 
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cry- , al- in the 8- Mc. range may also be used, 
as t ht• tiA(.17 triples effectively. 
The common oscillator-plate circuit tttnes 

from 24 to 27 Me., with t he 6V6 doubling to 
48 to 54 Mc. Either oscillator may be selected 
by means of a swit it, 81.‘_n_c. which chtsts the 
cathode circuit of the desired oscillator. To 
prevent any possibility of accidtintal frequency 
modulation a inplit tide modulo t ion is 
being used, a t hree-posi ion switch is employed, 
giving a front-panel chie of crystzil or VFO 
control (for a.m. or t'. iv.) and V FO control 
with f.m. 

St ability under changes in supply voltage is 
attained by supplying the VI"( screen from a 
VII- 150. This holds the screen voltage at 150 
when the plate potential is varied from 150 to 
600 volts. The cathode current to the oscil-
lator, measured in J2, rouons practically con-
stant when the plate voltage is varied over this 
wide range, and the total frequency shift is 
only a few hundred cycles. With variai huts in 
plate voltage which would result from even t he 
most severe line-voltage fluctuations, the fre-
quency shift in the oscillator is only a few 
cycles. 

Other sources of VFO instability are ex-
cessive tube and component heating. variations 
in circuit eapacity due to nonrigid mechanical 
design, and interaction because of improper 
placement of components. In this design, oscil-
lator input is held to Itiss han half the rated 
plate dissipation tit' the t ube, keeping drift be-
cause of la,at jug to a minimum. All circuit com-
ponents are mounted below the chassis, away 
from he heat given off by t he metal tubes, and 
in such position as to prevent interaction so 
far as possible without tixtensive shielding. A 
silvered- mica, fixed conth'INUr IS USICI.1 in parallel 
with the grid coil, and rigid components are 
used t ita tughout. The result of these precau-
tions is a VE0 whose stabilit y compares favor-
ably with that of the associated rrystal 

The transmitter is built. on a 10 X 17 X 3-
inch chassis, with all components except tubes, 
crystal and the final-stage output circuit 
mounted below the deck. Viewing the unit 
from t he top front, t he microphone transformer 
and 65A7 reaclance modulator are at the right 
front, with t he V It- 150 at the rear, at ljavent 
to t hl(' antenna coupling assembly. The crystal, 
crystal oscillator, and VE0 are grouped near 
the middle of the chassis, with the doubler and 
final tubes at the left. 
The front panel is a standard 834 X 19-inch 

crackle-finished Nlasonite unit. The VE0 tun-
ing dial is centrally played, with the oscillator 
and doubler tuning condensers at the left, tunl 
the a.m. font. switch and deviation control at 
t he la gilt . The final plate tuning knob is above 
the V VO dial, at t he left, and the swinging-link 
adjustment is at the right. Jacks, from left to 
right, are .14. .13, J2 and 
The two WirrS protruding through the chas-

sis close to the 815 are neutralizing " condens-
ers, - labeled CNI and ('N2 on the schematic 
diagram. They consist of two pieces of No. 14 
enameled wire soldered to the grid prongs of 
t he 815 socket, er,,,,sod under the chassis, and 
brought through t he chassis and held in posi-
t ion liv t wo small Isolant Ile feed-through bush-
ings L Millen 32150). 

Adjust molt is simple and straightforward. 
The tuning range of the VFO should be 
cheekrid first. This may be done with only the 
t wo oscillator tubes ill place, anti t he a.m./Em. 
switch in the VIO position. The oscillator 
plate et ottlenser should be tuned for maximum 
r.f. indication in a neon bulb adjacent to 1.2. 
and 1 he frequency checked in a receiver having 
a fairlv ai coral caliltration fin. the region 
around 12, 24, or 48 Mc. 

Tin! size of the VFO grid coil, LI, is ex-
tremely critical, and if moue pruning of this 
coil j to be avoided it would be advisable to 
make the 50-aufd. section of en, an adjustable 

i g. I — 
Front ‘ ien , tf iiie 

trati›Init ter. ' rho 
gd the 

 • dn. 
left-itanil por-
tion of the 

The \ It - 1-,1), 
‘7 reactance 

tninlititti r. anti 
j4. ro p h one 

tran,forrner 
at the right. \ ote 
the netitrahAinm-
eanarity t, ire at 
the left of the 
813. 
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Fig. i602 — Wiring diagram of a 50.Nle. transmitter. 

—0.01-pfd. IOU- volt paper tubular. 
—(4001.pfd. mica. 

C3 — I.-In- Solt electrolytic :mil 0.005-pfil. mica 
in parallnl. 

C41 C19-170.55fd.  a. 

C5, C7, C.2, C12, C1.1. C16, C17, C21, C22 — 
mira. 

Cc— 1110,.fd. midget s ariable. -erewdriver adjustment 
(liar lllll arlund . 

Cs — 50-mpftl. t - line-frequency'. type 
(Ilammarlund \ It ..."01. \ I . 

-.740 — lO0.ppftl . auu,1 .10.itall_ in parallel (Sickles Silver. 
ai.). See text. 

•ii — 
:et, c I: — 50.j.gfil. variable ( 11aninsarlund NI C-50-S). 
:15 — 17-µµ1.ti. mica. 
.20 — 35-55 1d. per -eetion, split stator ( Ilammarl 1 

\ 
:NI. CN2 Neutraii/ing. t'al.a.'it ,. Sre 11•81. 

0 .5-1111 .t.4, 11111 S Iil I,, -,, 1111,1. -witch type. 
12 — (tHO . 4111t, I2 .t t I. 
Is — 1 7,000 ithillS_ a t t. 

116 — 0.22 ittow.l....„ 2 watt. 
{5 — 4700 obeli,. %! a t !. 
17, 119 — 0.1 %Tan. 

1, 50(H) 0111IN. at 
Zia — 220 °Inns. I , ittt. 

lu - 15.000 011111S. 1 %Tait. 

{12 — 15,000 411111S., 5 watts. 

padder condenser, such as a Hammarlund 
APC-50, which can then be adjusted until 12 
Mc. appears at about 90 on the Vle0 vernier 
dial. 'Ile high-frequency limit, 13.5 Me., 
should Olen come at approximately 10, giving 
a spread of about 18 divisions for the 144-Me. 
band and 54 divisions for the 50- Mc. band. 
Without such a variable condenser, the num-
ber of turns on ./.1 must Is adjusted by eta-
andst ry wit il t be proper tuning range is seenred. 
lit either case, the final adjust multi of band 
coverage should be lila' it with the GSA7 reaet-
:owe modulator in its socket so that its plate-
to-ground capa.city will be across the tuned 
circuit. 

Operation of the crystal oscillator may next 
be checked. With a 100- ma. meter connected 
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Li 8 turns No. 18 tinned. "¡- ineli diameter. 1-hunt 
lent.011. on \ miniml b l  TaP0c,I 2 t. 
front sonord end. 

L2 — Iii turns No. I t diameter, spared one 
Luir - Ss mind. 

L3 — t11111.! N!!. II r.. 1,2-inch diameter, stunned one 
dianintnr. 

Ist — 5 turn- eaelt II e., - inch di: >ter. 
spacing rm. St, 

L5 — 3 turns eaeli -ection, No. 12, tinned, 1! 
diameter. -paced 11111` 

— 2 torn- N... 14 u... 1 - Owl' 111. •wr, inging link. 
See photo.: and t..\ 1. 

L7 — 3.5 tirril No. 21 . 4r.e.. elo-e-,ortied on 9/16-inclà 
diameter form \ ational IIi E.3). 

lIt — 1ticroplimit• battery ( Burge—, I. 
— Open-rircuit jack. 
  --- jark. 

1{FC1. IWC2„ r.f. choke (National 

— 2.7u-nalt, r. f. choke, end. lllll outing ( Nati llll al 
11.1004 1. 

SIA n v — 3.1uositiort 3-vontaet rotary su itch ( Mallory). 
S2 — SS, ii111 MI deviation control. HI. 
— Single-button minropl  transformer (Thordars 

:non Td13 \ 
6.3- volt .1-amp. filament transformer. 

through J2, anti the a. os. / 1. ni. switch in ( he 
"crystal" position, adjust the erystal-us,0-
hit or cat C6, Until tin nurrutit dips 
sharply, indirating oscillation. This control 
should be set at I he point xvItielt gives the low-
est cat 11.111.7 current: consistent with easy crystal 
st ri jog. Cathode cucriou should be similar for 
both oscillators — about 20 

Till doubler stage linty ill•xt be tested by in-
stalling the 0VG and st5 taw s. leayiug the 
plate power off t 815. A ineter having a 10-
ma_ ratu.i.e should be used to measure the grid 
current in the ›, 15, at ./ 3. 

corn,. up to about Co ma. when the spacing 
beiwi.,•11 and /4 is optimum, though this is 
more than is actually tientled for satisfactory 
operation of the 815. 
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Next the position of the neutralizing wires 
can be adjusted. The 815 plate tuning con-
denser, ('zo, should 1)1. rotated slowly, mean-
while watching the grid current for any varia-
tion. The position of the neutralizing wires 
should be adjusted until there is no sign of 
fluctuation in grid current as the tuning con-
denser is rotated. A length of wire extending 
about one inch above the metal ring on the 
815, at a position about 3 inch from the glass 
envelope, should be sufficient. lf this should be 
inadequate, small tabs of copper or brass can 
be soldered to the ends of the wires to make 
additional rapacity to the tulœ plates. The 
neutralizing capacity is necessary in order to 
ensure completely stable operation. 

After neutralization, power may be applied 
to the 815 plates, while noting the catloide cur-
rent as indicated on a 200-ma. meter plugged 
into J4. The dip at resonance should bring the 
current to about 50 ma. witii no load. A 25-
watt lamp connected across t he swinging link 
terminals should then give a full-lirilliattcy 
indication when the link is adjusted for maxi-
mum coupling. This is wit h 500 volts applied, 
which should be used only after it. has been 
determined that everything is functioning 
properly. If trouble is encountered, further 
tests should be made with reduced voltage to 
avoid damaging the tube. 
When the transmitter is put on the air, the 

full 500 volts at. 150 ma. may be used for f.m. 
or c. w. operation. For plate moclulation, the 
voltage should be reduced to about 400 for 
maximum tube life, even though the tube 
plates may show no color at the higher volt-
age. 

For frequency modulation, the 6SA7 react-
ance modulator provides the simplest possible 
means of obtaining the desired swing in fre-
quency. It may be operated with a single-
button microphone plugged into Jj, or the 
modulator may be driven from a speech am-
plifier and crystal or dynamic microphone. The 
output of the speech amplifier should then be 
connected across potentiometer RI, and T1 may 

Fig. 16.03 •— l'nder-ehassis 
view of the 50-Nle. a.nt./f.m. 
transmitter. At the lower 
center are the VFO grid coil 
and associated coniponents. 
Over these are the crystal and 
cathode circuit for the 6AG7 
ervstal oscillator. At the upper 
right are the hid iseti aly. 
coupled doubler plate coil 
and final grid ....il. The coil 
and condeilser at the lower. 
right comprise the plate cir-
cuit which i, it tiïifilflll to both 
I taj Ilator,c. The doubler plate 
timing condenser is at the far 
right. 

be omitted. In either case. R1 serves as a devia-
tion control, the swing being adjusted to suit 
the receiver at the station being workeql. 

In addition to the filament transformer, T2, 
indicated in the circuit diagram, the transmit-
ter requires two plate power supplies. One, for 
the 815, should have an output of 400 to 500 
volts at 175 ma.: the other, for the remaining 
tubes, should deliver 300 volts at approxi-
mately 100 milliamperes. 

41 300-Watt Driver-Amplifier 
for 50 and 144 Mc. 
A companion high-power driver-amplifier for 

the 50-Me, transmitter described itt the pre-
ceding section is shown in Figs. 1604 to 1607, 
inclusive. The amplifier uses a pair of 35-TG 
tubes in push-pull while the driver, a frequency 
t ri pier used for 144 Mc. only, is a single 35-TG. 
If operation on 144 Mc. is not desired the 
driver may be omitted, in which case every-
thing to the left of terminals B-B in the circuit 
diagram, Fig. 1606, may be ignored. 

Looking at the front-panel view, the two 
large dials are the plate tuning controls for 
both stages. The small dial at the left controls 
the swinging link, the center dial is the grid 
tuning control for the final stage, and the one 
at the far right is the tripler grid tuning con-
trol. All parts are mounted well back froto the 
panel, and Lucite rods are used for extension 
shaft s. 
The rear view shows the general placement 

of parts. At the left, attached to the back of 
the 7 X 17 X 3-inch chassis, is the jack bar 
containing terminals A-A and C-C, into which 
the link from the exciter is plugged to furnish 
drive for either the tripler or final. The tripler 
grid coil, LI, is just above the link socket, with 
the plate condenser, C5, and coil, L2, for this 
stage between the tube and the front panel. 
The link between L3 and L2 is a plug-in affair, 
and its socket (which is a mechanical mounting 
only) is between the tripler plate and final grid 
condensers. Between the grid tuning condenser 
and the final tubes are the ganged neutralizing 
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Fig. 1604 — Front view of the 300-watt 
driver-amplifier for 50 and 144 Mc. The two 
large dials are the plate timing controls. The 
small dial at the left adjusts the position of 
the output coupling link, the center dial is the 
grid Lulling ot, trol far the final, and the thi0 
small dial is the tripler-grid tuning control. 
Acro‘s the lower center arc the filament 
switches and grid-current meter jack. 

• 

condensers. These are triple-spaced midget 
condensers mounted back-to-back wit h coupled 
shafts. The final tank condenser is mounted 
as closely as possible to the two tubes, at the 
right. The jack bar for the final plate coil and 
the homemade swinging link assembly are at 
the far right. All components are mounted as 
close together as possible without being so 
crowded that tubes cannot be removed from 
the sockets. 
When the amplifier is to be used on 50 Mc. 

the switch SI is left open so that the filament 
of the tripler will not light when S2 is closed. 
The link from the exciter is plugged into termi-
nals r-C in the jack bar, whielt is a Millen 
Type 40205 coil socket. The out put of the ex-
citer is thus connected to the link terminals on 
the final grid-coil socket. L3, which is a National 
Type X13-16. The plug-in link is left out of its 
socket. which is a Millen Type 33002 
crystal socket mounted on a small cone 
stand-off. 

For operation on 1-14 Mc., switch RI is 
closed, light ing the filament of the tripler tube. 
The exciter link is inserted at terminals .4-.4 
on the link jack bar, coupling the exciter to the 
tripler grid coil, /.1. The plug-in link which 
transfers the energy front L3 to La is inserted 
in its socket, and 144-Mc. coils are inserted in 
the sockets for L3 and Ll. 

In order to eliminate the stray capacitance ' 
and induit ann. usually encountered in any 

Fig. 1605 Ilea,- view nf the v.h.f. amplifier 
unit with 144- 'il r. end. in plat-e. All com-
ponents are groui,etl for mi gg i ttttt ni lead length. 
Lucite rods are 11Sel t I-1 ,r extension shafts •,, I 

all tuning control. Note the plug-in link 
betmeen the tripler plate coil and the final grid 
circuit. Flexible links. for the final grid- and 
output-coupling circuits, are low-loss 300-ohm 
line (Amphenol 21-050). 

• 

plug-in base, the 144- Mc. coils for L3 atol L4 
are tunde to plug directly into their respective 
sockets. The grid coil, being of No. 12 wire, fits 
the socket contacts; the plate coil is fitted with 
pins removed front an old tube base or plug-in 
coil f' inn. For the same reason, the plug-in link 
terminals on the La coil socket are not used for 
144 Mc. 
The final-stage plate tank condenser is made 

from a Cardwell dual neutralizing condenser, 
which originally had an insulated flexible 
coupling bet ween the two rotor sections. This 
was removed and a section of 14.-inelt brass 
rod. tapped for thlVad, was inserted in its 
plare. A piece of ! g,•-ineli thick. Lucite was fitted 
to the bottom of the condenser assembly and 
serves as a mounting base. The result is a split-
stator condenser whieh has sufficiently wide 
spacing to eliminate the danger of flash-over, 
yet is extremely compact. 

There is really no necessity for a plug-in coil 
at LI, inasmuch as it is never changed, but it 
was employed to permit the use of a standard 
commereial unit. Two turns were removed 
from one end, niaking it essentially an end-
lin keg1 ei a The same t \Ie of roil ( National 
AR- 111, 10-C) assembly is used for the 50-Mc. 
coil for L3. One turn was removed front each 
entl in t his case, a center-linked assembly being 
needed a t t his point. 

Meters should be provided for reading the 
triplet. plate, final grid, and final plate currents, 
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AA 
c, 

RFC, 

J, 

35-TG 

C5 

C6 
-1-

L, 

B B 

.>1/4,1 5z 

-HV 110V. AC. *HY 
(moa , 

16M, diagram a the 7,0 1 1-Nle, driver-amplilier using 35-1.C.. 

Ca. I 5-apfd. Narizable I larnmarlund II F.% - 15 - I....) 
1:‘, — 11.0111.0d.   a. 

C.. L I, 
C7 — 15-i>pfd. per ',Ilion. split 

CII • - Neutralizing cfertglvti.,,, , 1:,ii..1%.4•11 Trim-
sire. 2 plate-. triple - pa.•ing'. 

(:12 — 1-µmrél. -rution, split stator i,Cnirilssrll 
I/1 J. see te•t. 

Iii - :;0.000 /shins Ill 
112 - 30011 lo 

— 27,11 011111, 
— 6 turns NO. 18, I diameter. 1 3/16 inehes 

'saw. 3-tarn oldlink r \ olla I NI1-16. 
isiil in,, mi.- rem, o est Fro,,, one end'. 

L2— 2 turns No. I I 1- inch inch. 
Link, I.-2, L.. - 2 turn- Nu. 11 e., earl> end. 

de> iee is for niechaniral mounting only. 
L3-50-00 SI... — >awe> as /. 1. hut milli one turn re. 

moved from c,sell end of the origmal Will. I 1.1 
Me. — 2 turn-. No. 12 tinned, " 'dull >ham>, 
ter. spaeed ineh. 11111g- ill base is used — 
roil leads plug ilireetl:, into socket. 

as indicated in the circuit di:it:T:1m, altimugli 
these moils are not included in tile 111111 itself. 
The jai.k tilt t front panel is for a muter for 
ineitsuring the triplet. grid rurrent . and is nor-
mally used only during initial tuning opera-
11,HIS. 

l'he fittal stage slodtlil be tuned up iitt 50 Me. 
first. The exciter link should be plugget1 into 

OuTPUT 

=Ci3 

LA — 50 60 %le.-- 3 turns earl> - ide of center, No. 12 
jhowd. tun, ,paeing 

ni that s- rid .. I" range D  %Sigh 

lllll ing eonderi-er at nia•imune rapacity. Base 
is a is ,. 11)205 miduet plug. 1 I 1 \lc. — 
turn eau-lu - isis si renter, No. 12 tinned. spaced 

to lit hole. in jack har \I illen pe 112115 
midget socket). Pins for thi- n' sil liras I>c re. 
info >>>1 frcun an old tube base or idug-in coil 
f . 

—Clo.ed-eirenit jack. 
NI NI - 17,0 ma. 
NI N2 7,0 ma. 

11 3011 ma. 
111-1:1. II Ft — N .h.f. r.f. choke (Ohenite Z.11. 
Itlet2 - Ill turn. :No. 11 e.. self-supportiug, close-

mound on ", dnellt diameter. 
— N . 11.1. ri. clu>ke ( 01 llll ite Z.0). 

St, S2 - - S.i -,t. 
T, — tran-l>>riner, 5 volt., 4 anspereg. 
T2.—  Filament tran,foriner, 5 volts, 8 amperes. 

terminals C-(5 on the jack bar, and the 50- Me. 
coils inserted at- 1.3 alld Li. With pOW(.1' on the 
excitur Ion no plate %•oltage ( in the amplifier, 
rotate ( .7 for 111:LN 111111111 grid rlIrretit. Set the 
neutralizing condensers : it maximum capacity 
and rotate (712. If the final-stage plate circuit 
is capable of living tuned to resonance there 
will be it pronounced dip itt the grid eurrent. 

The neutralizing eonden ,ers, ("10 
aild CH, adjusied a 
-mall amount at a time until t lie ' lip in 
grid current , li,appears. wet. ititt‘• 

111011 I ru applied to the plats. eireuil. 
If •Yeryl'ling is ill order. lie dip in 

should 

bring thi• plate current down to less 

• 
;1,.. ! edit' I view or ihe 37l.TG 

er-aio ldilier. Separate filament tran4orin-
er, are used for the IS,,, stages. The drk. er. 
tulle soeket and the tn.  on r.f. 
arc at the right. 



b3VA.C. 
rig. — Mternal, replaee 11.-TG 

11,01e. :onmeonent- are the Sallie WWI the 
1011101 tug 

CB— mid2et lammarlund 111.1)-15‘). 
It.— 1(000"Inn:. N‘atr•. 
LÉ — turns No. 18. I ¡- in,11 '(lain.. 

3- turn center link. r National li•ln, With 

I turn removed from each end.) 
— 2 titrOS No. 12 'limn., center-

tapped, coupled inductively to 14. 

than 50 ma. The amplifier may be loaded up to 
nearly 300 ma., at a plate voltage of 1500 — 
an input of -125 %Val ts or more — before the 
plates of the 35-T( is show more than their 
normal bright-orange color. 

Next., triplet. operation should be checkt•d. 
With the exciter 18 Mc. and the link in-
serted in the terminals .4-.4, adjust. CI for maxi-
mum grid current. TItis should be around 20 
ma. \Own no plate voltage is applied to the 
tripler. For initial tests 750 volts is sufficient — 
the maximum voltage should not be used until 
everything is in ordcr. Apply the plate voltage 
ama I lithe C5 for resonance, whieh :shoulit occur 
near minimum vapa,•ity. 
When it has been ' 1(1(4-mined that the output 

is actually the third harmonic. or I I-I Me., in-
sert I he plug-in link at and the coils for 
141 Mc. at ./.3 and Li. Repeal the pr,x,s,-: of 
checking the final stage as out liitet I il ))) ve for 
50 Mr. Some change in the selling of the neu-
tralizing condensers may he required for com-
plete neutralization at 144 Me. ( the setting 
for this band is much more eritical than for 

• 

rig. /Fong - Rear iew 
iuf 11,,• toro,itt 
tran-witt,r..1 h, 815 trips 
ler i- at the ccuter of the 

irrt Ii th, t is.,pp ,  

:it the 
rudtt. The rural 
as...guided (/II a 

I i•11,1-1 ,, 

Mil , 111,-t11111.11 01 an al-
ternat,arranu..trivrO. s reti 

1•1" , :• uge,10111:2," 

betn.•en the triplerldate 
and littal-grid tanks. 

• 
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50 Mc.), hut the adjust ment fort-14 will 
usually he found to be sat i,fact my for 
the lower frequency as well. 

Tests on Ill Me. slmuld be con-
ducted at a lower voltage than is used 
for .50 Mc. Up to 2000 volts way ix. 

used at the It twer frequency after 
everything is tuned up. but with the 

somewhat lower efficiency at III Me., 1300 
volts is tile reeni111111.11111•11 11111Nill111111. Tun-
ing operations should he conducted al not 
more iltRil 1000 volt ,. .\ load should he kept 
entiplei I 10 fl ue fi nal , ta gc' ii Iii- ii Huh 

are otherwi›rt the circuit tts,et: at ti ll: 

frequency will cause sufficient tank-circuit 
heating to melt soldereil 'WWII ions. 

(2ircuit losses In:11:e the slip in litio current 
high about, 100 ma. at 101)0 volts) ti lii Me.. 
Lem the resonance ( lip is not. II. 11110 i1 of 
performance. Lamp loads. 100, are unreliable 
at this frequency. The best, test, is the cadre of 
the tube plates. If the color does not indi-
cate greater heat than is shown when 150 
watt ,-; input is run with no exeitati.n. then 
here is no cause to worry about harming the 

tubes. 

Il Alternate Tripler Stage Using an 829 
A more efficient, triplet. slagr, for tisp in driv-

ing the amplifier on 111 Mu., is shown in Fig. 
1611S. It. nay be used in place of the 35-TG 
triplet- shown in Fig. 1606, or as a source of 
excitation for any 114-Mc. amplifier in the 
mialium-power class. It employs an 829 or 
829-B, and uses most of the components of the 
35-TG stage it rephoies. Rest transfer of energy 
to 1i10 ,lago is oblainuil ‘vith direct 
inductive eimpling of in :Old dispensing 
wit h the link shown in Fig. 1606. 
By driving the triplet. stage very hard it is 

made to operate : ut. quite good efficiency, the 
output, ‘vil it 600 volts on the plates, being 
nearly 40 watts. Grid current_ under load, is 
ilhold 10 Ital. throng/I 1 110 50.000-0/1M grid 

Si Or. At 125-rna. plate current, the 829 
tripler will provide a satisfactory amount of 
grid drive for the push-pull 35-T(1 final stage. 
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Fig. 1610 — Circuit diagram of the 144-Mc, crystal-controlled transmitter. 

Ci, C2 4.7-ppfd. ceramic, 500 
volts. 

C2, C4 — 100.551d. mica, 500 volts. 
C5, Co, Cu, C15 — 0.001-pfd. mica, 

500 volts. 
Co, Cio— 30-oufd.-per-section vari-

able (National SI' 1)-50). 
C7, Cs, Cl 1, C12 — 220-upfd. mica, 

500 volts. 
C14, C16 — 10-55fd. variable (Na-

tional UMA-10; Sec text). 
R2 — 0.22 megoltm, !i'"? watt. 

3 — 15.000 ohms, 2 watts. 
114, lis, Ru — 220 ohms, 2 watts. 
lio, Ro, Ro, Rio — 0.1 megohm, A 
watt. 

61.66 

112 — 31,000 ohms. 2 watts. 
1111 — 10,000 to 20,000 ohms, 4 

watts. 
Ru — 4700 ohms, 1 watt. 
Ri — 5000 ohms, 5 watts. 
1L5 — 0.1 megolicn, 2 watts. 
Bis— 5000 to 10,000 ohms, 5 or 10 

watts. 
Re— Resistance equal to grid. 

meter resistance, if 0-10 mil-
liammeter is used. 

Li, Li — 730 ph. (See text). 
b-20 turns No. 22 on 34inch 

dia. form ( National X R-50), 
close-wound, center-tapped. 

e A 100-Watt 144-Mc. Transmitter 
A crystal-controlled transmit ter for 144 Mc. 

need not be especially complicated, particu-
larly if the rig is designed for one-band opera-
tion. Figs. 1609-1614 show a simple easily-
constructed transmitter which is capable of 
delivering up to 100 watts of power at 144 Mc., 
with only slightly more apparatus than would 
be required for similar output on a lower fre-
quency. It was designed by Calvin F. Hadlock, 
W 1 cTW. 
The oscillator stage uses two GAG7s in 

push-pull, wit h a crystal in the range between 
5.33 and 5.48 Mc. The plate circuit is tuned to 
the third harmonie of the crystal frequency, 
driving a pair of 6L6Gs operating as frequency 
tripiers. This stage, in turn, drives an 815 
triplet., the output of which is on 144 Mc. The 
final stage may be either an 815 or an 829, and 
examples of construction are shown for both 
tubes. Output and efficiency will be consider-
ably higher with the 829, and it is somewhat 
more stable in operation and casier to drive. 
By making provision for more than adequate 

driving power, capacity coupling is permitted 

829 

.500V 

- 7 turns No. 16 on M-inch dia. 
form, length inch, center-
tapped. 

Lo, Li — See Figs. 1612 and 1613. 
Lo — Sec text. 
Ls — See text. 
MAI — 0-10 milliamtneter (0-20 ma. 

may be used, in which case 
R17 is not required). 

M A2 0-300 milliamtneter. 
RFC — 40 turns No. 26 close-wound 

on !!;-inclt dia. form. 
Si — D.p.d.t. toggle switch. 
S2 — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

in the exciter stages, and a nonresonant grid 
circuit can be used in the final stage, which 
makes for completely stable operation without 
neutralization. Similar tank circuits of novel 
design (see Figs. 1612 and 1613) are used in the 
two 144-Mc. plate circuits. The grid circuit of 
the final stage consists of an untuned " U"-
shaped loop which is tightly coupled to the 
plate circuit of the 815 tripler stage. As the 
resonant frequency of this grid circuit is much 
higher than 144 Mc., there is no tendency to 
oscillation. 
The coil and condenser values for the crys-

tal-oscillator grid circuit are not particularly 
critical, but should be adjusted roughly for 
optimum oscillation. Pie-wound 2.5-mh, chokes 
might be used for the coils by removing one or 
two of the pies. The use of the two 4.7-1.4d. 
condensers connected between the cathode and 
grid of each 6AG7 assures strong oscillation, 
even with sluggish crystals. With the constants 
given, the cryst al will always oscillate, regard-
less of the set ting of the various controls. 
The plate circuits of the first two stages are 

tuned with receiving-type split-stator con-
densers, the rotors of which are grounded. The 
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Fig. 1611 — Bottom view 
of the 114-Me. crystal-
controlled transmitter, 
showing the simplicity of 
the layout. The two " IT. 
shaped plate tanks are 
mounted on blocks of 
poly st reno. Oscillator 
and trioler plate roils are 
at the left. 

coils are wound on ungrooved coil forms ( Na-
tional X R-50, with the core removed). Any ;I 
inch diameter form could, of course, be sub-
stituted. Coils are mounted below the chassis, 
with the tuning condensers above. 
The 815 and the 829 plate circuits are made 

of 6-inch copper strip, 3% inch wide and 11 
incites long, folded into " U" shape, as shown 
in Fig. 1612. The National 17 M A-10 conden-
sers used for tuning these circuits are removed 
from their Isolantile mounting plates and re-
mounted on the ends of the copper-strip 
inductances. A National ( 1S-1 Istilantite in-
sulator is fastened just below the condenser to 
make the assembly rigid. Connection to the 
tube plates is madO with short lengths of flexi-
ble copper ribbon it'd' wide. 
The final grid circuit. is made of fe,-inch cop-

per strip, j.¡ inch wide, bent into a " U" which 
is the same width as the plate tank to which it 
is coupled. The grid " U" shown is about three 
inches long. It should be as short as possible 
and yet. provide adequate grid drive when 
coupled as closely as possible to the tripler 
plate circuit. Making several grid "coils" in 
order to attain titis end is preferable to using 
longer tanks and looser coupling, as the smaller 
the grid tank is, the less tendency there will he 
for instability in the linal stage. 
The transmitter is mounted on a 17 X 8 X 2-

inch chassis, and is designed for rack mounting, 
using astandard 8U-inch panel. The tripler plate 
circuit is in the exact center of the chassis, and 
is mounted on a small rectangle of polystyrene 
which is bolted to the bottom of the chassis. 
In order to permit the use of alternate ampli-
fier units, a square hole was cut from the chassis 
top at the point where the amplifier units are 
mounted, and the two final stages were as-
sembled on chassis of folded aluminum 6 inches 
high by n• inches wide. If only ono amplifier 

Fig. 1613— Dimension-
al drawing of the 144-
Mc. tank indurtanee be-
fore betiding. The mate-
rial is copper 
strip. 
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stage is to be built, it can, demo-se, be mountet 
directly on the cha-H,. An advantage of the 
separate-chassis method is that the holes by 
which it is mounted can be made into slots, 
permitting the whole assembly to be moved 
back and forth slightly for adjustment of 
coupling to the tripler stage. 
The screen-supply swit ell, S2, provides a safe 

met hod for tuning up the transmit ter without 
damaging the 829. With the meter measuring 
a branch of the exciter grid current (left-hand 
position of St. Fig. 1610), tuning the oscilla-
tor plate circuit for maximum imikat ion should 

Fig. 1612 
—Detail 
photo of 
the lank 
circuit used 
in the 1113 
anti 829 
plate cir-
cuit ,. Di-
mension, 
arc givull 

in Fig. 
1413. 

• 

produce about 11.; to 1! ma. Tuning the second 
stage should raise the total reading to about 
3 nia. With the grid- meter switch in the right-
band position, tuning the tripler plate circuit 
to resonance should produce about 12- ma. final 
grid current under load, when the coupling 
between the tripler plate and final grid circuits 

rfOrill Pei Non Ore 4-e.°P?C'SP-iP stock 

1 

5"  

N. 28 Orel No ZS 0,111 1.05111 

Lo.1 

r  
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Chap ter Sixteen 
  C.. A Mobile Transmitter for 50 and 

Fig. 1614— An alternate amplifier unit using an 815 
which may be substituted for the 829 unit shown in thi.. 
complete assembly, Fig. 1609. 

is adjusted correctly. The final-stage plate 
circuit may then be adjusted and the full 
screen voltage applied. With antenna or 
dummy load, the output coupling (Ls is ap-
proximately size of L6, but of No. 12 enameled 
wire) may be adjusted to raise the final plate 
current to 200 to 250 ma., depending upon the 
plate voltage used. The transmitter is 1 hen 
ready for modulation, which may be supplied 
by any audio unit having 75 watts output, or 
the unit may be used as an exciter, in which 
tase it is capable of driving a final stage of 500 
vans or higher rating. 

28 Mc. 

Low over-all battery drain in mobile opera-
tion is best obtained through the use of fila-
ment-tylie tubes \O da are lighted only during 
transmission periods. The mobile unit for 6, 
10, and 11 meters, shown in Figs. 1615-1619, 
employs filament-type beam tetrodes t hroligh-

I/Ut. Five 2E30s are use' I. as crystal oscillator, 
frequency multiplier, Class A driver, and push-
pull Class AB modulators. The final st a ;.;•tt is a 
2E25, a t of somewhat larger design, having 
its plate conttect ion at the top of the envelope. 
Total filament current is only 4.3 amperes, and 
there is no drain whatever when the rig is not 
actually on the air. 
The transmitter is housed in a crackle-

finished cabinet of modt.rit design (Par-:\ Letal 
'A-202t ‘vhich may lie nettutled in back of the 

seal in coupe-type vehicles or in the trunk 
compartment of sedans. 

Special at is paid to ruggedness of 
construction. all leads being made as short and 
direct as possilde. Small romponents are sup-
ported with terminal strips al each end where 
possible, and tuning controls are equipped 
wit h dial locks ( National ODL). The meter 
(a Marion 0- 10-ma. sealed unit) is back-of-
panel mounted, with a sheet of Lucite serving 
as a protecting window. This method of 
mounting the meter, about M inch in back 
oft he panel, also provides a convenient method 
for illuminating the meter face. Dial lights are 
mounted at ( it her side of the meter, as shown 
in Figs. 1617 and 1619. 
By using 100-ppfi I. varialde condensers for 

C2 and es, the range of the oscillattir and mul-
tiplier plate circuits is extended, so that it is 
unnecessary to change these volts in changing 

• 

ria. yr t ty viral 
installation a t 6. 
and 10-meter mobile 
transmitter. The small 
aluminum box al I itc. 

right of the Unit 
Ile alltellnil 

er relay. The aen-
entotor and it- - tart 
relay are itaiiiinie,1 wi-
der the hoo,t. a.li.ieent 
to the ear hai 
rratig.ti if the trati-mit - 
ter contr.dled entirely 
by the pii-ii-to-talk 
sss itch on the micro• 
iehlullle. 

• 
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2E30 2E30 

TO Reeve 

R Y1 - 8+ 

Plate 
Supply 

2E25 

Ry, • 1 74'hip Antenna 

To Xmtr = 
= • 

Fig. 1616 — Wiring diagram of the mobile rig for 6 and 10 meters. 

—100-pabl. midget. serewdriver-adjustment type 
(1 1 ammarliand .NPC-1 Ott 

C2., C3— I00-pmfd. midget, shaft type (Batton:Mond 
11F-100). 

C4 — 15 add., double spaced (Ilannuarlund UFA-
15.1•:). 

Cs — 0.001 mica. 
C6, C7, C . C i, C12, — 170-add.  • let mica. 
:s, (: 10 — 1110-asfd. midget mica. 

lit — 82,000 ohms. 1 w a t t. 
112, Its - 1000 ohms. 2 Watt. 
Ii2, lt. Itio — 100 ohnis. watt. 
114, Its, R12, 1113 — Sprrial  s. (Sec text-) 
R.5-150.000 ohms. I watt. 
It..) — 33,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Rib lits — 5000 ohms, 10 watts. 
1154 — 10.000 ohms, 14 watt. 
R15— 0.5-megolint potentiometer. 
LI, L2 —  7 nuns each, No. 20 d.c.e., inch long on 

1-incli dia, fiirin, windings in terwound. 
1..3— 10 turns o. 12 costra., close-wound on 1-inch dia. 

form. 

bands. Only the crystal and the final plate coil, 
L5, need be changed. Complote push-to-talk 
operation is made possible t hi ugh the use of 
two relays. Ryi starts the gi ,nonn it or and applies 
the filament voltage to the transmitter. Ry2 
transfers the antenna from riq..eiver to trans-
mitter. Both are controlled by the switch on 
the microphone, which may be any single-but-
ton type which has a control switch. The Army 
T- 17-B, now eu rrontly available as govern-
ment surplus, is shown with the rig. 
The crystal oscillator is a Tri-tel, modified 

for filament-type t uhes. Interwound coils are 
inserted in the filament leads, and one of these 
is tuned. The setting of this adjustment is not 
critical and may be left near maximum capac-

1.4 — 6 turns Nn. 12 t•tiani.. inch long, .1/2.-inelt inside 
di a. , self -supporting. 

L2 - 28 NI c.: 10 turns No. 12 enam., 1 inches long, 1-
inch i il-isle dia., self-supporting. 

50 Me.: ••, turns No. 12 eosin., 1 inch long, 1-inch 
inside . 11.1.. self-supporting. 

1.6 — 3 turns rsI 2- inch polystyrene rod — see text and 
detail photo. 

3.1 — Socket rum power cable, 5 prong. 
J2 — pou b I 1.- but ton microphone jack. If T-17-I1  yo-

phone is used, a special jack designed for this 
microphone nmst be obtained. 

13— CoaNial titling (Amplienol 83-1R. Matching plug 
83-ISPN). 

M 0 ii- iii a. sealed unit ( NI anion). 
Ps - Power plug 011 transmitter chassis. 
111;( — 2.3-11111. r. f. choke, National R-100. 
Bo. i152 —  St, text. 

St, S2 — S.11.S.1. -flap sWitC1I. 

Sa — 2-seett.111 -111,•it ton 5% afer-lype SWiteh. 
TI Single- but l'in znicropl • transformer. 
T2 — Driver transformer (Stam•or A-4732). 
Ta— Modulation transformer (1..;TC S-18), 

ity for 6.8-, 7-, and 8.4- Mc. crystals. The 
oscillator doubles in, its plate circuit at all 
times. 
The stage following the oscillator is oper-

ated as a doubler for 27- and 2S- Mc. work, and 
as a tripler for 50 Mc. The 2E30 is an effective 
frequency multiplier, and there is adequate 
excitation for the final in either case. Screen 
voltage on the exciter stages is stabilized with 
a miniature voltage-regulator tube, an 0A2. 
With a screen voltage of 150. the plate input to 
both 2E30s is held to about 6 watts per tube. 
The final stage uses a 2E25, whose top-cap 

plate connection permits the mounting of the 
plate circuit above the chassis, well isolated 
from the other tuned circuits. A small shield, 
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Fig. 1617— Detail photo of the 2E25 final stage, show. 
ing method of coupling to the antenna. The coupling 
coil, wound on a polystyrene rod, is adjustable from the 
front panel. The plate coil is mounted by means of 
G.R. plugs. 

cut from an old-style tube shield to a length 
of about one inch, comes up to the bot tom of 
the 2E25 plate assembly. These precautions are 
sufficient to provide completely stable opera-
tion without neutralization. 
The antenna coupling coil, In, is wound on a 

short length of polystyrene rod 34 inch in di-
ameter, into which is inserted a 3'-inch rod 
of the saine material. This shaft projects 
through the front panel, where a shaft-locking 
panel bushing (Bud PB-532 bushing, Millen 
10061 shaft lock) holds it in the desired posi-
tion. Coupling is adjusted by pushing or pull-
ing the knob affixed to the shaft, following 
which the bushing may be tightened for per-
manent setting. The bushing may also be set 
finger-tight, allowing the coupling to be ad-
justed, yet holding it with sufficient firmness to 
prevent its being jarred out of position. 

Three 2E30s are used for the modulator, 
one as a Class A driver, and two in push-pull as 
Class AB modulators. All three are triode-

ap ter Sixteen 

connected. Bias is supplied by a 30-volt hear-
ing-aid battery, which can he tapped nt 15 
volts by opening up the cardboard case and 
soldering on a lead at the point where the two 
15-volt sections are joined together. This lead 
is brought out to the unused terminal on the 
battery socket and plug. 

Metering of all circuits is provided by a 10-
ma. meter, a 2-section 5-position switch, and a 
set of shunts. The shunts are made from small 
100-ohm resistors, on which is wound about 7 
feet of No. 30 enameled wire. The shunts should 
be wound with an excess of wire, the length of 
which may be reduced until the multiplication 
of the meter scale is just right. The resistor 
RIn in the final grid circuit is left without a 
shunt, giving dirt ut leading on the 10-ma, scale 
for measuring the final grid current. 

Except for the speech stages, the unit may 
be tested using 6.3 volts a c. on the filaments 
and an a.c. power supply. A storage battery 
must. be used for filament supply when the 
speech equipment is to be tested, as a.c. on 
the filaments will produce excessive hum. 
Initial testing should be carried on with about 
200 volts on the tube plates. When operation 
has been found to be satisfactory, this may 
be raised to 300. 
To place the unit in operation, set Si to the 

"on" position, leaving S2 "off." With the 
meter switch in position " A," apply plate 
voltage and note meter reading, which is the 
oscillator plate current. This will be about 20 
ma., dipping slightly at resonance as C2 is 
adjusted. Next switch to position " B" and 
adjust C. The dip here may not be as pro-
nounced as in the oscillator, and the final 
grid current. position " C," 10-ma, scale, is the 
best indication of resonance in the preceding 
adjustments. This reading should be about 4 
ma., dropping to 3 ma. under load. With S2 
turned on, the final plate current, position 
"D," should drop to below 10 ma. at resonance, 
and coupling of the antenna should raise it to 
50 to 60 ma. Modulator plate current will be 
about 20 ma., rising to 60 ma. or more on au-
dio peaks. No metering position is provided 
for the Class A driver current, but this should 

• 

Fig. 1618— Bottom view of the mo-
bile rig. At the left center are the 
interwound coil and tuning con-
denser which are part of the oscil-
lator filament circuit. Audio com-
ponents arc at the left, with oscillator 
and multiplier plate circuits near the 
front panel. 
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Fig. 1619 — The plate circuit of the 
final stage of the mobile transmitter 
is the only r.f. circuit above the chas-
sis. The three tubes at the left are the 
driver and audio stages, with the os-
cillator and multiplier tulles directly 
in back of the meter. The tube to the 
right of the modulation transformer 
is the 0A2 voltage regulator. Chassis 
size is 7 X 13 X 2 inches. 

be approximately 10 ma. 
With the coil and condenser values given, it 

is impossible to get output from the final stage 
on a wrong frequency, but excitation to the 
final may be obtained on incorrect harmonics; 
hence it is advisable to check the frequency of 
each stage with a calibrated absorption-type 
wavemeter. 

For maximum convenience, the same an-
tenna should be used for both transmission 
and reception. Antenna change-over is handled 
with a conventional 6-volt antenna relay which 
was mounted in a small box made up for the 
purpose from folded sheet aluminum. Am-
phenol coaxial fittings, mounted on the sides 
of the relay box as close to the relay contacts 
as possible, provide for connection to the 
transmitter, the receiver, and the antenna by 
means of coaxial line. The relay case is 
grounded and only the inner conductor of the 
coaxial line is switched. 
A headlight relay for genemotor starting 

may be purchased from any auto-accessory 
store, and this and the genemotor should be 
mounted as close to the car battery as possible, 
in order to minimize voltage drop. Battery 
wiring and filament cables should be as heavy 
wire as possible, with No. 10 as the minimum. 

For actual mobile operation, the quarter-
wave telescoping "whip" antenna, operating 
as a Marconi in the manner shown in Fig. 1616, 
is convenient. Much greater range in stationary 
operation from high locations may be had 
with half-wave radiators or multielement ar-
rays, either of which may be arranged for 
easy on-the-spot assembly. An example of such 
a portable array for 50 Mc. is shown in Fig. 
1711, Chapter Seventeen. 

( A 6C4 Oscillator for 144 and 235 Mc. 

Figs. 1620 to 1623, inclusive, show the de-
tails of construction of a low-power oscillator 
using a 6C4, a miniature triode power tube 
having a plate dissipation rating of 5 watts 
and designed for use as an oscillator in the 

v.h.f. range. At the rated plate input of 300 
volts at 25 milliamperes the oscillator develops 
an r.f. eutput of about 2 watts in the 144-Mc. 
band. With minor modifications, to be de-
scribed later, the oscillator may also be made 
to work on 235 Mc., with somewhat lower ef-
ficiency. 
As shown by the diagram, Fig. 1622, the cir-

cuit is the ultraudion with an adjustable feed-
back condenser, C3, connected between grid 
and cathode. To reduce frequency modulation 
when the oscillator is amplitude-modulated, 
the tuned circuit has a fairly high CIL ratio, 

Fig. 1620 — A low-power 144-Me, oscillator using a 6C4 
v.h.f. miniature triode. M, ith the construction shown, 
connecting leads in the r.f. circuit are reduced to 
negligible length. Filament and plate-supply leads are 
brought through the bottom chassis to a connection 
strip on the rear lip. The excitation control is adjusted 
through a hole in the top of the supporting member. 
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Fig. 1621 — A view showing the assembly of compo-
nents of the lit:4 1 oscillator. The r.f. chokes are 
mounted by drilling and tapping the ends of the poly-
styrene rod. The grid choke is held in place by one of the 
socket mounting screws. 

using a tuning condenser having a fixed as well 
as a variable section. The condenser rotor con-
sists of three circular plates and two " butter-
fly" plates. The circular plates rotate between 
two sets of stators having plates of regular 
shape and thus provide a fixed capacity. The 
butterfly plates rotate between two sets of op-
posed 90-degree stator plates, each set consist-
ing of two plates. The assembly (now available 
as Cardwell Type ER-14-13F/SL) is made 
from a Cardwell ER double condenser, with 
only the front Isolantite plate used for a mount-
ing. This method of construction results in a 
split-stator condenser having a minitnuto of 
inductance, since t he c.f. current flows over t he 
rotor plates without having to travel along the 
shaft.. The plate shapes and details of assembly 
are shown in Fig. 1623. 
Lead lengths in the circuit are reduced to a 

minimum by the construction shown in Figs. 
1620 and 1621. The entire oscillator assembly 
is mounted on a piece of 2-inch-t hick alumi-
num bent in the general shape of a " The 
mounting is 13'.8' inches wide and the bent-over 
top portion is inches deep. The over-all 
height is 2 t inches. The hot tom lip dime ns.on 
can be anything convenient so long as enough 
area is provided to make a solid mechanical 
mounting. The tuning condenser. is cen-
tered on the vertical portion and is mounted 
on the screws and spacers provided with the 
condenser. The hole for the shaft is made 
amply large so that the condenser rotor is not 
grounded. The condenser is mounted so that 
the two sets of stator plates are at top and 
bottom. 
The tube socket is mounted so that the plate 

lead can drop in as straight a line as possible 
to the terminal at the right on the upper stator 
plates of C1. The grid condenser, C2, is sup-

01 (1 /)! CF Sixteen 

ported at one end by the grid prong on the 
tube socket and at the other by the left-hand 
terminal on the lower stator plates. The ex-
,•itation control, C3, has its movable-plate tab 
bent at a right angle so it can be bolted to the 
vcrt ical support, and the stationary-plate tab 
is soldered directly to the grid prong on the 
tube socket. The grid choke, grid leak, and 
plate choke are supported as shown in the 
pl,otograph. The condenser along the rear 
cli:c of the assembly is the heater by-pass 

)1HiellSer, 
The oscillator assembly is mounted on a 

3tí by 31.¡-inch aluminum channel 9 of an 
inch deep. A small panel at the front provides 
a place for a tuning dial which drives the con-
denser shaft through in insulated coupling. 
A dial lock is provided so the condenser can be 
locked at a given frequency setting. 
A polystyrene-insulat ( lout& binding- post 

assembly mounted vertically front a small 
bracket provides output terminals and a sup-
port for the antenna coupling coil, L2. The 
coupling can be varied by betiding the solder-
ing lugs that support the coil so that L2 is 
moved nearer to or farther away front 
The condenser construction provides just 

enough capacity variation to cover the 1-1.1-
148-Mc, band adequately. Bceause of slight 
differences in the construction of similar units, 
it may be necessary to vary the inductance of 
L1 slightly to bring' the band on the dial: this 
can be done by squeezing the turns together or 
pulling t { win apart. The frequency range can 
be cheeked wit h Lecher wires or a calibrated 
absorption wa vemeter. (See chapter on fre-
quem'Y measurement.) Final adjustment of 
should be made after C3 has 1)(4.11 adjusted for 
optimum output froto the oscillator. since the 
setting of this et oit enser has some effect on the 
frequency of oscillation. 
To adjust C3, solder two pieces of wire about 

Fig. 1622 — Cir,•oit of the 6C1 
Cu I • g t  I% n %. c text and Fig. 1623. 

—  lget mica. 
— eeramie trimmer (National ‘1-30). 

C.% — fro-gab' midget mica. 
iI — 22.000 I ,:111. 

L1-2 In I. 12 bare wire; in-ide diameter ? is 
inell. length l inell: plate-supply tap at center. 

L2 — 2 t urn: Nu. 14 enameled; inside diameter inch. 
-ledit -paring bet‘seett turns. 

RFC 1-irtelt winding of No. 24 tl.s.e. or s.e.e. On 
.1-111.1Ch diameter polystyrene roil. 
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BUTTERFLY 
ROTOR (A) 

90 - DEGREE 
STATOR (C) 

CIRCULA R 
ROTOR (B) 

REGULAR 
STATOR (D) 

,4D 

IsolanItte 
end plate 

ASSEM BLY 

I623 — Via to shapes and a,einitly of CI, the tuning 
condenser used in the 6C4 oscillator. 

inch long to the terminals of a small flash-
light lamp or dial light and connect tinto to 
the output terminals. A inilliammeter of 0-50 
or 0-100 range should be connected in the 
plate-supply lead. Adjust the coupling between 
L2 and L1 for maximum glow in the lamp 
and then vary the capacity of C3 until the 
best output is obtained. C3 need not be 
touched again after the proper setting is 
determined. 

In using the oscillator for transmitting, the 
coupling between L1 an, I L2 should be kept as 
loose as possible. partimilmly if the antenna or 
feeders can swing in a breeze, because any 
change in the antenna circuit, will be reflected 
as a change in t he oscillator frequency. In any 
event, the coupling should not be increased 
beyond t lie setting that makes the oscillator 
plate current. 25 milliamperes. At 300 volts the 
0,, t current should be about 20 ma. ‘vithout 
any r. f, load. 

For operation on 235 Mc. it is merely neces-
sary to remove one rotor dise and one set of 
stators and replace the coil with a " U"-shaped 
inductance similar to that used in the 235- Mc. 
transceiver, Fig. 1638. 

Eg, A High-C 144-Mc. Oscillator 

The inherent instability of a modulated 
oscillator — that is, the change in frequency 

with the change in plate voltage under modu-
lation — can be markedly reduced if the oscil-
lator tank circuit is made to have as high a 
CIL ratio as possible. Although this usually 
entails some sacrifice of power output, the over-
all effectiveness of the transmitter is increased 
because the radiated energy is more nearly on 
one frequency. This is a particularly important 
consideration when selective receivers are used. 
In addition, the fact that there is less fre-
quency modulation also means that there is 
less interference to other stations operating in 
the same band. 
A high-C 144-Mc, oscillator is shown in Figs. 

1624. 1625, and 1626. It uses an HY75 tube 
and a tank circuit consisting of a low-induct-
ance v.h.f, condenser and a one-turn tank coil 
of heavy conductor. The circuit, shown in Fig. 
1625, is the ultraudion with a tuned filament 
circuit to provide control of excitation. The 
oscillator is mounted on a 3 X 4 X 5-inch box, 
with the tube socket mounted below the top 
by means of pillars so that only the glass bulb 
is protrunling. To bring the condenser terminals 
on the same level as the grid and plate ter-
minals of the tube the condenser is mounted 
on ";/-inch-liigli blocks. 
The tube socket is positioned so that the 

plate cap of the tube is near one set of the 
stator plates of C. This leaves room to mount 
the grid condenser. C2, between the grid cap 
aml the other stator terminal, thus making 

Fig. 162-1— A high-C 1 14.Mc. oscillator using an 11175. 
l'his type of (“eillator has considerably less frequency 
modulation titan those using low-C circuits, conse-
quently causes less interference and can he more effec-
tively- received on selective receivers. 
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RFCz 

a ., svAc 

Fig. 1625 — Circuit diagram of the high-C 141-Me. 
oscillator. 
Ci — Split-stator condenser, 31.5 pprd. total (Ilammar-

lund Vt -3(t), 
C2 — 47-551d. midget mica. 
C3 — 3-30spetftl. ceramic trimmer. 
C4 — 100-upf.1, ntidget mica. 
R1 — 4700 uhrti. 1 watt. 
Li — I turn 1,1' 5/32-inch copper tithing, approximately 

over-all length from i,touiitiiig 
hole, in 111:2.-,. out-ide diameter at 

13 It, inclo--; plate tap at center. 
L2 — 1 turn No. I I co; -led: didni.•trr sj inch. 
L3, L4 — turn, No. I a 11 v.e. on 2-in.•11 fnrrn: 1.3 inter-

w tttttt d still, /. 1. r,, .. pacing bet et-st turns. 
RECI, It FC2 — lulling of No. 21 or s.c.c. 

on ji-inch • liatitcter polystyrene rod. 
T— 6.3-volt filament transformer. 

the leads between the tank circuit and the 
tube as short as possible. The out put coupling 
coil, 1,2, is soldered to lugs under the binding 
posts of a two-ptsst s s:sssmidy mounted on a 
2,1,(2-inch Isolant its: stand-off insulator. A fric-
tion-type vernier clial used to tune t he cir-
cuit, because the tuning is rat her eritival 
with the high-C circuit and laseause the type of 
condenser used res pu  this or st similar type 
of dial to hold the setting, sinee the shaft turns 
on ball bearings. 'Fite dial mounts on a small 
supporting panel with lam mica corners, as 
shown in t he photographs. 
The tuned filament circuit consists of 1,3, 

L4 and C3. L3 is WOIttld 1)(111'1.441 the turns Of 
/.4 so that the coupling is very tight; thus both 
filament leads can be tuned by one comh•nser, 
C3. C3 is adjusted for maximum output as 
judged by the brilliance of a lamp connected to 
the output terminals; it has relatively little 
effect on the frequency of oseillat ion. Once this 
adjust ment has been mask its setting 'int..- Ise 
considered permanent except for occasional 
rechecking. 
The inductance of L1 should be adjusted so 

that tins low-frequency end of this 144-Mr. 
band is reached with CI set as close as possible 
to maximum capacity. It is advisable to start 
with the coil a little target than necessary and 
cut a little at a time off the ends until the 
proper iiiductanee is found. The connections 
between the coil and the condenser are nettle 
by means of lugs fashioned from tubing just 
enough larger in diameter than the coil so that 
the ends of the coil will fit inside. One end of 
each lug is flattened and drilled to fit the con-
denser terminals, and the coil is soldered in 
the unflattened ends. 

chapter Sixteen 

With a plate input of 350 volts at about 60 
milliamperes the power output of the oscillator 
is approximately 4 watts. When received on a 
superheterodyne-type receiver with a beat-

) frequency oscillator, the carrier will be quito 
clean and stable provided the mechanical con-
struction is rigid. Under modulation, the fre-
quency band occupied is only about a fifth as 
much as that taken up by a low-C oscillator 
operated at the same plate voltage. In these 
days of crowded v.h.f. bands a high-C trans-
mitter of this type will go a long way toward 
improving conditions, though it is far from the 
ultimate. 

A Stabilized 144-Me. Transmitter 

In general, a modulated oscillator is not a 
desirable type of transmitter for use in a band 
such as 1-i-1 Mo. where there is considerable 
activity. Even when stabilized by the use of a 
high-C tank circuit. this type of transmitter 
leaves inuell to be dissirssd, because there is still 
a great deal more frequemsy modulation than 
is present in a master-ssseillat or power-am-
plilier transmitter. In addition, an oscillator 
coupled to an antenna is subject to frequency 
change whenever the antenna constants change 
slightly, as they will with changes in weather 
and with any vibration or swinging of the 
feeder wires. Besides, an oscillator cannot be 
modulated 100 per cent without considerable 
distortion because in most cases oscillation 
cannot, be sustained at plate voltages below 50 
to 100 volts. Finally, the efficiency of an oscil-
lator is quite low compared to the efficiency 
of a properly-driven amplifier, so that consid-
erably more power output can be obtained 
from the same ¡suite when it, is used as an am-
plifier than when it is used as a self-controlled 
oscillator. 

An amplifier driven by an oscillator, al-

Fig. 1626 — Below-chassis view of the high-C 111-Mc. 
oscillator. The filament transformer and filament tuned 
circuit are mounted inside the box. 
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Fig. 1627 — A three-.tage transmitter using a lit:•1 master oscilla 
tor, 6C1 ! buffer amplifier, ami 815 final amplifier for stabilized 
transmission in the 14I-Nle. band. The oscillator and buffer arc 
built a. a unit on the folded aluminum chassis at the right. 'the 
transmitter develops a carrier output of about 40 watts. 

though more stable than an oscillator alone. 
is still subject to frequency-modulation effects 
because the change in power input to the am-
plifier with modulation causes a change in the 
grid impedance of the amplifier, and this in 
turn reacts on the oscillator to change the 
frequency. Hence it is desirable to use at least 
one buffer-amplifier stage between the oscil-
lator and amplifier. If this is done it is quite 

 «rCio 
R3 

815 HI's. 
Fig. 1628 — Circuit 
diagram of the stabi-
lized 11 t-Mc. trans. 
flitter. 

Ct — 3-30-gafd. trimmer. 
Ca, Cs. C,i, Co — 47u- fi. midget mica. 
C3, Cs — -U-1.pftl. midget mica. 
C4 — Oscillator tuning; see text. 
Ci — Neutralizing; see text. 
Cs — Huffer tuning; see text. 
Co, CIO — Amplifier neutralizing; see text. 
Ci — Amplifier tuning; sec text. 
C14 — 100 /idd,, 2500 volts. 
R1-22,000 ohms, ¡'¡ watt. 
112— 22,000 ohms, %.5, watt. 
R3— 15,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
RI — 15,000 ohms, 10 watts. 

possible to get satisfactory perform-
ance with inexpensive low-power tubes 
in both oscillator and buffer stages, 
while if the buffer is omitted it is 
necessary to use a fairly high-power 
oscillator. This is lawn use the coupling 
between the oscillator and modulated 
amplifier must be very loose if the 
(oscillator frequency is not to be affected 
by whatever happens in the amplifier 
plate circuit colisequently the os-
cillator must develop much greater 
power than act ually is needed to drive 
the amplifier since only a small part 
of. the power can lw utilized with the 
loose coupling required. 
A three-stage transmitter in which 

frequency-modulation effects are quite 
small is shown in Figs. 1627-1630, 
inclusive. It includes a 6C4 oscillator, 
6C4 neutralizi‘d buffer amplifier, and 
815 final amplifier. as shown in the 
circuit diagram. Fig. 1ti2. The os-
cillator and buffer are built as a unit 
on a " U"-shapid piece of a lu minum 6 I 

inches long oto top. 2 ini•hes high, and 2 
inches deep on the top. The 's mount ed on 
a vert ical aluminum piece measuring 4% inches 
high and 3 inehes wide, i•einforce,(1 by bending 
side lips as shown in the photographs. The two 
sert ruts are assembled on a 6 X 11 X 3-inch 
chassis. 
The oseillator :111(1 components are 

identival ‘vith I hose already described in QST 

Ti 

Li — 2 turn' No. 12 bare wire; iitside diameter lqo inch, 
length 1 inch: plate-supply lap at center. 

L2 — 2 turn- No. II. ir, ide diameter ji melt; turns 
spaced mire diameter. 

L3 — 4 turns No. 11. imide diameter inch, length 
I bleb; tap at center. 

1,4 — 2 turns No. 11, inside diameter q inch; turns 
ifialmiter of wire: tappeil at center. 

Ic — 2 turns No. 12. inside diameter 1 inch, length 1 
inch; plate supply tap at center. 

Le— 2 turns No. 12, inside diameter ''.¡ inch. 
RFC', RFC , 11 FCx, RFC., — winding No. 24 

d.s.e. on %-ineli 'liant. polystyrene rod. 
Tr — 6.3-volt 2-amp. filament transformer. 
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Fig. 1629 — A rear view of the three-stage 114-Mc. transmitter. The oscillator is at the 
left, with the buffer amplifier in the center. The 815 final is at the right. 

for April, 1946. The construction of the buffer 
amplifier is quite similar to that of the oscil-
lator. The buffer tuning condenser consists of a 
rotor having three butterfly plates and two 
stators each having two 90-degree plates. The 
grid circuit of the buffer is self-resonant, the 
tuning being adjusted by squeezing the turns 
of the grid coil L2 together, or prying them 
apart. The buffer neutralizing condenser, C7, 
mounted directly between the grid of the 604 
and the lower set of stator plates of Cs, is a 
3-30-mafd. trimmer with the movable plate 
removed and a washer soldered under the head 
of the adjusting screw. The washer, by replac-
ing the movable plate, reduces the capacity of 
the condenser to a value suitable for neutraliz-
ing the 604. This capacitor may be conven-
iently adjusted through the open end of the 
chassis. Its location is clearly shown in Fig. 
1629. 
The grid coil of the final amplifier also is 

resonant with the input capacity of the 815, 
just as the buffer grid circuit is self-resonant. 
For best operation, the 815 requires neutraliza-
tion at this frequency. The neutralizing " con-
densers," C0 and C10 in the circuit diagram are 
simply pieces of No. 14 wire extending from 
the grid of one section of the 815 to the vicinity 
of the plate of the other section. The wires are 
crossed at the bottom of the tube socket and 
go through Millen 32150 bushings in the metal 
partition. The screen and filament by-pass con-
densers are mounted so that t he leads between 
the socket prongs and the nearest ground point 
are as short as possible. This wiring should be 
done before mounting the part i 
The amplifier plate tank circuit uses a con-

denser of the same construction as that used in 
the buffer tank. It is mounted as closely as 
possible to the plate caps on the 815; and to 
preserve circuit symmetry the condenser is 
tuned from the left-hand edge of the chassis. 
If the transmitter is to be equipped with a 

regular panel this 
condenser may be 
operated by a right-
a ngle drive from 
t he front. 

Tlie out term-
inals are a st a tulard 
hinding-post as-
rettibly m polyst y-
rune, mounted on 
met al post s 
invites high to bring 
ho coupling coil in 
pruprr re:al ititi i, 
I Ile' ; Linplifier plate 
lank coil, 1,5. Coup-
ling adjusted by 
bending 14 toward 
or away from 
The plate by-pass 

condenser and sereen 
dropping resistor 

are mounted underneath the chassis, as shown 
in Fig. 1630, together with the filament t tuns-
former. Separate power-supply terminals are 
provided for the oscillator plate, buffer plate, 
amplifier grid (terminals A-.4 ), amplifier screen. 
and amplifier plate so that the currents can be 
measured separately. An external 0-200-nia. 
milliammeter will serve in making all adjust-
ments. However, if a meter of lower range is 
available, it may be used profitably in the 
low-current circuits. 

In putting the transmitter into operation, 
the first step is to adjust the frequency range 
of the oscillator, using Lecher wires or a 
ealibrated absorption-type w a ve met yr. This 
should be done after C1 has been adjusted for 
maximum out put. Then, using loose coupling 
between the buffer grid coil, L2, and the os-
cillai  tank coil. L1 (the coupling may be 
adjusted by bending L2 away from Li on its 
mounting lugs), adjust L2 by changing the turn 
spacing until the grid circuit is resonant. 
Resonance will be indieated by maximum os-
cillator plate current; it can also be checked 
by measuring the voltage across the buffer 
grid leak. 112, with a high-resistance volt-
meter. Tile maxi mum volt me t el' reati tig 

Fig. 1630 — Underneath the chassis of the 141-
MOPA transmitter. l'he filament transformer, ampli 
fier plate by-pass condenser, and screen dropping resistor 
are mounted here. 
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(about 40 volts) indicates ren•e!••0. The 
buffer should next be neutralized by varying 
the capaeity of C7 until there is no ehange 
in the voltage across R2 when the buffer 
tank condenser, C's, is tuned through reso-
nance. The point of correct flout ralization also 
can be determined hy coupling a si•nsitive 
absorption wavemeter such as is dese ri bed in 
the ehapter On frequem•y illeaSlireleent ti, the 
Inffter plate it : el ae hi it tit t -; for minimum 
reading. With this met heed. ear)) me t,' he used 
to avoid coupling between the wavemeter II nil 
the oseillator: link coupling bet ween :Mil 
the wavemeter. with the latter far eli112,11 
ttWay :So that it does not, give a rending (Pun 
the oscillated' alone, should be used. .1net her 
nie•t hod of checking neutralization is te) • eljust 
the turn spacing of the amplifier grid ceffl, 
to resonance and measine the 8E5 grid eurrent 
(with no plate or screen voltage on the tube) 
and adjust C7 for zero grid current. 

After tite buffer is neutralized. plate voltage 
may be applied nfiel ('., adjusted to resonance, 
as indicated by minimum plate current. If the 
coupling to t he final amplifier is quite loose, 
the minimum plate current should In' approxi-
mately 17 Ina. The amplifier grid coil may next 
he resonated e hy adjusting t he spacing bet ween 
turns) and the coupling inereased until the 
maximum grid eurrent is secured. The grid cur-
rent. should be 4 milliamperes or more and the 
buffer plate current shoulel rise to about 28 ma. 

Neut ralizat ion of the 815 is the next step. If 
the grid cuiront changes when the plate VIM-
denser. Cc, is tuned through ruse mance, the 
neutralizing wires should be moved ni-er to or 
farther away from the tube plates until tuning 
Cc has no effect on the griel eurrent. When titis 
condition it eadied the amplifier is neutral-
ized. Plate anel sereen voltage insy then be 
applied. With no load on the amplifier the plate 
current, she add dip to approximately 
65 ma. at resonance. Loading the 
amplifier to a plate current, of 150 ma. 
should not cause t he grid current to 
dmp below about 3.5 ma. A 10-watt 
lamp used as a dummy load should 
light to practically noi•inal brightness 
at this input, using a plate-supply 
voltage of 100. 

For greatest stability, the coupling 
bet Ween the oscillator and buffer 
should be as loose it,; pe,..),jble. It is 
better to obtain tile rated 815 grid 
current, of 3 milliamperes by using 
tight coupling bet weep the buffer and 
it ' uplifter and loose coupling between 
t hi- e),illator and buffer than %ire 
yursa. 1\ it h normal operation the os-
cillator plate current should he ap-
proximately 25 ma. and the buffer 
plate current 28 ma., at 300 volts. 
A modulator for the transmitter 

should have an audio output of 35 
watts, using a coupling transformer 
designed to work into a 2500-ohm load. 

tr, A 144- Mc. Double Beam-Tetrode 

Power Amplifier 

An amplifier st•t-up suitablti for use with 
double-beani-tetrode tubes is shown in Figs. 
1631, 1632 and 1633. The tube in the photo-
graphs is an 829, but an 815 or 832 can be used 
in the same layout. The only change that inight 
be requiri-,I would be in the induct anees of the 
grid and plate- (- oils. L2 and L3: t bust- tiitiV leave 
to lie made 'lightly smailer or larger in diam-
eter to compensate for he differenves in input 
and output capaeitances in the various types. 
The physical arr:oigement of the compont•nts 
is similar to that used fm• the Si,, amplifier 
iiuc ur'Iiiirttt'i in the three-,:t ago transmitter 
described in a preceding seetient. 
The amplifier of Fig. Iti33 is built on an 

aleinjeum eleussis formed by lieneting the long 
edges of a 5 X 10-ineli pieve of aluminum to 
form vertival lips ",3.‘ inch high, so that the 
top-of-chassis di Mensienis are 3 '•,¡ by 10 inches. 
The tube Sorket is 111(,111Itell on a vertical 
aluminum part itie in measuring 31? inches high 
by 3.!.Í inches wide on the flat face, with the 
sides bent :is shown in the photographs to 
provide bracing. The partition is mounted to 
the chassis by right -augh) brackets fastufled to 
the sides. The soel:et is mounted with the 
cathode rown•ction at t he top, the cat Imde 
pi•eing being direetly grounded to the neat'e'st 
mounting st-ten' for the sonet. The heater 
by-pass vondenser, C e, is InottlIted directly 
over t center of the tube socket, extt•neling 
between the paralleled heater prongs at the 
bottom and t he eat hode prong at the top. The 
screen by-iniss is connected with as short leads 
as possible) between the sitie' it prong and the 
nearest socket, mounting 
The grid coil, L2, is suppoi•ted by the grid 

prongs on the socket. The two turns of the coil 

RFC ' F.,. ci 

63V.AC. 

L, 

Fig. 16.11 — Cirruit of the 829 amplifier for 111 MC. 
C1 — 3-31)-mu td. ceramic trininwr. 
C2. Ci — ..\ eutraliziou ds,1111011-•ers.; seul text. 

—5110-µead. liii,. I(' Hi 
mica, .t iii 

—170-mm f.I. mica. 

a 
 a 

1:7 — Split -eau. un, 15 /odd. per section (Cardwell E It-15-AD). 
¡roe ,-)Inn-- 1. watt. 

112 10.000 "low:. 10 us 
Lu — 2 turns :No 12, dia egic er tj inch. 
1,2 — 2 turns No. 12, diameter 1',, inch. length inch. 
— 2 turns No. 12. diameter 1 f.é inches, length 1 inch. 
— 2 turns No. 12. diameter 1 inch 

lirCt — l'indu winding of No. 24 il.s.c. or s.c.c. on 34-inch dia-
meter polystyrene rod. 
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are spaced about one-half inch to allow room 
for the input coupling coil, LI, to be inserted 
between them. The coupling is adjusted by 
bending L1 into or out of L2. The grid tuning 
condenser, Ci, is mounted between the socket 
prongs; although the condenser has mica in-
sulation it is used essentially as an air-dielectric 
condenser since the movable plate does not 
actually contact the mica at any setting inside 
the band. The coupling link is soldered to lugs 
under binding posts on a National FWG strip, 
the strip being mounted on metal pillars 1 
inches high to bring the link to the same height 
as the grid coil. 

Although the shielding between the input 
and output cironits of the tube is sufficiently 
good so that the circuit will not self-oscillate, 
tuning of the plate circuit will react on the 
grid circuit to some extent because the grid-
plate capacity, although small, is not zero. To 
eliminate this reaction it is necessary to neu-
tralize the tube. 'The neutralizing " condens-
ers" are lengths of No. 12 wire soldered to the 
grid prongs on the socket. The wires are crossed 
over the socket and then go through small 
ceramic feed-throughs at the top of the vertical 
shield, projecting over the tube plates on the 
other side as shown in Fig. 1633. 

Connections between the plate tank con-
denser, C7, and the tube plate terminals are 
made by means of small Fahnestock clips 
soldered to short lengths of flexible wire. The 
tank coil, 14, is mounted on the same condenser 
terminals to which the plate clips make con-
nection. The output link, Li, is mounted 
similarly to the grid link except that the posts 
are 1% inches high. The plate choke, RFC', is 
mounted vertically on the chassis midway 
between the plate prongs of the tube, the 
mounting means being a short machine screw 
threaded into the end of the polystyrene rod. 
The " cold" lead of the choke is by-passed by 
Cs underneath the chassis. 

Fig. 1632 — A 144. 
Mc. amplifier using a 
double beam tetrode. 
This type of construc-
tion is suitable for the 
815 and 832 as well as 
the 829 shown. The 
vertical partition pro-
vides support for the 
tube as well as shield-
ing between the input 
and output circuits. 
Note the neutralizing 
"condensers" formed 
by the wires near the 
tube plates. 

Supply connections are made through a 5-post 
strip on the rear edge of the chassis. The dotted 
lines between connections in Fig. 1631 indicate 
that these connections are normally short-cir-
cuited; leads are brought out so that the grid and 
screen currents can be measured separately. 

In adjusting the amplifier, the plate and 
screen voltages should be left off and the d.c. 
grid circuit closed through a milliammeter of 
0-25 or 0-50 range. The driver should be 
coupled to the amplifier input circuit through 
a link (Amphenol Twin-Lead is suitable, be-
cause of its constant impedance and low r.f. 
losses). Use loose coupling between L1 and L2 
at first, and adjust C1 to make the grid circuit 
resonate at the driver frequency, as indicated 
by maximum grid current. The coupling be-
tween L1 and L2 may then be increased to make 
the grid current slightly higher than the rated 
load value for the tube used — approximately 
12 ma, for the 829. If the driver is an oscillator, 
the coupling between Li-L2 should be as loose 
as possible with proper grid current. 

Neutralization can be checked by rotating 
C7 through resonance. A flicker in grid current 
as C7 is rotated indicates that the neutralizing 
capacity is not correct. The neutralizing wires 
should be bent in relation to the tube plates 
until the grid current remains constant when 
C7 is tuned through resonance. Care should be 
used to keep the wires symmetrical with re-
spect to the two sections of the tube. 

After neutralization, plate and screen volt-
age may be applied. If possible, the plate 
voltage should be low at first trial so there will 
be no danger of overloading the tube. Adjust 
C7 to resonance, as indicated by minimum 
plate current (this should be measured inde-
pendently of the screen); with the 829, the 
minimum plate current should be in the neigh-
borhood of 80 milliamperes with 400 volts on 
the plate and no load on the circuit. A dummy 
load such as a 60-watt lamp should light to 
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something near full brilliance when the cou-
pling between L3 and L4 is adjusted to make the 
tube draw a plate current of 200 ma. When the 
loading is set, the grid current should be 
checked to make sure it is up to the rating for 
the tube. If it has decreased, the coupling 
between L1 and L2 should be increased to bring 
it back to normal. 

Power-supply and modulator requirements 
will depend upon the particular tube used. For 
the 829, the plate supply should have an output 
voltage of 400 to 500 with a current capacity of 
250 milliamperes. With a 400-volt supply the 
modulator power required is 50 watts, with an 
output transformer designed to work into a 
1600-ohm load; with a 500-volt supply slightly 
over 60 watts of audio power is needed, the 
load being 2000 ohms. 

El, Transceivers 

The transceiver is a combination trans-
mitter-receiver in which, by suitable switching 
of d.c. and audio circuits, the same tube and 
r.f. circuit functions either as a modulated 
transmitting oscillator or as a superregenera-
tive detector. This makes for extreme compact-
ness and light weight, making the transceiver 
popular for hand-carried portable equipment. 
It is a compromise with respect to other 
features, however. The transceiver can be a 
source of serious interference, and its efficiency 
is not equal to that of other types of gear 
wherein separate tubes and circuits are used 
for transmission and reception. 

As a matter of good amateur practice the 
use of transceivers should be confined to very 
low-power operation — as in " walkie-talkie" 
or " handie-talkie" equipment — in the 144-
Mc. band, and to experimental low-power 
operation in the higher-frequency bands. The 
use of transceiver-type equipment should be 
avoided entirely for regular operation on the 
144-Mc. band. 

Fig. 163g — Another 
view of the 144-Me. 
amplifier. The neutra-
lizing wires arc crossed 
over the socket before 
going Otough the 
fccd•through in-
sulators. The input 
circuit is designed for 
link coupling to the 
driver stage. 

II A Complete 144-Mc. Portable-Mobile 

Station 

The transmitter shown in Figs. 1633 to 1637, 
inclusive, is designed to be used for portable or 
mobile operation in conjunction with a vibrator 
power supply giving 100 ma. at 300 volts. 
Separate tubes are used for the r.f. sections of 
the receiver-transmitter combination. The 
oscillator is operated at 15 watts input and 
delivers approximately four watts of power 
output. 
As shown in Fig. 1637, the oscillator uses an 

HY-75 tube in the ultraudion circuit, using 
high C to improve the carrier stability and re-
duce frequency modulation. Coupling between 
the oscillator and the antenna is by means of a 
variable link and a short length of coaxial cable 
connected between the link and the antenna 
switch, Sb. In general, the oscillator circuit is 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 1625, and ad-
ditional information on adjustment will be 
found in the description of that oscillator. 
A 6C4 triode tube is used in the superregen-

erative detector. Fairly high C is used in this 
circuit because the 6C4 superregenerates more 
smoothly with this arrangement. A variable 
link, mounted on a polystyrene pillar, is con-
nected to the antenna switch by means of 
coaxial cable. The circuit goes into superregen-
eration with 50 to 60 volts on the plate ele-
ment, and the resulting low power input causes 
relatively low receiver radiation. 

For transmission, the audio section of the 
unit employs a single-button carbon micro-
phone working into a 6C5 Class A driver stage, 
transformer-coupled to a 6Y7G Class B modu-
lator. With a 6-volt battery, the microphone 
output is more than adequate for full power 
output from the speech system. The Class B 
modulator gives higher power efficiency and 
lower average plate current than a Class A 
modulator and as a result, the proportion of 
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puwer-,11 1)1)1Y " 11 001 ' 41111'111 whil'h 
must be reserved for the audio soil ion is rela-
tively low. The fil'7G requires a plate-to-plate 
oad resistance of about 14,000 ohms. The os-
cillator, operating With 300 volts at normal 
atrrent, represents a load impedance of 6000 
ohms, so that the primary-to-secondary impe-
dance ratio required in flic et nailing t nuts-
former is 2.3 to 1. With the transformer speei-
tied a close approximation to this ratio is 
secured when the taps speeified for tna 
10,000 ohms to -1500 ohms are used. Iio (; y7u 
output is transferred from the headphone-
'speaker circuit fit f he oscillator plate eirettit by 
means of one section of I he send- receive swit 
The mierophone tvinding of the I ranseriver 

transformer. Te is opened when the unit is 
changed over to the reeeiving position and a 
second winding is cut in to complete the cireuit, 
between the det eel or and the 61'5 cirivur st;u2:0. 
With swilrli Ste Ill the reepive position the 
audio output is fed into the 'speaker. Head-
phones, plugged into the ' phone jail:, will 
disconnect the 'speaker. R6 is the regeneration 
control. The small pat hling minimiser, r3, in-
creases the in the circuit and serves for band-
setting. The loading resistor, R3, may or may 
not be required. It is used to prevent the howl-
ing which frequently is enrountered at certain 
settings of the regeneration control. IC neces-
sary, t he value ofthis resistor may be deer' uused 
to 2,000 ohms. 
The transmitter is enelosed in a O X 7 X 

10-inch metal val lit tut . Most (>1. the parts are 
mounted on a chassis measuring [ t 5t 51-; X 
9,!..", invites. Unfortunately. a 9- inch-long 
shaped chassis was not ava ilable and. a, st re-

sult, the rolled-over edges at the front of the 
cabinet must be cut away to allow elearance 
for the chassis. The panel and chassis are 
fasteneil together by the mounting sleeves for 
the regeneration and gain controls am i the 
jacks, as shown in Fig. 1 G:if; mierophorte 
jack, is the one at the right. The regenera-
tion control is to the hit of Ji and the gain 
control is next in line. The three metering 

Fig. 163.I — A front view of the complete 
111-Nle. portable-mobile station. 

• 

,itirk ,̀, J2. ./.3 arld .14 are al the left of 
he panel while tite ' phone ,'lark, ./;„ is 

tie\ 1 PI the g•dit I' rit  lit f to 
right Iltoig t (tumor of t he panel are 
the 'speaker, the oSeillatio* fre(Illenry-
v,(111r01 titi ('(' titi tuning 

Both dials art' t'1011 10'.41 with 
eks to prevent frequeney , hift 

opm,ailoo. The „ emi_ re ,•ejer 
sit itch I:nob is centered below the ttvo 
!maw vow rols. A coaxial antenna 

titling is located at the top of the 
panel and to the left side of the dial 
light. 

It slmws the chassis itrrangeinent, of 
the n : tin components of the unit. The 10."5. 

sill 7'3 appear fr,on left to right along the 
rear edge of the chassis. The firil; is direetly 
in bacl: of T2 and the ' speal:er transformer, 74, 
is immiited on the lugs pro videil in I he ' speaker 
design. l'otver leads are brought to the four-
prong plug mounted on the rear tvall of the 
chassis. 
The r.f. section is 1:ept as c,unpact ets possi-

ble so ,, lit rt leads can be maintained. 'Ile tun-
ing pimilensers. ("1 and C.2, are mounted on a 
chassis f, r ult.(' from 3,/32-i r wit aluminum stock. 
This chassis is 1 inches wide, has a :q-itt(lt 
nnitinting surfave at, the 1)ottoni, and is 3 
invites high. A section of t he stiwk, measuring 
11 2 111(111'S wide by 2 inches deep, is bent, over 
at t he titi) to form a mounting plate for the 
OC-1. 
A small terminal libel:, made from sheet 

polystyrene, is mounted on spacers bettveen 
the two variable cimdensers; the votixial feed-
line for the oseillator is moored at this point 
along with the hot end of the antenna link, /.2. 
The oscillator-plate r.f, choke, is 

1110111Iteil at I he upper right-hand corner of the 
chassis mid the tank coil. ./. 1. has its ends 
drilled to fit the eondenser terminals on which 
it mounts. grid it.f. ( 1101;(t, by-pass con-
densur, anti grid lea!: are all motinted on the 
,1.¡-ineli diameter rod shown at the left of I hit 
11)C-75, liut rod is drilled and tapped so that it, 
eatt lw » nutted by means of t he tube-soil:et 
minim ing screw. 'The II l'-75 socket is mounted 
below the chassis by means of niel al 
spacers. 
The detector coil is mounted on the tirmer 

and lower stator- plate terminals at, the left of 
the vontlenser, is connect ell avross the sanie 
two points, fiwd-bacl: rondenser, ("7, and 
the grid-leal: resistor. R.2 are tied in parallel 
altd mounted between the lower statir plate 
terminal of r,t and the tube soul:et, r.f. 
ehol:it is at the rear-right corner of the shelf. 

Ilw quench by-pass, is located between t he 
r.f. choke and ground. The antenna coupling 



Fig. 1635 — Rear view 
of the 144-Mc. trans-
mitter-receiver. 

• 

1.4, iS SU MUM ed 
byapolystyrt•no 
rod which has been 
drilled and tapped 
for clutH-: tottunt-
ing. 1dutet•itu 
end of t he coaxial 
cable is soldered to 
the open ends of t Ito 
link at the points 
where they prot rude 
through the rod. 
A bottom view of 

the chassis is shown 
in Fig. 1636.7'1,11o• 
microphone tra 
former, is MOUIlled 
on the rear wall at 
the right end of the 
chassis. The 6C5 
plate decoupling 
condenser, Cut, rests against, the base to the 
front of 7'1. C9 and R5, the 6C5 cathode con-
denser and resistor, are to the left of the tube 
socket at the rear of the chassis and the block-
ing condenser, C11, is in front of the 11V-75 
socket. One of the spare pins of the 11V-75 
socket is used as a tie-point for the connection 
between Ci1 and switch, Ste. The filament tun-
ing condenser, C4, is connected between Pin 2 
of the oscillator socket and a soldering lug 
which is held in place by one of the tube-sock-
et mounting nuts. 

For mobile work only, the microphone volt-
age may be secured by connecting the hot end 
of the microphone transformer winding to any 
one of the 6-volt points inside the chassis. 
However, if operation with an a.c. supply is 
contemplated, it is necessary to bring 
out the transformer lead so that a mi-
crophone battery may I to eon ne ci ed 
externally. This conneetion ran be 
matte by connecting the transformer 
lead through the input plug. 

Plate current can be measured by 
using a 0-100 milliam met or fitted 
with a plug for 1 he plate jacks. .12. J3 
and J4. The e pillat or plate-current 
reading should be approximately 10 
nia. with no antenna load connouted 

Fig. 1636— A bottom view of the complete 
144-Me, portable-mobile unit. 
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and with 300 volts on t li late. The antenna 
coupling and tuning should be adjusted to ob-
tain a full-load current of approximately 50 
ma., using the loosest antenna coupling which 
will give the desired plate current. 
The modulator plate-current realling should 

be about 25 ma. without speech and should rise 
to about 100 nia, on modulation peaks. Under 
full modulation the plate current of the oscilla-
tor will kick downward slightly, because of the 
lowered oscillator plate voltage caused by the 
power-supply regulation, as the modulator 
current increases. 
The preliminary testing might well be 

carried on wit h a dummy load coupled to the 
oscillator. This procedure is otcommended un-
less the transmitter fret Ito has I wen set 
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Fig. 1637— Circuit diagram of the 111-Mc, portable-
ntobile station. 
Ci — Split-stator -butterfly" condenser, 14 add. total 

(Cardwell E11.1441F/SL). 
C2 — Split-stator condenser, 6 add. total (Cardwell 

ER-6-141.7S). 
C3, C-7— 3-30-aafd. ceramic trimmer. 
C5 — 1(e)- 77111d. Midget mica. 
Cs, C7 - 7-.pfd. III idea mica. 
Cs — 0.0017 -afd. mica. 
Co — 8-51d. 27,-soll electrolytic. 
Cto ',It elect rois 
C11— 600-volt paper. 
Iii — 4700 °lints, 1 matt. 
112— 3.3 megoluns, 1, watt. 
Bs — 47.000 ohms, 1 watt. 
114 — 0.5-megolun volume control. 
Rs — 1000 ohms, 1 watt. 
Ils — 0.1-megolim potentiometer. 
117 — 0.1 megolun, 1 watt. 
— 2 torn. sf q-inch copper tubing; inside diameter 

5. turns spaced approximately t is inch 
i ,,,g •r1 centers: plate tap at center. 

L2— 1 turn No. 12 hare wire; inside diameter inch. 
L3— 3 turns No. 12 bare wire; inside diameter 1.,i2 inch, 

ite•idt. the 144- Mc. band before the actual 
inst allai it'll in the automobile is started. In any 
event, always cheek the frequency carefully 
each time before starting regular operation 
because the antenna loading will affect the 
frequency. Also, because the oscillator has a 
high-(' tuned circuit, a small variation in the 
set ling of CI will cause a considerable jump in 
frequency. It is wise to cheek the frequency 
whenever an adjustment of any kind is made. 
Frequency checking can be done with an 
absorption-type frequency meter, with Lecher 
wires, or by listening on a calibrated receiver. 

Testing t he detector for superregeneration is 
a simple mat ter inasmuch as the superregener-
ative hiss becomes plainly audible when t he 
circuit goes into opera t ion. It is possible that a 
component layout slightly different than that 
of the original model will necessitate some 
experimentation with the values of R2, C7 and 
Cg. Values whirls provide t he smoothest re-
generation and the greatg.st sensitivity should 
be selected. The padding condenser, Ca, 
should be adjusted so as to allow the tuned 
circuit, C2L3, to cover the 144- Mc. band. An 
accurate check on the frequency coverage can 
be made by employing any one of the instru-
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RFC, 

65-75 
C, 

C6 
7 RFC, 

Cs 

length 7;'; inch; plate tap at center. 
L6 — 2 turns Nn. DI enameled wire; in-ide diameter 14 

inch: turns spaced diameter of o ire. 
Ls, L6 — 3 turns No. 18 d.e.c.: inside diameter !:; inch. 

L6 interwound with Ls, no spacing between 
turns. 

It — 6-volt dial light. 
ji — Midget open-circuit jack. 

Ja, J4, .16 — Midget closed-circuit jack. 
is — Coaxial-cable connector. 
P — 4-prong male plug. 
RFC,, 14F*C2, it FC3— 1-inch winding of No. 24 d.s.c. 

or s.e.e. on 14-inch rod; rods drilled and tapped 
for mounting. 

Splir — 3-itich permanent-magnet dynamic 'speaker. 
— 4-pole double-throw switch. 

— Transceiver transformer (UTC R-53). 
Ta — Interstage audio, single plate to push-pull grids 

(1'hordarsoo T.19D06). 
T3 — Output transformer. 10,000-ohm primary to 

450(ImInn secondary (l'hordarson 1'.17M5')). 
T4 — Output transformer, 4500-olun primary to voice 

coil (UTC R-59). 

'wilts or methods suggested for calibration of 
the transmitter frequency. 
A 300-volt 100-ma. vibrator-type power 

supply is recommended for mobile operation. 
The self-rectifying type is the least expensive 
and places the smallest load on the car battery. 
However, any supply that will deliver the 
necessary voltage and current will be quite 
satisfactory. An a.c. supply for testing pur-
poses may also be provided; it should have the 
same output capabilities as the vibrator sup-
ply, and should include a filament transformer 
designed to deliver 6.3 volts at 3 to 3.5 amperes. 

Under normal conditions the plate voltage 
applied to the transmitter and audio tubes will 
be the full power-supply output voltage minus 
the small IR drop caused by the audio-
transformer windings. The 6C5 draws approxi-
mately 10 ma. and has a cathode bias of S to 9 
volts. The 6C4, when superregenerating with 
50 to 60 volts applied to the plate, will draw 
less than 1 ma. of plate current. 
The antenna can be either a quarter-wave 

(19-inch) or a half-wave ( 39-inch) rod. Coaxial 
feed can be used with the short antenna and a 
two-wire tuned transmission line should be 
used with the half-wave radiator. 



41. A Simple 235-Mc. Transceiver 
The transceiver shown in Figs. 1639, 1640 

and 1641 can be used eit lier as a piece of fixed-
station equipment or for portable-mobile work. 
The circuit diagram of the transceiver is shown 
in Fig. 1638. The detector-oscillator section of 
the unit employs a 6C4 triode in a high-C cir-
cuit similar to the one shown 
in Fig. 1622. 
The audio section of the 

transceiver consists of a 6J5 
driving a 6V6. With the send-
receive switch in the " send" 
position the microphone cir-
cuit is closed while t he 
audio input winding of 
7'1 and the 'speaker 
winding of 7'2 are dis-
connected. The prima-
ry winding of 7'2 be-
comes the modulation 
choke during transmis-
sion. Voltage for the 

Fig. 1638 — Circuit diagram of the 235-Nle. Ir 
C; — Tuning condenser; see text (Cardwell Type ER-

14.1W/SL). 
C2— 47-ppfd. midget mica. 
C3— 3-30-ppfd. ceramic trimmer. 
CI, C5 — 470-551d. ntidget mica. 
Cg, C7 — 0.1-pfil. Paper, 400 volts. 
Cs — 25 to 50 pfd., electrolytic, 50 volts. 
RI — 22,000 ohms, 3ij wait. 
R2 — 4.7 megolims, watt. 
R3— 0.1-mcgolim volume control. 
114— 1000 ohms, 3 watt. 
Rg— 0.1 megohrn, 1 watt. 
Ro — 0.1 megohrn, watt. 
117 — 470 ohms, 1 watt. 

single-button carbon microphone is developed 
across Rs, the 220-olun resistor in the 6VG 
cathode circuit. 
The transceiver is housed in a utility cabinet 

of 5 X 6 X 9 inches. The front cover of the 
box is used as the panel. Fig. 1639, a front 
view of the unit, shows the location of the 
variable controls, antenna terminals, 
pilot light, microphone jack and 
'speaker. All of these components, 
with exception given to the tuning 
condenser and dial, are mounted on 
the panel. 
As shown in the rear view, Fig. 1641, 

the r.f. assembly is mounted on a small 
"L"-shaped chassis at the left end of 
the panel. This chassis, formed from 
1/16-inch aluminum, has a width of 2 

Fig. 1639 — A simple 235-Me. tran.eeiver. 
The 'speaker, tuning dial and antenna termi-
nals are shown at the top of the panel. The 
pilot light, microphone jack, audio gain 
control, send-receive switch and regeneration 
controls run from left to right across the 
bottom of the panel. The swinging-link con-
trol is above the regeneration potentiometer. 
Ventilation holes are drilled in the rear panel. 
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anseei ver.  
Rs — 220 oboe:, 1 watt. 
Its — 50,000-olun volume control. 
Li — 1 turn of copper tubing, approximately 

horseshoe shape; over.all leogth from mounting 
hole-s, i is inch; outside iliameter at open end, 

ls inch; place tap at renti.r. 
1,2 — 2 turns No. il or diameter 7,jo inch. 
Ii — 6-8- volt pilot light. 
J — Open-circuit jack. 
RFC', RFC2 — I - inch winding of No. 24 d.s.c. or s.c.c. 

Oil ,t4-incli didnivt,r polystyrene roil. 
Sts.p C.11— •1.11.,ir 2.111,111,,11 switch. 
Spkr.— 3-inch J'en:: iii- Iii dyn: • speaker. 
— Tra to:eel ver tra s f. 

1.2 — Output transformer, pentode to voice coil. 

inches and is 211 inehes high by 2 inches deep. 
The layout of this chassis is identical to the 
arrangement shown in Fig. 1620. C1 is modified 
somewhat. One set of stator plates and one cir-
cular rotor plate are removed to make the total 
capacitance appropriate for 235 Mc. 
The swinging antenna link shown at the 
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Fig. 16De - A Lott  ‘ it-W a the ,ineplc transce•i% 

Ch apter Sixteen 
end can be touched with the finger 
without disturbing the operation of 
t he eiscillator. A grid-leak value allow-
in u the smoothest operation should 
Ix selected and plate by-pass con-
denser values bet ween 0.0022 and 
0.0017 aid. should be t tied. 
The inductanee oit he tuned-circuit 
/4, should be adiusted tat bring 

the band On dbl by increasing 
ilecreasing the length I 1 0: r.OSVI. am. 
open ends. The frequenvy may be 
(lava-I:oil as , les,-riled in Chapter Ñ'ine-
teen. Coupling is adjusted by bend-
ing the leads of the antenna 
to bring the voil nearer to or farther 
from Li. The coupling should be ad-
justed so that wit li the switch in the 
"receive" position the oscillat or goes 
into superregeneration siniiiithly; if 
the coupling is too tight it may not be 
possible to obtain superregeneration 

at all. The feed-back condenser, C3, vill have 
some slight effect on the frequency and this 
condenser should be adjusted for maximum os-
cillator oui put before the final frequency check 
is made. A 60-ma. dial light should be used to 
provide a means if judging r.f. out put. A 
table listing approximate voltages at suggested 
test, points is given below: 

left, of the ri. section proved to be more of a 
refinement than a necessity, and may be re-
placed by a tightly-roupleil fixed link. Grid 
leaks for the 6(1 are mounted directly on tIte 
semi-receive switch contacts anel all input and 
out put kads for t he circuit are ,-:, bled and fed 
ti the suit ' ii anel the audio sections. 
The zonlio section, shown at, the right in 

Fig. Ibli, is mounted on an aluminum chassis 
cut from 1, iia-inch stock five inches wide. It 
has a .I- inch lip at the front for seeurinu to t he 
panel and a 2-inelt vertical member :d the rear. 
A cut-out in the chassis priivides clearance 
space for the 'speaker. The 6.15 audio-input 
t ' the is at the left of the audio seetiiin and the 
6V11 output t ube is on line with and to the 
right, of the ca.15. 

Looking il t he bot tom of the chassis, Fig. 
1610, t he out put-tube socket is : at the left with 
t Cdr.) socket mounted at t he rear center. The 
transceiver transformer, Th is at the right aml 
the output transformer, can be seen pro-
t ruling through the chassis at, the back and 
center. The coupling condenser, C7, 
11`,1 s on the base between the I file 
sockets and t he fiVii aiait hi ide 
condenser, Cs, lies against and pi 11-
1t1 to the rear wall 
Spare tulip-socket pi,.- : 1-,t 
secure resist•or tie-point , wieurever 
convenient. Heater, ground :wd 
plate-voltage leads are terminae , 1 
at a hug strip memuted at t le I 

end of the elia›.sis .111 
battery c'able completes the eivc ,,,it • 
front these points to the exterm,' 
power supply. 

It is possible that in a particular 
layout some experimental ¡MI h 

I. t. component ‘-alues will be neaps-
sary. Effective superregeneration de-
pends considerably on the gril 
choke, and the number of tut ns I t d 
should be adjusted so that t he cold 

Tra n Mil ReeriVC 

1111.1t Terminal 33". \ oltS 350 volts 
(),... iiIiiii•  liiii • - 150 '• 
ii.15 iiI:iii.   80 " 
6.15 1,1:1m.le  23" 
)Ve 1,1„t,   300 " 32. 
(A)i ,....,,,,,   .....35 u 3:i0 " 

cxe; c,,th...u,  0 " 0 " 
21 " 22 " 
Is.:-" 
1.9 ' 

:\ irreep!"-ni• ',Pen   

te•ropip 

:\liVrlep110110 Volla'''•  

Filament: 6.3 volts at 0.9 amp. 

Nlaximum total current drain is 55 ma. in 
"transmit, - position and 45 mat. in " receive" 

position. 

tii inside view of the 235-Mc. transceiver. Fig. 1641 
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A Disk-Seal Tube Oscillator 

for 144, 235 and 420 Mc. 

At frequencies : Lis ive 300 Me. or so tubes of 
conventional eonst rum ion will not Operate, for 
the reasons outlined at the bt•giniting of this 
chapter. The disk-seal or " lighthouse" tubes 
will function nicely, however, in ordinary-

and a 14-inch liole drilled in the sirle. Holes 
are drilled at, right angles to the large holes 
and tapped for 6-32 setscrews. The -i neit 
hole fits over the plate cap of the tube, and 
the 11 :i-inch hole slides over the end of the 
plate rod. The grid half of the parallel line is 
approximately one inch shorter I han the plate 
rod, to proviile room for the grid condenser, C2. 

Fig, 10.1— 1111'1'e - band il.•Villator IL 23.3 and 120 ' le.) teMitt the 2( .. 1 1. The shorting bar on 
the parallel line. is W I.% VII to the proper point and locked, i,i.i tuning over the band b: accom 
plished by the homemade variable condenser mounted at the end.s of the lines near the tube 

linear circuits at frequencies up to several 
hundred megacycles. No special types of cir-
cuit construction (such as cavity resonators) 
are requireil, therefore, when disk-seal tubes 
are used in 1 he 420-Mc. band. 

Details of construction of a transmitter 
using the 2C4-1, for operation in the 111-, 
235-, and 420- Mc. bands. are given in Figs. 
1642-1615, inclusive. Using parallel lines, it 
is only necessary to change the position of the 
shorting bar to obtain output on any of the 
three bands. The sliorting bar is nmveil to a 
previously-calibrated point on the hues and 
locked, and then any frequency within the 
amateur band is obtained by proper setting of 
a tuning condenser connected tioross the lines 
at the point wliere they connect to the tube. 
The antenna coupling loop is conneeted to the 
shorting bar so that the two are moved 
simult a neously. 

The i•ircuit is shown in Fig. 16-12. It will be 
recognized as the conventional circuit used in 
most 111- Me. gear. The only critical compo-
nent in the unit is REC., the grid choke. 
There is an optimum value of choke for any 
one frequency. with which maxinnun output 
will be obtained at that fretiniqtey, but the 
value shown is a good eompromise for the 
three-band range of this transmitter. 
The rat hode is ibove ground by 
RFC3 and terci, but these inductors 
are not critical. 
The transmitter is built on a 6 X 

28 X 1-iii, Ii hoard. The " cold" ends 
of the !.¡.- ineli roils used in the line 
are supported by t wii panel bushings 
mounted in an aluminum braeket which is 
fastened to the basebimrd. '1' hose t wo panel 
bushings are of the locking type mill make it a 
simplo nnitter to positiim the rods priqierly. 
The plate rial is terminated at the plate and in 
a hole in the plate cap. The plate cap consists 
of a J.,inch length of .¡-inch diameter brass 
rod with a g-inch hole drilled in the center 

cz 

The grid end of the line is supported i y a small 
polystyrene post, awl the grid siteket is nimbi 
by forming a narrow band of mime(' around 
the grid disk of the lighthouse tithe and tight-
ening it with a 2-56 machine screw and nut. 
The short i ng bar for the parallel lines is made 

of two locking-type panel bushings set in a 
copper strap. These bushings are tightened 
just enough to insure good contact and still 
allow the bar to slide without too effort. 
It is imperative, therefore, that the two rods 
be smooth and straight, although limy can be 
either brass rod or brass tubing. The coaxial-
cable conneettir for flit! antenna fiwt1 line and 
the antenna loop are mounted to a piece of 
316-inelt bakelite bolted to the shorting bar. 
The antenna loop rides under the lines so that 
it will not hit the tuning condenser when the 
shorting har is near the condenser. The size of 
the loop may vary with different antennas, but 
it should hic iii, uit 2 inches long and spaced 
the same as the lines. The coupling can be in-
creased by bending ( he loop closer to the lines. 
The tuning condenser is of the split-stator 

type with the rotor floating. The stator plates 
consist 01' two strips of coping., inch wide 
by 1 inch long, formed in t iv, iris : Hid soldered 
to the tuning rods (see Fig. 1(i-15). The rotor 

‘C44 

RFC, A 

"MU— 

RFC, T  

 0.400V 

GRD. 

63V 

Fig. 1612 — Cireisit iliasrain of the ihreed,and oscillator. 
— See text and 1 is. 1615. 
— ceramic. 

miea. 
— 3300 ohni, I 

RFC, — 13 torn: ,No. 18 etiant, diam, close-
wound. 

RFC2 — 27) turns No. 18 enam., 3,.incIt diam., spaced 
wire diatat. 

RFC3., RFC4 — It.f. choke (Ohmite Z-1). 
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Fie. 1611 - clo-c-up 101 of the tuning coinien ,er of the three-ham 
oscillator also si s the details of the socket mounting and tills 
connections t. 1DBNI)• 

uses a piece of 34-inch diameter polystyrene 
rod through which is drilled a 1.i.-inch diameter 
hole for a bakelite or polystyrene shaft. If 
desired, the solid polystyrene can be reitlaced 
by a 34-inch diameter coil form by cementing a 
disk of polystyrene to the open end of the coil 
form. 
The rot or plate, a " U "-sha ped st ri p of copper 

One inch square, is fonnud and then cemented 
t he polystyrene form. A" IT "-shape, I piece is 

necessary beva use it was found that at -150 Mc. 
a cylindrical rittor ailed as a capan tot. plate 
as it was first brought near the stator plates, 
but as rotation continued the rotor began to 
act as a shorted turn in the field of the lines, 
thus counteraet ing the effect of the additiotdd 
capacity and limiting the tuning range to only 
a small frequency variation. Two metal 
brackets with panel bushings are used sup-
port the rotor shaft.. It is a good idea to mount 
the panel bushings in slots rather than the 
usual clearance holes, so that the shaft can be 
moved toward the stator plates until the de-
sired capacity range is obtained. 
The tube socket is mounted on an aluminum 

bracket which is screwed to the baseboard. No 
connection is made to the u'. f. cat 'psi(' to 

because the oscillator was found to work 
better over the entire range that way. 

Forced vent il ,t must be used on the t taxi 
if anyt hing like t he rated nmximum input of 
20 watts is to be used. As much of the plate 
heat as possible must be condueted away by 
the plate rod, and for this reason the conne(:-
tion between plate and rod must be as good as 
possible from a heat as well as an electrical 
standpoint. The forced ventilation of t he plate 
can best, be obtained bv the use of a small 
electric fan whose blast is directed at t he plate 
connection whenever the plate power is ap-
plied. A small blower tube can be rigged up 
from stiff cardboard and attached to the 
fan. 

Oscillation can be determined 
by using a small neon bulb or a 
flashlight lamp and loop of wire 
held close to the lines. Grid cur-
rent is also an excellent oscillation 
indicator. If no oscillation is ob-
tained, it probably means an 
incorrect grid choke, and its con-
struetion should be checked or 
modified slightly. To get the best 
effiviency, part icularly on any 
one band, may require some slight 
revision in the induetance of the 
grid choke or in the value of the 
r.f. by-pass capacitors, the effect 
of such changes being checked by 
watehing the output as indicated 
by a lamp load and the input as 
in by a plate millin inflicter. 
Tuning up should be done at re-

Shalt bearing 

f Poly 

Cement to 
Polystyrene 

C9̀PPerif 

8a*ebte rod 

tirade 

soft sokfor 
to ¡iones 

Shaba/i9 

Fir. 1645 — Con.trnetional and a..enililv detail: of the 
t g capacitor for the 1-11,'235/.1.20-MC. oscillator. 

(lured plate voltage, say around 250 or 300, 
at whieh value IIi. loaded plate current should 
roe arourol 15 t, 20 Ina_ after which the maxi-
mum input of 10 ma. at 500 volts can be 
applied if considered neces,ary. 
A good set iuf Lecher wires or an accurately-

calif >rated absorpt ion wavenwter is essential for 
finding 1. he different amateur bands. Although 
a wire line is probably the in. st convenient for 
the 11-l- and 235- Mc. bands, a more rigid line 
for the 120- Me. I nd van be wade by using 
!4-inch rod or tubing, supporting it in the 
same manner that the tutn-d circuit is sup-
ported for t he oseillator. After the oscillator 
has been calibrated. a cardboard Silt le can be 
added to the baseboard and the positions 
marked for tlw three amateur bands. The ap-
proximate settings of t he shorting bar follow: 

Dieux ere from Crwer Mote 
of 2C44 to Shorting liar 

14 inches 
" 
" 

Frequency Range 

138-152 Me. 
215-245 " 
41S-452 " 

Considerable care must be exercised in mov-
ing t he shorting bar ( am! in removing the tube 
front its socket) bee:lust: of the possibility of 
breaking the tube seals. 
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  Antennaà 

(I Design Factors 

While the basic principles of antenna opera-
tion are essentially the same for all frequen-
cies, certain factors peculiar to v.h.f. work 
call for changes in antenna technique for the 
frequencies above 50 megacycles. Here the 
physical size of multielement arrays is reduced 
to the point where an antenna system having 
some gain over a simple dipole is possible in 
nearly every location, and experimentation 
with various types of arrays is an important 
part of the program of most pr gressive work-
ers. The importance of high-gain antennas in 
v.h.f. work cannot be overemphasized. A good 
antenna system is often the sole difference 
between routine operation and out 
success in this field. By no other means ran so 
large a return be obtained from a small in-
vestment as results from the erection of a good 
directional array. 

Beginning with the 50- Mc, band, the fre-
quency range over which antenna arrays 
should operate effectively is often wider in 
percentage than that required of lower-fre-
quency systems: thus greater attention must 
be paid to designing arrays for maximum fre-
quency response, possibly to the extent of 
sacrificing other factors such as high front-to-
back ratio. As thé frequency of operation is 
increased, losses in the t ri us line rise 
sharply: hence it bollas more important 
that the line be matched to the antenna sys-
tem correctly. Because any v.h.f. transmission 
line is long, in terms of wavelength, it is often 
more effective to use a high-gain array at 
relatively low height, rather than to employ 
a low-gain system at great height above 
ground, particularly if the antenna location is 
not completely shiehh•d by heavy foliage, 
buildings, or other obstructions in the im-
mediate vicinity. This concept is in direct 
contrast to early notions of what was most 
desirable in a v.h.f. antenna system. An ap-
preciable clearance above surrounding terrain 
is desirable, but great height is by no means 
so all-import;int as it was once thought. to be. 
Outstanding results have been obtained by 
many v.h.f. workers, especially on 50 and 
144 Mc., with antennas not more than 25 to 
10 fe(.t. above ground. • 

(1, Polarization 

Practically all the early work on frequencies 
above 30 Mc. was .(lone with vertical antennas, 
probably because of the somewhat stronger 
field in the immediate vicinity of a vertical 

system. When v.h.f. work was confined to al-
most pure line-of-sight distances, the vertical 
dipole produced a stronger signal at the edge 
of the working range than did the same an-
tenna turned over to a horizontal position. 
With the advent of high-gain antennas and 
extended operating ranges, horizontal systems 
began to assume importance in v.h.f. work, 
especially in parts of the country where a con-
siderable degree of activity had not already 
been established with verticals. 
Numerous tests have shown that there is 

very little difference in the effective working 
range with either polarization, if the most 
effective element arrangements are used, and 
the saine polarization is employed at both 
ends of the path. Vertical polarization still has 
its adherents among 50- Mc, enthusiasts and 
much fine work has been done wit h vertical an-
tennas, but an effective horizontal array is 
somewhat easier to build and rotate. Simple 
2-, 3- or 4-element horizontal arrays have 
proven extremely effective in 50- Mc, work, 
awl the postwar era has seen an increase in the 
use of such arrays which has amounted to 
standardization on horizontal polarization. 
The picture is somewhat different when one 

goes to 144 Mc. and higher. At these fre-
quencies, the most effective vertical systems 
(those having two or more half-wave elements, 
vertically stacked) are more easily erected 
than on 50 Mc. Important, in consilering the 
polarization question, is the existence of 
countless 144- Mc, mobile stations, whose 
antenna syst etas must, of necessity, be verti-
cal. While horizontal polarization will un-
doubtedly find increased favor at 144 Mc. and 
higher, particularly for point-to-point work in 
rural areas, it is probable that vertical polar-
ization will continue to dominate this field for 
some years to come. Under certain conditions, . 
notably a station directly in the shadow of a 
hill, there may be a considerable degree of 
polarization shift, but ordinarily it may be 
assumed that best results in 141-Mc, work will 
be obtained by matching the polarization of 
the stations one desires to contact. 

e Impedance Matching 

Because line losses tend to be much higher 
in v.h.f. antenna systems, it becomes increas-
ingly important that feed lines be made as 
nearly " flat" as possible. Transmission lines 
commonly used in v.h.f. work include the 
open-wire line of 500 to 600 ohms impedance, 
usually spaced about two inches; the polye-
thylene-insulated flexible lines, available in 
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300-, 150, and 72-ohm impedances; and co-
axial lines of 50 to 90 ( duns impedance. These 
may be matched to dipole or multielement an-
tennas by any of several arrangements de-
tailed below. 
The "J" — Used prineipally as a means of 

feeding it stationary vertical radiator, around 
which parasitie elements are rotated, the ".1" 
consists of a half-wave vertical radiator fed by 
it quarter-wave matching section. as shown at 
A, Fig. 1701. The sparing between the two 

() 

Coa.rial 

Line 

• 

170 — Two 
i'1, 11011S Of 1111.. 

Intelina. often 
 bile in-

siallaiions, or in 
ertii•al :arrays 

parasitic ! l. 
dun t - iti.iV rotate 
around a fixed ra-
diator. 

• 

sides of the mat ching section should Ile two 
inches or less, and the point of attachment of 
the feed line will depend em t he impedance of 
the line used. The feeder should lw slid along 
the matching section until the point is found 
which gives t best , kperation. The but tom of 
the matching section may be grounded for 
lightning proteetion. A variation of the ".1" 
f(kr use with it ,axiitl-litte feed is shown at 13 in 
Fig. 1701. The " J" is also useful in mobile 
applications. 
The delta or "Y" match — Probably 

ti te simplest. arrangement for feeding a dipole 
or parasitic array is the familiar delta. or " A"' 
match, in whieh the fee, ler system is fanned out 
and ;tit:wiled to the radiator : it a point where 
the impedance (tIong t he element is the same as 
that of the line used. Information on figuring 
the dimensions of the delta may be found in 
Chapter Ten. Chief weakness of the del t :t is t he 
likelihood of radiation from the mat riling sec-
tion, which may interfere with the effecti ve-
'less of a multielement array. It is also some-
what unstable mechanically, and quite critkal 
in akljustment. 
The "Q" section— An effective arrange-

ment for matelking an open-wire line to a 
dipole, or to the driven element in a 2- or 3-
element array having wide ( 0.25 wavelength 
or greater) spacing. is the " Q" section ( Chap-
ter Tent. 'rills consists of a quarter-wave line, 
usually of ! Or larger tubing, the spacing 
of which is determined by the impedance at the 
center of the array. The parallel- pipe " Q" sec-
tion is not practical for matching multielement 

arrays to lines of lower impedances than about 
600 ohms, nor can it be used effectively with 
close-spaced parasitic arrays. The impedance 
of the " Q" sectitm required in these cases is 
lower than can be obtained using parallel sec-
tit ois of tubing, but a concentric line may be 
used for this purpose. A quarter-wave section 
of flexible coaxial line of 72 ohms impedance 
is a convenient arrangement for matching a 
300 to 600-ohm line to the low center imped-
ance of a 3- or 4-element array. The length of 
such a hne will be approximately 65 per cent 
of a quarter wavelength or 

1920 
L = 

where L is the length of the line required, in 
inches. This figure takes into account the prop-
agat icm factor of the s•)Iiii-dielectric coaxial 
line. For the line made of parallel pipes, length 
in inches is determined by 

2ss0 
L = - 

¡Mc. 

The "T" match — T1‘1;:e prineipal disad-
vantages of the delta system can be overcinne 
through the use of the arrangement sliown ill 

Fig. 1712, commonly called ti te " T" match. 
It has the advantage of providing a means of 
adjustment ( its' sliding the clips along the 
parallel conduetors), yet the radiation from 
the matching arrangement is lower t han with 
the delta, and its rigid construe! tout is more 
suitable for rotautble arrays. It may be used 
with coaxial lines of any impedance. or wit h 
the varikkus other forms of transmission lines 
up to 300 ohms. The p,sition of the clips 
should, of course, be adjusted for maximum 
loading and minimum standing-wave ratio. 
The "T" srstem is partieularly well suited 
for use in all-tnetal " plumbing" arrays. 

Tite folded dipole— Probably the most 
effective means of matching a wide range 
of line impedances to almost any sort of para-
sitic array is the folded dipole ( Figs. 1702, 
1703, and 170-fl. deseribed in Chapter Ten. A 
300-olun line may be used to feed a 4-element 
array ( Fig. 1703) by using I.¡-inch rod or 
tubing for t he fed section of 
the folded dipole and 1-inek 
tubing for tlte parallel sec-
tion. A 3-element arr:ky of 
the saine general con-t ruc-
tion may be matched by 
using .1-ineh tubing for t he 
parallel sect ion of the dipole. 
The impedance at the 

center of the system may 
also be increased by using 
three or more elements in 
parallel, the center im-
pedance being increased ap-
proximately as the square 
of the number of elements 
used. This applies only if 

5540 

k•soo-olert 
line 

zncites 
" or less 

Fig. 1702 — 1)e-
tails of the folded 
dipole. 
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57" 

Fig. 1703 — Ditnete.ional dram ins of a I -element 50. fe. 
array. Element and sparing mere derived ex. 

perimentally for ma \ Munn formard gain at 50.5 Me. 

the elentunts :tn. all the saine conductor size. 

C, Arrays for 50 Mc. 

Since the same basic principles apply to all 
antennas regardless Of frequency, little (lis-
cussion is given here of the various simple 
dipoles which may hp ' i'd when nondireptional 
systems are desired. l)etails of such antennas 
may be found in ("Uipter T(,,,, the only 
modification necessii ry for ada pi at ion to use on 
50 Mc, or higher is the rediu•tion in length 
necessary for increased conductor diameter at 
these frequencies. 
A simple but effective array which requires 

no matching amingement is slit twit in Fig. 
1705. Its design takes into account the drop 
in center impedani.e of a half-wave radiator 
when a parasitic element is placed ti, quarter 
wavelengt away. A director element is shown, 
as the drop in impedance using a slightly-
shortened parasitic ( 4ement 15 just. about right 
to provide a goid match ti) a 50-oit n coaxial 
line. The element lengths : ire not extremely 
critical in such a simple system, and the fig-
ures shown may be used with satisfactory re-
sults. 
The import a flee of brinul frequency response 

in any antenna designed for v.h.f. work 
cannot be overlooked. The ilisiolvant age of all 
parasitic systems is that they bqui to tune 
quite sharply. and thus are often elff•etive over 

Fig. 1701 — Th.. 1-el,,,ent 
arras I'm- 7,0 .1 

-teel lin,er. The e\lengiinu 
lrei.nv the main irait t,',,,, set., ,.-

:II lug des III.. 1 '111 rra 

frame N MI/11111 I'll III it 

t«1 s‘hich fitted a knoll Id 

%hill SCI's es as a vertical simport. 

• 

only a small portion of a given band. One way 
in which the response of a system can be broad-
ened out is to increase the spacing bet ween t 
parnsit it' elements to soiniiwItat more t han the 
0.1 ur 0.15 wavelength normally considered to 
provide optimum forward gain and highest 
front-to-back: ratio. Some broadening may 
also be obtained 1)y making t lit' dirret 
slightly shorter and the reflector slightly 
longer than the optimum value. The fob led 
dipole is useful as the radiator in swill titi array, 
as its froqiu•ncy r(isponse is somewhat broader 
than other typos of driven element,. 
A 1-element arrav for :30 Me. having an 

effective operating 'range of :Wont 2 Me is 
shown in Figs. 1703 and 1704. It employs a 

'Pay. 
.s 

Fig. 171)5 -- simple :2-element array for Sil Me. No 
matching des ices are needed mith tui,arrangement. 

folded dipole having nonuniform conductor 
size. Itetioctor and first, director are spared 
0.2 wavpiengt h frein the driven element. while 
the forward direct or is: spaced 0.25 wavelengt h. 
The spacing and element lengths given were 
di•rived experimentally, and are those which 
give optimum forward gain at, the expense () I' 
Solute- front-to-back ratio. As the latter quality 
is not of great value in 50- Mc work, it ran be 
neglected entirely in the tuning procedure for 
such an array. 
The dimensions given are for peak perform-

twee at 50.5 Mc. For other frequencies, the 
length of the folded dipole should be figured as 
nicionmended in r ' ha ptiq. Ten. The reflect or will 
then be 5 per cent longer ti taIt the dri vim ele-
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ment, the first director 5 per cent shorter, and 
the second director 6 per cent shorter. A broad-
ening of the response may be obtained, at a 
slight sacrifice in forward gain, by adding to 
the reflector length and subtracting from the 
director lengths. For those interested in ex-
perimenting with element lengths, slotted 
extensions may be inserted in the ends of the 
various elements, other than the dipole, as 
shown in Fig. 1706. A 3-element array may be 
built, using the same general dimensions, ex-
cept that the driven element, in this case, 
should have a ','¡- inelt diameter element in 
place of the 1-inch tubing used in the 4-ele-
ment system. 

Fig. 1706 — Detail drawing of inserts which may be 
used in the ends of the elements of a parasitic array to 
permit accurate adjustment of clement length. 

Excellent results in work over distances up 
to 400 miles are being obtained by 50- Mc. 
workers using various more-complex direc-
tional arrays than the ones described above. 
The most important factor in such work is the 
attainment of the lowest possible radiation 
angle, and this purpose is well served by 
stacking of elements, in either vertical or hori-
zontal systems. Tice use of two parasitic ar-
rays, one a half wavelength above the other, 
fed in phase, provides a gain of 3 db. or more 
over that of a single array. The system shown 
in Fig. 1707 is excellent for either vertical or 
horizontal polarization, as is the " 1I" array, 
using four half-wave elements, with or without 
parasitic elements. 

RCFLECTORS 

.-RADIATORS 

Fig. /707 — A double= Q" array for Il t Me. T hot, 
izanital pi.rtion of the half-wave "11" acts as a "Q" sec-
tion, matching the antenna impedance to the 300.iihin 
line attached at the center of the array. This array works 
well in either V ertica I or horizontal positions. 

(1 Arrays for 144 Mc. 

Any of the above arrangements may, of 
course, be used for 144 as well as for 50 Mc., 
but, as two of them are designed for maximum 
effectiveness in a horizontal position, other 
designs may be used more effectively where 

vertical polarization is employed. To obtain 
the lowest radiation angle with vertical sys-
tems, those comprising a number of half-wave 
elements fed in phase are most useful. An im-
portant feature of such systems is that they 
are not so sharp in frequency response as are 
arrays having two or more parasitic elements 
in the same plane; consequently, adjustment of 
even quite complex systems such as the 16-
element array shown in Fig. 1708 is not at all 
critical. 

Platte refleetors are usable at 144 Me., their 
size at this frequency being within reason. An 
interesting possibility in connection with this 
type of reflector is its use with two different 
sets of driven elements, one on each side of the 
reflecting screen: A set of elements arranged 
for vertical polarization may be used on one 
sub, .ted a set of horizontally-polarized ele-
ments on the other, or the plane reflector may 
be made to serve on two different bands by a 
similar arrangement of elements for two fre-
quencies, on opposite sides of the reflector. 
The screen need not be a si )lid sheet of metal, 
or even a close-mesh screen. A set of wires or 
rods arrang(41 in back of the dri yen elements 
will worlc almost equally well. The dimensions 
of the reflector are not critical. For maximum 
effectiveness, the plane reflector should extend 
at least j wavelength beyond the area occu-
pied by the elements, but reflecting curtains 
no larger than the space occupied by the re-
flectors shown in Fig. 1708 have been used 
with good results. 

In designing directional arrays having more 
than one driven element it is advisable to ar-
range for feeding the array at a central point. 
A si nude 6-element array of high performance, 
incorporating this principle. is shown in Fig. 
1707. All the elements may be made of soft-
copper tubing, 3 inch in diameter. The driven 
elements are comprised of two pieces which 
are bent into two ,"U"-shaped sections and ar-
ranged in the form of a half-wave " IL" The 
horizontal portion of the " II" is then a double 
quarter-wave " Q" section, matching the im-
pedance of the two radiators to that of the 
feed line. With the wide spacing used, the po-
sition of the parasitic elements is not particu-
larly critieal, except as it affects the imped-
alive of the system, and the spacing of the 
elements may be varied to provide the best 
niatrh. The spacing of the horizontal section 
may be varied for the same purpose. With the 
dimensions given, a spacing of one inch be-
tween centers is about right for feeding with a 
300-ohm line. The radiation pattern of this ar-
ray is similar in both horizontal and vertical 
planes; thus it will work with equal effective-
ness in either position, provided the polariza-
tion is the same as that of the stations to be 
contacted. 
By using a curtain of eight half-wave ele-

ments, arranged as shown in Figs. 1708 and 
1709, backed up by eight reflectors, a degree 
of performance can be obtained which is truly 
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Fig. 1708 — A 16-element 
array for I liMe., slum ing 
su ppor i ng s true re a nd 
rotating meehanism." Sash 

cord wrapped three times 
around the criss-rross pulley 
permits 360-degree rotation. 

outstanding. A gain of as much as 15 
db. can be realized wit h such an ar-
rangement, effecting an improvement 
in operating range which could never 
be obtained by any other means. Such 
an array is neit her difficult nor expen-
sive tet construct, and its performance 
will 111Q!' than repay I he buililer for 
the trouble involved in its roust ruc-
tion. 
The cumbersome nature of the 

structure required to support such an 
array would .I na.se s t'sut 

of the question for a lower frequency, 
but for 144 Mc. the ‘ mtside dimensions are 
only 1 X 7! ;¡ X 10 feet. and the support-
ing frame can be made quite light. 
The center pole (a 1L(ri itch rug pole 10 feet 

long) turns in tun 'u' bearings whieh are 
mounted on braced arms extending out about 
two feet from a " two by three," which is 
braced in a vertical position. An improvised 
pulley made of two pieces of 1 X 2-inch " fur-
ring" notched in the ends and fastened criss-
cross fashion near the bottom of the center 
pole serves as a " rotating meehanism." Sash 
cord wrapped three times around this " pul-
ley" and run over to the window on small pul-
leys allows the heam to be rotated more than 
360 degrees bets oc reversal is required. To keep 
the array from twisting in high winds light 
sash cords are attached near each end of the 
supporting structure. These cords are brought 
through the window near the rotating ropes 
and are pulled up tight and fastened when the 
antenna is not in use. 
The elements are of ;746-inch soft-aluminum 

tubing for light weight. To stiffen the struc-
ture, and to help to maintain alignment, in-
serts were turned down from -inch poly-
styrene rod to fit tightly into the elements at 
the point where the cross-over or phasing 
wires are connected. Similar inserts are used 
for the reflector elements also. The inter-
connecting phasing sections are of No. 16 
wire, spaced about 1 inches. The feed line, 
connected at the center of the system, is 
Amphenol 21-056 Twin-Lead, 300 ohms 
impedance. The impedance at the center of 
the array is about right for direct connection 
of the 300-ohm line, without the necessity for 
a matching section of any kind. It is probably 
somewhat lower than 300 ohms, actually, and 

if a perfect match is desired, a " Q" section 
may be used. The periormance is not greatly 
affected by such a change, as the standing-
wave ratio is relatively low with the connec-
tion as shown. 
The center section of the array may be used 

without the outside 8 elements, if space is 
limited, and a simpler array of good per-
formance is desired. The simple " II" with 
reflectors may also be fed with 300-ohm line 
without the necessity for special matching 
devices. 

300 ohrrt 
line 

Fig. 17( -- Schema ic of the raf iating portion of the 
16-element 14.1-Mc. array. Relief tors are omitted for 
clarity. Radiators are 311 inches long, reflectors 40.5 
inches. Cross-over or phasing see  • s are also 40.5 
inches long. Reflectors are mounted 17 inches in back of 
each radiator. 

41 Mobile and Portable Antennas 

A common type of antenna employed for 
mobile operation on 50 and 141 Mc. is the 
quarter-wave radiator which is fed with a 
coaxial line. The antenna, which may be a 
flexible telescoping " fish-pole," is mounted in 
any of several places on the car. The inner 
conductor of the coaxial line is connected to 
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the antenna, and the outer enndnetor is 
grounded to the frame of the ear. Quite a good 
mateli may be obtiiineil by this met hod with 
the .50-tilt n coaxial line now available; how-
ever. it is well to provide some means of tun-
ing tile system. so that all variables can be 
taken rsIii • Ili. The simplest tuning arrange-
ment vonsists of a variable condenser con-
nected bet \\teen t he low side of the transmit-
ter vottpling coil :ilia ground. as shown in Fig. 
1710. This condenser should have a maximum 

Pig. 1710 -- Afethod of feeding quarter-wave mobile 
111114 .11.1,, s, ith coaxial line. et should !lase a maximum 
cii par"! fIr 77, to PH) eotfd. for 28- and :in-Ale. work. L1 
is an :tdjustalele 

capacity of 75 to 100 ¡odd. for 50 Mr., and 
should lie adj ed for maximum loading ivitli 
the least eumpling to the transmitter. Some 
met hod of varting the coupling to the trans-
mitter should be provided. 
The short antenna required for 1-1-1 1\1e. 

(approximately 19 ineilies permits mounting 
t he alitulltlist Olt t lie top of Ilio car. Sitt•li an ar-
ratig-IMIPIII proVII ,Ius g iii ( .1)\'(•rag0 in ail di-

ri.{.1 tuns. the car bouly suiting as a ground 
plane. When the antenna is 11101111teti else-
where on the car, it is apt It> sliow quite 
nuirked directional charameristies. Bee:ins.. of 
I his it is desirable to Ina provisions for the 
tiSl • 41l the sa ant Vilna fun' both transmitting 
and receiving. 

best antenna possible for operation un-
der mobile ei tin lit is not partieularly effec-
tive. as compared with antenna systems nor-
mally use il in l-st at ion work. '1'o maloi the 
niiist of the line opportunities for 1)X ivork 
afforded l'y iiountless high-altitude 'ovations 
which are sieeessible by ear. it is hell/1.1d to have 
some sort of eollapsible antenna array i‘!deli 
can bu. assembled " on the spot. - Evett a sill-

RADIATOR CENTER 
SECTION 36"LONG 

SPACING ti h(351 

DETAIL OF INSERTS 

USED AT POINTS 'A' 

EXTENSIONS 

Al-13610NC 

TAPE ... ERE 

Fig. 1 711 — A 2-choient collapsible array for 50-Me. 
portable use. 

pie array like the one shown in Figs. 1711 and 
1712 will effert a great improvement. in the 
operating range of the low-puovered gear nor-
mally used for mobile operation. This one is 
tlesigneul for 50- Me, use, but similar arrange-
ments van lie made for other frequencii.s. 
The array shown is a 2-plement system, com-

prised of a radiator whiell is fed with coaxi.il 
line by means of a ""I''• luatelt, and a reflector 
whicili is spaved 0.15 'wavelength in back of the 
driven element. It is made entirely of 
(lurid tubing, exeept for the vertical support, 
whieli tubing of the same material. 

A suggested method of moulding is situwn ¡ it 
Fig. 1711. A short length of I X 2- inch or 
larger \emu' is bolted to the ear bumper. A 
piece ur tiltral tubing is bolted to this 
upright. and the vertical sertion of the 
itrita - slips over the top of the ::¡- inuilt section. 
The array is turned by means of ropes attached 

Fie. 1712 - - Detail drawing of tlic 
111. \ Ile. array, - it,,', ti iii 

171 L. All parts exeept ti,,' scot. 
cal -tipport, ' licit is t inch in di-
anwit•P., are tilade of ' t-inell titi t--

al I I Mill t For rarrs !nu-
takI•11 apart at 

'.\'' in-erts -1,11,•11 
tubipg ! wing 11-1 .41 at Point "" V« to 
hold it jun. togr II g•‘-
t vn.i..ns are the same Ivngth. hd• 
gliti.•rent.t• in element it talk being 
pro, it led the lleligtit of the center 

REFLECTOR CENTER 
SECTION A A. LONG 

VERTICAL SUPPORT 
'DURAL TARING 

• 
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to the reflector element. Height of the array 
may be increased over that shown by using a 
longer wooden support, in which case it is de-
sirable to use a 2 X 2 for great ,•r st rengt h. An 
anehoring pin made from a spike inserted in 
the bottom end of the wooden support is help-
ful to prevent, tilting of the array. With such a 
device embedded in the growel, t he whole as-
sembly will remain rigid, which is helpful in 
the high winds usually encountered in moun-
tain-top locations. Portability is provided by 
making the elements in three sections, with 
the end sections all t he sann. length. Fite ren-
ter seetion of the radiator is 6 inches shorter 
than that, of the reflector. 
The fell section of the ' T' matching device 

is eomposed of two pieces of (hind tub-
ing about 11 inches long. The t icis,•et ions are 
held together media ideally, but insulated 
electrically, by a pi. .ce of polystyrene rod 
which is turned down just ont nigh to make a 
tight lit in the t ubing. The inner and outer 
conductors of the eoaxial line are fastened to 
the t wit inside ends of the matching section. 
Clips Inn de Id spring bronze are used for e011-
11eCti011 botWeVII the radiator and the " T." 
The positiim of t hese should be adjusted for 
maximum loading and minimum standing-
wave ratio on t he line. The idea for this array 
was suggested by W7OWX in " Hints and 
Kinks, - April, 1916. Q.ST, page 143. 

4.[ Miscellaneous Antenna 
Systems 
Coaxial antennas — With the "J" antenna 

radiation from the matching sectiion and the 
transmission line tends to combine with the 
radiation from the antenna in such a way as to 
raise the angle of radiation. At v.h.f. the low-
est possible radiat ion angle is essential, and the 
coaxial antenna shown in Fig. 1713 was de-
veloped t.. eliminate feeder radiation. The ren-
ter vonductor of a 79-ohm concentric trans-
mission line is extendt.d one-quart ..r wave 
beyond t he end of the line, to act as ti te upper 
half of a half-wave antenna. The lower half is 
provided by t le. quarter-wave sleeve. the upper 
end of whirl) is connected to the outer con-
ductor itr t he eonceiltrie line. The sit 'eve ;lets as 
a shield about, the transmission line and very 
little current is induced on the outside of the 
lino by the antenna field. The line is mmreso-
nant, since its characteristic impedancu is the 
same as the con t impedance of the half-wave 
antenna. The sleeve may be made of copper or 
brass tubing of suitable diameter to dear the 
transmission line. The mama( antenna is 
somewhat diflipult to eonstruct, but is sit-
pint ir to simpler systems in its performance at 
low railiation angles. 

Cylindrical an iennas — 'Radiators such as 
are used for television and broad-band fin . are 
of interest in amateur vhf. operation berause 
they work at high efficiency without adjust men t 
throughout the wilt it of an amateur band. 
At the very-high frequencies an ordinary di-

pole or equivalent an-
tenna nutile of small 
wire is purely resistive 
only over a very small 
frequency range. Its Q, 
and therefore its seler-
tivity. is sufficient to 
limit its optimum per-
formance to a narrow 
freceteney range, an.' 
readjustment of the 
length or tuning is re-
quired for each narrow 
she.. id the speetrum. 
With tuned transmis-
sion lbws, I ¡ it, vffeel iv (' 
length of the antenna 
cut lie shift by retun-
ing the whole system. 
However, in the ease of 
ante 11 11 as fed by 
mat e 11 eil- i ni da nee 
lines, any appreviable 
frequency change re-
quires an actual me-
chanical adjustment of 
the syst um. () I 
the ing misnet t (. 11 
with the line will be 
sufficient to cause 
significant reduction in 
power itwut to the an-
tenna. 

Metal 
Rod 

Insulator 

Connected 
to outer 
conductor 
of concentric 

line 

Meta/ 
Sleeve 

70- ohm 
Concentric 

line 

Fig. 1:13 — 
ante ma. The ill...111:11M 
¡WW1 g gald ilg 11,1* of 118e 

70-o ini concentric line 

is i ,auleeted to the 
qua - ter-ti ai e metal 

rod t hich forms the up-

per I al f of the antenna. 

A properly designed and co 1st meted wide-
band ant , mna, on the other hand, will exhibit 
very nearly ronstant input impedance over 
several nu•gavyeles. 
The simplest method of obtaining a broad-

band charaeteristie is the use of what is termed 
a " eylindrieal" antenna. This no more than 
a conventional doublet in whielt large-diameter 
tubing is used for t lie elements. The use of a 
relat ively ' ire pt.-to-length ratio lowers 
the Q of the antenna, thus broadening the 
resonance clia t t erit 

As t he dia met er-t o-lengt h rat io is inereased, 
end effects also inerease, with the result that 
the : tilt enna must be made shorter than a t hilt-
wire antenna resonating at t he same frequeney. 
The reduction fartiir may he as niuch as 20 
per rent with the tubing sizes commonly used 
for amateur antennas at v.h.f. 
Cone antennas— Ii' in! the cylindrical an-

tenna various spevialized forms of broadly res-

  o.73.1 

024.1 

Fie. 1711 — Coni,a1 broad-hand antennas have rela-
ti g•I ., constant impedance fr%er a wide frequency. rail 2e. 
The three-quarter 'oil% iter121111 dipole at kit MI11 111C 

1[11:11.1er-WaVe sertirai ii titi ground plane at right have 

the same input impedance — approximately 65 ohms. 

Sheet-metal or spine-type construction may be used. 
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Fig. 1715 — Plane sheet reflectors for v.h.f. and ti.h.f. A shows a parabolic sheet and B a square-corner reflector. 

onant radiators have been evolved, including 
the ellipsoid, spheroid, mite, diamond and 
double diamond. Of t hese, the conical antenna 
is perhaps the most, interesting. With large 
angles of revolution the characteristic im-
pedance can be reduced to a very low value 
suitable for extremely wide-band operation. 
The cone may be made up either of sheet metal 
or of multiple wire spines, as in Fig. 1714. 
Plane sheet reflectors— The sina physieal 

size of v.h.f. an makes praetieal many 
methods not feasible on lower fettcpiencies. For 
example, a plane flat-sheet reflector may be 
used with a half-wave dipole, obtaining gains 
of 5 to 7 db. Much higher gains are attainable 
with a number of stacked dipoles, spaced 
or wavelength apart, and a larger reflecting 
sheet; such an arrangement is called a " bill-
boa rd " a rra V. 

Plane reflect ors need not be constructed of 
solid sheets. Wire mesh. or a grid of closely-
spaced parallel- wire seines, is more easily 
erected and offers It melt wind resist once. 

Parabolic reflectors — A pima. hect may 
be formed into I lie shape of a parabolic curve 
and used with a driven radiator situated 
at its focus, to provide a highly-directive an-
temna system. If the parabolic reflector is 
sufficiently large so that the distance to the 
focal point is a number of wavelengths. optical 
conditions are approached and ti le wave across 
the mouth of the reflector is a plane wave. 
However, if the reflector is of the same order of 
dimensions as the operating wavelength, or 
less. the driven radiator is appreciably coupled 
to the reflecting sheet and minor lobes occur in 
the pattern. With an aperture of the order of 
10 or 20 wavelengths, a beam width of 5 de-
grees may be achieved. 
A reflecting paraboloid must be carefully de-

signed and constructed to obtain ideal per-
formance. The antenna must be located at the 
focal point. The most desirable focal length of 
the parabola is that which places the radiator 
along the plane of the mouth; this length is 
equal to one-half the mouth radius. At other 
focal distances interference fields may deform 

the pattern or cancel a port ion of the radia-
tion. • 
Corner reflectors — The " corner" reflec-

tor consist s of two flat inducting sheets 
which intersect at a designated angle. The 
corner reflector antenna is particularly useful 
at v.h.f. where structures one or two wave-
lengt lis in maximum dimensions are more prac-
tical to build than larger systems. 
The plane surfaces are set at an angle of 90 

degrees. wit It the antenna set on a line bisecting 
this angle. For maximum performance, the dis-
tance of the antenna from the vertex should 
be 0.5 wavelength, but compromise designs 
can be built with closer spacings. The plane 
surfaces need not be solid sheets: spines spaced 
about 0.1 wavelength apart will serve as well. 
The spines do not have to be connected to-
get her electrically. 

If the driven radiator is situated on a line 
bisecting the corner angle, as shown in Fig. 
1715, maximum radiation is in the direction of 
this line. There is no focus point for the driven 
radiator, as with a parabolic reflector, and the 
radiator can be placed at a variety of positions 
along the bisecting line. 

Corner angles larger than 90 degrees can be 
used, with some decrease in gain. A 180-degree 
"corner" is equivalent to a single flat-sheet 
reflector. With angles smaller than 90 degrees, 
the gain theoretically increases as the corner 
angle is decreased. However, to realize this 
gain the size of the reflecting sheets must also 
be increased. 
At a spacing of 0.5 wavelength from the 

driven dipole to the vertex, the radiation re-
sistance of the driven dipole is approximately 
twice the radiation resistance of the sanie 
dipole in free space. Smaller spacings of driven 
dipole and vertex are practical, but at a slight 
sacrifice in efficiency. The alternative design 
for the 144- and 50- Mc. square-corner reflector 
has a dipole-to-vertex spacing of 0.4 wave-
length. At this spacing the driven dipole radi-
ation resistance is still somewhat higher than 
its free-space value, but is considerably less 
titan when the spacing is 0.5 wavelength. 



Chapter 

&erg enc ana! 

Em ERGENCY self-powered equipment 
is no longer a nice toy to play with when 
regular amateur activities pall; it has become 
the moral obligation of every amateur to be 
prepared in case of any communications emer-
gency. Large-scale disasters in the past have 
demonstrated the tremendous value of ama-
teur emergency stations in relaying relief 
messages when all other communication chan-
nels are closed. Aside from the all-important 
emergency phase, the use of portable equip-
ment has been extended through organized 
activity in the annual ARM, " Field Days," 
and the problem of providing equipment 
suitable for use in rural districts, where com-
mercial power is not available, has always 
been with us. 
The most vital need for self-powered equip-

ment occurs in connection with emergency ac-
tivity, and the basic design of all such equip-
ment should be predicated on emergency usa 
Every amateur, no matter where he may be 
located, can reasonably expect that sometime 
he may be called upon to perform emergency 
communications duty, and it is his responsi-
bility to the public welfare, to himself, and to 
amateur radio as a whole to see that he is in 
some measure prepared. 

It is not to be expected that every amateur 
will prepare himself for an emergency by hav-
ing available a complete and separate self-
powered station, although a large number of 
individuals and club groups do so. There is, 
however, no reason why every amateur cannot 
prepare his station for an emergency by havitig 
an emergency power supply ready and a quick 
means for utilizing all or part of his regular sta-
tion equipment as an emergency-powered 
station. The emergency power supply can be 
anything from a small vibrator supply and/ 
or batteries to a large gasoline-driven genera-
tor. 

e Battery and Vibrator Data 
The use of dry batteries, storage batteries 

and vibrator-transformer packs or genemotors 
is discussed in Chapter Eight. Table I shows 
the service which may be expected from stand-
ard-brand dry batteries under various load 
conditions. Various types of manufactured vi-
brator- transformer units are listed in Table 
II, while Table III is a listing of available 
dynamotors which are suitable for emergency 
and portable work. 

orlatte 

(1, Construction of Vibrator Supplies 

Vibrator-type power supplies are not diffi-
cult to construct. The transformer usually is a 
special type designed for the purpose, although 
a heavy-duty receiver or low-power trans-
mitter transformer may be pressed into service 
if it has suitable filament windings which may 
be connected as the 6-volt vibrator primary. 
A supply may be designed to operate from a 
6-volt storage battery only, or a dual-primary 
transformer or separate transformers may 
be changeably on either 115-volt a.c. or 6-volt 
d.c. 

Typical circuit diagrams are shown in Fig. 
1801. The one shown at A is the simplest, al-
though it operates from a 6-volt d.c. source 
only. Si turns the high voltage on and off. 
The circuit of B provides for rit her 6-volt 

d.c. or 115-volt a.c. operation with a dual-
primary transformer. S” is t he a.c. on-off switch 
while 53 switches the heater of the 6X5 recti-
fier from the storage battery to the 6.3-volt 
winding on the transformer. Filament supply 
for the transmitter or receiver is switched by 
shifting the power plug to the correct output 
socket, X when operating from a 6-volt d.c. 
source and Y when 115-volt a.c. input is 
used. 
The circuit of Fig. 1801-C may be used when 

a dual-primary transformer is not availa-
ble. The filter is switched from one rectifier 
out put to the other by means of the d.p.d.t. 
switch, S4, which also shifts filament connec-
tions from a.c. to d.c. The filter section of the 
switch could be eliminated if desired by 
connecting the filtering circuit permanently 
to the output terminals of both rectifiers and 
removing the unused rectifier tube from its 
socket. Similarly, the filament section of S4 
could be dispensed with by providing two 
output sockets as in the circuit at B. If a 
separate rectifier filament winding is available 
Cr` T3, directly-heated rectifier types may be 
substituted for the 6X5 in the a.c. supply. In 
some cases where the required filament wind-
ings are not available, a rectifier of the cold-
cathode type, such as the On, which requires 
no heater voltage, may be used to advantage. 

If suitable filament windings are available, a 
regular a.c. transformer will make an accept-
able substitute for a vibrator transformer. If 
the a.c. transformer has two 6.3-volt windings, 
they may be connected in series, their junction 

383 
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forming t he retpiired center-I ap. A 6.3-vol and 
a 5-volt winding may b. used in a similar 

manner even though the junci ion of t he t 

windings does not provide an accurate center-

tap. A better center- tap nia - he oi tained. if a. 

2.5-vtilt winding also is available, since half 

of this ‘vintling may be connected in series with 

the 5- volt tvinding to give tl.25 volts. 
lt.f. filters for reducing hash are ineor-

porzited ill both primary and secondary 

cuits. The secondary filter consists of a 0.0.1 
paper contlensur directly across the rectifier 

output, \trill' :1 r.f. chol:c. in series 

ahead of the smote ! Ling filter. In the primary 

circuit. a low-intinctattee vitigke and high-

capacitancecondenser are net 411..1 because of t let 
low impedance of the circuit. A choke of the 

specitications given should be adt•tputte. but 

if tier,' is trouble with hash it tingy 
to experlint•iii wit h ot her "a/es. The wire should 

be large — N.i. 12. prtierably. or N. 1-1 as a 

minimum. ;\lanufactured chokes such as the 
11 -•.-os.'; art. noire compact atol give 

higher inductance for a given resistanet. be-

emus.. tiwy 1):1111:-W01111 , I. and 'nay be sub-
stituted if t do:Linable. CI should lie at least 

,t.fd.: even more capacitance may help in 
bad cases of bash. 
The power supply should be built on a metal 

chassis. with all unshielded parts underneath. 

Fig. 1801 — Typieal vilirator-transformer power-supply 
circuits. l'he circuit at 1 a gintigle arrangement 
for 6-volt d.c. input: the title ¡ti B illustrates the use of 
a  hination trait- f, writer for operation from either 6 
volts (I.e. or 117, soli, circuit of C is similar 
to that of 13 lint nses separate transformers. 

C1— paper, 50-yoli rating or higher. 
Cc. — 0.005 to 0.111 ad.. I.) sou, 

1-01.It elect rol> lie. 
- I olt cleetrol> 

miea. 
li t — (700 iflitn». I or 1 watt. 
1.1 — 10- 12-lien 100-ma, filter choke.. not over 100 

ohms 1St:on:or C-2303 or equivalent). 
F — 15-ampere fn.- v. 
Itit — 7,5 iiirns No. 12 oil 1-inch form, close-wound. n Fl — 2.5- nth, r, f. choke. 
Si — tozgle — battery switch. 
S2— S.p.”.t. — a.t posser snitch. 
S3 — tt,ggle—rectilier-heater change-over 

twitch. 
S4 -- toggle — a.e.-d.c. switch. 
Ti — Vibrator trait- former. 
T2 — Special vibra it er tran-forener with 115-volt and 

6-volt 1)11M:wits, &la gist approximately 300 
volts at 100-ma. d.c. (Slancor1.-6166 cquiva-
i... 

T3 A.c. transformer. 275 to 300 volts earl] side of 
center- tan. 1011 to 17,0 iiia.: fi.3-soli filament. 

VIII — u ibrator unit I NIaliory 7,1101', 29 I, t•ti..) 

X — Insert a -i•rii•- re-i-tor of -ilitable s , trtr to drop the 
output vollagt to : VIII at 11111-ina, load, if neecs-
sary. If transformer gist-, over :010 a 
sttelttof filter cloth, tot.. tuse.1 to g, su' addi-
tional s " Nag.. drop a- ,s1.11 a- noire steiootliiiig. 

NOTE — 111 ground should be made to a 
single point on the 

A bottom plate to complete the shielding is 

advisable. The transformer case. vibrator case 
and inotai shell of the tube all should be 

grounded to the chassis. If a glass tube is used 
it, should be enclosed in a tultit shield. The 
bat Ivry leads should be evenly t 

1 lit'Si• leads are inure likely to rat hate hash 

than any other part of a reasonably well-

shielded supply. A little care in this respect 

usually is more productive than experimenting 
with different values in the luisit flit ' i's. Such 

experimenting should come after it has been 

fount 1 t hat raditit ion front the leads has been 
reduced to an absolute minimum. Shielding 

the leads is not particularly helpful. 
The 1 00-paftl. miea condenser. C6, connected 

front the positive output lead to the " hot" 
side of the •• A" battery. may be helpful in 
reducing hash in reriain power supplies. A 

trial is raeg.g.sai'V lc) win.111g.1» or not it is 
required. It should be mounted right on the 

Om put socket. 
Testing for methods of eliminating hash 

should be carried out with the supply operating 

a receiver. Shave the interferefice usually is 

pic!sod up gin 111g. ruggggivg.g. antenna load , lo; 

radial hill front the supply it sell' and the battery 
leads, it is advisable t,, keep the supply and 

battery as far from the receiver as t lii connect-

ing cables will permit. ,,r four frit 

signnig i lie ample. Tho mien phi me cord 111“.-
wise sligmlgi la. kept away from the supply 
and hurls. 
The smoothing filter for battery operation 

can be a single-section affair, but there will be 
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TABLE I — BATTERY SERVICE HOURS 

Estimated to 34-volt end-point per nominal 45-volt section. 
Based on intermittent use of 3 to 4 hours daily. 
(For batteries manufactured in U.S.A. only.) 
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Manufadurees 
Type No. 

Burgess Eveready 

386 
486 

21308 
586 

10308 
585 

2308 
830 

762 
482 

A30 
738 

Weight Current Drain in Ma. 

Lb. 

14 
13 
12 
12 
11 

Os. 

5 

8 
e 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 

Z3ON 

W30FL 

XX30 

1 
733 

4551 

2 
4 

13 
3 

3 

2 
4  

10 
11 
8.6 
9 

5 

2000 
1700  
1600  
1400 
1300 
900 
1100  
350 
320  
320 
210 
160  
155 
50  
45 
70  
70 

10 15 20 

1100 690 
880  550 
1100 690 
800 530 
700 520 
450 290 
500  330 
170 90 
140 81 
140 81 
80 44 
70 30 
70  30 
20  11  
19 12 
20  11  
20 12 

510 
395 
490 
380 
350 
210 
180 
50 
54 
54 
24 
20 
20 
7 
7 
7 
7 

25 30 

400 
300 

260 

320 
240 
300 
185 

40 

200 
165 
200 
130 
130 

50 

170 
125 

130 

37 
37 

10 

100 
100 
21 
27 
27 
14 
7 

15  7.5 
5.2 — 
— 3.5 
5.2 —  
— 3.5 

60 
65 
15 

85 

45 

5 

60 

130 
100 
100 
60 
90 
25 
34 

75 

100 

100 

70 
50 
45 
50 
30 
42 
11 

40 

20 

150 

30 
20 
25 
14 
18 
5 

'Same life figures apply to 467, 671/2 -volt, 10.5 oz. 

Estimated to 1-volt end-point per nominal 1.5-volt unit. Based on intermittent use of 3 to 4 
hours per day at room temperature. (For batteries manufactured in U.S.A. only.) 

Manufacturer's 
Type No. 

Burgess 

8F2 
4FA3 

Eveready 

A-1300 
740  
741 1  
743  

7111  
742  

Weight 

Lb. Oz. 

A-2300 
723 

20F2  
2F2H  
2F2BP1 
F2BP 
G3'  

746 
718' 

F4PI 

8 
6 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 

15 
1 

13 
1 
1 

1 
1 
3 
1 

4  
12 
14 
1 
2 
6 

10 
4 

— 8-

12 
6 
5 

12 
5 
3 

6 

Volt-
a9e 

1.25 
1.5  
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.5 
3.0  
3.0  
3.0  
3.0 
3.0 
4.5 
4.5 
6.0 
6.0 

Current Drain in Ma. 

30 50 60 

1100 
750 
700 
500 

1100 
600 

600 
600 
340 
370 

340 

200 
375 

240 

340 
340 
130 
150 

130 

120 150 

— 2000 
— 1400 
750 — 
325 
320 
325 — 
680 450 
350  220 
—  2000 
100  —  
—  1000 
130  95  
130 95 
45 30 
50  35 
— — 

175 
- 

1715 
1200  

45 

180 

1500 

200 
155 

— — 
1715 1500 
 -  70 
— — 

200 240 250 

1333 
1050 
375 
245 

135 
400 
160 

1333 

1250 

300 

120 
100 

750 
ao 
60 

1250 
40 

30 

1200 
775  
275 
180 

95 
320 
110 

1200  

700 
42 
42 

r same life Ogu as apply to 745, wt. 3 lbs. 
2 Same life eau es apply to 8FL, wt. 2 lbs. 15 oz. 
'Same if. figures apply to 4F, wt. 1 lb. 5 oz. 

IF batteries of another make are to be used, locate ones of similar size and 
weight on these tables and comparable performance may be expected. 

some hum (readily distinguishable from hash 
because of its deeper pitch) unless the filter 
output capacitance is fairly large — 16 to 32 pfd. 
A typical example of vibrator-supply con-

struction is shown in the photographs of Figs. 
1802 and 1803. 

All components in the supply with the ex-
ception of the four-prong outlet socket are 
mounted on a piece of quarter-inch tempered 
Masonite measuring 33% X 9 inches. This fits 
into a plywood box having inside dimensions 
(VA X 9 X 5 inches) just large enough to 

300 I 350 

1000 854 
625 — 
215 175 
135 110 
90 — 
85 50 

230 190 
90 60 

854 

500 

—  
— 

1000 
30 

600 
30 
30 

Same life figures apply to 2F4, volts 6, wt. 2 lbs 11 oz. 
Same life figures apply to G5, volts 71/2 , wt. 2 lbs. 2 oz. 
Same life figures apply to 747, wt. 3 lbs. 

contain the equipment. The Masonite shelf 
rests on 34-inch-square strips, 1 Y1 inches long, 
glued to the corners of the box at the bottom. 
The top and bottom of the box are removable. 
To provide shielding and thus reduce hash 
troubles, the box is covered with thin iron 
salvaged from 5-quart oil cans. Where the 
edges bend around the box to make a joint, the 
lacquer is rubbed off with steel wool so the 
pieces make electrical contact, and the metal 
is tacked to the plywood with escutcheon pins. 
To make sure that the shielding will be 
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TABLE II— VIBRATOR SUPPLIES 

Manufacturer's Type Number 

American Television Electronic 
and Radio Co. Labs 

VPM-F-7  

Hall i-
crafters Mallory Radiert Volts 

Output 

Rectifier 
Ma. 

VP-551 , 

VP-540 

90 
125-150-
175-200 

420113, 250 
250 

4204P 

605 

604+ VP-552' 

251. 

4201" 

100-150-
250 

150-200-
250-275 
225-250-
275-300 
150-200-
250-275-

300 

10 

100 max. 

Output 
Filter 

Syn. Yes 

Syn. No 

Yes 50 Syn. 
60 Syn. Yes 

35-40— — Syn. Yes 
60 

35-40-
50-65 
50-65-
80-100 
35-40-
50-70-
100 

300 
300 VP-555 

VPM-6 - 311' 

VP-2 
VP-4 

VP-557 

4202D 

250-275-
300-325 

300 
320 
400 

300-
400 

6060 

325-350-
375-400 

end 110 a.c. 
60 cycle 

Syn. 

Syn. 

Syn. 

100 Tube 
200 Tube 

50-75-
100-125 Tube 

170  Tube  
Tube  
Tube 

70 
150  

200-
150 

125-150-
175-200 
20 watts 

All inputs 6.3 volts d.c. unless otherwise no ed. 

VP-553 same with tube rectifier. 
In weatherproof case. 420162 same with tube rectifier. 
180-cycle vibrator, lightweight. 4204 same without filter. 

'601 same with tube rectifier; 602 same except 12 v. d.c. Input 
end tube rectifier; 603 same except 32 v. d.c. input and tube 
rectifier. 

VP-554 same with tube rectifier; VP-G556 same except 12 v. 
d.c. input; VP-F558 same except 32 v. d.c. input. 

Tube 

Tube 

No 

No 

No 

Yes  
Yes  

Yes 

No 
No  
Input cond.  

Yes 

Input 
condenser 

14200D same with tub* rectifier; 42000F same with tube 
rectifier and output filter. 
1551 same with 12 v. d.c. Input. 
Also available without filter. 
511 same except 12 v. d.c. input. 

Ic Input 6 v. d.c. or 110 v. a.c., 607 same except 12 v. d.c. oe 
110 v. a.c. input; 608 same except 32 v. d.c. or 110 v. a.c. input; 
609 same except 110 v. d.c. or 110 v. a.c. input. 

TABLE III — DYNAMOTORS 

Manufacturer's Type No. Input 

Older Eicor 

210A  
MA250 
251A  
301A  
315A 
320A RAOW15137 
MA301 
351A 
355A 108 
352AR 
401A 

Pioneer 

102, El W272' 
El W3391 6 

Volts 

6 
6 

I 106' • E2W351  6 
1586  E2W243"  6 

E2W2561 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5.5 
6 
6 
6  27.4  
6  I  40  
6 46.4 

Output 

Amps. Volts Ma. 

6.1  200  100 
4.2 250 
7.9 
9.7 

13.4 
18.2 
9 
10 
15 
22 
13 
14.2 
20 
23.4 
30 
29 
31 
15 

415A 109. 
420A 
425A 
V450 
A430 

520AS 
A650 

— AFS630 

E2W438 

250 
300 
300 
300 
300 
350 
350 
350 
400 
400 
400 150 
400 200 
400 225 
400 250 
400 300 I 13 
500 100 11 
400 250 
600 250 
600 300 

50 
100 
100 
150 
200 
100 
100 
150 
200 
100 
125 

RA1W201' 

Weight 
Lbs. 

61/2 

61/2  
61/2  
61/2  

7-.7/8 
91/2  

61/2  

77/e 
91/2 

77/e 
91/4 

77/a 
91/2  
nth 

E3W413  
RAI W189" 

13 
13 

'Input current 4.6 amp.; wt. 45/8 lbs. 
Wt. 71/2 lbs. 
Input current 7.5 amp.; wt. 71/2 lbs. 
'Wt. 5 lbs. 

Wt. 91/3 lbs. 
Input current 14 amp.; wt. 574 lbs. 
Wt. 16 lbs.; input current 18 amp. 

" Input current 17 amp. 
, Wt. 171/2  lbs.; input current 25 amo. 
0 Input current 27 amp.; wt. 171/2  lbs. 
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charged a battery used 
to power a typical re-
ceiver and small trans-
mitter operated from 
vibrator or genemotor 
supply in intermittent 
operation. 
Gasoline- driven 

genrrat ors are also 
available for use in 
charging 6- volt or 
larger bat te ries. These 
ortlinarily are rated at 
Litt or 200 watts. A 

or 3.1-h.p. single-
nder -l-cycle engine 

is usetl, which will op-
erate for 12 to 15 hours 
on a gallon of gasoline. 

Fig. 1802 — A view inside a typical vibrator-type power supply. The rectifier tub. 11 Gasoline-Engine 
is at the upper left with the filter choke just below. The primary fuse socket and Driven Generators 
vibrator are at the right. A synchronous- type vibrator may be substituted for the 
interrupter type if it is desired to eliminate- the rectifier tube. 

complete, the top and bottom of the box slide 
into place front the side, with the metal cover-
ing extending out so that it fits tightly under a 
lip bent over front the metal on the sides. 
These lips also are cleaned of lacquer to permit 
good electrical contact. The general construc-
tion should be quite apparent from the photo-
graphs. The bottom is provided with rubber 
feet, atol the top has a small knob at each end 
so that it can be pulled out. This is essential, 
since the fit is good and there is no way to get 
either the top or bottom off, once on, without 
having some sort of handle to grip. 

tE, Charging Storage Batteries 
If access to a.c.-i)iierated chargers is not 

possible at tintes between actual use, some 
form of self-powered charging system is es-
sential. 

This need is ordi-
narily best met by a 
gasoline- or wind-
driven generator. Wat-
er-power generators 
have been used, but 
their dependence on 
special circumstanced 
id obvious, and they 
are not available in 
small sizes. 
The wind charger 

consists of a small gen-
erator driven by a 
suitable impeller, 
mounted to take ad-
vantage of the free 
energy offered by the 

The standard 
type will supply up to 
16 amperes to a 6-volt 
battery. It will ordi-
narily keep fully 

For higher- power 
installations, such as 

for communications control centers during 
emergencies, the ni oit practical form of inde-
pendent power supply is Ow gasoline-engine 
driven generator which provides standard 115-
volt 60-cycle supply. 
Such generators are ordinarily rated at a 

minimum of 250 or 300 watts. They are availa-
ble up to two kilowatts, or big enough to 
handle the highest-power amateur rig. Most, 
are arranged to charge automatically an aux-
iliary 6- or 12-volt battery used in starting. 
Fitted with self-starters and adequate mufflers 
and filters, they represent a high order of per-
formance and efficiency. Many of the larger 
models are liquid-cooled, and they will operate 
continuously at full load. Ratings of typical 
gas-engine driven generator units are given in 
'l'a hie I V. 
A variant on the generator idea is the use of 

Fig. 1803 — lIash and smoothing filter components are mounted in the bottom of tili 
low-voltage vibrator power supply. 'Ile 4-prong outlet socket is mounted on the side 
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TABLE IV - GASOLINE-ENGINE DRIVEN GENERATORS, AIR-COOLED 

Manufacturer 

Eicor Kato Onan 

3AP61 

Output 

Pioneer 
_  

BD-6' 

Volts 

JR-35, 
IRA-33 

19-A 

JR-10, 

110 a.c. 
or 6 d.c. 
110 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
or 6 d.c. 
115 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
or 6 d.c. 
110 a.c. 
115 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
110 a.c. 
110  a.c.  
110 a.c. 

Watts 

358 , 

43A 

14A 

26A 

51- 3 

300 
200 
300 
350 
350 
200 
350 
400 

Weight 
Lbs. 

100 

65 
65 

95 

91 

Starter 

Push-button 

Push-button 
Rope crank 

Push-button 

Push-button 
Rope crank 
Push-button 

BA-6, 

101-3. BA-10, 

500 
500 
200 
600 
750 

1000 
1000 
1500 
1500 

OTC 

Also available in remote-control models. 
'I ntermittent-duty model. 

BA-15 

fan-belt drive. The disadvantage of requiring 
that the automobile must be running thriffigh-
out the operating period has not led to general 
popularity of this idea amongst amateurs. 
Such generators are similar in construction and 
capacity to the small gas-driven units. 
The home vonstruction of generators of all 

the above types has been successfully at-
tempted by : ttnateurs at times, al t hough the 
possession of a consi,lerable knowledge of elec-
tric- motor design is essential. One especially 
useful possibility is t he rewinding of old auto-
mobile charging girt' rit  ors, several hundred 
wat ts rapacity being obtainable from the larg-
est sizes. Those originally used on the old 4-
cylinder Dodge ears have been successfully 
adapted by amateurs. Trade schools will often 
have their students rewind these generators for 
only the cost of the material, and this possibil-
ity is worth investigating. 
The output frequenry of an engine-driven 

genera tor must fall bet ween the relatively 
naretw litnits of SO to 60 cycles if standard 
60-cycle transformers are to operate efficiently 
from t his source. A 60-cycle electric clock pro-
vides a means of checking the output frequency 
with a fair degree of accuracy. The elock is 
connected aeross the output of the gonerator 
and the second hand is checked closely against 
the second hand of a watch. The speed of t he 
engine is adjusted until tIti t wo sueond hands 
are in synchronism. If a 511-eyele chick is used 
to chock a 60-cycle generator. it should be 
remembered that one mu viiI lilt t of the second 
hand will be made in 50 seconds and the clock 
will gain 4.8 hours in each 24 hours. 

Output %toll age should be checkeil with a 
voltmeter since a standard 115-volt lamp bulb, 
which is sometimes used for this purpose, is 
very inaccurate. Tests have shown that what 

165 

105 

135 
195 
170 
265 
135 
365 

Push-button 

Push-button 
Push-button 
Push-button 
Manual 
Manual 
Push-button 

Also available in manual-started type. 
'115-volt output; weight 200 lbs. 

appears to be normal brilliance in the lamp 
may occur at voltages as high as 150 if the 
check is made in bright sunlight. 

Noise Elimination 

Electrical noise which may interfere with re-
ceivers operating front engine-driven a.c. gen-
erators may be reduced or eliminated by tak-
ing proper precautions. 
The most impel ant point is that of ground-

ing the frame of the generator and one side of 
the output line. The ground lead should be 
short. to be effect ive, otherwise grounding may 
actually increase t he noise. A water pipe may 
be used if a short connection can be made 
near lite point where the pipe enters the 
ground. otherwise a good separate ground 
should be provided. 
The next step is to loosen the brush-holder 

locks ttnd slowly shift t lie position of the 
brushes while checking for noise with the re-
ceiver. Usually a point will be found (almost 
always different from the factory setting) 
where there i a marked decrease in noise. 

51spi 
Rine e 

l-e—meecoie24c—e-1 ie vOinS 0 C. — 1 

Fig. 180.1 - Cnnneeti s u.eel for eliminating inter-
ference front gas-driven generator plants. C should be 1 
ad., 300 volts, paper. si hile C2 may be 1 afd. with a 
voltage rating of twice the d.c. output voltage delivered 
by the generator. X indicates an added connection 
between the slip ring on the grounded side of the line 
and the generator frame. 
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From this point on, if necessary, by-pass 

condensers from various brush holders to the 
frame, as shown in Fig. 1804, will bring the 
hash down to within 10 to 15 per cent of its 
original intensity, if not entirely eliminating it. 
Most of the remaining noise will be reduced 
still further if the high-power audio stages 
are cut out and a pair of headphones are con-
nected into the sevond detector. 

High-Frequency Equipment 

The use of high-frequency equipment for 
the handling of all intracommunity emergency 
communications is recommended not only for 
the purpose of limiting the interference range 
but also because equipment for these frequen-
cies may be built in easily-portable form. Low-
power transceivers and transmitter-receivers in 
the form of glove-compartment units, walkie-
talkies and handie-talkies find ready applica-
tion in this type of work. 

Glove-compartment units and other forms of 
mobile installations may be operated readily 
from a vibrator supply or genemotor con-
nected to the car storage battery, although a 
separate battery is recommended for protracted 
operating periods, such as in an emergency, to 
guard against discharging the car battery to 
the point where it will no longer start the car. 
The usefulness of a mobile unit in emergencies 
is apparent, since it constitutes a self-powered 
installation which may be placed in a strategic 
location with a minimum loss of time. 

Handie-talkies and walkie-talkies, on the 
other hand have the advantage that they may 
be brought to points which for one reason or 
another may be inaccessible to a car. Handie-
talkies universally operate from self-contained 
dry batteries, while the heavier walkie-talkie 
units may be designed to operate from either 
dry batteries or a small storage battery of the 
motorcycle type and a vibrator unit. In some 
cases, it may be desirable to build the power 
supply as a separate unit so that the weight 
which must be carried to the scene of an 
emergency may be distributed between two 
persons. 

Higher-powered transmitters and more elab-
orate equipment of the type often used as 
permanent station equipment operating from 
a.c. are desirable as control-station equipment 
if a suitable source of power is available. 

ILL Portable Equipment — Low-Frequency 

The weakest unit in a low-frequency port-
able or emergency communications installation 
often is the receiver. 
An inadequate receiver, with poor selectiv-

ity, low sensitivity and insufficient, stability, 
can ruin a QS0 even under favorable condi-
tions. When it is remembered that conditions 
in portable or emergency operation are often 
more severe than those at home, with poor 
antenna facilities, high noise levels, severe 
interference, etc., the fallacy of attempting to 
use an inferior portable receiver is apparent. 

The best procedure of all is to use the home-
station receiver for portable work. Headphones 
should be used and the output tube removed 
(if it isn't necessary for headphone operation), 
but this is no hardship. Headphones are far 
more satisfactory in such applications than the 
speaker in any event. This procedure not only 
ensures the availability of the high-perform-
ance receiver so vitally necessary, but the prac-
tice that has been obtained by using the re-
ceiver at home is invaluable in the specialized 
operating techniques of portable or emergency 
work. It takes as much experience to learn to 
run a receiver properly as it does to drive a car, 
and the middle of a crisis is no time to gain 
that experience. Even on lowered plate voltage 
the home superhet will be better than a make-
shift set-up. 

If a special portable/emergency receiver is to 
be built, it should be a superheterodyne. With 
present-day tubes and components, it is pos-
sible to build a simple superheterodyne as 
cheaply as a t.r.f. receiver, and there is no 
comparison between the two in performance. 
The average communications superheterodyne 
can be operated with storage-battery heater 
supply and dry-cell or vibrator-pack " 13" 
supply. With the audio power tubes removed 
from the receiver, the power requirements are 
not too great. Some of the receivers on the 
amateur market have provision at the rear of 
the set for plugging in a d.c. supply, and those 
which do not can be easily modified by drilling 
a socket hole at the rear of the receiver and 
wiring it into the set. When regular a.c. opera-
tion is used, a plug in the socket completes the 
circuit. 
The design of low-frequency transmitters 

for emergency, portable and rural transmitters, 
will depend almost entirely upon the power 
supply available. Considering possible defects 
in hastily-improvised radiation systems, etc., 
it seems unwise to use less than 10 watts input 
to a power amplifier or 15 watts to an oscillator. 
However, powers greater than two or three 
times these values are not usually necessary, so 
selection of the power supply will depend 
almost entirely upon the pocketbook and other 
resources. The 300-volt 100-ma, vibrator sup-
plies and genemotors represent a nice com-
promise unless it is possible to step into the 
200- or 300-watt gasoline-driven generator 
class. 

Perhaps the best plan in providing for an 
emergency and portable transmitter is to uti-
lize the basic exciter unit in the regular station. 
This not only ensures the availability of a re-
liable, efficient unit at all times but means a 
saving in parts and equipment. It represents 
no hardship to the permanent station to con-
struct the exciter so it is compact, readily re-
movable and, above all, solidly and depend-
ably assembled. If your present exciter is not 
adaptable to this use, plan the new one so it 
will be. Provision for 6-volt tubes throughout 
is essential, with the heater circuit so arranged 
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that it can be connected to a storage battery 
without change. A suitable plate supply using 
a vibrator or genemotor or similar system 
should be available separately, arranged for 
ready connection. The best method is to have 
a socket-and-plug connector assembly, with one 
plug built into the transmitter and another, 
wired identically, connected permanently to 
the emergency supply. 

A Simple Modulator for Portable Work 

The circuit diagram of a simple modulator 
for portable or mobile work is shown in Fig. 
1805. In this arrangement the microphone is 
used directly to drive a pair of 6V6GT modu-
lators wit bout intermediate speech amplifiers. 
Such a modulator works surprisingly well to 
modulate Class C inputs up to 25 watts. The 
unit requires 75 to 100 ma. at 200 to 300 volts. 

tIon 
Oixanrr 

A+ A- 8- +8 250v. 

Fig. 1805 — Simple modulator for portable and gen-
eral-tatilit, work. 

-- 25-eolt electrolytic. 
111 — 100 ohms, I matt. 
lt2— 150 MIMS, I I. at t. 
Ti — Input tramfornter (Thordarson T-83.k78). 
Ta— Output transformer (Thordarson T-19M13). 

Voltage for the single-button carbon micro-
phone is ta,ken from the junction of the two 
cathode-biasing resisti)rs, RI and R2, thus 
eliminating the necessity for bulky micro-
phone batteries. These two resistors could be 
replaced by a single resistor with a sliding 
contact. One side of the heater circuit is 
grounded so that only three power-supply 
wires are required. The complete unit may be 
assembled on a small chassis. 

e, High-Frequency Antennas 

In many cases, particularly at control sta-
tions. it will be necessary to use nondirective 
antennas because of the necessity for working 
field stations at random points of the compass. 
At field stations which normally work with 
only a single egad rol station, however, it may 
be advantageous to use a simple form of direc-
tive array. The power gain will be worth while 
in bettering the signals in both directions, and 
in addition will minimize in to and 
from other net works. The simpler forms of 
antennas described in Chapters Ten and Sev-
enteen are quite suitable. 

More important. perhaps, than the antenna 
itself is its location. Every effort should be 
made to get the antenna well above its sur-

roundings and to provide, whenever possible, 
a clear path between the control station and 
the network stations with which it must com-
municate. Having a line of sight between an-
tennas will ensure successful communication 
even though the power is very low and the 
antenna itself is nothing more than a simple 
half-wave wire. Where there are intervening 
obstructions, it will be helpful to use as much 
height as possible. 

Vertical polarization is to be preferred to 
horizontal, since vertical polarization is better 
suited to mobile operation. A simple vertical 
antenna has practically no horizontal direc-
tivity, therefore it will work equally well in all 
direct ions except for effects attributable to its 
surroundings and to the terrain over which 
the signal must travel. The signal strength 
will be poor if a horizontally-polarized antenna 
is used to receive a vertically-polarized signal. 
A half-wave antenna, two half-waves fed in 

phase stacked vertically, or an extended double-
Zepp. all will be satisfactory, and are very sim-
ple types to construct. Design details will be 
found in Chapter l'en. 11 the station is to be 
operated on a fixed frequency, the antenna 
length should be adjusted for that frequency. 
If the same antenna is to work on several 
frequencies, the length had best be chosen 
midway bet ween the two extremes. 
Mobile antennas— it is probable that 

most networks will have one or more stations 
installed in cars, for dispatching to points 
which may be in urgent need of communica-
tion. The equipnient previously ( I( is 
readily adaplable to car installations; the 
transceiver, in particular, can be set up with 
little difficulty. and can get its power from the 
car broadcast receiver, if there is one. This 
would require only the installation of a suitable 
power socket in the car receiver, together with 
a switch to cut the power from the receiver 
when the transceiver is in use. Antennas 
snit al de for such mobile installations are de-
scribed in Chapter Seventeen. 

For a solid but easily detachable mounting 
for a mobile antenna, the arrangement shown 
in Fig. 1806 is suggested. It is held in place by a 
panel of wood, cut to the shape of the window, 
on which the antenna is mounted. By running 
up the window the panel is held firmly in place. 
The antenna is of the " J" type. This type of 
installation places the radiator proper above 
t he roof of t he car, and has the advantage that 
it can be readily removed from the car when 
not in use or when needed elsewhere. Fig. 1808 
shows a folded doublet. 
The unit shown is built of l.¡-inch plywood, 

since the usual thickness of the window glass in 
cars is inch. Run down the window of the 
car about halfway, or enough to leave at least 
a ti-inch opening. and make a pattern of card-
board using the top edge of the window glass 
for the guide. Trim the cardboard to this 
shape, and then push it up in the window and 
use the edge of the glass to mark the bottom 
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Fig. 1806 —A -r-type antenna for It I - M.% mobile oper 
at ion can be mounted ea.-il ) in the , 111111), of a rar, al 
hosing the radiator proper to lit- placed il.. ' s. the rim, 

of the vehicle. The dimen4on, are given in the te %t 

edge of the pattern. From the pattern. mark 
the piece of plywood and cut it out with a saw 
Additional small pieces to form stops in the 
corners are fastened to the main piece with glue 
and brads. A piece of plywood about 6 X 8!-.; 
inches should be fastened to the large piece at 
the point where the antenna is to be supported, 
using glue and brads, and the four stand-off 
insulators which support tint antenna bolted 
to this piece. lf the insulators are not long 
enough for the antenna to clear the siiie of the 
car, they can be raised by wood strips. 
Two small strips should bv nailed along the 

inside of the main piece so that they extend 
down below the edge a few inches and form, 
with the outside pieces, a yoke to keep the as-
sembly in the proper position on the window. 

The: feeder can be made of flexible rubber-
covered wire ( obtained by splitting a lengt h of 
parallel lamp cord) separated by small plastic 
or dry-wood spacers. The antenna ends of the 
wires are soldered to the heads of the large 
bolts in the upper stand-off insulators, and 
the wire is run out through holes in the wood. 
The antenna and matching-section rods are 

regular automobile whip antennas and are sup-
ported on the stand-off insulators by small 
loop-shaped metal clamps. The shorting bar is 
made along the saute lines, with bars of heavy 
metal on both sides of the clamp loops. 
The length of the half- wave ' J'' antenna 

itself should be 38 inches for a frequency of 
146 Mc. — the center of the two-meter band. 
Since the length of t he matching section should 
be a quarter wavelength. or 19 inches, the 
total length of the right-hand element shown 
in Fig. 1806 should be 57 inches, while the 

shorter left-hand element should be 1!) inches 
long. The spacing between elements should be 
2 inches. With an open-wire transmission line 
consisting of t wo No. 18 wires spaced 2 inches, 
the line should be connected 512 incites up front 
the shorting bar at the bottom of the elenu•nts. 

Ti..' folded-doublet antenna shown in Fig. 
1808 is another simple type of antenna whieh 
may be adapted for mobile use. especially 
where center- feed is more convenient. It has 
the advantage's of rather broad-band rharacter-
istie and moderately-high impedance at the 
feeding point. It should have an over-all length 
of 38 inches for 1-16 :\Iv. 

11 A Car-Roof Antenna 
Fig. 1807 shows a sketch of a fitting for a 

vertical v.h.f. car-roof antenna which provides 
a good mechanical arrangement for folding the 
antenna parallel to the car roof when the an-
tenna is not in use. 
The pieces . 1 and It are made front sections 

of brass rim( 34 inch in diameter. Otte end of piece 
• whieli has an over-all length of 31.; inches, is 

turned down for :t length of 2 inches to the di-
ameter required to fit the inside of the hot tom 
of the tubular antenna, which is solderet fast. 
At t other end of piece A is cut a tongue. 1 
inch long and !¡ inch wide as shown in sketch. 

Piero B has an 
over-all length of 6 
invites. One end is 
t tuned down and 
threaded with a 
inch ( lie, %%idle a 
slot. I inch deep and 
,1.1 inch wide to fit, 
t he tongue of A, is 
cut in the opposite 
end. 'nu, slot ted end 
is then drilled : Hid 
tapped on one sigh! 
of the slot for a 1.1.-
inch thumb screw, 
A verthtal elon-

gated hole is drilled 
and filed out in t he 
tongue of piece A, 
so that, with the B 
thumb screw loos-
ened, A can be lifted 
up slightly to clear 
the shoulders of B 
while the antenna is 
being folded down. 
The solid seating of 
the t w() pieces. .4 
anti C. against each 
other when the an-
tenna is erected in a 
vertical position 
provides little op-
portunity for the 
joint to work loose 
under vibration. 
The threaded 

Fig. 1807 — Feed-
through in.ulation and 
fittings fur the folding 
car-roof mobile antenna. 
The joint hinges at C 
that the antenna may he 
folded ii.ris n parallei to 
the roof of the ear. 
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shank of piece B passes through a hole in the 
roof of the car. The polystyrene washers, D 
and E, provide the necessary insulation. Each 
is 2 inches in diameter and .14 inch thick and 
has a collar or hub 14 inch thick turned on one 
side to fit the hole in the car roof. The assem-
bly is clamped to the roof of the car by means 
of the locking nuts either side of F. F is a sol-
dering lug for making the connection to the 
antenna. 

If the assembly is placed near the forward 
part of the roof, a two-meter half-wave an-
tenna may be folded back at the hinge when 
not in use without the antenna overhanging 
he rear of the car. 

Low-Frequency Emergency Antennas 

Any of the simple low-frequency antennas 
described in Chapter Ten, or modifications of 
them, should be suitable for low-frequency 
portable and emergency work. End-fed anten-
nas of the simple voltage-fed or Zepp types 
probably are the easiest to erect, although a 
center-fed antenna is more tolerant as to 
dimensions so long as the entire system in-
cluding the feeders can be tuned to resonance. 
With such a center-fed arrangement. the 
feeders will stay in balance, even though the 
antenna portion of the system is much less than 
a half wavelength long. 

For portable work at 
low frequencies a com-
pact antenna which has 
been used successfully at 
3.5 Me. consists of about, 
60 feet of No. 18 enam-
eled wire wound in a 
spiral around a long bam-
b(a) fishing mile. The 
turns are space-wound 
over the top 14 feet of 
the pole and then close-
wound for about three 
feet. The remaining 
kngth of the pole is left 
free so that it may be 
lashed to a tree or other 
convenient upright, or 
simply stuck in the 
ground when no support 
is available. The bottom 
end of the winding is 
connected through an an-
tenna tuner to ground. 
The pi-section antenna 

coupler described in 
Chapter Ten is a good 

device for coupling random lengths of wire to 
either transmitter or receiver. An antenna of 
this type may be erected by tying a weight to 
one end of the wire and tossing it into a tree 
or over some other possible elevated support. 

Transmission lines— At nearly all fixed 
locations it, will be necessary to use a transmis-
sion line between the antenna and the radio 
equipment, since the latter will be indoors 

41-

Fig.1808 — 1hree..ire 
folded-doublet antenna 
for mead tg a 600-
ohm line. The three 
conductors are con-
nected together at the 
ends, as indicated. 
They may be made of 
wire, rod or tubing.. 
and can be ttttt unted 
on stand-off insulators 
on a wooden support. 

where it is easily accessible while the former 
will be placed on the roof of the building to 
secure adequate height. Low-loss coaxial or 
parallel (Twin-Lead) line is convenient for 
working into the center of a half-wave an-
tenna, and it is readily available on the market 
today. The alternative is an open-wire line 
having an impedance of 500 to 600 ohms. It is 
advisable to keep the spacing between wires 
small at the higher frequencies; 2-inch spacing 
is about right, provided the line can be installed 
fairly rigidly so that it will not swing in a 
breeze and cause the transmitter frequency to 
change. This close separation also requires a 
fairly large number of spacers — at, intervals 
of perhaps three to four feet.. On lower frequen-
cies the feeder spacing can be greater. 
To make such a line nonresonant it will be 

necessary to install a matching stub at the an-
tenna. The design and adjustment of such 
stubs also is covered in Chapter Ten. As an 
alternative, a multiwire doublet antenna may 
be used to couple directly to a line having an 
impedance of the order of 500 to 600 ohms 
without special matching provisions. Such an 
antenna is shown schematically in Fig. 1808. It 
gives a 9-to-i impedance step-up at the line 
terminals, hence practically automatic match-
ing to a 600-ohm line, assuming the normal 
doublet impedance of 70 ohms. In addition, it 
has a broad resonance characteristic and there-
fore is well suited to working anywhere in the 
band. 
To avoid the necessity for impedance match-

ing, two-wire lines may be operated as tuned 
lines if desired. Such operation has been suc-
cessful wit It lines up to at hast 100 feet long. 
Since in most cases the coupling device at the 
transmit t ir or receiver is a single-turn coil, the 
simplest inethml of litin the line is to adjust 
the feeder length until the current in the line 
is maximum when the transmitter is operating 
on the ehosen frequency. A small dial light or 
flashlight bulb, connected in series with one 
side of the line right at the transmitter termi-
nals, may be used as a current indicator. The 
transmission line should be made about four 
feet longer than necessary, its length being 
adjusted by cutting off an inch or two at a 
time until maximum bulb brilliancy is ob-
tained. 
From a constructional standpoint it is de-

sirable to use the same antenna for both trans-
mitting and receiving. The change-over switch 
for this purpose should have low capacity, and 
preferably should have low-loss insulation. The 
ordinary t ype of wafer switch is satisfactory, 
partieularly if it is ceramic insulated. A small 
porcelaitt-base d.p.d.t. knife switch also may 
be used for this purpose. If possible, the an-
tenna switch should be combined mechanically 
with the power-supply change-over switches 
for the transmitter and receiver so that all 
the necessary switching from transmission 
to reception can be done in one simple 
operation. 
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Meainretnenti and 

equipment 
TO COMPLY with FCC regulations it 

is necessary that the amateur station be 
equipped to make a few relatively simple 
measurements. For example, the regulations 
require that means be available for checking 
the transmit ter frequency to make sure t hat it 
is inside the band. This means must be inde-
pendent of the frequency control of the trans-
mitter itself; it is not enough to depend on, 
say, the calibration of a crystal in the crystal-
controlled oscillator that drives the transmit-
ter. In addition, it is necessary to make sure 
that the plate power input to the final stage 
of the transmitter does not exceed one kilo-
watt. The regulations also impose certain re-
quirements with respect to plate-supply filter-
ing, stability and purity of the transmitted 
signal, and dept 11 of modulation in the case of 
'phone transmission. 

In many cases all these measurements can 
be made to a satisfactory degree of accuracy 
with no more auxiliary equipment than the 
regular station receiver. However, a better job 
usually can be done by building and calibrating 
some relatively simple test gear. Too, the 
progressive amateur is interested in instru-
ments as an aid to better performanee. 
Methods of making the measurements re-

quired in the amateur station will be discussed 
in this chapter. and design and construction of 
representative types of the ilistruments used 
in making these measurements will be de-
scribed. 

(1. Frequency Measurement 

Frequency-nnusuring equipment can be di-
vided into two broad classes: oscillators of 
various types generating signals of known 
frequency that can be compared with the 
signal whose frequency is unknown, and ad-
justable resonant circuits. 

Instruments in the first classification are the 
more accurate. Two types are commonly used 
by amateurs, the secondary frequency standard 
and the heterodyne frequency meter. Tice second-
ary frequency standard, nearly always crystal-
controlled, usually generates a frequency of 
100 kc. and employs a circuit that is rich in 
harmonic output. As a resu4t, it supplies a 
series of frequencies, all multiples of 100 kc., 
which provides accurate calibration points 
throughout the communications spectrum. Tice 

eaiurinct 

more elaborate instruments of this type are 
provided with frequency dividers (multivi-
brators) to supply intermediate calibration 
points; a divisor commonly used is 10, thus 
furnishing signals at intervals of 10 kc. when 
the fundamental frequency is 100 kc. 

Tice heterodyne frequency meter is a varia-
ble-frequency oscillator which is calibrated in 
frequency against a secondary standard or by 
other means. Tice oscillator usually is designed 
to cover the lowest frequency band in which 
measurements are to be made; measurements 
then can be made in higher-frequency bands by 
using the harmonic output of the oscillator. 
For example, when the oscillator is set to 3560 
kc. its second harmonie is 7120 kc., its fourth 
harmonic is 14,240 kc., and so on. Tice proper 
frequency reading is determined by knowing 
the fundamental frequency of the oscillator 
and the number of the harmonic which falls in 
the desired frequency range. 

Both the secondary standard and the hetero-
dyne meter are ordinarily used in conjunction 
with a receiver, the signals from the instru-
ments being picked up just as though they 
were from distant stations. In the case of the 
secondary standard, the frequency of the un-
known signal can be determined by locating it 
between two known 100-kc. or 10-kc. multi-
ples. With the heterodyne meter, the frequency 
is measured by adjusting the frequency meter 
until its signal is at zero-beat with the signal 
of unknown frequency, after which the fre-
quency can be read from the frequency-meter 
calibration. 

Since the secondary standard operates on a 
fixed frequency and can be crystal-controlled, 
its accuracy can be quite high. However, it 
simply establishes a series of known frequencies 
at regular intervals, and thus auxiliary meth-
ods must be used for determining frequencies 
between the known points. The series of fixed 
frequencies, when they mark the edges of 
amateur bands (as they do if they are multiples 
of 100 kc.), is quite sufficient for amateur work 
because the information that is required is 
whether or not the transmitter frequency is 
inside the band limits, rather than the exact 
frequency itself. On the other hand the hetero-
dyne frequency meter, while capable of giving 
readings at any point in its calibrated range, 
is inherently less accurate than the crystal-

393 
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WWV SCHEDULES 

All U. S. frequency calibration is based on 
the standard frequency transmissions f  
the National Bureau of Standards ott andard-
frequency stat W V. This st at ion is on the 
air continuously. day and night. its radio fre-
glielldieN of 5, 10 and 15 Me. (and 2.5 Me. front 
7 l'.M. to 9 A.M. EST with 41.0-cycle modula-
tion only)  lulated by standard audio fre-
quencies of 410 and 1000 cycles per second, the 
former correct ling to A acme toiddle C. In 
addition. there is a 0.005-second pulse every 
second. heard as a "tick." whirl' provides an 
accurate time interval. 
The audio frequencies are in t ern t pt ed on I he 

I and met.> five t ll i lll lutes thereafter for one 
minute to give Eastern Standard Time in 
telegraphic cotte and to provide an interval for 
checking r.f. measurements. The station an-
tttttt neement is given by voice on the hour and 
half I . 

Titc accuracy of all frequencies is bet ter titan 
a part in 10,0011.000. The 1-minute. 4-minute, 
and 5-mintate inters : tit, marked by the begin-
• and ending of I be announcement periods 

are aectarate to a part in 10.000.000. The begin-
tt i tt gs of the periods when the audio frequen-
eies are interrupted mark aceurately the hour 
and tire successive 5-minute periods. 

controlled standard because of the lower sta-
hint y of the variable-frequency oscillator. 

In the absence of more elaborate frequency-
measuring equipment, a calibrated receiver 
may be used to indicate the approximate fre-
quency of the transmitter. If the receiver is 
well made and has good inherent stability a 
bandspread dial calibration can be relied upon 
to within perhaps 0.2 per cent. For most ac-
curate im•asurement mayitnum response in the 
receiver should be determined by means of a 
carrier-ola.rate(i tuning indicator ( S- meter) 
the receiver beat oscillator being 
turned off. 
When checking the transmit ter fre-

qm•ncy thi• receiving antenna should 
be disconnected, st t hat the signal will 
no1 ovorioait or " 1,10ek •' the 1«(' Ve . 

T he reeelVer > 1111 bh)ei:S Wilh0111, a 11 

111111 11111a lho mu>, 

checked by turning oil* the p((wei 
ti PI Oilier and tuning in the osi illtittit 
alone. 

Ileterodyne frequenCy meter 
with 1O(?-ler. crystal cali-
brator — The basis of the heterodyne 
frequency niett-r is a ronoilelely-
shielded oscillator with a preeise 
frequency calibratbni. The oseillator 
must be so designed and constructed 
that it can be aecurately calibrated 
anti will retain its calibration over 
long perio(ls of time. 
The oscillator used in the frequency 

meter must be very stable. Mechani-
cal considerations are most important 
in its construction. No matter how 
good the instrument may be elec-
trically. its accuracy cannot be de-

nineteen 

pended upon if the mechanical construction 
is flimsy. Inherent frequency stability can 
be improved by avoiding the use of phenolic 
compounds and thermoplastics ( bakelite. poly-
styrene, etc.) in the oscillator circuit, em-
ploying only high-grade ceramics instead. 
Plug-ill coils ordinarily are not acceptable; 
instead, a s(didly-built and firmly-mounted 
tuned eircuit sh(ndd be permanently in-
stalled. The oscillator panel and chassis should 
be as rigid as p()ssibhy. 
A stable oseillator circuit suitable for use in 

a heterodyne frequency meter is the electron-
coupled cireuit. It is possible to take output 
front t pite Nvith but negligible effect on the 
frequency of the oscillator, and strong har-
monics are generated in the plate circuit. 
The h(qerodyne frequency meter shown in 

Figs. 1901 to 1904, inclusive, combines a num-
ber of features that make it suitable for accur-
ate frequency measurement in the amateur 
hands from 3.5 to 144 Mc. As shown in the 
circuit diagram. Fig. 1903, it consists of a 
OSK7 eh•ct am-coupled oscillator followed by a 
GA( '7 amplifier that is used to intensify the 
higher-frequency harmonics. A second 6S K7 
oscillator, using a crystal of the type that oper-
ates at either 100 ( tr 1000 ke., provides cheek-
points and a means for calibration of the fre-
quency meter. A USL7 is incorporated to am-
plify the crystal harmonics anti to provide a 
det(.et.or circuit in which the outputs of the 
crystal and c.c. oscillators can be mixed for 
calibratical purposes. The detect or also enables 
direct ehecking of the transmitter frequency. 
The fundamental tuning range of the hetero-

dyne oscillator is from 3500 to 4000 kc. By 
means of St this range can be changed to 
350(1-3720 kc., approximately, so that the 

Fig. 1901 — Heterodyne frequettc> meter s, haritigmic 
amplifier, crystal calibrator, and detector, usable• on all amateur 
hands up to 114 N1c. Controls along the bottom of the panel are, 
front left to right, crstal.oscillator on-off switch, 100-1000-ke. 

crystal selector switch, calibration range switch, drift compensator, 
harmonic-amplifier range switch, output control, headphone jack. 

tar t erutput te ails are along the right-hand edge, 
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Fig. 1902 — Inside ieo of the heterinlyne frequency meter. The 
main t g eondenser i- in the center oith the e.e. o-eillator tithe 
to its. right The is at the Il ¡per I.•ft, and the 
tuin-triode amplilier-detector i in fine midi it at the rear edge 
(foreground) of the The b.\ (: 7 is in the lomer-right corner. 

eighth harmonie just covers t he 28-29.7- \ Ir. 
band. This avoids excessively critical tuning at 
the higher frequencies. The main tuning con-
denser. C2, is connecteil across all of Li or the 
larger range and is connected to a tap on L1 
for the smaller t() inerease the bandspread. 
Simultaneously, an alljustable padding cim-
denser, C1, is switched in so that the oscillator 
frequency will be exactly 3500 k. wit h C2 set 
at maximum capacitaffip regardless of the 
switch position. C4 is a fixed padding con-
denser to make the cireuit fairly high- C, and 
C5 is the band-setting corn ' onset:. C3 is a small 
padder adjustabht from the panel: its fcuti os 
is to permit reset t lug the oscillator frequeney 
to the calibration check-points proviehtd by the 
crystal oscillator and thus take care of drift 
from tennatrature variations and other ea uses. 
The 0A(.27 plate (intuit is broadly tuned by 

means of switched coils resonat ing, with the 
circuit capacitances. at 141, 50 and 25 Me., 
and thus increases the harmonic strength on 
those bands. Artdio-frequency choke is ron-
nected to the fourth switch position: this gives 
ample signal st rength at 14 Me, and lower fre-
quencies. Potentiometer R5 makes it possible 
to reduce the strength of the signal from the 
meter to the value desired for measurement 
purposes. 

In the crystal oscillator circuit, S2 changes 
the frequency from 100 to 1000 kc. or vice 
versa. In the 100-kc. position C14 is connected 
across the crystal to provide means for adjust-
ing the frequency to exactly 100 ke. 

As shown in Figs. 1902 and 1904, the fre-
quency meter is built on a chassis folded from a 
piece of sheet aluminum, the dimensions being 

9 inches wide by 5!-2, inches deep by 2 
inches high. Half-inch lips are bent 
ahmg the bottom edges of the walls to 
make t chassis more rigid. The cab-
inet into which the meter fits is 10 by 
7 by ti inehes. Thp main tuning con-
denser, C2, is mounted on an alumni-
num bracket ahoye the chassis and 
1 he coil, Le is similarly mountial be-
low it.. The band-set ting eimilenser, 

11101.1111ed 011 I. he Chassis behind 
the coil, with its shaft protruding 
through the chassis for screwiiriVVI* 
to lj ust men t . Trimmer C3 is mounted 
on t he panel and is adjusted by a knob 
underneath the main tuning dial. The 
roil is shielded from the amplifier sec-
tion by the small aluminum bailie 
shown in Fig. 1904. The hauts spread 
padder. CI, is mounted to the left of 
the oscillator range switch and, like 
Ce, is serewdriver-adjusted from the 
top of t rhassis. Wiring in t he oscil-
lator tuned circuit. including the 
switch, should be short, direct, and as 
rigid as possible. 
The 100-ke. oscillator t rim:11er, Cut, 

does not require fremaint adjustment 
and is therefore mountial on the rear 

edge of the chassis. elose ti 1 he crystal unit. 
Cle, the plate ttudng coniiiinser for 1000 lie.. is 
adjusted from the top of the chassis and is 
»stinted to the right of the crystal-oscillator 
soeket in Fig. 1904. 

In putting the instrument into operation, the 
crystal oscillator should be rheeked filst. Con-
nect a length of wim to the erystal output 
terminal ( from (' ts) and list ' ii on a receiver 
over the range from 3.5 to 5 1(i, With S2 in the 
1000-ke. position, signals should appear at 
4000 and 5000 ke.. and with S2 in the 100-kr. 
position signals should be heard every 100 ke. 
Tune hi WWV on 5000 ke., wait for the noslu-
lation t() go off, and then adjust CH for zero-
beat. This sets the oseillabir to precisely 100 
kr. In the 1000-ke. position t wn. may lie a 
(litre:temp of :t few kilocycles bet ween the tie-
quenry of WWV and the 5- I(t. harmonic, lint 
this is not serious since the 1000-kc. oseillator 
is used only as an aid in identification of the 
100-ke. harmonies. 
To set. tlae raitge of the c.c. oscillator, put 52 

in the 1000-kc, position, plug a pair ()I' ' phones 
into .11. set 52 on the maximum range position 
(('t: amiss all of LI), and set. C2 near minimum 
capai•it mice. Adjust C5 until the 4000-ke. har-
monic is heard. Then switch )ti2 to 100 ke. and 
tune C2 toward maximum, counting off five 
additional 100-ka', signals. C5 may then be re-
adjust ii I to bring the 3.500-kc. marker close to 
the end of the tuning-dial scale. The 100-ke. 
points may then be marked off on the scale or 
the remlings recoriled. The second tuning 
range is adjusted by setting C2 at 3500 ke. on 
the first range, then setting St so that C2 
is connected to the tap, and adjusting CI (with-
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out touching C2) so that the 3500-kc. marker is 
brought to the saine point on the dial. The sec-
ond range may be calibrated by the 100-ke. 
points in the same way as the first. 

Calibration points may be obtained be-
tween the 100-ke. markers on both ranges by 
using a receiver as an auxiliary. For exemple, 
if the receiver is adjusted to pick up the fifth 
harmonie of the c.c. oscillator ( 17.5 to 20 Mc.) 
and the harmonie is Isa t against 100-kc. points 
from the crystal osci lat or in that range, 100-ke. 
intervals on the fifth harmonie will give 20-kc. 
intervals on the fundamental. With a straight-
line capacitance condenser at C2, the relation-
ship between dial divisions and frequency is 
almost linear, and marking off the dial at the 
proper intervals between actual calibra fion 
points will result in a calibration of sufficient 
accuracy. 
The various amateur bands are covered by 

the following harmonies: 3.5-4 Mc., funda-
mental; 7-7.3 Mc., 2nd harmonie; 14.-14.4 
Me., 4th; 27.185-27.245 Mc., 7th; 28-29.7 Mc., 
8th; 50-54 Mc., 14th: 1-14-148 Mc., 40th. At 
lower frequencies a short length of wire con-
nected to the output terminal will give ample 
signal strength under a vurage conditions, but 

Fig. 1903 — Circuit 
Ci, C5— 75-pfd. variable. 
1:2, Ca6 — 100,m fil. variable. 
13, Ci4 — -a.. f.l N'arbable. 
Cj — 220.µpfil. mira. 
• C10. CI3 — 100-jo./fd. mira. 
C7, Cs, Co, C.1.2. C20, ( 121 — 0.01-pfd. paper. 
C11, — .170-aafd. mica. 
C12 — 10-agfd.  " .a. 
C12 — 0.001-ad. mica. 
Cas — 17-1.4/61. mica. 
Ri, It,. II. 1112 —((.17 megohm, 14.'j, watt. 
1(2, I111100 ohms, 1 watt. 
114 — 330 anis, 1 watt. 
Ba— 27,.01a1-ohni potentiometer. 
Re — -1.7 megohms, .1,2 watt. 
R7-170 ohms, 1 watt. 
its — 0.22 megobm, t watt. 
Rio — 10.000 ohms, 1 oatt. 
• 1500 ohms, 1 watt. 

in the v.h.f. range closer coupling — such as 
running the wire in close proximity to the re-
ceiving antenne lead, or actually connecting it 
to the antenna post through a small fixed con-
denser — mÉty be necessary to get a good 
signal. 

With an instrument of this type the edges of 
amateur bands may lw quite accurately deter-
mined, if care is used in setting the 100-ke. 
oscillator to WWV and equal care is used in 
set ting the c.c. oscillator scale to the 100-kc. 
crystal points. C3 may be used for the latter 
purpose each time the meter is used, and par-
ticularly during the first 30 minutes or so of 
operation when the temperature of the equip-
ment is rising. The accuracy at intermediate 
points will &pend upon the accuracy of the 
original cali b ration; it should be possible to 
read within 0.05 per cent under normal condi-
tions by using the " drift corrector," C3. 
Absorption frequency ineters— The sim-

plest possible frequency-measuring device is a 
resonant circuit, tunable over the desired fre-
quency range and having its tuning dial cali-
brated in terms of frequency. Such a frequency 
meter operates by extracting a small amount 
of energy from the oscillating circuit to be 

diagram of the heterodyne frequency meter. 
Ris. 11 14 — 0.1 megohm, watt. 
1.1 — 18 turns No. 18 on 1-inch form, length 1;1  inches. 

Cathode tap 5 turns from ground end; band-
pread tap II turns from ground. 

L2 — 2-1 turns No. 18 enam. close-wound on 3.-inch 
form. 

• — 11 turns No. 18 cnam. close-wound on 4(1-inch 
form. 

1,4 — 2 t urns so. 16 spaced M inch, diameter 14, inch. 
1.5 — 8-u,, Ii. (r.f. choke). 
Ls — I t,ie of -I -pie 2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 
— Open-cireui t jack. 

R FU,, 111112 — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 
...1 ceramic wafer switch. 

S2— 2.1seition 2-pole switch (bakelite insulation sat-
fa i•t ory). 

Sa — toggle. 
• — 4-position ceramic wafer switch. 
XTAL — 100-1000-kc, crystal unit (Bliley SMC-100). 
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Fig. 1904— Underneath the of the heterodyne frequency 
meter. The parts layout is discussed in the text. 

measured, the frequency then being deter-
mined by tuning the frequency-meter circuit 
to resonance and reading the frequency front 
the calibrated scale. This method is not. ca-
pable of as high accuracy as the heterodyne 
methods for two reasons: First, the resonance 
indication is relatively " broad" as compared 
to the zero-beat of a heterodyne; second, the 
necessarily close coupling between the fre-
quency meter and the circuit being measured 
causes some detuning in both circuits, with the 
result that the calibration of the frequency-
meter circuit depends to some degree on the 
coupling to the circuit being measured. 

It is necessary to have some means for indi-
cating resonance with an absorption frequency 
meter. When such a meter is used for checking 
a transmitter, the plate current of the tube 
connected to the circuit being checked can pro-
vide the resonance indication. When the fre-
quency meter is tuned through resonance the 
plate current will rise, and if the frequency 
meter is loosely coupled to the tank circuit the 
plate current will simply give a slight upward 
flicker as the meter is tuned throngh resoname.Q. 
The greatest accuracy is secured when the 
lookst possible coupling is used. 
A receiver oscillator may be checked by tun-

ing in a steady signal and heterodyning it to 
give a beat note as in ordinary c.w. reception. 
When the frequency meter is coupled to the 
oscillator coil and tuned through resonance the 
beat note will change. Again, the coupling 
should be made loose enough so that a just-
perceptible change in beat note is observed 
when the meter is tuned through resonance. 

Although the absorption-type frequency 
meter should not be depended upon for accu-
rate measurement, it is a highly-useful instru-
ment to have in the station even when better 
frequency-measuring equipment is available. 
Since it generates no harmonics itself, it will 
respond only to the frequency to which it is 

tuned. It is therefore indispensable for 
distinguishing between fundamental 
and various harmonies, and for de-
tecting harmonics and parasitic oscil-
lations. When provided with a sensi-
tive resonance indicator it is also use-
ful for deteeting t'. f. in undesired 
places such as power wiring, for mak-
ing rough measurements of field 
strength in adjust ment of antennas, 
and can likewise be used as a modula-
tion monitor. 
An approximate calibration — usu-

ally sufficient — may be obtained by 
comparison with a calibrated reetiver. 
The usual receiver dial calibration is 
sufficiently :tccurate. A simple oscil-
lator circuit covering the same range 
as the frequency meter will be useful 
in calibration. Set the reeeiver to a 
given frequency, tune the oscillator to 
zero beat at the same frequency, and 
adjust the frequency meter to reson-

amp with the oscillator as described above. 
This gives one calibration point. When a suffi-
cient number of such points has been obtained 
a graph may be drawn to show frequency VS. 
dial set tings on the frequency meter. 
A sensitive obsorptimt frequency meter —  

Figs. 1905 to 1907, inclusive, show an absorp-
tion frequency meter or " wavemeter" With a 
crystal-detector/milliammeter resonance indi-
cat tir which provitles a relatively high degree 
of sensitivity. As shown in t he circuit diagram, 
Fig. 1906, a pick-up coil coupled to the reso-
nant circuit is connected in series with a crystal 

Fig.1905— A see ri se absorption-type frequency meter 
with a crystal-il,tei•bir reoilier and llllll eter 
indicating circuit. Individual calibration charts mounted 
directly on each coil form make the meter direct-reading. 
The toggle switch places a Iii-ma. shunt across the 0-1 
ma. meter; this range is used for preliminary readings, 
to avoid burning out meter or crystal. The meter gives 
indications at several feet from a low-power oscillator. 
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detector and 0-1 milliammeter. Plug-in coils 
are provided so that the unit covers the fre-
quency speetrum from about 1 megacycle to 
70 Mc. A switeli, S, and shunt. are in-

cluded so that the meter scale readings can be 

inereased by a factor of 10. to red me danger 
of overloading the milliammeter when making 
preliminary measurements. Any type of fixed 
crystal detector may be used, but the v.h.f. 
types are retnimmended when obtainable. 

The unit is i.onst meted in a 3- by 4- by 5-

inch metal box, the milliammeter being 
mounted on one of the side panels. The coil 
socket is on top near one edge, with the tuning 

Fig. 1906—Indicating frequency-meter circuit diagram. 

-- 140•Atitfil. variable ( ilammarlund 111:A.140.A). 
C2— 0.001-5M. mica. 
It — 3-clon sl  see general data on meter shunts. 
14, L2 Plug-in coils wound on 1 -inch diameter 

forints: 
I) — Fixed crystal detertor. 
NIA — 0.1 d.c. milliammeter (Triplett Model 321). 
— toaale switch. 

Frequency Range IFire Size 1.1 Length L 21, 2 

1.1-3.5 Nle. 
2.5- 8.0 Nle. 
4 . 5-1 t Me. 
7 \le. 
22-70 Mr. 

No. 28 e. 81 3.¡ 
NO. 24 t. .'11.¡ 
\II. 20 t. 17 3.¡ 
No. 16 t. 8'4: 
No. 16 e. 2'4 

1! 2" 
11/.i" 

IT turns 
11 " 
6" 
4" 
2 " 

Clte‘ma, I, No. 30 !.‘ inch from primary. 
2 Became the of individual crystal detec-

tors s arir. con•-irlf.ra . experitilunt t%itli the number of 
lint- on /.24. fir maximum current inilieation. 
I f meter read- back s, tri. reverse crystal emineetions. 

Fig. 1907 In-ide tile absorption ,...iyeineter. The 
tinning condenser and ci il socket are mounted on the 
frame of the 3 by 4 by 5 box; remaining parts are fas-
tened to one of the removable sides. 

condenser just below it inside the case. This 
arrangement keeps the tuned-circuit leads 
short. A handle is mounted on the side of the 
box opposite the tuning control for convenience 

in handling. A metal plate, on which an 
appropriate calibration stale is pasted, is 
fastened to each plug-in coil so that the proper 
calibration automatically comes under the 
knob pointer when the coil is plugged in. The 

unit may be calibrated as described in the 

preceding section. 

A two- or three-foot rod antenna and head-

phone jack may be added to the unit., using 

the connections shown in Fig. 1909. These 

additions permit the use of the instrument for 

field-strength measurements and for monitor-

ing ' phone transmissions. The rod antenna is 

not required for ordinary frequency measure-
ment., and its use may be undesirable when the 

frequencies of individual simultaneously-oper-

ating circuits are to In. checked -- as in the 
case of a multistage t ransmit ter wit h frequency 

multipliers -- because the : Oil enna increases 

the sensitivity to such an extent that it may 

be difficult to identify the output of a particu-
lar circuit. 

In addition to the uses mentioned in the 
preceding section. a meter of this type may be 
used for final adjustment of neutralization in 
triode r.f. amplifiers when loosely coupled to 
the plate tank coil. 

waretne ter-field strength indica-
tor-monitor —  For operation at very-high 

frequencies a different type of construction 

must be adopted for wavemeters of the type 

deseribed in the preceding section. An instru-
mum suitable for the range 100 to 250 Mc. 

is shown in Figs. 1008 to 1910, inclusive. 
provision is made in this unit. for attaching an 
antenna so relative field-strength measure-

ments be made for checking v.h.f, antenna 

patterns, for example) and the circuit includes 
a headphone jack so 'phone transmissions can 
be monitored. 

The tuning conclenser is a slilit-stator affair 
ti• 25 pad. per section. It is niounh.d to give 

short leads to the coil, and the ti,e or it split 
›Ial or condenser minuIts in a low minimum 

(•apavity. The indicating device ineludes a 
pick-up loop loosi4v coupled to the tuned cir-

cuit. a IN3I crYS1:11 and a 0-1 milliammeter. 
Thg.' 1).\"-IMSS COD,11.11Ser, (..2, furnishes a short 

n.tono to the pick-up lout) atol avoids any 
resonnnoes iii t hi, ri relli I within the frequency 
range of the wavemet)'r. For field-strengt fi 

indiea: ion, an antenna is connected to one side 
of the pick-up brop and the wavemeter eir-

cult, LiCt, j,s & tuned. resulting in a nonselec-

tive indirator. 

The wavenwter is built in a 3- by 4- by 5-

inch metal cabinet, with the tuning coto boiser. 

CI, mounted under the top. The condenser 
shaft comes out through a clearance hole in the 
ah le. An aluminum plate. 2" by 37 inehes, is 

bolted on the side to back up the calibration 

scale. A polystyrene strip is used to mount the 
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Fig. Man — combination uaventeter, field-qrengt1 
indicator and ' ph,nte npeniiter for the LOU 
Me. r‘mg,'• The two-turn il - part of the waveineter 
portion, ami tir,' hairpin itmlio ide, pick-up fur tire 
EMI cr., 1 neti For lield—trongth %, ork, a - liort 
antenna i: ,,,,, lected to the binding at the of 
the hairpin loop. 

two National binding posts that hold 
the coil, Lt. The ' phone jack, .11, is mounter! rot 
the side of the case below the tuning knob. 
The wavemmer inlay be calibrated by using 

Lecher wires ,:,•0 next section) inn conjunction 
with a v.h.f. oscillator. (The oscillator may be 
a 144- or 220-Mc. transmitter.) Attach a two-

ANT 

rig_ /909 — Vtiring diagram of the wa‘eineter and 
Ileld-,trungth 

(Curd: 
\ i). 

dr a — 100-umfd. midget mica. 
Li — 9U-180 \ le.: 2 turn,- 12 wire. 11,-inch diam., 

Ir ire diameter. 
\lc.: hairpin of I?, 11,i-inch 

lone. I -inch quieltig. 
1.2— Hairpin loup id No. 12, 2 ,4 inLdme. long. U-inch 

j, trrIcpinonne jack. 
111:1 — 0-1 milliainitieter. 
xr.‘t.-1.),,,:. I.\ 3-1. 

foot length of stilT is lit) to the antenna post 
of the wavemeter. With an oscillator capable 
of delivering 5 watts or so, a ureter reading 
should he obtainetl suvural feet from the oscil-
lator. The Lecher wires can then be very 

loosely coupled to the oscillator, and as the 
proper shorting points on the Lecher wires are 
found, a dip will be observed in the wave-

meter current. If now the tuning knob of the 
wavemeter is rotated, a sharp dip in wave-
meter current will be found, and this point 
should be marked in pencil on the scale and the 
frequency, as calculated from the Lecher wires, 
should be noted for future calibration. As a 
double check on the calibration of the wave-
meter, remove the antenna and tune t he wave-
met er for maxi m n, in er rear ling. Tine two 
points should be identical. If they are not, 
the pick-up loop is coupled too closely to the 
tuned circuit of the wavemeter. 

Leeher wires— At very-high and ultra-
high frequencies it is poss ible to determ ine 
frequency by ¡tonally measuring t In lengt h of 
the waves generated. The measurement is 
oracle by observing standing waves on a t meo-
wire parallel transmission line or " Leclu•r wires." 
Such a line shows pronounced res, nanut. effects, 
and it, is possible to determine quite accurately 
the current loops (imints of maximum cur-
rent). The distance between two consecutive 
current loops is equal to one-half wit Viii g t h. 
Thus 'the wavelength can be read directly in 
meters (inches X 39.37 if a yardstick is used), 
or in centimeters for tire very-short wave-
lengths. 
The Lecher wire line should be at least a 

wavelength long — Olaf. is. 7 feet or more On 
144 Mc. — and should be entirely air-insu-
lated except where it is supported at the ends. 
It may be 'rune of copper tubing or of wires 
stretched tightly. The spaving bet iv, ' it) wires 
should be about one to om•-a nt I-one- ha I i riches. 
The positions of the current loops are found by 
means of a " shorting bar, - which is simply a 
metal strip or knife edge which can be slid 
along t he line to vary its effective length. l'ire 

Fig. vim— A view of the back of the via. meter, 
shiming the stiff supporting wire for the crystal and 
by-pass condenser. 
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Fig. 1911 — One end of a typical Lecher-wire -,-: tern. The feet at 
each end keep the a-semidy from tipping over lien in use. The is ires 
terminate in airplaned pe strain insulator,: at on.• .• 11.1, and a t the oilier 
in small turnbuekles for maintaining tension. 'The si ir' \ ii. lb hare 
solid copper antenna wire baril-tirais ii). The turnbuckle- :ire held in 
place by a air, X 2-inch Wok through the anchor block. This end cif 
the line is thus diort-circuited; it does not inane,. ‘, Ilether it is (Well 
or shorted, since the other end is the one connected to the pick-up loop. 

system can be used inure conveniently and 
with greater accuracy if it is built up in per-
manent fashion and provided with a shorting 
bar maintained at right angles to the wires 
(Fig. 1911). The support may consist of two 
pieces of " 1-by-2 " pine fast ened t ogut her with 
wood screws to form a " T" girder, this ar-
rangement being used lo minimize bending of 
the wood when the wires are I ight em-( 1. 
A slider holds the shorting bar and acts as a 

guide to keep the wire spacing constant. A 
piece of wood held in the hand can be used; it 
is an easy matter to regulate the pressure so 
that free movement is secured. A spring device 
may be arranged for the sanie purpose. 

For convenience in measuring lengths di-
rectly in the metric system used for wave-
length, the supporting beam may be marked 
off in decimeter ( 10-centimeter) units. A 10-
centimeter transparent scale (obtainable at 5 
& 10 cent stores) may be cemented to the 
slider, extending out from the front, so that 
readings can be taken to the nearest milli-
meter. The difference between any two readings 
gives the half wavelength directly. 
Making measurements— Resonance indi-

cations can be obtained in several different 
ways. Let us suppose the frequency of a trans-
mitter is to be measured. A convenient and 
fairly sensitive indicator can be made by 
soldering the ends of a one-turn loop of wire, of 
about the same diameter as the transmitter 
tank coil, to a low-current flashlight bulb, then 
coupling the loop to the tank coil to give a 
moderately-bright glow. A similar coupling 
loop should be connected to the ends of the 
Lecher wires and brought near the tank coil. 
as shown in Fig. 1912. Then the shorting bar 
should be slid along the wires out ward from 
the transmitter until the lamp gives a sharp 
dip in brightness. This point should be marked 
and the shorting bar moved out until a second 
dip is obtained. Marking the second spot, the 
distance between the two points can be meas-
ured and will be equal to half the wavelength. 

If the measurement is made in 
inches, the frequency will be 

5906 
Pm, — 

length (inches) 

If the length is measured in me-
ters, 

150 

Pme. = length (meters) 

In checking a superregenerative 
receiver, the Lecher wires may be 
similarly coupled to the receiver 
coil. In this case the resonance indi-
cation may be obtained by setting 
I Ire receiver just to the point where 
the hiss is obtained, then as the 
bar is slid along the wires a spot 
u- ill be found where the receiver 
goes out of oscillation. The dis-

tance bet ween two such spots is equal to a half 
wavelength. 

In either case, the most accurate readings 
result only when the loosest possible coupling 
is used between the line and the tank coil. 
After taking a preliminary reading to find the 
regions along the line in which resonance oc-
curs, loosen the coupling until the indications 
are just discernible and repeat the measure-
ment. Unless this is done the tuning of the line 
will affect the frequency of the oscillator and 
inaccurate indications will be obtained. As the 
coupling is loosened the resonance points will 
become sharper, which is a further aid to ac-
curate determination of the wavelength. 
The shorting bar must be kept at right angles 

to the two wires. A sharp edge on the bar is 
desirable, since it not only helps make good 
contact but also definitely locates the point of 
contact. 
The accuracy with which frequency can be 

measured by such a system depends principally 
upon the technique of measurement. The 
necessity for using very loose coupling to the 
transmitter or receiver has already been men-
tioned. In addition, careful measurement of the 
exact distance between two current loops also 
is essential. Even if all other sources of error 
are eliminated, measurements .within 0.1 per 
cent require an accuracy within 1 part in 1000, 
or 1 millimeter in one meter, in measuring the 
distance along the wires. This means that an 
accurate standar,1 of length is necessary — a 

Sae 

s----

Fig. 1912— Coupling a Lecher-wire system to a trans-
mitter tank coil. Typical standing-wave distribution is 
shown by the dashed line. The distance, X, between the 
positions of the shorting bar at the current loops equals 
one-half wavelength. 
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good steel tape, for instance — and that care 
must be used in determining the length exactly. 

111. Signal Monitoring 

Every amateur station should make pro-
vision for checking the quality of the trans-
mitter output. This requires that some means 
be available in the station for reproducing the 
conditions existing at a distant receiving sta-
tion; that is, for reducing the strength of the 
signal from the transmitter to such a point 
that its characteristics can be examined with-
out danger of false indications from overload-
ing the receiving equipment. 
The simplest method of checking the quality 

of c.w. transmissions is to use the regular 
station receiver. If the receiver is a super-
heterodyne the process may simply be that of 
reducing the r.f. gain to minimum and tuning 
to the transmitter frequency. If distant signals 
are stable and have " pure d.c." tone in normal 
reception, then the local transmitter should 
too, when the receiver gain is reduced to the 
point where the receiver does not overload. 
If the signal is too strong with the r.f. gain 
"off," shorting the antenna input terminals 
may reduce it to suitable proportions, or the 
mixer circuit in the receiver may be tempo-
rarily detuned to arrive at the same result. 
An alternative method is to set the receiver 

on the next lower-frequency band than the one 
in use, then tune the receiver so that the second 
harmonic of its oscillator beats with the trans-
mitter signal to produce the intermediate fre-
quency. Higher-order harmonics also may be 
used for this purpose. With this harmonic 
method there is ordinarily no danger that the 
receiver will overload, because the r.f. and 
mixer tuned circuits are so far from resonance 
with the transmitter frequency. The setting of 
the tuning dial bears no direct relation to the 
transmitter frequency under these conditions, 
since the oscillator harmonic must maintain 
a constant difference with the transmitter to 
produce the i.f. beat. 

A 'phone signal may be monitored in the 
same way, provided a headset is used for 
reception. Use of a loudspeaker is not usually 
practicable because the sound output feeds 
back to the microphone and causes howling. 
A crystal detector and headset may also be 
used for the same purpose, as described in 
preceding sections. In monitoring a 'phone 
signal the best plan is to have another person 
speak into the microphone rather than to 
listen to one's own voice. It is difficult to 
judge quality when speaking and listening at 
the same time. 

(1. Measurement of Current, Voltage 
and Power 

The amateur regulations require that when 
the power input to the final stage is above 
900 watts, means must be provided for measur-
ing the power input. This may be done by 
measuring the d.c. voltage applied to the final 

stage plates and the d.c. current flowing to 
them. The instruments required are a milli-
ammeter and voltmeter. 

Although in lower-power transmitters power-
input measurements are not required, it is 
nevertheless true that a milliammeter is an 
almost indispensable instrument in the amateur 
station. It is invaluable in the adjustment of 
transmit ting amplifier stages; tuning a trans-
mitter wit hoot measuring grid and plate cur-
rents is like working in the dark. A d.c. volt-
meter, although not essential, is useful in 
conjunction with the milliammeter in deter-
mining whether tube ratings are being exceeded 
or not and thus is helpful in prolonging tube 
life. 

Besides d.c. measurements, it is also well to 
measure the filament voltages applied to trans-
mitting tubes. Tube performance is dependent 
upon proper cathode emission, which in turn 
depends upon the voltage applied to the fila-
ment or heater. Also, the life of some trans-
mitting tubes, particularly the thoriated-tung-
sten filament. types, is critically dependent 
upon maintaining the filament voltage wit hin 
rather close limits. Since most transmitting 
tube filaments are operated on a.c., an a.c. 
voltmeter is a worthwhile addition to amateur 
transmitting equipment. 
Adjustment of a transmitter for maximum 

power out put to the antenna or transmission 
line is facilit ated by the use of instruments 
which measure radio-frequency current. Such 
instruments, although not actually essential, 
round out the measuring equipment used in 
transmitter adjustment. 

D.c. instruments — D.c. ammeters and volt-
meters are basically identical instruments, the 
difference being in the method of connection. 
An ammeter is connected in series with the 
circuit and measures the current flow. A volt-
meter is a milliatnmeter which measures the 
current through a high resistance connected 
across the source to be measured; its calibra-
tion is in terms of the voltage drop in the 
resistance or multiplier. 

If a single instrument, must be used for 
measuring widely-different values of current 
or voltage, it is advisable to purchase one 

Fig. 1913 — 
How voltmeter 
multipliers and 
milliammeter 
shunts are con-
nected to ex-
tend the range 
of a d.c. meter. 

tvlueaPLIER 

SHUNT 

which will read, at about 75 per cent of full 
scale, the smallest value of current or voltage 
to be measured. Small currents cannot be read 
with any degree of precision on a high-scale 
instrument; on the other hand, the range of a 
low-scale instrument can be extended as de-
sired to take care of larger values. The ranges 
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of both voltmeters and ammeters can be ex-
tended by the use of external resistors, con-
nected in series with the instrument in the 
ease of a voltmeter or in shunt in the case of an 
ammeter. Fig. 1913 shows at the left t he man-
ner in which a shunt is connected to extend the 
range of an ammeter and at the right the con-
nection of a voltmeter multiplier. 
To calculate the value of a shunt or multi-

plier it is necessary to know the resistance of 
the meter. If it is desired to extend the range of 
a voltmeter, the value of resistance which must 
be added in series is given by the formula: 

/? = /?i,, (n — 1) 

where le is the multifflier resistance, l?„, the 
resistance of the voltmeter, and n the scale 
multiplication factor. For example, if the range 
of a 10-volt meter is to In. extended to 1000 

n is equal to 1000:10 or 100. 
If a milliammeter is to be used as a volt-

meter, the value of series resistance can be 
found by Ohm's law: 

= 1000 E 
R  

where E is the desired full-scale voltage and / 
the full-scale reading of the instrument in 
milliamperes. 
To increase the current range of a ini tija ma-

meter, the resistance of the shunt is 

1?,,,I? =- 
n — 1 

where the symbols have the saine meanings as 
above. 

Homemade milliammeter shunts van he con-
structed from any of the various speeial kinds 
of resistance wire, or from or,linary i•opper 
magnet wire if no resistance wire is available. 
The Copper Wire Table in Chapter Twenty 
gives the resistance per 1000 feet for various 
sizes of copper wire. After eomputing the re-
sistance required, determine the smallest wire 
size which will carry the full-scale current tat 
250 circular mils at ampere). Measure off 
enough wire ( pulled tight but not stretched) 
to provide the required resistance. Aceurary 
call be checked by causing enough current to 
flow through the meter to make it read full-
scale without the shunt: comwcting the shunt 
should t hen give the correct reading on the 
new full-scale range. 

Precision wire-wound resistors used as volt-
meter multipliers eannot readily be made by 
the amateur because () I' the much higher re-
sistance requireil , as high as several unegiihms). 
As an economical substitute. standard fixed 
resistors may be used. Such resistors are sup-
plied in tolerances if 5, 10 or 20 per cent 
the marked values. By obtaining mat ciii 
pairs from the dealer's stock, one of which 
for example. 4 per cent low while the other is 1 
per cent high, and using the pairs in parallel 
or series to obtain the required value of resist-

ance, good accuracy can be obtained at small 
cost. High-voltage multipliers are preferably 
made up of several resistors in series; this not 
only raises the breakdown voltage but tends 
to average out errors in the individual resistors 
due to manufacturing tolerances. 
When d.c. voltage and current are known, 

the power in a d.c. circuit can be stated by sim-
ple application of Ohm's law: P = El. Thus 
the volt meter and ammeter are also the in-
struments used in measuring d.c. power. 

Multirange voltmeters and ohmmeters — 
A combination volt meter-millammeter having 
various ranges is extremely useful for experi-
mental purposes and for trouble shooting in 
receivers and transmit t ers. As a volt meter such 
an instrument should have high resistance so 
that very lit t le current will be drawn in making 
voltai' measurements. A volt meter taking eon-
siderable current will give inaccurate readings 
when i.onnected across a high-reesistance source 
—as i, often the case in various parts of a 
receiver circuit. For such purposes the instru-
ment should have a resistance of at least 1000 
ohms per volt; a 0-1 milliammeter or 0-500 
microammeter (0-0.5 ma.) is the basis of most 
multirange meters of this type. Microam-
meters having a range of 0-50 eia., giving a 
sensitivity of 20,000 ohms per volt, also are 
used. 
The various current ranges on a multi-

range instrument can be obtained by using a 
number of shunts individually switched in 
parallel with the meter. Care should be used 
to minimize contact resistance in the switch. 

It is often necessary to check the value of a 
resistor or to find the value of an unknown 
resistance, particularly in receiver servicing. 
An " ohmmeter" is used for titis purpose. The 
ohmmeter is simply a low-current d.c. volt-

Fig. 1914— An inexpensive multirange volt-ohm-mil-
liammeter housed in a standard 3 it 4 x 5 metal cabinet. 
Ranges are marked with number dies, the impressions 
being filled with white ink. high-voltage test leads are 
available for use on the 5000-volt range. 
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Fig. 1915 — Circuit of the low-cost 

V-O-M. 
Ri — 2000-ohm wire-wound variable. 
Ri — 3000 ohms, 3:¿ watt. 
133— 100-ma. shunt, 0.33 ohm (see 

text). 
R4 — 10-ma. shunt, 3.6 ohms (see 

text). 
115 — 40,000 ohms, watt. 
11e-4 megoluns, 4:watts (four 1-meg-

ohm 1-inatt resistors in series). 
117-0.T5 megolini, I watt (0.5 ineg-

ohm and 0.25 megolini, 
watt, in -'rie-). 

Rs — 0.2 megolon, 2 N, att. 
Ri — 40,000 ohm,. I 2 N, 
11m-10,000 ohms, I %, att. 
13 — 4.5 volts ( Burge-- :;:i(i0). 
MA — 0-1 tic. milliammeter. 
S — 9-point 2-pole itch (Mallory-

Yaxley . 3100). 

B 

meter provided with a source of voltage (usu-
ally dry cells), the meter and battery being 
connected in series with the unknown resist-
ance. If a full-scale deflection is obtained with 
the connections to the external resistance 
shorted, insertion of the resistance under 
measurement will cause the reading to de-
crease. The meter scale can be calibrated in 
ohms. When the re›,i,:tance of the voltmeter 
is known, the following formula can be applied: 

eRso R — R 
E 

where 1? is the resistance under measurement, 
E is the voltage read oit the meter, 
e is the series voltage applied, and 

is the internal resistance of the meter. 

A combination multirange volt-ohm- milli-
ammeter, minced to simple and inexpensive 
ternis, is shown in Figs. 1911 to 1916, inclusive. 
Using a 0-1 milliammeter, the volt-
meter has five ranges at 1000 ohms 
per volt: 0-10. 50. 250. 1000 and 5000 
volts, fitment ranges of 0-1, 10 and 
100 ma. are pro''! oil. Thew are two 
resistance measurement ranges t t !tree 
wit h external bat tery), a series range 
of 0-250,000 ohms, and a shunt range 
of 0-500 ohms. The " high-ohms" 
scale can he multiplied by 10 if the 
positive terni! nil of : t - 15-volt battery 
is connectml to the terminal indivated 
in Fig. 1915. the unknown resistance 
being connect el t bet ween t he ut gai ; 
battery terminal and the negative 
terminal of the ohmmeter. 
For economy, ordinary carbon re-

sistors are used as voltmeter multi-
pliers. These can be obtained wit h an 
accuracy wit hin 5 per cent. Th, 50(10-
volt multiplier is four 1- watt resistors 
encased in heavy varnished cambrie 
tubing to protect against flash-overs. 
The tubing extends over the positive 
"5M" terminal. which is further insu-
lated by a wrapping of friction tape. 

 () EXT. BAT. 
HI- OHM 

 01- 5000 V. 

 04- 
 o V-0-M 

The 10- ma. and 100-ma. shunts are made 
of ordinary copper magnet wire wound on 
short lengths of ;¡-inch diameter bakelite rod. 
Measuring L and C The ability to 

measure the inductance of mills, the capaci-
tance of rondensers. or the resonant frequency 
of a tuned circuit frequently saves time that 
might otherwise be spent in cut-and-try. A 
convenient instrument fi ir this purpose is the 
grid-dip oscillator, which is simply a low-power 
oscillator equipped with a low- range milliam-
meter that measures I he rect tried grid current . 
When a resonant eircuit t tined to the same 
frequency as the oseillat or is muffled to tho 
latter. the energy c)xtrarted by the eoupled 
circuit reduces tIM anbeml available for feed-
back. with the result that the oscillator grid 
current decreases. Consequently there is a 
"dip" in grid current as either the oscillator 
or the circuit under measurement is tuned 
through resonance. The oscillator should he 

Fig. 1916 — Interior of low-cost v,,ti-ohni-milliammetcr. All part. 
except the internal ohmmeter batters. are mounted on the 4 x 5 
inch bakelite panel. The battery i. aitaelied to the bottom plate 
'I'he voltmeter multiplier is tir-t a,.entleled on an insulated tie-strip 
then wired into the circuit. The NI-shaped object in the rear is the 
5000-volt multiplier — four 1-watt resistors covered with varnished 
cambric tubing. 
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Fig. 1917 — The grid-dip meter is built in a 6 by 6 by 6-inch metal 
box. The tuning dial, milliammeter. "A" and -11" switches, and 
'phone jack are on the f t. The knob on the side controls the grid 
resistance. Standard plug-in coils are used. 

arranged so that its frequency is continuously 
variable over a wide range, to make it, most 
useful in measuring the resonant frequency of 
circuits whose constants are unknown or 
known only approximately. 
A grid-dip oscillator is shown in Figs. 1917 

to 1920, inclusive. As shown in the circuit dia-
gram, Fig. 1918. it consists of a simple oscil-
lator circuit using a dry-cell tube, battery oper-
ation being adopted to make the instrument 
conveniently portable. The frequency range is 
continuous from 3 to 60 megacycles, using 
standard midget air-wound plug-in coils. Grid 
current is measured by a 0-1 milliammeter, 
and is adjustable to any convenient value 
wit hin this range by R2. Separate swit ches are 
provided for the plate and filament supplies; 
by closing Si and leaving S2 open the tube acts 
as a diode rectifier and the instrument thus can 
be used as an absorption wavemeter. The 
'phone jack, .11, also makes it possible to use it 
as a monitor. For convenience in measuring 
circuits that, may be built into transmitters or 

Fig. 1918 - Circuit of the grid-dip meter. 
Cl, C2 — 0.001.-pfd. mica. 
C3 .•-• 100-,/,/fd.-per-section variable (I fammar-

lund II FI)-100). 
IR — 4700 ohms, !,,j watt. 
E 2 — 25.1100 .011 in potent iotne ter. 
1.1 — Center-tapped coils with center link. Na-

tional Alt- 16 series or any equivalent 
coils may be used. 

1.2 — Pick-up loop; one turn No. If, diameter 1 1,1 
inches. 

J1 — Closed-circuit jack. 
MA — milliammeter. 
RFC — 2.5-mh. r.f. choke. 
St, S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 

receivers, the pick-up loop shown in 
Fig. 1917 provides the coupling. The 
loop is connected to the link on the os-
cillator coils through a few feet of 
150-ohm Twin-Lead. The instrument 
may be calibrated by checking its fro-
qucncy at a number of dial settings on 
a calibrated receiver. 

For measuring inductance, the coil 
I o be Measured is connect ed to a con-
denser of known capacitance as shown 
at A in Fig. 1918. A mica condenser 
may be used as a standard; a 100-1.4mfd. 
5-per-cent tolerance unit will serve 
for most purposes. With the unknown 
coil connected to the standard con-
denser, the pick-up loop is coupled to 
the coil and the oscillator frequency 
adjusted for the grid-current dip, 
using the loosest coupling that gives a 
detectable indication. The inductance 
is then given by the formula 

25' 300  
Loh —  

(-• mom f-rie. 

A calibrated variable condenser is required 
for measuring capacitance. The circuit, used is 
shown at B in Fig. 1918. The frequency of the 
circuit, using any convenient coil, is first 
measured wit h the unknown capacit ance dis-
connected ami the calibrated condenser set 
near maximum. The unknown is thon con-
nect ed and the calibrated condenser readjusted 
to resonance. The unknown capacitance is then 
equal to the difference between the capaci-
tances at the two settings of the calibrated con-
denser. Obviously only capacitances smaller 
than the maximum capacitance of the cali-
brated condenser can be measured by titis 
method. Since high accuracy in capacitance 
measurement is not ordinarily required, a sat-
isfactory standard is any condenser of the 
straight-line capacitance type, for which a 
sufficiently good calibration curve can be con-
structed by noting the dial divisions at which 
the plates just, start to mesh and are com-
pletely meshed, and assuming that the capaci-

c, 

IS V. 

Standard 
45v. Condenser, 

Unknown 

Capacitance 

Unknown 
Inductance 

(A) 

Any convenient 
value of 

inductance 

Calibrated condenser 

(8) 
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Fig. 1919 — Top view of the grid-dip meter. The tuning condenser 
is mounted on small stand-off insulators primarily to space it suffi-
ciently from the side to make room for the dial on the front. 

tance change is linear within those limits. The 
minimum and maximum capacitance (corre-
sponding closely enough to these condenser 
settings) can be obtained from the manufac-
turer's data on the particular condenser used. 

e The Oscilloscope 

The cathode-ray oscilloscope is an instru-
ment of great versatility, and in conjunction 
with the instruments herein described, should 
be a valuable addition to the practical amateur 
station. The oscilloscope is useful on d.c., 
and audio and radio frequencies, and is particu-
larly suited to a.f. and r.f. measure-
ments because, compared to other 
types of measuring equipment, it in-
troduces relatively little error at such 
frequencies. 

Probably the chief use of the oscil-
loscope in amateur work is in measur-
ing this percentage toodulatton in 
'phone transmitters and in serving as 
a çontinuous monitor of modulation 
percentage. An oscilloàeope for this 
purpose may be quite simple and in-
expulsive, consisting only of a small 
cathode-ray tube and an appropriate 
power supply. However, by providing 
amplifiers for the deflection plates and 
furnishing a linear sweep circuit, the 
possibilities of the instrument are 
greatly extended. It then becomes 
possible, for example, to examine 
audio-frequency waveforms and to 
check and locate the cause of distor-
tion in a.f. amplifiers. 
Constructional considerations — 

In building an oscilloscope, care 
should be taken to see that the tube is 
shielded from stray electric and mag-
netic fields which might deflect the 

beam, and means should be provided 
to protect the operator from acci-
dental shock, since the voltages em-
ployed with the larger tubes are quite 
high. In general, the preferable form 
of construction is to enclose the in-
strument completely in a metal cab-
inet. It is good practice to provide an 
interlock switch which automatically 
disconnects the high-voltage supply 
when the cabinet is opened for serv-
icing or other reasons. 

In laying out the unit, the cathode-
ray tube must be placed so that the 
alternating magnetic field from the 
power transformer has no effect on 
the electron beam. The transformer 
should be mounted directly behind 
the base of the tube, with the axes of 
the transformer windings and of the 
tube on a common line. 

It is important that provision be 
included either for switching off the 
electron beam or reducing the spot 
intensity when no signal voltage is 

being applied. A thin, bright line or a spot of 
high intensity will " burn" the tube screen. 

If trouble is experienced in obtaining a clean 
pattern from a high-power transmitter because 
of r.f. voltage introduced by the 115-volt line, 
by-pass condensers (0.01 or 0.1 pfd.) should be 
connected in series across the primary of the 
power transformer, the common connection 
between the two being grounded to the case. 
A simple oscilloscope — The circuit of a 

simple cathode-ray oscilloscope is shown in 
Fig. -1921. Either a 1-inch 913 or a 2-inch 902 
tube can be used. The cathode-ray tube may 

Fig. 1920 — A view from the bottom of the grid-dip meter. The 
oscillator tube is mounted underneath and parallel to the tuning 
condenser. Batteries are held in place by a metal strip fastened to 
the cabinet. 
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Fig. 1921 — An oscilloscope circuit for modulation 
monitoring. 

Ci — 0.01-afd. 100-volt paper. 
C2— 0.5-51d. 800-volt paper or oil-filled. 
Ca — 0.003safil. mica. 
C4 — 600-volt paper. 
11; — 50,000-ohm variable. 
R2, 85— 0.5-megolun variable. 
83-1 megohrn. 1 watt. 
Re, R6 — 0.5 megiihm, 1 watt. 
Si — S.p.s.t. toggle switch. 
S2 S.p.d.t. toggle switch. 
T — Replacement-type transformer: 350 volt-. It) ma.; 

5 volts, 3 amperes; 6.3 volts, 2 amperes. 

be mounted, togetloir %vial the associated rec-
tifier tube and ot her compiments, in a cabinet 
made of a standard 3 X 5 X 10-inch steel 
chassis with biton: plate. 

This circuit is useful primarily for modula-
tion checking in radiotelephone transmitters. 
Horizontal sweep voltage may be obtained 
either from an audio-frequency source, such as 
the modulator stage of the transmitter, or 
from the 60-cycle a.e. line, as selected by S2. 
Using the niodulatiir out for the sweep, 11in 
»It tern on the sereen will be in 1 he form of a 
trapezoid, as described in Chapter Five. 

Fig. 1922 — A simple oscilloscope using a 1-inch tithe. The control 
on the (mint, fnim left to right, are "Sync Amplitude," pilot ugh 
and "Fine Frequency." Note the small neon tube, used for generat 
ing the sweep voltages, to the right of the 6S1.7. A hood mounts 
over the 913 and the terminal panel at the rear of the chassis. The 
controls along the side, from back to front, are "Focus," "Vertical 
Centering," "Sync-Sweep" and " Vertical Gain." 

RF 
• R4 INIP.0 

R 
AU0,0 
INPUT 

SZ C4 
IVe VO 

R6 so'. Ear. 

R5 controls the amplitude of 
the applied horizontal sweep. 
RI is the intensity control and 
R2 the focusing control. If 
needed, a 2.5-mh. 125-ma. r.f. 
choke may be connected in 
series with the lead to the rotor 
of R5 to correct leaning of pat-
terns caused by r.f. coupling. 

A complete oscilloscope — The usefulness 
of the oscilloscope is enhanced by providing a 
linear sweep circuit. or time base, together with 
amplifiers for the horizontal and vertical de-
flection-plate signals so that suflicient voltage 
will be available at the deflection plates to give 
a pattern of suitable size. An inexpensive oscil-
loscope so equipped is shown in Figs. 1922 to 
1925, inclusive. It uses the 1-inch Type 913 
tube. but the 2- inch Type 902 readily can be 
substituted in the circuit. 

As shown in Fig. 1923, the high- voltage d.c. 
is furnished by t two 61Ifis connected as half-
wave voltage doublers. One supplies 300 volts 
positive fi w the amplifiers and sweep generator, 
and the other furnishes 300 volts negative for 
the eat hode-ray tube voltage-divider network. 
Till' current drain is 2 ma, from the positive 
and (E75 ma. from the negative supply. 
The horizontal sweep gerwrator is a 1/25-

watt neon bulb ( General Eue; rie NE-51) used 
in a saw-t lotit oscillat or circuit. The frequency 
is determined by 112.1 plus R25 and the shunt 
capacity seleeted by S3, and is variable be-

tween 12 and 700 cycles. A synchro-
nizing voltage can be coupled in 
through Ci2 and its amplitude ad-
justed by h26. Tlw " Sync-Sweep" 
switch, S2, allows five different eondi-
bons of sweep and synehrimizat ion. as 
follows: ( 1) external synchronizatiim, 
2) line syn(hronizstion, 13) internal 

synchronization, t4) line (si ne-wave) 
sweep. and t.5) external sweep. 
The positive mart lt 'nth fremn t he gen. 

erat or beeotnes a negative sawtooth 
after amplification through the hoH-
zontal amplifier tone section of a 
IlS1.7), and to make the trace sweep 
fruto left to right in the conventional 
fashion t he cathode-ray tube must be 
t mud so that the No. 1 pin is at the 
11111 lotit, with pins No. 3 and No. 7 
horizontal. 1.reil in this manner a 
wavefiirm will appear in the correct 
polarity when passed through the 
vertical amplifier but it will be in-
verted when applied directly to the 
vert meal plates. 
The unit is built on a 7- by 7- by 2-

inch ehassis. The ten controls and the 
} it light are mounted ailing the front 
and sides, and the two heater trans-
formers are mounted on the back. The 
external connections are brought to 
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nine tip jacks on a polystyrene 
panel which is also mounted on 
the back of the chassis. Mount-

13 ing the jacks for connections at 
the back of the chassis keeps the 
leads clear of the controls. 
The arrangement of the tubes 

on the chassis can be seen in the 
photographs. The leads in the 
sweep generator, amplifier grid 
circuits and all heaters should be 
shielded to minimize a.c. pick-up. 
Too much pick-up in the sweep 
circuit will cause it to synchronize 
with the line frequency and pro-
duce unstable sweeps at other fre-
quencies. The out puts of the am-
plifiers are brought out in flexible 

R,7 leads terminated in pin tips which 
can be plugged into the proper 
jacks on the terminal panel, thus 
making it a simple matter to re-
move them when working directly 
into the 'scope deflection plates. 

Since one side of the a.c. line is 
common to the d.c. voltages and 
chassis, it is necessary to know 
when the chassis is connected to 
the grounded side of the line. The 
"Test" terminal is a means for 
checking this. With S1 turned to 

oscilloscope. Terminals the " Off" position and Ss set to 
"Test," connect the " Test" ter-

minal to an actual ground or the common of 
the unit to be tested with the 'scope. If the 
neon tube glows, the a.c. plug should be reversed. 

c,,T Tc "rc,, 

6 

17. 
•2*--"" 
• 

:0 

VERT SIG 

F"— CD 

2 

NE•51C) • TEST 
C.d.Ç., /*l c 

rr TC4T 

Fig. 192.3 — king diagram of the 1-ineli 
GI and G2 should he connected to claas.i. 

• C2, Ca, C4, CS — 8-afd. 250-volt eleetro-
I y tie. 

Co, CT', CS, CO — 0.1-gfd. 600-volt paper. 
Cie, Cmi — 25-5M. 25-volt electrolytic. 
Ci a — 0.001.gfd. mica. 
Ca — 100-aufd. mica. 
Cia — 0.05-ufd. 400-volt paper. 
C15 — 0.02-afd. 400-volt paper. 
• — 0.006-nfd. mica. 
C17 — 0.002-gfd. mica. 
Ri — 10,000 ohms. 
• 1123 — 0.2 megolutt. 

114 0.1 megohm. 
Rs — 0.25-megolint variable, "Focus" con-

trol. 
116 — 50,000 ohms, v ¡triable, " In t,,, si ty -

control. 
RT. Rs — 0.5 megolitn. 
li9, Rio, Ro — I.O.naegohm variabl.•. -1 1,, ,-

zontal Centering." "Vertical Ccotcr-
ing" and " Vertical Gain" control-. 

Rit, R12, 2.0 niegolims. 
Rt4 — 50,000 ohms. 
1115 — 1.0 megolini. 
Rig, lir — 0.25 niegolim. 
Big, 1119 — 5000 obits:. 
Rat — 3-forgoing' variable. "Horizontal 

Gain" control. 
1122, R24 — 3.0 inegolun.. 
Hu — 10.0 ni,goboa ariable. "Fine Frt.-

gurney" con ir' ' I. 
R26 — 1 -MegOilm sarialile.. "4 ne Aitipli• 

tuile " control. 
All fixed resistors are !/2-watt 'carbon. 
Ii — 6.3-volt pilot lanip. 
Si — S.p.s.t. snap switch mounted . ni Re. 
S2 — Two-pole 5.position rotary, "Sync-.. 

Sweep. 
S3 — Single-pole 5-position rotary, "Coarse 

Fre.piencv." 
Ti., — 6.3-% oli 1.0-ampere heater trail 

former. 

G, 

TEST R23 
V% A,'  

Repeàent., 

04 ternh<us/ pane/ 

Fig. 1921 — View -bowing the arrangement of parts underneath the 
oscilloscope chit-4s. The controls along the left-hand 4.1e, from top 
to bottom, are " Intensit v," " Horizontal Centering," "Coarse Fre-
quency" and -Horizontal Gain." (McCormick, Jan., 1940, QS 1'.) 
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The direct sensitivity of the vertical plates 
is 125 volts/inch and 175 volts/inch for the 
horizontal. Working through the amplifiers at 
maximum gain, the vertical sensitivity is 0.9 

Fig. 1925 — ti sketch of the hack of the 'scope, showing 
the arrangement of terminals. 

volts finch and 1.1 volts/inch for the horizon-
tal. The a. r. piiwer consumption of the unit 
is approximately 20 wat ts. 

41, Signal Generators 
Test oscillators — A simple test oscillator 

for receiver checking aml similar uses is shown 
iii Fig. 1926. It uses the electron-coupled 
oscillator circuit with provision for suppressor-
grid xi. modulation. The out put attenuator is 
a potentiometer so con mue tell its to present a 
constant input resistance to the receiver. 

For suppressor-grid modulation. apply ap-
proximately 10 volts of audio tfor 50- per-cent 
mo(1ulat hut). wliere shown in the diagram. 

6SK7o. 7A7 C7 

Cs 

To Al:. 
OSCILL ATOR = Ca 

RFC2 

C4= 

ti 
Ra Ra R4 

%Our.ur 17. 
RFC, 

250V. 

Fig. 1926 — Electron-coupled i.f. test-oscillator circuit 
diagram. 

Ct — 100-upfd. variable with 200-dd. fixed silver-
'a zero drift ill parallel. 

Ca 100.55 (d. midget miea. 
Ca, C4 — 250-apf.l. niOlget mica. 
Cs — 0.005sufd. 
CR 0.1-pfd. 41....% oh paper. 
C7 — 500.pmfd. midget ni lia. 
Hm — 50,000 ohms, 2 walls 
— 2000 Ohms, j 2 watt. 

112 — 20,000 ohms, 1 watt. 
114 — 20,000 ohms, 2 watt. 
Rs — 500-ohm carbon potentiometer. 
L — 440-510 ke.: 140 turns No. 30 enameled, close. 

wound on ljz-inch diameter plug-in form. 
Cathode tap 35 turns from ground end. 

1400-1550 ke.: 42 turns No. 20 d.s.c. tapped 10 
turns from ground. 

4500-5500 ke.: II turns No. 18 enameled, turns 
spaced diameter of wire, tapped 3 turns fr 
ground. 

RFC' — 2.5-nui. r.f. choke. 
25-mh. r.f. choke. 

The suppressor grid is biased 10 volts negative 
for modulated use; if an unmodulated signal is 
desired, the upper terminal may be grounded 
as indicated. This will increase the output from 
the oscillator. Conversely, if the output po-
tentiometer does not attenuate the signal 
sufficiently, additional d.c. negative bias may 
be applied between the modulation terminals. 

in aligning a receiver it is important, that the 
test. signal be prevented from entering circuits 
where it can cause false indications. Titis will 
occur if the signal can enter the receiver by any 
other means than through the output leads 
from the test oscillator. The test oscillator must 
be thoroughly shielded, and the output lead 
likewise should be a shielded cable with the 
center wire the " hot" lead. Make all ground re-
turns to a heavy copper strap connected to the 
cabinet at the output ground terminal. The 
plug-in coil should be separately shielded. 
The i.f. ranges of the test oscillator can be 

calilirat cd by beating against signals of known 
frequency in the b.c. band. Frequencies be-
tween 465 ke. and 275 ke. can be spotted by 
using the second harmonic of t he oscillator, 
the remainder of the range to 175 kc. being 
checked by using the t bird harmonic. 
The a.f. modulating source for the test oscil-

lator can be any audio oscillator capable of 
delivering 10 to 20 volts at the standard 
receiver-checking frequency of 400 cycles. 
A useful audio-oscillator circuit is shown in 

Fig. 1927. It employs a two-terminal or " tran-
sitron" circuit using a pentagrid tube. A fre-
quency of approximately 400 cycles is gen-
erated with the tuned-circuit values shown. 
The fr,.quency may be changed by substituting 
a different value for CI; several values of 
capacitance may be arranged to be selected by 
a swit ch so that an assortment of frequencies 
is available. 

Fig. 1927— Simple negative-resistance audio oscillator. 
— 0.15-12fd. 100, ult paper. 

C2 — 1110-. It paper. 
Ca — 0.25-461. olt paper. 
11012 -- I %sail. 
Ha — 50,000-ol I in s .1mm- control. 
Li — choke ahortlarson T-14C61 with iron 

core reinto 
T — Output transformer (interstage audio, 1:3 ratio). 

(7, Antenna Measurements 

Antenna measurements are made for the 
purpose (a) of securing maximum transfer of 
power to t he antenna from the transmitter, 
and (b) of adjusting directional antennas to 
conform with design conditions. Related to 
measurements of the antenna system proper is 
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the measurement of transmis-
sion-line performance. 

Checking the transmission 
line for standing waves can be 
done by measuring the current 
in the wires, using a device of 
the type pictured in Fig 1928. 
The hooks (which should be 
sharp enough to cut through 
the insulation, if ally, on t he 
wires) are placed on one of the 
wirem. the stkacing but 'e"en U "'"' 
being cdjo.ted iii ;ive IL . fl!ll 

able reading on the met el. At 
any one position along the line 
the currents in the two wires 
should be identical. Readings 
taken at intervals of a quar-
ter wavelength will indicate 
whether or not standing waves 
are present. 

Field-intensity meters — In 
adjusting antenna systems for 
maximum radiation and in determining radia-
tion pal terns. use is made of field-int ensif y 
ters. Fundamentally the field-intensity muter 

Fig. 1928— Line. 
current measuring 
device for check-
ing standing waves 
on transmission 

T E 
0- ,50.0. 0-2b0 sc..Lt lines. 

consists of a small pick-up antenna and an indi-
cating device such as a rectifier and microa m-
meter or a vacuum-tube voltmeter provided 
with a tuned input circuit. It is used to indi-
cate the relative intensity of the radiation 
field under actual radiating conditions. It is 
particularly useful on the very-high frequen-
cies and in adjusting directional antennas. 
Field-intensity checks should he made at 
points several wavelengths distant from the 
antenna and at, heights corresponding with 
the desired angle of radiation. 
The absorption frequency meters shown in 

Figs. 1905 and 1908 may be used as field-
strength meters if provided with pick-up an-
tennas. However, it is convenient to have 
the indicating device separate from the actual 
pick-up. This arrangement allows the pick-up 
unit to be set up out in the field to pick up 
radiation from the antenna under test, while 
the meter unit is near where adjustments are to 
be made. Antenna adjustment thus becomes a 
one-man job. The unit shown in Figs. 1929-
1931, inclusive, is in two sections, one contain-
ing the usual tuned circuit, crystal rectifier, 
and antenna connection, and the other housing 
a microammeter for registering the rectified 
current from the crystal. The two units are 

.'ig. 1929— Remote-indicating field-strength meter, consisting of an r. f. 
tick -up and rectifier  ' t, and a meter unit. The knob on the left side tif 
.he meter  »t is the svi itch for the shunt. hi the Piek-I10 unit tile two eon-
trols :ire the handswitch (left) and tuning. The knob at the right is for the 
resistor-shorting switch. 

fitted with matching plug and socket., permit-
ting them to be used together, or they may be 
in by uni ':u of a eat de which can 
he any length up to several hundred feet,. Three 
coils are used, so t hat measurements may be 
made on 28, 50, and 1,11, Mc. with the snap of a 
switch. A resistor is inserted in series with the 
crystal and meter, to lessen the loading effect 
on the tuned circuit and to make the response 
of t he crystal more linear with variations in 
re-unwed power. As the resistor reduces the 
sensitivity sorni.what, a switch is provided to 
short it out, in case measurements are to be 
made with extremely low power or at large 
distances from the transmitting antenna. A 

s. 

P. J. 

tar,d Or CM r 

Way ,,,Pelieetyth, 

P: 

Fig. 1930 — Wiring diagram of the remote-indicating 
field.strength meter. 

C.1 — 25-gpfd. midget variable. 
C2, — 0.001-gfd. mica. 
lI t — I 000 ohms, 32%. att. 
112 — 27,0 olini,, i .; watt. 
LI e..il — 7 turn- No. 22 enamel, WI inch 

long, on ¡-ingl dia. form ( National PR FA). 
I.2 — 50- Me. e. ,i1 6 turn- No. 22 enamel, 3 inch 

long, , ro 16-inek ill,. form (National PRE-1). 
— 141- Me. eoil — 3 turn- No. 18 enamel, 3 inch 

long. dia., sel I.-supporting. 
JI, J2 — I irk •• n- al receptaele. two-pole retainer-ring 

t. re ( mphenol 61-1 ). 
MA — 0-10)) ¡inertia tttttt eter (0-500 mieroammeter or 

0.1 tnilliammeter may be used, with reduced 
sensitivity). 

PI, P2 — Polarized plug, twopole retainer-ring type 
(Amphenol 61-MI'). 

Si -- 1-po.ition wafer- t. p• snitch. 
S2, S3 — S.p.s.t. snap snitch. 
RFC', RFC2— 2.5 mh. choke (National R-100). 
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Fig. 1931 — Inside view of the two units of the remote-

100-microampere meter is used to give high 
sensitivity, awl a shunt is available to multiply 
the range of the meter by three. This shunt is 
also provided with a switch so that low or 
high readings can be taken without making a 
trip to the pick-up unit. The crystal is the 
1.N21 type. Germanium crystals ( 1N3-1) also 
may be used with good results. 
The two units are housed in 2 by 4 by 4-inch 

steel boxes with front and back removable. 
In the pick-up unit all parts except the resistor 

shorting switch and 
connecting plug are 
mounted on the top 
panel, permit ting easy 
\viring of the assem-
bly. The intercon-
necting plug and 
socket are the po-
larized type, with 
one prong on the 
!dug slightly larger 
t han the other. The 
plug will lit a stand-
ard a.c. outlet, so 

in 
0:11,1i, (ordinary rub-
! • r- co v e red lamp 
(•ord) doubles as a 
long a.c. extension 
cord when not in 

indicating field-strength meter. use for its intended 
purpose. 

The antenna connection is a steatite feed-
through bushing fitted with a " banana plug" 
socket. A convenient pick-up antenna is made 
by drilling and tapping a ,1•_¡-ittch rod for 6/32 
thread to take the threaded end of a banana 
plug. The length of the antenna will vary the 
sensitivity of the unit. If measurements are 
to be made with high power levels, a rod 
a few inches in length will suffice, but for or-
dinary work a length of 24 inches or so will 
be about right. 
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41 Inductance and Capacity 

Inductance (L)—' The formula for com-
puting the inductance of air-core coils is: 

0.2 a2112  
L 3a 9b -1- 10c 

where a is the mean diameter of the coil in 
inches, b is the length of the winding in inches, 
c is the radial depth of the winding in inches, 
and n is the number of turns. The quantity c 
may be neglected if the coil is a single-layer 
solenoid. 

For exampre, assume a coil having 35 turns 
of No. 30 d.s.c. wire on a form 1.5 inches in 
diameter. Consulting the wire table (page 
416), 35 turns of No. 30 d.s.e. will occupy 0.5 
inch. Therefore, a -= 1.5, b = 0.5, n = 35, and 

0.2 X ( 1.5)2 X (35)2 
L = = 61.25 ph. (3 X 1.5) -1- (9 X 0.5) 

To calculate the number of turns of a single-
layer coil for a required value of inductance: 

N  = \i3a + 9b  
X L 

0.2e2 

Straight round wires: 

To calculate the high-frequency inductance of 
a straight round wire: 

L = 0.00508 1 (2.303 logio 41— 1) 

7 

/ -= length in inches 
d = diameter in inches 
L = inductance in inicrohenrys 

Condenser capacity (C) — The formula for 
determining the capacity of a condenser is: 

C = 0.224 —KA (n — 1) pad. 
d 

where A is the area of one side of one plate in 
square inches, a is the total number of plates, 
d is the separation between plates in inches, 
and K is the dielectric constant ( = 1 for air; 
see the table on page 415 for values for other 
materials). 
The dielectric constant is the ratio of the 

capacity of a condenser with a given dielectric 
to its capacity with air dielectric. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Alternating current 
Ampere (amperes) 
Amplitude modulation 
Antenna 
Audio frequency 
Centimeter 
Continuous waves 
Cycles per second 
Decibel 
Direct current 
Electromotive force 
Frequency 
Frequency modulation 
Ground 
Henry 
High frequency 
Intermediate frequency 
Interrupted continuous waves 
Kilocycles (per second) 
Kilovolt 
Kilowatt 
Magnetomotive force 

FOR ELECTRICAL AND RADIO TERMS 

a.c. Medium frequency 
a. Megacycles (per second) 
a.m. Megolim 
ant. Meter 
a.f. Microfarad 
cm. Microhenry 
c.w. Micromicrofarad 
c.p.s. Microvolt 
db. Mierovolt per meter 
d.c. Microwatt 
e.m.f. Milliampere 
f. Millivolt 

Milliwatt 
gad. Modulated continuous waves 
h. Ohm 
li.f. Power 
if. Power factor 
i.c.w. Radio frequency 
kc. Ultrahigh frequency 
kv. Very-high frequency 
kw. Volt (volts) 
m.m.f. Watt (watts) 

m.f. 
Mc. 

m . 
µfd. 
Ph. 
µdd. 
eiv. 
pv Im. 
eew. 
ma. 
mv. 
mw. 
m.e.w. 
Il 
P. 

1:1-f• 
r.f. 
u.h.f. 
v.h.f. 
V. 
w. 

411 
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RMA Radio Color Codes 

Standard color codes have been itdopted by 
the Radio Manufacturers Association for the 
ready identification of values and connections 
for standard components. 

RESISTOR-CONDENSER COLOR CODE 

Significant Decimal Tolerance Voltage 
Color Figure Multiplier ( r;) Rating* 

Black o 1 - — 
Brown 1 10 1* 100 
Red 2 100 2* 200 
Orange 3 1000 3* 300 
Yellow 4 10,000 4* 400 
Green 5 100,000 5* 500 
Blue 6 1,000,00) 6* (I0() 
Violet 7 10.000,00)) 7* 700 
Gray 8 100.000M00 8* 800 
White 9 1,000,000.000 9* 900 
Gold — 0.1 5 1000 
Silver — 0.01 10 2(85) 
No color — 20 500 

*Applies to condensers only. 

Mica condensers: 

If one row of three colored markers appears 
on the condenser, the voltage rating is 500 
volts and the capacity is expressed to two sig-
nificant figures, in micromicrofarails, as fol-
lows: First dot on left, first significant figure. 
Second dot, second significant figure. Third 
dot, decimal multiplier. 

Example: A condenser has one row of col-
ored markers, as follows: brown, black and 
brown. Its capacity is 100 ggf d. 
When two rows of three eoliired markers ap-

pear on the condenser ti n' top row represents 
the significant. figures. reading from left to 
right; the bottom row indicates the decimal 
multiplier, tolerance and voltage rating, read-
ing fono right to left. Capacity is in mad. 

Example: A condenser has two rows of col-
ored markers, as follows: Top row: left, brown; 
center, block; right, no color. Bottom row: 
right, brown; center, green; lift, blue. Its ratings 
are 100 µmid.; ± 5%, GOO volts. 

Tubular condensers: 

Two groups of colored bands are used on 
tubular condensers. Viewed with the wide 
bands on the right, the wide hands indicate 
significant figures ( from left to right); narrow 
hands indicate the decimal multiplier, toler-
ance and voltage rating, from right to left, 
respectively. 

Resistors: 

Values of resistance and tolerances are indi-
cated by colored dots, bands or stripes on the 
resistor. 
Two types of resistors are commonly used, 

one having radial and the other axial leads. The 
following illustration shows the two types of 
resistors and the system of identification. 

Axial leads Radial leads 

Body .4 
End B 
Band C 

(or dot) 
Band D 

Band A 
Band B 
Band C 

Band D 

Color 

Indicates first significant figure. 
Indicates second significant figure. 
Indicates decimal multiplier. 

Indicates tolerance in per cent. 

If. transformers: 

Blue — plate lead. 
Red —" B"+ lead. 
Green — grid (or diode) fend. 
Black — grid (or diode) return. 

NOTE: If the secondary of the i.f.t. is center-
tapped, the second diode plate lead is green-
and-black striped, and black is used for the 
center-tap lead. 

4.f. transformers: 

Blue — plate (finish) lead of primary. 
Red —" B" -F lead (this applies whether the 

primary is plain or center-tapped). 
Brown — plate (start) lead on center-tapped 

primaries. ( Blue may be used for this lead if 
polarity is not important.) 

Green — grid (finish) lead to secondary. 
Black — grid return (this applies whether the 

secondary is plain or center-tapped). 
Yellow — grid (start) lead on center-tapped 

secondaries. ( Green may be used for this lead 
if polarity is not, important.) 
NOTE: These markings apply also to line-to-

grid and tube-to-line transformers. 

Loudspeaker voice coils: 

Green — finish. 
Black — start. 

Field coils: 

Black and red — start. 
Yellow and red — finish. 
Slate and Red — tap (if any). 

Power transformers: 

1) Primary Leads  Black 
If tapped: 
Common  Black 
Tap Black and Yellow Striped 
Finish Black and Red Striped 

2) High-Voltage Plate Winding Red 
Center-Tap...Red and Yellow Striped 

3) Rectifier Filament Winding Yellow 
Center-Tap . . Yellow and Blue Striped 

4) Filament Winding No. 1 Green 
Center-Tap. . Green and Yellow Striped 

5) Filament Winding No. 2 .. Brown 
Center-Tap. Brown and Yellow Striped 

6) MI:Intent Winding No. 3 Slate 
Center-Tap... Slate and Yellow Striped 
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INDUCTANCE, CAPACITY AND FREQUENCY CHART — 1.5-40 MC. 
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This chart may he used to find the values of inductance and capacity required to resonate at any given frequency 
in the medium- or high-frequency ranges; or, conversely, to find the frequency to s, huhi any given coil-rondenser 
combination is iii tune. In the example shown by the dashed lines, a condenser has a minimum capacits of 1.5 ppfd. 
and a maximum capacity of 50 pad. If it is to be used n oh a coil of 10-ph, inductance, n hat frequency range sr ill be 
covered? The straight-edge is connected between 10 on the left-hand scale and 15 on the right, gis Mg 13 Me. as the 
high-frequency limit. Keeping the straight-edge at 10 on the left-hand scale, the other end is sis 1111g to 30 on the 
right-hand scale, giving a low-frequency limit of 7.1 Me. The tuning range mould, therefore, be from 7.1 Mc. to 13 
Me., or 7100 ke. II, 13,000 ke. The center scale also sers es to convert frequency to V. avelength. 
The range of the chart can be extended by multiply in g cach of the ',ales by 0.1 or 10. In the example above, if 

the capacities are 1311 and 500 ppfil. and the inductance 100 ph., the range becomes approximately 23 l to -122 meters 
or 0.7 to 1.3 Mc. Alternatively, 1.5 to 5 mead. and 1 sib. will give a range of approximately 71 to 130 Me. 
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INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE REACTANCE VS. FREQUENCY CHART 
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By use of the chart above, the approximate reactance of any rapacity from 1.0 mail. to 10 phi. at any frequency 
front 100 cycles to 100 megavycles. or the reactance of any inductance from 0.1 ph. to 1.0 henry, can be read di-
rectly, Intermediate values can he estimated hy interpolation. In making interpolat s, remember that the rate of 
change between lines is logarithmic. I se the frequency or reactance scales as a guide in estimating intermediate 
values on the capacity or induct:n ice ,: cales. 
This chart also can be used to (in.t the approximate resonance frequenrie, of LC combinations, or the frequency to 

which a given coil and condenser combination will tune. First locate the re-p.'tive slanting lines for the capacity and 

inductance. The point where they intersect, w here the reactances are is the resonant frequency (projected 

downward and read ou the frequency scale). 

Electrical Conductivity of Metals 

R. lat ire T. mp.Coéiii.2 
Conduciirity I of 1-6,i4ance 

Relatire Temp. Cotei.2 
Conduct is* y I of fe,ei.tonee 

Aluminum (2S; pure)  59 0.0049 Lead  7 0.0041 
Aluminum (alloys): Manganin  3.7 0.00002 

Soft-annealed  4.",-50 Mercury  1.66 0.00089 
Heat-treated  30-45 Nlolybdenum  33.2 0.0033 

Brass   28 0.002-0.007 Monet  4 0.0019 
Cadmium  19 Nichrome  1.45 0.00017 
Chromium  55 Nickel  12-16 0.005 
Climax  1.83 Pliosphor Bronze  36 0.004 
Cobalt  16.3 Platinum  15 
Constantin  3.24 0.00002 Silver  106 0.004 
Copper (hard drawn)  89.5 0.004 Steel  3-15 
Copper (anneah.,1   100 Tin  13 0.0042 
Everdur  6 Tungsten  28.9 0.0045 
German Silver ( IS' ;   5.3 0.00019 Zinc  28.2 0.0035 
Gold  65 
Iron (pure)   17.7 0.006 Approximate rdations: 
Iron (cast)   ''-12 An increase of 1 in A. W. 0, or B. & S. wire size increases 

Iron (wrought)   11.4 resistance 25%. 
An increase of 2 increases resistance 60%. 
An increase of 3 increases resistance 100%. 

I At 20° C., based on copper as 100. 2 Per °C. at 20° C. An increase of 10 increases resistance 10 times. 
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Table of Dielectric Characteristics 

Dielectric 
material' 

Dielectric 
constant 
(K) 

80 
cycles 

Air (normal pressure)  
AlSiMag A196   
Aniline formaldehyde   
Asphalts  
Bakelite - See Phenol 
Beeswax  
Casein plastics 4  

Castor oil  
Celluloid  
Cellulose acetate 5  

Cellulose nitrate   
Ceresin %roc  
Cresol formaldehyde   
Dilectene  
Ethyl cellulose   
Fiber  
Formica MF-66  
Glass: 
Cobalt  
Common window  
Crown  
Electrical  
Flint  
Nonex  
Photographic  
Plate  
l'yrex  

(lutta percha  
Lucite 7  

Melamine formaldehyde   
Mica  
Mica (clear India)  
Mycalex  
Mycalex ( British)  
Mykroy  
Nylon  
Paper  
Paraffin wax (solid)  
Penique  
Phenol: 
Pure  
Asbestos base  
Black molded  
Fabric base  
Mica-filled  
Paper base  
Yellow  

l'olyethylenc  
l'olyindene  
Polyisobutylene  
Polystyrene 8  
Porcelain (dry process)  
Porcelain (wet process)  
Pressboard (untreated)  
Pressboard (oiled)  
Quartz (fused)  
Rubber (hard) I°  
Shellac  
Steatite: 11 
"Commercial" grade  
"Low-loss" grade  

Titanium dioxide 12  
Urea formaldehyde 13  
Varnished cloth 14  

Vinyl resins  
Vitrolex  
Wood (dry oak)  
Wood ( para (lined maple)   

1.0 
5.7-6.3 
3-5 

2.7-3.1 

2.9-3.2 
6.1-6.4 
4.3-4.7 
4-16 
6-8 
4-7 

2.5-2.6 
0 

3.57 
2-2.7 
5-7.5 

4.6-4.9 

7.3 
7.6-8 
6.2-7 

4-5 
7-10 
4.2 
7.5 

6.8-7.6 
4.2-4.9 
2.5-4.9 
2.5-3 
8 

2.5-8 
6.4-7.5 

7.4 
6 

6.5-7 
3.6 

2.0-2.6 
1.9-2.6 
7.21 

5 
7.5 
5-5.5 
5-6.5 
5-6 

3.8-5.5 
5.3-5.4 
2.3-2.4 
3 

2.4-2.5 
2.4-2.9(2.6) 
6,2-7.5 
6.5-7 
2.9-4.5 
5 

3.5-(3.8) 
2-3.5(3) 

2.5-4 

4.9-6.5 
4.4 

90-170 
5-7 
2-2.5 
4 
6.4 

2.5-6.8(3) 
4.1 

2.9 
1-6 

3-6 

10 

0.7 

7 
16 
0.2 
2 

0.02 
0.04 
0.04-5 
0.02 

0.01 

0.02 
0.02 

3-5 

I kc. 

l'ower factor 

I Mc. 10 Mr. 100 Mc. 

2.3 

4-6 

1.2 

1.5 

0.45 

0.5 

5 

0.3 
2 

0.02 

0.05 
0.018 

0.01 

0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
2-3 

3.8 

0.21 

5.2-6 
7 

5-10 
4-6 

2.8-5 
0.12-0.21 

1.5 
4.5-5 
1.1 

0.7 
1.4 
1 3 

0.5 
0.4 
0.25 

0.8-1 
0.6-0.8 

0.7 

1.5-3 

0.2-6 
2 
0.18 
0.3 

0.1-0.2 
2.2 

0.1-0.3 
0.2 

15 
3.5 

3.5-1 l 
0.8-1 
2.5-4 

0.36-0.7 
0.02-0.05 

0.02 
0.7-15 
0.6 

0.015-0.03 
0.5-1 

0.09 

0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
2-4 
2-3 

1.4-1.7 
0.3 
4.2 

0.15 

5.5 

1.9 

0.02 
2 

0.02 

0.01 

0.4 
0.18 

4 

0.33 

0.28 

0.54 

0.02 

0.05 

0.5 
0.13 

Dielectric 
strength 

(puncture 
voltage) , 

19.8-22.8 
240 
400 

25-30 

165 
380 

300-1000 
300-780 

400 

1500 
150-180 
450 

200-250 
300 
2000 

333 
200-30(1 
480-500 

300 

600-1500 
250 
330 
630 

1250 
300 

400-475 
90-150 
400-500 
150-500 
475-600 
650-750 

500 
1000 

30(1 
500-25'00 
41)-100 
150 

125-300 
750 
200 
450 
900 

150-315 

300-550 
440-550 
400-500 

115 

Volume 
resistivity 3 (P) 

1014 

4.5 X 1018 
2-30 X1010 

10 16 
5 X 109 

8 >< 1014 

1019-1016 

1017 

1018 
1020 

5 x108 

10 14-1018 
1018-1018 

1018 

1 Most data taken at 25° C. 
2 Puncture voltage, in volts per mil. Most data applies 

to relatively thin sections and cannot lie multiplied directly 
to give breakdown for thicker sections without added safety 
factor. 

3 In ohm-cm. 
Includes such products as Aladdinite, A meroid, Galalith, 

Erinoid. Lactoid, etc. 
5 ¡ ocio, le Filmstas, Lunicrith, Nixonite, Plastaccle, 

Tenite, etc. 
Includes Amerith, Nitron, Nixonoid. Pyralin, etc. 
Methylmetharrylate resin. 
Phenolaldehyde products include Aerolito, Bakelite, 

Catalin, Celeron, Dielecto, Du ex. Durite Formica, Gem-
stone, Iferesite, [ odor. Makalot, Nlarblette. Micarta, Opal-
on, Prystal, Resinox. Synthane, Textolite, etc. Yellow bake-
lite is so-called " lowd,;ss bakelite. 

Includes Amphenol 912A, Distrene, Intelin IN 45, 
Loalin. Lust ron, Quartz Q. Rezoglas, Rhodolene M, Bonilla 
L, Styrallex, Styron. Trolittil. Viet ron, etc. 
1.1 Also known :Is Ebonite. 
11 :Soapstone - Alberene, Alsimac, Isolantite, Lava. etc. 
12 Rutile. Used in low temperature-coefficient fixed con-

densers. 
13 Includes Aldur, Beetle, Plaskon, Pollopas, Prystal, etc. 
14 Includes Empire cloth. 



COPPER-WIRE TABLE 

TUrnsperUnearInch 2 Turns per Square Inch 2 Feeipeel.h. 

Ohms 

Current 
Carrying Nearest 

Circular Gauge Diant. per C" acil li Diam. British 

No. in Mil D.S.C. 1000 ft. at 
C.M. 

in mm. 

B. & S. Mils I Area Enamel S.C.C. or D.C.C. S.C.C. 
Enatnel 
S.C.C. 

D.C.C. Bare D.C.C. 26° C. 
1500 

per 
No. 

S.C.C. Am p.3 

1 289.3 83690 -- -- -- --. -- 3.947 -- .1264 55.7 7.348 1 
a 

2 257.6 66370 -- -- -- -- -- 4.977 -- .1593 44.1 6.544 
4 

3 229.4 52640 -- -- -- -- - __ 6.276 __ .2009 35.0 5.827 
5 

4 204.3 41740 -- -- -- __ 7.914 ...- .2533 27.7 5.189 
7 

5 181.9 33100 -- -- -- -- __ __ 9.980 __ .3195 22.0 4.621 

6 162.0 26250 -- -- -- -- -- __ 12.58 __. .4028 17.5 4.115 8 
9 

7 144.3 20820 -- -- -- -- -- -- 15.87 -- .5080 13.8 3.665 

8 128.5 16510 7.6 -- 7.4 7.1 -- -- 20.01 19.6 .6405 11.0 3.264 10 

9 114.4 13090 8.6 -- 8.2 7.8 -- -- -- 25.23 24.6 .8077 8.7 2.906 11 
12 

10 101.9 10380 9.6 -- 9.3 8.9 87.5 84.8 80.0 31.82 30.9 1.018 6.9 2.588 

11 90.74 8234 10.7 -- 10.3 9.8 110 105 97.5 40.12 38.8 1.284 5.5 2.305 13 
14 

12 80.81 6530 12.0 -- 11.5 10.9 136 131 121 50.59 48.9 1.619 4.4 2.053 

13 71.96 5178 13.5 -- 12.8 12.0 170 162 150 63.80 61.5 2.042 3.5 1.828 15 

14 64.08 4107 15.0 -- 14.2 13.8 211 198 183 80.44 77.3 2.575 2.7 1.628 16 

15 57.07 3257 16.8 -- 15.8 14.7 262 250 223 101.4 97.3 3.247 2.2 1.450 17 

16 50.82 2583 18.9 18.9 17.9 16.4 321 306 271 127.9 119 4.094 1.7 1.291 18 

17 45.26 2048 21.2 21.2 19.9 18.1 397 372 329 181.3 150 5.163 1.3 1.150 18 

18 40.30 1624 23.6 23.6 22.0 19.8 493 454 399 203.4 188 6.510 1.1 1.024 19 

19 35.89 1288 26.4 26.4 24.4 21.8 592 553 479 256.5 237 8.210 .86 .9116 20 

20 31.96 1022 29.4 29.4 27.0 23.8 775 725 825 323.4 298 10.35 .68 .8118 21 

21 28.46 810.1 33.1 32.7 29.8 26.0 940 895 754 407.8 370 13.05 .54 .7230 22 

22 25.35 642.4 37.0 36.5 34.1 30.0 1150 1070 910 514.2 461 16.46 .43 .6438 23 

23 22.57 509.5 41.3 40.6 37.6 31.6 1400 1300 1080 648.4 584 20.76 .34 .5733 24 
25 

24 20.10 404.0 46.3 35.3 41.5 35.6 1700 1570 1260 817.7 745 28.17 .27 .5106 
26 

25 17.90 320.4 51.7 50.4 45.6 38.6 2060 1910 1510 1031 903 33.00 .21 .4547 
27 

26 15.94 254.1 58.0 55.6 50.2 41.8 2500 2300 1750 1300 1118 41.62 .17 .4049 

27 14.20 201.5 64.9 61.5 55.0 45.0 3030 2780 2020 1639 1422 52.48 .13 .3606 29 

28 12.64 159.8 72.7 68.6 60.2 48.5 3670 3350 2310 2067 1759 66.17 .11 .3211 30 

29 11.26 126.7 81.6 74.8 65.4 51.8 4300 3900 2700 2607 2207 83.44 .084 .2859 31 

30 10.03 100.5 90.5 83.3 71.5 55.5 5040 4660 3020 3287 2534 105.2 .067 .2546 33 

31 8.928 79.70 101 92.0 77.5 59.2 5920 5280 -- 4145 2768 132.7 .053 .2268 34 

32 7.950 63.21 113 101 83.6 62.6 7060 6250 -- 5227 3137 187.3 .042 .2019 38 

33 7.080 50.13 127 110 90.3 66.3 8120 7360 -- 6591 4697 211.0 .033 .1798 37 

34 6.305 39.75 143 120 97.0 70.0 9600 8310 -- 8310 6188 268.0 .026 .1601 38 

35 5.615 31.52 158 132 104 73.5 10900 8700 -- 10480 6737 335.0 .021 .1428 38-3' 

36 5.000 25.00 175 143 111 77.0 12200 10700 -- 13210 7877 423.0 .017 .1270 39-4' 

37 4.453 19.83 198 154 118 80.3 -- -- -- 18660 9309 533.4 .013 .1131 41 

38 3.965 15.72 224 166 126 83.6 -- -- -- 21010 10666 672.6 .010 .1007 42 

39 3.531 12.47 248 181 133 86.6 -- -- -- 26500 11907 848.1 .008 .0897 43 

40 3.145 9.88 282 194 140 89.7 -- -- 33410 14222 1069 .006 .0799 44 

1 A mil 's 1/1000 (one thousandth) of an ' nob. 
2 The figuree given are approximate only, since the thickness of the insulation varies with different manufacturers. 
8 The current-carrying capacity at 1000 C.M. per ampere is equal to the circular-mil area (Column 3) divided by 1000. 

0 
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VACUUM-TUBE CLASSIFIED DATA TABLES AND INDEX 

In the tables on pages 426-.159 will he found essential eltaracteri-ii.•- and typical operating data fin- I . S.-made 
standard receiving. transmitting and special-purpose V a,imin Mho-. Ila,e• diagrams are slims ii on pages 119- 425. 
For convenience in locating types the index helm% li-t, Illilit in nurnorioal aloha leot ioal orilor 33011 tile ' ,age nli 44 hieh 
data is to be found. The base-diagram 1111111b1.1" for 1,1.11 111111• fibill,is). the tia:• ,,1111 in ber. ‘1 lien a tithe appears in more 
than one table it is listed twiee. 

Type 

  4P35""81B.: ase 

TYPO Page Base Tile Page RasePage Muc 

  443 4AF 

(0-A  437 41) 2E36  437 - 611470 . . 427 SAY 68(17  PY,p- By, 426 sliE 
0I-A  437 41) 2E42  437 -- 611:50. . 427 61.3 68117  
012  441 5110   432 6It 61E60 .... 427 7111 427 80E 681171. . 428 Fig. 44 12221724 ---- 443 SAX 
0A3  441 413 22(.1" ;.4  437 6A E7C;T. . . 428 7AX 68.17 ... 427 sX 12E5GT . 435 OQ 
(M4(1  441 4V 28/48  4:31 51) 6.11,5(..; .... 4241 6Q 68.171.. . -127 it N 121,50T . 435 5M 
0112. .. 441 5130 6 444 T-413( ' 41"0 6 .. . . 430 7.4( ; 65K7 . . . . 427 ',\ 121170 .. 4:35 7V 
0133  441 413 2 V30  444 4X 611,70 . . 428 810 681.731T . 428 ts1414 12116  435 70 
01'3  441 4AJ 2W3 2X2  444 4111 6105  441.1 71(1) 68X701:... 428 5111)  12.1.5, ;:r 435 Ole 
01)3  441 4AJ 2V2  444 4113 6.11;63; .... 428 78 683e7. . .. 427 SQ H1 -1- 1: 435 7R 
044  444 41111 27.:'  6.107   681(7 ..... 427 NQ 121,71;"1' . . . 435 711 07.4  444 411 314 444 -113 426 SY 

4' 1) 71111 6887  427 SX 12118 ...... 435 8K 07.41  445 411 344  455 71111 6 111.,,, ; . 428 611, 
6.1117ci•1... 428 8111.: 6547 . . .... 427 stt 121.8(a ... 435 8111/ 

1   444 40 3A', 61.15 ...... 440 7P:11 6S1:70TY . 42s 8141) 6.1.17   427 711. 12(270T ... 435 75 113  439 4AP 3  8' 68V7  128/17 ..... 435 811 

442371 IN;(1te 0,131 '7  
IA4P  432 4M 41431: '77111a( : 31801 ... 437 8.1,-; 6.1 (: -,   426 s X 440 7111) 65/.7  
1A4T  432 4K 3API  (IA Kt;   4.10 71-11 I"1:5 435 88 1281'5  435 61B 1A50  433 6X 442 71 X 305GT ... 437 711' 611i7   611  5  426 " 6160N1 .... 4211 11Z 6T7  12817 .... 435 717. 1A6  432 6L 307 440 611"0 

44:2J íil‘t.. 435 811K 1170  433 77. 31324  434 7111: 444 T-4:1 611.60. . 428 411M 6I'  3  4211 7AC 1122554H:77  
128J 7   436 811K 1.5115  434 51iF 31.P.5  444 41' 6A1.7GT . 428 sC11 

429 77111(7 4'6 8:111 11,140  432 4M 3026  444 Fig. 31 61 X6   440 7113 12818'7 .. 436 8M 105  432 641 3131.1   442 141 ,601.• I,, ;;3: 
440 .„11,(17.K. 38 61.6 .. 1•181 -1 " I' 4.16 SDI) 1137G  434 7Z .,“,:ii.O .I.. 438 740 1111;15 1111)11 440 " 111' r 4 " 1 •   

11180'1 .... 434 SAW   438 711W 11.1Q7( ; 1' . 428 12(1.: .f7., 111:222,55;:si777ca .-11:i1:;; 88(111D 

  436 80 11147  441 - 13:2:'   452 Fig. 30 61116 . 428 1111Q 6WS( 1   611'6( 1:1: 7 1) ' 
436 SR 11148  444 1"-- 11'23   

1024  611171 IT 42N 833; .. :,114i2-;..1 Pi1g. 39 1251-7  1050-  434 6X 441 30 60•7t ;   
ic'28  447 21) 6156  4111 71'N . ..   444 4i; 

444 71. 06  432 61. 447 Fig, 56 6187G I .128 rig. 43 6 X 5  
436 51C IC7  433 71. 1134  1037   4.17 311 41116 4142,0 27' 444 68 11227.Z:-:. 11 1 I   
436 611 11.21   441 4V 6116   CO; 711E   444 6J 1115 
436 8 V 

1145(11» 433 51,' (DI . 453 - (6i1X7,1111   
44:99 77..:CIL I IA ,   11)5GT 433 511 11423  434 6110 6114],   457 Flg. 54 611 -e 436 ilAS 61130     429 SIS I II 1.7 . . 436 71(1 

436 8V 1147(1 ..... 433 71. DPI   .1.12 Flg. 49 61161;   -128 7V 14117   
114801' 434 SAJ I.:2g  457 713P .130 71) 6667.7Y.43711  444 4(1 445 51) 1.117 . . 436 8AR 
1E40   434 58 4.12 111 -126 81: 67.5  4.14 6K TIX 7  66111187  

60.56. 11-11(d77   436 81C 1E5GP . . 433 5Y (1?1:11   142 1 IA   4.2.t 'Sit   436 811. 116 7I:C 
436 81E 11170   433 80 JP1  .112 1.114 41111,1, l(154.436 667.7.711%-;e0 .... 444 68 

1F4  432 5K KP1   4.12 1 I NI 461111111.?(;;  714  421) SAC 436 8111.. 
11.'50  433 6X. LE4  418 6111 bt' 1   .111 600 7.   4422,9 761‘ . .11 1457   111'7 . . . 436 SV 
11,6  432 6W 1.1.1   4:18 #11M 6( • 'i  

1111(1171   .41:21'n1 ii ;91. 716  14W7   11.70V . . . 433 711) Q.1  717  429 SV 1-1Y4  436 )311.1 444 510 
1040  433 58 4250T . . . . 44::I'89 771111‘'   430 70 7.58  1-17.3 
015G .. 433 OX 84  439 711.1 lif -811   44:2189 Vie.. 5 15  
106(1  434 7113 34  439 1111X 6141  428 s(; 441 77.„-‘1111_,7    429 NM: 44.3141 541...; 

15E.... 447 T-4 ALP 
1H40  433 55 251.1 . . 3(; If;t111,i,1 . 430 61: 

-130 711 71(17   429 Fig. 45 17  441 30 
436 60 1H50  434 57. 251)3 .... 447 21) 711'1. 442 514 ts  

429 SAC l'  433 6(1 
III 438 41) 

1860  43:3 71.1 -51114 . 4.18 30 42, N.-\ 
  -1311 611 7111   429 61 E 135(1  433 6X -1004 . 448 21) -311112 461114:5,1 ;   

1360  433 7114 449 21) I[El;   6E7   .1:51 7 It -uu 711 7711111-1' .   4211 8W 20.18( iNI . 436 811 
11.4  439 6111 -7512 450 21) 

4-28 "I, 21:17.... 436 81R 
22  438 41. 

1LA4  434 511) -7513 .... 450 21) 707   429 8V 
  429 13X 

432 51: 1LA6  434 711( -10012 .. 451 21) 6111E481;     438 7110 7711'01   442 51 X 21-.8  
11.134  434 5AI) -10014 . 451 21) 61,4  4411 71111. 71 1 438 4111 1-   447 214 
11.116  434 SAX X-1011111. 452 - - 111,'  426 511 71'5   429 61.-'. 22--1-.X' II .. 443 Fig. 1 
114.'5  434 7A1 / -15012 .. 453 411C 616   7(6   .129 SW 4:16 78 

. 436 81, 11.C6  434 7AK 1-15013 . 453 410' 61,6  61'7  426 78 7c7   7. ' I'l   2516   ILD5 434 fiAX 4X-15013.. 153 456 78 431 71. .129 sV 

. 1.14 .33F 
1LI.:3  434 -11A 1-25012 454 T-3 A C 61,8(1  1-13 6.1 Z 429 8 541 . 4341 60 

41 436 6 L) 1LG5  434 Fig. 42 4-2,3111.4 . 454 T-3.10 6(15  :11:"I';' f'irl 71)7  7 DP4  413 Fig. 46 
1LH4  434 5/50 3.391112 455 T-4010 60611   71.5   .13 s 0 8 11 -5061.... . 436 78 
I LN5 434 713) 1-3111113 . 455 T -1? 413 6114GT . 1228 7:-' 8  431 f ; It 251180T. . 436 817 1 X51'  434 51- 4.160  438 si, 61-15 _   442231: 8>'‘.1.%).: 251'61; . . 436 7/0 
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VACUUM-TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

The diagrams on the following pages show standard socket conn....•tions corresponding to the base designations 
given in the column headed ''Socket Connections" in the classified tube data tables. Bottom views are shown 
throughout. Terminal designations are as follows: 

A = Anode F = Filament IS = Internal Shield 
BP = Bayonet Pin G ss Grid K = Cathode 
BS = Base sleeve II = Heater NC = No Connec-
t) = Deflecting IC = Internal Con- lion 

Plate neetion P = Plate (Anode) 

P1 = Starter-Anode S Shell 
PuF = Beam-Form- TA = Target 

fig Plates • = Gas-Type Tube 
BC = Rav-Control U = t nit 

Electrode Sil = Internal Shield 

Alphabetical subscripts D, P, ir and If X indicate, respectively. diode unit. pentode unit, triode unit or hexode 
't in multi-win K e.. Subscript NI, T or Cl' filament or he:iter 
Wherever the No. I pin of a Mel/II-type ludic in Table i, -. boo it connected to the Awl!, the .N.W. 1 pin in the glass 

(G or CT) equivalent is connected to an internal shield. 

BMA Tun BASE DIAGRANIS 
Bottom views arc shown.'al designations on sockets are shown above. 
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RMA TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 
Bottum views are shown. Terminal designations un sockets are given on page 419. 
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RMA TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 
Bottom views are shown. Terminal desiguatione on sockets are given on page 419. 
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IIMA TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 
Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page 419. 
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RMA TUBE BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets arc given on page 419. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY BASE DIAGRAMS 
Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page 419. 
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SUPPLEME.NTARY "T" — GROUP BASE DIAGRAMS 

Bottom views are shown. Terminal designations on sockets are given on page 419. 
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T-8A6 

BASE TYPE — DESIGNATIONS 

The type of base used on midi tube listed in the tables is indicated in the base column by a letter. 
The Meaning of cadi letter is as follows: 

A = Acorn 
Glass button miniature 

= Jumbo 
L = Lock-in 

M = Medium 
N = None or special type 
O = Octal 
S = Small 

Wafer 

TUBE RATINGS 

The data in the classified tube tables are of 
two kinds, maximum ratings, and typical 
operating conditions. 
Vacuum tubes are designed to be operated 

within definite maximuin (and minimum) 
ratings. These ratings are the maximum safe 
operating voltages and currents for the elec-
trodes, based on inherent limiting factors such 
as permissible cathode temperature, emission, 
and power dissipation in electrodes. In addi-
tion to the maximum ratings for each type, 
performance data are given in the form of 
typical operating conditions. 

In the transmitting-tube tables, maximum 
ratings for electrode voltage, current and dissi-
pation are given separately from the typical 
operating conditions for the recommended 
classes of operation. In the receiving-tube 
tables, because of space limitations, ratings 
and operating data are combined. Where only 
one set of operating conditions appears, the 
positive electrode voltages shown ( plate, screen, 
etc.) are, in general, also the maximum rated 
voltages for those electrodes. 
The maximum ratings given for each trans-

mitting type apply only when the tube is 
operated at frequencies up to the specified 
maximum frequency for full rating as listed in 
the column so headed. As the frequency is 

raised above the specified value, the radio-
frequency current, dielectric losses, and heat-

• ing effects increase rapidly. Most types can be 
operated above their specified maximum fre-
quency provided the plate voltage and plate 
input are reduced. 

For certain air-cooled transmitting tubes, 
there are two sets of maximum values, one 
designated as CCS ( Continuous Commercial 
Service) ratings, the other ICAS ( Intermittent 
Comniercial and Amateur Service) ratings. 
Continuous Commercial Service is defined as 
that type of service in which long tube life and 
reliability of performance under continuous 
operating conditions are the prime considera-
tion. Intermittent Commercial and Amateur 
Service is defined to include the many appli-
cations where the transmitter design factors of 
minimum size, light weight, and maximum 
power output are more important than long 
tube life. ICAS ratings are considerably higher 
than CCS ratings. They permit the handling 
of greater power, and although such use in-
volves some sacrifice in tube life, the period 
over which tubes will continue to give satis-
factory performance in' intermittent service 
can be extremely long. Typical operating con-
ditions given in the tables are ICAS ratings 
when applicable. 



TABLE I- METAL RECEIVING TUBES 

Characteristics given in this table apply to all tubes having type numbers shown, including metal tubes, glass tubes with " G" suffix, and bantam tubes with " GT" suffix. 

For "G" and "GT" tubes not listed ( not having metal counterparts), see Tables Il, VII, VIII and IX. 

Type Name 
Socket 

c  
lions 

Fit' or Heater Capacitance iipfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias B' ' 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

 Amp. . ...... 
• ac'-' 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 

Volts Amps. In Out 
Plate- 
Grid 

6A8 Pentagrid Converter 8A 6.3 0.3 - - - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 3.0 100 3.2 3.3 Anode-grid (No. 2) 250 volts max. thru 20,000-ohms 6A8 

6AB7 
1853 

Television Amp. Pentode 8N 6.3 0.45 8 5 0.015 Class-A Amp. 300 - 3.0 200 3.2 12.5 700000 5000 3500 - - 6AB7 1853 

6AC7 
1852 

Television Amp. Pentode 8N 6.3 0.45 11 5 0.015 Class-A Amp. 300 - 2.0 ISO 2.5 10 
eiii ' ' ' • 6750 - - 6AC7 1852 

6AG7 Video Beam Power Amp. BY 6.3 0.65 13 7.5 0.06 Class-A Amp. 300 - 3.0 e • é e . , , , i ii - 10000 3.0 6AG7 

6AJ7 Sharp-Cut-Off Pentode 8N 6.3 0.45 --- - Class-A Amp. 300 160* i i 2.5 1' é " el I .... ...... ... 6AJ7 

6AK7 Pentode Power Amp. 8Y 6.3 0.65 7.5 0.06 Class-A Amp. 300 - 3 , fell eee 10000 3.0 6AK7 

688 Duplex-Diode Pentode 8E 6.3 0.3 6 9 0.005 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 125 2.3 9.0 730 - - 688 

6Ç5 Triode Detector, Amplifier 6Q 6.3 0.3 3 11 2 
Class-A Amp. 250 - 8.0 - - 8.0 10000 2000 20 - - 

6C5 
Bias Detector 250 -17.0 --• - Plate current adjusted to 0.2 ma. with no signal 

6F5 Hi h-µ Triode 5M 6.3 EmEEIKIII 2.3 Class-A Am • . 250 - 1.3 66000 1500 100 -- - 6F5 

6F6 Pentode Power Amplifier 75 6.3 0.7 - --- -. 

Class-A Pent. 
250 
315 

-16.5 
-22.0 

250 
315 

6.5 
8.0 

34 
42 

80000 
75000 

2500 
2650 

200 
200 

7000 
7000 

3.0 
5.0 

6F6 Triode Amp.' 250 -20.0 - - 31 2600 

Power output 
stated load, 

2700 

for 2 tubes 
plate-to-plate 

7.0 

at 

4000 

10000 
6000 

0.85 

19.0 
18.0 

P.P. Pentodes 
P.P. Triodes' 

375 
350 

-26.0 
-38.0 

250 
- 

2.5 
- 

17 
22.5 

6H6 Twin Diode 70 6.3 0.3 - - -- Rectifier Max. a.c. voltage per plate .--• 100 r.m.s. Max. output current 4.0 ma. d.c. 6H6 

635 Detector Amplifier Triode 60 6.3 mizzlim 3.4 Class-A Amp. 250 - 8.0 - -- 9 7700 2600 20 -- - 635 

6.17 Triple-Grid Detector, Amp. 7R 6.3 0.3 7 12 0.005 
R.F. Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 1500 - - 

6J7 
Bias Detester 250 - 4.3 100 Cathode current 0.43 ma. - - 0.5 meg. ----

6K7 Triple-Grid Variable-µ Amp. 7R 6.3 0.3 7 12 0.005 
R.F. Amp. 250 - 3.0 125 2.6 10.5 600000 1650 990 -- - 

6K7 
Mixer 250 -10.0 - Oscillator peak volts -- 7.0 

6K8 Triode Hexode Converter 8K 6.3 0.3 - - Converter 250 - 3.0 100 6 2.5 Triode Plate (No 2) 100 volts, 3.8 ma. 6K8 

6l.6 Boom Power Amplifier 7AC 6.3 0.9 - - - 

Single Tube 
Class Ai 

250 
300 

170" 
220* 

250 
200 

5.4/7.2 
3.0/4.6 

75/78 
51/54.5 

- 
-- 

--- 
- 

- 
- 

2500 
4500 

6.5 
6.5 

6L6 

Single Tube 
Class Ai 

250 
350 

-14.0 
-18.0 

250 
250 

5.0/7.3 
2.5 7.0 

72/79 
54/66 

22500 
33000 

6000 
5200 

- 
- 

2500 
4200 

6.5 
10.8 

P.P. Class A, 270 125" 270 11/17 134/145 - - - 5000 18.5 

P.P. Class Ai 
250 
270 

-16.0 
-17.5 

250 
270 

10/16 
11 17 

120/140 
134/155 

24500 
23500 

5500 
5700 

- 
- 

5000 
5000 

14.5 
17.5 

P.P. Class AB, 360 250' 270 5/17 88/100 
Power output for 2 tubes. 

Load plate-to-plate 

9000 24.5 

P.P. Class AB, 360 -22.5 270 5/15 88/132 6600 26.5 

P.P. Class AB , 
360 
360 

-18.0 
-22.5 

225 
270 

3.5/11 
5/16 

78/142 
88/205 

6000 
3800 

31.0 
47.0 

6L7 Penlagrid Mixer Amplifier 7T 6.3 0.3 -.- 
R.F. Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 5.5 5.3 800000 1100 - - - 6L7 

Mixer 250 - 6.0 150 8.3 3.3 Over 1 meg. Oscillator-grid (No 3)voltage = - 15.0 

6N7 Twin Triode 88 6.3 0.8 - =I - Class-B Amp. 300 0 - --• 35-70 - .-- -- 8000 10.0 6N7 

607 Duplex-Diode Triode 7V 6.3 Emiummu 1.4 Triode Amp. 250 - 3.0 58000 1200 70 - - 607 

6R7 Duplex-Diode Triode 7V 6.3 0.3 4.8 im 2.4 Triode Amp. 250 - 9.0 - - 9.5 8500 1900 16 10000 0.28 6R7 

657 Triple-Grid Variable-µ 7R 6.3 0.15 0.005 Class-A Am • . 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 8.5 657 

6SA7 Pentagrid Converter 13R. 6.3 KEE 

sw, 
-- Converter 250 0. 100 8.0 3.4 • lee. . 6SA7 

65C7 Twin Triode Amplifier 85 6.3 clim=i= - class-A Am-. 250 - 2.0 --- - 2.0 53000 1325 . 65C7 

65F5 High-µ Triode 6AB 6.3 0.3 imam 2.4 Class-A Am • . 250 - 2.0 - - 0.9 66000 1500 ee 65F5 

65E7 Diode Variable-µ Pentode 7AZ 6.3 0.3 KUM 0.004 Class-A Amp. 250 - 1.0 100 3.3 12.4 700000 2050 65F7 

6SG7 Triple-Grid Semi-Variable-µ 8BK 6.3 0.3 8.5 7 0003 H.F. Amp. 250 - 2.5 150 3.4 9.2 Over 1 meg. 4000 6507 



TABLE I - METAL RECEIVING TUBES - Continued 

TYP* Name 
Socket 

Connec-
lions 

Fil' or Heater Capacitance ppfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bics 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductc.ince 
Micromhos 

A . 
F.,Z;, 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out' Plate- 

Grid 

6SH7 Triple-Grid Amplifier 8BK 6.3 0.3 8.5 7 0.003 H.F. Amp. 250 - 1.0 150 4.1 10.8 900000 4900 - - .--- 6SH7 
65J7 4 Triple-Grid Amplifier 8N 6.3 0.3 6 7 0.005 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 0.8 3 1500000 1650 2500 - - 6SJ7 
6SK7 Triple-Grid Variable-p 8N 6.3 0.3 6 7 0.003 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 2.4 9.2 800000 2000 1600 - 6SK7 
6507 Duplex-Diode Triode 8Q 6.3 0.3 3.6 3.2 1.80 Class-A Amp. 250 - 2.0 - ---- 0.8 91000 1100 100 ---- - 6507 
65R7 Duplex-Diode Triode 80 6.3 0.3 3.6 2.8 2.40 Class-A Amp. 250 - 9.0 - - 9.3 8500 1900 16 - - 6SR7 
6557 Triple-Grid Variable-p 8N 6.3 0.15 5.5 7.0 0.004 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 9.0 1000000 1850 -- - - 6557 
6517 Duplex-Diode Triode 80 6.3 0.15 2.8 3 1.50 Class-A Amp. 250 - 9.0 - - 9.5 8500 1900 16 - - 6517 
65V7 Diode R.F. Pentode 7AZ 6.3 0.3 6.5 6 0.004 Class-A Amp. 250 - 1 150 2.8 7.5 800000 3400 ---- - ---•-• 65V7 
65Z7 Duplex Diode Triode liCi 6.3 0.15 2.6 2.8 1.10 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3 -- - 1.0 58000 1200 70 - - 6SZ7 
6T7 Duplex-Diode Triode 7V 6.3 0.15 1.8 3.1 1.70 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 -- - 1.2 62000 1050 65 - - 6T7 

6V6 Bream Power Amplifier 7AC 6.3 0.45 - - 

Class-A Amp. 250 -12.5 250 4.5/7.0 45/47 52000 4100 218 5000 4.3 

6V6 Class-AB Amp. 
250 -15.0 250 5/13 70/79 60000 3750 - 10000 10.0 
285 -19.0 285 4/13.3 70/92 65000 3600 - 8000 14.0 

1611 Pentode Power Amplifier 75 6.3 0.7 - - - Relay Tube Characteristics same as 6F6 1611 
1612 Pentagrid Amplifier 7T 6.3 0.3 7.5 11 0.001 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 6.5 5.3 600000 1100 880 - .- 1612 
1620 Triple-Grid Det.-Amp. 7R 6.3 0.3 - - --- Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6J7 1620 

1621 Power Amplifier Pentode 75 6.3 0.7 - 
P.P. Pentodes 300 -30.0 300 6.5/13 38/69 - - - 4000 5.0 

1621 P.P. Triodes' 330 500. -- - 55/59 - - -.-••• 5000 2.0 
1622 Beam Power Amplifier 7AC 6.3 0.9 -- - - Class-A Amp. 300 -20.0 250 4/10.5 86/125 - - ---- 4000 10.0 1622 
1851 Television Amp. Pentode 7R 6.3 0.45 11.5 5.2 0.02 Class-A Amp. 300 - 2.0 150 2.5 10 750000 9000 6750 --- --.- 1851 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. Screen tied to plate. For 6SA7GT, use Base Diagram 8AD, Grid bias-2 volts if separate oscillator excitation is used 

TABLE II - 6.3-VOLT GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES 

(For "G" and "GT"-Type Tubes Not Listed Here, See Equivalent Type in Table I; Characteristics and Connections Will Be Identical) 

Also type "6SJ7Y". 

TYP* Name 
Socket 
Connec-
tions 

Fil. or Heater Capacitance apfd. 

Use 
Plato 

Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
m .. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Tr  
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
F.,,.... 

." 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out Plate- 

Grid 

2C22 Triode Amplifier 4AM 6.3 0.3 2.2 0.7 3.60 Class-A Amp. 300 -10.5 - - 11 6600 3000 20 - - 2C22 

6A5G Triode Power Amplifier 6T 6.3 1.0 - - ---- 

Class-A Amp. 250 -45.0 - - . 60 800 4.2 2500 3.75 

6A5G P.P. Class AB 325 -68.1, - - 80 - 5250 - 3000 15.0 
P.P. Class AB 325 850* , 80 - • - 5000 10.0 

6A86G Direct-Coupled Amplifier 7AU 6.3 0.5 -- - -- Class-A Amp. 
250 0 Input 5.0 

40000 1800 72 8000 
3.5 

6A86G 
250 0 Output 34 

6AC5G High-µ Power Amplifier 
Triode 

60 6.3 0.4 - - -- P.P. Class El 250 0 - - 5.0 
36700 3400 125 

10000 8.0 
6ACSG Dyn.-Coupled 250 - - - 32 7000 3.7 

6AC6G Direct-Coupled Amplifier 7AU 6.3 1.1 - ---.- - Class-A Amp. 
180 0 input 7. 0 

-•-• 3000 54 4000 3.8 6AC6G 
180 0 Output 45 

6AD5G High-µ Triode 60 6.3 0.3 - - - Cla s-A Amp. 250 - 2.0 - - • 0.9 - 1500 100 

1.5 

- 

mo. 

-... 6AD5G  

6AD6G 6AD6G  

6AD7G 

Electron-Ray Tube 7AG 6.3 0.15 - - - Indicator 100 0 for 90, -23 for 135; 45 for 0. Target current 

Triode-Pentode 8AY 6.3 0.85 --- 
Triode Am 250 -25.0 - -- 4.0 19000 325 6.0 - - 

6AD7G 
Pentode Am 250 -16.5 250 6.5 34 80000 2500 - 7000 3.2 

6AE5G Triode Amplifier 60 6.3 0.3 - - -- Class-A Amp. 7.0 3500 1200 4.2 - - 6AE5G 
6AE6G Twin-Plate Triode with 

Single Grid 
7AH 6.3 0.15 Remote cut-off Class-A Amp. 250 - 1.5 6.5 25000 1000 25 

- - 6AE6G 
Sharp cut-off Class-A Amp. 250 - 1.5 4.5 35000 950 33 



TABLE II-6.3-VOLT GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES-Continued 

TYP• Name 
Socket 
Connec-
lions 

Fil. or Heater Capacitance ppfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Tronscon-
ductance 

Micromhos 

Amp. 
Fa t 

c or 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

6AE7GT Twin-Input Triode 7AX 6.3 0.5 - -- - Driver Amplifier 250 -13.5 - - 5.0 9300 1500 14 - - 6AE7GT 

6AF5G Triode Amplifier 60 6.3 0.3 - - -,--- Class-A Amplifier 180 -18.0 - - 7.0 --- 1500 7.4 ---. -- 6AF5G 

6AF7G Twin Electron Ray BAG 6.3 0.3 - - - Indicator Tube 6AF7G 

6AG6G Power Amplifier Pentode 75 6.3 1.25 - - - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 6.0 250 6.0 32 - 10000 - 8500 3.75 6AG6G 

6AH5G Beam Power Amplifier 6AP 6.3 0.9 - - - Class-A Amplifier 350 -18 250 - - 33000 5200 - 4200 10.8 6AHSG 

6AH7GT Twin Triode 8BE 6.3 0.3 - - - Converter IL Amp. 250 - 9.0 .-- -- 12 1 6600 2400 16 ----- - 6/1H7GT 

6AL6G Beam Power Amplifier 6AM 6.3 0.9 --- - - Class-A Amplifier 250 -14.0 250 5.0 72 22500 6000 -- 2500 6.5 6AL6G 

6AL7GT Electron-Ray Tube 8CH 6.3 0.15 -.- Indicator 
Outer edge of any of he three illuminated areas displaced 1/16 in. min. outward with 4 5 volts 

to its electrode. Similar inward disp. with -S volt . No pattern with -6 volts grid. 
6AL7GT - -- 

6A07GT Duplex Diode Triode 8CK 6.3 0.3 2.3 1.5 2.8 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.9 - - 2.3 44000 1600 70 - - 6A07GT 

6AR6 Beam Power Amp. 680 6.3 1.2 11 7 0.8 Class-8 Amplifier 300 -36 300 4.0 58 22000 4300 95 -- -- 6AR6 

6AR7GT Diode Triode Rectifier 8CG 6.3 0.3 1.4 1 2 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2 - - 1.3 66500 1050 70 -- --. 6AR7GT 

6AS7G Low-Mu Twin Triode 88D 6.3 2.5 - - - D.C. Amplifier 135 250* --- - 125 280 7500 2.1 --. -- 6AS7G 

6B4G Triode Power Amplifier SS 6.3 1.0 - Power Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 6A3 -Table IV •- - ...- 6g4G - - 

686G Duplex .Diode High-5 Triode 7V 6.3 0.3 1.7 3.8 1.7 Detector-Amplifier Characteristics some os Type 75-Table IV - - - 686G 

6C8G Twin Triode 8G 6.3 0.3 - - - Amp. 1 Section 250 - 4.5 - - I 3.1 I 26000 1450 38 - --- 6C8G 

6D8G Pentpgrid Converter 8A 6.3 0.15 - - - Converter 250 - 3.0 100 Cathode current 13.0 Ma. Anode &rid (No. 2) Volts - 2503 6D8G 

6E8G Triode-Hexode Converter 80 6.3 0.3 - - - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 2.0 Triode Plate 150 volts 6E8G 

6F8G Twin Triode 8G 6.3 0.6 ---. -- - Amplifier 250 - 8.0 -- - 91 7700 2600 20 -- - 6F8G 

6G6G Pentode Power Amplifier 7S 6.3 0.15 - 
Class-A Amplifier 180 - 9.0 180 2.5 15 175000 2300 400 10000 1.1 

6G6G 
Class-A Amplifier , 180 -12.0 - - - 4750 2000 9.5 12000 0.25 

6H4GT Diode Rectifier SAP 6.3 0.15 -- --- - Detector 100 --- - - 4.0 - - - -. - 6H4GT 

6H8G Duo-Diode High-5 Pentode 8E 6.3 0.3 - - - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 100 - 8.5 650000 2400 - - - 6H8G 

6J8G Triode Heptode 8H 6.3 0.3 - - --- Converter 250 - 3.0 100 2.8 1.2 Anoda-grid (No. 2) 250 volts max., 5 ma. 6.18G 

6K5GT High-5 Triode SU 6.3 0.3 2.4 3.6 2.0 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 3.0 - - 1.1 50000 1400 70 ---- - 6K5GT 

6K6G Pentode Power Amplifier 75 6.3 0.4 -- - Class-A Amplifier Characteristics some as Type 41-Table IV 6K6G - 

6L5G Triode Amplifier 60 6.3 0.15 - .-- - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 9.0 -.-- - 8.0 -- 1900 17 - -- 6L5G 

6M6G Power Amplifier Pentode 7S 6.3 1.2 ---- -- - Class-A Amplifier 250 • - 6.0 250 4.0 36 - 9500 - 7000 4.4 6M6G 

6M7G Triple-Grid Amplifier 7R 6.3 0.3 - -s- - R.F. Amplifier 2-50 - 2.5 125 2.8 10.5 900000 3400 - --- - 6M7G 

6M8GT Diode Triode Pentode BAU 6.3 0.6 .---- 
Triode Amplifier 100 - - - 0.5 91000 1100 - - 
Pentode Amplifier 100 - 3.0 100 - 8.5 200000 1900 - - - 

. M6 8GT 

6N6G Direct-Coupled Amplifier 7AU 6.3 0.8 - - - Power Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 685-Table IV - - - 6N60 

6P5GT Triode Amplifier 60 6.3 0.3 3.4 5.5 2.6 Class-A Amplifier 250 -13.5 - - 5.0 9500 1450 13.8 - - 6P5GT 

6P7G Triode-Pentode 7U 6.3 0.3 -- - -- Class-A Amplifier Characteristics same as 6F7-TableJV 6P7G 

6P8G Triode-Hexode Converter 8K 6.3 0.8 - - -  Ose.-Mixer 250 - 2.0 75 1.4 1.5 Triode Plate 100 v. 2.2 mo. 6P8G 

6060 Diode-Triode 6Y 6.3 0.15 -- --- - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 3.0 - - 1.2 - 1050 65 - - 6Q6G 

6R6G Pentode Amplifier 6AW 6.3 0.3 - - -- Class-A Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 1.7 7.0 - 1450 1160 - - 6R6G 

6S6GT Triple-Grid Variable-5 5AK 6.3 0.45 - ---- - R.F. Amplifier 250 - 2.0 100. 3.0 13 350000 4000 - - 6S6GT 

6S8GT Triple Diode Triode 8C8 6.3 0.3 1.2 5 2 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 - --. 0.9 91000 - 100  

- 

- 

-- 

- 

- 

6S8GT 

6SD7GT 65D7GT Triple-Grid Semi-Variable-5 8M 6.3 0.3 9 7.5 .0035 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 2.0 100 1.9 6.0 1000000 3600 

6SE7GT Triple-Grid Amplifier 8N 6.3 0.3 8 7.5 .005 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 1.5 100 1.5 4.5 1100000 3400 3750 - - 6SE7GT 

6SH7L Pentode R.F. Amp. Fig. 44 6.3 0.3 --- - - Class A Amplifier 
100 - 1.0 100 2.1 5.3 350000 4000 - - - 
250 - 1.0 150 4.1 10.8 900000 4900 - - - 

6SH7L 

6SL7GT Twin Triode BBD 6.3 0.3 - ---- - Amplifier 250 - 2.0 -•-• - 2.3 1 44000 1600 70 - --- 6SL7GT 

6SN7GT Twin Triode 8BD 6.3 0.6 - - - Amplifier 250 - 8.0 .- .--- 9.0 I 7700 2600 20 --,-- - 6SN7GT 

6SU7GTY Twin Triode 8BD 6.3 0.3 - -- - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 - -.-. 2.3 44000 1600 70 - - 6SU7GTY 



TABLE II-6.3-VOLT GLASS TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES-Continued 

Type Name 
Socket 

Connec-
tions 

Fil' or Heater Capacitance µµfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 

Volts 

Grid 

Bias 

Screen 

Volts 

Screen 
Current 

Ma. 

Pinte 
Current 

Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 

Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 

Micromhos 

A 
F 14p' 
ac, er 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 

Volts Amps. In Out 
Plate- 
Grid 

6T6GM Triple-Grid Amplifier 6Z 6.3 0.45 - -- - R.F. Amplifier 250 - 1.0 100 2.0 10 1000000 5500 - - - 6T6GM 
6U6GT Beam Power Amplifier 7AC 6.3 0.75 - - - Class•A Amplifier 200 -14.0 135 3.0 56 20000 6200 - 3000 5.5 6U6GT 
6U7G Triple Grid Variable-p 7R 6.3 0.3 3 9 .007 R.F. Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 606-Table Ill 6U7G 
6V7G Duplex Diode-Triode 7V 6.3 0.3 2 3.5 1.7 Detector-Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 85-Table Ill 6V7G 
6W6GT Beam Power Amplifier 7AC 6.3 1.25 - -- - Class-A Amplifier 135 - 9.5 135 12.0 61.0 - 9000 215 2000 3.3 6W6GT 
6W7G Triple-Grid Det. Amplifier 7R 6.3 0.15 5 8.5 .007 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 0.5 1500000 1225 1850 - -- 6W7G 
6X6G Electron-Ray Tube 7AL 6.3 0.3 - - - Indicator Tube 250 0 v. for 300, 2 ma. -8 v. for CV, 0 mo. Vane grid 125 v. 6X6G 
6Y6G Beam Power Amplifier 7AC 6.3 1.25 15 8 0.7 Class-A Amplifier 135 -13.51 135 3.0 60.0 I 9300 1 7000 - 2000 3.6 6Y6G 
6Y7G Twin Triode Amplifier 8B 6.3 0.3 -- - - Class-B Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 79-Table IV 6Y7G 

6Z7G Twin Triode Amplifier 86 6.3 0.3 •--- - - Class-11 Amplifier 
8.4 - - - 12000 4.2 

6Z7G 

717A Pentode Amplifier 88K 6.3 0.175 ---- -- - Class-A Amplifier 120 - 2.0 120 2.5 7.5 390000 4000 - - - 717A 
1223 Pentode Amplifier 7R 6.3 0.3 - - - Class-A Amplifier Characteristics same as 6C6-Table IV 1223 

1633 Twin Triode Amplifier 811 6.3 0.6 - - Class-B Amplifier 400 i 0 ---- - 10/63 - - I - 14000 17 1635 - 

7000 Low-Noise Amplifier 7R 6.3 0.3 --.- -- - Class-A Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 6J7-Table I 7000 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. 1Per plate. f Screen tied to plate. 

TABLE III- 7-VOLT LOCK-IN- BASE TUBES 

For other lock-in-base types see Tables VIII, IX, X and XIII 

1 Through 20,000-ohm dropping resistor. 

Type Name Connec-
tions 

Heater Capacitance amfd. 

Use 
SocketPloie 

Sertsly 
Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
von: 

Scrn Screen 

MCurrae.nt 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Load 
. 

Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

7A4 Triode Amplifier SAC 7.0 0.32 3.4 3 4 Class-A Amplifier 

-Clase-A, 

250 - 8.0 - - 9.0 7700 2600 20 - -- 7A4 
7A5 Beam Power Amplifier 6AA 7.0 0.75 --- -- - Amplifier 125 - 9.0 125 3.2/8 373/40 17000 6100 - 2700 13 7A5 
7A6 Twin Diode 7AJ 7.0 0.16 - --- - Rectifier Max. A.C. volts per plate- 150. Max. Output current- 10 ma 7A6 

7A7 Remote Cut-off Pentode 8V 7.0 0.32 6 7 eos R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 8.6 800000 2000 1600 -- - 7A7 

7A8 Multigrid Converter 8U 7.0 0.16 -- -- - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 3.0 100 3.1 3.0 50000 Anode-grid 250 volts max.' 7A8 
7AF7 Twin Triode 8AC 6.3 0.3 2.2 1.6 2.3 Class-A Amp. 250 -10 - - 9.0 7600 2100 16 - - 7AF7 

7AG7 Sharp Cut-off Pentode Fig. 45 7.0 0.16 - -- - Class-A, Amp. 250 250 250 2.0 6.0 750000 4200 - - - 7AG7 

784 Hiah-,, Triode SAC 7.0 032 3.6 3.4 1.6 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 - - 0.9 66000 1500 100 - - 7B4 

785 Pentode Power Amplifier 6AE 7.0 0.43 - -- - Class-A, Amplifier 250 - 18.0 250 5.5 / 10 32/33 68000 2300 - 7600 3.4 785 

7116 Duo-Diode Triode 8W 7.0 0.32 --- -- - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 - -- 1.0 91000 1100 100 - -- 766 

767 Remote Cut-off Pentode 8V 7.0 0.16 5 7 .005 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 8.5 700000 1700 1200 - - 787 

7138 Pentagrid Converter 8X 7.0 0.32 --- - - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 3.0 100 2.7 3.5 360000 Anode-grid 250 volts max , 788 

7C5 Tetrode Power Amplifier 6A A 7.0 0.48 - - - Class -A , Amplifier 250 - 12.5 250 4.5/7 45 /47 52000 4100 - 5000 4.5 7C5 

7C6 Duo-Diode Triode 8W 7.0 0.16 2.4 3 1.4 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 1.0 - --- 1.3 100000 1000 100 - - 7C6 

7C7 Pentode Amplifier 8V 7.0 0.16 53 6.5 .007 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 2 meg. 1300 - - - 7C7 

707 Triode-Hexode Converter 8AR 7.0 0.48 - -- - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 3.0 Triode Plate (No. 3) 150 v. 3.5 ma. 707 

7E6 Duo-Diode Triode 8W 7.0 0.32 -- - -- Class-A Amplifier 250 - 9.0 - -- 9.5 8500 1900 16 - - 7E6 

7E7 Duo-Diode Pentode 8AE 7.0 0.32 4.6 4.6 .005 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 1.6 7.5 700000 1300 -- - - 7E7 

7F7 Twin Triode 8AC 7.0 0.32 - - -- Class-A Amplifier - 250 - 2.0 - -- 23 44000 1600 70 - - 7F7 . 

7F8 Twin Triode 8BW 6.3 0.30 2.8 1.8 1.2 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 2.5 - -- 10.0 10400 5300 - - --. 7F8 

7G-fr-
1232 

180 - 1.0 12.0 8500 7000 

7G7 / 
1232 

 Triple-Grid Amplifier 8V 7.0 0.48 9 7 .007 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 100 2.0 6.0 800000 45® - - - 



TABLE III - 7-VOLT LOCK-IN-BASE TUBES - Continued 

Type Name 
Socket 
C - 
lions 

Heater Capad ance µdd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Gr Bid 
ias 

S creen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 

Micromhos 

A mp. 
F. t 

c c". 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

7G8/ 
1206 

Dual Tetrode 8BV 6.3 0.30 3.4 2.6 0.15 R.F. Amplifier , 250 - 2.5 100 0.8 4.5 225000 2100 - -- 
 1206  

7G8/ 
 1206  

7147 

7J7  

7K7 

Triple-Grid Semi-Variable-u 8V 7.0 0.32 8 7 .007 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 2.5 150 2.5 9.0 1000000 3500 - -- - 7H7 
Triode-Hexode Converter 

Duo-Diode High-g Triode 

8AR 7.0 0.32 - - - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 3.0 100 2.9 1.3 Triode Plate 250 v. Max.' 7J7 
8BF 7.0 0.32 --- -- - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 2.0 - - 2.3 44000 1600 70 - - 7K7 

7L7 Triple-Grid Amplifier 8V 7.0 0.32 8 6.5 .01 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 1.5 100 1.5 4.5 100000 3100 Cathode Resistor 250 ohms 7L7 
7N7 

- i07 

Twin Triode _ BAC 7.0 0.6 - - - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 8.0 - - 9.0 7700 2600 20 - - 7147 
Pentagrid Converter 8AL 7.0 0.32 - - Osc.-Mixer 250 0 100 8.0 .4 800000 i • " o resistor 2.000 ohms 707 

7R7 ' • » • • • • • ' " •=1111=111 --- 7R7 757 Triode Hexode Converter 8BL 7.0 0.32 - - Osc.-Mixer 250 - 2.0 100 2.2 1.7 2000000 Triode Plate 250 v. Max. 757 
7T7 Triple-Grid Amplifier 8V 7.0 0.32 8 7 .005 Class-A Amplifier 250 - 1.0 150 4.1 10.8 900000 4900 - - -- 7T7 
7V7 Triple-Grid Amplifier 8V 7.0 0.48 - -- - Class-A Amplifier 300 160• 150 3.9 9.6 300000 5800 - - 7V7 
7W7 Tri • -Gr' • • r' • • I -  .8.1 7.0 0.48 - - - Class-A Amplifier 300 - 2.2 150 3.9 10 300000 5800 - - 7W7 
7X7 Duo-Diode Triode 881 6.3 0.3 - - - Class-A Amplifier 250 - 1.0 - - 1.9 67000 1500 100 - 7X7 
1231 .. . • . . 1231 
XXL II e 

' ' ' i 1 
' XXL 

• Cathode resistor- ohms, Applied through 20000 ohm dropping resistor. 

TABLE IV-63-VOLT GLASS RECEIVING TUBES 

2 Each section. 

Type Name Base 
Socket 
Conner-
tiens 

Fil. or Heater Capacitance pfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid Bias Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon-
ductance 
Micromhos FA:Po; 

Leed 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out Plate- 

Grid 

2C21/ 
1642 

Twin-Triode Amplifier M. 7BH 63 0.6 - -- - Class-A Amp. 250 -16.5 - - 8.3 7600 1375 10.4 _ _,_ 2C21/ 
1642 

Class-A Amp. 250 -45 - - 60 800 5250 4.2 2500 3.5 
6A3 Triode Power Amplifier M. 4D 6.3 1.0 -- - - 300 -62 Fixed Bias 40 Power output for 2 tubes 3000 15 6A3 Push-Pull Amp. 300 700 .. Self Bias 40 load plate-to-plate 5000 10 
6A4 Pentode Power Amplifier M. 58 6.3 0.3 - -- -- Class-A Amp. 180 -12.0 180 3.9 22 45500 1 2200 1 100 8000 1.4 6A4 

6A6 Twin Triode Amplifier M. 78 6.3 0.8 --.-- - ---- Class-B Amp. 
250 
300 

0 
0 

-.-.. -..- Power output is for one tube at stated 
load, plate-to-plate 

8000 
10000 

8.0 
10.0 6A6 

6A7 Pentagrid Converter S. 7C 6.3 0.3 - - --- Converter 250 - 3.0 100 2.2 3.5 360000 Anode grid (No. 2) 200 volts max. 6A7 
6A85 6N.5 Electron-Roy Tube S. 6R 6.3 0.15 - -- - Indicator Tube 180 Cut-off Grid Bias = - 12 v. 0.5 Target Current 2 ma. -- 6A85/6N5 

6AF6G 
Electron-Ray Tube 
Twin Indicator Type S. 7AG 6.3 0.15 - - - Indicator Tube 135 

100 
Roy Control Voltage = 81 for 0° Shadow Angle. Target current 1.5 ma. 
Ray Control Voltage =60 for 0° Shadow Angle. Target current 0.9 ma. 6AF6G 

685 
Direct-Coupled Power 

Amplifier M. 6AS 6.3 0.8 
-- - -- 

Class-A Amp. 
Push-Pull Amp. 

300 
400 

0 
-13.0 

- 
--- 

6 ' 
4.5' 

45 
40 

241000 
- 

2400 
- 

58 
- 

7000 
10000 

4.0 
20 685 

687 Duplex-Diode Pentode S. 7D 6.3 0.3 3.5 9.5 .007 Pentode R.F. 
Amp. 250 - 3.0 125 2.3 9.0 650000 1125 730 - - 667 

6C6 Triple-Grid Amplifier S. 6F 6.3 0.3 5 6.5 .007 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 1500000 1225 --rese - -- 6C6 
6C7 Duplex Diode Triode S. 7G 6.3 0.3 -- -- --- Class-A Amp. 250 - 9.0 -.- - 4.5 - 20 1250 - -- 6C7 
6D6 Triple-Grid Varlable-g S. 6F 6.3 0.3 4.7 6.5 .007 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 8.2 800000 1600 1280 - -- 606 
6D7 Triple-Grid Amplifier S. 7H 6.3 0.3 5.2 6.8 .01 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 - 1600 1280 - - 6D7 
6E5 Electron-Ray Tube S. 6R 6.3 0.3 - - - Indicator Tube 250 0 - - 0.25 -arget Current 4 ma -..- 6E5 
6E6 Twin Triode Amplifier M. 78 6.3 0.6 - - --- Class-A Amp. 250 -27.5 Per plate-18 0 3500 1700 6.0 14000 1.6 6E6 
687 Triple-Grid Variable-s S. 7H 6.3 0.3 R.F. Amplifier Characteristics same as 6U7G-Table II 6E7 



TABLE IV- 63-VOLT GLASS RECEIVING TUBES- Continued 

Type Name Base 
Socket 
Connec-
h 

Fil' or Healer Capacitance µdd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

GrId 
'Volts 

B'" 

Screen Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

 Amp. 
F ._ Factor 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

pe Type 
Volts Amps. In Out Plate- 

Gdd 

6F7 Triode Pentode S. 7E 6.3 0.3 - - 

Triode Unit Amp. 100 - 3.0 - - 3.5 16000 500 8 - - 
6F7 Pentode Unit 

Amplifier 
250 - 3.0 100 1.5 6.5 850000 1100 900 -.. -.... 

6U5/6G5 Electron-Ray Tube S. 6R 6.3 0.3 - - - Indicator Tube 
250 
100 

Cut-off Grid Bias = -22 v. 
Cut-off Grid Bias = -8 v. 

0.24 
0.19 

Target Current 4 ma 
Target Current 1 ma --. 6U5/6G5 

6H5 Electron-Ray Tube • • . • • - • • •• •  6H5 

6507Y Pentagrid Converter O. 8R 6.3 0.3 
9.6 9.2 

Converter 100 - 1 100 10.2 3.6 500000 900 --- -- --

6587Y Converter 250 - 1 100 10 3.8 1000000 950 - - - 
Ose. Section in 88-108 Mc. Serv. 250 22000 , 12000 7 12.6/12.5 6.8/6.5 . 

6T5 Electron-Ray Tube • • . • • • •• •  • • 6T5 
36 Tetrode R.F. Amplifier • . ' 00 • . . ' . léf0 . . • 36 
37 Triode Detector Amplifier • .Cl. • • . . .. • 37 
38 Pentode Power Amplifier • . . ••  . . . . ..e.o .e . 0000 2.5 38 
39 44 Variable-µ R.F. Amplifier S. 5F 6.3 0.3 3.8 10 .007 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 90 1.4 5.8 1000000 1050 1050 --.. - 39 44 
41 Pentode Power Amplifier S. 68 6.3 0.4 - -.- - Class-A Amp. 250 -18.0 250 5.5 32.0 68000 2200 150 7600 3.4 41 
42 Pentode Power Amplifier • • ' . 42 

52 2 Triode M. Fig. 33 6.3 0.3 
Class-A Preamp.7 110 0 -.- - 43.0 1750 3000 5.2 2000 1.5 -Grid 
Class-8, 2 tubes , 180 0 -.-- --.- 3.0 10000 5.0 

52 

56AS Triode Amplifier S. SA 6.3 0.4 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 56 56AS 
57A5 ErfirrriallIMM. " ' ' • • - 7AS 
58AS Triple-Grid Variable-µ • • ' • • 58AS 
75 112=!1=12.1M1 • ' 0 ' • ' 0 0 • 010 01 00 75 
76 Triode Detector Amplifier S. 5A 6.3 0.3 3.5 2.5 2.8 Class-A Amp. 250 -13.5 -.- -.- 5.0 9500 1450 13.8 - --. 76 
77 ETZEMME=3.1111 S. 6F 6.3 0.3 4.7 11 .007 R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.3 1500000 1250 1500 -- - 77 
78 Tri • le-Grid Variable-p • • • . 78 
79 Twin Triode Amplifier S. 6H 6.3 0.6 - - - Class-8 Amp. 250 0 - -..- Power output is for one tube 14000 8.0 79 
85 1:::e S. 6G 6.3 0.3 1.5 4.3 1.5 Class-A Amp. 250 -20.0 - - 8.0 7500 1100 8.3 20000 0.35 85 
85AS Duplex-Diode Triode • • • 85AS 

89 Triple-Grid Power Amp. S. 6F 6.3 0.4 
Triode Amp.2 250 -31.0 - - 32.0 2600 1800 4.7 5500 0.9 

Pentode Amp., 250 -25.0 250 5.5 32.0 70000 1800 125 6750 3.4 
89 

1221 S. 6F 6.3 0.3 - - Class-A Amp. Special non-microphonic. Characteris ies same as 6C6 1221 
1603 , Triple-Grid Amplifier M. 6F 6.3 0.3 - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics some os 6C6 1603 
7700' Triple-Grid Amplifier S. 6F 6.3 0.3 - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6C6 7700 

* Cathode bias resistor-ohms. Current to input plate (Pd-
2 Grids Nos. 2 and 3 c led to plate. Gi tied to plate 

TABLE V- 25-VOLT RECEIVING TUBES 

Low noise, non-microphonic, tubes. GL tied to G.. 7 Screen dropping resistor ohms. 
Osc, grid leak ohms. 8 Grid No. 2, screen; grid No. 3, suppressor. 

Type Name Base   
Socket 

C - 
tions 

.Fil, or Heater Capacitance µµfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
.• 
'I" 

Screen „0„ 
v ' 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Mo. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
F.. 
Factor 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
G " 

25/4S Duodiode M. 5D 2.5 1.35 - --. - Detector At 50 D.C. Volts per plate, cathode ma. = 80 2S/45 
2A3 Triode Power Amplifier M. 40 2.5 2.5 7.5 5.5 16.5 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as Type 6A3, Table IV 2A3 
2A5 Pentode Power Amplifier M. 68 2.5 1.75 - - -- Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as Type 42, Table IV 2A5 
2A6 Duplex-Diode Triode S. 6G 2.5 0.8 1.7 3.8 1.7 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as Type 75, Table IV 2A6 
2A7 Pentagrid Converter S. 7C 2.5 0.8 - - -- Ose.-Mixer Characteristics same as Type 6A7, Table IV 2A7 



TABLE V-2.5-VOLT RECEIVING TUBES-Continued 

Type Name Base 

socket 

Connec-1 

71 

- 70 

ad °I 

 '  2.5 

2.5 - I 

2.5 A 
2.5 -7 

1 Fil. or Heater 
--

Capacitance mad. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

G.rid 
Bia Ss Voltscreen 

Screen 
Current 

Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
F .„. 
as'es 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

5000 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

4.0 

Type 

256 

257-- 

, Volts] 

 '  2.5 

2.5 - I 

2.5 A 
2.5 -7 

Amps. 

r 2.25 
015 

0.8 

In 

- 

3. 

- 

1 Out 

- 

i 9.5 

- 

Plate- 
Gdd 

256 

- 217 

Direct-Coupled Amplifier M. ...»...  

I .007 

Amplifier 250 -24.0 - 40.0 5150 3500 18.0 

- 2E-5 

Duplex-Diode Pentode 5. Pentode Amp. Characteristics same as Type 6117-Table IV _ 

- 2G5 

Electron-Ray Tube S. - Indicator Tube Characteristics same as Type 6E5-Table IV 2E5 
Electron-Ray Tube S. 6R 

-i 
0.8 - - 

10.5 

- Indicator Tube Characteristics same as 6U5/6G5-Table IV 2G5 

24-A Totrode R.F. Amplifier M. 5E 2.5 1.75 5.3 .007 
Screen-Grid R.F. 

Amplifier 
250 - 3.0 90 1.7 4.0 600000 1050 630 ---. 

24-A 
Bias Detector 250 I - 5.0 20/45 Plate current adjusted to 0.1 ma. with no signal 

27 Triode Detector-Amplifier M. SA 2.5 1.75 3.1 2.3 3.3 
Class-A Amp. 250 -21.0 -• 5.2 9250 975 9.0 -• 

27 Bias Detector 250 -30.0 - Plate current adjusted to 0.2 mo. with no signal 

35/51 

45 

Variable-p Amplifier 

Triode Power Amplifier 

M. 

M. 

SE 2.5 1.75 5.3 10.5 .007 Screen-Grid R.F. 
Amplifier 250 - 3.0 90 2.5 6.5 400000 1050 420 --. 

4600 

--- 

2.00 

35/51 

45 40 2.5 1.5 4 3 7 Class-A Am. 275 -56.0 - -•-• 36.0 1700 2050 3.5 

46 Dual-Grid Power Amp. M. SC 2.5 1.75 •-•-- -- 
Class-A Amp., 250 -33.0 - - 22.0 2380 2350 5.6 6400 1.25 

46 Class-B Amp., 400 0 - - Power output for 2 tubes 5800 20.0 
47 Pentode Power Amplifier M. 55 2.5 1.75 8.6 13 1.2 Class-A Amp. 250 -16.5 250 6.0 31.0 60000 2500 150 7000 2.7 47 
53 Twin Triode Amplifier M. 7B 2.5 2.0 - - - Class-5 Amp. Characteristics same as Type 6A6, Table IV 53 
55 Duplex-Diode Triode S. 6G 2.5 1.0 1.5 4.3 1.5 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as Type 8, Table IV 55 
56 Triode Amplifier, Detector S. SA 2.5 1.0 3.2 2.4 3.2 Class-A Amp. Characteistics same as Typa 76, Table IV 56 
57 Triple-Grid Amplifier S. 6F 2.5 1.0 - ----- - R.F. Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 0.5 2.0 1500000 1225 1500 57 

58 Triple-Grid Variable-µ S. 6F 2.5 1.0 4.7 6.3 .007 
Screen-Grid R.F. 

Amplifier 250 - 3.0 100 2.0 8.2 800000 1600 1280 --• -..-• 58 

59 
Triple-Grid Power 

Amplifier M. 7A 2.5 2.0 - - 
Class-A Triade' 250 -28.0 - - 26.0 2300 2600 6.0 5000 1.25 

59 
Class-A Pentode 250 -18.0 250 9.0 35.0 40000 2500 100 6000 3.0 

RK15 Triode Power Amplifier M. 40 1 2.5 1.75 - - Characteristics some as Type 46 with Class-5 connections R K 15 
RK16 Triode Power Amplifier M. SA 2.5 2.0 - Character sties same as Type 59 with Class-A triode eons RKI6 
RK17 Pentode Power Amplifier M. SF 2.5 2.0 - Characteristics same as Type 2AS RK17 

1Grid connection to cap, no ion to No. 3 pin + Grid No 2 tied to plate. Grids Nos. 1 and 2 tied together. " Grids Nos. 2 and 3 connected to plate. 

TABLE VI-2.0-VOLT BATTERY RECEIVING TUBES 

Grid No. 2, screen, grid No. 3, suppr 

Type Name Base 
Socket 

Connes- 
lions 

Fil' or Heater Capacitance feed-

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
IV 
'es 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 

 Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Mo. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductonce 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out Plate-

Grid 

1A4P  

I A4T 

Variable-u Pentode 

Variable-p Teirode 

S. 4M 2.0 0.06 5 11 .007 R.F. Amplifier 180 - 10 67.5 0.8 2.3 1000000 750 750 - ----, 1A4P 
S. 4K 2.0 0.06 5 11 .007 R.F. Amplifier 180 - 3.0 67.5 0.7 2.3 960000 750 720 - --. 1A4T 

1A6 Pentagrid Converter S. AL 2.0 0.06 -.- - .-- Converter 180 - 3.0 67.5 2.4 1.3 500000 Anode grid (No. 2) 180 max. volts 1A6 

154P/951 Pentode R.F. Amplifier S. 4M 2.0 0.01 5 11 .007 R.F. Amplifier 1:g _-_ Ige :;:: 
0.6 
0.7 

L7 
1.6 

1500000 
1000000 

650 
600 

1000 
550 

...-- -.-- 1114P/951 

155/255  

106 

Duplex-Diode Triode 

Pentogrid Converter 

S. 6M 2.0 0.06 1.6 1.9 3.6 Triode Class-A 135 - 3.0 ---. -.-- 0.8 35000 575 20 - - - 155 /25S 
S. 6L 2.0 0.12 10 10 - Converter 180 - 3.0 67.5 2.0 1.5 750000 Anode grid (No. 2) 135 max. volts 106 

1F4 Pentode Power Amplifier M. 51( 2.0 0.12 - - -- Class-A Amp. 135 - 4.5 135 2.6 8.0 200000 1700 340 16000 0.34 1F4 

1F6 Duplex-Diode Pentode S. 6W 2.0 0.6 4 9 .007 R.F. Amplifier 180 - 1.5 67.5 0.6 2.0 1000000 650 650 - -+ 
1F6 

A.F. Amplifier 135 - 1.0 133 Plate, 0.25 megohm; screen, 1.0 megohm Amp. =48 



TABLE VI-2.0-VOLT BATTERY RECEIVING TUBES-Continued 

Type Name Base 
Socket 
Conner- 
lions 

Filament Capacitance µdd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bia. 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Tra nscon - 
ductance 

Micromhos 

Amp. 
F . 
actor 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type - 
Volts Amps. In Out Plate- 

Grid 

15 R.F. Pentode S. 5F 2.0 0.22 2.3 7.8 0.01 R.F. Amplifier 135 - 1.5 67.5 0.3 1.85 800000 750 600 ---- 

10000 

--.- 

2.1 

15 

19 -1-9-  Twin-Triode Amplifier S. 6C 2.0 0.26 - ---- - Class-B Amp. 135 0 - - - Load plate-to-plate 

30 Triode Detector Amplifier S. 4D 2.0 0.06 - - - Class-A Amp. 180 -13.5 - - 3.1 10300 900 9.3 - - 30 
31 Triode Power Amplifier S. 4D 2.0 0.13 3.5 2.7 5.7 Class-A Amp. 180 -30.0 - - 12.3 3600 1050 3.8 5700 0.375 31 
32 Tetrode R.F. Amplifier M. 4K 2.0 0.06 5.3 10.5 .015 R.F. Ailsplifier 180 - 3.0 67.5 0.4 1.7 1200000 650 780 - - 32 
33 Pentode Power Amplifier M. SK 2.0 0.26 8 12 1 Class-A Amp. 180 -18.0 180 5.0 22.0 55000 1700 90 6000 

- 

1.4 

--- 

33 

34 34 Variable-. Pentode M. 4M 2.0 0.06 6 11 .015 R.F. Amplifier 180 - 3.0 67.5 1.0 2.8 1000000 620 620 

49 

840 

Dual-Grid Power Amp. 

R.F. Pentode 

M. 

S. 

5C 

Si 

2.0 

2.0 

0.12 

0.13 

Class-A Amp., 135 -20.0 - - 6.0 4175 1125 4.7 11000 0.17 
Class-B Amp., 180 0 -- - Power output for 2 tubes 12000 3.5 

49 

- - -- Class-A Amp. 180 - 3.0 67.5 0.7 1.0 1000000 400 400 - - 840 
950 Pentode Power Amplifier M. SK 2.0 0.12 - - - Class-A Amp. 135 -16.5 135 2.0 7.0 100000 1000 100 13500 0.45 950 
RK24 Triode Amplifier M. 4D 2.0 0.12 - - - Class-A Amp. 180 -13.5 - - 8.0 5000 1600 8.0 12000 0.25 RK24 
1229 Tetrode R.F. Amplifier M. 4K 2.0 0.06 , --- - - Class-A Amp. Special type 32 for low grid current applications 1229 

Grid No. 2 tied to plate. ,Grids Nos. 1 and 2 tied together-

TABLE VII-2.O-VOLT BATTERY TUBES WITH OCTAL BASES 

Type Name 
Socket 

Connec- 
lions 

Fit' or Heater Capacitance mid& 

Use 

Plate 
, 

Supp'y 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

T  
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
F ...,, 
ac '''''' 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

1C7G Pentagrid Converter 7Z 2.0 0.06 - - --- Converter Characteristics same as Type 106-Table VI 1C7G 
1DSGP Variable-µ R.F. Pentode SY 2.0 0.06 5 11 .007 R.F. Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 1A4P-Table VI 1D5GP 
1D5GT Variable-µ R.F. Tetrode SR 2.0 0.06 - --.- - R.F. Amplifier 180 - 3.0 67.5 0.7 I 2.2 600000 I 650 1DSGT 
107G Pentogrid Converter 71 2.0 0.06 - - -- Converter Characteristics same as Type 1A6-Table VI 1D7G 
lESGP R.F. Amplifier Pentode SY 2.0 0.06 5 11 .007 R.F. Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 1134-Table VI 1E5GP 
1E7G Double Pentode Power Amp. CC 2.0 0.24 - - -- Class-A Amplifier 135 - 7.5 135 2.0 , 6.5 , 220000 1600 I 350 24000 0.65 1E7G 
1F5G Pentode Power Amplifier 6X 2.0 0.12 - - -- Class-A Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 1F4-Table VI 1F50 
1F7GV 3 Duplex-Diode Pentode 7AD 2.0 0.06 3.8 9.5 0.01 Detector-Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 1F6-Table VI 1F7GV 
1GSG Pentode Power Amplifier 6X 2.0 0.12 - 

- 

- -- Class-A Amplifier 135 -13.5 135 2.5 I 8f_ J 160000 1550 I 250 9000 0.55 105G 
1H4G Triode Amplifier 5S 2.0 0.06 - - Detector-Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 30-Table VI 1H4G 
1H6G Duplex-Diode Triode 7AA 2.0 0.06 1.6 

- 

- 

1.9 3.6 Detector-Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 1155-Table VI 1H6G 
1J5G Pentode Power Amplifier 6X 2.0 0.12 - - Class-A Amplifier 135 -16.5 I 135 I 2.0 7.0 r-___ 1 950 [ 100 13500 I 0.45 1J5G 
1J6G Twin Triode 7AB 2.0 0.24 - - Class-B Amplifier Characteristics same as Type 19-Table VI 1J6G 

4A6G Twin Triode W.4A6G 
2.0 0.12 Class-A, 1 section 90 - 1.5 -- - 1.1 26600J 

1 

750 20 
4.0 0.06 Class-B, 2 sections 90 - 1.5 - - 1.1 3 8000 1.0 

Total current for both sections, no signal. 

• 

Type 

1A5G  

1A7G 

Nc.rne Base 

Also type G or G14. 

TABLE VIII - 1.5-VOLT F!LAMENT DRY- CELL TUBES 

See also Table X for Special . 4-volt Tubes 

Socket I Fit' or Heater i Capacitance ppfd. 

Connec-
tions Volts Amps. In Out Plate-

Grid 

Use 

Max. signal plate current = 10.8 Ma. 

Plate - 1 Grid Screen 
Svuopiptsly Bias Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Pentode Power Amplifier 

Pentagrid Converter 
O. 

O. 

6X 

7Z 
1.4 0.05 

1.4 0.05 a- - 
-- Class -A, A np. 93 

Osc.-Mix 90 o 

-4.5 90 

45 

0.8 

0.6 0.55 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

4.0 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

300000 

600000 

Transcon-
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Load Power 
Resistance Output 
Ohms M-wott 

850 240 25000 

Anode-grid volts 90 

115 

Type 

1A5G 

1A7G 



TABLE VIII - 1.5 -VOLT FILAMENT DRY-CELL TUBES- Continued 

Type Name Base   
Socket 
C - 
tions 

Filament Capacitance isufd. 

Use 
Plate 

, 
Sinn" Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

--

Transcon- 
ductance 
Mucromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
M-watt 

Type 

Volts Amps. In Out 
Plate- 

Grid 

1ABS Pentode R.F. Amplifier O. SBF 1.2 0.05 2.8 4.2 0.25 R.F. Amplifier 
90 0 90 0.8 3.5 275000 1100 

-- -.- IA BS 
150 -1.5 150 2.0 6.8 125000 1350 

1B7G Pentagrid Converter O. 7Z 1.4 0.1 -..- - - Converter 90 0 45 1.3 1.5 350000 Grid No. 1 resistor 200,000 ohms 187G 

1138GT Diode Triode Pentode O. 8AW g.4 0.1 _ 
_____ Triode Amplifier 

Pentode Amp. 
991(5) -0 6.0 go 1.4 

0.15 
6.3 

240000 
-- 

275 
1150 

- 
- 

- 
14000 

- 
210 

IB8GT 

1C5G Pentode Power Amplifier O. 6% 1.4 0.1 - - -- Class-Ai Amp. 90 -7.5 90 1.6 7.5 115000 1550 165 8000 240 ICSG 

1D8GT Diode Triode Pentode O. 8A1 1.4 0.1 - - - 
Triode Amp. 
Pentode Amp. 

90 
90 

' 0 
-9.0 

- 
90 

.-- 
1.0 

1.1 
5.0 

43500 
200000 

575 
925 25 - - - - - ID8GT 

1E4G Triode Amplifier O. 55 1.4 0.05 2.4 6 2.40 Class-A Amp. 
90 
90 

0 
-3.0 -.... -..- 4.5 

1.5 
11000 
17000 

1325 
825 

14.5 
14 

- - 1E4G 

IG4G Triode Amplifier O. 55 1.4 0.05 2.2 3.4 2.80 Class-A Amp. 90 -6.0 - ---- 2.3 10700 825 8.8 - - I G4G 

1G6G Twin Triode O. 7AB 1.4 0.1 - - 
Class-A Amp. 90 0 - -- 1.0 45000 675 30 - ---- 

I G6G 
Class-B Amp. 90 0 1/7 34 volts input per grid 12000 675 

IHSG Diode High.ss Triode O. SZ 1.4 0.05 1.1 6 1.00 Class-A Amp. 90 0 - 0.14 240000 275 65 - - 1115G 

ILA4 Pentode Power Amplifier L. SAD 1.4 0.05 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 Characteristics same as I ASG 1LA4 

1LA6 Pentagrid Converter L. 7AK 1.4 0.05 - - - Converter 90 0 45 0.6 0.55 Anode Grid Volts 90 1LA6 

1LB4 Pentode Power Amplifier L. SAD 1.4 0.05 - -- ---- Class-A Amp. 90 -9 90 1.0 5.0 200000 925 I - I 12000 200 1L84 

1LB6 Heptode Converter L. 8AX 1.4 0.05 - - - Converter gO 0 67.5 2.2 0.4 Grid No. 4-67.5 v., No. 5-0 v. ILB6 

1LC5 Triple-Grid Variable-is L. 7A0 1.4 0.05 3.2 7 .007 R.F. Amplifier 90 0 45 0.2 1.15 1500000 775 - - - 1LC5 

1LC6 Pentagrid Converter L. 7AK 1.4 0.05 - - - Converter 90 0 35 4 0.7 0.75 Anode Grid Volts 45 1LC6 

1LD5 Diode Pentode L. 6AX 1.4 0.05 3.2 6 0.18 Class-A Amp. 90 0 45 0.1 0.6 950000 600 - - - ILDS 

1LE3 Triode Amplifier L. 4AA 1.4 0.05 1.7 3 1.70 Class-A Amp. 
90 
90 

0 
-3 

-. --- 4.5 
1.3 

11200 
19000 

1300 
760 

14.5 - - ILE3 

1LG5 Pentode R.F. Amp. L. Fig. 42 1.4 0.05 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 0 45 0.4 1.7 1000000 800 --- - - 1LG5 

1LH4 Diode High-is Triode L. SAG 1.4 0.05 1.1 6 1.00 Class-A Amp. 90 0 -- - 0.15 240000 275 65 - -.- 1LH4 

ILN5 Triple-Grid Amplifier L 7A0 1.4 0.05 3.4 8 .007 Class-A Amp. 90 0 90 0.3 1.2 1500000 750 --- - - 1LN5 

1N5G Pentode R.F. Amplifier O. SY 1.4 0.05 3 10 .007 Class-A Amp. 90 0 90 0.3 1.2 1500000 750 1160 --- - INSG 

1N6G Diode-Power-Pentode O. 7AM 1.4 0.05 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 -4.5 90 0.6 3.1 300000 800 --. 25000 100 IN6G 

IP5G Triple-Grid Pentode O. 5Y 1.4 0.05 3 10 .007 R.F. Amplifier 90 0 90 0.7 2.3 800000 800 640 - - 1P5G 

105G Tetrode Power Amplifier O. 6AF 1.4 0.1 -- - - Class-A Amp. 
85 
90 

-5.0 
-4.5 

85 
90 

1.2 
1.6 

7.2 
9.5 

70000 
75000 

1950 
2100 ---• 9000 

8000 
250 
270 105G 

1R4 /1294 U.h.f. Diode L. 4AH 1.4 0.15 Rectifier Max. r.m.s. vo loge per plate-30 Max. d.c. output current-340 ma. 1R4/1294 

1SA6GT R.F. Pentode O. 6CA 1.4 0.05 5.2 8.6 0.01 R.F. Amplifier 90 0 67.5 0.68 2.45 800000 970 - - -.- 1SA6GT 

1SB6GT Diode Pentode O. 6CB 1.4 0.05 3.2 3 0.25 
Class-A Amp. 90 0 67.5 0.38 1.45 700000 665 -. - - 

1SB6GT 
R.C. Amplifier 90 0 90 Screen resistor 5 mire, g id 10 meg. 1 meg. 110 , 

ITSGT Beam Power Amplifier O. 6AF 1.4 0.05 4.8 8 0.50 Class-A Amp. 90 -6.0 90 1.4 6.5 --- 1150 - 14000 170 ITSGT 

387/1291 U.h.f. Twin Triode L. 78E 1.4 0.22 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 0 - - 5.2 11350 1850 21 - - 387/1291 

1293 U.h.f. Triode L. Fig. 2 1.4 0.11 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 0 - - 4.7 10750 1300 14 -- - 1293 
306/1299 U.h.f. Tetrode L. 6BB 1.4 0.22 7.5 6.5 0.30 Class-A Amp. 135 -6 90 0.7 5.7 - 2200 --- 13000 0.5 306/1299 

CK501 Pentode Voltage Amplifier - 1 -- 7 1.25 0.033 - - - Class-A Amp. 
30 
45 

0 
-1.25 

30 
45 

0.06 
0.055 

0.3 
0.28 

1000000 
1500000 

325 
300 ---. - ---- 

CK501 

CK502 Pentode Output Amplifier - i -- 7 1.25 0.033 - - - Class-A Amp. 30 0 30 0.13 0.55 500000 400 ---, 60000 3 CK502 
CK503 Pentode Output Amplifier - 1 -- 1.25 0.033 - - - Class-A Amp. 30 0 30 0.33 1.5 150000 600 - 20000 6 CKS03 
CK504 Pentode Output Amplifier - 1 --- 1.25 0.033 - - - Class-A Amp. 30 -1.25 30 0.09 0.4 500000 350 - 60000 37 CK504 

CK505 Pentode Voltage Amplifier - 1 -- , 0.625 , 0.03 - - - Class-A Amp. 
30 
45 

0 
-1.25 

30 
45 

0.07 
0.08 

0.17 
0.2 

1100000 
2000000 

140 -- 
150 - - CK505 

CK506 Pentode Output Amplifier - 1 -- 7 1.25 0.05 - - - Class-A, Amp. 45 -4.5 45 0.4 1.25 1 20000 500 ---• 30000 25 CK506 
CK507 Pentode Output Amplifier - 1 -- ' 1.25 0.05 - - - Class-A, Amp. 45 -2.5 45 0.21 0.6 360000 500 - 50000 12 CK507 



TABLE VIII- 1.5-VOLT FILAMENT DRY-CELL TUBES- Continued 

Type Name Base 
Socket 
Connec- 
tions 

Filament Capacitance µµfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid  .„. Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Twine». 
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
F..,4, 
"'" 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
M-watts 

Type Volts Amps. In Out Plate- 
Grid 

CK509 Triode Voltage Amplifier - ' --' 0.625k 0.03 - - - Class-A Amp. 45 0 -i- - 0.15 150000 160 16 1000000 - CK509 CK510 Dual Space-Charge Tetrode - ' -- 7 0.625 , 0.05 --. - - Class-A Amp. 45 0 0.2 200 µa 60 urn 500000 65 32.5 - - CK510 CK5158X Triode Voltage Amplifier -' -- 7 0.625 ' 0.03 - -- - Class-A Amp. 45 o -  -  0.15 -  160 24 1000000 - CK51513X HY1I3 
HY123 Triode Amplifier - ' 5K 3 1.4 0.07 - - -- Class-A Amp. 45 -4.5 - --- 0.4 25000 250 6.3 40000 6.5 HY113 

 HY123  HY115 
HY145 Pentode Voltage Amplifier -' 5K 1.4 0.07 --- - - Class-A Amp. 

45 
90 

-1.5 
-1.5 

22.5 
45 

0.008 
0.1 

0.03 
0.48 

5200000 
1300000 

58 
270 

300 
370 - 

 HY123  

-  
11.5 
90 

HYI15 
HY145 
HY125 
HY155 

HY125 
HY155 Power Pentode Pow Amplifier -' 5K 1.4 0.07 --- -- - Class-A Amp. 45 

90 -3.0 _7.3 45 
90 0.2 

0.5 
0.9 
2.6 

825000 
420000 

310 
450 

255 
190 

50000 
28000 RK42 Triode Amplifier S 40 1.5 0.6 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as Type 30-Table VI RK42 RK43 Twin Triode Amplifier S. 6C 1.5 0.12 - -- - Class-A Amp. 135 -3 --- - 4.5 14500 900 13 - - RK43 

'Special miniature peanut base. 
With 5-megohm grid resistor and 0.02-µfd. grid coupling condenser. 
No screen connection. 

Through series esistor. Screen voltage must be cit least 
10 volts lower than oscillator anode. 

,Two tubes connected in series for 1.4-volt operation. 

TABLE IX- HIGH-VOLTAGE HEATER TUBES 

" Voltage gain. 
',Tinned wire leads extend from bottom of tube. 

Connections are labeled on tube. 

Type Name Base 
Socket 
Connec-
titans 

Heater Capacitance µµfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias Screen 

Volts 
Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon-
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 

Factor  
R Load 

ista es nce 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type Volts Amps. In Out Plate- 
Grid 

12AS Pentode Power Amplifier M. 7F 12.6 
6.3 

0.3 
0.6 --- - Class-Ai Amp. 

100 
180 

-15 
-25 

100 
180 

3/6.5 
8/14 

17/19 
45/48 

50000 
35000 

1700 
2400 - 

4500 
3300 

0.8 
3.4 12A5 

12A6 Beam Power Amplifier O. 7AC 12.6 0.15 - - Class-A Amp. 250 -12.5 250 3.5 30 70000 3000 -- 7500 3.4 I 2A6 I2A7 Rectifier-Amplifier M. 7K 12.6 0.3 - -- - Class-A Amp. 135 -13.5 135 2.5 9.0 102000 975 100 13500 0.55 12A7 12A8GT Pentagrid Converter O. 8A 12.6 0.15 -- --- - Converter Characteristics same as 6A8 -Table 12A8GT 12AH7GT Twin Triode 0. 88E 12.6 0.15 Each Triode Sect. Class-A Amp. 180 - 6.5 - --- 7.6 8400 1900 16 --- I2AH7GT 1286M Diode Triode 0. 6Y 12.6 0.15 -- - -- Class-A Amp. 250 - 2.0 -- -- 0.9 91000 1100 100 -- 1287MI. Pentode Amplifier 0. 8V 12.6 0.15 --- - -- Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 2.6 9.2 800000 2000 -- - 
0286M 

12B7ML 
12B8GT Triode-Pentode O. 8T 12.6 0.3 Triode Section 

Pentode Section 
Class-A Amp. 
Class-A Amp. 

100 
100 

- 1 
- 3 

--•-• 
100 

- 
2 

0.6 
a 

73000 
170000 

1500 
2100 

110 
360 - 1288GT 

12C8 Duplex-Diode Pentode 0. 8E 12.6 0.15 6 9 .005 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 688 -Table I 12C8 12E5GT Triode Amplifier O. 6Q 12.6 0.15 3.4 5.5 2.60 Class-A Amp. 250 -13.5 - -- 50 - 1450 I 13.8 -- - 12E5GT 12F5GT Triode Amplifier O. 5M 12.6 0.15 1.9 3.4 2.40 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6F5 -Table I 12F5GT I2G7G Duplex-Diode Triode 0. 7V 12.6 0.15 -- -- -- lass-A Amp. 250 I - 3.0 I - I - I - I 58000 I 1200 70 I - I ---. 12G7G 12H6 Twin Diode O. 70 12.6 0.15 - - - Rectifier Characteristics same as 6H6 -Table I 12H6 12J5GT Triode Amplifier O. 60 12.6 0.15 3.4 3.6 3.40 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6J5 -Table I 12J5GT 12J7GT Pentode Voltage Amplifier O. 7R 12.6 0.15 -- - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6J7 -Table I 12J7GT I2K7GT Remote Cut-off Pentode O. 7R 12.6 0.15 4.6 12 .005 R.F. Amplifier Characteristics same as 6K7 -Table I 12K7GT 121(8 Triode Hexode Converter 0. 8K 12.6 0.15 - - - Converter Characteristics same as 6K8 -Table I 12K8 I2L8GT Twin Pentode O. 8BU 12.6 0.15 5 6 0.70 Class-A1 Amp. 180 1180 2.8 I 13.0 160000 I 2150 I - I 10000 11.0 12L8GT 12Q7GT Duplex-Diode Triode O. 7V 12.6 0.15 2.2 5 1.60 Class-C Amp. Characteristics same as 607 -Table I 12Q7GT 125A7 

125C7 
Pentagrid Converter O. 8R 12.6 0.15 -- - - Converter Characteristics same as 6SA7-Table I 12SA7 Twin Triode 0. 85 12.6 0.15 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6SC7--Table I 125C7 125E5 High-la Triode O. 6AB 12.6 0.15 4 3.6 2.40 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6SF5-Table I 125F5 125E7 Diode Variable-µ Pentode O. 7AZ 12.6 0.15 5.5 6.0 .004 Class-A Amp. . Characteristics same as 65F7 -Table I 125F7 125G7 Triple-Grid Variable-u 0. 8BK 12.6 0.15 8.5 7.0 .003 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 65G7 -Table I 125G7 



TABLE IX - HIG H -V OLTA GE HEATER TUBES-Continued 

e. 
c..1 
e' 

Type Name Base 
Socket 
Connec- 
tiens 

Heater Capacitance µµfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias Screen 

o 
vlts 

Screen 
Current 
Mo. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon-
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
Fri . r 

c'e 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

12SH7 H-F Amplifier Pentode O. 8IIK 12.6 0.15 8.5 7.0 .003 H-F Amplifier Characteristics same as 65H7-Table I • 12SH7 

125.17 Pentode Voltage Amplifier O. 8N 12.6 0.15 - --- - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 65.17-Table I 125J7 

12SK7 Remote Cut-off Pentode O. 

O. 

8N 

8BD 

12.6 

12.6 

0.15 

0.15 

6.0 ' 

- 

7.0 

- 

.003 R.F. Amplifier Characteristics same as 65147-Table I 1251(7 

1251.7GT Twin Triode - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 651.7GT-Table II 12SL7GT 

125N7GT Twin Triode 0. 8BD 12.6 0.3 - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6SN7GT-Table II 12SN7GT 

12507 Duplex-Diode Triode O. 80 12.6 0.15 3.2 3.0 1.6C Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6S07-Table I 12507 

125117 Duplex-Diode Triode 0. 80 12.6 0.15 3.6 2.8 2.40 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same os 6R7-Table I I2SR7 

125Y7 Heptode Converter O. BR 12.6 0.15 
Osc.-Grid leak 
20000 ohms 

Converter 250 - 2 100 8.3 3.5 1000000 450 - - - 12SY7 

14A4 Triode Amplifier L. SAC 14 0.16 3.4 3.0 4.00 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same OS 7A4-Table Ill I4A4 

14A5 Beam Power Amplifier L. 6AA 14 0.16 - - -•-• Class-Al Amp. 250 -12.5 250 3.5/5.5 30/32 70000 3000 -.-- 7500 2.8 14A5 

14A7/ 
1287 Triple-Grid Variable-µ L. 8V 14 0.16 6.0 7.0 .005 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 • 2.6 9.2 800000 2000 - - 

14A7/ 
1287 

- 

14AF7 Twin Triode L. BAC 14 0.16 2.2 1.6 2.30 Class-A Amp. 250 -10 - - 9 7600 2100 16 - - I4AF7 

1486 Duplex-Diode Triode L. 8W • 14 0.16 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics some as 786-Table III 1486 

1488 Pentagrid Converter L. 8X 14 0.16 1c2=4 Ma. Converter Characteristics same as 7138-Table Ill 1488 

14C5 Beam Power Amplifier L. 6AA 14 0.24 - --• - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6V6-Table I 14C5 

14C7 Triple-Grid Amplifier L. BV 14 0.16 6.0 6.5 .007 Class-A Amp. 250 1 - 3.01 ma 0.7 2.2 1 10000001 1575 1 -1 -• - 14C7 

14E6 Duplex-Diode Triode L. 8W 14 0.16 - - -- Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 786-Table Ill 14E6 

14E7 Duplex-Diode Pentode L. SAE 14 0.16 4.6 5.3 .005 Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 7E7-Table III 14E7 

14F7 Twin Triode L. 8AC 14 0.16 - - --- Class-A Amp. Characteristics some as 7F7-Table III I4F7 

14147 
Triple-Grid Semi-

Vorioble-µ L. 8V 14 0.16 8.0 7.0 .007 Class-A Amp. 250 - 2.5 • 150 3.5 l 9.5 800000 3800 --•-- - ---• I4H7 

14J7 Triode-Hexode Converter L. 8AR 14 0.16 list = 5 Ma. Converter Characteristics some as 1J7 - Table Ill 14J7 . 

14N7 Twin Triode L. 8AC 14 0.32 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 7i47-Table Ill 14N7 

1407 
Heptode Pentogrid 

Converter 
L. 8AL 14 0.16 - -- -•-- Converter Characteristics same as 707-Table III 1407 

14R7 Duplex-Diode Pentode L. BAE 14 0.16 5.6 5.3 .004 Class-A Amp. Characteristics scune as 7R7-table Ill I4R7 

1457 Triode Heated° L. 881. 14 0.16 1pt -- 5 Ma. Converter 250 - 2.0 100 3 1.8 1250000 525 -- - - 1457 

14V7 H.f. Pentode L. 8V 14 0.24 - -- - Class-A Amp. 300 - 2.0 153 3.9 9.6 300000 5800 --- - ---- I4V7  

I4W7 14W7 Pentode L. 8BJ 14 0.24 Rk = 160 ohms Class-A Amp. 300 - 2.2 150 3.9 10 300000 5800 - -- - 

18 Pentode M. 66 14 0.30 - - --- Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6F6G 18 

20J8GM Triode Heptode Converter O. 8H 20 0.15 -- - -- Converter 250 - 3.0 100 3.4 1.5 Triode Plate (No. 6) 100 v. 1.5 ma. 20J8GM 

21A7 Triode Hexode Converter L BAR 21 0.16 - - - Converter 150 7 3.0 100 Triode2.8 3.5 -- 1 32 - - 21A7900 

25A6 Pentode Power Amplifier O. 75 25 0.3 8.5 12.5 0.20 Class-A Amp. 135 -20.0 135 8 37 35000 2450 85 4000 2.0 23A6 

25A7G Rectifler-Amotifier O. 8F 25 . 0.3 ---- -- - Class-A Amp. 100 -15.0 100 4 20.5 50000 1800 90 4500 0.77 25A7G 

25ACSG Triode Power Amplifier 0. 60 25 0.3 •••••-• - - Class-A Amp. 
110 1- 15.0 - - 45 - 3800 58 2000 2.025AC5G 
165 Used in dynamic-coupled circuit with 6AF5G driver 3500 3.3 

2585 Direct-Coupled Triodes S. 6D 25 0.3 • - - -- Class-A Amp. 110 0 110 7 45 11400 2200 25 2000 2.0 2585 

2586G Pentode Power Amplifier O. 7S 25 0.3 - -- -- Class-A Amp. 95 -15.0 95 4 45 - 4000 - 2000 1.75 2586G 

25B8GT Triode Pentode O. 8T 25 0.15 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 1288GT 25B8GT 

25C6G Beam Power Amplifier O. 7AC 25 0.3 - - - Class-A Amp. 135 -13.5 135 3.5/11.5 58/60 - 9300 7000 --- 2000 3.6 25C6G 

25D8GT Diode Triode Pentode 0. 8AF 25 0.15 - - 
Triode Amp. 100 - 1.0 - - 0.5 91000 1100 100 - - 

25D8GT 
Pentode Amp. 100 - 3.0 100 2.7 8.5 200000 1900 - -.- - 

25L6 Beam Power Amplifier O. 7AC 25 0.3 16 13.5 3.30 Class-Al Amp. 110 - 8.0 110 3.5/10.5 45/48 10000 8000 80 2000 2.2 2546 

25N6G Direct-Coupled Triodes 0. 7W 25 0.3 - -- -- Class-A Amp. 110 0 110 7 45 11400 2200 25 2000 2.0 25N6G 



TABLE IX -- HIGH-VOLTAGE HEATER TUBES- Continued 

Type Name Bose 
Socket 
Connec- 
lions 

Heater Capacitance ppfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
you: 

Grid 
B' '°' 

Screen 
V It ° ' 

Screen 
Current 
hu, 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon-
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Lead 

Ohms  Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

26A7GT Twin Beam-Power Audio 
Amplifier 

O. 8BU 26.5 0.6 Each Unit 
Push-Puil , 

Class-A Amp. 26.5 - 4.5 26.5 2 5.5 20/20.5 2500 5500 - 1500 0.2 26A7GT 
Class-AB Amp. 26.5 - 7.0 26.5 2/8.5 19/30 --.- - - 25001 0.5 

32L7GT Diode-Beam Tetrode O. 8Z 32.5 0.3 - - - Class-A Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 3 40 15000 6000 - 2500 1.5 32L7GT 

35A5 Beam Power Amplifier L. 6AA 35 0.15 - -- - Class-Ai Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 3/7 40/41 14000 5800 - 2500 1.5 35A5 

35L6G Beam Power Amplifier O. 7AC 35 0.15 13 9.5 0.80 Class-Ai Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 3/7 40/41 13800 5800 - 2500 1.5 35L6G 

43 Pentode Power Amplifier M. 68 25 0.3 8.5 12.5 0.20 Class-A Amp. 95 -15.0 95 4.0 20.0 45000 2000 90 4500 0.90 43 

48 Tetrode Power Amplifier M. 6A 30 0.4 - -- - Class-A Amp. 96 -19.0 96 9.0 52.0 -• 3800 - 1500 2.0 48 

50A5 • • • Class-Al Amp. 110 - 7.5 1 10 4/11 49/50 10000 8200 - 2000 2.2 50A5 

50C6GT • • ' • Class-Al Amp. 135 -13.5 135 3.5/11.5 58/60 9330 7000 - 2000 3.6 50C6GT 

50L6GT Beam Power Am • lifier O. 7AC 50 0.15 - - - Class-A Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 4/11 49/50 --. 8200 82 2000 2.2 SOL6GT 

70A7GT Diode-Beam Tetrode O. 8AB 70 0.15 - - - Class-A Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 3.0 40 -- 5800 80 2500 1.5 70A7GT 

70L7GT Diode-Beam Tetrode O. 8AA 70 0.15 - - -- Class-At Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 3/6 40/43 15300 7500 --- 2000 1.8 70L7GT 

117L7GT/ 
117M7GT 

Rectifier-Amplifier O. 8A0 117 0.09 - - --- Class-A Amp. 105 - 5.2 105 

100 

4/5.5 

5.0 

43 

51 

17000 

16000 

5300 

7000 

--- 

- 

4000 

3000 

0.85 

1.2 

117L7GT/ 
117M7GT 

117N7GT 117N7GT Rectifier-Amplifier O. 8AV 117 0.09 -- - - Class-A Amp. 100 - 6.0 

117P7GT Rectifier-Amplifier O. 8AV 117 0.09 - - - Class-A Amp. 105 - 5.2 105 4/5.5 43 17030 5300 - 4000 0.85 117P7GT 

1284 U.h.f. Pentode O. Fig. 4 12.6 0.15 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 2.5 9.0 800000 2000 - - - 1284 

1629 Eiedron-RIndicator • •  Tube Characteristics same as 6E5-Table IV 1629 

1631 ..  • • ' Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6L6-Table I 1631 

1632 • • • ' Class-A Amp. Characteristics some as 25L6 1632 

1633 Twin Triode O. 811D 25 0.15 - - -- Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 6SN7GT-Table II 1633 

1634 Twin Triode O. 8S 12.6 0.15 ---- - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics same as 65C7-Table I 1634 

1644 Twin Pentode O. Fig. 7 124 0.15 --- - - Class-A Amp. 180 - 9.0 180 2.8/4.6 13 160000 2150 -•-• 10000 1.0 1644 

XXD Twin Triode L BAC 12.6 0.15 - - - Class-A Amp. 250 -10 -- ---- 9.0 -- 2100 16 - ---- XXD 

Beam Power Double2807L. 
Amplifier 

US 28.0 0.4 -- - Class-At Amp. 28 
390• 28' 0.7 2 9.0 ' - - - 4000• 0.08 , 
180* 28 , 1.2 , 18.5 , -- ---- -- 6000 • 0.175 , 

2807 

• Cathode resistor-ohms. 6.3-volt pilot lamp must be connected between pins 6 and 7. 
, Per section (except heater)-resistance coupled. 

TABLE X- SPECIAL RECEIVING TUBES 

, P.P. operation-values for both sections, resistance coupled. 
Plate to plate. 'Each unit. 

TM, Name Base 
Socket 

Connec- 
lions 

Fit' or Heater Capacitance ppfd. 

Use 
Plate 

, 
Sup" 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon-
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 

FactoPlate-r 
Load 

Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out Grid 

00-A Triode Detector M. 40 5.0 

5.0 

0.25 3.2 2.0 8.50 Grid Leak Dot. 45 - - - 1.5 30000 666 

800 

20 ---- - 00-A 

01-A Triode Detector Amplifier M. 40 0.25 - - - Class-A Amp. 135 - 9.0 - - 3.0 10000 8.0 - --- 01-A 

2E32 Sub-miniature Pentode t - 1.25 0.05 Class-A Amp. 22.5 0 22.5 0.3 0.4 350000 500 -- - - 2E32 

2E36 

2E42 

Sub-miniature Pentode • - 1.25 0.03 Class-A, Amp 
22.5 0 22.5 0.07 0.27 220000 385 - 150000 0.0012 

2E36 
45 -1.25 45 0.11 0.45 250000 500 - 100000 0.006 

Sub-miniature Diode Pent. 1 -- 1.25 0.03 Detector Amp. 22.5 0 22.5 0.12 0.35 250000 375 - 1 meg. - 2E42 

2G22 Sub-mininture Converter I -- 1.25 0.05 Converter 115- 0 22.5 0.3 0.2 500000 60 - - - 2022  

3A8GT 

MGT 

3A8GT Diode Triode Pentode O. BAS 
1.4 
2.8 

0.1 
0.05 - 

Class-A Triode 90 0 - - 0.15 240000 275 
65 - ----« ---

0.2 
0.18 

Class-A Pentode 90 0 90 0.3 1.2 600000 

100000 

750 

1650 
Ism. 

-. 

---- 

- 

5000 3B5GT Beam Power Amplifiers O. 7AP 
1.4 
2.8 

0.1 
0.08 -•-• ---- - Class-A Amp. 67.5 - 7.0 67.5 0.6 

0.8 
8.0 
6.7 



TABLE X - SPECIAL RECEIVING TUBES- Continued 

Type Name Base 
Socket 

Connors-
tions 

Fil' o Heater Capacitance pµfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
B Bat 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 

Current 
Ma. 

Plate 

Current Ma. 

Plate 

Resistance Ohms 

Transcon- 

ductance Micromhos 

 Amp. 
8 actor 
asmr 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

3C5GT Power Output Pentode O. 7AC1 1.: C01:41)8 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 - 9.0 90 1.4 6.0 - 1550 
1450 - 

8000 
10000 

0.24 
0.26 

.,,,„,... 
""'"'w. 

3C6 Twin Triode L. 
,, 

711w 
1.4 
2.8 

0.1 
0.05 

---- - - Class-A Amp. 90 0 - - 4.5 11200 1300 14.5 3C6 

3LE4 Power Amplifier Pentode L. 68A 2.8 0.05 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 - 9.0 90 1.8 9.0 110000 1600 - 6000 0.30 3LE4 

3LF4 Power Amplifier Tetrode L. 6BB 21:84 g:i1)3 ---- - ---- Class-A Amp. 90 - 4.5 90 
1.3 
1.0 

9.5 
8.0 

75000 
80000 

2200 
2000 -- 

8000 
7000 

0.27 
0.23 3LF4 

3Q5GT Beam Power Amplifier O. 7AP 
1.4 
2.8 

0.1 
0.05 

Parallel Filaments 
Series Filaments Class-A Amp. 90 - 4.1 90 

1.3 
1.0 

9.5 
7.5 --.-- 2100 

1800 - 8000 
0.27 
0.25 305GT 

4A6G Twin Triode Amplifier O. 8L 
4 
2 

0.06 
0.12 

Triode« Parallel Class-A Amp. 90 - 1.5 - -.-. 2.2 13300 1500 20 ---- ----
4A6G 

Both Sections Class-B Amp. 90 0 - -- 4.6 - - --•• 8000 1.0 

6F4 Acorn Triode A. 7BR 6.3 0.225 2.0 0.6 1.90 Class-A Amp. 80 150* - •-•-• 13.0 2900 5800 17 - --- 6F4 

10  Triode Power Amplifier M. 40 7.5 1.25 4.0 3.0 7.00 Class-A Amp. 425 -39.0 - --. 18.0 5000 1600 8.0 10200 1.6 10 

11/12 Triode Detector Amplifier M. 4F/41) 1.1 0.25 - - - Class-A Amp. 135 -10.5 ---- - 3.0 15000 440 6.6 - -- 11/12 

20 Triode Power Amplifier S. 4D 3.3 0.132 2.0 2.3 4.10 Class-A Amp. 135 -22.5 - --- 6.5 6300 525 3.3 6500 0.11 20 

22 Tetrode R.F. Amplifier M. 4K 3.3 0.132 3.5 10 0.02 Class-A Amp. 135 - 1.5 67.5 1.3 3.7 325000 500 160 - - 22 

26 Triode Amplifier M. 4D 1.5 1.05 2.8 2.5 8.10 Class-A Amp. 180 -14.5 - ---. 6.2 7300 1150 8.3 - --- 26 

40 Triode Voltage Amplifier M. 4D 5.0 0.25 2.8 2.2 2.00 Class-A Amp. 180 - 3.0 ---- -,-- 0.2 150000 200 30 -- - 40 

50 Triode Power Amplifier M. 4D 7.5 1.25 4.2 3.4 7.10 Class-A Amp. 450 -84.0 - - 55.0 1800 2100 3.8 4350 4.6 50 

71-A Triode Power Amplifier M. 40 5.0 0.25 3.2 2.9 7.50 Class-A Amp. 180 -43.0 ---, - 20.0 1750 1700 3.0 4800 0.79 71-A 

9910 Triode Detector Amplifier S. 40 3.3 0.063 2.5 2.5 3.30 Class-A Amp. 2.5 15500 425 6.6 -- -- 99 

112A Triode Detector Amplifier M. 40 5.0 0.25 -.- -- - Class-A Amp. 180 -13.5 - - 7.7 4700 1800 8.5 - --- 112A 

1826/ 
4826 

Triode Amplifier M. 40 5.0 1.25 -.-- .-- Class-A Amp. 250 -35.0 - - 18.0 -... 1500 5.0 - - 182B/ 
482B 

-.-- 

183/483 Power Triode M. 40 5.0 1.25 -- - - Class-A Amp. 250 -60.0 ---- - 25.0 18000 1800 3.2 4500 2.0 183/483 

485 Triode S. SA 3.0 1.3 - - - Class-A Amp. 180 - 9.0 - - 6.0 9300 1350 12.5 --- ---. 485 

864 Triode Amplifier S. 40 1.1 0.25 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 - 4.5 --- - 2.9 13500 610 8.2 -- -- 864 

954 
Pentode Detector, 

Amplifier 
A. SBB 6.3 0.11 3.4 3.0 0.007 

Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 0.7 2.0 1.5 meg. 1400 2000 - -- 

Bias Detector 250 - 6.0 100 - Plate current to be adjusted to 0.1 ma. with no signal - 
954 

955 
Triode Detector, 

Amplifier, Oscillator 
A. SIM 6.3 0.15 1.0 0.6 1.40 Class-A Amp. 

250 - 7.0 - - 6.3 11400 2200 25 ---- ---- 
955 

90 - 2.5 - - 2.5 14700 1700 25 ---- ----

956 
Triple-Grid Variable-µ 

R.F. Amplifier 
A. 5BB 6.3 0.15 3.4 3.0 .007 

Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 2.7 6.7 700000 1800 1440 - -- 
956 

Mixer 250 -10.0 100 - - Oscillator peak volts-7 min. 

957 
Triode Detector, 

Amplifier, Oscillator 
A. SBD 1.25 0.05 0.3 0.7 1.20 Class-A Amp. 135 - 5.0 - - 2.0 20800 650 13.5 - - 957 

958 
958-A 

Triode A.F. Amplifier, 
Oscillator 

A. 5BD 1.25 0.1 0.6 0.8 2.60 Class-A Amp. 135 - 7.5 - - 3.0 10000 1200 12 --- --- 958 
958-A 

959 
Pentode Detector, 

Amplifier 
A. 581 1.25 0.05 1.8 2.5 .015 Class-A Amp. 145 - 3.0 67.5 0.4 1.7 800000 600 480 - --- 959 

7E5/1201 U.h.f. Triode L. IBN 6.3 0.15 3.6 2.8 1.50 Class-A Amp. 180 - 3 - - 5.5 12000 36 - -.- 785/1201 

7C4/1203 U.h.f. Diode L. 4All 6.3 0.13 - - -- Rectifier Max. r.m.s. voltage-150 Max. d.c. output current-8 ma. 7C4/1203 

7A67/ 
1204 

U.h.f. Pentode L. Fig. 5 6.3 0.15 3.5 4.0 0.06 Class-A Amp. 250 - 2 100 0.6 1.75 800000 1200 - - - 7,487/ 
1204 

1276 Triode Power Amplifier M. 40 4.5 1.14 - - - Class-A Amp. Characteristics similar to 6A3 1276 

1609 Pentode Amplifier S. 58 1.1 0.25 - - - Class-A Amp. 133 I - 1.5 67.5 0.65 J 2.5 1 400000 725 300 --- I - 1609 

9004 U.h.f. Diode A. 4BJ 6.3 0.15 - - - Detector Max. a.c. voltage- 117. Max. d.c. output current-5 ma. 9004 

9005 U.h.f. Diode A. 5BG 3.6 0.165 -.- - - Detector Max. a.c. voltage- 117. Max. d.c. output current-1 ma. 9005 



TABLE X - SPECIAL RECEIVING TUBES- Continued 

TYPe Nome Base 
Socket 

Connec-
lions 

Fil' or Heater Capacitance ppfd. 

Use 
Plate .,. 
Sup""T Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Mo. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

A 
Amp. . 

Load 
Resistance Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out Plate-

Grid 

EF-50 High Frequency Pentode 
Amplifier L. Fig. 14 6.3 0.3 - - -- I.F.-R.F. Amp. 250 150' 250 3.1 10 600000 6300 - • - - EF-50 

GL-2C44 
GL-464A U.h.f. Triode O. Fig. 17 6.3 0.75 - - -- Cla 

and Modulator Amp. 250 100" -- - 25.0 - 7Ce" - - 
- 

GL-2C44 
GL-464A 

GL-446A 
GL-444111 U.h.f. Triode O. Fig. 19 6.3 0.75 - - - Oscillator, Amp. 

or Convertor 250 200. _ _ 15.0 --- 4500 45 - ---
GL-446A 
GL-4468 

559 
GL-559 U.h.f. Diode O. Fig. 18 6.3 0.75 - - - Deltiencet°Z irkthrans* 5.0 - - - 24.0 - - - - - 

559 
GL-559 

M54 Tetrode Power Amplifier I -- 0.625 0.04 - - - Class-A Amp. 30 0 30 0.06 0.5 130000 200 26 35000 0.005 M54 
M64 Tetrode Voltage Amplifier I - 0.625 0.02 - - - Class-A Amp. 30 0 --- - 0.03 200000 110 25 - - M64 
M74 Tetrode Voltage Amplifier ' - 0.625 0.02 - - - Class-A Amp. 30 0 7.0 0.01 0.02 500000 

N174 
XXB Twin Triode 

Frequency Converter L. Fig. 9 

2.8/ 
1.4 
3.2 y 

1.6 

0.05/ 
0.10 
_ 

--- 

--- - - Converter' 

0 - -  4.5' 
4.5 9 

11200 ' 
11200 9 

131214 , 

1300 9 147.50, -- 
X XB 

- 3 - - 1.4 7 
1.4 9 

1900' 
19009 

760 ' 
7609 14.5 9 - - 

XXFM Twin-Diode Triode L. Fig. 10 6.3 0.3 - - - S"AciniapluDfie ctor 

250 8 _ 1 1.9 6700 1500 100 - - 

XXFM 100" 0 - - 1.2 85000 1000 85 - - 

100 9 - - - 4" - - - - - 

• Cathode resistor ohms. No ba e; tinned wire leads. 
" Both Sections. 
'Diode plates ( A.C. max, volts per plate). 

Max. D.C. output. 
'Section No. 2 recommended for h.f.o. 
'Dry battery operation. 

TABLE XI- MINIATURE RECEIVING TUBES 

Section No. 1. 
9 Amplifier plate. 
Section No. 2. 

Same as X99. Type V99 is same, 
but socket connections are 4E. 

_ 

TypeNome Base 
Socket 

Connec- 
dons 

Fit' or Heater Capacitance umfd. 

Use 
Plate 
Supply 
Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
ot Vl s 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 
Micromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Load 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Gdd 

IA3 H. F. Diode B. SAP 1.4 0.15 - - - Detector 
F.M. Discrim. Max. a.c. voltage per p ate- 117. Max. output cur ont- 0,5 ma. 1A3 

11.4 R.F. Pentode Amplifier B. 6AR 1.4 0.05 3.6 7.5 .008 Class-A Amp. 90 0 90 2.0 4.5 350000 1025 - - - 11.4 
1 RS  

154 

Pentagrid Converter B. 7AT 1.4 0.05 --- -- - Converter 90 0 67.5 3.0 1.7 500000 300 Grid No. 1 100000 ohms 1R5 
Pentogrid Power Amp. B. 7AV 1.4 0.1 - - - Class-A Amp. 90 - 7.0 67.5 1.4 7.4 100000 1575 - 8000 0.270 1S4 

155 Diode Pentode B. 6AU 1.4 0.05 - 
Class-A Amp. 67.5 0 67.5 0.4 1.6 600000 625 - - -- 

155 
8-Coupled Amp. 90 0 90 Screen resistor 3 meg., g id 10 meg. 1 meg. 0.050 

IT4 Triple-Grid Variable-p 8. 6AR 1.4 0.05 3.6 7.5 0.01 Class-A Amp. 90 0 45 0.65 2.0 800000 750 - - - 174 
1U4 Pentode R.F. Amplifier B. 6AR 1.4 0.05 3.6 7.5 .008 Class-A Amp. 90 0 90 0.45 1.6 1500000 900 - ., - - 1U4 
1U5 Diode Pentode B. 6BW 1.4 0.05 -- ---- - Class-A Amp. 67.5 0 67.5 0.4 1.6 600000 625 - - -- 1115 

3A4 Power Amplifier Pentode B. 7BB 1.4 
2.8 

0.2 
0.1 4.8 4.2 0.20 Class-A Amp. 

135 
150 

- 7.5 
- 8.4 

90 
90 

2.6 
2.2 

14.8 
13.3 

90000 
100000 1900 - 8000 0.6 

0.7 3A4 

3A5 H.F. Twin Triode B. 7BC 1.4 
2.8 

0.22 
0.11 0.9 1.0 3.20 Class-A Amp. 90 - 2.5 - - 3.7 8300 1800 15 --- -- 3AS 

304 

354 

Power Amplifier Pentode B. 7BA 
1.4 0.1 Parallel Filaments 

Class-A Amp. 90 - 4.5 90 
2.1 9.5 100000 2150 

10000 
0.27 

3Q4 
2.8 0.05 Series Filaments 1.7 7.7 120000 2000 0.24 

Power Amplifier Pentode B. 7BA 
1.4 0.1 Parallel Filaments 

Class-A Amp. 90 - 7.0 67.5 
14 7.4 

100000 
1575 

- 8000 
0.27 

354 
2.8 0.05 Series Filaments 1.1 6.1 1425 0.235 

3V4 Power Amplifier Pentode B. 68X 
1.4 0.1 Parallel Filaments Class-A Amp. 90 - 4.5 90 2.1 9.5 100000 2150 - 10000 0.27 

3V4 
2.8 0.05 Series Filaments Class-A Amp. 90 - 4.5 90 1.7 7.7 120000 2000 - 10000 0.24 



TABLE XI- MINIATURE RECEIVING TUBES-Continued 

Type 

- _ 

• 

Nome Be- t-sleConnec-
Socket 

dons 

Fil' or Heater Capacitance paid. Plate 
Use Supply 

Volts 

Grid 
Bias 

Screen 
Volts 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Plate 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Transcon- 
ductance 

Micromhos 

Amp. 
Factor 

Load . 
Resistance 
Ohms 

Power 
Output 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. In Out 

Plate- 
Grid 

6AG5 Pentode R.F. f...aplifier B. 

B. 

780 6.3 0.3 - - --- Class-A Amp. 
250 
100 

28 

200" 
100* 

200" 

150 
100 

2.0 
1,6 

7.0 
5.5 

800000 
300000 

5000 
4750 = 

= 
- 6A05 

6AJ5 U.h.f. Pentode 7PM 6.3 0.175 - 
R.F. Amplifier 28 1.2 3.0 90000 2750 250 - - 

6A.I5 
Class-AB Amp. 180 - 7.5 75 - - - - -- 28000 1.0 

6AK5 H.F. Pentode B. 780 6.3 0.175 - - - R.F. Amplifier 

180 200* 120 2.4 7.7 690000 5100 3500 - --

6AK5 150 330" 140 2.2 7.0 420000 4300 1800 - - 

120 

180 

200' 

- 9.0 

120 2.5 7.5 340000 5000 1700 - - 
6AK6 Power Amplifier Pentode B. 78K 6.3 0.15 3.6 4.2 0.12 Class-A Amp. 180 2.5 15.0 200000 2300 -- 10000 1.1 6AK6 
6AL5 U.h.f. Twin Diode B. 68T 6.3 0.3 - - - Detector Max. r ms. voltage- 150. Max. d.c. ou put current- 10 ma.i 6AL5 

6AN6 Twin Diode B. 7BJ 6.3 0.1 ---- - - Detector R.m.s. voltage per plate = 75 volts; d.c. ou put = 3.5 ma. with 25000 
peak current per pate = 10 ma.; peak inverse voltage 

ohms and 8 miif load; 
=210 6AN6 

64105 Beam Power Tetrode B. Fig. 38 6.3 0.45 - - - Class-A Amp. .r:g 111.: ItC)) 
3.0 
4.5 

29 
45 

58030 
52000 

3700 
4100 

- 
-- 

5500 
5000 

2.0 
4.5 61105 

6AQ6 Duodiode Hi-mu Triode B. 78T 6.3 0.15 1.7 1.5 1.80 Class-A Triode 250 
100 

- 3. 0 
- 1.0 

- 
- 

- 
---- 

1. 0 
0.8 

58000 
61000 

1200 
1150 

70 
70 

- 
- 

---• 
----

6A06 

6AS6 Sharp Cut-off Pentode B. 7CN 6.3 0.175 4.0 3.0 0.02 Class-A Amp. 120 - 2 120 3.5 5.5 - 3500 -- --- - 6AS6 
6AT6 Duplex Diode Triode B. 7BT 6.3 0.3 2.3 1.1 2.10 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3 --- ---. 1.0 58000 1200 70 - --- 6AT6 
6AU6 Pentode R.F. Amp. B. 78K 6.3 0.3 5.5 5.0 .0035 Closs-A Amp. 250 - 1 150 4.3 10.8 2000000 5200 -- - ---- 6AU6 
6BA6 Remote Cut-off Pentode B. 7CC 6.3 0.3 5.5 5.0 .0035 Class-A Amp. 250 68' 100 4.2 11 1500000 4400 - - --- 6BA6 

6806 Pentode R.F. Amplifier 8. Fig. 36 6.3 0.3 - - - Class-A Amp.68D6 
100 - 1 100 5 13 120000 2350 - --- 

250 - 3 100 3.5 9 700000 2000 -- - - 
611E6 Pentagrid Converter B. 7CH 6.3 0.3 Ose. Grid 20000 !! Converter 250 - 1.5 100 7.1 3.0 1000000 475 - - - 68E6 
6C4 Triode Amplifier B. 6BG 6.3 0.15 1.8 1.3 1.60 Class-A Amp. 250 - 8.5 - - 10.5 7700 2200 17 - - 6C4 

6J4 U.h.f. Grounded-Grid 
R.F. Amplifier 

B. 780 6.3 0.4 - --- -- Grounded-Grid 
Class-A Amp. 

150 
100 

200' 
100• 

--. 
- 

- 
- 

15.0 
10.0 

4500 
5000 

12000 
11000 

55 
55 - -.- - - 6J4 

6J6 Twin Triode 8. 7BF 6.3 0.45 - - Class-A Amp. 
Mixer, Oscillate, 100 50' - 8.5 7100 5300 38 - - 6J6 

6N4 U.h.f. Triode Amplifier B. Fig. 40 6.3 0.2 3.0 1.6 1.10 Class-A R.F. 
Amplifier 180 - 3.5 --. - 12.0 - 6000 32 --. - 6N4 

12AT6 Duplex Diode Triode B. 7BT 12.6 0.15 2.3 1.1 2.10 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 - - 1.0 58000 1200 70 -- - 12AT6 
128A6 Remote Cut-elf Pentode B. 7CC 12.6 0.15 5.5 5.0 .0033 Class-A Amp. 250 68" 100 4.2 11.0 1500000 4400 - - - 128A6 
12806 Pentode Amplifier B. Fig. 36 12.6 0.15 4.3 5.0 I .004 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3 100 3.5 9.0 700000 2000 - - -- 12806 
128E6 Pentagrid Converter B. 7CH 12.6 0.15 Ose. Grid 200001! Converter 250 - 1.5 100 7.1 3.0 1000000 475 -- - - 128E6 
128F6  

5085 

Duodiode Triode B. Fig. 37 12.6 0.15 1.8 1.1 2.00 Class-A Amp. 250 - 9 - - 9.5 8500 1900 16 - - 128F6 
Beam Power Amplifier 8. 78Z 50.0 0.15 13 6.5 0.50 Class-A Amp. 110 - 7.5 110 4.0 49.0 14000 7500 - 3000 1.9 50115-  

9001 Triple-Grid Detector, 
Amplifier 

B. 7PM 6.3 0.15 3.6 3.0 0.01 Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 0.7 2.0 Over 
1 meg. 1400 - - -- 

9001 
Mixer 250 - 5.0 100 Osc. peak voltage 4 volts 550 - - -- 

9002 
Triode Detector, 

Amplifier, Oscillator 
B. 7TM 6.3 0.15 1.2 1.1 1.40 Class-A Amp. 

250 - 7.0 - - 6.3 11400 2200 25 - - 
9002 90 - 2.5 - - 2.5 14700 1700 25 - --

9003 Triple-Grid Varioble-µ 
R.F. Amplifier B. 7PM 6.3 0.15 3.6 3.0 0.01 

Class-A Amp. 250 - 3.0 100 2.7 6.7 700000 1800 - - - 
9003 Mixer 250 -10.0 100 Osc. peak voltage 9 volts 600 - - - 

9006 U.h.f. Diode B. 68H 6.3 0.15 - - - Detector Max a.c. voltage-270. Max. d.c. output current-5 ma. 9006 

• Cothode resistor-ohms. Per Plate. 



TABLE XII-CONTRO 

Socket 
Type Name Base Conner- Cathode 

Fil. or Heater Peak Max. Minimum 
Operating Operating Tube 

lions Volts Amps. 
Use Anode 

Voltage 
Anode 
Ma. 

Supply 
Voltage Voltage Ma. 

Grid 
Resistor Voltage 

Drop 
Type 

0A2  

082  

Voltage Regulator 

Voltage Regulator 
7-pin B. 560 Cold -- - Voltage Regulator - - 185 150 5-30 --- 0A2 7-pin B. 580 Cold --- Voltage Regulator -- 108 5-30 Gas Triode --- -- 062 0A4G 

1847 
 Starter -Anode Type  

Voltage Regulator 

Starter-Anode Type  

Voltage Regulator 

6-pin 0. 4V Cold Cold-Cathode Starter-Anode 
Relay Tube 

With 105-120-voll a.c. anode supply, peak s arter-anode 
peak r.f. voltage 55. Peak D.C. ma = 100. Average 

a.c. voltage s 70, 
D.C. ma = 25 0A4G 

7-pin B. -- - - Voltage Regulator - - 225 82 1-2 - 
IC21 Gas Triode 

Glow Ty 6-pin 0. 4V Cold --• -- 
Relay Tube r 

25 66.' 
--- 

73  
1847 

-Discharge pe 
Voltage Regulator 

125-145 
0.1 ', 180 , - IC21 

2A4G 

284  
Gas Triode Grid Type 7-pin O. SS Fil. 2.5 2.5 Control Tube 200 100 

- - -• 
55 

15 2A4G 
Gas Triode Grid Type 8-pin 0. 60 Htr. 6.3 0.6 

6Q5G 

2C4 . 
5-pin M. SA Htr. 2.5 1.4 

Sweep Circuit Oscillator 300 300 -• •-• 1.0 0.1-10 7 19 
264  

Gas Triode 7-pin B. --- Fil. 2.5 -- Control Tube Plate volts = 350; Grid volts = - 50; Avg. Ma. = 5; Peak Ma. -20; Voltage drop = 16. 
605G 

2C4 
2021 Gas Tetrode 7-pin B. 78N Htr. 6.3 0.6 

Grid-Controlled Rectifier 650 500 -- 650 100 0.1-10 , 8 
Relay Tube 400 _. -- - --- 1.0 ' - 

2D21 

3C23 Gas and Mercury Vapor 
Grid Type 

4-pin M. 3G 
Fil. 2.S 7.0 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 1000 6000 500 1500 -4.5 ' 15 

6D4  Gas Triode 
-- 100 1500 -2.5 15 

3C23 
7-pin B. SAY Htr. 6.3 0.25 Control Tube Plato volts - 350; Grid volts = -50; Avg. Ma. = 2 ; Peak Mo. = 100; Voltage drop 

17 7500 , 
=16. 6D4 

Mercury Vapor Triode 4-pin M. 3G Fil. 2.5 5.0 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 2000 - - 500 200-3000 - 
2500 -5 , 1000 250 -- 10-24 

17 
874 Voltage Regulator 4-pin M. 45 - - .- Voltage Regulator  -  - 125 90 10-50 876 Current Regulator Mogul --- -- 

- 874 
- - Current Regulator - - 40-60 1.7 - 876 

884 Gas Triode Grid Type 6-pin 0. 60 Htr. 6.3 0.6 
Sweep Circuit Oscillator 300 300 -- 2 25000 
Grid-Controlled Rectifier 350 300 - --• 75 25000 

884 
885  Gas Triode Grid Type 5-pin S. SA Htr. 2.5 1.4 Same as Type 884 Characteristics same as Type 884 885 886 Current R • ulator Mogul --- - --- -- Current Regulator - - -- 40-60 2.05 

 885  
- 886 967  Mercury Vapor Triode 4-pin M. 3G Fil. 2.5 5.0 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 2500 500 -5' -- - 10-24 967 991  Voltage Regulator Bayonet -- -- --- -- Voltage Regulator - -- 87 55-60 2.0 - 991 1265 Voltage Regulator 6-pin -• - -• Voltage Regulator 130 90 I 5-30 1266 Voltage Regulator 6-pin O. 4AJ Cold -- Voltage Regulator -• 70 5-40 

1265 

1266 1267 Gas Triode 6-pin 0. 4V Cold -- - Relay Tube 
- 

2050 Gas Tetrode 8 O. 8BA Htr. 
Charade idics same as 0A4G 1267 -pin 6.3 0.6 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 650 500 - - 100 0.1-10 7 8 2050 2051 Gas Tetrode 8-pin O. 8BA Htr. 6.3 0.6 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 350 375 75 0.1-10 14 2051 2523NI / 

128AS  Gas Triode Grid Type 5-pin M. SA Htr. 2.5 1.75 Relay Tube 400 300 
-- 1.0 300 ' 13 2523N1/ 

128AS KY21 Gas Triode Grid Type 4-pin M. -  Fil. 2.5 10.0 Grid-Controlled Rectifier - - 
RK62 Gas Triode Grid Type 4-pin S. 4D Fil. 

3000 500 • - - KY2I 
1.4 0.05 Relay Tube 45 1.5 30-45 0 1-1 5 15 RK62 RM M. o. 2.5 5.0 Controlled Rectifier , 7500 , 1000 -- - 15 RM208 R M209 Permatron 4-pin M. -- Fil. 5.0 10.0 Controlled Rectifier , 7500 , 5000 --  - 

0A3/VR75 Voltage Regulator 6-pin O. 4AJ Cold - --- Voltage Regulator - - 105 75 

-- 

5-40 
15 

---- 

RM209 

0A3 0113/VR90 Voltage Regulator 6-pin O. 4AJ Cold 
/VR75 

- Voltage Regulator 125 93 5-40 083 /VR90 0C3/VR105  Voltage Regulator 6-pin O. 4AJ Cold - Voltage Regulator 135 105 5-40 0C3 /VR105 OD3/VRISO  Voltage Regulator 6-pin O. 4AJ Cold - - Voltage Regulator - 185 150 5-40 OD3/VR150 KY866  Mercury Vapor Triode 4-pin M. Fig. 8 Fil. 2.5 5.0 Grid-Controlled Rectifier 10000 1000 0-150 - - KY866 

, Fo use os grid-controlled rectifier or wi h external magnetic 
control. RM-208 has characteristics of 866, RM-209 of 872. At 1000 anode volts. 

'When under control peak inverse rating is reduced to 2500. Grid tied to plate. 

Peak inverse voltage. 
Grid. 
Megohms. 

Grid voltage. 



TABLE XIII - CATHODE-RAY TUBES AND KINESCOPES 

Type Name 
Socket 
Connec 

tie" 

Heater 

Use Size 
Anode 
No. 2 

Voltage 

Anode 
No. 1 

Voltage 

Cut-Off 
Grid 

Voltage 

Grid 
No. 2 

Voltage 

Signal- 
Swing 

Voltage 

Max. 
Input 

Voltage' 

Screen 
Input 

Power ' 

Deflection 
Sensi ivity 6 Anode 

No. 3 
Voltage 

Pattern 
Color Type 

Volts Amps. Di D, 0, Di 

2AP1 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 11B 6.3 0.6 
Oscillograph 
Television 

2, 1000 250 - 60 ---- ---- 
660 - 

0.11 0.13 
Green 2AP1 

500 125 - 30 --- - 0.22 0.26 

3AP 1 / 
906-P1- 
4-5-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 7AN 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 3" 

1500 430 - 50 - - 

550 10 

0.22 0.23 - 

- 

Green 
Blue 
White 

3AP 1 / 
906-P1-
4-5-11 

1000 285 - 33 - ---- 0.33 0.35 

600 170 - 20 - - 0.55 0.58 

3BP 1 - 
4-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 14A 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 3" 
2000 575 - 60 - - 

550 - 
0.13 0.17 

Green 3BP1- 
4-11 1500 430 - 45 0.17 0.23 

3DP I Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 49 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 3" 
2000 575 - 60 

550 - 
200 , 148. - 

Green 3DP 1 
1500 430 - 40 150 , 111 . -  

3EP 1 / 
1806-P1 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray I1A 6.3 0.6 
Oscillograph 
Television 

3„ 2000 575 - 60 
550 - 

0.115 0.154 
Green 

3EPI / 
1806-P1 1500 430 - 45 0.153 0.205 

3GPI - 
4-5-11 

• Electrostatic Cathode-Roy 11 A 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 3" 
1500 350 - 50 

550 
- 

- 

0.21 0.24 White 
Green 
Blue 

3GPI-
4-5-11 1000 234 - 33 0.32 0.36 

3JP 1 - 
2-4-11 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 14B 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 3 " 

2000 

1500 

575 

430 

- 60 

- 45 
550 

- 

- 

0.13 0.17 4000 Green 
Blue 
White 

3JP1- 
2-4-11 0.17 0.23 3000 

3KP I Electrostatic Cathode-Ray IIM 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 3" 
300 - 45 ' 

500 - 
68 6 136. 

Green 3KP1 
2000 600 - 90 52. 104. 

5AP1/ 
1805-P1 
SAP4/ 
1805-P4 

Electrostatic Picture Tube 11A 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 
Television 

5 2000 575 - 33 
500 10 

0.17 0.21 
- 

Green 
White 

5AP 1 / 
1805-PI 
SAP4 / 
1805-P4 1500 430 - 27 0.23 0.28 

511P1/ 
1802-P1- 
2-4-5-11 

Electrostatic Picture Tube 11A 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 5" 
2000 450 - 40 

500 10 
0.3 0.33 Green 

White 
Blue 

510•1/ 
1802-P1 - 
2-4-5-11 1500 337 - 30 0.4 0.45 

SCPI- 
2-4-5-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 14B 6.3 0'6 
Oscillograph 
Television 

5, 
2000 575 - 60 -- - 

550 

-- 0.28 0.32 4000 white 

Green 
Blue 

5CP1-
2-4-5-11 

1500 430 - 45 -.-.... - - 0.37 0.43 3000 

2000 575 - 60 - - - 0.36 0.41 2000 

SFP1- 
2-4-11 

Electromagnetic Cathode-Ray SAN 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 
Television 

5, 70C10 250 - 45 -- - - - 
-. 

Green 
White 
Blue 

5FP1- 

2-4-11 4000 250 - 45 - -- - -- 

SHP1 
SHP4 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 11A 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 5 " 
2000 425 - 40 

- 500 

0.3 0.33 - Green 
White 

SHP1 
5HP4 1500 

310 - 30 0.4 0.44 - 

&III- 
2-4-5-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray IIE 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 5" 
2000 520 - 75 - - 

500 
- 0.2$ 0.28 4000 White 

Green 
Blue 

up'. 

2-4-5-11 1500 390 - 56 - - - 0.33 0.37 3000 

SUM - 
2-4-5-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 1 IF 6.3 0.6 
Oscillograph 
Television 

5, 
2000 500 .-- 60 - - 

500 

- 0.25 0.28 4000 whim 

Green 
Blue 

5LP1-
2-4-5-11 

1500 375 - 45 - - - 0.33 0.37 3000 

1000 250 - 30 - - - 0.49 0.56 2000 

SMPI- 
4-5-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 7AN 2.5 2.1 Oscillograh 5" 
1500 375 -.50 - --- 

660 
- 0.39 0.42 

- 
White 
Green 
Blue 

5MP1- 
4-5-11 1000 250p - 33 - - 0.58 0.64 

5RP1- 
2-4-11 

Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 34 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 5" 
3000 - - 90 -- 

1200 
- 0.12 0.12 15000 Green 

White 
Blue 

5RPI - 
2-4-11 2000 575 - 60 - - 0.18 0.18 10000 

5TP4 Projection Kinescope Fig. 46 6.3 0.6 Television 5" 27000 4900 - 70 200 - - --- - White STP4 

7AP4 Electromagnetic Picture Tube 5AJ 2.5 2.1 Television 7" 3500 1000 -67.5 - 2.5 - -- - White 7AP4 

7BP1- 
2-4-11 Electromagnetic Cathode-Ray SAN 6.3 0.6 

Oscillograph 
Television 

7,, 7000 250 - 45 - 
- - 

White 
Green 
Blue 

7BP1- 
2-4-11 

4000 250 - 45 - - 



TABLE XIII - CATHODE-RAY TUBES AND KINESCOPES- Continued 

Type Name 
Socket 
Connec- 

lions 

Heater 
Use Size 

Anode 
No. 2 

Voltage 

Anode 
No. 1 

Voltage 

Cut-Off 
Grid 

Voltage 

Grid 
No. 2 

Voltage 

Signal- 
Swing 

Voltage 

Max. 
Input 

Voltage 1 

Screen 
Input 

Power , 

Deflection 
Sensi ivity €' Anode 

No. 3 
Voltage 

Pattern 
Color TYPo 

Volts Amps. Di 1), Di Di 

7CP1 / 
• 1811-P1 Electromagnetic Cathode-Ray6AZ 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 7'' 

7000 1470 - 45 250 - 
--. - 

---- 

-.-- 

- 

- 
- Green 

7CP1 / 
1811-P1 4000 840 - 45 250 - 

7DP4 Kinescope Fig. 46 6.3 0.6 Television 7" 6000 1430 - 45 250 - - - --- - - White 7DP4 
7GP4 Electrostatic Kinescope Fig. 47 6.3 0.6 Television 7" 3000 1200 - 84 3000 -.-- -.-... - 123 , 102 , - White 7GP4 

9AP4/ 1804-P4 Electromagnetic Picture Tube 6AL 2.5 2.1 Television 9" 
7000 1425 - 40 

250 23 -. 10 --- ..--.. --- White 
1804.P4 1804-P4 6000 1225 - 38 

9CP4 Electromagnetic Picture Tube 4AF 2.5 2.1 Television 9" 7000 - -110 - 25 --. 10 - - White 9CP4 

9jP1 / 1809-P1 Electrostatic-Magnetic Cathode-Ray 813R 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 9" 
5000 1570 - 90 

- 3000 - 
0.136 - 

Green 
9JP1 / 

1809-P1 2500 785 - 45 0.272 - 

10BP4 Magnetic Ki  Fig. 48 6.3 0.6 Television 10" - 9000 - 45 250 -.--- - - - - - 10BP4 

12AP4/ 
1803-P4 

Electromagnetic Picture Tube 6AL 2.5 2.1 Television 12" 
7000 1460 

75 250 25 ...-.... 10 ..__ White 12AP4/ 
1803-P4 6000 1240 

12CP4 Electromagnetic Picture Tube 4AF 2.5 2.1 Television 12" 7000 - -110 - 25 - 10 - .--. - White 12CP4 

12DP4 Electromagnetic Cathode-Roy SAN 6.3 0.6 Television 12" 
7000 250 - 45 •-• -••-••• ..-.- ..-. -.- 

White 12DP4 4000 250 - 45 -. -. - .-,-- - -- -- 

902 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 1 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 2" 600 150 - 60 - - 350 3 0.19 0.22 - Green 902 
903 , Electromagnetic Cathode-Ray 6AL 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 9" 7000 1360 -120 250 - - 10 _ -.... -- Green 903 
904 Electrostatic-Magnetic Cathode-Ray Fig. 3 2.5 2.1 Oscillogreph 5" 4600 970 - 75 250 --. 4000 10 0.09 -.- -- Green 904 
905 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 6 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 5" 2000 450 - 33 - - 1000 10 0.19 0.23 - Green 905 
907 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 6 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 5" Characteristics same as Type 905 - - - Blue 907 
908 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 7AN 2.3 2.1 Oscillograph 3" Characteristics same as Type 3AP1/906P1 -. - - Blue 908 
909 ' Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 6 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 5" Characteristics same as Type 905 --- - - Blue 909 
910 2 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 7AN 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 3" Characteristics some as Type 3AP1/906P1 _ - - Blue 910 
911 , Electrostatic Cathode-Ray 7AN 2.1 2.1 Oscillograph 3" Characteristics same as Type 3API /906P1 - - - Green 911 
912 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 8 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 5" 10000 2000 - 66 250 --.- 7000 10 0.041 0.051 -- Green 912 
913 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 1 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 1" 500 100 - 65 --- - 250 5 0.07 0.10 - Green 913 
914 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 12 2.5 2.1 Oscillograph 9" 7000 1450 - 50 250 - 3000 10 0.073 0.093 - Green 914 
1800 , Electromagnetic Kinescope 6AI. 2.5 2.1 Television 9" 6000 1250 - 75 250 25 - 10 - --- -- Yellow 1800 
1801 , Electromagnetic Kinescope Fig. 13 2.5 2.1 Television 5" 3000 450 - 35 - 20 - 10 -- -- -- Yellow 1801 
2001 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 2 6.3 0.6 Oscillograph 1" Characteristics essentially same as 913 2001., 
2002 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 1 6.3 0.6 Oscillogroph 2" 600 120 -----0.16 0.17 -- Green 2002 
2005 Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 1' 2.5 2.1 Television 5" 2000 1000 - 35 200 ---- - 10 0.5 0.56 -- --. 2005 
24-XH Electrostatic Cathode-Ray Fig. 1 6.3 0.6 Oscilloscope 2" 600 120 - 60 - - 10 0.14 0.16 - Blue 24-XH 

Between Anode No. 2 and any deflecting plate. ,ln mw./sq. cm., max. 3 D.C. Volts/in. ' Cathode connected to pin 7. Discontinued. e In mm./volt d.c. 



TABLE XIV - RECTIFIERS -- RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING 

also Tattle XI - Control and Regulator Tubs 

Type 
No. 

Name 
Socket 
Connec- 
tiens 

Cathode 
Fil. or Heater Max. 

 A.C. 
Voltage 
Per Plate 

D.C. 
Output 
Current 
Ma. 

Max. 
Inverse 
Peak 

Voltage 

Peak 
Plate 

Current 
Ma. 

.i. 
'Yee 

Volts Amiss. 

BA Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4J Cold I= - 350 350 Tube drop 80 v. 
BH Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4J Cold ----- 350 125 Tube drop 90 v. G 
BR Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4H Cold - •-•-•• 300 30 Tube drop 60 v. G 
CE-220 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. LEM 3.0 --•-• 20 20000 100 HV 

0Y4 Half-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. 4BU Cold 
Connect Pins 
7 and 8 

95 75 300 500 G 

024 Full-Wave Rectifier 5-pin 0 4R Cold I= - 350 30-75 1250 200 G 
1 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin S. 4G Htr. 6.3 0.3 350 50 1000 400 MV 
1-V Half-Wove Rectifier 4-pin S. 4G Htr. 1:11 0.3 330 50 -.-- - HV 
11348 El=12=111 7-pin B. - cold = - 800 6 2700 50 G 
122 I=II 7-Pin B. 7C15 Fil. gm 0.3 7800 2 20000 10 1.11/ 
2V3G Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 4AC Fil. 2.5 5.0 - 2.0 16500 12 HV 
2W3 Half-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. 4X Fil. 2.5 1.5 350 55 - -.-- HV 
2X2/879 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4A8 Fil. 2.5 1.75 4500 7.5 HV 
2Y2 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4AB Fil. 2.5 1.75 4400 5.0 HV 
222/G84 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 48 Fil. 2.5 1.5 350 50 - -- HV 

31324 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. T-4A FIL 2.5 e 3.0 
60 
30 

20000 
20000 

300 
150 HV 

3823 Half-Wave Rectifier riErZ2BEIM 5.0 500 4500 2000 G 
3826 Half-Wave Rectifier 8-pin O. Fig. 31 Htr. 2.5 4.75 - 20 15000 8030 111/ 
DR-3627 4-pin M. 4B Fil. 5.0 3000 250 8500 1000 FIV 

5R4GY Full-Wove Rectifier 5-pin O. 5T Fil. 5.0 2.0 
900 4 
950 7 

150 4 
175 7 2800 650 HV 

514 Full-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. 5T Fil. 5.0 3.0 450 250 1250 800 HV 
5U4G 1221=1=111LIEZUZIM 5.0 3.0 Same as Type 523 HV 
5V4G Full-Wove Rectifier 8-pin O. St Htr. lEal 2.0 Same as Type 83V NV 
5W4 Full-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. 5T Fil. MI 1.5 350 110 1000 NV 
5X3 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. ECM 2.0 1275 30 - HV 
5X4G Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin 0. 5Q Fil. 5.0 3.0 Same as 523 HV 
5Y3G Fuli-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. 5T Fn. 5.0 2.0 Same as Type 80 HV 
5Y4G Full-Wave Rectifier 13:12MaIMEDMI 5.0 2.0 Same as Type 80 HV 
523 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. Ram 3.0 530 250 1400 -  KV 
524 Full-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. St Htr. 5.0 2.0 400 125 1100 ---- HV 
6W5G Full-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 65 Htr. ism 0.9 350 100 1250 350 HV 
6X4 Full-Wave Rectifier 7-pin B. Fig. 39 Htr. 6.3 0.6 325 70 1250 210 HV 

6X5 Full-Wave Rectifier 6-pin 0. 65 Ht... iiii 0.5 350 75 - --- HV 
6Y5 Full-Wave Rectifier 6-pin S. 6J Hh. 6.3 0.8 350 50 HV 
623 Half-Wave Rectifier 4.pin M. 4G Fil. 6.3 0.3 350 30 HV 
625 Full-Wave Rectifier 6-pin S. 6K Htr. LEI 0.6 230 60 --. - HV 

62Y5G Full-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 6S Kin NM 0.3 350 35 1000 130 HV 

7Y4 Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin L. SAE Htr. mil 0.5 350 60 -- -- KV 

7Z4 Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin L. 5AB Htr. 6.3 0.9 
450 I 
3257 100 1250 300 HV 

12A7 Rectifier-Pentode 7-pin S. 7K Htr. 0.3 125 30 -- -.-- HV 

1223 Half-Wove Rectifier 4-pin S. 4G Htr. 12.6 0.3 250 60 HV 

1225 Voltage Doubler 7-pin M. 7L Mr. 12.6 0.3 725 60 - -- NV 

14Y4 Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin L. 5AB Htr. 12.6 0.3 
450' 
325 1 

70 1250 210 HV 

1423 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin S. 4G Htr. 12.6 0.3 250 60 - - HV 

25A7G Rectifier-Pentode 8-pin O. 8F litr. 25 0.3 125 75 KV 

25X6GT 7-pin O. 70 Htr. 0.15 125 60 HV 

25Y4GT Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 5AA Htr. DM 0.15 125 75 HV 

25Y5 Voltine Doubler 6-pin S. 6E Htr. 25 0.3 250 85 HV 

2523 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin S. 4G Htr. 0.3 250 30 HV 

2524 Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 5AA Htr. 25 0.3 125 125 ---• HV 

2525 Rectifier-Doubler 6-pin S. 6E Htr. 25 0.3 125 100 500 HV 

2326 Rectifier-Doubler 7-pin 0. 70 Htr. 25 0.3 125 100 500 HV 

2825 Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin L. 5AB Htr. 28 0.24 lrs : 100 300 HV 

32L7GT Rectifier-Tetrode 8-pin O. 8Z Htr. 32.5 0.3 125 60 --- -  KV 

35W4 Half-Wave Rectifier 7-pin B. 560 Htr. 35 7 0.15 125 100 330 600 HV 

35Y4 Half-Wave Rectifier 8-pin O. SAL Htr. 35 2 0.15 235 60 
100, 

700 600 HV 

3523 Half-Wave Rectifier 8-pin L. 42 Htr. 35 0.15 250 . 100 700 600 HV 

352401 Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 5AA Htr. 35 0.15 250 100 700 600 HV 

3525G Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 6AD Htr. 35 - 0.15 125 60 
100 , - --.- KV 

3526G Voltage Doubler 6-pin O. 70 Htr. 33 0.3 125 110 -- 500 HV 

40ZSGT Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 6AD Htr. 40 2 0.1 5 125 
60 
100 , - - HV 

4523 Half-Wave Rectifier 7-pin B. SAM Kir. 45 0.075 117 63 350 390 NV 
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TABLE XIV.-RECTIFIERS-R[CCIVINO AND TRAN3MITTING-t-ontsnued 

See also Table XI- Control and Regulator Tubes 

TYPo 
No. Name Base 

Socket 

Connec - 
lions lions 

Cathode 

Fil. or Heater Max. 
 A.C. 

D.C. 
Output 
Current 
Ma. 

Max. 
Inverse 
Peak 

Voltage 

Peak 
Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Type 'en  
Volts Amps. Per Plate 

45Z5GT Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 6AD Htr. 45 2 0.15 125 60 
100 p .... HV 

50Y6GT Full-Wave Rectifier 7- • in O. 50 0.15 125 85 -- --.- HV 
50Z6G Volta.. Doubler 7-pin 0. 70 Htr. 50 0.3 125 - HV 
50Z7G Voltage Doubler 8-pin O. BAN Htr. SO 0.15 117 65 - HV 
70A7GT Rectifier-Tetrode 8-pin O. BAS Htr. 70 0.15 125 »' 60 ---• FIV 
70L7GT Rectifier-Tetrode 8-pin O. 8AA Htr. 70 0.15 117 350 HV 
72 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 3.0 -• 30 20000 150 11V 
73 Half-Wave Rectifier 8-pin O. 4Y Fil. 2.5 4.5 -. 20 13000 3000 HV 

80 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. 5.0 2.0 350 4 
500 2 

125 
125 

1400 375 HV 
81 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 48 Fil. 7.5 1.25 700 85 - - HV 
82 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. 2.5 3.0 500 125 1400 400 MV 
83 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. 5.0 3.0 500 250 1400 800 MV 
83-V Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4AD Htr. 5.0 2.0 400 200 1100 - HV 
84/6Z4 Full-Wave Rectifier 5- in S. 6.3 0.5 350 60 1000 F1V 
117/"GT/ 
117M7GT Rectifier-Tetrode 8-pin O. 8A0 Htr. 117 0419 117 75 -• - liV 

117N7GT Rectifier-Tetrode 8-- in O. 8AV Htr. 117 0.09 117 75 350 450 FIV 
117P7GT Rectifier-Tetrode 8-pin O. 8AV Htr. 117 0.09 117 75 350 450 HV 
117Z3 Half-Wave Rectifier 7-pin B. 4BR Htr. 117 0.04 117 90 330 - HV 
117Z4GT Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin 0. 5AA Htr. 117 0.04 117 90 350 - FIV 
117Z6GT Voltage Doubler 7-pin 0. 70 Htr. 117 0.075 235 60 700 360 11V 
217-A Half-Wave Rectifier 9-pin J. T-3A Fil. 10 3.23 - - 3500 600 F1V 
217-C Half-Wove Rectifier 4-pin J. T-3A Fil. 10 3.25 - .-- 7500 600 11V 
Z225 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 5.0 - 250 10000 1000 MV 
249-11 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. Fig. 53 Fil. 2.5 7.5 3180 375 10000 1500 MV 
HK2S3 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-• in J. Mr-Ell: MI 350 10000 Illitill HV 
705A 
RK-705A Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin W. T-3AA Fil. 2.5 » 

5.0 
5.0 
5.0 

--- 
- 

50 
100 

35000 
35000 

375 
750 

HV 

816 Half-Wave Rectifier 4- in S. 4P Fil. 2.5 2.0 1750 125 5000 500 MV 
836 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Htr. 2.5 5.0 - - 5000 1000 111/ 
866A/866 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 1i1 2.5 5.0 3500 250 10000 1000 MV 
866B Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 5.0 5.0 -- - 8500 1000 MV 
866 Jr. Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 48 Fil. 2.5 2.5 1250 250» -.-- MV 

10866 Jr. Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 2.5 1750 250» 5000 •-- MV 

RK866 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 5.0 3500 250 10000 1000 MV 

871 10 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 2.0 1750 250 5000 500 MV 

878 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 5.0 7100 5 20000 - FIV 

879 • Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin S. 4P Fil. 2.5 1.75 2650 7.5 7500 100 F1V 

872A/872 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin J. T-3A Fil. 5.6 7.5 - 1250 10000 5000 MV 

975A Half-Wave Rectifier 4- • in J. T-3A Fit. 5.0 10.0 - 1500 15000 6000 MV 

OZ4A/ 
1003 Full-Wave Rectifier 5-pin O. 4R Cold - - - 110 880 - G 

1005/ 
CK 1005 Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin O. T-9F Fil. 6.3 0.1 --• 70 450 --.- G 

1006/ 
CK 1006 

Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. 1.75 2.25 --. 200 1600 --• G 

CK1007 Full-Wave Rectifier 8-pin O. T-9G Fil. 1.0 1.2 110 980 --- G 

CK1009/BA Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. -.. Cold -- - - 350 1000 - G 

1275 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4C Fil. 5.0 1.75 Same as 5Z3 HV 

1616 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 5.0 - 130 6000 800 F1V 

1641/ Full-Wove Rectifier 4-pin M. T-4AG Fil. 5.0 3.0 - 
50 

250 
4500 
2500 

- 
- KVRK60 

1654 Half .Wave Rectifier 7-pin B. Fig. 41 Fil. 1.4 0.05 2500 1 7000 6 FIV 

8008 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin 6 Fig. 11 Fil. 5.0 7.5 -• 1250 10000 5000 MV 

8013A Half-Wove Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Fil. 2.5 5.0 - 20 40000 150 HV 

8016 Half-Wave Rectifier 6-pin O. 4AC Fil. 1.25 0.2 - 2.0 10000 7.5 11V 

8020 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P 50 . IS 10000 100 40000 750 
11V H . 

5.8 6.5 12500 100 40000 750 

RK 19 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. T-3A Ht,. 7.5 2.5 1250 200 4 9500 600 FIV 

RK21 Half-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. 4P Htr. 2.5 4.0 1250 200 4 3500 600 IIV 

RK22 Full-Wave Rectifier 4-pin M. T-4AG Htr. 2.5 8.0 1250 200 4 3500 600 FIV 

With input choke of at least 20 henrys. 
2 Tapped for pilot lamps. 
, Per pair with choke input. 
+Condenser input. 
With 100 ohms min. resistance in series with plate; without 

series resistor, maximum r.m.s. plate rating is 117 volts. 

e Same as 872A/872 ex apt for heavy-duty push-type base. 
Filament connected to pins 2 and 3, plate to top cap. 

'Choke input. 
'Without panel lamp. 
g Using only one-half of filament. 
1° Discontinued. 
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TABLE XV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

Cathode 
Max. 
Plate 

Voltage 

Max. 
Plate 

Currren 
ma • 

Max. 
D.C. 
Grid 
Curren 
Ma. 

Amp. 
Factor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances ()I/Ad.) 

Max. 
Freq. 
Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base 
Socket 
Conner- 
lions 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

D. C' 
Grid 

Curren 
ma 

' 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

Type 

Volts 
. 
Amps. 

Grid 
to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

958-A 0.6 1.25 0.1 135 7 1.0 12 0.6 2.6 0.8 500 A. 5BD ' Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 135 - 20 7 1.0 0.035 0.6 958-A 

RK24 1.5 2.0 0.12 180 20 6.0 8.0 3.5 5.5 3.0 125 S. 4D Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 180 - 45 16.5 6.0 0.5 2.0 RK24 

6J6 1.5 6.3 0.45 300 30 16 32 2.2 1.6 0.4 250 B. 7BF Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 150 - 10 30 16 0.35 3.5 6J6 

9002 1.6 6.3 0.15 250 8 2.0 25 1.2 1.4 1.1 250 n 7TM Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 180 - 35 7 1.5 - 0.5 9002 

955 1.6 6.3 0.15 180 8 2.0 25 1.0 1.4 0.6 250 5BC Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 180 - 35 7 1.5 - 0.5 955 

HY114B 1.8 1.4 0.155 180 12 3.0 13 1.0 1.3 1.0 300 0. T-8AC 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 180 - 30 12 2.0 0.2 1.4 

HY114B 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 180 - 35 12 2.5 0.3 1.4 

3A5 , 2.0 
1.4 
2.8 

0.2 
0.11 

150 30 5.0 15 0.9 3.2 1.0 40 B. 7BC Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 150 - 35 30 5.0 0.2 2.2 3A5 

6F4 2.0 6.3 0.225 150 20 8.0 17 2.0 1.9 0.6 500 A. 7BR Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 150 

- 15 

20 7.5 0.2 1.8 6F4 550 

2000* 

HY24 2.0 2.0 0.13 180 20 4.5 9.3 2.7 5.4 2.3 60 S. 4D 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 180 - 45 20 4.5 0.2 2.7 

HY24 
Class-C Am . (Telephony) 180 - 45 20 4.5 0.3 2.5 

RK33' 2.5 2.0 0.12 250 20 6.0 10.5 3-2 3-2 2.5 60 S. T-7DA Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 250 - 60 20 6.0 0.54 3.5 RK33 

6N4 3.0 6.3 0.2 180 12 - 32 3.1 2.35 0.55 500 B. Fig. 40 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 180 - - - - - 6N4 

HY6J5GTX 3.5 6.3 0.3 330 20 4.0 20 4.2 3.8 5.0 60 O. 60 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 330 - 30 20 2.0 0.2 3.5 

HY6J5GTX 
Class-C Amp. ( Plate Mod.) 250 - 30 20 2.5 0.3 2.5 

2C22/7193 3.5 6.3 0.3 500 - - 20 2.2 3.6 0.7 --- O. 4AM Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) -- - - - - ---- 2C22/7193 

HY615 
HY-E1148 

3.5 6.3 0.175 300 20 4.0 20 1.4 1.6 1.2 300 0 T-8AG 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 300 - 35 20 2 .0 0.4 4.0 .' HY615 

HY-E1148 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 300 - 35 20 3.0 0.8 3.5 

GL 446A ' 
GL-446B , 

3.75 6.3 0.75 400 20 - 45 2.2 1.6 0.02 500 O. Fig. 19 Class -C Amp.-Oscillator 250 
GL-44 

GL-2C44 
GL-464A , 

5.0 6.3 0.75 500 40 - - 2.7 2.0 0.1 500 0. Fig. 17 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 250 - - - - - GL-464A 
GL-2C44 

6C4 5.0 6.3 0.15 300 25 8.0 17 1.8 1.6 1.3 150 B 6BG Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 300 - 27 25 7.0 0.35 5.5 6C4 

1626 5.0 12.6 0.25 250 25 8.0 5.0 3.2 4.4 3.4 30 O. 60 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 250 - 70 25 5.0 0.5 4.0 1626 

2c21 / 
RK33 , 

5.0 6.3 0.6 250 40 12 - 1.6 1.6 2.0 - S. T-70 A Class -C Amp. -Oscillator 250 - 60 40 12 1.0 7 
2C21/ 
RK33 

2C40 6.5 6.3 0.75 500 25 - 36 

48 

2.1 

2.9 

1.3 0.05 500 0. Fi-. 19 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 250 - 5 20 0.3 - 0.075 2C40 

2C43 12 6.3 0.9 500 40 - 1.7 0.05 1250 O. Fig. 19 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 470 7 - 38 7 -- 9 7 2C43 

2C26A 10 6.3 1.10 3500 ' - - 16.3 2.6 2.8 1.1 250 0. 4BB Pulse Oscillator 400 - 15 16 - - - 2C26A 

2C34/ 
RK34= 

10 6.3 0.8 300 80 20 13 3.4 2.4 0.5 250 M. T-7DC Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 300 - 36 80 20 1.8 16 
2C34/ 
RK34 

205D 14 4.5 1.6 400 50 10 7.2 5.2 4.8 3.3 6 M. 4D 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 400 -112 45 10 1.5 10 

205D 
Class-C Amp. ( Plate-Mod.) 350 -144 35 10 1.7 7.1 

2C25 15 7.0 1.18 450 60 15 8.0 6.0 8.9 3.0 - M. 4D 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 450 -100 65 15 3.2 19 

2C25 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 350 -100 50 12 2.2 1 

10Y 15 7.5 1.25 450 65 15 8 4.1 7.0 3.0 - M. 4D 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 450 -100 65 15 3.2 19 

10Y 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 350 -100 50 12 2.2 12 

843 15 2.5 2.5 450 40 7.5 7.7 4.0 4.5 4.0 6 M. SA 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 450 - 140 30 5.0 1.0 7.5 843 
Class-C Amp. ( Plate-Mod.) 350 -150 30 7.0 1.6 5.0 

RK59 , 15 6.3 1.0 500 90 25 25 5.0 9.0 1.0 - T-4D Class-C Amo.-Oscillator 500 - 60 90 14 1.3 32 RK59 

HY75 15 6.3 2.5 450 80 20 10 1.6 3.8 0.6 60 0. T-8AC 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 450 - 50 80 12 -- 21 HY75 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 450 - 60 80 12 • 



TABLE XV -TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

Cathode 
Max. 
Plate 

Voltage 

Max. 
Pl ate 

Current m 
Mo. 

Max. 

D.C. 
Grid 

Cu rrent 
Ma. 

A mp. 
Factor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances ()4µfd.) 

Max. 
Freq. Socket 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Curren 
mo. 

D.C. pprox. 
• 

Grid  
Curren 
Ma. 

Grid 
Driving 
power 

Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
power 

Watts 

Type Grid 
to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base Connec- 
Hans Volts Amps. 

1602 

841 

15 7.5 1.25 450 60 15 8.0 4.0 

4.0 

7.0 

7.0 

3.0 

3,0 

6 

6 

M. 

M. 

4D 

4D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 450 -115 55 15 3.3 13 
1602 Class-C Amp. ( Telephony) 350 -135 45 15 3.5 8.0 

15 7.5 . 1.25 30 
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 450 - 34 50 15 1.8 15 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 350 - 47 50 15 2.0 11  

19 

12 

841 

10 

BKI0 

10 
RK10 . 

RK100 , 

TUF-20  

1608 

310 

15 

15 

20 

20 

7.5 1.25 450 65 8.0 3.0 8.0 
- Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 450 -- 100 65 15 3.2 

4.0 
60 

M. 4D 
Class-C Amp. ( Telephony) 350 - 1DO 50 12 2.2 

6.3 0.9 150 250 40 23 19 3.0 - M.RK 
Class-C Oscillator 110 - 80 8.0 - 3.5 

100 

TUF -20 

1608 

Class-C Amplifier 110 -- 185 40 2.1 1 

40 

27 

6.3 2.75 750 75 20 10 1.8 1 3.6 0.095 250 O. T-8AC Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 75 

95 

20 

20 

1.5/2.5  

3.0 25 2.5 425 95 25 20 8.5 9.0 3.0 45 M. 4D Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 85 20 3.0 1 

20 7.5 1.25 600 70 15 8.0 4.0 7.0 2.2 6 M. 4D Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 65 15 4.0 25 
310 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 55 15 4.5 18 

801-A /801 20 7.5 1.25 600 70 15 8.0 4.5 6.0 1.5 60 M. 4D 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 600 -150 65 15 4.0 25 

801-A/801 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 500 -190 55 15 4.5 18 

11Y801-A 20 7.5 1.25 600 70 15 8.0 4.5 6.0 1.5 60 M. 40 Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 600 -200 70 15 4.0 30 
HY801-A 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 500 -200 60 15 4.5 22 

T20 20 7.5 1.75 750 85 25 20 4.9 5.1 0.7 60 M. 3G Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 - 85 85 18 3.6 44 
T20 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 750 -140 70 15 3.6 38 

TZ20 20 7.5 1.75 750 85 30 62 5.3 5.0 0.6 60 M. 3G Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 750 - 40 85 28 3.75 44 
TZ20 

Cla s-C Amp Plate-Mod 750 -100 70 23 4.8 38 
15E 20 5.5 4.2 10000 ' - - 25 1.4 1.15 0.3 600 N. T-4AF Oscillator at 400 Mc. 10000 4500' 3 1 - 10000 15E 

3-25A3 
25T 

25 6.3 3.0 2000 75 25 24 2.7 1.5 0.3 60 M . 3G 
2000 -130 63 18 4.0 100 

3-25A3 
25T 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 - 95 67 13 2.2 75 

1000 - 70 72 9 1.3 47 

3-25D3 
3C24 
24G 

25 6.3 3.0 2000 75 25 23 2.0 1.6 0.2 
2000 -170 63 17 4.5 100 3-25D3 

3C24 
24G 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 -110 67 15 3.1 75 
1.7 1.5 0.3 

60 S. 20 

1000 - 80 72 15 2.6 47 
3C28 25 6.3 3.0 2000 75 25 23 2.1 1.8 0.1 100 S. Fig. 56 Cla s-C Amp. Oscillator Characteristics same as 3C24 3C28 
3C34 25 6.3 3.0 2000 75 25 23 2.5 1.7 0.4 60 S. 3G Class-C Amp. Oscillator Characteristics same as 3C24 3C34 

RKII 25 6.3 3.0 750 105 35 20 7.0 7.0 0.9 60 M . 3G Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 - 120 105 21 3.2 55 
RK11 Class-C Amp. Plate- Mod. 600 -120 85 24 3.7 38 

RK12 25 6.3 3.0 750 105 100 7.0 7.0 0.9 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 -100 105 35 5.2 55 

RK12 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 600 -100 85 27 3.8 38 

HK24 25 6.3 3.0 2000 75 25 2.5 1.7 0.4 60 S. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -140 56 18 4.0 90 

HK24 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -145 50 25 5.5 60 

HY25 25 7.5 2.25 800 75 55 4.2 4.6 1.0 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 - 45 75 15 2.0 42 

HY25 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 700 -- 45 75 17 5.0 39 

8025 

HY3OZ 

30 

6.3 1.92 

65 

2.7 2.8 0.35 500 M. 4AQ 

Class-C Amp. ( Grid. Mod.) 1000 -135 50 4 3.5 20 

8025 

HY3OZ 

20 1000 65 20 18 Class-C Amp. ( Plate Mod.) 800 -105 40 10.5 1.4 22 
30 

30 

80 20 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 - 90 50 14  

25 

1.6 

2.5 

35 

58 6.3 2.25 850 90 87 6.0 4.9 1.0 60 M. T-4BE 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 850 - 75 90 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 700 - 75 90 25 3.5 47 
HY3IZ , 
HY1231Z , 30 500 

6.3 3.5 
150 30 45 5.0 .5 1.9 60 M. T-40 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 500 - 45 150 25 2.5 56 HY3I Z 

HY123IZ 12.6 1.7 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 400 - 100 150 30 3.5 45 



TABLE XV - TRIODE TRAI•ISMITTING TUBES- Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
W ets 

r Cathode 
Max. 
Plate 

Voltage 

Max. 
.. ... 
r.ch 

Current 
Ma. 
m  

Max. 
D.C. 
Grid 

Current 
Ma. 

A 
-mil' Factor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances (iimfd.) 

r 

Max.pprox. 
F 

;AT.. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base 
Socket 
Conner - 
dons 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
ma. 

D.C.0C  
Grid 

Current 
Ma. 

Grid 
Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

Type 
Grid 
to 

Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

Volts Amps. 

316A 30 2.0 3.65 450 80 12 6.5 1.2 1.6 0.8 500 N. -- 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 450 --  80 12 316A 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 400 - - 80 12 - 6.5 

809 30 6.3 2.5 1000 125 ---v- 50 5.7 6.7 0.9 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 - 75 100 25 3.8 75 809 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 750 - 60 100 32 4.3 SS 

1623 30 6.3 2.5 1000 100 25 20 5.7 6.7 0.9 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp.-Osc.11otor 1000 - 90 100 20 3.1 

75 1623 
55 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 750 -125 100 20 4.0 

53A 35 5.0 12.5 15000 -- - 35 3.6 1.9 0.4 N. T-48 Oscillator at 300 Mc. Approximately 50 watts output . 53A 

RK30 1 35 7.5 3.25 1250 80 -25 15 2.75 2.5 2.75 60 M. 2D 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -180 90 18 5.2 85 

81(30Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -200 80 15 4.5 60 

800 35 7.5 3.25 1250 80 25 15 2.75 2.5 2.75 60 M. 2D 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -175 70 15 4 .0 65 800 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -200 70 15 4.0 50 

1628' 40 3.5 3.25 1000 60 15 23 2.0 2.0 0.4 500 N. T-468 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1000 - 65 50 IS 1.7 35 

1628 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 800 -100 40 II 1.6 22 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 -120 50 3.5 5.0 20 

8012 
GI-8012-A 

40 6.1 2.0 1000 80 20 18 
2.7 2.8 0.35 

500 N. T-488 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1000 - 90 SO 14 1.6 35 
8012 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 800 -105 40 10.5 1.4 22 
GI. 8012 A 

2.7 2.5 0.4 Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 -135 50 4.0 3.5 20 

RK18 , 40 7.5 3.0 1250 100 40 18 6.0 4.8 1.8 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -160 100 12 2.8 93 

64 
RK19 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -160 80 13 3.1 

RK31 40 7.5 3.0 1250 100 35 170 7.0 1.0 2.0 30 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 - 80 100 30 3.0 90 RK31 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 - 80 100 28 3.5 70 

HY40 40 7.5 2.25 1000 125 25 25 6.1 5.6 1.0 60 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 - 90 125 20 5.0 94 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 850 - 90 125 25 5.0 82 HY40 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 -- 125 - -- 20 

HY4OZ 40 7.5 2.6 1000 125 30 80 6.2 6.3 0.8 60 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 - 27 125 25 5.0 94 

HY4OZ 

T40 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 850 - 30 100 30 7.0 82 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 - 60 

150 

- 

28 

- 

9.0 

20 

158 
T40 40 7.5 2.5 1500 150 40 25 4.5 4.8 0.8 60 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 -140 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -115 115  20 5.25 104 

TZ40 40 7.5 2.5 1500 „ 150 45 62 4.8 5.0 0.8 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 - 90 150 38 10 165 TZ40 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -100 125 30 7.5 116 

HYS7 40 6.3 2.25 850 110 25 50 4.9 5.1 1.7 60 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 850 - 48 110 15 2.5 70 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 700 - 45 90 17 5.0 47 HY57 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 850 -- 70 -. -. 20 

756' 40 7.5 2.0 850 110 25 8.0 3.0 7.0 2.7 •-• M. 40 Class-C Amplifier 850 -- 110 25 -- -- 756 

830' 40 10 2.15 750 110 18 8.0 4.9 9.9 2.2 15 M. 40 
Class-C Amplifier 750 -180 110 18 7.0 55 830 
Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 -200 50 2.0 3.0 15 

3-50A4 
3-50A4 
35T 
3-5004 
33TG 

50 5.0 4.0 2000 150 50 39 
4.1 

2.5 

1.8 

1.8 

0.3  

0.4 

100 

100 

M.   

M. 

3G 

20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -135" 125 45 13 200 
35T 

Class C Amp. Plate Mod. 1500 -120 100 30 5.0 120 3-5004 
35TG Grid Modulated Amp. 2000 -400 60 3.0 3.0 50 

8010-R 50 6.3 2.4 1350 150 20 30 2.3 1.5 0.07 350 N. - Class-C Amplifier -. -..- -. -. - - 8010.g 

RK32' 50 7.5 3.25 1250 100 25 11 2.5 3.4 0.7 100 M. 2D 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -225 100 14 4.8 90 RK32 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -110 100 21 8.7 70 



TABLE XV- TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES-Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
portion 
watts 

Cathode 
Max. 
Plate 

Voltage 

Max. 
Plate 

Current 
ma • 

Max. 
D.C. 
Grid 

Current 
Ma. 

Amp. 
Factor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances (Md.) 

Max. 
Freq. 

Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base 
Socket 
Conner- 
fions 

Plate 
Typical Operation Voltage 

Grid 
Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

D.C. 
Grid 

Current 
Ma 
' 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

120 

Type 

RK3S 

Volts Amps. 
Grid 
to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 

to 
Fil. 

RK35, 50 7.5 4.0 1500 125 20 9.0 3.5 2.7 0.4 60 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -250 115 IS 5.0 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -250 100 14 4.6 93 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 - 180 37 - 2.0 25 

RK37 SO 7.5 4.0 1500 125 35 28 3.5 3.2 0.2 60 M. 20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -130 115 30 7.0 122 

RK37 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -150 100 23 5.6 90 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 - 50 50 - 2.4 26 
___ 

3-50G2 
UH50 

50 7.5 3.25 1250 125 25 10.6 2.2 2.6 0.3 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -225 125 20 7.5 115 

UHSO Class-C AMP. Plate-Mod. 1250 - 325 125 20 10 115 
Grid-Modulated Amp. 1250 -200 60 2.0 3.0 25 

UH51 50 5.0 6.5 2000 175 25 10.6 2.2 2.3 0.3 60 M. 20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -500 150 20 15 225 

UHS1 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -400 165 20 15 200 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 -400 85 2.0 8.0 65 

HK54 50 5.0 5.0 3000 150 30 27 1.9 1.9 0.2 100 M. 20 

Closs-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -290 100 25 10 I 250 

HK54 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2500 -250 100 20 MICIMI 210 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 2000 -150 39 1.5 3.0 28 

HK154 , 50 5.0 6.5 1500 175 30 6.7 4.3 5.9 1.1 60 M. 20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -590 167 20 15 200 

HK154 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -460 170 20 12 162 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 -450 52 - 5.0 28 

HK158 50 12.6 

7.5 

2.5 

3.25 

2000 200 

1250 100 

40 25 4.7 4.6 1.0 . 2D 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2000 -150 125 25 6.0 200 

HK 158 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -140 105 25 5.0 170 

WE304A, 
304B 

50 25 11 2.0 2.5 0.7 100 M. 2D 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -200 100 - --.--. 83 WE304A 

3048 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -180 100 65 

356A 50 5.0 5.0 1500 120 35 50 2.25 2.75 1.0 60 N. T-480 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 - 60 100 ---•-• - 100 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -100 100 35 - 85 
356A 

808 50 7.5 4.0 1500 150 35 47 5.3 2.8 0.15 30 M. 20 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -200 125 30 9.5 140 

808 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -225 100 32 10.5 105 

834 50 7.5 3.1 1250 100 20 10.5 2.2 2.6 0.6 100 M. 20 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -225 90 15 4.5 75 

034 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -310 90 17.5 6.5 58 

841A f 50 10 2.0 1250 150 30 14.6 3.5 9.0 E2.S I - M. 3G Class-C Amplifier 85 841A 

841SW 50 10 2.0 1000 150 30 14.6 I - 9.0 - M. 3G Class-C Amplifier 8415W 

T55 55 7.5 3.0 1500 150 40 20 5.0 3.9 1.2 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -170 150 18 6.0 170 

T55 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -195 125 15 5.0 145 

811 55 6.3 4.0 1500 150 50 160 5.5 3.5 0.6 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -113 150 35 8.0 170 

811 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -125 125 50 11 120 

812 55 6.3 4.0 1500 150 35 29 5.3 5.3 0.8 M. 

M. 

M. 

3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -175 150 25 6.5 170 812 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -125 125 25 6.0  120   

RK51 60 7.5 3.75 1500 150 40 20 6.0 6.0 2.5 60 3G 

1.- 

! 3G 
I 

1 20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -250 150 31 13 170 

RKS1 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -200 105 17 4.5 96 

I Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 - 139 60 0.4 2.3 128 

RKS2 60 7.5 3.75 1500 130 50 170 6.6 12 2.2 60 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -120 130 40 7.0 135 

RKS2 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -120 115 47 

50 

8.5 102 

T-60 
HF60 

60 10 2.5 1600 150 50 20 5.5 5.2 2.5 
60 

M. 
30 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 -150 150 9.0 100 T-60 
klF60 



TABLE XV- TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES - Continued 

Type 

Max' 
Plate 
Dissi 
potion 
Watts 

60 

Cathode 
Max• 

Plate 
Voltage 

Max. 
Plate 

Current 
m  a' 

Max. 
D.C. 

Grid 
C Current 
Ma. 

Am p 
Fodor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances (µ04:1.) 

Max. 
Freq. 
Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Bose 
Socket 
Conner- 
'ions 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

D.C. 
Grid 

Current 
ma 
' 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 

er Power 
Watts 

86 

Type 

826 

Volts Amps. 
Grid 
to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

826 7.9 4.0 1000 125 40 31 3.7 2.9 1.4 250 N. T-9A 

Class-C Amp-Oscillator 1000 - 70 125 35 5.8 
Class-C Amp. Plote•Mod. 800 - 98 94 35 6.2 53 
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 1000 - 50 65 8.5 3.7 22 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 -125 65 9.5 8.2 25 

830B 
930B 

60 10 2.0 1000 150 30 25 5.0 11 1.8 15 M. 3G 

Closs-C Amp.-Oscillator 1000 -110 140 30 7.0 90 
83011 
930B 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 800 - ISO 95 20 5.0 50 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1000 - 35 85 6.0 6.0 26 

HYS1A 
HYS1B 

65 
10 2.25 

1000 175 25 25 6.5 7.0 1.1 60 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 - 75 175 20 7.5 131 
HY51A 
HY518 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -67.5 130 15 7.5 104 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 - 100 - - 33 

HY51 Z 65 7.5 3.5 1000 175 35 85 7.9 7.2 0.9 60 M. T-4BE 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 -22.5 175 35 10 131 

HY51Z Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 - 30 150 35 10 104 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1000 - 100 - -.-- 33 

UH35 1 70 5.0 4.0 1500 150 35 30 1.4 1.6 0.2 60 M. 3G 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -170 150 30 7.0 170 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -120 100 30 5.0 120 
UH35 

V70 
V708 

70 10 2. 5 1500 140 25 14 50 ..0 9 2. 3 - 
J. 
M. 

T-3AB 
3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -215 130 6.0 3.0 140 V70 
V706 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -250 130 6.0 3.0 120 

V70A 
V70C 

70 10 2 . 5 1500 140 20 25 5 . 0 9 . 5 2.0 - J. 

M. 

T..3A8 

3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 -110 140 30 7.0 90 V70A 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 800 -150 95 20 5.0 50 V70C 

50T 1 75 5.0 6.0 3000 100 30 12 2.0 2.0 0.4 - M. 20 Class-C Amplifier 3000 -600 100 25 - 250 SOT 

3-75A3 
75TH 
3-75A2 
75T1. 

75 5.0 6.25 3000 225 
40 20 2.7 2.3 0.3 

40 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 2000 -200 150 32 10 225 3-75A3 
75T14 
3-75A2 
ISTL 35 12 2.6 2.4 0.4 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -300 150 21 8 225 

14F75 75 10 3.25 2000 120 - 12.5 - 2.0 - 75 M. 20 Class-C Oscillator-Amp. 2000 - 120 - - 150 HF75 

TW75 75 7.5 4.15 2000 175 60 20 3.35 1.5 0.7 60 M. 2D 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2000 -175 150 37 12.7 225 

TW75 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -260 125 32 13.2 198 

T-100 
HF100 

75 10 2.0 1500 150 30 23 3.5 4.5 1.4 30 M. 20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -200 150 18 6.0 170 
T-100 
HF100 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -250 110 21 8.0 105 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 -280 72 1.5 6.0 42 

11114 75 10 2.25 1500 160 - 23 - 4.6 - 25 M. 2D Class-C Osc.-Amp. 1500 - 160 - - 175 111H 

ZB120 75 10 2.0 1250 160 40 90 5.3 5.2 3.2 30 J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -135 160 23 5.5 145 

ZB120 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -150 120 21 5.0 95 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1250 - 95 8.0 1.5 45 

3278  

242A 

75 

85 

10.5 

10 

10.6 15000 - - 30 3.4 2.45 0.3 - N. T-4A0 -------3278 

3.25 1250 150 50 12.5 6.5 13 4.0 6 J. 4E 
Class.0 Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -175 150 - - 130 

242A 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -160 150 50 - 100 

284D 85 10 3.25 1250 150 100 4.8 6.0 8.3 5.6 - J. 4E 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -500 150 --- - 125 

284D 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -450 150 50 - l 100 

812-H 

8005 

85 6.3 4.0 1750 200 45 

45 

- 

20 

5.3 

6.4 

5.3 

5.0 

0.8 30 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 
1750 -175 170 26 6.5 225 

812-H 
1250 -125 125 25 5.0 116 

Class-C Amp. (Plate-Mod.) 
1500 -125 165 21 6.0 180 

1250 -125 125 25 6.0 120 

85 10 3.25 1500 200 1.0 60 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 -130 200 32 7.5 220 

8005 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -195 190 28 9.0 170 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1500 - 80 83 1.0 5.0 45 



TABLE XV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

Cathode 
Max ' 

Plate 
Voltage 

Max 
Plate 

Current 
ma 
' 

Max. 

. 
-Grid. 
Current 
Ma. 

Amp. 
Factor 

lnterelectrode 
Capacitances (µµfd.) 

Max. 
Freq. 
Mc. 
Fall 

Ratings 

Base 
Socket 
Connec- 
lions 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
ma 
' 

D.C.pprox. 
C' 

Grid 
Current 

M '''' 

Grid 
Driving 
Power 

Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 

Watts 

Type 

Volts Amps. 
Grid 
to 
Fit. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

V-70-D 85 7.5 3.25 1750 200 45 - 4.5 4.5 1.7 30 M. 3G 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 
1750 -100 170 19 3.9 225 

V-70-D 
1500 - 90 165 19 3.9 195 

Class-C Amp. ( Plate-Mod.) 
1500 - 90 165 19 3.7 185 

1250 - 72 127 16 2.6 122 

RK36 1 

RK38 , 

100 

100 

5.0 8.0 3000 165 35 14 4.5 5.0 1.0 60 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -360 150 30 15 200 

RK36 
Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 2000 -360 150 30 15 200 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 2000 -270 72 1.0 3.5 42 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 2000 -180 75 3.0 10 50 

5.0 8.0 3000 165 40 - 4.6 4.3 0.9 60 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -200 160 30 10 225 

RK38 
Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 2000 -200 160 30 10 225 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 2000 -150 80 2.0 5.5 60 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 2000 -100 75 2.0 7.0 55 

3-100A4 
100TH 

100 5.0 6.3 3000 225 60 40 2.9 2.0 0.4 40 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -200 165 51 18 400 

3-100A4 
100TH 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -210 167 45 18 400 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 3000 - 70 50 2.0 5.0 50 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 3000 -400 70 3.0 7.0 100 

3-100A2 
100TL 

100 5.0 6.3 3000 225 50 14 2.3 2.0 0.4 40 M. 2D 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -400 165 30 20 400 

3-100A2 
100TL 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -600 167 35 18 400 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 3000 -280 50 1.0 5.0 .50 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 3000 -560 60 2.0 7.0 90 
VT127A 100 5.0 10.4 3000 - 30 15.5 2.7 2.3 0.35 150 N. T-4B Class-C Amp.-Oscillator Characteristics similar to 100TL T127A 
227A 100 10.5 10.7 15000 , - -- 31 3.0 2.2 0.30 - N. T-4B Oscillator at 200 Mc. 15000 1200. 10 3 -- 50000' 227A 
327A 100 10.5 10.7 15000 , - 31 3.4 2.3 0.35 - N. T-4AD Oscillator at 200 Mc. 15000 1200. 10 3 - 500006 327A 

HK254 100 5.0 7.5 4000 200 40 25 3.3 3.4 1.1 50 J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 4000 -380 120 35 20 475 

HK254 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 - 290 135 40 23 320 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 3000 -125 51 2.0 3.0 54 
Grid-Modulated Amp. 3000 - 51 3.0 4.0 58 

RK58 100 10 3.25 1250 175 70 - 8.5 6.5 10.5 --- J. T-3AB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 - 90 150 30 6.0 130 

RK58 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -135 150 50 16 100 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 - 106 15 6.0 42.5 

HF120 100 10 3.25 1250 175 - 12 - 10.5 - 20 J - Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1250 - 175 - - 150 HF120 
HF125  

HF140  

203A 
303A 

100 

100 

10 

10 

3.25 

3.25 

1500 175 - 25 - 11.5 - 30 J. - Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 - 175 - --. 200 HFI25 
1250 175 12 - 12.5 - 15 J. - Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1250 175 - - 150 FI F 140 

100 10 3.25 1250 175 60 25 6.5 14.5 5.5 15 J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -125 150 25 7.0 130 
203A 
303A 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1000 -135 150 50 14 100 

Class-B Amp. ( Telephony) 1250 - 45 105 3.0 3.0 42.5 

203H 100 10 3.25 1500 175 60 25 6.5 11.5 1.5 15 J. T-3AB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -200 170 12 3.8 200 

203H Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1250 -160 167 19 5.0 160 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1500 - 48 100 3.0 2.0 52 

211 
311 
835 , 

100 10 3.25 1250 175 50 12 6.0 
6.0 

14.5 
9.25 

5.5 
5.0 

15 J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -225 150 18 7.0 130 211 
311 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1000 -260 150 35 14 100 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 -100 106 1.0 7.5 42.5 835 

242B 
342B 

100 10 25 3.... 1250 150 50 125 70 136 6.0 6 J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -175 150 - - 130 
242B 

 342B  
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -160 150 50 

 342B  100 

50 Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 - 80 120 - - 



TABLE XV- TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES-Continued 

r - 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 

Cathode 
Max. 
Plate 

Voltage 

Max 
Plate 

CumrrOent 

• 

Max. 

Grid 
Current 
Ma. 

Amp. 
Factor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances ( Ed.) 

Max.pprox. 
Freq. 
Mc. 
Full 

Rating 

Base   
Socket 
C - 
Hens 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Mo. 

D.C.D'C' 
...Grid 
Current 
Ma. 
' 

Grid 
Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

T Vim 
Grid 
to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

Dissi- 
potion 
W atts Volts Amps. 

242C 100 10 3.25 1250 150 50 12.5 6.1 13.0 4.7 6 J. 

Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 1250 -175 150 - -- 130 

242C 4E Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -160 150 50 - 100 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 1250 - 90 120 - - 50 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -175 125 - 100 

261A 
36IA 

100 10 3.25 1250 150 50 12 6.5 9.0 4.0 30 L 4E Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -160 150 50 
- 

„„ 1" 261A 
361A 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 -100 125 - - 50 

276A 
376A 

100 10 3.0 1250 125 50 12 6.0 9.0 4.0 30 J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -175 125 -- - 100 
276A 
376A Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -160 125 50 - 85 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 -100 125 - - 50 

2846 100 10 3.25 1250 150 100 5.0 4.2 7.4 5.3 -•-• J. T-3AB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -500 150 - - 125 

2846 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -430 150 SO - 100 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 -270 120 - - SO 

295A 100 10 3.25 1250 175 50 25 6.5 14.5 5.5 --.- J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 -125 150 - - 125 

295A Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -125 150 50 --. 100 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 - 75 105 - -. 42.5 

838 
938 

10010 3.25 1250 175 70 -... 6.5 8.0 5.0 30 J. 4E 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 - 90 150 30 6.0 130 
838 
938 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1000 -135 150 60 16 100 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 0 106 15 6.0 42.5  

852 100 10 3.25 3000 150 40 12 1.9 2.6 1.0 30 Ms 20 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -600 85 15 12 165 

852 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 2000 -500 67 30 23 75 

Class- II Amp. (Telephony) 3000 -250 43 0 7.0 40   

8003 100 10 3.25 1500 250 50 12 5.8 11.7 3.4 30 J. T-3AB 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1350 -180 245 35 ,.. II 250 

8003 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1100 -260 200 40 15 167 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1350 -110 110 1.5 8 50   

3X100All 
2C39  

100 6.3 1.1 1000 60 40 100 6.5 1.95 0.03 SOO N. ---- "Grid Isolation" Circuit 600 - 35 60 40 5.0 20 3X100All 
2C39 

3C22  125 6.3 2.0 1000 150 70 40 4.9 2.4 0.05 500 0. Fig. 30 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1000 -200 150 70 - 65 3C22 

4C36 125 5 7.5 4000 - - 29  

14.5 

3.2 3.0 0.4 60 J. Fig. 56 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator .---. - .---- - 18 480 4C36 

F-123-A 
DR-123C 

125 10 4.0 2000 300 75 6.5 8.5 3.3 - J. Fig. 26 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -250 250 30 11 300 
F-123-A 
DR 123C Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -290 160 25 10 200 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1500 -100 120 1 6 65.5 

RK57/805 125 10 3.25 1500 210 70 -- 6.5 8.0 5.0 30 J. T-3AB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -105 200 40 8.5 215 

RK57/805 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1250 -160 160 60 16 140 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 1500 - 10 115 15 7.5 57.5  

T125 125 10 4.5 2500 250 60 25 6.3 6.0 1.3 60 J. T 3AC 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2500 -200 240 31 11 475 

1125 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -215 200 28 10 320 

HF130  125 10 3.25 1250 210 - 12.5 --- 9.0 - 20 J. - Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1250 -210 - - - 170 HFI30 

HF150  125 10 3.25 1500 210 .-- 12.5 --a- 7.2 - 30 J. - Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1500 - 210 --.- - 200 HFISO 

HF175 125 10 4.0 2000 250 - 18 6.3 25 J. - Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2000 --- 250 - -.- 300 HF 175  

GL146 125 10 3.25 1500 200 60 75 7.2 9.2 3.9 15 J. T-48G 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1250 -150 180 30 - 150 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -200 160 40 - 100 GL146 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 1250 0 132 - - 55   

01.152 125 10 3.25 1500 200 60 25 7.0 8.8 4.0 15 J. T-4BG 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 1250 -150 180 30 - 150 

GL152 
-Crlass-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 -200 160 30 - 100 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1250 - 40 132 - - 55 



TABLE XV- TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES-Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
station 
Watts 

Cathode 
Max. Max 

Plate Current 
ta 
Ma. 

Max. 

Grid 
Current 
Ma. 

Ani g' 
Factor 

In erelectrodo 
Capacitances (npfd.) Max' Freq. 

Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base 
Socket 
Conner- 
tiens 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

D.C. 
Grid 

Current 
Ma. ' 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 

Durgur 
Power 
Watts 

TIM. Volts Amps. 

Plate 
Voltage Grid 

to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

805 125 10 3.25 1500 210 70 40/60 8.5 6.5 10.5 30 J. T-3AB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 -105 200 40 8.5 215 

805 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -160 160 60 16 140 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 1500 - 10 115 15 7.5 57.3 

3X150A3 
3C37  

150 6.3 2.5 1000 - - 23 4.2 3.5 0.6 500 N. -.•••, - - - - - -• -- 3X150A3 
3C37 150T r 150 5.0 10 3300 230 50 13 3.0 3.5 0.5 --- J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -600 200 35 -- 450 ISOT 3-130A3 

152TH 
3-150A2 
152TL  

150 5/10 
12.51/ 
6.25 "" 4" 

85 20 5.7 4.5 0.8 
40 J. 4BC  

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -300 250 70 27 600 3-150A3 
152TH 
3-150A2 
1521I. 

75 12 4.5 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -400 250 40 20 
6gg 

TW150 150 10 4.1 3000 200 60 35 3.9 2.0 0.8 -- J. T-3AC 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 3000 -170 200 45 17 

470 TW130 
400 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -260 165 40 17 

HK252-1. 150 5/10 13/6.5 3000 SOO 75 10 7.0 5.0 0.4 125 N. T-41IF 
Class-C Amp. -Oscillator 3000 -400 230 30 15 610 

HK252-I. Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2500 -350 250 35 16 500 

HF200 
HV18  

150 10-11 3.4 2500 200 SO 18 5.2 5.8 1.2 20 J. T-3AC 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2500 -300 200 18 8.0 380 

HF200 
HV18 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -350 160 20 9.0 250 
Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 2500 -140 90 - 4.0 80 

HD203A 150 10 4.0 2000 230 60 25 - 12 -- 15 J. T-3A8 Class-C Amplifier -----375 110203A 
HF250 150 10.5 4.0 2500 200 - 18 -- 5.8 - 20 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2500 - 200 -- - 375 HF250 

HK3S4 
HK354C 

130 5.0 10 4000 300 50 14 4.5 3.8 1.1 30 J. T 3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 4000 -690 245 50 48 830 
HK354 

HK354C 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -350 210 50 35 525 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 3000 -205 78 2.0 10 82 
Grid-Modulated AMP. 3000 -400 78 3.0 12 85 

HK354D 150 5.0 10 4000 300 55 22 4.5 3.8 1.1 30 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3500 -490 240 50 38 690 
HK354D Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3300 -425 210 55 36 525 

HK354E 150 5 .0 10 4000 300 60 35 4.5 3.8 1.1 30 J. T 3AC Class C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3500 -448 240 60 43 690 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -437 210 60 45 525 

HK354E 

HK354F 150 5.0 10 4000 300 75 30 4.5 3.8 1.1 30 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3500 -368 250 73 50 720 
HK354F Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -312 210 75 43 325 

810 
1627 150 

10 
5.0 

4.5 
9.0 

2250 275 70 36 8.7 4.8 12 30 J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2250 -160 275 40 12 475 
olo 

1627 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1800 -200 250 SO 17 335 

Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 2250 - 70 100 2.0 4.0 75 
Grid-Modulated Amp. 2250 -140 100 2.0 4.0 75 

8000 

_ 

RK63 
RK63A 

- 

150 10 4.5 2250 275 40 16.5 5.0 6.4 3.3 30 J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2250 -210 275 25 9.0 475 

8000 
Class-C Amp. . Plate-Mod 1800 -320 250 20 8 . 8 335 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 2250 -145 100 0 5.4 75 
Grid-Modulated Amp. 2250 -265 100 o 2.5 75 

200 
5.0 
6.3 

10 

14 Class-B 
3000 250 60 37 2.7 3.3 1.1 •-•-- J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -200 233 45 17 525 
RK63 

RK63A 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2500 -200 205 50 19 403 

AMP. (Telephony) 3000 -150 100 1.0 12 100 
Grid-Modulated Amo. 3000 -250 100 7.0 12.5 100 

T200 
- 

200 10 3.75 2500 350 80 16 9.5 7.9 1.6 30 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. (ra Telegpy ) 2500 -280 330 54 25 h685 
T200 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -260 330 54 23 460 

F-127 - A 200 10 4.0 3330 325 70 38 13 4 13 - J. Fig. 26 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3300 -250 250 47 18 600 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2500 -300 200 58 25.2 420 

F 127 A 



TABLE XV - TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

Cathode 
Max. 
Plate 

Voltage 

Max 
Plate 

Curr nt 
Mae 
' 

Max. 

Grid 
Curren 
Ma. 

Amp. 
Factor 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances (tipfd.) 

Max. 
Freq. 

Mc. 
Full 

6 . 
"'an;"' 

Base 

-   

Socket 
Connec- 
tiens 

Typical Operation 
Plate 

Voltage 
Grid 

Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Mo. 

D'C' 
Grid 

Current 
Ma • 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx 
Comer 

Output 
Power 
Watts 

T yPe 

Volts Amps. 

Grid 
to 
Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

822 
8225 200 10 4.0 2500 300 60 30 8.5 13.5 2.1 

20 
30 ' 

T-3A8 
T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2500 -190 300 51 17 600 822 
8225 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 - 75 250 43 13.7 405 

4C32 

GL-592 

200 10 4.5 3000 300 60 30 

24 

5.5 5.8 1.1 60 J. T-3AC 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2000 -165 275 20 10 400 

4C32 

GL 

Class-C Amp. ( Plate-Mod.) 2000 -200 250 20 15 

18 

375   

425 
200 10 5.0 3500 250 50 3.6 3.3 0.41 110 N. Fig. 52 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2600 -240 250 45 

Class-C Amp. (Plate-Mod.) 2000 -500 250 50 - -  

600 

-592 

4C34 
HF300 

4C34 
HF300 

200 11-12 4.0 

4.0 

3000 275 60 23 6.0 6.5 1.4 
60 

J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -400 250 28 16 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -300 250 36 17 385 
20 Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 2500 -100 120 0.5 6.0 105 

1814 
HV12 

200 10 2500 200 60 

60 

12 8.5 12.8 1.7 30 T-3AB 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2500 -240 300 30 10 575 T814 

HV12 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -370 330 40 20 485 

1822 
HV27 

200 1 4 .0 2500 300 27 8.5 13.5 2.1 30 J. T-3A8 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2500 -175 300 50 15 585 
11322 
HV27 

806 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -195 250 45 15 400 

Class-11 Amp. (Telephony) 2500 - 95 125 5.0 8.0 110   

780 

460 806 225 5.0 10 3300 

4000 

300 50 12.6 6.1 4.2 1.1 30 J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3300 -600 300 40 34 

24 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -670 195 27 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 3300 -280 102 

350 

---- 10.3 115 

3-250A4 
250TH 

250 5.0 10.5 350 100 37 5.0 2.9 0.7 40 J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -120 100 34  

42 

750 

750 3-250A4 
250TH 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -210 330 75 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 3000 - 80 125 4.0 15 125 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 3000 -160 . 125 4.5 20 125 

3-250A2 
25071 

250 5.0 10.5 4000 350 50 14 3.7 

11 

3.1 

17.6 

0.7 40 J. T-3AC 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -350 335 45 29 750  

750 3-250A2 
25011. 

GL159 

GL169 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3000 -350 335 45 29 

Class - II Amp. (Telephony) 3000 -225 125 2.0 15 125 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 3000 -450 125 2.0  

17 

15  

6.0 

125   

620 

GL159 250 10 9.6 2000 400 100 20 5.0 15 J. T-411G 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2000 -200 400 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -240 400 23 9.0 450 

Class-11 Amp. (Telephony) 2000 - 90 190 -  

42 

I 45 

2.5  

10  

10 

130  

620  

450 GL169 

204A 
304A 

250 10 

250 11 

9.6 

3.85 

2000 400 100 85 11.5 19 4.7 15 J. T-48G 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 2000 -100 400 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -100 400 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 2000 - 10  

-200 

190 

250 30 

3.5 

15 

130 

2500 

2250 

275 

325 

80 

75 

23 12.5 15 2.3 N. T-1A 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2500 450 
204A 
304A Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -250 250  35 

160 - 

20 

15 

350  

100  

800 
800 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 2500 - 70 

3088 308B 

HK454H 

250 14 

250 5.0 

2-567-5.0 

4.0 8.0 13.6 17.4 9.3 1.5 N. T-2A Class-C Amplifier 
3500 
2000 

-600 
-300 

300 60 
500 - 

- 
- 

11 

11 

5000 

5000 

375 85 30 4.6 3.4 1.4 100 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1750 -400 300 -  

75 

350  

250 

HK454H 

HK454-1. HK454-I. 375 60 12 4.6 3.4 1.4 100 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 -320 300 

212E 
2418 
312E 

275 14 4.0 3000 350 75 16 14.9 18.8 8.6 1.5 N. 
T-2A 
T-2AA 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 1750 -230 215 - - 125 212E 
2418 

312E 

Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 3500 -275 270 60 28 760 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 3500 -450 270 45 30 760 

300T I 300 8.0 11.5 

26/13 

3500 350 75 16 4.0 4.0 0.6 J. T-3AC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -225 300 - - 400 300T 

HK304-1. 300 5/10 3000 1000 150 10 12 9.0 0.8 - N. T-4BF 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1500 -200 300 75  

- .- 

300 

200 
HK304 L 

Class-11 Amp. (Telephony) 2000 -120 300 

527 300 5.5 135.0 20000. - - 38 19.0 12.0 1.4 200 N. T-48 Oscillator at 200 Mc. Approximately 250 watts output 527 



TABLE XV- TRIODE TRANSMITTING TUBES-Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi 
potion 
wan. 

Cathode 
Max. 

.. 
Pie- Voltage 

4000 

Max. 
Plate 

Current 
Ma. 

600 

Max. 
D.C. 
,;., 
'''`'' Curren 
Ma. 

100 

Amp. 
Factor 

22 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances (add.) Max. 

F. 1. 

Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base 
Socket 
Connec- Typical Operation 
'sons 

Plate 
Voltage 

Grid 
Voltage 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

D.C. 
Grid 

Curren 
Ma* 

Approx. Approx. 
 Grid Carrier 

Driving Output 
Power Power 
Watts Watts 

Type 
Volts 

7.5 

Amps. 

15 

Grid 
to 
Fil. 

6.2 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

HK654 300 5.5 1,5 20 J. 

N. 

T.3AC 

Cless-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -380 507 75 57 720  
70 655 Clots-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 -365 450 110 

Class-8 Amp. (Telephony) 3500 -137 150 13 13 210 
HK654 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 3500 -210 150 15 15 210 
3-300A3 
304TH 
3-300A2 
304TL 

833A 

270A 

849 1 

300 5/10 25/12.5 3000 900 
170 20 13.5 10.2 0.7 40 T-4LIF Class-C Amplifier 1500 -125 667 115 25 700 3-303A3 

304TH 
3-300A2 
304TL 

150 12 8.5 .9.1 0.6 40 N. T-413F Class-C Amplifier 1500 -250 665 90 33 700 

300 10 10 3000 500 100 35 12.3 6.3 8.5 30 N. T-1AB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 -200 475 65 25 740 

833A Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 2500 -300 335 75 30 635 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 3000 - 70 150 2.0 10 160 

350 10 4.0 3000 375 75 16 18 21 2.0 7.5 N. T-IA 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 -375 350 -- -- 700 

270A Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2250 -300 300 80 - 450 
Class-B Amp. (Telephony) 3000 -180 175 - - 175 

400 11 

11 

5.0 2500 350 125 19 17 33.5 3.0 3 N. T-1A 
Class-C Ama. (Telegraphy) 2500 -250 300 20 8.0 560 

849 

831 

Class-C ATO. (Telephony) 2700 -300 300 30 14 425 
Class-B Amo. (Telephony) 2500 -125 216  1.0 12  

30 
180  

590 
8311 400 10 3500 350 75 14.5 3.8 4.0 1.4 .-e- N. T-IAA 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3500 -401 275 40 
Class-C Amo. ( Telephony) 3000 -505 200 60 50 360 
Class-B Amp. ( Telephony) 3500 -220 146 -- -- 160 

• Cathode resistor in ohms. I Discontinued 
.1Twin triode. Values, except interelement capacities, 

are for both sections in push-pull. 

Output at 112 Mc. 
• Grid-leak resistor in ohms. 
Max. peak volts, plate pulsed. 

TABLE XVI-TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES 

Type 

3A4 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi-
potion 
Wags 

Cathode 

Volts 

2.0 
1.4 
2.8 

Amps. 

Max. Max. 
Plate Screen 
Volt- Volt-
age age 

Max. 
Screen 
Dissi-
potion 
Watts 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances WO 

Grid 
to 

Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

Max. 
Freq. 
Mc. 
Full 

Ratings 

Base 

• Pulse power output. 
. Values are for two tubes. 

Socket Screen Sup-
nec-Con- Plate pressor 

Typical Operation Volt-  Volt- Volt-
age age films age 

Grid 
Volt-
age 

Approx. Approx. 
Plate Screen Grid Screen Grid Carrier 

Current Current Current Resistor Driving Output 
Ma. Mo. Ma. Ohms Power Power 

Watts Watts 

Type 

0.2 
0.1 

HY63 1 3.0 

RK64 I 6.0 

2.5 
1.25 

6.3 

1610 

RK56 

6.0 

8.0 

2.5 

6.3 

RK231 2.5 
RK25 10 
RK258 1 6.3 

1613 10 6.3 

0.1125 
0.225 

0.5 

1.75 

0.55 

2.0 

0.9 

0.7 

150 

200 

400 

135 0.9 4.8 0.2 4.2 10 B. 7BB Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 150 135 O - 26 18.3 6.5 0.13 2300 - 1.2 3A4 

100 

100 

0.6 

3.0 

8.0 

10 

0.1 

0.4 

8.0 

9.0 

60 

60 

400 200 

300 300 

2.0 

4.5 

500 250 8 

350 275 2.5 

8.6 

10 

10 

8.5 

1.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.5 

13 

9.0 

10 

11.3 

20 

60 

O. 

M. 

M.  

M. 

- M. 

45 O. 

T-8DB 

T SBB 

Class-C Amp.-Osc. 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 

Class-C Amp.-Osciliator 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 
Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 

200 100 - -22.5 20 

180 

400 

300 

400 

400 

250 

500  

400 

500 

350 

275 

100 

100  30 

30 

- 35 

- 30 

- 30 

- 50 - 22.5 

- 40 

- 40 

- 90 

- 90 

15 

35 

26 

4.0 2.0 --

3.0 

10 

8.0 

7.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

1.5 

1.6 

1.6 

4.0 

6.0 

4.0 

3.5 

2.8 

30000 

0.1 

0.2 

0.18 

0.2 

0.1 

0.1 

0.28 

0.5 

0.8 

0.5 

0.22 

0.16 

3.0  
HY63 

2.0 

10 

6.0 
RK64 

T-SCA 

T 5BB 

T-7C 

7S 

150 

300 

200 

200 

150 

200 

200 

200 

45 

o 

62 

50 

55 

43 

31 

50 

12 

10 

38 

30 

39 

10 

10 - 

2800 

8300 

5.0 

12.5 

8.5 

22 

13.5 

-45 

- 35 

- 35 42 

20000 

10000 

6.0 

9 

6.0 

1610 

RK56 

RK23 
RK25 
RK25B 

1613 



TABLE XVI - TETR ODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Nate 
Dissi- 

potion 
Watts 

Cathode Max. 
Plate 
Volt- 
age 

Max. 
Screen 
Volt- 
age 

M 'e• 
Screen 

Interelectrode 
Capacitances (µufd.) 

Max. 
„el. 

Mc 
" 

Full 
o .: 
'an" 

Bo 

Socket 
Con-
nec- 
lions 

Typical Operation 
Plate 
Volt- 
age 

Screen 
Volt- 
age 

Sup- 

Volt-
age 

Grid 
Volt- 
age 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Grid 
Curnint 
Mo. 

Screen 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

Type 
Dissi- 

., 
potion 

'''''s 

Grid 
to 

Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

It Amp.. 

2E30  10 6.0 0.7 250 250 2.5 10 0.5 4.5 160 B. MI Class-C Amo.-Oscillator 250 250 - - 60 55 9.0 0.E - 0.07 7.5 2530 

6F6 
6F6G 

11 6.3 0.7 375 285 3.75 
6.5 

8.0 

0.2 

0.5 

13 

6.5 
- O. 7AC 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 350 200 - - 35 50 10 3.5 - 0.22 9.0 6F6 
6F6G 

Class-C Amo. Plate-Mod. wiliumminEENEEin 2.8 IlialMillanl 

837 
RK44 t 12 12.6 0.7 500 300 8 16 0.2 10 20 M. T-7C 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 500 200 40 - 70 80 4.0 20000 0.4 28 
837 
RK44 

2E24 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 400 140 40 - 40 45 20 5.0 13000 0.3 11 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp 500 - -65 - 20 30 23 3.5 14000 
EGMCIKEZEIM 

40000 

0.1 

0.16 
MEEMEMMI 

0.21 

5.0 

18.0 

27 

2E24 
9.0 

065 

500 200 2.3 

8.5 0.11 6.5 125 0. 7CL 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 
400 BEIM= - as so e.o 2.5 

an 180 - - 45 54 8.0 2.5 

13.5 
600 200 2 5 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 

400 Bann= - 45 75 10.0 3.0 20000 

40500 600 195 - - 50 66 10 3.0 

2E26 
13.5 

9.0 
0.8 

600 

500 

200 

200 

2.5 

2.3 

13 0.2 7.0 125 0. 7CK 

Class -C Amp. (Telegraphy) 
400 190 111=1 - 30 75 3 0 19000 0.12 20 

2E26 600 185 - - 45 66 10 3.0 41500 0.17 27 

Class-C Amp. ( Plate-Mod.) 
400 160 - - 50 50 7.5 2.5 32000 13.5 

500 180 - - 50 54 9.0 2.5 35500 18 

802 13 0.9 600 250 6.0 12 0.15 8.5 30 M. T-7C 

Clas -C Arne. Telegraph ) 600 250 40 -120 MUM. 2.4 22000 0.30 mom 
802 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 500 245 

ElaiMMIMIECIIIIMMUM 
40 - 40 40 15 1.5 

5.0 
16300 
KOMMIZEHIEEM 

0.10 12 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 600 

HY6V6- 
GTX 

13 0.5 350 225 2.5 9.5 0.7 9.5 60 0. 7AC 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 300 200 - - 45 BEMIW 2.5 -- 0.3 12 HY6V6- 

Class-C Anil,. Plate-Mod. 250 1311.=11 45 60 .03 2.0 15000 0.4 10 GTX 

HY60 15 6.3 0 5 425 

450 

225 10 0.2 8.5 T-5BB 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 425 200 - -62.5 60 8.5 3.0 - 0.3 18 

HY60 

HY65 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 325 

arEcuanumecriummurm 
200 1=IIMII 60 7.0 2.5 

3.0 

•=111 

11=IIIIMIEDIM 

- 

0.2 

0.5 

14 

16 HY65 I 15 6.3 0.85 250 9.1 0.18 7.2 
T-8DB Class-C Anta.-Osediatar 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 350 200 - - 45 63 12 3.0 

2E25 15 6.0 0.8 450 250 8.5 0.15 6.7 • 5BJ 
Class-C Amts.-Oscillator 450 250 mnagyamzu 15 3 .° II= 0.4 24 

2E25 

Class-C Amp. ( Plate-Mod.) 400 200 - - 45 60 12 3.0 - 0.4 16 

306A 15 2.75 2.0 300 6.0 13 MUM Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 300 180 111=IMECIIIECI 15 3.0 8000 - 306A 

307A 
RK-75 

15 5.5 1.0 500 250  0.55 12 M. 1-SC 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 500 250 0 - 35 BEM 

1.4 20000 - 20 307A 
RK -75 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 500 ECDIMECIMMEEMIZIM 1.5 14000 - 6.0 

832 , 15 
6.3 
12.6 

1.6 
0.8 

500 250 7.5 0.05 3.8 200 N. 7BP 
Class-C Amp. (Tele raphy) 500 200 - - 65 72 14 2.6 21000 0.18 26 

832 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 425 200 - - 60 52 16 2.4 14000 0.15 16 

832A ç 
1- 

6.3 
12.6 

1.6 
0.8 

750 250 5.0 7.5 0.05 3.8 200 N. 7BP Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 200 - 
MOM 48 15 2.8 lEICEIMEll 26 

832A 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 600 200 - - 65 36 16 2.6 25000 0.16 17 

844 I 15 2.5 2.5 500 180 3.0 9.5 0.15 7.5 - M. 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 500 175 - -125 25 - 5.0 •=11 

- 9.0 
844 

T 5B8 
Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 500 150 - -100 20 -- --- - - 4.0 

865 15 7.5 2.0 750 175 3.0 8.5 0.1 8.0 15 M. T-4C 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 125 - 80 40 - 5.5 - 1.0 16 

865  Class-C Amp. ( Telephony) 500 125 - MCI.= - 9.0 -- 2.5 10 

1619 2.5 2.0 

3.25 

400 

750 

300 3. 5 10.5 0.35 12.5 45 0 . 7AC 
Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 400 300 - - 55 75 10.5 5.0 9500 0.36 19.5 

1619 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 325 285 -- MECIIMMEDI 2.8 5000 0.18 13 

254A 5.0 175 5.0 4.6 0.1 9.4 M. T 4C Class-C Amplifier 750 175 - 90 60 - - - ---- 25 254A  

6L6 
6L6G 6.3 0.9 375 300 

300 

3.5 

3.5 

10 

11.5 

0.4 

0.9 

12 

9.5 
O. 7AC 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 375 200 - - 35 88 9.0 3.5 - 0.18 17 616 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 325 - - - 70 65 - 9.0 - 0.8 11 6L6G 

6L6GX 21 6.3 0.9 500 11 1.5 7.0 0. 7AC 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 500 250 - 50 90 9.0 2.0 -- 0.25 30 

6L6GX 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 325 225 -- - 45 90 9.0 3.0 -- 0.25 20 

HY6L6- 
GTX 

21 6.3 0.9 500 300 3.5 11 0.5 7.0 60 0. 7AC 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 500 250 -- MECIIIM 9.0 2.0 -- 0.5 30 HY6L6- 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 400 225 - - 45 90 9.0 30 16000 0.8 20 GTX 



TABLE XVI-TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi 
potion 
Waits 

Cathode Ma X. 
Plate 
Volt- 
age 

Max. 
Screen 
Volt-
age 

Max' 
Screen 
Dissi- 
potion 
wets 

Interelectrode Capacitances (ped.) 
Max. Freq. 
Mc. 
Full 
0 g f Ratings 

Base 

Socket 
Con-
nec- 
lions 

Typical Operation 
Plate 
Volt- 
age 

Screen 
Volt- 
age 

SuP- 
Prus'°' 
Vol.- 
age 

Grid 
Vol- 
age 

Plate 
Current 
Ma. 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Grid 
Current 
Ma. 

Screen 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

Type 
Volts Amps. 

Grid 
lo 

Fil. 

Grid 
lo 

Plate 

Plate 

lo 
Fil. 

721 21 6.3 

-;- 

0.9 400 300 3.5 13 0.7 12 30 M. T-68 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 400 250 -- - 50 95 8.0 3.0 - 0.2 25 
T21 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 350 200 - - 45 65 17 5.0 - 0.35 14 

RK49 21 6.3 0.9 400 300 3.5 11.5 1.4 10.6 - M. T-611 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 400 250 - - 50 95 8.0 3.0 - 0.2 25 

12 
RK49 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 300 200 -- - 45 60 15 5.0 6700 0.34 

1614 21 6.3 0.9 375 300 3.5 10 0.4 12.5 80 0. 7AC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 375 250 -- - 40 80 10 2.0 12500 0.1 21 
1614 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 325 - - - 40 70 8.0 2.0 10000 0.1 15 

RK41 à 
RK39 25 

2.5 
6.3 

2.4 
0.9 600 300 3.5 13 0.2 10 60 M. T-588 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 600 300 - - 90 93 10 3.0 -- 0.38 36 RIM 
RK39 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 475 250 - - 50 85 9.0 2.5 25000 0.2 26 

HY6I I 
807 

25 6.3 0.9 600 300 3.5 11 0.2 7.0 60 M. T-5118 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 600 250 ---. - 50 85 9.0 4.0 39000 0.4 40 HY61 / 

807 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 475 250 - - 50 100 9.0 3.5 25000 0.2 27 

815 , 25 
12.6 
6.3 

0.8 
1.6 500 200 4.0 13.3 0.2 8.5 125 0. T-8FAà 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 500 200 - - 45 150 17 2.5 - 0.13 56 
815 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 400 175 - - 45 150 15 3.0 - 0.16 45 

2548 25 7.5 3.25 750 150 5.0 11.2 0.085 5.4 M. T-4C Class-C Amplifier 750 150 - -135 75 - --. - - 30 2548 

1624 25 2.5 2.0 600 300 3.5 11 0.25 7.5 60 M. T SDC Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 600 300 - - 60 90 10 5.0 30000 0.43 35 
1624 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 500 275 - - 50 75 9.0 3.3 25000 0.25 24 

RK66 30 6.3 1.5 600 300 3.5 12 0.25 10.5 60 M. T-5C Class-C Amp:Oscillator 600 300 - - 60 90 11 5.0 -- 0.5 40 
RK66 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 500 .-- ...- - 50 75 8.0 3.2 25000 0.23 25 
807 
1625 

30 6.3 
12.6 

0.9 
0.45 750 300 3.5 11 0.2 7.0 60 M. "BB 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 750 250 - - 50 100 8.0 3.0 - 0.22 SO 807 

1625 Fig. 29 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 600 275 - - 90 100 6.5 4.0 - 0.4 42.3 

2E22 30 6.3 1.5 750 250 10 13 0.2 8.0 - M. 5.1 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 500 250 22.5 - 60 100 16 6.0 15000 0.35 34 

2E22 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 750 250 22.3 - 60 100 16 6.0 30000 0.55 53 
Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 750 250 -90 - 65 55 29 6.5 17000 0.6 16.5 

3023 
TB-35 

35 6.3 3.0 - - --• 6.3 0.2 1.8 250 M. Fig. 54 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 375 -•--- -300 110 22 15 - 4.5 130 3023 

TB-35 Class-C Amp. (Plate-Mod.) 1000 300 - -200 85 14 10 - 2.0 60 

RK20 I 
RK20A 
RK46 , 

40 
7.5 
7.5 
12.6 

3.0 
3.25 
2.5 

1250 300 15 14 0.01 12 - M. T-5C 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 300 45 -100 92 36 11.5 - 1.6 84 
RK20 
RK20A 
RK46 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1000 300 0 -100 73 30 10 23000 1.3 32 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 1250 300 -45 -100 48 44 11.3 - 1.5 21 
Grid-Modulated AMP. 1250 300 45 -142 40 7.0 1.8 - 1.3 20 

HY69 40 6.3 1.5 600 300 5.0 15.4 0.23 6.5 60 M. T-50 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 600 250 - - 60 100 12.3 4.0 30000 0.25 42 

HY69 Class-C Amp Plate-Mod. 600 250 - - 60 100 12.5 5.0 30000 0.35 42 
Modulated Doubler 600 200 - '--300 90 11.3 6.0 33000 2.8 27 

4 829 , 40 
6.3 
12.6 

2.25 
1.12 500 225 40 14.5 0.1 7.0 200 N. 711P 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) SOO 200 - - 43 240 32 12 9300 0.7 83 
829 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 425 200 - - 60 212 35 11 6400 0.8 63 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 500 200 -- - 38 120 10 2.0 - 0.3 23 

829AI. , 40 6.3 
12.6 

2.23 
1.12 750 240 7.0 14.4 0.1 7.0 200 N. 7BP 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 750 200 - - SS 160 30 12 18300 0.8 87 
829A Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 600 200 ---- - 70 150 30 12 13300 0.9 70 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 750 200 - - 55 80 5.0 0 -•-• 0.7 24 

8298' 
3E29 , 

40 
12.6 
63 

1.125 
2.25 

750 225 6 

14.3 0.1 7.0 200 N. 7BP 

Class-C Amp. (Grid Mod.) 750 200 - - 55 80 5.0 0 - 0.7 24 
28 600  

750 

225 7 Class-C Amp. (Plate-Mod.) 600 200 - - 70 130 30 12.0 13300 0.9 70 8298 
3E29 40 225 7 Class-C Amp. ( Telegraphy) 750 200 - - 55 160 30 12.0 18300 0.8 87 

HY1269 40 
6.3 
12.6 

3.5 
1.75 750 300 5.0 16.0 0.25 7.5 6 M. T-SDB 

Class-C Amp.-Oscillotor 750 300 - - 70 120 15 4 - 0.25 63 

SY1269 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 600 250 •-•-• - 70 100 12.5 5 35000 0.5 42 

20 Grid-Modulated Amp. 750 300 - --.- 80 --- ---. - - 

RK47 50 10 3.25 1250 300 10 13 0.12 10 - M. T-51) 
Class-C Amp. (Teleuraphy) 1250 300 -•-• - 70 138 14 7.0 -. 1.0 120 

RK47 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 900 300 - -150 120 17.5 6.0 - ' 1.4 87 
Grid- Modulated Amp. 1250 300 - - 30 60 2.0 0.9 - 4.0 25 



TABLE XVI - TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued 

T Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

Cathode Max. 
Plate 
Volt- 

ago 

Max 
Scree 
Volt 

age 

Max. 
Screen 

''' n'; ss.; - 
MI ion 
"gitatts 

Interelectrode 
Ca .. . - • 
Capacitances wpm.) 

Max. 
F,..i. 

Mc' 
 Full 
Ratings 

Bose 

Socket 
Con- 
nec-
tions 

Typical Operation 
Plate 
Volt- 
age 

Screen 
Volt- 
age 

Sup- 
......; 
'"'"'sec 
Volt-
age 

Grid 
Volt- 
age 

Plata 
Current 
Ma. 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Grid 
Current 
Mo. 

Screen 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Approx. 
Grid 

Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 
Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

Type 

Volts Amps. 
i 

Grid 

to 
Fil. 

ci 
G'd 
to 

Plate 

Plato 

to 
Fil. 

312A 

804 

50 

50 

10 

7.5 

2.8 1250 500 20 15.5 0.15 12.3 - M. T-6C 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 300 20 - 55 100 36 5.5 - 0.7 90 

312A Class-C Amp. Plate Mod. 1000 - 40 40 95 35 7.0 22000 1.0 65 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp 1250 - -85 - 50 50 42 5.0 22000 0.55 23 

3.0 1500 300 15 16 0.01 14.5 15 M. T-5C 

Class-C Amo. (Telegraphy) 1500 300 45 -100 100 35 7.0 34000 1.95 110 

804 Class-C Amo. Plate-Mod. 1250 250 50 - 90 75 20 6.0 50000 0.75 65 

Grid Modulated Amp. 1500 300 45 -130 50 13.5 3.7 - 1.3 28 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp 1500 300 -50 -115 50 32 7.0 0.95 28 

4D22 
4022 
4032 

, 

50 

25.2 
12.6 
- 

6.3 

10 
I 

6 .3 
12.6 

10 

0.8 
1.6 
--- 

3.75 

3.1 

750 

1000 

1250 

350 

200 

14 0.27 13 60 N. 

Fig. SO 
750 300 - -100 240 26 12 1.5 135 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 
600 300 -- -100 215 30 10 - 1.25 100 

Fig. 51 Class-C Amp. (Plate Mod.) 
600 - -100 220 28 10 10000 1.25 100 4D32 

305A 

550 - - 100 175 17 6 

- 

15000 

- 

0.6 

- 

70. 

85 
305A 

HY67 

60 1 

65 

6 10.5 0.14 5.4 - M. T-4C E 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1000 200 - -200 125 - 

Class-C AMP. (Telephony) 800 200 - 270 125 - - 70 

4.5 
2.25 

300 10 

10 

- 

13.5 

0.19 14.5 - M. T-5138 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 300 - - 80 175 22.5 10 1.5  

2.0 

152 

101 HY67 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1000 300 - 150 145 17.5  

- 

14 

- Grid-Modulated Amp. 1250 300 - -- 78 - -- 32.5 

814 65 3.25 

3.0 

1500 300 0.1 13.5 30 M. T-51) 

Class-C AMP. (Telegraphy) 1500 300 - - 90 150 24 10 

10 

50000 

48000 

1.5 

3.2 

160 

130 814 Class-C AMP Plate-Mod. 1250 300 - -150 145 20 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 250 - -120 

-160 

60 3.0 2.5 - 4.2 35 

282A 70 10 

5.0 

1000 250 5 12.2 0.2 

0.06 

6.8 

6.5 

- 

75 

M. 

J. 

J 

M. 

T-4C 
Class-C AMP. (Telegraphy) 1000 150 -- 100 - - - 33 

282A 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 750 150 - -180 100 - 50 - - 50 

4E27 / 
8001 ' 

HK257 
HK25713 

75 

75 

7.5 4000 750 30 12 T-7CB 

Class-C Amp. ( telegraphy) 2000 750 - -200 150 18 0.7 300000 0.2 230 
4E27/ 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 60 -200 100 8 0.6 240000 0.1 200 8001 
Suppressor-Modulated Amp 2000 500 -300 -130 55 45 35 

5.0 7.5 4000 500 25 13.8 0.04 6.7 
75 

--1 - 
20 

T-7CB 

1-SC 

Class-C Ama. (Telegraphy) 2000 500 60 -200 150 11 6.0 1.4 230 
HK257 
HK25718 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 400 60 -130 135 11 8.0 1 7 178 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp 500 -300 -130 55 27 3.0 - 0.4 35 

828 80 10 3.25 2000 750 23 13.5 0.05 14.5 30 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1500 400 75 -100 180 28 12 40000 2.2 200 

828 Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 1250 400 75 -140 160 28 12 30000 2.7 150 

Grid-Modulated Amp. 1500 400 75 -150 80 4.0 1.3 --- 1.3 41 

RK28 100 10 5.0 2000 400 35 15 0.02 15 - J. T-5C 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 400 45 -100 150 55 13 21000 2.0 210 

RK28 
Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1500 400 45 100 135 52 13 21000 2.0 155 

Suppressor-Modulated Amp 2000 400 -45 -100 85 65 13 - 1 .8 60 

Grid-Modulated Amplifier 2000 400 45 -140 80 20 4.0 0.9 75 

RK48 
RK48A 

100 10 5.0 2000 400 22 17 

16.3 

17 

0.13 13 - J. T-50 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 400 - -100 180 40 6.5 - 1.0 250 
RK48 
RK48A Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1500 400 - -100 148 50 6.5 22000 1.0 165 

Grid Modulated Amplifier 1500 400 - -145 77 10 1.5 - 1.6 40 

813 100 10 5.0 2000 400 

175 

22 

10 

0.2 

0.25 

14 

25 

30 J. Fig. 28 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 400 - - 90 180 15 3.0 107000  

60000 

0.5 

1.2 

260 

175 813 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1600 400 - -130 150 20 6.0 

Grid-Modulated Amplifier 2000 400 - -120 75 3.0 - - - 50 

850 100 10 3.25 1250 15 J. T-38 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 1250 175 - -150 160 - 35 - 10 130 

850 Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1000 140 - -100 125 - 40 - 10 65 

Grid-Modulated Amplifier 1250 175 -- - 13 110 - - - 40 

860 100 10 3.25 3000 500 10 7.75 0.08 7.5 30 M. T-4CB 
Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 3000 300 - -150 85 25 15 -- 7.0 165 

860 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2000 220 - - 200 85 25 38 100000 17 105 



TABLE XV!-TETRODE AND PENTODE TRANSMITTING TUBES- Continued 

Type 

Max. 
Plate 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

Cathode Max. 
Plat Plate 
Volt- 
age 

M ax. 
Screen 
Volt- 
age 

Max. 
Screen 
Dissi- 
potion 
Watts 

u.. Interelectrodem  ) 
Capacitances (nia. 

max. 

Freq.Plato 
Mc. 

Rat- Full 
. 

m g-

Base 

Socket 
Con-
nec- 
lions 

Typical Operation Volt- 
age 

Screen 
Volt- 
age g 

s 
.....?" 
"'sg' Volt-
age 

Grid 
Volt- 
age 

Plato 
Current 
Ma. 

Screen 
Current 
Ma. 

Grid 
Current 
Ma. 

Screen 
Resistor 
Ohms 

Approx. 

Grid 
Driving 
Power 
Watts 

Approx. 

Carrier 
Output 
Power 
Watts 

Type 

Volts Amps. 
Grid 
to 

Fil. 

Grid 
to 

Plate 

Plate 
to 
Fil. 

4-125A 125 5.0 6.2 3000 400 20 10.3 0.03 3.0 120 N. Fig. 27 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 350 - -150 167 30 9 -- 2.5 375 
4 125A  

RK28A 

Class-C Amp. Plate-Mod. 2500 350 - -330 150 30 13 -- 6 300 

RK28A 125 10 5.0 2000 400 35 15 0.02 15 ...- J. T-5C 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 400 45 -100 170 60 10 - 1.6 250 
Class-C Amp. Plate-Med. 1500 400 45 -100 135 54 10 18500 1.6 150 
Grid-Modulated Amp. 2000 400 45 - 55 80 18 2.0 -- 0.5 60 
Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 2000 - -45 -115 90 52 11.5 30000 1.5 60 

803 125 10 5.0 2000 600 30 17.5 0.15 29 20 J. T-5C 

Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 2000 500 40 - 90 160 45 12 -- 2.0 210 

803 

AT-340 

Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 1600 500 100 - 80 150 20 4.0 20000 4.0 155 
Suppressor-Modulated Amp. 2000 - -110 -100 80 48 15 35000 2.5 53 
Grid-Modulated Amplifier 2000 600 40 - 80 80 20  

75 

4.0 

-- 

- 

- 

2.0 

2.4 

53 

-»-- 
AT-340 150 5 7.0 4000 400 •-•.- 9.04 0.19 4.16 120 J. Fig. 27 Class-C Amp.-Oscillator 3000 400 - -530 165 

RK65 215 5.0 14 3000 500 35 10.5 0.24 4.75 60 J. T 38C RK65 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3000 400 - -100 240 70 24 - 6.0 510 
Class-C ( Plate 8. Screen Mod.) 2500 - - -153 200 70 22 30000 6.3 380 

4-250A 

861 

250 

400 

5.0 

11 

14.5 

10 

4000 600 50 12.7 0.06 4.5 85 N. Fig. 27 Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 4000 530 --- -250 250 22 13 - 4. 1 750 
4 250A 

2500 500 - -130 325 70 22 - 3.7 562 

3500 750 35 14.5 0.1 10.5 20 N. T-18 
Class-C Amp. (Telegraphy) 3500 500 - -250 330 40 40 - 30 700 
Class-C Amp. (Telephony) 3000 375 -200 200 - 55 70000 35 400 861 

I Discontinued. 

Triode connection- screen-grid tied to plate. 

3 Dual tube. Values for both sections, in push-pull 

4 Terminals 3 and 6 must be connected together. 

'Filament limited to intermittent operation. 
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Palk) O perating 

TIIE object of nu it radio communi-
cation is the transmission of intelligence from 
one point to another, accurately and in as 
short a time as possible. For efficiency in com-
munication, each class of radio service has set up 
operating methods and procedure best suited 
to its needs. Operators should not only be ex-
pert in transmitting and receiving code or 
voice signals, but thoroughly familiar with the 
uniform practices of their service. 

E. Memorizing the Code 
One of the amateur operator-license require-

ments covers ability to send and receive Con-
(inental ( International Morse) code at the 
rate of 13 words per minute. 
The serious student of code — sending, re-

ceiving, operating practices, copying on the 
typewriter, etc. — would be best advised to 
purchase a copy of the A RRL booklet, Learn-
ing the Radiotelegraph Code (price, 25 cents, 
post paid). 

A didah N 

B dahdididit 

C dahdidahdit 

D dahdicTit-

E dit 

F dididahdit S 

G dahdahdit 

H didididit U 

I didit V 

J didahdahdah 

K dahdidali X 

L didahdidit Y 

M dahdah 

dahdit 

dahdahdah 

didahdahdit 

dahdahdidah 

didahdit 

dididit 

dah 

dididah 

didididah 

didahdah 

dahdididah 

dahdidahdah 

dahdahdidit 

1 didandandandah 6 dandidididit 

2 diilidandandal7 7 dandandididit 

3 didididalidaii 8 dandandandidit 

4 dididididah 9 dandandandandit 

5 dididididit 0 dandandandandah 
— — — — 

Period: didandidandidah. Comma: dandah-

dididandah. Question mark: dididandalididi. 

Error: didididididididi. Double dash: dal—idididi-

dah. Wait: didandididi. End of message: 

didandidandi. Invitation to transmit: dandi-

dah. End of work: dididiclanditlith. Fraction 

bar: dandididandi. 

Fig. 2101— The Continental (International Morse) 
todo. 

The first step is to memorize the cot le. The 
complete Continental alphabet is shown in t he 
table of Fig. 2101. All of the charact ers should 
be learned, starting with letters and piing on 
to numerals and punctuation marks. Take a 
few at a time. Review at intervals all the letters 
learned up to that tune. 
Think of the letters in terms of sound rather 

than their appearance as actual dot-and-dash 
combinations. Think of A as the sound "didah" 
— not as a " dot-dash." Make the sound " di" 
staccato, allowing stress to fall equally on 
every "dah." There should never be a space or 
hesitation between " dits" and "(hilts" of the 
same letter. 

If someone who is familiar with code can be 
found to " send" to you, either by whistling or 
by means of a buzzer or code oscillator, enlist 
his cooperation. Learn the code by listening 
to it. 

Don't think about speed to start; the first 
requirement is to learn every character to the 
point where you can recognize each of them 
without 1,-dtation. Concentrate on any dif-
ficult let ters until they become as familiar as 
the rest. 

41 Acquiring Speed by Buzzer Practice 

When the code is thoroughly memorized. 
regular practice periods will develop code 
proficiency. Two people can learn the code 
together, sending to each other by means of a 
buzzer-and-key outfit. An advantage of this 
system is that it develops sending ability, too. 
for the person doing the receiving will be quick 
to criticize uneven or indistinct sending. If 
possible get an experienced operator for the 
first few sessions to learn how well-sent char-
acters should sound. 

Either the buzzer set, shown in Figs. 2102 
and 2103 or the audio oscillator described 
will give satisfactory results as a practice 
set. 
The battery-operated audio oscillator in 

Figs. .2104 and 2105 is easy to construct and is 
effective. Ti nothing is heard in the head-
phones when the key is depressed, reverse the 
leads going to either transformer winding (do 
not reverse both windings). 

With a practice set ready, send single letters 
at first. When each character can be read 
quickly follow t his by slow sending of complete 
words and sentences. llave the material sent 
at just a little faster rate than you can copy 
easily; this speeds up your mind. Write down 
each letter you recognize. Do not try to write 

460 
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nee De-great ro seetescoew,ectee/ Aix> ke„ 

dieq 

eau?, 

Fig. 2102 — The headphones are emmeeted across the 
coils of the buzzer, with a condenser in If the 
value shown el% es an exce4velv loud signal, it may be 
reduced to 470 µdd. or 220 µpfà. 

down the dots and dashes; write down letters. 
Don't stop to compare the sounds of different, 
letters, or think too long about a letter or word 
that has been missed. Go right on to the next 
one, or each " miss" will cause you to lose 
several characters. If you exercise a little 
patiencc you will soon be getting every char-
acter. When you can receive 13 words a minute 
(65 let ters a minute), have the sender transmit 
code groups rather than English text. This will 
prevent you from reccignising a word " on the 
way" and filling it in before you've really 
listened to the letters theinselve,:. 

After you have acquired reasonalde pro-
ficiency. concentrate 00 t he less common char-
acters, as well as flue numerals and punctua-
tion. These prove the downfall of many ap-
plicants taking the code examination. 

Fig 2103 — The rover of the buzzer unit has been re-
moved in this view of the buzzer code-practice set. 

e Learning by Listening 
W1AW conduets practice transmissions 

nightly Monday through Friday at speeds of 
15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 w.p.m. Such practice 
tapes start at ten P.M. EST (EDST in summer). 
In addition, the Official Bulletins. also sent 
from W1AW, give added praetice at 15 and 
25 w.p.m. See the Operating News section an-
nouncements of W1AW Operating Schedule. 

and Code Proficiency Practice notes, in the 
latest copy of Q'I'. Practise until you can send 
in what you have copied over the air on 
W1AW's monthly " qualifying run" to get a 
15-word-per-minute Code Proficiency Certifi-
cate or a sticker for advanced speeds. As soon 
as you an, listen on a real communications 
receiver ( with beat oscillator) and have the 
fun of learning by listening. 

Fig. 21114— Wiring diagram of a simple vacuum-tube 
audio-frequency oscillator for use as a code-practice set. 

025-mE60.• 
RES,STOP 

WBAT 
LS VOLTS 

13.1 
tas viLTS1 

ImoNES 

Fig. 2105 — Layout of the audio-oscillator code-practice 
set. All parts may be mounted on a wooden baseboard, 
approximately 5 X 7 inches in size. 

tr., Using a Key 

The correct way to grasp the key is impor-
tant. The knob of the key should be about 
eighteen inches from the edge of the operating 
table and about on a line with the operator's 
right shoulder, allowing room for the elbow to 
rest on the Wile. A table al mut ti t itty inches 
in height is best. The spring tension of the key 
varies with different operators. A fairly heavy 
spring at the start is desiralile. The back ad-
just ment of the key should be changed until 
there is a vertical movement, of about one-six-
teenth inch at the knob. After an operator has 
mastered the use of the hand key the tension 
should be changed and can be reduced to the 
minimum spring tension that will cause the 
key to Open immediately when the pressure is 
released. More spring tension than necessary 
causes the expenaliture of unnecessary energy. 
The contacts should be spaced by the rear 
screw on the key only and not by allowing 
play in the side screws, which are provided 
merely for aligning the contact points. These 
side screws should be screwed up to a setting 
which prevents appreciable side play, but not 
adjusted so tightly that binding is caused. The 
gap between the contacts should always be at 
least a thirty-second of an inch, since too-
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finely spaced contacts will cultivate a nervous 
style of sending which is highly undesirable. 
On the other hand, too-wide spacing (much 
over one-sixteenth inch), may result in unduly 
heavy or " muddy" sending. 
Do not hold the key tightly. Let the hand 

rest lightly on the key. The thumb should be 
against the left side of t he knob. The first and 
Se('( nit fingers slippuld I s bent a little. They 
should lu iii the middle and right sides of the 
knob. respectively. The fingers are partly on 
top and partly over the side of t he knob. The 
other two lingers should be free of the key. 
Fig. 2106 shows the correct way to hold a key. 

Fig. 21a6—Thi.4 sketeli illustrate. the e.,rreet 
of the hand and lingers for good sending with a tele-
graph key. 

A wrist, motion should be used in sending. 
The whole arm should not he used. One should 
not. send " nervously" liut with a steady flex-
ing of the wrist. The grasp on the key should 
be firm, but not tight. or jerky sending will re-
sult. None of the muscles should be tense but 
they should all be mule!. control. The arm 
should rest lightly on the operating tal de with 
tlip wrist held above the table. An up-and-
down motion without any sideway action is 
best. The fingers should never leave the key 
knob. 
Good sending may scent easier than receiv-

ing. but don't be deceived. A beginner should 
not at tempt to send fast. Keep purr transmit-
ting speed down to your receiving speed, and 
bend your efforts to sending well. Do not try to 
speed things up too soon. A slow, even rate of 
sending is tlie mark of a uood operator. Speed 
will come wit h time :done. Leave special types 
of keys all nie until you have mastered the 
knack of handling the standard key. Because 
radio transmissions are seldom free from inter-
ference, a " heavier" style of sending is best 
to develop for radio work. A rugged, heavy 
key will hell> in It•vt•Icipitig this characteristic. 

( General Procedure 

calling -- The Call signal of the calling 
st at hpn must be inserted at frequent in 
for identifieation purposes. Repeating t le. call 
signal of the called station five times and sign-
ing not more than twice tthis repeated not 
mon‘ t han five times) has proved excellent for 
telegraph or voice practice ( the receiver being 
kept tuned to the frequency of the called sta-
tion). The use of a break-in system ( c.w.) 
or push-to- talk (voice) is highly recommended 
to save time and reduce unnecessary inter-

ference to a minimum. Example: 

W6EY W6EY WESEY W6EY W6EY DE WIAW WIAW. 

Stations desiring communication with any 
station may use the signal of inquiry. CQ, in 
place of the call signal of the station called. 
The general inquiry call (CQ) should be sent 
not more than five times without interspersing 
one's station identification, and the length of 
repeated calls is carefully limited in in t elligent 
amateur operating. Too many insertions of 
one's own call in a CQ will dvert•tte its effec-
tiveness. CQ is not to be used when testing or 
when the sender is not expecting or looking for 
an answer. After a CQ the dial should be cov-
ered t horoughly for two or three minutes look-
ing for replies. For voice work " Calling any 
amar cur station " is considered superior to CQ, 
one of the attributes of voice operation being 
the ability to " say it wit hi words." 
FCC regulations require all amateur oper-

ators to send the call of the station called or 
worked and their own call at the beginning 
and end of each transmission, and in any event, 
at least once each ten minutes during long 
transmissions. Where break-in is used and ex-
changes of sequences of 3 minutes or less are 
taking place, the calls are required (additional 
to beginning and end) only each ten minutes. 
"This is" or " from" must be used by voice 
stations in place of " DE." Portables and 
mobiles must give their geographical designa-
tion after their calls. 
Answering a cal/ — The above example, 

when replying to a call, may be cut down to 
three (or less) calls, DE. and one or two repeti-
tions of your own call, with further reduction 
to a one-times-one call when conditions permit 
during communication. Example: 

WOEFC DE W1AW GE G.NI K (good evening, old man, 
go ahead.) 

Ending signals — After a CQ, a transmis-
sion should end with K (invitation to trans-
mit): 

CQ CQ (etc.) DE W7BG W7BG K. 

After a call to a specific station (contact not 

yet established) use AR: 

VE3CAR VE3CAR (etc.) DE W1BDI AR. 

At the end of each transmission during 
QS0 use K: 

W5BNII DE W6RBQ K. 

At the conclusion of a QS0 use VA or SK: 

; . Tnx data ur rig 73 VA W1AW DE W411'. 

If closing station. add CL. 
Voice calls — An initial voice call may be 

made as follows: " Calling any amateur sta-
tion, this is W 6 BAKER KING YOUNG in 
Whittier, California. Go ahead." 
W I LVQ calls W613KY: " W613KY, this is 

W I LEWIS VICTOR QUEEN in Hartford, 
Connecticut. Go ahead." 
W6BKY answers W1LVQ: "W1LVQ from 

W6BKY" (proceeds with contact). 
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During the contact as above, transmissions 

may be ended: " W1LVQ from W6BKY, 
over." 

In concluding a contact: " W1LVQ. this is 
W 6 BAKER KING YOUNG in Whittier, 
California, signing off." 

If W6BKY is closing his station, he eon-
eludes: ". . . signing off and closing station." 
T l  • g procedure after C(ls -- The use of 

special abbreviations after a CQ call to indi-
cate from what part of the band tuning will 
start is a valuable aid to the receiving operator 
in determining frequency to use and how long 
to call. ARRL recommends the following ab-
breviations for this purpose: 
HM — Will strut to listen at high-frequency end of band 

and tune toward middle of band. 
MII — Will start to listen in the middle of the band and 

tune toward the hie-frequency end. 
LM — Will start to listen at Io -frequency end of band 

and tune toward middh. of Nun!. 
Will start to listen in the middle of the band and 

tune toward the low-frequency t, I. Examide: If the proce-
dure will be to tune from the ,,, i,t,tle of the band to the hinh 
end. a CQ call should include: By c.w. — (AI DE WGRBQ 
MU K. By voi,p— Simply use the words for which the 
abbreviation MII stands. 

Direct . l C(Ils — If interested in a par-
ticular directigm or locality for a contact or 
message relay, so indicate in your call. A CQ 
call must he long enougle to at one or 
more ()per:lbws, hut nut lung enough to cause 
listeners to tire and tune away from your sig-
nal. Examples: CQ W5, CQ DALLAS, CQ 
W EST. 

4:1, Voice and Telegraph Operation 

Radiotelegraph code is used for reliable ac-
curate communication of intelligence, even at 
great distances. The good operator is noted for 
his neatness and areuracy of copy. It is de-
sirable ti) copy exactly what is sent. If there is 
any doubt, about a letter or word one should 
query the transmitting operator. Never send 
R ( for OK) until all that has been sent is suc-
cessfully received (copied down or under-
stood). 

Procedure in telegraph and in radiotele-
phone operation is similar. However, in voice 
work the operator makes little use of the spe-
cial abbreviations available for code work, of 
course, since he may directly speak out their 
full meaning. Radiotelephony is used by other 
services mainly for discussion or command-
control purposes. Telegraph operation is gen-
erally preferred for message work and extreme 
DX under difficult gionditions. 
Repeats — When a few word-groups in 

conversation Or 111(:•:sage handling have been 
missed, a selection of one or more of the fol-
lowing abbreviations are used to ask for a re-
peat on the parts in doubt: 

A bberriation ifeoning 

?AA  Repeat all after  
?AB  lint at all before 
  Repeat :di Belt has been sent  

Repeat all between. . and  
?WA  Repeat the word after  
?W B   Repeat the word before  

The good operator will ask only for what 
fills are needed, separating different requests 
for repetition by using the break sign or 
double dash (— • • • —) het ween these parts. 
There is seldom any excuse for repeating a 
whole message just to get a few lost words. 

Another interrogation method is soinetimes 
used, the question signal , • • — — • •) being sent, 
between the last • word received ('Oriel' iv anti 
the first word ior first few words) received af-
ter t he interruption. 

Unusual words should be aviiided, in the 
interest of accuracy, when drafting messlues. 
When they unavoidably turn up difficult 
won's may be repeatiiil. t r repeated and 
The operator says " I will repeat" or " I say 
again" when thus retransmitting a difficult 
word or expression. 
The speed of radiotelephone transmissii,n 

(with perfect accuracy) depends aliniist. en-
tirely upon the skill of the two operators in-
volved. One must learn to speak at a rate al-
lowing perfect understanding as well as per-
mitting the receiving operator to copy down 
the message text, if that, is necessary. Because 
of the similarity of many English speech 
sounds, the use of alphabetical word lists has 
been found necessary. All voice-operated sta-

FOR IRAMOTELEFUONE 

As a service to all amateurs, the 
MIRE Word List printed herewith has 
been devised. A pininetiu alphabet or 
special word list is recommended for use 
as needed in identifying station calls or 
difficult words. 
The list helps to aviMI facetious word 

combinations. This gives it greatest ac-
ceptability to all a mat ( qtrs. 

Cse of this standargl list is recom-
mended by ARE L. l I phazard selection 
of words often results in confusion. A 
degree of uniformity in use of phonetic 
words refleets favorably on your indi-
vidual operating, and on the whole ama-
teur service. 

A — ADAM 
B — BAKER 
C — CHARLIE 
— DAVID 

E — EDWARD 
F — FRANK 
G — GEORGE 
H — H EN R Y 
I — IDA 
J — JOHN 
— KING 

L — LEWIS 
M — MARY 

N — NANCY 
O — OTTO 
P — PETEn. 
Q — QUEEN 
It — ROBERT 
— SUSAN 

T — THOMAS 
U — UNION 
V — VICTOR 
W — WILLIAM 
X — X-RAY 
Y — YOUNG 
Z — ZEBRA 

Example: W1EII . W 1 ED-
WARD HENRY. 

It is recommended that use of Q-code 
and special abbreviations be minimized 
in voice work insofar as possible, and the 
full expression (with conciseness) be 
substituted. 
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tions should use a standard list as needed to 
identify call signals or unfamiliar expressions. 

Using a microphone— Many of the prin-
ciples for getting operating results are similar 
to those set down for key operation. However, 
the ability to phrase clearly and concisely 
counts. Good push-to-talk technique differs 
eonsiderably from broadcasting. Where possi-
ble, controls or on-off switelles should be ar-
ranged to permit fast back-and-forth ex-
changes. This will help to reduce the length of 
transmissions, enable us to note quickly when 
interference comes on a frequency, and will 
keep brother amateurs fn on calling us a 
"monologuist" — an indivituti who likes to 
monopolize a channel am I hear himself talk! 

0 401/4-17-ER 

aii>02 cw,Treez 
cei4c.rrueb:trec: 

• 

USE Pusw --ro-TA t< AWD AVOID 
BEits4(2 CALLED A M040 Lecau I .5-r 

¡len' is a short tabulation of the points of 
good result-getting technique: 

I) Listen numb . . . with care. Avoid distractions in 
your operating room. Time the band well after each call. 

2) 'rime your calls: monitor your own frequency. 
tall only when a station is free. 

3) Slake short rails. with breaks to listen. Speak 
clearly, at a stew modest rate. Three short calls arc better 
than one long one. 

4) Use imsh-to-talk ..... h.. ¡que . . . speak near the 
miertipl . Wand) the modulation indicator. Keep local 
background imise at a minimum. 

5) Make notes. %void missing p for t. 
Jot . lown topics t.) avoid repeats. 

O) Talk in connected ti his and phrases. Notes 

will help avoid mixing up subjects. Push-to-talk technique 
will keep brother amateurs from psi 

7) Speak naturally. QS0s no,d not li rot ;Ind dried. 
Make them interesting. Avoid exhibitionism. Va' proper 
ms.rat trig form to promote eifiCieflry and 
et.1.1 cespeet and prestige for your station. 

Voice equity:le:its to code procedure — 
"Go ahead" or " Over" ( K) indicates receipt 
or further transmission is expected. 

Wait, stand by (AS-QRX). 
Okay ( R) indicates receipt for a correctly-

transcribed message. or that transmission was 
received " solid" with no missing portions. 
Make transmissions through twice (QSZ). 

Repeat each word twice. 
All After . . . AA). Repeat all after . . 
W ord). 

All Before . . . (AB). Repeat all before 
. . . ( word). 

Repeat BetweeN . . and . . . ( BN). Re-
peat between . . and . . . ( words). 
Message handling — Each service — com-

mercial, military. amateur — prescribes a 
message form. but all are generally similar. A 
message is broadly divided into four parts: 
(1) the preamble: i'2.1 the address: (3) the text ; 
(-1) the signature. The preamble of all ama-
teur radiograms ineludes: 

a) Number { of this message). 
lit Station iif origin. 
el Check titi till of words in text). 
d) Placc of origin. 
e) Tin, filed. 
f) Date. 

Therefore, it might look like this: 

Nit 3.1 wq.‘x» 13 catcAtio u.t. 450 l'Nf m 5V 12 
WILLIAM , NTtil titi FAO( 
2159 le.NN 

Lot•AE EitEn.:FAcl" 1,01WIN . itS Ii NVE 123 NI EN AVAILA-
ALE E Intl l...NSE or ENI Ji 

111..1KIE 

is obviously the 3.1th message (of that 
day or t hat month. as the polity of the station 
prescribes) from station W9AND. Tite cheek 

is 13. The signal h.' ( double (lash) is used to 
separatt• the text. from address and signature. 

Several radiograms may be transmitted in 
series ( QS( ; . . .) with the consent of the sta-
tion which is to receive them. As a general rule 
long radiograms should be transmitted in sec-
tions of approximat ely fifty winals. each ending 
with • • — --• • I?). meaning. " 1 lave you re-
('eived the message correctly thus far?" 

If the first part il a message is received but 
substantially all 0i. the lati pOrtiOlIS lost, the 
request for the missing parts is simply RPT 
TNT AN I) SIG, meaning. " Rept•at text and 
signature." Plit, and :\ DR may be used sim-
ilarly for the preamble and address. RPT ALL 
or RV!' i 1:••:•) ; shoubl not. be sent unless nearly 
all of the mes,:age is Inst. 
The service message — When one station 

has a message to transmit to another concern-
ing the handling of a previous message, the 
message is tit lid " service - and is indicated 
by " SVC" in the preambli• when sent. Such a 
nteage may refer to mindelivery, delayed 
transmission. errors, Or to any phase of mes-
sage- handling activit V. Words may be abbre-
viated in the text of the servive message to 
conserve time. Do not abbreviate to the point 
wlimy iiiitinderstanding niav arise. 
L 1-liso' check — The land-line or text" 

count. consisting of count only uf the words 
in the body or text of the message, is probably 
now most widely used. The " cable" count 
covers all words in the address and signature, 
as well, probably account in g for its unpopular-
ity.) When in the cas;' of a few exceptions to 
the basic rule in land- line checking, certain 
words in the address signature or preamble 
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are counted, they are known as extra won Is 
and all such are so designated in the cheek 
right after the total number of words. 
The check includes: 

1) All words, figures and letters in the 
body, and, 

2) the following extra Won t»: 
a) Signature except the first, e. hen 

there are more than tote (a title with sig-
nature does not count ext ra, but an ad-
dress fidlowing a signature ( ha's). 

b) Wt tri  " report delivery," or " rush" 
in the (' heck. 

c) Alternate names and/or st rout ad-
dress, and such extras as " personal" or 
"attention." 

Dictionary words in most languages count 
as one word irrespective of length of the word. 
In counting figures. a group of five digits or 
less vomits as ore  word. Bars of division and 
decimal points may constitute one or more of 
the digits in such a group. It is recommended 
that, where feasible, words be substituted for 
figures to reduce the possibility of error in 
transmission. 

C. Net Operation 

inateurs can :1(111 much experience and 
pleasure to their amateur lives. and substance 
and areomplishment to the cre;lit of all ama-
teur radio, when organized into effective 
interconnection of the cities and towns of a 
state. 
The selection of suitable stations to be in-

vited to work together is important. Operating 
ability is required. All individuals must be 
willing to eontribute unselfishly to the success 
of the group objectives, permitting operations 
to be guided absolutely by the word of the 
NCS ( Net Control Station). 
"Break-in" is advantageously employed 

here the receiver is kept running during 
transmissions, so that nearly-simultaneous 
two-way communication is possible. 

Briefly, the pr- lure in net operation is as 
follows: The N CS calls the net togolwr at a 
preannounced time :cud using a predetermined 
call. Immediately. station members of the net 
reply in alphabetical (or some other predeter-
mined) order, reporting on the NCS's signal 
strength and stating what traffic is on hand, 
and for whom. Tice NUS toiknowledges, 
meanwhile keeping an account of all traffic 
on hand, by stations. Ile then direets the 
transfer of messages from one station to an-
other. giving preference to any urgent truffle 
so indicated ut roll call. Whet.' all traffic has 
been distributed and it is apparent there is no 
further business the NCS will close the net, in 
most cases maintaining watch on the net fre-
quency for any special traffic which might ap-
pear. In general the operation of all net sta-
tions is conducted for highest efficiency, on 
the saute, or on elosely-adjacent frequencies. 

Keeping a log — FCC regulations require 
nearly every radio-communication station to 
keep a complete operating record or " log," 
inclitding such data as tintes and dates of 
transmissions, stations contacted, message 
traffic handled, input power tu the transmitter, 
freqtieney used, and signature or " sine" of the 
operator in charge. 

Secrery uf corm's! letup — Provisions in 
the Communications Act make it a misde-
meanor (with heavy penalties) to give out in-
formation of any sort to arty person exeept t 
addressee of a ine,sage or his authorized 
agents. Remember that any aildressed point-
to-point communieation (call- to-call) is cov-
ered by the law. Only when sent after a cg 
call or Q87' ttu all amattittrs) van a conversa-
tion or message be used or divulged without 
the expniss consent of the originator or re-
cipient. 

C. Time Systems 

1Vhile many telegraph and radio eireilitS 

use local standard tor daylight t time in log-
keeping and nnissage-handling. international 
radiocommunication stations and the military 
services follow the 24-hour system of time-
keeping. (; reenwich Time 24-hour 
system) is based on the time II Gruen\vielt, 
England, the city at the 0' meridian. :Midnight 
in ( ; reenwich is represented by 0000; 0600 rep-
resents ti A.M. there; 1200 is noon; 1800 is ti 

P.M.: 2400 is again midnight and the saine as 
0000 of the next day. The figures must be 
corrected to eaeli individual time zone. East-
ern Standard Time is five hours behind Green-
wich, so that 063(h GUT (.6:30 A.m. in Green-
wich) would represent 1:30 A. m. EST, for ex-
ample. As an example of reverse transla,tini, 
9:30 A.M. EST would be designated in the log 
as 1130 fit EDST is four hours behind 
GUT; Ml )ST,si hours: PDST. seven. 
The military services use simply a 24-hour 

clock, I ased on local time. without, correcting 
to Greenwich or any other longitude. The 
principal advantage of this system is the 
elimination of the neetissity for the use of 
P.M. ou' A.M. abbreviations. Each 15° zone of 
longitude around the gbda. is designated by a 
hitter which is sent in messages with the nu-
merals giving the time. 

4[1 ARRL Operating Organization 

Th, purp.,,, of station- building is to eom-
municate. To assist amateurs to get the most 
from their rommuni('ation by amateur radio 
AMU, maintains a Communieations Depart-
ment with 70 territorial Sections 
PI. Cuba. Canada). A member-elected Sec-
tion Manager administers appointments and 
handles correspondence and activity reports 
(published monthly in QST) from the active 
reporting stations in each Section. 

All posts in the organization are dedicated 
to fulfilling rertain specified objectives. A high 
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standard of operation. telegraph or voice, is 
called for in each ' station - appointment. In 
certain of the activities or station tests, re-
sults may be achieved in a week-end or two of 
operation that are the equivalent of " months" 
of average amateur work. Organization pernil s 
stqwrior results through the mutual coopera-
tion and collat. erat. ; on uf each Ineniber t :t 

group. Our ARR L is a inutual-benufit associa-
tion for t he representation of the anialiqtr. 
striving to adt1 in every way to the effective-
ness of the individual station and to increase 
the pleasure and profit of the memIter in his 
hobby. 

TI in following abbreviated descriptions in-
dicate the types of ARRL-SCM appointments 
that are made with the purpose of each. See 
page 6 in any ()ST for the address of your 
Section Communications Manager. Every 
reader of these pages is cordially invited ti) 
report his station itelivities to his SCNI for 
QS7' mention. All who meet t he qualitieations 

ass.s..n it down in the and will I; 
AR III) Constitution, ttnd the book ()per/ding 
an A 10011.n r Radio .`;int inn are urged to sevore 
appropriate forms for a ppOillt 11WIlt s fr0111 t lut 
SUM or ARRI) Headquarters and to fully 
participate in their operating organization. 

Leadership and sialion appointments— 
SEC (Section Emergency Coordinator). Pro-

motes and administers Section emergency 
radio organization. 
EC ( Emergency Coiirdinator). Organizes 

amateurs of a community or other area bit. 
radio emergency service; liaison with officials 
of agencies serve il and with representatives of 
ot her communication facilit ies 

ORS ( Official Relay Station). Traffic service, 
operati• nol s and truuik linos. 

OPS • Official ' Phon(' Slat ion). Voice-operat-
ing. assists in establishing high operating 

stamlar(ls. 
OES L Official Experimental Station). Ex-

perimental operating, collects reports on 
v.h.f.-o.h.f.-s.h.f propagation data or con-
tacts: some engage in fax, fan., tv., etc. ex-
hiniments. 

013S ( Official Broadcasting Station). Trans-
mits .:\. 1t RI) Bulletins to amateurs. 
00 ( Official Observer). Sends mail (or ra-

dios( cooperative notices to amateurs to assi-1 
in frequency observance, insure high-qualit y 
signals, and prevent l( C trouble for the indi-
vi;lual il the fraiernity. 
R o(ite Manager). Organizes t nets 

and cc sviuti tulles 

P-1 Phone .-‘ ct ivities Manag('r). Orgtm-
izes art I vities for OPS. 

EJ. RST System of Signal Reports 
The RST system is an abbreviated method 

of hidirating the main characteristics of a re-
ceived signal. the Re:el:Wilily, Signal Strength. 
and Tone. The letters RS'!' determine the or-
der of sending the report. In asking for this 

READABILITY 

1— Unreadable 
2 — Barely readable. occasional words 

distinguishable 
3 — Readable milli consideralble diffi-

culty 
4 — Readable with practically no diffi-

culty 
5 — rerfee.tly readable 

SIGNAL STRENCTII 

1— Faint — signals barely percepti-
ble 

2 — Very weak signals 
3 — Weak signals 
4 — Fair signals 
5 — Fairly good signals 
6 — Cood signals 
— Moderately strong signals 

8 — Strong signals 
9— Extremely strong signals 

TONE 

1 -- Extremely-rough hissing note 
2 — Very rough a.c. note, no trace of 

musicality 
3— Rough low-pitched a.c. note, 

slightly musical 
4 — Rat her rough a.c. note, moder-

ately musical 
5 —  lulated note 
6— Modulated note, slight trace of 

whistle 
— Near d.e. note, s ttttt oth ripple 

8 -- Good tie. note, just a trace of 
ripple 

9 — Purest d.e. note 
(If the note appears to be crystal-

controlled simply add an X after thc 
appropriate number.) 

If there is evidence of a chirp, the 
let ter C may be added to so indicate. 

Entropies 

fly Telegraph: RST359: liST 567X : UST 1911C. 
The letters usT need not be sent. if it is clearly 
 lerstood that the UST stem is being used. 
By Voice: Say simply.. ' I am receiving you 

Readability . . . ( I-5), Strength . . . ( 1-9):' 

form a report. one transmits ItS-f? or simply 
Ql{(1 .? 

e, Emergency Operating 

One of the most interesting and pt.:tole:LI 
fields for the active amateur adding to his en-
joyment as well as his prestige and revord for 
successittl and construetivc communication, is 
that of emergency ,iterating work. Before 
Wor1.1 \Var II indi \-idttal amateurs and groups 
had scores of recorded instances of part ieipa-
tion, handling information of critical value by 
am akor radio in sudden emergencies resulting 
from hurricane, flood, earthquakes, blizzards 
and other natural and man-maile disasters 
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that severed wire communication and trans-
portation. 

Following World War II, the FCC reopened 
amateur facilities in a limited manner just one 
week after V-J Dav, to permit the reactivation 
of the AIM!, Emergency ( and the 
restoration of the ‘videspread amateur radio 
capabilities to 11(.11) local communit ies and t he 
nation through the wide geographical avail-
ability of amateur stations. Even if amateurs 
do not find radio drills and activities perti-
nent to emergency preparedness (on 111 Me. 
and every l)w-fr('quency band) of the greatest 
interest and pleasure, amateurs should wish to 
participate in AEC organization and planning 
in order to ' oit hate such FCC a pprobat ion and 
action in their behalf! So every reader %vim is 
an amateur is urged to subscribe t., the Emer-
gency Corps and participate iri !oval and 
national activity in any manner related to 
emergency preparation! 
A communieat ions emergency occurs when-

ever normal fault ies are in t errupt ed or over-
loaded, and may or may not involve general 
public participation or require ECC recogni-
tion or deelarat ion. A communicat iims emer-
gency need not involve a public relief or wel-
fare emergency, lout the lat ter corn lit ii ni 
usually is aecompanied by a communications 
emergency. 

Relief probh•ms of the community at large, 
official messages (non Red Clooss, military and 
civic officials, have absolute priority in emer-
gency. Radio circuits must carry the impor-
tant messages first, and when personal-safety 
messages are permissible, in the judgment of 
operators in the affected area, it is even then 
much murc profitable to early I he burden of 
traflic and outgoing messages ni safety, rat her 
than requests for inve›rigating safety which 
cannot be acted upon except at a deferred date. 
When FCC declares :( conditiiin of general 

communications emergeney, sp.cial amateur 
regulations § 12.156) govern absolutely, with 
the following provisions effective until the 
Commission declares the emergency ended: 

1) No transmissions in the sO-meter band 
may be made c.reept those relziting to the relief 
or emergency service. Casual conversation, 
incidental calling or testing, remarks not, perti-
nent to the construetiv(' handling of the emer-
gency communieations, shall be prohibited. 

2) Band-edge segments of 25 kc. shall be re-
served at all times for (a) emergency calling 
channels, ()) initial calls from the isolated, 
(c) first calls ing dispatch of important 
priority relief mat tl•rs. All stations shall, for 
general communication, shift to other within-
band frequencies for carrying on communica-
tions. 

3) Hourly ohservance of mandatory quiet or 
listening periods, the first five minutes of each 
hour. No calls may lie answered in this period. 
Only " utmost priori t y traffic may continue.) 

4) For promulgat ing t he emergeney-declara-
tion, and for policing-warning-observing work, 

FCC may designate certain amateur stations. 
Announcements from these stations will be 
identified by their reference to § 12.156 by 
number, and t heir speeificat ion of the date of 
the FCC's declaration, with statement of the 
area and nature of t he emergeney. 
Emergency calling frequencies— Itegard-

ing Q1111., which call is limited to use of isolated 
stations for first emergency calls, special pro-
visions and methods : ire necessary to assist the 
stations under handicap of no commercial 
power, in remote sections, in getting contact 
and help. 

It is recommended by .1 It It L t hat frequen-
cies al hie band edges he utilized for emergency 
calls when no general emergency is declared or 
in effect. This lencls point and specification to 
builders of emergency equipment. This spot on 
all bands is well covered contimumsly by re-
ceivers. It, gives hope to the isr dated operator 
that he be heard. All listeners are just meted to 
hunt for weak signals on such frequencies, 
during general emergency, for taking account 
of the isolated and establishing new important 
connect ions. 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

EMERGENCY CORPS 
FOR PUBLIC SERVICE 

This Certifies that  John J. Doe  

is a  Full  member of the ARRL Emergency Corps for 
one year horn date below or endorsement on reverse side. 

In the event of failure of regular communication facilities due to 
storms, floods, and similar disasters, this operator offers the use of 
his amateur radio station and services to his country and community. 

He will codperate closely in Emergency Corps activities, such 
as plans for rendering emergency communications service, and will 
participate as possible in appropriate preparedness drills and tests. 

Dated n. 1. 1946 

A•R•i • trTergerfeeirearer « (Omits. Mgr.  

EMERGENCY CORPS ;MEMBERSHIP CARD 

llave You Got Yours? 

ARM: Emergency Corps — The AR lt 
Emergency Corps (AEC) is dedicated to or-
ganization of the amateur radio service for 
top performance in supplying emergency radio 
communication whenever and wherever 
needed. The Emergency Corps has been or-
ganized anti strengthened to insure maximum 
effectiveness at the saine time it provides op-
erating enjoyment for its tnembers. 

Emphasis is on radio activity and simulated 
emergency nets. The organization chart and 
radio functional diagram will help you to un-
derstand the operation of the Corps. Vhf. is 
the arcepted medium for local emergency 
communication. The 144- Me. band is recom-
mended for local nets where practicable. 11.f.-
band stations will be recruit 'd for long-haul 
emergency requirements. Drills and simulated 
emergency work are the aim in each commu-
nity. Activity in these will be required to keep 
in the Full 3Iembership group. 

Here is an official activity in which you, as 
an amateur, will want to participate. If yott 
have an operative station on 144- Me, or other 
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amateur frequencies, aim to join the ARRL 
Emergency Corps. Work closely with the 
Emergency Coordinator (wherever appointed) 
and the SCM. 
Why you should join — Amateur radio must 

carry forward its rôle of furnishing emer-
gency communieations. Disaster Can and dors 
strike will least exia.eted! To (I we with emer-
gency problems wherever t hey arise, the 
support of /I Mal CUTS 1111.011giNHII tlte nation is 
required. Public survive in emt•rgeneies is part 
of the tradition of amateur radio. and substan-
tial justification for the frequerwy assignments 
granted by our government. The A 1 ILL Emer-
gency Corps is an important activity. 

LIAISON WITH CIVIC 
OFFICIALS; RED CROSS: 
OTHERAGENCIES: AND 
OTHER COMMUNICATION 

SERVICES 

SCM 

SECTION 
EMERGENCY 
COORDINATOR 

REGIONAL OR 
AGENCY 

EMERGENCY 
COORDINATOR 

ARRE EAMON, 
OOPS MEMBERS 

(SPECIAL NETS) 

COMMUNITY 1_1 ASSISTANT 

EMERGENCY E.C.% 
COORDINATOR 
  "N. ...r.' 

EMERGENCY PLANNING 
COMMITTEE 

AR R. L. 
EMERGENCY CORPS 

MEMBERS 

ORGAN I ZATION CHART 

COMMUNITY 
EMERGENCY 
COORDINATOR 
AND ASSISTANTS 

LOCAL V.H.F. 
NETS 

(144 Mc and oth<r) 

H. F. 
STATI OMS 

0.5-7-14 Me 

RADIO FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 

How to join — Application forms are avail-
able from voir local EC, the local ARRL-
affiliated club, your SCM or from League 
headquarters. One of these forms properly 
filled out and returned to the address indicated 
thereon, entitles you to receive a card certify-
ing membership in the Emergency Corps. You 
will then be included in plans for on-thair 
tests, drills, and other interesting activities. 
Join now! A postal will bring you the applica-
tion form. 

1E, Operating Activities 

Operating in the amateur bands offers many 
thrills. The " unexpected" is always around 
the corner. Special activities are sponsored by 
the American Radio Relay League, adding to 
ham interest and fraternalism. 

Within the ARRL field organization there 
are all-season anti quarterly activities. The 
first Saturday night each month is set aside 
for all ARRL oflieials, officers, and directors 
to get together over the air from their own 
stations, wherever located. The 3.5-Mc. band 
is used and this first Saturday night is known 
to t he gang as AR RL Oflicials Nite. 
As in all our operating, the idea of having a 

good time is combined in the annual Field Day 
wit h the nuire serious thought of preparing our-
selves to shoulder the communication load as 
enterg,neies turn up and the occasion requires. 
A premium is placed on the use of equipment 
without connection to commercial sources of 
power. 
The Worked All States (WAS) award is 

made available by AR ItL to all amateurs who 
have confirmed evidence of contacts with all 
states from one location — as one example of 
available certificate awards. A DX " Century 
Club" certificate likewise is given to all anta-
teurs proving contact with 100 countries in a 
like manner. Code Profieieney Certificates are 
available for submitted copy of astral recep-
tion at 15 to 35 words per minute, provided 
bona fide " copy" of monthly qualifying runs 
checks. 

Progress in proficiency of code reception is 
shown after the initial test and the AR IIL cer-
tificate award by a separate dated-and-ini-
tialed endorsement. This is arranged for dis-
play on the certificate. Every licensee is invited 
to go " all out" for our awards by sending in 
copy transcribed by his personal efforts on one 
of the qualifying runs. See the latest, issue of 
QS7' for the current schedule of W1AW Qual-
ifying Runs. Get your certificate . . . then 
the progress awards! 

Follow QST each month for current an-
nouncements of special simulated-emergency 
tests, concerning ARRL Trunk Line opera-
tion, A-1 Operator Club, Rag Chewers Club, 
01(1 Timers Club. Field .1)ay, International 
DX and All-Section Sweepstakes competi-
tions, and ( It hers. 
The booklet Operating an A malear Radio 

Station is sent gratis on request to League 
members, and covers the rules for different 
ARRL Awards as well as the several leadership 
and station appoint melds granted amateurs-
members of the League who am conducting 
particular types of services in an exemplary 
manner. to assist brother amateurs or build 
the ala ht V of amateur ra(lio to serve the com-
munity a il the nat ion. This 19-page book deals 
consecut ivily with Operating Practice, Emer-
gency Communication, Operating Activities, 
ARM., Field Organization. Leadership Ap-
pointments, Station Appointments, Handling 
Messages, Network Organizing and NOS 
Duties, Abbreviations, and FCC Regulations, 
Orders and Miscellany. If you are a League 
member mail a card for your free copy today. 



INTERNATIONAL AMATEUR PREFIXES 

To make possible identification of calls heard on the air, the international telecommu-
nications conferences assign to each nation certain alphabetical blocks, from which all classes of 
stations are assigned prefixes. The following prefixes are used by amateurs. 

CE 
CM-CO 
CN 
CP 
('It 

t"r 

EA 

El 
EL 

EP 
ES 

G 

HA 
1113 

lIC 

tIll 

III 

HJ-HK 

HP 

HR 

HS 

HZ 

.1 

KA 
KB-KZ 

LA 

LU 
LX 
LY 
LZ 

MX 

NY 

OA 

OH 

OK 

ON 

OQ 

OX 

OY 

China (used unofficially) 

Chile 
Cuba 
French Morocco 
Bolivia 
Portuguese colonies: 4, Cape Verde Ids.; 5, 

Port. Guinea; 6, Angola; 7, Mozambique; 8, 
Port. India; 9, Macao; 10, Timor. 

Portugal: 1, Portugal proper; 2, Azores Ids.; 3, 
Madeira Ids. 

Uruguay 
Germany 
Spain and colonies: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, Spain proper; 

6, Balearic Ids.; 8, Canary Ids.; 9, Span. Mo-
rocco & No. Africa. 

Eire 
Liberia 
Iran ( Persia) 

Estonia 
France and colonies: F3. F8, France proper; FA, 

Algeria; FB8, Madagascar; F1)8, Togo; FE8, 
Caineroons; FF8, Fr. West Africa; FG8, 
Guadeloupe; FIS, Fr. Indo-China; "'KR. 
New Caledonia; FL8, Fr. Somaliland; FAIS, 
Martinique; FN8, Fr. India; F08, Fr. 
Oceania; FPS, St. Pierre & Miquelon; FQ8, 
Fr. Equatorial Africa; FR8, Reunion Ids.; 
FT4. Tunisia; FITS. New Hebrides; I' 1-24, Fr. 
Guiana & Inini. 

Great Britain except: GI. Northern Ireland; 
GM. Scotland; G W. Wales. 

Hungary 

Soil feria nd 
Eciaador 

Haiti 
Dominican Republic 
Colombia 

Republic of Panama 

Honduras 

Siam 

Hedjaz 

Italy 

Japan 

Continental United States of America 

Philippine Ids. 

Territories and possessions of the U.S.: KI16, 
Baker, Howland, American Phoenix Ids.; 
KG6, Guam; K H6, Hawaii; Kiti, Johnston 
Island; KL7, Alaska; KM6, Midway Islands; 
KP4, Puerto Rico; KP6, Palmyra Group, 
Jarvis Id.; KS6, American Samoa; KV4, Vir-
gin Islands; KW6, Wake Group; KZ5, Canal 
Zone (Army). 

Norway 

Argentina 

Luxembourg 
Lithuania 

Bulgaria 

Manchuria 

U.S. Navy yards: NY1-2, Canal Zone: NY4, 
Guantanamo, Cuba. 

Peru 
Finland 

Czechoslovakia 

Belgium 

Belgian Congo 

Greenland 
The Faeroes 

OZ Denmark 

PA Netherlands 

Pi Curacao 

PK Netherlands Indies; 1, 2, 3, Java; 4, Sumatra: fi. 
Dutch Borneo; 6, Celebes-New Guinea. 

PX Andorra 

PV Brazil 

PZ Surinam (Net h. Guiana) 

SNI Sweden 

SP Poland 

ST-SU Egypt: ST, Egyptian Sudan; SU, Egypt proper 
SV-SX Greece 

TA Turkey 

TF Iceland 

TG Guatemala 
TI Costa Rica 

U-UC Union of Socialistic Soviet. Republics: 1-7, 
European; 8, 9, 0, Asiatic. UB, Ukraine; UC, 
White Russian. 

VE Canada 

VK Australia: 2, 3. 5, 6, 8, Aust. proper; 4, Papua 
Terr.; 7, Tasmania; 9. New Guinea Terr. 

VO Newfoundland and Labrador 
VP to VS British colonies and protect orates: VPI, Brit. 

Honduras; 2, Leeward & Windward Ids.: 3, 
Brit. Guiana; 4, "frinidad and Tobago; 5, 
Jamaica and Cayman Ids.; 6, Barbados; 7, 
Bahamas; 8, Falkland Ids.; 9, Bermuda; VQ1, 
Zanzibar; 2, Northern Rhodesia; 3, Tangan-
yika; 4, Kenya; 5, Uganda; 6, Brit. Somali-
land; 8, Mauritius and Chagos; 9, Seychelles; 
VR1, Gilbert & Ellice Ids. and Ocean Id.; 2, 
Fiji Ids.; 3, Fanning Id.; 4, Solomon ida; 
5, Tonga ( Friendly) Ids.; 6, Pitcairn Id.; VSI. 
Straits Settlements; 2, Federated Malay 
States; 3, Non-federated Malay States; 4, 
Brit. North Borneo; 5, Sarawak; 6, Hong-
kong; 7, Ceylon; 8, Bahrein Id.; 9, Maldive 
Ids. 

VU British India 

Continental United States of America 
XE Mexico 

XU China 

XE Burina 

YA Afghanistan 

YI Ira 
YL Irait 

Latvia 

YM Free City of Danzig 

YN Nicaragua 
YR Roumania 

YS El Salvador 

YT-YU Yugoslavia 

YV Venezuela 

ZA Albania 

ZB to ZJ British colonies and protectorates: ZB1, Malta; 
2, Gibraltar; ZC1, Transjordania; 2, Cocos 
Ids.; 3, Christmas Id.; 4. Cyprus; 6, Palestine; 
ZD1, Sierra Leone; 2, British Cameroons, 
Nigeria; 3, Gambia; 4, Gold Coast ( Brit. 
Togoland); 6, Nyasaland; 7, St. Helena; 8, 
Ascension Id.; 9, Tristan da Cunha; ZE1, 
Southern Rhodesia. 

ZK-ZL-ZNI New Zealand: ZKI, Cook Ids., Zanzibar; 
ZK2, Niue; ZL, New Zealand proper; ZN1, 
Brit. Samoa. 

ZP Paraguay 

ZS-ZT-ZU Union of South Africa: '¿SI-2, 4-6, South 
Africa proper; ZS3, Southwest Africa. 
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Ilertz Anienna  191 
Impedance  19-1, 195, 196, 210 
Itotallation •'23-23:3 
''.1 Antenna 3711, :31.10-391 
I,,, - It Antenna  218 
1,',,,,, lu   191,2117,220 
Lightning Proteetion  

 21((-212.117,--21)i 
Mast  - 
Mea,:urements  I I 1-112 
Mobil))   37 381, 390-392 
Mitt ihand Antenn 212-215 

13elleetors *1s, 
l'arasitie Element  • 220-221, : 377-381 

tt'ros. Radiation   1117, :211 
11,),((.1 Army, 216 -220, 378-,;79 
Plane Itefleetor Antenna  
Plane Sheet Reflectors  :382 
Polarization 188 1014 196 

Gain 191,210, 215, 217, 218, 2211, 373 
Pulleys '28-'129 
 207-'208 

13,uliation Characteristics  19.3 
it,,, liat ion Resistance  
lteceiving  213 
Iteflect ion, Ground  I .-) 
Reflector 220, 377-381 
Rest rieted Space 213-21 I 
Rhombie or tbaniond Antenna,. 
Rotary-13],am Antennas....216-• 3, 230-233, :377-:18 I 
St atgling Waves  - 18 19 
Switehing  2:311 
Tilt nizle   215 
1r:up:mission Lines  198-2:11,229,232 
Tuners. ( lonstruction of: 

Low:P]over Itaek-.Mounted Antenna Tuner.265-266 
1U...hum-Power Antenna Tuner  
Whle-Range Antenna Coupler 280-281 
Reveivi(r   251 

Antenna.   213 
Very-iligh Freipieney (see " Very-lligh Fret men-

, 3, a-38-
Volta],e I ) gstribut ion  191-193, 209-210 
Widesliand Antenn•  :381 
Zepp Antenna  203 

Anti- No. I'--   49 
Arc-Back  176 
Arms. 13ridgesCii run  48 
Arrays, Antenna 215-223,377-381 
Atoms  13 



Atmospheric Bending  PAGE 188 Cell 118.A-G19° 
Atmospheric ltdraction  188 Cement, Coil  238 
Attraction 14, 21 Center-'rap, Filament  73 
Audio Frequencies  33 Center-Tap Full-Wave ltectilier  176 
Audio-Frequency Amplifier • 142, 149-151 Center-Tap Keying  139 
Audio-Frequency Measurement 405-408 Center-Tap Modulation  t 122-123 
Audio Image  161 Channel  118 
Audio Limiting 129, 166 Characteristic Curves  60 
Audio Oscillators  461 Characteristic Imp-xi:inc.,.   60 
Aurora Skip  190 Characteristirs of Vacuum Tubes (Table 199-2 s/ 
Autodyne Reception  142 Charges. Electrieal  00 14 
Automatic Volume Control 163-164 Charging Itat li'r'es  20 
Aiitotransfortner  40 Charts and Tables: 
Average Current Value  31 Abbreviations, Radiotelegraph  461; 
Axes, Cathode-Ray Tube  8.5 Am u F ater r ue eqncy Bands12  12 

a Antenn and 1.',..sl...r Length  213. 214, 215 
"II" Battery  60 Antenna Gain 217, 221 
Bak-W 137 ave  Band-%Vidtli, Tyt.ieal LI'  161 
Battle Shield  46 Battery Service Hours  385 
Balanced Transmission Line 198-199 Cathode-Modulation Perfornianca. ('Iarves 
Ban:I-C hanging  1 liarcl-Pass Filters 46-'4 Characteristic 1 W I n ., Ian' ,  199, Coil-Winding Data  27)113 11 
Ban.ispread  153 , Color Code for II,, ho Parts    41127 
liawlswitching 15:3 Condenser Color ('orle  412 
Band- Width  1110 'Conductivit - of Nletal -  414 
It,,, teries   18-21. 186 - 187, 383, 385 Continental Code  460 
Battery Service Hours (Table)  385  (..ipper-Wire Table  

424.1656 Bean: Antennas (see "Antenna Systems -I  Dielectric Constants  
Bea n 1 'rubes  77 Drill Si7CS 
Beat. Frequenric  •   59 408 Dvnamotors (Types an :I 1)::110   
Beat-Frequenry signal Generators  2328? Gain of Directive Anteme. , 
Beat Note  142 Gas-I/riven Genera t orS , Ty pes and I )ata)  38 

1 13,,,, r t-rillatot. 155 163 Inductance, Caparity :tn.! Frequency Clyirts..413-441;148) 
Bent. \ ntenicis  214-215 Inductance Design l ' har ts for V.11.1". Coils  41-1 
Bias 112, 76-77, 79, 105, 121-211, 124 International Antaem t• Frelixes  

; 
Bias ( 7111,•,iial ion 73-74, 10 V 5 Line-of-Sight . 11.1.'. Rne ag   
Bias Motlulat ion  121-122 Message Form  41 -' 
Bias Supplies 1  1-182, 265 Modulator D a.:1  318-319 
Iiiconiral II.,rn  381138822 Phonetic ('o,1.-   463 
ItillIscird Array  R-S-T Sv›ten, 

197, 421;1;11;; 
Birdies  155, 171, 172 Rabat,,,,, Angle  
111.....ler  177 Radiation l'att,•rn,   
Blocked-Grid IX"eying  130 Radiation ili,i,lanl ,  1911, 211 
Blocked-Grid Limiter  88 Ileaetauee I' ,.....r: 414 
Bloelsing   117-148 Itcactatirr Fable  414 

417-418 Ifi,,r1,i ng O.:rill:lbw 86-87 I/ creiving Tube ( lassifieation Chart  
Body M Capacity   I, 116-147 113182 Itcsistar r..•-( -oliplet1 Voltage-Amplifier Data  318 
Braiiefield Ose.illator.:  Itcsistor (' olor t'tslo   412 
Break- In  Blem.bie Antcnna Design  
Bridge Circuit  48 Srlieniatir Synd,(il,  Fr,. I i 1 re Whig,. Rectili.•rs  176 i,p2i,111 

,Sri.g.,.;,,11-Strength and Readability Scales ... . 466 
199 212 Broad-Band Amplifier  71 Surge hayed:owe 

Broad-Band Antennas  381-:1S2 Tank-Circuit Capar it.   
Brotelsidt• Arrays  217-218 Tap Sizes 
Buffer Amplifier  94 106 
Buffer Cruidenser  185 Transtuissi,rn Lines, Spacing  22146 
Bundler  91 '237 Transtitission 1.inesiis litait ire ( ' ircuit Elements 159? 
Bus Wire  Transmission Lines as Reasonatit Circuit Elements 52 
Butti•rtly (' Ireuits 57 V-Antenna Desi- C ti hart   215 
Button, Microphone  125-1;2;11; Vacuum-Tube Characteristir 9 s 417-45 
Buzzer t'odesPract ice Set  Vacinini-l'ube Classification Chart, Ite-
By-Pass Condensers 59, 151 eeiving 417-418 

N'actintii-Tube Index  417-459 
C  1(3 Vacuum-Tube Soeket I ) iagra nu::  419-425 

-13 1116 CIL Rail...  Vibrator Power Supplies (l'ypes tutu! Data 1 ....:386 
CR and RI: Time COn•lant •   29 Wire u•ble  
CT-Cut Crystals  58 11 or.I Lists for Accurate Tra m nsission  . 4 1 4 21:1;5:1; 
C. W. R.•eeption  142, 147, 167-168.r.'llassis Layout   
Canadian General latiager  11 Chirp, leving  
Capaeitiye Coupling  e  C 44, 100 Chokoil  
Capacitive Reactance  34 Choke-C.mpled .51odulator  1511,1( 120 

15-16 CIsike. Fill, Capacity  177, 1713-179 
Capacity Coupling 44, 100 t'liok.--Input Filter   177, 178-179 
Capacity, Dist faulted  36 (' t,' k,' Swinging  
Capacity, Fee , I- Back  80 CircuitsDiat,rani Schematic :Symbol  .  ii'reiliti,iii17)T1ti 
Capacity, Grid-Catlin:de 63 Cireuit, Eli•ctrie   13-11 

113 (•ir.•niN. (•Itridge apacit .y, Grid- Platt,   48 
CaPacit v. Ground  213 Circuits, Butterfly  57 
Caparit .v., Inductance and Frequeney Charts 413 t'ireuit-.. Catirod, '„  74 
("apar it y, Interelertrode  63 t'irruits, C.cixial-Line  29 Cirruits, Colpitts  49 50, 115-116, 2116 Caparit-y-Ilesistanre Time Consiani   80 
Carbon .Micrtipinaii•  125-126 ( •i re, ii ts, Coupled 43-I8 
Carrier  94 Cirenit ,, Hartley  80 
Cascade Amplifiers  65 (.' itruits, IlialisQ   113 
Catcher  92 (- l's, g Ura La   
Cathode 18, 60, 73-74 C'tri•tiits, Linear -18-53. 113-1141-? 
Called...11i, Caletalat ion 73-74 Circuits, l'ot Tank  .57 
Czttb.,.1.• By- Pass 73 Circuits, Luturc.1-Con,:tant   57 
Callnide (' ir,-' its  74 Circuits, Parallel-Resonant  -12 
Catli,de ( ' otipler  78 Cireuits, Power-Ampli tier  70 
Cat lio,li. Follower  78 Circuits. Itatlio-Fre.pieney Woe e m r Amplifier  100-10-1 
Cathode Keying  139 Circuits. Receiver ,....,-, - Receivers". 
Cat.h.,1.• 51odulation  119, 122-123 Circuits, Itesonatit  10--13, 45 
Cat laide-Itay OseilloscoPes 85-87, 130-134 Circuits, Resonant- Line  49,52-5:3 
Catliode-Ray Tubes 85-86 Circuits, Resonator  57 
Catlell le Resistor  73 Circuits, Series  28-29.40 
Cavity Resonators 55-56 Circiliis, Sweep 86-87 



PAGE 
Circuits, Transmitter (sec "Transmitters") 
Circuits, Tuned 40-43, 45 
Circuits, Cltraudion  80 
Circuits, Voltage-Multiplying 183-184 
Class-A, -AB, -B, and -C Amplifiers  71-72 
Class-B Modulators 124-125 
Class-B Modulator Data 318-319 
Clicks, Keying 137, 139-140 
Clipter C'irenit 323-324 
Closed Circuit  14 
Cloud-Layer InveNion  192 
C'oaxial-Line Circuit,  -19-50, 115-116, 206 
(7oaxial Transmission Lines  12, 206 
Coaxial Vertical Radian'',   :181 
Code ( Continental; and Code Practice 460-463 
Code-Practice Sig  • 460-163 
Coëllicient 4" ( 'wading  44 
Coëllicient, Timmerature  58 
Coil 4;e, '' inductance') 
Coil Cement,  
Coil, Fichl   
Coil, Voice   
(.'oil, Wini line  
t'ollector Eleetrode  
Collinear Arrays 
('olor Codes, km  .1  
coipit t. Circuit  
Cond tined A.C. and D.0  
Coral iitiation Arrays 
C'onnuunieations bepartment, AR It L  11, 460-168 
Coiiituct Antentris  213-214 
4'onipensation, Iligh-Fretluelle.le  78 
Conitiemation, Low-Frequency  78 
Cono ilex Waves  59 
Concentric- Line Circuits (see Coaxial-Line Circuits) 
Concentric Transmission Line (see Coaxial-Transtnis-

sion LUies) 
( 'onilenser  
Conilenser, liand-Setting  
Condenser tilo, 1 ' ode  
Condenser CcetIplite   
Coligle9,,-1i9lut Filler 
Condenser Nlicriii Mote,  
( ' on. imiscr tir,,'-  Parallel Connection  • 
( ' on,leuscr Rommince  
Condimscrs. liandspri lii   

( 'OM it.11,,,,. U ,Iffor   
( ..,„ d,.„ - ,.,.... 

( '1,t1. len›ers. Kiee I n el t 1 y   
t ' imitenscr, N'eutralizing.  
Condenser,. Voltage Lit ' iii. - 
( ' onductiinci.   
( ', induction   13, 16-18 
( Mniliietion, Elect r' is tii•   17-18 
Conduction, 17 
Cond, ict ion, Tliermionie  18 
Conductivity   13, 26 
( • en. 1 tie 1 i t ity of :11et t •  414 
(loniluetia,   13 
(';tnical lloro 381-382 
l' ,,Iit• AltletillaS  381-382 
Cole:tam. 'l'une 29,164 
Const : nit,. Le  43 
( ti ens', i equal I't active 234-238 
Ciao Mental ('orle   460 
Cont rol I ' i re. t its. Station 306-307 
t'ontrol (; rid  60 
( ttnt rolled-Itect itier leying  138 
Conversion Efficiency  156 
Converters, A.('  - D ( '   187 
Converters, Fretitiency  150,156-158 
Converters, V.11.F 1 N7, 337-346 
Copper-IN-ire Table  416 
Core 25, 37 
Corner Reflector Antenn.  382 
Coulotub  15 
Counting Messages 461-165 
Coupled Circuits 43  48 
Coupling  25 
Coupling. Antenna to Receiver  146 
Coupling. Antenna to Transmitter 200-203 
('oupling. Choke    120 
Coupling Condenser 4.1, 1110 
('impling, Critical  46 
Coupling, Inductive 44-45 
(*.miring. Interstag • 99-100 
Coupling, lank   4-1, lilt( 21)1 -202 
l'impling to Transmission Lines. . . „ 21)11 -203 
("tainting Transformer 200-203 
('tackle Finish   2:37 
Critical Angle ............ . 191 
Critical I'ouplina. .. 46 
( : ritical FfelitIOGry    189 
1;ritical Iniluetantte  .. 
Crystals, Piezeeleetric  58-59 
Crystal-Controlled Transmit ter C. 'fist ruct i; in (see 

"Transmit ters •" and " Very-High Freqiieneies") 
Crystal Filter.   . 162, 168 

 177-178 
126 

28-29 
34 
153 
185 
59 
177 
161 

. ...... . 107, 177 

Crystal Grinding  
Crystal Headphones  
Crystal Microphone.;  
Crystal Mountings 
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308-309 
150 
126 
116 

Crystal Oscillators 81, 97-99 
Current, Alternating 30-37 
Current, Direct  25 
Current Feed for Antennas  197 
Current Flow 13,16-21 
Current in A.C. Circuits  30 
Current-Intensity Modulation  91 
Current Lag and Lead :10-37 
Current :Measurement 29-311,36,401-403 
Curve Tracing Oseilloseop•-.   405 
Curvi,s, Tube-Cliaraim•ristic  (8)-65 
Cutting Sheet Metal   . ......... 235 
( ' utting Threads   237 
('Ilt-()IT Frequency  46 
Cut-Off Limiter   80-89 

238 1', it-tiff, Plate-Curreni   63 
151 Cycle ................ .. .   30 
150 (.'yl• Variati ....    190 
238 Cvlindri,•al Antenna,.   381 
91 C.>.•linilrical Urid  91 

217 
412 D.C.  25 
Si) D.C. Instruments 29,4412-404 
59 DC-Cut Crystals  58 

218 D'Arsonval Movement  29 
Dainping  42 
Dead Spots 147-148 
Decibel  71 
Decoupling  128 
Decoupling Circuit 77-78 
Decrement  42 
Deflection Plates   84 
Degeneration  69 

16 Degenerative Oscillator   81 
153 Delayed A.V.0   164 
412 Delivering Messages   4114 
44 Delta Matching Transformer  37(1 

DeiffinlidatiOn  1.12 
DeltelariZer  19 
Detection   142.143-149 
Deviation Ratio  131 
Diagrams, Seliematie Symbols for Frontispiece 
Diamond Antenn  i  215-216 
Dielect rie  13 
Dieleetrie Constant   Ill 
Dielectric Constants (Table)  415 
Dies   237 

26 Difference of Potential  IS 
Differentiating Circuits 88-89 
Diffraction 188, 190 
Diisle Detectors 143-144 
Ditsles  60 
Dipole, Folded ',22, 376-377 
Direct Coupling  44 
Direct Ctirrent  
Direct Feed fur Antennas  197 
Direct-Ray Transtnission 188.192 
Direction of Current Flow  18 
Directional Antennas W.* ** Antenna Systems ) 
Direct ive Antenna  •  215-223, 230 -233, 377-382 
Directivity, Antenna  1111 
Director, Antenna ')III 221, 377-378 
Directors, AR RI.  11 
Disassociation  18 
DiscriminaMr 173-174 
Dissipation, Plate  63 
Dissipation, Power 32-33 
Distortion Ilarmonic 6-1-65 
Distributed Capacity and Inductance  36 
Dividers, Voltage 28, 18:3 
Divisions, :III It L  11 
Door-Knob Tube  90 
Double-Lead Tubes   90 
Doubler. Frequency  94 
Double Resonance  110 
Double Superheterodyne  . ..... 156 
Downward ModulatiMi   133 
Drift, Frequency ..... . . 58, 79-80 
Drift Space  92 
Drill Sizes ; Tal /le/   236 
Drilling I I oles . .235-236 
Driven Elements  . 21ii 220.377-381 
Driver GG, 121 
Driver i •GlIpling  121 
Driver PGWOr... GO, 105, 121, 12.1 
Drop, Voltage.  28, 42, 175 
Dry Batteries  186, 383 
Dry Cell  19 
DUMUIP Antennas . . 109 

178 Duplei-Diode Triodes and Pento;les.. 79 
Duplex Power Staiii;lit.;  184 
Dynamic, Characteristics  62 
Dynamic Instability... ............   80 
Dynamic Inversion . . .   192 
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Dynamic Lotadspeake  150-151 
Dynamic Microphones 126-127 
Dynamotors  383 
Dynamotors (Table)  386 
Dynatron Oscillator 81-82 

E  15 
E-Layer  189 
ET-Cut Crystals  58 
Eddy Current 39,46 
Effective Current Value  31 
Efficiency, Amplifier  104 
Efficiency, Frequency-Conversion  136 
Efficiency, Transformer  38 
Electric Charges 14-16 
Electric Circuit 13-14 
Electrical Length  210 
Electricity  13 
Electricity, Static 14-16 
Electrodes  17 
Electrolyte  18 
Electrolytic Condensers  177 
Electrolytic Conduction 17-18 
Electromagnetic Deflection 83-84 
Electromagnetic Radiation 48-49 
Electromagnetism 21-25 
Electromotive Force (E.M.F.)  15 
Electron Orbits  93 
Electrons  13 
Electron-Coupled Oscillator 80-81 
Electron Flow 13,60 
Electron Gun 83-84 
Electronic Conduction  60 
Electronic Keying Circuits  87 
Electronic Keys  141 
Electronic Switching  87 
Electron Transit Time  90 
Electron Transit-Time Oscillator  92 
Electronic Voltage Regulation 180-181 
Electrostatic Coupling  44 
Electrostatic Deflection  84 
Electrostatic Field  14 
Electrostatic Induction  14-15 
Electrostatic Shielal 109-110 
Emergency Apparatus  383-392 
Emergency Power Supply 186-187 
Emission, Electron  18 
Emission, Secondary 75-76 
End Effect  194 
End-Fire Arrays 218-220 
Energy IS, 25-26 
Energy Relationships  38 
Energy Transfer 43-44 
Envelope, Modulation  130 
Equi-Potential Cathode  75 
Excitation 79,107-108 
Exciter  94 
Exciter Units (see " Transmitters") 
Extended Double-Zepp Antenna 219-220 
Extinction Voltage  86 

F-Lavers 189-190 
FT-Cut Crystals  58 
Fading  191 
Farad  15 
Faraday Shield 109-110 
Federal Communications Commission, Regadations .. 12 
Feed, Series and Parallel  81 
Feed-Back 68-69,80 
Feeders and Feed Systems (see "Antenna Systems") 
Feeding Crystal-Oscillator Stag.  -  289-291 
Fidelity 125,143,160 
Field Coil  150 
Field-Intensity Meters 398-399,409-410 
Field, Electrostatic 14-15 
Field, Magnetic 21-21 
Field-Strength Meters 398-399,409-410 
Filament 18,75-77 
Filament Supply  175 
Fills and Repeats  .164 
Filter, Crystal 162,168 
Filters 16-47,162,177-179 
Filters, R.F.  139 
Final Amplifier  94 
Firing Voltage  86 
First Detector  155 
Flat Plane Reflector  382 
Flat Response  123 
Flow, Current 13,16-21 
Fluorescent Screen  84 
Flux Density, Magnetic 22-23 
Fly-Back  sa 
Flywheel Effect 41-42 
Focusing Electrode  83 
Folded Dipole 222,376-377 
Force, Electrometive  15 
Force, Lines of 14,21 
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Formulas: 
A. C. Average, Effective and Peak Values  31 
Amplification Factor 61,64 

Reactance  
Resistance, Equivalent Series 
Resonance  41 
Rhombic Antenna  216 
Ripple  178 
Series, Parallel and Series-Parallel Calamities . 28-29,35 
Series., Parallel and Series- Parallel Inductanees 28,35 
Series, Parallel and Series-Parallel Resistances 27-28,35 
Shunte, Meter 404-403 
Standing-Wave Ratio... al 
Surge Impedanee 50 208 
Temperature Coëllicient of il1,1•1111 ,. ..   27 
Tinie Constant  29 
Transformer Volt-Ampere Rating  180 
Transmission-Line Constants   199 
Transmission-Line Length  198 
Transmission-Line Spacing psi  207 
Turns Ratio  37 
V.H.F. Transmission Range  193 
Voltage Dividers  •,8,183 
Voltage, In.11 ice,'  25 
Voltage Regulation  175 
Voltage-Regulator Limiting Resistor  180 
Wavelength  48 
Wavelength-Frequency Cons ersion  48 
Work  - 25 

Franklin Oscillator  81 
Free-Space Pattern, Antenna  195 
Frequencies, Nomenclature  33 
Frequency 30,48 
Frequency Allocations, Ainatout  12 
Frequency Compensation  78 
Frequency Converters  155.156-158 
Frequency Deviation  134 
Frequency Distortion  65 
Frequency Divider  83 
Frequency Doublers  112 
Frequency Drift 58-59,79-80 
Frequency, Inda ' eta nee and Ca tacit y ( -71u, ri  . 413-414 
Frequency Measinement: 

Absorption Frequency Meter.  396-398 
Calibrated Receiver  397 
Calibrated Receiver with Auxiliary Oscillator  Ma 
Comparison Method'r   400 
Frequency Standards  393-396 
Heterodyne Frequency Mete 394-396 
Lecher Wires 399-400 
V.H.F. Wavemeter 398-399 
WWV Schedules  394 

Antenna Length 194,210,219 
Bias-Supply Bleeder   181 
Bridge Balance  48 
Capacitive Reactance  34 
Capacity of Condenser  411 
Cathode Bias  73 
Characteristic Impedance 50,51,208 
Cofifficient of Coupling  44 
Combined A.C. and D.0  59 
Complex Wave  59 
Conductance 26,28 
Coupling-Transformer Turns Ratio  124 
Critical Inductance   178 
Crystal Frequency-Thickness Ratio  58 
Decibel  71 
Delta Matching-Transformer Design  207 
Electromotive Force, Induced  25 
Filter Design 47,178 
Frequency, Resonant  40 
Grid Impedanee  105 
Grid-Leak Bias  74 
Impedance 35,36,50 
Impedance Matching, 39,119,209 
Impedance Ratios  39 
Inductance Calculation  411 
Inductive Reactance  34 
LR Time Constant 29,43 
Modulat ion Impedance  119 
Modulation Percentage  118,130 
Modulator Transformers, Turns Ratio.. ..... 124 
Mutual Conductance  62 
Ohm's Law (A.C.) 33-37 
Ohm's Law ( D.C.) 26-27 
Output Voltage 64,124,179 
Parallel Inu.cdanee  42 
Plate Effirieney  70 
Plate Resislallee  62 
Pot-Tank Design  57 
Power  25 
Power Factor  36 
Power Output  109 
Power-Supply Outmat Voltage  179 
Power-Supply Transformer Voltage  179 
Q 41-43 
"Q" Antenna   208 
RC Time Constant  29 

34,35,36 
43 
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Frequency i\Totrrs 
Frequency i\ Iodulat ion: 

Construe' ional: 
Control Unit   326 
Modula tor-t Lcil la tor Unit 327-328 

Deviation Ratio  134 
Discritiiiiiattic   173-174 
Limit,-r   ..172-173 
Meth .1 I,   1 17,135- 130 

Principle,   17 131-136.172-174 
React,,ticti Mt alulator  135-136 
Reception   172-174 

Frequency Nliiltipliers u4 112 
Frequency Iii•sp.utsi•   65,125 
Frequency Response, Restriction of 322-325 
Frequency Still iility 7ii 80,138 
FE. inen..y Standards  :V.13-396 
Frei itiency-l'Iiii•Iss lialio if Ctistids  58 
Fret intincy-Wa velerigth Conversit”,   48 
Fronts  . 191-192 
Full-Wave Reel ifier, .......... . - . 176 
Fun.lamental Fr, -il wary  48 

CT-Cut Crystal.: 
Gain Control  
Galvanometer, 
Ganged Tunic's. 
C :ISM/US Combict ion  
Gaseous Regulator Tidies 
Gauss  
Genemotors  
General-Covert. no 'I',, 
Generator, A.F. Signal  
Generator. A.NI. Signal   
Generator, F.M. Signal 
Generator, Sw...'0  
Generators, Gas- 1 / riven  Tal.10  
Godley, Pali!  
Government. License  • 
Grid .   
Ori,1 Itias 
Grid- Bias :N1°,111111 ion   
(Irid-Cathode iacity  
Grid C'ontrtil   
C;rid-Cont rid Reel Wier: 
Grid Current   
Grid Driving I', lier  
Grid Emission  
Grid Excitat it in  
Grid ¡tupe' ance 
Grid Iíeying  
Grid-I.eak t'alcula uit,   
(irid-Leak 1)etectors 
Grid Losses 
Grid Neutralization  
Grid-l'Iate v   
1;rid-Plate 
Crid-Plate Transtainduciantie   
(irk!, Screen  
Grid, Suppre ,,itr   
Grill Swing  
Grid Voltage  
Ground  
Ground Coto iect n en 
Ground ElTeet   
Ground, Imperfect  
Ground Potent nil  
Ground Wave - 
Grounded Antennas 
Grounded-t ; rid .\ middle!.  
Grounded-Plate Amplilier  
Grounds  
Gun, Electra 

Pla:I.: 
394-401 Heating Effect  27 

Henry  25 
Hertz Antenna 191-195 
Heterslyne Frequency Mete 394-396 
Heler,,,Ivne Reception  112 
Higli-C i ' ircilit   43 
High Fr,-, m.neies  33 
High-Fr...it:tinny Cempensai ion   78 
Ifj,„1,-Freitiiiiney Oscillator ( il--ri vin   155, 158-159 
High-Freilueney Relaxation Oscillator  82 
High- Pass Filter-    16-47 
Ili,li-y Circuit  -  113 
Iligh-Vaeman Rectifier.;  175 
Ilirant rercY Maxim Memorial St:Ilion   11 
Hiss Xttisti   152,165-166 
History of Amateur Radio  9-12 
Hole,. Drilling atol Cutting 235-236 
Hollow Wave Guide,.  54-55 
high-Sisas1 Sweep Circuit. 86-87 
Hook-Cp Wire  237 
Hum  129,133,1-17 
Hydrometer  20 

58 
l.'s. 151 

30 
  153-154 

17 
180 
23 
187 

I'3  151 
408 
408 
408 
406 
388 
10 
12 
60 

1;2,76,79,105 
119,121-122 

63 
60-61 

. 79, 139 
61 
61 
110 

63-64 
105-106 

139 
74 

. 144-145 
79 

101,102 
63 
98 
62 
75 
76 
71 
105 
59 

213 
195-197 

196 
59 

Iss 192-193 
213 
75 
92 
59 

83-84 
1itys, Antenna  228 

lairpin Coupling Loop    113 
lalf Wave  IS 
lalf-Wave Antenna   191-195 
lalf-Wave 11..et 176 
lalyards, Antenna 228-229 
land 4'aparity   101 
larmonie  49 
larMollie Antenna  49 
larnionie Distort if in  61-65 
larnionie  49 
4armonie ; et...t.41 ion  .18 99,112 
larinOnie Opera! i..t...1.1iitennatt. 19  210-215 
larinonic Reduction ................ 203 
laritionie 49 
larmonic Suppression   109,203 
lartley C'ircuit   SO 
lash 135 
leaclplione 149 
I ea.lphones   150 
le:vigil:triers, :111111. 11 
Itiailset Amplifier  149 

  150 
!eater  73 

/ 16-17 
Image, A.F   161 
Image, lt.F  155 
Image 11:010   155,11;5 
Image Stu it iression  16.5 
Impedance 34.35,39, -12 
Inipedattee, Anlenn. .514194-196.210 
luipellatice-4*.mpled Amplifier. 66-67 
hoped:nave, (; rid   1115-1(16 
Imp...lane, Slaieliing  :19,51 
hap.. .lame Ratio, Transformer  39 
Impedance, Resonant  12 
Impedance. Surge  51) 
Impeilantie. rank  95.104-105,101; 
Impedance Transformer 51 52 
Impulse Noise  166 
Incomplete Neutralization  101 
Indicators, Tuning  161-165 
Indio....1 Voltage  23 
Inductantai  21-25 
Intlitetance, Capaeity and F1-1-11111'111 Y ( 111111i  4)3-111 
Inductance Design ('harts for V.H.F. Coils  411 
Inductance, Distributed   36 
Indlo•tat We, :Xlittual   25 
Inductance, in :Series and Parallel   28 
Induclance \Vinding Chart ,  107 
Induction 11-15 
Induct il / il, NIagnetic  22 
Induction, Self-   21 

16 
11 

Inductive Neutralization  102 
1'1.111.1k...4 hit put Tube 90-91 
Inductive Reactance  31 
Inductiyely-t'impled Circuits   1-1-15 
Infinite Impedance Detector  115 I 16 
Input I,,;',, iv. fttbe  6s 
Input Choke  177.175 179 
Input Loa.M.  .  152 
Input 14.-istanee, Tube 6s. 152 

ri-S11 172 
31 
175 

lii, ii,,i,,t• 'a paci 
111.11Ict i t . 11 41 11g   

lust:00M 
Insta taMoi is Current Value 
Instamane.ais Plate Current 
Instruments: 

36 
.1iiiiiieter• 30,36 
Audio-Frequency Signal ( Seneratur  108 
1).1•  30,101-402 
Fitiltl-Iiitensity 'Meters 3118   399,409-410 
Frequency 1\1 .eter  - 391-401 
Frequency Standard,  393-396 
Galvanometer  30 
Leeller-Wire Systems  399-.101 
1\11.1..ring 305-306 
Slieroatonieter  30 
I\ lillianinteter  30 
Moni I c et's  305-306 
Alullinititers   -101 
MnItirange V-0-M 402-403 
Ohninietei  • 102-103 
()sr I i if e,t., .1 er  •  -1115-108 

 :193-101 
408 

Sweep Generator  406 
T,.,, 0,inutors  111S 
Voltmeters  30 
War traiter  30 

Insulator:   13-11 
Integrating Circtut S9-90 
Interlect rode Capacities63 
Interine.liate Frequency 155,159-163 
Interims liate-Frequeney Amplifiers  142,159-163 
Intertimliate-Frc•quency Noise Sili•neer  1117 
Interttie.liate-Frequency Transformers 160-161 
Internal Itesistanee  19 

;utter:UO[8  



PAGE 
International Amateur Radio Union  10 
Interruption Frequency 148-149 
Interstage Coupling 119-100 
Interstage Transformers, I.F 160-161 
Inverse Peak Voltage  175 
Inversion, Cloud-Layer  192 
Inversion, Dynamic  192 
Inversion, Nocturnal  192 
Inversion, Phase  129 
Inversion, Subsidence  192 
Inveision, Temperature  192 
Inveried Amplifier 78, HO 
Ionizat ion   17. 18, 189 
Ionosphere  189-191 
Ionospheric Waves  188, ISO 191 
Ions  17 
Iron-Core Tran,forn..•rs   39 
Iron-Vane Met.-r•  36 

"J" Antenna 376, 390-391 
Joule  25 

Key Clan ,., 110 
Key Click,  137, 110 
Key, Electronic   III 
Key, flow to Use 461-462 
Keying: 

Back Wave  137 
lireak-In  138 
Electronic Keys  141 
Key-('lick Reduction  139-140 
51f:tlio. Is: 
Blocked Grid  139 
Cathode or Center-Tap  139 
Grbl-Controlle.1 Reetiiier  139 
Plate  138 
Power Stipply  138 
Primary  Mu 
Screen t;rid   138 
Stipi(rm.stir Grid  139 
Tribe Kever  I lc). 30:1 
Waveforin  137 

Monitorire,  141 
Oscillator Keying  140 
Parasitic Clicks  140 

Keying Circuit..., Electronic  87 
Kilocycle  30 
Kihdin  26 
Kih ,volt  26 
Kilowatt  26 
Kilowatt-Hour  26 
Kinescopes (Tattle)  -112-143 
Klystron Amplifier 91-92 
Klystron Oscillator 91-92 

L  24 
LC I rnistant, 43 
LIC Rail.,   43, 80, 106 
LR Time ( 5,13st-tint  29 
L-Section Filte •  47 
Lag Circuits  110 
Lag, Current 31-32 
Lag, Keying  137 
Lamination,   39 
Lawl-Line Check 464-465 
Lapse Rate  1112 
Laws Concerning Amateur Operati011i  12 
Layer Height  11; 
Lazy-H Antenna  218 
Lead, Current 31-32 
Leial Storage Battery 19-20 
Leakage Inductance  38 
Leakage Reactance 38-39 
Learning the Radiotelegraph Code  460 
Lecher Wires 403-404 
Lenz's Law 23-24 
Li.,,, -'r Manua!, The Radio Amatenr.  12 
Licenses, Amateur  19 
Lightning Protection 229-230 
Limiter  88 
Limiter, F  M  172-173 
Limiting, Audio  166 
Limiting ( Noise) Circuits 165-167 
Limiting Ite.istor    180 
Line-of-Sight Transmission  193 
Line- Voltage Adjustment  186, 3111 
Linear Amplifier,  r' 
Linear Antenna Transformers  51. 208 2111 
Linear Circuit,   18 53, 113 11 1 
Linear Sweep 85. 41(7 
Linear Transformer,  208-211) 
Lillearity   118, 119, 123, 132, 135, 1-13 
Line, of Force 14, 21 
Lines, Resonant 51, 52-53 
Lines, Two-Conductor 52-53 
Link Coupling   41, 100. 201-202 
Lottil     13. 39. 13, 175 
Load Impedance  1111-105 

 130-133, 136, .105 
 29-30, 102 

402 -403 

Mobile, Receiving Equipment for 2, 6 
ter-'. 

Mode 
Modes of Propagation  
Modulation: 

A,Ijust ments and Test ing 
A ! aptitude Modulat ion 
Capability  
Cathode Modulation  
Charameristic  
Envelope 
Freituencv »slut:ohm  117. 134 - 136 
Grid-Biasi Modulation   121-122 
Inipedance  1111, 123 
Linearity  118, 119, 123, 132, 135, 143 

130-133, 136, 407 
117-123, 135-136 

131-132 
  118, 130-131 

 119-121 
118, 130-131 

122 
405 

PAI7E 
Local Oscillator (Receiver) 155, 158-159 
Load Resistance  175 
Locking 82, 83 

148 
45 

Long-Wire Antenna,  210 -212, 215- 6 216 
Loops  49 
Loose Coupling  46 
Losses, Transmission Lin.  199-200 
Loudspeaker  • 150-151 
Low-C ( 7ircuit  43 
Low Fre.itteneil  33 
Low-Frequency Compensation  78 
Low-Frequency Parasitic,   110 
Low-Level 111.011milat.,r,  125 
Low-Pass Fillers 46-47 
Low-rower Transmit Mrs ( see ' Transmit ten• '' ( 
Lumped-Constant Circuit,  57, 113 

M1'-Cut Crystals  58 
Magic- Eye ( Electron-Ray I Tut- 0;4-165 
Magnet,. Permanent alai Teiiii...rary  22 
Magnetic Attract  and Itepukion 21 -22 
Magnet ic Circuit 22-23 
Magnetic F.,1-Back  80 
Magner le Field  21 
Magnet ir Head phon. ,  150 
Magnetic Italtietion  22 
Magnetic Storm,   190 
Magnetism 21-25 
Magnetizing Current   38 
.1\ lagnetomOtive Foree  ' 22 
Magnetron Oscillat.u, 92 93 
Manila/. The Radio Amnicar's 1,teetme  12 

•  

Marconi (Groundi,11 Antennas  213 
Masts 226-229 
Matching Impetlatiet, 39 51 
Materials   2:34-235 
Maximum Current Value  :il 
Maximum Usahle Frequency  189 
Measurements: 

Antenna  409 
Current    29 311, 311-37, 401-402 
Fre(11l1(11CV 393 -401 
Modulation 
P.over 
11(•sistance  
Voltage 29-30, 401, 403 
\\ \\* V Schedules 

Nreasuring Instruments  
Megacycle  
Megolim  
Memorizing the CO. I - 
Itlercury-Vap or ,111 titier, 79 
Message Handling  79 
Metal, Cleaning and Finishing 
Meters (see " Instruments'') 
Mho  
licroanillleters 

Microampere  
• ierofara(1 and 1\ licromierofarail   

Alicronilio   
XI ieroplioni 
Mii(ri iv( ( It 
• ierowat 
Milliammeters 
Milliampere  
SI iltili,-rit'y   
SI illiv, rit  

Mixer, 
1%lixers, Signal-Generator 
Mobile Antennas 379-381, 390-392 

and 10 Me-
 341 -346 

55 
55 

Locking- 1n  
Log Book, 

394 
29-30, 36-37, 393-410 

30 
'26 

460 

237 

26 
30 
26 
15 
25 
62 

117, 125-127 
26 
26 
30 
26 
25 
26 
'26 
155 
408 

 130-134 
 117-119 

118 
122-123 

118 
  1:91 -131 

Measurements  

NIonitoring 
Percentage 
Plate Modulation 
Power  
suippre-(sor Al: i( lulation   
Test Equipineni 
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PAGE PAGE 
Waveform  131  88-89 

Modulator Data 312-328 Pentagrid Converters  1511-157 
Modulators 124-125, 312-328.373-374, 390 Pentode Amplifiers 77-78,100 
Molecular Friction  14 Pentode Crystal Oseillator  97 
Molecules  13 Pentode Relaxation OseiIlator  82 
Monitors  131, ( 41, 401 Pentodes  76 
Motorhoating  172 Per Cent Conductivit y  26 
Mounting Crystal  • 96 Percentage of Modula..t ion   118. 130-131 
Moving-Coil Meters  36 Per Cent Ripple  177 
Moving Iron- Vane A1et et-  - *29 31), 3(1 Period  30 
Mu    61 Permanent Magnet  22 
NIultiliand Antenn  .   212-215 Permeability  23 
M oitielement Tub,.  74-77 Persistence, Screen  84 
M oltihop Transmission   191 Phase  31,32 • 
:Multimeters.   401 Phase Angle  31 
Multipurpose Tube.  76-77 Phase DilTerence  31 

94, 112 Pliase Inversion  129 
Multipliers, Voltmeter 30  401 Phase Modulation  117 
Multisegment-Anode Magnet rot,  93 Phase Relations. Amplifier  •  117-68 
Multistage Bias Supplies  182 Phase Reversal  68 
Milli ivibrator  83 Phase-Shift Net   82 
Mush  172 Phase-Shift Oscillator  82 
Mutual t'on,li st alive  62 Phased Antennas 216-220, 378-379 
Mutual Induetance  25 Phasing Control  162 

'Phone (., e " Ratliutelephouy •*; 
NT-Cut Cryst •ils 58 Phonetic Alphabet  483 
Naval Reserve  10 Pick-1:p ('oil  200 
Negative ( large.; . 13, 14 Pi-Section Antenna Couplers  209 -201 
Negative Feed- Back . 69 Pi-Section Filter 47, 200-201 
Negative Resist arie.• 72 Pierce Oscillator   98 
Negative-Resist:owe 1,,,J11.•, von OseLlalor  92 Piezoeleet ricity 58 
Negative- Resistance ( i,..•.•11;,.,,,,  81-89 Pievielect rie Crvst a Is  58,96 
Negative Transconduet :um,  82 Piezoelectric M ieroplione   126 
Net Operation  465 Plane 11.•Ileetor Ant.micl.   382 
Neutralization   1111 • 104 Plane Sheet Reflectors  382 
Neutralizing Condense  101 - 103 Plate 18,60 
Nocturnal Inversion   192 63 
Nodes....  49 Plate ( • urretit 60 
Noise    129. 133. 152, le .5 167 Plate-Current Shift   132 133 
Noise Ratio..   113. 152. 165 Plate Detectors   145 
Noise Reduction   143, 152. 165 Plat, • Di—ipat ion  63 
Nonresonant 1,i111,   51, 199, 20:, 210 Plate Efli.•icticy  70,79 
Nonsynchronons Vibrators  185 Plate 1,•ving .   138 
Nucleus  13 Plate Load lit,SiSI all,'   t11 -62 
Numbering Message  . 464 Plate Modulation   119 121 

Plat e Ntatt ralizat ion  101 102 
Ohm    26 Plate Resistance 61 62 
Ohm's 1.a%%   20 Plate Supt.ly  175, 183. 184 
Ohm's Law for A.(  33 -37 Plate Transformer  179 180 
Ohmmeters  402 -403 Plate Tuning. P.,wer-Amplilier  108 109 
Open Cireuit ... 14 Plate Voltage  60 
Open-Wire Line  198, 2113, 205 Plate-Voltage 1'aleulation  77 
Operating Angle, Amplifier   104, 112 Plates, Deflection  ft3-84 
Operating Point . 62 Polarity   14, 16 
Operating Proeedure. 1 ieneral 460-4(18 Polarizati ... i   16,18, 188, 194, 11)6, 382 
Operator's License. Amateur  12 Pole    14 22 
Orbital- Bean, Tub.; 91) Portable 1.:.plipumat   ..... :383- 392 
Originating Mess,ge  464 High-l•iequeney  389 
Oscillat ing Detector . . 146 - 149 H.F. Arden! • -  '390392 . .. .. ...... 
Oscillation .. ... u 2. 74. . 9 83, 111). 112. 171 Low-Frequ.•iicy  392 
Oscillator 1,..ying .. , . ... ..... 140 L.F. Antennas  392 
Oscillators  79-83, 911-93, 95- ( i11. 113 116, I58--159, 163 Simple Modulator  490 
Oscillators, Test .   408 Posit ive 1 ' ha rges . 14 
Oscilloscope Amplifiers   .406-407 Positive Fee.1-liaek  68 
Oscillosetuas.... ........ s.:, - 87, 1.a) 134, 405-408 Positive-Grid Oscillators  92 
Output Capacity. Tithe  63 Pot Oscillator    113 
Output Limiting   129 Pot Tank Cireuil s  57 
Output Power. . . . . . ec) 79  109 Potential 1)ilTerettee  15 
Output Transforitter  70 Potentiometer  • b8 
Output Voltaae.... Power  25 
Oxide-Coated ( •titli.J.I.• Power Amplification GO 70 
orerexeilation   125 Power Amplihera. Reeeiver  149 150 
overnualulatiun   118 Power Factor... . . . ........... . . ..... . 36 
Overinodulation Indicators l' 1-133, 405 Power Gain. Antenna . . . . 191, 210. 215, 217, 21s. 223. 375 

Power leastirtonent  311 1111 10" 
P  25 Power Out p; it 1.01 70, 1119 
Padding 1 'OW 1,11SUr .   154 Power SensitiVily   Tu 
Parabolic Reg...lots   382 Power-Slit , i,ly Ieying  138-139 
Parallel A iiipliliers .   70 Power SuPPlie,: 
Parallel Antenna To te•   201 .A.C.-Itst '   183-184 
Parallel (*a paeit ies . 29 4 (' - 11 ( ' Converter,:   ... 187,386 
Parallel ( Ireitits  28 -29,:i5, 42 Bias Supplies. ........ ... , 265, 268-270 
para llel-( ' otaluctor Line   51 Combination A.C.-Storatte Bat t. --y Supplies . . 383 387 
Parallel Feed  81 Cons( riact ional: 
Parallel linpedane.. 35,42 100-Volt Bias Supply 268-270 
Parallel Inductances  28 250-300-Volt 1.00- Ma. Plat.• Supply  276 
Parallel-Lita• Oscillator  •   111-116 300-Volt 75-Ma  265 
Parallel Resistances 27-28 300- Volt. 100-M:t. Vibrator-Storage Bat Ivry 
Parallel Resell:owe  42 Supply  384 
Parallel T; III in Y     201 400-VcIt 250-Ma, Plate Supply  279 
Parasitic 1-.1mnents  220- 223, 377-381 780-620-Volt 260-Ma, Ilote Supply  265 
Parasitic OscillatiOt14  110-112 10(Ft-100-Volt 125- 150-Ma. Dual :Supply  269 
Pass-Band  47 I5,»- 1250-Volt 425-Ma. ¡'late Supply  293 
Patterns. 1 /seilloseope 130-132,405 24 ,d- 2025-Volt 450-Ma. Plate Suppl;•• 279-280 
Pat Urns, Radiation  197,211 I tesigs, Data  175 
Peak-Current Value  31 I try Batteries  186. 383 
Peak Plate Current  175 Dynanattor • 187 
Peak Voltage Rating  106 Dy. namotors ¡Tablet  :386 

rlas ' Maley  

..... 69. 124. 178, 179 
73 

Peaking  

Plate-( 'a t hode pae it y   



PAGE 
Emergency Power Supply 186-187 
Filament Supply  175 
Genentotors  187 
Generators. Gas- Driven ( Table)  388 
Noise Elimination 388-389 
Plate Supply 175,183,184 
Portable 186-187 
Principles  175 
Storage Bat teries  19-20 186-187,387 
Vibrapuek  187 
Vibrators 185, 186, 187. 38:3-387 
Vibrator Supplies ( Tablet  386 

Pritetiee, Workshop 234-238 
Preseleet ion  165 
Preseleetors (see " Iteeeivers”) 
Primary 37,15 
Primary (... 11. 19 
Primary Coil  37 
Primary Key iiig  138-139 
Procedure. Operating 462-465 
Propagation. Wave 188-193 
l'rotective Bias  181 
Pulleys, Antenna 228-229 
Pulling  156 
Pulsating Citrrent   59 
Pulse Transinissi, a  88 
Pure D.C.  25 
Push-Back M ire  237 
Push-Pull Amplifier  -  70-71 
Push-Pull Neutralizat ion  102 
Pitsh-Pusli Doubler  112 
Push- Pull Parallel- Line Oseillaitirs  115 

Q 32,42-43,46.95,113 
" Q•' Antenna 207-208 
- Q --Section Tralnifnruter 207-208,376 
QST  11 
Quarter 1% ave.   49 
Quartz Clystals Isre '' t rysi 
Quench Fretmeney    148 149 

It.51.8. Current Value . , :il26 
Radiation . 49 
Radiation Angle... ... 193, 196 
1{13(1i:1310n ( I,:, r-:,. 195 
Radiation Fil, I   1116 
Radiation Patterns 1.15 1.17 211 
Radiation Resist:Mee -1.1 1.13 210 
Radiator 1..er - Antennas ••1 
Radio Amateur's License Manual, The  12 
Radio Communication  1-12 
Radio Frequency  33 
Ratlio-Frettueney Asuplitleat ion   too- 104 
Ratite-Frequency Atilt ilifiers t Rereiver..i   142, 151 -153 
Radin-Frequenev Choke ('oil   Si) 
it,,, io-Frequeney Power-Amplifier Circuits ..... . 100-104 
Raolioi-Frequeney l'inver Amplifiers tare "Transmit-

ters") 
It:Rho-Frequency l'inver ( 1etiera I inn  III- 116 
Radio-Freopiency Itesist a flee   -II 

Radio Reception   142 
RintiOtelegraph Operating' Provishire -163-46-1 
Radiotelephony: 

Adjustments and Testing 130-134 
class-li Alodulaiters  12-1-125 
('laos-It Nlodulators (Table) 318-319 
Construetional: 

6-Watt P.P. 2A3 Speed, Amplifier and Driver 
with Volume Compression :322-323 

10-Watt Class-B 6A6 .Alodulatot  312-311 
20-Watt 61..6 Speed, Amplifier loidtilatm. .  314-315 
40-Watt 61,113Speeell Ailmliticr/.1\loolillator  315-317 
F.M. Muclulator-Oseillator 325-328,347-348 
High-Power l‘ludultito   3-0-3-1 

.Nleastarements 136, 395 
Microtilantes   125-127 
Moidulation   117.-125, 134-136 
5'1ottitors   401 
Operating .Proiceolotre 402-164 
Principle -  117-136 
Reeeptitni  168 
ltesistance4 'tut pled 1 lo-Amplifier Data 311-312 
Speech Auiplifie    127 - 129 

Radio Tratt,titis.sion  188 
Radio Wave -  1m10, 188 
Range, V.H  F  193 
Range va. Height ............... .. 193 
Ratio Ann  • 48 
Ratio, Impedance  39 
Ratio, 'l'un,, :17 
Ray, Direct and Reflected  1SS 
Reitetanee 32 -3 I, 51 
Reactance, Capacitive  34 
1teaootanee, Induetive .  34 
Itettetance, Leakage   38 
Retelability Scale   466 
Ittmeivers: 

Antennas for  PAGE 223 
Constructional: 

2-Tube Superheterodyne (6K8-6SN7) 239-211 
3-Tube Whle-Range Superheterodyne 211-244 
8-1 nbe Regenera tives.s. sitperlteterodyne . 245-250 
Antenna Coupling Unit. for Receiving   254 
Audio Noise Limiter 252-254 
Band-Pass Converter for 14, 28 and 50 Slo•. o see 

also " Very-High Ft et piencies—Receiverst" 250-253 
Measurement, 

31 1 nneiples and Design   :19J 
Test Equipment  e3 

Receiving-Tube Classitieation t 'hart .117-418 
Itectification  (10 
Rectifier Circuit ,   176 
Rectifiers 60,79, 175-176 
Itettifiers tTal•le,   -111-115 
Reflected In:poll:wee  3!) 
Reflected 1,o,e1   39 
Reflected Waves 

I is. 18141,8-1.195 Reflection of Itm ti'' Waves  
Reflector 220.377-381 
Reflector Electo. le   91 
Refraction uf R., lio ave  • 
Itegenera lion'SS, 189  68, 162, 165 
Regcnetatitdi Co in'1,1   
Regenerat ive 1),•1 ors lt:26 

1416 Regenerative I.   
Regenerative Itecet, ers  142 
Regulation, Voltatte   112 
egulation,. Amateur  12 
egulatur   180 

3eirulator, Voltaue   180 
telative v  15 
hilaxation 0-ciliator   82--83 
telay, Keying   
teluctance  1238i 

(etc Mimi  14, M :231; 
ee trs   

(e.,1 , 1:111q,-(::11,:11•11 FM, 
owe-Capacity 0,cillapir  82 

(csi-iatea-Capaoat fume Coma or ....... 29 
te,4,1:knee-COuplefi Amplifier Data . 1 terri • ...... . 318 
te-- Id ave.-Coupled .\ mplifits, 
ms,,tariec-t \mho Amplifier, 128 

',111.1ing.   •14, 128 
te,i>1;11It•e• Measur-nient  .102-403 
tesist area., Negative  79 
tesist mice. Ra.   49 
t esistance, It.F   41 
-M,i,tanom. Tube Input   152 
(mist:trice, in Series and l'ar 1 

iesonance   274-221728 
1'-.-i-tor 
tesistur Color Code  

(,,01.111•1`   41, 79 (,•,f Mall., CI try,- . . 
.I:Irtr”  

tesonance uf Trait,n,i,,ion t 
{,onatiee Sicp.pne,- ofil 
tesoicint 'Penn,  40- 13..15-Ali 
..,ottarit -12 
(esonant-Linc (   52 - 53 
tesonatit Transnn ,, ion 1.ine,   2113-205 
escalator ( ircuM,  55 - 51i 
estronse Frequency  65, 125 
estrieted-Space .\ e•IIII,,   213- 211 
es) ritition of Fre.elettry Response  
°turtling Field • 322- 325 
°turtling- Field Oscillator SI, 91, 92 

tettirn Trace  8 
9, 952 

teversal, l'imse  68 
I.F. Instruments  393-401 
thouthie Antenna  215-2 
tibbun Mieropliotle  12116; 
tipple Voltage  177,178 
tochelle-Salts t : rvst al,    
ortt-leart-Squaile Value  31 
totary Antenna,  216 230 23:3, :477-381 

S-Nleter  • 164- 165 
S Scale  
Sat twat :\ 1:entet ir   -1 26'31 
Satnration 

Wt 01 n W;iVe•   

Schettutlie Symbol,: Front ixpieee 
Sereen Grid  75 
Screett-Grid Amplifiers  120 
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NATIONAL DIALS 

The four-inch N and AD Dials 
have engine divided and die 
stamped scales respectively. The 
N Dial has a decimal vernier; the 
AD Dial employs a pointer. The 
planetary drive has a ratio of 5 to 
1, and is contained within the 
body of the dial. 2, 3, 4 or 5 scale. 
Fits 14" shaft. Specify scale. 
N Dial List S 

AD Dial List $ 

"Velvet Vernier" Dial, Type B, 
has a compact variable ratio 6 to 1 
minimum, 20 to 1 maximum drive 
that is smooth and trouble free. 
The case is black bakelite. 1 or 5 
scale. 4" diam. Fits !.¡" shaft. 

Specify scale. 

B Dial List S 

INEXPENSIVE DIALS 

TYPE R 

List $ 
11/2 '• Dia. 

OBS 
K (Fits 1;4' 
ck bakelit 

TYPE CO 

List $ 
31/2" Dia. 

TYPE L 

List $ 
5- Dia. 

' shaft) 
e knob 23/8" diam. 

TYPE K 

Litt $ 
31/2 " Dio. 

TYPE M 

List $ 
5- Dia. 

The original "Velvet Vernier" 
mechanism is now available in a 
metal skirted dial 3" in diameter. 
The planetary drive has a ratio of 
5 to 1. It is available with 2, 3, 4, 
5 or 6 scale and fits j.¡" shaft. 

AM Dial List S 

The BM Dial is a smaller version 
of the B Dial (described in the op-
posite column) for use where 
space is limited. The drive ratio is 
fixed. Although small in size, the 
BM Dial has the same smooth ac-
tion as the larger units. 1 or 5 
scale. 3" diam. Fits je shaft. 
Specify Scale. 

BM Dial List S 

FOR INDIVIDUAL CALIBRATING 

For experimenters who "build their own" and desire 
direct calibration. Fine for Freq. Monitors and VFO's. 

• Dial bezel size 5" x 71/4 " 
• Five blank ranges for direct calibration 

• Employs Velvet Vernier Drive • 5 to 1 ratio 

TYPE ACN List $ 

R Dial scale 3 only but marked 10-0; 0, K, L, M scale 2. All fit'" shafts. 

List S 

HRP-P (Fits 1/4" shaft) List 5 
Black bakelite knob 11,4" long and 
1/2" wide. Equipped with pointer. 

HRP List S 
The Type 
HRP knob has 
no pointer, 
but is other-
wise the same 
as the knob 
above. 

ACCESSORIES 
ODL List S 
A locking device which clamps the rim of 0, K, L 
and M Dials. Brass, nickel plated. 

ODD 
Vernier drive for 
other plain dials. 

SB (Fits 1/4 " shaft) 

DIAL SCALES 

Direction of Condenser Rotation 

Divisions Rotation for Increase of dial reading 

0-100-0 180° Either 
0-100 180° Counter Clockwise 

180° Clockwise 
150-0 270° Clockwise 200-0 360° 100-0 

Clockwise 
0-150 270° Counter Clockwise 

The HRT is a new gray plastic tuning knob with 
a chrome plated amesrance circle. Th. I IRT 
knob hts a 4" dia. shah and is 2!¡"o cfie. 
HRT Knob List S 
The HRS Knobs are a new grey Plastic knob 

with a 1"" dia. chrome plated skirt. HRS 
Knobs fit 4" dia. shafts. Three types are avail-
able as follows: 
HRS-1 Knob ON-OFF through 30° rotation 

List S 
HRS-2 Knob 5-0-5 through 180° rotation 

List $ 
HRS-3 Knob 0-10 through 300° rotation 

List S 

List S 
0, K, L, M or 

List S 
A nickel plated 
brass bushing 
1/2" diam. 

RSL ( Fits 1/4" 
shaft) List S 
Rotor Shaft Lock 
for TMA, TMC 
and similar con-
densers. 

HRS-1 HRS-2 



NATIONAL PRECISION CONDENSERS 
The Micrometer dial reads di-
rect to one part in 500. Division 
lines are approximately 1/4 " 
apart. The dial revolves ten 
times in covering the tuiming 
range, and the numbers visible 
through the small windows 
change every revolution to give 
consecutive numbering by tens 
from 0 to 500. The condenser is 
of extremely rigid construction, 
with four bearings on the rotor 
shaft. The drive, at the mid-point 
of the rotor, is through an en-
closed preloaded worm gear 
with 20 to 1 ratio. Each rotor is 

individually insulated from the frame, and each has its own individual rotor contact. Stdtor 
insulation is Steatite. Plate shape is straight-line frequency when the frequency range is 2:1. 
PW Condensers are available in 2, 3 or 4 sections, in either 160 or 225 mmf per section. 

Larger cdpacities cannot be supplied. 
A single- section PW condenser with grounded rotor is supplied in capacities of 150, 

200, 350 and 500 rnmf, single spaced, and capacities up to 125 mid, double spaced. 
PW condensers are all with rotor shaft parallel to the panel. 

PW-1R Single section right 
PW-1L Single section left 
PW-2R Double section right 
PW-2L Double section left 
PW-2S Single section each side 

List S 
List S 
List 
List S 
List S 

PW-3R Double section t ight; single 
left List S 

PW-3L Double section left; single 
right List S 

PW-4 Double section each side List S 

NPW MODEL with micrometer dial. 

Similar to PW models, except that rotor 
shaft is perpendicular to panel. 

NPW-3. Three sections, each 225 mmf. 
List S 

GEAR DRIVE UNITS with micrometer dial 
NPW-0 List $ 
Uses parts similar to the NPW condenser. 
Drive shaft perpendicular to panel. One 
TX-9 coupling supplied. 
PW-0 List $ 
Uses parts similar to the PW condenser. 
Drive shaft parallel to panel. Two TX-9 
couplings supplied. 

MICROMETER DIAL 
PW-D List $ 
Identical with the dials used on the conden.I.ers and drives above. It revolves 
ten times in covering the complete range and as there is no gear reduction unit 
furnished, the driven shaft will revolve ten times, also. The PW-D dial fits a 
shaft >-16" in diameter. 
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NATIONAL RECEIVING CONDENSERS 

TYPE SE 

STRAIGHT-LINE 

FREQUENCY 

270 Rotation 

TYPE EMC 
STRAIGHT-LINE 

WAVELENGTH 

180 Rotation 

CePecitY 2 p„nimm 1 Villa  1 Air Gap 1 Length 1 e nt es List 

SINGLE BEARING MODELS 

15 MIPi. 3 Mmf. l 
25 3.25 
50 3.5 

3 1 .018" 1 
4 .018" 
7 .018" 

Wm" 
Wm" 
13,16" 

STHS- 15 
STHS- 25 
STHS- 50 

DOUBLE BEARING MODELS 

35 Mmf. 6 Mmf. 8 .026" 23/4 " ST- 35 
50 7 11 .026" 21/4 " ST- SO 
75 8 15 .026" 21/4 " ST. IS 

100 9 20 .026" 21/1" ST-100 
140 10 27 .026" 2 W' ST-140 
150 10.5 29 .026" 23/4," ST-150 
200 12.0 ?7 .018" 23/4 ' STH-200 
250 

1A 
32 .018" 23/4 " STH-250 

300 .t 39 .018" 23/4 " STH-300 
335 17.0 43 .018" 23/4 " STH-335 

SPLIT STATOR DOUBLE BEARING MODELS 

50-50 5-5 11-11 I .026" 23/4 " STD- 50 S 
100-100 5.5-5.5 14-14 I .018" 23/4 " STHD-100 

The ST Type condenser has Straight-Line Wavelength plates. 
All double-bearing models have the front bearing insulated to 
prevent noise. On special order a shaft extension at each end is 
available, for ganging. On double-bearing single shaft models, 
the rotor contact is through a constant impedance pigtail. 
Steatite Insulation. 

NOTE - Type SS Condensers, having straight- line-capacity 
plates but otherwise similar to the Type ST, are available. 
Capacities and Prices same as Type ST. 

Capacity Minimum Capacity Ne. of Air Gap Length elboogi List 

15 Mmf. 

• L
I
 

NN 
Œ
C
-
 
•
•
,
J
,
O
r
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6 .055" 21/4" sgu- I s $ 
2L.) 7.055" 213/4 " SEU- 20 
25 , .055" 21/4 " SEU- 25 

50 11 .026" 21/4 " SE- 50 
75 15 .026" 21/4 " SE- 75 
100 20 .026" 23/4 " SE-100 
150 29 .026" 23/4 " SE-150 

200 27 .018" 2W' SEH-200 
250 32 .018" 23/4 " SEN-250 
300 39 .018" 23/4 " SEH-300 
335 43 .018" 21/4 " SEN-335 

TYPE SE - All models have two rotor bearings, the front bear-
ing being insulated to prevent noise. A shaft extension at each 
end, for ganging, is available on special order. On models with 
single shaft extension, the rotor contact is through a constant 
impedance pigtail. The SEU models (illustrated) are suitable for 
high voltages as their plates are thick polished aluminum with 
rounded edges. Other SE condensers do not have polished 
edges on the plates. Steatite insulation. 

Capacity 
Minimum 
Capacity 

No. of 
Plates Le ngth 

Catalog 
Symbol List 

150 Mmf. 9 Mmf 9 21' la" EMC-150 S 
250 11 15 21'1," EMC-250 
350 12 20 2'-'46" EMC-350 
500 16 29 4 ','1 " EMC-500 

1000 22 58 6.,.i " EMC-1000 

TYPE EMC - A general purpose condenser available in large 
sizes and having Straight-Line wavelength plates. They are 
similar in construction to the TMC Transmitting condenser, and 
have high efficiency and rugged frames. Insulation is Steatite, 
arid Peak Voltage Rating is 1000 volts. Same sizes available with 
straight line capacity plates, type DXC condenser. 



NATIONAL MINIATURE CONDENSERS 

PSR — See table — 
Type PSR condensers 
are small, compact, low-
loss units with silver 
plating on conducting 
parts. Their soldered 
construction makes them 
particularly suitable for 
applications where vi-
bration is present. Ad-
justment is made with a 
screw driver. Steatite 
base. 
PSE — See table — 
Type PSE condensers 
are similar to Type PSR, 
but are provided with a 
1/4" diameter shaft ex-
tension at each end. 
PSL -- See table — 
Type PSL condensers 
are similar to Type PSR, 
but are provided with a 
rotor shaft lock, so that 
the rotor can be clamped 
at any setting. 

M-30 List 
Type M-30 is a small 
adjustable mica con-
denser with a maximum 
capacity of 30 mmf. 
Dimensions i30, x 
1/2". Isolantlte base. 
W-75, 75 mmf. List S 
W-100, 100 mmf. List S 

Capacity Catalog Symbol List 

25 mmf. 
50 
75 

100 
140 

PSR-25 
PSR-50 
PSR-75 
PSR-100 
PSR-140 

PSE-25 
PSE-50 
PSE-75 
PSE-100 
PSE-140 

PSL-25 
PSL-50 
PSL-75 
PSL-100 
PSL-140 , 

Capacity 
— 

15 mmf. 
35 
50 
75 

100 
10 
25 

Minimum 
Capacity 

No. of 
Plates Air Gap 

Catalog 
Symbol List 

1.5 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4.5 
1 
3 4 

6 
12 
16 
22 
28 
8 

14 
• 

.017" 

.017" 

.017" 

.017" 

.017" 

.042" 

.042" 

UM.15 
UM-35 
UM-50 
UN-75 
UM-100 
UM-10D 
UMA-25 

S 

BALANCED STATOR MODEL 

25 i 9 
50 I 5 

4-4-4 
8-6,8 

017" 
.017" 

, UNS-15 
UNS-50 

Small padding condens-
ers having very low tem-
perature coefficient. 
Mounted in an aluminum 
shield 11/4" in diameter. 
The UM CONDENSER 
is designed for ultra 
high frequency use and 
Is small enough for con-
venient mounting in 
PB-10 and RO shield 
cans. They are particu-
larly useful for tuning 
receivers, transmitters, 
and exciters. Shaft ex-
tensions at each end of 
the rotor permit easy 
ganging when 'used with 
one of our flexible 
couplings. The UMB-25 
Condenser is a balanced 
stator model, two stators 
act on a single rotor. 
The UM can be mounted 
by the angle foot sup-
plied or by bolts and 
spacers. See table for 
=izes. 

Dimensions: Base 1"x 
21/4", Mounting holes 

x 123 ", Axial 
length 21/8" overall. 

Plates: Straight line Ca-
pacity, 180° rotation. - 

The UM-10D and 
UMA-25 condensers 
are double spaced ver-
sions of the UM con-
denser. The UMA-25 
is assembled with nuts 
and bolts so that the 
capacity may be re-
duced if desired. 

NATIONAL NEUTRALIZING CONDENSERS 
NC-600U List S 

With standoff iiisul4tor 

NC-600 List S 
Without insulator 

For neutralizing low power 
beam tubes requiring from .5 
to 4 mmf., and 1500 max. total 
volts such as the 6L6. The 
NC-600U is supplied with 
a GS-10 standoff insulator 
screwed on one end, which 
may be removed for pigtail 
mounting. 
• 

STN List S 

The Type STN has a maximum 
capacity of 18 mmf. (3000 V), 
making it suitable for such 
tubes as the 10 and 45. It is 
supplied with two standoff 
insulators. 

NC-800A List S 

The NC-800A dis.,..-ivoe 
neutralizing condenser is suit-
able for the RCA-800, 351, 
HK-54 and similar tubes. It is 
equipped with a clamp to lock 
its setting. The chart below 
gives capacity and air gap for 
different settings. 

NC-75 List S 
For 75T, 808, 811, 812 & 
similar tubes. 

NC- 150 List $ 
For HK354, RK36, 3001, 852, 
etc. 

NC- 500 List S 
For WE-251, 450TH, 450TL, 
750TL, etc. 

These larger disk type neutral-
izing condensers are for the 
higher powered tubes. Disks 
are aluminum, insulation stea-
tite. 
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Minimum 
Capacity 

Minimum 
Capacity 

NATIONAL TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 

TYPE TM S 

is a condenser designed For transmitter use in low 

power stages. It is compact, rigid, and dependable. 
Provision has been made For mounting either on the 

panel, on the chassis, or on two stand-off insulators. 
Insulation is Steatite. Voltage ratings listed are con-
servative. 

Capacity Length Air Gap 
Peak 

Voltage 
No. of Catalog 
Plates j Symbol 

List 
Price 

SINGLE STATOR MODELS 

100 Mmf. 
150 
250 
300 
35 
50 

9.5 
11 
13.5 
15 
8 

11 

3" 
3" 
3,, 
3,, 
3,, 
3,, 

.026" 

.026" 

.026" 

.026" 

.065" 

.065" 

1000v. 
1000v. 
1000v. 
1000v. 
2000v. 
2000v. 

9 TMS-100 
14 TMS-150 
22 TMS-250 
27 TMS-300 
7 TMSA-35 

11 TMSA-50 

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS 

50-50 Mmf. 
100-100 
50-50 

6-6 
7-7 

10.5-10.5 

3" .026" 
3" .026" 
3" .065" 

1000v. 
1000v. 
2000v. 

5-5 
9-9 

11-11 

TMS-50D 
TMS-100D 
TMSA-50D 

TYPE TMH 
Features very compact construction, excellent power 
Factor, and aluminum plates .040" thick with 
polished edges. It mounts on the panel or on re-

movable stand-off insulators. Steatite insulators have 
long leakage path. Stand-effs included in listed 
price. 

Capacity 
Length Air Gap Peak 

Voltage 
No. of 
Plates 

Catalog 
Symbol List 

50 Mmf. 
75 

100 
150 
35 

9 
11 
12.5 
18 
11 

SINGLE STATOR MODELS 

33/4 " .085" 
33/4 " .085" 
51 1" .085" 

.085" 
51/g" .180" 

3500v. 
3500v. 
3500v. 
3500v. 
6500v. 

15 
19 
25 
37 
17 

TMH-50 
TMH-75 
TMH-100 
TMH-150 
TMH-35A 

35-35 Mmf. 
50-50 
75-75 

6-6 
8-8 

11-11 

 DOUBLE STATOR MODELS  

33/4 " .085" 3500v. 
51/4 " .085" 3500v. 
61/2 " .085" 3500v. 

9-9 
13-13 
19-19 

TMH-35D 
TMH-50D 
TMH-75D 

.4 



NATIONAL TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 

TYPE TMK 
is a new condenser for exciters and low power 
transmitters. Special provision has been made for 
mounting AR-16 coils in a swivel plug-in mount 
on either the top or rear of the condenser, (see 
page 10). For panel or stand-off mounting. 
Steatite insulation. 

Capacity 

35 Mmf. 
50 
75 

100 
150 
200 
250 

Minimum 
Capacity 

7.5 
8 

Length Air Gap e V taak „ g e 

SINGLE STATOR MODELS 

9 
10 
10.5 
11 
11.5 

27¡•," 
23e 
21 he" 
3" 
35/8" 
41/4" 
47/8" 

.047" 

.047" 

.047" 

.047" 

.047" 

.047" 

.047" 

1500v. 
1500v. 
1500v. 
1500v. 
1500v. 
1500v. 
1500v. 

No. of Catalog List 
Plates Symbol Price 

7 
9 

13 
17 
25 
33 
41 

TMK-35 
TMK-50 
TMK-75 
TMK-100 
TMK-150 
TMK-200 
TMK-250 

35-35 Mini. 
50-50 

100-100 

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS 

7.5-7.5 
8-8 

10-10 

3" .047" 
35/8" .047" 
41/4" .047" 

1500v. 
1500v. 
1500v. 

7-7 
9-9 

17-17 

TMK-35D 
TMK-50D 
TMK-100D 

Swivel Mounting Hardware for AR 16 Coils SMH 

TYPE TMC 

is designed for use in the power stages of transmitters 
where peak-voltages do not exceed 3000. The frame is ex-
tremely rigid and arranged for mounting on panel, chassis or 
standoff insulators. The plates are aluminum with buffed 
edges. Insulation is Steatite. The stator in the split stator 
models is supported at both ends. 

Capacity 
Minimum 
Capacity , Length Air Gap 

Peak 
Voltage 

No. of 
Plates 

Catalog 
Symbol 

List 
Price 

SINGLE STATOR MODELS 

50 Mmf. 10 3,, .077" 3000v. 7 TMC-50 
100 13 31/2,, .077" 3000v. 13 TMC-100 
150 17 45/8" .077" 3000v. 21 TMC-150 
250 23 

6 ,, .077" 3000v. 32 TMC-250 
300 25 63/4 " .077" 3000v. 39 TMC-300 

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS 

50-50 Md. 9-9 45/8" .077" 3000v. 7-7 TMC-50D i 
100-100 11-11 63/4 " .077" 3000v. 13-13 TMC-100D 
200-200 18.5-18.5 91/4" .077" 3000v. , 25-25 TMC-200D 

9 
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NATIONAL TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS 

Minimum 
Capacity 

TYPE TMA 
is a larger model of the popular TMC. The frame is ex-
tremely rigid and arranged for mounting on panel, chassis 
or stand-off insulators. The plates are of heavy aluminum 
with rounded and buffed edges. Insulation is Steatite 
located outside of the concentrated field. 

Capacity Length All Clap Peak 
Voltallo 

SINGLE STATOR MODELS 

No. of Catalog I Lid  
Plates Symbol Price 

300 Mall. 19.5 4%" .077" 3000v. 23 TMA-300 
50 15 4%" .171" 6000v. 7 TMA-50A 

100 19.5 en" .171" 6000v. 15 7MA-100A 
150 22.5 67/8" .171" 6000v. 21 TMA-150A 
230 33 9,i" .171" 6000v. 33 TMA-230A 
100 30 91/4 ,, .265" 9000v. 23 TMA-100B 
150 40.5 121/12" .265" 9000v. 33 TMA-1508 
50 21 71/4 " .359" 12000v. 13 TMA-50C 

100 37.5 12V8" .359" 12000v. 25 TMA-100C 

200-200 Mmf. 
180-180 
50-50 

100-100 
60-60 
40-40 

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS 

15-15 
10-10 

12.5-12.5 
17-17 

19.5-19.5 
18-18 

674" 
12,Va" 
6%" 
9'41" 
12q" 
12:7,8" 

.077" 

.140" 

.155" 

.155" 

.249" 

.343" 

3000v. 
4000v. 
6000v. 
6000v. 
9000v. 

12000v. 

16-16 
24-24 
8-8 

14-14 
15-15 
11-11 

TMA-200D 
TMA-1BOD 
TMA-50DA 
TMA-100DA 
TMA-60D8 
TMA-40DC 

TYPE TML 
condenser is a 1 KW job throughout. Steatite insulators, 
specially treated against moisture absorption, prevent flash-
overs. A large self-cleaning rotor contact provides high current 
capacity. Thick capacitor plates, with accurately rounded d nd 
polished edges, provide high voltage ratings. Sturdy cast 
aluminum end frames and durai tie bars permit an unusually 
rigid structure. Precision end bearings insure smooth turning 
and permanent alignment of the rotor. End frames are arranged 
for panel, chassis or stand-off mountings. 

Capacity 
Minimum 
Capacity Length I Air Gap vPorakee I t;,1;:i.s°1 

Catalog 
Symbol 

List 
Price 

SINGLE STATOR MODELS 

75 Mmf. 25 113>g" .719" 20,000v. 
150 60 1.e" .469" 15,000v. 
100 45 13" .469" 15,000v. 
50 22 84„ .4.59" 15,000v. 

245 54 18 t¡i" .344" 10,000v. 
150 45 135/g" .344" 10,000v. 
100 32 10%" .344" 10,000v. 
75 23.5 8%" .344" 10,000v. 
500 55 18%" .219" 7,500v. 
350 45 135/8" .219" 7,500v. 
250 35 10%" .219" 7,500v. 

30-30 Mmf. 
60-60 
100-100 
60-60 
200-200 
100-100 

12-12 
26-26 
27-27 
20-20 
30-30 
17-17 

DOUBLE STATOR MODELS 

18 '.‘" 

1We 
135/8" 
18 1,4" 
109e 

17 
27 
19 
9 

35 
21 
15 
11 
49 
33 
25 

TML-75E 
TML-150D 
TML-100D 
TML-50D 
TML-245B+ 
TM L-1 50B+ 
TML-1008+ 
TML-758+ 
TM L-500A + 
TML-350A+ 
TML-250A+ 

.719" 

.469" 

.344" 

.344" 

.219" 

.219" 

20,000v. 
15,000v. 
10,000v. 
10,000v. 
7,500v. 
7,500v. 

7-7 
11-11 
15-15 
9-9 
21-21 
11-11 

TML-30DE 
TML-60D0 
TML-100DI3+ 
TML-60DB+ 
TML-2000A + 
TML-1 °ODA + 

10 



NATIONAL RF CHOKES 

ogo\eKe„__ teal 

R-300S 

R-100 List S 
R-1 00h List S 
R-100S List S 
These RF chokes are iden-
tical electrically, but differ 
in mounting provisions. The 
R-100 employs pigtail leads: 
the R-100U has pigtail leads 
and a standoff insulator; the 
R-100S has cotter-pin lug 
terminals and a stand-off " n-
sulator. These chokes are 
available in 2.5, 5 and 10 
millihenry sizes and are 
rated at 125 milliamperes. 

R-300 Lis' $ 
R- 300U List S 
R-300S List S 
RF chokes R-300, R-300U 
and R- 300S are similar in size 
to R-100 series but have 
higher current capacity. The 
R-300U s provided with a 
removable stand-off insulator 
at one end. The R-300S has 
non-removable stand-off in-
sulator and cotter- pin lug 
terminals. Inductance values 
of 0.5, 1.0, 2:5 and 5.0 
millihenries are available 
with a current rating of 300 
millamperes. R-300, R-300U 
and R-300S are identical 
electrically. 

R-33 List S 
The R-33 series chokes are 

2-section RF chokes and 
available in 1, 10, 50 and 
100 microhenry sizes. They 
are rated at 33 milliamperes. 
The chokes are wound on a 
" long form and range in 

diameter up to .546" maximum 
diameter. 

The R-33G choke is a 2-
section 750 microhenry RF 
choke hermetically sealed in 
glass with a current rating 
of 33 milliamperes. The 
choke body is 1" long by %" 
diameter. 

R-152 List S 
For the 80 and 160 meter 
bands. Inductance 4 m.h., DC 
resistance 10 ohms, DC cur-
rent 600 ma. Coils honey-
comb wound on Isolantite 
core. 

R-154 

R-154U 

List S 

List S 

For the 20, 40 and 80 meter 
bands. Inductance 1 m.h., DC. 
resistance 6 ohms. DC cur-
rent 600 ma. Coils honey-
comb wound on lsolantite 
core. The R-154U does not 
have the third mounting foot -
and the small insulator, but is, 
otherwise the same as R-154. 
See illustration. 

R-175 List S 
The R-175 Chc.keei .uitable 
for parallel-feed as well as 

seiies-feed in transmitters 
with plate 3upply up to 3000 
volts modulated or 4000 volts 
unmodulated. Unlike conven-
tional chokes, the reactance 
of the R-175 is high through-
out the 10 and 20 meter 
bands as well as the 40, 80 
and 160 meter bands. In-
ductance 225 ish, distributed 
capacity 0.6 mmf., DC resist-
ance 6 ohms, DC current 800 
ma., voltage breakdown to 
base 12,500 volts. 

R-50 RF Choke List S 
The R-50 series chokes 

are 4-section RF chokes and 
available in 0.5, 1, 2.5, and 
10 millihenry sizes. They are 
rated at 50 milliamperes. 
The chokes are wound on a 
1" long form and have a 
maximum diameter of %". 
The 10 millihenry choke is 
wound on an iron core. 

R-60 RF Choke List S 
The R-60 choke is a high 

current RF choke (500 milli-
amperes) available in 2 and 4 
microhenry sizes. The choke 
is 13 s" long by hs" diam-
eter. 



TRANSMITTER COIL FORMS 

NATIONAL PARTS 

The Transmitter Coi I Forms and Mounting are designed as a group, 
and mount conveniently on the bars of a TMA condenser. The 
larger coil form, Type XR-14A, has a winding diameter of 5", 
a winding length of 33/4 " (30 turns total) and is intended for the 
80 meter band.. The smaller form, Type XR-10A, has a winding 
length of 33/4 " and a winding diameter of 21/2" (26 turns total). 
It is intended for the 20 and 40 meter bands. 

Either coil form Fits the PB-15 plug. For higher frequencies, the 
plug may be used with a self-supporting coil of copper tubing. 
The X6-15 Socket may be mounted on breadboards or chassis, 
as well as on the TMA Condenser. 

EXCITER COILS AND FORMS TYPE AR-16 (Air Spaced) 
These air-spaced coils are suitable for use in stages where the plate 
input does not exceed 50 watts and are available in the sizes 
tabulated below. Capacities listed will resonate the coils at the 
low frequency end of the band and include all stray circuit capacities. 
All have separate link coupling coils and all fit the PB-16 Plug and 
XB-16 Socket. 
The XR-16 Coil Form also fits the PB-16 Plug and XB-16 Socket. 

It has a winding diameter of 11/4" and a winding length of 13/4 ". 

Band End Link 
Cap 
Mmf 

Center 
Link 

Cap 
Mad 

Swinging 
Link 

CM:. 
Mmf 

6 meter AR16-6E 25 AR16-6C 25 
10 meter AR16-10E 20 AR16-10C 20 AR16-10S 25 
20 meter AR16-20E 26 AR16-20C 26 AR16-20S 40 
40 meter AR16-40E 33 AR16-40C 33 AR16-40S 55 
80 meter AR16-80E 37 AR16-80C 37 AR16-80S 60 
160 meter AR16-160E 65 AR16-160C 65 

SINGLE UNITS 

XR-10A, Coil Form only 
XR-1 4A, Coil Form only 
PB-15, Plug only 
Xf3-15, Socket only 

List S 
List S 
List S 
List S 

ASSEMBLIES 

UR-10A, Assembly (Including small Coll 
Form, Plug and Socket) List S 
UR-14A, Assembly (Including large Coil 
Form, Plug and Socket) List S 

XR-16, Coil Form only List S 
P3-16, Plug-in Base only List S 
XB-16, Plug-in Socket only List S 
AR-16, Coils — Any type (see table). 
Include PB-16 
Plug as illustrated Each, List S 

Exciter 
coil 
on 
TMK 

condenser 



NATIONAL PARTS 

BUFFER COIL FORMS 
National Buffer Coil Forms are designed to mount directly on the tie bars 
of a TMC condenser using the PB-5 Plug and XB-5 Socket. Plug and Socket 
are of molded R-39. 

The two coil forms are of lsolantite, left unglazed to provide a tooth for 
coil dope. The larger form, Type XP-13, is 13/4 " in diameter and has a 
winding length of 23/4 ". The smaller form, Type XR-13A, is 1" in diameter 
and provides a winding length of 23/4 ". Both forms have holes for mount-
ing and for leads. 

FIXED TUNED EXCITER TANK SAFETY GRID AND PLATE CAPS 
Similar in general construction to National I.F. 
transformers, this unit has two 25 mmf., 2000 volt 
air condensers and an unwound XR-2 coil form. 

FXT, without plug-in base 
FXTB-5, with 5 prong base 
FXTB-6, with 6 prong base 

List S 
List S 
List $ 

PLUG-IN BASE AND SHIELD 
The low- loss R-39 base is ideal for mounting 
condensers and coils when it is desirable to have 
them shielded and easily removable. Shield can is 
2" x 23/4 " x 41/8". 

PB-10-5, (5 Prong Base & Shield) List S 
PB-10-6, (6 Prong Base & Shield) List S 
PB-10A-5, (5 Prong Base only) List S 
PB-10A-6, (6 Prong Base only) List S 

SINGLE UNITS 
X12-1 3, Coil Form only List S 
XR-1 3A, Coil Form only List S 
PB-5, Plug only List S 
XB-5, Socket only List S 

ASSEMBLIES 
UR-1 3A, Assembly (including small 
Cod Form, Plug and Socket) 

List S 

UR-13, Assembly (including large 
Coil Form, Plug and Socket) 

List S 

National Safety Grid and Plate Caps have a ceramic 
body which offers protection against accidental 
contact with high voltage caps on tubes. 

SPP-9 List S 
Ceramic insulation. Fits 9/16" diameter. 

SPP-3 List S 
Ceramic insulation. Fits 3/8" diameter. 

GRID AND PLATE GRIPS 
National Grid and Plate Grips provide a secure 
and positive contact with the tube cap and yet are 
released easily by a slight pressure on the ear. 

Type 12, for 9/16" Caps 

Type 24, for 3/8" Caps 

Type 8, for 1/4" Caps 

List S 

List S 

List S 



NATIONAL PARTS 

XR-1 

XR-2 

XR-4 

XR-5 

XR-t5 

Type C-SW3 

Type C-NC100 

Type C-HRO 

Type C-One-Ten 

Type C-SRR 

COIL FORMS 
XR-1, Four prong, List S 
XR-2, without prongs 

List S 
Molded of R-39, permitting 
them to be grooved and 
drilled. Coil form diameter 
1", length 11/2". 

XR-3 List S . 
Molded of R-39. Diameter 
916", length 3/4". Without 
prongs. 

XR-4, Four prong, List S 
XR-5, Five prong, List S 
XR-6, Six prong, List S 
Molded of R-39, permitting 
them to be grooved and 
drilled. Coil form diameter 
11/2 ", length 21/4". A special 
socket is required for the si x-
prong form. 
XC6C, Special six- prong 
socket for XR-6 Coil Form, 

List $ 

OSCILLATOR COIL 
OSR List S 
A shielded oscillator coil 
which tunes to 100 KC with 
.00041 Mfd. Two separate 
inductances, closely coupled. 
Excellent for interruption-
frequency oscillator in super-
regenerative receivers. 

H. F. COIL FORMS 

1 71/4" 

Outside 
Syra'". Diameter 

PRC-1 
PRC-2 
PRC-3 

PRD-1 
PRD-2 
PRE-1 
PRE-2 
PRE-3 

PRF-1 
PRF-2 

Height 

83/4 " 

lh" 

1/2 " 

V16" 

9/16" 

'A" 

Depth 

Length 

3/4 " 

1/2 " 

3/4” 

1 " 

3/4 " 

11, 4" 

List 

Lgst Pgice 

COIL SHIELDS 

RZ, coil shield List S 
13/8" square x 4" high. 

RS, coil shield List S 
174" x 17/8" x 31/2 " high. 

RO, coil shield List S 
2" x 23/8" x 41/8" high. 

National coil shields are 
formed from a single piece of 
pure aluminum. They are 
mechanically strong and have 
ample thickness to mount 
small parts on the walls. 

The RZ, RS and RO coil 
shields are supplied with 
two threaded studs extend-
ing downward from the open 
end for attaching to the chas-
sis. 

T-78, tube shield complete 
List S 

National tube shield type 
T-78 is a three-piece pure 
aluminum shield suitable for 
shielding glass tubes with 
ST-12 bulb, such as the 6C6 
and 6D6 tubes. 

JACK SHIELD 
1S-1, Jack shield List S 
For shielding small standard 
jacks mounted behind a 
panel, or on the ends of 
extension cords. 

JS-1 

? 

NATIONAL CABINETS 

The National Cabinets listed below are the 
same as those used in National Receivers, except 
that they are supplied in blank form. They are 
made of heavy gauge steel, and the paint is un-
usually wel I bonded to the metal. Sub-bases and 
bottom covers are included in the price. 

NATIONAL CABINETS 



NATIONAL PARTS 

I. F. TRANSFORMERS 
IFC, Transformer, air core List S 
IFCO, Oscillator, air Core 

List S 

Air dielectric condensers isolated from 
each other by an aluminum shield. Litz 
wound coils on a moisture proofed 
ceramic base. Shield can 41/x" e 
x 2”. Available for either 175 KC or 
450-550 KC. Specify frequency. 

IFG, IF Transformer List S 
IFH, Discriminator List S 

High frequency IF transformers, similar 
in construction to the IFC above. They 
,re intended for FM receivers and 
others requiring a high IF frequency. 
Frequency is 3 MC. When definite 
assignment of the bands has been made 
these transformers will be available in 
a frequency which gives the minimum 
images in the FM and television bands. 

15 Mc. IF transformers suit-
able for ultra high frequency 
superheterodynes. They are 
made in two models, with and 
without variable coupling. Ap-
proximate stage gain of 10 is 
obtained with IFJ or IFK 
Transformer and 6AB7 tube. 
IFJ, with variable coupling 

List S 
IFK, with fixed coupling 

List S 

IFL, IFM, IFN and IFO 
transformers operate at 10.7 
Mc. and designed for use in 
AM or FM Superheterodyne 
receivers. The transformer cans 
are 1 Ihl" square and stand 
3' ," above the chassis. Two 
6-32 spade bolts are provided 
for mounting. 

The IFL transformer is a 10.7 
Mc. FM discriminator trans-
former suitable for use in con-
ventional FM receiver dis-
criminator circuit and is linear 
over a band of ±100 Kc. 
The IFM transformer is a 

10.7 Mc. IF transformer with a 
150 Kc. bandwidth at 1.5 
db attenuation. Approximate 
stage gain of 30 is obtained 
with IFM Transformer and 6SG7 
tube. 

The IFN transformer is a 
10.7 Mc. IF transformer with a 
100 Kc. pass band at 1.5 db 
attenuation. Approximate 
stage gain of 30 is obtained 
with IFN Transformer and 
6SG7 tube. 

The IFO transformer is a 
10.7 Mc. FM discriminator 
transformer of the ratio type 
and is linear over a band of 
±100 Kc. 
IFL FM Discriminator 

List S 
I FM IF Transformer List S 
IFN IF Transformer List S 
IFO FM Ratio Discriminator 

List S 

CHART FRAME 
The National Chart Frame is 
blanked from one piece of 
metal, and includes a celluloid 
sheet to cover the chart. Size 
21/4 " x 314", with sides 1/4,, 
wide. 
Type CFA List S 

COIL DOPE 
CD- 1, 1/4  pint can List S 
Liquid Polystyrene Cement — 
is ideal for windings as it will 
not spoil the properties of the 
best coil form. 

TOUCH-UP PAINT 
A high quality air-drying paint 
that may be applied with a 
brush. It is especially suited to 
touching up places on radio 
equipment where the paint 
may have become marred 
through abrasion. 
CP-1, gray List 
CP-2, black List S 

SPEAKER CABINETS 
NDC-8 for 8" speaker 

List S 
NDC-10 for 10" speaker 

List S 
NDC-2 for 10" speaker 

List S 

These metal speaker cabinets 
are acoustically correct. They 
are lined with acoustic felt, 
and are of welded construction 
to eliminate rattles. Finish is 
black wrinkle on NDC-8 and 
NDC-10. NDC-2 is finished 
in gray wrinkle to match the 
NC-2 -40D receiver. 
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NATIONAL LOW-LOSS SOCKETS AND INSULATOR! 

XLA List S 
A low-loss socket for the 6F4 and 950 
series acorn tubes for frequencies as 
high as 600 MC. Conventional by-
pass condensers may be compactly 
mounted between the contact termi-
nals and the chassis. Low contact 
resistance, short and direct leads and 
low and constant Inductance are 
features. 

XLA-S List S 
An Internal shield Attire:, the XLA 
socket and suitable for tubes such as 
the 956. 

XLA-C List $ 

This miniature by-pass conden-
ser may be mounted inside the 
socket, directly below the 
contact. Capacities of 50 or 
100 mmf. available. 

XCA List S 
A low- loss socket for acorn triodes. 

X MA List S 
for Pentode acorn tubes, this socket 
has built-in by-pass condensers. The 
base is a copper plate. 

)IM-1O Litt S 
A heavy duty metal shell socket for 
tubes having the XU base. 

X M- 50 List S 
A heavy duty metal shell socket for 
tubes having the Jumbo 4-Pia base 
("fifty vvatters"). 

JX-50 List S 
Without Standoff Insulators 

1X-51 List $ 
A low loss wafer socket for the 813 
and other tubes having the Giant 
-pin base. 

HX-100S List S 
With Standoff Insulators 

A low loss wafer socket suitable for 
the type 4-125-A, 4-250-A and other 
tubes using the Giant 5-pin base. 
Shield grounding clips are supplied 
which mount on the chassis with the 
socket mounting screws toground the 
tube shield at three points. Air holes 
ore provided In the socket to permit 
forced air cooling. 

GS-1, x 1%.8" 

GS-2, x 2.7fi" 

GS-3, x 2,74" 

GS-4, x 43,é" 

GS-4A, U" ti 

List S 

List S 

List S 

List S 

List 

Cylindrical low-loss steatite standoff 
insulators with nickel plated caps and 
bases. 

GSJ, (not illustrated) List S 

A special nickel plated jack top 
threaded to fit the diameter insu-
lators GS-3, GS-4 & GS-4A. 

GS-5, 1 U" 

GS-6, 2" 

GS-7, 3" 

List, each S 

List, each S 

List, each 

GS-10, package of 10 Lid S 

Thesis cone type standoff Insulators 
are of low-loss steatite. They have a 
tapped hole at each end for mounting. 

GS-8, with terminal 

GS-9, with lack Lut 

List S 

S 

These low- lass steatite standoff Insu-
lators are also useful as lead-through 
bushings. 

1-1X-29 List S 
A low-loss wafer socket with steatite 
Insulation for the popular 829 and 
832 tubes. 

XC Series 
Sockets 
XC-4 Lid $ 
XC-5 List S 
XC-6 List S 
XC-7S List $ 
XC-7L List S 
XC-8 List S 
National wafer sockets have excels-
tinnallY good contacts with high cur-
rent capacity together with low loss 
steatite insulation. All types have a 
locating groove to make tube insertion 
easy. 



lATIONAL LOW-LOSS SOCKETS AND INSULATORS 

FWG List S 

A Victron terminal strip for 
high frequency use. The bind-
ing posts take banana plugs at 
the top, and grip wires through 
hole at the bottom, simultane-
ously, if desired. 

FWH List S 

The insulators of this terminal 
assembly are molded R-39 and 
have serrated bosses that allow 
the thinnest panel to be 
gripped firmly, and yet have 
ample shoulders. Binding posts 
same as FWG above. 

FW1 List S 

This assembly uses the same 
insulators as the FWH above, 
but has jacks. When used with 
the FWF plug (below), there 
is no exposed metal when the 
plug is in place. 

FWF List S 

This molded R-39 plug hss two 
banana plugs on 3/4 " centers 
and fits FWH or FWJ above. 
Leads may be brought out 
through the top or side. 

FWA, Post List, each S 
Brass Nickel Plated 

FWE, Jack List, each S 
Brass Nickel Plated 

FWC, Insulator 
List, per pair S 

R-39 Insulation 

FWD, Insulator List, each S 
Polystyrene insulation 

CIR Series Sockets 
Any Type List $ 

Type CIR Sockets feature low-loss 
isolantite or steatite insulation, a con-
tact that grips the tube prong for its 
entire length, and a metal ring for six 
position mounting. 

AA-3 List S 

A low-loss steatite spreader 
for 6 inch line spacing. (600 
ohms impedance with No. 12 
wire.) 

AA-5 List S 

A low- loss steatite aircraft-
type strain insulator. 

AA-6 List S 

A general purpose strain in-
sulator of low-loss steatite. 

XS-6 List, each S 

A low-loss isolantite bushing 
for 1/2" holes. 

XP-6 Same as above but 
polysterene. 

List, box of ten $ 

TPB List, per dozen $ 

A threaded polystyrene bush-
ing with removable .093 con-
ductor moulded in, 1/4" diam., 
32 thread. 

XS-7, (" Hole) List S 

XS-8, (1/2" Hole) List S 

Steatite bushings. Prices in-
clude male and female bush-
ings with metal fittings. 

XS-1, (1" Hole) List S 

XS-2, (11/2" Hole) List S 

Prices listed are per pair, in-
cluding metal fittings. Insula-
tion steatite. 

XS-3, (23/4 " Hole) List S 

XS-4, (33A" Hole) List S 

Prices are per pair, including 
metal fittings. These low- loss 
steatite bowls are ideal for 
lead-in purposes at high volt-
ages. 

XS-5, Without Fittings 
List, each S 

XS-5F, With Fittings 
List, per pair S 

These big low- loss bowls have 
an extremely long leakage 
path and a 51/4 " flange for 
bolting in place. Insulation 
steatite. 



NATIONAL PARTS 

SC - 

"2 

SC.2 

SC - 3 

The SC-1, SC-2 and SC-3 are 
crystal mounting sockets for crystal 
holders +nab mounting pins spaced 
0.500", 0.486" and .750" respec-
tively and pin diameters of 'sc" 
and h" respectively. Steatite Insula-
tion. Single 4-36 or 4-40 screw 
mounting for CS-1 and CS-2; single 
6-32 screw mounting for CS-3. 
SC-1 List S 
SC-2 List S 
SC-3 List 

The AR-2 and AR-5 coils are high 
0 permeability tuned RF coils. The 
AR-2 coil tunes from 75 Mc. to 220 
Mc. with capacities from 100 to 10 
micro-micro-farads. The AR-5 coil 
tunes from 37 Mc. to 110 Mc. with 
capacities from 100 to 10 micro-
micro-farads. The inductive windings 
supplied may be replaced by other 
windings as desired to modify the tun-
ing range. 
AR-2 High Frequency Coil List S 
AR.5 High Frequency Coil List S 

The XR-50 coil forms may he wound 
as desired to provide a permeability 
tuned coil. The form winding length 
is ai and the form winding diameter 
is ! :Ir inch. The iron slug is ti," dia. by 
3,1;." long. 
XR-50 List S 

The XOA Socket is a socket for the 
Miniature Button 7 Pin base tubes. 
Low loss mica filled bakehte insulation. 
Mounts with two 4-40 screws. 
Socket contacts extend axially from 
base of socket. 
XOA List S 

The XOR Socket is the same as the 
XOA Socket except that the contacts 
extend radially from base of socket. 
XOR List $ 

The XOS tube shield is a two piece 
shield for the Miniature Button 7 Pin 
base tubes. The shield is available in 
three sizes corresponding to the 
1 f 1.,", 1! 2" and 2" tube body heights. 
The shield contains a spring which 
centers tube in shield and holds tube 
and shield firmly in place. The two 
4-40 specie bolts sieve to mount the 
XOA or XOR Socket and the XOS 
tube shield. 

XOS-1 For 111"." high tube body 
List S 

XOS-2 For 1h" high tube body 
List S 

XOS-3 For rhigh body List S 

NATIONAL SHAFT COUPLINGS 
TX-1, Leakage path 1". 

List S 
TX-2, Leakage path 2%¡". 

List S 
Flexible couplings with glazed 
steatite insulation which ht 
shafts. 

TX-8 List S 
A non-flexible rigid coupling 
with steatite insulation. 1" 
diam. Fits 3:¡" shaft. 

TX-9 List S 
This small insulated flexible 
coupling provides high electri-
cal efficiency when used to 
isolate circuits. Insulation is 
steatite. ”s" diam. Fits 3.1-
shaft. 

TX-10 List S 

A very compact insulated cou-
pling free from backlash. Insula-
tion is canvas Bakelite. 11/2 6" 
diam. Fits 34" shaft. 

TX-11 List S 
The flexible shaft of this cou-
pling connects shafts at angles up 
to 90 degrees, and eliminates 
misalignment problems. Fits Vi" 
shafts. Length 

TX-12, Length 4" List S 
TX-13, Length 7b," List S 
These couplings use flexible 
shafting like the TX-11 above, 
but are also provided with 
steatite insulators at each end. 



NATIONAL HRO-5A1 

DESCRIPTION 
The development of the National HRO-5A1 
Radio Receiver brings the famous HRO series to a 
new high in receiver performance. 
Items characterizing the HRO-5A1 Receiver are as 
follows: Two R.F. preselector stages; separate 
mixer and local oscillator tubes; two I.F. stages with 
a crystal filter employing phasing and selectivity 
controls; combined second detector AVC and 
second audio stage; first audio stage; double action 
limiter stage; audio output stage; C.W. oscillator 
with pitch control ; and a signal strength meter 
Metal tubes, first used in the HRO-5, are also em-
ployed in the HRO-5A1. The Loud Speaker and 
Power Unit are separate units. The data listed be-
low indicates the versatility and the extremely high 
standards of performance to be found in the 
HRO-5A1. 

CONTROLS 
Main Tuning Dial: AVC Switch: 8+ ON-OFF; 
Audio Gain ; R.F. Gain; C.W. Oscillator Pitch 
Control; Selectivity Control; Phasing Control; 
S-Meter Switch; Limiter Control. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Range: 
The Frequency Range of the HRO-5A1 with the 4 
Coil Sets normally supplied is 1.7 — 30.0 MC. 
Each Coil Set covers the frequencies listed below: 

Coil Set 
D 

A 

General Coverage Bandspread 
1.7 — 4.0 3.5 — 4.0 
3.5 — 7.3 7.0 — 7.3 
7.0 — 14.4 14.0 — 14 4 

14.0 — 30.0 28.0 — 30,0 

200 Cycles 
6.0 KC. 

NATIONAL Coil Sets to cover the low frequency 
range of the receiver are available as follows: 
Type J 50 — 100 KC. Type F 480 — 960 KC. 
Type H 100— 200 KC. Type E 900 — 2050 KC. 
Type G 180 — 430 KC. 

SELECTIVITY: 

Voltage Ratio 
6 DB. 

60 DB. 
Crystal Filter In 

Max. Selectivity 20 DB. 
Min. Selectivity 20 DB. 

SENSITIVITY: 
The sensitivity of the HRO-5A1 is 1. microvolt or 
better throughout the normal frequency range. 

POWER INPUT: 
Using Type 697 Power Pack; 75 watts at 115 volts, 
50, 60 cycles, 1 phase AC. 

POWER OUTPUT: 
Maximum output 3 watts. Output with negligible 
distortion 1.5 watts. 

PRICES 
Table Model (with tubes & A,B,C,D coils) 

List $ 
Rack Model (with tubes & A,B,C,D coils) 

List $ 
Table Model MCS Loud Speaker List $ 
Rack Model RFSH Loud Speaker List $ 
Table Model 697 Power Unit List $ 
Rack Model SPU-697 Power Unit List $ 

Crystal Filter Out 
Nominal Bandwidth 

3.0 KC. 
21.5 KC. 
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NATIONAL HRO-5C 

Description 
The HRO-5C is a Deluxe Receiver Installation 

consisting of an HRO-5A1 Receiver with SPC 
Unit (power unit, coil container and loud-speaker) 
in a MRR Table Rack, Chromium-plated appearance 
strips and side trim strips are included. 
The HRO series of receivers is an honored 

product of the National Company. The HRO-5A1, 
newest and finest of these receivers, features a 
number of additional refinements among which are 
a new highly efficient noise limiter and a rede-
signed flexible crystal filter. Circuit revisions have 
been made to further improve the performance 

standards of this outstanding Receiver. For a de-
tailed description of the HRO-5A1 Receiver 
supplied on the HRO-5C Deluxe Installation, see 
page 18 in this catalog. 

HRO-5A1 Receiver, with tubes 
and A, B, C, D Coils List S 

SPC Unit Combination List S 

MRR Table Rack 24" Panel 
Capacity List S 

HRO-5C Deluxe Receiver Com-
bination List S 
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NATIONAL NC-2-40 

DESCRIPTION 
Designed for the radio amateur, the NC-2-40D 
series of superheterodyne receivers are also suit-
able for general communications service in the 490 
to 30,000 KC. range. Calibrated electrical band-
spread tuning is provided for the 80, 40, 20, and 
10 meter radio amateur bands. Features included 
are a full vision, easy to read, calibrated dial with 6 
general coverage and 4 bandspread scales, a single 
tuning and band switching control knob, a stable 
high frequency oscillator circuit, a flexible crystal 
filter, a series valve noise limiter and an anxiliary 
numerical logging dial. These outstanding features 
plus conventional items such as a signal strength 
meter, phonograph or high level microphone pick-
up jack, an automatic volume control circuit, a beat 
frequency oscillator for CW reception, a tone con-
trol, a phones jack, and a 115-230 volt A.C. 
change-over switch provide the operator with a 
means for coping with a wide variety of receiving 
conditions and requirements. 

CONTROLS 
Band Tuning and Band Switching; R F. Gain Con-
trol and Signal Strength Meter Switch; Audio 
Gain; B+ —ON OFF; Selectivity; Limiter; Tone; 
CW Oscillator; A.V.C.; Phasing. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency Range: 

General Coverage: 
490 KC. to 30 MC. 

Band Spread: 
28 to 30 MC 
14 to 14.4 MC. 
7 to 7.3 MC. 
3.5 to 4 MC. 

Selectivity: 
Crystal Filter OFF 
Voltage Ratio Nominal Bendvddth 

6 DB  4.0 KC 
60 DB   22.0 KG 

Crystal Filter In — 20 DB Voltage Ratio 
Position 1 6.0 KC 

2 4.0 KC 
3 2.0 KC 
4  1.0 KC 
5. Max. Selectivity 200. Cycles 

SENSITIVITY 
Less than 1 microvolt input produces a 6 DB signal 
to noise ratio. 

POWER INPUT 
Approximately 70 watts; either 110- 120 or 220-
240 volts 50/60 cycle, 1 Phase A.C. A plug and 
socket is provided for convenient external battery 
connection as necessary for battery operation. 

POWER OUTPUT 
A 10,000 ohm output circuit delivers 8 watts with 
negligible distortion. 

PRICES 
Rack or Table Model (with tubes) List S 
Rack or Table Model Speaker List S 
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DESCRIPTION 

The National NC-46 is a 105 to 130 Volt AC-
DC receiver which provides 3 watts of audio out-
put. The Receiver tunes the Broadcast and Short 
Wave bands and employs 10 tubes. Electrical 
bandspreaci is provided for vernier tuning. The cir-
cuit consists of a 6K8 converter-oscillator stage, 
two 6SG7 IF stages, 6H6 detector- limiter stage, 
6SF7 AVC Amplifier, 6Sj7 CW Oscillator, 6SC7 
Audio- Inverter, push-pull audio output stage with 
two 25L6GT tubes, and a 25Z5 Rectifier. 

CONTROLS 
Main Tuning Dial ; Bandspread Tuning Dial ; Sen-
sitivity Control; Volume Control; Tone Switch; C. 
W. Oscillator Switch; AVC Switch; Limiter 
Switch; Band Selector Switch; 6+ Switch and 
Power Switch. 

TERMINALS 

On Rear Panel; Phone Jack; B -i- Terminals; 8 Ohm 
Spkr. terminals; Ant. Terminal; Fuse extractor post. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Range: 

The Frequency Range of the NC-46 Receiver is 
540. Kc. to 30. Mc. covered in four bands. 

Band General Coverage Band Spread 
A 11 5 -30.0 Mc. 28.0-30.0 Mc, 40 dial div. 

14 0-14.4 Mc; 56 dial div. 
B 4.4 -12.0 Mc. 7.0- 7 3 Mc; 50 dial div. 
C 1.55 - 4.6 Mc. 3.5- 4.0 Mc; 70 dial div. 
D 0.540- 1.6 Mc. 
Sensitivity: 
Approximately 5 microvolts input provides a 50 

Iliwatt output over the entire range. 

Selectivity: 
The total bandwidth is approximately 4.5 Kc. at 
db. down and approximately 70 db. attenuat ion 10 
Kc. off resonance is obtained. 

Automatic Volume Control: 
The Receiver output with AVC operating varies 
less than ±4 db. with inputs ranging from 10 to 
100,000 microvolts. 

DIMENSIONS 
NC- 46 Receiver: 9 7/16" high by 17 3/8" wide 
by 12 3. 8" deep. 
Weight 32 lbs. 
NC-46TS Speaker: 8 7/8" high x 10 7/16" wide 
x 7 1/ 2" deep. 
Weight 8 lbs. 

PRICES 
NC-46 Table Model Complete with Tub Listes  

NC-46T5 Table Model Speaker List S 
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NATIONAL 1-10A RECEIVER 

The 1-10A is an improved superregenerative 
Receiver covering all wave lengths from 1 to 11 
meters. The 1-10A is designed for use in both 
Amateur and Commercial services and the natural 
advantages inherent in a superregenerative re-
ceiver make this one of the simplest and most re-
liable receivers for use on these wave lengths. 
This Receiver is suitable for the reception of voice 
and tone modulated code signals. The 1-10A is 
supplied in a table mounting model which through 
virtue of its compact size can be handily used for 
portable operations. 
The circuit of the 1-10A Receiver employs 4 

tubes and consists of one stage of tuned RF, a self-
quenching superregenerative detector trans-
former coupled to a first stage of audio which, in 
turn, is resistance coupled to a power output 
stage. Receiver controls are held to a minimum and 
include Audio Gain, Regeneration, RF Trimmer 
and Main Tuning Controls. Plug-in coil types are 
used to tune the frequency range of the Receiver 
in six tuning bands. The location of these coils in 
the receiver make them readily accessible for in-
terchanging. Tuning is accomplished by a two-
gang variable capacitor geared to a micrometer 
dial which reads directly from 0 to 500 and has a 
linear scale length of approximately 12 feet, re-
quiring ten revolutions to cover any one band. 
The scale length plus the vernier action of the 

Main Dial gives the operator the equivalent of 
continuous bandspread tuning on all bands. 

The 1-10A Receiver is designed for operation 
From National type 5886 Power Unit, all voltage 
dividers, etc., being built in so that but one B volt-
age lead is necessary. The 5886 Power Unit oper-
ates on 105-120 volts, 50-60 cps. This Power Unit 
furnishes 6.3 volts at 1.6 amperes to the heater 
circuit and 180 volts at 35 milliamperes to the plate 
and screen circuits. A 3 volt C battery, mounted in 
the receiver, is used to simply bias to the RF tube. 
The 1-10A Receiver mav be operated from batter-
ies by connecting suitable batteries to the pins of 
the 4 prong power plug. 

Tubes 
RF Amplifier 
Detector 
First Audio 
Second Audio 

Price List 
1-10A Receiver, table model, complete with tubes 
and 6 sets of plug-in coils. List S 

5886 Power Unit, 105-120 volt, 50-60 cps. 
List S 

MCS 8" PM loud-speaker with impedance match-
ing transformer. List 

954 
955 
6J5 
6V6 
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ATIONAL CRU OSCILLOSCOPE 

• 

_e 
CRU CRU -P 

NATIONAL OSCILLOSCOPES 

• fl 

CRU WITH THE 

Description 
The CRU Oscilloscope is a compact inexpensive 

instrument whose capabilities make it outstanding 
in its field. Amateurs and electronic experimenters 
will recognize this 2" scope as an indispensible 
item of equipment to guarantee the efficient oper-
ation of their stations. Put the CRU scope to work 
in your station and watch it: 

Measure Percentage Modulation. 
Check distortion, excitation, overmodulation, 

etc., by the Trapezoidal pattern method. 
Monitor RF and Audio circuits continuously 

while you are on the air. 
Test Audio and RF circuits where extreme 

sensitivity is not required. 
The circuit of the CRU is simple yet ample having 

a self contained power supply and controls for 
brilliancy and focus, a potentiometer for controlling 
the amplitude of the horizontal deflection as well 
as a built-in 60 cycle sweep. Approximately 100 
volts dc. will give a 1" deflection on the CRU 
screen. 

Tubes 
Cathode-Ray 
Rectifier 

2AP1-A 
6X5 mount CRU Oscilloscope) 

NATIONAL POWER 
National Power Supplies are specially designed 
for high frequency'receivers, and include efficient 
filters for RF disturbances as well as for hum fre-
quencies. 
686S, Table model (165 V., 50 MA.), foroperation 
from 6.3 volts DC, with vibrator. List S 
SPU-686S Rack Model List $ 

SUPPLIES 

CRU-P PANEL 

Controls 

A.C. ON/OFF: the A.C. line switch. 
Intensity: A potentiometer controlling the bril-

liancy of the pattern. 
Focus: A potentiometer controlling the clarity 

of the scope image. 
Sweep: A potentiometer controlling the length 

of the pattern. 
-Ext...--óO cycle": A two position switch, 
which when on -Ext. - connects the hori-
zontal deflection plates to the horizontal 
terminal strip at the rear of the cabinet. In 
the -60 cycle- position the 60 cycle A.C. 
sweep is connected to the horizontal de-
flection plates. 

BSW: A pair of insulated beam switch control 
terminals permitting connection to a switch 
or relay so that a trace appears on the screen 
only during transmission periods. 

Prices 

CRU-Table Model Oscilloscope, Less tubes 
List S 

CRU-P Rack Panel and Control Plate (to rack 
List S 

697 Table Model (240V., 70 Ma. and 6.3 V., 
3.4 A.), for operation from 115 230 Volts, 50/60 
cps. A.C. List S 
SPU-697 Rack Model List S 
5886 Table Model (155 V., 50 Ma. and 6.3 V., 
2.5 A.) for operation from 115 Volt, 50,60 cps. 
A.C. List S 

POWER SUPPLIES 

686S, 697, 5886 SPU-686S, SPU-697 



MICRO SWITCH 
A DIVISION OF FIRST INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION 

Branch Offices 

CHICAGO 6.. 308 

NEW YORK 17  

CLEVELAND 3..   

LOS ANGELES 14  

BOSTON 16  

Freeport, Illinois 

W. Washington Street 

101 Pork Avenue 

—4900 Euclid Avenue 

.1709 West 8th Street 

126 Newbury Street 

• 

The Precise, Small 
Lightweight, Sensitive 

Switch for 
Radio Applications 

Micro Switch precision snap-action switches 
have proved invaluable for applications that 
call for switching substantial amounts of 
power by a unit operating in a small space. 
Micro Switch products are important elec-
trical switching units for electrical mecha-
nisms that make change, package products. 
control temperatures, heat water, bottle 
fluids, limit machine tools, record airplane 
flights, control electronic tubes and perform 
thousands of other diversified electrical con-
trol functions. 

MICRO SWITCH Products 

Meet These Requirements 

Small Size ... No larger than your thumb, 
the basic, plastic enclosed switch measures 
11/16° x 27/32' x 1 15/16'. 
Light Weight . .. With pin-type plunger, the 
plastic enclosed switch weighs less than one 
ou nce. 

Long Life ... Patented three-bladed beryllium 
copper spring gives millions of accurate repeat 
operations. 

Small Operating Force ... Force required r, 
operate the switch may be as little as one ouf.. 
• or as much as (-,0 ounces. 

Small Operating Movement... Movement of 
the operating Plunger may be as little as .0004°. 

Good Electrical Capacity . . . Switch is 
Underwriters' listed and rated at 1200 V.A. at 
125 to 460 volts a.c. 

A. General Purpose Basic Switch with panel mounting. 
This -MICRO- basic switch is handy and useful as a door 
switch, or as a manual or mechanical push button switch. The 
threaded stem, with two thin brass hex nuts and two steel lock 
nuts aids adjustable location with respect to the panel. The 
mternal switch mechanism is protected from excessive over. 
ravel by a stop ring located near the tip of the plunger. Thu 
type switch proves both handy and useful. 

B. The "MICRO" V3-1 Small Precise Switch. For a 
switch that must perform in small quarters the -MICRO- V3-1 
switch is of a size to meet these requirements. Small but accurate 
and dependable the V3-1 is provided with two mounting holes, 
one elongated to provide greater accuracy in locating. Flat 
bosses on side add to ease of stacking or grouping when require-
ments demand they be used that way. 

C. JV-5 Actuator for use with V3-1 Switch. The JV-5 
Auxiliary Actuator with roller is designed tor rapid cam or slide 
actuation of the V3-1 switch. The frame is stainless steel with 
:he oil-impregnated bronze bearing serving as the roller. 

D. The "MICRO" V3-12 Switch. Low torque features this 
iftls which can be actuated with . 14 ounce-inches— prac-

tically a feather touch. Pretravel of the actuating arm is 20 
maximum with overtravel 20' minimum. It also features high 
resistance to shock, and in addition has clean make and break 
without contact bounce. Being enclosed keeps out dust and 
dirt and assures trouble-free operation. Time-tested and proved 
dependability, based on experience gained in making millions 
of switches, gis-es users an assurance of freedom from trouble. 

\ .....Actuating wire not furnished. 
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TYPE 30 

TYPE C 

TYPE K 

TYPE A 

CHOOSE FROM 

Type 30 Sangamo Tubular Capa-
citors, molded in a therrno-set-
ting, smooth brown finish plastic 
material ate permanently sealed 
against moisture resulting in low 
power factor, long life and suc-
cessful operation at higher am-
bient temperatures. 

Types C and K plain or silvered 
mica capacitors, members of the 
Sanguino quality mica fatuity, in-
sure dependability and life in ra-
dio receiver and commercial low 
voltage applications requiring 
small capacitance values. 

Types A and H famous high 
quality Sangamo mica capacitors 
are precision built to provide con-
tinuous, dependable service in in-
dustrial and transmitting applica-
tions for which they are designed. 

TYPE F1 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY MI% 
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THE Qainc CINE 
Ever since SANGAMO revolutionized the manufacture of mica 

capacitors by molding them in bakelite, our engineers have been 

continually striving to improve further the operating characteris-

tics of Sangamo Capacitors. 

Now, due to the congested condition of amateur bands, capaci-

tors that " stay put," thus eliminating frequency shifts, are more 

essential than ever before. 

The name " Sangamo," synonymous with 

quality, assures the amateur a greater op-

portunity of establishing and maintaining 

those all-important contacts. 

Type 71 Diaclor lo, negnated 
Capacitors, while being com-
pact and light, are constructed 
to withstand rigorous contin-
ued service under all normal 
conditions. 

/eàF 

TYPE 71 

Type E Mica Capacitors are spe-
cially designed to provide the 
amateur with a low cost, high 
voltage unit capable of carrying 
large currents under intermittent 
operation. They are not recoin-
mended for commercial applica-
lions. 

TYPE E 

Type 40 Capacitors, impregnated 
in diaclor, a chlorinated dielec-
tric, are ideal for use in high 
voltage filter applications and 
power supplies for short wave 
equipment. 

TYPE 40 

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY frNrIelzs' 
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Ei OR over a decade, Eimac tubes waiting for the needs of tomorrow. 
have led the field in performance- These pages contain basic data on 

the acid test of electronic equipment. many Eimac products. Complete 
Ultra-modern Eimac tubes provide information on any of these world-
maximum power and efficiency for famous Eimac tubes is yours for 
today's equipment, and are ready and the asking. Write for it today! 

EIMAC TRANSMITTING TUBES 

EIMAC 

TUBE 

TYPES 

ELECTRICAL MECHANICAL MAX. RATINGS 
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TUBE 
PRICE e 

o 
E 

o 
OC 

25T 
3C24 
35T 
35TG 
UH50 
75TH 
75TL 
2C39' 
100TH 
100TL 
152TH 
152TL 
3C37' 
250TH 
250TL 
304TH 
304TL 
450TH 
450TL 
750TL 
1000T 
1500T 
2000T 
3X2500A3 • 
4-125A 
4-250A 
-1X500A• 

6.3 30 29 1 6 2.4 0.4 2500 M8-071 3G 438 1 43 2000 75 7 25 1. 6.00 HR-1 

63 30 25 1 6 0.2 2500 M8-071 3G 4 38 1 43 2000 7$ 25 6.00 
7.00 
8.00 

HR-1 HR-7 

5.0 40 30 1 9 40 02 2850 M8-078 3G 55 1 81 2000 150 50 HR-3 

5.0 40 30 1 9 1 9 02 2850 M8-078 2M 5 76 1 81 2000 150 50 HR-3 HR-3 

7.5 3 25 13 24 22 04 M8-078 2M 7.0 2.69 1250 125 13 50 15.00 
10.50 
10.50 
30.00 
15.00 
15.00 
24.00 
24.00 
45.00 
27.50 
27.50 
50.00 
50.00 
70.00 
70.00 

HR-2 HR-2 

5.0 65 20 2.3 35 025 4150 ree-on 2M 7.25 2.81 3000 225 75 HR-3 HR-2 

5.0 65 11 23 22 04 3350 M8-078 2M 7.25 2,81 3000 225 3 75 HR-3 HR-2 

6.3 1.1 1.95 65 0 30 21.000 2.75 1 26 1000 100t 3 100 

5.0 62 40 2,0 29 0.4 5500 M8-078 2M 7.75 3.19 3000 225 20 100 HA-6 HR-2 

50 65 12 2.3 2.0 0.4 2300 M8-078 2M 7.75 3.19 3000 225 15 100 HR-6 HR-2 

5 or 10 13 or 6 5 20 4.7 7.0 0.5 8300 50006 4BC 7.63 2.56 3000 450 30 150 HR-5 HR-6 

5 or 10 13 or 6. 5 11 50 48 0.8 7150 500013 4/3C 7.63 256 3000 500 25 150 HR-5 HR-6 

6.3 24 350 4.25 060 8000 3 10 1 50 1000 150 

5.0 10.5 37 29 50 07 6650 500113 20 10 13 3 81 4000 350 40 250 HR-6 HR-3 

$.0 10.5 13 35 30 0.5 2650 50016 2N 10 13 3 81 4000 350 35 250 HR-6 HR-3 

5 or 10 26 or 13 20 94 14 0 1 0 16,700 50006 4/3C 7 63 3.56 3000 900 60 300 HR-7 HR-6 

5 or 111 26 or 13 11 10 0 10 0 1 5 16.700 50006 413C 763 356 3000 1000 50 300 HR-7 HR-6 

75 12 0 38 47 81 08 6650 500213 4AG 

4AQ 

4130 

12 63 5 13 6000 500 80 450 HR-8 HR-8 

75 12.0 19 5.0 66 09 6060 50026 12 63 5 13 6000 SCIO 65 450 HR-8 HR-8 

75 21.0 15 45 60 08 3500 50036 17.0 7 13 6000 1000 100 750 150.00 
125.00 
200.00 
250.00 
165.00 

HR-8 HR-8 

7.5 

75 

16.0 

26.0 

30 

24 

40 

70 

60 

90 

06 

'.3 

9050 

10,000 

50048 

50050 

4AG 

OBD 

12.63 

17.0 

5.13 

7.13 

6000 

6000 

750 

1250 

80 

125 

1000 

1500 

HR-9 

HR-8 

HR-9 

HR-9 

10.0 260 20 90 13 0 1.5 11,000 50066 400 17.75 8.13 6000 1750 150 2000 HR-8 HR-9 

75 48 20 20 48 1.2 20,000 

2450 

90 4 25 5000 2000 125 2500 

5.0 6.2 62 0.03 10 3 30 500813 5.69 272 3000 225 400 30 125 25.00 
36.00 
85.00 n  

HR-6 

5.0 14 5 0.06 12.7 4.5 4000 50088 638 3.56 4000 350 600 50 250 HR-6 

5.0 12 2 0.05 11 1 3 75 5200 4.32 2 57 4000 300 450 30 500 

et nul 

MERCURY VAPOR RECTIFIERS HLGH VACUUM RECTIFIERS 

866A RX21A 872A KY21A 
(KY-21 

866) (R5-21 ( 872 Grid Control, 

100-R 2-150A 2-150D 

(152-R 152- RA 

250-R 

1. Filament Voltage..... . 

2. Filament Current ........ 

3. Peak Inverse Voltage  

4. Peak Plate Current  

5. Average Plate Current  

2.5 

5 0 amperes 

10.000 

1.0 amperes 

.25 amperes 

25 

10 amperes 

11.000 

3 amperes 

.75 amperes 

50 

7.5 amperes 

10.000 

5.0 amperes 

1.25 amperes 

25 

10 amperes 

11.000 

3 amperes 

.75 amperes 

50 

65 
40.000 

.100 amperes 

5.0 

13.0 

30,000 

.150 amperes 

50 

13 0 

30.000 

.150 amperes 

50 

10 5 

60,000 

.250 amperes 

Price . S1 75 58 00 S7 50 910 00 $13 50 $15 00 515 00 520.00 

EIMAC VACUUM CAPACITORS 

Type VCS-20 VC12-20 VC25-20 VC50-20 VCS-32 VC12-32 VC25-32 VC50-32 

Capacity-. 6-mmfd 12-mmfd 25-minfd 50-mmfd 6-mmfd 

Rating...... 
RF Peak 

20-KV 20-KV 20-KV 20-KV 32-KV 

12-mmfd 25-mmfd 

32-KV 32-KV 

50-mmfd 

32-KV 

Price  • 312.00 313.50 918.50 $20 00 914.00 MI 00 519 00 522 50 

EIMAC DIFFUSION PUMP 

HV-I Diffusion PIMP 

An air-cooled vacuum pump of the oil-diffusion type. Capable of reach-
ing an ultimate vacuum of 4 x 10, mm. of mercury when used with a suitable me-
chanical forepump. Speed (without baffle) approximately 67 liters/second at 4 x 10, 
1040 10, mm. 

PRICE 

ON 

APPLICATION 

HEAT DISSIPATING CONNECTORS 
- - 

Type Hole Dia. Price HR-5 125 $.80 

HR-1 

HR-2 

HR-3 

.052 

.0625 

070 

$ 60 

60 

.60 

HR-6 

HR-7 

HR-8 

360 

125 

$70 

.80 

1.60 

1 60 

HR-4 . 1015 80 HR-9 570 3 00 

EIMAC VACUUM SWITCHES 

TYPE GENERAL DATA PRICE 

VS-2.. Single pole double throw switch within a 
high vacuum adaptable for high voltage 
switching. Contact spacing .015'. Switch 
will handle R-f potentials as high as 20 Kv. 
In DCswitching will handle approximately 
1.5 Amps at 5 Kv. 

$12 00 

Eimac Pump Oil   
VS-1 Same as above except for slightly smaller $ 12 00 

glass tabulation. 



Code 

1000(1 
1001)1 
10007 
loons 
10030 
10060 
10061 
10065 
151101 
13002 
130113 
15005 
15006 
20013 
20035 
20050 
20100 
20920 
20935 
21031) 
21100 
21140 
21935 
2207 5 
22100 
22140 
22915 
:22935 
22950 
23075 

23100 

23925 

23950 

24100 
24935 
26025 
26050 
26075 
26100 
26920 
26935 
27(130 
31)1101 
30002 
301103 
30004 
31001 
31002 

Dest-iptimi Narrt, 
Worm Drive 1" nit $4..-.1) 
Drum Meter Dial-0-100 
14" Nickel Silver Inst. Dial-0-100 IA,t1 
3.4" Nickel Silver Inst. Dial-0-100 1.0 0 
Dial Lock .17. 
Shaft Lewitt or u" Shafts .36 
Shaft Lock .:16 
Vernier Drive Unit .36 
Neutral Condenser 0.7-4.3 .9(1 
Neutral ( 'ondenser 0.5-13.3 1.05 
Neutral t'ondenser 1.5-8.5 .90 
Neutral t'ondenser 3.4-14.6 2.00 
Neutral Condenser 2.8-9.1 5,11) 
Steatite Ultra Midget 15 mmfd SS 
Steatite Ultra Midget 35 mmfd SS 1.00 
Steatite Ultra Midget 50 mmfd SS 1.20 
Steatite litra Midget 100 nuntri » 1 
Steatite V1tra Midget 211 mnifd 1)8 1.20 
Steatite Ultra Midget 33 mmfd 1)8 1.40 
Steatite Ultra Midget 50 mini(' SS 1.75 
Steatite Ultra Midget 100 mmfd SS 1.91) 
Steatite Ultra Midget 140 mmfd SS 2.1)) 
Steatite I ltra Midget 35 mmfd DS 1.90 
Steatitt Midget 75 mmfd SS 1.32 
Steatite Midget 100 mmfd ss 1.38 
Steatite Midget 140 mmfd SS Le2 
Steatite Midget IS rnmfd DS 1.2)) 
Steatite Midget 35 mmfd OS 1.30 
Steatite Midget 50 mmfd DS 1.30 
Steatite Dual Midget 75 mmfd Per sec-

tion SS . 2.60 
Steatite Dual Midget I00 rnmfd per sec-

tion SS 2.50 
Steatite Dual Midget 25 mmfd persec-

tion DS 2.25 
Steatite Dual Midget 50 mmfd per sec-

tion DS 2 
100 mmfd per section. Single spared s'.7.. 
35 mmfd per section. Double spaced 
3.2-23 Mr Padder 
4-50 Air Padder 
4.3-76 Air Padtler 
5-97 Alr Padder 
4.5-20Air Padder 
5.5-36 Mr Padder 
30 mmfd Mica Padder 
Standoff, 14 x I ' é, QuartzQ 
Standoff. 4 a 24, t)uartz() 
Standoff. ', x 24. Quartz() 
St andoff, t., a 4 74. (.1uartz() 
Standoff, 4 xl. Isolant1te 
Standoff. 4 a 24, Isolantite 

Los 
1.20 
1.32 
1.4» 
1.30 
.21 

.21 

.53 

.65 
.2)) 
.27 

,•••••‘ 
'41 

12035 10000 

45004 45500 

26100 

39001 39006 39002 

39003 

20935 

44001 4300 

21935 2207 

MILLEN MODERN PARTS 

o 
'MU 

N1ILLEN H ‘ 1)10 PRODUCTS are well designed vtonERN P%RTS for MODERN Eincurrs. 

attractively packaged. moderately priced, and fully guaranteed. They have been de-

signed with a view toward easy and practical application as well as efficient perform-

ance. For instara-e, the ter lll i ll als are located so as to provide shortest possible leads, 

mounting feet are designed for easy insertion of screws and socket contacts. so that the 

solder won't run down inside theii.i and make impossible the i nser t ion of the tube. etc. 

Thus our slogan, "Designed for Application. " Our general catalog is available for the 

asking either fr  your favorite parts supply house or direct from the factory. 

Ilona. 12000, 13000. 140no sEitius coNDENsEits 
. .077"air gap is for 3000 volt peak rating 

IILI.EN TYPE 

Code 
Uri pad! , per side „ 

'' ' "ap 
l'onage Net 

Max. Min. 

.,,, 
Ral i eig Price 

110:15 
111130 
111170 
1:1035 
13050 
13070 
14200 
14100 
14050 
14060 

36 
51 
74 
:15 
49.5 
71 

204 
90.5 
50 
60 

4.6 
6.3 
9.3 
4.1) 
6.3 
7.3 
10.7 
12.9 

.077" 

.077 

.077 

.077 

.077 

.077 

.077 

.171 

.171 

.263 

3000 
301)0 
3000 
3000 

, 311111) 
aufto 
3000 
6001) 
6000 
9000 

56.90 
7.14 
7.80 
4.56 
5.20 
5.58 
14.00 
12.00 
7.21) 

12.00 

('i NVENTIONAL SINGLE sEc."rioN TYPE 

Code 
Capacity per sealan Ga , pipi.,n on Nef 

Min. Max. 
.41, ' 

Plaies Pike 

12935 
12936 
12536 
12531 
12576 
12310 
12515 

9 
9 
6 
7 
9 
12 
IS 

37 
37 
43 
53 
76 

101 
151 

.176" Polished 

.176 Plain 

.077 Plain 

.077 Plain 

.077 Plain 

.077 Plain 

.077 Plain 

$4.32 
3.0o 
2.4o 
2.7o 
3.00 
3.60 
4.31) 

coNvEvri( SAL DOUBLE SE( T1GN Ty PE 

Code CaP"re" te, ''f"" •tir Gap Finish on 
Plates  

Polished 
Plain 
Polished 
Plain 
Polished 
Plain 

Net 
Price  

84.32 
3.90 
3.10 
4.32 
5.61 
3.40 

..I 

Min. Max. 

12035 
12036 
12050 
12031 
12075 
12076 

6 
6 
7 
7 
9 
9 

43 
43 
.-,3 
33 
76 
76 

.077" 

.077 

.077 

.077 

.077 

.077 

MAIN OFFICE 



33004 33002 33004 32103 32101 32100 32102 

37105 37104 

DESIGNED for APPLICATION 
Code Description 

31003 Standoff, I, x 2, Isolantite 
31004 Standoff, I, x 334, Isolantlte 
311111 Cone. I, X 34, Steatite 
31012 Cone, I x 1. Steatite 
311113 Cone, I .14 x I, Steatite 
31014 Cone. 2 x I, Steatite 
31015 ('one. 3 a 1,4, Steatite 
321110 Steatite Bushing for 14" hole 
32101 Steatite Bushing for Se hole 
32102 Steatite Bushing for " hole 
32103 Steatite Bushing for S.," hole 
32150 Isolantite Thru-leushing, for 34" hole 
32201 Steatite Bushing and Hardware 
32300 Isolantite Bushing 
33)102 Crystal Socket 
33004 4 Prong Socket 
33005 5 Prong Socket 
tgro6 6 Prong Socket 
1)07 7 Prong, Large, Socket 

...mug 8 Prong. tletal, Socket 
; 9,67 Base ( 'lamp for 807 etc. 
; 102 Crystal Socket 
:;.11115 Acorn Sggcket. Quartz() 
t2112 Crystal Socket 

...g3117 Ssngket. Midget 9000 Serle, with Shield 
117 Socket. Nlidget 901H1 Series less Shield 

Aluminum shteld for 33008 
...t901 Socket for 1191 etc. 
34010 Shielded 10 M II receiving 
34100 Universal 2.5 5111 
341111 Universal 2.5 NI II. less Standoff 
341112 Commercial type 2.5 M It 
34140 Universal air core Transmitting 
34154 Transmitting Choke 
342111 General Purpose RFC 111 M Il 
34225 General Purpose 111.3 25 M It 
34240 General Purpose 1114 140 M It 
34285 General Purpose 11.1.3 • 85 NI It 
34800 Interruption Frequency Oscillator Coil 
35151 Steatite Antenna Insulators 
361101 Ceramic Plate cap. 9/16" for 866 etc. 
361i112 ('eramic Plate lull. )," for 807 etc. 
370111 Black Bakelite Safety Terminal 
37104 Four Terminal, Black Bakelite 
372)12 Steatite Plates, Pr. 
-37211 Bracket 
37222 Terminal Posts . Pr. 
37302 Two Terminal, Steatite 
37303 Three Terminal. Steatite 
373114 Four Terminal. Steatite 
373(15 Five Terminal. Steatite 
37306 SIX Terminal, Steatite 
37501 Low Loss Mica Bakelite Safety fermium' 
38001 Isolantite 3/16" III). Beads g Pk of .50) 
38501 100 Beads. 5/16" (11a., Quartz() 
39001 Truly Flexible Isolantite 
39002 Conventional 
311003 Solid Brims N.P. 
39005 Universal Joint. Non-Insulated 
390116 Slide Action 
40205 Midget Plug 
403115 Intermediate size plug 
41205 Midget Socket 
41305 Intermediate size socket 
43001 Quartz() blank form and plug 
43(111 
431)21 Midget coils for each 
43041 I band. Nlounted on No. -10205 

Prirr 

6.30 
.42 
.1» 
.21 
.27 
.42 
.45 
.30 
.35 
.20 
.45 
.05 
.75 

1.s 9 

.27 

.34 

.27 

.30 

.75 

.36 

.3(1 

.36 
1.00 
1.5gt 
.60 
.75 
.75 

1.25 
1.20 
.311 
.21 
.21 
.40 

.3 9 

.41. 

.60 

.711 

.80 

Imo 

-1 9 

.30 

.30 

.21 

.36 

.36 

.24 

.45 

.30 

1.2 
1.2., 

JAMES MILLEN 
MAIN OFFICE 

r•ode 

1.1081 
441810 
44001 
440115 
44010 
44112(1 
44040 
44080 
4451iti 
45000 

45004 

45005 

45500 
46100 
47001 
47002 
471103 
471104 
5501, I 
58001 
590111 
59002 
69011 
7400 I 
74002 
74400 
77083 
77866 
77872 
79020 
79040 
79080 
7016(1 

60454 
60455 
60456 
60501 
60502 
60503 
60504 
62161 
62162 
62454 
624:,6 
a3163 
63456 
63503 

64154 
04456 
65456 
70721 
110600 
110615 
90606 
90607 
90608 

Dec,Iptbm 

plug. No. I at end of code means 
Quartz() form I )," dia. a 3,, " 
Quartz() blank form and plug 

100 watt" coils 
for each batid. Mounted on 
Swinging link and socket 
Coll Form. 1" dia, no p.. low loss mica 

base Pliengilic 
Coil Fortn. I" dia. 4 p.. low loss mica 

base Phenolic 
Coll Form. 1" dia. 5 p.. low loss mica 

base Phenolic 
Coi 
Col 
C'ol 
Col 
Col 
loi 

Form. Iz" dia., Steatite 
Form. 1 kt" ilia, no p.. Quartz() 
Form. 4" dia., Quartz() 
Form. 14" Ilia_ Quartz() 
orm, ), dia.. Quart at.) 

Form,. 34 " dia., ( luartza) 
Sheet. 3 x S 34 a . 1. Quartz() 
Coll Dope. 2 in.. Quartz() 
Panel Nlarking Decalcomania lilt 
Decalcomania 1S'it - Black 
Ultra-High Col! Form 
Permeability Tuned Shielded Fourn 
Untuned Shielded Form 
Octal Base and Shield 
'•53" Hash Filter 25051A 
"866" Ilash Filter 500NIA 
"872" Rash Filter 
lime Band Wave Trap 
7inc Band ‘':ive Trap 
3.5mc Band Wave Trap 
1.7me Band Wave Trap 

Ate Trimmed 

456 Diode Air Core 
456 Interstage ( 1) Air ( tore 
456 I nterstage ( 2) Air ( 'ore 

50011 I nterstage (2) A ir lore 
50011 I ) 1. sic Air Core 
5000 FM interstage A Ir t'ore 
5000 FNI Disc Air Core 
1600 I nterst age t ron 'ore 
1600 Dlode Innt ('lire 
45)' Diode 1 r,m ( 'ore 
456 Interstage Iron l'ore 

16011 IWO A ir lure 
456 BF() Alr t'ore 
5000 11Fo Air Core 

Permeability Tuned 
456 Diode (2) 
456 Interstage ( 2) 
456 BFI) 
Com plete set of four Wavemeters. In case 
Retrofit 
Range 2.8 to 9.7 me. Waveineter 
Range 9.11 to 28 me. Wavemeter 
Range 26 to 65 mr. Wavemeter 
Range 50 to 140 Wavemeter 

.Ael Price 

81.25 
.75 

1.20 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.90 
1.75 

.35 

.45 

.45 

.45 

.45 

.10 

.15 

.35 

.45 

.45 

.50 
1.25 

1,60 

1.85 
1.50 
.75 

1.00 
1.25 pr. 
1.40 pr, 
.00 
.90 
.90 
.90 

4.50 
4.50 
4.511 
4.511 
4.50 
4.50 
4.511 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.51) 

2.25 
2.25 
2.25 
4.00 
18.00 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 

MFG. CO., IN 
AND FACTORY 

31 MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS, U . S. A. 
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WITH THE FEDERAL SELENIUM RECTIFIER 

—FIRST or ITS KIND IN THE INDUSTRY! 

RADIO HAMS: Here's a new component for your 

sets—a dry-plate rectifier to use in place of the con-
ventional rectifier tube. It will give your radio re-
ceivers new performance, instant starting, longer 
life. In every way, Federal's miniature Selenium 
Rectifier makes the ideal power supply for all 
AC-DC sets and it has been adopted as a standard 
component by many leading radio manufacturers. 

Among its many other diversified applications are: 
—vibrator power supplies, television sets, phono-

graph combinations, heating lamps, door chimes, 
electric train accessories, scientific research appa-
ratus, stethoscopic and bacteriological equipment, 
measuring, intercommunications and electrical musi-
cal instruments and other electronic devices. 

These rectifiers can be obtained from your dealer or 
direct from Federal Telephone and Radio Corpora-
tion, Newark 1, New Jersey. Price $ 1.60 each net. 
Send $ 12 for standard package of twelve units. 
Write to Dept. F1065 for complete technical litera-
ture on how to apply rectifiers. 

Replacement for these Tubes: 
5T4 5Z3 5Y3 6X5 6Y5 7Y4 2526 35Z4 50Y6 117Z6 
5U4 5W4 6Y4 OZ4 6Z5 12Z3 35W4 35Z5 50Z7 0Y4 
5V4 5X4 5Z4 80 1225 25Z5 35Z3 35Z6 111Z3 

Electrical Characteristics: 
Maximum RMS Voltage   130 Volts 
Maximum Inverse Voltage   380 Volts 
Maximum Peak Current   . 1200 ma. 
Maximum EMS Current   • 325 ma. 
Maximum DC Output •  • 100 ma. 
Approximate Rectifier Drop . . 5 Volts 

e 

D05 ". 
„o'toge 

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation 
In Canada i— federal Electric Manufacturing Company. Ltd., Montreal. 

Export Distributomi—Internotional Standard El•ctrIc Corp. 67 Brood St., N.Y.C. 

Newark I. 

Now Jersey 
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tettvftitePee4. 

Faithfully Reproduce 

Your Complete Messages 

These famous microphones, priced within the range 
of every amateur, amplify all vibrations received 
by the diaphragm without adding any of the har-
monics to assure clear, sharp communications with-
out distortion. You can rely on Turner under all 
climatic and acoustic conditions. 

22X 
22D 

22X Crystal is tops 
in performante. Re-
produces clean and 
sharp. Smart engi-
neering cuts feed-
back to minimum 
Tilting head and removable 7- foot cable set. 
Built-in wind-gag permits outdoor operation. 
Crystal impregnated against moisture. Au-
tomatic barometric compensator. Chrome type 
finish. Level -52 DB. Range 30-7,000 cycles. 

22D Dynamic is identical in appearance with 
22X but has high level dynamic cartridge. 
Dependable indoors or out. Output -54 DB. 
Range 30-8,000 cycles. 200 or 500 ohms or 
high impedance. 

Han-D 

Hang it, hold it, use it on desk or 
floor stands. Mon-D does the job of 
several mikes. Available as 9X 
Crystal, in brushed chrome finish, 
Level -48DB, or 9D Dynamic in 
brushed chrome or gunmetal, Level 
-50BB, 200 or 500 ohms or hi-
i mpedance. 

33D Dynamic 
33X Crystal 

The full satin chrome 
finish of 33D Dy-
namic adds class to 
any rig. 90 tilting 

head gives semi- or non-directional pick-up. Output 
level -54DB. Range 40-9,000 cycles. Ruggedly built 
for recorder or P.A. work. Built in transformer free from 
hum pick-up. Available in 200 or 500 ohms or high im-
pedance. 33X Crystal some appearance as 33D. Level 
-52DB. Range 30-10,000 cycles. 

211 
DYNAMIC 

No. 211 is a Rugged Dynamic utilizing a new 
type magnet structure and acoustic network. 
The high frequency range has been extended 
and the extreme lows have been raised 2 to 
4 decibels to compensate for overall defi-
ciencies in loud speaker systems. Unique 
diaphragm structure results in extremely low 
harmonic and phase distortion without sacri-
ficing high output level. Tilting head, bal-
anced I ine output connection. Chrome or gun-
metal finish. 

NEW TURNER 
CHALLENGERS 

Plus Performance at Low Cost 

Model CX Model CD 
Crystal, in rich brushed 
chrome finish, with 7 
foot removable cable 
set using Amphenol 
connectors. Level -52 
DB. Range 50-7,000 
cycles. 

Model DX 

Crystal mike for record-
ing, P.A. and ham work. 
Bronze enamel finish. 
Level-52 DB. Range 50-
6,000 cycles. An excel-
lent unit. With 7 foot 
cable. 

Dynamic, some style 
and finish os CX, with 
removable 7 foot 
cable set. In 200-250 
ohms, $00 ohms or hi-
impedance. Level -52 
DB. Range 50-7,000 
cycles. 

Model BD 
Dynamic, same finish os 
BX. Works indoors or out. 
Level -52 DB. Range 
50-6,000 cycles. 200-
250 ohms, 500 ohms or 
high impedance with 7 
foot cable. 

FREE Turner Microphone Catalog with complete information and 
prices on Turner Microphones. Write for your free copy. 

Crystals Licensed Under Patents of The Brush Development Co. 

THE TURNER CO. 
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 
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250" 
Amateur Net 

Greatest continuous frequency 
coverage of any communications receiver 
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From 540 ke. to 110 Me. AM • FM • CW 

In the Model SX-42 Hallicrafters sets a 
new high standard of receiver perform-
ance and versatility. Covering all fre-
quencies from 540 kilocycles to 110 
megacycles, the SX-42 combines in one 
superbly engineered unit a top-flight 
standard and VI-IF communications e-
ceiver: standard, short-wave and FM 
broadcast receiver, and high fidelity 
phonograph amplifier. 
The tremendous frequency range of 

the SX-42, greater continuous coverage 
than has ever before been available in a 
receiver of this type, is made possible by 
the development of a new "split-stator" 
tuning system and the use of dual inter-
mediate frequency transformers. Re-
ception of amplitude modulated and 
continuous wave telegraph signals is 
provided for throughout the entire range 
of the SX-42. In addition, a discrimina-
tor and two limiter stages are available 
on bands 5 and 6 ( 27 to 110 megacycles) 
to permit the reception of frequency 
modulated signals. Musical reproduction 
of true high fidelity is assured by an 
audio system with a response curve 
essentially flat from 60 to 15,000 cycles 
and an undistorted output of eight watts. 
The controls of the SX-42 are ar-

ranged for maximum convenience and 
simplicity of operation. MAIN TUNING and 
BANDSPREAD knobs are mounted co-

axially, focusing the tuning functions 
ill d single precision built unit. RAND-
SWITCH and VOLUME are located at either 
side of the main dial. Auxiliary controls 
such as CRYSTAL PHASING, SENSITIVITY, 

etc., are logically placed so that those 
most frequently used are in the most 
accessible positions. Hallicrafters new 
system of color coding makes it possible 
for the entire family to enjoy this fine 
receiver. The normal control positions 
for standard broadcast reception are in-
dicated by tiny red dots while FM ad-
justments are in green. 
The main tuning knob is provided 

with a precision vernier scale which is 
separately illuminated through a small 
window in the one-piece Lucite main 

dial housing. The main tuning dial is 
calibrated in megacycles and is marked 
with the numbers in the new FM band 
of 88 to 108 megacycles. The bandspread 
dial is calibrated for the amateur 3.5, 7, 
14, 28, and 50 megacycle bands. An addi-
tional logging scale is prinfiderl nn this 
dial for use in other ranges. The small 
locking knob mounted coaxially with 
the main and bandspread tuning knobs 
permits either to be rotated freely while 
holding the other firmly in position. 

The many new and ingenious circuit 
features which make possible the amaz-
ing versatility of the SX-42 stem di-
rectly from Hallicrafters long experi-
ence in the design and production of 
VHF and UHF communications equip-
ment.The newly developed "split-stator" 
tuning system used on the three higher 
bands provides a far greater gain per 
stage than is possible with older meth-
ods. Each IF transformer contains wind-
ings for both 455 kilocycles and 10.7 
megacycles and the changeover is ac-
complished automatically between bands 
4 and 5. As band 4 runs to 30 megacycles 
and band 5 starts at 27 megacycles it is 
possible to use either narrow-band 
standard communications receiver per-
formance or wide-band FM perform-
ance on the amateur frequencies from 
28 to 29.7 megacycles. A type 7A4 tube 
functions as a beat frequency oscillator 
foi CW reception. When the rerpivpr is 
switched to FM. however, this tube be-
comes a direct current amplifier to oper-
ate the FM tuning meter.This meter per-
forms as a normal carrier level indicator 
for AM reception. A four position 
switch on the panel selects the desired 
mode of operation—PHONO, FM, AM 
or CW. 

In addition to its many new features 
the SX-42 continues all of the time-tried 
advantages characteristic of Hallicrafters 
top models. Freedom from "drift" and 
maximum stability are provided by tem-
perature compensation and the use of a 
type VR-150 voltage regulator tube. 

hallicrafters RADIO 
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Designed to 
function at a 
new high peak 
of high 
frequency 
efficiency 

A crystal filter circuit combined with variable interme-
diate frequency channel width offers six different 
degrees of selectivity on the four lower bands (to 30 
megacycles). CRYSTAL PHASING, CW PITCH, SENSITIVITY, 
and four position TONE control for tow, mED, HI FI, and 
BASS, are all conveniently placed on the front panel as 
are RECEIVE STAND-BY, NOISE LIMITER, and AVC switches. 
The beauty and modern functional styling of this 

new receiver are self evident. Without in any way 
detracting from the "precision instrument" appearance 
which characterizes fine communications equipment, 
Hallicrafters designers have succeeded in creating a 
receiver which is not out of place in the most luxurious 
surroundings. The rich deep gray of the panel, satin 
chrome "airodized" top, and light gray lettering with 
touches of red and green combine with the precision-
tooled controls and light translucent green of the illu-
minated dials and meter in a harmoniously integrated 
whole. 
Note in closoups at left the compact efficiency of the 

concentrically mounted main tuning and bandspread 
controls and the precise, logical grouping of the other 
dials. 
A finishing touch is furnished by the instrument type 

adjustable base, available as an accessory. By simply 
turning the knurled rim of the front support the re-
ceiver can be tilted to provide an "eye-angle" view of 
the dials for maximum accuracy and ease of tuning. 

Extraordinary rersatility... 

Features erery ham trantsi 

CONTROLS: BAND SELECTQP, MAIN 
TUNING,BANDSPREAD,and seléelve DIAL 
LOCK, VOLUME and POWER OFF, AVC, 
NOISE LIMITER, RECEIVE/STANDBY, SE-
LECTIVITY, TONE, SENSITIVITY, CRYS-
TAL PHASING, RECEPTION, CW PITCH. 
"S" meter adjustment on rear of chassis. 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS: Antenna 
connections for doublet or single wire an-
tenna. Input impedance matches 300 ohm line 
except on broadcast band which is designed 
for use with ordinary single wire antenna. 
Output terminals to match 500 or 5000 ohm 
speaker. Phone jack on front panel. Phono-
graph input connector on rear of chassis. 
Socket for use of external power supply. Re-
mote standby switch connections provided for 
in power socket. Power cord and plug. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: The 
Model SX-42 is housed in a steel cabinet of 
true functional design. Panel and chassis are 
assembled as a unit and may be removed for 
servicing or for mounting in a relay rack. 
Panel is finished in deep gray, top of cabinet 
is of "airodized" steel finished in satin chrome 
and swings open on a full length piano hinge 
for maximum accessibility. Main dial housing 
is a single piece of Lucite fabricated by an 
injection molding process. Panel lettering is 
in light gray with incidental red and green 
markings for standard AM and FM reception. 
Dials are a light translucent green and are 
indirectly illuminated. 

FIFTEEN TUBES: 1-6AG5 1st FtF ampli-
fier; 1-6AG5 2nd RF amplifier; 1-7E8 con-
verter: 1-6SK7, 1st IF amplifier; 1-6SG7, 
2nd IF amplifier; 1-6H6 AM rectifier and 
noise limiter; 1-7H7 1st FM limiter amplifier; 
1-7H7 2nd FM limiter; 1-6H6 FM discrimi-
nator; 1-6SL7 audio inverter; 2-6V6 audio 
output tubes; 1-7A4 beat frequency oscillator 
and FM tuning meter amplifier; 1—VR-150 
voltage regulator; 1-5U4G high voltage rec-
tifier. 

OPERATING DATA: The standard Model 
SX-42 is designed for operation on 105-125 
volts 50, 60 cycle alternating current. The 
universal Model SX-42U may be operated on 
110. 130, 150, 220 or 250 volts, 25 to 60 cycle, 
alternating current. The standard model 
draws 0.93 amperes at 117 volts. When oper-
ated from batteries through the auxiliary 
power supply socket it requires 5 amperes at 
6 volts DC for heater current and 150 milli-
amperes at 270 volts DC for plate current. 
Total battery current when operating from a 
6 volt battery and using a vibrapack as a 
source of plate power is 16 amperes. 

DIMENSIONS: Model SX-42. Cabinet only, 
20 inches wide by 93/4  inches high by 16 inches 
deep. Overall, 20 inches wide by 101/4  inches 
high by 18 inches deep. 

WEIGHT: Model SX-42. Receiver only, ap-
proximately 52 pounds. Packed for shipment, 
approximately 65 pounds. Model B-42. Ad-
justable base, packed for shipment, approxi-
mately 5 pounds. 
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1. 

SX-42 FEATURES 

Continuous frequency range - 540 kilo-
cycles to 110 megacycles in six bands. 
Band 1-540 to 1620 kilocycles. 
Band 2-1.62 to 5 megacycles. 
Band 3-5 to 15 megacycles. 
Band 4-15 to 30 megacycles. 
Band 5-27 to 55 megacycles. 
Band 6-55 to 110 megacycles. 

Adequate overlap is provided at the ends 
of all bands. 

2. Wide vision main tuning dial accurately 
calibrated. 

3. Separate electrical bandspread dial cali-
brated for amateur 3.5, 7, 14, 28, and 50 
megacycle bands. 

4. Beat frequency oscillator functions 
throughout entire range of receiver. CW 
pitch adjustable from panel. 

5. Four-position switch selects mode of op-
eration, PHONO, FM, AM, or CW. 

6. RECEIVE/STANDBY switch. 
7. Series type automatic noise limiter. 
8. Push-pull final audio stage delivers over 
8 watts with less than 8% harmonic dis-
tortion. 

9. Audio amplifier response curve is essen-
tially flat from 60 to 15,000 cycles. 

10. Red markings for broadcast reception and 
green markings for FM reception simplify 
operation for general use. 

11. Connections for coordinated operation 
with Hallicrafters transmitters. 

12. Separate SENSITIVITY (RF) and VOL-
UME (AF) controls. 

13. Four-position tone control provides LOW, 
MED, HI FI, and BASS. 

14. Special socket for use of external power 
supply. 

15. High frequency oscillator temperature 
compensated to reduce drift. 

16. "Micro-set" permeability adjusted coils 
in RF section. 

17. AVC switch. 

18. "Airodized" steel top provides full ven-
tilation and swings open on full length 
piano hinge for greatest accessibility. 

19. Wide band FM, AM or CW available from 
27 to 110 megacycles. 

20. Six-position selectivity switch with crys-
tal filter operates on frequencies between 
540 kilocycles and 30 megacycles. 

21. Combination carrier level meter and FM 
tuning indicator. BFO tube performs dual 
function as FM tuning indicator amplifier. 

22. New FM band marked with channel num-
bers in addition to megacycle calibration. 

23. Dual intermediate frequency transform-
ers. 455 kilocycle IF for standard opera-
tion, 10.7 megacycle IF for VHF and FM 
operation. 

24. "Split-stator" tuning makes possible su-
perior performance in VHF range. 

25. Chassis and panel can be removed as a 
unit for rack mounting. 

26. Crystal phasing control. 
27. Antenna input impedance matches 300 

ohm line. 
28. New Hallicrafters Type HA-6 crystal used 

in crystal filter circuit. Holder of Mycalex, 
non-hygroscopic and unaffected by tem-
perature. 

29. Two limiter stages for maximum quieting 
on FM. 

30. Two tuned RF stages using miniature 
tubes for superior VHF performance. 

31. Phonograph input connections on rear of 
chassis. 

32. Type VR-150 voltage regulator tube pro-
vides maximum stability in high fre-
quency oscillator, converter, BFO, and 
FM tuning meter circuits. 

33. MAIN and BANDSPREAD tuning con-
trols and dial lock are mounted coaxially 
as a single precision-built unit. 

34. Main tuning knob provided with preci-
sion vernier scale, separately illuminated 
through small window in one-piece Lucite 
dial housing. 

NEW SPEAKERS TO 
MATCH THE NEW MODELS 
Th, rt.12 and the R -45 (the nark innuntinq 
version of the R-42) represent one of the 
greatest innovations in speaker design in re-
cent years. This is the first speaker of its size 
to offer the splendid advantages of the basa 
reflex, principle. Now in this sleek, highly 
functional design, matching the new line of 
Hallicrafters receivers, the bass reflex feature 
is available in a compact speaker that offers a 
new high quality of reproduction. The speaker 
size is 8 inches. Two position switch on front 
panel for communications or high fidelity re-
ception. Terminals on rear for 500/030 ohm 
line. R-42, size: 121/2 " deep, 113/4" high, ir 
wide. R-45, size: 121/2 " deep, 1234 high. 19" 
wide. 
*42 Speeker. . #23.00 II.45 Speaker . . $2764 

pries. 4matimer N. 
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Function, beauty 
combined in 
an outstanding 

Model SM.-10 
"S" Meter 

This new external 
"S" meter is avail-
able as an accessory 
and can be easily 
connected through a 
special socket on the 
rear of the receiver 
chassis. May also be 
used with other Hal-
licrafters models such 
as the S-20R, S-18, etc. 

FEATURES 

Many circuit refinements never before avail-
able in this price rinse 
L Overall frequenLy Lange— 540 kilocycles 

to 43 megacycles in 4 bands. 
Band 1-540 to 1700 kilocycles. 
Band 2-1.7 to 5.35 megacycles. 
Band 3-3.35 to 15.7 megacycles. 
Bend 4-13.7 to 43 megacycle. 

Adequate overlap is provided at the ends 
of all bands. 

2. Wide vision main tuning dial accurately 
calibrated. 

3. Separate electrical bandspread dial, in-
ertia flywheel tuning. 

4. Beat frequency oscillator, pitch adjustable 
from front panel. 

5. CW/AM switch. 
6. Standby/receive switch. 
7. Automatic noise limiter. 
8. Maximum audio output-21/2 watts. 
9. Internal PM dynamic speaker held in 

rubber shock mounts. 
10. Red markings for broadcast reception 

simplify operation for general use. 
11. Connections for coordinated operation 

with Hallicrafters transmitters. 
12. Separate SENSITIVITY (RF) and VOL-

UME (AF) gain controls. 
13. Three-position tone control. 
14. Special socket permits use of external 

auxiliary power supply. 
15. High frequency oscillator temperature 

compensated to reduce drift. 
16. "Micro-set" permeability adjusted coils 

in RF section. 
17. AVC switch. 
18. Exceptional accessibility of all parts due 

to new cabinet design. 
19. Socket for connection of Model SM-40 

"S" meter. 
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39 I 
to 43 Me. 

The sensational new S-40 with the finest 
performance ever presented in the pop-
ular price field is housed in a cabinet of 
true functinn .41 devign — a rompletely 
new conception of receiver beauty and 
styling. Full use is made of newly 
developed materials and techniques. 
Maximum ventilation is assured by a 
multitude of tiny openings in the upper 
section of the cabinet which also impart 
a smart and pleasing appearance. The 
entice top of the cabinet opens on s full] 
length piano hinge for complete accessi-
bility.Panel and chassis may be removed 
from the cabinet as a unit without dis-
turbing any controls or connections. All 
controls are clearly identified and the 
normal positions for standard broadcast 

* 540 to 1700 ke. * 5.35 to 15.731e. 
* X.7 to .T.35 Me. * 15.7 to 43 Me. 

reception are marked in red, making it 
easy for the whole family to use this fine 
receiver. 

The Model S-40 incorporates many 
circuit refinements and features never 
before available in this price class. The 
RF section uses permeability adjusted 
"micro-set" inductances, identical with 
those in the most expensive Hallicrafters 
receivers. Automatic noise limiter, tem-
perature compensated RF oscillator, beat 
frequency oscillator, separate RF and 
AF gain controls, three-position tone 
control, separate electrical bandspread, 
with inertia flywheel tuning, and many 
other features make this beautiful new 
receiver an outstanding value. 

S 7950 

Amateur Net 

CONTROLS: SENSITIVITY (including "S" 
meter on/off switch), BAND SELECTOR, 
VOLUME, TUNING, BANDSPREAD, AVC 
ON/OFF, CW/AM, NOISE LIMITER ON/ 
OFF, TONE AC OFF, PITCH CONTROL, 
STANDBY/RECEIVE. 

NINE TUBES: 1-6SG7 RF amplifier; I-
65/%7 converter; 1-6SK7 1st IF amplifier; 
1-6SK7 2nd IF amplifier; 1-6SQ7 2nd detec-
tor and 1st audio amplifier; 1-6F6G output 
audio amplifier; 1-6H6 automatic noise lim-
iter and gas gate; 1-6J5GT beat frequency 
oscillator; 1-80 rectifier. 

OPERATING DATA: The standard Model 
S-40 is designed for use on 105-125 volts, 50 
to 60 cycle alternating current. The universal 
Model S-40U can be used on 110, 130, 150, 220 

or 250 volts, 25 to 60 cycle, alternating current. 
The standard model draws .76 amperes at 117 
volts. When used with external batteries the 
heater current is 5 amperes at 6 volts and plate 
current is 70 milliamperes at 270 volts. If a 
vibrapack is used for plate supply the total 
current demand for both plate and heaters is 
10 amperes at 6 volts. 

DIMENSIONS: Model S-40. Cabinet only, 
181/2 inches wide by 8% inches high by 95/8 
inches deep. Overall, 181/2 inches wide by 9 
inches high by 11 inches deep. 

WEIGHT: Model S-40. Receiver only, ap-
proximately 28 pounds. Packed for shipment, 
approximately 33 pounds. Model SM-40. Meter 
only, approximately 13/4  pounds. Packed for 
shipment approximately 3 pounds. 

11111111.1111Mt KYRIDER 

Hallicrafters new Skyrider Panoramic adaptor, Model 
SP-44, ufkr5 all the advantagee of p,floramir rereptinn 
in an unusually compact and inexpensive unit. With 
this adaptor connected to a Hallicrafters receiver it is 
possible to monitor up to 200 kilocycles of the radio 
spectrum visually and to analyze the characteristics of 
radio signals from your own ut utli,i t ..umitter& 
This new adaptor may be used with any receiver 

having an IF frequency between 450 and 170 kilocycles. 
Ten tubes 

9 950 

Amateur Net 
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FEATURES 

L Overall frequency range 
— 540 kilocycles to 32 
megacycles in 4 bands. 

Band 1-540 to 1650 kc. 
Band 2—L65 to 5 Mc. 
Band 3-5 to 115 Mc. 
Band 4-13.5 to 32 Mc. 

Adequate overlap is pro-
vided at the ends of all 
bands. 

Z. Main tuning dial accu-
rately calibrated. 

3. Separate electrical band-
Mead die. 

L Beat frequency oscillator, 
pitch adjustable from 
freed panel. 

$3950 

Amateur Net 

3. AM/CW switch. Also 
turns on automatic vol-
ume control in AM po-
sition. 

6. Standby/receive switch. 

I. Automatic noise limiter. 

8. Maximum audio output— 
L6 watts. 

9. Internal PM dynamic 
speaker mounted in top. 

18. Controls arranged for 
maximum ease of opera-
tion. 

Il. 105-125 volt AC/DC for 
operation. Resistor line 
cord for 210-250 volt op-
eration available. 

It Speaker/phones switch. 

CONTROLS: SPEAKER/ 
PHONES, AM/CW, NOISE 
LIMITER, TUNING, CW 
PITCH, BAND SELECTOR, 
VOLUME, BANDSPREAD, 
RECEIVE STANDBY. 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS: 
Antenna terminals for doublet 
or single wire antenna. Ground 
terminal. Tip jacks for head-
phones. Line cord and plug. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERIS-
TICS: The Model S-38 is housed 
in a sturdy steel cabinet fin-
ished in rich satin black. 
Speaker grille in top is of airo-
dized steel. Chassis is cadmium 
plated. Lettering is in light gray 
and switch knobs are red. 
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For hams, beginning hams and all who want 
the finest receiver available at a low price 

The Model S-38 meets the demand for 
a truly competent conununications re-
ceiver in the low price field. Styled in 
the post-war Hallierafters pattern and 
incorporating many of the features 
found in its more «pensive brothers, 
the S-38 offers performance and appear-
ance far above anything heretofore 
avallahlt- II lt. clam. FOU: tuning bands, 
CW pitch control adjustable from the 
front panel, automatic noise limiter, self-
contained PM dynamic speaker and 
"Airodized" steel grille, all mark the 
S-38 as the new leader among inexpen-

SIX TUBES: 1-12SA7 converter; 
1-12SK7 IF amplifier; 1-12SQ7 sec-
ond detector, AVC, first audio am-
plifier; 1-12SQ7 beat frequency os-
cillator, automatic noise limiter; 1-
35L6GT second audio amplifier; 1 
--35Z5GT rectifier. 

OPERATING DATA: The Model 
S-38 is designed to operate on 105-
125 volts AC or DC. A special ex-
ternal resistance line cord can be 
supplied for operation on 210 to 250 
volts AC or DC. Power consumption 
on 117 volts is 29 watts. 

DIMENSIONS: Model S-38. Cabi-
net only, 12% inches wide by 6% 
inches high by 7% inches deep. 
Overall, 127/8 inches wide by 7% 
inches high by 8% inches deep. 

WEIGHT: Model S-38. Receiver 
only, 11 pounds. Packed for ship-
ment, 131/2 pounds. 

sive communications receivers. 
The s 38 is at fikapprially finP receiver 

for younger people just beginning to 
find the unending fascination offered by 
radio as a hobby. In addition to being a 
good standby recejvqr fnr any amateur, 

the s-es has unlimited uses. Its compact 
tuncUonal design, Its high perfuttnancss 
nn both short Iliavffl and standard broad-
cast reception makes it an ideal receiver 
for use in den or library, in college dor-
mitory, at camp or cottage or in any 
room around the house wherever a good 
extra receiver at a low cost is desired. 
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high quality, low price 

d 

The Model HT-17 offers real Hallicrafters 
transmitter performance with maximum con-
venience and economy. No larger than a small 
receiver and styled to match the postwar 
Hallicrafters line, this new transmitter pro-
vides an honest ten watts of crystal-controlled 
CW output on the amateur 3.5, 7, 14, 21, and 
28 megacycle bands. 

A pi-section matching network is an inte-
gral part of the plate circuit and, together with 
an adjustable link, provides coupling to any 
type of antenna or permits the HT-17 to be 
used as an exciter for a high power final 
amplifier. The oscillator stage uses a type 
6V6-GT tube and is automatically switched 
to a Tritet circuit when coils for the three 
higher bands are plugged in. Full output on 
the 14, 21, and 28 megacycle bands is obtained 
with 7 megacycle crystals. A type 807 tube is 
used in the final amplifier, and the self -con-
tained power supply, for 105-125 volt AC op-
eration, employs a 5Z3 rectifier. Connections 
are provided for an external modulator. The 
"airodized" steel top opens on a full length 
piano hinge for maximum accessibility and 
ease in changing coils and crystals. A pilot 
lamp is provided on the front panel for 
tuning. Coil sets extra. 

First of i is kind ... a low power, 

transmitter 
$50 00 Amateur Net 

(Approximate) 

CONTROLS: PLATE, LOADING, TRANSMIT/-
STANDBY. METER OSC/PWR AMP, AC ON/OFF 
(all on front panel). Oscillator plate tuning, Tritet 
tuning (easily accessible by raising top). 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS: Antenna terminals 
for single wire, using pi-section network tuning, or 
two-wire low impedance line, using link coupling. 
Ground terminal. Connections for key and external 
modulator. AC line cord and plug. Special socket 
for use of external power supply. Fuse. 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: The Model 
HT-17 is enclosed in a sturdy steel cabinet with all 
operating components mounted on a strong cad-
mium plated chassis. Top is of "Airodized" steel 
and opens on a full-length piano hinge for maxi-
mum accessibility. Dials are of the slide rule type. 
Finish is rich satin black. Trim and lettering match 
the new Hallicrafters receivers. 

THREE TUBES: 1-6V6-GT crystal oscillator; 1-
807 power amplifier; 1-5Z3 rectifier. 

OPERATING DATA: The Model HT-17 is designed 
for operation on 105-125 volts 50/60 cycle alternat-
ing current. Connections are provided for use with 
external batteries or other emergency power 
source. When operated on 117 volts the total cur-
rent is 1.07 amperes ( 125 watts). Heater current 
needed for auxiliary power supply operation is 
1.35 amperes at 6 volts, plate current is 135 milli-
amperes at 400 volts. Total demand when used 
with a vibrapack on six volt battery is 18 amperes. 
DIMENSIONS: Model HT-17. Cabinet only, 127'8 
inches wide by 678 inches high by 778 inches deep. 
Overall, 1278 inches wide by 7% inches high by 
8% inches deep. 

WEIGHT: Model HT-17. Transmitter only 21 
pounds. Packed for shipment 25 pounds. Coils, 
packed for shipment, per set, approximately 1% 
pounds. 

SM-2 plate milliampere meter. Range O to 150 ma. 
Supplied for quick installation in HT-17 transmit-
ter in place of tuning pilot lamp, at extra cost. 

FEATURE . 

I. Frequency range amateur bands from 3.5 to 
30 megacycles. 

2. Power output-10 watts minimum on all bands. 

3. Pi-section matching network plus coupling link 
permits use with any antenna. 

4. May be easily coupled to drive a high power 
final amplifier. 

5. "Airodlzed" steel top for maximum ventilation. 

6. Full-length plano hinge permits entire top to 
swing open for ease in changing coils, crystals. 

1. All operating and tuning controls easily acces-
sible. 

Z. Self-contained power supply for 105-125 volt 
50/60 cycle AC operation. 

9. Special socket for use of external auxiliary 
power supply. 

10. Oscillator circuit automatically switched from 
Pierce to Tritet, on three higher bands. 

II. Full output at highest frequency with 7 mega-
cycle crystal. 

12. Terminals for connection of external modu-
lator. 

13. Panel switrh to roenect tuning pilot lamp in 
exciter or amplifier circuits. 

14. New styling harmonizes with Hallicrafters post-
war receivers. 

15. Plue-in provision for SM-2 plate milliampere 
meter. 



$ 7500 Amateur Nee 
(Approximate) 
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A ‘ ariable master oscillator combining 

excellent stability and ease of operation 

eÁiedet 

Here is another new and welcome addition to 
the Hallicrafters line, a variable master oscil-
lator. It is specifically designed to provide the 
amateur operator with a continuously vari-
able exciter unit which is as easy to tune or 
shift to a new frequency as a modern receiver. 
Outstanding features never before available 
in a unit of this kind include excellent stabil-
ity, negligible frequency drift, voltage regu-
lator and complete simplicity of operation. 
It is accurately calibrated for the five ham 
bands. The heart of the unit is the variable 
master oscillator which employs a 6BA6 tube 
in an electron coupled circuit with plate and 
screen voltage regulation. This circuit is sci-
entifically temperature-compensated and is 
tuned by one section of an air dielectric 
variable condenser, another section of which 
tunes the 6V6 frequency multiplier amplifier. 
Power output of the HT-18 is fed through a 
six foot 72 ohm coaxial line which may be 
connected to any commonly used crystal cir-
cuit of a transmitter. The RF output at the 
line end is not less than 21/2  watts and it can 
therefore be used to drive a high power class 
"C" amplifier. For example the unit will pro-
vide ample driving power to two 813's which 
will supply over 500 watts of CW power and 
about 300 watts of phone carrier. 

In addition to variable frequency operation, 
the Model HT-18 provides for three crystals 
for spot frequency use. These crystals may be 
switched into the circuit from the front panel. 

CONTROLS: BAND SELECTOR, TUNING, 
VARIABLE FREQUENCY—CRYSTAL SE-
LECTOR, POWER ON/OFF SWITCH, CAR-
RIER ON/OFF SWITCH, BEAT FREQUENCY 
SWITCH. 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS: R-F output 
terminals. Power line cord, carrier switch ter-
minal connectors for receiver and transmitter 
control. Shorting type key jacks on front panel. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: The cabi-
net of the Model HT-18 is styled to match the 
new Hallicrafters models and is finished in rich 
satin black. Airodized steel top swings open on 
a full-length piano hinge for maximum accessi-
bility. Panel lettering is light gray and dial 
scale is green indirectly illuminated. 

FIVE TUBES: 1-6BA6 electron coupled oscil-
lator or crystal oscillator; 1-6V6 amplifier or 
frequency multiplier; 1—VR-105 voltage regu-
lator; 1—VR-150 voltage regulator; 1-5Y3GT 
power rectifier. 

OPERATING DATA: The Model HT-18 is de-
signed for operation on 105-125 volts 50/60 cycle, 
alternating current. Crystals used if desired are 
in the 3.5 megacycle band but are not supplied 
with unit. 

110.100ebee., 
FEATURES 

1. Frequency range. Five amateur bands. 

2. Wide vision tuning dial accurately calibrated. 

1 21/2 watts measured output at end of 6 foot 
72 ohm transmission line. 

4. Negligible drift. 

5. Scientifically temperature-compensated. 

6. Oscillator and amplifier keyed. 

7. Built in crystal sockets for spot frequency 
operation. 

8. 

9. 
10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

11. 

Two voltage regulators. 

Complete band switching. 

Ganged tuning. 

All coils self-contained, no plug in coils. 

Tubes and circuit components carefully se-
lected for maximum stability. 

Oscillator operates on lowest frequency 
range only. 

Higher frequency bands reached by means 
of high efficiency frequency multiplier. 
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Hallicrafters Model HT-9 is an ideal me-
dium power transmitter. Designed for 
maximum flexibility and convenience. 
In addition to coils and crystals it re-
quires only a microphone or key, anten-
na and a source of AC power to go 
on the air. 

Five individual plug-in tuning units 
and crystals may be accommodated in 
the exciter section simultaneously. Band 
switching is easily accomplished by 
changing one coil in the final amplifier 
and selecting the desired exciter fre-
quency by means of a panel switch. Ex-
citer units are pre-tuned and the only 
additional operation needed is a slight 
adjustment of the final tank tuning 
capacitor. 

Separate meters are provided for the 
power amplifier plate and grid circuits 
and a third meter may be switched into 
either the exciter or modulator cathode 
circuits. All controls are conveniently 
arranged on the panel and a safety in-
terlock switch is provided for protection 
against accidental shock when the cabi-
net is opened. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

, 

A real ham rig 
Medium power 
Maximum flexibility 

'250" 
Less Coils and Crystals 

Amateur Net 
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TRANSMITTE 1 

FEATURES 

1. Frequency range 1500 kilocycles to 18 mega-
cycles and amateur 28 megacycle band. 

2. Power output 100 watts on CW, 75 watts on 
phone. 

3. Antenna coil will match any resistive load 
from 10 to 600 ohms. 

4. Maximum ventilation provided by louvers on 
sides, cutouts at rear. 

5. Hinged top permits access to interior for 
changing coils and crystals. 

6. All operating controls on front panel. 
7. Self contained power supply for 105-125 volts, 

50/60 cycle AC operation. 
8. Input for any medium level, high impedance 

microphone 
9. Metering of cathode current of exciter or 

modulator, power amplifier grid and power 
amplifier plate. 

10. 100 per cent modulation with low distortion. 
11. Carrier hum more than 40 db. below 100% 

modulation. 
12. Frequency response fiat within 3 db. from 

100 to 5000 cycles. 
13. Five operating frequencies may be pre-set in 

the oscillator and buffer doubler stages and 
selected at will by means of the band switch. 

14. Line fuses mounted on rear of chassis. 
15. Convenient table mounting. 
16. Rugged construction and oversize compo-

nents assure dependable operation. 

CONTROLS: AUDIO GAIN, (SPEECH 
AMPLIFIER) OFF/ON, CATHODE 
CURRENT EXC. MOD., PLATE PWR. 
ON/OFF, FIL. PWR. ON/OFF, C.W. 
PHONE, BAND-SWITCH, TRANSMIT 
/STANDBY, PLATE TUNING. 

METERS: Cathode current, P.A. grid, 
P.A. plate. 

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS: Antenna 
terminals. Terminal strip for key, an-
tenna relay, and remote control of re-
ceiver. Line cord and plug. Two line 
fuses. Microphone input connector (on 
left end of cabinet). All connections ex-
cept microphone are located on rear of 
chassis. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: The 
Model HT-9 is constructed on a heavy 
cadmium plated steel chassis. Cabinet 
is of steel finished in gray wrinkle 
enamel and is provided with heavy rub-
ber mounting feet. Ventilating openings 
in top and sides assure adequate cooling. 
Interlock switch under lid cuts high 
voltage supply when cabinet is opened. 

TUNING UNITS: Final amplifier coils 
and exciter tuning units are available 
for the 1.75, 3.5, 7, 14, and 28 Mc. amateur 
bands. General coverage coils and units 
for all frequencies between 1.5 and 18 
Mc. may be obtained on special order. 

FOURTEEN TUBES: 1-6L6 crystal 
oscillator (used above 8 Mc. only) ; 1-
6L6 crystal oscillator or doubler; 1-814 
final RF amplifier; 1-6SJ7 1st speech 
amplifier; 1-6J5 2nd speech amplifier; 
4-6L6 push-pull parallel modulator 
stage; 2-5Z3 rectifiers; 1-80 rectifier; 
2-866 rectifiers. 

OPERATING DATA: The model HT-9 
is designed for operation on 105-125 
volts, 50/60 cycle alternating current. In 
normal operation it draws approxi-
mately 3.5 amps. (400 w.). 

DIMENSIONS: Model HT-9 overall 
clearance: 29/8 inches wide by 121/2 
inches high by 20% inches deep. 

WEIGHT: Model HT-9 transmitter, 120 
pounds. Packed for shipment, 125 
pounds. 

hallicrafters RADIO 
AVIATION RADIOTELEPHONE THE HALLIfilitTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO 

AND ELEIFIIIMIC EQUIPMENT • CHICAGO 16, U. S. A. 
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PLATED CRYSTALS 
BLILEY TYPE AX2 

We are justly proud of the technical accomplish-
ments represented in the AX2 plated crystal. Its 
advanced development and pace-setting design 
again demonstrate Bliley's leadership in the 
manufacture of crystals for amateur frequencies. 

Primary electrodes in the AX2 plated crystal 
unit consist of a micro-thin metal film which is 
deposited directly on the major surfaces of the 
quartz crystal by evaporation under high vac-
uum. This film exhibits extremely high adhesion 
to the crystal and can almost be considered as 
a chemical bond to the quartz. 

Secondary electrodes, under spring pressure 
are used to clamp the crystal in position and to 
provide a medium for thermal dissipation. 

Bliley's plated crystal gives you better grid 
current stability over a wide temperature range 

Type AX2 Units, 80- meter bond $2.80 Each 

Type AX2 Units, 40- meter band 2.80 Each 

Type AX2 Units, 20- meter band 3.95 Each 

.093 -

plus improved frequency stability under high drive 
conditions. 

In addition to the plating feature, the AX2 
gives you such famous Bliley qualities as: 

• Acid etching to frequency to prevent aging. 

• Nameplate calibration accurate to ± .002% at 25° C 
in factory oscillator. 

• Temperature stability better than ± .02% between 
—10° and + 60° C. 

• Activity level tested between — 10° C and + 60° C. 

• Solid, stainless steel pins. 

• Welded contact between pins and contact plates. 

• Neoprene gasket seal. 

• Moisture resistant, molded phenolic case and cover. 

• Small, compact size permits easy stacking. Twa 
units may be mounted back to back in standar 
octal socket. 

• All nomenclature on top of holder for easy identifi 
cation. 

Not a thing has been overlooked to insure top 
performance under any conditions encountered 
in amateur equipment. All our wartime experi 
ence is reflected in this new model, engineere 
specifically for amateur frequencies. 

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY • UNION STATION BUILDING, ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA 
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501..DERING LUG 

TYPE FM6-S 100 kc. 

Primarily for use as a freq. standard. 
Plated precision crystal, rigidly clamped 
between resonant pins, provides excep-
tional electrical and mechanical stabil-
ity. Freq. is adjustable to exactly 100kc. 
at 25° C when unit is used in recom-
mended oscillator circuit. Freq. stability 
±.005( ," at any temp. 0° C to 50° C. 

PRICE $ 18.75 

TYPE CF3 455 kc. 

Single signal filter crystal unit. Excep-
tionally low holder capacity permits 
sharp signal discrimination in filter 
network of general communications re-
ceivers. Frequency 455 kc. free from 
spurious responses within 7 kc. 

PRICE $5.00 

TYPE CF6 455 kc. 

Single signal filter crystal unit. Fre-
quency 455 Ice., 5 kc. — free from 
spurious responses within 7 kc. of fun-
damental. Designed for intermediate 
frequency filter in general communica-
tions receivers. 

1:51- PRICE $4.50 

TYPE SM C 100 100-1000 kc. 

Dual frequency crystal provides either 
100 kc. or 1000 kc. frequency source. 
When used in recommended oscillator 
circuit 1000 kc. frequency is within 

at 25° C and 100 kc. frequency 
can be adjusted to zero beat at 25° C. 
Suggested for signal generators used in 
alignment of radio receivers. 

PRICE $8.75 

CRYSTAL COW:ROLLED OSCILLA'OR 
creL1:. 

OUT 

The /Pea> 
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_ OW-ROLLED OSCILLATOR 

for Ruh 

For instant channel selection and frequency 

accuracy, radio service technicians use this 

Bliley test instrument. It provides direct 

crystal control for i-f alignment. Write 

for descriptive Bulletin 32. 



AMPHENOL "SIGNAL SQUIRTER" 

ROTARY BEAM ANTENNA 

Amphenol now offers this world famous rotary beam 

antenna developed by M. P. Mims, W5BDB. High for-

ward gain, high front to back ratio, a rugged rotary • le le 

drive system and a simplified direction indicator char-

acterize this fine antenna which has been the standard 

of comparison for many years. Available for the 10 

and 20 meter bands and in a combination covering 

both bands. 

48 
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TWIN- LEAD TRANSMISSION LINE 

Combining convenience and efficiency, Amphenol 
Twin-Lead is the first choice of amateurs for construction 
of antennas and transmission lines. Type 14-023 Transmitting 

Twin-Lead, with an impedance of 75 ohms, is the favorite 

for transmitter applications. Conservatively rated at 1 kw. 

Three impedance values:-300 ohms, 150 ohms and 

75 ohms are available in Amphenol Receiving Twin-Lead 
for receiving and low power transmitting applications. 

In addition to the three new products 

described, Amphenol is the world's 

largest single source of: 

COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS 

ANTENNAS 

RADIO COMPONENTS 

PLASTICS FOR ELECTRONICS 

All are available from your distributor. 

See him tomorrow. 

AMPHENOL "EASY-40-.DRILL" CLEAR 

POLYSTYRENE WINDOW PANE 

This clear polystyrene window pane ends the 

problem of bringing in lead-ins through glass. 

It is easy to drill and cut to size. Ordinary wood-

working tools will do the job. Offering the high 

dielectric strength of polystyrene, this window 

pane ends broken glass and drilling through sash. 

Ordinary putty holds it in place. Available 

in 12" x 16" panes of 3 32" thickness, 

and in other sizes to order. 

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION 
CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS 

In Canada • Amphenol limited • Toronto 

49 



'HQ-129-X" 

AMATEUR 

RECEIVER 

The Hammarlund "HQ- 129-X amateur communications 
receiver is designed to meet the demands of the most critical 
amateurs. Its design includes every feature essential to finest 
performance. 

The "HQ- 129-X" has a continuous range from .54 to 31 
megacycles in six separately calibrated bands with con-
tinuous bandspread throughout the entire range. In addition, 
the bandspread dial is calibrated for each of the four most 
important amateur bands-3.5-4 mc, 7-7.3 mc, 14-14.4 
mc and 28-30 mc. 

The "HQ- 129-X" has the Hammarlund patented variable 
wide-band crystal filter which works exceptionally well on 
phone or short wave broadcast signals. 

There are many other features: Variable antenna compen-
sator, beat oscillator, voltage regulator, series noise limiter, 
send-receive switch, automatic volume control, calibrated "S" 
meter, audio gain control, sensitivity control— plus all that 
goes into a receiver built by engineers who have spent a 
lifetime designing commercial communication equipment. 

The "HQ- 129-X" is available complete in a two-tone gray 
finish including tubes and a 10 inch P. M. dynamic speaker. 

"HQ- 1 29-X" Amateur Net Price $ 168.00 

SC- 1 O—Speaker cabinet finished to match 
Amateur Net Price 5.25 

Send for twenty-page technical bookiet 

SPC-400-X • Receiver ( Table Model) with P.M. speaker unit 
only   

SPR-400-X • Receiver ( Rack Model) less speaker  

SC- 46 • Speaker Cabinet only  

Net Price 

$342.00 

344.55 

5.25 

The Series 400 Commercial "Super-Pro" re-
ceiver covers a new and wider range of 
frequencies. The SP-400-X model covers from 
.54 to 30 megacycles taking in all of the 
standard and short wave broadcast bands 
as well as amateur bands down to 30 mega-
cycles. The "Super-Pro" has become standard 
equipment with many engineers in the radio 
press and broadcast fields. During the recent 
war, "Super-Pros" were standard equipment 
in practically every Army Airways Communi-
cations System installation throughout the 
world. Many letters from the men who oper-
ated them attest to the soundness of design 
and ability to withstand the most gruelling 
operating conditions. 

The "Super-Pro" has continuous variable 
selectivity from razor-sharp "single-signal" 
to wide band high fidelity for broadcast 
reception. This feature together with the high 
power high fidelity 8 watt audio amplifier 
makes this an ideal receiver for use in enter-
tainment installations as well as for home use. 
In addition the SP-400-X has AVC, continuous 
bondspread, calibrated "S" meter, BFO, 
noise limiter, send-receive switch, ear phone 
terminals, phono-input and separate heavy 
duty power supply. 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC., 460 W. 34th Street, New York 1, N. Y. 
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"MC" MIDGET 

CAPACITORS 

Ideal variable for high and very high 

frequency tuning, laboratories, etc. Isolan• 

tite Insulation. All contacts riveted or 

soldered. Vibration proof. New improved 

Hammarlund split type rear bearing, and 

noiseless wiping contact. Cadmium plated 

soldered brass plates. Shaft-W'. 

Code Capacity List 

MC-2 0-5  20 mmf. $2.5 5 

MC-3 5-5  35 mmf.  2.65 

MC- 50 -5  50 mmf.  2.80 

MC-5 O-M  50 mmf.  2.80 

MC-7 5-5  80 mmf.  3.00 

MC-7 5 M  80 mmf.  3.00 

MC- 100-5 100 mmf.  3.25 

MC- 10 0 -M 100 mmf.  3.25 

MC- 14 0 - 5 140 mmf.  3.50 

MC- 1 40 -M 140 mmf.  3.50 

MC-2 0 O-M 200 mmf.  3.80 

MC-2 5 O-M 260 mmf.  4.15 

MC-3 2 5-M 320 mmf.  4.65 

"M"-Midline Plates. "S"-Straight Line Cap. Plates. 

"MTC" TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS 

Compact types. Isolantite 

insulation. Base or panel 
mounting. Polished alumi-

num plates. Stainless steel 
shaft. Size of 150 mmf. 

with .070" plate spacing 
only 41/4 " behind panel. 
"B" models have rounded 

plates. "C" types have 
plain plate edges. Self-

cleaning wiping contact. 

Code Capacity List 

MTC-2 0-B  20 mmf. $4.75 

MTC- 1 0 0-8 I 00 mmf.   6.15 

MTC- 1 5 0 -C 150 mmf.  7.10 

MTC-250-C 260 mmf.  6.15 

MTC-350-C 365 mmf.  6.75 

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS 

These flexible couplings are designed for 
both insulated and non-insulated applica-
tions. The FC-46-S is insulated for 6000 
volts with silicone treated ceramic, will com-
pensate for considerable shaft misalign-
ment, but will not give springy action. 
Overall depth 13 16", diameter 11/4". 
The FNC-46-S is a non- insulated coupling 
for use where insulation is unnecessary. The 
general design is the same as the FC-46-S 
but has a heavy metal body instead of 
ceramic. Overall depth 23, 32", diameter 

Code 

FC-46-5-Insulated 

FNC-46-5-Non-insulated 

List 

$  90 

 90 

Code 
BFC-12 
BFC-25 
BFC-38 

BUTTERFLY CAPACITOR 
The new butterfly capacitor is designed 
for use in VHF and UHF applications 
where the butterfly design is indispens-
able. Can be used as a single series unit 
or os a split stator with grounded rotor. 
This new butterfly capacitor is ideal for 
use in transmitters as well as receivers. 
Has soldered rotor and stator assembly; 
is plated to resist corrosion; silver plated 
rotor contact; sleeve type bearing, low. 
loss ceramic end panel. Approximately 
1W' square. Depth behind panel depends 
on number of plates. Insulated mounting 
studs prevent rotor from being grounded 
when mounted to metal. 

MMF. Cap. per Sec. Series Cap. 
Max. Min. Max. Min. 
14.5 3.5 7.9 2.2 
27.5 5.0 14.5 3.0 
40.5 6.3 21.0 3.7 

PRICE 
NOT 

AVAILABLE 

"APC" MICRO CAPACITORS 
For H.F. and very H.F. For I.F. tuning, 
trimming R.F. Coils or gang capacitors, 
general padding, etc. Constant capacity 
under any condition of temperature or 
vibration. Size 100 mmf. 1 7, 32" s 
15 16" x 1 7 32". lsolantite base. Cad-
mium plated soldered brass plates. 
Code Capacity List 

APC-25   25 mrnf. $ 1.50 
APC-50   50 mmf.  1.75 
APC-75   75 mmf.  1.95 
APC-100 100 mmf.  2.20 
APC 140 I 40 mull.  2.60 

"RMC" CAPACITOR 
The new "RMC" is designed for appli-
cations where strength and solid con-
struction is as important as electrical 
design. Its frame consists of 3 32" 
aluminum end plates reinforced by 
three Izorizontal bars or pillars which 
hold the assembly rigid. 
Two low loss silicone treated cer-

amic insulated bars support the stator. 
Bearings are hand-fitted sleeve in the 
front and single ball thrust in the rear 
-torque is smooth and uniform. Con-
tact to the rotor is made through a 
silver-plated beryllium forked spring. Brackets ore provided for 
mounting either side down, or to a front panel with spacing pillars. 
Voltage rating- 1000 V. 

Code Capacity List 

RMC-50-5  50. mmf. $3.75 
RMC-100-5 I 05. mmf.  4.25 
RMC-140-5  143.5 mrnf.  4.50 
RMC-325-5 327. mot.  5.65 

• 

"VU" UHF CAPACITOR 
The capacitors listed below are avail-
able for use by manufacturers, engi. 
seers and amateurs for all types of 
communications equipment having 
tuned circuits operating as high as 
500 mc. The many advantages of 
these new capacitors are of course 
due to the silent electrical operation 
made possible through the use of 
pyrex glass ball bearings. 

Elimination of the rotor contact 
further precludes the possibility of 
noise and permits a more symmetrical 
design of the capacitor itself and 

consequently allows better circuit layout. Two sets cf contacts are 
provided, so that the vacuum tube can be mounted on one side and the 
inductor on the other side of the capacitor. Voltage rating-700 V. 

Code Capacity List 
VU-20 22.5 rnmf. $10.75 
VU-30 31,5 mmf.  11.50 
VU-45 45.0 mmf.  12.70 

subject to change without notice 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., INC., 460 W. 34th Street, New York 1, N. Y. 



Since 1923 we have been pioneers 

in the design and manufacture of 

the finest in radio hardware: 

Ceramic, Porcelain and Steatite 

Insulators ... Antennas ... Hook-

Up Wires ... Shielded Microphone 

Cable and S. J. Cable . . . and 

other top-quality " Birnbach" 

products. 

Complete Stock At Your Dealer 

BIRNBACH RADIO CO., Inc. 
145 HUDSON ST NEW YORK, 13, N. Y. 
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In keeping With its policy of  

: providing a services within its 

power, The rnerican Radio Relay 

League make's  available to amateurs 

and would-be amateurs literature prop-

erly prepared to present in the best form 

all available information pertaining to ama-

teur radio. The fact that its offices are the 

national and internetional headquarters of radio 

amateurs, makes League publications authoritative, 

complete, up-to-the-minute; written from a thoroughly 

practical amateur's point-e-view. These publications are 

frequently revised and a6gmented to keep abreast of the 

fast-changing field. At this time they will be found par-

ticularly adaptable for radio training purposes. All are 

printed in the familiar QST format which permits thorough 

but economical presentation of the information. Most of 

the publications and suppilies described in the following 

pages are handled by your dealer for your convenience. 

WEST HARTFORD 7 

CONNECTICUT 



THE 

OFFICIAL MAGAZINE 

OF THE 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE 

QST faithfully and adequately reports each month the rapid 

development which makes Amateur Radio so intriguing. Edited 

in the sole interests of the members of The American Radio Relay 

League, who are its owners, QST treats of equipment and practices 

and construction and design, and the romance which is part of Amateur 

Radio, in a direct and analytical style which has made QST famous all 

over the world. It is essential to the well-being of any radio amateur. 

QST goes to every member of The American Radio Relay League and 

membership costs $ 2.50 in the United States and Possessions, $ 3.00 in 

the Dominion of Canada, $4.00 in all other countries. Elsewhere in this 

book will be found an application blank for A.R.R.L. membership. 

For thirtytwo 

years ( and 
therebytheoldest f») 
American radio 

magazine) QST 

has been the 
"bible" of Amateur 

Radio. 



UST 
BINDERS 

Those who take pride in the appearance of their lay-out and 
wish to keep their reference file of QST's in a presentable man-

ner, appreciate the QST binder. It is stiff-covered, finished in beaut:-
ful and practical fabrikoid. Cleverly designed to take each issue as 
received and hold it firmly without mutilation, it permits removal of 
any desired issue without disturbing the rest of the file. It accommo-
dates 12 copies of QST. Opens flat at any page of any issue. 

With each Binder is furnished a sheet of gold and black gummed 
labels for years 1928 through 1948. The proper one can be cut from 
the sheet and pasted in the space provided for it on the back of the 
binder. The back copies of QST contain the record of development of 
modern amateur technique. They are invaluable as technical references. 
Back copies are generally available— list will be sent upon request. 

Binder Price 
$2.00 each 

postpaid 

Available only in U. S. 

and Possessions 



The latest 
edition of THE 
RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK is postwar 
in content, containing the 

kind of information which has made the 
HANDBOOK world-famous. To maintain the 
high standard of practical usefulness set by previous edi-
tions, a new treatment of the constructional sections of the 
HANDBOOK has been accomplished. The theory and design 
sections cover every subject encountered in practical radio com-
munication. Completely sectionalized by topics with abundant cross-
referencing, and fully indexed. The HANDBOOK continues to be the 
world's most valuable and widely-used radio book. 

$1.25 Paper Bound 
$2.50 Buckram Sound 

In U.S.A. Proper 

$2.00 Paper bound 
$3.00 Buckram Bound 

Elsewhere 

50c 
Postpaid Anywhere 

The objective in preparing this course was to accent those principles 

most frequently applied in actual radio communication. "A Course 
In Radio Fundamentals" is a study guide, examination book and 

laboratory manual. Its text is based on the " Radio Amateur's 

Handbook." Either the special edition prepared during the 
war for training purposes or the Standard Edition may be 

used. References contained in the " Course" are in both 
editions. As a text, this book greatly smooths the way 
for the student of the technicalities of radio. It 

contains interesting study assignments, experi-
ments and examination questions for either 
class or individual instruction. It de-
scribes in detail 40 experiments 
with simple apparatus giving a 

complete practical 
knowledge of radio 

theory and 
design. 



Aware of 
the practi-

cal bent of the 
average amateur and 

knowing of his limited time, the 
League, under license of the designer, 

W. P. Koechel, has made available these calcula-
tors to obviate the tedious and sometimes difficult mathematical work 

involved in the design and construction of radio equipment. The lightning 
calculators are ingenious devices for rapid, certain and simple solution of 

the various mathematical problems which arise in radio and allied work. 
They make it possible to read direct answers without struggling with formulas 

and computations. They are tremendous time-savers for amateurs, engineers, 
servicemen and experimenters. Their accuracy is more than adequate for the 

solution of practical problems, and is well within the limits of measurement by 
ordinary means. Each calculator has on its reverse side detailed instructions for its 
use; the greatest mathematical ability required is that of dividing or multiplying 
simple numbers. They are printed in several colors. You will find lightning calculators 
the most useful gadgets you ever owned. 

RADIO CALCULATOR 
TYPE A 

This colculator is useful for the problems that confront the 
amateur every time he builds a new rig or rebuilds an old one 
or winds o coil or designs a circuit. It has two scales for physi-
cal dimensions of coils from one-half inch to five and one-
half inches in diameter and from one-quarter to ten inches 
in length, o frequency scale from 400 kilocycles through 
150 megacycles; a wavelength scale from two to 600 me-
ters; o capacity scale from 3 to 1,000 micro-microforods: 
two inductance scales with a range of from one micro« 
henry through 1,500; a turns- per-inch scale to cover 
enameled or single silk covered wire from 12 to 35 
gauge, double silk or cotton covered from 0 to 36 and 
double cotton covered from 2 to 36. Using these 
scales in the simple manner outlined in the instruc 
tions on the back of the calculator, it is possible to 
solve problems involving frequency in kilocycles, 
wavelength in meters, inductance in microhenrys 
and capacity in microfarads, for practically all 

problems thot the amateur will hove in de-
signing—from high-powered transmitter« 
do-n to simple receivers. Gives the direct 

reading answers for these problems 
with accuracy well within the toler-

ances of practical construct 

$1.00 
Postpaid 

OHM'S LAW CALCULATOR 
TYPE 8 

This calculator has four scales. 

A power scale from 10 microwatts through 10 kilowatts. 

A resistance scale from . 01 ohm through 100 megohms. 

A current scale from 1 microampere through I 00 amperes. 

A voltage scale from 10 microvolts through 10 kilovolts. 

With this concentrated collection of scales, calculations 
may be made involving voltage, current, and resistonce, 

and can be made with o single setting of a dial. The 

power or voltage or current or resistance in any cir-
cuit can be found easily if any two are known. This is 
a newly-designed Type 8 Calculator which is more 

accurate und simpler to use than the justly-farnous 
original model. It will be found useful for many 
calculations which must be mode frequently 

but which are often confusing If done b y 
ordinary methods. All answers will 

be accurate within the tolerances 
of commercial equipment. 

$1.00 

Postpaid 



The standard ele-

mentary guide for the prospective 

amateur. Features equipment which, al-

though simple in construction, conforms in 

every detail to present practices. The apparatus fe• 

is of a thoroughly practical type capable of giving 

long and satisfactory service—while at the same 

time it can be built at a minimum of expense. The design 

is such that a high degree of flexibility is secured, 

making the various units fit into the more elaborate 

station layouts which inevitably result as the amateur 

progresses. Complete operating instructions and /le» )1 
references to sources of detailed information on 

licensing procedure are given. 

25c 
Postpaid Anywhere 

This booklet is designed to 
train students to handle code skillfully and 
with precision, both in sending and in receiv-

\\\\ 

All/ ing. Employing a novel system of code-learn-
ing based on the accepted method of sound 
conception, it is particularly excellent for the 

/ student who does not have the continuous help of 
r an experienced operator or access to a code 

machine. It is similarly helpful home-study material 
for members of code classes. Adequate practice 

material is included for classwork as well as 
for home-study. There are also helpful data 
on high-speed operation, typewriter copy, 
general operating information— and an en-

tire chapter on tone sources for code practice, in-
cluding the description of a complete code instruc-
tion table with practice oscillator. 

25c 
Postpaid Anywhere 

To obtain an 
amateur operator's li-

cense you must pass a gov-
ernment examination. The License 

Manual tells how to do that— tells 
what you must do and how to do it. 

It makes a simple and comparatively 
easy task of what otherwise might 
seem difficult. In addition to a large 
amount of general information, it con-
tains questions and answers such as are 
asked in the government examina-
tions. If you know the answers to the 
questions in this book, you can pass 
the examination without trouble. 

25c 
Postpaid Anywhere 



/,. Amateurs are 
!. „.. noted for their ingenuity 
-------- in overcoming by clever _ 
— means the minor and major ob-

stacles they meet in their pursuit of their 
chosen hobby. An amateur must be re-

sourceful and a good tinkerer. He must be 
able to make a small amount of money do a 
great deal for him. He must frequently be able 

to utilize the contents of the junk box rather than 
buy new equipment. Hints and Kinks is a compila-

tion of hundreds of good ideas which amateurs have 
found helpful. It will return its cost many times in 

money savings— and it will save hours of time. 

A com-
prehensive manual of antenna de-

sign and construction, by the head-
quarters staff of the American Radio 

Relay League. Eighteen chapters, profusely 
illustrated. Both the theory and the practice 
of all types of antennas used by the amateur, 
from simple doublets to multi-element rotaries, 
including long wires, rhomboids, vees, phased 
systems, v.h.f. systems, etc. Feed systems and 
their adjustment. Construction of masts, lines 
and rotating mechanisms. The most compre-
hensive and reliable information ever 
published on the subject. 

50c 
Postpaid 

50c 
Postpaid 

The Story 
of Amateur Radio, by 

Clinton B. DeSoto—a detailed, 
accurate presentation in full book 
length of all the elements that have 
served to develop the most unique 
institution of its kind in the history of the 

world.A book of history but not a history-
book, TWO HUNDRED METERS AND 
DOWN: The Story of Amateur Radio tells 
in spirited, dramatic fashion the entire 

in of • i nt eptel 

Approxlmotely 200 pages, 90,000 
words, with durable imitation leather 
red paper cover 

$ 1 .00 Postpaid 

Deluxe edition bound 
in blue cloth 

2 .00 Postpaid 



STATION OPERATING SUA 

LOG BOOK 

As can be seen in the illustration, the log page provides space for all facts pertaining 
to transmission and reception, and is equally as useful for portable or mobile operation 
as it is for fixed. The log pages with an equal number of blank pages for notes, six 
pages of general log information (prefixes, etc.) and a sheet of graph paper are spiral 
bound, permitting the book to be folded back flat at any page, requiring only the page 
size of 81/2 x 11 on the operating table. In addition, a number sheet, with A.R.R.L. 
Numbered Texts printed on back, for traffic handlers, is included with each book. 

35c per book 

The operating supplies 
shown on this page have 
been designed by the 
A.R.R.L. Communications 

Department. 

OFFICIAL RADIOGRAM FORMS 
The radiogram blank is designed to comply with 
the proper order of transmission. All blocks for 
Fill-in are properly spaced For use in typewriter. 
It has a heading that you will like. Radiogram 
blanks, 81/2 x 71/4, lithographed in green ink, 
and padded 100 blanks to the pad, 25c per 

pad, postpaid. 

MESSAGE DELIVERY CARDS 
Radiogram delivery cards em-
body the same design as the 
radiogram blank and are avail-
able in two styles — on stamped 
government postcard, 2c each: 
unstamped, 1 c each 
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PILES 

STATIONERY 
Members' stationery is standard 81/2 x 11 bond 
paper which every member should be proud to use 
For his radio correspondence. Lithographed on 81/2 x 
11 paper. 

100 Sheets, 50e 250 Sheets, $ 1.00 

500 Sheets, $ 1.75 
POSTPAID 

MEMBERSHIP 

in the January, 1920 issue of OST there appeared an editorial requesting suggestions 
for the design of an A.R.R.L. emblem — a device whereby every amateur could 
know his brother amateur when they met, an insignia he could wear proudly wher-
ever he went. There was need for such a device. The post-war boom of amateur 
radio brought thousands of new amateurs on the air, many of whom were neigh-
bors but did not know each other. In the July, 1920 issue the design was announced 

— the familiar diamond that greets you everywhere in Ham Radio — adopted by 
the Board of (Directors at its annual meeting. It met with universal acceptance and 
use. For years it has been the unchallenged emblem of amateur radio, found wher-
ever amateurs gathered, a symbol of the traditional greatness of that which we call 
Amateur Spirit — treasured, revered, idealized. 

THE LEAGUE EMBLEM, with both gold border and 
lettering, and with black enamel background, is avail-
able in either pin (with safety clasp) or screw-back but-
ton type. 

In addition, there are special colors for Communica-
tions Department appointees. 
• Red enameled background for the SCM. 
• Blue enameled background for the ORS or OPS. 
THE EMBLEM CUT: A mounted printing electro-

type, es" high, for use by members on amateur printed 
matter, letterheads, cards, etc 

ee 0 e EACH, POSTPAID 

Stationery and Emblems are avail-
able only to A.R.R.L. Members. 
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DESIGNERS & BUILDERS OF BROADCAST STATION EQUIPMENT, 

- 2.50 WATTS to 50 KW — AM and FM 

SUPREME TRANSMITTER CORPORATION 
260 WEST ST NEW YORK N Y 
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'REME TRANSMITTER Model M-100, 6-Band, 100 Watt 

tputt Desk Type Transmitter. Embodies ALL the features 

st desired by the majority of the amateurs. Designed to 

er the amateur bands most frequently used: 10, 11, 15, 

40 and 80 meters for CW, ICW, AM and FM Phone 
lsmission. This is the very first transmitter offered fo the 

ateur which has the new feature of Frequency Modulation 

the band of frequencies assigned for this purpose, namely 

185 to 27.455 and 29 to 29.7 megacycles. Model AF- 100 
:ontinuously tunable throughout the range of each of the 

ateur bands. A highly stable variable oscillator followed 

slug-tuned buffer and doubler stages which are ganged to 

oscillator dial simplifies the problem of working through 

severe ORM and further enhances the pleasures of easily es-
tablishing and retaining 050s. Band changing is eosily 

accomplished in the exciter by a band selector switch and in 

the final by the plugging in of a coil for the particular band 

selected. This unit is one of the simplest to operate—and 
highly efficient en all bands, for all types of emission. 

Front Panel Control • Oscillator Dial; Final Amplifier Dial; 

Oscillator Selector Dial; Modulation Selector Dial; Microphone 

Gain Control, Band Selector Switch; Filament Power Switch; 

Plate Power Switch; Emission Selector Switch; Standby Control. 

Metering: PA Plate Current; PA Grid Current; Modulator Plate 

Current. 

TUBE COMPLEMENT 

Function 

-6AC7 Reactance Tube Modulator 

6J5 Variable Frequency 

Oscillator 

6AC7 Class "A" Amplifier or 

Crystal Oscillator 

6(6 80 meter Buffer or 40 meter 

Doubler 

616 20 meter Doubler 

6L6 15 meter Tripler 

61.6 10 meter Doubler 

3023 Final Amplifier 

807 Class AB, Modulators 

615 Modulator Driver 

65.17 Speech Amplifier 

866A High Voltage Rectifiers 

5R4OY Low Voltage Rectifier 

5840Y Modulator Rectifier 

BO Speech Rectifier 

5X5OT Bias Rectifier 

VR 150 Voltage Regulator 

5SN7GT Audio Oscillator 

Frequency Range: 

Output Power: 

Method of Modulation: 

Modulation Capabilities: 

Input Audio Source: 

Audio Frequency Response: 

Noise Level: 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Amateur Bonds- 10, 11, 15, 20, 40, 80 meters 

100 watts on CW, ICW and Frequency Modulation 

100 watts Amplitude Modulation 

AM—High Level Class AB, 

FM—Reactance Tube Modulation 

AM-100% 
FM-100% = ± 75 kilocycles 

High Impedance Crystal or Dynamic Microphone. level 

60 DB down 

AM- -t-2DB, 200 to 6000 cps 

FM- -4- 1DB, 100 to 7500 cps 

AM—Minus 45DB below 100% modulation 

FM—Minus 60DB below 100% modulation 

(-± 75 kilocycles) 

Audio Frequency Distortion AM-5% at 85% modulation for 100 watt output 

FM-1.5°4 ai 100% modulation 

Frequency Control Elements: Stabilized Variable Frequency Oscillator or two ( 2) 

crystal controlled positions. 

Voltse: ttU.It  

nQrnical —  Power Consumption: 325 waits Approximate Weight: 125 lbs. 

COMPLETE: The only items needed to get " on Me air" are a key, a mike and two crystals. 

INEXPENSIVE: A WONDFRFUL VALUE; 





MALLOR1: 
Approved Precision Products 

The Vibrapack line includes mod. 
ele for input voltages of 6, 12. and 
32 volts DC and nominal output 
voltages from 125 to 400. Models 
available with switch for four output 
voltages in 25-volt stages. Hermet-
ically sealed vibrators. High effi-
ciency—low battery drain. 

Mallory 
Trans' ll i ll ing 
Capacitors 

Built with adequate 
safety factor for 
long life. Round and square can styles. Available in 
20 stock sizes, working voltages from 600 to 6,000. 

Vibrapacks* 

d 

Prov ide 

Dependable Plate Power for 

Portable Equipment 

Mallory Vibrapacks provide econom-
ical, efficient and dependable plate 
power for operating radio receivers, 
transmitters, PA systems, direction 
finders and other electronic equipment 
on vehicles, farms, portable equipment, 
or wherever commercial AC power 
is unavailable. 

Write for Form E-555 for detail information 

»ow 
Vitreous Enamel Resistors 
Mallory used and adjustable power resistors pro-
vide maximum efficiency in operation with excellent 
temperature and h • lity characteristics. Available 
in rated capacities from 10 to 200 watts, resistances 
from 1 to 100,000 ohms. 

Ham Band Switches 
Ceramic insulation provides low losses at high 
frequencies. The Mallory 
Ham Band Switch is rated 
for use in transmitter plate 
circuits using up to 1,000 
volts DC with power up 
to 100 watts, inclusive. 

OTHER MALLORY PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 
Hain Band Switches 
Jacks 
Jack Switches 
Knobs 
"L" Pad At tenuators 
Noise Filters 

At tenuators 

Battery Chargers 

Capacitors, Dry Elec-
trolytic 

Capacitors, Paper 

Plugs 
Potentiometers 
Push Button Su itches 
Rectifiers, Dry Disc 
Resistors 
Rheostats 

"T" Pad A ttenuators 
Variohin* Resistors 
Vibrators 
Vitreous Resistors 
Volume Controls 
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

All Mallory standard parts available from Mallory Distributors 
W rite for Catalog 

FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE USE MALLORY APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS 

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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SELECTOR 
SWITCHES 

... have self-cleaning 

double-wipe contact jaws, 

positive index, adjustable stop and 

bakelite or steatite insulation 

CENTRALAB 

RADIOHMS 
. . feature .hard-surfaced .materials, 

patented design and skilled 

workmanship. They are 

manufactured fot long service 

under extreme conditions. 

TUBULAR 
CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

... are manufactured for 

high frequency circuits where 

the ultimate in stability and 

retrace characteristics 

CUSTOM 
CERAMICS 

... at Centralab include 

Steatite, Cordierite, Zirconite 

and a wide rz rige of dielectric 

materials. Availablb to 

manufacturers only. 

CERAMIC 
TRIMMERS 

...are interchangeable 

with air trimmers for most 

applications and have advantages 

in space requirements and 

mechanical stability. 

HI- ACCURACY 
CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

... represent a new development 

in which the order of accuracy 

is suitable for rigid frequency 



TONE 
SWITCHES 
. . . include off-on switches, 

station selectors in inter-

communication systems, talk-listen 

switches and simplified band 

change switches. 

POWER 
SWITCHES 

. .. are suitable for transmitters, 

power supply converters and 

special industrial and electronic 

uses. Sections and indexes 

also available. 

LEVER ACTION 
SWITCHES 

... are particularly adapted 

to broadcasting, receiving, 

public address, test instruments 

and industrial uses. They are 

available in ten combinations. 

Further information available in Catalog No. 25 obtainable at 

your Authorized Centralab Distributor or from the plant 

at 900 E. Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

CERAMIC 
TRANSMITTING 
CAPACITORS 
. feature extremely low power 

factor, stable retrace characleristics 

and maximum flashover 

commensurate with physical size. 

MILWAUKEE 1, WISCONSIN 

.57ie 
eta 

AVAILABLE 
WHERE 

e/ 
21reeelrly 

IS DISPLAYED 



You'll Want to Use 

FS344 Frequency Standard $79.50 

JAMES 
KNIGHTS 

"Stabilized" 

are° 

Precision Quality 
for the Amateur! 

When building your new rig or revamping the old one 
to conform to the new Ham bands, be sure to use JK 
"Stabilized" Crystals—the crystals that are so carefully 
made and so perfectly mounted that you can install 
them and forget about them. JK "Stabilized" Crystals 
will stay " right on" at any normal operating tempera-
ture, and they're not affected by dust, moisture or 
vibration. Ask your jobber about j1( "Stabilized" 
Crystals or write direct for our new illustrated folder. 

*JK "Stabilized" Crystals are made by the latest known 
methods of precision crystal manufacture. Our process 
known as "Stabilizing" absolutely prevents frequency 
shifts due to aging, either in operation or on the shelf. 

JAMES KNIGHTS 

"A Radio Researcher 

Since the Early Day:" 

The men of the James 
Knights Company have 
grown up with Ham 
Radio. Because of their 
work with piezo quartz 
since it first came into use 
as a frequency control, 
they know what is ex-
pected of a good Ham 
Crystal. You can depend 
on JK " Stabilized" 
Crystals. 

LEON A. FABER 

W9DAX—."An Ac-
tive Ha rn Since 1913 " 

The JAMES KNIGHTS co. 
SANDWICH ILLINOIS 

Sixty Miles Southwest of Chicago r , g < 
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The many AlSiMag insulators in the 
average rig must meet several different 
insulation requirements. For that reason, 
AlSiMag insulators are made of many 
different technical ceramic compositions. 
All these compositions are sold under the 
trade name AlSiMag. Each one has 
definite electrical and mechanical prop-
erties which have been carefully deter-
mined. The new Property Chart gives the 
properties of the more frequently used 

AlSiMag compositions. A copy will be 
sent you free on request. 
• All AlSiMag technical ceramics are 
custom made. Sales are made only to 
manufacturers or to supply houses. No 
sales can be made direct to hams. 
However, the Research Division of Ameri-
can Lava Corporation welcomes sugges-
tions or criticisms and is always on the 
alert for suggestions for improvements in 
AlSiMag products. 

Address requests for Property Chart to: 

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION 
946 KRUESI 

44TH 

BLDG., CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE 

YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP 

The new AlSiMag Property Chart is conveniently designed so 
that it can be tacked on the wall, placed under your desk 
glass or placed in your regular business file. It is easy to 

read and makes it easy to find exactly the AlSiMag com-
position which is bes suited for each of your electronic or 
electrical opplica ions 



MICA 

TYPE 59: Mica transmit-
ter capacitor used as grid, 
plate blocking, coupling, 
tank and by-pass appli-

cations. In low-loss, white 
glazed ceramic case and 

wide-path end terminals. 

TYPE 9: Moulded mica 

capacitor for r.f. by-pass, 
grid and plate blocking. 
Mechanically strong, well-

insulated, moisture- resis-

tant, with short heavy 
terminals. 

• DYKANOL 

TYPE 6: Mica capacitor 

with series- stack construc-

tion. For aircraft, port-
able equipment, high. 
power transmitters, etc. 
Especially suited for grid, 
plate, coupling, tank and 

by-pass applications. 
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. and you radio " hams" know it • . • capacitor performance "makes" 
or breaks" the rig. Now that you're getting back on the air you want to stay on 

it — without a letdown or a break. 

You make no mistakes when you depend on C-D Capacitors. Cornell-Dubilier 

has built a name and a reputation that stand for consistently dependable 

capacitor design and manufacture. And, if uninterrupted pleasure in your 

hobby depends on capacitor performance, you'll be wise to depend on a 

high-quality, low-cost product that has enjoyed the loyal choice of wireless and 

radio amateurs for more than thirty-seven years. 

ASK YOUR LOCAL C-D DISTRIBUTOR FOR CATALOG # 195A, containing complete listings of 

C-D Capacitors for Amateur Equipment, Capacitor Test Instruments and 

Quietone Interference Filters. Or write direct to Cornell-Dubilier Electric 

Corporation, South Plainfield, New Jersey. 

FIVE MODERN PLANTS • SKILLED PERSONNEL 

The better to serve you, Cornell-Dubilier now 

operates five huge modernly-equipped plants 

centrally located: at South Plainfield, N. J.; 

New Bedford, Worcester, and Brookline, Mass., 

and at Providence, R. L At each plant skilled 

capacitor specialists and trained tevbnieians 

build C-D Capacitors for many uses, check 

every process carefully, test and cautiously in-

spect every capacitor to guai antee perfection. 

PAPER • ELECTROLYTIC 

TYPE YAB: Dykanol 

iinp.gnoted and filled, 
non- inflammable, non-
oxidizable and remains 
unaffected by extensive 
variations in temperature, 

humidity or voltage 
stresses. For by-pass, 

audio frequency coup-
ling, etc. 

TYPE TCI: Dy-
kanol trans-
mitting filter 
capacitor 
with univer-
sal mounting. 
Designed pri-
marily for 
amateur low-
power brood-
cast and com-
mercialtrans • 
mitters; also 
adapted for high power, 
high fidelity public ad-
dress systems and port-
able power amplifiers. In 
sturdy, non-corrosive alu-
minum case. 

1947 

CORNELL-D[111111:R 
world's largest manufacturer of 

1910 

CAPACITORS 

TYPE TJU: Dykanol trans-
mitting filter capacitor, 
compact, lightweight, fur-
nished with universal 
mounting clamp, well-
insulated terminals. Her-
metically sealed in non-
corrosive, steel container. TYPE TIA: Inverted Dy. 

kanol Filter capacitor of 
extra high dielectric 

strength, lower-r.f. resis-
tance, light weight, high 
insulation resistance, and 
higher voltage break-
down. Hermetically sealed 
in sturdy aluminum con-
tainers. 



'Cordyree - Cardi•id Dynamic 

Models 731.d 776 

Model 610 Dyammir 

Modal 910 Crystal 

MI6 Malley Ilyannosc 

Model 630 

Versatile Dynamic 

Model 640 

NO FINER 
CHOICE THAN 

-7- -1 

zr,.. eze 
-00‘e 

irk,See, >1. 

-CordurendioklCrystO 

Nuclei 9S0 

Br- Directional Velocity 

Models V-3, V-7, V-1 

'W'ITH important E-V developments such 
as the Mechanophase" Principle, the Differentialt 
Principle, the Acoustalloy Diaphragm ... ELEcrito-
VOICE brings you the widest selection of 
quality microphones, for both general and speci-
fic applications. In the complete E-V line of uni-
directional, bi-directional, and non-directional 
types, you can easily find exactly the right micro-
phone to give you the sound pick-up and repro-
duction you want A few models are shown here. 
ELECTRO-VOICE engineers are glad to help you 
on any special problems. Send PlOW for new E- V 
Catalog No. 101. 

*CPr ;CC MPicernodpirjnos Licensed underNo  2 r5u0s 1,1061:1* s. 

Gametal-Per.. Dynamic 

Model 605 

Dillereatiol Handset 

Model 160 Carts., Model 660 Dy.rnit 

-Zeceiererecz. 

Differeatial Corben 

Bleed-HeldWet 205-S 

Drsounit 

Model 606 

Differential Dynamic Model 607 1 

Cent. Crystal Model 101 

ELECTRO-VOICE INC. 
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 

Export Divisron. 

13 E. 40th St., New York 16, N.Y., U.S.A. Cables: Arlob 
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WRITE FOR YOUR COPY OF ti 
N THIS HELPFUL CATALOG 

wet 

If you use capacitors or wire-wound 
resistors of any type, shape, size or style 
of mounting, write today for your copy 
of the big Sprague Catalog C306. Lists 
every type you'll require. Chock full of 
application data, dimensions, illustra-
tions and other helpful information. 

TYPES CR, OT and PC — The new Sprague Trans-
mitting Types —. both filled and impreg-
nated with exclusive Sprague KVO (Kilo-
Volf-011) — protected with Lifeguard Ter-
minal Caps. 

TYPE Tt — The famous Sprague Tubular By-Pass Ca-
pacitors — "Not a failure in a million." 

SPRAGUE MICA CAPACITORS — All types, shapes, sizes 
for every requirement. Twice-tested for 
R-F characteristics. 

TYPE Ut — The popular, inexpensive cardboard•cased 
transmitting units. 

TYPES TR. SW and Pl — High-voltage paper and metal 
tubulars including hermetically sealed types. 

SPRAGUE KOOLOIIM RESISTORS — The out-
standing wire-wound resistor development 
in 20 years. Made with wire insulated 
BEFORE winding with 1000° C. heat. 
proof, moisture-resistant ceramic. 

SPRAGUE ATOMS— The midget capacitors 
for every dry electrolytic need. 

TYPE LM — The new universal replace-
ments for any type of direct chassis 
mounting. 

TYPE PTM — Rectangular dry electrolytics. 

TYPES UHC and HLV — High-capacity low-
voltage tubulars — cardboard or metal can. 

TYPE EL — The handy prong-type self-
mounting midget dry electrolyfics. 

TYPES PLS, LS, SC, CL and AP — Aluminum 
can type drys for every application. 

TYPE RW Inexpensive, dependable wet electrolytic 
replacements. 

TYPE RC — High-voltage metal container drys. 

TYPE BP — The famous " bathtub-style" metal encased 
paper capacitors. 

. and various others. 

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO. 

North Adams, Massachusetts 

CAPACITORS • KOOLCCIAMI<REG RFS,,,ISTORS 

eesk 
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ES I CO 
SOLDERING 

IRONS 
- 

 - -a 

are widely used in industrial plants throughout the coun-

try. They are designed to withstand the strain of continuous 

service required of factory tools. 

SPOT SOLDERING MACHINE 

designed for treadle operation for advancement of iron and 

solder leaving operator's hands free for handling of product. 

SOLDERING IRON TEMPERATURE 

CONTROLS 

prevent overheating of soldering irons be-

tween soldering operations. Irons do not 

deteriorate when being used. The idle period 

causes oxidation and shortens life. 

SOLDER POTS 

ruggedly constructed pots of various sizes 

designed for continuous operation and so 

constructed that they are easily and 

quickly serviced, should elements have to 

be replaced. 

Write for Catalog 

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO., INC. 

2547 West Elm Street 

DEEP RIVER, CONNECTICUT 

negfereermowPwrwr;007,1r- le 1, Nir Jr lr lr>r ly e 
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THERE'S AN Ft 
RCA POWER TRIODES 

810—Class B or class C. 750 
watts input in class C teleg-
raphy up to 30 Mc. at 2500 
plate volts. 

811—Class B or class C. 220 
watts audio output in class B at 1500 plate 
volts. 

812—Class C r-f amplifier. 225 watts input up to 
60 Mc. at 1500 plate volts. 

833-A--Class C r-f amplifier. A single tube 
takes a full KW at comparatively low plate 
voltage. 

8005—Class B or class C. 300 watts input in class 
C telegraphy up to 60 Mc. at 1500 plate volts. 

RCA RECTIFIERS 

5R4-GY—Full-wave, high-vac-
uum type. 250 ma. output 
at 700 volts. 

816—Half-wave, mercury-va-
por type. In full-wave circuit, 250 ma. output 
at 1500 volts. 

866A/866—Half-wave, mercury-vapor type. In 
full-wave circuit, 500 ma. output at 3100 volts. 

RCA DUAL BEAM POWER 

815—Class C amplifier. 68 
watts input in class C teleg-
raphy up to 150 Mc. 

829-8—Class C amplifier. 120 
watts input in class C teleg-

raphy up to 200 Mc. and 105 watts up to 250 

Mc. 
832-A—Class C amplifier. 36 watts input in class 
C telegraphy up to 200 Mc. and 32 watts up 
to 200 Mc. 

CA 
RCA MINIATURES 

3A4—Power amplifier pen-
tode. AF output, 700 milli-
watts. RF output, 1.2 watts 
at 10 Mc. 

3A5— HF twin triode. Class C 
telegraphy, output of about 2 watts at 40 Mc. 

6AK5—HF amplifier pentode with sharp cut-off, 
for frequencies up to 400 Mc. 

6J4—UHF amplifier triode. Primarily for use as 
grounded-grid amplifier up to 500 Mc. 

9001—Detector amplifier pentode with sharp cut-
off. For UHF applications. 

9002—UHF triode detector, amplifier, or oscillator 
in superheterodyne receivers at frequencies up 
to 500 Mc. 

RCA BEAM POWER 

807—Oscillator or amplifier 
75 watts input in class C tel-
egraphy up to 60 Mc. at 
750 plate volts. 

813—Class C amplifier. 500 
watts CW input up to 30 Mc. at 2250 plate volts. 

2E26—Class C amplifier. 40 watts CW input up to 
125 Mc. and 30 watts input up to 160 Mc. at 

600 plate volts. 

RCA ACORNS 

6F4—UHF triode oscillator for 
frequencies up to 1200 Mc. 

954—UHF pentode detector or amplifier for fre-
quencies up to 430 Mc. 

955—UHF triode detector, amplifier or oscillator. 
For receivers or transmitters up to 600 Mc. 

958-A — UHF triode amplifier or oscillator for 
low- power UHF transceivers. 



FOR EVERY AMATEUR SERVICE 

RCA UHF POWER TRIODES 

2C43—"Lighthouse" triode. 20 
watts input up to 1500 Mc. 
Useful as keyed or modu-
lated oscillator as high as 

3000 Mc. 
826—Oscillator, r-f amplifier or frequency multi-

plier. 50 watts input in class C telegraphy up to 
250 Mc. 

8025-A—Oscillator, r-f amplifier or frequency 
multiplier. 50 watts input in class C telegraphy 
up to 500 Mc. 

RCA RECEIVING TYPES 

NOW — CW RATINGS ON 

RCA RECEIVING TUBES 

Strictly for the benefit of radio amateurs, Class C 
CW transmitting ratings have been established on 
the following receiving types: 6AG7, 6AK6, 6A05, 
6F6, 6L6, 6N7, 6V6-GT and 12AU7. 

Detailed information on these new ratings will be 
found in the October-November 1946 issue of Ham 
Tips. A copy may be obtained on request. 

Have you seen HAM TIPS? 

Get a free copy from your local 

RCA Tube Distributor 

TUBE DEPARTMENT 

RCA has an amateur type tube for every 

service, every power and every active 

band. A few of the most popular types in 

each classification are listed. 

In addition, there are special types, 

such as voltage regulators, thyratrons, 

and the well-known receiving types in 

metal, glass, and miniature. 

Your local RCA Tube Distributor has 

complete technical data on all RCA tube 

types. Contact him for further informa-

tion on the types in which you are in-

terested, or write RCA, Commercial En-

gineering, Section A- 1K, Harrison, New 

Jersey. 

RCA LABORATORIES, 

PRINCETON, N. J. 

THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF 

MODERN TUBE DEVELOPMENT IS RCA j 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
HARRISON, N. J-
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I M ICROPHO N ES 
FOR EVERY AMATEUR APPLICATION 

FROM away back in 1933, when Astatic 

introduced Model D-104, the first practical 

crystal microphone ever developed, veteran 

amateurs the world over, have long used and 

enjoyed Astatic microphones Many models 

with desired voice range characteristics, in-

cluding new streamlined designs, are now 

available. For grand performance and long, 

dependable service ... its an "Astatic" 

every time. 
See your Radio Parts Jobbet° 

or write for Catalog 

CORPORATION 
CONNEAUT, 0/410 

A  IN CANADA (ANAPAN Asr+11( t7L 1 OPONI 0 ON1 Ani0 

b.,..111.iMbilIffille '  

A stator Crystal Devices 

manufactured under Brush 

Development Co patents 
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ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
for USERS at PRIVATE ¡RANDS 

This Company, which has devoted its major interests to the manufacture of Antenna Sys-
tems since the inception of radio broadcasting, now offers its expanded facilities to users 
of private brands. Our engineering service will cooperate with you on your own designs. 

• • • 
We manufacture the following, 

under private labels and trademarks: 

AUTOMOBILE ANTENNAS • . . every variety, including types 
that can be raised and lowered from inside the car. 

RESIDENTIAL ANTENNAS . . . AM and FM, for homes, stores 

and multi-family buildings. Complete lines of noise 
reducing systems incorporating latest patented develop-

ments of coupling transformers. 

FM, AM and TELEVISION • . . Dipoles with or without re-
flectors, folded dipoles, turnstile, radiating types and 

other combinations for roof, sidewall and other mountings. 

MARINE ANTENNAS . . . Collapsible and transmitting types 

for every purpose. 

For POLICE and other mobile units • . . roof-top antennas 

for ultra-high frequencies. 

WE INVITE INQUIRIES AND CONSULTATIONS. 

SOME OF THE OTHER BRACH PRODUCTS 
Lightning Protective Devices • Junction Boxes • Pot 

Heads • Gas Relays • Arrester Housings • Protective 

Panels • Terminals and Housings • High Tension Detectors 

• Test-O-Lite for Circuits 100-550 AC or DC • Solderall 

- 
• • 

L. 5. BRACH 111FG. CORP. 

• 

VVUILD S OLDEST ANn LARGEST Mft I4I1FACTURERS OF RADIO ANTENNAS AND ACCESSORIES 



An Outstanding Success! 

ere. 
RC-11 STUDIO CONSOLE 

for AM or FM 
The Most Versatile Unit of its Kind ... Easily Controlling 
Two Studios, Announcer's Booth and Nine Remote and 

Two Network Lines. 

THIS REMARKABLE Raytheon Console commands the atten-
tion of studio engineers and managers as few items of broad-

cast equipment ever have! 

It provides complete high-fidelity speech-input facilities 

with all the control, amplifying and monitoring equipment 
contained in a single compact cabinet. It easily handles any 
combination of studios, remote lines or turntables— broad-

casting and auditioning simultaneously, if desired, through 
two high quality main amplifier channels. It makes it a 
simple matter to cue an oncoming program and pre-set the 

volume while another program is on the air. 

Note the sloping front and backward-sloping top panel, 

giving maximum visibility of controls and an unobstructed 
view into the studio. Note the telephone-type, lever action, 

three-position key switches, eliminating nineteen controls. 

The beauty of this console, in two-tone metallic tan ... 
the efficient, functional look of it ... will step up the appear-
ance of any studio, yet blend easily with other equipment. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Broadcast Equipment Division 

7517 No. Clark Street, Chicago 26, III. 

THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES 

WITH ANY OTHER CONSOLE 

1. SEVEN built-in pre-amplifiers— more than 
any other console— making possible 5 micro-
phones and 2 turntables, or 7 microphones, on 
the air simultaneously. 

2. NINE mixer positions—more than any other 
console— leading to 5 microphones, two turn-
tables, one remote line and one network line. 

3. NINE remote and two network lines—more 
than any ether console— may be wired perma-
nently. 

4. TELEPHONE-TYPE lever-action key switch-
es used throughout— the most dependable, 
trouble-free switches available. No push buttons. 

5. FREQUENCY RESPONSE 2 db's from 30 
to 15,000 cycles. Ideal speech input system for 
either AM or FM. 

6. DISTORTION less than 1%, from 50 to 
10,000 cycles. 

7. NOISE LEVEL minus 65 db's or better. 
Airplane-type four-way rubber shock mount-
ing eliminates outside noise and operational 
"clicks." 

8. ALL FCC REQUIREMENTS for FM trans-
mission are met. 

9. DUAL POWER SUPPLY provides standby 
circuit instantly available for emergency use. 

10. POWER SUPPLY designed for mounting 
on desk, wall or relay rack. 

11. INSTANT ACCESS to all wiring and com-
ponents. Top hinged panel opens at a touch. 
Entire cabinet tilts back on sturdy full-length 
rear hinge. 

RAMIEors 

80 
Devoted to Research and Manufacture 

for the Broadcasting Industry excellence in eleettenicé 
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Vie' do bens in Casablanca, iduenos Aires, 
Atli, Shanghai, and eelsire seek out "The 

/ Shae ns  mail, cable, and sornetimes in person? t 

‘ BECAUSE since 1924 RAIDIO S1-1AC1{. has meant 
ILV:L1ABLE SERVICE to amateurs in the far corners 

ttZ.:,...„,.e... ,4 of the world • . • Service made possible by our real 
''''....Z....», understanding of the problems of the amateur and by an enormous stock of the products of all the 

world-famous manufacturers. 

'3 4, You'll 

da find out Catalog a handy aid. Vie 

toy -- it's free. 

_... lb 

' 

'The sertice that has le made Radio Shack customers in 

Cavite and Csostantinopericwa as estabis 

lhed foe you 

-- the amateurs of Am. Use 

it to build your 

better, bigger " 1-larn Shack" -- faster, for less cost. 

UR 
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LEVER-TYPE 
CARTRIDGE 

82 

"76B" 

Your Microphone or Pickup is Here! 

— 55" 

"100" 

"508" 

The Unidyne is the most 
widely publicized micro-
phone for public address. 
A super-cardioid dynam-
ic that is used where per-
fect sound reproduction 
is an absolute must. 

The " 556" Dynamic has 
all the essentials for high 
quality broadcasting. Has 
Super-Cardioid pickup 
pattern that reduces 
random noise by 73%. 

High quality carbon 
microphone specially de-
signed for military and 
police equipment where 
ruggedness and depend-
ability are vital factors. 

The Uniplex Cardioid 
Crystal offers the advan-
tages of high-priced per-
formance at low cost. 
Excellent for public 
address, recording, and 
similar applications. 

"730B" 

The Stratoliner Dynamic 
is a rugged microphone 
with unusually smooth 
response — good for po-
lice transmitters, air-
ports, and industrial 
paging systems. 

The Stratoliner Crystal is 
good for use when low 
cost is important factor. 
Clear reproduction of 
voice or music. High 
output with wide range 
response. 

"708" 

The "76B" Lapel is de-
signed for public address, 
lecturing in large halls, 
broadcasting from port-
able transmitters. High 
quality speech reproduc-
tion. 

"707A" Crystal has been 
designed to give quality 
performance at low cost. 
Suitable for P. A. systems, 
call systems, ham use, and 
similar applications. 

"707A" 

Shure Cartridges are 
good for replacement of 
crystal cartridges in cur-
rent use. Flexible needles, 
high output voltages. 
Pin- tip terminals— no 
soldering necessary. 

Lightweight crystal pick-
up with needle force of 
11/4 ounces.Replacesheavy 
pickups on old phono-
graphs and can be in-
stalled on new record 
players. Clearer, fuller 
tone qualities. 

"GLIDER" 

Patented by Shure Brother,. and firensed under the Patentn of the Brash lirrelotemoot ,,, , 

WRITE FOR CATALOGS 155H AND 156H 

SHURE BROTHERS, INC. 
Microphones and Acoustic Devices 

225 W. Huron St., Chicago 10, III. 

Cable Address: SHUREMICRO 



MODEL 78- FM STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 

86 to 108 megucycles. Output. 1 to 100,000 mii.to,olts 

MODEL 71 SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR 

5 to 100,000 cycles 
Rise Rote 400 volts per microsecond 

MODEL 6543 
STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOP 

75 to 30,000 kilocycles 
M.O.P.A., 100% Modulation 

MODEL 84 
U H.P. STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 

300 to 1000 megacycles, AM and Pulse Modulation 

MODEL 79-8 PULSE GENERATOR 

50 to 100,000 cycles 
0.5 to 40 microsecond pulse width 

MODEL 62 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 

0 to 100 volts AC, DC and RF 

MODEL 58 U.H.F. RADIO NOISE 
AND FIELD STRENGTH METER 

15 to 150 megacycles 

MODEL 80 
STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR 

2 to 400 meguc,414s 
AM and Pulse Modulation 

Standards are only as reliable as the reputation of their maker. 

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION 
BOONTON • NEW JERSEY 



. OR HAMS!. 

6K4 Cathode Type Tube 

The SYLVANIA LOCK-IN TUBE 
This famous product of Sylvania research is well 
known for its electrical and mechanical superiority. 
Special points of merit, of interest to you, are: 

Lock-In locating plug . . . also acts as 
shield between pins. 

Short, direct connections . . . fewer 
welded joints— less loss. 

Getter located on top . . . shorts elimi-
nated by separation of getter mate-

bees effie rial from leads. 

No top cap connection . . . overhead 
wires eliminated. 

Reduced overall height ... space saving. 
Stays put in mobile and portable rigs. 

THE NEW HIGH-
FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR 

The 6K4 cathode type tube— another de-
velopment of special interest to hams. This 
high-frequency oscillator, in the new T-3 
size, is ideally suited for your use. It's 
compact, rugged—developed from the fa-
mous proximity fuze type tube that was 
made to be shot from a gun. 

Alt SYLVANIA 
MAKERS OF RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; 
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SOME OUTS «DING PRODUC 

OF SYLVANIA RESEARCH 
The 1N34 GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODE 
and 1N35 DUO-DIODE 
FEATURES 

1. Small size. 4. Great resistance to 
vibration and shock 

2. Elimination of 5. Low forward resist. 
heater supplies. Re- once value. 
moves possible source 

of hum. 6. Low shunt capaci-

tance (about 3 micro-
3. Pigtail construction microfarads for unit 
—can be soldered into mounted in place in 
place ( 1N34). circuit). 

The 1N34 and 1N35 are ideal for use 
in lightweight and portable equipment. 
Fields of application include: field 

strength meters, detectors, clippers, dis-
criminators, series noise limiters, demod-
ulators, meter rectifiers. 

The LOW-COST, EASY-TO-USE 

MODULATION MONITOR 

Now you can monitor your modulation 
percentage and speech quality with this 
new Sylvania Model X-7018 Modulation 
Meter. Compactly styled. Economical. Of 
great assistance in complying with FCC 

regulations on overmodulation. Helps 
keep your average percentage up between 
60% and 90(». Indicates carrier shift. 

SEE YOUR SYLVANIA DISTRIBUTOR 

ELECTRIC 
FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, WIRING DEVICES; ELECTRIC LIGHT BULBS 
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CBC-0 

Vacuum 
Sealed Metal Casa 

INVARIABLY IT'S VALPEY 

CSC-0 60- 10000KC 

CRC 60- 10000KC 

VDO 1000- 10000KC 

VS5 t000-4000x c 

Standard 
5-Pin Mount 

Special 

VM2 

VT1 

te'‘ 

DESCRIPTION USE 

VD8 

6, 8, 10 Volt Oven 
Variable Air Gap 
91/2 °C. Accuracy 

Micrometer Adjust. 
Variable Air Gap 

Broadcast, Fixed Sta-
. tions end Freq. Stand-

ards. 

Broadcast, Fixed Sta-
tions and Freq. Stand-
«di . 

Standard 
5-Pin Mount 

.123 Dia. Pins 
3/4' Spacing 

Single or Dual 6 Volt Fixed and Mobile for 
Oven Transceiver Equip-
Gasket Sealed ment. Railroad Can,. 

Accuracy munkations. 

Variable Air Gap 
Horizontal Mount 

Polite and Fixed Sta-
tions. 

VS1 1000-4000KC .125:s ac Pinsng   
4  

Fixed Air Gap 
Pressure Clamped 
Horizontal Mount 

Police and Fixed Sta-
tions. 

VD5 1000-6000KC 

VD8 1000-6000KC 

XlS 80- 1000K C 

Special 3-Pin Mount 
5/32' Dia. 

Octal 
I, 8-4, 5 
Mal A —Xtal 

.125 Dia. Pins 
3/4  Spacing 

Single or Dual 
Crystals 
Gasket Sealed 

Marine, Aircraft or 

Single or Dual 
Crystals 
Gasket Sealed 

Marine, Aircraft or 
Police. 

Clamped Crystal 
Mount. Hermetically 
Sealed 

Radar and Fixed Sta-
tions in the Low Fre-
 Range. 

XL- 100 100KC 

VT' 1000- I 0000K C 

VM2 1000-4000KC 

VP3 2000-60000KC 

CMI 

CMS 

Al 

VR1 

CFI 

VR6 

1000-4000KC 

2000-60000KC 

.123 Diu. Pins 
3/,' Spacing 

Octal 
2, 3-7, 8 

.125 Dia. Pins 
34 Spaning 

.125 Dia. Pins 
3/4 ' Spacing 

.125 Dia. Pins and 
G.R. Pins 3/4 ', % 
.850 Spacing 

.094 Die. Pins 

.486' Spacing 

1000,1000KC Solder Lugs 

2000-10000KC 

455, 456, 
465 KC 

4000-60000KC 

.123 Dia. Pins 

.486' Spacing 

Solder Lugs 

.050 Dia. Pins Z: Spacing 

Clamped Crystal 
Mount. Hermetically 
Sealed 

Vacuum Sealed Metal 
Tub* Type Unit 

Fixed Air Gap 
Horizontal Mount 
Gosketlealed 

Fixed Air Gap 
Horizontal Mount 
Gasket Sealed 

Gasket Sealed 
Fixed Air Gap 
Vertical Mount 

Gasket Sealed 
Fixed Air Gap 
Vertical Mount 

Flat Compact 
Gasket Sealed 

Fixed Air Gap 
Vertical Mount 
Gasket Sealed 

Frequency Standards. 

Frequency Meters, 
Standards and General 
Applications. 

Fixed and Mobile Ap-
plications. 

Marine, Police, Amu-
tour, Fixed and Mobile 
Stations. 

Marine, Police, Air-
craft and General Ap-
plications. 

Marine, Police. Ama-
teur, Fixed and Mobile 
Stations. 

Aircraft 

Marine, Police, Air-
craft. 

Small, Flat, Compact Filter Applications. 

Mobile, Fixed Stations, 
VHF, Experimental. 

For every crystal application, VALPEY invariably 
gives outstanding performance. Select your 
VALPEY unit from the above chart, or send your 
specific crystal requirements to VALPEY. In every 
field where accurate crystal control is the aim — 
invariably it's VALPEY. 

HOLLISTON, MASS. 
Crolitinoninip in 0.MM. Since 1931 
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Rodio Fr .q 

For CW Only or CW 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Frequency Ronge: 1.7-30 mc. 
Power Input: 130 Watts Phone 

175 Watts CW 
Power Output: 100 Watts Phone 

130 Watts CW 
y Tubes: 6V6 Crystal oscillator 

616 Doubler 
814 Final amplifier 

Audio Frequency Tubes: 65.17 lst Audio amplifier 

65F5 2nd Audio amplifier 
6F6 Class B driver 
2-807 Class B modulators 

Operation 

The HARVEY 
100-T TRANSMITTER 

operation only (without Modulator) or complete for 
radio, telephone and telegraph operation. These 

sturdy, efficient, thoroughly dependable units will 
meet your highest expectations of operating ease and 
performance. 

The HARVEY 
100-T Modulator may be 
udsle..1 te see 100.1 

Transmitter at any time. 

The HARVEY 100-1 wins. 

oothmoOdf 7uliato5 input r coin. 

nb.
. Pint. CW transmitter cop on 5 heed, 

Rectifier Tubes: 2-866 Final amplifier supply 
83V Oscillator-Doubler supply 
5Z3 Speech amplifier supply 
RK-60 Modulator supply 

Power Source: 115 volts 50/60 cycles 
Power Drain: 730 watts 
Microphone: Single cell crystal type 
Cabinet Size: 201/2 " high, 191/2 " wide, 13Y:" deep 
Net Weight: 150 tbs. 68.04 Kilos 
Shipping Weight: 225 lbs. 102.06 Kilos 

Stt ltte i'ettutteoece 

Oi lout Citcuits 

C.P 
1he HPSI.-.RA \i'Mot ggnment S‘gnat 

Generate p:ov‘aes the sviffiee, sure 

rnitivoc1 for the ciestment ona egn. 
meet ot rimed e‘ec.ties,*lith 'tt the com-

f%oenfyl7c;c4:n 

oe ebei P:esl:letseed 
p‘  c:enCeM 

osetoscope SCfeen. •icAotions «its 

ciecuit egnment con be occutotety 

eveicsted d necesso 

an ry chores 

elode 'e, a cnottet ot seconds. 

Power 

V‘soe 
s-1$JUCT Gene' 

Siono' She alS 

sigeo ot %be 
i<eeoesreorrecny 

Mok e rs of 

Write for Bulletins containing 
Information on trie latt.,l ilARVFV 

Transmitter developments. 

HARVEY RADIO 

LABORATORIES, INC. 
436 ConcordAve.,Cambridge38,Mass. 

Marine Radio 

Supplies and Emergency 

Telephones, Regulated 

Communications Equipment. 
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CX-49A 

HDCL 

STOP TANK CIRCUIT LEAKS 
. . . with this complete B & W Coil 

and Capacitor assembly 

\\ 1 x g)e Variable Capacitors pros lute for direct 
 ing of 11 & Air inductors. Vi iring is dim.. 
inaied. Circuit lead lengths are redured to an abso-
lute  • . Opposed stator sect" s in the 
eapacitors provide short r-f path. Butterfly rotor 
construct i.,t1 permits grounding rotor at the center 
r-f voltage point with respect to stators. Built-in 
neutralizing capacitors can he  it cd on end 
plate. Standard types rated at 500. 750 and 1.000 
wails. Treat your new rig to real tank circuit 
(gene,, n rite for catalog. 

Neutralizing Plates Available in 4 Types 

B & W B, T AND HD INDUCTORS 
100-W V1-1., 500-M .VIT A ND 1 KW TYPES 

• MINIMUM DIELECTRIC IN THE FIELD OF THE COIL 

• EXTREMELY LOW LOSSES— RUGGED CONSTRUCTION 

• EXCELLENT APPEARANCE— LOW COST 

Type inductor is for use on oscillator and buffer-
doubler stages developing up lo 100 watts. Available 
in center tapped  leis vi ill  t link; end link; 
renter link. center tapped:and variable link—center 
tapped. l'or 5, 10, 15. 20. 10 and 80 meter bands. 
Type •-r" is specially suited for high g .eredl 

oc tu t ralized buffer and final lank stages where 
powers of 500 wat ts are developed. \ s ailable center 
tapped  leis Witt t link: center linked with 
renter tap and variable linked with center tap. 
Made for 10. 15. 20. 01 and 80 meter bands. 
Type " Ill)" is for maxis llll m g -er and handles a 

kilowat t si it h ease. Available in center tapped  leis 
itl t link; center linked with center tap and 

variable linked with center tap. Made for 10, 15, 20, 
10 and 80 meter hands. 

B & W TVH INDUCTORS 
for powers up to 500-watts input 

Here is a sgbecial group of units designed for greater 
flexibility I Itrough use of an eight plug jack bar. With 
1 licse inductors it is possible to 1.11111111t`rt alit at i-

a liNeti 11s,ii,Iiuig capacitor o hen using the lovv 
fri'u1w'nu' iou.\ Nailable for 10. 15. 20. 10 and 80 
meter band-. 

SEE B & W PRODUCTS AT YOUR JOBBER'S 

Write for Complete Amateur Catalog 



2 A BAND HOPPERS.' 

B & W TURRET ASSEMBLIES 
Fast. posit is e band snitching for y  rig! Nfiederate in cost 
•—•IPZISV to install — adaptable to 80. 10. 211. 15 and 10 meter 
bands:. These turrets er • te abscinir  effects through 
use of a unique switching assembly mItieh shorts  sed 
coils. 

& V, — 75-Watt 2% •• 111Ndl) HOPPERS' — A c part 
and panel eontrolled  t sy hick may lie used for inierstage 
d011 pli ng bet s.ceta I Y.0 beam poner tubes or between beam 
PON% er tubes and triioles. 

w 75- NN NTT TURIŒTS— for link C1111 MI single 
ended or push-pull Ion !HIM er stages. NI ted on a positive 
act'  syy-itch arranged for panel rt lllll nting through a single 

hole. 
Type .17Y: — Center linked. center tapped coils. 
Type JTEL — End linked. untapped 
it éfi Vt 150- NN NTT 11 BRETS— for single- and doubles 

ended circuits. • Iliese  t the s • as 75-y. al I I quirts and 
are used nith Mlles operating at voltages tip ha 1000 volts. 

Tvpe BC!, — Center linked. venter tapped rails. 
Type BE — EMI linked. untapped coils. 

B & W BABY TURRETS- 35-WATTS 

Rated at 35 nails. these e part. 5 balld snit. king  ts 
coyer amateur bands fr  10 to 80 meters. They are suitalde 
for all sers ices sy it h any of the 50 ininfil. midget e iv risers. 
Sturdy construe • and  sual design assures permanent 

_ coil al' •nt and mayin tttt n efficiency with the II  " ' n 
 ber of tubes..tvailable in four t s pes: trrm straight un-
tapped: 11.111. — center tapped: IITEI. — end linked: and 
IffC11. — CCU ter linked. All pros ide % a...0y improved band 
switching eflieiency in low ponce trans ters and exciter 
stages. 

ANTENNA INDUCTORS TA AND HDA 
These coils are n I nith t" si 1.011111•r s1 ire for ease in 
tapping feeders and hase fiyed center links for coupling to 
either fixed or variable linked final tank circuits throitigh low 
hit1 ie.la riu, Ii lic. ti unable for 10. 15. 20. 40 and 80 meter 
bands. Ty pe TA for poner input up to 500 watts and Type 
111).% for power inputs of  kilonatt. 

B & W 3400 SERIES INDUCTORS 
Presenting the tit -I hi sturdy mist' in  • and electrieal 
fleNibility. these coils are iltà ilt s. it t, indisidual in 
center ... tiding. adjustable oyer 3410 — permitting precise 
impcda nee matching up tub O00 011111S. For poners up to 500 
watts. Available for 10, IS, 20. 10 and 80 meter bands. 

THE MIDGET R-F COILS 
of dozens of uses 
ti, I tttttt entade Itigh-freqUe111. 

Vlinithaetors cunt little, are hem .tifn li v 
strueted — and do the job right. Eyery day. anta-
teurs.emperimenters and elm i lenient manufacturers 
tell in.. of new applirame s s. tIre Nliniduetors tune 
replayed I 'made void. w it ti a tug Insist of 
efficiency.. ( se them for rec.-her, trans ttt i t ters and 
test equipment — in tank circuits t1113 r-f chokes, 
high-frequency i-f transformers and loading coils 
and for dozens of other imrposes. 
II& W "Air Wound". construct'  permit...tall 

but sturdy supports with the alosoltit•  " • 
of insulating material in the electrical held. Q 
factor is tottazinglv high. Standard \ I inidnetor 
di, ttttt • ters are V2". ./8".. 3/4 and t''. mailahle 
in fnur different winding pitchy.. your mbho•r. 
Ile car, . 1. 1.1.1s the.. 
in I 2 " r :S" length.. 

BARKER ac WILLIAMSON 
235 FAIRFIELD •AVE., UPPER DARBY, PA. 



W5DZ—Colonel W. P. Clarke—Waco, Texas 

Equipped by ALLIED. Listen for 

him on 20 and 75 meter phone. 

W5SH—Edwin C. Shaw—Fort Worth, Texas 

Equipped by ALLIED. Listen for 

him on 10 and 20 meter phone. 

WOFESS—Tom Atherstone—Denver, Colorado 

Equipped by ALLIED. Listen for 

him on 10 and 20 meter phone. 

"Equipped by 

ALLIED" 

"Equipped by ALLIED" is a famous 
by-word in the Amateur Radio world. 
From the early days of 200 meters and 
spark transmitters to the micro-waves 
of today, ALLIED-equipped rigs have 
been writing radio history. 

The three post-war stations illustrated 
here are typical of hundreds of modern 
Ham Shacks "equipped by ALLIED." 
Each has its own story—a friendly, 
personal story, because into each has 
gone the full interest of ALLIED'S 
amateurs working with fellow 
amateurs. There's more to each chan 
just the equipment. 

Whether you're starting from " scratch," 
rebuilding, or newly licensed, you can 
count on ALLIED ... where hams 
understand ham problems... 

mmumm...1 

IN AMATEUR RADIO 

FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

833 W. JACKSON BLVD., DEPT. 10-7, CHICAGO 7, ILL. 

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY 

OF THE LATEST 

ALLIED CATALOG 
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ACCURACY STABILITY 
ACTIVITY HIGH OUTPUT 
DEPENDABILITY at _o»' Cost 
For years PR Precision Crystals have set performance standards 
in all types of service . . . amateur, commercial, marine, broad-
cast, mobile. police. aircraft. PRs are the foremost choice of ama-
teurs . . . the most critical users of crystals today. PR Crystals 
have earned this reputation by LOW DRIFT characteristics, less 
than 2 cycles per MC per degree Centigrade . . . HIGH OUTPUT 
AND DEPENDABILITY even at highest permissible crystal currents 
. . . ACCURACY within .01 per cent of specified frequency . . 
HIGH ACTIVITY especially desirable for break•in CW operation 
. . . X-ray orientation . . . CONTAMINATION AND MOISTURE-
PROOF through permanent gasket seal . . . 1/2 -inch pin spacing. 
Every PR is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED. Your EXACT 
FREQUENCY (Integral Kilocycle) AT NO EXTRA COST. See your 
jobber for PRs. His stock is complete for ALL BANDS. Accept no 
substitute. — Petersen Radio Company, 2800 West Broadway, 
Council Bluffs. Iowa. (Telephone 2760) 

COMMERCIAL 
PR Type Z-1 

80 and 40 METERS 
PR Type Z-2 

20 METERS 
PR Type Z-3 

10 METERS 
PR Type Z 5 

Frequency range 1.5 to 10.5 MC. De-
signed for rigors of all types of commer-
cial service. Calibrated .005 per cent of 
specified frequency. Weight less than 
3/4 ounce. Sealed against moisture and 
contamination. Meets FCC require-
ments for all types of service. 

Rugged. Low drift fundamental oscil-
lators. High activity and power output. 
Stands up under maximum crystal cur-
rents. Stable, long-lasting, permanent-
ly sealed $2.65 Net 

Harmonic oscillator. Low drift. High 
activity. Can be keyed in most circuits. 
Stable as fundamental oscillators. Fine 
for doubling to 10 and 11 meters or 
"straight through" 20 meter operation. 

$3.50 Net 

Harmonic oscillator for "straight 
through" mobile operation and for fre-
quency multiplying to VHF. Heavy out-
put in our special circuit $5.00 Net 

ii Figereer, 
I" T1 CRYSTALS 
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Tot Service eceeviedetef. , 
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DUMMY ANTENNA 

RESISTORS 
To check R. F. power, deter-
mine transmission line losses, 
check line to antenna imped-
ance match. Helps tune up to 
peak efficiency. Non-inductive, 
non-capacitive. constant in re-
sistance. 100 and 250 watt sizes 
in various resistances. 

PARASITIC 

SUPPRESSOR 
Small, light, compact non-in-
ductive resistor and choke, de-
signed to prevent u.h.f. para-
sitic oscillations which occur in 
the plate and grid leads of 
push-pull and parallel tube cir-
cuits. Only 13/4 " long overall 
and 5/8" in diameter. 

R. F. PLATE CHOKES 
Single layer wound on low power 
factor steatite or bakelite cores, 
with moistureproof coating. 
Nine stock sizes for all ham 
bands from 1.8 mc to 460 mc. 
Small, high frequency chokes 
mount by wire leads. Larger 
sizes mount on brackets. All 
sizes rated 1000 ma or more. 

R. F. POWER LINE 

CHOKES 
Keep R.F. currents 
from going out over 
the power line and 

causing interference with radio 
receivers. Also used at receivers 
to stop incoming R.F. interfer-
ence. 3 stock sizes, rated at 5, 
10 and 20 amperes. 

guía 

BROWN DEVIL 

RESISTORS 
Small, extra sturdy, wire wound 
vitreous enameled resistors for 
voltage dropping, bias units, 
bleeders, etc. Proved right in 
vital installations the world 
over. 10 and 20 watt sizes in 
resistances up to 100,000 
ohms. 

CENTER-TAPPED 

RESISTORS 
For use across tube filaments 
to provide an electrical center 
for the grid and plate returns. 
Center tap accurate to plus or 
minus 1%. Wirewatt ( 1 watt) 
and Brown Devil ( 10 watt) 
units, in resistances from 10 to 
200 ohms. 

ADJUSTABLE 

DIVIDOHMS 
You can quickly adjust 
these handy Dividohms 
to the exact resistance 
you want, or put on one 

or more taps wherever needed. 
7 sizes from 10 to 200 watts. 
Many resistance values up to 
100,000 ohms. 

FIXED RESISTORS 
Resistance wire is 
wound over a porce-
lain core, permanent-
ly locked in place, in-

sulated and protected by Ohm-
ite vitreous enamel. Available 
in 25, 50, 100, 160 and 200 
watt stock sizes, in resistances 
from 1 to 250,000 ohms. 

HAMITE 
RHEOSTATS * RESISTORS * CHOKES * TAP SWITCHES 

92 Ohmite Vitreous Enamel is unexcelled as a protective and bonding covering for resistors and rheostats. 



CLOSE- CO Nt ROL 
RHEOSTATS 

Insure permanently 
smooth, close control of 
communications, electron-
ic and electrical devices. 
Widely used in industry 
and in war equipment. All 
ceramic, vitreous enam-

eled. 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 225, 
300, 500, 750 and 1000 watt 
sizes. Approved Army and Navy 
types. 

LITTLE DEVIL 

INDIVIDUALLY 

MARKED 

INSULATED 

COMPOSITION 

RESISTORS 

New, tiny, molded 
fixed resistors each 
marked with resistance 
and wattage rating. 
1/2 Watt, 1 watt and 2 watt sizes, 10% tolerance. 
Meet Army. Navy Specification JAN-R-11. Can 
be used at full wattage rating at 70 C ( 158 F) 
ambient temperature. Dissipate heat rapidly. Low 
noise level. Low voltage coefficient. Stocked in 
standard RMA values from 10 ohms to 22 megohtns. 

Available only from 

Ohmite Distributors 

r-----------1 

HIGH- CURRENT 

TAP SWITCHES 

Compact, all ceramic, multi-
point rotary selectors for 
A.C. use. Silver to silver con-
tacts. Rated at 10, 15, 25, 50 
and 100 amperes with any 
number of taps up to 11, 12, 
12, 12, and 8 respectively. 
Single or tandem assemblies. 

HIGH - VOI TAGE 

SWITCH 

For general use where high 
voltage insulation is required. 
Suitable for circuits up to I 
KW. rating. Used for band 
changing, meter switching, 
tapped transformer circuits, 
etc. Ceramic construction. 

HANDY 

OHMITE 

OHM'S 

LAW 

CALCULATOR 

Very useful in training schools, in labora-
tories and in industry. Figures ohms, watts, 
volts, amperes — quickly, easily. Solves 
any Ohm's Law problem with one setting 
of the slide. All values are direct reading. 
No slide rule knowledge is necessary. Scales 
on two sides cover the range of currents, 
resistances, wattages and voltages commonly 
used in radio and electronic applications. 
Size only 41,/8" x 9". Send only 10c in coin 
to cover handling cost. 

RB-2 DIRECTION 

IN 

POTENTIOMETER 

A compact, low cost unit used in 
a simple potentiometer circuit as 
a transmitting element to indi-
cate, remotely, the position of a 
rotary beam antenna. Used with 
an 0-1 rniniameter. 

SEND FOR FREE STOCK CATALOG— Gives helpful information 
and data on Ohmite stock units for essent:al applications— lists hundreds 
of stock values. Very handy for quick reference. 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

4844 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, U. S. A. Cable "Ohmiteco" 93 



emen LIN 
efree 

F. 1> i I 1, S 

COAXIAL s, A 

REPRODUCER'S 

REPRO DU 

E 

HYPEX Projectors better than 

ever— more efficient. They have the famous 

Hypex "flare formulo"— not exponential— devel-

oped . by Jensen acoustical research. Driver units 

employ the Jensen "Annular" chophroom. clomped at 

periphery rind center— another exclusive Écriture! 

• COAXIAL Speakers. Now four improved 15" and 12" 

designs for high-lidelity, extended- range reproduction. High. 

frequency Control provides instant fidelity adjustment to suit 

program quality and listener preference. Available in com-

plete Reproducers. 

•-• SPEECH MASTER Reproducers. Designed especially for 

crisp highly-effective speech reproduction. Desk-, panel-, wall. 

mounting types in power ratings for low-level and high-level 

BASS REFLEX' Reproducers. A complete line of 

•,•producers with speaker installed, or enclosures only, 

.p Lb :n fine furniture or utility styles—all with the smoothly 

extended low.freguency range for which Jensen Bass 

Reflex is justly famous. 

• These are only a few of the many drstm• 
quished products s the complete Jensen line. 

Wore /or colulogs und dot° sheets tor 

55, 

ewes 
SPEAKERS 

WITH 

Aztoos 
:e'er/et/144 ri# eàir, )6Jc/et«, e.rieetet/iew/c`fitillimewee 

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY • 6611 SOUTH LARAMIE, CHICAGO 36 • ILLINOIS. In Canada— Copper Wire Products Ltd., 11 King Street West, Toronto 
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.both are included in G.E.'s complete line! 

Y OUR G-E tube distributor will be glad to 
give you, on request, a copy of Booklet 

ETX-19, listing all G-E ham tubes with their 

prices and ratings. Or write for this booklet—as 

well as any special circuit information or facts 

you need about tube applications— direct to Elec-

tronics Department, General Electric Company, 

Schenectady 5, New York. 

Read G.E.'s "Harn News- regularly, and keep posted 

on up-to-the-minute circuit developments. Your dis-

tributor has this publication for you— FREE. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
1•1-1124-••50 

ELECTRONIC TUBES OF ALL TYPES FOR Hit RADIO AMATEUR 



HAMS 
for 
HAMS 
by 

HAMS 
of 

HAMS 

What we mean by the slogan on the left 

is just this: Newark has HAMS in all 

branches. Being hams, they are naturally 

FOR HAMS. And they know how to fill 

ull requests BY HAMS. The huge stocks 

they draw from will fill all the needs OF 

HAMS in their pursuit of the world's most 

fascinating hobby. 

ONLY ONE WAY TO GET THE LATEST DOPE! 

You naturally want to be in on the latest 

dope in ham merchandise. We keep 

everyone informed so far as possible by 

advertising. BUT — magazines go to press 

long before they appear. And today's 

fast-moving markets find new products and 

tremendous surplus bargains coming out 

between issues. So we publish: 

BIG BARGAIN BULLETINS-- GET ' EM! 

Chock full of real ham values, these are 

mailed direct to hams who want them and 

tOcW  who take a moment to let us know they 

want them. So drop us a card or fill in the 

hichever NN t.t.tclec come eci, u4c. a to of w is nearer ; ,t%  

i at Chicago or New —yorkn o ::: 
on * Stop n 

brmic dt 
c tt  

coupon below and paste it o 

ov,e::\e07e1:\-, ose: b 

$E Chicago Y (sen Do it now! 

L  

see Newark's famous BARGAIN COUNTERS, 

NEW YORK 
Offices & Warehou,e 
242 W.55, St., N Y 

r.CHICAGO'l 
323 W Macilson S!!¡ 
Chicago 6, 

New York City Stores 115.17 W. 45tl, St & 212 Fulton St 

* Always fast, friendly ham service from all N•wark branches! 
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ad 
150 MORE APPROVED TYPE1 

COMMUNICATION• INDUSTRIAL 

RECTIFICATION • AMATEUR 

EXPERIMENTAL • ELECTRO-

MEDICAL • SPECIAL PURPOSE 

110 

AITIPEREH POWER TUBES 
For a quarter century AMPEREX has been closely identified with 
creative research, laboratory approach, precision manufacture and 
helpful service in its chosen field— power tubes. This specialized 
concentration has earned AMPEREX a unique position of leadership. 

Make Good Equipment Better With Better AMPEREX Tubes 

WRITE FOR THIS 8- page 

miniature encyclopedia of 

power tube information. 

• Will save you hours of text 

and catalog exploring. Gives 

essential ( howler istics of 

more than a hundred tubes 

\ classified by function. 

Tables keyed to output with \handy cross index of type 
numbers. Truly useful 

\ and practical. Real \ time-saver. Write for 

\ your copy today — 

IT'S FREE. 

YOUR PLANS—YOUR PROBLEMS 

As tube specialists deeply con-

cerned with all modern develop-

ments, Amperex engineers are in a 

position to give you detached ad-

vice and information. YOU ARE 

INVITED to write the Amperex Ap-

plication Engineering Department 

for answers to specific questions. 

R111PERER ELECTRONIC CORPORRTIOR 
25 WASHINGTON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, NEW YORK 

11.19 BRENTC1IFFE RD., LEASIDE, TORONTO 12, ONTARIO, CANADA 



TRIMM 
***HEADSETS 

y
our next pair of headsets will be a TRIMM. . . . Perhaps 

your station is known 'round the world; the best is none 

too good; TRIMM Featherweights or Commercials are your 

choice. Perhaps yours is a more modest rig; TRIMM Pro-

fessionals, Dependables, "B" or "E" may fill your needs. Or 

perhaps you're just about to learn code and pennies count.. . . 

You'll want a TRIMM Acme or Rex. Twenty-five years' experi-

ence assure the best in each price class. 

Available at all leading distributors of 

amateur supplies throughout the world. 

Literature available by addressing De-

partment A. 

TRIMM, INc. 
1770 W. Berteau Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
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FOR BET SOLDERING 

No. 536 Pyramid 
Tip, made from 
Tellurium 

No. 539 Chisel 
Tip, made from 
Tellurium 

No. 538 Chisel Tip, 
made from Elkaloy 
A. Tip I/8" dia. 

No. 537 Pencil Tip, 
made from Elkaloy 
A, Tip 1/8" dia. 

SEE YOUR NEAREST RADIO, 

HARDWARE OR HOBBY DEALER 

Built for speedy accurate 
soldering, this powerful little 
pencil iron will perform rug-
ged heavy duty jobs as well as 
those requiring intricate exact-
ness. 

QUICK HEATING 90 SECONDS 

LIGHTWEIGHT 3.6 OUNCES 

HANDY SIZE . . ... 7 INCHES 

SAVES ELECTRICITY 20 WATTS 

These 4 INTERCHANGEABLE 
tips give you a point for 
each particular job. 
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The Collins 32V-1 150 watt Transmitter 

Medium Power in Small Space 

The 32V-1 is a natural for those who want medium 
power in a small cabinet. It is complete in one 
package. All you need to put it on the air are a 
key or microphone, antenna, and a 115 volt a-c 
power source. Its convenient size allows either 
permanent installation or portable use. 
The 32V-1 is rated at 150 watts input on CW 

or 120 watts on phone. A receiver type cabinet 
houses the entire unit—power supply, audio, and 
r-f. All r-f stages except the final are permeability 
tuned and ganged with the v.f.o. The dial is cal-
ibrated directly in frequency. Bandswitching is 
employed, thus eliminating plug-in coils. 
The output network will match impedances 

of 50 ohms to 600 ohms. Balanced or unbalanced 
open wire lines and antennas, and concentric 

transmission lines, can be used 
with good efficiency. Other trans-
mission systems can be used with 
link coupling to the transmitter 

output. 

In brief, here are the features of the 32V-1: 

bandswitching 

v.f.o. control 

150 watts input on 
CW 

120 watts input on 
phone 

80, 40, 20, 15, 11, 
10 meters 

push-to-talk 

table model 

21W w, 12 7/1e h, 
137/e 

ganged tuning 

pi output network 

clean keying 

direct frequency 
calibration 



Designed Specifically for 
Amateur Radio 
Every detail of the 30K is thoroughly engineered to as-
sure the best performance for amateurs—it is not modi-
fied military equipment. Operating convenience and re-
liability are provided in the design and construction. The 
v.f.o. controlled exciter unit is in a receiver type cabinet 
that can be set right on the operating desk. Bandswitch-
ing in both the exciter unit and the transmitter itself fa-
cilitates multi-band operation. Three sets of antenna 
terminals are provided, with provision for switching 
antennas. 

The speech clipper and low pass audio filter in the 
speech amplifier enable the operator to maintain a high 
average modulation, yet keep a narrow signal and pre-
vent overmodulation. 
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The torahs 30K 
500 watt Transmitter 

Compare the following features— see how 
they fit your desires: 

bandswitching 

v.f.o. control 

500 watts input on 
CW 

375 watts input on 
phone 

100% modulation 

speech clipper 

push-to-talk 
smooth, modern 

styling 

clean, sharp keying 

80, 40, 20, 15, 11, 
10 meters 

break-in operation 

115 volts a-c power 
source 

Attractive in appearance, efficient in oper-
ation, the 30K will make a satisfying nu-
cleus for your ham shack. 

FOR RESULTS IN AMATEUR RADIO, IT'S ... 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N.Y. • 458 South Spring Street, Los Angeles 13, California 
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A New Standard for Amateur Receivers 

Th. Collins 75A Riney« 

The 75A was engineered specifically for amateurs. It 

covers six ham bands, with straight line tuning on all 

bands. The calibration is accurate to within one kilo-

cycle on 15 meters, and to within two kilocycles on the 

11 and 10 meter bands. Double conversion is utilized. 

The overall stability is within one dial division under 

all normal operating conditions. 

The 75A is permeability tuned. It performs equally 
well on all amateur bands. Image rejection is a mini-

mum of 50 db on all bands. The thoroughly engi-
neered crystal filter circuit operates smoothly in pro-
viding a bandwidth variable in five steps from 4 kc to 

200 cps. There is no loss in gain. 

Here are some of 
tures: 

double conversion 

straight line tuning 

direct frequency 
calibration 

80, 40, 20, 15, 11, 
10 meters 

50 db image rejec-
tion 

variable selectivity 

high sensitivity 

self-contained 
power supply 

its many desirable fea-

signal strength 
meter 

permeability tuned 

receiver disabling 
circuit 

10 db signal to noise 
ratio 

three IF amplifiers 

very high stability 

accurate calibration 

amplified avc 



Know Your Frequency 

with this v. f. o. 

The overall accuracy and stability of the 70E-8 

are within 0.015% under all normal operating 

conditions. That means that you can set it to 

within 32 kc of any desired frequency on the 80 

meter band, and know that it will stay there. 

Sixteen turns of the vernier dial vary the fre-

quency from 1600 kc to 2000 kc. The following 

table shows the relation between the oscillator 

frequency and various amateur bands: 

Band 
(meters) 

80 
40 
20 
15 
11 
10 
6 
2 
1U 

Freq. (mc) 

3.5-4.0 
7.0-7.3 

14.0-14.4 
21.0-21.5 
27.185-27.455 
28.0-29.7 
50.0-54.0 

144.0-148.0 
220.0-225.0 

2/3 420.0-450.0 

No. of dial 
divisions 
1000 
300 
200 
166 
67.5 

425 
533.3 
200 
833.3 
500 

kc/dial 
division 

0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
4.0 
7.5 

20.0 
30.0 
60.0 

The 70E-8 is permeability tuned. The dial is calibrated 
directly in frequency up to and including the 10 meter 
band. 10 volts r-f output are available for use in an 
exciter, band edge spotter, heterodyne frequency meter, 
or other applications. 

FOR RESULTS IN AMATEUR RADIO, IT'S 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. • 458 South Spring Street, Los Angeles 13, California 
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S C.T.C. TURRET ERMINAL LUGS. Heavily silver 
o plated brass 1 . A short cut to speedy assembly. 

Firmly anchored terminal boards by simple swag-
ing operation. gs heat quickly, assuring neat, 
positive wiring. l'wo soldering spaces. Stocked to 
fit 1/32", 1/16", 3/32", 1/8", 3/16" and 1/4" ter-
minal board thiLknesses. Also available with single 
soldering space. 

9 C.T.C. SPLIT TERMINAL LUGS are being enthusi-
astically received by manufacturers of transform-

ers and other potted units that require soldering 
after potting. A .050" hole through the lugs makes 
them ideal for this type of application. Perfect for 
termi boards, too, because wiring can be done 
from or bottom of the board without drilling. 
Mad f brass, heavily silver plated, to fit 3/32" 
term al boards. 

T.C. DOUBLE END TERMINAL LUGS. Twin ter-
- inal posts in a single swaging operation. Per-

f -electrical contact because both posts are part of 
same lug. Neat, positive wiring from either top 

r bottom. These heavily silver plated brass lugs 
re stocked to fit 3/32" terminal hoards. 

4C.T.C. ALL-SET TERMINAL BOARDS are proving a 
e time-saver in the laboratory and on the assembly 

tide. Just select proper width board and go to work. 
All-Set Terminal Boards are made in 3/32", 1/8" 

and 3/16" linen bakelite in 4 widths — 1/2"; 2" 
(lug row spacing 1 1/2"); 2 1/2" (lug row spacing 
2") and 3" (lug row spacing 2 1/2"). Fit all standard 
resistors and condensers. Boards may be broken in 
fifths by bending on scribed line or used full length. 
Available in sets of any of the 4 widths or in any 
single width in lots of 6 or multiples of 6. 

5C.T.c. HAND PRESSURE SWAGER for quick, firm, 
. uniform swaging of terminal lugs to terminal 

boards. Adjustable to fit all thicknesses of boards. 
Lugs are put in board right side up and may be swaged 
as far as 1 7/8" from edge. Adjustable pressure as-
sures uniform swage. Unit pictured swages all 
C.T.C. standard Turret Lugs. Can be furnished with 
additional anvils and punches to fit C.T.C. Double 
End and Split Lugs. 

6 C.T.C. MATHEMATICALLY DIMENSIONED cRYS-
• TALS. A new C.T.C. development, mathematical 

dimensioning achieves greater accuracy. It assures 
consistent performance—guarantees frequency sta-
bility, high activity and long life in every C.T.C. 
Crystal. 

WRITE FOR C.T.C. CATALOG NO. 100 

It contains complete information on these and other 
C.T.C. radio and electronic components you should 
know about. It's yours for the asking. 

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION 
455 CONCORD AVENUE • CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS 



BUILT TO CARDWELL STANDARDS 

for more and better QS0s 
Here is a communications receiver 
that is engineered to satisfy ex-
acting commercial requirements. 
Yet it is ideal for the amateur who 
wants better QS0s and more of 
them. Remember, it is engineered 
by Cardwell and built to Cardwell 
standards . . . then read the fol-
lowing outstanding features: 
1. Full Turret Type R. F. Section. 
(Sturdy cast aluminum construction.) 

2. Wide Frequency C 9e. 
(Range .54 to 54.0 mes. Basic turret 
covers .54 through 40 mcs, in six bands. 
Extra coil strip, supplied on special 
order, extends range to 54 mes.) 

3. SecondaryFrequencyStandard. 
(Unique type crystal calibrator provides 
check points of either 100 or 1000 kcs.) 

4. Variable Selectivity Crystal 
Filter. 
(Choice of 5 degrees of selectivity— 
three with crystal, two without.) 
5. Exceptional SigmaIto Noise Ratio 
(Receiver noise less than 6 db above 
thermal!) 

6. New Type Noise Limiter. 
(A really effective aid in reducing local 

ignition interference and similar noises.) 

7. Electrical Band Spread. 
(Band spread scales calibrated directly. 
Arbitrary scale 0-100 also visible on each 
setting.) 

8. Direct Reading Precision Dials. 
(Excellent visibilit —pointer tr., cl bet-
ter than 101/i inches—velvet smooth dial 
action.) 

9. Temperature Compensated 
Oscillator. 
(Stability is better than 25 parts per 
million per degree centigrade. V.R. tube 
maintains maximum frequency stability 
against line voltage fluctuations.) 

10. Mechanical Coupling Provi-
sions. 
(Control shafts are brought out at rear 
for linkage to other units such as a 
transmitter exciter.) 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE 

11. Aluminum Unit Construction. 
(Receiver and power supply combined 
in one sturdy, lightweight unit 181/4" 
wide x 16" deep y 11" high. Weight 
approximately 70 lbs.) 

12. Heavy Duty Speaker. 
(Compact tilting unit 91/4 " wide x WA" 
deep x 11" high for mall or table 
mounting.) 

13. Eight Watts Audio Output. 
(Push-pull class AB—with four output 
impedances. Connections provided for 
phono-pickup or high level microphone 
input.) 

14. 18 Tubes—All Miniature. 

15. Threshold Squelch. 

16. Panoramic Adaptor Jack. 

17. Rack Mounting Model. 
(Will also be available.) 

TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

THE ALLEN D. CARDWELL MANUFACTURING CORP. 

MAIN OFFICE 

8 FACTORY: 

97 WHITING STREET 

PLAINVILLE, CONN. 

'OUR JOBBER HAS A CARDWELL CAPACITOR FOR EVERY POWER AND PURPOSE 



OVER 125 AMATEUR AND 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES! 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RAYTHEON LINE 
RAYTHEON 

TYPE NO. 

SUBMINIATURE 

CONSTRUCTION 

TUBES 

APPLICATION 
FILAMENT 

WAN Mops. Type 

Ma. 
Plate 
Volts 

IAA. 
Plate 

Cyr. M. 

CAPACITANCES--
IA.Ids. 

II-P hmed Output 
TYPE NO. 

C11:502AX Pentode Output Stage 1.25 0.030 Oxi de 45 0.6 14 . 3.0 5.7 CIC502AlC 

CL503JtX Pentode çtlitput .,? 1.25 0.030 Oxide 45 0.8  1 3.7 6.3 CIC503AX 

CI.505AX Pentode Volta e-Am lifier 0.625 0.030 Oxide 30 0.15 .07 2.7 4.4 01505AX 

C1C506AX Pentode • ei 0050 45 1.25 .09 2-.5 6.2 C1C5OLUC 
CI510AX Double Space 

Charge Tetrocle 
Voltage Amplifier 0.62$ 0050 Oxide 45 006 0.6 2.4 11 CFC510AX 

C1C515BX Triode Voltage Arn_plifier 0.625 0.030 ' e 0.15 .65 1.5 2.5 CIC515BX 

C1C556AX Triode U.H.F. Oscillator 1.25 .125 Filament 13$ 4.12---- 0 1.3 4.0 C1C556AX 
- CH569JUC Pentode Amplifier 1.25 .05fr- Filame t 67.5 1.8 .01 3.3 3.8 C1569AX 

- CICSOSCX Pentode U.H.F. Amplifier 6.3 02 Heater 120 7.5 0.015 4.4 3.8 CH605CX 
CI606BIC Diode U.H.F. Rectifier 6.2- 0.15 Heater 420 ---i----- 2.1 CK606BX 
CK608CIC Triode Oscillator-Amp. 6.3 0.2 11-eater 120 9 C1C608CX 
CIC619CX 

AYTHEON 

TYPE NO. 

Tried. 

TRANSMITTING 

CONSTRUC. 
TION 

Oscillator-Amp. 

TUBES 

SPECIAL 
APPUCATIONS 

FILAMENT 

8•4•F 

6.3 

Amps. 

0.2 Heater 

MAX. VOLT. MAX. 

Plohy We« Plate 

250 

CUL-MA. 

Su.. 

4 

POWER 
DWI- 
pa.« 

-WATTS 
OW- 

Ed» pN 

C.APAC. 
DI 
6-P 

CK619CX 

TYPE NO. 

2034/11X34 Dual Triode He Oscillator-Am . 6.3 0.8 300 80 10 1.8 16 24 2C34,AK34 
FUL4D22 Beam Tetrad Re • ator-Amp. 25.2 0.8/ 

116 1.6 
750 350 31X1 35 50 1.25 100 027 RICED22 

RIC4D32 Beam Tetrod R-F Oscillator-Amp. 6.3 3.75 750 350 300 35 1.25 100 027 RK4D32 .-
5023 11X65 Re Terode R-F Amplifier 5.0 14.0 3000 500 250 80 15.0 565 042 5D23 111665 
RIC6D22 Tetrode Re A-F1 m pdifier 5.0 28.5 3500 soo 500 165 450 22.0 1000 0.5 11R60.22 
R/C20A 0-e Pentode Su.- senor Mod. 7.5 3.25 1250 300 92 36 e ----- 6 84 001 RR20A 
RIC28A eF Pentode Suppressor Mod. 10.0 5.0 2 Ir 175 60 12$ 2.2 250 0.02 RI128A 
RIM Triode Re A-F Amplifier 5.0 8.0 3000 160 100 10.0 225 43 FUC38 
RI Beam Tetrad Ile- illator Ap. 10.0 5.0 2000 180 40 100 1.2 250 02 RUM 
814/111C47 

RAYTHEON 

Beam tetrad 

RECTIFIER 

R.F Chrillator.Amp. 

TUBES 

10.0 3.25 1250 300 150 14 50 1.0 120 0.12 814 R? 

TYPE NO CONSTRUCTION FILAMENT 

Veit. Amps. 
MAL PEAR 

INVERSE VOLTS 
MAI. PEAK 
CUE**** 

AVERAGE 
CUISENT D.C. 

AVERAGE 
TUSE DROP 

m . NO. 

BH Full Wave-Gas 1.030 400 Ma. 125 Ma. 90 BH 
111C3-324 

- 111É31129 

Half Wave-High Vacuum 2.5 3.0 
5.0 3.0 

20.000 
20.000 

150 Ma. 
300 Ma. 

30 Ma. 
60 Ma. 

613824 

Hall Wcrve-11_:9 li-Vacuurn 2.5 4.75 16.000 250 Ma. 65- Ma. 130 613829 
RIC4.831 AJ-0----T. -iiode-%1I Vacuum 5.0 5.25 16.000 16 Am. 60-Ma 150 RI4B31  
11X72 
- -A 

Half Wave-High Vacuum 2.5 ill 20,000 150 Ma. 30 Ma. 6172 
MOB 

--R-1(866A/866 

Half Wave-High Vacuum 5 5.0 
5.0 5.0 

35.000 
3$.000 

375 Ma. 
750 Ma. 

50 Ma. 
100 Ma. 

11170SA 

Hall ave-Mer 2.5 5.0 10.1:00 1.0 Amp. 250 Ma. Is RI866A, as-
RIC872A/1172 I Wave- ercury 5.0 7.5 10.000 5.0 Am-. 1.25 Am 10 61872A!872 
1005/0X1005 Full Wave-Gas 6.3 0.1 450 210 Ma. 70 Va  20 1005/CI1005 
1006/CI1006 Full Wave-Gas 1.75 2.0 1.600 600 Ma 200- Ma. 20 1006/0X-1006CK1007 

ral Wave-Gas 1.0 1.2 980 330 Ma. 110 Ma. 24 CX1007 
=WU Full Wave-Gas 1.7$ 2.0 1200 

1.200 
900 Ma 
900 Ma. 

300 Ma. 
300 Ma. 

25 
2$ 

0E1012 

1641/11180 Full Wave-High Vacuum 5.0 3.0 4.500 
2.500 

ISO Ma. 
330 Ma. 

50-Ma. 
250 Ma 

61 1641.11[60 

5517/CI1013 Half Wave-Gas 2.800 50 Ma. 6 Ma 100 5517/CI1013 

AYTHEON 

yypy my. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUSES 

CONSTRUC- SPECIAL FILAMENT 
WON APPLICATIONS Tells Type 

Ma. Me. 
Plate PROF 
Volt C. Me. 

CAPACITANCÉS-
Mudd. 

G-P hope Owspo 
TYPI MO 

GAD Re Pentode tIH.F. Amplifier .5 0.1,5 Heater 
--111N4 

180 7 0.01 4.3 2 1 6A/46 
Triode U.H.F. Ctsc..Am . 6.3 0.2 Heater 180 12 2.3 3A 0 55 6N4 

RIM Gas Triode Radio Control 1.4 0.05 Oxide 
- 2i:Ko - Gas 

45 1.5 2.5 2.7 28 RIC61 
Tetrode Control Th citron 6.3 0.6 Heater 6.50 loo 0.2 2050 

ni . 

f0EE‘ Get sicee:::;:fic% pees C.1"°r1 

.'mP° ,,choract ec'n u 
onnI j octee: 12 5 

inse °\1„ .% ° cPc'se 

ot ear" and sP ec'cl. or 177 

c'ec"utrcon, V7vr de° er tubrieriseg direct. 

RAYTHEON MFG. CO. 

55 CHAPEL STREET 

NEWTON 58, MASSACHUSETTS 

RAYTHEON 



HERE'S HELPFUL INFORMATION ON Vat, POWER WIRE WOUNDS! 

• ECISION 

WOUND RESISTORS 

IREE CATALOG 

IRC Catalog 50 lists a 
resistance unit for every 
ham-rig requirement. It's 
available at your local 
IRC Distributor. 

FIXED POWER WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 

Resistance Range 
Type Watts Length Dia. Ohms 

AB 10 13/4 " 5/ia" 1 to 25,000 

DG 20 9A 6" 1 to 50,000 

EP 50 41/2 " 1/4 " 5 to 0.1 meg. 
ES 80 61/2 " 3/4 " 5 to 0.1 meg. 

HA 100 61/2 " 11/4  25 to 0.1 meg. 

HO 200 10 1/2 " 11/2 " 25 to 0.1 meg. 

ADJUSTABLE POWER WIRE WOUND RESISTORS 
Type Length Dia. Resistance Range 

Ohms 
ABA 134" sAs" 1 to 10,000 
DHA 21/2 " 9/16,, I to 25,000 
EPA 41/2 " 34" 5 to 0.1 meg. 

ESA 61/2 " 3/4 .. 5 to 0.1 meg. 

HAA 61/2 " 11/2 " 100 to 0.1 meg. 

HOA 10 1/2 " 11/2 " 100 to 0.1 meg. 

260 
240 

200 

....... 
160 

120 

80 

40 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
POWER IN PER CENT OF RATED WATTS 

To guard against the harmful action of annowheric moisture and cor-
rosion, IRC Fixed and Adjustable Power Wik Wound Resistors have 
a special cement coating. 
This coating is dark and rough, dissipates heat rapidly, does not de-
teriorate under any reasonable overload. It guards the winding against 
the inroads of moisture and corrosiye. action, contains no chemically 
active ingredients, no salts, to attack the wire. The cement is crack 
proof, is cured and hardened at low temperature to prevent the temper 
from being baked out of winding and terminals. 
IRC Fixed and Adjustable Power Wire Wound Resistors are wound on 
tough, non-porous ceramic forms, have extreme mechanical strength. 
They are available from 10 to 200 !Jets. 
The many exclusive construction features of IRC Volume Controls, Rheostats, 
BT & B1V Resistors, and Precision Wire Wound Resistors bare made them 
the proven favorite of radio amateurs. IRC manufactures a resistance unit for 
every ham-rig requirement. 

NEW! RESISTO-GUIDE 
—AIDS IN RESISTOR IDENTIFICATION! 

Here's practical aid in resistor range identification. 
Just turn the three wheels to correspond with the 
color code and the standard RMA range is auto-
matically indicated. 10c at all IRC distributors. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO. 
401 N. BROAD ST., PHILADELPHIA 8, PA. 

In Canada: International Resistant:: Co., Lid., Toronto, Licensee 



IIYIRO TRANSMITTING AND SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES 
N CONTINUOUS COMMERCIAL SERVICE RATINGS 

ism. Max Max Amoteur 

TYPe Filament Ratings ?tote Plate Plate Net 

Description No. Volts Amps Type Volts Ma Dis Price 

1.4 0.22 
3M Oxide 150 30* 2$ $1.35 

2.8 0.11 1.0W 10Y 7.5 1.25 Thor 450 65 15 1.50 
AND I-1Y24 2 0.13 Oxide 180 20 2 1.50 

MEDIUM 801A/801 7.5 1.25 Thor 600 70 20 2.50 
MU 841 7.5 1.25 Thor 450 60 15 2.25 

IRIODES 1.20 864 1.1 0.25 Oxide 135 5 --
1626 12.6 0.25 Coth 250 25 5 1.60 

I-1Y 31 Z 6 2.55 Thor 500 150* 30* 3.95 

1-1101-1-MU 6 3.2 

NY 1231 Z Thor 500 150s e* 4.50 

1RIODES 12 1.6 
551 4 7.5 3 Thor 1250 175 65 3.95 

2C26A 6.3 1.15 Coth 3500 NOTE 10 7.75 

1-1Y75A 6.3 2.6 Thor 450 90 15 3.95 

VI-1F rty1 148 1.4 0.155 Oxide 180 12 1.8 2.25 

1RIODES I-1Y6 15 6.3 0.175 Cot 300 20 3.5 2.25 955 6.3 0.15 Guth 200 a 1.8 2.85 
9002 6.3 0.15 Ccith 200 a 1.8 2.00 

2E25* 6 0.8 Thor 450 75 15 3.95 
2t3o 6 0.65 Oxide 250 60 10 2.25 
3D2IA 6.3 1.7 Cod% 3500 NOTE 15 7.50 

BEAM 1-1Y69 6 1.6 Thor 600 100 30 3.95 

TETRODES 807 6.3 0.9 Cath 600 120 25 2.30 
AND 837 12.6 0.7 Cath se 80 12 4.15 

PENTODES ti,(126, 6 3.2 Thor 750 120 30 4.50 

12 1.6 1625 12.6 0.45 Cath 600 120 25 2.30 
551 6 6 0.65 Oxide 600 80 15 5.95 
6A1(5 6.3 0.175 Cath Sharp cutoff pentode 2.60 

ACORNS 6Ats 6.3 0.3 Coth Full-wove det., 1-m discrim. .95 

MIN1A- 954 6.3 0.15 Coth Shorp cutofl pentode 4.50 
1URES 9001 6.3 0.15 Coth Shorp cutoff pentode 2.50 Peak Max Inv Amateur 

Type Filoment Ratings Type Flote D-C Peak Net 
No. Volts Amps Red  Mo Mot Pot. Price 

816 2.5 2.0 Mer 500 250 5000 $1.25 

866A/866 2.5 5.0 Mer 1000 500 10000 1.75 

RECIIFIERS 872A 5.0 7.5 Mer 5000 2500 10000 7.50 
1616 2.5 5.0 Vac 800 260 6000 7.50 

Averoge Operating Av Min Amateur 

Type 

°paroling Ma Volts Storting Net 

No. Voltage Min Max Reg V oltoge Price 

GASEOUS 0A2 150 5 30 2 185 $2.30 
VOLTAGE OB2 108 5 30 1 133 2.30 
REGU- 0C3/VR105 108 5 40 2 133 1.20 
LAIORS OD3/VR150 150 5 40 3.5 185 1.20 

*both s twin triode. NOIE: Special pulse tube, not recommended for c.w; consult Hytron 
Commercial Engineering Dept. for data. it2E25 supersedes and reploces HY65. 1Current for full wove. 

i For better reception, its also Hytron - oldest manu fac turer spedolizing 

ections of in radio receiving 

tubes- originator of the popular Bantam ji GI. 

- 

I 
HY:r“Oti 
900Z 

HY 

r T HYTRON - 
001 

For more complete data, write for your 
free copy of the Hytron transmitting 
and special purpose tube catalogue. 

RON RADIO IN 

HRTROI 
955 

EC 



$2.25 

wWW 
To improve upon the HY75 was not easy. But the new HY75A does the trick. Maximum plate 
current of the HY75A is increased to 90 ma. Grid-to-plate capacitance is sharply reduced to 
2.6 Ku fd. An HY75A substituted for an HY75 in a l44-inc quarter-wave line oscillator raises 
the resonant frequency by 20-30 mc. Efficiency is up; 25% more power output at 14-1 mc. How 
was this accomplished? By a shorter mount, smaller elements, special high-voltage processing of 
the lava insulators, redesigned vertical bar grid, and zirconium-coated graphite anode. All at no 
extra cost to you. Substituted for the H1'75, the HY75A requires only pruning of the tank circuit 
and a higher value of grid resistor. For replan-merit or new ‘ lif equipment, the new HY75A is 
your logical choice. 

III 
IMPROVED VERSION OF HY75 VHF TRIODE 'MI 

The new 551.r supplants the 11Y it), ItY-ioZ, 111.51A, 11151B, and 
HY51Z. Economies of standardization give you the low price of $ 3.95. A tube 
to grow with — the 551-i is efficient at plate potentials from 400-1250 volts. 
Associated components are economical and still usable as power is increased. 
At conservative CCS ratings, two 55i-t's handle 435 watts class C input; delicer 
300 watts class B output. One HY69 or 807 can overdrive at maximum input 
two 551-1's in class C. No costly protective fixed bias is needed for this all-
purpose, zero-bias 5514. Features: zirconium-coated graphite anode, loss - h 
lava insulators, dual plate connections, ceramic bushing for plate cap, grid leads 
to pins 2 and 3, convenient •i-pin medium low- loss base and 7.5- colt filament. 

.Designed for frequencies beyond the capabilities of the 2E25, the new 556 
plate-modulated delivers usetul power outputs of 21, 16, and 12 watts at -5, 
125, and 165 mc respectively. No neutralization is needed in properly designed 
circuits. All electrode potentials may be applied simultaneously fii; minimum 
battery drain in mobile and aircraft use. A dish-pan stem gives shiut leads with 
low inductance and capacitance. The zirconium-coated plate and specially treated 
grids permit higher power outputs. Three separate base-pin connections to the 
filament center tap provide for lowest possible cathode lead inductance. Excel-
lent r-f screening, high power sensitivity, conservative CCS ratings make the 
5516 ideal for powering all stages — r-f and a-f — of your mobile equipment, 
thus simplifying the spares problem. 

5516 INSTANT - HATING 1 

Best illustration of the 2E30's versatility is Ed. Tilton's article beginning on page 
31 of QST for June, 1946. Mr. Tilton uses the 2E30 as crystal oscillator, frequency 
multiplier, speech amplifier, and class A13-2 modulator. Primarily for mobile and 
aircraft vlif equipment, the 2E30 is an excellent driver for h-f or vhf fixed stations. 
Designed, manufactured, and tested for transmitting, the 2E30 has a husky, instant 
heating filament and generous maximum plate dissipation ( 10 watts). It develop, 
high efficiency at only 250 volts plate and screen. Imagine doubling to 114 inc with 
4 watts output and 0.5 watt drive. The miniature bulb is compact, has low base 
losses, lead inductance, and capacitance. You can find many uses for the economical 
2E30— a peanut for size, a power-house for output. 

e • 

• 
ono! 
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HYTRON 
e'MDE I N USA 

$3.95 

$5.95 

With this HY-Q 75 linear oscillator kit, you can be on 11/4  
or 2 meters in an hour. Features are: carefully engineered for 
easily duplicated results, micrometric tuning ( 140-250 mc), 
silver-plated tank, precision-machined shorting bar, special 
filament, grid, and plate chokes, non-inductive coaxial plate 
blocking condenser, quick band changing, chart for fre-
quency determination, peak performance for HY75A or 
HY75 ( useful power output with HY75A is 17.5 w on c- w, 
13.5 w on phone), easy pictorial instruction manual. 

HY-Q 75 11/4  - 2 METER VHF KIT I 
SEE THESE FIVE NEW HYTRON PRODUCTS AT YOUR JOBBER'S 

Unassembled $9.95 

Assembled $11.95 
(without tube) 

NICS CORP., SALEM, MAS 



Be "In the Know" 
on radio receiver engineering practice 

SA/11S • 1Ce 
eel) Ellgint.teN ben 

V°1-ine IOFM 

with PHOTOFACT* FOLDERS 
Do you keep up to date on modern receiver design practice? 

Do you know how engineers in the laboratories of radio 

manufacturers solve various design problems? 

This information, fresh and new as this month's QST, is 

available to you in Howard W. Sams Radio PHOTOFACT 
FOLDERS. There's no need to wait for year-old compilations 

of data! 

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS bring you so much more than 
ordinary schematics. Complete with clear-cut photographs and 

technical information that runs from four to twelve pages, 

they tell you everything you want to know about the latest 

radios, phonographs, intercommunication systems and power 

amplifiers. Service engineers find them indispensable because 

they save up to 50 percent in bench time. 

PHOTOFACT FOLDERS are published in envelopes contain-
ing 30 to 50 folders at $ 1.50 per set. This price includes 

membership in the Howard W. Sams Institute, which 

brings you practical answers to questions about receiver ser-

vicing, repair, adjustment and maintenance. See PHOTOFACT 
FOLDERS at your favorite radio parts supply house. 

*Trade Mark Reg. 

In Each PHOTOFACT 
FOLDER You Get-
1. From two to a dozen clear cut 
photographs of the chassis—com-
pletely identifying each component 
for instantaneous checking or re-
placement. 2. A keyed reference 
Parts List giving complete specifica-
tions on each component, manufac-
turer's part number, available re-
placement type or types, and 
valuable installation notes. This 
makes it possible for you to select 
from your stock or immediately 
order a part which meets all exact-
ing requirements. 3. A keyed refer-
ence alignment procedure for the 
individual set, with adjustment fre-
quencies and recommended standard 
connections. 4. Complete voltage 
analysis of receiver. 5. Complete 
resistance analysis of receiver. 6. 
Complete stage gain measurement 
data. 7. Full page schematic dia-
gram. B. Dial cord diagram and re-
stringing instructions. 9. Complete 
disassembly instructions. 

HOWARD W. S a MIS CO., INC. RADIO PHOTOFACT SERVICE 
In Canada — writ* to A. C. S d SONS, 301 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario 



ready to help you pin the meter! 

As America's oldest independent manufac-

turer of microphones, the Universal Micro-

phone Company has always been at the 

service of radio amateurs everywhere. You 

were our first customers "away back when," 

and we are ready, now and in the future, to 

help you make your rig pin the meter with a 

Universal Microphone! 

NEW 020 SERIES DYNAMIC MICROPHONES 

This postwar model is especially suited for recording, public 
address, transmitters, or where‘er a full-ranged dynamic micro-
phone is desired. It combines modern appearance and rugged 
stability. The built-in cable connection is easily accessible 
without interference with the microphone, and "stand and 
cord" noises are minimized because the internal element is 
mechanically isolated. The D20 Dynamic Microphone is 
designed for indoor and outdoor use with a frequency range 
of 50 to 8000 cycles. Its special " Micro-Adjust Swivel" assures 
smooth, easy adjustment and steady, positive positioning any-
where throughout a 60° angle. Finished in satin chrome. 
Complete with 25' low loss cable and detachable connector. 
Available in models of 50, 200, 500, and 40,000 Ohms. An 
exceptional value at only S32.50. 

A HOME RECORDING HEAD or PROFESSIONAL QUALITY! 

Universal's design and engineering skill, long experi-
enced in the manufacture of precision studio recorders, 
has produced this superior home recording head. It 
outperforms similar recording heads of magnetic design 
since it purposely accentuates the high frequency range 
in amount and degree to compensate for high frequency 
losses common to home recording records and phono-
graph circuits. This assures a "sparkling" tone quality. 
Its sensitivity and impedance are keyed to match stand-
ard home recorders, thus eliminating special adjustments. 
Finished in deep brown enamel. Complete with solder 
terminals, spring tempered phosphor bronze knife edge, 
steel attachment plate, mounting screws and long styli 
set screw. Only $ 11.50. 

"KD" DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 
This popular low-cost microphone 
nod' is available in a new and im-
proved design. Excellent for home 
recording, amateur applications. Com-
plete with 10 ft. rubber covered 
cable. Impedance 40.000 Ohms, Only 
S 17.7 5, 

061 CONSTANT VELOCITY FREQUENCY RECORD 
Here's a handy tool for direct checking of re-
sponse characteristics of phonograph pick-ups. 
Also for indirect checking of recording heads, 

YOUR LOCAL RADIO 

A132 RECORDING HEAD 

0
 loud speakers, loud speaker installa-
tions, theater sound equipment, public 
address equipment and audio fre-
quency equipment. Complete with 
data sheet. Only S3.00 each. 

OTHER UNIVERSAL MODELS ARE AVAILABLE, including 

dynamic, velocity, and carbon in standard, hand, com-

munications and cartridge types. For a complete catalog 

on these os well as Universal Recording Components, 

see your radio parts distributor or write direct to us. 

PARTS DISTRIBUTOR CARRIES UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. 
I od, California 

Export Division, 301 Clay Street, San Francisco II, California. Canadian Division, 560 King Street West, Toronto 2, Ontario, Canada 



TYPE 11 

TYPE 1 

TYPE 11 

TYPE 12 

TYPE 2 

TYPE 2 

TYPE 3 

SMALL, LOW-COST, SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE 

TRANSFORMERS FOR CHASSIS MOUNTING 

Reliable communications equipment must have sta-

bilized voltage—and the right place to provide for it 

is in the equipment itself. These three types of SOLA 

Constant Voltage Transformers have been specifically 

designed for " built-in" applications. They are low in 

cost and their use will often permit the elimination of 

other components. For complete information consult 

Bulletin 34CV-102, available on request. 

Catalog 

Number 

Output 
Capacity 
in VA 

Input 
Volts 

Output 
Vous 

Dimensions in Inches Approx. 
Shipping 
Weight 

List 
Price 
Each A g 1 C l E l F 

30488 15 95-125 6.0 511 ,k 2% 37,6 5,,k 6 $15.00 
30492 15 95-125 6.3 511'6 2% 3'16 Ws 6 15.00 
30498 15 95-125 115.0 51!16 2% 3'16 5'16 6 15.00 

30785 17 95-125 6.3 51?16 32, u 219 ., 3 2 5% 20.00 
30955 17 95-125 115.0 51, 16 311,1 2,, ,,, 3 2 534 20.00 

301002 15 95-125 6.3 5 6 334 2!,.¡ 3 1% 2% 18.50 
301003 15 95-125 115.0 5 3% 21¡ 3 1 q 2% 18.50 

*Condenser supplied as separate unit. 

FOR COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT NOW IN SERVICE 

Where provision for constant voltage protection has not been 
made within the equipment itself, these standard SOLA Con-
stant Voltage Transformers can be easily installed. They re-
quire no supervision or maintenance, are instantaneous in oper-
ation and they protect both themselves and the equipment 
against short-circuit. Other capacities ranging from IOVA to 
15KVA fully described in Bulletin 34CV-102, available on 
request. 

Catalog 
Number 

Output 
Capacity 
in VA 

Input 
Volts 

Output 
Volts 

Dimensions in Inches 

A IBICIE I 
Approx. 
Shipping 
Weight 

List 
Price 
Each 

30804 30 95-125 115.0 8?‘6 e i6 4% 7% 2% 12 $17.00 
30805 60 95-125 115.0 8% 4'16 4% 8% 2% 13 24.00 
30806 120 95-125 115.0 911(6 4'116 4% 8% 2% 17 32.00 

30807 250 95-125 115.0 11% 61'16 5% 331. 6 4 30 52.00 
30M807 250 190-250 115.0 11% 61 16 5% 31% 6.3"i 30 52.00 
30808 500 95-125 115.0 1434 61'16 5% 5 634 40 75.00 
30M808 non 190-250 115.0 141/5 6's 5% 5 64 40 75.00 
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TYPE 12 

TYPE 1 

DIMENSIONS: 

A: Overall Length 

Eii Overall Width 

Ci Overall Height 

E & F- Mounting 

Dimensions 

Prices subject to change 

without notice. 

TYPE 3 

Constant Vo regformers 

*t •1 -rii .• I,-lx,...ii ,sb „,s _ ,, • 
•'... mt -, ...,- '' n ,, ...• e • 

,e• 

SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY, 2525 CLYBOURN AVE, CHICAGO 14, ILL. 



BURGESS BATTERIES 
904 'Warn 

RECOGNIZED BY THEIR STRIPES • REMEMBERED BY THEIK SERVICE 

The batteries on this page only illustrate a few of 
the many popular types of Burgess Batteries for 
Ham Operators. Your local Burgess distributor has 
fresh stocks for all your needs. 

No. 4FA No. 5308 No. F4BP 

No. 4FA LITTLE SIX-1 I J volts—replaces 
one round No. 6 cell. Radio "A" type; is 

recommended for the filament lighting of 
vacuum tubes. Size, 4h" x 2,2'6" x 2?2'6". 

Weight, 1 lb. 5 oz. 

No. 5308-45 volt "B" battery equipped 

with insulated junior knobs. Taps at — 

+22! +45 volts. Size, 5w x (6" x 2?e. 
Weight, each-2 lbs. 15 oz. 

No. F4BP— A 6 volt, heavy-duty portable 

battery, designed for Burgess X109 head-
light. Contains four F cells connected in 
series. Screw terminals and brass knurled 

nuts. Size, 22 " x 22W2" x 474'2". Weight, 1 
lb. 6 oz. 

No. 2308—A45 volt super-service,standard 

size radio "B". Designed for receivers with 
plate current drain of 10 to 15 milliamperes. 

Size, 7j x x 2W. Weight, 7 lbs. 6 oz. 

No. Z3ONX 45 volt "B" battery. Improved 
small size. Adapted to radio, portable re-

ceivers and transmitters. Screw terminals. 

Size, 3" x 1W x 43!3'2". Weight, 1 lb. 4 oz. 

No. 2F2H—A 3 volt radio "A" battery used 
with portable radios, amplifiers, and special in-
struments. Size, 2%tj" x 2W x 4h". Weight, 
1 lb. 6 oz. 

No. W3OBPX-45 volts. Extremely small and 
light in weight. Very suitable for personal 

transceivers used by amateur clubs and radio 
stations. Equipped with insulated junior knobs. 

Size, 17,32" x 22,142" x 4. 16 7. Weight, 10 oz. 

No. Z3ONX No. 2F2H No. W3OBPX 
le-gm 

I I 

'JIII \j„11..1.11-1- 
dj 

,;a64 

VOTED FIRST CHOICE 
IN NATIONAL POLL OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

2 oat 3/That's the way electronic engi-

neers voted for Burgess Batteries in a recent survey. 

Use the brand the experts choose...BUY BURGESS! 

117rite For The Name of Your Local Distributor 

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY 
DEPT. R46 FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 
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A Perfected 

WIRE RECORDER 
AVAILABLE AT LAST! 

(For 110-Volt 60-Cycle\ 
Ontration Only J 

Fully tested unit as illus-
trated includes spools, 
wire, triple function rec-
ord-reproduce-erase head, 
with detailed instructions 
and schematic circuit for 
adaptation to radio or am-
plifier. Limited sale. One 
to a customer. 

ONLY 

COMPLETE' 

Soloed to 0.P.A.Amotel 

Here's the Wire Recorder You've Been Waiting For! 
The result of an intensive 3-year research and 
development program, this unit is ready for your 
adaptation to any radio or amplifier. Record 
your voice, your favorite radio programs, amateur 
communications—with perfect fidelity, ready for 
instantaneous play-back. Plays same recording 
hundreds of times with no loss in quality—no 
"needle scratch." Use same wire repeatedly for 
new recordings by simple, automatic demagnetiz-
ing-erase feature. Read specifications and fea-
tures. Then order YOUR genuine WiRecorder 
Unit now! Use handy coupon below. 

WiRecorder Corporation 
Stroh Building, Detroit 26, Michigan 

This is my order for the new WiRecorder Unit as described in the 

Handbook. Enclosed find money order or certified check for $89.50, 
for prepaid shipment to: 

Name  

Address  

City and State  

WiRecorder Features 

• Exclusive capstan drive 
minimizes "wow" or 
flutter. Wire speed held 
constant at 2 feet per 
second. 

• High-fidelity response. 
Flat, + 5db from 80 to 
8000 cycles. Excellent 
for musical reproduction. 

• Full hour of continuous 
recording on spools only 
2M" in diameter. 

• Complete unit, precision-
built, only 8' wide, 7" 
high and 7" deep. Weight, 
with spools and wire, 9 
lbs. 

• High-speed rewind. One 
hour recording rewinds 
in 8 minutes. 

• Patented " Magneflo" 
clutches guard against 
wire breakage. 

• Automatic stop operates 
in play-back or rewind. 
No handling of wire 
necessary. 

'Extra spools and wire 
available. 

• Oilite bearings. Special 
heavy-duty motor. 

• Licensed under Armour 
patents. 

PRODUCT OF 

WiRecorder 
CORPORATION 

1807 Stroh Building Detroit 26, Michigan 
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FREED TRANSFORMER CO., IN 

72H SPRING ST., NEW YORK 12, 



Learn Code the EASY Way 
Beginners, Amateurs and Ex-
perts alike recommend the 
INSTRUCTOGRAPH, to learn code 

and increase speed. 

Learning the INSTRUCTOGRAPH way 
will give you a decided advantage in 
qualifying for Amateur or Commercial ex-
aminations, and to increase your words per 
minute to the standard of an expert. The 
Government uses a machine in giving 
examinations. 

Motor with adjustable speed and spacing 
of characters on tapes permit a speed range 
of from 3 to 40 words per minute. A large 
variety of tapes are available — elemen-
tary, words, messages, plain language and 
coded groups. Also an " Airways" series for 
those interested in Aviation. 

MAY BE PURCHASED OR RENTED 

The INSTRUCTOGRAPH is made in sev-
eral models to suit your purse and all may 
be purchased on convenient monthly pay-
ments if desired. These machines may also 
be rented on very reasonable terms and if 
when renting should you decide to buy the 
equipment the first three months rental 
may be applied in full on the purchase 
price. 

ACQUIRING THE CODE 

It is a well-known fact that practice and 
practice alone constitutes ninety per cent 
of the entire effort necessary to " Acquire 
the Code," or, in other words, learn teleg-
raphy either wire or wireless. The In-
structograph supplies this ninety per cent. 
It takes the place of an expert operator in 
teaching the student. It will send slowly at 
first, and gradually faster and faster, until 
one is just naturally copying the fastest 
sending without conscious effort. 

BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS 

Other than the practice afforded by the 
Instructograph, all that is required is well 
directed practice instruction, and that is 
just what the Instructograph's " Book of 
Instructions" does. It supplies the remain-
ing ten per cent necessary to acquire the 
code. It directs one how to practice to the 
best advantage, and how to take advantage 
of the few " short cuts" known to experi-
enced operators, that so materially assists 
in acquiring the code in the quickest pos-
sible time. Therefore, the Instructograph, 
the tapes, and the book of instructions is 
everything needed to acquire the code as 
well as it is possible to acquire it. 

MACHINES FOR RENT OR SALE 

__911.drucmq ¡'((/311 
ACCOMPLISHES THESE PURPOSES: 

ruzsT: It teaches you to receive telegraph symbols, 
words and messages. 

SECOND: It teaches you to send perfectly. 

THIRD: It increases your speed of sending and 

receiving after you have learned the code. 

With the Instructograph it is not necessary to impose 
on your friends. It is always ready and waiting for you. 
You are also free from Q.R.M. experienced in listening 
through your receiver. This machine is just as valuable 
to the licensed amateur for increasing his speed as to 
the beginner who wishes to obtain his amateur license. 

Postal Card WILL BRING FULL PARTICULARS 
IMMEDIATELY 

THE INSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
4707 SHERIDAN ROAD CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 

Representative for Canada — Canadian Marcan Co., P.O. Box 1690, Montreal, Quebec 
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14-Dzszr 

etegke BEEN WAITING FOR 
EVER Stancor leads the field. To serve you 

better in 1947 and to bring you as soon 

as possible quality products, we step ahead in 

new plant facilities. 

Watch for Stancor's timely releases; they are 

planned to satisfy your needs ... keep in mind 

Stancor's high standard of performance, ad-

vanced design and universal application. 

These are the things which will become in-

creasingly available to all . . . these are the 

things that have made Stancor your favorite. 

íON STANCOR'S PROGRAM 
Transformers and Reactors 

of all types. Versatile Line 

of Transmitter Kits, Audio 

Amplifier Kits, and other 

Electronic Devices to serve 

the Discriminating Amateur. 

STANCOR 
STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION 

ADDISON • ELSTON AND KEDZIE AVES., CHICAGO, ILL. 
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257-13 

'li Ij 

HK-25711 

THE HK-57 BEAM PENTODE is the first of 

the new Gammatron transmitting tubes to be 

introduced in 1947. 

This latest addition to the Gammatron line 

is backed by twenty years of engineering and 

manufacturing experience with tantalum ele-

ment tubes. 
Gammatrons are known 

throughout the world for their 

electrical and mechanical rug-

gedness, for their long life, and 

ability to take it. 

Other types, in addition to 

those listed below, will be an-

nounced soon. Watch for them! 

4 .IP • 

al. HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN tro. 
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO 

CALIFORNIA 

... SEND FOR DATA SHEET ON ANY OF THESE TUBES 

TYPE NO. 14 246 54 57;* 254 25111* 3041 304M 354C 354E 4541 4540 654 8541 8548 10541 1554 2054A 

MAX. POWER OUTPUT: 
Class ' C' R.F.   90 90 250 250 500 400 1220 1220 615 61$ 900 900 1400 1800 1820 3000 3600 2000 

PLATE DISSIPATION: 75 ( 1 ) 125 ( 1) 
Watts   25 25 50 50 (2) 100 100 (2) 300 300 150 156 250 250 300 450 450 750 1000 1200 

AVERAGE AMPLIFICATION 
FACTOR   25 25 27 - 25 - 10 19 14 35 14 30 22 14 30 13.5 14.5 10 . 

MAX. RATINGS: 
Plate Volts   2000 2000 3000 3000 4000 4000 3000 3000 4000 4000 5000 5000 4000 6000 6000 6000 5000 3000 
Plote M.A  75 75 150 150 225 225 1000 1000 300 300 375 375 600 600 600 1000 1000 800 
Grid M.A  25 25 33 15 40 25 153 150 60 70 60 85 100 80 110 125 250 200 

MAX. FREQUENCY, Mc.: 
Power Amplifier 200 300 200 200 175 200 17$ 175 50 50 150 150 . 50 125 125 100 30 20 

INTERELECTRODE CAP: 
C 0-o.u.u.f. 1.7 1.6 1.8 -.049 3.6 0. 08 9 10.5 3.8 3.8 3.4 3.4 5.5 5 4 5 11 18 
C p-f u  u f. 2.5 1.8 2.1 7.29 in 3.3 1,045 In 12 14 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.6 6.2 6 8 8 15.5 15 
C p-f so f. 0.4 0.2 0.5 3.13 out" 1.0 ''' Oat 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.2 7 

FILAMENT: 
Volts   6.3 6.3 5.0 5.0 5.0 ,-(--2 5.10 5.10 5 5 $ 5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 11 10 
Amperes   3 3 5 5.0 7.5 ''' 26-13 26-13 10 10 11 11 15 12 12 21 17.5 22 

PHYSICAL: 
Length, Inches   4'; 4'; .5t/rs 4 1/16 7 6 3/16 73.; 7 ,,,, 9 9 10 10 10'ir 12'r. 12'; 16'; 18 21'; 
Diameter, Inches .. 1,,, 1's 2 2 3/8 24 2 11/16 31., 3:; 3q 34 31, 3r, 3,, 5 5 7 6 6 
Weight, Oz.   I': l' 2'; 21/4 6..•  5 1/2 9 9 6' r 6' 1 7 7 14 14 14 42 56 66 
Base   Snoll Small std. .247 Std. Giir' John- John- Std. Std. Std. Std. Std. Std. Std. John- HI( W.E. 

UX UX UX Johnson 50 s on son 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 son 255 Co. 
'Beam Pentode. Watt r'n #213 #213 Watt Watt Watt Watt Watt Watt Watt #214 

1 Type No. 57 tentative specifications Nate 2, Intermittent telegraph ra ing Note 2: Constant by down rating 



IDER Radio Publications 
UNDERSTANDING MICROWAVES 

BY VICTOR 1 YOUNG. For those who hove not previously con-
sidered radio waves shorter thon 10 centimeters. Provides 
foundation for understonding various microwave developments 

of past five years. 

CHAPTER HEADS: The Ultra High Frequency Concept; Sto-
tionary Charge and Its Field; Magnetostatics; Alternating Cur-
rent and Lumped Constants, Transmission Lines; Porsting's 
Vector and Maxwell's Equations, Wove- guides; Resonant Cavi-
ties; Antennas and Microwave Oscillators; Radar and Com-
munication. Section Two is devoted to descriptions of Micro-
wave Terms, Ideas and Theorems. Index. 400 Pages— Price 
$6.00. 

A-C CALCULATION CHARTS 

BY R LORENZEN. Students and engineers will find this book 
invaluable. Simplifies and speeds work involving AC calcula-
tions. Contains 146 charts. Covers AC calculations from 10 
cycles to 1000 megacycles. 160 Pages— Price $7.50. 

INSIDE THE VACUUM TUBE 

BY JOHN F. RIDER A new approach and technique that makes 
its message easy to understand. Here is a solid, elementary 
concept of the theory and operation of the basic types of 
vacuum tubes based on the electro static field theory. Through-
out the entire book, which covers diodes, triodes, tetrodes, and 
pentodes, the aim is to present a cleat physical picture of 
exactly what is hoppening in a vacuum tube, inclusive of the 
development of characteristic curves of all kinds, and asso-
ciated load lines. 
A goldrnine for the student; o must for the libraries of 

servicemen, amateurs and engineers. 425 Pages—Price 84.50 

THE CATHODE-RAY TUBE AT WORK 

BY JOHN F. RIDER. This book presents a complete explanation 
of the various types of cathode-ray tubes and what role each 
element within the device plays in making voltages and cur-

rents visible. The only book of its kindl 
This volume offers a complete and elaborate, easy to under-

stand explanation of the theory of the tube. It is this informa-

tion, with many hundreds of typical oscillograrns illustrating 
practical applications, which makes this book so valuable 
338 Pages. 450 Illustrations— Price $4.00. 

RIDER MANUALS 

FOR RADIO TROUBLE SHOOTING 

Unchallenged authority in the field of radio servicing reference 
books. Containing receiver schematics, voltage data, alignment 
data, resistance values, chassis layouts and wiring and trimmer 
connection material they aid in quick location of faults in ailing 
receivers. Fourteen volumes cover all important American made 
receivers issued from 1920 to 1942. 
VOLUMES XIV to VII. EACH VOLUME .... . . S15.00 

VOLUME VI 11.00 

ABRIDGED MANUALS Ito V 1 VOLUME) ..............17.50 

RECORD CHANGERS AND RECORDERS   ..... 9.00 

The Result of 16 Years of 

Specialized Publishing 

Rider Radio Books have been accepted as standard works by 

members of ou l branches of the electronic industry. They have 

worked hand in hand with engineers, technicians, educators and 

students, civilian ond military, for the past sixteen years. Place 

your order from the descriptions below and 

Write Today For Catalog 

AN HOUR A DAY WITH RIDER SERIES 

D.C. VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN RADIO RECEIVERS—The oppli 
cotions of Ohm's low, practically interpreted in terms of how cir• 
suits ore employed in rodio receivers. 

ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN RADIO RECEIVERS—An exposition 
on fundamentals of alternating currents and voltages and where 
they appear in receiving system. 

RESONANCE AND ALIGNMENT—The importance of the subject in 
relation to all communication systems, and the clarity of this text, 
' hove produced o sale of over 50,000 of this title. 

AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL—An easy to understand explona-
lion of how arc is utilized in radio receivers. 

96 Pages each ( Illustrated)—$ 1.25 each 

FREQUENCY MODULATION 

One of the most talked- of developments in radio field; 
details of F-M receiver maintenance and how it differs 
from A.M. 136 Pages- 81 Illustrations— n.00. 

SERVICING BY SIGNAL TRACING 

Explains approved system of diagnosing faults in radio 
receivers and all kinds of communication systems. The 
method was introduced by the author of the book, 
John F. Rider. The system has won endorsement by in-
dividuals and associations the world over as well os 
technical bronches of our government. 360 Pages- 188 
Illustrations- $ 4.00. Spanish edition- 5400. 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS 

Explains the theory upon which the functioning of the 
different types of v- t voltmeters is based, and also 
the practical applications of these instruments. Includes 
a bibliography consisting of 145 international refer-
ences. 180 Pages— Ill Illustrations- 52 50 

THE METER AT WORK 

How each type of meter works and how each is used 
in the field to best advantage Covers whichever phase 
of the subject the reader is interested in 152 Pages-
118 Illustrations-52.00. 

THE OSCILLATOR AT WORK 

Shows how various oscillator circuits function and 
methods to improve their performance Also describes 
the r-f and rx.f oscillators used as signal sources. Covers 
laboratory test methods, and other related tests. 256 
Pages- 167 Illustrations- 52.50. 

SERVICING RECEIVERS BY MEANS OF 
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT 

Discusses series and parallel combinations of resist-
ances and the distribution of currents and voltages, 
providing the basis underlying the circuit arrange-
ments used in connus types of radio receivers. Also 
discusses application of resistance measurement to 
radio servicing. 203 Pages-94 Illustrations—$2.00. 

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The basic operation of the discriminator and Automatic 
Frequency control circuits is explained in great detail 
in the first part of the book. Descriptions of systems 
used in commercial receivers are fully described in the 
second part of the book. 144 Pages- 102 Illustrotions 
—51.75. 

ALIGNING PHILCO RECEIVERS 
1 F. peaks—adjustment frequencies— trimmer and pod• 
der locations—complete and detailed information for 
aligning every Philco model from 1929 to 1941 Covers 
7,000,000 Receivers. 
VOL. 1-1929 to 1936-176 Pages $2.00 
VOL. 11-1937 to 1941-200 Pages 2.00 

RADAR 

A non- technical explanation of the operating principles of 
Radar. Written so the person without technical background 

con understand it. Also describes how the Army, Navy and Air 

Forces used Rodar to help win the war. 72 Pages—Unique 

Illustrations—$ 1.00. 

JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER, 
404 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. 

INC. 
EXPORT DIVISION: ROCKE-INTERNATIONAL CORP., 13 East 4011, Street, New York 16, N Y. Cable ARLAB 

Publishers Exclusively for the Radio and Electronic Industry 



A 

Complete 

Line of ANTLN 
EQUIPME 
The wartime experience of the Workshop in building pre-

cision high-frequency antennas for the Armed Forces provided 
a backlog of fundamental research and experimental techniques 
which now is being applied to a complete new line of amateur 
equipment. 

The new antennas are designed specifically, for the 2-, 6-, and 
10-meter bands. All of the models have been put through the 
most rigorous tests, both electronic and mechanical, to ensure 
the maximum in performance on the bands specified. The 
elements are made of aluminum alloy tubing, sealed on the ends 
with spherical tips. They are securely mounted in a heavy 
molded plastic head which gives the whole assembly ample 
ruggedness to withstand winds of high velocity. 
As companion equipment the Workshop mast provides a 

complete antenna installation designed to operate as a unit. 
The mast is assembled from 4-foot units with telescoping 
joints, readily adaptable to any desired height. Hand rotation 
is standard equipment, easily adapted to Selsyn or electric motor 
drive. Workshop antenna equipment is available through the 
better amateur dealers everywhere. 

OTHER WORKSHOP ANTENNAS 

FM RECEIVING ANTENNAS--directional and non-direc-
tional. 

TELEVISION RECEIVING ANTENNAS. 
AIRCRAFT ANTENNAS. 
RADAR ANTENNAS. 
HIGH- FREQUENCY ANTENNAS for relaying black-and-

white and color television, FM, facsimile, etc. 
STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER RELAY ANTENNAS. 
POLICE, FIRE and PUBLIC UTILITY BEACON ANTENNAS. 

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

I. The .tudv of radiation '.trrern nid how they are 
affected by location and proximity by means of 'scale 
models and microwave frequencies. 

2. Fundamental measurements on the ti,e of series 
reactance compensation in coaxial transmission lines 
and hollow dipoles— information invaluable to the 
solution of phasing and impedance-matching problems. 

3. Investigation of various methods of matching low 
impedance coaxial transmission lines to high impedance 
resonant circuits. 

4. New measuring techniques for the solution of special 
antenna problem,. 

The WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES, INC. 

Specialists in High-Frequency Inienrias 

66 NEEDHAM STREET, NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61, MASSACHUSETTS 
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1. 2-Meter Beam Ant Model . 146AB. 

A high- gain, directional, 6- element array with 

two driven elements. Price $19.00 

2. 6-Meter Beam Antenna Model . 52AB. 

A high- gain, directional, 3- element antenna to 

be used with Workshop rotating mast equipment. 

Price $8.00 

3. 10-Meter Dipole Antenna Model . 29AD. 

This bi-directional antenna is designed to cover 

the spectrum from 27 mc. to 30 mc. Telescoping 

elements adjustable to any length between 130 

and 214 inches cover the new 11-meter band 

as well. Price  $6.75 

4. 10-Meter 3- Element Beam Conversion 

Kit Model . 29B, to convert the dipole 

29AD to a 3-element beam. Price..$27.50 

5. Ant Mast Kit Model AM. Two sections 

of 4-foot mast complete with adjustable mount-

ing brackets, nuts, bolts, etc. A stationary mast 

to be used with all Workshop antennas. 

Price $7.25 

6. Model AM1. Extra 4- foot sections to lengthen 

the above mast. Price $1.30 

7. Rotating Accessory Kit Model AM2, to 

convert Model - AM mast to a manually rotated 

mast, complete with instructions. Price... $ 4.25 

The above are the amateur net prices--slightly 

higher in the far West. Prices are subject to 

change without notice. 



TM/ea NEW BROWNING HAM FREQUENCY METER! 

CHECKS XMTR FREQ. IN ANY 

HAM BAND FROM 3.5 TO 140 

MC. ON FM OR AM 

This latest Browning unit designed especially 

for horns — the Model M.1.9 Frequency Meter 

— is o high sensitivity sob that checks your 

operating frequencies accurately If you place 

it near your xmtr, you may not even need 

a pickup wire for usable signals! Can be 

used for measuring frequency of remote 

transmitters and for calibration of receivers 

within ham bands or ham band harmonics 

Truly a necessity for every modern shack 

MODEL MI- 9 FREQ. METER 

• Direct, frequency-reading dial on 
seven ham bands. 

• .05% accuracy at all frequencies. 

• Audio detection of zero beat. 

• Low power consumption. 

• All operating controls on front panel. 

PLUS MANY OTHER FEATURES. 

WRITE US FOR LITERATURE. 

7.W. A NEW BROWNING TUNER! this time for FM- AM 

MODEL R1-12 FM- AM TUNER 
• Separate RF and IF systems on both 

bands. 
• One antenna serves both FM and 

AM. 
• Tuning eye shows correct tuning. 
• 2-stage cascade limiting on FM. 
• Phono position on channel selector 

switch; phono input connector in 
back. 

• Armstrong circuit employed on FM. 

PLUS MANY OTHER FEATURES. 
WRITE US FOR LITERATURE. 

FOR HI Fl RECEPTION IN THE 

NEW FM BAND AND IN STANDARD 

BC. BAND 

Ask any old-timer about the Browning-Drake 

tuner, and he'll warm right up with a recites. 

tion of how much that unit meant to him. 

Now put an 12.1-12 in your house, and the 

xyi and all the neighbors will decide that 

you, after all, are the king pin of radio in 

your community! For here's a hi-fi, hi-sensi• 

tivity unit which provides distortion-free 

reception. Put it in special cabinet, desk 

drawer, shelf — wherever it will look best. 

Or for use with rock•mounted amplifier. 

Diagram of HI-FI AMPLIFIER included with 

every unit 

BROWNING LABORATORIES, INC. WINCHESTER, MASS. 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES MEASUREMENT ENGINEERING 61 DUKE STREET, TORONTO, CANADA 
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SELECT 

4fitese elter4 
FOR SENSITIVITY, STURDINESS AND RELIABILITY 
SIGMA Instruments, Inc., fully guarantee the performance of any relay they manu-
facture. You can buy SIGMA relays in confidence knowing they will serve long and 

well. 

TYPE 4F 
13/8" x I 1/4 ” 

15'32" 
IT Weight: 

,6 OZ. 

Recommended for: 
• Light weight 
• High speed 
• Moderately severe environ-

ment (temperature and vibra-
(ion) 

• Moderate sensitivity 
• Minimum input power 10 

milliwatts 
• Coil resistance up to 14,000 

ohms. 

I Y1'1' -; 
X I' 
x 2 3 P, 

Weight: 
25,16 oz. 

Recommended for: 
• Critical performance require-

ments at a low price in high 
volume applications. Feature, 
of other SIGMA Relays not 
needed in these applications 
have been omitted. 

• Minimum input power 20 
milliwatts 

• Coil resistance up to 14,000 
ohms. 

TYPE 5F 
13/8" x 13/8" 

x 
Weight:.3 Vs 03. 

Recommended for: 
• Exceptionally severe environ. 

mental conditions 
• Maximum sensitivity 
• Minimum input power 0.5 

milliwatts 
• Coil resistance up to 18.000 

ohms. 

>MALL COMPACT 
TYPE 41R0 

with Octal Base 

Only I, Vs" x t 
"Aa" 

In addition to their regular 
mounts, all series 41 Relays 
are now available in an octal 
( 8 prong) mount for standard 
radio sockets. 

ADAPTABLE 
All relays are obtainable unenclosed or in 
a variety of enclosures, including hermeti-
cally- sealed. Sample orders filled promptly- --
components are on hand to be assembled to 
your requirements 

SPECIALIZED TYPES AVAILABLE 
SIGMA can supply extra sensitivity, DC 
sensitivity on AC current, time delay, and 
other special features. 

SEND SIGMA YOUR RELAY PROBLEMS FOR 
COMPETENT SOLUTIONS. 

TYPE R 
ENCLOSURE 

— Mounted on a standard 5.pin 
base and enclosed in an aluminum 
can. 

TYPE RJ 
ENCLOSURE 

— Mounted in a hermetically. 
sealed enclosure of cadmium. 
plated brass. Also available with 
octal base, type R.10. 

TYPE A 
ENCLOSURE 

— Mounted on a standard 5-pin 
molded bakelite base with snap-
on aluminum enclosure. 

gma Instruments, INC. 
RELAYS 

54 CEYLON ST., BOSTON 21, MASS. 
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You Can Depend on This Famous Name 

Aireon Cinaudagraph Speaker 
for small radios — remarkable 

fidelity reproduction within a 
two-inch cone. 

tettitzteia,J 

The enviable reputation which 
Cinaudagraph Speakers have 
attained for high fidelity, su-
perior performance and rug-

gedness is deserved through exceptional 
engineering and production facilities. 
Cinaudagraph PM Speakers use Alnico 5, 
the "miracle metal" which gives you four 
times the performance without size or 
weight increase. Acceptance of Cinauda-
graph Speakers by leading radio manufac-
turers is assurance of their high fidelity 
performance. 
A complete line of speakers from 2-inch 

units for portable radios to 15-inch models 
for commercial phonographs and P. A. 
systems is available. Write us about your 
speaker requirements. 

peetleetó, I NC. 
SLATER, MISSOURI 

A Sub,hary of Air Manufa..-tur,ng Cort»oration 
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e— — SLIT 7(.1-M ]:=1=17,-IT  

TRANSFORMERS 
Audio • Bias • Chokes • Universal Driver • Filament 

Universal Modulation • Plate • Power • Output 

QUALITY is important . . . so is BALANCE 

120 VOLTS 

PLATE 

IN PUT 
CHOKE 

Fl LTER 
CHOKE 

Fl LAM ENT 

DC Volts 
600-750 

600-750 

The quality and balanced design of SNC 
transformers are setting a new industry 
standard. Consider this conventional power 
supply and select the BALANCED QUALITY 
components listed. 

BALANCED COMPONENTS 

DC Imps Plate Input Choke 
0.2 7P530 2P148 

0.3 

1000-1250 0.3 

1500-1'50 0.3 

2000-2500 0.3 

2000-2500 0.5 

71'535 
7P5.56* 
7P542 

21'152 

Filter Choke 
2P147  

2P1 51 

P543• 
7P551 
7P552* 
'P55 -
1)558* 

2PI52 2PI51 

2P152 2P15I 

2PI52 2P15I 

711563 
71'564' 

• Compound filled continuous dut) is pes 

2P156 21'151 

BALANCED FILAMENT COMPONENTS 

41'226 for 866s or other 2.5 V. 5A Rectifiers 
4P242 for 872s or other 5.0 V. 10A Rectifiers 

THE POWER SUPPLY IS THE HEART OF THE RIG—COMPLETE IT WITH BALANCED QUALI1 Y 
SNC TRANSFORMERS FOR GREATER ENJOYMENT! 

Write for our interesting catalogue giving valuable information and 
specifications on all the tspes of transformers sou need. 

MZ:r   

SNC MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY, INC. 
WEST LAKE AVENUE, AT LEHIGH 

GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS 

H 
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SENDING 

RECEIVING 
FOR AMATEUR AND 

IS THE 

WAY 
ORIGINATED BY WALTER H. CANDLER 

SPEED — WITHOUT TENSION 

AND NERVOUSNESS PROOF FROM A CHAMPION 

TED \i. Ei.ufn I. lia • ) fikial ch.,,,,pi,.. 
op, ,. r. Speed 77,2 w.pd11., won at 5 ille 

'l'omnium nr t. Julv 2, 
193Q. I lei, ‘. hat Vi 'arid 
Champion \I nlirnns 
has to say: \ I. - kill 
and speed are the re-
of the exclusive, scien-
tific training % alter 
Candler gave me. Prac-
tice is necessary, hut 
without proper training 
to develop Concentra-
tion, Co-ordination and 
a keen Percept i( e Sense, 
practice is id lit tle value. 

ill practiee 
Ite oriole 

SEND FOR THIS FREE 

'I nut CAN NOW LEARN CODE Or increase your 
speed and proficiency with the f:  
t:andler Sy - tern. CANDLER — the S. stem 
of the (Iampions, offers you dielinell% n., 

scientific mil hods wIlieli can train you tin 
heroine an \ - 1. expert Smateur or Commer-
cial Operator, in le-- than half the usual 
tittle taken to master Ibis skill. CANDLER 
trains yiiii front the start, and enables V011 to 
In•runnt• terolivient that you is ill be :tilde to 
pass lie crest tests for Amateur or 
Merida' There is a Candler I our -. . 1i•-

'led fin particular nerd- and . 1. -11,-. 

If you are sidijert to the nervous tension :Mil oilier hanoliedpn 
80 anam eodr operators face, the CA \ I / I.E It System will relieve 
yam of this insecurity In your own , bail mid make you atare of 
yourself. In this way you will lie free to a pp'. ii mir talents to top 
speed and maxiIIIIMI proficiency. list .4 \ lit t li - trained 
om•rators would read like the  's liii- G Ito- of code operation. 
'the expert operators who have reaclicd the top through the 
trai ee i ll g they have obtained from C.% \ DI.Eli is proof in itself 
of the value this System l'ail be to you. :lust meniorieing the code 
and sending and receiving does not Mal:, the skilled radio op-
erator. The technique of fast, aecurate telegraphing and time 

ability to meet all requirements are the factors w Iii,•le distinguish 
the expert f he ordinary mierator. 'Ile CA \ I I.E It System 
offers you all these. Let this worlibrimowned System gi.e you the 
speed. skilland technique yon ', veil to free yourself from all handi-
caps and code problems and prepare ir, f. .r an> license or err-
[Meaty.. n higher rating. or a will, increased linaorial 

return, % nil at a price uni ri •il.41.1,11111 • it inl •ti within the reag•li 

riels,orto , interested in developing skill :old specd. 

BOOK OF FACTS 

In a clear, simplified way it tells how many of the CANDLER Code Cham-

pions of today reached their goal. Just a postcard will bring this enlight-

ening booklet to you FREE. Send for the CANDLER SYSTEM BOOK OF 

FACTS right Now 

COURSES for BEGINNERS and OPERATORS 
CANDLER offers three distinctive services to all who are 
interested in rode operation: 
The SCIENTIFIC CODE COURSE espt•ciallv designed for 
the beginner. It teaches the basic scientific principles of code 
opera t ion. 

The HIGH SPEED TELEGR.4PIII NG COURSE intended 
for operators who desire a higher w.p.m. speed or to improve 
their skill and twereddie handicaps. 

Tine TELEGRAPH TOUCH TYPEWRITING COURSE 
designed for tluise wlm desire to bee • proficient in touch 
ay pen rit mit or develop speed in copying code. 

NO EXPENSIVE EQUIPMENT NEEDED 

Special mental training is the prime roi tri -r' in le.o.iiing 
code or developing 'peed and accuracy. \ OLEIC from 
wide espo•rienve. in developing high-..peed iiiierilltere. is the 
expert srsi,•iii designe,I to help you in a thorilligh 

and interesting m..1 to get ahead faster and go farther. 
Morin s • 11,11111. liole is lost when yini prai•tice without 
understanding ii,' t. inn-. and fundamentals gover ll i ll g speed 
and areura,•,. I lii• 1:S I)LER System offers yin, the 
SIMPLE. INEAPENSI VE WAY TO SPEED. SKILL 
AND CODE l'ItOFICIENCY. 

CANDLER SYSTEM COMPANY P. O. Box 928, Dept. 10-A-7, Denver I, Colo., U. S. A. 
And at 121 Kowsw.w. London W.C. 2, England 
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Fit1IEADIO 
AJ 

ALWAYS THE LATEST 

PIONEERS IN RADIO AND ELECTRONICS 

NATIONAL HRO-STA-1 • Net $274.35 

697 Power Unit $20.36 • MCS Speaker $ 12 

A Receiver, designed for the Amateur, to provide 
dependable communications, under most severe con-
ditions. New Noise Limiter incorporated. Band spread 
on all "Ham" Bands—Coverage 1.7 to 30 MC. 

HAMMARLUND HO- 129-X • Net $ 173.25 

Price Includes Cabinet Speaker 

A "Ham" Receiver with the professional touch, pro-
viding flexibility of operation. Six bands for easy 
location of stations. Has all "Ham" features with 
sensitive and stable performance 

ALWAYS THE FINEST 

HALLICRAFTER SX-42 • Net $ 250.00 
R-42 TABLE SPEAKER • Net $25.00 

The SX-42 has many new and ingenious circuit 

features. Precision tuning for all AM and FM Broad-
cast and Amateur Bands. Temperature compensated 
oscillator. High fidelity phono-amplifier-8 watts. 
Continuous coverage 540 KC to 110 MC. 

CARDWELL MODEL CR-54 RECEIVER 
RACK MODEL AVAILABLE LATER 

This completely new communications receiver uses 18 
miniature tubes. Large direct reading precision dials 
—electrical band spread. New type noise limiter. 
Variable selectivity crystal filter. Temperature com-
pensated oscillator. Wide coverage- 540 KC to 54 
MC, with extra coil strip. 

QUALITY MERCHANDISE • PROMPT SERVICE 

CAMERADIO CO., 963 LIBERTY AVE., PITTSBURGH 22, PA. 
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MOLDED OIL-PAPER CAPACITORS 

Molded oil paper capacitors, hermetically sealed against moisture, 

provide dependable service under the conditions which cause repeated paper tubular 

failure. For r.f. use up to 40 m.c., and for a.f. by-pass, and filter circuits. 

Type Voltage Range Capacitance Ronge Length Width Thickness 
AP 120- 400 VDC 1000- 10000 Mmfd 11/16" 29/64" 7/32" 
DP 120- 600 " 1000- 10000 " 13/16" 13/16" 19/64" 
MP 120- 800 " 1000-100000 " 1 11/64" 41/64" 17/64" 
FP 120-1000 " 1000-100000 " 1 15/32" 49/64" 21/64" 
EP 120-1000 " 5000-200000 " I 15/32" 49/64" 17/64" 

OIL-IMPREGNATED FILTER CAPACITORS 

"Oil-Mites" for filter and by-pass applications involving high voltages 

and extremes of temperature and humidity. Mineral oil impregnant achieves more 

compact size without impairing performance. Power factor and capacitance ore stable 
through temperatures from — 55 to 185 F. Either upright or inverted mounting is pro-

vided by the reversible hold-down bracket. 

Voltage range: 100 to 1000 VDC. Capacitance range: .01 to 4.0 Mid. 

"Midget Oil- Mites," to meet small space requirements, incorporcev design and 

structural features which permit these capacitors to be contained in smaller cases 

than the conventional "Oil-Mites." Seamless metal cases are hermetically sealed, 
phenolic- insulated solder-lug terminals are leakproof. 

Voltage range: 100 to 1000 VDC. Capacitance range: Single sections, .01 to 1.0 Mid. 
Multiple sections, 2 x .05, 2 x . 10 Mid. 

loee 

OIL- IMPREGNATED BY-PASS CAPACITORS 

Compact "bathtub" design combined with the operating advantages— 

stability of capacitance and low power factor—of mineral oil-impregnated and oil-

filled constructions. 

Capacitance ranges: 
Single sections: 600 VDC—.01 to 2 0 Mid. 

1000 VDC—.01 to I 0 Mid. 

600 VDC 2 z .03 2 x . 1 3 x . 25 

Sections ¡ 1000 VDC 2 x .05 2 

I3 x .05 3 x . 1 ! 2 x .25 

3 x . 1 I 2 x .25 

3 x .51 

TRANSMITTING CAPACITORS 

Type IRS for use in filter, transmitting, and timing circuits are designed 

to handle high transient voltages and temperatures encountered in such service. Im-

pregnated and filled with mineral oil, these units are contained in hermetically 

sealed steel cases. For convenient mounting, permanently attached mounting feet, hook 

hold-down brackets, or adjustable wrap cwaiind brackets for upright or inverted 

mounting are available. The adjustable wrap-around bracket permits mounting with 

terminals at any desired distance above the mounting surface. 

Capacitance and voltage ranges: 600 to 6000 VDC and .03 to 50 Mid. 

TELEVISION CAPACITORS 

Type VRC capacitors, for employment in television circuits are built to 

withstand high voltages at high temperatures—a chief consideration in such applica-
• ns. Typical ratings are: 

Type VRC-8011-8000 VDC, 0.1 Mid. 2 insulated terminals 

Type VRC-16005-16000 VDC, 0.05 Mid. te,,m t;souulantztIf . 

yourjobber cannot supply these Tobe long-life capacitors, write directly to-
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CHOOSE THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR RADIO TELEGRAPH KEYS 
GENUINE EASY-WORKING 

The Easiest Way of Sending 

EVER DEVISED 

DELUXE 

VIBROPLEX 

KEYS 

YEARS AHEAD 

WITH 

PATENTED JEWEL 

MOVEMENT 

Here's the greatest im-
provement in code sending 
apparatus in years. It's the 
PATENTED JEWEL MOVE-
MENT feature exclusive with 
Deluxe Vibroplex keys, that has 
so completely eliminated tiresome 
sending effort that it has made send-
ing easier than you ever dreamed 
sending could be. Polished chromium 
machine parts and base. Colorful red switch knob, 
finger and thumb piece. DIE CUT rontacts and main 
spring. 3/I 6th contact,. Circuit closer, cord and 
wedge. $ 19.30. Standard finish— Polished chro-
mium machine parts 1and black base, $ 15.95. 

"BLUE RACER" VIBROPLEX 

Patterned after the "Original" Vibroplex but smaller 
in size. Capable of the some high-class sending per-
formance for which that key is internationally famous. 
Standard finish— Polished chromium machine parts 
and black base, $13.93. Deluxe finish— Polished 
chromium macnine parts and base with jeweled 
movement, $ 19.50. 

"LIGHTNING BUG" VIBROPLEX 

Another popular Vibroplex key that is widely used on 
land, sea and in the air. Incorporates many advanced 
and exclusive features, adding greatly to its sending 
efficiency and ease of operation. Standard finish— 
Polished chromium machine parts and black base, 
$13.95. Deluxe fini.h—Polished chromium machine 
parts and base with jeweled movement, $ 17.50. 

THE "CHAMPION" VIBROPLEX 

A smart, efficient, full-size key for radio use only. 
Chrome fin-
ished machine 
parts and 
black crystal 
base. 

$9.95 

VIBROPLEX 
Reg. Trade Marks: Vibroplex, Lightning Bug, Bug 

"ORIGINAL" 

DELUXE 

MODEL 

VIBROPLEX popularity is more than a matter of 

smart, graceful design, unmatched signal quality 

and operating dependability. It's the better and 

safer way of sending ... it's the easiest way of 

sending ever devised. No special skill is required. 

No tiresome effort is involved. No danger of 

'glass' arm. SIMPLY PRESS LEVER— VIBROPLEX 

DOES THE REST. 

VIBROPLEX CARRYING 
CASE 

Plushlined, finished in handsome 
simulated black morocco. Re-
inforced corners. Flexible 
leather handle. Lock and key. 
Protects key from dust, dirt and 
moisture. Insures safe keeping 
when not in use. Prolongs life of 
key. $ 5.50. 

No matter which Vibroplex key you choose you can be 

assured that it will meet whatever demands are made upon 

it, and in addition give you a lifetime of sending pleasure 

and satisfaction. Specify model. Remit by money order or 

registered mail. Write for FREE illustrated catalog. 

The - BUG •  

Trade NI ark 
identifies the 
Genuine Vibro-
pies key. 

It's your guar-
anty of coin-
islote satisfac-
tion. Accept no 
substitute. 

THE VIBROPLEX CO., Inc. 
833 Broadway • New York 3, N. Y. 

J. E. Albright, President 
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3 Basic Way TO IMPROVE THE 

EFFICIENCY AND STABILITY OF YOUR RIG 

1 WARD LEONARD RELAYS 

Proper relays 'lase mans practical uses in amateur 
rigs. They provide convenient circuit control and 
greater operating efficiency. They help reduce the 
length of connecting leads, prevent unnecessary 
transfer of stray or transient currents to critical parts 
of the transmitter circuit Designed and built for 
rugged service, WARD LEONARD Amateur RelaYs 
arc available from stock in the following types.; 
Antenna Change-Over — Antenna Grounding — 
Band Switching — RF Break- In — Keying — Over-
load — lJnderload — Latch- In — Remote Control — 
Safety — Sensitive — Time Delay. 

2 WARD LEONARD RESISTORS 
The installation of VI 1.1i0HM wire-wound resistors 
insures that extra performance you want in critical 
circuits. With exclusive features developed in the 
WARD LEONARD laboratories .. these resistors 
meet the most rigid specifications. Fixed resistors arc 
available in 8 stock sizes from 5 watts to 200 watts. 
Adjustable resistors, in 7 stock sizes from 1.0 watts to 
200 watts Wide range of resistance values Stripohm. 
Discohm, and Plague resistors are also available. 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGS 

For helpful data and information, 

write for Relay Catalog No. 

D-111 and for Resistor-Rheostat 

Catalog No. D-2. 

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 

3 WARD LEONARD RHEOSTATS 
These Vitrohm Ring-Type units are widely used as 
potentiometers or rheostats, for fixed or variable close 
control, in commercial as well as amateur equipment. 
Made of highest grade ceramic materials. Resistance 
wire is held in place and protected by special WARD 
LEONARD vitreous enamel. Many other features. 
Available from stock in 25 watt, 50 watt. 100 watt and 
150 watt sizes, in wide range of resistance values. 

WARD LEONARD 
RELAYS • RESISTORS • RHEOSTATS 

Electric control +±' devices since 1892 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO., Radio and Electronic Distributor Division, 53K West Jackson Blvd., Chlcago 4, U.5. A. 
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Itosistenc•••Tuned Audio Oscillator 

-hp- 200C 

<AL 

Voeu.... " u"• Voitmeier 

"hp- 400A  

Vacuu m Tube Voltme ter 

-hP- 410A  

fast, easy 
iffieasureimeirtits of 
• • p11111041011111t (*CUOMO'« 

swift, sure measurents—mmercia 

so neces-
em 

sar;/ in amateur rodio, CO 
broadcasting, laboratory research, r 
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industrial electronics— are made pos-
sible and practical by -hp- precision 

instrumen on these ts. 
Condensed specifications many 
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pages. -hp-'s new catalog— ours for 
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the asking— gives more innts and the 
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on electronic measureme 
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Diet Scale A 2.50 cps Calibration Point, Al 

201-B 

203-A 
20 cps 

CO 
20 kc 

Dial Seal ist 20-200 re _ C anon Point - 
° 10. we 95 Rangy. dial talibratinnl 

Dial „a Gelb, 20-2NIee Pointy 1. Calibration ,, 
d I. 10. 100 tinte, dial centreline) 

205-AG 
20 cps 

to 
20 At 

205-AH 
"detail«. 
Toned Tiered 
Generater 

I ke 

100to ks 

Dial Scat NN 

Ranges.-3 r0OentP-"isn'strdiao6Itealibration) 

Points 130 
R CzepeaiSei:ne-sl-dli0alkrtalihralinn) 

INSTRU-
MENT 

FUNCTION FREQUENCY ACCURACY 

100-A 
Leh 

SMederd 
100 At. 10Ouknt7: . 100 cos 

01% ok. 'no 
mp., Of, ra  

100-8 
Lned 

Freqp.p,, 
diAndard 

100 An. 10°e uti Is, tog op, -±1PC1,905«;,3?.c 

210.A wuil 
Square 

Generator 
20 „ " "2.0 t' ol 'run' 

300-A 
Harmonic 
Wars 

Analyser 

Measurement Ran" 
30 op. lolO kc 

Fraisume Y 05% Voltage eseran-±05,0 

320-A Distortion 
Andy., 00 

Measures at 
ovo nd 5 u l 

l 
at fits/oeo,. 4 21:  .« less 

320-8 

325-21 

Distortion 
Anaiyzer 

Me _ rOs tasure op _ ' et 000 O 
5 k s r end is yo • t.  Ac, 

Ir,, hootS'S 

Noise and 
Distortion 
dneFzer 

20 ,... m.... ope-easures.  at 
A 5 ed.. 100 c 400 

ePs) kc r 7.p ke. IS AC aDtVi der's' tmo r tei n .;173:0 than ±. 5II 31:4? s 

33011 Distortion 
Anelytyt 

Me•sureme 
:12r:78-e "00'1  

Vsilinsieot:r.„or.ei:.a1‘1 t3 
oi 

lop dieton eed.oe is .ks., mom 

350-A 

400-A 

Attenualor 

Vacuum 
Tube 

Voltmeter 

Ma.. input 100 ko 

Measurem' 
10 op,,": T mu 

Each Revs 
Rev:, g  00 1001 ekrc ,ur:nDu0.1.•51%t s 

I db In inndj.". 

to Ms to 100 is, 
IDO kc to I on' 

1I0-A 

High Frecurenc' 
Vacuum Tub 
Voltmeter. 

DC Verne!". 
Ohmmeter 

Measurern t 
20 np' to 700 mo Fr"I'd'enc"i3ite«F'if'eA0C'c'passnetdonO7'00tCs.m"ch'r 

500-A 

- as-A 
710-A 

Electronic 
Fregeyno, 
Meter 

Electronic 
Tashnmstsc 

Measurem 5 "" flange— 
t° 50 kc 

in 10 range,  
A2eir of full scale 

An Electronic Frequency Met r and e Tecnnienter A•eerebl 
cebbrated to measure Weds or to 3.000.000 Rem. 

ssRortion Anolyzsr ' 

4/P- . 30(k 



FREQUENCY RESPONSE STABILITY 
ACCURACY 
OF CALI- 
BRATION 

POWER 
OUTPUT INTO 
RATED LOAD 

LOAD IMPEDANCE 
DISTORTION 
AT NATE() 
OUTPUT 

HUM LEVEL BELOW • 
RATED OUTPUT 

POWER' 
REQUIRE- 
MONTS 

SIZE 

*1 decibel. 20 um to 15 ke *2% *2% 1 watt 500 ohms less than I izi 01 db 
115,.°..‘. 
50-M ceo 
60 watts 

Length lb ms. 
Height 8 ins. 
Depth 9 tns. 
Wright 32 lb.. 

*I decibel. 20 Ps 10 15 00 *2% *2% I wan ms 500 oh less than 1% 00 db 
115 volts 
5060 cyc 
60 watts 

Length 16 mg. 
Height 8  
Depth 9 inins.s. 

Weight 32 lbs. 

*1 decibel. 20 fps to 150 kC *2% *2%. 100 milliwatts 1000 ohms 
less than 155 
20 efts to 20 lie 60 db 

115 volts 
50-60 Mic 
50 walla 

Length 10 In. 
Height 8 ins. 
Depth 9 inc. 
Weight 30 tbs. 

*1 decibel. 7 nun 1., 70 41 *2% A2% 100 millmalls 1000 ohms 
Ims man IS, 
10 co, to 20 Lc 00 tit, 

115 bolls 
50-60 cyc 
60 watts 

Length 17 H. 
Height 8f. ms. 
Depth 11 a,.. 
Weight 32 lbs. 

*1 decibel. 7 cps to 70 11c 
*2 decibels. 2 cps to 7 cps *2% *2% 100 inewetts 1000 nhinb 

less than 20.. 
7 con to i0 In CO db 

115 rolls 
50,60 4yc 
60 watt, 

length 17 ins. 
Height p. in.. 
Depth II ins 
Weight 32 lbs. 

*1 decibel. 6 cps lo 6 kc 
32% aril% 

with 
Standardication 

*251 100 nidtmatts 1000 'Mink 
less than 1.5 
10 cpe to 6 kc 60 db 

115 rults 
5040 Cyc 

Length 17 in.. 
Fleight 8 s ins. 
Depth II ins. 

Wi-wpFtipflinh:ht: *1 decibel, 20 cos to 20 ke *21: cc l' -, 
with 

Standardiretion 

*2% 3 wattt 600 ohm. 
Less than 11,i 

at 3 watts 
(Less then t,55 

at 1 van 

60 db 5:715150.80:..1tic 
1823211181 nit: :.. ..... e:.  • 

Down 20 decibels at 20 el» 
Down 1.0 decible et 20 kc 

at lull outPul 

±2% Cir * 1% 
with 

Stenderdwalion 
*2% 5 watts 

50. 200. 500. 5000 ohms 
. all ce 

less than Ith 
30 cgs to 20 kc 
at rated output 

60 db below output or 
90 db below zero level 
whichever is larger 

115 volt. 
50-60 cyc 

125 watts 

Length i ns. 
Height I 1' a 21>v iM. 
Depth 14'. ins. 
Weight le lb.. 

enerator down 2.0 db at 20 cos 
wn 1-0 db at 20 kc et lull output. 
meter within*0.2 db of 40 cps 

rel. tmm 20 cps to 20 kc 

IVA oil% 
wIth 

Standerdiretton 
*2% 5 waits 

Generator 50, 200, 500. 5000 
ohms all el • 

00110,010,5000 ohms Input 
impedance 

less Mau l% 
30 cps to 20 kc 
al rated output 

60 db below output or 
90 db below :ere level 
whichever Is larget 

115 volts 
50-60 0„, 

115 ,,,oi, 

Length 21 ,n ins. 
Height 11 ,1, Ms. 
Depth pp..... 
Weight 23 lbe. 

db front 10 kc ref. I kc to 100 kg 
at full eutput 

81% OW ' 0 lo.. 
wormiti 02% 5 walls 

50. 290, 500. 5000 ohniS 
,Il 01, 

lees than 
10,0 ei 1 watt 
30% at 5 watts 

65 db below output or 
65 db below zero level 
whichever is larger 

115',oils 

50;00 cYc 
125 ."117 

Length 21- 
Height I l'0 o ins.Me. 
Depth 140 a int. 
Weight 63 lbs. 

VOLTAGE IMPEDANCE MISCELLANEOUS CHARACTERISTICS 
POWER 

MONTS 
Rs0EQ.60U1flcyE: 

Output- 5 volts into 1000 oh. Load - Nut lens than 1000 ohme 
Wane Shape SInusoldal 

told distort,. '"I nut inure than , 4. on mien circuit 

115 vats 

,00 ,..„,, 

L° 1101h 21'n ins. 

H.,0ShliZEu., , ,n.. 

Depth 14 ins. 
Weight 53 die 

Output 5 volts into 1000 ullyte Lued Not less than 10470 ohms 
Wave Shape Sinusoidal 

total diehallen net mere than 415 on uyen circuit 
115 'MU 
50-60 coo 
105 *AM 

Length 210.,".. 
Height II' e in.. 
Depth 14 ins. 
Weight 53 lbs. 

Input HMI. 2; nuts. 200 
'Wed 60 • peak to peak n,, oven circuit 

Input 25.000 nmis 
Internal Lech aide. 500 ohms to grOnd 

Wave Shape Square I nucrosecond to 90‘,4 ul numimum) 
Anenuelor 70 db in 5 110 RIM, 

115 volts 

50-60 cec U *011' 

Length 16 in.. 
Height 8 ins. 
Depth 9 ins. 
Weight SO lbs. 

Input I niv lo 500 v Input 200.000 ohm. 

Variable Selectewly 
mu. selectivity is 30 cps' 

at 40 ab .10... from resonenCe ,n,„ . ›pip,,,,,,, le 144 Cps 

ow Caltbratton Points 62 

115 volts 
50-60 eSc 
105 0.11. 

Length 21', ins. 
Height 14 ins. 
Depth le. in.. 
Weight 70 101. 

Mee. Input 100 v 
Analycer Input 20.000 ohms 

Detector Input Should be not leall 
than 100.000 °hem 

Mae. Attenuation: Fundamental more than be db ,.I% , 
Second and higher huniiinics less than 5% 

rillen Tuned to nomad frequencies within t..515 , nomadpeatable) 
Allenoelor 70 db in I db Sleen 

Length 13 ms. 
Height 9 in/. 
Depth 8 ma. 
weight 15 ths. 

Max. Input 100 0 
Analyeer Input 20.000 11h111. 

Detector Input Should be ”00 less 
then 100.000 ohms 

Mar Attenuation, Fundamental more than 60 db . 1% 
Second and higher harmonics lesa than 55". 

Filters Tuned to nominal frequencies within t515 tion.ailmetable) 
Attenuate 70 db In 1 db steps 

Length II Ins. 
Height 9 ine. . 
Depth 81.e. 
WeIght I7t e lb* 

Voltmeter Measurement 
%op .01 y to 300 0 ill 9 ... flees 

Minion min input I y fur . 1s5 distortion 
kabe min. input .00 volts for lull sees 

Amplifier Input 
200.000 ohms shunted by approx. 24 rued 

Voltmeter Input 
1 omen,» nu, %hunted bv attPror 32 n,M10 

MaarAttenuahon, Fun m deenlel mere than 60—db .14/4 
Second and higher harmonics less Mari eh 

Fillers Tuned to nominal frustum,. enthin*A6 'adjustable . 1%1 
Voltmeter Average Reading • calibrated in 

rins belle and In db above a I mw. 600 ohm level, 

11s colt. 
50-60 cyc 
65 watts 

Length 320 Ins. 
Height 11'• ins. 
Depth 14 Ins. 
Weight 56 Ibo  

Voltmeter measurements 
.01 Y lo 300 v In 9 ranges 

gortion min. input I y for . 1', distortion 
ie miromum input 0.0003 ir for full scale 

Amplifier input 200.000 ohm, 
01100100 by aar,a.• 24 ',mild 

Voltmeter Input I megohin min. i 
shunted by mom. 32 mmfd 

M... Attenuate,. Fundamental node than 60 ab 0.1% , 
Second and higher harmonics leu Mon 10% 

Voltmeter Average reading calibrated in ems volts 
and db above • I me, 600 ohm leselt 

115 t.ilts 
00-60 c1c 50 Male 

Lmgth 19 in, 
Height 10. a n's-
Depth 13 Ms. 
Weight 50 lb. 

i 

Mexiinurn Input 50 y 
Input 500 ohms Clee side grounded 
Output 500 ohms one side prouteded Attenuation 110 db in I db steps 

Length 8 ins. 
Height 5 ins. 
own 41,k 1.. 
Weight 4 tbs. 

Meamminent flange - 
le . ta see .. o, 9 range. 

Input - 
1 melohm • min. , shunted by approx. 10 rnm1d 

Vultmeler—Average Reading Callbealell le rms t el l, and in 
db above a I ow, 000 ohm luH. 

e 
115 y . 
50-60 cyc 
40 watts 

Length 7 a in 
d Height Si a ins. 

0.911. Iv. in.. 

Weight lellst. 

Measurement Range - 
Ito 300 VAC In 6 ranges 
Ito 1000 Vie in 7 canoes 

Input AC 8 nlepuhm, o. parallel 00,1.0 
mod at frequencies below 10 Mo 

Input 17(4 100 M.O.'''. 
AC Voltmeter Peak reeding instrument mil intlica.mliege to 3000 ow 

Ohmmeter: 0.2 ohnis to 500 Ineyulune 1,1 1 mines 

115 volts 
50-60 cyc 
40 watts 
Two 1.5 v 
flashlight 

cells bupply 
ohmmeter 

Length 7,'„ Ms. 
Height 12.', im. 
Depth 6t a ins. 
Weight 16 lbs. 

Input 0 5 s to 200 tr Input 50.000 ohm. 

Seperate (menial Attachments 
I. Photocell Input ' lack provided) 
2. Eblerlone-ArIpee 1 11111. Ho uhm 

Automat. Recorder ack provided) 

115 voile 

V ''' white 

Length 17., in.. 
Height 8'n tn.. 
OePth 11 04 ins. 
weight 28 lb, 

180 i. 360 VOC regulated) 
6.3 VAC cl unregulated, 

— 

Dolma constant within Nero, I' , for loads Iron, 0 to 75 nu and for tine- 
mltage variatems al±011`,. Noise and hum less than 0.005. 

115 volts 
50-60 cyc 
50 *el. 
lull load 

Length 7,'4 ins. 
Hetght 8 ins. 
Depth 11'4 
Weight 18 lbs. 

Audio Signal G tor Regulated Power Supply 

205AG -hp- 710A 



PAR-METAL Standard RACKS CABINETS 
CHASSIS PANELS 

ADAPTABLE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT 

--,111111111111111 

Par-Metal Housings for Electronic Apparatus, offer new features, including beautiful streamlined design 
rugged construction, and adaptability. Eliminate need for Special Made-to-Order units on many jobs. Par-Metal 
offers standard ready- to- use housings for every type of transmitting or receiving apparatus. 

Par-Metal offers all the essential equipment needed to build up any sort of a job— from a Small Receiver to a Deluxe 
Broadcasting System. 

PAR- METAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

32-62 49tIt Street, Long Island City 3, N. Y, 

• 

WRITE 

FOR 

CATALOG 

• 

EXPORT DEPT. 

13 E. 40 St., NYC 16 

132 



PANORAMIC RECEPTION 

Identifies 
key clicks, 
hum and 
noises. 

VV2NAB !oolong over the bond the Panoramic Way 

Panoramic Reception enables the operator to see at once o con-

tinuous overall picture of band activity or examine the character 

of any signal, his own or another's. 

Now . . . through the Panadaptor, alert progressive amateurs can 

enjoy to the full the many unique advantages possible only with 

Panoramic Reception as offered by the originator and pioneer of this 

invaluable new technique. 

Consistently, after once using the Panadaptor with their rigs, amateur 

after amateur claim that without Panoramic they'd be at a loss in 

practically all phases of operation ranging from looking over the 

bond or spotting replies to their COs to checking the other fellow's 

modulation. 

TRY PANORAMIC RECEPTION-THEN TRY TO DO WITHOUT IT 

Spots rupllea to 
Cas, hard to find 
sign, frequency 
drift, images, sta-
tions causing splat• 
ter. Facilitates 
netting. 

indicar,., 
tentage modu-
lation, also up-
ward, down-
ward and over-
modulation. 

Spots modulat-
ing supersonics 
and parasitics. 
Helps adlust 
irmtrs and an-
tennas. 

Shows frequency 
deviation and 
modulation char-
acteristics of FM 
signals. 

Instantly identifies 
signals, ORM and 
ORM-free spots 
within o band. 
Measures signal 
strength of CW 
and 'phone signals 
heard through re-
ceiver. 

PANORAMIC 
C.••“. 

PAN014•141C.New Voce• 

F11310 CORPORFITION' 
242.250 WEST 55" ST 

Exehmlve Comedian Rep Ivsz Comodlim Marteel, 



A PARTIAL LIST OF J•H NS•N 

1 ens t h Min. Cap. Cat. No." Length Min. Cap. 
_ — --• 
250E20 
350E20 
500E20 
35E30 
50E30 
70E30 
100E30 
150E30 
250F:30 
350E30 
35E45 
50E45 
70E45 
100F:17 
150E45 
750E45 
700E020 
'1104E 070 

C DUAL 

CONDENSERS 1. 
*rem L. 

° ire 4 4 3 1 IMe 

"4Ue H DUAL 

2 25 32 12 70E030 4 15 32 8 
3 17 32 IS 100E030 5 5,, 16 10 
.115 32 19 ISOED30 7 I 16 13 
I 11 16 8 200E030 03,8 15 
I 29 32 9 50E045 6 5, 32 10 
25 32 9 70E1)45 7716 12 70E030 
29 . 16 II 100ED45 99, 32 15 100E1330 
37 16 14 35E20 1 1 2 7 25HI5 
415 16 20 50E20 15 8 8 35H15 
67 16 25 701'20 125 32 8 50H15 
25 16 9 100E20 21 1 10 70HIS 
231 32 11 150F20 27 8 12 100H15 
39, 16 13 2501,20 4 3, 32 17 150H15 
417 32 16 35E30 I 7 8 8 2SOH IS 
6332 20 50E30 25 16 I 9 25H30 
99 16 12 70E30 23 4 II 35H30 

10 100E30 319 32 14 50H30 
621 32 13 150E30 47.0 18 70H30 

..0E1)30 . 43 32 I 8 50ED211 3 I> 2 7 35141)15 
For "C" and **Ii" listings see complete catalog SOHD1S 

— 
Numerals preceding letter indicates mammon. capacity. Numerals following letter plus two ciphers indicates approzimate peak tool are. Second letter "V" inehcales two section 

condenser. 

Cat. Na.' Length 

70FD20 327 32 
100FD20 4 II 16 
ISOFD20 6 
200E020 7 7/32 

4 27, 32 
523 32 
77/ 16 

11 16 
13 16 
15 16 
1 5 32 
I 7 16 
2 13 32 
313 32 
23 16 
2 19,32 
3 12 ,32 
4 13/ 32 
I 11/16 
2 3, 32 

Min. Cap. 

7 
O 
II 
14 

10 
13 
4 
4 
4 
6 
7 
9 

II 
13 
6 
7 

Cal. No.. l Length Min. Cap. 

70HDIS 2 112 0 
100HDIS 3 3/32 10 
35E1030 4 13/ 32 12 
SOHD30 6 15 
7.112 9/16 2.6 
15112 II, 16 3.3 
25112 i 1,8 3.6 
50112 1 7,' 32 49 
75.112 I I /2 6 
100112 I 15 16 7 
254:20 29 32 4 
504720 1 S 32 5 
0(745 7 8 3.0 
13G45 I 5 32 4.7 
23G45 I 13 , 16 6.4 
6G70 II/lb 3.5 
124;70 2 5/8 6 
NI25 Neutralizing Mss. II —Min. 1.1 
N250 Neutralizing Mal. 10.6 — Mini . 4 
N375 Neutralizing Max. 10.7 - Min. 1.7 

410F 

TUBE SOCKETS 

.237 

.224 

.138 

-101 

-856 

-853 --,Z1 .957 

Also .851 

-465 

.gdier> 4770 4111111 

-267 -4773 

Base or Base or 
Socket Typical Tube Socket Typical Tube 

123 - 209 Med. 4 122 217 Small 7 pin 
123 210 Pin Bayonet 122 224 4 pin 
123 211 Standard Jumbo 1 yin 122 225 5 pin 
123 216 Giant 5 pin 'Lionel 122 226 6 pin 
121 212 ' 833A 172 227 7 pin med. 
121 213 152TL 122 228 Octal 
124 214 151/0111 122 234 0h22 
124 215 21.IIA 122 237 Giant 7 pin 
120 267 9000 series 122 244 Super Jumbo 
120 277B . i Miniature 122 247 826 
121 235 122 248 826 
121 245 Acorn 122 275 Giant I. pin 
121 265 121 ZZU 89911 
122 101 829 

TUBE CAP CONNECTORS 

-843 

4111161r4 :2-44 

Tube Cap 
Cal. Na. Diameter TYP4 

TUBE CAP coNNECf0115 

119 843 
119 850 
119 851 
119 852 
119 853 
119 854 

.501.1 Radialor 

.250 Receiter 

.360 Receiver 

.36U 

.360 

.366 
Salety 

44-
-904 

e*-■•mte04 44e 
•275 -243 

41IL&C.41_)*2" tit 5 413 

Tube Cap 
Cat. Na. Diameter Type 

119 855 
119 856 
119 857 
133 817 
133 818 
133 820 

.566 Saf et, 

.360 K ith 6- strap 

.566 With 6' str.n. 
Clamp fur 1.165' . tube 
Clamp for 1.275I I tube 
Clamp for 1.377" tube 

COMING SOON- WORTH WAITING FOR! 
* The New JOHNSON CABINET LINE 
* The New JOHNSON ROTARY BEAM ANTENNA 

COUPLINGS • CHOKES • INDUCTORS • PILOT LIGHTS • CONNECTORS 

Cal. No. '1 Description 

COUPI INGS 

V A 
161 250 4000 I I 
104 2503 11.108 I 1 
101 251 500u 
101 2514 5000 I 
101 2518 5000 I 
1114 252 10011 .1 
101 258 4 
104 259 10011 4 
104 2593 3000 4 
104 -260 2500 4 
109-261 7500 8 
104 262 5001e 4 
104 263 2000 4 

I'4 
38 

4 
8 
4 
4 
4 

4 
8 
4 
, 4 

Dimeneion symbols: "V" modul ded Peals Voltage."A" hub 
d.. •• B" 7.1 i. d. All insulation Meade. 

INDIICTORS 

1.31.e Sorbet "Hi-Q" 

Band 1 up In tune 
(M eeeee ) onmf.) 

230 610 10 24 
230 641 20 33 
230 642 40 37 
730 643 I 80 71 

Cat. Na. Description 

230-644 
230 645 
230 650 
730 651 
230 652 
230 653 
230 654 
230 655 
235 646 
23e 617 

137 2Q 
137 6Q 
137 10Q 
137 20Q 
137 40Q 

leZ 750 
102 752 
102 759 
101 760 
101 762 

160 136 
I I 27 
10 36 
20 58 
40 70 
80 75 

16te 110 
14 40 

Earns only. 1-prong 
Earn. only, 5 lerueee 

"11" ANTENNAS 

2 Meter Band 
6 Meter Band 

10 Meter Band 
20 Meter Hand 
40 Meter Band 

R.F. CHOKES 

Frequency Rating 
Intr . 1 I ma.) 1.ength 

1.730 150 I 1 '2 
1.7 30 500 27 8 
1.730 750 45 16 
UF1 250 1 I, 2 
UH 1500 27,0 

Cat. No. I Description 

MULTI-WIRE CONNEC TOR RECEP Al 1 I.S 

Na. of Connector 
anted. I ype 

III - 614 12 Chas, s 
III 615 12 lord 
111-641 7 ('ha,,., 
III 615 7 

PLUGS 

111-617 12 Chassis 
III 625 12 Cord 
111 631 7 Chassie 
III 635 7 Cord 
Ill 680 7 contact pi.% plate bkt....1.1. 
III 682 12 contact pin plate bkt. 81141. 
II I 6002 Mtg, yoke for 7 wire toilet, 
III 6603 Mtg, yoke Inc 12 wire court.. 

7 7 wire cable 
Ill 12 12 wire cable 
117 3101 Screw base pilot light 

Choice of jewel colors 
147 3081 Bay, base pilot light 

Choice of jewel colors 
147 -330 Scree base panel light 
147 329 Bay. base panel light 

SEE ILLUSTRATION AT RIGHT 



'l'ANDARDS 
FOR COMPLETE CATALO '' E YOUR 
DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE DEPT. P. 
E. F. Jr ' hi CO., Waseca, Minn. 

.30 

-71 

-112 

"(le 
.904 

PLUGS s JACKS 

- 7 4té 

-73 .75BB 
73A 

-77138 

.860 4103 e..,¡;:)-1190 <4..-80944t--80.4.8 

Cat. No, Description 

TINNED COPPER SOLDERING TERMINALS 

1111 0119 

110 990 
115 010 
lin ill 
235 803 
235 801 
215-860 

-54 0.98 

Sin- Hole 

6-32 

10-32 
10 32 

25/61" 

22 '61'' 
31/61 
I lip lo, 3 0" di.. firm. 
Serer terminal 
lowlorlor Clip ( 1.(45) 
Inductor Clip ( 1111 

Inductor Clip ( 11601 

0,42 

I 9/32" 
I 9 32 -
1 1, 32' 
I I, 32 -

1141*1,7 Stii7leA 

-255 -860 

47484 

CM. No. 

10$ 15 
102 14 
105 413 
108 75 
108 7513 
108 751111 
108 73BR 
108 73(: 
108 751) 
108 77 
108 7713 
106 771111 
108 77814 
106 71 
106 73 
1116 736 

100 71 
1014 76 
108 766 
106 70 

.5o4 

Cat. No. ' Description 

Dimension avmhola: "H" height. "M" mounting renters 

STAND-OFF 

SI Il 

3 16 
7, 16 
1 16 
1 16 
7 g 
3,8 

135- 20 
135 - 703 
135-22 
135 221 
135 60 
135- 62 

135-65 
135 650 
135 651 
13$ 66 
135 660 
132- 661 
135 67 
115 67B 
135 671 
135 DI 
135 MK 
135-681 

COUPLINGS 

.251 

9 16 10 32 
9, 16 71 jack 

az 
74 jack 

1 7 I, 1 20 
3, 1 1/4 20 

METAL BASE TYPE 

I'2 1 3 g 
I 2 1 3 8 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

1 1111111111610 I 

e 
1411141.7250 

, 

I 3 g 
23 .1 
23 4 
23 1 
11 2 
1 I ? 
11 2 

10 32 
10 32 
71 jack 
I. 1 20 
1 I 20 
76 jack 

4,4 20 
76 jack 
10 32 
10 32 
74 jack 

R. F. CHOKES 

•760 

41IL ..16.3̀ ` 
-268 

tiàjt: 
-750 

RADIO HARDWARE 

e le 114'' .„0  -416 

4/-750 ye.75 
Aeieemu 

, .256 

Ces5 k, 4PM 4P.821 

Description 

PLUGS 
Long Solderlesa, tip plug 
Above with sharp point 
Short Solderless, tip plug 
Banana, 1 8-, 6 32 shank 
O  3 ' 1'. 6 32 shank 
Inaulated Black Handle 
As alas... red 
Banana. tapped 6 32 
Banana, f or ri net in, 
Banana, 5 2-, 1'4 2.8 .hank 
Banana, 5, 8-, 10 12 shank 
Insulated Black Handle 
As above. red 
Spring sleeve, I '2", I 1 2/1 grrow 
Spring xleeve, 14". 10 32 screw 
Spring Meryl., 10 32 lapped 

JACKS 
7/32" x I I 28 Ihrearl 
15 ,16" x 3 8 211hread 
1 1 201apped 
I, 4 20 screw, In, No. 106- 71 

INSULATORS 

p -104 

14— •31 
- _ 

'9 .302 .158 

6114:01 

.500 , 01. 

Cat. No. 

135 SOO 
135 301 
135 302 
135 303 
132 501 

 a 

-124 

-125 

Description 

STEATITE CONES 

12 8 

2 
3 

Cal. No. 

106 72 
105-220 

113 zss 
113 256 
115 2562 
112 253 
115-221 

5C 40(.115 

De.ription 

if 5 

-000 

10 32 screw, take. 73. 734 
Removable Round head, , m jack 
For 3 '8" hole, 2/32 - panel 
Choice of colors 
Molded Round head tip. Red 
Molded Round head lip. Black 
Insidaled combination. Red 
Insulated combination. Rlark 
Large Round Head 
Small Round Head 
Small Hex Head 
Headless, tip 
To,. tip. 7, IV' mtg. centers 
Aa above. marked "Speaker" 
An aluure, marked "Phone" 
Moulins I win tip, Black 
A. above. red 

Panel Rearing 
Bearing & Mal t 
Bearing shall 
3 flexible shaft 
6" flexible abaft 

.52 .47 
j /e4do.pi or. 

-16 

dealt(' 

18103.r.42 

-51 

dig-55 .50> 

6 32 
8 32 
8 32 

10 32 
10 31 

Dimension symbol, "B" outside dia. at panel. "D" dia, of 
panel hole., "II" height of lop portion. 

THRII-PANEL 

133-10 , I; 16 7 16 1 1 
132-103 I IS 16 7 46 II 
13542 3 I .400 
132-121 3 1 .100 
112.11 2 0 .303 
133-13 I I 1 1-'2 1 3 ' 
113-131 11 1 1 2 13 
132.16 I 7, g II 16 23 
133- 15.1 IS 8 11 16 23 
132.17 2 I g 31 32 1 I 
132.1; I 71 31 12 1 I 
13.12 1 II 16 
133-141 1 II 16 

INDUCTORS 

7 
7 

• 262e--44 

fe -754 

`LiBIL,4 

H Ildwe, 

10-32 
71 jack 
10-32 
71 jack 
6-32 
10.32 
71 jack 

l-zn 
76 jack 
I 1.211 
76 'ark 
10-32 
71 jack 

Cal. No, 

135 50 
132 51 
133 22 
13; 53 
133 SI 
133 3; 
135 90 
133 91 

136 101 
136 107 
136 112 

4.10!.42.1 

-46 ¡OA,  .44 

Descripl ion 

LEAD-1N BUSHINGS 

11 Il II Ildwe. 

3'I IS 32 • I '7 6 11 
11 1 77 3! 13 16 10 17 
13 1 3732 I 1/8 11 20 
2 I ? I ?I 32 1 31 
3 I 2 2 II 16 1 
3 1 13 37 I 1 637 

Alain. Mtg. flange for N, 135 53 
Alum. MI,. flange for No. 133 31 

ANTENNA INSULATORS 

I- 100 lb. test 
I x 7 lenow.t.st 

SOO lb. lest 

CEDER 15511. A Wks 

135 122 3 4 r 1 2- Silicone imprernated 
116 121 1 4 x 1 l'' Silicone  i.nprronulrd 
136 126 3 4' I 6' Silirone impregnated 
136 31 Transposition insulator 

PILOT LIGHTS • 

-2591 

J .„ 4411454„_ Sk it de 

'1.\ -646 

-644 

-263 4111Mo - 3081 glike-3101 40.33. .6002 

^20 
614 

CONNECTORS 

«L.) 
•2511 -252 

.615 

-682 

111-644 

sEE. LISTiNc. AT LEFT 
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HARVEY'S hesandaqmuarters 

Sonny got started right. Dad has been a Harvey customer 

since 1927, though he lives miles from New York. When 

Sonny got his ticket Dad told him to get his gear from Harvey's 

because he'd get the best, the quickest service, and 

friendly help and advice on his problems. Dad knows 

that Harvey's staff is made up of hams who know the 

ham's problems and can usually come up with a 

solution. If you live in or near New York, this friendly 

service is more direct but it can't be more personal. 

1 HARVEY'S HIT OF THE MONTH 
Watch this space in our QST ad each 

month. In it you'll fund bargains in items 

you can really use. 

HARVEY'S HAMFESTIVAL OF VALUES 

You'll find Harvey's ad each month in QST and 
in this space you'll see offerings of unusual 

value in addition to the staples of ham radio. 
Harvey carries large stocks of components in-

cluding meters, crystals, transmitting tubes and 
test equipment along with the complete units 
including all the popular receivers, transmit-
ters, frequency meters and other things that 
add up to a complete ham station. While the 

supply of surplus material lasts, you'll also find 
carefully selected surplus items, chosen not be. 

Telephone 

F I LI l• g 
‘( I 

.d ;\!)10 cÇ);,IPAT( UK.), 

cause they can be sold cheaply, but because 
they con be used in a ham rig, or easily 
adapted — in other words, real bargains. 
Harvey's reputation for reliability has been 

growing ever since 1927 and you can be sure 
of the some prompt, courteous attention if 

you order by mail, wire, or phone as if you 
could call and place your order in person. 
By the way, if you get near Times Square, 

we're only a block away, so drop in and 
see us. 

LOng,r-re 3-1R00 

103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N.Y. 
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all types... 

all tops! 

SOLAR CAPACITORS 

Whether LARGE or SMALL every 

Solar Capacitor is "Quality Above All". 

The complete Solar catalog of mica, paper 

and electrolytic capacitors 

is designed to help you choose the right capacitor 

for every circuit. 

It's FREE. 

  (sr-zza) cs„-E„-.-)   

SOLAR CAPACITOR SALES CORP. 
285 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Please send me the new Solar Catalog. 

Name   

Address 

City Zone No. State 

(PLEASE PRINT) 

••••, 
•••••=1 

RAH 
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HE AMATEUR'S BOOKSHELF 
A balanced selection of good technical books, additional to the ARRL publications, should be 

on every amateur's bookshelf. We have arranged, for the convenience of our readers, 

to handle through the ARRL Book Department those works which we believe to be most 

useful. Make your selection from the following, add to it from time to time, and acquire the 

habit of study for improvement. Prices quoted include postage. Please remit with order. 

Theory and Principles 

BASIC RADIOPRINCIPLES,byM. G. Suffern. 
Elementary radio principles, circuits and 
components described in simple practical lan-
guage, without mathematics. 271 pages, 
illustrated. 1943 $3.00 

BASIC ELECTRICITY FOR COMMUNICA-
TIONS, by W. H. limbic.. A practical treat-
ment of the electrical principles which underlie 
communications, circuits and practice. 603 
pages, illustrated. 1943 $3.50 

RADIO ENGINEERS' HANDBOOK, by 
F. E. Terman. Broad scope and detailed 
treatment make this book serve both as text 
and reference handbook. 1019 pages, illus-
trated. 1943 $6.00 

RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK, Keith 
Henney, Editor. An authoritative handbook for 
engineers, with technical data on all fields and 
aspects of radio, contributed by 23 specialists. 
945 pages, illustrated. 1941  $5.00 

ULTRA-HIGH- FREQUENCY RADIO ENGI-
NEERING, by W L. Emery. Written for engi-
neering students, this book provides an ex-
cellent transition treatment for amateurs. 295 
pages, illustrated. 1944 $3.25 

COMMUNICATION CIRCUITS, by Wore 
and Reed. From low- frequency transmission 
line and network theory, this volume leads the 
student into wave guides and advanced uhf. 
techniques. 330 pages, illustrated. 2nd edition, 
1944 $3.50 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by Keith Henney. 
A medium-level text covering both electrical 
and radio fundamentals, particularly written 
for home study. 549 pages. illustrated. 4th 
edition, 1942 $3.50 

BASIC RADIO, by J. Barton Hoag. A com-
plete treatment of the circuits used in radio, 
television and electronics apparatus, including 
up-to date applications. 380 pages, illus-
trated. 1942 $3.25 

Engineering and Reference 

PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES, by H. 
J. Reich. A condensed but complete treatment 
of the theory, characteristics and applications 
of electron tubes. 398 pages. 1941 ... $3.50 

COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING, by 
W. L Everitt. Complete treatment of network 
theory, including mathematical analysis of 
radio circuits and tube operation. 727 pages, 
411 illustrations. 1937 $5.00 

HYPER AND ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCY 
ENGINEERING, by Sorbocher and Edson. A 
digest of published literature covering all 
phases of technique from 30 Mc. to 10,000 
Mc. 644 pages, illustrated. 1943.... $5.50 

FIELDS AND WAVES IN MODERN RADIO, 
by Ramo and Whinnery. An extensive theoreti-
cal treatment of field and wave theory, re-
quiring a knowledge of engineering mathe-
matics. Revealing and important. 502 pages, 
i Ilustrated. 1944 $5.00 

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO COMMUNI-
CATIONS, by A. R. Frey. A more advanced 
treatment requiring previous background. 
Authoritative, clearly written, well organized. 
393 pages, illustrated. 1944 $4.00 

INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES, by 
Simon Ramo. A non- mathematical detcription 
of concepts necessary to an understanding of 
microwave phenomena. 138 pages, illustrated 
1945 $1.75 

RADIO ENGINEERING, by F. E. Terman. A 
comprehensive treatment covering all phases 
of radio communication. An all-around book 
for students and engineers. 813 pages, illus-
trated. 2nd edition, 1937 $5.50 

FREQUENCY MODULATION, by August 
Hund. An advanced engineering text on f.m., 
presenting both theory and practice. 375 
pages, illustrated. 1942 $4.00 

PRINCIPLES OF TELEVISION ENGI-
NEERING, by D. G. Fink. Information on the 
fundamental processes of television technique, 
with design data and descriptions of 
modern equipment. 541 pages, illustrated. 
1940 $5.00 

MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION, by J. C. 
Slater. A comprehensive treatment of prin-
ciples and techniques employed in the region 
between 300 and 3000 Mc. For the ad-
vanced student or engineer. 309 pages, 
i Ilustrated. 1942 $3.50 

Experiments and Measurements 

MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGINEER-
ING, by F. E. Terman. A comprehensive engi-
neering treatment of the measurement prob. 
I ems encountered in engineering practice, 
with emphasis on basic principles. 400 pages, 
illustrated. 1935 $4.00 

RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRICAL MEAS-
UREMENTS, by H. A. Brown. A laboratory 
course in r.f, measurements for communications 
students. Contains practical information on 
methods. 384 pages, illustrated. Second 
edition, 1938 $4.00 

EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTRONICS AND 
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING, by 
Schulz and Anderson. A laboratory text de-
scribing 108 experiments covering all aspects 
of radio and electronic fields. 380 pages. 
1943 $3.00 

Commercial Equipment and Operating 

HOW TO PASS RADIO LICENSE EXAM-
INATIONS, by C. E. Drew. Gives answers 
and explanations for the paraphrased ques-
tior.s in the FCC study guide, covering all six 
elements of the commercial examination. 320 
pag es, illustrated. 2nd edition, 1944 .. $3.00 

MATHEMATICS ESSENTIAL TO ELEC-

TRICITY AND RADIO, by Cooke and Orleans. 

Provides the essentials of algebra, geometry 

and trigonometry needed to solve everyday 

PRACTICAL RADIO COMMUNICATION, 
by Nilson and Hornung. Covers basic prin-
ciples and technical requirements in the com-
mercial fields— broadcasting, police, aviation 
and marine communication. 927 pages, illus-
trated. 2nd edition, 1943 $6.00 

Miscellaneous 

problems, with practical examples. 418 

pages, illustrated. 1943 $3.00 

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF RADIO 
SERVICING, by H. J. links. Receiver circuit 

THE RADIO MANUAL, by G. E. Sterling. An 
excellent practical handbook, invaluable to 
the commercial and broadcast operator and 
engineer. Covers principles, methods and 
apparatus of all phases of radio. 666 pages, 
illustrated. 2nd edition, 1938 $6.00 

fundamentals and their application to general 

service practice. Covers modern testing equip-

ment and business principles in servicing. 391 

pages, illustrated. 1943 $3.50 

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC. • WEST HARTFORD 7, CONNECTICUT 
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VERTICAL ANTENNAS-ELEMENTS 
AND MOUNTING ACCESSORIES 

PIIENI AN TUBULAR VERTICAL ANTENNAS, collapsing and fully adjustable, have shown except Ily efficient, dependable 
performance under  st se, ere c lit ions in amateur, t ori. nnervial and military installations. They will withstand all ordinary 
stresses w ithout guying, though they si lii he supported hy guys or standoff insulators against abnormal wind conditions. Avail-
able in heights from 6-ft. to :n.rt.. in steel. alumi lllll or mood. 

1 

1 .11 .1 e.‘ 

.S1.0.1 M M.,' MO id 

Tem.. 

Y% eat her Ite•Ntant Steel Antennas 
Whil Collapsed Bair, IkNO W.icht 

Vs. I'. scri lean L. natl. L. nytit e t. Is. 1.D. Each, 
112-M 2-see., telescoping 6'1" .656" .55g" 4 lbs. 
31s-M 3-sec.. telescoping I 7'3'' 6'2" .875" .775" 7 lbs. 
224-M 4-see., teleseopine 22'0" 6'3" 1.063' .963" II 11,-. 
11:10-M 5-sec., telescoping 25'3" 6'4" 1.250'' 1.150" IS 
136-M 6-ser., teleseoping 33'9" 6'5" 1.500" 1.100" 20 lb.,. 

Light-Weight. Aluminum Antennas 
Eft, grir ri l'oll-r por ei ills. le5. tr, i, rd 

Description I.ength Length 0.D. 1. b. Eael. 
.11.- Wee 1-pe., tapered rod li'3'• 6'3'' .31:r 1 i lb. 
A 1.-:112 2-see.., telescoping 12'1" 6'4' ' .500- .334" 11 Iles. 
.11.-51 , 3-sec., telescoping I s'5' ' 6'4'' .750' • 3 Iles. 
A 1..32 I 4-...c., telescoping 2 li'l'' 6'4' ' 1.000" .s31" 5 Iles. 
:11.-520 5-sec., telescoping 300" 6'5'' 1.250' . 1.051" 7 lbs. 
.11,535 6-see., t% lescoping 35's" 6'5" 1.500" 1.310" 12 lbs. 

Ileavy-lbuty Aluminum 3Ittsts 
Fib rob rl I/Mbar/let 

scriplian 1. ill. Lcoull. 
tapereil tube 179" 17'11" 

111-0;5 2-see., tapered 1791" 

Bas, It lar Weight 
(1,/s. 1.11. End, 

1169'' .6s9'' 5% Iles. 
1.7:12" 19 lbs. 

',tong-Enduring: 'Slone' Antennas 
. Bag, (lase Weight 

¡besen i pilon 1, flats 1., n:itb (1,1). 1./b Each 
Mt!-3i3 2-see.. telescoping about 13' 6'9" .625' . 28., Iles, 
ti NI- 119 3,44%, telescoping about 19' 6'9" .750" .61111" 5 Iles. 
NI M-125 4.see., telescoping about 25' (VW ' .575'' J7_'' . r d I S ! h.,. 
M M-130 5-see., telescoping about 30' 6'9" 1.063" 2135" 13 Iles, 
M M-435 5-see., tel. - ping about 35' 7'8" 1.063" .935" 15 lbs. 

I. Or Idi g 4. Elellieili IMMFql› 

. rolls psed Itecommended Weight 
I, , ,,,I phon l. will, Length D.D. For P. r l'r. 

f I i .- 31 l-see.. teem-adjustable 5'0" 5'0" .625'' 6-meter I lb. 
19>-M 2,41..... telescoping 5'2" 4'7" .730" 10-meter 2 Ils. 
I 13-M 3-s .c., teleseoping 12'4" 4'8" .875" double zepp 3% ils. 
618-M 4-sec., telescoping 17'0" 5'3" 1.000" 20-ineter 5% lbs. 

(Premax Corulite Elements sold only in pairs, complete with 
Pretelax '' I lairpin" Tuning Bar) 

LI 

Corulite 

Elements 
For Beam 

Arruqu 

.tNTIENNA MOUNTING ACCESSIMIES 
Base Insulator Ty iir I 
heavy -duty ty pe with compres-
sion rating ,it to 10,000 Iles. 
i1vailable in galsanised malleable-
iron or bronse to lit masts from 
'1" to I 9.32" I.D. 

Base Insulator Ty pc 2 light 
design for masts up to 18' ''r 
higher masts if get, 4.11 or - op 
ported by standoff iirsulator•. 
top post is standard but with 
ease of Adapters will lit other 
sises. 

)1aSii. Insulator I pe 6 for gela-
tine tower plat form or roof tops. 
Lead-glum eon- trend ion per lll i l s 
antenna c lllll weenier. below roof 
or deck. A% adalele for 3.," to 
I 9' 32" 1.11). tubular masts. 

Adaptera 10 1.11 2 or 6 
Base Insulators. l'er llllll use id 
tubular masts from jg" to It 4" 
0.D. 

(1. 

0.• • 

lllll 

Ts gee 8-C I ti.ilated Mount-
inig Clamp for tal 
arrays, verticals. etc. Cal-
vanized iron frame wit h 
porcelain split hushing. Fur 
h." tO 0.D. Masts. 

Type 10-C Insulated M  
ing Clamp. Stamped steel. 
electroplated frame. porce-
lain split bushing: light 
weight for rotary beam and 
dipole installa l i llll 8. For ? é" 
to 1" elements. 

I; , %t g Clips for 
horizontal elements ter % er-
tical antennas. Or fin' feed 
and transmission enalleertiOn. 
For ,4", 'ht" or I" I). I). 

NN all Bracket of bras y steel 
for mounting vertical an-
limo., on side walls. para-
pet-. ere. Drilled to lit Ty pe 
1 and 2 Base Insulators. 

Trn 

Tr.." 

['rentas Coe-Mite He-
ntents have been de. 
signed to nee,. t the 
need for light-weight 
but sturdy elements 
for use inI,,,r,z,,ntal 
arrays and similar ap-
plications. They are. 
exceptionally light in 
weight and their spe-
cial design gorovides the 
needed -treet2111 
rigidity -0 ..., 1111.1I 111 

horison tat ty pes of 
stahlIr r, - and at 
extremely low cost. 

Tile ',peril.' atetd tub-
ing used in these ele-
mentS ia a Prefer., 

de% ebbinelent 10 insure 
unee-oal stiffeee,s and 
strength. NII part- .1 re 
hea% ily e•leetrietila led 
to insure corrosion 
resistance and high 
electrical ',wheel', it% . 
They are fully mined., - 
',le to any de sire,1 
length and a special 
locking clamp assures 
rigid joints and ',minis,: 
eleetrical ctentind be-
tween leas 01. the 
elements. - hairpin-
tuning bar g  ides 
ease of adjustment. 

Deek Bushing of brown sliest,' 
inbred:tin in galvanised mallea-
ble flange which bolts through 
rubber gasket to roof or deck. 
Inside dianieter I 
I 

1 % gie lomlated Nimen ring 
I ', Mina et 

mounting for kiwi/metal ele-
ment -• . erticals. 1 

¡red mole frame. p. ,r,-'- split 
busloog. Fits ?¡", -fís" or 
1" t.1). elements. 

'Ty pe 3 Standoff Insulator fur 
supporting ertieal antennas or 
for use in pair- . 1- ... modem an-
tenna or element eumenting+. 
Galvanized lllll or lira-- will, 
porcelain hod% . % to tit 
12" to I si" ( 0.1). elements. 

Auk your Radio Jobber for Premax Catalog of Ant  and Accessories. He ale, can eupply 
you with the Premax An Manual. showing many [yin, 0( vertical and horizontal 
installations. 

PRE3IAX PRODUCTS 
DIVISION OF CHISHOLM-11111En CAI., INC. • -1722 IIIGHLAND AVE. • NIAGARA FALLS. N. Y. 
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THE HENRY RADIO CREED: 
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HENRY RADIO STORES 
211-215 NORTH MAIN STREET Jo:UR, MNII 2331-35 WESTWOOD BOULEVARD 

LOS ANGELES 25, F. 
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Model 327 Model 0321-T Model 529 Model 446 

In Triplett's complete line of instruments you can always find the answer to your amateur and experi-
mental electrical measurement requirements. Panel and portable meters are available in more than 26 
case styles — round, square and fan — 2" to 7" sizes. Included are voltmeters, ammeters, milliam-
meters, millivoltmeters, microammeters, thermo ammeters, DB meters, VU meters and electrodyna-
mometer type instruments. 

Model 3286 Variable 

Frequency Exciter 

Provides finger-tip fre-
quency control of the four 
most popular FCC ap-
proved amateur frequen-
cies, 3.5-4.0; 7-7.3; 
14-14.4; and 28-30 Meg-
acycles (10-20-40-80 
meter bands). Has provi-
sion for one additional 
band. 

The circuit plus voltage 
regulation and temperature 
compensated capacity 
makes this one of the most 
stable electron coupled 
exciter yet derigned. Also 
can be used as a 30 watt 
C.W. transmitter inde-
pendent of any other 
equipment. 

Model 3266 Frequency Standard 
A100 KC crystal controlled 
oscillator with strong har-
monic signals for high 
frequency measurements. 

Bar type crystal, having a 
temperature coefficient of 3 
cycles per megocycle per 
degree centigrade is em-
ployed in the crystal oscil-
lator for very high precision. 

100 to 200 KC slectroel 
coupled variable R.F. oscil-
lator for measurements be-
tween the 100 KC crystal 
marker signals. 

Model 666 H 

Volt- Ohm -Millia m-

meter 

Handy pocket-size volt 
ohm-milliammeter. AC. 

DC voltage ranges to 
5000 volts, self 

contained, plus complete 
facilities for direct cur-

rent and resistance 
analyses. 

Model 3276 Field Radiation Meter 

A small, compact portable field radiation meter with 
power supply and antenna self contained. 

Meter calibrated in db per meter from 0 to plus 25 with a 
set adjustment providing a means for measuring losses 
and as increments in radiation power. 

Coils covering ranges 3.4 to 4; 7 to 7.3; 14 to 14.4; and 
28 to 30 megacycles are self contained and selected by 
front panel range selector switch. No coils to plug in or 
service. 

Model 3296 

Modulation Monitor 
You get maximum effi-
ciency from your trans-
mitter with Model 3296, 
shown below. 

A good monitor enables 
the operator to -SEE.' the 
signal heard by the 
listener on the other end. 

It provides four separate 
circuits for measuring am-
plitude modulation: ( 1) 
per cent modulation (aver-
age); (2) peak flash per 
cent modulation; (3) car-
rier shift; ( 4) audio output 
for headphones. These 
methods may be used sep-
Stately, oonouru.r.tly, or in 
any combination. 

• ISO • 

It id # 

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
1000 HARMON DRIVE BLUFFTON, OHIO, U.S.A. 



PLASTICON CAPACITORS 

GLASSMIKES 
• For low and medium power coupling and bypass 

circuits where mica capacitors have previously been 

required 

• Television and Oscilloscope Circuits 

• Vibrator Buffer and Arc Elimination 
• Geiger Counter and Instrument Capacitors 

Modern functionally de-
signed capoc/ors. Metal 
Ferrules are solderei to 

silver bands fused to each end of 
heavy-walled gloss tubes. 

PLASTICON ASG Silicone- Filled GLASSMIKES 

Cat. 
No. Mid 

ASG 4 .1 
ASG 5 .25 
ASG 6 .5 

ASG 7 .005 
ASG 8 .01 
ASG 9 .02 
ASG 10 05 
ASG II .1 
ASG 12 25 

I 1.cootl, 

ASO 13 .002 
ASG II .005 
ASG 15 .01 
ASG 16 .02 
ASG 17 .05 
ASO 18 .1 
ASG 19 .25 

1:100 

2000 

3/4 x 1 3/4 
29/32x 2 1/4 
1 3/8x 2 3/4 

19/32x 1 3/16 
19/32 x 1 3/16 
19/32x 1 3/16 
3/4x 1 3/4 
3/4 x 2 1/4 

29/32 x 2 3/4 

$1 . 95 
2.25 
2.60 

$1.50 
1.60 
1.70 
1.85 
2.15 
2.50 

19/32 x 1 .4/16 $1.90 
19/32 x I 3/16 2.05 
19/32 o 1 4/16 2.25 
19/32 x I 9/16 2.50 
3/4 x I 3/1 280 

29/32 x 2 1/4 3.20 
1 3/8 x 2 3/4 3.70 

ASO 20 3101 
ASG 21 .002 
ASG 22 .005 
ASG 23 .01 
ASG 24 .02 
ASO 25 .05 
ASO 26 .1 

3000 

19/32 x 1 3/16 $5.15 
19/32 x I 3/16 ' 5.25 
19/32 o I 3/16 5.40 
19/32 x 1 9/16 5.60 
3/4 x 1 3/4 5.85 

20/.3? x 2 1/4 6.15 
1 .3/8 x 2 3/4 6.50 

I  

ASG 27 
ASG 28 
ASG 29 
ASG 30 
ASG 31 
ASO 32 
ASG 33 

ASG 37 
.‘SO 38 
ASG 39 

ASG 40 
ASG 41 
ASG 46 

5101. 

.001 

.002 

.005 

.01 

.02 

.05 

.1 

.01 

.02 

31005 
.001 
.03 

5000 

75(11) 

10.0110 

ASO 47 
ASG 48 

ASO 50 
ASG 51 

ASO 52 

0005 
.001 

.0005 
001 

1530,0 

203881 

19.000 

Dian, & Lutsgth 

19/32 x 13/16 
19/32 x 1 3/16 
19/32 x 19/16 
3/4 x 1 3/4 
3/4 x2 1/4 

1 3/8 x 2 3/4 
13/8 x 3 1/2 

$6.50 
6.70 
6.95 
7.25 
7.65 
8.15 
9.10 

3/4 x 2 1/4 
29/32 x2 3/4 
1 3/8 x23/4 

19/32 x 19/16 
19/32 x 19/16 
13/8 x 3 1/2 

29/32 x 23'4 
29/32 o 23/4 

I .3/8 x 3 1/2 
I 3/8 x 3 1/2 

8.15 
9.25 
11.50 

$7 30 
7.50 

15.00 

$14.50 
14.80 

519.50 
20.50 

I 3/8 x 3 1/2 ,22.50 

TRANSMITTER Filter Capacitors 
Smaller, lighter, more economical, 
greater safety factor, longer life 

PLASTICON AOC- Mineral Oil Filled 

Typo 
Nos. 

- -- • 
AOCO6C4 

AOCIMI 
AOCO1M2 
AOCIM4 
AOC1M8 

A000261 I 
A0C2M2 
A0C2M4 

A0C3M1 
A0C3M2 
A0C3M4 

4 

1, 

1000 
1000 
1000 
moo 

2000 
2000 
20(10 

1)iinension, I . n..• 

4" x 2" x 1 1/4' $5.28 

2 3/8" x I 3/1" x 1 ' 4.02 
3 I/2"r 2" x I 1/4" 5.17 
4 5/8' -7. 1 1/2" x 1 3/16" 6.44 
4 5/8" x 3 3/1" x 1 3/4" 9.24 

2 3.,8" x 2 x 1 I/I" 5.72 
3 1/2" x 2 1/1" o I 3/16" 6.71 
3 I/2" a3 3/1" x I 3,,A" 9.21 

AMAMI 1 
A0C4642 2 

A0C5M1 
A0C5M2 2 

A0075C1 

AOCIOM1 

30181 
30181 
3000 

4000 
4000 

5000 
5000 

7500 

4" x 2 1/2" x 1 3/16" 12.10 
4" x 3 3/4" x 1 1.'4" I5.4o 

4 5/8" x 3 3/4" x 1 3/4" 21.29 

4" x 3 3/4" x 1 1/4" 27.50 
4 3/8" x 3 3/4" x 1 3/4" 33 oo 

1" x 3 3/1" x I 3/4" 33 00 
3 1/2" x 3 3/1" x 4 9/16" 41.25 

i/2" o .3 1/4" x 4 9/10" 49.50 

4" x 3 3/1" x 4 9/16" 88.00 

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER 

Condenser Products Company 
CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS 
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The Number One requirement for the com-

plete " Ham Shack," this new Meissner 

Signal Shifter has built in band switching. 

No coils to change — 6- position switch. Normally 

equipped with five sets of coils for 10, 15, 20, 40 and 

80 meter bands plus a blank strip for any additional 

new band. All controls placed on front panel. Reduced 

warmup time ... Minimum power output 6 watts on 

all bands. Choice of built-in or separate power 

supply. For complete specifications write to the 

address below. 

ToRDARsoN 
TRANSFORMERS 

The name Thordarson is your assurance 

of transformer quality... backed by 51 

years of outstanding transformer manu-

facture. For every electronic requirement. 

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR AND INDUSTRIAL SALES DEPARTMENT 

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED 
9 3 6 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE • CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS 
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To Manufacturers of 

Products Used in Short-Ware 

Radio Communication 

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK is the world's 
standard reference on the technique of high-frequency 
radio communication. Now in its twenty-fourth an 

edition, it is used universally by radio engineers 
as well as the thousands of amateurs and experiment-
ers for whom it is published. Year after year, each 
succeeding edition has sold more widely than its 
predecessor, until the Handbook now has a world-
wide annual distribution in excess of two hundred 
thousand copies of its English and Spanish editions. 
To manufacturers whose integrity is established and 
whose products meet the approval of the American 
Radio Relay League technical staff, we offer use of 
space in the Handbook's Catalog-Advertising Section. 
Testimony to its effectiveness is the large volume of 
advertising which the Handbook carries each year. It 
is truly the standard guide for amateur, commercial 
and government buyers of short-wave radio equip-
ment. Particularly valuable as a medium through 
which complete data on products can be made easily 
available to the whole radio engineering and experi-
menting field, it offers a surprisingly inexpensive 
method of producing and distributing a creditable 
catalog, accomplishes its production in the easiest 
possible manner, and provides adequate distribution 
and permanent availability impossible to attain by 
any other means. We solicit inquiries from qualified 
manufacturers who wish full data for their examina-
tion when catalog and advertising plans are under 
consideration. 

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT . . 

American Radio Relay League 
WEST HARTFORD 7, CONNECTICUT 
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N HAS IT/ HARRISON HAS 
• Since 1925 

for more than twenty years—"Harrison has 
it!" has been the buy-word of Amateurs, 
Engineers and Purchasing Agents in all parts 

of the world ! 

THE REASON ? — 

Complete stocks of the latest products of 
all leading Manufacturers—a goodly supply 
of the odd and hard-to- get items—a big, 
separate department crammed full of FISS 
(Harrison Select Surplus) bargains— unusually 
prompt shipments— consistently lowest 
prices— modern, conveniently located stores 
—a capable staff, geared up to expedite 
your mail and phone orders— and, above all, 
a sincere desire to be of friendly helpful 

service— 

THAT'S WHAT HARRISON HAS— 
TO OFFER YOU! 

Send us your orders, or inquiries, for your 
entire requirements. You'll like doing business 

with us. 
73 de 

Pii._ila prison W2AVA 

• AUTHORIZED FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS 
OF PRODUCTS ! 

You  fill in almost any good 
manufacturer's name) 

»ARRISON RADIO CORPORATION 
54 12 WEST BROADWAY • NEW YORK CITY 7 

PHONE — 81110y 7-96 SO • EXPORT DEPT.—COALE-- HARRISORAO 

[JAMAICA BRANCH-172-31 Hillside Ave.—REpublic 9-410 



CURRENT 
CONVERSION 

WITH AT 
QUALITY PRODUCTS 

ATR "A" 

BATTERY ELIMINATORS 
For Converting A.C. to D.C. • New Models. . 
Designed for Testing D.C. Electrical Apparatus on Regular 
A.C. lines. Equipped with Full-Wave Dry Disc Type Recti-

fier, Assuring Noiseless, Interference- Free Operation and 
Extreme Long Life and Reliability. 
• Eliminates Storage Batteries and Battery Chargers. 
• Operates the Equipment at Maximum Efficiency nt All 

Times. 
• Fully Automatic and Fool- Proof. 

ATR LOW POWER 

IN 
For Inverting D.C. to A.C. • Another New ATR Model 
... Designed for Operating Small A.C. Motors, Electric 
Razors, and a Host of Other Small A.C. Devices from D.C. 
Voltage Sources. 

ATR STANDARD AND 

HEAVY DUTY INVERTERS 
For Inverting D.C. to A.C. • Specially Designed for 
Operating A.C. Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers, Address 
Systems, and Radio Test Equipment from D.C. Voltages in 
Vehicles, Ships, Trains, Planes, and in D.C. Districts. 

Write for new literature describing the complete ATR line of Vibrators, Vibrator Power Supplies 
and Rectifier Povver Supplies 

MERICAN TELEVISION 8‘ RADIO CO 
Manufacturers of Quality Products Since 1931 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA, U. S. A. 
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FOR THE FORTUNATE HIGH—FIDELITY BUGS WHO 

AFFORD "PROFESSIONAL" EQUIPMENT 

ILTEC 
OFFERS 

TRANSFORMERS 

604 DUPLEX 15-inch 603 DIA-CONE 15-inch' 

CAN 

600 DIA-CONE 12-Inch. 

SPEAKERS • AMPLIFIERS • TRANSFORMERS 

If 
A-255 AMPLIFIER 

MODEL boa DUPLEX: Here's the speaker that's the 

standard of FM studios! The Duplex is a full 

2-way multicellular speaker that reproduces the 

entire FM range, from 50 to 15,000 cycles, without 

intermodulation or distortion. 

MODEL 603 DIA-CONE: Follows close at the heels of 

the Duplex in quality, but easier on your budget. 

This speaker incorporates all the advantages of 

a 2-way multicellular speaker system. 

MODEL 600 DIA-CONE: Typical Altec Lansing high 

fidelity in a smaller-sized, lower-priced speaker. 

Manufacturers who design sets for critical ears 

are selecting this model for their finer combinations. 

AMPLIFIERS: A complete line of quality equipment 

ranging from pre- amplifiers to quarter kilowatt 

amplifiers. For specific information, write for bul-

letins on the various sizes and types available. 

"KEEP ADVANCING 

TRANSFORMERS: Altec Lansing has developed a 
complete line of transformers, especially de-
signed for high quality use. Input, inter-
stage and output transformers available 
with a transmission range of 20 - 20,000 
cycles (± 1 db). 

1161 N. Vine St., Hollywood 38, Cal. 
250 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y. 

`Models 603 and 600 both employ the exclusive 
Dia-Cone principle, reproducing high frequencies 
and low frequencies from separate diaphragms. 

WITH A LTEC LANSING 
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IN RADIO SINCE 1926 
NOW TWO LOS ANGELES STOR ES TO 
SERVE YOU EVEN BETTER, FASTER 

FIALLICRAFTER SX•42 
A new high standard of per-
ormonce ond versotiliN, cov-

ering all frequencies from 540 

kc to 110 mc. 

11AMMARLUND 
t1Q•129-X 

Professional type 
communications te  
ceiver built to meet 
the needs of the most 

discriminating pro-
Sessional. Frequency 

mc. 
ronge .54-31  

1-1AMMARLUND 
SP-400-X SUPER PRO 
Outstanding com. 
municotions receiver 
for professional and 
amateur use, cover-
ing frequency ronge 

.54-30.0 mc. 

--•••••••••••••••••,*---• 

tgemot4m. NC-2-400 
General communications receiver covering 

490 to 30,000 kc with calibrated electrical 

bandspread for the BO, 40, 20 ond 10 

meter rodio amateur bond. 

Recent completion of our new modern buildi men 

ng more than 

quadruples our capacity to serve amateurs, service, and 

Special note to radio amateurs: Our amateur department radio electronics industri even better 
es. 

is being constantly expanded in order to render 

We wish to thank our legion of safisfied customers who have 
by hams. 

service to hams 

m ade our building expansion possible. 

NKrIONAl. 11110.5A new 
1 

Brings the famous FIRO series to n 
high M receiver performance. Frequency 
ronge normally supplied 17-30.0 Inc. 

RADIO DUCTS SALES INC. 
1501 South Hill Street • 238 West 15th Street 

Los Angeles'15, California 
Phone: Prospect 7471 Cable Address: RAPRODCO 

BRAND NAME AT 

COUNT! YOU'LL FIND THEM 
ALL AT RADIO P TS 

SALES IN 

ADVANCE 

AEROVOX 

AHRCO 

ALLIANCE 

ALPHA 

AMERICAN 
BEAUTY 

AMPHENOL 

ARRL 

ASIATIC 

ATLAS SOUND 

AIR 

B & w 

BELDEN 

BELL 

BIRNBACH 

BLILEY 

BOGEN 

BRUSH 

BUD 

BURGESS 

CARD WELL 

CENTRALAR 

CINAUDA-
GRAPH 

CONTINENTAL 

CORNELL 
DUBLIER 

CROWE 

DRAKE 

DUMONT 

EIMAC 

ELECTRO VOICE 

ELECTRONIC 
LABORATORIES 

ERIE 

GC 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 

GORDON 

HALLICRAFTERS 

HAMMARLUND 

HEINTZ & 
KAUFMANN 

HICKOK 

HYTRON 

ICA 

IRC 

JACKSON 

J. F. D. 

JOHNSON 

JONES 

MYER 

KRAEUTER 

LENZ 

LITTELFUSE 

MARION 

MEISSNER 

MICRO SWITCH 

MILLEN 

MILLER 

MONITOR 

MUELLER 

NATIONAL 

OrIMITE 

PARMETAL 

PEERLESS 

PIERSON 

PRECISION 

PREMAX 

PRESTO 

RADIART 

RME 

RAYTHEON 

Çts NGflMO 

SHURE 

SIMPSON 

SPEED-X 

SUPERIOR 
ELECTRIC 

SUPREME 

TAYLOR 

THERMADOR 

THORDARSON 

TRIMM 

TRIPLETT 

TURNER 

UNITED 

DTC 

UNIVERSAL 

UNIVERSITY 

UTAH 

VIBROPLEX 

WESTON 

and many others 

Get YOUR NAME on our mailmg list. 
Send us a postcard or letter, and state 
whether you ore amateur, serviceman 
or engineer. Well keep you posted on 
merchandise available, new equipment 
and special bargains. Address corre-
spondence to Dept. A. 



NEW.' ,AOLLLTFMREEQTUEERNC,Y V4AC: Mb TUBE 
c#t 

maw IV* 
VOL Teal 

SPECIFICATIONS 
tab..., Kit Model tKV- 300 

VOLTAGE RANGE: 0.2 to 300 volts o-c, 

in five ronges. ACCURACY: of full scale on oll 
five ranges for sinusoidol voltages. 
LOADING EFFECT: Input circuit has less 
than 7 uuf capacitance at all frequencies. 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Within f ull 
rated °scummy from 50 cycles 10 50 meg-
acycles. Down 1 db at 20 cycles, and up 
less than 2.5 db at 150 megacycles. 
STABILITY: Little if any resetting will 
be required even over long periods of 
time, once the initial zero setting is 
made on the lowest ronge. 
INDICATING INSTRUMENT: Specially 
designed physically and electrically. The 
linearity and clarity of the scale permit 
simple and accurate readings to be 
made. It is impossible to burn out the 
movement due to overvoltage applied 

to the input terminals. 
CIRCUIT: Twin diode probe working in-
to a bridge type feed back stabilized 
amplifier. The circuit was designed for 
this application by the Alfred W. Barber 
Laboratories and is fully licensed under 

their patents. 
TUBES SUPPLIED: 1-6AL5, 2-615, 1-
6ZY5G, all aged, tested and matched. 
POWER SUPPLY: Works directly from 

105-125 volt o-c line. 
RATING: Continuous duty. 
MOUNTING: Reverse etched aluminum 
panel in a block crackle finished steel 

cabinet. 
DIMENSIONS: 6W x 11" x 534 

WEIGHT: 10 pounds. 

—UV* 

LABORATORY PRECISION 

Better than -±3% accu-

racy on all ranges. Less 

than 7 uuf input at all fre-

quencies. 

• 

FULL RANGE 

Will measure voltages 

from 0.2 to 300 volts at 20 

cycles to beyond 200 

megacycles. 

• 

NEW LOW COST* 

Priced at less than half the 

cost of comparable labo-

ratory instruments. 

Build it yourself! That's part of the serious Ham's creed. Build 
it better? That goes without saying. Here is your opportunity 
to do both. You get fully illustrated wiring and assembly in-
structions. Every part you need is included—laced cables— 
screws—soldering lugs—mounting brackets—all the parts in-

tegrated to give you an instrument of which you will be proud 
to build, own and use. 

Conservatively rated parts, engineered into a finished unit 
assure you an instrument of unquestionable laboratory accu-
racy. The entire kit is composed of parts chosen or specified to 
a particular performance requirement. 

PRICE $62.50 FOB New York. 
Shipped prepaid if money order or check accompanies order. 

111.1•MM•••••••••• 

FREDERIC D. SCHOTTLAND 

82-62 Grenfell Ave., Kew Gardens, N. Y. 



The 'Ilnerican 

Rgdio Relay League 

T
HE American Radio Relay League, Inc.. is a non-
commercial association of radio amateurs, bonded 

for the promotion of interest in amateur radio 

communication and experimentation, for the relaying of 

messages by radio, for the advancement of the radio art 

and of the public welfare, for the representation of the 

radio amateur in legislative matters, and for the main-

tenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct. 

It is an incorporated association without capital 

stock, chartered under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs 

are governed by a Board of Directors, elected every 

two years by the general membership. The officers are 
elected or appointed by the Directors. The League is 

non-commercial and no one commercially engaged in 

the manufacture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is 

eligible to membership on its board. 
"Of, by and for the amateur," it numbers within its 

ranks practically every worth-while amateur in the nation 

and has a history of glorious achievement as the standard-

bearer in amateur affairs. 

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A 

bona fide interest in amateur radio is the only essential 
qualification; ownership of a transmitting station and 

knowledge of the code are not prerequisite. 

• Ifembership -Application 'Blank ».-* 
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V: 111 

: A I iC 
A 1:Iii1:1  

:11:, _7o tS3ectlerJ ÇV/:  Ill  

111 WHO ARE ALREADY MEMBERS IA 

HERE IS A FORM for your convenience in expressing to your SCM :A 

interest in any Communications Department appointment. Read el: 

"Leadership and Station Appointments," Chapter XXI. Select the CA 

:A appointment which best fits your operating interests and qualifi- I:A 

:A cations. The SCM will be happy to consider your application for :11: 

Official Relay Station, Official Experimental Station, Official Phone  i, pi, pi 
rclii Station, Official Broadcasting S'ation, or Official Observer. Appoint- :A 

:A ments as Section Emergency Coordinator, Emergency Coordinator, :A 
L:.'.,  

Phone Activities Manager, and Route Manager also are available lill 

rivq: to amateurs of proven ability. The SCM is particularly interested to 1:11 

:11 know of your interest in any of the leadership appointments. 4' Copy CA 

this form, or cut it out. Send direct to your Section Communications :A 

:A Manager (address on page 6, each OST). 4. The Communications 
:A Department field organization includes the United States and its 

:A territories, Canada, Newfoundland, labrador, Cuba, the Isle of 

:A Pines, and the Philippine Islapds. Applications from outside these :A :A 

:A areas cannot be handled. 
CIA :A 

:A :A 

Ifli APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT 
cpc To: Section Communications Manager , . . Section, ARRL 

el: From 
CA Call 

Street and Number .  Id 

L:1 City . County  State   :11 

Virli I am interested in appointment as 

V.IC 

VA I would like to be considered for the following leadership appointment if or when a vacancy exists. 

:Al El 

IIIP: My station is operative in the following bands  Mc. 

e: My ARRL membership expires   

I understand that each ARRL appointment faquires annual endorsement, and may be suspended or 

11.-11 cancelled at the discretion of the Section Communications Manager for inactivity, lack of interest or 
failure to report regularly each month. Pleas'. send me detailed forms or further information necessary 
in connection with this application. 

Dote  III Signed   

ilf.:,:l  rill 
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